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Foreign Situation, Tele, Relief Before

DISTRIBSJONTEND codejas not beenjhanged

Court Okays Choice of Patterson as RKO Board Head

No Biz Here ?
. . . look over Broadway

By CHESTER B. BAHN

"THOSE gents hereabouts who, with index

' finger pointed at the Broadway scene,

have been grousing and wailing that it just

is no use—that what with the World's Fair,

baseball, the weather, etc., etc., etc., the

cash customers can't be interested in pix,

are invited this Monday morning to reflect

upon

—

The fact that "Goodbye, Mr. Chips"

(Metro) continues merrily on its way at

the Astor, with recent weeks showing pro-

gressive gains in "take." (And the pix is

reported clicking as well in those situations

throughout the country where it has

opened.)

The fact that "Bachelor Mother" (RKO
Radio) started with a bang at Radio City

Music Hall, outgrossing every RKO Radio

pix opening date there in the last three

years.

— • —
THE fact that "Daughters Courageous"

' (Warners), aided by Sammy Kaye's ork

on the stage, has given the New York Strand

its top week's gross of the last six months
and probably the best Summer biz the house

has enjoyed.

The fact that "Man About Town" (Para-

mount), with an assist credited to Gene
Krupa and band on the stage, plus opening

day cast member p.a.'s should approach the

theater's first week attendance record.

The fact that "Second Fiddle" (20th Cen-
tury-Fox), plus stage show, crashed through

at the Roxy on Friday, and looks set for a

run.

The fact that Eddie Cantor, opening in

person at Loew's State, broke the house

record for a week-day gross; the screen

attraction, to make the record complete,

happens to be "It's a Wonderful World"
(Metro).

— • —
A LL of which, this columnar commentator
** submits, establishes anew that the busi-

ness is there to be gotten and that the

right attraction will get it for the showman
endowed with initiative and imagination.

And, incidentally, that's why this com-
mentator is inclined to disagree sharply with

the New York Daily News editorial writer
(.Continued on Page 2)

Appointment is "Equitable,"

Bondy Finds; Old Board

Cut to Four
Appointment of Richard C. Pat-

terson, Jr., as chairman of the board
of directors of RKO, was approved
on Friday in

a short opin-
ion handed
down by Fed-
eral Judge
William
Bondy.
Judge

Bondy stated
"The Court is

satisfied that
the qualifica-

t i o n s and
affiliations of

R i c h a rd C.
Patter son,

who has been
proposed as a director of the debtor

(Continued on Page 4)

R. C. PATTERSON, JR.

TtiEWEtriN
REVIEW

Majors Answer Gov't= By GEORGE H. MORRIS=
DOMESTIC
EQUITY ACTION: Six majors,

subsidiaries, and associated individu-
al defendants, as well as National
Theaters, K-A-O, and Chase Nation-
al Bank, filed sweeping denials in

Federal Court on Thursday of Gov-
ernment's multi-allegations of viola-

tion of Sherman Act, of having con-
spired to monopolize, and having
committed unlawful acts in pursuit
of trade. Replies of the six majors,
and other defendants, excepting Co-
lumbia and UA which were not re-

quired to make their answers at this

time pending action of the Court on
their motions requesting further par-

(Continued on Page 7)

HEAR ESSANESS EXEC. EDUCATIONAL F

IN CONTEMPT ACTION

Chicago—Edwin Silverman, Ess-
aness executive, testified Friday in

(Continued on Page 6)

Particulars Bill Ordered
in Kuhn's "Nazi Spy" Suit

Federal Judge Edward A. Conger,
in granting an application of War-
ners for a bill of particulars in the

(Continued on Page 4)

INSTITUTE AT N. Y. U.

Chancellor Harry Woodburn Chase
announced at the week-end the es-

tablishment of the Educational Film
Institute of New York University for
the purpose of producing, distribu-

ting, and evaluating motion pictures
in the field of education.
The Institute, which will begin its

activities on July 1, will be enabled
to carry on its first year's activities

(Continued on Page 6)

Overseas Situation, Television and

Industry Relief Before Hays Board

Dual Des Moines Opening
Launches RKO's "Career"

Des Moines—RKO Radio launched
"Career" with a dual world premiere
at the Paramount and Orpheum here

(Continued on Page 7)

Topical discussions of industry
problems featured the final session
of MPPDA's quarterly board meet-
ing at organization's headquarters on
Friday morning from 10 o'clock until

about noon. The session had been
adjourned from June 22.

Six subjects considered by the di-
(Continued on Page 7)

Allied Charges Draft Differs

from Agreement Denied

By Rodgers
The proposed fair trade practice

code "covers, not substantially, but
wholly, every single item discussed
and agreed upon with the Allied

committee," the distributors contend
in a statement issued over the week-
end by W. F. Rodgers, spokesman.
The statement was prepared in an-
swer to Allied's charges that the
submitted code was not the same as

the one formerly agreed upon in

previous negotiations. It also was
the first formal declaration of the

distributors' stand on the code since

it was rejected by Allied at its an-
(Continued on Page 8)

CENTURYCIRCUIT

STOPS GIVEAWAYS

First circuit in the Metropolitan
area to. seize upon the decision

last week in the Atlantic Theater
case as an opportunity for elim-

ination of giveaways is the Century
Circuit, which stopped all giveaways
in the 19 theaters it operates in

(Continued on Page 8)

Williams Coming to New York

To Settle Equity Trial Date

Assistant Attorney-General Paul
Williams is coming to New York on
Wednesday from Washington to take

up question of fixing a trial date in

the current equity actionof the Gov-
ernment against the majors.
He will confer here with Federal

(Continued on Page 8)

Federal Theater Project

Dies at Congress', Hands

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—The Federal Theater

Project is dead, and its affairs will

be wound up within the month. The
Senate and House conferees agreed
on Friday to insert the House clause

banning the FTP in the compromise
(Continued on Page 7)
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

(QUOTATIONS AS OF FRIDA

1 1/4 1 1/4
9 9

57 159

403/s 40y8

High Low Close

Am. Seat 11% 11% 11%
Col. Picts. vtc. (2i/

2 %) 83/4 8% 83/4
Columbia Picts. pfd

Con. Fm. Ind 1%
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.. . . 93/8
East. Kodak 159 1

do pfd

Cen. Th. Eq

Loew's, Inc 41 Vs

do pfd

Paramount 8i/s

Paramount 1st pfd
Paramount 2nd pfd... 9 9

Pathe Film 9 85/8
RKO 1% 1V4
20th Cent.-Fox .... 18% 18'/8
20th Cent.-Fox pfd.. 30 30
Univ. Pict. pfd 62 61

Warner Bros 4% 4'/8
do pfd 46y8 46

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith B. F. ref. 6s 46 993,4 99% 99%
Loew's deb. 3y2 s 46.102y2 102 102

Par. B'way 3s55

Par. Picts. 6s 55 101 101 101

Par. Picts. cv. 3%s47
RKO 6s41 67'/4 67 '/4 67 Vi
Warner Bros.' cv. 6s39 . .

Warner Bros.' dbs 6s48 89

Y)
Net
Chg.

— 'A

+ 1/4

— 1/2

— 1/4

- VS

9
83/4
1%

181/4

30
62
4'/8

461/g

+ Vs

+ 1/4

+ 1- VS- 27/8

— 1/2

+ %

— 1

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts 1

1/2
1 1/2 1 1/2

Sonotone Corp l 3/8 1 % }3/B
Technicolor 15V8 14% 15

TransLux 1% 1 3/8 1 %
Universal Corp. vtc. . 3% 3% 3%
Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES
Bid Asked

Pathe Film M pfd 100 103

Fox. Thea. Office Bldg. 1st '46.... 3'/2 5

Loew's Thea. Realty 6s 1st '47 99% 101 1/4

Met. Playhouse, Inc. 2nd deb. '45.. 69 71

Roxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st '57 65% 67%

SAFETY LLOYDS
FILM STORAGE CORP.

Storage by Reel or Vault

729 Seventh Ave.
New York City

BRyant 9-5600 SECURITY

A":

SI The Broadway Parade E
Picture and Distributor Theater

Goodbye, Mr. Chips (Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer)—8th week Astor
Daughters Courageous (Warner Bros. Pictures)—2nd week Strand
Stronger Than Desire (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer) Capitol
Man About Town (Paramount Pictures) Paramount
Bachelor Mother (RKO Radio Pictures) Music Hall

Second Fiddle (20th Century-Fox) Roxy
Crand Jury Secrets ( Paramount Pictures) Criterion
The Girl aniifthe Gambler ( RKO Radio Pictures) Rialto
Hell's Kitchen (Warner Bros. Pictures) Globe
Second Bureau (Film Alliance) Central
Young Mr. Lincoln (20th Century-Fox) (a-b) Palace
They Asked for It (Universal Pictures) (a) Palace

FOREIGN LANGUAGE FEATURES
Lenin in 1918 (Amkino)—2nd week Cameo
Alexander Nevsky (Amkino)—4th week (b) World

FUTURE OPENINGS
Five Came Back (RKO Radio Pictures)—July 4 Rialto
On Borrowed Time (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)—July 6 Capitol
Mickey, the Kid (Republic Pictures)—July 6 Criterion
The Indianapolis Speedway (Warner Bros. Pictures)—July 14 Strand
They Shall Have Music (United Artists-Goldwyn)—July 26 Rivoli
Magnificent Fraud, The (Paramount Pictures) (c) Paramount
The Man in the Iron Mask (United Artists-Small) (c) Music Hall
Juarez (Warner Brcs. Pictures)—July 4 (a-b) Palace
The Zero Hour (Republic Pictures)—July 4 (a) Palace

(a) Dual bill, (b) Subsequent run. (c) Follows current bill.

No Biz Here?
. . . look over Broadway

(Continued from Page 1)

who fears that both the movies and baseball

are on the way out because "mass produc-

tion is standardizing them, and our guess

is that the public will tire of them sooner

or later." Re-scan the list of pix mentioned
above; there's no standardization there

—

unless you refer to ability to entertain. As
for mass production, its evils—and costs

—

have been too obvious when attempted in

this industry to ever permit it to enjoy full

rein.

— • —
President Signs Measure

Continuing Admission Tax

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—President Roosevelt's

signing of the "business appease-
ment" tax bill at the week-end, con-
tinues in force the Government's
10 per cent admission levy which
would have expired at midnight
Saturday.
Flat 18 per cent corporation tax

on corporations earning more than
$25,000 a year replaces the undis-
tributed profits tax.

Small Drops Two, Adds
One for 1 939-40 Season

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Revising his produc-

tion schedule, Edward Small will
make six rather than seven pix for
UA release next season. Dropped
;are "Quantrill, the Raider" and
"Food of the Gods," while added is

"The House of Monte Cristo," se-
quel to "The Count of Monte Cristo"
which Small made several seasons
back.

TMAT, Five Boro to Meet
The TMAT union meets Wednes-

day with heads of the Five Boro
circuit to discuss terms of a con-
tract.

RKO's Foreign Delegates

Start Homeward Journeys

RKO's foreign representatives who
attended the company's international
convention in New York last month
have started their homeward jour-
neys. First to return was Fred Gul-
bransen who flew to his Panama
headquarters, via Miami, on Thurs-
day. Leon Britton, general manager
for the Far East, left over the week-
end for Los Angeles and will sail
from Vancouver on July 8.

Ralph Hanbury, managing director
for the United Kingdom, is en route
to England on the Mauretania, while
Bruno Cheli, general manager for
Brazil, sailed Friday for Rio de
Janeiro.

Discontinue Movie Quiz
Suit Without Payments

Suit for $500,000 and an injunc-
tion brought by Milton Spitz against
the eight majors, Motion Pictures
Greatest Year, Inc., Monogram Pic-
tures, Moredall Realty Corp., and
Bobby Dick, Inc., was discontinued
on Friday in Federal Court. A stipu-
lation of discontinuance expressly
provided that no payments were
made in settlement of the suit.

Plaintiff had claimed that a con-
test called, "U-Spot-It," copyrighted
by him had been used in creating
the scheme of the Movie Quiz.

52, Producers to Meet
Meeting of Local 52, studio me-

chanics, negotiating committee and
producers representatives will be
held Thursday to discuss terms of a
new contract. It is expected that
an agreement will be reached at this

meeting which will be ratified by
the union's membership.

To Demolish Hippodrome
New York Hippodrome will be de-

molished, starting Sept. 1, to give
way to stores.

commG am gomg

WILL H. HAYS leaves New York tonight for

San Francisco and will then continue to Holly-
wood for a stay of several weeks.

BARNEY BALABAN, Paramount prexy, h - left

the home office for a brief vacation.

HERMAN WOBBER, general manager of ...fri-

bution for 20th-Fox, returns to the home office

Wednesday after a month's stay on the Coast.

WALTER J. HUTCHINSON, director of foreign

distribution, for 20th-Fox, arrives here Wednes-
day on the Northern Prince after a European and
South American trip.

CAPTAIN PATRICK SMITH and RAY SCOTT,
RKO Pathe News cameramen, have left the
Coast for the Orient to cover the Sino-Jap hos-
tilities.

A. T. HULL, RKO Pathe News Far Eastern
cameraman, has returned to the United States

for a vacation after a three-year stretch of duty.

BEN KALMENSON, Warners' Western and
Southern sales manager, returns to the home
office today after a five-week trip that took
him to the Coast.

RALPH HANBURY, managing director for RKO
in the United Kingdom, is en route back to

England on the Mauretania.

FRED S. GULBRANSEN, RKO manager in

Panama and other Central American countries,

has returned to his post after attending the

RKO convention.

LEON BRITTON, general manager for RKO
in the Far East, has left New York for the Coast,

sailing for the Orient July 8 from Vancouver
on the S.S. Empress.

BRUNO CHELI, RKO general manager in Brazil,

sailed for Rio de Janeiro over the week-end on
the S.S. Brazil.

JOHN RILEY, WE's chief engineer in London,
sailed for England on the Mauretania over the
week-end.

EDDIE ("Rochester") ANDERSON has returned

to the Coast after attending premiere of "Man
About Town" at the Paramount.

MARTY WEISER of WB's h.o. exploitation staff

is now in Hollywood, having been transferred

there to assist Ned Holmes in exploiting firm's

pix for indie exhibs.

Exhibs. visiting the RKO Lounge and hotels

at which they are stopping included at the

week-end: C. H. STUART of Waco, Tex., at

the Clinton; MARC J. WOLF and A. R. HOCHER
of Indianapolis at the Astor; G. MURDOCK and
V. A. VOEBEL of Houston at the Taft; M. CON-
NOR of Chicago at the Pennsylvania, and MRS.
ANITA N. DIAMOS and daughter of Tucson at

the Edison.

MR. and MRS. C. H. STEWART, of the Waco
Theater, Waco, Tex., visited the Paramount
World Fair hostess Friday.

MADGE EVANS arrives in New York today
from Hollywood.

GILBERT MILLER flew to the Coast yesterday.

DWIGHT DEERE WIMAN sailed for Bermuda
Saturday.

HERBERT STOTHART leaves the Coast today
for New York.

VYVYON DONNER sailed Saturday on the
Champlain for Paris and London.

THE THEATRE
"Roars of Pleasure"—Atkinson. Times*

WHAT A LIFE
with EZRA STONE as Henry Aldrich

MANSFIELD, W. 47th St. Mali
and Sat.

Circle 6-0640

. Wed.

"A MUST, GO ENJOY IT"^ct«
I MUST LOVE SOMEONE

with JAMES RENNIE—IRIS ADRIAN
and JACK WHITE

Air-Conditioned.

VANDERBILT, West 48th Street

Evs. 8:40. Mat. Wed and Sat.
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PATTERSON IS OKAYED

AS RKO BOARD HEAD

{Continued from Page 1)

upon the consummation of the plan
of reorganization of the debtor in

place of Floyd Odium, have been
fully disclosed, and that his appoint-
ment to such office is equitable, com-
patible with the interest of the cred-

itors and stockholders and consistent
with public policy."

Patterson recently resigned as As-
sistant Secretary of Commerce. He
is a former Commissioner of Cor-
rection of New York City, and a
former executive vice-president and
director of NBC.

In addition to Patterson, the new
RKO board, as and when the way
is cleared for it to function, will com-
prise Ned E. Depinet, Thomas P.
Durell, Raymond Bill, Frederick L.
Ehrman, L. Lawrence Green, James
G. Harbord, Conde Nast, John E.
Parsons, N. Peter Rathvon, George
J. Schaefer, W. G. Van Schmus and
Lunsford P. Yandell.
The present and old board of RKO

Corp. has been reduced to only four
members, from its original 10 as
elected. Irving Trust Co., as trustee
for RKO Corp., in response to Gov-
ernment's petition in current equity
action against the majors, disclosed
that the resignation from the RKO
Corp. board of David Sarnoff, as a
director, took place on May 5, last,

as did that of Cornelius N. Bliss.

Edward W. Harden resigned the fol-

lowing day, and De Witt Millhauser
on May 8. Maurice Goodman died
last March, and Frederick Strauss in

August, 1937.
Currently, therefore, only George

N. Armsby, James G. Harbord, Leo
Spitz and Lunsford P. Yandell re-
main on the RKO Corp. board, of
which there is no chairman. Har-
bord and Yandell are only present
directors who will serve on the new
board.

Pushing Students Tickets
Chicago—Great States circuit has

sold several thousand student ticket
books in its key cities. Students save
about 30 per cent.

Best wishes from THE FILM DAILY
to the following on their birthdays:

JULY 3
Leon Errol Wynne Gibson
Luther Reid Florence Miles

JULY 4
Louis B. Mayer Cloria Stuart
George M. Cohan Irving Caesar
Henry Armetta Joe C. Hornstein

Gertrude Lawrence Ed Savin
Mary Patricia Alicoate Harvey Thew

Vince Barnett Mrs. Thomas Meighan
Barbara Weeks Joseph Ruttenberg

ALCNG THE

- with PHIL At. LALV—
V T

• • • CLEVER promotional piece put out by United Artists pub-

licity dep't designed to give the theater man an interest in the cast-

ing of the forthcoming Edward Small production, "My Son, My Son!"

a best-seller in the book stores throughout our fair land so Mister

Small invites exhibs. of high and low degree to place a ballot-box in

their lobbies so their patrons can vote for their choice of players for the

principal roles in addition, copies of the book have been sent to

all motion picture editors in the key cities throughout the country, and

they have been asked to send in suggested casts

• • • BIG send-off for Warners' short "Sons of Liberty"

with special showings arranged in such key cities as Chicago,

Boston, New Orleans, Atlanta, Los Angeles, Memphis, Philadelphia

there were special broadcasts, patriotic banquets attended

by civic leaders, statesmen, army men, and previews attended by

Legion outfits, D.A.R., etc

• • • LOCAL pressagent of Dallas pulls a nifty as recorded

by Eddie Barr in his kolyum in the Dispatch-Journal as follows

"The other day we went over to the Delaware barber shop, told John

Leggio we wanted a haircut, a shave and no conversation But John

couldn't resist He wanted us to know that he had seen a preview

showing of 'Young Mr. Lincoln' which opens at the Majestic Theater

Saturday We said that was fine and went to sleep Well, on a

trek down the street half a dozen barbers stopped us in front of their

shops and said they were waiting anxiously the reviews of 'Young Mr.

Lincoln' ...... Our curiosity aroused, we vistied a few more barber shops

on the pretext of seeing how the boys were getting along, not, of course,

that we aren't always anxious about the health and happiness of the

gentlemen of the clippers and razors Well, in every shop we heard

the boys behind the chairs gossiping like mad with the customers about

'Young Mr. Lincoln' It was phenomenal, even though we've long

been aware of a barber's love of conversation We started an in-

vestigation and then came the light Fred McFadden, Majestic The-

ater publicist, had invited the boys over for a preview Every guy

in Dallas who gets a shave or haircut this week will know more about

'Young Mr. Lincoln' than Henry Fonda himself" (Editor's Note:

Please note that kolyumist Barr mentions "Young Mr. Lincoln" FOUR
times in his story. Fred McFadden should have given him a private

preview for that.)

T T T

• • • THAT parade for Eddie Cantor down Broadway last

Thursday morn had an added attraction the parade was a

ballyhoo for Eddie's personal appearance starting at Loew's State

there were banners, bands, ushers in gorgeous uniforms

then came Eddie seated in an open limousine, taking bows from
his public cheering on the sidewalks directly behind Eddie's

car came one of those big shiny Sanitation Dep't garbage trucks,

with the driver leaning forward, yelling: "Attaboy, Eddie!"

Eddie gave one look behind, and this time he didn't have to fix

his eyes to make 'em pop. . . # The host of friends of Morris

Kinzler and the missus are congratulating them on the arrival of

a baby girl at Polyclinic Hospital Thursday morn

« « « »> » >%

ORDERS PARTICULARS

BILL IN KUHN'S SUIT

{Continued from Page 1)

$5,000,000 libel suit of Fritz Kuhn
and the German-American Bund, ex-
pressed the opinion that the c^ as
an important one and as a I Aic
matter "must go to trial soon."
He further stated that "the Amer-

ican people are entitled to know the
answer," and that the plaintiffs
should be willing to give a bill of
particulars if they did not wish to
conceal anything.
These statements were made to

plaintiff's attorney on argument of
the application.

Suit claims libel in Warners' pic-
ture, "Confessions Of a Nazi Spy."

Sues WB for $75,000; Says
"Nazi Spy" Defamed Her

Libel suit for $75,000 was filed

against Warners, in U. S. District
Court on Friday by Katherine Moog,
in which she claims that the pic-
ture, "Confessions of a Nazi Spy,"
and its advertisements defamed her
character.

Plaintiff alleges that Warners,
without her consent, used her name
to exploit the picture and connected
her with the character Erika Wolf,
played by Lya Lys.

Chicago—Warners' legal depart-
ment has advised company's theaters
in this area that "Confessions of a
Nazi Spy" must not be publicized as
"based on the book written by Leon
Turrou."

Universal Signs Mae West;
To Star in Three Pictures

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Mae West will star in

three pictures for Universal. In first

one, she will be co-starred with W.
C. Fields, and in the next two she
will be starred. Stories are to be
selected later. First picture will be
story of the West. Eddie Cline will
direct, Grover Jones is to write the
story and Lester Cowan will pro-
duce. This will be one of highest
budgeted pictures made by Universal
in many years and will start about
Sept. 1.

Partee Sells Mich. House
Reed City, Mich—The Strand The-

ater here, owned by Roy Partee,
has been purchased by Schuckert &
Stafford Theaters, Inc. of Caro.

WEDDING BELLS

Albuquerque, N. M. — Alexander
Provos, chief operator at the Coron-
ado Theater here and Florence Hotis
of El Paso, were married in St.

John's Episcopal Church.

Denver—Don McCormack, Univer-
sal exchange booker, and Nora Smith
of the Warner Bros, exchange, were
married and are honeymooning in

New Mexico.
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DES MOINES OPENING

LAUNCHES "CAREER"

(.Continued from Page 1)

last night, the opening tied in with
the final broadcast yesterday after-

noon of Jesse L. Lasky's second
"Gateway to Hollywood" talent

quest.
For the premiere, RKO Radio

brought here Saturday a Hollywood
delegation including Jean Hersholt,

Anne Shirley, Patricia Ellis, Jean
Parker, Edward Ellis, Leon Errol,

Joy Hodges, John Archer, Alice Eden,
Bob Breen, Marjorie Reynolds, Bar-
bara Reed, Dorothy Lovett, Peggy
Carroll, James Ellison, Robert Pal-

mer and Leigh Jason and Phil Stong
among others.

Here from the East were Ned E.

Depinet, S. Barret McCormick, Cres.

son E. Smith, Arthur Willi, Ralph
Rolan, Louis Alleman and Charles
Levy. Walter Branson and Jack Os-
serman were among the RKO Radio
reps here from the midwest via a
Chicago special train.

The twin openings were in the
best Hollywood manner. The celebri-

ties arrived in open cars for p.a.'s

and it is estimated that 75,000 per-
sons were packed in the streets

around the two theaters.

Prize Novel to 20th-Fox
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—"Children of God," the

Harper prize novel by Vardis Fisher,
has been purchased by 20th-Fox.
Louis Bromfield, who, as one of the
judges in the contest, read the book
in manuscript, recommended it to
Darryl Zanuck.

FILM CODE ANALYZED
By LOUIS NIZER

EDITOR'S NOTE: THE FILM DAILY today presents the tenth installment of a com-

prehensive analysis of the proposed Trade Practice Code (Revision of June 10) by Louis

Nizer, member of the law firm of Phillips & Nizer, and authority on the law of screen, stage

and radio The analysis is designed to clarify the provisions of the Code in non-legalistic

language so as to make them readily understandable to all people in the film industry. In view

of the fact that the Distributors Negotiating Committee proposes to make the Code effec-

tive for the 1939-40 season, THE FILM DAILY deems Mr. Nizer's interpretive presentation

an outstanding, timely service of inestimable value to the trade. Preservation of the daily in-

stallments is recommended.

Installment- No. 10

XIV. OTHER SUBJECTS OF ARBITRATION
(1) Performance of Contracts: If a distributor or exhibitor claims that the

other has breached the contract, the dispute shall be submitted to arbitration.

Powers of Arbitrators: The powers of the arbitrators in such dispute are lim-

ited to:

(a) A finding as to whether or not the contract has been breached, and if it

has, then

(b) An award for one of three things:

(1) Specific performance of the provisions of the contract, or

(2) The actual amount of damages for each feature involved, which amount shall

not be more than the liquidated damages provided in the contract (except in such case

as is described in subdivision (3) immediately following), or

(3) If the arbitrators find that the distributor arbitrarily and wilfully, and without

color of right repudiated the contract by refusing to deliver to the exhibitor the pictures,

or caused the showing of the picture in violation of run or clearance, then they may
grant the amount of actual and compensatory damage (not punitive) for each feature

involved.

(Eleventh installment continuing the analysis of other subjects of arbitration will appear
Wednesday.)

Equity-AGMA Air Show Waits
Now on Talent and Sponsor

Outline for the joint Actors' Equity
Association-American Guild of Mus-
ical Artists air show planned for
the Fall has been agreed upon in

principle by the two unions and
sponsors are ready to dicker for the
show, with lack of a complete talent
lineup as yet the only factor that
has kept negotiations from being
opened.

Where were you

YESTERDAY

Where are you

TODAY
Where will you be

TOMORROW

N. Y. U. to Open Educat'l

Film Institute July 1

(Continued from Page 1)

largely through an initial grant of
$75,000 from the Alfred P. Sloan
Foundation, Dr. Chase stated.
Through the Institute, the Univers-
ity will engage in the production of
educational motion pictures and
make studies of the place and ap-
plication of the film in formal and
informal education.

Spencer D. Pollard, of the depart-
ment of economics of Harvard Uni-
versity, has been appointed execu-
tive director of the Institute, which
will have its headquarters at the
University's Washington Square
Center.

Chancellor Chase also announced
the appointment of the Institute
Board, composed of members of the
University faculty: Professor Philip
O. Badger, assistant to the chancel-
lor; Professor Darrell B. Lucas, of
the department of marketing, and
Professor Herbert B. Dorau, of the
department of economics, chairman.

RKO Exchanges Realigned;

Prairie District Set Up

Realignment of several branches
and the designation of Prairie Dis-
trict to the newly created district

in the Midwest were announced Fri-
day by Jules Levy, RKO general
sales manager.

Detroit and Indianapolis branches
have been transferred to the Mid-
western district under Walter Bran-
son's supervision and will become a
part of Cresson Smith's Western and
Southern Division.
Nat Levy, Eastern general district

manager, will shift his headquarters
from Detroit to Philadelphia where
he will supervise the exchanges in
Philadelphia, Cincinnati, Cleveland,
Pittsburgh and Washington, under

HEAR ESSANESS EXEC.

IN CONTEMPT ACTION

(Continued from Page 1)

the Government's contempt
.
case

against B & K and the major-*"- on-
cerning negotiations with ( ;iert

Farrell, Oriental Theater bunding
prexy, for a lease after B & K re-
linquished control of the house. He
also conferred, he testified, with
George J. Schaefer, then a UA ex-
ecutive, for Oriental film product,
including "Drums" and other fea-
tures. Silverman said he had offered
$5,000 for "Drums" but negotiations
fell through.

Attorneys for film companies and
B & K objected to this line of ques-
tioning. Master Edgar Eldredge al-

lowed the answers to stand and noted
objections for future consideration.

Silverman also outlined his cir-

cuit's strenuous efforts to obtain
first-run product for Essaness Loop
Woods Theater with no success ex-
cept a few minor films.

Edward Mager, Allied film book-
er, testified concerning release sheets
the association sent out to its mem-
bers and others. Mager said the
dates were arrived at by adding 10
weeks to expiration of Loop runs,
which gave him the approximate
general release date.

Government attorneys used Mag-
er's testimony to bring out the uni-
form clearance situation in Chicago
territory. Defendant attorneys ob-
jected to Mager's testimony but
Eldredge admitted it.

Elmer Upton, B & K comptroller,
at the preceding session, identified
various B & K film contracts with film
companies, also papers relating to
organization of the Balaban Invest-
ment Corp. with $1,000,000 capital.
This company was succeeded by the
Oriental Theater Corp., with $100,-
000 capital, which held the Oriental
Theater lease at the time B & K
closed the house. He also identified
Barney and John Balaban manage-
ment contracts with Paramount and
B & K.

Robert Goulding, defense attorney,
objected these contracts had no rela-
tion to the Government's case. Rob-
ert Wright, Special Assistant to the
Attorney General, countered that that
part of the Sherman Act showing mo-
nopoly might be applicable. Attor-
ney Frederick Burnham for Loew's
argued the film companies were not
interested in the B & K manage-
ment contracts.

The hearing adjourned until 11
a.m. Wednesday.

E. L. McEvoy, Eastern and Canadian
sales manager.

Buffalo has been added to J. H.
Maclntyre's Northeastern district,

which is to consist of Albany, Bos-
ton, Buffalo and New Haven.
The newly created Prairie district

will be under L. E. Goldhammer's
supervision and will consist of Des
Moines, Minneapolis, Omaha and
Sioux Falls, continuing as part of

Smith's division.
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ectorate were headed by reports and
in ar \lysis of conditions currently

V^nt in the foreign field, par-

;icur^iy in Britain, where recently

he Government extended much-
leeded alleviation to film interests

ria nixing of the proposed excise

ax on raw film, and disposition to

:ut down to a practical minimum
)ther import duties. Situation in

)ther world sectors, chiefly Contin-

ental Europe in light of the most
-ecent crisis there, received atten-

:ion.

Additionally, Will H. Hays report-

id on plans and progress in rela-

;ion to the suggested short wave
oroadcasts to Europe and South
\merica in co-operation with both

BS and NBC. Currently, film com-
panies are working on the supply

>f material, which, it has been de-

eded, will be co-ordinated through
VTPPDA. Sample material will then

>e presented to the two major net-

vorks.
Directorate discussed Hay's re-

iort on the study of relief and se-

urity within the industry, and co-

meration with the Motion Picture

belief Fund. The MPPDA board
lommittee, headed by George J.

3chaefer, with J. H. Hazen repre-

senting Harry M. and Major Albert

vVarner, together with Barney Bal-

iban, will continue the work.
Harry D. Buckley, chairman of the

VTPPDA Television Committee, re-

Dorted on the progress of findings

n that field with respect to film

ndustry relations, as probed by him
md his co-committeemen, Charles C.

Moskowitz and Paul Raeburn.
Public's highly favorable reaction

;o the film, "Land of Liberty," con-

ributed by the industry for exhibi-

:ion at the New York World's Fair,

vas, Hays declared, very gratifying.

Ralph B. Austrian, it was an-

lounced, has been substituted for H.
U. Sommerer as representative in

VTPPDA for RCA.
Today, MPPDA will be officially

men, but manned by a skeleton staff.

Attending Friday's meeting were
tVill H. Hays, Major Frederick L.

Herron, George J. Schaefer, Nicholas
SI. Schenck, Jack Cohn, E. W. Ham-
nons, W. C. Michel representing Sid-

ley R. Kent, Harry D. Buckley
epresenting Murray Silverstone, J.

3. Hazen representing Harry M. and
Major Abert Warner, and C. D.
3rutzman representing Nate Blum-
)erg. Barney Balaban was unable
o attend the meeting, being out of

own for a brief vacation.
Hays leaves New York tonight for

San Francisco, where on Thursday
le will deliver an address at the
mnual convention there of the Na-
:ional Education Association, and
proceed to Hollywood where he will

;pend several weeks.

Improve Wilmington House
Wilmington, Del. — The Rilato

Theater has closed for remodeling,
aid will open on Aug. 18.

THE WEEK IN REVIEW
Majors Answer Gov't—Argentine Drops Measure

===^=^= By GEORGE H. MORRIS ==^===
(Continued from Page 1)

ticulars, conceded so little to the
charges that responses were virtual-
ly of a blanket character.

TRADE REFORMS: Returning
from South America, Sidney R.
Kent scored Allied's rebuff of pro-
posed trade practices code, and de-
clared he had concluded that nothing
the distribs. could offer would be ac-

ceptable to the exhib. body. He
added that he would confer further
with William F. Rodgers and other
distrib. leaders on the situation . . .

TO of Oklahoma, MPTOA affiliate at
its convention's conclusion condemned
Neely Bill, and postponed for time
being action on Code . . . Industry
watched with interest N. Y. Allied's

meet in Syracuse on Thursday, next,
for promised developments.

EXHIBITION: Canadian exhibs.
planned meeting in fight against pro-
tection . . . U. S. exhibs., survey
showed, are strongly opposed to use
of old films for television . . . Deci-
sion of Judge Bayes in Special Ses-
sions appeared to hold fate of cash
games in New York City theaters . . .

and a checkup revealed 389 Negro
theaters in 28 States.
NEELY BILL : Debate and vote on

Neely Bill is expected Thursday,
Washington sources asserted.

ADDED HIGHLIGHTS: James
Roosevelt received new long-term
contract from Samuel Goldwyn for
meritorious service rendered to date
. . . 108 prominent industry members
attended organization dinner in New
York of Picture Pioneers and named
Jack Cohn, Columbia v.-p. as group's
head; Hal Hode, secretary; and Mar-
vin Schenck, George J. Schaefer, Her-
man Robbins, Jack Cohn, Joe Horn-
stein, Harry Brandt, Harry D. Buck-
ley, and Hal Hode to exec, committee
. . . Standard Trade & Securities
forecast "moderate betterment" for
pix industry this Summer.

Quebec's Exhibs. to Probe

City's Right to Show Pix

Quebec — Operators of Quebec's
eleven theaters, closed since June 2
in protest against the additional ten
per cent admission tax levied by the
municipality, have decided to investi-
gate the city's right to operate muni-
cipal motion picture theaters. Their
legal advisers are studying the city
charter to see whether the city can
legally exhibit films following its

purchase of two motion picture pro-
jectors. City officials said the pro-
jectors would be used in the Mont-
calm Palace Municipal Theater and
perhaps for outdoor shows.

Boston Still Likes It

"Ecstasy," is now being held over
for the seventh week at the News
Reel Theater in Boston. "Ecstasy"
played the Park Theater last year
for 30 weeks.

FOREIGN
ARGENTINE BILL : Arriving in

New York from South America at

week's outset, Clemente Lococo,
prominent Argentine exhibitor re-

vealed that the bill providing for na-
tionalization of the pix industry
there has been dropped, and chances
of revival are slim.

DILEMMA IN CHINA : U. S. dis-

tribs. said Del Goodman, 20th-Fox
general manager in the Orient, upon
disembarking on the West Coast, are

very likely to cease operations in

China unless re-import duties on U.
S. pix are removed at Shanghai and
restrictions are lifted at other

Chinese ports.

5f; ^ :£

NSW QUOTA: Charles Munro,
head of Hoyt circuit in Australia,

told The Film Daily that if the new
South Wales Government puts into

effect at beginning of July the 15

per cent British quota, now report-

ed to be impending, action will be

a crippling blow to Australian the-

ater owners.

FEDERAL THEATER

PROJECT DIES

(Continued from Page 1)

bill. Senate bill had lifted the House
ban on the project. The conference
report was adopted by both houses
and Friday night, the President
signed the bill.

In a statement, President Roose-
velt termed the FTP's elimination
"discrimination of the worst type."

Administrative and supervisory
employes on the project may be con-
tinued on the payroll during July
while closing up FTP affairs.

End of the FTP dooms 32 New
York units, including three Broad-
way shows.

Sacks Forms Own Firm

S. D. Sacks, for the past 14 years
associated with Robert Teller, litho-

graphers, has formed his own or-

ganization, the Saxon Offset Litho
Corp. with headquarters at 216 E.

45th St. The Saxon Company has
taken over the Acme and Reid off-

set plant. The new company will

specialize in motion picture acces-

sories.

ii

Diddle-diddle diddum,

diddum ga

ga-ga moo

SANDY!'

(Translation) "If my new picture

doesn't get me even more

raves than I got in "East Side

of Heaven", then my name

isn't Sandy"

!
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CODE IS UNCHANGED,

DISTRIBS. CONTEND

(Continued from Page 1)

nual convention in Minneapolis last

month.
"In addition," the statement con-

tinues, "the code also contains many
other provisions favorable to exhibi-

tors that were not even requested of
the distributors."

In extending an invitation to all

exhibitors, regardless of their affilia-

tions, to accept the code, Rodgers
points out that "with the contem-
plated change in the machinery for

settling clearance disputes, it is sin-

cerely believed that we have a docu-
ment that will enable all interested
parties to conduct their business re-

lationship more harmoniously and
thereby benefit the industry at

large."
Rodgers contends that "we are not

alone in this belief, as already the
majority of organized theater own-
ers, independent as well as affiliated,

have indicated their desire to oper-
ate under such a code and are
anxious that its application be put
into effect at the earliest moment
possible."

In reviewing the events leading up
to Allied's rejection of the draft,

Rodgers asserted that the distribu-

tors had been invited to Minneapolis
under the impression that there
would be an open forum. The dis-

tributors were heard on Wednesday,
June 14, he explained, and the fol-

lowing day "learned to their amaze-
ment that the Allied board had pre-
viously accepted their Negotiating
Committee's recommendation to re-

ject the code and the rejection was
accordingly decided the day before
the distributors had an opportunity
to be heard."

In regard to alleged misleading
statements, Rodgers referred to re-

marks that "this or that clause ap-
pears for the first time in the March
30 draft," but he pointed out that
"not one word is said about the fact
that Allied's general counsel was
invited on January 16 to prepare a
draft in language more suitable to

Allied." The draft of June 10, he
explained, contains much of the
language and suggestions of Allied.

"Yet the statement is made," Rodg-
ers concluded, "that Allied had no
contact with distributors between the
January 16 meeting and the receipt
of the March 30 draft."
Rodgers commented on the fact

that much has been said about the
preamble to the code. Allied's pre-
amble bound the distributors to ob-

Personal Liability
Paris (By Cable)—Pola Negri, who ap-

peared in court here on the week-end to

ask 1,000,000-franc damages as result

of an article appearing in the Paris Soir

which represented her as a friend of

Adolph Hitler, was described by two
witnesses as having suffered much moral
damage by the allegation. The actress

remained silent throughout the proceed-
ings, during which defense counsel tried

to show that knowing Hitler was no
slander.

R€vi€ius of ncuj nuns
"Second Fiddle"
with Sonja Henie, Tyrone Power

20th Century- Fox 86 Mins.

POP ENTERTAINMENT WITH SONJA
HENIE, TYRONE POWER AND IRVING
BERLIN MUSIC.

Nice concoction of entertainment, with

plenty of showmanship to sell the fans.

There is Sonja Henie with her marvellous

skating, Tyrone Power for the femme vote

as the romantic press agent running second

fiddle to the Hollywood star. There is

Rudy Vallee as the star, Edna May Oliver

as Sonja's Swedish aunt for the laughs, and

the Irving Berlin tunes to catch the melody

lovers. Tyrone Power is the press agent who
persuades Sonja Henie, a schoolteacher in

a small Minnesota town, to come to Holly-

wood and try to break in as a glamour gal.

She makes good with the big producer, and

then in order to build her up, Power con-

cocts a romance between her and Rudy

Vallee, the leading man. He writes all the

love notes each day, sends the flowers and

presents, and finally having fallen hard for

her himself, writes a love song that makes

a great hit. All the time Sonja believes it

is true love and not a publicity stunt. When
she learns the truth, she flies back to her

home in Minnesota, not waiting for the

premiere, which is a great success. Frantic

at her loss, the producer schemes to have

Power follow her there and try to bring

her back. The press agent finally convinces

her that he has been on the level with his

regard for her. Sonja is convinced when
he tells her he wrote the song, but she is

on the verge of marrying a country swain

when he finally convinces her. Sonja Henie

appears in three skating sequences, one

spectacular, and two on the pond alongside

the schoolhouse in Minnesota. Tyrone

Power is an effective foil with a sympathetic

part that should go strong with his femme
fans.

CAST: Sonja Henie, Tyrone Power, Rudy

Vallee, Edna May Oliver, Mary Healy, Lyle

Talbot, Alan Dinehart, The Brian Sisters,

Stewart Reburn, Spencer Charters, Charles

Brokaw, Leyland Hodgson, A. S. Byron, John

Hiestand.

CREDITS: Producer, Gene Markey; Di-

rector, Sidney Lanfield; Author, George
Bradshaw; Screenplay, Harry Tugend; Music
and Lyrics, Irving Berlin.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY, Fine.

serve the principles of the draft but
did not provide for the signing of

such code by exhibitors or exhibitor
groups, Rodgers declared. In the
distributors' draft, he continued, both
distributors and exhibitors would be
obliged to sign the code.
Rodgers said that the distribu-

tors made a supreme effort to meet
the problems as they were presented
despite the fact that Allied repre-
sents only a minority, and a small
one, of organized exhibitor groups,
and much smaller when the nation's

theaters are considered. At Allied's

request, several drafts were pre-
pared, Rodgers said, in which the
"language had been changed, but
never the intent."

"Assurances have been given be-
fore, and are again repeated, that
any unauthorized actions inconsist-
ent with the proposed code will be
corrected," the statement concluded.

"Bachelor Mother"
with Ginger Rogers, David Niven

RKO Radio 81 Mins.

GAY, CLEVER FARCE CLOCKS LAUGHS
RIGHT THROUGH TO A RIOT FINISH.

One of the gayest light farces of the

season, and one that probably produces

more laughs than any farce this year. High

praise, but it earns it. At the Music Hall

the audience was in a constant ripple of

laughter, and that is a select audience in

the afternoon that doesn't laugh too easily.

Ginger Rogers proves herself a light come-

dienne of real ability. David Niven is an

excellent foil, playing a difficult role with

just the right touch. The story in this

case proves that it is the thing, and author

Felix Jackson has injected a lot of delightful

touches in a story that could have been

very risque, but was handled by director

Garson Kanin with due regard for the pro-

prieties, the sniff-noses and the censors,

and the result of their combined labors,

and those of Norman Krasna as the scripter,

results in as delightful a light farce as the

screen can boast. All about a department

store slavey who finds a baby on the door-

step of a foundling home. She picks it

up, and takes it inside, and from then on

she cannot convince anybody that she is

not the mother trying heartlessly to get rid

of her child. Eventually it means losing her

job at the department store, and she then

admits to Niven, the proprietor's son, that

it is her youngster, in order to stave off

this calamity. And from then on it is a riot

of laughs, with the polished youth being

drawn in deeper and deeper, till finally

through dad's interference and suspicions

he admits that he is the father, and so their

sprightly romance ends happily with the old

man's blessing, for he always wanted a

grandson. The entire cast do a grand

job. It can't miss wherever folks enjoy

laughter—and cleverness. Selling angles:

too many to choose from. Ginger Rogers.

The baby situation that is a natural for

every woman, married or single. The swell

laughs that practically never stop.

CAST: Ginger Rogers, David Niven,

Charles Coburn, Frank Albertson, E. E. Clive,

Elbert Coplen, Jr., Ferike Boros, Ernest

Truex, Leonard Penn, Paul Stanton, Gerald

Oliver-Smith, Leona Roberts, Dennie Moore,

June Wilkins, Frank M. Thomas, Edna Hol-

land.

CREDITS: Producer, B. G. DeSylva; Di-

rector, Garson Kanin; Author, Felix Jack-

son; Screenplay, Norman Krasna; Camera-
man, Robert de Grasse; Editors, Henry Ber-

man, Robert Wiss.

DIRECTION, Excellent. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Fine.

Kindler Motion Lost
A motion made Friday by Abra-

ham Kindler and the Empire State
Operators union to appeal to the
Court of Appeals in the Kimmel vs.

Kindler-union case, was denied by
the Appellate Division.

Form Telex Tele Co.
Chicago—Dr. B. Nathan, S. H.

Melnick and C. L. Moorman have
organized the Telex Radio and Tele-
vision Co. with offices at 2900 W.
"Vermont Stu Blue Island.

CENTURY CIRCUIT

STOPS GIVEAWAYS

(Continued from Page 1)

Brooklyn and Queens effec^:? as
of Friday night last.

No action has been taken y /> by
other circuits, but the Brandt tuia-

ters were said to be making a deci-

sion over the week-end on game elim-
inations, with others expected to

follow suit if they can. One circuit

exec, told The Film Daily that this

decision by the courts might prove
the key to complete elimination of

games in this area.

The statement from the Century
Circuit disclosing its action which
was issued from the office of J. R.
Springer, general manager, is as fol-

lows:

In view of the fact that the man-
ager of a theater not affiliated with
the Century Circuit was arrested,

fined $500 and given a jail sentence,
which it is reported was afterwards
suspended, Century feels that it is

not fair to have its managers as-

sume a similar risk and is therefore
announcing in all Century Theaters
within the City of New York that
all such money giveaway activities

will be suspended until the legal sit-

uation concerning games and give-
aways is clarified.

Beginning today a number of the-
aters in mid-town Manhattan are
scheduled to stop all giveaways, the
decision having been reached at a
meeting at the ITOA office attended
by C. C. Moskowitz of Loew's, John
O'Connor of RKO, Harry Brandt,
Laurence Bolognino and others.
Houses included in the agreement are
in the areas from West 34th to West
72nd and from East 34th to East
59th Streets. Area may be extended
if its success warrants.

Williams Coming to New York

To Settle Equity Trial Date

(Continued from Page 1)

Judge John C. Knox, who is in

charge of the calendar.
Trial date will be some time in the

Autumn, it is reliably understood.

N.D.'s 3% Levy Against

Ascap Revenue in Effect

Fargo, N. D.—The new state law
levying a tax of three per cent of

gross earnings of Ascap within the
state became effective on Saturday.
The law also requires that Ascap

file in Bismarck a list of the musical
compositions on which it claims to

hold copyright.

Unreconstructed
New Orleans—The South either doesn't

forget or has fixed ideas about entertain-

ment. "Young Mr. Lincoln" got pulled

from the Saenger before its week was
over due to low business.
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Dominion-Wide Convention of Indies Looms in August

SOARING! ENDS BROADWAY 1939 B. ([DROUGHT

Majors
1

Broadway Plans for 1939-40 Waiting on Guild

Metro Scores
. . with fine fantasy

-By CHESTER B. BAHN-

THE morning's mail the other day brought,

' among others, a letter from a feature

writer for a leading American fan magazine
requesting the definition of this commenta-
tor's critical tape-measure.

"What must a screen play possess to

please you?" was the specific question
posed.

'Tis a pity that the query did not fol-

low rather than precede a preview of

Metro's "On Borrowed Time," if it had,

'twould have been a simple matter to an-
swer. Instead of using up to a hundred
words or thereabout, there could have been
such laudable brevity as this:

"See 'On Borrowed Time'—that's it."

IN THE adaptation of the Broadway stage
' play (in turn the adaptation of a novel),

Metro has one of the swellest pieces of

cinematic entertainment that the year has

produced.

An absorbing, stirring picture, moving one
minute to honest tears, the next to as hon-
est laughter, "On Borrowed Time" is at
once a brilliant prestige film and a potential

box office champ. And that, if you please,

whether rated from the metropolitan or

small town point o' view.

Seldom on the screen has fantasy been
so skillfully employed and, naming names,
the credit would appear to be shared by
Alice D. G. Miller, Frank O'Neil and Claudine
West who did the very human screenplay;
by Harold S. Bucquet who directed and
by Sidney Franklin who produced.

o

"THERE is however this suggestion for the
' exhibitor who will play "On Borrowed
Time": Insist that your patrons insofar as

possible see the picture from start to

finish. Unless caught from the opening
scene the essential mood of the story may
be lost and the auditor left to mentally
grope for the key to the fantasy.

So the wise showman when presenting
"On Borrowed Time" will advertise the
starting hours of his shows and adhere to

the published schedule.

That done he safely can go fishin'; for

what the usual promotional measures do
not get in the way of business word-of-
mouth will.

Plays for Production Said

Available; Hopeful of

Pact's Revision
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— Major producers in-

terested in presenting plays on
Broadway feel encouraged that revi-
sions can be worked out in the Dra-
matists' Guild basic agreement, so
that they can resume stage produc-
tions, according to authentic sources.
The producers have the material

for new Broadway productions. But
the next move is up to the Guild,
which has as yet not approved revi-
sions. Producers are hoping approval

(Continued on Page 8)

METRO SPURNS TELE

AS FILM OPPOSITION

London (By Cable)—Not only are
Metro's shorts and features, both new
and old, to be withheld from tele-

(Contiuued on Page 7)

Exhib. Letters Urge Brandt

to Start New Nat'l Ass'n

Harry Brandt has received a num-
ber of letters from independent ex-
hibitors in different parts of the

(.Continued on Page 7)

GAMES PARLEY
DUE TOMORROW
License Commissioner to Meet

with Indie Circuits

Clarification of the screen games
situation is due this week via a con-
fab either tomorrow or Friday be-
tween License Commissioner Paul
Moss and representatives of local
indie circuits and smaller exhib. in-

terests.

Sources close to Commissioner
Moss declared on Monday that de-
spite delay necessitated by the inter-
vening July 4 holiday, it is felt that
a speedy solution to the games prob-
lem is essential to avoid complica-
tions such as that which arose when

(Continued on Page 6)

State's 19-Year Record Falls;

General Upturn Seen

in Hinterlands
By HOLLIS KENNAHAN

FILM DAILY Staff Writer

The vanishing patron is returning
to the ticket sellers' windows on old
Broadway, with a deluge of coin sig-

nalizing the end of what has been
termed the great b.o. drought of '39.

SRO signs were well nigh the rule
over the extended holiday week-end,
and in one instance, it was necessary
to rush police reserves to handle the
b.o. stampede—this, if you please,
on traditional Blue Monday. Boy,
oh boy!!!!
Survey of the Broadway scene

shows:
Loew State: Expects to crack a

(Continued on Page 6)

NATIONAL THEATERS

CLOSES FOR UA PIX

Negotiations were completed at the
week-end between United Artists
and National Theaters, Inc., includ-
ing all of its five subsidiary cir-

cuits headed by Spyros Skouras, for
(Continued on Page 7)v— — — - -i* 1- */ \\*utiiintiL'u on ruye /)

Anti-Protection League Will NotMove
to Negotiate Until After Convention

50 Pix Shooting, Seven
More Starting This Week

By RALPH WILK
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Seven new produc-

tions are scheduled to go into pro-
duction this week.
At Warner Bros.: "The World

Moves On," drama of the roaring
(Continued on Page 8)

By W. G. FESSEY
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

Toronto—Dominion-wide indie ex-
hib. convention under auspices of the
Anti-Protection League will prob-
ably be held some time in August.
League's organization program will

be completed in 30 days, it is esti-

mated, and the convention call will
follow.

Meanwhile, it is indicated, the
(Continued on Page 6)

EOUG. NEGOTIATING

FOR LOAN FROM RFC

Educational Pictures, Inc., is nego-
tiating with the RFC for a "sub-
stantial loan" and final arrangements
are expected to be completed shortly,
stockholders were advised yesterday
in a supplemental proxy statement
incident to the special meeting called
for 2 p.m. July 14.

While Educational's pending agree-
(Continued on Page 7)

New South Wales Makes
15 P.C. Quota Operative

Sydney (By Cable) — The quota
provision in the New South Wales
films bill calling for 15 percent Brit-
ish representation by all exhibitors

(Continued on Page 8)

Para, to Redeem $1,950,000
of 6% Debentures July 31

Confirming the promise made to
the stockholders at the recent annual
meeting by President Barney Bala-
ban, Paramount has called for re-

(Continued on Page 7)
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(QUOTATIONS AS OF MONDAY)

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.
Am. Seat 12 12 12 + l/4
Col. Picts. vtc. (2!/2%)
Columbia Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd
East. Kodak 159 159 159
do pfd

Cen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc 41 '/8 41 Vs 41 Vs + i/4
do pfd

Paramount 83/8 8'/8 8% + y4
Paramount 1st pfd
Paramount 2nd pfd. 9V2 9y2 9'/2 + i/2
Pathe Film 9 83^ 9 — l/

8
RKO 15/8 l5/8 is/8
20th Century-Fox . . . 18V4 "

20th Century-Fox pfd
Univ. Pier, pfd 60y2
Warner Bros 4%
do pfd

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith B. F. ref. 6s46. 99% 9934 99% + %
Loew's deb. 3'/2s46 102% 102 102% + %
Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. 6s55
Para. Picts. cv. 3 >/4s47
RKO 6s41

Warner Bros.' cv. 6s39
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts

Sonotone Corp \% 1 y4 114 — i/
8

Technicolor 14% 14% 14%— %
Trans-Lux
Universal Corp. vtc
Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES

Bid Asked
Pathe Film 7 pfd 100 103
Fox Thea. Office Bldg. 1st '46 3% 5
Loew's Thea. Realty 6s 1st '47.... 993/8 101 1/8
Met. Playhouse, Inc. 2nd deb. '45

. . . 68 70
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st '57 65% 67%

18 '/4 18'A + 'A

60%
41/4

60 Vz — VA
41/4 + %

safety LLOYDS
FILM STORAGE CORP.

Storage /»> Reel or Vault
729 Seventh Ave.
New York City

BRyant 9-5600 SECURITY

FILM CODE ANALYZED
By LOUIS NIZER

EDITOR'S NOTE: THE FILM DAILY today presents the eleventh installment of a com-
prehensive analysis of the proposed Trade Practice Code (Revision of June 10) by Louis
Nizer, member of the law firm of Phillips & Nizer, and authority on the law of screen, stage

and radio The analysis is designed to clarify the provisions of the Code in non-legalistic

language so as to make them readily understandable to all people in the film industry. In view

of the fact that the Distributors Negotiating Committee proposes to make the Code effec-

tive for the 1939-40 season, THE FILM DAILY deems Mr. Nizer's interpretive presentation
an outstanding, timely service of inestimable value to the trade. Preservation of the daily in-

stallments is recommended.

Installment No. 11

(2) Clearance: The distributor and exhibitor recognize the following prin-

ciples:

(a) That reasonable clearance with respect to time and area is necessary in

distribution and exhibition of pictures.

(b) That an exhibitor has the right, without restriction, to contract for any run

which he is able to negotiate with the distributor, and

(c) That a distributor has the right, without restriction, to contract for any

run which it is able to negotiate with an exhibitor (excepting only where the dis-

tributor abandons a regular customer to sell to a circuit: see Article VI entitled

"Regular Customer").
Arbitration 0/ Clearance Disputes: Any dispute as to whether or not the ex-

isting clearance under the conditions involved in any particular case is unreasonable,

shall be subject to arbitration.

Powers of Arbitrators: The powers of arbitrators in a clearance dispute are lim-

ited to:

(a) A finding as to whether or not the theater complained of is entitled to clearance,

and if it is, then

(b) An award for the reasonable maximum clearance to which such theater is

entitled.

(3) Overbuying: If an exhibitor claims that another exhibitor has overbought

with the intent and effect of depriving the complaining exhibitor of sufficient pictures

to operate his theater, the dispute shall be subject to arbitration.

Principles Guiding Arbitrators: in such a dispute, the arbitrators shall make
due allowance:

(a) For a sufficient number of pictures reasonably to protect the exhibitor from

non-delivery and failure to make pictures available, and

(b) Give due regard to the type of operating policy of the theater operated by

such defendant exhibitor.

In no event shall an exhibitor be considered overbought if the product obtained

by him does not exceed by more than 15 per cent his maximum requirements.
(Twelth installment will appear in THE FILM DAILY tomorrow.)

Ohio Film Rental Tax Suit

Hearing Over Till July 15

Columbus, O.—For the third time
extensions were granted in the two
taxpayers' suits involving non-pay-
ment of sales tax on film rentals.
This time the continuance is until
July 15.

Aubrey Wendt, assistant attorney-
general assigned to defend the tax
commission, said that Robert Barton
of the law firm of Bricker, Power &
Barton, had requested the extensions.
It was also disclosed that the firm
had been retained by the MPPDA to
protect its interests.

Gov. John W. Bricker is an inac-
tive member of the firm, with which
his secretary, Don Powers, is also
said to be associated.

WB Checking Reaction

To Distribution Policy

Under supervision of Gradwell L.
Sears, Warners' distribution depart-
ment is currently launching a na-
tional survey to check on box offices
as barometer for company's big pix
releasing policy in vo^ue during
summer months. Branch managers
have been instructed to file with the
home office detailed reports on both
box office and audience reaction to
eijrht big-budget features during July
and August.

Salesmen of 32 Warner exchanges
will collect data from exhibitors
playing WB product.

RKO Proctor Gets Appearance
Order Against Tax Board

Supreme Court Justice Ernest
Hammer Monday ordered William S.

Miller, president of the board of
taxes and assessments, of New York
City, tog-ether with Dominic A. Trot-
ter, William Mills, and Joseph Lully,
commissioners and members of the
board of taxes and assessments, to
appear Sept. 18 in the Supreme
Court to answer a complaint against
them by the RKO Proctor Corp.
RKO Proctor owns a theater lo-

cated at 154 East 58th St., New
York City, which property was as-
sessed at $755,000 unimproved and
$1,325,000 improved for 1939. It is

claimed by RKO Proctor that the
site was overassessed by $387,000.

Daughters of Isabella

Back Neely's Measure

Columbus, O. — Support of the
Neely bill was urged of Senators
Vic Donahey and Robert A. Taft
in telegrams sent from here to Mrs.
Helen Howard, state regent of the
Daughters of Isabella. The 5,000-
member Catholic organization has
gone on record as being in favor of
the measure.

U. J. Herrmann Dies
Chicago—U. J. Herrmann, 66,

theater operator and sportsman, died
here of injuries received in an auto-
mobile accident.

COfllMG MID GOMG

JULES BRULATOUR, accompanied by MRS.
BRULATOUR, is en route to the Coast from New
York.

FRANK C. PLANAS, Warners' manager for

Puerto Rico, has arrived in New York fc-' ^ome
office conferences, and plans to returr/ jj his

post in about 10 days. ti'i

WILLIAM KEIGHLEY and GENEVIEVE TOBIN
arrive in New York tomorrow from a World
cruise.

CARL ROGERS, assistant manager of Loew's
theater in Harrisburg, and his wife are spending
a two-week vacation in New York.

PAUL ROBESON sails from New York today
for Europe on the Queen Mary.

MORGAN PADELFORD, of Technicolor's Coast
studio, leaves New York tomorrow on the He
de France.

OSCAR A. DOOB, Loew theater ad-publicity
chief, and MRS. DOOB are vacationing on John
Balaban's Illinois farm.

CHARLES H. WURZ, veteran showman, is in

town from the Coast for the first time in 15
years.

WILLIAM HEBERT, Selznick International pub-
licity director is in New York from the Coast.

HOWARD BENEDICT, RKO studio publicity di-
rector, arrives on the Coast tomorrow from the
East.

JAMES ROOSEVELT, Goldwyn vice-prexy, was a
speaker yesterday at the opening session of the
National Education Ass'n convention in San Fran-
cisco.

MORRIS LEONARD, Balaban & Katz counsel,
is spending a few weeks on the West Coast.

JOHN FULLER, Metro Australian exec, ac-
companied by his daughter, PHYLLIS, arrives ia

New York this week.

M. A. LICHTMAN, former MPTOA prexy, is

on the Coast from Memphis, Tenn.

UNA O'CONNOR arrives from England this
week and will plane to the Coast.

DAME MAY WHITTY is due in New York
from London at the end of the month.

FRANK DONOVAN, production manager for
Pathe News, is due back this week from Sun
Valley, Ida., where he supervised the filming
of material for a new short.

JOHN LODER returns this month via PAA's
Yankee Clipper from England to make his first

American picture since 1932 in Paramount's
"Diamonds Are Dangerous."

MOVITA pans to sail for Europe on the Queen
Mary today.

Bakalainikoff Signed
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Franklyn Warner has

signed Constantin Bakalainikoff to
conduct Joseph Nussbaum's score for
his Fine Arts production, "Isle of
Destiny."

THE THEATRE
"Roars of Pleasure" Atkinson, Times.

WHAT A LIFE
wilh EZKA STONE as Henry Aldrich

MANSFIELD, W. 47th St. Mats. Wed.
and Sat.

Circle 6-0640

"A MUST GO ENJOY IT."—
Walter Winchell

GYPSY ROSE LEE Com
t

eA Farce
with Music

I MUST LOVE SOMEONE
with JAMES RENNIE—IRIS ADRIAN

Air-Conditioned. and JACK WHITE
Vanderbilt, W 48th St. Evs. 8:40

Mats. Wed. & Sat.
'
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On your mark...get set...GOO!
And did Baby Sandy go! In "East Side of Heaven" with

Bing Crosby he won every critic in the country ! He's next to

the heart of everyone ! More arms ache to hold him, more

people want to see him, than any other new star in the

business. And it's your "Business" in "Unexpected Father!"

The New Universal presents

BABY SANDY,
UNEXPECTED FATHER with

shirley ROSS #DgNNls O'KEEFE ,MlsCHAAUER
JOY HODGES • DONALD BRIGGS . ANNE NAGEL . DOROTHY ARNOLD

Screenplay by CHARLES GRAYSON 6- LEONARD
SPIGELGASS Original story by Leonard Spigelgass

Directed by CHARLES LAMONT * Associate Producer: KEN GOLDSMITH

released n Ozv /
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^ttriurkf^t Blue Streak

With Ginger Rogers set-

*•-« n devastating pace «
a

9
* Lert comedians

troupe of ex,

has come

Music Hall

that

prancing into the

with a merry

deserves some-

hfnabetterthanfarcec.as-

^cation ... » is comedy.

simple if not always pure.

„„d we must ca.Mt one <»f

the season's gayest shows.

-Frank S. Nugent

i

\ "Not this year and not last

j has an audience laughed
as it does at 'Bachelor
Mother.' It hits on all

sixteen cylinders! be-

coming a powerhouse
of amusement. Ten to one
it will prove itself to have
been the best screen com-
edy of 7939. If another pic-

ture comes along to prove
this department a liar, it

will be a pleasure to die

laughing."

r

Archer Winsten
NewYork^Mi-Telegram

7th SPORTS

SIS Xeralb
K.

arribuue
L™ CITY
EDITION

I

"As inspired a produc-

tion as you will often

witness ...I recommend

it as a vastly satisfying

entertainment ...Wheth-

er Ginger is dancing in a

jitterbug contest or be-

ing a Cinderella who

marries her rich em-

ployer's son. she is an

utter delight."

—Howard Barnes

HOME EDITION ton HOME EDITION

"Just the proper nonsense

...neat... completely frivo-

lous, and just the thing to

take your mind off Fourth

of July excitements . . . Will

keep you highly amused."
—Eileen Creelman

"Witty dialogue, speed, slick

direction and capital per-

formances make it one of the

most amusing screen frol-

ics of the year . . . Situa-

tions which frequently

skip dangerously over

thin ice are not only hi-

lariously funny but also

always in unimpeachable

good taste. A film that has

arkle, liveliness andsp<

fun.

-William Boehnel

1
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DAYS BEAT RECORD-BREAKING "GUNGA
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL'S BIGGEST
IN ALMOST SIX MONTHS!
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'Applying the simple charm

_< which distinguished his 'A

*<Y Man To Remember' and 'The

I Great Man Votes,' Direc-

tor Kanin makes 'Bachelor

Mother' a delightful farce

. . . As suitable for the

family trade as for the

smart set . . . Filled with sly

humor and genuine charm.

Adds further luster to one

of Hollywood's newer
directorial names"

—Bland Johaneson

• • •

~medv of errors
"Gay

H dTreciy -t ^e risi-

aimed direcny

bilities by the cost • .d

.t«r Garson Kanin .

fiinaer is at her best in he

Ginger
,en .

title role and she . P

,..„ Supparted Y
didly supp coburn.
Niven.

Charles

Frank
A.bertson and E.

Clive."
___Kate

Cameron

KJSJ\

m

[mm
i

4 thoroughly entertaining
eomed

y • • • Me* its place« one of the high spots of
the movies' Summer season
••. A smooth succession of
hilanous incidents

. . . /,,
Plovers are exactly suited

.
'*e ro/es

- ""rf «s wrfftog
"genuine// numerous. r"ou
w/W en/oy if."

1 —Rose Pe/swicfc

tr*£ •

WITH

iER ROGERS
ID NIVEN ,„

W*i r.

CHARLES COBURN • FRANK ALBERTSON

E.E. CLIVE DIRECTED BY GARSON

KANIN - PRODUCED BY B. G. DeSYLVA

PANDRO S. BERMAN IN CHARGE OF PRODUCTION

SCREEN PLAY BY NORMAN KRASNA

STORY BY FELIX JACKSON

^•J**^
,

*Jf '

,<#

% ei/i

r ;< o
RADIO
PICTURES
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SOARING BIZ ENDS

B'WAY B. 0. DROUGHT

(Continued from Page 1)

19-year-old house record with Eddie
Cantor on the stage and Metro's "It's

a Wonderful World" on the screen.
Gross for the week is estimated at

$50,000 as against $44,000 record,
long-standing. Detail of 20 police

was required Monday to assist house
staff in manning the ropes.

Paramount: With an approximate
"take" of $61,000, house had its best
opening week figure since last Sep-
tember with Para.'s "Man About
Town" and Gene Krupa's band.

Radio City Music Hall: Looks for
a $100,000 week with "Bachelor
Mother" (RKO Radio) and stage
show.

Roxy: "Second Fiddle" (20th-Pox)
and stage show stay for a second
week, with a third in sight.

Astor: "Goodbye, Mr. Chips" still

steady and strong in its eighth week;
Monday's biz very good.

Strand: "Daughters Courageous"
(Warners) and Sammy Kaye's ork.

continuing to give the house lobby
waits and lines on Broadway.

Capitol: "Stronger Than Desire"
(Metro) pulling strong biz.

Palace: Better than average week-
end biz and strong Monday biz with
"Young Mr. Lincoln" (20th-Fox) and
"They Asked for It" (Universal).

General b.o. upturn is indicated by
reports from the hinterlands to New
York home offices. Illustration is pro-
vided by heavy draw of "Man About
Town" in the six keys where the
Jack Benny starrer has opened. Pix
is reported running 15-50 per cent
better than average in such scattered
spots as Omaha, Memphis, Buffalo,
Detroit and Rochester.

Games Parley Tomorrow
With License Commissioner

(Continued from Page 1)

a conviction was obtained in instance
of the Atlantic Theater, Brooklyn.

Loew's Metropolitan houses and
other circuits over both the week-end
and the holiday continued screen
games, while the Century circuit's

stands steered clear of them, it be-
ing reported that business was just
as strong without the games.

Best wishes from THE FILM DAILY
to the following on their birthdays:

JULY 5

Helen Harrison

with PHIL M. D^LYi
T

• • • STARTING the new film year Charles E. McCarthy, ad-

vertising director of 20th Century-Fox, is leading off with a great adver-

tising campaign on "Elsa Maxwell's Hotel for Women" he. has en-

gaged a quartette of celebrated artists John La Gatta, McClelland

Barclay, Bradshaw Crandall and George Petty to do paintings which

will be featured in the daily and trade press, as well as national mags

here is probably the greatest line-up of top-flight artists ever to

work on one picture campaign .... McCarthy stated that the advertising

plans for this feature include color pages in fan and trade papers

the newspaper campaign will be on the same extensive scale as was

accorded leading productions of the company during the past season ....

T T
• • • SHOW BIZ is back to Broadway over the holiday

it was a landslide at all the Times Square spots and that takes

in all territory from the Rialto to the Capitol in the hours

up to two o'clock in the afternoon on Monday, they had to call

out police reserves to handle the crowds at some of the theaters

the local crowds which usually desert New York over the

Fourth were more than replaced by the influx of thousands from
all over the United States to the World's Fair, arriving with the

closing of schools everywhere your kolyumist walking along

the Main Stem heard all sorts of foreign languages spoken by

natives from Georgia, Wisconsin, California, Maine, and states

scattered in between the local Broadway showmen are now
hoping and praying that this is the beginning of a smash summer
biz to break records, with the Fair visitors streaming into New
York the rest of the season

T T T
• • • DIPLOMA of Merit signed by Howard Dietz on behalf

of M-G-M and awarded to showmen who displayed exhibition skill

in presenting "Goodbye. Mr. Chips" to their public the diploma is a

beautiful scroll in script printing, with the exhibitor's name handsomely

embossed thereon

T T
• • • ON BEHALF of the ITOA Lionel Toll wrote a

letter to the salesmen's local organization, known as Motion Pic-

ture Associates, challenging them to their annual baseball game
at Indian Point on July 25 Toll says this is one occasion

the exhibs look forward eagerly to meeting the salesmen

for on that day they usually outslug the film peddlers, and it is a

welcome change to being slugged this year the exhibs are

temporarily hiring as ushers Red Rolfe, Charlie Ruffing and Joe

DiMaggio so that they can be ringers on their team the

exhibs. do not consider this unethical, as they figure that the film

salesmen will pull a stinker to win the game that will make their

little act of duplicity seem trivial and innocent everything

goes in these games, says Toll, except the headlock and tracer

bullets Jack Ellis accepted the challenge on behalf of the

Motion Picture Associates in a letter written in prose just a

dirty sales trick to break down the exhibitors' morale and weaken
their sales resistance

T T T
• • • CONGRATS are in order, to be sent to Lou Pollock at Uni-

versal, on the arrival in his family of a boy, born last Sunday to the

missus at Sydenham Hospital. . . • Also felicitations to Leon Goodman
of Loew's ad dep't, who was married on Sunday to Frances D'Lugo

« « « » » »

CANADIAN INDIES

CONVENTION LOOMS

(Continued from Page 1)

League will make no move to nego-
tiate for a settlement of its griev-
ances, figuring it will be in a more
advantageous position to ba^\'v.n
when its agenda has been givefctsa-
tional indie exhib. sanction. Latest
unit to line up with the League is

the British Columbia Independent
Theaters Association.

Strong exception is taken by J. O.
Scott, chairman of the League's cen-
tral committee, to published reports
to the effect that the "dove of peace
flutters about the protection issue in

Canada," that an undisclosed "impor-
tant figure" has tipped the League
to send a deputation to the Toronto
Conciliation Committee, that such
Committee is in a receptive mood
and prepared "to retain the priority
of 28 days for pictures in the large,

first-run theaters," but to revise
the remainder of the clearance sched-
ule.

"In our opinion," states Scott, "no
machinery exists in the industry as
yet which can adequately deal with
and settle the issues raised."
However, Scott says although he

believes the present Conciliation
Committee in Toronto is "too heav-
ily packed with the opposition's rep-
resentatives," "let us get together
by all means, only on an equal trad-
ing basis. Our committee (the

League's) is prepared to consider the
creation of conciliation machinery
as already outlined by us, empowered
to act on a national scale.

"We have no quarrel with the dis-

tributors," declares Scott, "on the
issue of priority and protection. We
are aware that they must cater to

the big customer, the chains, whose
business means millions of dollars in

revenue to them annually, while the
business of a single independent is

a matter of a few thousand dollars.

Separately, we are small fry, but
together we have more theaters,
more seating capacity than the
chains. As a national movement we
would be as big and important a
customer as they are. The distribu-

tors would then humor us as they
do the chains which have imposed
priority and protection on them."

"It's a case of cricket," he con-
cludes, and says, "Meet us half-way
in a properly balanced conciliation
set-up with proper authority de-
rived from both sides and vested
with power to finally enforce its de-
cisions and awards."

Bookers Club to Elect

Cincinnati— Queen City Bookers
Club will elect at the Saratoga Club,
July 14, at 9 p.m.

WEDDING BELLS

Kenosha, Wis.—Edward P. Mor-
ton, assistant manager of the Orph-
eum Theater here, was married to
Miss Marjorie Speaker.
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EDUG. NEGOTIATING

FOR LOAN FROM RFC

{Continued from Page 1)

ment with Felt & Co. for a three-

year $750,000 revolving fund or

c)'*--^ provides for termination in

th»Qtvent of RFC loan is secured
upon delivery of Grand National
common stock as compensation for

its services, stockholders are advised

the company intends if the loan is

secured to proceed with the perform-
ance of the Felt agreement with such
amendments as are necessary "in

order to fully complete its refinanc-

ing program."

Proxy statement includes Educa-
tional's consolidated statement for

the 26 weeks to March 31 last. Total

loss for the period is $433,641.15, the

parent company absorbing $355,-

156.62 and minority stockholders,

$78,484.53. Grand National film rent-

als totaled $528,732.75, Educational
rentals, $361,113.98.

Educational's current liabilities on
March 31 are listed as $487,427.34;

cash on hand that date was $69,-

915.92.

Exhib. Letters Urge Brandt

to Start New Nat'l Ass'n

{Continued from Page 1)

country, urging him to start the ball

rolling towards the setting up of a
third national exhibitor organiza-

tion. Brandt said over the holiday

that the letters came from territories

in which Allied was powerfully en-

trenched.

Despite the fact that Brandt told

The Film Daily last week that he

would not be the instigator of an-

other national body, the ITOA chief

aid on Friday that if he received

many more letters such as have
been sent to him, he would give seri-

ous consideration to the taking of

the initiative in launching a new as-

sociation.

Recent statement of Brandt in the
trade press to the effect that he be-

lieved a third organization was
necessary has aroused considerable
interest and favorable comment, he
said.

ST
Stockport, 0.—To Mr. and Mrs.

Ralph Callendine, a girl on June 27.

He owns the VonDell Theater.

Cedarville, O.—To Mr. and Mrs.
Nelson Creswell, a boy. He operates
the Cozy Theater.

Chicago — Sally Babb, formerly
private secretary to Jules Rubens,
Great States circuit executive, is the
mother of twins.

Chicago—Aaron Cohen of the Uni-
versal Film Exchange has a new
seven-pound son.

What's This? Even Wisconsin Beaches
Need Free Movies to Win Patronage?

Milwaukee, Wis.—Latest to go in for free movies in this territory are the amuse-
ment beaches. Both Muskego and Waukesha beaches are offering free movies on
certain nights in the week.

Para, to Redeem $1,950,000

of 6% Debentures July 31

(Continued from Page 1)

demption on July 31 approximately
$1,950,000 of 6 per cent debentures,
Stanton Griffis, chairman of the ex-
ecutive committee, announced Mon-
day.
Redemption of this group of deb-

entures marks the retirement of the
last of the approximately $26,000,000
par value of 6 per cent bonds issued
in connection with the company's
reorganization.

National Theaters Deal

Set by United Artists

(Continued from Page 1)

UA's entire program of 28-32 pix for
1939-40.

Deal was consummated by L. J.

Schlaifer, vice-president, on behalf
of United Artists, and J. J. Sullivan,

William T. Powers and Aubrey
Schenck on behalf of National The-
aters.

Hollywood Product Shown
in N. Y. City Shows Drop

Hollywood product exhibited in

New York City during the first six

months totalled 149, a drop of 24
from last year's comparable total of

173, according to a New York Times
checkup. Imports rose to 154 from
the previous year's figure, 140. There
were seven documentary films. Total
of all classes: 310; total for the same
period in 1938: 322.

German pictures still head the im-
port list with 45. Mexico was next
with 23, France third with 16, Eng-
land fourth with 13 and Russia fifth

with 12. There were 11 Spanish
films, 10 Hungarian, 8 Italian, 5

Swedish, 4 Polish, 3 Yiddish and one
each from Argentina, the Ukraine,
Cuba and China.

FAD Hopeful Metro Will

Still Make Lewis Story

Film Audiences for Democracy
yesterday released text of a letter

addressed to Louis B. Mayer express-
ing the hope that "y°u will seriously
consider reopening production of "It

Can't Happen Here." In the event
that Metro does not feel justified in

doing so, the letter says, "we urge
you to sell the rights to other people
who we know are eager to produce
the story intact." Letter was signed
by Henry Pratty Fairchild, presi-

dent.

Bar Rome Priests from Pix

Rome (By Cable)—An order has
been issued from the Vatican that
forbids priests of the Rome Diocese
from attending motion pictures, the-
aters, athletic meets and circuses.

Industry Execs. Attend
Phil DeAngelis Funeral

Funeral services for Phil DeAnge-
lis, veteran showman, took place
Monday morning, with solemn re-
quiem high mass in St. Barnabas'
Church at Martha Ave. and 241st St.,

Yonkers. The honorary pallbearers
included William R. Ferguson, Si
Seadler, Eddie Carrier and Capt. Vol.
ney Phifer, film men with whom De-
Angelis was associated in the pub-
licity department of M-G-M. The
services were attended by a large
number of motion picture executives
from various companies who worked
with DeAngelis throughout the
years, going back to the early days
with D. W. Griffith. Interment was
at Gates of Heaven Cemetery in
Westchester.

Bretherton on "Sky Pilot"
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Howard Bretherton

will direct the third of the "Tailspin
Tommy" series of features for Paul
Malvern, "Sky Pilot," for which Nor-
ton S. Parker is preparing screen-
play. John Trent, Marjorie Rey-
nolds, Milburn Stone and Jason Ro-
bards are featured, and picture
starts in July.

METRO SPURNS TELE

AS FILM OPPOSITION

(Continued from Page 1)

vision, but the company's ban will

extend to the use of its trailers as
well, it is formally announced here
by Sam Eckman, Metro's U.K. sales

chief.

Statement of company's policy,
while not unexpected in view of
Metro's refusal to release its old
product for the 16 mm. market, nev-
ertheless created a decided stir here,
due to the marked cleavage of ex-
hibitor opinion on tele generally.
While Metro is interested in GB

which in turn is interested in Baird
television, Eckman officially an-
nounced that Metro does not intend
to install a large screen in either the
Empire or Ritz "and thus help to
popularize a form of entertainment
which will only assist in building up
competition."

"I am also of the opinion that ex-
hibitors should not rediffuse public
events in their cinemas," Eckman
stated, pointing out that at the most
only 10 or 12 national events are
stirring public interest in large-
screen tele newscasts.
"A great deal is being said about

not standing in the way of progress,"
added Eckman. "But this is a gener-
ality. The hard fact confronting the
trade is that there is sufficient com-
petition of one sort or another al-

ready."

RKO and other circuits

HOLD OVER
Official Fite Pictures

LOUIS-GALENTO
sensational heavyweight

Championship fight—,— «

Now Playing

RKO - LOEW - WARNER - SKOURAS - PARAMOUNT

SCHINE - FABIAN - RANDFORCE - CENTURY

PRUDENTIAL - COCALIS THEATRES

Produced and Copyrighted by

BANNER PICTURES, INC.
Distributed in the State of New York by

630 9th Ave.

MERIT PICTURES

New York City

Circle 6-0271
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WIS. BANK NIGHT BAN

HAS REPERCUSSIONS

Milwaukee, Wis.—The State Su-

preme Court's ruling labeling Bank
Night a lottery has had its repercus-

sions in various state cities. In Be-

loit, District Attorney John E. Math-

eson has brought action against the

Wisconsin Theater Enterprise to

force discontinuance on the game
"Shekels" in the circuit's State, Ma-
jestic and Rex theaters. The theater

company contends the game does not

come under the high court's decision.

In towns where Bank Night has
been discontinued as a result of the

decision, objections are being raised

in several instances. At Madison,
the withdrawal of nearly $3,000 in

cash prize money as a result of the

suspension brought numerous pro-

tests from patrons who felt they
have a right to share in the awards.
At Steven's Point, Myron Neu-

mann, manager of the Fox Lyric
theaters, said a number of merchants
suggested that he continue holding
Bank Night despite the court ruling.

Several merchants said their stores

were busier places on the days of

Bank Night than on other days, Neu-
mann said. Cash and automobiles
given away at the Fox Theater dur-

ing the time Bank Night was held

amounted to about $15,000. Neumann
said. The weekly drawings have been
discontinued as a result of the de-

cision.

At the LaCrosse Theaters' Rivoli

Theater, the house which precipi-

tated the court test by Circuit Judge
Robert S. Cowie, the management is

admitting two people on every adult
ticket purchased on Thursday, Friday
and Saturday nights "in appreciation
of your patronage of our Bank
Nights."

Burrus Leaving B & K
To Go With Van Halen

Chicago—Charles Burrus, for the
past 16 years affiliated with Balaban
& Katz, has resigned as vice-presi-

dent of the Balaban & Katz Employes
Association and as manager of the
Nortown Theater of the circuit. He
will become Chicago manager for the
Van Halen Publications of Holly-
wood.

C. T. Boisumeau of the Terminal
Theater will take his place at the
Nortown Theater, while Morris
Horke will be advanced from the Al-
bia Theater to the management of
the Terminal Theater.

Sound Problem
Lincoln, Neb.—Crickets aren't an ex-

c'usive farmer worry anymore in the
Midwest. Exhibitors are complaining
that the recent gob of bugs has found
many of them forcing into the theaters
through cracks under the doors. They
hole up in crevasses, and behind the up-
holstery, then croak so loudly they foul
the sound reception.

Czech Use of "Swote White 9 ' as Razzberry
for Nazis May Bring Ban on Disney Film

View that Walt Disney may yet become an international political force is expressed

by Wallace R. Dueul in a by-line story sent from Prague and copyrighted by the New
York World-Telegram and Chicago Daily News. Dueul says "Snow White and the

Seven Dwarfs" may achieve distinction of being banned by Germany in its Czech "pro-

tectorate" as dangerous to the security of the state. Czechs have been using the song
"Heigh-Ho," from the film, as a political anthem to ridicule the Nazi masters. Sample
incident cited: Recently in a Prague cafe the Czech version of the lyric, "Heigh-ho,
heigh-ho, here come the seven dwarfs," was employed when seven German army officers

entered for refreshments.

MAJORS' B'WAY PLANS

WAIT ON DRAMATISTS

50 Pix Shooting, Seven

More Starting This Week

(Continued from Page 1)

prohibition era in New York City,

with James Cagney, starred, Hum-
phrey Bogart, Priscilla Lane and
Jeffrey Lynn. Sam Bischoff pro-

ducer, Raoul Walsh director. "20,000

Years in Sing Sing," with John Gar-

field, Pat O'Brien and Ann Sheridan.

Anatole Litvak director, Sam Bisch-

off producer.

At 20th Century-Fox: "City in

Darkness," another of the Chan se-

ries with Sidney Toler as Charlie
Chan. Herbert I. Leeds director.

At Paramount: "The White Flame"
in Technicolor, with George Archain-
baud director and Paul Jones associ-
ate producer. Patricia Morison and
Ray Milland in the leads. "Paroles
For Sale," featuring J. Carroll Naish
and William Henry.
At Republic: "Flight at Midnight,"

with Phil Regan. Aviation drama,
with Roscoe Turner in a top spot.
Armand Schaefer associate producer.
At Monogram: "Riders of the Ran-

cho Grande," Tex Ritter western.
Edward Finney producer with Spen-
cer Bennett director.

Currently in production are 50.

They embrace: "Seventeen," "Ruler
of the Seas," "$1,000 a Touchdown,"
"Are Husbands Necessary?" "Dr.
Cyclops," "The Light That Failed,"
"Death of a Champion," "Our Neigh-
bors—The Carters" and "Argentina,"
Paramount; "Mr. Smith Goes to
Washington," "The Man They Could
Not Hang," "Five Little Peppers and
How They Grew," Columbia; "The
Day the Bookies Wept," "Full Con-
fession," "Everything's on Ice,"

"Conspiracy," RKO; "Northwest Pas-
sage," "The Women," "Ninotchka,"
"Balalaika," "Blackmail," "A Day at
the Races," "Thunder Afloat," "These
Glamour Girls," M-G-M; "The Mod-
ern Cinderella," "First Love," "They
Can't Hang Me," "The Under Pup,"
"I Stole a Million," "Unexpected
Father," "Hawaiian Nights," Univer-
sal; "Drums Along the Mohawk,"
"Tin Hats," "Hollywood Cavalcade,"
"Heaven With a Barbed Wire Fence,"
"The Adventures of Sherlock
Holmes," "Frontier Marshall," 20th
Century-Fox; "The Lady and the
Knight," "Queer Money," "On Your
Toes," "The Return of Doctor X,"
"The Dead End Kids at Military
School," "Career Man," Warner
Bros.; "Mob Fury," "In Old Mon-
terey," Republic; "Eternally Yours,"
Wanger; "Gone With the Wind," "In-
termezzo," Selznick - International;
"The Real Glory," Goldwyn; "The
Housekeeper's Daughter," Roach.

New South Wales Makes
15 P. C. Quota Operative

(Continued from Page 1)

in the State, is declared effective by
the Government as of July 1. It had
been expected that this move would
not be taken until some agreement
had been reached with Great Britain

on a reciprocity basis, thus permit-

ting Australian films to serve as

quota throughout the Empire.

Pictures made in the United King-
dom by American companies will be
allowed to serve as British quota, it

is understood.

Charles Munro, head of the Hoyt
circuit in Australia, who is currently
in New York, said yesterday he did
not expect the quota move to be
harmful to U. S. distribs., but be-
lieved that exhibitors would suffer.

(Continued from Page 1)

will be forthcoming before opening
of 1939-40 stage season.

Observers state that produce^" V-3 re
interested in screen possibility >J of
all Broadway plays, pointing ""out
that "Dark Victory" and "Jezebel"
were failures as stage plays before
being picturized by Warner Bros, and
that Warner Bros, also made success-
ful pictures of "Three Men on a
Horse" and "Brother Rat," stage
successes.

Eagle Prod. Launching
Local Newsreel Venture

Eagle Productions, newly organ-
ized, has established offices at 16
East 41st St. and plans production
and distribution of local promotion-
al newsreels to be shown in the-
aters and tied up with newspapers.

Idea is said to already have been
tested successfully in Pennsylvania
stands, and activity in the Long
Island territory starts next week.

Firm's president is Alfred J.

Swickert, and also interested in the
organization are the Baron and
Baroness Otto von Bradsky. J. H.
Harper is promotional director.

Goo-goo diddl google,

glub SANDY-
jyjr grhhh da-da

a # glubbl!"

(Translation)'The Herald Tribune

said "Sandy steals virtually

every scene." I was just a be-

ginner then. I'm camera-wise

now, and I just bowl 'em over

in my new picture.*

vmv*£% Baby SANDY
"UNEXPECTED FATHER"
Shirley

ROSS5 O'KEEFE AUER
For Release July 7th
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Court's Rule Blocks Setting of Date for Equity Trial

SIX BROADWAY PRODUCERjMAY MAKE PJXJN EAST

Double hreat to Circuits in Amendment to Wis. Bill

Provides for Circuit Taxation

and Slaps Income Tax on

Gross Earnings
Madison, Wis. — Double-edged

threat to exhibition interests oper-
ating in Wisconsin has made its ap-
pearance in the State Legislature
as the latest in a series of moves
to impose industry taxation via Gen-
eral Ominbus Bill No. 896.
Taking the form of an amendment

to the pending measure, the sec-
tion, 2-A, would, in effect, provide
for circuit taxation and additionally
would slap an income tax on the
gross earnings of the circuits, both
inside and outside the State.

Chain tax provision would apply
(Continued on Page 8)

y, S, GAINS THROUGH

NEW FRENCH DEGREE

Paris (By Cable)—Position of U.
S. features in the French market
stands to be strengthened via pro-
visions of the new Government de-
cree regulating the new import
quota year, effective July 1. and
extending to June 30 next.
Minimum of 150 American at-

tractions will be permitted entry
(.Continued on Page 6)

Rep. Expansion Will Be
Talked by Yates, Smith

Republic's bookings on new sea-
son's product indicate an appreciable
gain over 1938-39, sources close to
the company declared yesterday.
Not only are domestic contracts

(Continued on Page 6)

WB Preparing 19 Stories

for Four Topflight Stars

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Burbank—Warners has now in

preparation 19 important story
properties for four of its topflight
stars. Situation is in line with the

(Continued on Page 6)

Senate Slum-down on Dieely Bill Today:
Backers Counting on Pressure Campaign

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Senate showdown on the controversial Neely anti-compulsory block-

booking and blind-selling measure is slated for today, with the upper chamber's consid-

eration of the bill virtually assured to be accompanied by verbal fireworks.

Both sides last night were confident of the result. Proponents, with Allied States

largely mapping the strategy, have been waging an intensive pressure campaign during

the weeks elapsing since the public hearings and subsequent Interstate Commerce Com-
mittee's favorable report.

NEELY BILL MENACES

PRESS--HOBLITZELLE

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Assailing the Neely

Bill as a possible threat to free-
dom of the press, Karl Hoblitzelle,

President of Interstate Theater Cir-

cuit of Texas and publisher of the
Dallas Dispatch-Journal, declared
that the measure, if enacted, might
establish a precedent for federal

(Continued on Page 6)

W. Va. ITO To Hold First

Convention in September

Pittsburgh — First nanual con-
vention of the ITO of West Vir-
ginia, a recent affiliation of national
Allied, will be held at Clarksburg
during September, although the

(Continued on Page 3)

GIVEAWAYS AND CODE

BEFORE N. Y. ALLIED

One-day, state-wide meeting- of

New York Allied being held today
in Syracuse is expected to be fea-

tured by a discussion of giveaways
in general and recent lottery cases,

with a possibility that some definite

action may be taken.
Unit is due to receive a report

(Continued on Page 8)

"U" Philly Exchange Ordered

To Bargain With CIO Union

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Universal Film Ex-

change, Inc., at Philadelphia has
been ordered by the NLRB to bar-
gain, upon request, with United
Office and Professional Workers of

(Continued on Page 6)

Deals with Eastern Service

Under Discussion, Glett

Confirms
By HOLLIS KENNAHAN

FILM DAILY Staff Writer

Plan whereby a group of New
York stage producers will produce
current Broadway shows and nu-
merous properties they own at the
Eastern Service Studios during the
next few years, with financing to

be provided by interests here, is in

work, it was learned last night by
The Film Daily.

Charles Glett, vice-president of
Eastern Service, when reached at
his home, confirmed the story. He
stated that he had been working
on this plan for six months, and
that it was hoped some definite pro-

(Continued on Page 3)

20TH-FOX'S FOREIGN

BDSINESS AT NEW TOP

Expect Gov't to Ask for Preferred

Calendar Position for Equity Suit

Autumn Trials for Both

Griffith, Momand Suits?

Oklahoma City—Time allotted by
Judge Edgar S. Vaught for filings

in the Department of Justice equity
suit against the four Griffith com-
panies and distributors expires this
month. It is expected that the com-
panies' answers to the government's

(Continued on Page 8)

Because of a Court rule requiring
expiration of 20 days, from the time
all answers are in, before fixing a
date for trial, Assistant Attorney
General Paul Williams was unable
to secure a definite time of trial for
Government's equity action against
the majors during his conference
with Senior District Judge John C.
Knox yesterday.

It is understood that Williams will
(Continued on Page 8)

Returning yesterday from' a three
months' trip that took him to

Europe, Brazil and Trinidad, Walter
J. Hutchinson, director of foreign
distribution for 20th-Fox, reported
that the company is doing the great-
est business in its history outside
of the domestic market despite cur-

(Continued on Page 3)

20th Cent.-Fox Australian

Convention Set Aug. 24-26

Australian convention of 20th-
Fox forces in the Antipodes will be
held August 24-26 in Sydney, it

was learned this week. The sales
huddle will be held one week before

(Continued on Page 3)

Aaron Jones, J L & S Prexy,

on Stand in Contempt Case

Aaron Jones, Sr., president of;

Jones, Linick & Schaefer Circuit,
gave the history of leading Loop'
theaters at yesterday's Government'

(Continued on 'Page 8)
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Net
High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat
Cot. Picts. vtc. (2'/2%>
Columbia Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.. 9V4 9'/4 9V4 + '/4
East. Kodak 162 160S/8 1615/8 + 2S/8
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc 42 42 42 + V»
do pfd -

Paramount 8Vi 8% 8%
Paramount 1st pfd... 90y2 90 Vi 90'/2 + Wi
Paramount 2nd pfd
Pathe Film 9'/4 9'/8 9V4 + Vi
RKO 15/8 l'/2 1%
20th Century-Fox 185/8 18'/2 18S/

8 4- %
20th Century-Fox pfd. 30 30 30
Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros 4l/4 4'/8 4'/8 — '/8
do pfd

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith B. F. ref. 6s46
Loew's deb. 3'/2s46
Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. 6s55
Para. Picts. cv. 3'/4s47 88'/4 88 88'/4 4- y4
RKO 6s41
Warner Bros.' cv. 6s39
Warner Bros. 'dbs. 6s48

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts .....
Sonotone Corp 1% 1 3^ 1% 4- Vb
Technicolor 15'/8 15'/8 15'/8 -f- '/4
Trans-Lux 1 1/4 1 1/8 1 1/8
Universal Corp. vtc
Universal Picts

ITOA Outing July 27
Date for the ITOA all-industry

outing has been postponed from July
25 to the 27th.

SAFETY LLOYDS
FILM STORAGE CORP.

Storage by Reel or Vault
729 Seventh Ave.
New York City

BRyant 9-5600 SECURITY

Famous Players Canadian

Shares Offered at $23.50

Montreal—A limited offering of

shares of Famous Players Canadian
Corporation is being made by Green-
shields & Co., at a price of not more
than $23.50 a share. Commenting
on the improved position of the
company, the prospectus shows $5,-

792,000 added to depreciation since

1930; funded debt and mortgages
reduced by over $3,000,000 or more
than 30 per cent; interest payments
cut by more than a half, minority
interests reduced by 25 per cent;

net working capital increased by
better than $400,000. Profits avail-

able for dividends in 1938 were
equal to $2.38 a share, the best
since the depression began. The
only capital obligation senior to
the common shares is $6,700,000,
there being no preferred shares.
Mortgages outstanding appear at

$587,015.

Fair's Projectionist Day
to be Planned by No. 306

Committee, comprising G. Ed-
wards, C. Eichorn, O. Kafka and P.

A. McGuire, has been appointed by
Joseph Basson, president of Local
306, to make arrangements and se-

lect a date for Projectionist Day at
the New York World's Fair during
September.

Participation of all locals in the
U. S. and Canada is being sought.

Retired Lawyer to Head
Quebec Film Censorship

Quebec — Premier Maurice Du-
plessis announces the appointment
of Herve Roch, K.C., 48, retired
Montreal lawyer, as temporary
head of the Quebec Motion Picture
Censor Board, replacing Arthur
Laramee, K.C., who was recently
appointed as Juvenile Court Judge.

Protest against the City of Que-
bec's 10 per cent tax on theaters
was registered by the Citizens
League of Limoilou, suburb, which
demanded immediate settlement of
the dispute.

Mayor "Fed Up," Hinting

End of Quebec Pix Strike

Quebec—Some hope of early ter-

mination of Quebec's pix theater
strike caused by imposition of an
additional civic tax of 10 per cent
was seen by exhibitors in a state-

ment by Mayor Lucien Borne that
he is "pretty well fed up with the
whole affair."

Lantz, "U"-Cartoon Guild

Hearing on Coast Today

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—NLRB yesterday set

the hearing between Walter Lantz
Productions, Universal Pictures Co.,

et al, and Screen Cartoon Guild at
9:30 a.m. today in the U. S. court
house and post office building in

Los Angeles.

B. T. Britten Named 20-Fox

Circuit Manager in Eng.

London (By Cable)—B. T. Britten,

formerly branch manager of the

20th-Fox Dublin office, has been

appointed circuit's manager in Eng-
land by R. Sutton Dawes, British

director of sales. Percy Livingstone,

salesman, has been appointed to the

Dublin branch manager's post, and
Robert Marfleet has joined the com-
pany's sales force in London suc-

ceeding the late Maurice Myers.

George E. Jay has been appointed

branch manager for 20th-Fox in

Soerabaia, Dutch East Indies, it was
learned this week, replacing W. H.
Seth, resigned.

'Can't Do That to a Union

Soldier,' GAR to Selznick

Columbus, O.—Ohio's GAR veter-

ans and affiliated bodies, meeting
here for their 73rd annual encamp-
ment, in a resolution protested a

scene alleged to be used in "Gone
With the Wind." The scene depicts

the heroine, Scarlett O'Hara, shoot-

ing a marauding Union soldier in

her Georgia home.
National Commander Robert M.

Rownd, Ripley, N. Y., is quoted in

the resolution that the protest is

based on the fact that "a soldier

in the uniform of his country is de-

picted as a thief, libertine and ma-
rauder." Formal action also will

be taken at the national encampment
in Pittsburgh, it was stated.

Counsel for the AAAA Hears

Insurgent Group of the AFA

Hearing of a committee of six

members of the insurgent group of

the American Federation of Actors
was held yesterday by Paul Turner,
counsel for the AAAA, which is in-

vestigating the conduct of its mem-
ber union. The committee asked
that in any reorganization of the
AFA that their eight-point program
be given consideration. It was also

indicated at the hearing that griev-

ances against the current officers of

the AFA would be aired by the in-

surgent group at the trial next week.

No Dates Yet Set for More
Movie—D of C Confabs

com, no ADD GOIIiG

s. barret Mccormick, cresson smith,
WALTER BRANSON and ARTHUR WILLI re-

turned to RKO Radio's home office yesterday

from Des Moines premiere of eompam fea-

ture, "Career." fej
''"

LOU LIFTON, Monogram's advertising-pub-

licity chief, leaves Friday for several weeks'

vacatio nin Setauket, L. I.

MORRIS GOODMAN, Republic's foreign man-
ager, arrives in New York today by plane from

Miami, following an extended trip through Cen-

tral and South America.

JAMES R. GRAINCER, president of Republic,

is scheduled to leave the home office on the

week-end for visits to Atlantic seaboard keys.

ROBERT M. CILLHAM, director of advertis-

ing-publicity for Paramount, arrived in New
York yesterday from the Coast.

MAX SPRECHER, managing director of Mon-
opole Films, Rotterdam, Holland, is making his

headquarters at the office of J. H. Hoffberg

in New York during his two-week stay here

oi a product-buying trip.

MOVITA, film star, sailed from New York

yesterday for Europe to join her husband,

Jack Doyle.

MARY MARTIN has arrived in Hollywood from

New York by plane.

CHARLES C. PETTIJOHN, MPPDA counsel,

is in Washington.

ELLEN DREW, film actress, has returned to

Hollywood from 3 two-month stay in Europe.

J. H. WATERS, Waters Theaters Co., Birming-

ham, Ala., is at the Hotel Edison; LOUIS L.

DENT, Westland Theaters, Denver, is at the

Astor; R. ALLISON, Rivoli Theaters, Cresson,

Pa., and E. F. CLARKE, Mattoon, Time and
Clark Theaters, Mattoon, III., also at the Edi-

son; and H. F. KENNEDY, Broken Bow Theater,

Broken Bow, Neb., is at the Warwick, according

to registrations at RKO Radio's lounge.

JAMES ELLISON, RKO Radio player, has ar-

rived in New York from the Coast via Omaha,
for a three-week vacation, accompanied by

his wife, the former GERTRUDE DURKIN.

SAM MARX, Columbia's story editor, arrived

in New York from the Coast yesterday morn-
ing on an Eastern story and talent hunt.

S. N. BEHRMAN returned to New York yes-

terday on the lie de France from a four-week
stay in London, and ROBERT E. SHERWOOD is

expected back in New York on July 17.

AL ALLEBORN, unit manager, and ED DUPAR,
cameraman, both on Warners' studio staff, have
returned to Burbank from New York after

making background shots for forthcoming WB
productions.

CONSTANCE BENNETT arrived in New York
yesterday from the Coast and sails next Wed-
nesday for Europe on the Normandie.

CASEY ROBINSON, Warner writer, returns

to Burbank on July 17, following a vacation
in Europe.

DR. RUDOLPH C. LISZT, makeup expert,

leaves New York today for a two months' busi-

ness trip in the West Indies.

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Dr. Willard L.

Thorp has returned to his offce in

the Commerce Department after a
short vacation, but dates have not
been set yet for further movie con-
fabs.

Conferences on the agenda include
Ed Kuykendall's second visit; Allied
confab and Hays office and majors
meeting.

$1.62 !/2 Loew Dividend
Loew's directorate yesterday de-

clared the regular quarterly divi-

dend of $1.62Vi on company's pre-
ferred stock, payable Aug. 15 to

stockholders of record July 28.

THE THEATRE
"Roar§ of Pleasure**—Atkinson, Timet.

WHAT A LIFE
with EZRA STONE as Henry Aldrich

MANSFIELD, W. 47th St. Mats. Wed.
and Sat.

Circle 6-0640

"A MUST GO ENJOY IT."—
Walter Winchell

GYPSY ROSE LEE ^tSSt
I MOST LOVE SOMEONE

with JAMES RENNIE—IRIS ADRIAN
Air-Conditioned. and JACK WHITE

Vanderbilt, W. 48th St. Evs. 8:40
Mats. Wed. & Sat.
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6 B'WAY PRODUCERS

MAY MAKE PIX HERE

(Continued from Page 1)

gram shortly would be outlined.

George Abbott, John Golden, Ar-
th \ Hopkins, Brock Pemberton,
HeT^an Shumlin and the Group
Theater, are the producers with
whom discussions have been held
regarding production at the studio.

Abbott, Shumlin and Pemberton,
when reached by The Film Daily
yesterday, all expressed enthusiasm
for the plan and stated they hoped
it could be put into effect in the
near future. The other producers
mentioned were also reported to be
solidly behind the plan. In the in-

stance of the Group Theater, The
Film Daily disclosed on April 13
that plans for the making of three
features in the East had been for-

mulated.
Financing by New York interests

is being arranged for the producers
by Eastern Service in those cases
where financing arrangements have
been sought, it was said yesterday.

It is expected that each producer
will undertake a schedule of three
to four pictures during the next
two years, when and if negotiations
are concluded. At least two major
distribs. are interested in releasing
this product, it was reported by one
of the producers contacted. Para-
mount, it is understood, will take
the Group Theater trio.

20th Cent.-Fox Australian

Convention Set Aug. 24-26

(Continued from Page 1)

the annual Kent Overseas Drive
starts on Sept. 3.

C. V. Hake, managing director in

Australia, sails for Sydney July 19
! on the Monterey. He arrived here
earlier this summer on a combined
vacation and business trip. He has
delayed his departure in order to

confer with W. J. Hutchinson, di-

rector of foreign distribution, who
returned yesterday from a European
and South American trip.

Columbus Going 100% Duals
Columbus, 0. — Loew's Ohio The-

ater will inaugurate double features
tomorrow, leaving the city without
one house showing single bills.

Best wishes from THE FILM DAILY
to the following on their birthdays:

JULY 6

Al Wilkie
Don Mersereau

Frank E. Garbutt
Jay Blaufox

ALCNG THE

with PHIL /H. DALYi

• • • DROPPED into RKO Radio's lounge for the visiting exhibs.

to the World's Fair a place where showmen meet showmen
and in the midst of a flock of exhibitors was Raymond Massey. star of

the stage hit, "Abe Lincoln In Illinois," which RKO will produce this

Summer 'with Massey in the title role Massey told the exhibitors that

he liked to be in good company on and off the screen, and that it was
exhilarating to be with a company that could muster a program like that

lined up by President George Schaefer and Vice-President Ned Depinet

he was pleased, also, he said, to get the point of view of the man
who shows the pictures a charming personality, this Massey, who
will make a notable addition to the ranks of Hollywood's great per-

formers in a great production

• • • Among the daily visitors at this pop RKO Lounge
the femmes are well represented ... .most of the showmen are

accompanied by their wives many of the wives of exhibs.

play a part in theater operation, and practically all have definite

opinions as to who are the most popular stars, and as to the

type of features in demand in fact one gets the impression

that these wives who take a genuine interest in the theater are in

great part responsible for the success of that particular house that

their hubby operates for a woman knows what other women
want in entertainment far better than any mere man, no matter

how clever a showman he may be

• • • NEAT stunt with Republic cracking the news wires

the other day at the Bell Telephone exhibit at the World's Fair

Barry Forman, a seven-year youngster of Brooklyn, won one of those

free phone calls anywhere in the U. S. A and chose to talk to

his hero, the Lone Ranger the call was put through to the Republic

studios where Bob Livingston, playing the part, took the call the

story went over the press wires, and several of the news syndicates

covered for photo and mat services Charles Reed Jones, assistant

to Al Adams, ad chief of Republic, handled the stunt

V T T
• • • WHILE in England Director Richard Thorpe
plans to spend some time in Manchester conferring with Sir

Oswald Darwin, relative of the famed exponent of evolution,

regarding the possibilities of screening the life of the great sci-

entist M-G-M, for whom Thorpe will direct "Busman's

Honeymoon," believes that Darwin's struggles against superstition,

bigotry and the usual "man's inhumanity to man" will make a

great motion picture one that will equal "Zola" and "Juarez"

Sir Oswald has an extensive library, and owns many hitherto

unpublished manuscripts and data of his distinguished relative

arrangements have already been made for Thorpe to go

through these in his search for screen material

• • • UNUSUAL lobby display by Manager S. S. Kesten-

baum at the Gramercy Park Theater exploiting "Confessions of a

Nazi Spy" .... a glass case contains the lie detector invented by Jacques

Bril, with indicators for each part of the apparatus explaining the specific

part it plays a 30 x 40 display explains Brit's work, and ties the

detector in neatly with the theme of the picture

« « « » » »

20TH-F0X'S FOREIGN

BUSINESS AT NEW TOP

(Continued from Page 1)

rent world-wide political conditions.

Referring to South America,
Hutchinson said, "We hope to in-

crease our business in our neigh-
boring continent through offering
Hollywood product that has a na-
tive background which will appeal to

audiences there." He said that the
company would distribute three or
four Spanish films in Latin America
this year, with its future policy on
handling Spanish films depending on
the reception these pix receive.

Business in Argentina is up sev-
en to eight per cent and in Brazil it

has increased nine to 10 per cent, he
said. The company will distribute
38 to 40 films in this territory this

year, it was learned.

Headquarters of the company in

Spain are being set up in Madrid.
Hutchinson said that the Italian sit-

uation was in status quo.

He said that the conventions which
had been held in Rio de Janeiro and
Trinidad, which were attended by
President S. R. Kent, had been high-
ly successful. Tremendous grosses for
"Suez," the largest any single pic-

ture the company has handled in the
Latin American territories has
totaled, were reported by Hutchin-
son, who arrived from Trinidad on
the Northern Prince.

W. Va. ITO to Hold First

Convention in September

(Continued from Page 1)

exact date has not yet been set.

President R. J. Hiehle has ap-
pointed as general chairman I.

Danny Davis, who in turn has named
the following' convention commit-
tee: Mrs. C. P. Church, Mannington;
Richard D. Marks, Clarksburg;
George W. Sallows, Morgantown
and Garland West, Buckhannon.

A resolution has been passed by
the ITO of West Virginia which
makes any theater manager eligible

for membership, whereby they have
full rights at all meetings and may
suggest methods and plans, but pro-
hibiting their right to vote as only
the theater owner members are
permitted to do so.

I. Danny Davis, secretary, has
been authorized to start raising

money for the next legislative cam-
paign.

"Ttvas Denial Day
Published Coast reports that George

J. Schaefer, RKO Radio's president, will

set up headquarters permanently for

himself and his staff in Hollywood were
emphatically denied yesterday by him.

Washington Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Published reports that

he was to assume charge of the D of J's

West Coast industry investigation, .suc-

ceeding Albert Law, were termed base-

less yesterday by Seymour Krieger, Spe-
cial Assistant to the Attorney-General.
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Patel to Build $1,625,000 Studio and Lab. in India

Central Cinema Industries

Will Produce for the

World Market
By RALPH WILK

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—A. J. Patel, who is

organizing Central Cinema Indus-

tries, Ltd., of India is here, purchas-

ing equipment for a $1,500,000 two-

sound stage studio to be erected in

Bombay and a modern air condi-

tioned laboratory which will cost

$125,000 and have a capacity of

75.000 feet daily.

Laboratory will be opened before

the end of the year while the stu-

dio will start operating next June.

Western Electric equipment will be

used in studio.

Patel's Co. will also produce 11

features and a series of scenic

shorts, designed for the world mar-

ket He will also install scenario,

art and research departments, which,

he declared, have not been used to

date by native producers althougn

200 features were made in India

during the past 12 months.

In September, he will send six na-

tive technicians here to study Hol-

lywood methods. He is on a six-

months' trip and has already studied

production methods in Germany,

France and England.

Gibraltar Enterprises

Denver Parley Aug. 4-7

Denver — Gibraltar Enterprises,

Inc has set its annual convention

for
' August 4-7 in Denver. The

group has 34 houses in Colorado,

New Mexico, Wyoming and Nebras-

ka. Charles R. Gilmour is presi-

dent and the members include Ed

Schulte, Casper, Wyo.; E. W. Ward,

Silver City, N. M.; William Osten-

berg, Scottsbluff, Neb.; John Greer

and Nathan Salmon, Santa Fe, N.

M.; Everett Cole, Alamosa, Colo.;

and Thomas Murphy, Paton, N. M.

Mrs. Sarah Dubinsky Dead

Kansas City, Mo.—Mrs. Sarah

Dubinsky, 73, mother of Barney,

William and Irving Dubinsky, and

Edward Durwood, brothers associated

in the operation of the Dubinsky

circuit of theaters, died at the

Menorah Hospital, following an ill-

ness of six months. Besides the

sons, Mrs. Dubinsky is survived by

her husband, Simon Dubinsky, re-

tired.

Feld In LeRoy Pix

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Fritz Feld, who has

just completed an important part

in "The Modern Cinderella," John
M. Stahl production at Universal,

has been signed to play a feautred

comedy lead in "A Day At The Cir-

cus," Mervyn LeRoy production

starring the Marx Bros., at M-G-M.

Free Movies With Coffee and Free Autos
With Films—That's Wisconsin Show Biz

Milwaukee, Wis.—Fox is advertising three Ford automobiles to be given away
at its State, Sherman, Paradise, Riviera, Plaza, Layton Park, Shorewood and Downer
Theaters here this week. Tie-up is with nabe merchants.

At La Crosse, the Wisconsin, Bijou, Riviera and Strand Theaters have tied up with the

Nash Coffee Co., Minneapolis, wheieby purchasers of Nash coffee between July 1-31 are

being given free tickets with each pound to any of these theaters.

At Wausau, the Wausau Theater promoted a "giant auto festival" with $1,500 worth
of merchandise prizes given away on a Thursday and Friday night. Seven local auto-
mobile firms and garages sponsored.

WB Preparing 19 Stories

for Four Topflight Stars

{Continued from Page 1)

studio's policy of working as far
ahead as practical in order to in-

sure adequate time for the prepara-
tion of scripts.

Stories pending for the personali-

ties are as follows:
Bette Davis—"All This and Hea-

ven Too," "Devotion," "The Mir-
acle," "We Shall Meet Again" and
"West of Frisco."

Errol Flynn—"The Sea Hawk,"
"The White Rajah," "Bolivar,"
"Captain Hornblower," and "The
City of the Angels."
Edward G. Robinson—"The Life

of Dr. Ehrlich," "Gusher," "Prince
of Imposters," "Footsteps in the
Dark," "Noon and Sixpence," "$1,-

000 Window" and "The Sea Wolf."
James Cagney—"City of Iron

Men" and "John Paul Jones."

Sprecher of Monopole Films

in N. Y. C. on Buying Trip

Here on his annual product buy-
ing trip, Max Sprecher, managing
director of Monopole Films, Rotter-
dam, Holland, stated yesterday he
expected his organization to handle
about 60 indie films in that terri-

tory this year. He hopes to ac-
quire 30 pictures here on this trip.

Sprecher is making his headquar-
ters during his two-week stay here
at the New York office of J. H. Hoff-
berg. He said that the market for

westerns had slumped, but that
other types of action films were still

popular. He handles some British
and French films, but the bulk of

his lineup is American product. He
has the Monogram franchise for
Holland.

Ind. TO at Golf Today
Chicago—Indiana Theater Own-

ers Ass'n will play its annual golf

tournament today at Lake Wauwa-
see convention. Tomorrow session

will discuss many important trade
problems, according to Maurie Ru-
bin, state president.

Singer Closes In Iowa
Chicago—The Mort Singer circuit

has closed the Capital theater, Mar-
shalltown, la., for the summer
months. Bill Dostal has been named
district manager, at Marshalltown
for the circuit.

Rep. Expansion Will Be

Talked by Yates, Smith

(Continued from Page 1)

in for a sharp rise, but also in the
foreign field. Immediate objective
overseas is effectuation of a boost
in the U. K. market which will be
visited shortly by Herbert J. Yates,
who sails from New York on July
25, ostensibly to assure a success-
ful tour of England by Republic's
Gene Autry.

It is known, however, since Re-
public's last stockholders' meeting
that the company is embarking on
foreign field expansion. Accord-
ingly, Yates will confer with Sam
Smith, head of British Lion, Repub-
lic's British ally, along this line.

Prior to Yates' departure, con-
fabs are expected to be held at the
home office between him, James R.
Grainger, Moe Siegel and Sol Siegel.
Latter pair are due in New York
from the Coast early next week.

Also slated to play an important
part in formulating and co-ordinat-
ing Republic's new season plans is

Morris Goodman, company's for-
eign sales manager, who flies into
New York today from Miami, fol-

lowing a 14-week Central and South
American trek whose object was to
fortify Republic in Pan-America
for 1939-40.

Grainger leaves the home office

shortly to visit Atlantic seaboard
keys.

U.S. GAINS THROUGH

NEW FRENCH DECREE

(Continued from Page 1)

and assigned dubbing permits out
of a base total of 188, but under a
proviso for the new 12-month span,
which is divided into two semes-
ters, the Government has decreed
that 12 more features will comprise
a contingency bloc, which means that
the U. S. may further benefit.
The contingency bloc is establish-

ed in order that features considered
of high merit will not have to be
sidetracked when the 188 base fea-
tures have been allotted permits.
Under the terms of the existing

trade treaty between the U. S. and
France, former's numerical product
at any time during the life of the
treaty cannot be less than that
which existed at time of document's
signing. Hence, the U. S. is sure
to hold first position in France with
respect to importations and dubbing
permits until June 30, 1940, and will
doubtless get fair share of the con-
tingency bloc of 12 permits.

Neely Bill Menaces
Press — Hoblitzelle

(Continued from Page 1)

regulation which could be extended
to other fields such as the press,
radio, fiction and magazine writing.
Hoblitzelle made his statement in

Washington while here on a visit.

Basing his objections to the Neely
Bill mainly on Section Four calling
for a synopsis he declared, "If the
Federal Government can apply such
restrictions to the creative art of
motion picture production, there is

every reason to believe that similar
restrictions and censorship could be
applied to the publication of news-
papers and magazines and the
broadcasting of radio program."

Ask Sandquist Bill Signing
Chicago—Many independent the-

ater owners have wired Gov. Henry
Horner, asking that he sign the
Sandquist bill, passed by legisla-

ture holding film shows to two
hours, 15 minutes.

"U" Philly Exchange Ordered
To Bargain With CIO Union

(Continued from Page 1)

America, Local No. 2. affiliated with
the CIO.
The order issued by the Labor

Board yesterday stated evidence dis-
closed that the CIO labor organiza-
tion represented a majority of the
office workers in July 1937 and at
all times since.

Management of Universal Ex-
change refused to grant union rep-
resentatives the opportunity to meet
and discuss the possibilities of a
collective bargaining contract,
NLRB said. The board found the
company did not attempt to deter-
mine whether the union represented
the office employes, "but sought only
to obstruct the union's efforts to
bargain with them."

Universal was ordered to post
notices for a period of 60 days stat-
ing that it will bargain with the
union and within 10 days to notify
the Philadelphia regional director
of compliance with the order.

Warners In 5 Cent Dip
Milwaukee, Wis. — Warners has

dipped prices a nickel at its She-
boygan and Rex theaters in Sheboy-
gan, its Venetian and Rialto in Rac-
ine and its Gateway and Kenosha
in Kenosha. New prices are two
bits to 6 p.m. and 35 cents there-
after.

$530,1,088 Educ. Assets
Current assets of Educational to-

tal $530,088.64 against current lia-

bilities of $487,427.34. Cash on
hand totals $69,915.92. Figures are
given in latest statement for the
26 weeks to March 31 last.
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BLOCKS SETTING DATE

FOR EQUITY TRIAL

(Continued from Page 1)

return from Washington in about
two weeks to take the question up
again with Knox, at which time, in

all likelihood, the former will ask for

a preferred position for the suit

which would enable it to be reached
in October.

If Williams cannot obtain trial at

that time due to overcrowded calen-

dar conditions in Federal Court, it

is learned that a probable alterna-

tive will be the requesting of a trial

hearing before a statutory court of

three judges. If this move is initi-

ated, the Court would appoint a re-

feree to take testimony and report

to the Court.

Objection raised to the statutory
angle is that trial would not receive

the publicity which a public hearing
brings. The D of J, it is cited by
observers, wants the public hearing.
The 20-day rule which Judge Knox

invoked is known as Rule 8 for the
Southern District of New York, and
provides that this span of time must
elapse after the answers of both
plaintiff and defendant are in, and
the Clerk has notified the Calendar
Commissioner. Since no response
has been made by the Government
to the requests of Columbia and UA
for a further bill of particulars, Wil-
liam's efforts to have trial set were
unproductive.

Giveaways and Trade Code
Before New York Allied

(Continued from Page 1)

on the Minneapolis national conven-
tion, and there has been keen spec-

ulation in trade quarters as to

whether it will formally endorse the

rejection of the Trade Practice
Code. There have been ample indi-

cations that the New York unit

—

or a respectable percentage of its

members—are critical of national

Allied's policy.

Max A. Cohen, prexy, will pre-

side. Cohen, Harry Kosch, attor-

ney, and a large delegation of mem-
bers from the Metropolitan area
left New York last night for Syra-

WEDDING BELLS

Pittsburgh — Mort S. England,
who with his brother Art handles
the distribution of Bank Night and
special film subjects in this terri-

tory, has announced his recent mar-
riage to Miriam Kean of Philadel-
phia.

Ynez Drubin, daughter of Mabel
Drew of the 20th-Fox publicity de-
partment, will be married Sunday
to Julian D. Shear. Ceremony will

be held at the Hotel Franklin Tow-
ers, N. Y. City.

FILM CODE ANALYZED
By LOUIS NIZER

EDITOR'S NOTE: THE FILM DAILY today presents the twelfth installment of a com-

prehensive analysis of the proposed Trade Practice Code (Revision of June 10) by Louis

Nizer, member of the law firm of Phillips & Nizer, and authority on the law of screen, stage

and radio The analysis is designed to clarify the provisions of the Code in non-legalistic

language so as to make them readily understandable to all people in the film industry. In view

of the fact that the Distributors Negotiating Committee proposes to make the Code effec-

tive for the 1939-40 season, THE FILM DAILY deems Mr. Nizer's interpretive presentation

an outstanding, timely service of inestimable value to the trade. Preservation of the daily in-

stallments is recommended.

Installment No. 12

Findings of Arbitrators: If the arbitrators find overbuying exists, they shall

specifically decide the number of pictures which the exhibitor has overbought.

Remedy: The exhibitor who is found to be so overbought, shall be given a

fourteen day period from the date of the arbitrators' decision, to obtain a release from

his contracts of the excess number of pictures. If the exhibitor does not obtain such re-

lease, the arbitrators shall make an award apportioning among the distributors whose

contracts he has, the number of features to be released by them to the complaining ex-

hibitor.

Condition of Award: No award directing the distributors to release pictures to

another exhibitor shall be made unless an assurance is given to each distributor that

it will receive from the complaining exhibitor for the the pictures released, no lesser

price and no less favorable terms than existed in the contract of the overbought exhibitor.

Cancellation Modified: Cancellation rights of an exhibitor who has been found

to be overbought, shall be computed on the basis of the modified contract.

(4) Price, Other Terms and Conditions: Neither price nor other terms and

conditions of a proposed contract shall be the subject of arbitration. They are to be

determined only by mutual agreement between distributor and exhibitor.

XV. AGREEMENT TO ARBITRATE

Every one who signs the Code, agrees to arbitrate with anyone else who signs the

Code, any dispute which is subject to arbitration under this Code or the Rules of Arbi-

tration which are annexed.

Rules of Arbitration: The rules of arbitration annexed to the Code shall be fol-

lowed in such arbitration procedure.

(Thirteenth installment will appear tomorrow).

Aaron Jones, J L & S Prexy,

on Stand in Contempt Case

(Continued from Page 1)

contempt case hearing against B &
K and the majors before Master in

Chancery Eldredge, including J L &
5 efforts to obtain first-run films
from Fox, Loew, Warner and other
film companies. He said they could
not make money, on either McVick-
er's, State Lake or Wood's Theaters
until they made deal with B & K
to operate McVicker's on a 50-50
basis. They gave up their lease on
the State Lake, when B & K bought
the building and sold their Wood's
Theater lease to the Essaness Cir-

cuit.

Attorney Robert Goulding for B
6 K, brought out in his examination
of Jones, that he estimated about
200 films annually were available
for first-run exhibition.

John Jones followed his father on
the stand and corroborated most of
Aaron Jones' testimony. Robert
O'Farrell, secretary-treasurer and
counsel for 23 West Randolph Corp.,
Oriental Theater building owners,
told about B & K 50-year lease of
the house, when it was opened; how
the lease was assigned to the Bal-
aban Investment Corp. with $1,000,-
000 capital, then it was turned over
to Oriental Theater Corp., which de-
faulted on the lease when a rent re-

duction was refused; the matter be-
ing finally settled by the Oriental
Theater Corp. paying $10,000 and
assigning all B & K equipment in

the theater to the building company.
B & K originally leased the Ori-

ental for $324,000 annual rental,

Autumn Trials for Both

Griffith, Momand Suits?

(Continued from Page 1)

bill of complaint will be filed within

the next two weeks, slightly in ad-

vance of the time extension.

It is understood that U. S. Dis-

trict Attorney Charles E. Dierker

has been meeting independent the-
ater men who have alleged griev-
ances against the Griffith compa-
nies.

Dierker has stated that his office

will do everything within its power
to secure speedy action in the case.
The Government hopes to be able
to start the trial by Fall when the
Momand $4,500,000 suits are set to

be heard in the other U. S. District
court here. Griffith companies, dis-

tributors and producers are defen-
dants in the Momand action.

which was reduced to $200,000 in
1935.

Sam Myers, independent theater
owner, estimated about 100 first-run
films were available each year and
based his estimate of their standing
by box office returns.
Emil Stern, Essaness prexy, backed

up the testimony of Edwin Silver-
man, his partner, and also told about
talks with George Schaefer and
others to acquire films for their Loop
theater. Robert Goulding and
David Levinson, defense attorneys,
cross-examined him, trying to as-
certain how first-run films were
picked.

Defense attorneys will cross-ex-
amine O'Farrell tomorrow.

SEE DOUBLE THREAT

TO CIRCUITS IN WIS,

(Continued from Page 1)

to circuits operating four or more
theaters, with the taxation /'"Vale
ranging from $4 to $100; acify.iu-
lated tax on gross income would
run from $4 to $6.80 per $1,000,
with the maximum applicable to a
circuit of 800 theaters.

Originally, the Omnibus Bill pro-
vided for an occupational tax; the-
ater interests eliminated the men-
ace through an amendment, 1-A.

Lansing, Mich.—In all probability,
there will be no special session of
the TVIichigan Legislature to con-
sider finance measures, it was re-
ported yesterday.

Don Lee Officials Warn
on Questionable Tele Stock

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Thomas S. Lee and

Lewis Allen Weiss, prexy and vice-
prexy of the Mutual Don Lee Broad-
casting System in stating the firm
has no stock for sale issued warn-
ing to the public against the pur-
chase of "questionable" tele stock.
The Don Lee firm, it was stated,

is not financially interested in the
manufacture, sale or installation of
tele receivers.

Don Lee tele cameras are being
altered into 441-line for use at the
new transmitter to be built atop
Mt. Lee.

Exhibs. From 34 States

Visit RKO Radio Lounge

Showmen from 34 States have
been guests at RKO Radio's lounge,
with New York State having the
largest representation, 32.

Other States with a considerable
representation are: Michigan, 16;
Texas, 7; Maryland, 7; Illinois, 5;
Kansas, 4; Ohio, 4. Twelve foreign
countries are represented on the
register.

Judell's PCC Moves
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Executive and produc-

ing staff of Producers Pictures Corp.,
recently organized by Ben N. Judell,
has moved to 1436 North Beach-
wood Drive. Negotiations for sto-
ries and stars for the 1939-40 pro-
gram are being concluded.

1,347 Tires as 'Tofee'
Orange, N. J.—Moe Kridel, manager

of the Colonial, is wondering just how
he is going to list one afternoon's
"take" in his box office report for the
year. There were 1,347 admissions via
as many old tires, but they were not
turned in through the box-office. The
idea served a two-fold purpose. It got
a lot of unsafe tires off the highways,
and it will finance two weeks' vacation
at camp for several boys from the
nearby YMCA.
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\- v R6VI6UIS Of TH€ nCUJ FILfllS -V A
'Stronger Than

Desire"
M-G-M 80 Mins.

REMAKE OF OLD PLAY "EVELYN PREN-
TICE" JUST FAIR ENTERTAINMENT.

This is a remake of "Evelyn Prentice"

produced five years ago. It has not im-

proved with age, for even five years ago

this plot was old and worn. It is the drama
of the wife who started to stray because

she was lonesome, and when the cad held

her up in a blackmailing way for her fool-

ish but innocent letters, she kills him. That

is, she thinks she has killed him but it turns

out as a last minute surprise in the court

trail scene that another woman came along

right after she left the blackmailer, and

fired the shot that took the scoundrel out

of the world where he couldn't blackmail

any more foolish wives whose husbands had

money. Virginia Bruce is charming as the

wife, and she wears beautiful gowns and

makes her hackneyed role sound almost be-

lievable. Walter Pidgeon as her husband

who is also the great trial lawyer who is

defending the other woman as the murderer

learns that it is his wife who fired the first

shot, and has to readjust his tactics quickly

to the surprising development. But the wife

insists on admitting her guilt, and then her

husband cleverly shows through the testi-

mony of the dead man's wife that she fired

a second shot that did the trick. It is all

pretty stilted murder plot of the old days

that will be hard to register with modern
audiences. Pidgeon gives a sincere and

natural performance, and Lee Bowman as

the woman-chaser is excellent.

CAST: Virginia Bruce, Walter Pidgeon,

Lee Bowman, Ann Dvorak, Ilka Chase, Rita

Johnson, Richard Lane, Ann Todd, Paul Stan-

ton, Ferike Boros.

CREDITS: Producer, John W. Considine,

Jr.; Director, Leslie Fenton; Author, W. E.

Woodward; Screenplay, David Hertz, Wil-

liam Ludwig; Cameraman, William Daniels;

Editor, W. Don Hayes.

DIRECTION, Fair. PHOTOGRAPHY, Good.

Life to Build Another
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — A new 1,000-seat

film house to be constructed by the
Life Amusement Co. at Naylor Road,
Good Hope Road and 25th St. S.E.,

it is announced by C. H. Olive, who
recently disclosed plans for a new
theater for Massachusetts Ave. Com-
pany operates the Atlas.

Kaplan Sells Two
Cleveland—Meyer Kaplan has sold

his Savoy and Superior Theaters, this
city, to Ben Cohen of Pittsburgh.
Kaplan will continue to buy and
book for the houses and he retains
ownership of the Crown.

Commercial Pix In Spurt

Detroit—Production in local com-
mercial studios has taken a decided
spurt. All three studios — Jam
Handy, Industrial Pictures, and
Wilding Picture Productions, are
busy shooting.

"Bulldog Drummond's
Bride"

with John Howard, Heather Angel,

H. B. Warner

Paramount 55 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

PLEASING ADDITION TO THE BULL-
DOG DRUMMOND SERIES SHOULD DO
OKAY AT B.O.

Another of the "Bulldog Drummond" se-

ries with Drummond getting the menace
in the end. The production by Stuart

Walker and direction by James Hogan
were handled with good judgment. John
Howard (Capt. Hugh C. Drummond) gives

his usual smooth performance, as do Heath-
er Angel as Phyllis Clavering, H. B. Warner
as Colonel Nielson, Reginald Denny as Algy
Longworth, E. E. Clive as Tenny, Eduardo
Ciannelli, a new member in the series,

does a fine acting job as the menace.
Others in the cast who do nice work are

Elizabeth Patterson, Gerald Hamer, John
Sutton, Neil Fitzgerald, Louis Mercier,

Adia Kuznetzoff and Adrienne D'Ambri-
court. The screenplay by Stuart Palmer
and Garnett Weston, based on "Bulldog

Drummond and the Oriental Mind," by
H. C. (Sapper) McNeile, was handled in

a good manner. Edwards blows up a bank
in broad daylight and gets away with

£10,000. He, with his aide, Gerald Hamer,
hide the money in a radio and as it would
happen, the radio is in the new apartment
of Heather and Howard, who are to be
married. A number of events take place,

some with slapstick comedy that lead up
to the capture of Eduardo, and in the end,

the marriage of Heather and Howard.

CAST: John Howard, Heather Angel,

H. B. Warner, Reginald Denny, E. E. Clive,

Elizabeth Patterson, Eduardo Ciannelli, Ger-
ald Hamer, John Sutton, Neil Fitzgerald,

Louis Mercier, Adia Kuznetzoff, Adrienne
D'Ambricourt.

CREDITS: Associate Producer, Stuart

Walker; Director, James Hogan; Based on

"Bulldog Drummond and the Oriental

Mind," by H. C. (Sapper) McNeile;
Screenplay, Stuart Palmer, Garnett Wes-
ton; Cameraman, Harry Fischbeck, ASC;
Art Directors, Hans Dreier, Franz Bachelin;

Editor, Chandler House.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Tex Fletcher In P. A.'s

New Haven—Loew's, Inc., have
booked Tex Fletcher in personal ap-
pearances at the Poli, Waterbury;
Plaza, Worcester; Palace, Meriden;
Bijou, New Haven, and Globe,
Bridgeport, beginning Tuesday in

conjunction with the playing of
Grand National's "Six-Gun Rhythm."

Great States Closes Two
Chicago—The Belasco Theater at

Quincy, the Rialto at Waukegan and
the Fox Theater at Aurora have been
closed for the Summer season, by
the Great States circuit.

Warner Shutters One
Mansfield, O.—The Majestic, one

of three theaters operated here by
Warners has been shuttered for the

"The Forgotten
Woman"

with Sigrid Gurie, William Lundigan,

Eve Arden

Universal 63 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

TEAR-JERKER WITH SIGRID GURIE IN

HEAVY DRAMATIC ROLE SHOULD PLEASE
FEMMES.

A tear-jerker which gives Sigrid Gurie a

chance to do some heavy dramatic work. This

picture produced by Edmund Grainger and

directed by Harold Young should please the

feminine audience. Young has handled the

offering in a very convincing manner. The
screenplay, by Lionel Houser and Harold

Buchman, was based on an original story

by John Kobler. A young couple, Sigrid

Gurie, and her husband, William Lundigan,

advertise for another couple to share ex-

penses to go to Florida. The ad is answered
by two gangsters unknown to the couple.

The gangsters hold up a warehouse and in

the forced escape, Lundigan, an innocent

victim, is killed in an auto crash. The
gangsters make their getaway, but Sigrid

is captured and held as an accomplice. Her
story seems very fantastic and she is con-

victed by the district attorney, Donald
Briggs, on circumstantial evidence. Her
child is born in prison. One of the gang-
sters is slain and before he dies he makes
a confession to the district attorney's aide.

When Briggs finds out about the injustice

to Sigrid, he goes to the orphanage in which
the child has been placed and adopts the

youngster. The child is injured in an

accident, and Sigrid and Briggs discover that

they are in love with each other. Eve Arden,
Eizabeth Risdon, Paul Harvey and Ray
Walker are among the supporting cast who
do nice work. The photography by Stanley

Cortez is high-grade, and the sets by Jack
Otterson are worthy of mention.

CAST: Sigrid Gurie, William Lundigan,

Eve Arden, Donald Briggs, Donnie Dunagan,
Elizabeth Risdon, Paul Harvey, Ray Walker,
Virginia Brissac, Joseph Downing, Norman
Willis, George Walcott.

CREDITS: Associate Producer, Edmund
Grainger; Director, Harold Young; Author,

John Kobler; Screenplay, Lionel Houser and

Harold Buchman; Cameraman, Stanley Cor-

tez; Art Director, Jack Otterson; Associate,

John Ewing; Editor, Charles Maynard; Musi-

cal Director, Charles Previn.

DIRECTION, Convincing. PHOTOGRA-
PHY, Good.

Televisuals Registered

Audio Productions, Inc., has regis-
tered the trade-name Televisuals to

describe a new series of commercial
motion pictures now being made for
television purposes through arrange-
ment with the American Television
Corp.

Schlenger Funeral Held
Newark, N. J.—Funeral services

were held Tuesday for Sigmund
Schlenger, 66, who for many years
operated movie houses here. Death,
which occurred July 2, was caused
by pneumonia. He leaves his wife,

a son and four daughters.

"Stunt Pilot"
with John Trent, Marjorie Reynolds,

Milburn Stone

Monogram f'^Min

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW ta !

SECOND "TAILSPIN TOMMY" SHOULt
DO WELL IN HOUSES CATERING TO AC
TION FANS.

"Stunt Pilot," the second in the series

of "Tailspin Tommy" series which Paul Mal-

vern is producing for Monogram, should do

well in the houses that play to the audi-

ences that like action. It has sufficient

amount of thrills and action, and the sus-

pense is maintained throughout by director,

George Waggner. Scott Darling and Joseph

West wrote the screenplay based on the

comic strip "Tailspin Tommy." The photog-

raphy by Fred Jackman, Jr., is very effective.

John Trent has a likeable personality and
his portrayal of Tailspin Tommy is convinc-

ing. The story deals with the trials of

John Trent, a stunt pilot, when a mov-
ing picture company uses the airport for

the filming of a picture. George Meeker,
a stunt pilot, is murdered in the air by

someone who replaces the blanks in the

machine gun with real bullets. Trent is

suspected of the murder, because of a

fight he had with the victim. Buddy Cox,

the youngster, unknowingly photographed

the murderer in the act of placing the real

bullets in the gun, and these pictures prove

the innocence of Trent. Pat O'Malley, the

director, is found to be the murderer. He
sought to get revenge on Meeker, because
he stole the affections of his wife and then

deserted her. Marjorie Reynolds is decora-

tive as the sweetheart of Trent, employed
as a hostess, Buddy Cox, as the youngster,

turns in a good performance while Mil-

burn Stone, Jason Robards, Wesley Barry,

George Cleveland, Mary Fields and Charles

Morton turn in capable performances in sup-

porting roles. Paul Malvern did a note-

worthy job as the producer of the pic-

ture.

CAST: John Trent, Marjorie Reynolds,

Milburn Stone, Jason Robards, Pat O'Malley,
George Meeker, Wesley Barry, George
Cleveland, Johnny Day, Charles Morton,
Mary Fields, Buddy Cox.

CREDITS: Executive Producer, Scott R.

Dunlap; Producer, Paul Malvern; Director,

George Waggner; Based on "Tailspin

Tommy" newspaper strip; Screenplay, Scott

Darling, Joseph West; Cameraman, Fred

Jackman, Jr.; Editor, Carl Pierson.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Lipscomb Moves to Para.
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—W. P. Lipscomb is at

Paramount to write the screenplay
of "Safari." Picture will be pro-
duced by Anthony Veiller and will
co-feature Joel McCrea and Made-
leine Carroll and will be directed by
Edward H. Griffith. Lipscomb re-
cently completed the screenplay of
"I Had a Comrade" at M-G-M.

Bugie Twins Dead
Cincinnati — Mrs. Levitt Bugie,

wife of the 20th-Fox representative,
is seriously ill following the death
of twin daughters born prematurely.
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'Black Limelight"
with Raymond Massey,

"AlliiM- Films

Joan Marion

63 Mins.

AU^BING MURDER MYSTERY INTEL-
LIGENTLY DIRECTED AND ACTED CAR-
CRIES FINE SUSPENSE.

I A very absorbing murder mystery intel-

ei
ligently plotted with some surprise twists

j|. and an abundance of suspense. It is com-
«: petently acted by the entire cast, especially

fa in the work of Joan Marion, whose role

ml outshines that of Raymond Massey, who
is- plays the part of her husband. A murder
of a girl at a beach bungalow occurs, and
the evidence all points strongly to Massey,

: who has disappeared right after the crime.

gi Even the wife is almost convinced that he
ij] is guilty, yet she loyally sticks by him.
•' When he sneaks back to their home, she

hides him. Meanwhile it develops gradu-
ally that there is a very sinister side to

the affair with other murders all done
under the same circumstances of a full

moon. The wife cleverly pieces wisps of

evidence together to pin the crimes on
her attorney, and it works up to some great

suspense as the criminal tries to do away
with her to conceal his other crimes. Sell-

ing angles: swell murder mystery; the
killer working under moon-madness.

CAST: Raymond Massey, Joan Marion,
Walter Hudd, Henry Oscar, Elliot Mason,
Dan Tobin, Coral Brown, Leslie Brady, Dian
Beaumont.

CREDITS: Director, Walter Mycroft; Au-
thor, Dudley Leslie; Screenplay, same; Cam-
eraman, Claude Friese-Greene.

DIRECTION, Excellent. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Fine.

Expect Ascap Confabs Soon
On Establishing Tele Rights

It is expected that Ascap will
soon hold conferences with broad-
casting companies—RCA-NBC, CBS,
Don Lee and others—on establish-
ing its rights to music used in tele-
vision performances. First confer-
ence is expected soon after the Na-
tional Association of Broadcasters'
convention.
At a recent luncheon tendered

Ascap officials by Lenox R. Lohr,
president of NBC, the Ascap execs,
expressed the opinion that tele had
shown great advances in recent
months and that reception was now
at a high peak.
Ascap will again meet with the

negotiating committee of the NAB
copyright group this afternoon—the
final confab before the negotiators
report to the full NAB committee
on Sunday.

Scott Adds Fifteenth
Pittsburgh—Vernon F. Scott, of

the Ideal Amusement Co., has added
the Rosy Theater, Clearfield, to his
chain of houses, which now num-
bers fifteen in the Western Penn-
sylvania territory.

Bundsman for NBC Tele
Anton Bundsman, stage and screen

director, has been added to NBC's
television staff.

* SHORTS *

"The Movies March On"
(March of Time)

RKO Radio 19 m ins.

Strong Audience Picture

Very fine presentation of the his-
tory of the motion picture industry
in Hollywood as seen through clips
from important productions down
through the years. The film should
prove very entertaining to all types
of patrons, for it carries a lot of
sentiment in the depiction of old
favorites in their classic pictures.
It has the earmarks of a plug for
the industry in general, but that is

all right, too, for there are millions
of fans deeply interested in the
subject matter. There is also a
plug for the Museum of Modern
Art Film Library, and the film clev-
erly contrives to build its contents
around the activities of the organi-
zation by showing film cans labeled
with the name of the picture and
the name of the library before the
various shots are reproduced. Then
there are presentations of industry
leaders, oldtimers who were pioneers
and are still active in production in
Hollywood, such as Harry Warner,
Jack Warner, Cecil B. DeMille, Walt
Disney, Mack Sennett, Charlie Chap-
lin, Darryl Zanuck, George Schaefer.
Also presented are Will Hays and
Joe Breen. The oldtime shots of
the early silent favorites will go
great with all the elder generation.
Such as "The Great Train Robbery."
Mary Pickford in "The New York
Hat." Bill Hart in "The Fugitive."
Charlie Chaplin and Mabel Normand
in "Tillie's Punctured Romance."
Lilian Gish in "Birth of A Nation."
Theda Bara in "A Fool There Was."
Mary Garden in "Thais." Doug
Fairbanks in "Robin Hood." Other
old favorites seen are Valent'no,
Greta Garbo, John Gilbert, Renee
Adoree. So much for the outstand-
ing silents. Then into the talkies,

starting with a scene from "The
Jazz Singer" with Jolson singing
"Mammy." Then "All Quiet On the
Western Front" showing application
of the new sound technique to a
war spectacle. Will Rogers, Paul
Muni in "Zola," and then into the
current productions, showing the
modern trend. Then come the indus-
try execs, previously noted, all done
with fine editing and crisp presen-
tation, so that the film moves very
fast. It is the sort of reel the pub-
lic will talk about, for it recalls

a lot of old favorites in their stand-
outs that are seldom available to-

day for screen presentation.

"Death Valley Thrills"

(Grantland Rice Sportlight)
Paramount 10 mins.

One of Year's Best

Theaters should go out of any
accustomed way to grab this short
which is easily one of the most

unique of the current season,—or
any ether. Producer Jack Eaton has
taken a camera crew into Califor-
nia's Death Valley and filmed the
Wilhelm Brothers and their magnifi-
cent police dog who dwell together
in hot, lonely, but withal picturesque
wastes of this desert area. The trio

go riding in a car which the ingeni-
ous Wilhelms have built for tough
desert driving, and Detroit's automo-
bile manufacturers could take a prof-
itable lesson from the Death Valley
boys en how to make a car durable.
It has tr> be, for it does what no
other automobile could do, and even
the spectacular plunge of the run-
away car over a cliff fails to put it

out of commission. The car serves
as a tow for aquaplaning on dry
lakes, as well as a transport for ski-

ing on sandy slopes. Footage is

loaded with laughs plus thrills, and
is enhanced by Ted Husing's excel-
lent narration. This is a "must
book" attraction, since it will de-
light patrons everywhere.

"How to Eat"
(Robert Benchley)

M-G-M 10 mins.
Very Funny

The current topic discussed by
Benchley is how various emotions
affect one's eating and digestion.
He illustrates the lecture personally,
showing the man Benchley under the
emotion of being informed that he
is going to lose his job just as he
sits down to a beautiful dinner of
spaghetti. Then the emotion of
love, and how the man Benchley sits

staring solemnly at his inamorata,
unable to touch a mi uthful of de-

licious food at a night club. Then
Benchley discusses the art of eating
in bed, and finally gives it up as

something that only women can do
gracefully. Then the picnic problem
with food, and finally the banquet
where he expects to be called upon
to speak, and that kills his appetite.

"A-Hunting We Will Go"
(Walter Lantz Cartune)

Universal 1 1-3 mins.
Diverting Reel

Shortly after climbing into bed in

his diminutive cabin, Little Eight
Ball, Walter Lantz' new and appeal-
ing cartoon character who is a little

Negro boy, receives a visit from a

baby ghost to whom he avers that

he is not the least bit frightened.
Whereupon the baby ghost trans-

ports him to a haunted mill where
the adult ghosts, informed that Lit-

tle Eight Ball is impervious to fright

in the best fashion of modern chil-

dren who don't believe in ghosts, put
their visitor through a test, at the
end of which Little Eight Ball is cer-

tainly scared, but steadfastly will

not admit it. The Lantz character
bids fair to become a future institu-

tion in pix houses. This short is

diverting and well fashioned.

Filmarte Books Re-opener
Filmarte Theater will reopen for

the season early in the Fall with

"The End of a Day," French film,

which will be distributed in this

country by Juno Films.

What were you

YESTERDAY

What are you

TODAY
What will you be

TOMORROW
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The NATIONAL SCREEN TRAILER running in ad-

vance of your show is the only medium of adver-

tising that gives you that double selling-punch

For, while newspapers, magazines and posters MAY
be seen by your customers—how can you tell how many?

And, though radio advertising MAY be

heard by your customers— how can you
tell f»ow many?

But- with NATIONAL SCREEN TRAILERS
on your screen — you are CERTAIN that

your customers SEE and HEAR your
sales message.

You KNOW because they are inside

your theatre, watching your
screen. A 100% audience every
time you run the trailer.

That's what makes NATIONAL
SCREEN TRAILERS the cheap

est, most effective, most

consistent advertis-

ing you can buy! 2

nnnonflL
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20th-Fox to Boost Budget for 1939-40 10%—Wobber

$10,000100 IN SHORfAVAILABLE FOR SCHOOLS

Three Amendments to Neely Bill as Senate Vote Nears
Bill Due to Come Up for

Debate and Vote At
Noon Today

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—After obtaining Sen-

ate consideration of his block-book-
ing bill late yesterday afternoon,
Senator Matthew M. Neely yielded
the floor for other matters and the
measure went over until today at
12 noon when it is again due to come
up for debate and vote.

Neely obtained consideration
around 4 P.M. but, announced he
would not seek to force a vote yes-
terday. He said his only concern
was to be sure that the bill was be-
fore the Senate today. "I am cer-
tain that it would be impossible to

(Continued on Page 6)

BRITISH PRODUCTION

STAGING COME-BACK

London (By Cable)—British pro-
duction, fighting gallantly to stage
a come-back, is making progress, a
checkup showing more than 50 pix
either in production or active prep-
aration.

Associated British has three;
Alexander Korda Film Productions

(Continued on Page 6)

Expect Equity Will Move
Suddenly in Tele Field

Pending the decision to be handed
down by the AAAA fixing jurisdic-

tion in the television field, Actors'
Equity is quietly formulating plans
ior organization of the field and is

also planning to wage a finish fight
(Continued on Page 6)

'Five Came Back" Breaks

Rialto's Summer Records

"Five Came Back" in its second
day at the Rialto Theater, broke
all summer box-office records for a
single day for that house. In order
to handle the crowds, the theater

(Continued on Page 6)

Editorial

Shortage of Quality Product?
. . . don't sell Hollywood short!

By CHESTER B. BAHN

k yjUCH—far, far too much, in fact—has been said in recent weeks by exhibs. and
"' others about the paucity of quality pix.

Indeed, to listen to some gents, Hollywood for a period of months has concentrated

on the production of palookas, and the results may be read in red ink in house ledgers

up and down and across the 48 States.

It's always the easiest way to blame it on Hollywood, and there are plenty of times,

of course, when Hollywood distinctly is to blame. Yet to attribute the Spring dip in

b.o. patronage to the studios' shortcomings and to assert—as many have—that top grade

(Continued on Page 4)

"SELF-REGULATION" 1939-40 PIX LINEUP

SEEN ENDING GAMES REVISED BY REPUBLIC

Gradual abandonment of games in

New York City film houses via a

program of self-regulation is in

prospect, it was disclosed yesterday.

Current plan of circuits and opera-
(Continued on Page 4)

Elmore Scotches Report

He's Here on Equity Suit

Special Assistant U. S. Attorney
General Frank H. Elmore, who ar-

rived in New York on Wednesday
(Continued en Page 4)

Republic has materially revamped
its 1939-40 production lineup, it

was learned yesterday.
Now in the de luxe group are

"Hit Parade of 1940," "Lady from
New Orleans," "Seven Million Dol-

(Contiuued on Page 6)

Will Thresh Out Up-state

Clearance Tangle Tuesday

Clearance situation, which has
been target of upstate New York
exhibs., will be further threshed

(Continued on Page 6)

20-Fox Biz 15% Ahead, Says Wobber,-

Company Refuses Films for Television

Tell of Inability to Get Pix

at Chicago Contempt Trial

Chicago—At yesterday's morning
session of Government's contempt
case against B & K and the major
film companies, Val Costello, man-
ager of the Oriental Theater build-

ing, described his efforts to obtain
films and their failure. Robert Far-

(Continued on Page 6)

"Sure in the knowledge that we
have the greatest product lineup in

our history and confident of the
future, our company will increase
its budget 10 per cent above the
figure originally planned for the
1939-40 program," Herman Wobber,
distribution chieftain, told The
Film Daily yesterday when he re-

turned from the Coast.
Reported company business as be-

(Continued on Page 4)

590 to be Used in 3-Year

Experiment, Will Hays

Tells the NEA
San Francisco—Five hundred

and ninety non-current sound
shorts, rep-

resenting a
p r o d u ctiori

cost in ex-
cess of $10,-

000,000, are
being made
available —
the majority
i m mediately
—t o Amer-
ican schools
for classroom
use by seven

WILL H. HAYS affiliates o f

the MPPDA,
it was disclosed here last night by

(Continued on Paac 4)

610 PROJECTORS USED

BY CHICAGO SCHOOLS

By JOSEPH ESLER
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

Chicago—Indicative of the possi-

bilities in the educational pix field,

which has been and is receiving the

attention of the MPPDA Advisory
Committee on the Use of Motion

(Continued on Page 6)

Further RKO Plan Appeal

Won't Block Consummation

A hearing on the RKO reorg. plan
was postponed yesterday by Federal
Judge William Bondy to July 20 on
the request of Col. Hamilton C.

(Continued on Page 6)

Meeting of New York Allied

Held Behind Closed Doors

Syracuse — Following an all-day
meeting here at the Hotel Syracuse,
the New York Allied huddle broke

(Continued on Page 6)
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NEW YORK STOCK »;

Net
Higr Low Close Chg.

Col. Picts. vtc. (2Vi%) 85/8 85/s 85/8 — Vs

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd... 10 93/4 10 + y4
East. Kodak 164 163 164 + 2%
do pfd

Loew's, Inc 41% 41 '/2 413/4 - 1/4

Paramount 8'/i 8% iVi + Vs

Paramount 1st pfd... 93 92 92 + 1i/2

Pathe Film 9'/2 9 9V2 + 1/4

RKO 1 % l'/2 l'/2 — Vs

20th Century-Fox ... 19 18% 18'/8 + Va
20th Century-Fox pfd

Univ. Picts. pfd

Warner Bros 4'/4 41/4 4 'A + Vs

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith B. F. ref. 6s46 100 99% 100 + Vs
Loew's deb. 3'/2 s46 102y2 102% 102%
Para. B'way 3s55 . . 50% 50 50—4
Para. Picts. 6s55. .100% 100% 100% — 3/4

Para. Picts. cv. 3 '/4s47 88% 87% 88%
RKO 6s41

Warner Bros.' cv. 6s39
Warner Bros. dbs. 6s48 89% 89 89% + 1%

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts 1 % 1 % 1 %
Sonotone Corp
Technicolor 15 143/4 15 + %
Trans-Lux 1 % 1 % 1 %
Universal Corp. vtc

Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES

Bid Asked
Pathe Film 7 pfd 100 103
Fox Thea. Office Bldg. 1st '46 3% 5

Loew's Thea. Realty 6s 1st '47 99% 101%
Met. Playhouse, Inc. 2nd deb. '45.

. . 68 70
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st '57 65% 67%

SAFETY LLOYDS
FILM STORAGE CORP.

Storage by Reel or Vault
729 Seventh Ave.
New York City

BRyant 9-5600 SECURITY

• • • COCKTAIL party in the membership penthouse of the

Museum of Modern Art on West 53rd Street in celebration of one

of the finest plugs for the film industry that has ever been put into a can

of film the March of Time current release, "The Movies March On"

which dramatizes the highlights of the industry smash productions

for the past forty years opening at the Music Hall today

T T T
• • • IN THAT gorgeous penthouse while seated on the

outer veranda we renewed old acquaintances with film

mugs, slapped Nelson Rockefeller on the back and called iiim

"pal-ole-pal" and Nelson slapped us on the back when
we told him our middle name was Nelson, but that we earned it,

being descended legitimately from the guy Admiral Nelson whose
statute adorns a square in dear ole Lunnon

T T
• • • IT WAS a swell party the film was so good and so

many people wanted to see it that they had to show it twice we
have already given it a column review, and no short subject has

received that in this paper in ages among the distinguished guests

we counted Raymond Massey, Mary Robson, Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy
Ellison, Lynn Farnol, Mrs. Lela Rogers, Jack Pegler, Lillian Gish, Nelson

Rockefeller, Bill German, Ned Depinet, Jules Levy Fred "Liberty"

Smith, Cresson Smith, S. Barret McCormick, Harry Michalson, A. P.

Waxman, Larry Reid. Harry Blair, Roy Larsen. Dorothy Masters

Elizabeth Lockwood, Bob Wollf, Frank Nugent, Tom Pryor, Arthur Mayer,

Eileen Creelman, Gus Eysell

Blumenstock to Confer

With Einfeld on Coast

Mort Blumenstock, in charge of
advertising and publicity in the
East for Warner Bros, leaves for
the Coast today for conferences with
Charles Einfeld, Director of Adver-
tising and Publicity, on merchandis-
ing plans for forthcoming produc-
tions. Blumenstock will be away
about three weeks.

Whitney Flies to Coast
John Hay Whitney, board chair-

man of Selznick International, ar-
rives on the Coast this morning by
plane to look over the finished work
on "Gone With The Wind" and con-
fer with David O. Selznick. He
expects to return here in about a
week.

Hacker in C P A Field

Sam Hacker, who has been con-
nected with the industry for 10 years,
has entered the practice of public
accounting, in association with Hen-
ry H. Ackerman & Co., CPA, 21
West St. Hacker will specialize in

the motion picture industry. Until
recently, he was assistant to Morris
Goodman, vice-president in charge
of foreign sales at Republic.

B & K Keeping "Dr. I. Q."
Chicago — "Dr. I. Q." Monday

broadcasts from the B & K Chicago
Theater for Mars Candy have been
extended for a third time with period
to Aug. 21 covered.

88 Family Audience Pix

in First Half of Year

Features reviewed by the Nation-
al Board of Review for the first six
months of 1939 totaled 281, a jump
of 32 pictures over the 249 reviewed
during the same period in 1938. For
the same period 403 shorts were
reviewed as against 416 shorts in
1938, a decrease of 13.

Classifications are as follows: 88
family, 10 family-juvenile and 25
mature for this year's initial six-
month period as against 80 family,
11 family-juvenile, 24 mature and
1 juvenile for the same period last
year.

J.-SS3
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Best wishes from THE FILM DAILY
to the following on their birthdays:

JULY 7

Ricardo Cortez Jackie Searl

George Cukor Raymond Hatton
Richard Carle

JULY 8
Eugene Pallette Bradley King

Lon Young

JULY 9
Claude C. Ezell Al Steen

Ralph Wilk Frank Namczy

corninG mid GOIflG

HERMAN WOBBER, general manager of dis-

tribution for 20th-Fox, arrived in New York yes-
terday afternoon from the Coast via United Air-
lines.

JOHN HAY WHITNEY, chairman of the board
of S-l, arrived on the Coast this morning by
plane.

MORT BLUMENSTOCK entrains todavMM the

Coast to huddle with Charles Einfeld. ^^
HAL B. WALLIS and MRS. WALLIS (Louise

Fazenda) arrive on the Normandie Monday from
Europe.

CONSTANCE BENNETT, prior to sailing next
Wednesday for Europe, is stopping at the Towers
of the Waldorf-Astoria.

WILLIAM CAMERON MENZIES, film director,

is en route to New York from Hollywood and is

scheduled to sail for Europe on the Normandie
on Wednesday.

PEDRO SAENZ, president of Cia. Cubana de
Peliculas. S.A.. who attended the recent RKO
convention as delegate from Cuba, has sailed

for Havana, accompanied by MRS. SAENZ and
PEDRO, JR.

FRANK CALVIN, research expert for Cecil B.

DeMille, has arrived in Regina, Sask., Canada,
to gather material for DeMille feature tentative-
ly titled, "Royal Canadian Mounted."

DANIEL J. TOBIN, vice-president of A F of L,

arrived in New York yesterday from Europe, ac-
companied by MRS. TOBIN.

ERROL FLYNN, film star, will journey to
London late this Summer to star in Warners'
"Captain Horatio Hornblower."

LIEUT. BEN FELDMAN, of the Illinois Nation-
al Guard and manager of the UA Theater in

Chicago for B & K, is with the U. S. Army
Summer training camp at Camp McCoy, Wis.

BERTRAM BLOCK, story editor for Samuel
Coldwyn; FRANK PARKER and NORMAN REILLY
RAINE, Warner writer, flew to the Coast last

night.

JOHN W. CONSIDINE, JR., MILTON L. MIL-
LER, PHILIP RAPP, HUGO BUTLER, and DORE
SCHARY, of M-C-M's Coast studios, are stop-
ping at the Sherry-Netherland.

SYLVAN GOLDFINCER, former manager of B
& K Garrick Theater, Chicago, has returned there
following a trip to Hollywood and will announce
his new connection shortly.

WILLIAM SAROYAN, playwright, arrives in
New York on Monday aboard the Normandie,
having cut short his visit in Ireland.

VICTOR PAYNE-JENNINGS, producer, leaves
New York on Wednesday for Europe.

CHARLES K. FREEMAN, producer of the Fed-
eral Theater's "Life and Death of an Amer-
ican," sailed from New York yesterday on the
lie de France for a three-month study of the
theater and films in England, France, Russia and
Switzerland.

PHILIP BARRY has left New
England where he will work t

for Autumn presentation.

JAMES V. BOYLE, of RKO Radio's publicity
department, leaves New York on the week-end
for a two-week vacation in Lexington, N. Y.

HAL NORFLEET, Republic publicist for the
Dallas territory, is in New York for a three-
week vacation.

York for

n a new
New
Play

THE THEATRE
"Roars of Pleasure" Atkinson, Times.

WHAT A LIFE
with EZRA STONE as Henry Aldrich

MANSFIELD, W. 47th St. Mats. Wed.
and Sat.

Circle 6-0640

"A MUST GO ENJOY IT."—
Walter WincheU

GYPSY ROSE LEE Comedy Farce
with Music

I MUST LOVE SOMEONE
with JAMES RENNIE—IRIS ADRIAN

Air-Conditioned. and JACK WHITE
Vanderbilt, W. 48th St. Evs. 8:40

Mats. Wed. & Sat.



Those who are about to play M-G-M's "Goodbye

MnChips" will be interested in the early extended

run record of this superb picture and will wish to

adjust their booking schedules to allow for addi-

tional time. Extended engagements thus far:

New York

Los Angeles

Cleveland

Dayton

.

Cincinnati

Columbus

Pittsburgh

Toledo .

8th week

7th week

4 weeks

2 weeks

2 weeks

2 weeks

2 weeks

2 weeks

Indianapolis . . 2 weeks

New Orleans. . 2 weeks

Chicago . Indefinite run

San Francisco Indefinite run

Seattle . . Indefinite run

Worcester

Boston .

2 weeks

4 weeks

(Playing day-and-date at State & Orpheum;

held over 2nd week in both spots)

THE FRIENDLY COMPANY
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590 SHORTS AVAILABLE

FOR SCHOOLS IN U.S.

(Continued from Page 1)

Will H. Hays, MPPDA prexy, in an
address delivered before the Na-
tional Education Association con-

vention.

Distribution of the shorts on 16

mm. film for an experimental period

of three years will be supervised by
the newly incorporated Teaching-

Film Custodians, trustees of which
are Willard E. Givens, NEA execu-

tive secretary; Dr. James R. An-
gell, president emeiitus of Yale,

and Carl E. Milliken, MPTOA sec-

retary. Actively in charge will be

Roger Allbright, assistant to the

director of the Hays Office commu-
nity service department, whose ser-

vices are being loaned to the TFC.

"The business rights of ex-

hibitors have been duly safe-

guarded," Hays declared in the

course of his discourse on "The
Motion Picture in Education."

"The committees and educa-
tional groups with which we
have worked out these plans

have assured ~us that all of the

non-current theatrical short
subjects which we have placed

at their disposal will be used
exclusively for bona fide edu-
cational purposes during school

hours and that no admissions in

any form will be charged to

those who see them."

Shorts Are Year or More Old

Producers making shorts one year
or older available embrace Colum-
bia, RKO Radio, 20th Century-Fox,
Loew's, Educational, Wa'rners and
Walt Disney, it is understood.
The shorts are generally classi-

fied as: Art and music, literature

and biography, social studies, his-

tory, sociology, health, physical edu-
cation and recreation and the prac-

tical arts and vocations.

Hays' announcement of availabil-

ity came as a climax to a move
inaugurated in 1936 via the Advis-
ory Committee on the Use of Mo-
tion Pictures in Education, headed
by Yale's Dr. Mark A. May. Re-
viewing panels selected the 590
shorts after examining 1,254, chosen
from approximately 15,000 non-cur-
rent subjects in MPPDA company
vaults. Necessity for legal safe-

guards necessaiily make progress
slow.

The 590 shorts, Hays said, are be-
ing placed at the schools' disposal
"under the most favorable possible
terms, namely without any finan-

cial return to the owners." Indi-

vidual schools and school systems
may lease 400-foot reels under the
following scale of charges:
Two weeks or less, $5; one-half

of school year, $10; full (school)

year, $15; two (school) years, $25;
three (school) years, $30. Trans-
portation costs are extra. There will

be certain discounts for quantity
orders. For color prints, special

prices will be quoted.
Should a print be ruined, the

Shortage of Quality Product?
. . . don't sell Hollywood short!

(Continued from Pane 1)

product has been conspicuous by its absence impresses this commentator as being more

than slightly unfair.

As a matter of fact, this columnar observer holds with Frank S. Nugent of the New
York Times that "in point of quality, there is no comparison between last year and this"

and that "the improvement is little short of remarkable." And coming from the extremely

critical and frequently caustic Nugent, that's a couple of mouthsful.

o

NUGENT, doing a six months' checkup for the Times, points out that whereas a year

ago the period to July 1 had produced only 15, possibly 20, good Hollywood pix, this

year the roster approximates 40. Equally important is Nugent's finding that while Hol-

lywood was forging ahead, "foreign pictures appear to have slumped rather badly this

season, those from France especially."

To support his domestic conclusion, the Times critic submits this roster of quality

releases:

January
—

"Jesse James," "Gunga Din," "The Great Man Votes," "Trade Winds,"

"There's That Woman Again."

February
—

"Idiot's Delight," "Made for Each Other," "Yes, My Darling Daughter,"

"Wife, Husband and Friend," "Cafe Society."

March
—

"Stagecoach," "Love Affair," "Three Smart Girls Grow Up," "Story of Ver-

non and Irene Castle," "Let Us Live."

April
—

"Story of Alexander Graham Bell," "Midnight," "Housemaster" (Eng.),

"Wuthering Heights," "Juarez," "Man of Conquest," "Dark Victory, "Confessions of a

Nazi Spy.'

May—"Union Pacific," "Only Angels Have Wings," "Goodbye, Mr. Chips" (Eng.),

"East Side of Heaven."

June—"The Mikado" (Eng.), "Young Mr. Lincoln," "Clouds Over Europe" (Eng.),

"Daughters Courageous," "Man About Town," "Bachelor Mother."

The moral of all this? Well, this might serve: Don't sell Hollywood short; it's still

doing a pretty good job.

school will be charged the replace-
ment cost.

Cash-and-Carry Basis

Print distribution will be strictly

on a cash-and-carry basis. Orders
will be placed with the TFC at 25
W. 43d St., New York City, and
transmitted to the lab. handling the
major company account concerned.
Lab. will bill the TFC. Operating
costs will be at a minimum—print
charges and incidental expenses.
MPPDA will provide quarters for
the TFC.

Leasing contracts to be signed by
the schools are simplified forms of
the existing exhibition pacts. Most
marked departure is provision for
"bicycling." School systems may
rotate leased reels to units within
their own "circuits."

In making public the first cata-
logue, priced at 50 cents per copy,
it was stated that the reviewing
of shorts continues for the purpose
of selecting additional films for
school use as they become non-cur-
rent.

For Study Guide Extension

Hays, in his address, also dwelt
upon the five-year development of

study guides for photoplay appre-
ciation groups in high schools and
the joint project of the MPPDA
and the Commission on Human Re-
lations of the Progressive Educa-
tion Association for the production
of human relations short subjects in

the form of excerpts from existing
non-current features.
Broad extension of the study guide

project is an industry hope, Hays
said, adding, "Motion picture ap-
preciation may best be taught in

its natural setting, the motion pic-

ture theater, in America a suitable
and safe laboratory for your use."
Announcing that 75 human rela-

tions shorts have been completed,

Self-Regulation" Seen

Ending, Games in New York

(Continued from Page 1)

tors is to take certain exhibition
areas of the city by turn and nix
games, the consequent elimination,
therefore, will, it is argued, obviate
making games an issue between
houses and their patrons.

Revelation came on what appear-
ed to be the deadline for proposed
conferences between local circuits
and exhibitors with License Com-
missioner Paul Moss, and, as a re-
sult of theater interests' stand, no
conferences will be held.
The Film Daily was advised that

on Wednesday a ruling had been ob-
tained by the theaters from the Cor-
poration Counsel to effect that leg-
ality of games is questionable. The
theaters, awaiting a decision on the
Atlantic Theater, Brooklyn, appeal
action, decided to continue screen
games in most sections of the city,

but to keep them out of the some
30 theaters which abandoned them
voluntarily a week ago.

Attitude of the exhibition inter-
ests is that despite the question of
games legality or illegality, there
is going to be no "linen washing"
m public to jeopardize prestige and
attendance.
The 30 some houses which

clamped down on games of their
own volition include stands of Con-
solidated, RKO, Loew, Brandt, Yost
and others. Checkup yesterday dis-

closed that attendance was not af-
fected by the move.

Hays disclosed that MPPDA mem-
bers have agreed to extend their

use to a greater number of schools
than included originally and that
they, further, have agreed to pro-
vide additional films for the project.

20-FOX TO BOOST

ITS BUDGET 10 P. G.

(Continued from Page 1)

ing 15 per cent ahead of the same
time last year, Wobber asserted that
every indication pointed to an up-
turn in business. He said that these
facts, and the certain knowled^ph^f
the company's heads in the streHfth
of their product and star power had
resulted in production chief Darryl
Zanuck's decision to augment the
budget originally outlined.
Wobber said that the company's

policy regarding use of any of its

features or shorts for television
would correspond to its stand on
the 16 mm. issue. No films will be
made available for television use.

Product deals with RKO and Pub-
lix circuits are in work, the 20th-
Fox exec, said, with the RKO deal
practically set.

Regarding the Trade Practice
Code, Wobber reiterated the state-
ment by Prexy Sidney R. Kent that
the compnay will proceed to offer
it to all exhibitors who are inter-
ested.

Elmore Scotches Report
He's Here on Equity Suit

(Continued from Page 1)

from Washington and moved into
offices in U. S. Court House to re-
portedly line up evidence against
anti-trust law violators here, told
The Film Daily that his presence
in the Southern District is in no
way connected with the Govern-
ment's current equity action against
the majors, nor with any other ac-
tivity related to the film industry.

Lasky Off to Chicago
for "Career" Broadcast

Jesse L. Lasky leaves New York
for Chicago today to prepare for
the "Career" broadcast there on
Sunday night over the CBS net-
work, upon which program he will
appear personally as sponsor for
Alice Eden and John Archer who
will enact same roles as in the orig-
inal RKO film.

Chicago broadcast will be the
first of a serialized radio dramatiza-
tion and will parallel major engage-
ments of "Career" in U. S. theaters.
The Lasky Gateway search for

new talent will be resumed in a
third Gateway series to start in Oc-
tober.

52—Producers Meet Today
Meeting between Local 52, studio

mechanics, and producers will be
held today in the New York office of
Pat Casey. Huddle was scheduled
for yesterday, but was postponed.

UC ProfiF^017,615
London (By Cable)—Annual re-

port of Union Cinemas, Ltd., gives
a trading profit for the year of
$1,017,615.



t> ANSWERED WITH FACTS
ASK YOUR DEALER'S SALESMAN
TO SHOW YOU THIS BOOK"^>

YOUR PLANS FOR

SUMMER IMPROVEMENTS
SHOULD INCLUDE

HIGH INTENSITY

PROJECTION
IF NOT ALREADY INSTALLED

• • •

YOU NEED IT

TO MEET THE COMPETITION OF

THE THEATERS THAT HAVE IT

Study this interesting analysis of

the COST, ECONOMIES and

PROFIT POSSIBILITIES of

modern motion picture projection.

Your dealer's salesman will leave

a copy with you if you ask him.

2 1/3 PERCENT
of average theater

investment covers cost

of projection light

equipment.

SIMPLIFIED HIGH INTENSITY 2 1/5 PER CENT
PROJECTION IS A PROFIT- of average operating

MAKING, SELF-LIQUIDATING ^fprZucLg
81

INVESTMENT projection light.

SIMPLIFIED

PROJECTION
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IL CARBON COMPANY, INC.
Union Carbide HIM and Carbon Corporation

SALES DIVISION, CLEVELAND, OHIO
General Offices: 30 East 42nd Street, New York, N. Y.
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The words "National" and "Suprex" are trade-marks of National Carbon Company, Inc.
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THREE AMENDMENTS

TO NEELY MEASURE

{Continued from Page 1)

complete the discussion of the bill

today," he said.

When asked to lay his bill aside

temporarily, Neely agreed on the

condition other matters would not

lead to prolonged debate. "I have

been waiting for six months for an

opportunity to have the Senate con-

sider what is commonly known as

the anti-block-booking bill and I

propose now to take advantage of

all parliamentary strategy of which

I have any information and knowl-

edge in order to bring that bill be-

fore the Senate," he told the Sena-

tors.

Meanwhile Neely has prepared
three amendments to the measure
which he will offer when it comes up
for debate, it was revealed. Most
important amendments strikes out all

of section four and inserts new word-
ing on synopsis provision following
that recommended by Abram F.
Myers for Allied at the hearings.
This eliminates the words "complete
and true synopsis" and inserts the
words "accurate synopsis" and
strikes out the words "an outline of

the story, incidents, and scenes de-

picted or to be depicted" and inserts

"a general outline of the story and
descriptions of the principal char-

acter."
The other amendments deal with

section three, striking out all of that
section and inserting new wording
pertaining to "aggregate price" in-

stead of "lump sum price." The third

amendment inserts a new paragraph
defining "aggregate price" as the
"aggregate of all flat rentals," and
of all rentals based upon a percent-
age of prospective receipts.

Tell of Inability to Get Pix

at Chicago Contempt Trial

{Continued from Page 1)

rell, secretary-treasurer of the com-
pany, completed his testimony show-
ing failure to lease the Oriental The-
ater to other interests, due to firm's

inability to obtain first-run films.

John Jones of the Jones, Linick &
Schaefer circuit testified to his in-

ability to secure suitable films for
the State-Lake Theater when it was
under J L & S management. He de-
scribed the present difficulties in ob-

taining suitable films for Oriental
Theater operations.

Jack Rose, prexy of the Indiana-
Illinois circuit, described his efforts

to get films for Oriental Theater
operation and his failure to get them.
Seymour Simon, Government at-

torney, stated that the Government
will close its side of the case with a
surprise witness at tomorrow morn-
ing's session. It is expected that
the sessions will be resumed. Sept.

7, after the Summer vacation.

Code Analysis Installment in Monday's Issue
The thirteenth installment of Louis Nizer's analysis of the Trade Practice Code,

scheduled for publication in today's issue of THE FILM DAILY, will appear in next

Monday's issue.

610 Projection Machines

Used by Chicago Schools

{Continued from Page 1)

Pictures in Education, this city's

school system now has approxi-

mately 500 16 mm. silent and 110

sound projectors, it was disclosed

yesterday by Paul G. Edwards, di-

rector of visual education.

Heart of the school film system

is the Central Film Library, actual-

ly an exchange staffed by 21 assis-

tants to Edwards. The library has
4,000 reels of 16 mm. silent films

and about 1,500 sound reels. All

are classed as educational subjects
and no propaganda films are included.

Co-operation of the Parent-Teach-
ers Association, Better Films Coun-
cils, the American Medical Associa-
tion, Balaban & Katz and others is

extended to the Central Film Li-

brary.
First major effort to produce sub-

jects for use in the primary grades
of the schools has been completed
under the direction of Arnold Hel-
fin, of the Lane Technical High
School and the Puppet club of that
school. Puppets were used in the
one-reeler "Little Black Sambo."

Further RKO Plan Appeal

Won't Block Consummation

{Continued from Page 1)

Rickaby, attorney for Atlas Corp.,

who stated that it was advisable to

adjourn matters until the Circuit
Court rendered a decision on the
appeals from the confirmation of
the plan.

After the adjournment, Rickaby
stated that he would take steps to

submit an underwriting agreement
and advance consumation of the
plan if the Circuit Court affirmed
Judge Bondy's ruling. In reply to

a question, Rickaby stated that ap-
peals to the U. S. Supreme Court,
which might be taken from a de-
cision favorable to the plan, would
not prevent consumation from be-
ing immediately instituted.

Meeting of New York Allied

Held Behind Closed Doors

{Continued front Page 1)

up last night with no statement
forthcoming as to what transpired at

the session which was held behind
closed doors. Max A. Cohen, prexy,
flew to New York last night and was
reported to be preparing a state-

ment which will be released in New
York today.
The board met at 11 yesterday

morning behind closed doors and the
general membership meeting in the

afternoon was also behind closed

doors.

British Production Said

to be Staging Come-Back

{Continued from Page 1)

announce four; Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer British have a roster of

five; Ealing A.T.P. executives plan
at least four during current season;
Irving Asher will make four; 20th-

Fox list calls for eight subjects;

G and S have three; British Lion
is ready with two; Butchers plans
three; the Warner Bros. First Na-
tional Teddington unit, four; Ald-
wych, a new company, is engaged
with its initial offering; Grand Na-
tional weighs in with five; Jack
Buchanan will put the Riverside
studios into commission with four;

British National has three; Para-
mount has a series of Wakefield
comedies; Venture Films and the
George Smith units have two; Argyl
is concentrating on two; Herbert
Wilcox also has two set.

At Teddington yesterday, it was
confirmed that the Hal Wallis-Sam
Sax confabs have netted the assign-
ment of Errol Flynn for a British
costume production, "Capt. Horatio
Hornblower," naval saga.
Metro proposes to bring over

Lionel Barrymore to appear with
Robert Donat in "Ruined City."

Expect Equity Will Move
Suddenly in Tele Field

{Continued from Page 1)

should any other organization at-

tempt to move in, it was learned yes-
terday.
No other affiliate of the AAAA

thus far has made any move to con-
test Equity's claim, but a coalition

of member unions has stalled any
outright decision by requesting that
no action be taken at this time, and
suggesting that a joint committee
be appointed to administer the tele-

vision field.

This plan was bitterly assailed by
Equity on the grounds that it had
the only legitimate claim to the field,

and the plan was an attempt to wrest
this jurisdiction away from it.

What plans Equity has are being
carefully withheld, but informed
sources expect it to move suddenly
and organize the field before any
other union can perfect block tactics.

Hold Funeral Services

Today for Mrs. Frohman

Funeral services will be held today
at 3 p.m. in Christ Church, Bronx-
ville, for Mrs. Marie Hubert Froh-
man, former theatrical star and
widow of Gustave Frohman, theatri-

cal producer, who died on Tuesday
at her home there. Following her
retirement from the stage, Mrs.
Frohman wrote plays and film scen-

arios under the pen name Louis de
Coucy.

1939-40 PIX LINEUP

REVISED BY REPUBLIC

{Continued from Page 1)

lars" and "The Dark Command."
Group originally embraced, in ad-
dition to the two latter, "Two Or-
phans" and "Wagons Westward."

Last named title is now aranig
the six anniversary specials, wmch
group previously included "Lady
from New Orleans." Dropped from
the anniversary specials are "Gangs
of Chicago," and "Guilty of Trea-
son"; replacements include "Na-
tional Barn Dance" and "Doctors
Don't Tell."

Dropped from the 16 Jubilee Pro-
ductions, announced at the Houston
convention in April, are: "Escape
from Sing Sing," "Call of the
North," "The Champ Maker," "Ben-
gal Border Patrol," "Tom Sawyer
Abroad," "Bowery Boy," "A Sport-
ing Chance," "Man of the Hour,"
"The Fighting Irish" and "A Day
at the World's Fair," two latter in

the Higgins Family series. Title
changes are two: "Calling All Ma-
rines" for "Here Come the Ma-
rines" and "Money to Burn" for
"We're in the Money."
Substitute Jubilees embrace "Flight

at Midnight," with Roscoe Turner;
"Jeepers Creepers," and "In Old
Missouri," both with Weaver Bros,
and Elviry; "Probate Nurse,"
"Headline News," "Abraham Lin-
coln Boggs," "Guilty of Treason,"^
by Peter B. Kyne and "Gangs of
Chicago," plus "The Covered Trail-
er" and "Should Wives Work," two
latter in the Higgins series. "For-
gotten Girls" will have a story by
Vicki Baum instead of Earl Fenton
as first announced.

"Old Faithful" is out as a title

for a Gene Autry musical Western;
replacing is "Grand Old Op'ry.
"Death Valley Days" as a title for
a Roy Rogers vehicle gives way to
"The Saga of Death Valley." There
are two substitutions in the Three
Mesquiteers series: "Heroes of the
Saddle" for "Sons of the Saddle"
and "The Kansas Terrors" for
"Cowboys from Texas."

In the serial lineup, "The Adven-
tures of the Red Ryder" replaces
"Jimmy Valentine Strikes Again."

Will Thresh Out Up-state

Clearance Tangle Tuesday

{Continued from Page 1)

out on next Tuesday at a meeting
here which will be attended by rep-
resentatives of RKO Radio, Warners,
and other major distribs., plus a con-
tingent of complaining exhibs.

H. M. Richey, director of exhibi-
tor relations for RKO Radio, has
been instrumental in arranging the
Tuesday pow-wow.

"Five Came Back" Breaks

Rialto's Summer Records

{Continued from Page 1)

kept the doors open all of Wednes-
day night and the pix played 12
times along with the balance of the
program, during the day and night.
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NEW CATALOG COVERS

ENTIRE SOUND FIELD

An attractive 56-page catalog con-

taining a complete listing of all

RCA sound equipment for a wide
variety of applications in the indus-

trial, entertainment and educational

fields, has been announced by the
Commercial Sound Section of the

RCA Manufacturing Co.

All items in the extensive line of

RCA sound equipment are indexed
and cataloged with photographs,
prices, specifications and general de-

scriptions including possible uses.

In addition, a compact guide for

prospective buyers is included in an
easy-to-read chart of six basic sound
systems which, with extra equip-

ment for special requirements, cover
every standard application.

Other sections include portable
sound equipment, master control

systems, a complete line of micro-
phones for every purpose, amplifiers,

loudspeakers for all types of indoor
and outdoor applications, standard
and multi-wave antenaplex, record
players, a complete line of acces-
sories, and hearing aid devices.

Printed in two colors, the catalog
also includes a directory of RCA
Commercial Sound distributors and
the company's district offices.

American Seating Co.

Publishes New Guide

Copies of the American Seating
Co.'s new booklet, "A Story of Seat-
ing: Research, Testing, Inspection,"
are available to theater operator
upon request, it is announced by
H. M. Taliaferro, company's presi-
dent.

This booklet, unique in industrial
literature, and certainly in the field

of Public Seating, presents a wealth
of information on theater seating
which showmen everywhere will
welcome as an asset in forming a
clear picture of the scientific effort,

research, materials and craftsman-
ship which make for audience com-
fort and assist immeasurably in
building box-office receipts.
An entirely new and valuable in-

sight is given the reader via 69
separate illustrations of American
Seating Co.'s manufacturing and
research methods.

ESC Chairs in Demand
Eastern Seating Co. reports un-

usually large sales this month on
their reconstructed theater chairs on
which they claim a saving of 70 per
:ent. They recently issued illustrated
bulletin showing great saving for
sxhibs. in the market for used chairs.

NEW CURTAIN CONTROL
And New Intermediate Track

By GEORGE H.MORRIS
Equipment Editor,

BACK of the showmanlike exhibits

at the New York World's Fair,

the technique for which, in virtually

all instances, has been borrowed

from that perfected in and by mo-
tion picture theaters over a span of

several decades, lies equipment well

calculated to dramatize the exhibits

themselves.

A salient example is the use of

eye - arresting curtains operated

speedily, quietly and effectively at

the commencement and finale of the

individual "shows" presented.

Examination of General Motors
"Highways and Horizons" exhibit;

the auditorium of the United States

Government building, where the fea-

ture picture, "Land of Liberty,"

which is the film industry's contri-

bution to the Fair, is presented to

visitors; the Soviet Russia Building:

the American Tobacco Company ex-

hibit; and the "House of Jewels,"

sponsored by the diamond mines of

Johannesburg, South Africa, reveals

numerous special Vallen proscenium

installations.

AMONG interesting devices uti-

lized is the newest electric cur-

tain operator, manufactured by

Vallen, Inc., of Akron, Ohio, and
bearing the trade designation of Val-

len's "World's Fair" Junior Control.

Company points out for the in-

formation of motion picture theater

circuits and individual exhibitors a

number of the outstanding charac-

teristics of the Junior Control as

most compact and efficient electric

curtain operator, revolutionary in

design, streamlined and speedlined,

—125 rpm.; exclusive Vallen "pil-

low action," newest adaptation of

the exclusive company floating con-

trol principle; sturdier and more
powerful condenser - type motor

which automatically compensates for

fluctuating current and solves all

low voltage problems; and fully

automatic cycling coil to protect the

motor and lengthen motor life.

Additionally, entirely new type of
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infallible internal switch mechanism;

one-button start, stop and reverse

control; internal mechanism entirely

available for inspection by loosening

two screws; thoroughly up-to-date

and simple timing mechanism; auto-

matic clutch; very simple two-wire

installation for fool-proof operation;

and noiseless in the sense which,

company declares, has become sym-

bolic with its units.

ANNOUNCEMENT is made of

the new Vallen Intermediate

All-Steel Safety Track, developed, it

is explained, to supply a definite de-

mand, since many curtains are too

heavy for light-duty equipment, yet

do not require the extra carrying

CROSSCARBON-SAVING

DEVICES IN DEMAND

Detroit—Wallace Cross of Cross
Machine Shops reports the equip-
ping of the principal houses of the
Butterfield Theaters Circuit through-
out the state with Cross Carbon-
saving devices. Thirty installations

have recently been made, with more
to follow immediately. All houses
of the Wisper and Wetsman circuit

have also been recently equipped
with this Cross device, Cross states.

The anti-splasher manufactured by
this company is being used in the
Butterfield houses and there is a
constantly growing demand for them
in other houses.

Cross reports orders coming in

for the carbon-saver from the Para-
mount-Richards Circuit, New Or-
leans, La., and the Carolina Theater
at Salem, N. C.

and operating capacities for which

the heavy-duty tracks are widely

known.

/gm % $ & Ml

"BROADWAY SERENADE"

Install Alexander Smith Carpet—the

carpet with Box Office appeal—and

you'll be serenaded by the sweet

music of extra coins tinkling in the till.

One reason why you find this famous

carpet in most of the country's suc-

cessful theatres.

ALEXANDER SMITH CARPET



PRICELESS
QUALITIES *

NEW film emulsions are indispensable to

motion picture progress, but only proved

reliability and uniformity make them

practicable. Eastman Plus-X, Super-XX,

and Background-X have those priceless

qualities—hence the everyday use they

are enjoying throughout the industry.

Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N. Y.

(J. E. Brulatour, Inc., Distributors, Fort

Lee, Chicago, Hollywood.)

EASTMAN
PL1JS-X SUPER-XX

for general studio use for all difficult shots

RACKGROUND-X
for backgrounds and general exterior work
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Conn. Indies in Drive to Force Lower Film Rentals

N.Y. ALLIED TO ASK DJSTRIBS. FOR STATE CODE

Senate Finally Due to Tackle Neely's Measure Today
Death of Secretary of Navy

Swanson Deferred

Action Friday
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Senate action on the

controversial Neely anti-compulsory
block - booking and blind - selling

measure is in prospect this after-

noon.
Consideration of the bill was de-

ferred Friday as a result of the
death of Secretary of the Navy
Claude Swanson, former Senator
from Virginia, the Senate adjourn-
ing immediately after convening at

(Continued en Page 4)

GEO. TRENDLE QUITS

EXHIBITION FIELD

Detroit—George W. Trendle has
resigned as president of United De-
troit Theaters Corp., Paramount affi-

liate operating 16 local houses, and
the resignation, which will be effec-

tive Aug. 1, has been accepted by
Paramount. Increasing responsibili-

ties of his radio interests is Tren-
ch CtfHfniwed on Page 4)

Brooklyn Para, in Deal

With WOR for Air Show

In what was described as "an at-

tempt to beat the Monday night lull

in motion picture theater atten-
dance," Simon Fabian, Inc., operator
of the Paramount and Fox theaters,
Brooklyn, has made a deal with
WOR, Newark, whereby Benay Ven-
uta's "Monday at 8:30" commercial

(Continued on Page 8)

Estimate 1939-40 Production Will Cost
11 Companies S176.OOO.000-S183. 000.000

Leading 11 producing companies will invest from 5176.000.000 to $183,000,000 in

1939-40 production, it is estimated by Fenner & Beane Industries Service, which places

the investment for the present season at S153.000,000. Service says, "Compared with
results a year ago, interim earnings reports for the first half of 1939 have been
showing mixed tendencies."

CHI. CONTEMPT SUIT CLEARANCE CHANGES

TRIAL OFF TO SEPT, 5 IN CODE UP TODAY

Chicago—With the Government
concluding the presentation of its

case on Friday, defense in the De-
partment of Justice's criminal con-
tempt action against B & K and the
majors will not start before Special

Master Edgar Eldredge here until

Sept. 5.

As the Government went to bat
legally for the last time Friday, its

(Continued on Page 8)

NBC Gets More Pix for Tele

Despite Ban by the Majors

Further acquisitions of feature
film properties for television presen-
tation purposes have been made by
RCA-NBC for their programs in the

local area, it was admitted at the
week-end by NBC officials.

Because of the ban placed by the
majors and leading indie companies

(Continued on Page 6)

Sales managers of the seven
majors which are parties to the
Trade Practice Code will meet to-

day at the call of W. F. Rodgers.
Metro sales chief and distributors'

key man in the Code deliberations, to

consider changes in the machinery
for settling clearance disputes.

Changes largely stem from criti-

cism of certain Code provisions
voiced by the ITOA and will be made
in fulfillment of the distributor

pledge to modify the machinery.

Survey Shows Pix Major
Target for Censorship

Censorship of movies, radio, the
theater and literature declined dur-
ing the past year, the American
Civil Liberties Union reports in its

annual survey of civil liberties in the
(Continued on Page 8)

Cohen Heads Committee to

Seek Reopening of

Negotiations

New York Allied, moving to

smash the impasse resulting
from national
Allied's action
in spurning the
Trade Practice
Code, will attempt
to reopen negotia-
tions with the
D i s t r i b u t ors'

Committee headed
by Sidney R. Kent
for the purpose of
evolving a New
York State code.
A n nouncement

to this effect was ... v _„..„.
j tr< -j MAX A- COHENmade on Friday

via a formal statement released by
(Continued on Page 8)

M-G-M CIRCUIT DEALS

NEAR CLOSING STAGE

6 B-icay Holdovers
Six pictures are being held over this

week in Broadway theaters
—"Goodbye,

Mr Chips" is in its ninth week at the
Astor; "Daughters Courageous" in its

third at the Strand; "Man About Town"
in its second at the Paramount, while
the Music Hall is holding "Bachelor
Mother," the Roxy "Second Fiddle" and
the Globe "Hell's Kitchen" for second
weeks.

Conn. Indies Fight for Lower Rentals,-

Charge Forced Buying of Shorts

Hollywood Studios Will

Start 12 Pix This Week

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Twelve new produc-

!
tions are slated to go before the
cameras this week:

At RKO: "The Hunchback of Notre
Dame," starring Charles Laughton,

(Continued on Page 6)

New Haven—With exhibitor or-

ganization lines swept aside, Connec-
ticut indies today inaugurate a de-
termined drive to force lower film

rentals in the territory.

Opening gun is the placement of
display copy in the trade press
which, in addition to citing declining
theater grosses and increasing rent-

(Continued on Page 7)

Metro negotiating new product
deals with leading circuits, has
reached an agreement in principle
in a "good percentage" of cases,

and closing is a matter of days, it

was said at the week-end by Wil-
(Continued on Page 6)

Georgia Trust Co. Asks New
Receiver for Fox Theaters

Application was filed on Friday by
Robert Aronstein as attorney for the
Trust Company of Georgia for an
order appointing a temporary re-

ceiver for the assets of Fox Theaters
Corp. in place of Milton C. Weisman

(Continued on Page 7)

Duals at 5 Cents
New Orleans—Duals at five cents ad-

mission came to town here last week
as Alex Schulmann's Casino, a subse-
quent-run nabe on the fringe of the
commercial area, adopted them.
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
(QUOTATIONS AS OF FRIDAY)

Net
High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat
Col. Picts. Vtc. (21/2%) 87/8 87/8 87/8 + l/4
Columbia Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind 1% 1 1/4 1 1/4

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd 10 9Vi 9

V

2 — 1/2

Eastman Kodak 164 1633/4 ^63% — 1/4

do pfd 1741/s 174 174 — 1

Cen. Th. Eq 11 1/4 11V4 11 1/4 + %
Loew's, Inc 41 1/4 41 1/4 41 1/4 — 1/4

do pfd
Paramount 8V2 8% 8% — 1/4

Paramount 1st pfd
Paramount 2nd pfd.. 97/8 97/8 97/8 + %
Pathe Film 9V4 9'/4 91/4 — 1/4

RKO 1% 1% 1% + Vs
20th Cent.-Fox 187/8 183/4 18% — Vs
20th Cent.-Fox pfd. 293/4 293/4 293/4 — 1/4

Univ. Picts. pfd
Warner Bros 41/4 4V8 *Vi — Vs
do pfd 45 45 45 — 1 Vs

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith B. F. ref. 6s 46
Loew's deb. 3 Vis 46.103 103 103 + l/

2
Par. B'way 3s55 50 50 50
Par. Picts. 6s 55

100 3/16 100 3/16 100 3/16—1/16
Par. Picts. cv. 3Vis47
RKO 6s41
Warner Bros.' cv. 6s39
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48 91 90 91 -f- 1%

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts 1 1/2 1 1/2 1 Vi
Sonofone Corp
Technicolor 14% 14% 147/8 — l/

8
Trans-Lux
Universal Corp. vtc
Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES
Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd 100 103
Fox Thea. Office Bldg. 1st '46 3'/2 5
Loew's Thea. Realty 6s 1st '47 99 Vi 101 1/4

Met. Playhouse, Inc. 2nd deb. '45... 68 70
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st '57 653/8 675/8

SAFETY LLOYDS
FILM STORAGE CORP.

Storage by Reel or Vault
729 Seventh Ave.
New York City

BRyant 9-5600 SECURITY

The Broadway Parade B
Picture and Distributor Theater

Goodbye, Mr. Chips (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)—9th week Astor

Daughters Courageous (Warner Bros, pictures)—3rd week Strand

Man About Town (Paramount Pictures)—2nd week Paramount
Bachelor Mother (RKO Radio Pictures)—2nd week Music Hall

Second Fiddle (20th Century-Fox)—2nd week Roxy
Hell's Kitchen (Warner Bros. Pictures)—2nd week Globe
Five Came Back (RKO Radio Pictures) Rialto

Mickey, the Kid (Republic Pictures) Criterion

On Borrowed Time (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer) Capitol

Western Caravan (Columbia Pictures) Central

Juarez (Warner Bros. Pictures) (a-b) Palace

The Zero Hour (Republic Pictures) (a) Falace

FOREIGN LANGUAGE FEATURES
Lenin in 1918 (Amkino)—3rd week Cameo
Alexander Nevsky (Amkino)—5th week (b-d) World
Crisis (Mayer & Burstyn)—4th week (b-d) World
Song of Youth (Amkino)—3rd week (b-d) World

FUTURE OPENINGS
Bulldog Drummond's Bride (Paramount Pictures)—July 13 Criterion
The Magnificent Fraud (Paramount Pictures)—July 19 Paramount
They Shall Have Music (United Artists-Coldwyn)—July 27 Rivoli

The Man in the Iron Mask (United Artists-Small) (c) Music Hall

Andy Hardy Gets Spring Fever (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer) (c) Capitol
The Indianapolis Speedway (Warner Bros. Pictures) (c) Strand
The Saint in London ( RKO Radio Pictures) (c) Rialto

Wanted by Scotland Yard (Monogram Pictures) (c) ; Globe
The Mikado (Universal Pictures)—July 12 (a-b) Palace
News is Made at Night (20fh Century-Fox)—July 12 (a) Palace

(a) Dual bil (b) Subsequent run. (c) Follows current bill, (d) Triple bill.

AFL Mediation of AFA Row
Spurned by AAAA's Board

AAAA's international board, meet-
ing Friday, rejected suggestion by
prexy William Green of the A F of L
that it submit its alleged grievances
against the AFA to an impartial
mediation board to be selected from
the A F of L Executive Council.

With the trial of the AFA set

to open today in Room 313 of the
Bar Ass'n Bldg., specific charges
were leveled at the organization by
Paul Turner, AAAA counsel, in a
communication to the actors' union
following its request for a bill of
particulars. At the same time, the
AFA submitted its answer to the
charges, reiterated it would not ac-
cept the trial verdict, and said it was
willing to accept any impartial body
as arbiter.

Hoblitzelle Escorting

Potential Texas Find"

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Karl Hoblitzelle, pres-

ident of Interstate, is here with Mike
O'Daniel, son of Texas' Governor,
who is being screen tested by a ma-
jor.

Asks Dionne Suit Ousting
North Bay, Ont.—Dr. Allan Ray

Dafoe at the week-end asked Judge
J. A. S. Plouffe to dismiss action
brought by Oliva Dionne seeking a
court order to compel Dr. Dafoe to
produce alleged Quints' contracts
with 20th Century-Fox, Pathe, Col-
gate-Palmolive-Peet. Dafoe's at-
torney stated that all contracts made
by Dafoe were passed on or rejected
by Percy Wilson, Quints' special
guardian.

Ray Long-R. R. Smith Corp.

Suit vs. 20th-Fox Settled

Suit against 20th Century-Fox
Film Corp. and Irvin S. Cobb brought
by the late Ray Long, and R. R.
Smith Corp., was settled and discon-
tinued under a stipulation filed in
Federal Court on Friday. Terms of
the settlement were not available.
Defendants had been named on a

charge that the film "Judge Priest"
used as its plot a story "A Tree
Full of Hoot Owls," and that Cobb in

1932 had sold this story to the plain-
tiff in a collection called "Down
Yonder With Judge Priest and Irvin
S. Cobb."

Plaintiffs contended that the mo-
tion picture rights of the story had
been sold with publication rights.

Crites' Patent Suit vs.

Warners et al, Dismissed

2 Weeks for Fashion Short
The newest release in the Vyvyan

Donner "Fashion Forecasts" series
produced by Movietone News started
a two-week run at the Roxy Friday.

Federal Judge Mortimer W. Byers
on Friday dismissed the suit brought
by Vergil C. Crites against Albert
A. Radtke, Radtke Patents Corp.,
Warner Brothers Pictures Corp.,
Leonard Day, Thomas J. Martin, and
United Research Corp. in an opin-
ion which ruled that charges of pat-
ent infringement were unfounded.
Defendant Radtke had been em-

ployed by the plaintiff in 1917 and
the suit charged that he and the
other defendants had infringed a pat-
ent called "Methods of and Means
for Optically Reproducing Sound."

Injunction, accounting and dam-
ages had been sought.

FOR SALE
Two Victor model 24B 16 mm. Sound-
On-Film Projectors with Auditorium
speakers, converter and accessories.
Excellent value for Roadshow operator.

E. J. BARNES
30 Rockefeller Plaza New York City

Circle 6-1488

COfflMG ADD GOinG

JOSEPH M. SCHENCK, board chairman of
20th-Fox, flew to the Coast yesterday via TWA.

CHARLES GLETT, vice-prexy of Eastern Ser-
vice Studios, flew to the Coast Saturday via
the American airliner Mercury.

IRVING BERLIN flew to the Co-* yester-
day via TWA.

MICHAEL SHATHIN, Warner > ager in
Japan, leaves for the Coast today after home
office conferences en route to Tokio.

MYRNA LOY and her husband, ARTHUR
HORNBLOW, JR., arrive from England today on
the Normandie.

MARY PICKFORD, BUDDY ROGERS, HERBERT
WILCOX, British producer, MRS. GILBERT MIL-
LER and WILLIAM SAROYAN are other arrivals
on the Normandie.

BURGESS MEREDITH left at the week-end
for the Coast to appear in a picture.

ELSA LANCHESTER arrives from Europe today
on the Normandie and will proceed to Holly-
wood where her husband, Charles Laughton, is

working in "The Hunchback of Notre Dame."

AL DAFF, Universal foreign exec, left New
York at the week-end and will return to the
home office about July 20.

ANDY DEVINE and his wife, after a week in

New York, are spending a few days in Chicago
en route back to the Coast.

Y. FRANK FREEMAN, JR., son of Para.'s vice-
prexy in charge of studio operations, visited
the home office en route to Hollywood from
Atlanta.

MAY ROBSON, veteran stage and screen play-
er, leaves for Hollywood tomorrow after two
weeks' vacation in New York.

HAL B. WALLIS, associate exec, in charge
of production at the Warner studios, and his
wife, LOUISE FAZENDA, return from Europe
today on the Normandie, following an extensive
tour abroad.

VINCENT McFAUL of Buffalo Theater, Inc.,

HARRY NACE of Phoenix, and JEROME WINS-
BERG of the Lakeside Theater, Chicago, were
visitors at Paramount's World's Fair head-
quarters.

BERT REISMAN, RKO manager in Peru, and
MRS. REISMAN were passengers sailing Satur-
day on the Grace liner Santa Rita for South
America.

WILLIAM CAMERON MENZIES, production
designer on "Gone With the Wind," left the
Coast on Friday for New York from where he
sails on Wednesday for London to direct trick
and magic sequences for Alexander Korda's
"Thief of Bagdad."

HENRY GORDON, Paramount manager in Cen-
tral America, with headquarters at Ancon, has
arrived in New York by plane after spending
several weeks in Mexico City. He will be
here for some weeks.

BRUCE CABOT has returned to the Towers of
the Waldorf-Astoria after spending a week in
Philadelphia.

Out of town visitors recently seen at RKO's
World's Fair lounge for exhibs. include MR. and
MRS. ROY E. HARROLD and daughters of
Princess Castle Theaters, Rushville, Ind., stop-
ping at the McAlpin; M. KENNEDY of the
Kenworthy Theater, Moscow, Ida., stopping at
the Maurice; CLEMENTI LOCOCO, Cran Teatro
Opera, Buenos Aires, and GUY P. MORGAN, UA
representative at Buenos Aires, both guests at
the Maurice.

THE THEATRE
Walter
inchell

"A MUST, GO ENJOY IT"-?

I MUST LOVE SOMEONE
with JAMES RENNIE—IRIS ADRIAN

,.„,.. . and JACK WHITE
Air-Condttionea.

VANDERBILT, West 48th Street

Evs. 8:40. Mat. Wed and Sat.
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AGNIFI

. . . the story of an actor who dares to play the role of dictator ... set

in the exotic, beautiful tropics with a cast including Lloyd Nolan,

Mary Boland, Patricia Morison, the beautiful young Paramount star,

who made such a hit in "Persons in Hiding". Robert Florey directs.
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SENATE TO TACKLE

NEELY BILL TODAY

(Continued from Page 1)

noon out of respect for the late

Cabinet member.
This move left the block-booking

bill still unfinished business of the
Senate, and it is expected that de-
bate will start early Monday after-
noon after state funeral services for
Secretary Swanson in the Senate
chamber at 11 a.m.
As exclusively published in The

Film Daily Friday Senator Neely
plans to submit three amendments
to the bill when it comes up for de-
bate.

"Chips" Held Over in All

16 Pre-Release Showings

"Goodbye, Mr. Chips" has been
held over in every one of its 16
pre-release key city openings to

date, M-G-M announces. Latest hold-
overs are in Oklahoma City and
Philadelphia. At the Boyd, in the
latter spot, "Chips" topped the
record "Pygmalion" gross estab-
lished in February, despite a lower
admission scale.

"Chips" ran four weeks in Cleve-
land and Boston, holding over day
and date at the State and the Or-
pheum in the New England situa-
tion. Indefinite runs are now under
way in Chicago, San Francisco and
Seattle, and holdovers were recorded
in Dayton, Cincinnati, Columbus,
Pittsburgh, Toledo, Indianapolis and
New Orleans. At the Astor, N. Y.,
and the Four Star, L. A., "Chips"
today enters its ninth capacity week.

Set for national release on July
28, it is predicted that "Chips" will
establish a new high in extended
runs.

New WB Pact for Cagney
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—James Cagney's pres-

ent Warner contract, expiring in
October, has been replaced by a new
term commitment, it was announced
over the week-end by Jack L. War-
ner. Cagney starts work today on
"The Roaring Twenties," Mark Hel-
linger underworld story. Under new
pact, he is expected to make "John
Paul Jones."

Best wishes from THE FILM DAILY
to the following on their birthdays:

JULY 10

Sam Wood
Dudley Murphy
Joan Marsh

William M. Counselman

4LCNS THE

with PHIL A4. CALYi
T T T

• • • A REAL iilm pioneer died the other day and the in-

dustry seems to have entirely overlooked it referring to Frank

Woods, who died at 76 in California he wrote the first movie review

thus becoming the first reviewer on the Dramatic Mirror here

in New York back in 1912 the Mirror was in the Putnam build-

ing, a four-story structure on the site of the present Paramount building

Lyman Fiske was the publisher on the staff were Bob Welch,

Louis Reed, Frederick Smith the paper lived on vaude and legit,

with the movies just a squawking infant that might live and then again

might not and most of the wise guys around Broadway were bet-

ting that the Nickelodeons would be back to delicatessen stores and

saloons before the year was out

T T
• • • HONORING the memory of the late Col. Walter S.

Butterfield, founder of the circuit which bears his name the

newspapermen of Lansing, Michigan, have dedicated the Butter-

field Room in their handsome new Press Club on South Grand
Ave furnishings for the room were donated by Edward C.

Beatty, president of the circuit Frank H. Butterfield, manager
of the Strand, and John H. Ross, manager of the Orpheum and
Garden, are members of the club Warren A. Slee is the only

publicity man on the Club roster, he having been accorded an

associate membership Slee is also the only film company
representative enjoying this privilege, being on the exploitation

staff of M-G-M
T T T

• • • HIS CONSCIENCE made Marvin Doufhat, Roanoke College

basketball star, give up $1,000 he won as a Bank Nite prize at a the-

ater in Bluefield, W. Va Marvin happened to be standing near

the theater, not even bothering about the show, although he had reg-

istered for the Bank Nite some time before a pal rushed up and
told him his number had just been called, and dragged him to the box-

office, where another pal shoved a ticket in his hand, and pushed him

inside he collected the dough. . . .and then his conscience wouldn't

let him sleep nights because he hadn't really bought a ticket he RE-

TURNED the dough it must be hell to have a conscience

T T
• • • FATHER of a baby girl born to the missus Thursday at

the Jewish Hospital the proud pappy being Bernard R. Good-
man, sales manager of Warners' advertising accessories sales dep't.

. . • Frank Flaherty, sales manager for Columbia in the Chi terri-

tory, is celebrating his 30th anniversary in the biz. . . • Did you
hear about the exhib. who asked if "Unexpected Father" was a

sequel to "Bachelor Mother"?

T T
• • • Strictly personal UA is inviting the press to have a
drink with Jimmy Roosevelt, just back from the Coast the scene will

be the Rockefeller Center Luncheon Club the time, tomorrow at

5:30 p.m • A. T. Hull, Jr., of Pathe News and Al Brick of Fox
Movietone News share in the awards of the National Headliners

Club announced at the week-end Hull gets a gold plaque for

films showing the fall of Canton Brick is similarly honored for films

of the fatal injury to Capt. A. I. T. Roark of the British polo team. .....

during the Monterey match . . . • Neat compliment to 20th-Fox's Chi.

branch manager veteran Clyde Eckhardt company opens its

new exchange on July 24 when the trade honors Eckhardt with a
silver anniversary dinner.

GEO. TRENDLE QUITS

EXHIBITION FIELD

(Continued from Page 1)

die's reason for leaving the exhibi-
tion field.

No successor to Trendle is likely

to be chosen till August 1 when he
steps out. Other personnel banges
are anticipated then. Leoi ^Gold-
enson, Paramount executive is in
town representing the company.
He entered radio in 1930, when,

with John H. King, his associate in

the former Kunsky Theaters Corp.,
he purchased WXYZ. At present,
he is president of King-Trendle
Broadcasting Corp., The Michigan
Radio Network, operating eight
broadcasting stations, and the Lone
Ranger, Inc.

Paramount, on the week-end, con-
firmed acceptance of the resignation
of George W. Trendle as United De-
troit Theaters Corp. president, but
emphatically denied a report from
that city that other UDT officials

were withdrawing because of fail-

ure to renew operating partnership
agreement declared currently to be
under discussion.

Further, the home office asserted,
no successor to presidency of UDT
has been considered. It is under-
stood that Trendle will continue until
the UDT board selects someone to
relieve him.
Leonard Goldenson, Paramount

theaters department executive, who
was former executive assistant to Y.
Frank Freeman when the latter was
head of the theater department, prior
to taking over the post of studio
operations head, is now in Detroit
from the home office to keep in direct
touch with the UDT situation.

It is said that the choice of Tren-
dle's successor will not be under-
taken immediately.

WEDDING BELLS

Miami, Fla.—Karl F. Roller, Para-
mount publicity man, married Miss
Betty Denny of Atlanta. Tom Man-
ning, assistant manager of Para-
mount's Olympia, is marrying Mau-
reen Kearns.

Akron, O.—Announcement is be-
ing made of June 17 marriage of
John B. LaDue, manager of Warner
Bros. Strand Theater, and Miss Flor-
ence M. Snyder, former cashier at
house.

Hot Springs, Ark.—Miss Johnnie
Mae Gullet and Harold J. Jordan,
manager of the Spa Theater, were
married June 28.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—George Sherman, Re-

public director, leaves for New York
this week where he will marry Col-
lette Lyons, stage and screen actress.

Chicago—Miss Betty Sandler, sec-
retary to Guercio and Barthel Co.,
theater equipment distributors, will
be married July 15 to Bill Marks of
Indianapolis.
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"Bad Boy"
with Johnny Downs, Rosalind Keith,

Helen MacKellar

Gateway Prod. 70 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

SUPERIOR INDIE WITH MOTHER LOVE
THEMV«?ACKS HEART THROBS AND
PUNCf

This is a mother-love story that is better

than the usual independent output. It has

fine performances by Johnny Downs, who
surprises with his dramatic work in the

title role, and by Helen MacKellar as his

doting, sacrificing mother. Herbert Meyer
turned in an excellent job of directing,

showing the influences that affected the

central character, Johnny Downs. Richard C.

Kahn supplied a human and realistic screen-

play, based on his original story. James
Robbins does splendid work, while other

good performances are contributed by Rosa-

lind Keith and Spencer Williams, Jr., the

latter, a colored actor, who supplies most
of the comedy. Young Downs, devoted to

his mother leaves his small town, and gets

work with an engineering company in a

large city. He works hard and sends his

weekly savings home. Robbins, a fellow

draftsman, who is a playboy, induces Johnny

to play the races, and Johnny soon finds

himself in debt to the bookies. Robbins per-

suades Johnny to take funds from his em-
ployer to cover the debt, but Johnny is

caught. Robbins gets Helen MacKellar to

sell her home to save Johnny from jail and

return the money to his employer. Through
Robbins, Johnny had met and fallen in love

with Rosalind Keith, a night club singer,

who is a "gold digger." After getting out

of the scrape, Johnny tries hard to get

work but without success. Discouraged, he

joins up with Robbins, who is working for

a big racketeer. Money comes easy and

Johnny marries Rosalind, who is anything

but a faithful wife. Johnny buys a fine

home for his mother, and this so enrages

Rosalind that she starts to run away with

Robbins and take Johnny's funds. They
are stopped by Johnny, who is wounded in

a gun duel with Robbins. Critically ill, Johnny

reaches the home of his mother and dies

in her arms.

CAST: Johnny Downs, Rosalind Keith,

Helen MacKellar, James Robbins, Holmes
Herbert, Matt Moore, Bobby Clark, Jr.,

Clem Wilencheck, Spencer Williams, Jr.,

Clarence Brooks.

CREDITS: Director, Herbert Meyer; Au-
thor, Richard C. Kahn; Screenplay, Same;
Cameraman, Jack Greenhalgh.

DIRECTION, Excellent. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Ask Prison Term for Kindler

on Contempt of Court Charge

Order was submitted in the Bronx
County Supreme Court Saturday by
Nathan H. Elman, attorney for Jo-
seph Kimmel, in re Kimmel vs. Kind-
ler, asking that Abraham I. Kind-
ler, Empire State Motion Picture
Operators' union prexy, be punished
for contempt by incarceration for six

months, and further that Kindler be
fined the sum of $630, which is

owned to Kimmel in part and in part
for counsel fees.

Action by Judge Levy is expected
today.

* SHORTS *

"Help Wanted"
(Crime Does Not Pay)

M-G-M 21 mins.
Strong Drama

Exposing dramatically the racket
of the employment agency. Showing
how this racketeer set up an agency,
and then sent his henchman out to
line up the foremen in establishments
employing unskilled labor. The fore-
man is promised a cut on each new
man he hires, all hinging on the fact
that he deliberately discharges old
hands to make way for the new men.
These in turn are discharged after
a month's service, and another hired.
And so on. The d. a. steps in, and
with the help of a young man who
has been tricked, finally runs the
gang to earth when they commit a
murder. The story is very well told,

convincing and does not sound over-
drawn. In fact it is one of the best
of this fine series. Featured are Tom
Neal, Jo Ann Sayers, Arthur Hohl,
Truman Bradley. Directed by Fred
Zinnemann.

"Jamaica"
(Paramount Color Cruise)

Paramount 10 mins.
Pleasing Travel Short

Renowned beauties and the roman-
tic atmosphere of this West Indian
isle, one of the most enchanting of
Britain's overseas possessions, are
effectively photographed and, addi-
tionally, made true to the original
by the use of Cinecolor. Producers
Palmer Miller and Curtis F. Nagel
have selected their material well,

and with eye to artistic angles as
well as best subject matter. There
are highly interesting shots of King-
ston, the capital; the government
buildings; old Spanish forts; planta-
tions; seascapes and native life,

among other views. Reel is pleasing
and will be welcomed by those who
like to glimpse foreign strands from
the comfort of an auditorium seat.

"Bird on Nellie's Hat"
(Walter Lantz Cartune)

Universal 7 mins.
Silly But Satisfactory

The old-time meller is taken for a
sleighride in script of this one, which
recounts the drama, and amusingly,
of the village blacksmith, Dan, and
his girl friend, Beautiful Nellie.

While the beau is having his vicis-

situdes selling proper shoes to a coy
young mare customer, the Desperate
Villain of the opus is riding along
the nearby highway in his automo-
bile. Along comes Nellie, bound for
the smithy to deliver her beloved
Dan's lunch. She grabs a hitchhike
from the villain, whose advances she
rebuffs. Latter ties her to a rail-

road track, but at the finale she is

rescued when the bird on her hat
brings Dan to the rescue, hard riding
atop the coy mare whom he has
urged to carry him to the scene of

the near tragedy. It's all silly, but
good humor. Fans will like it.

Connecticut Independent

Exhibitors Protest!

The trend of falling grosses at the theatres and rising profits

to distributors generally, as evidenced by a few among hundreds

cf headlines.

"U" GROSS UP $2,000,000 IN LAST

YEAR.—M. P. Daily.

"FILM BIZ DOES NOSE DIVE; 1ST

MARCH SLUMP IN 5 YRS."—Variety.

B b K RECEIPTS FOR 1ST 14

PARA. SECOND QUARTER EARN- WEEKS NEW YEAR SHOW DROP OF
4'/2%."—Film Daily.

INGS ARE UP.—Box Office.

"LOEWS 12 WEEK NET ABOVE

1937."—M. P. Herald.

DOG-DAYS AND SUMMER DOL-
DRUMS AGAIN FIND CIRCUITS
WORRYING OVER FLOW OF
$$FILMS.—Box Office.

Connecticut Independent

Exhibitors Act!

Whereas theatre grosses have been constantly falling for the

past year and now dropped to an alarming degree, and

Whereas, the prices of film rentals have been constantly

rising contrary to the business trend, and

Whereas, said film distributors are forcing the sale of shorts

nnd newsreels, contrary to the spirit of the code they offer to

the trade.

NOW THEREFORE, be it

RESOLVED, that we, the independent exhibitors of Connec-

ticut, in meeting assembled this 27th day of June, 1939, at the

Hof-brau, New Haven, demand decreases in film rentals for

the ensuing year, commensurate with the drop in grosses, and

be it further resolved, that we will not be coerced, directly or

indirectly, into the buying of shorts and newsreels.

IRVING C. JACOCKS, JR., Pres.

M.P.T.O.

MAURICE SHULMAN, Pres.

ALLIED
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HOLLYWOOD STUDIOS

STARTING 12 MORE

(Continued from Page 1)

with Maureen O'Hara as the leading
lady and Edmond O'Brien as the ro-
mantic lead opposite O'Hara. Basil
Rathbone and Walter Hampden also
have important roles. Pandro S.

Berman production, William Dieterle
director. Screenplay of the world
famous novel by Victor Hugo was
written by Bruno Frank and Sonya
Levien. "Allegheny Frontier," with
John Wayne and Claire Trevor in top
spots, Wilford Lawson, John F. Ham-
ilton, Bruce Cabot, Moroni Olsen and
Chill Wills in important roles. Pro-
ducer, P. J. Wolfson, and director,
William A. Seiter. Screenplay by
Wolfson is based on Neil Swanson's
novel, "The First Rebel." A drama-
tic story of John Smith and the up-
rising of the Pennsylvania settlers
against the British crown ten years
before the Revolutionary War. "The
Fighting Gringo," George O'Brien
western with Lupita Tovar in the
feminine lead. Bert Gilroy, pro-
ducer, David Howard, director.

At Warners: "We Are Not Alone,"
starring Paul Muni with Dolly Haas.
Producer, Henry Blanke, director,
Edmund Goulding. James Hilton's
novel of a country doctor in England
who is accused of murdering his wife
and is sent to prison. "20,000 Years
in Sing Sing" and "The World Moves
On," originally slated to start last

week, to go into production this

week.

At Columbia: "Prison Sergeant,"
with Walter Connolly. Charles Vidor,
director, and B. B. Kahane, producer.

At Paramount: Two scheduled for
last week get started this week, they
are "Untamed" (new title for "The
White Flame"), and "Federal Of-
fense" (new title) for "Paroles for
Sale").

At Universal: "Rio," with Sigrid
Gurie, Basil Rathbone, Victor Mc-
Laglen, Robert Cummings and Leo
Carrillo. John Brahm, director.

At 20th Century-Fox: "Here I Am
a Stranger" resumes production un-
der the direction of Roy Del Ruth
with Harry Joe Brown as producer.
Cast is headed by Richard Greene,
Nancy Kelly, Richard Dix, Roland
Young and Gladys George.

At M-G-M: "Henry Goes to Ari-
zona," with Frank Morgan, Virginia
Weidler and George Murphy. Harry
Rapf, producer, Edwin L. Marin, di-

rector.

Fox Asks Staff Cut
Detroit—Fox Theater is negoti-

ating with unions to secure reduc-
tion in present maintenance staff re-

quired—six engineers and four elec-

tricians. Success of negotiations will

mean definite decision to keep the
hou.se open, manager David M. Idzal
said. All other operating expenses
have been drastically cut, including
advertising and payroll. Employes'
working time is being staggered.

FILM CODE ANALYZED
By LOUIS NIZER

EDITOR'S NOTE: THE FILM DAILY today presents the thirteenth installment of a com-
prehensive analysis of the proposed Trade Practice Code (Revision of lune 10) by Louis
Nizer, member of the law firm of Phillips & Nizer, and authority on the law of screen, stage
and radio The analysis is designed to clarify the provisions of the Code in non-legalistic
language so as to make them readily understandable to all people in the film industry. In view
of the fact that the Distributors Negotiating Committee proposes to make the Code effec-
tive for the 1939-40 season, THE FILM DAILY deems Mr. Nizer's interpretive presentation
an outstanding, timely service of inestimable value to the trade. Preservation of the daily in-

stallments is recommended.

Installment No. 13

Making An Award Enforceable: The parties agree to sign all necessary papers

in order that the award of the arbitrators may, so far as the law permits, have the status

of or become a judgment enforceable in the Courts.

Signing Different Arbitration Agreement: If the law in any territory provides

for a different form of arbitration agreement, the parties will sign an agreement as re-

quired by such law and file it with the Permanent Arbitration Board established under the

Rules of Arbitration.

Obeying Awards: If arbitration awards cannot be enforced in certain territories,

the parties agree nevertheless to live up to, in good faith, any award that is made under

the Rules of Arbitration.

Affiliated Theaters: Distributors who control theater circuits pledge the full co-

operation of the theaters and will use their best efforts to obtain the co-operation of

theaters in which they have a partial interest.

Exhibitor Groups: Organized exhibitor groups who sign the Code, will endeavor

to obtain the signature of all their members and all other exhibitors operating theaters

in the areas where they have members.

XVI. EFFECTIVE DATE

This Code shall apply to all contracts made after January 1, 1939 for 1939/40 product

and the product of subsequent years so long as this agreement is in effect.

XVII. TERM
The term of this Code shall be for two exhibition seasons beginning with the season

1939/40 and thereafter indefinitely.

Exhibition Season: An exhibition season begins September 1 and ends August 31.

Withdrawing From Code: Anyone who has signed the Code may withdraw at the

end of the second exhibition season or at the end of any subsequent exhibition season.

Notice of Withdrawal: To withdraw from the Code, written notice must be sent

to each distributor and organized group of exhibitors who have signed and to the Secre-

tary of the Permanent Arbitration Board in each Exchange territory where the party with-

drawing transacts business.

Time of Notice: The withdrawal notice must be sent at least six months prior to

the end of the exhibition season.

(Fourteenth installment will appear tomorrow.)

NBC Gets More Pix for Tele

Despite Ban by the Majors

(Continued from Page 1)

on supply of motion pictures for tele-

casting, NBC is continuing its

"raids" on the importers and subse-
quent distributors of foreign fea-

tures, as well as closing deals with
various individuals having "out-
moded" domestic footage in the film

industry's conception of the term.

NBC sources also admit that no
headway has been made in negotia-
tions suggested some time ago for
a basic agreement with any major
or leading indie.

It is known that NBC has a suffi-

cient "backlog" of industrial and ad-
vertising shorts to assure for some
time into the future the presence of
film entertainment on its telecasts.

Stahl Back With UA
Detroit—Etnie Pichler, UA sales-

man, is being transferred to Mil-
waukee, and being replaced by Max
Stahl. Stahl was former UA branch
manager at Cincinnati, resigning to

go into business as an exhibitor at
Shelbyville, where he recently sold

out, to return to selling.

Court Upholds Darrieux

in Refusing "Can-Can" Role

Paris (By Cable)—Danielle Dar-
rieux, film star, was upheld by a de-
cision of a civil court here in her
refusal to play the lead role in a

feature picture titled "The French
Can-Can."

Suit had been brought against her
by the Regina Film Co. seeking dam-
ages of 1,000,000 francs, but the

court ruled that it was the privilege

of the actress to choose her role, and
assessed cost of the action against
the company.

Defendant refused to appear in

the production because she did not
like the scenario.

M-G-M CIRCUIT DEALS

NEAR CLOSING STAGE

(Continued from Page 1)

liam F. Rodgers, company's general
sales manager.
At the present rate of progress,

Rodgers declared that a} 1 .circuit

deals if important would; f com-
pleted before the end of tht iiionth.

Among the new deals now in the
making are those with Warners, Fox
West Coast (National Theaters) and
many of the Publix chains.

Fleischer Works Overtime

on "Gulliver's Travels"

Miami—While the Fleischer Stu-
dio denies there is any race to place
"Gulliver's Travels" in release before
RKO Radio distributes Walt Dis-
ney's "Pinocchio" at the end of the
year, the local cartoon plant is work-
ing overtime.

FTP Windup by July 31

New order issued by Col. B. B.
Somervell, WPA administrator, calls
for the discharge of all on the Fed-
eral Theater Project rolls here by
July 31. Originally, they were to
be carried for 30 days.

Warner Theaters Setting
Deals for 1939-40 Films
Warner Bros. Theaters are cur-

rently setting deals for 1939-40 prod-
uct, it was declared by Joseph Bern-
hard, circuit's general manager, as
he left New York Friday evening
for the Coast aboard the 20th Cen-
tury Limited.

Mort Blumenstock, Warners' East-
ern advertising and publicity direc-
tor, and the Bryan Foys also left on
the Century.

Bernhard and Blumenstock will
confer at Burbank with Jack L. War-
ner, S. Charles Einfeld and Hal B.
Wallis. Latter arrives from Europe
today on the Normandie, accompan-
ied by Mrs. Wallis, the former
Louise Fazenda, and their son, Brent,
and is scheduled to head immediately
for Burbank.

Blumenstock will return to the
home office in about two weeks, and
Bernhardt in ten days.

Puerto Rican Circuit Buys
Entire WB '39-40 Lineup
Teodulo Llamas, head of the Em-

presa Teatros Modernos Circuit in
Puerto Rico, has signed for the en-
tire Warner product for the 1939-40
season, it was announced over the
week-end by Sam E. Morris, WB
vice-prexy in charge of foreign dis-
tribution.

The Warner lineup will play the
circuit's 12 theaters in San Juan,
Santurce, and Rio Piedres. Of the
twelve theaters, six of them are
brand new houses. The Matienzo
Theater in San Juan, the most mod-
ern house in the territory, will be
the principal first-run outlet.

The contracts were signed at the
home office by Llamas in the pres-
ence of Morris, J. S. Hummel, gen-
eral foreign sales manager for War-
ners, Karl MacDonald, Warners'
South American district manager,
Peter Colli, Warners' supervisor for
Central American territories, F. G.
Planas, Warner manager in Puerto
Rico, and Raphael Marti of Llamas'
staff.
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GA. TRUST ASKS NEW

FOX THEA, RECEIVER

{Continued from Page 1)

and Kenneth Stenreich, trustees, and
restraining the trustees from carry-
ing out the plan of liquidation of Fox
Theate^.

Tht .replication seeks the re-
strains o order and the appointment
of a temporary receiver pending
hearings which Federal Judge John
C. Knox has ordered on objections
by creditors and stockholders to
Weisman's accounting as receiver.
Weisman and Stenreich were ap-

pointed trustees by former Judge
Martin T. Manton to consummate
the liquidation plan which Weisman
had proposed.
The Trust Company of Georgia

contended in its application that
there was a possibility that the
trustees "may so deal with the prop-
erty as to jeopardize and affect the
rights of creditors of the Fox The-
aters Corp. during the time in which
hearing on the objections to the re-

ceiver's account is had."
Petition asked Judge Knox to set

a day for a hearing on the applica-
tion before him.

THE WEEK IN REVIEW
B. 0. Drought Broken—French Decree Favors U. S.=^= By GEORGE H. MORRIS ==^^=^=

Hear Nick-Weston Cases

On Appeal In September

Jefferson City, Mo. — Two cases
connected with the ouster of John
P. Nick, International vice-president
of the IATSE, and Clyde A. Weston,
former business manager of Local
143, operators' union, from control
of the latter by Circuit Judge Ernest
F. Oakley of St. Louis, will be heard
by the Missouri Supreme Court at its

September term.
One of the cases is the appeal of

Nick and Weston from the order of
Judge Oakley appointing a tempo-
rary receiver for Local 143, while
the second case is based on the un-
successful attempt of William F.
Canavan and other defense inter-
veners to compel Judge Oakley to
accept an appeal bond, which would
have automatically superseded the
receivership and returned control of
Local 143 to Nick and Weston until
such time as the high courts could
pass on the receivership suit.

DOMESTIC
EXHIBITION: Broadway's pix

palaces enjoyed a literal deluge of
patronage which spectacularly ended
the b.o. drought, and reports to home
offices from other sections of the na-
tion disclosed unmistakably a gen-
eral upswing. In the Great White
Way sector, SRO signs were the
rule, and, in some instances, records
of long standing for both grosses and
attendance were shattered . . . Anent
the exhibition realm, a Toronto dis-
patch declared that Dominion-wide
indie exhib. convention under aus-
pices of the Anti-Protection League
will probably be held some time in
August.

$ sjs %

ON LEGAL FRONT: After ob-
taining Senate consideration for his
block-booking measure late Thursday
afternoon, Senator M. M. Neely
yielded floor for other matters and
bill went over to Friday when it was
due for debate and vote but the death
of Secretary of the Navy Swanson

|

caused further postponement till to-

j

day. As vote neared, three amend-
ments to the measure were made . . .

In New York, Senior District Judge
John C. Knox nixed the the setting of

,
trial date in Government equity ac-

I

tion against the majors because 20
days are required from time all

answers are in, and UA and Colum-
bia had not received D of J responses
to requests for additional particu-

j

lars ... At week's outset, Federal
' Judge William Bondy approved R. C.

|

Patterson, Jr., as chairman of the
board of new RKO Corp.

ADMINISTRATIVE : MPPDA's
board considered foreign situation,

tele, relief, and other matters, fol-

lowing which huddle Will H. Hays
journeyed to Frisco where he told

National Education Assn. convention
that the pix industry in three-year
experiment will make 590 shorts,

valued at some $10,000,000, avail-

able to U. S. schools.

shows and numerous properties they
own at the Eastern Service Studios
during next few years . . . Herman
Wobber, 20th-Fox distribution chief,

disclosed an additional 10 per cent
boost in company's 1939-40 produc-
tion budget . . . Encouraged that re-

visions can be effectuated in Drama-
tists' Guild basic agreement, major
producers interested in presenting
plays on Broadway looked for re-

sumption of such stage productions.
* * *

TRADE PRACTICES: William F.
Rodgers, as distrib. spokesman, an-
swered Allied's charges that sub-
mitted code was not the same as the
one agreed upon in previous negotia-
tions by declaring that proposed code
"covers, not substantially, but whol-
ly, every single item discussed and
agreed upon with the Allied commit-
tee."

FOREIGN
FRENCH DECREE : Minimum of

150 U. S. features will gain entry
into France, and be given dubbing
permits during next 12 months, de-
tails of Government decree there re-
vealed. Base total of all foreign fea-
tures will be 188, plus a contingency
block of 12. Hence Hollywood is

assured of dominant position in

France, as heretofore, with position
even strengthened.

:{: * *

20th-FOX GAINS: Return of Wal-
ter J. Hutchinson, 20th-Fox foreign
distribution director, brought news,
following a three-month trip to

Europe, Brazil and Trinidad, that
company's foreign biz is at new
top . . . Australian convention of
20th-Fox in the Antipodes will be
held Aug. 24-26 in Sydney.

* =fc *

BRITISH COME-BACK: London
cables told of checkup which showed
50 or more pix either in production
or active preparation in England's
studios, thus demonstrating that a
real come-back is on the way there.

Quebec Theaters Win Strike

Against Tax; Reopen Today

N.S.W. QUOTA: The quota provi-
PRODUCTION: In an exclusive sion in the New South Wales films

• story, The Film Daily told the trade bill calling for 15 per cent British
of plan of six New York stage pro- representation by all exhibs. in State
ducers to produce current Broadway is effective as of July 1.

Quebec—Local newspapers Satur-
day carried advertisements stating
that the 11 theaters closed since June
2 will reopen today. It is understood
that films will be flown from Mont-
real and speedily reviewed by the
censors in special session.
Premier Duplessis has notified

Mayor Lucien Borne that the Quebec
Legislature will pass at once any
measure necessary to legalize the
city's failure to collect the 10 per
cent admission tax, opposition to
which was the cause of the theaters
closing.

Interstate House Opens
San Antonio — Interstate's new

Broadway, erected at a cost of $100,-

000 and seating 1,000, opened Fri-

day. Pettigrew & Worley, Dallas,
were the architects. Interstate also

is erecting a $125,000 house in Hous-
ton. Second house to cost same sum
is under way there for the River
Oaks Corp.

TMAT-5 Boro Talks Continue
Negotiations between the Theat-

rical Managers, Agents and Treas-
urers union on terms of a contract
with the Five Boro circuit will be
continued tomorrow. Friday's meet-
ing was adjourned, with union execu-
tives reporting that they expected to

reach an agreement shortly.

Eckhardt Wins Tourney
Chicago—Jack Eckhardt won the

20th Century-Fox golf tournament
at Big Oaks Golf Club. Carl and Vic

Carlson were runners-up.

Rep. Branch Expanding
Detroit—Republic Pictures is near-

ly doubling size of the present offices

by taking over the adjoining suite
of offices formerly used by Monarch
Pictures (now Excellent).

CONN. INDIES SEEK

LOWER PIX RENTALS

(Continued from Page 1)

al prices, charges unnamed distribs.

with "forcing the sale of shorts and
newsreels, contrary to the spirit of
the code they offer to the trade."
Campaign stems from the state-

wide closed meeting of indie theater
owners and operators here on June
27. The largest attended exhib. rally
in several years here, the meeting

"/ know of no instances where coer-

cion allegedly has been employed in

the selling of shorts and newsreels,
nor have any cases involving such alle-

gations been brought to my attention.

My thought is that the matter of rent-

al reduction is one for individual nego-
tiation between exhibitor and distribu-

tor."—W. F. Rodgers, spokesman for
the Distributors Negotiating Committee.

adopted a "demand" resolution,
copies of which are to be sent to

distributor home offices as well as
to the Department of Justice at

Washington.
Significantly, the resolutions bear

the signatures of both Irving C.
Jackoks, Jr., as president of the
Connecticut MPTO, and Maurice
Shulman as president of Connecticut
Allied.

It is local exhibitor opinion that
the D of J will be especially inter-

ested in the charges that, despite
distrib. pledges, forced selling of
shorts and newsreels is being at-

tempted. Resolution asserts "we will

not be coerced, directly or indirect-

ly, into the buying of shorts and
newsreels."

Indies who attended the meeting
report that everywhere in Connecti-
cut exhibitors are alarmed at the
definitely poorer grosses as com-
pared to previous Summers, and "the
grave problem produced by higher
rentals in the face of business con-
ditions." Determined to act for
reduction in rentals, exhibitors state
their stand is dictated only by their

desire "to stay in business."

Hartford, Conn.—Harris Brothers
have reduced operation of the 4,000-

seat State Theater to Saturday and
Sunday only through the remainder
of the Summer. The house ran full

time last year.

Producers-52 Agree on Pact

Meeting of Local 52, studio me-
chanics, and producers Friday in Pat
Casey's New York office wround up
with agreement reached on all prin-
cipal points of a new contract, with
final step to be taken tomorrow night
when the unions membership votes
on ratification of the pact.

Cotton Worries Gulf Area
New Orleans — The Gulf States

film industry is getting the- jitters

over the cotton situation in both
Mississippi and Louisiana as the re-
sult of reports indicating too much
rainfall in the cotton areas.
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Setting Up of State Code, Objective of N. Y. Allied

Empowers Committee of Five

to "Conclude" Satisfac-

tory Document
(Continued from Page 1)

Max A. Cohen, unit's prexy, and cov-

ering the action taken behind closed

doors the preceding day at a meet-
ing in Syracuse attended by more
than 100 exhibs.

Distributor reaction to the unique
move, which came as a distinct sur-

prise, was not ascertainable at the

week-end, while in Washington, Ab-
ram F. Myers, Allied's board chair-

man and general counsel, told The
Film Daily:

Only the Board of Directors

can define national policies and
no meeting is scheduled. How-
ever, I had supposed that there

was nothing further to negotiate

about at this time as Kent, Rod-
gers and others have taken the

position that no further changes
in the proposed Code will be

made and that it will be put into

effect regardless of action by ex-

hibitor bodies."

Myers added, "I hope you will be

able to clear this up for the infor-

mation of all concerned."

The Code was withdrawn from
Allied's consideration at the Minne-
apolis convention by W. F. Rodgers,
acting for the Disributors' Commit-
tee, and it was stated at that time
there would be no further negotia-

tions with Allied as an organiza-
tion. The New York unit is the first

to withhold formal endorsement of

the national convention's action in

rejecting the Code.

Empowered to "Conclude" Pact

Keen interest was manifested in

the fact that in disclosing the ap-
pointment of its own negotiators

—

Max A. Cohen, chairman; Rapp Mer-
riman and Lionel Grossman, both of

Syracuse; Mitchell Connery of Rave-
na and Ray Pashley of Interlaken,

with H. Laurence of Cattarraugua as

alternate—New York Allied stated
they were empowered to "conclude"
negotiations with the distribs.

It was pointed out that this ap-
parently precluded the reference to

National Allied of any pact which
might develop should the distribu-

tors accept the overtures.
As phrased by the unit, the press

release read:
"At a state-wide meeting of New

York Allied held at Syracuse, N. Y.
July 6th, in view of the rejection

of the proposed Fair Trade Practice
Code by the National organization at
Minneapolis, the members present

All-Femme Theater
Vidalia, La.—All-girl bands may be

quite the thing, but an all-girl theater
is something new this town can boast
of. The Rendzvous here, owned by E.

L. Morel of Natchez, Miss., across the
river, has a woman ticket taker, women
ushers, a woman manager and—a woman
projectionist. This last is Mrs. W. L.

Leigh, wife of a former tent film house
operator.

Twilight Horse Racing Worries Detroit
Detroit—Twilight horse racing at the State Fair Grounds, five nights a week, fs

cutting into early evening show business, especially up to the last show and, as a

result exhibs. are worrying.

Brooklyn Para, in Deal

With WOR for Air Show

(Continued from Page 1)

program for the American Beverage
Corp. (Cel-Ray) will air direct from
the stage of the Paramount every
Monday.

Another radio show, "Amateur
Hour," sponsored by Michael Broth-
ers' department store, has been
broadcast "over WMCA, New York,
for the past four or five years from
the stage of the Fox Theater. Ven-
uta's first airing from the Paramount
will take place tonight and continue
for an indefinite period.

Although 400 loge seats will be
donated free to holders of tickets to

the broadcast, it was said that Fab-
ian expected to make up this loss

through increased audiences in other
parts of the house. Radio show tick-

et holders will be entitled to see the
picture currently showing, while
others will take in both stage and
screen feature for the regular 50-

cent admission price.

reaffirmed the New York unit's oft

repeated policy of doing all within
its power to keep negotiations alive

and thus endeavor to eventually
bring about proper and adequate
regulation of the industry from
within.

"New York Allied feels this can
and should be done, and, therefore,

meeting resolved and directed that a
committee of five be appointed to

confer with the Distributors' Com-
mittee for the purpose of evolving
a Fair Trade Practice Code for the

State of New York. This committee
was authorized and empowered to

conclude negotiations with the Dis-

tributors in the event that a satis-

factory document could be evolved

which would embody with definite

clarity the intent of the proposed
code reached at Chicago.

Cohen to Head Negotiators

"The committee appointed con-
sists of Max A. Cohen, chairman,
Rapp Merriman and L. Grossman of
Syracuse, Mitchell Connery of Rave-
na and Ray Pashley of Interlaken,
with H. Laurence of Cattarraugua as
alternate.

"It was also resolved and ordered
that membership books of the or-

ganization be officially closed as of
September 1st, 1939 and that on and
after that date any independent ex-
hibitor deserving admission to the
organization would be obliged to pay
an initiation fee of $50.00 per the-
ater.

"The meeting was highlighted by
the unofficial visit of Fred Meyers of
RKO and Meyer Schine who dropped
in for an informal greeting."

Survey Shows Pix Major

Target for Censorship

(Continued from Page 1)

United States, which has just been
published.
"By far the most numerous in-

stances of censorship during the

year concerned motion pictures," ac-

cording to the Union. "The films

censored by the state boards in seven
states, and by the police censorships

in Chicago, Detroit and Madison,
Wis., and by unofficial police censors

elsewhere, were either foreign films

or those independently produced in

the United States."

Among the films banned or cut

were "Professor Mamlock," an anti-

Nazi picture which ran into difficul-

ties in many cities but was usually
released after protest; the pro-labor

"Millions of Us," ordered deleted in

Ohio; "Birth of a Baby," barred in

New York and Virginia; "Blockade,"
banned in many cities "under pres-

sure of Catholic agencies," and the
Russian film "Baltic Deputy" banned
in Pennsylvania but later released.

The showing of the French films,

"Remous" and "The Puritan." were
also prevented in New York. In Den-
ver, an exhibitor was fined $1,400 and
sentenced to 120 days in jail for

showing the old film, "The Birth of

a Nation."

Poland Abrogates Film

Treaty with Germany

Warsaw (By Cable) — On the
grounds that Germany failed to ful-

fill its film engagements with Poland,
as specified in an understanding
signed in December, 1937, the Polish
Chamber Syndicate of Theaters has
decided to abrogate the mutual Pol-
ish-German treaty.

The Chamber has decreed that no
theater may show a German feature
or a picture with German dialogue
under heavy penalty or permanent
closing of the offending theater.
The decision was taken because,

during the past seven years, only
seven Polish pictures were acquired
by the Reich of which only one was
shown, while Poland showed 51 Ger-
man pictures.

Dufaycolor Pix for GN
London (By Cable)—The first fea-

ture picture to be made in Dufay-
color, "Sons of the Sea," which
Maurice Elvey will direct for British
Consolidated, will be distributed by
Grand National. Leslie Banks is the
star. British Admiralty is co-operat-
ing.

Lincoln in the Lead
Lincoln, Neb.—This town has more

operating theaters in the downtown
area than any other town in Nebras-
ka. Seven out of eight houses are
lighted.

CHI. CONTEMPT SUIT

TRIAL OFF TO SEPT. 5

(Continued from Page IV

array of counsel, headed b), fecial
Assistant Attorney General Robert
Wright of Washington, D. C, sought
to establish that various film com-
panies controlling theaters in other
key cities favored B & K, controlled

by Paramount, because Paramount
favored them similarly in those cities

where the other companies were lead-

ers.

Defendants' attorneys, on Govern-
ment request, had submitted list of
theaters owned or controlled by their

clients in other key cities. Wright
contended this list proved the divi-

sion of territory by the film com-
panies and distributors.

Frederick Burnham, appearing for
Loew's, objected, contending the the-
ater lists from other cities had no
connection with the Chicago situa-

tion and, if permitted to be brought
into case, would prolong it indef-
initely as the defendants would seek
to prove in each city, there was no
connection.

Eldredge said he would take mat-
ter under consideration and give his
decision in about 10 days.
Aaron Jones, Sr., on the stand

Friday, submitted a list of films re-

leased by major companies during
the past four years, and continued
his testimony on the inability of
Jones, Linick & Schaefer to se-

cure suitable films for Jones Loop
theaters, due to the alleged B & K
domination. Jones said out of 356
films issued last year, 160 were of
"A" quality.

Gov't Attorneys Going to O. C.
on Pending Anti-Trust Suit
Oklahoma City — Robert Wright

and Seymour Simon, special assist-
ants to the U. S. Attorney General,
arrive here early this week from
Chicago in connection with the Gov-
ernment's pending anti-trust suit
against the Griffith interests and the
majors. Their advent strengthens
the report that the Government pro-
poses to press for trial without de-
lay.

Alger Using Gift Nights
LaSalle, 111.—The E. E. Alger cir-

cuit is using Gift Nights twice a
week.

'Shoot9 'Spy' Patrons
London (By Cable)—Allegation that

Germans were trying to get pictures of
patrons attending "Confessions of a

Nazi Spy" at the Warner Theater here
was made by John Parker, M.P., in a
question in the House of Commons put
to Sir Samuel Hoare asking if he was
aware of the incidents and whether the
cinemagoers were refugees and whether
such interference could be prevented
as it was likely to lead to a breach
of the peace.
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Warners Planning Five British Multiple Quota Films

RADICALBERNE CONVENTlN CHANGES, MPPDA GOAL

Mary Pickford Returns With British Production Plans

Tele and Pix
.

.

. think it over

-By CHESTER B. BAHN-

||F ever there was an industry problem that
" called for the best thought all the way
round, it's that which has to do with film

availability for television.

Two of the majors—Metro, through Sam
Eckman, U. K. sales chief, and 20th Century-

Fox, through Herman Wobber, general man-
ager of distribution—have definitely indi-

cated they will not permit their pictures to

be telecast; whether all other majors will

similarly turn a cold shoulder to television,

however, is by no means assured.

Paramount, for instance, has an applica-

tion pending with the FCC for a Coast ex-

perimental station, a further move in line

with its alliance with DuMont. On the other

hand, RKO Radio recently advised New Jer-

sey Allied in reply to a squawk that its

"efforts to understand and keep abreast of

I developments in the field of television are

I toward the end of protecting and co-ordi-

nating our joint interests," and that the

I
telecasts of a "Gunga Din" trailer were

|

merely "an experiment with a new medium
of exploitation for feature product."

The Bat" to be Her First;

May Do "Dorothy Vernon"
in Hollywood

Facilities of Alexander Korda's
organization at Denham will be
utilized shortly after the first of

the year by Mary Pickford, who
expects, she revealed upon her ar-

rival from Europe yesterday, to

produce in England her personally
owned property, "The Bat," one of

the most successful in the long
list of erstwhile Broadway stage
thrillers.

This film, according to plans
which have already taken definite

shape, will, she said, carry an ade-
(Continned on Page 4)

SCANDINAVIA TURKS

AGAINST U. S. "BY

Yale Hears Arnold
Will Leave D of J

New Haven—Thurman Arnold, gen-
erally regarded as the sparkplug of the

Gove rnment's
anti-trust drive

against the film

industry, will
leave his post

as Assistant At-
torney General
"within the
year," it was
a u thoritatively

reported in Yale
University cir-

cles here yes-

terday. Arnold
will resign to

resume as pro-

fessor of law in

Yale's Law
School, if not

when college

tcTthe s'eco'na THURMAN ARNOLD
semester, it was
said. Latter starts in February, next.

A ND Warners, with a toehold in television

** via Transamerican, still more recently

disposed of its holdings in that company,

thus presumably indicating a narrowing of

its interests to films.

Yet these disclosures of varying company
policy by no means solve the problem, wit-

ness the fact that NBC's weekly tele pro-

grams include feature films leased from

indie distributors and that deals for still

more such product are in the course of

negotiation.

What has transpired to date in this con-

nection clearly establishes that anything ap-

proaching a united industry front on pix

availability for television is out of the ques-

tion and that if some companies, to protect

exhibitor interests, withhold films, others

propose to supply them if there is a con-

tinuing market.

o

INDEED, it is not inconceivable that eventu-

' ally there will develop a wholly new
branch of this industry devoted to the pro-

duction and marketing of films tailored to

{Continued on Page 2)

Popularity of quality French prod-
uct in the Scandinavian countries is

causing the "freezing out" of U. S.

"B" pix in those lands, it was as-

serted yesterday by Arthur Horn-
blow, Paramount producer, as he

(Continued on Page 6)

Quebec Theaters Reopen
After 5 Weeks' Tax "Strike"

Quebec—Closed for five weeks
owing to the 10 per cent amusement
tax imposed by the City Council, 11

(Continued on Page 6)

CAPRA AND RISKIN

WILL FORM OWN GO,

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Frank Capra yester-

day announced that he and Robert

Riskin will organize their own pro-

ducing company, to be known as

Frank Capra Productions. Incor-

poration papers will be filed imme-
diately but no release outlet has

(Continued on Page 6)

Warners to Reduce British Quickies,

Make Strong Multiple Quota Features

AFA Mismanagement Trial

Will Be Continued Today

AFA mismanagement trial by the

AAAA continues today, despite the

walkout yesterday by Sophie Tucker,
Ralph Whitehead and Abraham Hal-

(Continued on Page 4)

By GEORGE H. MORRIS
FILM DAILY Staff Writer

Warners' 1939-40 British lineup

at Teddington, as opposed to the
quantity schedule of 24 to 26 fea-

tures made primarily for quota re-

quirements during the past year,
will comprise far fewer but much

(Continued on Page 4)

Kilroe Sailing to Conduct
Copyright Sentiment Survey

in Europe
Edwin P. Kilroe, representing the

MPPDA's copyright committee sails

tomorrow on the Normandie to make
a survey of European sentiment
with reference to the conference to

be held in Brussels in the Spring
of 1940 to amend the Berne Con-
vention.

Kilroe will confer with foreign
office officials in London, Paris, Brus-
sels and Berne to ascertain the
probabilities of having radical
changes made in the Berne Conven-
tion at the Brussels Conference.

"There is a feeling abroad as
well as here that the Convention
should be revised so that the rights

(Continued on Paae 6)

NEELYEXPECTSACTION

ON HIS BILL THIS WEEK

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Denying published

reports that his block-booking bill

would be held over until the next
session, Senator Matthew M. Neely
told The Film Daily yesterday the
measure would definitely come up
this session and would be acted on

(Continued on Page 6)

Sales Managers to Resume
Clearance Talks Tomorrow

Major company's sales heads met
yesterday for the purpose of consid-
ering changes in the clearance phases
of the proposed trade practice code.

(Continued on Paae 6)

No WA Prexy
No election of a president of UA is

contemplated as far as she knows, Mary
Pickford asserted yesterday on her re-

turn from Europe. She added that if

the post were offered to her she would
"decline with thanks," as UA owners
are "delighted with Murray Silverstone,"
and the executive setup is to remain in

status quo.
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Net
High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat
Col. Picts. vtc. (2i/

2%) 85/s 85/8 85/8 — Va
Columbia Picts. pfd

Con. Fm. Ind 1 Vs 1 Vg 1 Vs — Vs
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.. 93/4 9% 9% + Va
East. Kodak 164 164 164 + Va
do pfd
Cen. Th. Eq lli/2 11 Vi llVi + Va

Loew's, Inc 41 41 41 — Vs

do pfd.

Paramount 8% 8% 8%
Paramount 1st pfd
Paramount 2nd pfd
Pathe Film

RKO 1% 15/8 1% — Vs
20th Century-Fox . . 18y8 18% 18% + Vs

20th Century-Fox pfd
Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros 4l/4 4l/4 4l/4 + Vs
do pfd

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith B. F. ref. 6s46.100'/4 100 100'/4
Loew's deb. 3'/is46
Para. B'way 3s55... 52 52 52+2
Para. Picts. 6s55
Para. Picts. cv. 3 V4s47 88

V

4 88 88 — Va
RKO 6s41 66'/8 66% 66% — %
Warner Bros.' cv. 6s39
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48 92 90 90—1

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts

Sonotone Corp 1% 1 Va 1 % — %
Technicolor
Trans-Lux
Universal Corp. vtc

Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES

Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd 100 103
Fox Thea. Office Bldg. 1st '46... 3'/2 5
Loew's Thea. Realty 6s 1st '47... 99% 101 %
Met. Playhouse, Inc. 2nd deb. '45

. . 68 70
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st '57 65% 67%

SAFETY LLOYDS
FILM STORAGE CORP.

Storage by Reel or Vault
729 Seventh Ave.
New York City

BRvant 9-5600 SECURITY

ALCN6 THE

WITH PHIL M. DALY,

• • • ROLLING UP a strong $14,000 for the week-end "Man

About Town" will close its second week at the New York Paramount to-

day with an estimated take of S40.000 according to announcement

by Manager Bob Weitman further reports to the home office of

Paramount on the lack Benny-Dorothy Lamour starring vehicle at key

spots show at the Newman in Kansas City, closing first week with

85 per cent above average weekly biz at the Albee in Cincinnati

it rolled up the biggest week-end gross of any Paramount pic since

"Double Or Nothing" in Oct. 1937 and these encouraging reports

are duplicated in many other key spots, where "Man About Town" is

'way out in front on b.o. top figures for months back proving that

there is no such thing as Summer slump when the product is right

T T
• • • UPROARIOUS welcome staged by the British

public on the occasion of the return of King George and Queen
Elizabeth from Canada and the United States, was by no means
the exclusive triumph of their Majesties according to Mary
Pickford, arriving yesterday on the Normandie she declared

that the London crowds used the homecoming as an opportunity

to show their admiration for Joseph P. Kennedy, former film solon

and currently U. S. Ambassador to the Court of St. James

T T T
• • • SMASH souvenir number of the RKO Radio house organ

Flash has been put out by Editor Harry Gittleson devoted to the

company's recent sales convention 60 pages, printed in offset, in-

cluding a giant panorama photography of the entire delegation

bound with a four-fold and perforated so that it may be removed for

framing a pictorial done in Life mag style swell photographic

candid camera shots by Joe Heppner

Tele and Pix
. . . think it over

(Continued from Page 1)

commercial television's special requirements.

Thus the question may be raised, shall the

industry as now constituted develop that

branch, or shall the potentially highly lucra-

tive field be left to others—radio interests,

advertising agencies, producers of sponsored

reels, etc.

There is, frankly, no attempt to present

a solution here; the object, at the moment,
is to suggest that, like it or not, the prob-

lem exists and must be faced, if not today,

most certainly tomorrow.

So think it over.

306 and World's Fair

Exhibitors in Agreement

Agreement between Local 306 and
World's Fair exhibitors using mo-
tion picture projectors was reached
over the week-end, it was learned
yestei'day. Under the pact, opera-
tors of automatic 16 mm. projectors
will receive $12.28 for a six hour
day while operators of 35 mm. stand-
ard machines will continue to re-
ceive $16.83 for a six hour day.
Negotiations have been in progress
for several weeks.

Metro's Chatain Arrives

Today Via Yankee Clipper

Louis Chatain, member of the
board of M-G-M's organization in

France, arrives in New York today
aboard the Yankee Clipper.

He is said to be the first Eu-
ropean to make the crossing via the
newly-established trans-Atlantic air
route.

While here, Chatain will confer
with Arthur Loew, Metro's foreign
department head, and also spend a
vacation.

Best wishes from THE FILM DAILY
to the following on their birthdays:

JULY 11

Walter Wanger

Sally Blane

cominc aim come

WILL H. HAYS, film industry administrator, I

has arrived in Hollywood from San Francisco.

LOUIS CHATAIN, board member of M-C-M'i
French company, arrives in New York today on
the Yankee Clipper.

DAILEY PASKMAN, special rep. for E. D
Marks Music Corp., arrived in New York yes-
terday from the National Ass'n of Broadcasters'!
convention in Atlantic City. (C

CHARLES (Buddy) ROGERS, ..panied I

his wife, MARY PICKFORD, arrived in New
York yesterday from Europe on the Normandie.
He is en route to Pennsylvania, Tennessee and.
Michigan to fulfill orchestra engagements. Mis:
Pickford will remain in New York until early
August.

HERBERT WILCOX, British producer, who al
rived in New York yesterday on the Normandie,
leaves today for the Coast.

BILLY WILKERSON, publisher of the Holly
wood Reporter, arrived from Europe yesterday!
on the Normandie.

ARTHUR HORNBLOW, Paramount producer]
who arrived from Europe yesterday, leaves for]

Hollywood today, accompanied by his wife,
MYRNA LOY who returns to the M-C-M studio
to be co-starred with William Powell in a new
"Thin Man" picture.

WILLIAM C. CEHRING. Central division sales
manager for 20thFox, left New York for Chin
cago yesterday.

DONALD M. MERSEREAU, general manager of
THE FILM DAILY, returns today from Atlantic
City.

BETTE DAVIS plans a six weeks* New YorW
and Cape Code vacation.

BURGESS MEREDITH arrives on the Coast to-
morrow from New York.

NED E. SECKLER, RKO home office representa-
tive for Cuba, has sailed for Havana on the!
Oriente.

MAURICE BERGMAN of Columbia returned
yesterday from the Coast.

JOHN CONSIDINE, M-C-M producer, is here
from the Coast.

OSCAR SERLIN, producer of "The City," is

back from Hollywood.

RALPH DOYLE, RKO's managing director in
Australia, left yesterday for Los Angeles on the
first leg of his return trip to Sydney, sailing
July 19 on the Monterey.

I. E. LOPERT of Juno Films left for the
Coast yesterday.

EARL WINCART, 20th-Fox publicist, returned
to the home office yesterday following two
weeks' vacation.

BERT MAYERS of Fitelson & Mayers is on
the Coast.

FRANK ORTEGA, editor of Cine-Mundial, and
his daughter, EVE, have arrived on the Coast from
New York.

HAL B. WALLIS, exec, producer for Warners,
and MRS. WALLIS (Louise Fazenda) who arrived
yesterday on the Normandie from Europe left
last night for the Coast.

JACK LEWIS of the RKO publicity office is

in Los Angeles on vacation and visiting his
mother.

BERT LAHR is in New York, having completed
his role in M-C-M's "Wizard of Oz."
EDWIN P. KILROE, representing the copyright

committee of the MPPDA and copyright advisor
to 20th-Fox, sails tomorrow on the Normandie
for Europe.

BERT REISMAN, RKO manager for Peru, has
sailed on the Santa Rita for his headquarters in
Lima.

MAX GOMEZ, Mexican manager for RKO who
came to New York for the sales convention, has
sailed for Mexico City on the Siboney.

THE THEATRE
'A MUST, 60 EHJOV IT" =»£Winchell

| MUST LOVE SOMEONE
with JAMES RENNIE—IRIS ADRIAN

.. r .... , and JACK WHITE

VANDERBILT,
Evs. 8:40.

West 48th Street

Mat. Wed and Sat.
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CLAUDE RAINS
JEFFREY LYNN • FAY BAINTER • DONALD CRISP

MAY ROBSON Frank McHugL • Dick Foran

a»J THE 'FOUR DAUGHTERS'

PRISCILLA LANE • ROSEMARY LANE
LOLA LANE • GALE PAGE

Directed Ly MICHAEL CURTIZ
OriJ.n.l Sci««o Pl»j It Jul"" ) .uj Fkillip u Ep.t.in • Sujje«t«<) If • PUf I; Dototli; Bennttt *nj Irrioj «'lit» • Muiic L| !-U> Stcioet • A h'.r.t N.tioniJ PictuM

JaCK L.Warner In Ckarae of Production . Hal B.Wallis Extent!** Producer . Henry Blanke Associate Producer

"
And agajn with CAGNEY against

RAFT in 'EACH DAWN I DIE'! Next!
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PIGKFORD TO PRODUCE

"THE BAT" IN BRITAIN

(Continued from Page 1)

quate budget to assure its quality

and subsequent box-office success,

and will be released through UA,
possibly for the 1939-40 program,

although shooting is scheduled for

the Spring of 1940. She has no

intention of placing it before cam-

eras until meticulous care has been

taken on script preparation.

Discussing script "preparedness,

she expressed the belief that a

considerable increment of unneces-

sary Hollywood expense has sprung

from rushing features into work
too rapidly.
Hollywood stars, she said, will be

employed for "The Bat," and subse-

quently she is planning to produce

the play's sequel, "The Bat Whisp-
ers."
Another property which she owns,

"Dorothy Vernon of Haddon Hall,"

in which she appeared under UA's
banner in 1924, is viewed by her

as a distinct probability for pro-

duction, in the near future. It is

her view that this story should be

made in color as a musical, and

she visualizes Jeanette MacDonald
and Nelson Eddy in the leads.

Miss Pickford asserted that Brit-

ish and Swiss capital is available

should the film be made in England,

but there are certain advantages to

be gained by Hollywood production.

In the making of any of her fu-

ture productions, she said, a 20 per

cent contingency item will be added

to expected costs.

Shortly after Aug. 1, she expects

to fly to Hollywood. In the interim,

she will stop at the Sherry-Nether-

land. Early next January she and
her husband, Charles "Buddy" Rog-
ers return to England.

Business in the U. S. precluded

her remaining in England for the

UA convention in London which
opened last Friday.

"Buddu" Rogers To Resume
Film Career In England

Charles "Buddv" Rogers, who ar-

rived in New York from Europe
yesterday on the Normandie to ful-

fill engagements with his orches-

tra in Pennsylvania. Tennessee,
Michigan and New York, is formu-
lating plans for a further argosy
in films early in 1940. at which
time he expects to return to Eng-
land to accept offers which have
been made to him by producers
there.

It is disclosed that while in Lon-
don recently, Rogers was ap-
proached both by Alexander Korda
and Gabriel Pascal, each of whom
opened negotiations with him for

a lead role.

Rogers denied yesterday that he
is organizing a new orchestra, and
suggested that report might have
arisen through a few major changes
he had made in the present outfit.

During his stay abroad he visited,

accompanied by his wife, Mary
Pickford, 14 countries by plane.

FILM CODE ANALYZED
By LOUIS NIZER

EDITOR'S NOTE: THE FILM DAILY today presents the fourteenth installment of a com-

prehensive analysis of the proposed Trade Practice Code (Revision of June 10) by Louis

Nizer, member of the law firm of Phillips & Nizer, and authority on the law of screen, stage

and radio The analysis is designed to clarify the provisions of the Code in non-legalistic

language so as to make them readily understandable to all people in the film industry. In view

of the fact that the Distributors Negotiating Committee proposes to make the Code effec-

tive for the 1939-40 season, THE FILM DAILY deems Mr. Nizer's interpretive presentation

an outstanding, timely service of inestimable value to the trade. Preservation of the daily in-

stallments is recommended.

Installment No. 14

Withdrawal Because of Others: If a distributor or the operator of a substantial

number of theaters withdraws from the Code, any other person who has signed may also

withdraw at the end of the same exhibition season by giving written notice prior to the

end of that season.

Other Reasons for Withdrawal: There are two other reasons which justify with-

drawal from the Code. They are:

(a) Inconsistent Legislation: If laws are passed which are inconsistent with the

Code, or require a substantial change in the method of carrying on business, anyone who
signed the Code may withdraw from it, but only in the territory governed by such legisla-

tion; or

(6) Illegality of Code: If any Court declares the Code illegal, or invalid, or issues

an injunction against it or against the clause of any contract substantially identical with a

clause in the Code, or requires a substantial change in the method of carrying on business,

then withdrawal from the Code is justified.

Rights of Others to Withdrawal: If any distributor or operator of a substantial

number of theaters withdraws from the Code because of inconsistent legislation or Court

orders (as specified in subdivision a and b above), then any other person who signed the

Code may withdraw whether such legislation or judgment affects it or not.

Notice: In case of such withdrawal, written notice must be given to distributors,

organized groups of exhibitors and Secretaries of Permanent Arbitration Boards in the

Exchange Territory where business is transacted.

(Fifteenlh installment will appear tomorrow.)

Theatrical Unions Plan

Consumers Co-operative

Preliminary studies are being

made looking to formation of a

Ccnsumers Co-operative that would
utilize the joint buying power of

100,000 members of leading theat-

rical unions to substantially reduce

the living costs of these workers in

the amusement crafts, it is an-
nounced by Paul N. Turner, counsel
for the AAAA.

The participating unions include

besides the AAAA, parent body of

the organized A F of L actor unions
are Local 802, A F M, Local 1,

IATSE, SAG, American Federation
of Radio Artists, Actors' Equity As-
sociation, American Guild of Musical
Artists, TMAT Union and Chorus
Equity Association.

Following an initial meeting at

the offices of the Four A's, it was
generally felt by those present that
a Consumer Co-operative organiza-
tion could be created which would re-

duce living costs and serve as a
clearing house for information to

enable the purchase of quality prod-
ucts at minimum cost. It was said
William Green, A F of L prexy,
was personally interested.
The co-operative, when formed,

would initially be set up in New
York City and then extended to Chi-
cago, Los Angeles and San Fran-
cisco, Turner said.

V & E Close the Praga

Chicago—The Praga theater of
the Veskna and Elinek circuit has
closed for the summer months.

AFA Mismanagement Trial

Will Be Continued Today

(Continued from Page 1)

prin, respectively prexy, executive

secretary and counsel for the AFA.
Walkout was preceded by the

AFA charge that two groups of

delegates to the AAAA internation-

al board—SAG and AFRA—had
strings attached to them through
provision that their delegates have
an Equity okay. Ken Thomson, for

SAG, testified the agreement had
been terminated in February; Mrs.
Emily Holt, for AFRA, similarly
stated the arrangement had been
terminated.

Paul Turner, AAAA counsel,
branded the walkout a "subterfuge"
and charged AFA was resorting to
an "empty legal quibble to justify
its stand." Halprin announced he
would prefer charges against the
AAAA with the A F of L, claim-
ing charter violations.
Bernard J. Reis, CPA, accountant

for the AAAA investigating com-
mittee, was on the stand yesterday
afternoon.

Industry Short Wave Com.
To Hold Meeting Today

A meeting of the ways and means
committee of advertising and pub.
heads for fostering dissemination of
industry publicity via short wave
to South America and Europe will
be held today at the MPPOA of-
fice, Charles E. McCarthy is chair-
man of the committee.

-

WB PLANS 5 BRITISH

MULTIPLE QUOTA PIX

(Continued from Page 1)

stronger pictures aimed at captur-

ing virtually world-wide grosses, it

was disclosed by Hal B. Wallis,

WB's associate executive in charge

of production at Burtfy as hi
arrived from Europe on the Nor-

mandie, accompanied by his wife,

Louise Fazenda, and their son,

Brent.
Wallis said that there has been

no merger of First National and
Warner exchanges in England, as !

far as he has heard, but charac-
terized the reported step as "a log-
ical one."

While in London, Wallis confer-
red with Sam Sax, Warners' pro-
duction head at Teddington, with
respect to scripts, two of which
Wallis brought back with him for;

approval. One is "This Man Reu-
ter," an original by Valentine Wil-
liams, which, reports have said,
may be allocated to Paul Muni; the]

other is the story of Samuel Cunard.
The Teddington policy, Wallis

said, will be the making of multiple
quota pix, probably five as a mini-
mum for the new season, each utiliz-
ing Hollywood stars and players,
and each with budgets commen-
surate with top Hollywood attrac-
tions.

Wallis said that "Confessions of
a Nazy Spy" is doing a huge busi-
ness in England, and may gross
more than a million in the U. K.
alone. He informally estimated the
picture would clock at least that
sum in other sections of the world
despite the fact that some coun-
tries are not prospects for the pic-
ture.

He also asserted that "Confes-
sions of a Nazi Spy" opened simul-
taneously in three Paris houses last
week to huge business, and that
"Dark Victory" is very big in thej
U. K. and on the Continent.

Warners, he added, may make an-
other film on contemporary Ger-
many, "Underground."
The Warner offices and studio

staffs overseas, Wallis said, are
looking forward to the impending
visit of Jack L. Warner, vice-presi-

]

dent in charge of production.
Foreign audiences, he cited, are

highly responsive to biographical
films, and several outstanding prop-
erties in this classification will be
made at Teddington and Burbank.

Wallis left for the Coast last
night.

Gehring In Chi. to Work
on B & K Product Deal

William C. Gehring, central divi-
sion sales manager for 20th-Fox,
left the home office yesterday for
Chicago to attend confabs on the
Sidney R. Kent Drive and work out
a new deal with B & K for 20th-Fox
product for the new season.
Te returns early next week.
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COPYRIGHT CHANGES

IS GOAL OF MPPDA

(Continued from Page 1)

and obligations are fully set forth

in the document itself and nothing-

left to the national laws of each
country," Kilroe said yesterday.

"These rights should be in force in

every country of the Convention.

Under the present Convention, the

remedies are left to the laws of the

country in which the rights are

claimed. If the United States ad-

heres to the Berne Convention be-

fore the U. S. Copyright Act is

revised, it will play great havoc
with many large industries."

Kilroe will obtain the viewpoints

of the representatives of the Eng-
lish - speaking countries, France,

Italv and other European countries

on many important propositions for

changes in the Berne Convention.

These include:

1. Limitation of restrictions in

the moral rights clause. (Without
the right to re-arrange, adapt and
change the stories and music, the

pix industry cannot operate, Kilroe

points out. Thousands of stories

and plays would have to be cast

aside since changes for censorship

or other reasons could not be made.)

2. Elimination of oral copyright

clause.

3. Reservation of certain rights

in works which are now in the pub-

lic domain but would be protected

upon the adherence of the U, S.

to the Berne Convention..;^

4. In accordance with .American

law, making the produced of a film

the author instead of accrediting

authorship of this motions-picture

to many participating in its pro-

duction, including the writer of the

screen story.

Kilroe, acknowledged as one of the

world's leading authorities on copy-

right law, made a similar survey of

copyright and Berne Convention
conditions in Europe in 1936.

In addition Kilroe, who is copy-

right adviser to 20th-Fox, will be

interested in the following:

A. Participation in the prep-

aration and argument of the

appeal in the Privy Council in

England in the "Man Who
Broke the Bank at Monte Car-
lo" case, involving question of

the right to use titles in Can-
ada.

B. Twentieth-Fox has sued

in Holland a Dutch motion pic-

ture producer for making a mo-
tion picture based on the novel

"Daddy Long Legs," pix rights

Spain "Opening Up"
Even though the Spanish market cur-

rently is only a small outlet for U. S.

dist ribs
,
because of the necessarily great

task of rehabilitating the country in

wake of the long and costly civil war,

Spain shows signs of "opening up" anew
to American film product and should
develop slowly but surely into a profit-

able field, Mary Pickford disclosed upon
her return from Europe yesterday aboard
the Normandie.

News Flashes front Coast Studios
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Yesterday in the studios: 20th-Fox assigned Nancy Kelly opposite Don

Ameche in "Swanee River," set Henry Fonda, Alice Faye and Richard Creene as co-stars

in the re-make of "Little Old New York" and announced "20,000 Men a Year," aviation

comedy-drama, for quick production .... Walter Wanger signed Ralph Craves for

"Eternally Yours"; upon its completion, Craves turns associate producer at 20th-Fox ....
Charlie Ruggles may get a role in RKO's "Hunchback of Notre Dame"; deal is on the

fire .... Warners will star Edward C. Robinson in the George Broadhurst stage hit,

"The Man of the Hour" .... Paramount plans Technicolor treatment for "Typhoon,"

co-starring Dorothy Lamour and Robert Preston.

Frank Capra, Robert Riskin

to Form Own Producing Co.

(Continued from Page 1)

been decided upon at the present time.

Riskin, who recently resigned from
Samuel Goldwyn, Inc., Ltd., leaves

Hollywood today for a vacation in

New York and Europe, while Capra
remains here to ready, "Mr. Smith
Goes to Washington," recently com-
pleted for Columbia release.

The team of Capra and Riskin
worked together on such successes as

"It Happened One Night," "Mr.
Deeds Goes to Town," "Lost Hori-
zon," and "You Can't Take It With
You."

Montreal German Club

Fined on Film Charges

Montreal—German Harmonia Club
was fined $500 and costs by Judge
Guerin in Police Court for showing
the allegedly Nazi film "Pour le

Merite," in the club April 25 with-
out permission from the Provincial

Board of Censors. An additional

fine of $50 and costs was levied on
the Club for failure to collect the
amusement tax from the spectators

Who were charged admission.

to which are owned by the

U. S. major.
C. Conference with repre-

sentatives of the French Gov-
ernment and the French Au-
thors Society on changes to be
made in the proposed French
Copyright Law which is now
pending in the French Parlia-

ment, and will come up for a
vote in the House of Deputies in

the autumn.
D. Kilroe is to take testimony

in two actions involving inter-

national copyright in London
and in Budapest.

Copyright to be at Fore
At Broadcasters' Convention

Atlantic City—That the question
of copyright will be one of the main
topics to engage the attention of the
National Association of Broadcasters
in convention here seems certain fol-

lowing the meeting yesterday of

newspaper . owned stations, with
Campbell Arnoux ofWTAR presiding.

An effort was made last night at
the copyright committee supper
meeting to iron out some of the
squawks that have arisen. General
fear was that the present Ascap con-
tract might prevail.

Rewritten code was finished last

night and it is expected that it will

be adopted basically as written de-
spite antagonism to it.

Scandinavia Rejects U. S.

B's for French Features

(Continued from Page 1)

returned to New York yesterday
on the Normandie, accompanied by
his wife, Myrna Loy.
Hornblow said that top-quality

Hollywood productions are still

dominant in the Scandinavian field,

but audiences,—and consequently
exhibitors, as the result of patron
tastes,—have veered away from
American "B" films because the bet-

ter type of French picture is more
satisfying.

Accordingly, on dual bills, it has
become a common occurrence to see

a big Hollywood feature teamed-up
with a big French attraction.

Hornblow stated that he and Miss
Loy will leave New York today for

Hollywood where he will supervise

final cutting of "Cat and the Can-
ary," and complete work on the

script of his next feautre, "Triump!h
Over Pain," while Miss Loy will

commence work on the third of "The
Thin Man" series for M-G-M.

"Nurse Edith Cavell" Will
be Music Hall August Pix
"Nurse Edith Cavell," the Wilcox-

RKO feature, is scheduled to open
the second week of August in Ra-
dio City Music Hall, it was asserted
yesterday by Producer Herbert
Wilcox as he arrived on the
Normandie from England, where he
spent two days on a virtual "com-
muting" trip from the U. S. to make
arrangements for his next British
production which will be filmed in

Scotland and based upon the Scot-

tish Rebellion, with Anna Neagle
in the star role.

Wilcox leaves New York today
for RKO Radio's Coast studios to

put music in "Nurse Edith Cavell."

He said that he plans to make
two features in Hollywood and two
in England during the next few
months.

In mid-August he returns to Lon-
don.

G. H. Wilkinson, Pioneer

Conn. Exhibitor, Honored

New Haven — Honoring him as
Connecticut's "pioneer exhibitor,"

the entire New Haven film district

and out-of-town film men and
friends join in a testimonial lun-
cheon to George H. Wilkinson, of

the Wilkinson Theater, Wallingford,
at Race Brook Country Club to-

day. A testimonial scroll, inscribed
with the names of those present, as

well as other gifts, will be pre-

sented to the exhibitor. Harry F.

Shaw, Loew-Poli Division Manager,
will act as m.c.

NEELY EXPECTS ACTION

ON HIS BILL THIS WEEK
(Continued from Page 1)

this week. It is now the first order
of business for the Senate and ac-

tion is likely by Wednesday, Neely
said. The only order of business
scheduled to precede it .•"- Senator
Harrison's social security

t

islation

which was given the right v/V way by
Neely.
He has no desire to interfere with

such necessary legislation or other
important emergency matters, Neely
said, but is determined to force a
showdown as soon as possible. Neely
does not expect the debate to last

over two days at most, he said.

Beside Senator White several

other Senators are expected to make
speeches on the floor in opposition.

Neely said he would not demand a

record vote if a voice vote was con-

vincing enough to leave no doubt of

the sentiment of the Upper House.
Reports were circulated in Washing-
ton that the opposition may seek a
record vote.

While Wednesday is the "best

guess" for action the bill may come
up today if the security legislation

does not go into extended discussion.

Quebec Theaters Reopen
After 5 Weeks' Tax "Strike"

(Continued from Page 1)

Quebec theaters opened yesterday
afternoon. Audiences were esti-

mated as at about 10 per cent of

a normal Summer day.
Legally the tax is still in effect,

but Premier Maurice Duplessis has
instructed the Council to withhold
its application and has promised
speedy legislation to wipe it off

the statute books. Films were hur-
riedly rushed from Montreal over
the week-end and quickly passed by
the censors.

Theater operators issued a mes-
sage thanking the Premier and
Mayor Lucien Borne for co-operat-
ing to repeal of the tax.

Sales Managers to Resume
Clearance Talks Tomorrow

(Continued from Page 1)

but no definite agreement was
reached. The meeting was adjourned
until tomorrow when the sales chiefs

will resume their study of the issue.

Beryl Mercer III

Santa Monica, Cal.—Beryl Mer-
cer, noted for her screen character
roles, is seriously ill here following
on operation.

STORKS!
Al Streimer, of Randforce Amuse-

ment Co., is the father of a six

pound, 13 ounce baby girl born to
his wife, Marion, Saturday morning
at Madison Park Hospital. This
makes Moe Streimer, of United
Artists, a grandpa.



LOOPING THE LOOP WITH YOUR HEART.. . ITS
TAILSPIN TOMMY WITH NEW DAREDEVIL THRILLS

MACHINE GUNS BLAZE

IN THE NO-IVIAN'S

LOD OF THE AIR

as "TAILSPIN TOMMY"

MARJORIE REYNOLDS
as "BETTY LOU

MILBURN STONE
as "SKEETER

•

Produced by PAUL MALVERN • Directed by GEORGE WAGGNER
Screenplay by SCOTT DARLING and JOSEPH WEST

Original Story by HAL FORREST

A MONOGRAM PICTURE
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"FOUR FEATHERS" is the outstanding film on this week's endorsed list. A spectacle replete

with thrills, something that will make you re-live emotionally all the adventure that takes

place on the screen. It will have you gasping over its excitement, flinching during its

horrific moments, breathlessly awaiting its unfolding and spellbound by its eyefilling page-

antry. The Technicolor in this film is something that must be commented upon. ..fascinatingly

beautiful. One is almost dazzled by the visual allure of the piece and if the story were

less engrossing it might prove the most outstanding angle.

However, "FOUR FEATHERS" also boasts a grand story...so full of stirring scenes that it

would be impossible to recall them all for you. For sheer spectacle, the charge of the

Dervishes and Fuzzy Wuzzies on the British camp is outstanding. The hordes of men, the

countless number of animals involved are things to take your breath away. Then there are

scenes of battle at the fort, that terrible prison and torture chamber of the cruel native

tribes. Other interesting bits show the method used to haul the Army boats up the Nile.

All these interludes are surrounded by dazzling color and show. Almost every moment of

this picture is filled with something that is bound to tear your emotions apart. We have

endorsed "FOUR FEATHERS" for a family audience. Make it the reason for a family ex-

pedition to the theatre. You will be intrigued by a glorious two hours of adventure.

ALEXANDER KORDA presents

ah RALPH RICHARDSON • C. AUBREY SMITH • JOHN CLEMENTS • JUNE DUPREZ

Directed by ZOLTAN KORDA
IN TECHNICOLOR
RELEASED THRU UNITED ARTISTS

\
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Texas AlliedUrgesMembersNot to Sign Code Individually

INDUSTRYTO OBSERVE ITSJOLDEN JUBILEEJCT. 1-7

Northwest Allied Going Through With Buying Combine
Letter Going to Exhibs. Ask-

ing Them to Delay Buying

Till Sept. 1

By HARVEY GOLDSTEIN
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

Minneapolis—Northwest Allied is

joing through with its plan for the

'ormation of a giant film buying
:ombine, according to reports here
/esterday coincident with the asso-

:iation's convention.
Report of the buying combine step,

vhich was expected to be one of the

natters scheduled for action at the

lational organization's recent na-

ional conclave, indicates that North-
vest Allied is determined to put this

plan in force if possible, later to be-
(Continued on Page 7)

BUYING POOUN OKLA.

REPORTED AS SHELVED

Oklahoma City — The proposed
buying pool plan, upon which great

interest was manifest in this area

;a few weeks ago, is shelved defi-

nitely for the time being, Film Daily
has iearned. The complete plan was
presented to a number of indepen-

dent exhibitors none of whom ex-

pressed an interest in joining it at

the present time.
Any action on the pool will be

(Continued on Page 6)

Secondary Picketing Ruled

Illegal in N. Y. by Court

Albany—Picketing of a business
establishment because it purchased
a product made by members of a

rival union or by non-union labor

was declared illegal by the Court
(Continued on Page 6)

Richard Ettelson Dies;

Funeral Services Today

Richard Ettelson, 46, president of

Consolidated Theaters, Inc., New
Jersey circuit, died yesterday morn-

(Continued on Pdge 6)

Oklahoma Allied Reported Disgruntled
With Course Charted by National Body

By ERNEST W. FAIR
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

Oklahoma City—Allied Theater Owners of Oklahoma, recently organized affiliate of

Allied States, is reported showing signs of rebellion against the national organization.

Unit's leaders yesterday were described as "none too pleased" with the results of the

Minneapolis convention last month. Some members have openly expressed their preference

to sever all connection with Allied States and remain an entirely independent unit.

It is understood this matter will come up for attention at the new association's first

state convenion here in Oklahoma Ciy in September.

UA CLOSES PRODUCT N. J. ALLIED OKAYS

DEAL WITH WARNERS

Warner Circuit of Theaters has
closed a deal with United Artists

for the latter's entire program to

be released during the next two
vears, UA's board of directors was
advised yesterday by Murray Sil-

verstone, head of world-wide op-
erations. Negotiations were com-
pleted by Harry Gold, vice-president

(Continued on Page 6)

Roosevelt Quits UA Board;

James Mulvey Returns to It

Resignation of James Roosevelt
as a member of United Artists board
of directors and the appointment of
Fred Storm as Samuel Goldwyn's
studio publicity director were re-

(Continued on Page 6)

REJECTION OF CODE

Asbury Park, N. J.—Allied The-
ater Owners of New Jersey yester-
day approved the action of na-
tional Allied in rejecting the pro-
posed Trade Practice Code. After
a thorough discussion of the Code
and its provisions, the members
unanimously endorsed Allied's nego-
tiating committee's stand on the

(Continued on Page 7)

Functional Obsolescence
as Assessment Cut Plea

Contending that functional obso-
lescence, ignored by the city in its

theatrical assessments for tax pur-
poses, is as much a factor in value
as depreciation due to age, Louis

(Continued on Page 6)

Texas Allied Endorses Code Rejection,

Recommends No Individual Signing

Argue Fox Theaters Show
Cause Order on July 21

Petition of stockholders and cred-
itors of Fox Theaters Corp. for the
removal of Milton C. Weisman and
Kenneth Stenreich as trustees under
the liquidation plan has resulted in

an order to show cause signed by
(Continued on Page 4)

By HIX SMITH
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

Dallas, Tex.—The Board of Texas
Allied yesterday recommended to
its members that they do not sign
individually the Trade Practice Code
offered exhibitors by the distribu-
tors, and unanimously endorsed the
action of the national board of Al-

(Continued on Page 4)

Kenneth Clark of MPPDA
Heads Com. of Adv. Direc-

tors on Arrangements
Filmland will appropriately ob-

serve this coming autumn the in-

dustry's Golden Jubilee, commemor-
ating the commercial birth of mo-
tion pictures 50 years ago when the
Kinetoscope was demonstrated by
Dickson to his chief, Thomas A.
Edison, at West Orange on October
6, 1889.

Decision to hold films' half-cen-
tury of existence fete was made yes-
terday morning when the directors
of publicity and advertising of
MPPDA member companies, to-

gether with foreign department
publicity chiefs, ratified the sugges-
tion which has been under contem-
plation since June 29, last, when

(Continued on Page 7)

LAUNCH^HORT-WAVE

BROADCASTS NEXT WK.

NBC and CBS will officially

launch next week, as regular broad-
cast feautres to Europe and South
America via short wave, the pro-
grams which have for the past two
weeks been carried on experimen-
tally by these stations in co-opera-
tion with MPPDA member compa-
nies, represented by a committee

(Continued on Page 4)

Hear New Eng. Interstate

Buying Into Yamins Houses

Reports that the Interstate Cir-
cuit of New England was acquiring
an interest in two of Nathan Yam-
ins' theaters in Fall River, Mass.,

(Continued on Page 6)

Para. Plans Wide Exploitation

For Outstanding '39-40 Pix

Paramount will get behind its

outstanding pix next season with a

wide exploitation campaign, it was
(Continued on Page 5)
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Net
High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat
Col. Picts.vtc. (2i/

2 %) 8% 85/8 8%
Columbia Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. lnd

Con. Fm. lnd. pfd... 10 9% 10 + i/4
East. Kodak 164% 163% 163% — %
do pfd
Cen. Th. Eq 11 10% 11 — l/

2
Loew's, Inc 42 41% 41% + %
do pfd
Paramount 8% 8'/2 8% -f- %
Paramount 1st pfd
Paramount 2nd pfd
Pathe Film 9% 9'/2 9i/

2 + %
RKO 1% 15/8 15/8
20th Century-Fox . .. 19% 19 19% + 3/B
20th Century-Fox pfd
Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros 43/8 4% 43/8 + l/

8
do pfd 50 50 50 +2

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith B. F. ref. 6s46
Loew's deb. 3V2S46
Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. 6s55. ..

100 3-16 100 3-16 100 3-16
Para. Picts. cv. 3 %s47 88y2 88% 88i/

2 + i/
2

RKO 6s41
Warner Bros.' cv. 6s39
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48 90l/

2 90 90

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts

Sonotone Corp
Technicolor 15% 14% 14%
Trans-Lux
Universal Corp. vtc
Universal Picts

Court Upholds Regents'

Ban on "Birth of a Baby"

Albany—Action of Board of Re-
gents in refusing to license "The
Birth of a Baby" for general ex-

hibition was upheld yesterday by
the Appellate Division, 3 to 2.

Majority opinion was read by
Judge G. V. Schenck, who said there

was a difference of opinion on the
decency of the picture and that the

Court should not interfere with the

Regents' determination.
Majority opinion held that exhibi-

tion of the picture in places of pub-
lic amusement composed of adults
and children "would serve no use-
ful purpose although it may appeal
to the morbid and curious."

Fifty dollar costs and disburse-
ments were assessed against Sam
Citron and the American Committee
on Maternal Welfare, Inc., who made
the appeal.

Dissenting memorandum by
Judges Bill and Heffernan favored
annulment of the Regents' deter-

mination, holding the picture would
give "vital and needed information
to pregnant women" and that it

was treated in a "clean, dignified

and reverent manner."

Hear Thomson, Mrs. Marston

in 4A's Trial of the AFA

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES

Bid Asked
Pathe Film 7 pfd 100 103
Fox Thea. Office Bldg. 1st '46 3% 5
Loew's Thea. Realty 6s 1st '47 99i/

2 101 %
Met. Playhouse, Inc. 2nd deb. '45.. 68 70
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st '57 65% 673/8

SAFETY LLOYDS
FILM STORAGE CORP.

Storage by Reel or Vault
729 Seventh Ave.
New York City

"Ryant 9-S600 SECURITY

Even "Discovery" Vaude
at Low Ebb in Chicago

Chicago—Even "discovery" vaude-
ville is at a low ebb in this terri-

tory. In the loop, the Oriental the-

ater (Jones, Linick and Schaefer),
gives five acts "tryouts" on Monday
nights, B & K's State Lake gives

eight acts similar "tryouts" Wed-
nesday nights, while out in the resi-

dential sections of the city only the
Madlin theater on West Madison
Street, independently owned, uses
five acts for a week-end show. B
& K's Congress theater uses six

acts Saturday nights.

Kenneth Thomson, executive sec-

retary of the Screen Actors' Guild,

and Mrs. Florence Marston, its

Eastern rep., were heard at yester-

day's trial of the American Federa-
tion of Actors by the AAAA. Thom-
son read an affidavit by John Cor-
coran, former Los Angeles rep. for

the AFA, in which he alleges that
Ralph Whitehead, exec, secretary of

the AFA, had failed on numerous
occasions to lend ordinary assist-

ance to the Los Angeles branch. Mrs.
Marston alleged that Whitehead had
placed obstructions in the path of the
4A committee probing affairs of the
AFA.

Seven affidavits from AFA mem-
bers were read in which they at-

tacked the AFA for alleged failure

to give them adequate protection.
An affidavit by Al T. Smith, form-
er Frisco rep. for AFA, stated that
the membership there had never
voted on the increase in dues made
last November.
Hearing will continue this morning

and will probably be concluded dur-
ing the day.

TMAT-5 Boro Confab Delayed
TMAT meeting with Five Borough

Circuit, scheduled for yesterday af-

ternoon, was postponed for several
days because of illness of exhibi-
tor representative. Huddle has been
limelighted because outcome may
mark first union contract covering
film theater managers.

Brandt-D of C Confab July 18
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Next exhibitor De-

partment of Commerce confab is set
for Julv 18 when Harry Brandt,
president of the ITOA of New York
will confer with Dr. Willard Thorp,
Ernest Tupper and Nathan D.
Oolden. Brandt mav bring other
ITOA spokesmen with him.

Brenkert Funeral Held
Detroit—Joseph W. Brenkert, 82,

father of Karl. Neil, and Wayne
Brenkert of the Brenkert Light Pro-
iection Company, was buried at
Roseland Park Cemetery here, fol-

lowing his death at San Diego, Cal.,

from injuries received in a fall.

Texas Consolidated Plans

$150,000 Tyler Theater

Dallas—Texas Consolidated The-
aters, affiliated with the Interstate
Circuit, will build a $150,000 the-
ater in Tyler. Construction will

begin Sept. 1 and be completed No-
vember 15. The house will have a
lower floor and a balcony and will

seat 1,000 persons. Texas Consoli-
dated operates four theaters in Ty-
ler at the present time, two of
which show first-run pictures. The
new theater will replace one of the
first-run houses.

John Woolf to Hollywood
London (By Cable)—John Woolf,

general sales manager for General
Film Distributors which handles
Universal product in England, is

scheduled to leave shortly for the
U. S. and Hollywood at the invita-
tion of Universal.

New Warner-M-G-M Deal?
Frank Drew, M-G-M branch man-

ager in Cleveland, Nat Wolf, War-
ner theater zone manager and Saul
Bragin, Warner booker, are here
working on a new Warner pact, the
former three-year deal expiring this

season.

Pa. "Ecstasy" Ban Stays
Philadelphia — Judge Otto R.

Heiligman, Common Pleas Court,
upheld the censors' ban on "Ecstasy"
in a decision indicating that it was
too sexy.

B & K to Reopen the UA
Chicago—Balaban & Katz will re-

open the United Artists theater on
July 22 with Metro's "Andy Hardy
Gets Spring Fever."

COmiRG MID GOIIK

SAMUEL GOLDWYN is due here from tl

Coast on July 20 for the opening of "The Re
Glory" on July 26.

CHARLES Z. CASE, Eastman Kodak executiv
sails for Europe today on the Normandie.

JESSE L. LASKY left New Yd* yesterday afte
noon for the Coast by Unite'/C 'fines.

REGINALD ARMOUR, RKO's jfuropean gener,
manager, sails today on the Normandie for h
Paris headquarters. He was here attending tr

company's sales convention and h.o. executh
conferences.

JAMES R. GRAINGER, Republic's president
returned to home office yesterday from Bait]
more.

CONSTANCE BENNETT, film star; WILLIAll
C. MbNZIES, of Myron Selznick Production!]
LEE SHUBERT, stage producer: EDWIN P. KIL
ROE, 20th-Fox copyright advisor; LOUIS SIL

VERS, musical director of 20th-Fox; and th]
JAMES DURBINS, parents of Deanna Durbin, leav]
New York today on the Normandie for Europe. I

FRANCIS X. BUSHMAN, SR. and MRS. BUSH]
MAN arrived yesterday on the Cuba Mail Linei]

S. S. Mexico.

JOHN WOOLF, general sales manager of GFC
is scheduled to leave London shortly for Holly]
wood.

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS, JR., having complete!
his role in Paramount's "Ruler of the Seas,

1

]
left Hollywood yesterday with his bride, th

former Mary Lee Epling Hartford, for a shoi
vacation in New York, Newport and at thei]
farm in Virginia.

JAMES ELLISON and his wife are visiting al
the Corey Ford estate in Freedom, N. H.

WALTER HAMPDEN, stage star, is en routl
to Hollywood to play the role of the ArchbishoJ
in RKO's "Hunchback of Notre Dame."

EMMETT STAFFORD, of the Broadhurst The
ater, High Point, N. C, and his wife weri
callers at Paramount's World's Fair headquarter
yesterday.

HARRY NACE, Phoenix exhib., week-ended ii

Atlantic City. He leaves Saturday on his retun
to Phoenix.

NED SPARKS and daughter, LAURA, leave Chi
cago this week for a Lake of the Woods, Canada
vacation.

EDWARD G. ROBINSON sails July 28 for Lon
don.

MARVIN SAMUELSON, manager of Warners
Colony Theater, Cleveland, is vacationing witr,

his family at Oneonta, N. Y.

A. FRANK O'BRIEN, city manager for Wit-
mer & Vincent in Richmond, leaves this weed
with his wife for an extended trip through th<

West. They will spend several days in Holly-
wood.

ELIZABETH COPELAND, movie editor of th<

News Leader, Richmond, Va., will plane to Hol-
lywood late this month for a visit to th<

studios.

MILTON SHUBERT sails shortly for Europe,
i

M. M. FEDERHAR, operator of the Regeni
and Cameo Theaters in Akron, O., was a visitoi

at Paramount's World's Fair headquarters.

MILDRED WEBBER of the N. Y. offices of the

William Morris Agency, is en route East aftei

three weeks in Hollywood on business.

THE THEATRE
"A MUST, 60 ENJOY IT'VLt«

| MUST LOVE SOMEONE
with JAMES RENNIE—IRIS ADRIAN

,.„,.. . and JACK WHITE
Air-Londitioned.

VANOERBILT, West 4Sth Street

Evs. 8:40. Mat. Wed and Sat.



GREAT AS 'MONTE CRISTO'!" IS THE

ANIMOUS VERDICT OF THE PREVIEW CRIT-

ICS ON EDWARD SMALLS PRODUCTION OF

ALEXANDER DUMAS' MASTERPIECE. WATCH

OR THE BOX-OFFICE'S CONFIRMATION AT

THE WORLD PREMIERE ENGAGEMENT, THURS-

DAY, JULY 13th, AT RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL.

"Showmen who have been waiting for Small

to give them another picture like 'Monte

Cristo' needn't wait any longer. This is it."

—Motion Picture Daily

Highly entertaining. Substantial entertainment

for general appeal." —Variety

For those who like roistering melodrama, it is

just their meat." —Louella Parsons,

International News Service

"Appeal to a wide following indicates high ex-

ectations of its popularity at the box-office."

—Hollywood Reporter

"Box-office dynamite . . . one of the most im-

pressive pictures of the year. Small who won

distinction by making 'Monte Cristo' has lost

none of his flair for bringing to the screen

the immortal Dumas." —Box-Office

"Small delivers a winner to U.A. in this stir-

ring, splendid picture. Top-flight box-office

entertainment for mass and class."

—Daily Variety

"Romantic adventure accomplished in a dash-

ing and engrossing manner. Rip-roaring ac-

tion." —Los Angeles Times

EDWARD SMALL presents
The Alexander Dumas Classic

THE MAN in the IRON MASK
a James Whale Production starring

LOUIS HAYWARD and JOAN BENNETT
with Warren William • Joseph Schildkraut • Alan Hale

Directedby James Whale • Screenplayby George Bruce

RELEASED THRU UNITED ARTISTS
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LAUNCH SHORT-WAVE

BROADCASTS NEXT WK.

(Continued from Page 1)

composed of Charles E. McCarthy,
chairman; Dave Blum. Albert Dean,
Kenneth Clark and Kenneth Thom-
son.

Announcement to this effect was
made yesterday at MPPDA, follow-
ing a meeting there yesterday
morning of the directors of pub-
licity of Hays Office member or-

ganizations, and directors of pub-
licity for companies' foreign depart-
ments.
Programs will be broadcast in

six languages,—English, French,
German, Italian, Spanish and Por-
tuguese,—on four 15-minute per-
iods per week. The exact schedule
is to be announced later by the
stations.

Both networks are currently
broadcasting in these tongues to

foreign lands, and the film indus
try's news, which will be of an in

formative and promotional nature,
will go out on short wave on spe-
cific afternoons so that Europe's
night audiences, and South Amer-
ica's late afternoon and evening
audiences can tune in.

Foreign departments of film com-
panies will cull and suggest mate-
rial, which will then be prepared
by Kenneth Clark, of the Hays Of-
fice, and then turned over in pol-

ished form to NBC and CBS. Both
networks, it was learned yesterday,
have expressed gratification with
adept manner in which Clark's
scripts have been handled.

Material of a general listener-in-

terest type is being used, pictures
and fan information being timed to

create the maximum interest just

ahead or distribution in foreign
lands. Accent, too, will be placed
on U. S. stars and players going
abroad; screen fashions, and other
data of interest to pixgoers.
Programs are non-commercial.

Guercio Hospitalized
Chicago—James V. Guercio, mem-

ber of the firm of Guercio and Bar-
thel, theater equipment distributors,

is undergoing treatment at the Vet-
eran Speedway Hospital.

Best wishes from THE FILM DAILY
to the following on their birthdays:

JULY 12

Hunt Stromberg

Tod Browning

Jean Hersholt

Mike Connelly

Jetta Goudal

Sam Mintz

WITH PHIL Ai. DALY;

• • • WE have just watched a performance of a real Glamour

Girl not the phoney kind built up with makeup, lighting effects,

and a million dollar ballyhoo in fact she's a newcomer Helen

Gilbert playing the part of the schoolteacher in "Andy Hardy Gets

Spring Fever" they picked her out of an orchestra playing in Hol-

lywood if she doesn't skyrocket to stardom sensationally then all

our years of picture-doping don't mean a thing this girl has every-

thing it takes but Charm in a superlative degree and a pair

of Slumber-Eyes that will make hardboiled males swoon gorgeous

looks combined with a pulsing personality is a rare combination

but when you add to that a high order of intelligence and an extreme

naturalness in manner, then you have something to shout about

and if M-G-M don't shout they're nuts

• • • COCKTAIL party given by United Artists in the

Rockefeller Center Luncheon Club for Jimmie Roosevelt

who released a news story that is published in the news columns

of this paper ha you didn't expect this kolyum to give you

News, did you? it never has Jimmie introduced Fred
Storm, late UP Washington correspondent, who becomes the stu-

dio representative for Sam Goldwyn a great raconteur, this

Storm Jimmie Roosevelt told a good one, too after meet-

ing many of the relatives in the film biz, he had to justify his

position and Jimmie said: "Don't quote me, but I think father

is a cousin of Sam Goldwyn"

• • • ENCORE performance of "The Mikado" takes

place today at the Palace Theater with the screen responding to

audience applause for the first Gme in film history musical num-

bers which receive applause from the audience during the picture show-

ing will be repeated immediately as "encores" exactly as when per-

formed on the stage due to the experimental nature of the showing

the: encores will be performed only during the 3:15 and 9:15 p.m. shows.

• • • IT gives us great pleasure to announce that after sit-

ting up nights during the hot spell, when we couldn't sleep any-

way that we have apparently solved the double feature prob-

lem it is quite simple all the exhibitor has to do is to show
the B pictures out front on the sidewalk and thus drive the pub-

lic in desperation inside to see the A picture if this doesn't

work, then the exhib. and the industry is stuck with the double

feature for good

T T T

• • • SQUAWK from Jack Ellis, prexy of the Motion Picture Asso-

ciates who are scheduled to play a baseball game with the ITOA
team lack objects to the fact that we referred to his formal accept-

ance of the baseball challenge from the exhib. association as written in

prose when he claims it was pure limpid poetry so he sends us a
copy of the "poetry" we still say it is prose he tries to make
"query" rhyme with "very," and "Mr. Brandt" rhyme with "simply can't"

besides, the latter is not only bum rhyming but a libel on Harry

Brandt there is nothing that Mister Brandt can't do he admits

it

« « « » » »

TEXAS ALLIED URGES

NON-SIGNING OF CODE

(Continued from Page 1)

lied States Ass'n in rejecting the
Code.
The Texas unit is the first one to

urge its members to refuse to sign
the Code individually, a^"\sing some
speculation as to wh({> f or not
this will be the policy- to be ac
cepted generally by Allied and its

member units.

Col. H. A. Cole, head of Texas
Allied, is also president of the na-

tional organization.
A 50-minute phonograph record

of the discussions on the Code at

the national Allied convention in

Minneapolis was heard by the di-

rectors of Texas Allied before it

endorsed the parent body's rejec-
tion of the Code. Included on the
phonograph record were remarks
on the Code by William F. Rodgers,
head of the distributors' code com-
mittee, Gradwell L. Sears, Abe Mon-
tague, W. A. Steffes, Nate Yamins;
and others.

Argue Fox Theaters Show
Cause Order on July 21

(Continued from Page 1)

Federal Judge John P. Knox, it was
learned yesterday at his office. Or-
der is returnable July 21 at 10 a.m.

Objecting creditors will ask foB
the appointment of temporary re-
ceiver to take over assets of the
company, and will seek a restrain-
ing order to prevent transactions by
the trustees until a referee, to be
named, reports on objections to the
final accounting of Weisman as re-
ceiver. Judge Knox must deter-
mine whether the funds of the com-
pany, or those of creditors, are to
be used to pay expenses of a hear-
ing by a referee and for commis-
sions for a temporary receiver.

Philadelphia Allied Unit

Sets 6 Up-State Meetings

Philadelphia—Allied Independent
Theater Owners of Eastern Penn-
sylvania inaugurates a series of up-
state organization meetings on July
18 when a session is scheduled for
Harrisburg.
Other meetings will be held as

follows: July 19, Shamokin; 20, Air
lentown; 25, Hazelton; 26, Wilkes-
Barre; 27, Scranton.

WEDDING BELLS

Pittsburgh—Donald D. Mungello,
who operates theaters in Burgetts-
town and Slovan, Pa., and Miss Lois
Dittmar, of Burgettstown, will be
married on July 24.

Indianapolis—Herman G. Morgan,
Jr., Affiliated Theaters, Inc., and
Mary Jeanette Seller, will be mar-
ried Aug. 25 in the Third Christian
Church here. They will spend their
honeymoon in Wisconsin.
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"Andy Hardy Gets

Spring Fever"
with Lewis Stone, Mickey Rooney

M G-M 85 Mins.

GREAT -^OMEDY PERFORMANCE BY
MICKEY*. N>NEY IN FILM INTRODUC-
ING NEW oLAMOUR GIRL.

This latest in the Hardy series rings the

bell not only because of the exceptionally

fine human story and the featured work of

Mickey Rooney, but because of the appear-

ance of a girl named Helen Gilbert in the

role of a schoolteacher, who looms up as

one of the most charming personalities to

come to the screen in a long, long time.

| This story has plenty of incident, combining

I the usual formula of a dramatic episode

I in the life of the family, and the smaller

I crisis in the personal affairs of Mickey. The

j family matter involves Lewis Stone as the

i father in a crooked deal with two sharpers

| who take him and two other of the town's

citizens over for a few thousand dollars

on a fake real estate deal. But the Judge
manages to pull out of that with no financial

loss to himself and friends. Mickey's ro-

mantic adventure comprises the bulk of the

action, and also the interest, for he has a

touch of spring fever, and falls desperately

in love with the new teacher of dramatics

at the school. She is a very understanding

person, and handles the situation with great

finesse and diplomacy, with the help of the

Judge who doesn't want to see his boy hurt.

There is good comedy in the rehearsal and
.final showing of an amateur school play

which Mickey writes and in which he also

plays the leading male part with his steady

girl, Ann Rutherford, as the romantic inter-

est, she being a native girl on the isle of

Tahiti, and Mickey a rear admiral of the

U. S. Navy. The finale has Mickey realiz-

ing that his love for the teacher can never

be, and coming back to earth and his regu-

lar girl. Rooney does a grand job, his

versatility for a youngster being something
to wonder at. But this Helen Gilbert per-

son as a new glamour girl will have the

customers talking . She has charm, person-

ality, marvelous looks, and real acting ability.

CAST: Lewis Stone, Mickey Rooney,

Cecilia Parker, Fay Holden, Ann Rutherford,

Sara Haden, Helen Gilbert, Terry Kilburn,

John T. Murray, George Breakston, Charley

Peck, Sidney Miller, Addison Richards, Olaf

Hytten, Erville Alderson, Robert Kent.

CREDITS: Director, W. S. Van Dyke. II;

Screenplay, Kay Van Riper; Cameraman,
Lester White; Editor, Ben Lewis.

DIRECTION, Excellent. PHOTOGRAPHY,
The Best.

Durkee Signs for Rep. Product
James R. Grainger, Republic's

president and general manager in

charge of distribution, returned to
the home office yesterday from Bal-
timore, where, in association with
Sam Flax, Republic's franchise hol-
der for the Washington territory, a
deal was closed for company's 1939-
40 product with Frank H. Durkee,
head of Durkee Theatrical Enter-
prises. Deal is for 22 of latter's

houses in Baltimore, Annapolis and
Havre de Grace.

"They Asked for It"

with William Lundigan, Joy Hodges,

Michael Whalen

Universal 61 Mins.

COMEDY-DRAMA WITH RURAL SET-
TING RATES FAIR SUMMER ENTERTAIN-
MENT.

Rural drama with comedy sidelights. It

tells of a country editor, played by William

Lundigan, who is having a tough time trying

to keep his local sheet going. His assistant,

and general utility worker is Joy Hodges.

They have as friends Michael Whalen and

Thomas Beck, young lawyer and medico re-

spectively. To kick some life into the dead

sheet, they hop up an apparently natural

death of an old farmer with a story suggest-

ing foul play. They build this up with the

help of the sheriff, who falls for the gag.

Then the kick comes when the daughter of

the dead farmer confesses to the murder.

But this is then topped by the newspaper

editor's discovery that a gang of trucking

thieves using the dead farmer's barn had

done the killing. The yarn gets by as a

light summer concoction with emphasis on

the laughs tied up with the thrills. The
newspaper atmosphere is too far removed

from reality to carry any weight of convic-

tion.

CAST: William Lundigan, Joy Hodges,

Michael Whalen, Isabel Jewell, Lyle Talbot,

Thomas Beck, Spencer Charters.

CREDITS: Director, Frank McDonald;

Author, James B. Lowell; Screenplay, Arthur

T. Horman; Cameraman, Stanley Cortez;

Editor, Philip Cahn.

DIRECTION: Fair. PHOTOGRAPHY. Good.

Para. Plans Wide Exploitation

for Outstanding 39-40 pix

(Continued from Page 1)

disclosed yesterday by Robert M.
Gillham, ad-publicity director.

"Beau Geste," company's lead-

off pix, will have a press preview at

the Carthay Circle, Los Angeles,
next Tuesday, with approximately
30 subsequent trade screenings to

be staged throughout the country.

Pix will also be shown at the FPC
convention at Niagara Falls later

in the month. Trade screenings will

be handled by Alec Moss, Al Wil-
kie, C. N. Odell, Cliff Lewis, Terry
De Lapp, Harlan Hobbs, Rufus
Blair, Carl Kreuger.
For Bob Burns' "Leading Citi-

zen," plans include screenings for

the 48 Governors, Coast-to-Coast
broadcast by Burns from Van Bu-
ren, Ark., and a lecture tour by
Irvin Cobb, story's author.
For Bing Crosby's "The Star

Maker," plans embrace a Coast-to-
Coast broadcast honoring Gus Ed-
wards, staged by his former kid
proteges, and contests to select

most talented orphans in keys for
a "Cinderella" trip to Hollywood.
Premiere of "Geronimo," will be

staged on the Apache reservation in

Arizona, and Para, plans to have
250 Hollywood and New York news-
paper correspondents present as its

"Career"
with Anne Shirley, Edward Ellis

RKO Radio 79 Mins.

GOOD FAMILY PICTURE WITH RO-
MANTIC DRAMA OF SMALL TOWN LIFE

FEATURING CONTEST WINNERS.

This is the Jesse Lasky Gateway to Hol-

lywood tieup picture, with the girl and boy

winners given featured roles. The boy

John Archer shapes up very well, and looks

as if he can go far with proper handling.

We cannot say as much for the girl given

the screen name of Alice Eden, who strikes

this reviewer as being quite negative. How-
ever, the interest of the film does not de-

pend on the work of these two amateurs.

Edward Ellis is there, carrying the story

with competence, and in the role of the

boy's father protecting his fellow townsmen
from a major financial disaster as the local

bank fails, and helping his boy to survive

his first tragic romance, he delivers a grand

performance. The story is one of down-to-

earth realism, a typical small town drama

of the midwest. Phil Stong's novel makes
strong family entertainment. The romances

of two young couples are followed, and

while the story lacks any great dramatic

moments, the character of Ellis as the

homespun stalwart standing firmly for the

things he believes in, and fighting through

to a triumph when the whole town seems

to go against him, makes a fine wholesome
bit of screen entertainment. Anne Shirley

plays the part of the girl that John Archer

is in love with, and who marries another

boy from the home town. Good comedy
contributed by Leon Errol as the town's

loveable drunk. Selling angles: the radio

buildup on the Gateway to Hollywood con-

test; the small town story of the average

American boy and girl in love.

CAST: Anne Shirley, Edward Ellis, Sam-
uel S. Hinds, Janet Beecher, Leon Errol,

Alice Eden, John Archer, Raymond Hatton,

Maurice Murphy, Harrison Greene.

CREDITS: Producer, Robert Sisk; Direc-

tor, Leigh Jason; Screenplay, Dalton Trumbo;
adaptation, Bert Granet; Author, Phil Stong;

Cameraman, Frank Redman; Editor, Arthur

E. Roberts.

DIRECTION, Fair. PHOTOGRAPHY, Good.

guests. Pix will start in Salt Lake
City and Denver with special cam-
paigns; total of 20 test runs are
contemplated.
To exploit "Rulers of the Sea,"

Para, will send 40-foot replicas of

the Sirius and Dog Star across the
country by truck and waterways.
Pix will have its world premiere
aboard the Queen Mary here and
will be tied in with a Hollywood-
New York-London broadcast.

Similar three-city Trans-Atlantic
broadcast also will mark premiere
of "Jamaica Inn" at the Rivoli here
in the early Fall.

Premiere of "Are Husbands Nec-
essary?" is scheduled for Nassau,
Bahamas, in mid-September and
Para, will send scribes from the At-
lantic seaboard to the opening.
For "Disputed Passage," Lloyd

C. Douglas, its author, will make a
key city lecture tour prior to pix's

release.

"Hell's Kitchen"
with Stanley Fields, "Dead End" Kids

Warners 81 Mins.

RAMBLING DRAMA OF BOYS' REFORM-
ATORY CARRIES ONLY MILD THRILLS.

A confused drama of a boy's shelter run

by a crooked headmaster, with Stanley Fields

in the guise of a racketeer trying to reform

in order to make good his probationary

stint, moving in and running the home.

Fields carries the picture all the way with

his good natured comedy characterization,

trying to make the boys in the home go

straight and avoid going up to the big house

for a stretch. Grant Mitchell as the hypo-

critical head of the institution, collecting

funds from philanthropic citizens and using

the money for his own purposes, does a fine

piece of work. The "Dead End" kids seem
to be greatly overworked in spots, and their

emotionalism does not always register as sin-

cere. The story is obviously patterned after

"Boys' Town" with its self government by the

kids being suggested by Fields when he

muscles in on the crooked head of the in-

stitution and relegates him to secondary po-

sition. But Mitchell works a scheme with a

rival racketeer of Fields, and frames him into

a parole violation via a hockey game in New
York between the "Dead End" Kids and

another reformatory team. But the latter are

professional ringers, and the game is a slam-

bang affair dragged in for the thrills and

general excitement, but very illogical with

the pros playing against the kids and nobody

protesting till it is practically over. A couple

more like this and the Kids will be washed

up. It rates just so-so on a double-bill.

Margaret Lindsay and Ronald Reagan furnish

the romantic interest. Selling angles: the

"Dead End" Kids; the Fields comedy as a

reformed gangster.

CAST: The "Dead End" Kids, Stanley

Fields, Grant Mitchell, Margaret Lindsay,

Ronald Reagan, Frankie Burke, Fred Tozere,

Arthur Loft, Vera Lewis, Robert Homans,

Charley Foy, Robert Strange, Raymond Bailey.

CREDITS: Producers, Mark Hellinger,

Bryan Foy; Directors, Lewis Seiler, E. A.

Dupont; Author, Crane Wilbur; Screenplay,

Crane Wilbur, Fred Niblo, Jr.

DIRECTION, Weak. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Okay.

Dallas Variety Club Industry

Workers Picnic Saturday

Dallas—A picnic to be given by
the Variety Club at Vickery Park
Saturday for the employes of all

the film companies, Interstate Cir-

cuit, Robb & Rowley, Jefferson
Amusement Co. and the Griffith

Amusement Co. promises to be one
of the big events of the season.
Harry Sachs is general chairman.
Hyman Charninsky's orchestra will

play for dancing in the evening.

Levy Doubling for GN
Omaha— Lou Levy, Grand Na-

tional branch manager at Des
Moines, now has the Omaha ex-
change under his wing. Freddie
Horn, GN manager, has joined the
Columbia sales staff.
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BUYING POOL IN OKLA.

REPORTED AS SHELVED

{Continued from Page 1)

held back until the government's
trust suit against the majors and
the Griffiths in U. S. District Court
here has been decided and probably
nothing will be done about it unless
the membership of Allied Theaters
of Oklahoma, affiliated with Allied
States, backs the plan 100 per cent,

it is reported.
Previously, the organization re-

jected such a plan and while it

urged members to consider the buy-
ing pool if they desired to do so,

its leaders would give no endorse-
ment.

Roosevelt Quits UA Board;

James Mulvey Returns to It

{Continued from Page 1)

vealed yesterday following a meet-
ing of the company's board of di-

rectors. The announcements were
made at an informal cocktail party
on the 67th floor of the RCA Bldg.

In making the announcement of
his resignation from the board,
Roosevelt said that James Mulvey,
who formerly held the director's

post on the board, would be rein-

stated. Roosevelt explained that
his production duties required so

much of his time that he could not
adequately fill the duties of a di-

rector. He left last night by air

for Hollywood.
Storm for the last seven years

has been with the United Press in

Washington, covtering the White
House. His appointment becomes
effective next Monday. After a few
weeks in New York, where he will

study home office routine, he will

take up his permanent residence on
the Coast. Ben Washer continues
as Goldwyn's eastern publicity rep-
resentative.

Hear New Eng. Interstate

Buying Into Yamins Houses

{Continued from Page 1)

were in circulation yesterday.
Houses allegedly involved are the
Durfee and the Empire.

It also was reported that Julius
Joelson, who operates seven the-
aters in Massachusetts, would op-
erate the house now under construc-
tion in Fall River as competition to

Yamins, who has five theaters in the
town.

Printed reports to the effect that
Yamins was relinquishing his in-

terest in some of his theaters were
denied by him two months ago.

Cupid to Rescue
Chicago—Lil' ol' Dan Cupid, no less,

is coming to the aid of the box office

for the Indiana-Illinois Circuit, accord-
ing to Prexy Jack Rose.

Patronage building effect of stage
weddings in Goshen and Elkhart has led

to general circuit rush by managers to

line up prospective brides and grooms.

FILM CODE ANALYZED
By LOUIS NIZEH

EDITOR'S NOTE: THE FILM DAILY today presents the fifteenth installment of a com-
prehensive analysis of the proposed Trade Practice Code {Revision of June 10) by Louis
Nizer, member of the law firm of Phillips & Nizer, and authority on the law of screen, stage

and radio. The analysis is designed to clarify the provisions of the Code in non-legalistic

language so as to make them readily understandable to all people in the film industry. In view
of the fact that the Distributors Negotiating Committee proposes to make the Code effec-

tive for the 1939-40 season, THE FILM DAILY deems Mr. Nizer's interpretive presentation

an outstanding, timely service of inestimable value to the trade. Preservation of the daily in-

stallments, now devoted to the Rules of Arbitration, is recommended.

Installment No. 15

RULES OF ARBITRATION

I. EXCHANGE TERRITORIES

Arbitration of disputes under the Trade Practice Code or under the Rules of Arbitra-

tion shall be governed by these rules. Arbitration shall be conducted in the following

Exchange territories:

Albany, N. Y., Atlanta, Ga., Boston, Mass., Buffalo, N. Y., Charlotte, N. C, Chicago,

III., Cincinnati, 0., Cleveland, O., Dallas, Texas, Denver, Colo., Des Moines, la., Detroit,

Mich., Indianapolis, Ind., Kansas City, Mo., Los Angeles, Cal., Memphis, Tenn., Milwaukee,

Wis., Minneapolis, Minn., New Haven, Conn., New Orleans, La., New York, N. Y., Okla-

homa City, Okla., Omaha, Nebr., Philadelphia, Pa., Pittsburgh, Pa., Portland, Ore., St.

Louis, Mo., Salt Lake City, Utah, San Francisco, Cal., Seattle, Wash., Washington, D. C.

The rules come into effect after the appointment of a panel of neutral arbitrators.

II. PANEL OF NEUTRAL ARBITRATORS

In each Exchange territory there shall be appointed a panel of not less than five nor

more than ten neutral arbitrators.

Who Appoints Panel: All distributors and affiliated exhibitors and organized ex-

hibitor groups which have signed the Trade Practice Code and which carry on their business

in an Exchange territory, shall, by unanimous action, appoint the panel. An organized ex-

hibitor group may participate in such appointment if it has members who have signed the

Trade Practice Code and are operating theaters.

Compensation: Neutral arbitrators may be compensated for their services.

Qualifications: Neutral arbitrators shall preferably have an understanding and

knowledge of the motion picture industry but shall not be associated with either distribu-

tor or exhibitor interests.

(Sixteenth installment will appear tomorrow.)

Functional Obsolescence

as Assessment Cut Plea

{Continued from Page 1)

Nizer, of Phillips & Nizer, argued
in behalf of certiorari actions in-

stituted by RKO for six Manhattan
theaters before the Tri-Departmen-
tal Tax Board yesterday.

RKO is asking for a total reduc-

tion of $3,088,000 in assessments ag-
gregating $19,694,000. Former fig-

ure includes a claimed inequality

in land assessment of $1,796,500.

Theaters involved are the Palace,

58th St., Colonial, Coliseum, Alham-
bra and 95th St.

Attorney Nizer argued that al-

though erected to accommodate vau-
deville, the six houses no longer
played "flesh," making the stages,

dressing rooms, flies, lighting equip-
ment, etc., unusable. In the in-

stance of the 58th St. Theater,
counsel said, the "waste" space to-

talled 406,000 cubic feet.

Pointing out that even the Pal-
ace, once vaude's ace house, had
been forced to surrender to films,

Nizer argued that its $1,350,000 as-

sessment should be cut by $365,000.
The true value of the Palace and
other five houses, he contended, was
the cost of replacement less the
obsolescent space.

Appearing as witnesses for RKO
were Major Leslie E. Thompson,
who testified that vaude had drop-
ped 88 per cent from 1929 to 1937,
and that RKO's playing time in the

Pictures and Radio Share

Problems, Says Milliken

Atlantic City — At the luncheon

session of the National Broadcasters

Ass'n yesterday, Carl E. Milliken,

MPPDA secretary, gave a talk on
"Self Regulation in America" in

which he said the motion picture and
radio industries share the same type

of problems, paralleling each other,

as they do, in their particular place

in both world and national home life.

He explained the formation and
working of the MPPDA and praised

the work of Will H. Hays, its prexy.

He stated that both the movies

and radio need a code and self-regu-

lation as a matter of self-preserva-

tion.

same period had shrunk from 1683
to 175 weeks; A. Reoch of the RKO
real estate department; Thomas W.
Lamb, architect; Joseph W. Garry,
expert on construction, and A. N.
Gitterman, real estate expert.

Hearing yesterday was before
Commissioner Hubert T. Delaney
and representatives of comptrol-
ler's and corporation counsel's of-

fices. Should the Board, charged
with hearing certiorari actions with
a view to settlement before trial in

Supreme Court, concur in Nizer's
stand, precedent will have wide ef-

fect.

UA CLOSES PRODUCT

DEAL WITH WARNERS

{Continued from Page 1)

of UA, and Clayton Bond and Ed-
ward Hinchy, film buyers for the
Warner houses.

Deal, it is understood, is for two
years, involves all UA pf^ °-'}ct and
all Warner houses and r*4( ;«ents a
sum running well into the millions.

The Warner-UA deal was de-
scribed by Silverstone as being the
largest ever concluded between the
two organizations.

Attending the borad meeting yes-
terday, in addition to Silverstone,
were Mary Pickford, Charles
Schwartz, Captain Dennis O'Brien,
James Roosevelt and Emanuel Sil-

verstone.

Richard Ettelson Dies;

Funeral Services Today

{Continued from Page 1)

ing at his home, 25 Idaho St., Pas-
saic, where funeral services will be
held today at 1 p.m.

For several months he had been
ill, and up to the time his health
failed took a prominent part in ex-
hibition affairs in his territory, where
he operated four houses,—the But-
ler, in Butler; Ritz, Garfield; Colon-
ial, Pompton Lakes; and the Rialto
in Westfield.

Deceased was brother-in-law of'
Si H. Fabian, president of Fabian
Theaters, and is survived by three
children,—Adrian, a son, and two
daughters, Harriet and Doris.

Secondary Picketing Ruled
Illegal in N. Y. by Court

{Continued from Page 1)

of Appeals yesterday. This so-
called "secondary boycott" has been
a source of discomfort to exhibitors
whose theaters may have been sell-

ing non-union made candy or whose
signs were made by rival union
painters.

The decision was considered of
importance because of conflicting de-
cisions rendered in the lower courts.

Frisina Advances Pedrucci
Springfield, 111.—Randolph Ped-

rucci has been named assistant
booker for the Frisina circuit, with
headquarters in the Roxy Theater
building here. His place as man-
ager at Shelbyville, has been taken
by Charles Bennati of Gillespie. Pio
Pedrucci was named manager at
Gillespie.

23 Using Premiums
Chicago— Twenty-three theaters are

using premiums over the week-end in
this territory. Number using triple bills
has slumped to 10 houses. The Rosewood
Theater, an indie, continues to use four
features.
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INDUSTRY TO OBSERVE REVIEWS Of R6UJ flLfllS
ITS GOLDEN JUBILEE

(Continued from Page 1)

the sub-committee of the Adver-

tising- Advisory Council felt that
recognition of a suitable character
should be_ given to the anniversary
per se

p ^d also to promote public
interest' , all companies' new sea-
son product, together with stimulat-
ing grosses of exhibition outlets
everywhere in the nation.

Committee which will handle de-
tails of the Golden Jubilee com-
prises Kenneth Clark, public rela-

tions chief for MPPDA, chairman;
Harry Goldberg, Warners; William
Ferguson, M-G-M; Ben Grimm,
EKO-Radio; Lou Pollock, Univer-
sal; and Joel Swenson, of MPPDA's
public relations staff.

While the celebration is technical-
ly for the day, Oct. 6, on which it

is planned to hold commemorative
exercises at West Orange, Menlo
Park, or at some other locale asso-
ciated with Edison's development of

the Kinetoscope, actually the week
of Oct. 1-7, inclusive, will be used
to stimulate interest. Present plans
call for prior and subsequent weeks
as well for a campaign and promo-
tional activities.

By the first week in August, a
manual will be ready for dispatch
to all circuits and theaters, setting
forth ways and means of observing
the anniversary and building busi-
ness.

Between Aug. 15 and Sept. 1,

Will H. Hays will formally proclaim
the Golden Jubilee, and it is plan-

ned to have observances continue
through National Book Week (the
second week in November) for tie-

ups.

The committee points out that the
big emphasis will be on the Oct.

I 6 date.

Feature of the celebration plans,
embracing every wing of the indus-
try, is that any and all participa-
tion will be entirely voluntary.
Consequently, there will be no cost
to the exhibitor except that which
he freely wishes to incur in ex-
ploiting the Golden Jubilee in his

own locale.

Invitations to circuits, exhibitors,
indie organizations, civic groups,
and others, directly or indirectly
associated with filmland, will be is-

sued, asking their co-operation, and
the press of the country also will

be lined up to disseminate news of
the event.

Press material will be supplied by
the committee and then co-ordinated
by Joel Swenson.
The manual will contain sugges-

tions to the exhibition field; histor-
ical stories; publicity and exploita-
t-'^n ideas; profitable tie-ups, and
£>11 manner of material of a help-
ful, promotional nature.

Committee representatives said
yesterday that the Golden Jubilee
Celebration will launch the 1939-
40 season "with a bang."

* SHORTS *

"The World of Tomorrow"
(Pathe Reelisms)

RKO Radio 9 mins.
Shots of Fair

A very splendid presentation of
the New York World's Fair. The
photography is exceptionally worthy.
Some grand sculpture shots taken at
unusual angles, showing the various
pieces of statuary. The foreign
pavilions and administration build-
ings are shown. The scenes on the
Midway show the enormous scope of
the Fair and its variety of amuse-
ment features. A nice narration
carries the work of the camera.

"Poetry of Nature"
(Pete Smith Specialty)

M-G-M 8 mins.
Kidding Nature

A kidding satire on the beauties
of nature with its restful peace and
beauty. Pete Smith starts out with
a beautiful woodland scene, and then
switches to Mr. and Mrs. Crow, with
dad off on a thieving trip to steal
some poor bird's eggs. The adven-
tures of the crow and other wild
animals are followed, with some
funny trick shots that bring* the
laughs. Finally the crow is bested
in attempting to steal a hen's egg.
He comes home to find a big bear
climbing the tree to try and steal

the crow's eggs. Filmed by Mervyn
Freeman, the naturalist and news-
reel cameraman. Pete Smith's run-
ning comments make this quite a
funny reel.

"Wotta Nitemare"
(Popeye the Sailor Cartoon)

Paramount 7 mins.
Feast for Popeye Fans

Any and all who have experienced
the terrifying sensations of a night-
mare,—and who hasn't?—will get
plenty of amusement out of the hu-
man touches incorporated in the cur-
rent reel depicting sleeping debacle'
of Popeye. Our hero is snoozing
away in his seagoing bed when he
dreams that his arch-enemy, Bluto,
is taking his beloved Olive Oyl on
a picnic. Popeye's intercessions on
behalf of his sweetheart are in vain,
and in the fight with Bluto the most
telling blows of the gallant Popeye
are ineffectual, since Bluto is only a
figment of the snoring Sailor's

troubled sleep. Upon awakening,
Popeye is so overwrought at the
imagined beating he has received at
his rival's hands that he rushes into
the street and beats the amazed
Bluto to proverbial pulp. It's swell
for Popeye fans.

"Jockeys Up"
(News World of Sports)

Columbia 9 mins.
Inside Info

Behind the scenes with the jockeys,
showing how they make the weight,
the early morning clocking, and
many other unusual scenes that the
public knows little about. The train-
ers are introduced, including Earle
Sande, George Odom, George Con-
way, and the only woman trainer,
Mary Hirsch. Among the jockeys
seen in close-ups are Bobby Merritt,
Jimmie Stout, Wayne Wright, Irv-

ing Anderson, Don Meade, Chic
Charlton and many others.

George Stone Dead
George Stone, 61, actor in legit

and vaudeville, died Monday night

at Baldwin, L. I. Years ago he ap-

peared in "The Wizard of Oz" and
"Babes in Toyland" and with his

wife in vaudeville. He is survived

by his widow.

Lou Lefton Under Knife
Pittsburgh—Lew Lefton, manager

of the local Monarch exchange, who
has been ailing for some time, un-
derwent an operation on the spine
at Montefiore Hospital here. His
condition is reported to be fair.

Hold Thomashefsky Rites

Funeral services for Boris Thom-
ashefsky, actor who helped develop
the Yiddish theater in this country,
will be held at Gramercy Park Me-
morial, 152 Second Ave., today.

"Three Waltzes" Held
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—"Three Waltzes," dis-

tributed by Vedis, will stay a third
week at the Esquire theater.

Gaynor Joins Columbia
Leonard Gaynor, formerly a mem-

ber of the 20th Century-Fox pub-
licity department, has joined Co-
lumbia Pictures to handle special
publicity and exploitation on "Gol-
den Boy" and "Mr. Smith Goes to
Washington." This is a new de-
partment created especially because
of the importance Columbia at-

taches to these two productions.

N. W. ALLIED BUYING

COMBINE IS IN WORK

(Continued from Page 1)

come affiliated with the national buy-
ing combine now being formed.

Attendance of 24 at convention
was small. The meeting was prompt-
ly closed to trade press with W. E.
(Al) Steffes scheduled to give out
a printed release today. Much time
was spent discussing the financial

situation of the group. Steffes was
re-elected president.

Several resolutions were okayed,
including the sending of a letter offi-

cially rejecting the Trade Practice
Cede; instructions to officers to en-
deavor to obtain Minneapolis Coun-
cil legislation forbidding entertain-
ment of over 2 hours and 15 minutes
in length, in an attempt to elimin-
ate double features (a preliminary
step in obtaining state legislation);

opposing the use of commercial fea-
tures in educational institutions, and
the sending of letters to Northwest
theater owners asking them to cease
buying product until Sept. 1 when
the organization will meet again to
announce the formation of its buying
combine.

New Jersey Allied Okays
Rejection of Trade Code

(Continued from Page 1)

draft and voted to support the
national organization's policies.

The annual eastern regional con-
vention, to be held in conjunction
with the annual New Jersey Al-
lied conclave, was set for Sept. 6-8

at the Ritz-Carlton Hotel in Atlan-
tic City.

Rogers Signs Millie Coles
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Charles R. Rogers

yesterday signed under personal con-
tract Millie Coles, 19 years old, and
has changed her name to Gloria
Carter. She is now appearing in

"Our Neighbors—the Carters." Rog-
ers now has six youngsters under
personal contract.

Designed and priced for theatres

^» of every size!

RCA PHOTOPHONE

MAGIC VOICE of the SCREEN
with Rotary Stabilizer— plus SHOCK-PROOF DRIVE

ENABLES YOU TO PRESENT THE KIND OF y^<
SOUND YOUR CUSTOMERS WANT TO HEAR /^

Better sound means better box office—and RCA Tubes
mean better sound

RCA Manufacturing Company, Inc.

Camden, N.J. • A Service ofthe Radio Corporation ofAmerica



THE NEW UNIVERSAL PRESENTS

5T01EM
MILLION
GEORGERAFT CLAIRETREVOR
with DICK FORAN • HENRY ARMETTA • VICTOR JORY'
Directed by FRANK TUTTLE • Associate Producer BURT KELLYl

SCREEN PLAY BY NATHANAEL WEST . . . Original Story by Lester Colo '

He had a swell start. Born

in the gutter, graduated to

be a city savage! Life wore

thin the way he lived it...

his arms that reached for

love embraced sudden

death instead! HE HAD
TO BE HARD!

Released July 21st



American Distribs. Seek to Head Off SftfsrQuoWAct
(See Column 4 Below)
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Independent in Thought
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Allied May Spurn Commerce Dept. Parley Invitation

HAYS ASKS "REASONABIeTREEDOM" FORWDUSTRY

Neb.-W. la. MPTO Defers Code Action Until the Fall

Indie Exhibs. Will Seek to

"Get Rid of the Bad

Points"

By BILL ROMBERG
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

Omaha—Indie exhibs. of Nebraska
and western Iowa, called together

by the MPTO organization here,

shelved the Trade Practice Code for

the time being, adopting a resolu-

tion calling for "no definite action."

Charles Williams, veteran MPTO
prexy, announced the proposal would
go to a vote at the group's annual
conclave next Fall. Exhibs. attend-

ing the called meeting declared the

Code "Has both its good and bad
{Continued on Page 6)

EXCHANGES^) ADVISE

ACCOUNTS OF JUBILEE

Home offices of film companies
notified their exchanges yesterday
of the industry's intention to cele-

brate its Golden Jubilee from Oct
1-7 inclusive. Each exchange war
sent an allotment of printed slips,

to be dispatched in letters to ex-

hib ;tors.

"Early in August," the slips' text
(Continued on Page 6)

Cheapening of South Amer.
Money Upsetting Pix Market

Commenting yesterday on film

cond :tions in South and Central
America, from wlrch he recently
returned from a 14-week business
trip, Morris Goodman, Republic's

(Continued on Page 7)

Four A's Triil of AFA
Will Resume Tomorrow

Four A's in absentia trial of the
AFA will resume tomorrow with a
closed session, with some possibility

that a decision may be handed down
(Continued on Page 6)

^Freedom of the Screen"
—Defined by Hays

"Freedom of the screen means opportunity to attend a theater

with the knowledge that the entertainment to be presented will

not negative the influence of the school,

the church and the home; the certainty

that pictures bearing the seal of self-

regulation will not violate the canons of

common decency; the freedom from any

but the creative artist's best efforts, that

banality shall not masquerade as art or

entertainment. It means the freedom
from fear that pictures treating of crime

and violence may influence the youth of

the family toward a criminal career; free-

dom from subversive propaganda on the

screen that may be destructive to every

patriotic influence."

WILL H. HAYS

JACK SKIRBALL QUITS BAR ASS'N APPROVES

GRAND NATIONAL POST COPYRIGHT CHANGES

Resignation of Jack H. Skirball

as vice-president in charge of pro-

duction and as a director of Grand
National was announced yesterday
in a joint statement by Skirball

(Continued on Page 6)

The section of patent, trade-mark
and copyright law of the American
Bar Association, at its annual meet-
ing in San Francisco Monday, ap-
proved the unanimous report of its

(Continued on Page 8)

"Extremely Doubtful" If Allied Will

Accept Commerce Dept.'s Bid-Myers
N. W. Allied to Pay Steffes

$15,000 a Year for 3 Years

Minneapolis—All officers of North-

west Allied were re-elected at its

meeting here except the treasurer

who resigned. W. A. "Al" Steffes

won a three-year term as president
(Continued on Page 6)

By PRESCOTT DENNETT
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington— Allied States will

not participate in the series of in-

dustry conferences inaugurated by
the Department of Commerce while
the Neely bill is pending in the
Senate and it is "extremely doubt-
ful" if Col. H. A. Cole, Allied's

(Continued on Page 4)

MPPDA Prexy in Addressing

NAB Urges Free Screen,

Self-Regulation

By RALPH WILZ
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—A fervent plea

for "reasonable freedom for
American business to keep
abreast of changing conditions
and to erect a more stable edifice

of prosperity" was voiced here last

night by Will H. Hays, MPPDA
prexy, addressing by radio the At-
lantic City convention of the Na-
tional Association of Broadcasters
at the Hotel Ambassador.

His subject, "The Three Mirrors
of America" (press, screen and ra-

(Continued on Page 7)

U. S. DSTRIBS-FIGHT

SWISSQUOTAMEASURE

Berne (By Cable) — Representa-
tives of U. S. film distributors are
attempting here to head off quota
legislation which is held to be vir-
+ually certain of passage in some
form, and quickly.

For some time sub=;eauent to the
(Continued on Page 7)

Sales Heads Again Adiourn

Trade Practice Conference

Sales heads of the major com-
nanies will resume their trade prac-
tice Cede discussions today after a
meeting yesterday which took up
most of the afternoon. Progress
made towards revising provisions
pertaining to arbitration of clear-
ance was not revealed.

$6,000,000 Warner Loan
Agreement is Completed

Report made bv WamerBrosrPic^
tures, Inc., to SEC and made pub-
lic yesterday discloses that bank

(Continued on Page 8)
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

High Low Close

Am. Seat 12yi 12 12i/2 +
Col. Picts. vtc. <2i/

7 %) 9 9 9 +
Columbia Picts. pfd.. 26 26 26
Con. Fm. Ind 1V8 V/a 1V6 •

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd... 10V8 10 10V8 +
East. Kodak 1641/4 1627/8 164% -f
do pfd 173 173 173 —
Gen. Th. Eq U3/8 11

V

4 11% +
Loew's, Inc 42% 41% 42 '/2 +
do pfd
Paramount 9 8% 9 -f-

Paramount 1st pfd
"aramoint 2nd pfd.. 10% 9% 103/8 -f
P-the Film 10 934 10 +
PKO 15/8 15/8 1% .

20*h Century-Fox .. 20 19% 19% +
20'h Cpntury-Fox pfd
U->iv Pict. pfd
W*rn»r Bros 4% 43/8 4% +
do pfd 52 50 52 +

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith B. F. re*. 6<46.100V4 IOOV4 100% .

Loew's deb. 3V,s46. .103% 103 103% +
Para. B'way 3'55
Para. Picts. 6s55. .

.

1003-16 100 3-16 100 3-16
P"=>. P'ets. cv. 3%s47 89 88i/2 89 + V2
PKO 6'41

Wi'ner Bros.* cv. 6s39
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48 90% 90% 90% + %

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts

Sonotone Corp 1 % 1 % 1%
Technicolor 15% 14% 15% + %
Trans-Lux 1% 1% 1%
Universal Ccro. vtc
Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES

Bid Asked

Path= Film 7 ofd 100 103
Fox Thea. Office Bldg. 1st '46 33/8 5
Loew's Thea. Realty 6s 1st '47 100 101%
Met. riayhouse. Inc. 2nd deb. '45... 68 70
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st '57 65 67

V4

SAFETY LLOYDS
FILM STORAGE CORP.

Storage by Reel or Vault
7?9 Seventh Ave.
New York City

RRvant 9-5600 SECURITY

IT©A Board Goes Nautical hut Nice
On Board the "Two Smiles"— (Special by carrier pigeon to THE FILM DAILY)—The

1TOA board of directors met yesterday on J. Don Alexander's yacht to discuss the trade

code, union contracts and possible cures for seasickness. Between enjoying Alexander's

hospitality and his bottled gcods, the board decided it would be better not to issue

any statements until the effects of both wore off.

NBC Seeking Major Sports

Events for Coming Telecasts

Officials of NBC's television divi-

sion are making special efforts to
line up sport and other special events
for telecasts during the coming two
months. Tennis matches, auto races
and New York City's "Fire College"
where its prospective fire fighters
are trained are amcng the events
being considered for future telecasts.
Dramatic and vaudeville entertain-

ment for evening programs will be
continued, Thomas H. Hutchinson,
television director for NBC, states.

Five for Cine-Alliance;

"U" Will Release One

Paris (By Cable)—Cine-Alliance
directed by G. M. Rabinovitch, will

produce during the current year
five features, including one with
Danielle Darrieux which will have
dialogue in both French and Eng-
lish and will be distributed in the
U. S. and England by Universal.

Adelphi Anti-Trust Case
Going Over Till Autumn?

Chicago — Adelphi theater anti-

trust action against B & K and the
majors, scheduled to come up be-
fore Federal Judge Wilkerson to-

day, is expected to be postponed
until Fall as counsel are on vaca-
tions.

Belgian Technicians Coming
Brussels (By Cable)—The Asso-

ciation of Cinema Technicians will

sail for Canada and' New York on
Sept. 2. Its members will stay in

New York for eight days and at-
tend the World's Fair premiere of
the Belarian picture, "Brazza," deal-
ing with the conouest of the Congo,
at the Belgian Pavilion.

Lachman to Direct in (J. K.

Paris (Bv Cable)—Harry Lach-
man, the American director who is

here directing "La Belle Mariniere,
Mistigri," will shortlv go to Eng-
land to direct for 20th Century-Fox
"They Came on the Night."

Capt. Norton Recovering
London (By Cable)—Capt. Rich-

ard Norton is recovering in the Yeo-
vil Hospital from a fractured rib,

injuries to the chest and mouth sus-
tained in a motor accident.

Oaks Floyd Dead
Pittsburgh—Oaks Floyd, brother

and partner of Glenn Floyd who op-
erates theaters in Follansbee, W.
Va., and Mopaca, died of a heart
attack.

"Hitler, Beast of Berlin"

To Be Made As PPC Special

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Ben N. Judell's Pro-

ducers Pictures Corp. will make
"Hitler-—the Beast of Berlin" as a
special with increased budget, it was
disclosed yesterday. Judell says pix
will pull no punches.
PPC starts production activities

July 24 when Tim McCoy goes before
the cameras in "Texas Renegades,"
first of a series of eight mellers built

around the character of a frontier
marshal. Next to start will be "The
Man from Oklahoma," first of a
series of eight "Tales of Billy, the
Kid" with George Huston as Billy.

In August, Judell will start

"Wanted for Murder" and "The Is-

land of Fear," the latter based on
Jack London's "A Thousand Deaths."

Another Para. Partner May
Succeed Trendle in UDTC

Detroit — Leonard Goldenson is

making a survey of the local film

theater situation following George
W. Trendle's resignation as presi-

dent of United Detroit Theaters. He
returns to New York about Satur-
day to report to Barney Balaban,
president of Paramount.

It is considered likely that a Para-
mount partner from another terri-

tory may step in. Goldenson said,

"There is no intention of making
any changes in the present person-
nel."

M-G-M and Fox Midwest
Talk New Product Deal

New product deal between M-G-M
and Fox Midwest Theaters is being
talked here. Harris P. Wolfberg,
M-G-M district manager, and Frank
Hensler, Kansas City branch manag-
er, arrived in New York yesterday
for the confabs.

First French Technicolor Pix

Paris (By Cable)—First French
picture filmed in Technicolor will

be "Main Street of Paris" (tempor-
ary title meaning the Seine River),
which J.-C. Bernard is now direct-

ing. Technicolor camera crew was
sent over from London. The film

is destined for showing at the New
York World's Fair.

52's Board Refers Pact

At board meeting of Sound Techni-
cians' Local 52, IATSE, on Tuesday
night, the directorate decided to leave
the entire matter of the agreement
covering working conditions at all

New York studios to a special mem-
bership meeting which will be called

within the next two weeks.

cominG add going

HAROLD LLOYD is here from the Coast.

FRANK HENSLER, M-G-M manager in Kansas
City, and HARRIS P. WOLFBERG, district man-
ager, are in New York.

HOWARD DIETZ flew to England yesterday on
the Dixie Clipper.

OSCAR S. OLDKNOW, vice-president of Na-
tional Theater Supply, has returned to the Coast
from New York after two-weeks of^

1
"tie office

conferences. ( (

RAY COLVIN, head of Exhibitors' supply, ac-
companied by his wife, her sister, daughter and
sen, has motored here from St. Louis for a two
weeks' vacation and to take in the World's
Fair.

ROBERT RISKIN, to be associated with Frank
Capra in Frank Capra Productions, arrives here
from the Coast tomorrow for a few days' stop
en route to Europe for a vacation.

FRANK DONOVAN, RKO production man-
ager, returned to the New York office Tues-
day from Sun Valley, Ida., where a Sportscope
on trout fishing was filmed.

FRED C. DETMARS, camera technician with
the permanent Technicolor camera crew at the
Eastern Service Studios, has left for Califcrnia
where he will be assigned on temporary loan
to M-G-M for work on "Northwest Passage."

MORRIS LEONARD, B & K counsel, has re-

turned to Chicago from the Coast where he
attended a birthday fete for Herman Webber
and Leo Spitz at the former's Woodside, Calif.,

estate.

Col. Merges to Simplify

Corporation Structure

Albany — Certificates have been
filed in office of the Secretary of
State here under which Columbia
Pictures Corp., parent company, has
merged into itself Columbia Pic-
tnures Corp. of California, Ltd., and
Columbia Pictures Distributing Co.,

Inc.

Move is made to simplify Colum-
bia's corporate structure.

Warner Theaters Quit

Chi. Exhib. Association

Chicago—Warner circuit has re-
signed from the Chicago Exhibitors
Association, it was learned yester-
day.

Arnstein Suit Dismissed
Federal Judge Edward A. Conger,

in an opinion handed down yester-
day, dismissed after trial all counts
of the suit of Ira B. Arnstein against
Ascap, Warner Bros. Pictures, Inc.,

NBC, CBS, and a large number of
music publishing firms. The Court
stated that Arnstein's contention
that the defendants had plagiarized
a large number of his songs was un-
supported by the evidence.

THE THEATRE
"A MUST GO ENJOY IT."

—

Walter WincheU

GYPSY ROSE LEE Co™V^*with MUSIC

I MUST LOVE SOMEONE
with JAMES RENNIE—IRIS ADRIAN

Air-Conditioned. and JACK WHITE
VanderbMt. W 43th St. *vs. 8:40

Mats. Wed. & Sat.
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TARZAN TIPS!
Successful Exploitation Ideas

From Profitable Engagements!
It's easy to duplicate the ideas and the PROFITS!]

LOUISVILLE, KY. A swimming contest was conducted to find

Louisville's Tarzan. City winner received a Tarzan Trophy and
a trip to Indianapolis, Indiana, to compete in the Kentucky-

Indiana State Finals. The State winner received a trip to the

New York World's Fair with all expenses paid.

JOHNSTOWN, PA. The Cambria Theatre, arranged with Cole

Brothers and Art Mix Circus to have their elephants carry

picture banners in the circus parade. A Tarzan Call Contest

was exploited over the theatre's PA system with winner receiv-

ing a cash prize of $10 and runners-up free movie tickets.

ROCHESTER, N. Y. Caged lion exhibit displayed in front of

Loew'sTheatre for four days prior to and during picture opening.

Jungle atmosphere prevailed with animal skins strung around

marquee. "California Jack" was in charge of the exhibit and
answered questions relating to his travels in the African wilds.

Man in gorilla costume rode a bicycle on the streets for three

days. Band paraded to theatre on opening day.

ASBURY PARK, N. J. The St. James Theatre sponsored the

first major swim meet of the season, at this noted resort, for its

engagement of "Tarzan Finds a Son!" Awards consisted of a

gold trophy, a trip to the New York World's Fair and 13 other

prizes. The Tarzan Swim Meet was held at the Natatorium

and was exploited by the Asbury Park Evening Press.

WASHINGTON, INDIANA. Through arrangement with the

Indiana Theatre, and the Washington Democrat, a state -wide

contest for a Tarzan type of swimmer was put over. The stunt

had the cooperation of the mayor and the president of the local

chamber of commerce. Voting coupons appeared in the paper

and readers were urged to cast their votes for the young man
they felt was best qualified to represent Washington in the

Indianapolis finals. One of the prizes in this big promotion

undertaking was a trip to the New York World's Fair. The
contest was widely published in many cities in the States of

Indiana and Kentucky.

CLEVELAND, OHIO. Loew's State Theatre prepared a big

jungle float for its play dates. Mounted elephants, tigers

and lions were shown together with a man dressed in animal

skins, who gave the Tarzan Yell. Mounted animals were also

displayed in the lobby and an atmospheric jungle front at-

tracted plenty of attention.

BINGHAMTON, N. Y. The Strand Theatre exploited a Tarzan

Camera Contest. Contestants were instructed to take pictures

of children with any kind of an animal. Three fine cameras

were awarded winners who bore the closest resemblance to

Johnny Sheffield.

SEYMOUR AND FRANKLIN, INDIANA. The Vondee and
Artcraft Theatres, respectively, tied in with the Washington

(Indiana) state-wide Tarzan swim contest.

SOUTHAMPTON, L. I., N. Y. The spectacular Tarzan Float,

which was seen by New York City's millions who turned out

to greet England's King and Queen, and which ballyhooed

New York City's Capitol Theatre engagement, was a feature in

American Legion's Fourth of July parade. The Southampton
Press publicized the presence of the Tarzan Float in front page

stories.

HARRISBURG, SCRANTON AND WILKES-BARRE, PA. Due
to promotion enterprise Harrisburg had a long line of standees

waiting for the opening performance. M-G-M's Tarzan Float

covered part of Pennsylvania after its ballyhoo for the Capitol

Theatre (N. Y.) engagement. Tarzana, the movie chimpanzee,

was a feature of the animal float and attracted large crowds in

Harrisburg, Scranton, Wilkes-Barre. Comerford Theatres

played the picture in the last two cities. All newspapers cooper-

ated with art and stories on Tarzana.

NEWARK, N. J. Loew's State Theatre searched for a local

"Tarzan, Jr." on the basis of athletic development and resem-

blance to Johnny Sheffield. The winner and his mother were

guests ofJohnny Weissmuller at the World's Fair and the stunt

broke the city's newspapers.

WATERBURY, CONN. Loew-Poli Theatre backed the engage-

ment with one of the biggest campaigns ever seen on a jungle

picture attaining coverage by using all ideas, missing no bets!

VANCOUVER, CANADA. The Vancouver Sun conducted a

contest along the line of
—"Have You a Little Tarzan in Your

Home?" Youngsters who most closely resembled Johnny
Sheffield, "Tarzan Jr.", or who most closely approximated a

set of physical measurements, were eligible to enter. Cash prizes

and a free trip to the New York World's Fair were the prizes.

The Orpheum Theatre participated.

"TARZAN FINDS A SON!" with the one and only JOHNNY WEISSMULLER • Maureen O'Sullivan and John Sheffield,

Ian Hunter, Henry Stephenson, Frieda Inescort, Henry Wilcoxon, Laraine Day • Screen Play by Cyril Hume • Based upon
the Characters Created by Edgar Rice Burroughs • Directed by Richard Thorpe • Produced by Sam Zimbalist
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prexy, or other Allied representa-
tives will respond to ihe Depart-
ment's invitation.

The Film Daily was so advised
yesterday by Abram F. Myers, Al-
lied's board chairman and general
counsel, who denied that Colonel
Cole would come to Washington for

a meeting with Dr. Willard Thorp
of the D of C next Wednesday.

Assailing the Commerce meet-
ings as an effort on the part of the
majors to forestall action on Neely's
bill, Myers said: "What's the sense
of proceeding with investigation of

the motion picture industry by the

Commerce Department when the
Justice Department has been in-

vestigating all along? The majors
wanted to play one Department
against the other, but after secre-

tary Hopkins' letter to Senator
Neely, they have lost interest."

The Allied General Counsel ex-
pressed doubt if the majors will fol-

low up the conferences inasmuch as
Hopkins wrote Neely that the meet-
ings were not intended to interfere

with consideration of the block-book-
ing bill.

The Neely bill may come up for

Senate consideration today; measure
is automatically the unfinished busi-

ness of the upper house after the
disposition of the social security
amendments.

Majority Leader Alben Barkley
told Neely that there has been no
effort to sidetrack the bill and that,

personally, he "not only has no in-

tention but no desire in any way to

interfere with its consideration."

Tully Promoted
Rico D. Tully, formerly National

Supervisor, has been appointed
Branch Manager and Director of
Research of the Portland, Ore. area,
effective immediately. He is to re-

place F. B. Gamble, forced to re-
sign because of ill health.

R F Transfers Briggs
R. L. Briggs, former supervisor

and research salesman for the Port-
land, Ore., Branch of Ross Federal,
has been transferred to the Seattle
Branch, where he will act as re-

search salesman.

Best wishes from THE FILM DAILY
to the following on their birthdays:

JULY 13

Carl E. Milliken

Sidney Blaekmer

Cornelius Keefe

with PHIL At. DALY;
• • • MAN IN the Iron Mask parades to offices of the various film

editors and reviewers on ihe metropolitan papers and the editors of the

trade papers it was a strong novelty plug for the United Artists'

picture of the same title, with the production opening at the Music Hall

the Masked Man had a large crowd trailing him all over the

streets, and clogging up corridors of buildings as he made his way about

town T T
• • • INVITATIONS have been sent to all film men in the

New Haven district to attend the fourth annual Connecticut

MPTO golf tournament at Racebrook Country Club on Aug-

ust 1 the activities will begin with a nine-hole qualifying

round at 10 a.m., with luncheon at 1 p.m. followed by an 18-

hole tournament play entertainment and awarding of prizes

in the evening the committee on arrangements consists of

Irving C. Jacocks, Jr., Ed Levy, Edward Raffile, Lou Anger, Leo

Bonoff, Harold Eskin, B. E. Hoffman, Adolph G. Johnson, Arthur

Lockwood, Sam Rosen, Harry F. Shaw, Max Tabackman

T T
• • • THAT stunt of the "encore" performance of "The Mikado" at

the Palace Theater went off in fine order a special trailer explained

that the encores of the pop numbers would be given, the first time such

a thing had been tried on the screen there were four encores

with an extra projection machine cutting in with duplications of the big

singing numbers it went very smoothly, and the audience seemed

to enjoy the novelty it was the idea of Louis Pollock of Universal's

publicity dep't Johnnie O'Connor of the RKO Theaters arranged for

the Palace tryout T
• • • LARGE and attractive window card is being distrib-

uted to some 5,000 dealers throughout the country by the House of

Westmore in a tieup with Warners on "Daughters Courage-

ous" the large chain stores are in on the tie-up the card

plugs the Westmore cosmetics which these stores handle, and fea-

tures the three Lane Sisters and Gale Page, using different kinds

of makeup to suit their particular coloring and hair styles

• • • AS a charter member of the Sidewalk Superintendents' Club

of Rockefeller Center we are proud to announce that the club has

entered upon its final duties, supervising the fourteenth and last building

of the Center the blasting is now going forward on the Sixth Ave.

site at the corner of 48th St the club's headquarters have been

shifted fourteen times we members of course meeting on the side-

walk in front of each new construction job a charter member of

this Club can easily be recognized anywhere his head is constant-

ly shifting from side to side, following the movements of the Lorain Diesel

giant shovel as it scoops up the rocks and dirt, swings around and dumps

the load in a waiting truck, and then swings back again members

can never land jobs in Hollywood studios, for their heads are constantly

saying "No" instead of "Yes" ......

T T
• • • IT is true that a grandchild was born to Moe Streimer

of United Artists please ignore all previous notices, as this

notice is Official the emergency banquet thrown at the Tavern

yesterday was by way of a celebration, and most of the United

Artists home office staff seemed to be there there was some
talk of sending the luncheon bill to Moe. . . • President J. Don
Alexander of the Alexander Film Company reports that the ex-

port department handled by Charles Light will double this year

the foreign sales over the 1938 figure and the 1938 sales dou-

bled those of 1937 which gives you a slight idea as to the sort

of job Charlie Light is doing in over 30 foreign countries on ad

films

DRT€ BOOK

July 24: Clyde Eckhardt silver anniversary din
ner, Casino Room, Congress Hotel, Chicago

July 24:
mit

Cincinnati Variety Club outing, Sum
Hills Country Ciub.

July 24-27: Famous Players Canadian managers
convention, General Brock Hotel, Niagara
Falls, Ont.

July 27: ITOA all-industry outing, Indian Point,

tourna-July 28: Cleveland Variety Club/*'' 'Jt

ment, Beechmont Country Clt i

Aug. 1 : Fourth annual MPTO of Connecticut golf

tournament, Race Brook Country Club,
Orange.

Aug. 1-4: Schine Enterprises convention, Clov-
ersville.

Aug. 4-7: Cibraltar

Denver.
Enterprises convention,

Aug. 8-10: National Theaters regional conven-
tion, Kansas City.

K. sales convention,Aug. 10: RKO Radio U.

Trocadero, London.

Aug. 14-16: National Theaters regional conven-
tion, Los Angeles.

Aug. 21 : Cincinnati Variety Club golf tourna-
ment, Summit H .lis Country Cub.

International Film Festival, Cannes,Sept. 1-15:
France.

Sept. 14-16: Biological Photographic Association
convention, Mellon Institute for Industrial

Research, Pittsburgh.

Oct. 1-7: Film industry's Colden Jubilee.

Oct. 15: Pittsburgh Variety Club banquet,
William Penn Hotel.

Oct. 16-19: SMPE Fall convention, Hotel Penn-
sylvania.

Nov. 29: Motion Picture Associates dinner dance.
Hotel Astor.

Big-Screen Television

For 3 More London Houses

London (By Cable)—Baird tele-

visian installations are to be made
in three more London theaters—the
Gaumont, Haymarket, the Gaumont
Palace, Hammersmith, and the Gau-
mont Palace at Lewisham—doubling
the number of theaters having Baird
large-screen tele installations in

London.

Scophony recently announced it

would install tele screen in the
Swiss Cottage, Odeon, also a subur-
ban house.

CEA Silent on Maxwell's

Proposal for Production

London (By Cable)—CEA official-

dom maintained strict silence yester-
day on the proposal by John Max-
well that the exhib. organization
line up 1,000 theaters and form a
production company. Maxwell is pre-
pared, he says, to finance an ap-
proved scheme of this nature.

WEDDING BELLS

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles — Betty Warner,

younger daughter of Harry M. War-
ner, was married here yesterday to
Milton Sperling, screen writer.
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Paramount Pictorial

(No. P8-11)
Paramount 10 mins.

Good Entertainment

Comprising a trio of stories about
water, this one-reeler has a very
definite practical and psychological
value as Summer screen fare. Foot-
age is good entertainment, dealing
as it does with scenic shcts attend-
ing the argosy of a boatman along
the romantic and history-laden
waterways of Old England. Audi-
ence is then transported to th Philip-
pines where is depicted the strange
but ingenious method of supplying
fish commercially to the inhabitants.
Instead of waiting until the fish have
matured in the sea, they are col-

lected while small and then raised
to maximum size in fish-farm pools.

Concluding sequence is down at the
beach of a U. S. resort, and shows
efficient patrolling by life guards,
latter's duties, and a staged rescue.

"The Bear That Couldn't Sleep"
(Rudolph Ising Cartoon)

M-G-M 9 mins.
Class

Mr. Bruin gees in to his cabin for
his Winter sleep. Then the interrup-
tions start, with the roof leaking on
his bed, the windows blowing open,
the fire f^-ackling and popping. Then
some Cj rs get down his pajamas,
and tht^fcd starts to sizzle. Bruin
lights out into the snow to cool off,

and the door of his hut slams shut.

By the time he manages to get back
inside and straighten things out,

Spring has arrived, and he has to

desert his bed again. Done in Tech-
nicolor.

"Riding the Crest"
(Sportscope)

RKO Radio 9 mins.
Exciting

Fine camera shcts of the fun at
Waikiki. Starts with the maneuver-
ing cf sailboats through the danger-
ous coral reefs and the surf. Then
the native boys riding the combers
on their surfboards. The shots are
very good, being closeups that fol-

low the riders in from the time they
start till they ride safely through
the final crest to the beach. Very
exciting. The surf board technique
is shown in detail, and it proves to

be quite a complicated art, and dang-
ei-ous. Seme nice stunting with a
tandem surfboard, and also canoeing,
complete a most interesting study of
the famous Hawaiian beach. Pro-
duced by Frederic Ullman, Jr. Su-
pervised by Frank Donovan.

"The Greener Hills"

(A Miniature)
M-G-M 11 mins.

Human
The sprightly yarn of Mr. Miller,

an incurable optimist, who is always
chucking up his job or business to
try something new. Wifie and the
boy and girl try to humcr him, figur-

ing that some day he may make that
million he is always talking about.

He takes over a peanut farm, and
immediately starts off on a bee-hive
industry, leaving the wife and kid-
dies to run the peanut farm. He
comes back broke, to find the family
has made gcod by sticking to one
thing—peanuts. Cured of his wan-
derlust, he settles down. Featured
are Emmett Vogan, Grace Stafford,
Cora Sue Collins, Ronnie Cosby. Di-
rected by Sammy Lee, from a script
by Alfred Giebler. Produced by Jack
Chertok.

"Lucky Pigs"

(Color Rhapsody)
Columbia 7 mins.

Lively Cartoon
Good satire on the income tax,

with Mama and Papa Pig winning
the big sweeps prize. They start
to spend, starting with a gorgeous
mansion and all that goes with it.

But when the tax man starts to col-

lect, they are right back in the pig
pen with the little piggies, where
they all started. Produced by Charles
Mintz. In Technicolor.

"Devil Drivers"

(Sportscope)
RKO Radio 8 mins.

Racing Thrills

The road racing in various parts
of Europe is covered in some excit-

ing scenes of daredevil driving.
Mcnte Carlo, Tripoli and the Grand
Prix at Neuville. Then the Doning-
ton Park Races in England. But the
exciting races are those on the dirt

track in the United States, with the
Indianapolis classic providing the
thrills and spills. The latter are piled

on with a series of smashups, with
cars and their drivers hurtling into

the air. Other shots show midget
car racing. Produced by Frederic
Ullman, Jr. Supervised by Frank
Donovan.

"Miracles of Modernization"
FHA 10 mins.

Swell Inside on Better Homes
Produced by RKO Pathe News for

FHA with Frederic Ullman, Jr.,

Pathe chieftain at the helm, this

Technicolor short should prove of in-

terest to every home owner through-
cut the country. It shows the mir-
acles of modernization in small
houses and large houses, and how
the average man can do the same
thing. The color adds to the natural
outdoor beauty of the settings, and
the film all in all is a credit to the
production department of Pathe.

"The Scared Crows"
(Betty Boop Cartoon)

Paramount 7 mins.
Amusing to Audiences

Betty, with her trusty pup, Pudgy,
as company, is working on the farm
when a band of unruly crows decide
to have a feast for themselves, and
accordingly pilfer the seeds with
which have just been sown. To pre-
vent disaster, Betty gets a scare-
crow in S.O.S. fashicn, frightening
the raiding crows. Latter, however,

repair to her house where they do a
good job of raiding the pantry
shelves, aside from making life mis-
erable for Pudgy with their high-
jinks and sharp beaks. However,
the scarecrow is enlisted for service
again and the crows are driven off.

Dave Fleischer directed this amusing
Max Fleischer Cartoon, which audi-

ences will like.

"Picturesque Udaipur"
(FitzPatrick Traveltalk)

M-G-M 8 mins.
Fine Travel

A fine camera survey in gorgeous
Technicolor shots of this ancient city

of India. Contrasts are shown in the
life of the humble Hindus in the
streets and market places, and the
upper caste in the beautiful palace,

where the motion picture machine
penetrates for the first time through
a special dispensation that Fitz-

Patrick secured. The multiform
life of the city is seen in close-ups,

a very interesting glimpse cf a little-

known corner of India.

"Tempo of Tomorrow"
(Headliner A8-11)

Paramount 10 mins.
Well-Made Ork Reel

Alluring voices of Stuart Allen,

baritone, and of the comely and pop-
songstress, Patricia Gilmore, add va-
riety to this well-made and melodic
ork short featuring Richard Himber
and His Orchestra. Leo Robin and
Ralph Rainger are composers of
"The Prom Waltz" number sung by
Allen, who also renders "Alone at

the Station." The Patricia Gilmore
highlight is "Listen My Heart." Tab
reel has swing climax with a torrid

composition "Gettin' Off." Himber's
music is colorful and bound to please.

Leslie Roush directed the short.

"The Technique of Tennis"
(News World of Sports)

Columbia 10 mins.
Inside Stuff

Good tennis technique for the
lovers of the sport, with Lloyd
Budge, brother of the famous Don,
showing the various tricks of the
trade as he instructs some pretties

who are there for atmosphere. The
proper swing, the grip, the forehand,
backhand, serve, footwork, timing,
all are treated cleverly. The finale

has Lloyd giving a demonstration of
all-round skill.

"Life Begins for Andy Panda"
(Walter Lantz)

Universal 8 mins.
Andy Panda, a cub, makes an

auspicious debut in the cartoon
world. The subject opens with fel-

low denizens of the forest offering

various names for the newly born
off-spring of Papa and Mama Panda,
but the parents decide on the name
of Andy. Papa Panda warns Andy
rot to wander from the forest, but
Andy insists he wants to get in a
newsreel. He steals away from the
forest and is chased by pigmy hunt-
ers. Papa and Mama try to res-

cue Andy, but it is a little skunk
who frightens away the hunters and
it is really Andy who saves his

parents.

"Swinguette"
(Pathe Reelism)

RKO Radio 8 mins.
Classy Dance

Arthur Murray presents his ball-

room dancers in some very modern
terpsichore that combines class with
swing, done in the ritzy atmosphere
of the Crystal Ballroom of the Ritz-

Carlton. The audience is invited to

join in, and no doubt the audience
in the theaters on viewing it would
be glad to join also, if they can find

room in the aisles. The music and
the steps are very catchy. Produced
by Frederic Ullman, Jr. Supervised
by Frank Donovan.

"Farewell Vienna"
(Paragraphic)

Paramount 10 mins.
Fine Symphony

Fine orchestral presentation of

the famous National Philharmonic
Orchestra, playing an original com-
position, "Farewell Vienna," writ-

ten by Frederick Feher, the conduc-
tor. Some fine waltz melodies make
this a number that should please

generally. The photographic pres-

entation has been admirably handled.

FOR REEL SHIPPING

ECONOMY PHONE

RAILWAY
EXPRESS

You get complete, day and night, nation-

wide film shipping service right to your

door at neili economical rates. Reduc-

tions apply to shipments of 21 lbs. or less

regardless of distance shipped and up to

50 lbs. for shorter distances. No extra

charge for pick-up and delivery in all

cities and principal towns and for insur-

ance up to $50.00. For 3-mi!e-a-minute

deliveries—use AlR EXPRESS—2500 miles

overnight—at low cost too! Merely phone

the nearest RAILWAY EXPRESS office for

quick action.

1839 . . . A Century of Sen ice . . 1939

RAILWA XPRESS

NATION-WIDE RAIL-AIR SERVICE
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EXCHANGES TO ADVISE

ACCOUNTS OF JUBILEE

(.Continued from Page 1)

reads, "you will receive by mail,
free of charge, a manual containing
suggestions for participation in the
Golden Jubilee of motion pictures.

"This manual is being prepared
for the express purpose of aiding
you to utilize the occasion to in-

crease attendance in your theater,
and, further, to popularize motion
picture entertainment.
"Watch for the manual. It will

be to your advantage."
A committee meeting will prob-

ablv be held during the coming
week, it was said yesterday by
Kenneth Clark, chairman.

Fort Worth Theaters Join
Summer Season Ballyhoo

Ft. Worth, Tex.—Fort Worth the-
aters for the first time have joined
with local business men and civic

groups in promotion of the "Greater
Summer Show Season" for Fort
Worth, in the campaign to make
this city the southwest's amuse-
ment center. Advertising campaign
stresses bigger movies to be seen
here, bigger name bands on hand
at dance spots, and Casa Manana,
the open-air cafe-theater which
opens July 21, for the fourth season.
The William Morris Agency is pro-
ducing the revue this year which
features such screen names as Russ
Morgan's orchestra, Frances Lang-
ford, Ray Bolger, and others, as
well as Bob Burns, in one-nighter
engagement in August.

Interstate Circuit is running daily
trailers on the Summer Show Sea-
son in 40 theaters in surrounding
territory. Newspaper, radio and bill-

board advertising is being used also.

P. C. Levy, city manager for
Interstate theaters here, is general
chairman for the Greater Summer
Show season campaign.

Cozine to Do Shorts Series

Ray Cozine, former Paramount
director, will shortly start produc-
tion on a new series of two-reelers
in a "Search for New Talent" idea
at the Astoria studios. Cozine has
been identified with a great many
feature productions as well as hav-
ing made tests for most of the stars
out in Hollywood.

Reopening In Slickville

Pittsburgh—The theater in Slick-
ville, which has been closed a num-
ber of years, has been taken over
by Albert Sack of Vandergrift. The
house will be remodeled and new
equipment installed, and will be
ready for reopening about Aug. 5.

B. & K Using "Name" Bands
Chicago—"Name" bands policy is

being pushed for the Balaban &
Katz ace Chicago theater. Rudy Val-
lee is set for week of July 28 and
Gene Krupa the week of Aug. 11.

FILM CODE ANALYZED
By LOUIS NIZER

EDITOR'S NOTE: THE FILM DAILY today presents the sixteenth installment of a com-
prehensive analysis of the proposed Trade Practice Code (Revision of June 10) by Louis
Nizer, member of the law firm of Phillips & Nizer, and authority on the law of screen, stage
and radio. The analysis is designed to clarify the provisions of the Code in non-legalistic
language so as to make them reaaily understandable to all people in the film industry. In view
of the fact that the Distributors Negotiating Committee proposes to make the Code effec-
tive for the 1939-40 season, THE FILM DAILY deems Mr. Nizer's interpretive presentation
an outstanding, timely service of inestimable value to the trade. Preservation of the daily in-

stallments, now devoted to the Rules of Arbitration, is recommended.

Installment No. 16

III. PERMANENT ARBITRATION BOARD
(1) Appointment of Panels: In addition to the panel of neutral arbitrators,

there shall be a panel of ten arbitrators appointed by distributors and affiliated exhibitors,

and another panel of ten arbitrators appointed by all organized exhibitor groups, in the Ex-

change territory. In this manner, there will be created three distinct panels in each
Exchange territory:

(a) Five to ten neutral arbitrators appointed by distributors, affiliated exhibitors and
organized exhibitor groups.

(b) Ten arbitrators appointed by distributors and affiliated exhibitors.

(c) Ten arbitrators appointed by organized exhibitor groups.

Who May Appoint Panels: Distributors, affiliated exhibitors and organized ex-

hibitor groups may participate in the appointment of these panels which have signed the

Trade Practice Code and which carry on their business at the time of the appointment.
An organ.zed exhibitor group may participate if it has members who have signed the

Trade Practice Code and who are operating theaters.

Unanimous Appointment: The ten arbitrators appointed by the distributors and

affiliated exhibitors must be selected by unanimous action of that group. Similarly, the

ten arbitrators appointed by the organ.zed exhibitor groups must be selected by unani-

mous action.

No Compensation: The arbitrators on the two panels thus appointed, unlike the

neutral arbitrators, snail rece.ve no compensation.

Associated With Industry: The arbitrators on these two panels, unlike the

neutral arbitrators, will be associated with some branch of the motion picture industry.

(Seventeenth installment will appear tomorrow.)

N. W. Allied to Pay Steffes Four A's Trial of AFA
$15,000 a Year for 3 Years

{Continued from Page 1)

at $15,000 per year. The board of

directors is to decide date of the

September meeting within 10 days.

President Steffes was instructed to

appoint a committee to work on the

buying combine plan in preparation

for the meeting.

The Northwest box office situation

was thoroughly discussed and resolu-

tions to close all member theaters
in the Twin Cities were defeated, but
indications were that about 10 houses
would close by August.

Other resolutions included: thank-
ing Steffes for his services, condemn-
ing film advertising companies for

multiple business ads and single

screen units, empowering officers to

take court action to collect dues,
ordering officers to notify members
to watch renewal dates on National
Screen Service contracts.

Steffes ridiculed trade papers which
have carried rumors of dissension in

Northwest Allied, stating no attempt
was made to get out state members
to the meeting, and that all was
harmony among those present.

Para.'s "L'Empire Francais"

Paris (By Cable)—Paramount has
completed a documentary film en-
titled "L'Empire Francais," under
the direction of Philippe Este, with
montage by Fred Orain and sound
by Jean Putel. Pix deals with
France's colonial empire.

Will Resume Tomorrow

{Continued from Page 1)

at its conclusion, it was said last

night.
At yesterday's session, Kenneth

Thomson, SAG exec, and second vice-

president of the AAAA, and Allen
Corelli, executive secretary of the
Theater Authority and former mem-
ber of the AFA Council, were stai

witnesses.
Thomson charged that since 1937

there had been no co-operation be-

tween the AFA and other groups
affiliated with the AAAA and that
conferences with Ralph Whitehead,
AFA exec, secretary, looking to

SAG-AFA joint action were futile.

Corelli swore that although the
AFA Council membership was in

excess of 30, meetings during the
years he was a councillor were at-

tended only by six others, all either

AFA employes or WPA workers
who secured such jobs through the
union. Meetings were not held in

Whitehead's absence, it was said,

and Whitehead's wishes generally
prevailed. Corelli said that during
the period neither Sophie Tucker
nor Harry Richman attended meet-
ings and that Fred Keating, a past
president, vainly had sought invita-

tions to meetings although a Coun-
cil member.

Discussing relief activities of the
AFA, Corelli charged that although
it was a "general understanding"
moneys derived from benefits were
to go directly to the needy with no
strings attached, the AFA asked for
IOU's and in instances refused aid
on various grounds.

NEB. AND W. IA. NIPTC

DEFER ACTION ON CODE

{Continued from Page 1)

points, and maybe we can get ric

of the bad ones."
During a heated three-hour ses

sion, exhibs. aired their views oi

film companies "which suggest s

Code for the betterment of the in

dustry and then turn ajv>und and
violate the main points C le very
Code they propose. However, gen-
eral features covering arbitration

and cancellation received favorable
comment.

Exhibs were especially vehement
over reported attempts by distribs.

to increase rentals for the 1939-40
product in order to cover the jump
from 10 to 20 per cent in cancella-

tions. Williams pointed out that
conditions in Nebraska and western
Iowa, about to reap the first good
crop in six years, did not warrant
any "additional burden on the ex-
hibitor at present."

Indie exhibs from this area were
well represented at the session

M
IK
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Jack Skirball Resigns

His Grand National Post

{Continued from Page 1)

and E. W. Hammons, president.
Skirball plans to devote his en-

tire attention to his independent
producing company, Arcadia Pic-
tures. He will remain in New York
about a week before resuming pro-
duction on the Coast. Skirball had
been associated with Hammons since
the founding of Educational Pic-
tures, having been a franchise hol-

der for the Ohio territory before
becoming sales manager seven years
ago.

Both Hammons and Skirball stres-

sed the point that the latter's re-
tirement from GN was on "an
entirely amicable basis and was in

no way due to any differences of
opinion as to company policies."

Skirball said: "For some time
past, it has been my desire to de-
vote all my time to my own inde-
pendent production. My resignation
will enable me to put these plans
into effect."

Hammons said: "I have known
for a long time of Mr. Skirball's
desire to go into independent pro-
duction, and I am most appreciative
of the fact that he has withheld
his resignation until such time as
our company's refinancing plans
have been definitely arranged for."

W

Cincy V. C. Sets Events
Cincinnati — UA's Harris Dudel-

son, M-G-M's Bill Devaney, Andy
Niedenthal and Irving Sochin are
the committee for the Variety Club's
annual picnic to be held July 24,
at the Summit Hills Country Club.
Variety Club's Golf Tournament is

set for Auer. 21, at the same place.

RKO's Joe Goetz is general chairman.
with Andy Niedenthal and Maurice
White, assistants.
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Reasonable freedom

ifor industry urged

ii

(Continued from Page 1)

lio), the film industry's No. one
ej nan struck out boldly for freedom
o >f the screen, declaring, "If the mo-
;ion picture had existed when the
institution was written, it would

i iave bep" surrounded by the same
ij lafegua ^^ which were devised for
a he pres^^nd speech."

"This freedom, so utterly vital,

lowever, is not a one-sided matter,"
lays continued. "It is as important
;o the people and the nation it

erves as it is to art-industry itself.

The freedom of the screen which
' hust be retained is not only the
irop°r liberty of the creators but
'reedom to the universal public
vhich they serve."

Turning specifically to self-regu-
ation Hays said pointedly:

Of course, self-regulation of
msiness is the American way. No
>ne would suggest that legislation
rield its power to interpose upon
rasiness reasonable conditions,
learly in the public interest. Busi-
less has progressed in spirit as well
is method, in conscience as well as
omplexity.

"The American business man to-

lay is entitled, on the basis of his

proved intelligence and recognition
)f community interests, to reason-
ible freedom at the hands of Gov-
jrnment—freedom to work out the
problems that are equally germane
;o the legitimate successful opera-
ion of business and to the welfare
md prosperity of every working
nan and every working man's fam-
ly. I urge that the method em-
oloyed shall be such as to cause the
esult to coincide with the intent."

The MPPDA, said Hays, "has
oeen the instrument through wh'ch
i great business became effect :vely
onscious of public interest" and he
added, "The organized industry un-
dertook its job of self-government
bv methods thoroughly American in

character." Later, in elaboration,
the MPPDA prexy affirmed:

"The underlying philosophy of the
ielf-regulation in the moton picture
industry always has been and is

based on developing the greatest
measure of liberty for the public to

choose its entertainment from the
variety of themes posed by life or
created by literature."

Declaring that the industry pro-
poses to protect "the liberty which
self-regulation has brought to the
screen," Hays acknowledged that
"with every right there is a cor-
responding duty."

"More thought about duties and
less about rights might be good
generally," he added, "We might
well talk less today about rights
and more about duties The mo-
jtion picture art-industry, for its own
welfare and for the maximum ser-
vice it can thereby render, well in-
tends to make its performances
square with its privileges."

reviews of new turns
"Wyoming Outlaw"

with John Wayne. Ray Corrigan,

Raymond Hatton

Republic 62 Mins.

DISTINGUISHED BY FINE DRAMATIC
PERFORMANCE OF DONALD BARRY AS
THE OUTLAW.

The Three Mesquiteers are secondary to

Donald Birry, who plays the part of the

outlaw. This young actor, who has appeared
in four productions this year, including "Call-

ing Dr. Kildare," gives an impressive per-

formance. He is very much on the style of

John Garfield, but to this reviewer even
more forceful and dominant in his dramatic

moments. When the posse corners him in

the hills, there are innumerable closeups of

him that Drove him to be one of the real

fin^s. Seldom has a western been graced

with such a fine performance. The Mes-
auiteers have their share of honors, in a

*ast-mov :ng story crowded with l

:ve incident

The :
r efforts are centered in show :ng uo a

crooked local politician who has been sellin?

state and federal jobs on road work to the

imooverished ranchers. The son of one of

these is Barry, who, embittered at the out-

rages, turns against society. The incidents

Darallel those of the late Wyoming outlaw

who was featured on the front Dages, coming
'o town to rob a bank, and be :ng shot b"

one of his boyhood pals. Th ; s is also the

finale of the current story. Only the outlaw

uses the crooked politician as his shield, and

both die.

CAST: John Wayne. Ray Corrigan. Ray-

mond Hitton, Donald Bsrrv. Adele Pearce,

LeRoy Mason, Charles Midd'eton, Katherine

Kenworthy, Elmo Lincoln Jack Ingram, David

Sharpe, Jack Kenney, Yakima Canutt.

CREDITS: Producer, Wlliam Berke; Di-

rector. George Sherman; Author, Jack Natte-

ford; S'reenolay, Betty Burbridge, Jack Nat-

teford: Ome'-aman, Reggie Lanning; Editor,

T"nv Martinelli.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY, Fine.

Pitts-Roth to Build

Suffolk. Va.—Pitts-Roth Theater

Corp. will start work here this week
rn a 1.000-seat house that will in-

corporate every modern feature

available for theaters. Theater will

be air-conditioned and will have a

10 lane bowling alley in the base-
ment.

Two More Close In Detroit

Detroit—Two mere downtown the-

aters h^ve closed—the Times Square
and the National. National closing
was expected, and house is slated to

reopen in the Fall, but the Times
Square, the subject of recent litiga-

tion, closed without warning.

John S. Cooper Dead
Pittsburgh—John S. Cooper, who

recently disposed of his interest in

the Strand Theater, St. Michaels
Pa., to his partner, M. Younridge
because of poor health, died at

Mercy Hospital, Altoona.

* fORCIGII *

"Lenin in 1918"
with Boris V. Schchukin,

Nikolai Cherkassov

Amkino 130 Mins.

WELL PRESENTED STORY OF A TUR-
BULENT RUSSIAN PERIOD.

Gifted with a talented cast, this latest

release from the Moscow studios carries

on the Russian film makers' history of the

great patriot of the USSR. The characteri-

zations are sharply and skillfully delineated

Hy the cast and able direction keeps the
film interesting at all times. If any fault

'an be found with the film, it lies in the

fact that the scenarists have gone so far out
of their way in places to idolize Lenin that

'hey lose the dramatic trend of the story.

The Russ fans will like this one very much.

CAST: B. V. Schchukin. Nikolai Cherkas-
sov, M. G. Gelovani, N. Bocrolyubov, V. M.
Markov, Z. V. Dob : na, N. Okhlopkov, K. V.

Korobova, V. V. Vanin, E. N. Muzil.

CREDITS: Produced by Mosfilm; Director,

M'khail Romm. Presented at the Cameo
Theater with Russian dialogue and English

titles.

DIRECTION, Good.

Good.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

"Kustens Gladct
Kavaljerer"
(The HaDpy Cavaliers)

wfth Carl Barcklind, Inga Vetterlqnd

Scandinavian Talk :ng Pictures 85 Min*.

AMUSING COMEDY WITH SWEDISH
cAVO-MTES WILL ENTERTAIN SCANDI-

NAVIAN FANS.

Broad humor is featured in this new
Swedish comedy, and it has been projected

-n the screen neatly. A cast of favorite

Swedish actors will amuse the Nordic au-
diences no end as they pursue their merrv
way through the film. En^Psh titles sun-

->lement the dialogue. The story concern*
fwo bovs who are recruited under protest

for naval traln :ng, and a grocer who is anti-

militaristic. The end of the film finds the

*rio converted as patriots, but not before

'he gamut of comic situations has been ex-

hausted.

CAST: Carl Barckl : nd, Inga Vetterlnnd,

Fritiof Bi|lqu : st, Karin Ekkelund, Thor Mo-
deen, Karl Holmsten, Ake Soderblom, Rut
Holm, Sven Bergwall.

CREDITS: Europa Film Production; Di-

-ector, Ra?nar Arvedson. Presented at the

48th St. Theater with Swedish dialogue and
EnsH'sh titles.

DIRECTION, K. PHOTOGRAPHY, Good

Mrs. Jack Kirsch Hurt
Chicago—Mrs. Jack Kirsch. wife

of the prexy of Illinois Allied, is

reported resting comfortably follow-
ing injury in a motor crash near
Michigan City.

U. S. DISTRIBS. FIGHT

SWISS QUOTA MEASURE

(Continued from Page 1)

establishment of the Swiss Film
Chamber here on Oct. 27. last, which
body was invested by the Depart-
ment of the Interior with the right
to issue film import permits, there
have been periodic reports that
ouota legislation might be enacted
to reduce the number of Hollywood
features, although U. S. pix are ap-
nraised as indispensable to the Swiss
market.

Should the quota legislation ma-
terialize, it will be the eventual
outgrowth of an existmg law em-
nowering the Government to estab-
lish imnort restrictions on various
commodities, films included.

Cheapening of South Amer.
Money Upsetting Pix Market

(Continued f'om Page 1)

vice-president in charge of foreign
sales, asserted that while conditions
in these countries are generally good,
an upsetting feature is cheapening
of currencies, thus tending to nul-
lify film revenue gains in terms of
the American dollar.

Two countries,—Mexico and Ar-
gentina,—Goodman said, are beset
with certain important problems,
and therefore must be set down as
exceptions to the prevailing good
conditions elsewhere.

In Mexico, there has been a de-
cline in the peso. This coupled with
other political and economic prob-
lems, not the least of which is that
if labor-industry relations, is re-
tarding Mexican production, and
consequently exhibition.

Argentina presents a different
story, Goodman asserted. The>-e,
+he d ;sturb ;ng factors lie wi+hin th°
film industvv structure. System of
celling pictures appears faulty,
°.dded to which th°re is a tendency
to go in for multiple b^ls, utilizing
as many as four pictures.

Although there has been some
falk of quota legislation in Argen-
tina, there is l'ttle support for sn^h
a measure. Production numerically,
^e added, has been growing, the pre-
dicted studio outmjt being set *>t 75
Poatures, although it is more likely
fhat between 50 and 60 w 1-

ll emerge,
which is, nevertheless, an actual
^ain over last year.

Republic, Goodman added, is de-
voting a good deal of attent ;on to
expansion of its business in Pan-
America.

Theater Supply Gain Seen
Cincinnati — Herman Hunt, Na-

tional Theater Supply, predicts 1939
third quarter business will show a
considerable increase over last year,
and also over the first and second
quarters of this year. While busi-
ness for the first auarter of 1939
fell off somewhat, the second quar-
ter showed a substantial gain ovei
lost year.
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Industry on its Own in Fighting Ohio Tax Litigation

New State Tax Board Head
Thinks Levy Should be

Collected
Columbus, 0.—Film industry will

be strictly on its own in defending
the two taxpayers' suits involving
non-payment of Ohio's 3 per cent
sales tax on film rentals from Jan.

1, 1935 to date when they come
up Saturday, it was indicated here
yesterday.

William S. Evatt, newly appointed
head of the Ohio Tax Board, clearly

forecast its future policy by saying,
"I am of the opinion that the tax
should be collected."

Evatt stated that he had no plans
to defend the exemption action of

the previous commission, adding that

he had instructed the Attorney Gen-
eral to present only "the essential

facts" to the Court.
Any other defense, said Evatt,

must come from the industry.
At stake is an aggregate tax ap-

proximating: $1,200,000. While the
action is directed against the film

distributors, in the event of an ad-

verse decision, the later will, under
the provisions of exhib. contracts,

collect the amounts from their the-

ater accounts.

Custer and Price Will

Open Two In September

Cincinnati — Gene Custer and
Floyd Price are erecting two new
theaters for early September open-
ing. One at East Charleston, W.
Va... will be called The State, and
will be a 600 seater. The other
house, located at Lewisburg, will be
named The Lewis, and will have
618 seats. Both houses will be
completely eou'pped bv National
Theater Sunplies, including new
Simplex Sound equipment.

M'nos Buys Theater Block
Pittsburgh—Mike Manos, who op-

erates the Manos Circuit of The-
aters, rurehased the building in

wh'ch the Palace Theater, Taren-
tum. is situated at sheriff sale this

week. Whether or not he will op-
erate the theater in conjunction
with Irs other movie houses or ar-

range for the present lessee, Wil-
liam L. Brown, to continue operat-
ing it, has not yet been decided.

Buffalo V. C. Golf Tourney
Buffalo — Golf tournament and

dance wiH be held at the Wilmont
Golf and Country Club here Monday
by thf Varietv Club. Syd Lehman
is in charge of the affair.

Title Change Flops
R'cine, Wis.—A'tpring the monicker

nf "Shopworn Ansel" to "Love Walked
In," in its opening advertising bv the
N?w Granada Theater, local subsequent-
pin house, didn't set so well with many
theatergoers. As a result, the house
switched back to the regular title in

I'ter cooy. Flicker was dualed with
"Boys' Town."

British Exhibs. and Distribs. to Co-op
On Over-Building, Bank Night Problems

London (By Cable)—As a result of preliminary conferences between CEA and KRS
execs., the two organizations will co-operate on both redundancy (over-building) and
Bank N'ght problems, it was learned yesterday.

Games problem had an airing at the recent CEA summer conference at Blackpool,

and it is understood that the KRS will join with the exhibitor body in a determined
effort to prevent Bank Nights.

$6,000,000 Warner Loan

Agreement is Completed

{Continued from Page 1)

credit agreement entered into on
B'eb. 27, last, by the company with
Guarantee Trust Co. of New York,
the New York Trust Co. and the
Continental Illinois Bank & Trust of
Chicago, has been completed via bor-
rowing on June 27 of $4,750,000 from

Step gives Warners full $6,000,000
credit amount under the agreement,
all of which is outstanding.

All security back of the loans has
been delivered to the lending banks,
including first mortgage in principal
amount of $3,000,000 on the Burbank
studies.

Under agreement's terms company
could borrow up to $6,000,000 on a
series of 5 per cent loans maturing
semi-annually, from Apr. 1, 1940, to

Apr. 1, 1944, if full amount were bor-
rowed.
Warners also reported that on May

26 a totally owned foreign corpora-
tion was organized. Company, on
grcund that revelation of subsidi-
ary's name would be detrimental to

interest of security holders, withheld
it.

Amusement Stocks Moving Up;
No Summer Slump This Season
Amusement stocks advanced frac-

tionally on the Big Board yesterday,
with one stock, Warners preferred,
moving up two points. Single de-
cline was registered, Eastman Ko-
dak being off one. On the Bond
and Curb Markets, stocks held or

gained.
Better tone of the markets re-

flected the generally optimistic note
struck by a Wall St. Journal sur-

vey, results of which were pub-
lished yesterday. Said the financial

paper:
"Trade and industry have fought

off the usual summer drag; now a
number of key industries are climb-
ing steadily, tenaciously toward
more profitable levels at a time of
the year when businessmen normal-
ly are resigned to slumping sales
and production figures.

"Barron's weekly business index,
seasonally adjusted, has been climb-
ing: steadily since the end of the
soft coal strike on May 13."

Nanos Funeral Held
St. Louis, Mo.—Funeral services

were held at the St. Nicholas Greek
Orthodox Church yesterday for
Louis Ahileas Nanos, co-owner of
the Criterion Theater.

American Bar Ass'n Approves

Extensive Copyright Changes

(Continued from Page 1)

committee on copyright discussing
far-reaching changes of an interna-

tional as well as domestic nature
proposed in the field of copyright
law.

Resolutions offered in behalf of

the committee on copyrights by its

chairman, Edward A. Sargoy, of

New York City, were adopted which:
Disapproved adherence to the In-

ternational Copyright Convention as

recommended by the Senate For-
eign Relations Committee to the
present Congress, unless there is

prior domestic enabling legislation

by Congress as a whole to prepare
for such adherence.
Approved the Lanham bill (H. R.

5319) providing a specified period
of 60 days after publication within
which to deposit copies and register

the claim to copyright in the copy-
right office.

Approved in principle copyright-
ability for acoustically recorded
works, although disapproving the
Daly and McGranery bills (H. R.
487i and H. R. 6160) introduced for
such purpose.

Disapproved the Moser bill (H. R-
6243) providing for compulsory li-

censing? of any use of any copy-
righted work of any kind, upon fail-

ing to secure an agreement with the
copyright owner, by applying to the
Federal Communications Commis-
sion upon royalty rates to be de-
termined by the Commission after
hearing.
The report of the Committee also

discussed the various international
and domestic activities of the com-
mittee for the study of couvright.
popularly known as the Shotwell
committee, and with which the var-
ious copyright interests have been
co-operating for many months, as
well as the recent order of the Su-
preme Court of the United States
making the new federal rules of
civil procedure applicable to cony-
rip-ht suits after Sept. 1, a matter
which this committee urged in co-

operation with similar committees
of other Bar Associations.

Sills Back to Films

Ted Sills, for several years direc-

tor of programs and vice-president
in charge of production of Grcmbach
Productions, Inc., and Jean V. Grom-
bach, Inc., radio producers, has re-
signed, effective as of Monday last.

Following a short vacation, he will

re-enter the motion picture field.

BOOK REVIEWS'

FOREMOST FILMS OF 1938, 6j

Frank Vreeland. PublishedLAy Pit-

man Publishing Corp., Ncf pr.k and
Chicago. 347 pp. Price, $3\ -.-

Frank Vreeland has started in

to do for motion pictures what Burns
Mantle has been doing for years for

stage plays—preparing a yearly vol-

ume on the "Foremost Films" of

each year. In the first volume, just
published by Pitman, he renders a
much-needed service to exhibitors

and fans. And Vreeland is peculiarly
qualified for the task, for he has
been drama and film critic on vari-

ous New York newspapers, has had
two pictures produced, put in three
years in Hollywood and served in an
editorial capacity with Paramount.
He has arbitrarily set 10 as the

number of foremost films to receive
extended synoptical and critical

treatment, and, while some may
quarrel with certain exclusions and
inclusions, he had difficulties to con-
tend with, such as obtaining copy-
right release, etc. The 10 pictures
receiving full treatment are, in their

order: "Wells Fargo," "Snow White
and the Seven Dwarfs," "The Buc-
caneer," "In Old Chicago," "Algiers,"
"Love Finds Andy Hardy," "You
Can't Take It With You," "The Cita-

del," "The Young in Heart" and
"That Certain Age."

Synopsis and critical treatment of

the films is preceded by running com-
ment on "The Year in Pictures,"
"Production in Hollywood," "Pic-

tures in Great Britain," in Europe,
Latin America and elsewhere.

Survey of the year 1938 in pic-

tures is completed by brief synopses
of the plots of 476 other feature films

produced during the year with casts

and credits, making the bcok a han-
dy reference volume for the industry
and the general public.

In his treatment of the 10 fore-

most films, Vreeland gives a careful
and full treatment of the plot, with
the dialogue of the outstanding
scenes, and appends an analysis of

the picture, its production and en-

tertainment value, supplemented with
biographical data on the director and
the leading players.
The author has been peculiarly

happy in outlining the plots of the
10 outstanding films and in his in-

troductory critical comment and the
concluding analysis. The book is an
invaluable addition to the library
shelf devoted to books on the motion
picture industry.

—L.H.M.

"Dry" Pix in India
Bombay (By Cable) — "Bottle of

Brandy," prohibition propaganda pix
produced by Huns, is being distributed
to Indian theaters by Famous Pictures.

Establishes a precedent here.
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Marked Growth in Percentage Selling in Chi. Sector

NEW THEATER BUILDINGlAlNS, REMODELING DROPS

Circuit Tax Proposals Die in Wis.; Fear Admish Levy
Assembly Defeats Amend-

ment, Then Passes the

Omnibus Bill

Madison, Wis.—Pix industry in this

state is reported not yet out of the
legislative woods despite Assemhly
rejection of an amendment to the
omnibus measure providing for cir-

cuit taxation plus an income tax on
circuit gross earnings, both within
and outside Wisconsin.
The bill passed the Assembly with-

out amendment, the lower house also
(Continued on Page 5)

F & M SUESlAWYERS,

ASKS FEE'S RETURN

St. Louis—Fanehon & Marco, Inc.,

and two Missouri-incorporated sub-
sidiaries in a suit just filed in the
St. Louis Circuit Court against John
A. Leahy, Sr., prominent local at-

torney and two of his associates,
Lambert E. Walther and Harold F.

(Continued on Page 10)

Siegels Coming to N. Y.

for Republic Confabs

M. J. Siegel, president of Repub-
lic Productions, Inc., and Sol C.
Siegel, in charge of production, leave
the Coast tonight for New York to

confer with James R. Grainger,
Morris Goodman, and other Republic
officials, together with Herbert J.

Yates. The Siegels are expected
to arrive on Monday.

Yesterday, Grainger left the home
(Continued on Page 6)

Trade Code Revisions Still Incomplete
As Major Sales Heads Adjourn Meetings

Conferences on the trade code revisions will be resumed today or early next week
by the sales managers of the seven participating major companies. Meeting held yes-

terday did not wind up the huddles after an all-afternoon session. The sales chiefs

started their confabs on Monday and. with the exception of Tuesday, have met every
day this week.

GRAND NATIONAL WILL DEFENSESUBSTITUTION

SEEK AGE PRODUCERS SOUGHT IN OHIO SUIT

Revamping of Grand National's
production schedule is expected to be
in order shortly after the company's
stockholders today give their anti-

cipated approval of the two proposed
re-financing plans. It is understood
that E. W. Hammons, president, will

go to the Coast in about 10 days to

map out a new production program.
Company execs, believe there will

(Continued on Page 10)

New York Allied Will

Press Membership Drive

Exhibitors joining Allied of New
York after Sept. 1 will be required

to pay an initiation fee of $50, it

was learned yesterday. For that
reason, a concerted membership
drive is to be launched between now

(Continued on Page 8)

Columbus, 0.—With the fiat state-

ment, "We cannot see why we should
fight the film industry's battle,"

Ohio Tax Commissioner William S.

Evatt and Assistant Attorney Gen-
eral Aubrey Wendt, yesterday defi-

nitely signified intentions of de-
faulting their interest in two tax-
payer's suits involving non-payment
of sales tax on film rentals.

Commissioner Evatt reiterated his
(Continued on Page 10)

$8,404,000 for Construction

in 37 States in First

Six Months
Total expenditure for new the-

ater construction in the 37 States
East of the Rockies shows, for the
first six months of 1939, a gain over
the corresponding period of 1938, ac-
cording to a comprehensive survey
by John Eberson, prominent film the-
ater architect.

Outlay, checkup reveals, is slightly
in excess of $8,404,000, whereas, dur-
ing the first half of last year, in-
vestment was approximately $8,123,-
000.

While new theater construction ad-
vanced, on the other hand alteration
volume declined slightly, the Eber-
son survey discloses. In the first six

(Continued on Page 5)

JOHN HERTZ ACQUIRES

PARA, COMMON STOCK

Wobber, Gehring, Talley

at Eckhardt's Dinner

Herman Wobber, 20th-Fox sales
chief; Bill Gehring, central division
manager; Truman Talley, head of
Fox Movietone, and Lew Lehr will

go to Chicago July 24 to attend the
(Continued on Page 10)

Knox Leaving Erpi Post

on Physician's Advice

Harry Gard Knox, for the past
nine years vice-prexy in charge of
engineering of Erpi, has on the ad-
vice of his physician, tendered his
resignation to take effect tomorrow. I

Knox plans to take a year's rest,
during which time he will, however,

[

be retained by Erpi in a consulting-
capacity.

Percentage Selling Gains in Chicago

Area Despite Indie Exhib. Opposition

Neely Bill Goes Before

Senate at Noon Today

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Senator Matthew M.

Neely's anti-block-booking bill is

first order of business when the Sen-
ate meets at noon today. Neely's
bill remained unfinished business
while the Senate yesterday debated
and finally adopted last night So-

(Continiied on Page 10)

By JOSEPH ESLER
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

Chicago—New Season selling in

this territory ranges from "good"
to "excellent," according to local

exchange managers. In the face of
those reports, leading indies here
profess to be in a non-buying mood,
with percentage deals a special

target.

Emil Stern, vice-prexy of Essa-
(Continued on Page 9)

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—John D. Hertz has

filed a report with the SEC stating
he has acquired 1,000 shares of Para-
mount Pictui'es common stock, it was
revealed today in the SEC semi-
monthly summary of security trans-
actions and holdings. This repre-

(Continued on Page 8)

Para. Central American
Biz Running 15% Ahead

Paramount's business in Central
America so far this year is approxi-
mately 15 per cent ahead of the same
period last year, according to Henry
Gordon, manager of the territory,
who is in New York. Gordon esti-

(Continued on Page 10)

Report Major Demurring
to Play-Financing. Pact

While a complete draft of the
Wharton-Wilk agreement on film
financing of Broadway plays has not
been submitted to producers, at least

(Continued on Pige S)
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Net
High Low Close Chg.

123/4 125/8 12% + '/4Am. Seat

Col. Picts. vtc. (2V2%
Columbia Picts. pfd..

Can. Pm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.

East. Kodak
do pfd
Cen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc

do pfd
Paramount
Paramount 1st pfd.. .

Paramount 2nd pfd..

Tathe Film

RKO
20th Century-Fox
20th Century-Fox pfd.

Univ. Pier, pfd
Warner Bros

do pfd

10V4 9'/7

11/4 l'/4

10 V, 101/4
166 1/2 16b
174 173

11 V7 11

44'/4 42%

101/4 + 11/4

11/4 + Vs
IOV2 + %

166 1/2 + 21/4

174 + 1

Ui/4— Vs
44 + IVi

95/s
9i/8 91/2 + 1/2

937/8 93% 93% + 1%
10% 10% 10% + 1/4

10 9% 9% — %
13/4 13/4 1% + Vb

211/4 20 20% + 1

51/4 45/g 5%
52 52 52

NEW YORK BOND MARKET

K-ith B. F. ref. 6s46 100 100 100 — 1/4

l-ev/'s deb. 3i/
2s46 103V2 103i/4 103% + Vs

P;r3. [".'way 3s55

Para. Picts. 6s55
Para. Picts. cv.3l/4s47 89 89 89

RKO 6s41 66I/2 66V2 66I/2 + %
Warner Bros.' cv. 6s39

Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48 903/4 90i/2 90% + %
NEW YORK CURB MARKET

Monogram Picts •
Sonotone Corp 13/8 1% 1% + %
Technicolor 16 15l/4 16 + %
Trans-Lux 1 Vl 1 'A 1 Vl + %
Universal Corp. vtc

Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES

Bid Asked

100 103Pathe Film 7 pfd

Fox Thea. Office Bldg. 1st '46...

Loew's Thea. Realty 6s 1st '47. .

Met. Playhouse, Inc. 2nd deb. '45.

Roxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st '57

SAFETY LLOYDS
FILM STORAGE CORP.

Storage by Reel or Vault

729 Seventh Ave.
New York City

BRyant 9-5600 SECURITY

COfllMG ADD GOIRG
JAMES R. GRAINGER, Republic prexy, is in

New England meeting circuit buyers. He is ex-

pected back on Monday.

JAMES STEWART arrived in New York yes-

terday by plane from Washington where Lin-

coln Memorial shots for "Mr. Smith Coes to

Washington" were taken. After a few days

here he returns to Columbia's Coast Studio.

ED SCHNITZER, Warner Eastern district man-
ager, returns today from a business trip to New
Haven and Boston.

M. J. SIEGEL. president of Republic Produc-
tions, Inc., and SOL O. SIEGEL, in charge of pro-

duction, left the Coast last night for New York
for product conferences with home office execs.

JACK ALICOATE, publisher of THE FILM
DAILY and RADIO DAILY, returned to New York
yesterday following a three weeks' motor trip

through New England and New York.

C. D. SULLIVAN, assistant director of the

Mort Singer Circuit, has gone from Chicago to

Muskegon, Mich., on vacation.

LEE GOLDBERC, Big Features Rights prexy,

left Cincinnati yesterday for a business trip to

New York City, following which, with his wife

and son, Jay, he will spend several weeks rest-

ing at Atlantic City.

ERNEST FEGTE, Paramount arr director, is in

New York from the Coast.

DON MERSEREAU, general manager of THE
FILM DAILY and RADIO DAM.Y, returned to New
York yesterday from Atlantic City, having de-

layed his return a few days.

EMMETT BARNES, McKeesport, Pa., exhib.,

and wife, ROY SMART of Charlotte, N. C, where
he is division manager for the Wilby-Kincey cir-

cuit, and CARL A. POKE of the Shilok Theater,

Pittsburgh, wife and son, were callers yesterday
at Paramount's World's Fair headquarters at the

home office.

GEORGE HOWE of Chicago, auditor of the

Mort Singer circuit, is spending his vacation
fishing at Sparta, Wis.

CROVER C. PARSONS, Pacific Coast district

manager for Republic, and J. T. SHEFFIELD, Re-
public's franchise holder in Seattle, arrive here

Monday reportedly to co-operate with James R.

Grainger, prexy, in negotiating a product deal

with Fox West Coast theaters.

GEORGE RAFT will arrive in New York early

next week primarily to attend the opening of

Warners' "Each Dawn I Die" at the Strand.

FRED ULLMAN, Pathe News vice-prexy, leaves

New York at the week-end for points West to

line pictures for next season's Sportscope and

Reelism series.

HERMAN FUCHS, RKO Pathe News music

editor, leaves tonight for RKO's Coast studios

to arrange new music for next season's news-
reels and short subjects.

GEORGE SHERMAN, director, having just com-
pleted the new Gene Autry picture, "Colorado
Sunset," is in New York for a 10-day visit.

BRUCE CABOT leaves Atlantic City for Mar-
blehead, Mass., from whence he sails with Mr. &
Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt, Jr., for a two month's
cruise.

BRUNO ZWICKER sails next Wednesday on
the Queen Mary for London and Paris, accom-
panied by SIMON STERN, financial head of

Inter-Star Film Corp. of New York, to buy for-

eign product.

M. B. HUSTLER of the Fox Capitol Theater,
Sacramento; SAMUEL NEAMAN of the Roxy
Theater at Natrona, Pa.; FRED BROWN of the

Plymouth at Plymouth, Wis., and BILL BROWN
of the Durfee, Fall River, Mass., were callers

at RKO Radio's World's Fair lounge.

CENE AUTRY arrives from Hollywood next
Thursday.

LOUIS D. FROHLICH, film attorney, is back
in New York following a short stay out of

town.

DONALD CRISP, having completed his role

in Warners' "The Lady and the Knight," left

the Burbank studios last night for New York
en route for a three-months vacation in Europe.

WILLIAM C. GEHRING of 20th Century-Fox
left Chicago for New York last night after

conferring with B & K on new season product.

AL CHRISTIE is at the St. Moritz. He re-

turns to Hollywood in two weeks.

"Man in the Iron Mask"
Starts Big at Music Hall

Largest opening crowd since Eas-
ter Week flowed into Radio City
Music Hall yesterday morning to

view initial performance of "The
Man in the Iron Mask," new UA
attraction.
Music Hall sources estimated last

night that the picture would clock

24,000 admissions before the b.o.

closed, and that drawing power
presages a second week at the
house.
The lobby was filled a half hour

before the doors opened, and wait-
ing patrons extended in a line

virtually to Fifth Ave.
Picture, produced by Edward

Small, was directed by James Whale,
and stars Louis Hayward and Joan
Bennett.

Reduction of 35 MM Pix

for 16 MM Field Rapped

Pittsburgh—Furthering their cam-
paign against the serving of non-
theatricals by local distributing or-

ganizations, the MPTO of Western
Pennsylvania, at its last meeting,
went on record as unanimously op-

posing the reduction of 35 mm. film

to 16 mm. for showing by non-the-
atrical accounts, claiming this to be
harmful and detrimental to legiti-

mately and consistently operated
theaters in the territory.

Quebec Council Defers

Tax Collection to '40

Quebec — Quebec City Council's
administrative committee has by
resolution postponed collection of
the 10 per cent tax on theaters un-
til after April 30, 1940. The next
step will be the cancellation of the
tax by the legislature. Mayor Lu-
cien Borne, in a statement, main-
tains his position that the city was
bound to collect the tax once it had
been legalized by the Legislature,
but, in view of the assurance given
the city by Premier Duplessis that
all necessary steps would be taken
to nullify the law, he recommended
passage of the resolution.
Changes brought about by the five

weeks' darkness include the appoint-
ment of Charles Rioux, former op-
erator of the Cambrai to manage
the Empire and the Cartier, and
the sale of the Francais by J. E.
Gagnon to Edmond Beaumont, of

the Cinema De Levis.

Prince In New Orleans

On UA-Saenger Deal

New Orleans—Dave Prince, UA
southeastren district manager ar-
rived here yesterday, assumably to

start the negotiation ball a-rolling

for a deal with Paramount-Richards
and its various Saenger subsidiaries

and affiliates.

Radtke Corp. Sues Five;

Infringement Is Claimed

Radtke Patents Corp. yesterday
filed a patent infringement suit, in

U. S. District Court, against Blue
Seal Sound Devices, Inc., Motion
Picture Camera Supply, Inc., Ernest
St. George, Chester Tappan, and J.

Burger Contner. Plaintiff claims
infringement of a patent on a
"method of and means for o.„o ally

reproducing sound," issued ,, V>A1-
bert Radtke, in 1922. Complaint
charges the defendants with making
and dealing in 16 mm. sound projec-

tors which allegedly infringe on the
patent. An injunction, accounting
of profits, and damages are asked.

Earl Freshman Steps Out
As Up-State Ascap Rep.

Syracuse—Earl I. Freshman, who]
has headed up-state activities of
Ascap for many years, headquarter
ing locally, has resigned, it wai|
learned yesterday.

Ascap officials told The Film
Daily yesterday that Freshman's
resignation has been accepted, and.
that he will be succeeded temporar-
ily by Richard Power, pending se-|

lection of a permanent appointee.
Power will handle Ascap affairs

from Rochester, through which of-]

fice, it is planned, all Ascap busi
ness up-state henceforth will be
cleared.

Venice Film Exposition

Will be field in August

Venice (By Cable)—Despite the
International Film Festival to be
held in France from Sept. 3 to 17
at Cannes, Venice will hold its sev-
enth exposition in the latter part
of August. Dr. Croza, director of
the Festival, states that, aside from

,

German, Japanese and Italian films,

Belgium and a number of Latin-
|

American countries will be repre-
sented. Spain will exhibit some
shorts, and some English and Dutch
pictures will be shown.

France and the U. S. are not
participating in the exposition.
However, Julien Duvivier's "The
End of a Day," will be shown. Bel-
gium will exhibit Denis Roosevelt's
"Dark Rapture."

Fox Inter. Closes Two
Denver—Fox Intermountain has

closed the Rialto at Walsenburg,
and the Rialto at Durango.

THE THEATRE
"A MUST GO ENJOY IT."—

Walter Winchell

GYPSY ROSE LEE Comedy Farce(Jirji ftUOC LtL
with Mus ic

I MUST LOVE SOMEONE
with JAMES RENNIE—IRIS ADRIAN

Air-Conditioned. and JACK WHITE
Vanderbilt, W. 48th St. Evs. 8:40

Mats. Wed. & Sat.
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My Specialty"

//

IT'S ALL M-G-M

!

Let us consider a few items from the

current (hot*weather) issue of Variety:
BALTIMORE—"General let-down here this week with only bright spot CHIPS at Century."

KANSAS CITY—"CHIPS top flight, one of best of the year. Last week MAISIE a pleasant surprise."

CHICAGO—"CHIPS holding to strong pace looks set for a stay at Apollo."

"HARDYS RIDE HIGH repeat flicker better than average take. Last week SOCIETY LAWYER came
in with surprising gross."

PITTSBURGH—"Penn's leading the way with MAISIE reacting to slick campaign. CHIPS frisky, better than

holding its own in 3rd week downtown, having moved to Warners. Only second picture in history to

move here after playing 2 stanzas at Penn."

NEW YORK—"CHIPS powerful play at Astor. Huge profit being shown here. 9th Week."

"Capitol ON BORROWED TIME more action here."

PORTLAND—"ON BORROWED TIME good. Last week MAISIE nice."

SAN FRANCISCO—"ON BORROWED TIME will grab sizable gross. It's giving the best take in some time.

MR. CHIPS sprinting toward excellent biz. Looks good for 6 weeks here. Last week equalled first

week. Almost unheard of here."

LINCOLN, NEB—"The town's sweltering. DR. KILDARE, O. K. Last week MAISIE good."

WASHINGTON, D. C. — "MR. CHIPS leading town, a socko, way out front with beauteous gross."

BOSTON—"CHIPS holdover very good and the town's standout. First week smasho." (Holdover day and
date at State and Orpheum).

//

(over please)



(continuing Variety Box-Office

Reports from preceding page)

LOS ANGELES—"Straight picture houses not

faring well, except CHIPS now in 9th week."

TORONTO—"WONDERFUL WORLD excel-

lent. Last week DR. KILDARE fine."

INDIANAPOLIS— "TARZAN sweet. Other>
off. Topping the town with socko gross."

MINNEAPOLIS—"CHIPS big, garnering the

box-office laurels. Effective advertising cam-
paign got fine opening."

LOUISVILLE—"MR. CHIPS is setting the b. o.

pace. Last week MAISIE exceeded expecta-

tions, snaring good gross."

DENVER—"MR. CHIPS Big and holds. Last

week MAISIE good."

PHILADELPHIA—"CHIPS stacking 'em up to

lofty gross. Nifty second week."

DETROIT—"TARZAN looks tops!"

PROVIDENCE— "MR. CHIPS strongest in

town."

»

He's off again

on his annual

hot-weather

spree! Wheel

TO THE RESCUE!
Those glowing M-G'M box-office reports reprinted above are just the beginning. Look what's ahead:

July 21st. "ANDY HARDY GETS SPRING FEVER"
Sensational opening at State and Chinese Theatres, Los Angeles, topping all previous Hardys and combined total

reaching "Maytime"business! Lewis Stone, Mickey Rooney and all the folks! The Lucky Seventh Hardy Hit!

//

//

July 28th. National Release "GOODBYE MR. CHIPS
The delight of the dog days ! Keep extra time wide open

!

Aug. 4th. "MIRACLES FOR SALE'
A sleeper ! Watch for it ! Summer showmanship special

!

Aug. 11th. ROBERT TAYLOR, HEDY LAMARR in

"LADY OF THE TROPICS" {need we say more!)

Aug. 18th. "THESE GLAMOUR GIRLS"
Lew Ayres and a screenful of beauties, including LanaTurner, Anita Louise and others in a sure-fire box-office show!

—and then on August 25 comes the biggest sensation since "Snow White":

nTHE WIZARD OF OZ //

Watch for further announcements about M-G-M's Technicolor Wonder Show playing hundreds of day-and-date
engagements simultaneous with giant ad campaign!

THE FRIENDLY COMPANY!

"Summer! When a feller needs
a friend! There's always

//
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WIS. CIRCUIT TAX

PROPOSALS KILLED

{Continued from Page 1)

eliminating a proposal to divert $7,-

500,000 from the highway fund to

genei-al state purposes to avoid new
ta>3L. )nd tax boosts.

1ms action, it was reported last

night, paves the way for a new tax

measure to make up the deficit which
may include a theater admission tax.

Earlier in the session, a proposal for

a three per cent, admission tax was
withdrawn, following determined

fight by pix interests.

Pacific National Theaters

Receivership Asked in Del.

Wilmington, Del.—A bill asking

appointment of a receiver for the

dissolved Pacific National Theaters,

Inc., which operated motion picture
theaters in California, rather than
appointment of the directors as trus-
tees in dissolution was filed in the
New Castle County Court of Chan-
cery here by Margaret M. Stevens
and W. Ernest Choats, stockholders,
of San Diego, Cal.

The corporation was dissolved in

April, 1937. Howard F. Duane rep-
resents the complainants.

Pacific National, the complainants
assert, has since its dissolution been
engaged in distributing to and
among its shareholders one share
of preferred stock of Preferred The-
aters Corp. and five cents in cash
for each share of stock of Pacific
National Theaters, Inc.

The complainants assert they have
not received such distributive shares
or dividends which thev claim have
been paid on the Preferred Theaters
stock. An action brought by the
same complainants against these
defendants is pending in the Los
Angeles County Superior Court.

cptefr
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Best wishes from THE FILM DAILY
to the following on their birthdays:

M. J. Siegel

Zira Johann
Olive Borden
Dave Fleischer

Louis F. Blumenthal
Lena Roth

JULY 14
Charles Weinstein
Stuart Stewart
Lucian Frival

Hal Sloane
Jay Henry

Frances Spitzer
John S. Twist

JULY 15

Sam Schneider Raymond Hackett

JULY 16

Barbara Stanwyck George Marion
Ginger Rogers Mary Philbin

Gus Harris

ALONG THE

WITH PHIL A4. DALY;

• • • EXPLOITATION is picking up Paramount's Bob Gill-

ham, ad chief, has seen the answer in the splendid results from the

ballyhooing of "Union Pacific" in Omaha, and "Man About Town" in

Waukegan so he is stepping out with some elaborate and novel

stunts to make the nation Paramount-conscious on these Big Fellows

coming along

T T
• • • FOR "Beau Geste" key city trade and press

screenings, leading off with a press preview at the Carthay Circle

in Losang, and 30 subsequent screenings in key spots handled by

various members of the studio and home office publicity staffs. . . .

• • • ELABORATE plans for Bob Burns' new film, "Our Leading

Citizen," call for screenings for the Governors of the forty-eight states,

and a lecture tour by Irvin Cobb, author of the story The Bing

Crosby special, "The Star Maker," will be exploited by a Coast-to-Coast

broadcast honoring Gus Edwards, the vet showman whose life story

forms the background for the picture Edwards' former child pro-

teges will handle the program, including Eddie Cantor, George Jessel,

Walter Winchell, Helen and Grace Menken, the Duncan Sisters, Earl

Carroll, the Lane Sisters, George Price, Mae Murray, Lila Lee, Groucho

Marx, Eddie Buzzell

• • • THAT world premiere for "Geronimo" should prove a

real novelty with the story based on the life of the famous
Apache chief, the "back to the Indian" motif will take form in a

premiere held in the town of Geronimo, Arizona, on the Apache
Indian reservation some time in September The success of

the trans-continental tour of the Union Pacific train has led Mister

Gillham to go strong on Frank Lloyd's "Rulers of the Sea"

there will be two forty-foot boats for the picture, reproduc-

tions of the famous "Sirius" and "Dog Star" which staged a real

trans-Atlantic sail versus steam race in 1838, and these replicas will

be transported by truck and natural waterways to several big cities

they will touch upon the Great Lakes, the Erie canal, Chesa-

peake Bay, the Ohio and Mississippi Rivers and that will be

some ballyhoo TV
• • • OPENING of a new exhibition by the Museum of Costume

Art at the Internaitonal Building on Fifth Ave it will be Part II

of its Cycle of American Dress presenting hoopskirts, bustles, gay

nineties, and turn of the century costumes the fall fashions of 1939

will show the influences of these periods, and so will the Hollywood

picture styles colorful and historical costumes from 1725 to 1845

are now on view in the present exhibition, which will close July 22

the new exhibition opens Aug. I

• • • BEFORE returning to Hollywood to appear in "Full

Confession" for RKO Radio Sally Eilers heard about the fun

we charter members of the Sidewalk Superintendents' Club are

having and she promptly joined up just as they brought

her along Sixth Avenue for the initiation at 48th Street, a guard

waved a red flag and a moment later a terrific blast shook the

neighborhood "Gee whiz!" said Sally, "they never gave me a

welcome like that in Hollywood"

« « « » » »

THEATER BUILDING UP;

REMODELLING DROPS

(Continued from Page 1)

months of 1938, alterations were
effectuated at a cost of $12,086,000,
while the corresponding period this

year found investment total $11,-

638,000.
Taking into consideration the en-

tire amount of money spent for both
new construction and alterations
during 1939's first half, as against
new construction plus alterations
during the first half of 1938, the cur-
rent year period is only $167,000 be-
hind a year ago.

Eberson declares that, with pro-
posed new construction during the re-
mainder of the year, as well as con-
templated and scheduled alterations,

1939 may exceed 1938. Many houses
in the 37 States East of the Rockies
are in obvious need of alterations, he
points out, and, further, alert exhibi-
tion interests are more conscious
than ever of the economic benefits
which will accrue from building of
more numerous and more modern
houses to take care of growing com-
munity needs.

RKO Radio May Erect

New Chicago Exchange

Chicago—Plans are under consid-
eration for the construction of a
new film exchange building for
RKO in this city. A. A. Shubert,
director of exchange operations, was
here recently in connection with the
project.

Richard Gledhill Dies
Funeral services will be held to-

day or tomorrow for Richard Gled-
hill, upstate salesman for 20th Cen-
tury-Fox, who died Wednesday of a
heart attack. Gledhill was at the
wheel of his car at Dobbs Ferry
when he collapsed.
A veteran of 25 years in the film

business, Gledhill had been with
20th-Fox for the last 12 years. Ser-
vices will be held at the Stephen
Merritt chapel, 104 W. 73rd St.

WEDDING BELLS

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Paula Stone, screen

actress, daughter of the veteran
film and stage actor, Fred Stone,
plans to marry Duke Daly, orches-
tra leader on Sunday next, but de-
clines to state .where the ceremony
will be performed. Daly arrived
here from Boston by plane at mid-
week.

Hardy, Ark.—Mrs. Margaret F.
Harkey, owner and manager of the
Ozark Amusement Co. here, and
State Senator Gene Higginbotham,
also of Hardy, were married recently.

Chicago—Frank Beres, booker for

RKO Chicago offices, will be married
next month to Miss Judy of Berwyn
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HOLLYWOOD
By RALPH WILK

Johnson Role for Tracy
'""THE Man On America's Con-

science," an original story writ-

ten by Alvin Meyers and Lowell
Brodaux, has been sold to M-G-M
for Spencer Tracy. Both Meyers
and Brodaux have been signed to

work on the screenplay. It is the
story of Andrew Johnson, Presi-

dent, who succeeded Lincoln and the
only President to be impeached.
Paul Kohner agented the deal.

Metro In Story Drive

In a drive for new screen mate-
rial, M-G-M has purchased seven
additional new stories during the
last month. Story buys include

"Twenty-Mule Team," an original

by Owen Atkinson and Robert
Dusae, in which Wallace Beery is

slated to star; "A Call on the Pres-
ident," a short story by Damon Run-
yon which appeared first in the
Saturday Evening Post; "A Gentle-

man of Some Importance," by Wil-
liam C. White; "Bonanza," by Hen-
war Rodakiewicz; "The Days Be-
fore Lent," by Hamilton Basso;
"The Ghost Book," by Chandler
Sprague, and "The Search for
Youth" by Chandler Sprague.

Two Stories for Shorts

Metro also made two purchases
for its short subject department:

WHO'S WHO IN HOLLYWOOD
• • • Introducing Interesting Personalities: No. 210 • • •

CIDNEY SALKOW. Director at Republic. Was born in New York City and
*^ attended Columbia, where he won his Master's Degree, and City College of

New York where he was given a degree of Bachelors of Arts. Was assistant

director on "The Last Mile," "Subway Express" and "Harlem," Broadway produc-

tions, and also served as production assistant to Charles Frohman and A. L.

Erlanger. He directed "Bloodstream," "Geraniums

In My Window" and other Broadway plays. He
came to Hollywood as assistant to Benjamin Glazer

at Paramount. At Paramount, he co-directed

"Lady Be Careful" and "Sailor Beware," and was

also under contract as a writer for two years, and

co-scenarized "Rhythm On the Range" starring

Bing Crosby and "Exclusive." He directed sev-

eral pictures at Universal, and is now directing

at Republic where he guided such pictures as

"Storm Over Bengal," "Woman Doctor," "Zero

Hour" and "She Married a Cop." His greatest

/''/ |i||worry ' s now t° g r°w a beard.

"Slot Machine Racket," an original

unpublished story by Eric L. Ergen-
bright, and "The Life of Hugo Gro-
tius" by Joseph Ansen.

"Air Scouts" Completes Series

Paul Malvern, producer of the

'Tailspin Tommy' series at Mono-
gram, has announced "Air Scouts"
as the fourth and last in the series

for the 1938-39 program. "Air

Scouts," will go into production
on or about Aug. 15. "Sky Patrol,"
the third 'Tailspin Tommy,' is sched-
uled to start Tuesday with Howard
Bretherton directing.

"Fugitive Island" for Holt

Larry Darmour has purchased
Eric Taylor's original story, "Fugi-
tive Island," and has assigned him
to do the screenplay for the pro-

duction which will star Jack Holt
Columbia will release.

Set Ginger Rogers Vehicles

Two Ginger Rogers' starring, veh
icles planned for RKO Radi8, ' ic-

tures for 1939-40 will be 'J.im-
rose Path," Broadway stage play,
and "Enchanted Cottage," stage
play which also was made as a
silent pix some years ago.
"Primrose Path," which was

based on George Abbott's drama-
tization of Victoria Lincoln's novel
"February Hill," will be the first

of the new season's vehicles for
Ginger, with Gregory LaCava as-
signed to both produce and direct.

Pandro S. Berman will personally
supervise production for "En-
chanted Cottage," by Sir Arthur
Wing Pinero.

"Big House" Budget Up
Charles Bickford and Barton Mac-

Lane have been signed for leading
roles in the Monogram picture
"Murder in the Big House." Budget
has been increased in order to make
it the outstanding special on the
current Monogram program. It

also will be the final 1938-39 pro-
duction.

Col. Buys Wetstein Story

Aleen Wetstein has sold her orig-

inal story, "And So They Were Mar-
ried," to Columbia.

Pix Upholding Democracy
Will Get Award at Fair

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Feature film of the

year, making the outstanding con-

tribution to the ideal of the democ-

racy, as selected by a convention of

delegates from guilds, unions and

industry associations, will be given

an award at the San Francisco Fair.

Attorney General Frank Murphy
will present the award for the Mo-

tion Picture Democratic Committee.

Elliott Nugent is Chairman of the

Award Arrangements Committee.

Sponsors include John Cromwell,

Melvyn Douglas, Phillip Dunne, John

Ford, Bryan Foy, John Garfield,

Frances Goodrich, Raymond Grif-

fith, Albert Hackett, Miriam Hop-
kins, William K. Howard, Nunnally
Johnson, Garson Kanin, Major Phil-

lip Kieffer, Alfred Newman, J.

Walter Ruben, Gail Sondergaard,
Milton Sperling, Gloria Stuart,

Franchot Tone, and Harry Tugend.

Misplaced "S"
They had the "S" in the wrong place,

Para, decided yesterday.

And so Frank Lloyd's pix heretofore

dubbed "Ruler of the Seas" will be re-

leased as "Rulers of the Sea."

Seegels Coming to N. Y.

for Republic Confabs

(Continued from Page 1)

office for a series of meetings with

circuit buyers in New England, but

is scheduled to be back at his desk

on Monday.
Also arriving in New York on

Monday are Grover C. Parsons, Re-
public's Pacific Coast district man-
ager, and J. T. Sheffield, of Seattle,

franchise holder for Republic in

the Northwest. Purpose of their

current journey to the home office

at this time is declared to be co-
operation with Grainger in nego-
tiating a product deal with Fox
West Coast houses.

Concentration of so many Repub-
lic execs, in New York is linked with
company business demanding atten-
tion prior to departure later this

month of Yates who is going to

England, ostensibly to see that
every measure is taken to assure
the success of Gene Autry's p.a.

tour there. Additional motive for
Yates' overseas jaunt is reported
to be strengthening of Republic set-

up for expansion on the Continent
as well as England.
Gene Autry arrives in New York

from Hollywood on Thursday. The
star's two horses, "Champ" and
"Pal," are being shipped to Eng-
land today aboard the American
Banker.

Ritter, Burnette, Keene Tour
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— Martin Wagner, of

William Morris Agency, has set

Tex Ritter and his Musical Tor-
nados for a ten-week tour through
the south, opening in Memphis Sat-
urday, and booked through to Atlan-
tic City, where he opens Labor Day
week. Wagner also set Smiley Bur-
nette and his Rhythm Wranglers for
a six week tour of one nighters
through the middle west. Burnette
opens in Indianapolis today. Tom
Keene and his Dude Ranch Jam-
boree was set by Wagner and is

completing the tenth of his 15-
week tour through New England.
Wagner is arranging to send out
several well-known picture names
for PA.'s.

White Takes Over Two
Cincinnati—Maurice White, prexy

of United Theaters, has taken over
the Hippodrome and Strand the-
aters, Newport, Ky., from The
Frankel Amusement Co. The new
venture is listed as H & S Amuse-
ment Co.

Set Mori Case Hearing
Philadelphia— Hearing on Mori

case pleas for injunctive relief will
be held next Wednesday in Federal
Court here before Judge William H.
Kirkpatrick. This is the first step
following initial filing of suit.

"Swanee River" Added
to 20th-Fox Color Pix

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Twentieth-Fox has

decided to dip still another in the

dye vat. Chosen for Technicolor

treatment is "Swanee River," the

Stephen Foster-E. P. Christie bio-

graphical story in which Don
Ameche will play Foster, Al Jolson,

Christie, the minstrel king, and]

Nancy Kelly the femme lead, with
Sidney Lanfield directing.

"Tumbleweeds" Sets Mark
Wheeling, W. Va. — "Tumble-

weels," distributed by Astor, broke
all house records at the State here
despite weather and heavy opposi-
tion, according to Manager W. J.

Sharbaugh.

Two New Series
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Para, will follow 20th-Fox

in producing a new series for 1939-40.
Latter recently announced dropping of
the "Mr. Molo" series, with a "Cisco
Kid" series starring Warner Baxter sub-
stituting. Now Fara. announces it will
continue the Aldrich Family in two pix
to follow "What a Life." Clifford Cold-
smith, author of the stage play, will
carry on. Aldrich Family is also on the
air for Jello this Summer.
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.V REVIEWS Of THE REUI fILfllS t<
"They Shall Have

Music"
with Jascha Heifetz, Andrea Leeds, Joel

McCrea
United Artists 105 Mins.

GRAND HUMAN STORY OF UNDER-

PRIVILEGED KIDS WITH HEIFETZ AND
HIS VIOLIN A MUSICAL TREAT.

This Samuel Goldwyn production has been

cleverly geared to strike a wide audience

appeal, and has succeeded admirably. First,

there is Jascha Heifetz, the great violin

virtuoso, who makes five appearances as he

demonstrates in close-ups his marvelous

technique in playing some of the most cele-

brated numbers in his repertoire. This

great treat to music lovers is something for

every exhibitor to shout about, for it will

bring to his theater people who have never

been there before. On the popular side,

there is a grand down-to-earth story, cun-

ningly loaded with the good old hoke, but

done with class and dignity. The cast is

exceptionally fine throughout. Andrea Leeds

is the daughter of Walter Brennan, an old

music master, who is devoting his life to

helping underprivileged children on the East

Side of New York to secure a musical edu-

cation. In an old house he has leased, he

teaches the youngsters with the help of a

few assistants, with his daughter as business

manager. Joel McCrea comes along to help

Andrea when financial difficulties arise, and

the proprietor of the music store who has

rented the musical instruments is demand-
ing pay or he will take them back. And
this on the eve of a concert the professor's

symphony orchestra is giving. Gene Rey-

nolds, who has been seen in a couple of

modest pictures, does a grand role as the

youngster from a poor East side family who
is turned from being a hoodlum by his in-

herent love of music. The old music master

gives him a new outlook on life, and he is

instrumental in bringing Jascha Heifetz into

the life of the little commmunity group of

musicians through an interesting and en-

tertaining series of events that culminates

in the great musician playing at the chil-

dren's concert, saving the music school from

going on the rocks, and giving the produc-

tion a bang-up heart-warming climax that

will have your audiences laughing and cry-

ing by turns. Brennan is superb as the old

music master. This Reynolds boy looms as

one of the real comers among the young-

sters, for he shows genuine feeling in his

actions, voice and expressions. Director

Archie Mayo has done splendidly in com-
bining the artistry of Heifetz and the human
interest appeal of the youngsters' musical

efforts into a moving drama that is simple

but highly dramatic in the emotional quali-

ties it evokes. Selling angles: Heifetz to

the musical groups; the human interest story

to the regular trade; and the amazing work
of the Junior Symphony Orchestra.

CAST: Jascha Heifetz, Andrea Leeds, Joel

McCrea, Gene Reynolds, Walter Brennan,

Porter Hall, Terry Kilburn, Walter Tetley,

Chuck Stubbs, Tommy Kelly, Jacqueline

Nash, Alfred Newman, Mary Ruth, John St.

Polis, Alexander Schoenberg, Marjorie Main,

Arthur Hohl, Paul Harvey, the Peter Merem-
blum California Junior Symphony Orchestra.

CREDITS: Producer, Samuel Goldwyn; As-

sociate Producer, Robert Riskin; Director,

Archie Mayo; Author, Irmgard von Cube;

"In Old Caliente"
with Roy Rogers, Mary Hart

Republic 57 Mins.

SOLIDLY ENTERTAINING WESTERN
WHOSE STORY, ACTION AND SONGS
CARRY HIGH APPEAL.

High entertainment rating is deserved by

this dramatic and musical western which
holds suspense, and consequently audience
interest from beginning to end, due to in-

telligent direction by Joseph Kane, who is

also associate producer of the opus; a well-

paced script; convincing acting; and con-

tinuously skillful photography, which at times

is unusually picturesque, embodying both

well-chosen terrain and, for a prairie pix,

the novelty of seascapes. Equipped as it is

with so many solid elements, not the least

of which is Roy Rogers' personality, hard

riding, and ability to deliver songs of the

sagebrush species with quality voice and

pleasing poise, fans who like outdoor stories

with plenty of action are bound to find this

one to their taste. Mary Hart, known to

pixgoers prior to last year by her initial

screen name, Lynn Roberts, is easy on the

eyes, a high asset to the cast, and is a

convincing reason for the hero Roy riding

away with her aboard a prairie schooner

when all the shooting is over,—and of shoot-

ing there is a goodly share, plus fisticuffs,

flying hooves et al. The yarn tells of the

invasion of California by settlers from the

East, whose advent is resented by the Span-

ish landowners. Roy Rogers is working for

an elderly Don. Latter, whose daughter,

played effectively by Katherine DeMille, is in

love with Rogers, suspects the youth of hav-

ing taken part in theft of gold derived from

sale of the hacienda's cattle. A half-breed,

interpreted by Jack La Rue, is eventually

found to be the guilty one, and the informer

of the bandits. But the apple of Rogers'

eye, whom he wins at the finale, is Mary
Hart who has come westward with her uncle,

George "Gabby" Hayes, Rogers' side-kick.

Katherine DeMille takes the jilting with un-

common sacrifice and resignation.

CAST: Roy Rogers, Mary Hart, George

"Gabby" Hayes, Jack La Rue, Katherine De-

Mille, Frank Puglia, Harry Woods, Paul

Marian, Ethel Wales, Merrill McCormick.

Associate Producer and Director, Joseph

Kane; Original Screenplay, Norman Houston,

Gerald Geraghty; Production Manager, Al

Wilson; Cameraman, William Nobles; Edi-

tor, Edward Mann; Musical Director, Cy
Feuer.

DIRECTION, Tip-Top. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Skillful.

Report Major Demurring

to Play-Financing Pact

(Continued from Page 1)

one major company is said to be
dissatisfied with two of the proposed
provisions. Portions under fire are
those calling for a down payment
of $15,000 on the screen rights and
for the payment of additional monies
based on weekly grosses of the
legit run, ranging from 10 per cent
on the first $5,000 to 20 per cent on
$10,000 or more.

Screenplay, John Howard Lawson; Camera-
man, Gregg Toland; Editor, Sherman Todd.

DIRECTION, Excellent. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Fine.

* SHORTS *

"Africa, Land of Conquest"
(The World Traveler)

Paul Devlin 9 mins.
Dramatic

In and around Marrakech, in

French Morocco, a very modern and
bustling city ruled by the French.
The native custom of cleansing them-
selves at a garden well before enter-

ing the Great Mosque, where the
matchless and priceless mosaics, and
the wood and plaster carvings form
an art treasure unequalled anywhere.
The bread-sellers in the market
places, and the cattle on the hillside,

and many other sights showing the
people living as their forefathers
lived centuries ago. Then comes the
dramatic contrast with the modern
note of conflict heard throughout the
French possession. The natives stage
a demonstration of loyalty to France,
as high-ranking native and French
officers watch. Military maneuvers
take place under wartime conditions
during a torrential downpour of rain.

The famous Spahis are seen on pa-
rade, rated among the finest mounted
soldiers and fiercest fighters in all

the world. A grand body of men
riding recklessly. The French troops
also are seen in maneuvers, the For-
eign Legion, backbone of France's
colonial fighters. Here France is seen
alert and ready, awaiting another
war that will plunge this land of con-
quest into the midst of world events.
Major Paul Devlin presents a stir-

ring narration that makes this sub-
ject very timely and topical.

"Ghosts Is the Bunk"
(Popeye)

Paramount 7 mins.
Spooky

Bluto has some fun with Popeye
and Olive, decoying them to a de-
serted spooky hotel, and then play-
ing the part of the ghost to scare
the wits out of them. But the two
victims discover who the ghost
really is. They turn the tables
neatly, and have Bluto so scared
that he is glad to escape from the
"haunted" premises. A Max Fleis-

cher cartoon.

Report Judell Organizes

Producers Distributing Co.

Chicago—It is reported that Ben
N. Judell has organized Producers
Distributing Co., to handle national
distribution of the product of his
Producers Pictures Co.
Abe Fisher, it is reported, will

manage the Chicago branch.

Mentone Dissolved
Albany — Papers of dissolution

have been filed by Universal Pictures
Co., Inc., Rockefeller Center, New
York, for Mentone Productions, Inc.

with the office of the Secretary of
State.

JOHN HERTZ ACQUIRES

PARA, COMMON STOCK

\

(Continued from Page 1)

sents Hertz's total common holdings

i

although he reported 100 shares o:

common through Lehman Brothers.
Report of Universal Corp.^"-^. tes

Nathan J. Blumberg has ar',."rec
200 common voting trust certificates
representing his total certificate
holdings. Daniel M. Sheaffer re-
ported acquisition of 500 certificates
bringing his total to 17,500, in addi-
tion to 26,500 he holds through
Standard Capital Co. He reported
holding none of the common voting
trust certificate warrants directly but
listed 111,283 through Standard Cap-
ital.

Pathe Film Corp. report lists Al-
lan P. Kirby as holding 2,100 shares
of common through Holding Com-
pany A, 900 shares through Holding
Company B and 600 shares in a trust.
Aquila Giles holds 200 shares of

Trans Lux Corp. common stock, it

was reported.

New York Allied Will

Press Membership Drive

(Continued from Page 1)

and the deadline in order to save
prospective members the initiation
fee.

The New York unit will hold no
meetings during the month of July,
the slated session in Binghamton
on July 21 having been cancelled.
Upstate meetings will be resumed
in mid-August, when sessions will
start alternating between Syracuse
and Binghamton.

E. Thorton Kelly, executive secre-
tary, plans to leave on a month's
tour of the state on July 24 in the
interest of new members and to
hold confabs with regional leaders.

N. E. Indies to Hear Playback

of Minneapolis Code Talks

Boston—Recorded speeches of Al
Steffes, William F. Rodgers, Nathan
Yamins, Col. Harry A. Cole, Grad-
well Sears, Abe Montague and other
spokesmen at the recent Allied Min-
neapolis convention will be played
back over a public address system,
late this month, so that indie exhibi-
tors not at Minneapolis will have an
opportunity to decide for themselves
the merits of the Trade Practice
Code. Meeting will be sponsored by
the Independent Exhibitors, with
Arthur K. Howard, executive secre-
tary, in charge of arrangements.

All independent theater operators
in New England are to be invited
to the conclave, which has been pen-
ciled in for July 25 at the Hotel Stat-
ler. There is a possibility that the
meeting may be put off until Aug-
ust 1.

Billboard Drops Yearbook
The Billboard is suspending pub-

lication of its Yearbook, formerly
the Index of the New York Legit-
imate Stage.
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WB Selling Up 12% in Midwest; Metro Gains in Mich.
Upswing Reported in Frisco;

Cleveland, New Haven
Deals Are Slow
(Continued from Page 1)

ness, and Van Nomikos, circuit op-
erator and vice-president of Illinois

Ai»j \ are among those opposing
pe^£ itage deals offered. Yet
marked growth in percentage selling

in this territory is indicated.
Warners, it is stated, will have

at least eight percentage films, a
new move for WB here. Henry
Herbel, district manager, reports a
12 per cent sales gain in the Min-
neapolis - Milwaukee - Indianapolis
territories, following a recent swing
through the central keys.
Two of the leading films will be

sold on a 40 per cent basis and the
balance of the percentage films will
go out on a 35 per cent basis. The
remainder of the new season prod-
uct will be on a flat rental basis, ac-
cording to Herbel.
Branch checkup brought the fol-

lowing comments on selling:

20th-Fox (Clyde Eckhardt); "Very
satisfactory"; Universal (Manny
Gottlieb): "Good"; Paramount
(James Donahue): "Good"; Colum-
bia (Moreau Delano): "Showing an
increase"; Metro: "Good"; UA:
"Good results"; Monogram: "Good";
Republic: "Good."

Metro Sales Said 20% Ahead
in the Michigan Territory

Detroit—Reports on new season
selling in this territory differ sharp-
ily.

While exhibs. contacted by The
Film Daily generally indicated they
have been reluctant to close deals,
major exchanges were highly opti-
mistic and enthusiastic over show-
ings to date.

Frank J. Downey, Metro branch
manager, declared the exchange was
20 per cent ahead of last year. All
major exchanges at the present time
are pushing selling among up-state
indies, with circuit deal negotiations
also under way. It will be August,
however, before majority of the lat-
ter are cleaned up.
At Butterfield Circuit offices, cen-

ter of the largest single booking
order in the territory, informal con-
ferences between circuit executives
and the branch managers and other
distributor representatives have been
under way, but to date these have
only paved the way for new con-
tracts. Most exchanges have not
prepared the work sheets for their
schedules for the big organizations
yet, and final closing of the contracts
will, as usual, be made in most cases
with aid of New York execs, who

Where Is Who?
Info, department of this paper has

received a card with the following
text, "Dear Sir, If you have year book
where is who and whitking film produced
in Europe and addresses of the film pro-
ducer in Europe. What is the price.
Yours, ." We give up.

"Pygmalion" Voted Best British Picture
of the Year in Film Weekly's Poll

London (By Cable)—"Pygmalion" was voted the best British production released in

1938 in the poll conducted by the Film Weekly. The other nine best were, in the order
named: "Sixty Glorious Years" (Queen of Destiny), "South Riding," "The Lady Vanishes,"
"A Yank at Oxford," "The Drum," "Bank Holiday," "Housemaster," "The Edge of the
World" and "This Man is News." Ralph Richardson won the palm for the best male
performance for his acting in 'South Riding" with Leslie Howard second for his role in

"Pygmalion." Wendy Hiller won first place in actresses performances for her charac-
terization in "Pygmalion" and Anne Neagle second place for her acting of Queen Vic-
toria in "Sixty Glorious Years."

usually come in here to close these
deals.

Actual work on new contracts is

not expected to start till September
at United Detroit Theaters' offices,

while the Cohen Brothers Circuit
will not take up the subject for an-
other month at least, Lou Cohen
said.

Indie exchanges here are more or
less marking time, permitting the
majors to have the right of way.
Indies' drive will start in September.

Frisco Branch Managers
Report Upswing in Sales

San Francisco—Exchange manag-
ers here all report a definite up-
swing is indicated in new season
selling.

L. E. Tillman, Columbia manager,
says that he looks for a definite
pickup in late July and August,
with Fall bookings moving way
ahead of last year.

Paramount's manager H. Neal
East is all hopped up over the way
sales are coming in. "I think I'd

be safe in saying that our sales are
up about 30 per cent. We feel that
we are in for a good year," he told

The Film Daily.

G. M. Ballentine of 20th Century-
Fox was equally as optimistic and
said new season selling would go
25 per cent ahead of last year.
"While business now is just about
the same as last year," he stated.

"But this is just the usual summer
condition that we all expect, and
everyone seems to feel that starting
this Fall business is going to be
exceptionally good."

Republic and Universal offices ex-

pressed similar opinions, and feel

that the industry is definitely on the
upturn, and headed for good times
again.

Selling Season in Slow
Start in New Haven Area
New Haven—Exhibitors and ex-

change men are generally agreed
that the selling season is slow in

getting under way this summer,
though there is a difference of opin-

ion as to the explanation.

Dr. J. B. Fishman, of Fishman
Theaters, for many years active in

exhibitor organizations, points to

"unreasonable demands of distribu-

tors, in spite of definite and con-
siderable falling off of business at

the box-office." Harry Lavietes,
Pequot operator, one of the oldest

indies in the district, says it is

"impossible for exhibitors to buy

at this time and at the prices asked

for film, with business off at least

30 per cent." Many exhibs. labelled

these past few months worse than
any previous depression. Connecti-
cut indies at a recent mass meeting
called for relief from the distribs.

Although one or two of the ex-
changes claim that in number of
contracts signed they compare fav-
orably with last year, generally ex-
changemen intimate things are not
what they should be. Many concede
that the drop at the box-office will

inevitably make it a difficult and
late selling season. Others believe
that the unusually early convention
dates this year and the longer time
between selling and availability are
causing the exhibitor to delay.

Indianapolis Reports New
Season Selling Satisfactory

Indianapolis—New season selling

is reported very satisfactory in this

territory according to exchange
managers. Wade Willman, M-G-M
branch manager reports new prod-

uct moving very good. Other ex-

change heads canvassed by The
Film Daily made these statements:

G. R. Frank, United Artists, "Sell-

ing of new product very good."

George T. Landis, 20th Century-
Fox, "New season selling progress-
ing nicely."

G. C. Craddock, Universal, "Sales
of new product are better than last
year because of good delivery last
year and the fine outlook for the
coming season."

W. Guy Craig, Columbia, "Our
product is moving and selling excel-

lently, and exhibitors seem eager for
next year's product."

Fred Greenberg, Warners, "New
product sales are ahead of last year
for the same period. In view of
excellent delivery of current season,
sales have exceeded last year by
about 25 per cent so far."

J. H. Stevens, Paramount, "Sales
of the new season product are good."
Roy Churchill, RKO-Radio Pic-

tures, "Pi-ospects for the new selling

season are good."

Selling in Corn Area Awaits
Sizing Up of Crop Prospects

Kansas City, Mo. — Exchange
heads repoi't film buying progress-
ing about as usual. It is significant,

however, that the trend during re-

cent years has been to July and
August buying, with few of the rural
exhibs. agreeing to product com-

Mid-East Section Gives New
Season Product Good

Support
mitments until the wheat crop is in

and they have had an opportunity
to size up the all-important corn
crop.

Few Contracts Negotiated
in Cleveland Territory

Cleveland—Local exchanges have
negotiated few 1939-40 film con-
tracts in this territory. M-G-M re-

ports that the major independent
circuits last year contracted for a
two-year period.

Universal locally closed a deal
with J. R. Osborne and George Otte
for the entire Dipson circuit, which
includes its Ohio, Pennsylvania and
West Virginia houses. I. J. Schmertz,
20th-Fox branch manager, reports
his office has closed a 1939-40 deal

with W. N. Skirball for all of his

houses.

New Season Product Gets
Good Support in Mid-East

Cincinnati—New season product
is receiving excellent support from
exhibitors in the Mid-East territory.

Allan Moritz, Columbia exchange
manager, advises, "We are far ahead
of last year in contracts sold and
situations closed. Every circuit in

the territory has been closed."

Equally enthusiastic is 20th-Fox's
J. J. Brady, who states, "We are
ahead of all previous years." State-
ment is echoed by Joe Oulahan,
Para's manager.
UA's Harris Dudelson reports ex-

cellent reaction to the new lineup:

"Deals are coming in nicely," he
says.

E. M. Booth, M-G-M manager,
comments, "We are well satisfied

with the deals being closed."
Warners' Ralph Kinsler states

1939-40 deals running materially
ahead. Max Margolis of Republic
and Monogram's Bill Onie also

stated sales better than average
were proving exhibitor confidence.

Form Telenews Corp. in Chi.

Chicago—The Telenews Corp. has
been organized by R. P. Florsheim,
Frank Greenberg and L. Wolfson to

manage and operate newsreel thea-
ters. The Chicago offices are at
1 N. LaSalle.

Franchise to Excellent

Detroit — Excellent Pictures is

taking over the Michigan franchise
for Producers Pictures Corp., branch
manager William Flemion, disclosed.

Bingo Bush On
New Haven—Organizations all over the

state are circulating petitions necessary

to secure the local permission of Beards

of Aldermen to run Bingo. Few will

have completed the requirements before
August.
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F & M SUES LAWYERS,

ASKS FEE'S RETURN

(Continued from Page 1)

Hecker, seek to recover $42,200 al-

leged to have been paid as a legal

fee. Plaintiffs also ask the court to

enjoin the three defendants from
selling or transferring a series of

notes totaling $42,800, and to order

their return.

Petition alleges that the Fanchon
& Marco firms agreed to pay an addi-

tional fee of $25,000 to James P.

Aylward, Kansas City attorney and
Democratic Party leader in Missouri,
after they were told that a Missouri
anti-trust action against them could
not be dismissed until Aylward's fee
for legal services had been paid.

Fanchon & Marco, Inc., the peti-
tion says, retained Leahy, as coun-
sel in 1934 when negotiations were
under way for the leases and opera-
tion of the Ambassador, Grand Cen-
tral and Missouri theaters. To effect

this, Leahy organized two St. Louis
corporations, the St. Louis Ambass-
ador Theater, Inc., and the St. Louis
Missouri Theater, Inc., with a total

authorized capital of $105,000, it is

stated.

These companies operated at a loss

due to the refusal of the majors to
rent films to the Fanchon & Marco
interests, the petition continues. Al-
len L. Snyder, one of those who en-
tered the agreement with F & M,
and who had advanced $25,000, de-
clined to make further advances and
requested the return of the money
he had already advanced, the petition

continued. On advice of Leahy, it

is alleged Snyder's stock was pur-
chased for $25,000.

Later, the petition avers, Leahy
advised F & M a complaint should
be made to the Attorney General of

Missouri with a request anti-trust

proceedings be instituted against the
majors for their refusal to furnish
films to the three houses. Leahy,
the petition also states, advised that
Aylward be retained. Acting on this

advice the plaintiffs stated they em-
ployed Aylward and paid him a $5,-

000 retainer.

It is then alleged that while con-
ferences looking toward court ac-

tion were in progress, F & M entered
into direct negotiations with the
majors which promised to settle the
difficulties. At this point the F & M
interests allege they directed Leahy
to stop the filing of any anti-trust

suits in Missouri, as such action

P.S.—Also Films
Laconia, N. H. — Colonial Theater,

1,230-seater, currently offers:

Tickets on electric refrigerator and
electric range to be given away by a

local dealer.

Auction on stage, in which professional

auctioneer will put antiques, furniture,

dishes, etc., on block for patrons.

Special children's show featuring group

of full-blooded Hopi Indians from U. S.

Government reservations.

P.S.—Oh, yes, house also plays films.

FILM CODE ANALYZED
By LOUIS NIZER

EDITOR'S NOTE: THE FILM DAILY today presents the seventeenth installment of a

comprehensive analysis of the proposed Trade Practice Code (Revision of June 10) by Louis

Nizer, member of the law firm of Phillips & Nizer, and authority on the law of screen, stage

and radio. The analysis is designed to clarify the provisions of the Code in non-legalistic

language so as to make them readily understandable to all people in the film industry. In view

of the fact that the Distributors Negotiating Committee proposes to make the Code effec-

tive for the 1939-40 season, THE FILM DAILY deems Mr. Nizer's interpretive presentation

an outstanding, timely service of inestimable value to the trade. Preservation of the daily in-

stallments, now devoted to the Rules of Arbitration, is recommended.

Installment No. 17

(2) Personnel of Permanent Arbitration Board: In each Exchange territory,

there will be organized a Permanent Arbitration Board composed of three arbitrators:

(a) One from the panel appointed by distributors and affiliated exhibitors.

(b) One from the panel appointed by the organized exhibitor groups.

(c) One from the panel of neutral arbitrators.

Rotation of Arbitrators: All arbitrators, except those from the neutral panel,

shall serve in rotation.

Length of Service: The members of each panel shall determine the length of

time which each of its members shall serve. It shall also determine the order in which they

shall rotate.

Selection of Neutral Arbitrators: The neutral arbitrator shall be designated by

the other two arbitrators. If they are unable to agree upon the neutral arbitrator, he

shall be chosen by lot from the panel of neutral arbitrators.

Chairman of the Board: The neutral arbitrator shall be Chairman of the Per-

manent Arbitration Board. He shall serve during the term of office of the two arbi-

trators designating him.

(3) Secretary: All distributors, affiliated exhibitors and organized exhibitor groups

which have the right to participate in the appointment of the panel of neutral arbitra-

tors shall, by unanimous action, appoint the Secretary of the Permanent Arbitration Board

for such Exchange territory. The Secretary shall also act as Secretary for Special Arbi-

tration Boards (analyzed below).

(4) Office: Each Permanent Arbitration Board shall maintain an office and have

available adequate quarters for the hearing of arbitrations.
(Eighteenth installment will appear in an early issue.)

Neely Bill Goes Before

Senate at Noon Today

(Continued from Page 1)

cial Security measure amendments.
Senate Majority Leader Barkley

told The Film Daily last night, "I
imagine we can complete the session
on the block-booking measure in the
Senate tomorrow unless there is more
debate on it than now seem prob-
able."

Senator Neely is expected to make
the leading speech for the bill and
Senator White for the opposition.

Wobber, Gehring, Talley

at Eckhardt's Dinner

(Continued from Page 1)

formal opening of the company's
new exchange there and to attend
the testimonial dinner for Clyde
Eckhardt at the Congress Hotel.
Reception at the exchange is set

for 1-5 p.m.

would make further negotiations dif-

ficult.

The petition then charges that
Leahy failed to stop such action that
the anti-trust suits were filed, and
that he then advised the settlement
of the $25,000 fee for Aylward, after
which the suits were dismissed.
The $42,200 Fanchon & Marco are

seeking to recover is alleged to be
the amount they paid on a $75,000
fee for Leahy and his associates for
their legal services. The series of
notes were to cover the balance of
this fee.

Aussie Exhibs. Combat Music

By License-Free Records

Sydney (By Cable) — Australian

exhibitors, in their fight against mu-
sic fees charged by the Performing

Rights Society, are using license-free

records which are being manufac-

tured by the Australian Record Co.

for use in theaters. Records are sold

outright to theaters for approxi-

mately $1, subject to a 25 per cent

discount and stamped with the offi-

cial seal of the MPEA of N. S. W.
The British CEA some years back

unsuccessfully tried a similar project

in Great Britain.

Australian Radio in Fight
On Performing Rights Ass'n

Sydney (By Cable)—Fees charged
by the Australian Performing Rights
Ass'n for copyright music has re-

sulted in an open fight between the
Australian Broadcasting Commission
(Australian equivalent of the British

BBC) and APRA. The ABC, which
controls 25 of Australia's 125 radio

stations, has refused to renew its

contract with APRA until a more
equitable basis of rates is arrived at.

The APRA rate of one shilling

and one pence, the world's highest,
is called extortionate by the ABC
and out of all proportion compared
to other countries.

Australian exhibs., who have been
fighting APRA fees for years, are
awaiting the outcome of radio's

fight against APRA.

GRAND NATIONAL WILI

SEEK AGE PRODUCER!

(Continued from Page 1)

be enough proxies on hand at to
day's meeting to ratify both the RF(
loan and the Felt & Co. deal. Th
combined deals are expected to ad<

more than $1,000,000 to tk-sjfil*

treasury. ^
H>>

It is reported that a number o:

top-flight producers may be broughi
into the GN fold when financial de-

tails are completed.

8

Defense Substitution Sought

in Ohio Pix Rental Tax Case:

I

(Continued from Page 1)

assertion, exclusively reported in

The Film Daily yesterday, "if there

is to be a defense, it must originate

with the industry, because I am of

the opinion the tax should be col-

lected."

Carlton S. Dargusch, ITO of Ohio
counsel, and Robert Barton, counsel
for the MPPDA, told The Film
Daily they will petition the Court
of Appeals tomorrow for permis-
sion to name "interested parties"
as defendants, thus continuing the
current action.

Dargusch will use Frank J. Fer-
guson, operator of the Avondale
Theater here, but as yet Barton has
not decided which of the MPPDA
distributor affiliates will be named
in this highly important test case

I

Para. Central American
Biz Running 15% Ahead

(Continued from Page 1)

mates that the percentage will be
higher before the end of the year.
Gordon said that American com-

panies, in general, are experiencing
an increase in business in the ter-
ritory, which includes all of Cen-
tral America, Venezuela, West In-
dies and Panama, where, he said,

American pictures continue to hold
the spotlight of popularity.

Edwin Carewe Rallies
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Reported by physic-

ians as "much improved," Edwin
Carewe, veteran film director who
collapsed of a heart attack on July
5, has been permitted to leave a

!

local hospital for his home.

Gulf States 9 Alibis
New Orleans—Let not originality and

imagination be despised, no matter in

what cause they be used. Here are the
latest alibis for weak box-office in the
Gulf States:

1. Forty hour week. (Too many custo-
mers taking week-ends.)

2. Public beaches. (They'd rather swim
and romance than watch romance.)

3. Hot weather before rain. Rain. Cool
weather after the rain.

4. The Colden Gate Exposition and the
World of Tomorrow Fair.

It



WHAT TO BUY . . . WHERE TO BUY

* ARCHITECTS *l * distributors •

John Eberson
Architect

Qk 1560 Broadway ^
*' New York City

* ARTISTS *

* BANNERS *

MANUFACTURERS OF THE FINEST IN

FLAGS • BANNERS
• DECORATIONS •

ART FLAG, INC.
247 W. 42nd St. New York City

BRyant 9-7274

SILK VALANCES
Rental Service

ALL MAJOR PICTURES
• •

LIBERMAN FLAG & VALANCE CO.

247 W. 46th St. New York City

• BOOKS *

The Recognized Standard
Reference Book of the Motion

Picture Industry

THE FILM
YEAR BOOK
Published by

THE FILM DAILY
1501 Broadway New York

729 Seventh Ave. New York
MEdallion 3-2943

AMKINO Presents—

"ALEXANDER
NEVSKY"

* * * * Daily News

SPECTACLE FILM
Directed by Sergei Eisenstein

English Titles

AMKINO CORPORATION
Telephone BRyant 9-7680

723 Seventh Ave. New York

A picture for Every Purpose—
mill

-£BaHa!gj£jBs^S^I^

Telephone MEdallion 3-3813
729 Seventh Ave. New York

ARTHUR
, JOSEPH

anaMAYER BURSTYN
1481 Broadway, New York City

Distributing

The Season's Box Office Smash

"BALLERINA //

• ENGLISH PICTURES •

• ITALIAN PICTURES *

Breaking Records
EVERYWHERE

"MOONLIGHT SONATA"
featuring

JAN PADEREWSKI

MALMAR PRODUCTIONS
244 W. 49th St. New York City

* DECORATORS *bi * french pictures

Complete Decorating and Draperies

Murals — Draperies — Stage Curtains

Specialists in Creation of

Smart Interiors

Novelty Scenic Studios, Inc.

320 W. 48th St.. New York City A. I. Kessler Mgr.

Premier Scenery Studios

SCENERY

DRAPERIES

STAGE SETTINGS

DECORATIONS

340 W. 41st St. New York City

Now Releasing
"HEROES of the MARNE"
A picture you will never forget

Released by

SPECTRUM PICT. CORP.
729 Seventh Ave. New York

Noil? Available—
The Strauss Musical Romance

"THREE WALTZES'

VEDIS FILMS, INC.
RKO Building New York City

ESPERIA FILM CO.
Now Releasing—

Record Breaking Hits

* + *—"Eravamo Sette Sorelle"

'We Were Seven Sisters'— • —
* • 1/2*—"Lotte Nell 'Ombra"

'Battles in the Shade'— • —
* * *—"Sotto La Croce del Sud"

'Under the Southern Cross'— • —
* -k -k y2 -k—"Per Uomini Soli"

'For Men Only'

1650 Broadway New York City
Tel. Circle 6-3169

• JEWISH PICTURES •

NEW STAR FILMS
Now Releasing . . .

'GREEN FIELDS'
Paretz Hershbein's Immortal

Classic

ALSO

"JACOB THE BLACKSMITH"
Based on the World Famous Novel

by DAVID PINSKI

NEW STAR FILMS
1650 Broadway, New York City

• ENGRAVERS *

CENTURY PHOTO
ENGRAVING CO., INC.

340 W. 39th Street, New York City

Line and halftone plates

Benday and color plates

Day and Night Service

MEdallion 3-2441-2-3

Members of I.P.E.U.—Local No. 1

H. S. MUSGRAVE, President

CITY PHOTO
ENGRAVING CO.

(Day and Night Service)

250 W. 54th St. New York City

COIumbus 5-6741-2-3

• GAMES—PREMIUMS *

JUMBO
16 WAYS TO WIN
CIRCUS JUMBO GAMES, INC.

:

351 W. 44th St. Clr. 6-8690
Samuel Licht, Gen. Mgr.

* LIGHTING *

LIGHTING FIXTURES
In Modern And Period Design

Cove And Recessed Lighting—Fluorescent

LIGHTING DISTRIBUTORS, Inc.

430 W. 14th St. WAtkins 9-1655

Semiring theatres for many years

CHARLES ROSS, Inc.
Formerly Motion Picture Lighting and

Equipment Corp.

WE FURNISH
Electrical Lighting Equipment

of Any Kind
244 W 49th ST. NEW YORK CITY

Circle 6-5470-1

USj

ROTOCHROME
Six Color Automatic

Baby Spots
SPOTLICHTS,
PIN SPOTS

Streamlite Spots,

Olivettes

SPECIAL DISPLAY
SPOTS

ALL DEALERS

* SEATING *

BARGAINS IN USED CHAIRS
Now Available—at a fraction of actual
value, thousands of slightly used up-
holstered chairs in good condition. Write
for illustrated catalog.

EASTERN SEATING COMPANY, INC.
276 W. 43rd St. New York, N. Y.

THEATRE CHAIRS
FOR NEW CHAIRS, write for latest cata-
logue.

FOR REOSSESSED CHAIRS, parts, etc.,

write our used chair department.

ALLIED SEATING CO., INC.
36 W. 13th St. New York City

• SEATING MATERIALS *

Do Your Seats Need New Upholstery?

4£8S^
The Imitation Leather

Used by Leading Theatre Circuits
Sold Through Leading Dealers

ATLANTIC MERCANTILE CO.
109 W. 64th St. New York City

• AIR CONDITIONING *

M Smart
TO BUY COOLING EQUIPMENT
WITH A 15 YEAR RECORD FOR
DELIVERING COMFORT COOLING
AT THE LOWEST DOLLAR COST

l4J>utelo*?betcuU
UNITED STATES AIR
CONDITIONING CORP.
MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA



Here is what actually hap-

pened at first two openings of

Edward Small s THE MAN
IN THE IRON MASK

NEW YORK... Radio City Music Hall

4,000 tickets sold in less than 30 minutes
after doors opened.

Box-office closed for 20 minutes as lines

stretched almost to Fifth Avenue.

Music Hall played to more money than the com-
bined gross of four other first-run theatres.

At press time picture is headed for biggest

opening day in the past six months.

SAN FRANCISCO...United Artists Theatre
Manager Herman Cohen wires as follows:

"MAN IN IRON MASK OPENED IN OUR THEATRE TONIGHT TO
REALLY SENSATIONAL BUSINESS. AS YOU KNOW THIS
PICTURE IS PLAYING SINGLE BILL AGAINST DOUBLE FEA-
TURES IN ALL SAN FRANCISCO THEATRES AND AT HIGHER
PRICES THAN ANY OTHER MOTION PICTURE THEATRE
HERE. WE OPENED OUR BOX OFFICE AT SEVEN P.M. WITH
HUNDREDS WAITING IN LINE AND WERE COMPLETELY SOLD

Q i , , OUT IN ONE HOUR AND CONTINUED TO DO THIS SAME KIND
Keieased thru QF BUSINESS- audience reaction wonderful and we

UNITED ARE CONFIDENT OF LONG RUN."

ARTISTS

$8,:
*
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Industry Spent $895,556 Plugging "Greatest Year"

SENATETjTVOTE ON NEELYMEASURETH IS AFTERNOON

Loew's Reports $8,173,000 Net Earnings for 40 Weeks
$1,620,000 Reserve for Con-j

tingencies Represents

$500,000 Boost
Loew's, Inc., reports that the com-

pany's earnings, including its share
of profits of affiliated companies,
after deduction of preferred divi- i

dends of subsidiaries, were $14,271,-
675 for the 40 weeks ended June 8 :

last, as against $14,027,877 for the
|

comparable period in 1938.

After depreciation and taxes and,
likewise, after setting up a reserve
of $1,620,000 for contingencies, the

(Continued on Page 4)

THOVEtriN
REVIEW

Industry's Golden Jubilee= Br GEORGE H. MORRIS=

RULES IATSE CANNOT

REVOKE 37 CHARTER

DOMESTIC
GOLDEN JUBILEE: In wake of

publicity-ad directors' meeting on
Tuesday at MPPDA, decision was
reached to appropriately commemor-
ate filmland's 50th Anniversary via
promotional celebrations during week
of Oct. 1-7, with all wings of indus-
try participating. October 6 was
selected as climax day since on that
date in 1889 Kinetoscope was demon-
strated by Dickson to his chief,

(Continued from Page 11)

Amendments to Bill Offered and Adopted at Debate;

Senator White Attacks Measure as Another

Step Towards State Socialism
Washington—The Neely Bill, which was debated in the Senate

Friday afternoon, will come up for a vote this afternoon. This

was assured following the calling of a recess late Friday when it

was announced that the debate on the issue would be resumed
today.

BALTIMORE THEATER

SUING SIX MAJORS

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles—In the case of Joe

Carpenter of Local 37 against the
IATSE, Superior Court Judge Willis
ruled tbat the action of International
President George E. Browne in re-
voking charter of Local 37 was il-

legal, partly because it violated
injunction in Superior Court granted

(Continued on Page 13)

Ascap Files Supplemental

Bill Under New Fla. Law

9 Features Starting;

39 Currently in Work

By RALPH WH.K
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Nine new productions

are scheduled for this week (July
17). At Paramount, "Diamonds Are
Dangerous," with Isa Miranda and
Gecrge Brent, supported by John

(Continued on Page 12)

Tallahassee—Ascap has filed in the
current Florida action a supplemen-
tal bill and motion under the new
State statute as a preliminary to the
expected hearings before a Statutory
Court which will set in October for
determination of Ascap's future sta-

tus in the State, it was learned on
Friday.
Judges Foster, Strong and Long

will probably comprise the tribunal.

Locale of the hearings has not yet
been determined, but they will be in

(Continued on Page 8)

Baltimore—Charging restraint of
trade and violation of Section 1 of

the Sherman Anti-Trust Act, the
Westway Theater, Inc., has filed a
suit in Federal Court here against
six major companies, four individ-

uals and one theater company. The
(Continued on Page 8)

Immediately before adjourning,
Sen. Matthew Neely, D., W. Va.,

sponsor of the measure, offered his

amendments which were adopted.
They provide for the revision of Sec-
tions 3 and 4, relating to "aggregate
price" and a change in the synopsis
provisions as recommended by Ab-
ram F. Myers, Allied general counsel,

at the subcommittee hearings. Neely
(Continued from Page 11)

STOCKHOLDERS OKAY

GN FINANCING PLANS
Fox Met., Durkee, Rome

Circuit Deals Set by UA

United Artists 1939-40 product
deals with Fox Metropolitan Thea-
ters, the Durkee and Rome Circuits

of Baltimore were announced over
the week-end by Harry Gold, UA
vice-president.
The Fox Metropolitan deal was ne-

(Continucd on Page 8)

Approval Friday by Educational
stockholders of the proposed RFC
loan and the plan of Felt & Co. to
arrange a financing deal for Grand
National virtually assured GN of go-
ing forward as a producing-distribu-
ting organization and of re-establish-

( Continued on Page 13)

Para. Shooting Last Pix

for 1939-40 First Quart.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Not only has Para.

completed all pix remaining on its

1938-39 schedule, but it has finished
all save one for the first quarter of
the 1939-40 season, it was an-
nounced at the week-end by William
LeBaron, managing director of pro-

(Continucd an Page 13)

Industry Drive Still Has $92,567

On Hand,- $988,143 Was Contributed

Northern Ohio Indies Okay
Allied's Rejection of Code

Cleveland—Rejection of the Trade
Practice Code by Allied's Negotiating
committee and National Allied at

Minneapolis was unanimously ap-
proved by resolution at a meeting of

Northern Ohio independent exhibi-

tors held here Friday.

The Motion Pictures' Greatest
Year campaign represented an ex-
penditure of $895,556.05, including
the excess of accessory disburse-
ments over receipts, according to the
financial statement submitted to the
general committee by Lybrand, Ross
Bros. & Montgomery, certified pub-
lic accountants. The drive corpora-
tion still has on hand in the Chem-

(Continued on Page 4)

AFA Plans Court Fight

As AAAA Sets Up Rival

Restraining action will be sought
today to prevent the newly-formed
American Guild of Variety Artists
from interfering with the normal
processes of the American Federa-
tion of Actors, it was declared on the

(.Continued on Page 11)

British Exhibs. Fear Home
Tele May Cut Draw 25%

Bristol, Eng. (By Cable)—Fears
that home television sets might cut
attendance at motion picture the-
aters by 25 per cent was expressed

(Continued on Page 13)
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(QUOTATIONS AS OF FRIDAY)

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat
Col. Picts. vtc. (2i/

2%)
Columbia Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd... 10% 10'/4 10%— Vs
East. Kodak 167 166'/2 I66V2
do pfd 174 174 174
Cen. Th. Eq 11V4 11% 11%
Loew's, Inc 43% 43 V2 43%— %
do pfd
Paramount 9% 9% 9% — %
Paramount 1st pfd... 93 93 93 — %
Paramount 2nd pfd.. 10% 10% 10%
Pathe Film 9% 934 ?3A — '/8

RKO 13/4 13,4 13/4
20th Century-Fox . . 20'/2 20 20 — %
20th Century-Fox pfd
Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros 5 434 4% — %
do pfd

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith B. F. ref. 6s46
Loew's deb. 3i/

2s46..103 103 103 — %
Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. 6s55
Para. Picts. cv.3i/4s47 89 89 89
RKO 6s41
Warner Bros.' cv. 6s39
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48 90% 90 90 — Vz

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts

Sonotone Corp
Technicolor 15Vz '5y4 15%— %
Trans-Lux
Universal Corp. vtc. . 3'/2 3'/2 3% — %
Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES
Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd 100 103
Fox Thea. Office Bldg. 1st '46

Loew's Thea. Realty 6s 1st '47

Met. Playhouse, Inc. 2nd deb. '45

Roxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st '57

PROGRESS
FILM LIBRARY

STOCK SHOTS
of Every Possible Description

Conveniently Catalogued

1729 SEVENTH AVE. NYC.
BRYANT 9-5600

H The Broadway Parade H
Picture and Distributor Theater

Goodbye, Mr. Chips (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer) —10th week Astor
Man About Town (Paramount f ictures)—3rd week Paramount
Second Fiddle (20th Century-Fox)—3rd week Roxy
On Borrowed Time (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)—2nd week Capitol
The Man in the Iron Mask (United Artists-Small) Music Hall
Indianapolis Speedway 1 Warner bros. fictures) Strand
Bulldog Drummond's Bride (Paramount Pictures) Criterion
The Saint in London (RKO Radio Pictures) Rialto
Waterfront (Warner Bros. Pictures) Globe
Should a Girl Marry (Monogram Pictures) Central
The Mikado (Universal Pictures-G & S Prods.) (a-b) Palace
News is Made at Night (20th Century-Fox (a) Palace

FOREIGN LANGUAGE FEATURES
Lenin in 1918 (Amkino)—4th week Cameo
Orage (Merit Pictures) World

FUTURE OPENINGS
Andy Hardy Gets Spring Fever (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)—July 18 Capitol
The Magnificent Fraud (Paramount Pictures)—July 19 Paramount
This Man is News (Paramount Pictures)—July 20 Criterion
Each Dawn I Die (Warner Bros. Pictures)—July 21 .Strand
They Shall Have Music (United Artists-Coldwyn)—July 27 Rivoli
Winter Carnival (United Artisvs-Wanger) (c) Music Hall
Frontier Marshal (20th Century-Fox) (c) R0Xy
Renegade Trail (Paramount Pictures) (c) .Globe
Daughters Courageous (Warner Bros. Pictures)—July 19 (a-b) ........Palace
Mr. Moto Takes a Vacation (20th Century-Fox)—July 19 (a) Palace
Generals Without Buttons (Mayer & Burstyn)—July 18 (b) World

(a) Dual bill. (b) Subsequent run. (c) Follows current bill.

Brit. Bank Night Prosecution

Based on Traffic Obstruction

London (By Cable)—First British
film theater to be prosecuted for run-
ning Bank Night is the Regal Thea-
ter in Kettering, South London,
whose manager was served with a
summons by the Borough Council on
a charge of obstructing street traffic,

crowds having gathered outside the
theater on nights when Bank Night
was played.
Manager of the theater stated that

he had discontinued Bank Night
three weeks before receiving the
summons, but that doesn't quash the
traffic obstruction charge.

All Theaters in Dover, O.,

Now Owned by Fieber & Shea

Deal has been concluded by terms
of which Fieber & Shea Circuit takes
over the State and Nugent Theaters
in Dover, O. The acquisition, plus
the Bexley located there, give F & S
all houses in that town, it was an-
nounced on Friday by E. C. Graing-
er, circuit's general manager.
Grainger leaves New York today

for a two-week business trip to cir-

cuit's houses in Ohio, New York and
Pennsylvania.

Fannie Brice Files Suit

Demanding $750,000 Balm

Chicago—Suit was filed here Fri-
day by Fannie Brice, screen and ra-
dio comedienne, seeking $750,000
damages from 20th-Fox, Tyrone
Power, Al Jolson, Alice Faye, eight
theater companies and officials of the
film company.

Plaintiff charged that the picture
"Rose of Washington Square" de-
famed her character, invaded her
private rights, and libeled her via
dialogue and scenes. Story, she al-

leges, is her life story and was used
without her permission.
She seeks also an injunction re-

straining further showings of the
pix.

20th-Fox Takes Option
on 3 More Cobian Films

Warners Sign Raft
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Warners have signed

George Raft to a long term contract
and his next picture will be "The
Patent Leather Kid." He sails July
22 on the Normandie for a European
vacation.

Curran Joins 20th-Fox
Charles Curran, formerly with

Donahue and Coe Advertising Agen-
cy and Warner Bros, advertising
department, arrived from the Coast
today to take a position on the
home office staff of the 20th-Fox
ad department.

Twentieth Century-Fox has taken
an option on three more Spanish lan-
guage pictures to be made by Cobian
Productions. Deal was signed last
week between Ramos Cobian and
20th-Fox. Cobian, who also is a
large circuit operator in Puerto Rico,
recently completed his first Spanish
picture for 20th-Fox under the title

of "Los Hijos Mandan." He also
made one picture for Paramount re-
lease.

Vanderbilt to NBC
NBC will take over on July 24, on

a 13-week lease with renewal op-
tion, the Vanderbilt Theater, 148
West 48th St., and install the Fred
Waring program.

Harrisburg Allied Parley

Harrisburg, Pa.—Allied Indepen-
dent Theater Owners of Eastern
Pennsylvania will meet tomorrow at
the Penn Harris Hotel.

cominG imd gomg
JOHN JONES, vice-prexy of Jones, Linick &

Schaefer circuit, and his wife are motoring
from Chicago to the Coast for his Summer vaca-
tion.

JULES CURLEY, Warner advertising manager
in Albany, and his wife are vacationing for
two weeks at Cape Cod.

MISS BETH MORGENSTERN, office imager
for Allied Theaters, Chicago, is lea\

-'
"or

Colorado and other points West on \ mo
weeks' vacation.

STANLEY HAND, Altec staff rep, has re-
turned to New York following an extensive trip

through the Middle- and South-West.

DAVID BURNS, American screen comedian
well-known in England but comparatively un-
known here, is in New York for a home town
visit.

DR. HERBERT GRAF, stage director for the
Metropolitan Opera Co., returned at the week-
end from a short trip to Europe.

JESSE L. LASKY, accompanied by TERRY
TURNER, is in Dallas conferring with R. J.

O'Donnell of Interstate Theaters on personal
appearances of himself and six film stars to
select talent for his next Gateway to Holly-
wood radio program.

MISS RITA CAVE, radio representative of the
Odeon Theater circuit of Great Britain, was a

visitor at Warner's home office World's Fair
Bureau. She is here on vacation and gathering
material for her work with the BBC. She re-

turns to England July 26.

LEON G. TURROU, forme ace G-man, sailed
for New York Saturday after attending Lon-
don and Paris premieres of "Confessions of a

Nazi Spy."

MIKE MOODABE, New Zealand theater mag-
nate who has been a New York visitor, is en
route to the Coast with his wife to sail for

home from Los Angeles on the Monterey next
Wednesday.
ALLAN LANE is motoring from the Coast to

New York after completing his role in RKO's
"Conspiracy."
RICHARD ROWLAND, after a short visit here,

is returning to the Coast.
LOU DIAMOND returned at the week-end by

plane from the Coast where he conferred on
Para, shorts production.
DAN CASEY, general sales manager in Aus-

tralia for Universal, has arrived in Hollywood
and is coming to New York shortly for con-
ferences with h.o. execs.
RUSSEL CROUSE, having completed the Para,

script, "The Life of Victor Herbert," is en
route to Skowhegan, Me., for the premiere of
"Life With Father" which he co-authored with
Howard Lindsay.
LEW LANDERS, having completed his three-

year RKO directorial contract, is making a four-
week auto tour of the Northwest.
AL WILKIE, Paramount's home office pub-

licity manager, left New York last night for
Boston, Albany and Philadelphia where he will

hold trade and press meetings on company's
forthcoming feature, "Beau Geste."

E. C. GRAINCER, general manager of Fieber
& Shea circuit, leaves New York today on a

two-week business trip to organization's houses
in Ohio, Pennsylvania and New York.
HENRY WEINER, Cuban manager for United

Artists, arrived in New York at the week-end
on the Oriente on a combined vacation and
business trip. He was accompanied by his wife.

ERIC GREENSPAN, circuit manager in Eng-
land for Columbia, arrived with his wife from
London at the week-end for a New York vaca-
tion and to confer with home office execs, on
company business.

FAY WOODFORD, long associated with films
in Syracuse, leaves by motor this week for the
Coast on a vacation trip MRS. WOODFORD and
their daughter accompany.

/

\

THE THEATRE
"A MUST GO ENJOY IT."

—

Walter WincJiell

GYPSY ROSE LEE C°™X Fa
.

rce

with Music

I MUST LOVE SOMEONE
with JAMES RENNIE—IRIS ADRIAN

Air-Conditioned and JACK WHITE
Vanderbilt, W. 48th St. Evs. 8:40

Mat. Wed. & Sat.
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LOEWS 40-WEEK NET

TOTALS $8,173,000
{Continued from Page 1)

company's share of net profits for the
40 weeks was $8,173,060 as compared
with $8,352,675 for the same period
of 1938, when the contingency re-
serve was $500,000 lower at $1,120,-
000.
Even after this substantial in-

crease in reserves in the current
year, the company's share of net
profits for the 40 weeks was equiv-
alent to $4.62 per share on the aver-
age number of shares of common
stock outstanding in the hands of
the public, as compared with earn-
ings of $4.80 per share on the out-
standing common shares during the
same period of 1938.

Mono. English Program

To Include 32 Features

London (By Cable) — Monogram
English program for 1939-40 will
consist of 32 features to be distribu-
ted through Pathe Pictures, Ltd.,
stated W. Ray Johnston at a press
cocktail party late last week.
Top bracket will be increased from

six to 10 pictures, headed by a Jackie
Cooper untitled production. "Tom
Brown's Schooldays," English clas-
sic, is being considered for Cooper's
first. (This story has been previously
announced by Graham-Towne for re-
lease through RKO.)

"Rip Van Winkle," also in the top
flight, is being planned as a color
film, with negotiations under way to
star Jean Hersholt.
Budgets on the new program have

been increased by 50 per cent on
top allocation films and 33 per cent
on others.
While Johnston is in London, he

will screen several Pathe productions
to consider if they will be added to
the 1939-40 American program, fol-
lowing release of Pathe's "Dangerous
Fingers" on the current schedule.

Chi. Palace Reopening
Chicago—Tentative plans call for

reopening of the RKO Palace the-
ater here on August 25.

Best wishes from THE FILM DAILY
to the following on their birthdays:

JULY 17

James Cagney

Frank Whitbeck

Jack Conway

Al Bondy

Herschel Stuart

F= ALCNG THE

T T T
• • • TWENTY-NINE years of continuous operation of a the-

ater is a long time so Homer Mulkey, owner of the Pastime The-

ater in Clarendon, Texas, will celebrate this anniversary with a bar-

becue at the Blocker ranch near Clarendon at which the bookers of

the various Dallas film exchanges will be the honored guests a

committee of arrangements, who will handle transportation to and from

Clarendon, consists of Harold Brooks, Metro T. P. Tidwell, 20th

Century-Fox and Maxie Sexton, Republic Mulkey says that

he is honoring the bookers because they are the ones who render the

real service to the exhibs the host is the dean of the exhibitors

in the Lone Star State

T T
e O • A NEW angle is all you need in any biz and

Harry Conover has dug one up for his new model agency on Van-

derbilt Avenue formerly a model himself, and tagged "the

most photographed man in America," Harry is out to explode the

"beautiful but dumb" theory he believes in personal repre-

sentation on a quality basis rather than mass production, and will

only handle models who possess enough talent to go places if

given the opportunity Harry is under 30 and only opened his

agency four months ago, but already he has acquired a rep for his

keen judgment in selecting types he also has acquired a neat

tag for his girls, who are known as "Conover's Cover Girls"

T T
• • • BACHELOR flops into matrimonial sea Tom Gerety of

the Metro publicity was married last Friday afternoon at the Municipal

Building to Natalie Hammerstein, his sec a surprise to everybody

even Louella Parsons missed it and Walter Winchell, the

other pre-nuptial palpitator in print the happy couple will make
their home in Rockville Center where Tom will play golf and

Natalie will keep the home fires burning

T T T
• e O RESIGNING from Warners home office Roy
Winkler, the head layout man after a vacation, he will join

Lord & Thomas. . . . • Twenty-two Governors of as many
states have been lined up by Paramount's publicity staff to attend

special previews of Bob Burns' new film, "Our Leading Citizen"

It took a N. Y. Sun headline writer to make an Irishman

out of the Senate's sponsor of anti-block-booking legislation

"Senator McNeely Attacks Block Booking System" read the

headline

T T T
• • • FIVE-YEAR contract signed by Johnny Pierce, former Gold-

wyn and RKO dance director, with Leo Morrison Pierce has been

signed to stage the dances in the forthcoming show, "Houseboat On
the Styx," before leaving for the Coast. . . • Jerry Livingston, young
composer-conductor who recently completed a series of shorts for War-

ners, is now appearing nightly with his ork at Mother Kelly's Miami Room
in our hamlet

T T
• • • AS Karl Krug, picture editor of the Pittsburgh Sun-
Telegraph said in a note to us "It couldn't happen again in a

hundred years" the remark is called forth by a swell human
interest yarn that Krug bylined in his paper concerning the

death of "Uncle Charlie" Melton, an old professor in the famous
Randolph-Macon Academy for boys in Front Royal, Va
whose life paralleled that of Mr. Chips and in the same mail

announcing the death of this old schoolmaster beloved by thou-

sands of oldsters and youngsters he taught through the years,

Krug got notice of the transfer of "Goodbye, Mr. Chips" from
Loew's Penn to Warners' Fifth Avenue in Pittsburgh

INDUSTRY CAMPAIGN

EXPENSES $895,55

(Continued from Page 1)

ical Bank & Trust Co. a total of $9£
587.01.

_

Participants in the campaign co:

tributed $988,143.06, which repr
sent the total receipts excludir
those from the sales of accef^tie
Producers and distributors p jfbi

$500,000 affiliated exhibitors contril

uted $250,000 and the independent
gave $237,464.76. Sales taxes co
lected to be paid to city and stal

agencies amounted to $678.30.

Newspaper advertising was th

heaviest individual expense, costin
$479,216.56. Other disbursement
according to the statement, were
Movie Quiz contest prizes, $250,OOC
Movie Quiz contest fees and es

penses, $25,540.59; Exhibitors' ceil

test prizes and expenses, $2,143.:

short subject, "The World is Ours,
$26,097.71; campaign press bool
$12,462.76; New York office salaries

$39,437; New York office, regiona
and local committee expenses, $34,
645.28; Hollywood office salaries am
expenses, $7,837.73; salaries and ex
penses of traveling publicity promo
ers, $5,021.55.

A loss of $3,021.46 was realized o:

campaign accessories, principally o:

the Movie Quiz booklets. Other acj

cessory sales showed a profit of
100.21.

It is pointed out in the statement
that there are certain liabilities

which have not yet been liquidated 1

principally "because of the failure oi

the parties to reach a mutually;
agreeable basis of settlement. The
unpaid invoices aggregate $19,485.93,
which include an order for 25.00C
press bocks, legal services renderec
by Phillips & Nizer, a page adver
tisement in the New York Sun pre>

pared by Donahue & Coe and ex-;

penses by Paramount in the prepara-
tion of a trailer and sales tax col-

lected on accessories.

WEDDING BELLS

Miss Ruth Gclden, daughter ol

Edward A. Golden, vice-president of

Monogram, announced her engage-;
ment on July 11, to Laurence Witten
of New York City. At present, Misi
Golden is in Hollywood visiting he:

brother and sister-in-law, Mr. an
Mrs. Robert S. Golden.

Manitowoc, Wis.— Miss Margarel
Buchner was married in San Frai
cisco to Ronald C. McDonnell, wh<
is associated with the advertisinj
sales division of Paramount. The]
newlyweds will visit the bride'sj

parents here on their honeymoon.

Albuquerque, N. M.—Alvin EymanJ
assistant manager of Albuquerque]
Theaters, Inc., and Miss Paulin*
Warford of Denver were marriei
here Sunday at the Monte Visl

Christian Church.



TIME' GETS GREAT
PRESS REVIEWS!

Use them!
"One of the outstanding pictures of the
current season."

—KATE CAMERON, N.Y. Daily News

"One of the most unusual pictures to

come to the screen." —m. p. herald

"A daring and unusual photoplay . . ,

Immensely novel and intriguing . . .

Fascinatingly different from the general

run of screen offerings."
—HOWARD BARNES, N.Y. Herald Tribune

"For people who value the unexpected
in movies, 'On Borrowed Time' will be
an absolute command performance..."

—ARCHER WINSTEN, N.Y. Post

"A beautiful and exhilarating picture-
High above the run-of-the-mill movie
entertainment. You will be proud ofit."

—BLAND JOHANESON, Daily Mirror

"Very definitely a 'must'. Right up
near the top of the 10 best pictures of

1939. There won't be very many more
to beat it."

—LEO MISHKIN, Morning Telegraph

"Beautiful entertainment...vital, alive

and penetrating ..."
—WILLIAM BOEHNEL, N. Y.World-Telegram

"Far off the beaten path . . . keeps its

audiences chuckling . . . well worth
seeing." —eileen creelman, N.Y. Sun

"Surely this is one of the first-rate

movies, a kind too seldom seen."
—ARTHUR POLLOCK, Brooklyn Eagle

"Tremendous emotional appeal . . .

Warm, heart-appealing drama."
—SHOWMEN'S TRADE REVIEW

"Retains the richness of human and
spiritual qualities of the original . . .

Warm and sincere." —variety

"A highly successful play, equally ap-

pealing as a picture . . . deft, engaging,

unusual." —M. P. daily

"A beautifully human story . . . excel-

lent." —FILM DAILY

"A laudable entry for Academy hon-

ors." —HOLLYWOOD REPORTER

"Will move and delight you."
—JIMMIE FIDLER

"Metro has produced a beautiful film

which should meet with wide acclaim

. . . Unusual entertainment."
—BOX OFFICE

A SMART
OSTRICH!
He keeps his head out of the

sand and sees what's going on!

M-G-M's magnificent film

"On Borrowed Time" is the answer

To the public demand for

Something different on the screen!

Early engagements are

Excellent at the box-office

And excellent for the standing of

IMPORTANT!
Chet Bahn in

Film Daily says:

"Insist that your patrons
see the picture from the

start. Unless caught from
the opening scene the
essential mood of the
story may be lost."

Here's how
to do it

in ads and
lobby!

The exhibitor and his theatre

In the community!

That's important!

Promote uOn Borrowed Time"
With all your showman skill!

It pays back in dividends today

And good-will all year!

with Lionel Barrymore, Sir Cedric Hardwicke, Beulah Bondi, Una Merkel,
Bobs Watson, Nat Pendleton, Henry Travers, Grant Mitchell. Screen Play
by Alice D. G. Miller, Frank O'Neill and Claudine West. Directed by
Harold S. Bucquet. Produced by Sidney Franklin. An M-G-M Picture
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BLONDIE PICTURE
IS HERE!

y»
The Bumsteads take the whole nation on a roaring

vacation. ..in the newest, best and funniest of

their sensational string of family comedy hits!

Based upon the comic strip created by CHIC YOUNG
Played by the same inimitable trio of "naturals",

PENNY SINGLETON-ARTHUR LAKE-LARRY SIMMS
as Blondie as Dagwood as Baby Dumpling

DONALD MEEK*DANNY MUMMERT*DAISY
Screen play by Richard Flournoy • Directed by Frank R. Strayer

A COLUMBIA PICTURE
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ASGAP FILES BILL

UNDER NEW FLA. LAW

{Continued from Page 1)

one of three cities,—Jacksonville,
Pensacola or New Orleans

Washington — Following confer-
ences concluded this week between
U. S. Senator Burton K. Wheeler,
(Dem. Montana), and representatives
of broadcasting interests in that
State, together with Ascap officials,

during which the legislator suggested
that conciliation be adopted for set-

tlement of differences between the
two groups, possibilities appeared
bright that a contract might be
forthcoming satisfactory to all con-
cerned.

Ascap, which was represented per-
sonally by Gene Buck, president, as
well by Louis D. Frohlich, organi-
zation's counsel, is understood to

have unequivocally told Senator
Wheeler that the broadcasters are
now infringing upon Ascap's rights.

Nevertheless, conciliation was not
rejected.

Fox Met., Durkee, Rome
Circuit Deals Set by UA

(Continued from Page 1)

gotiated by Charles Stern, eastern
district manager, and Clarence Eise.
man, New York branch manager.
John Benas and William White rep-
resented Fox. Stern and Fred Rohrs,
Washington manager, acted for UA
in the Durkee negotiations and the
deal with Lou Reme for the latter's

houses in Maryland.

Hays and Mayer Give Drive

To "Moral Rearmament" Plan

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Under auspices of the

Oxford group, a mass gathering,
"Call to the Nations," advocating
"the art of living together once
again," will be held Wednesday
night at the Hollywood Bowl.

Industry manifested its interest

in the movement on Friday last,

when Louis B. Mayer M-G-M's vice-

president tendered a luncheon to the
group with Will H. Hays film indus-
try administrator acting as m.c.
More than 200 film executives, actors,

actresses, business officials, and dele-

gates attended.

Majestic Cuts Capital
Albany—Change of capital, from

$125,000 to $10,000, has been filed by
Majestic Pictures Corp. with the
Secretary of State in papers submit-
ted by attorneys, Kanin and Kanin,
New York.

Free Lunch, Too? ?
Green Bay, Wis.—Latest showmanship

wrinkle are free nocn luncheon shows
being staged every Wednesday and
Thursday noon at the Orpheum Theater
here, featuring 27 minutes of screen en-
tertainment. The shows start at 12:30
p.m. and tickets are available free from
four local co-operating restaurants.

FILM CODE ANALYZED
By LOUIS NIZER

EDITOR'S NOTE: THE FILM DAILY today presents the eighteenth installment of a

comprehensive analysis of the proposed Trade Practice Code (Revision of June 10) by Louis
Nizer, member of the law firm of Phillips & Nizer, and authority on the law of screen, stage

and radio. The analysis is designed to clarify the provisions of the Code in non-legalistic

language so as to make them readily understandable to all people in the film industry. In view

of the fact that the Distributors Negotiating Committee proposes to make the Code effec-

tive for the 1939-40 season, THE FILM DAILY deems Mr. Nizer's interpretive presentation

an outstanding, timely service of inestimable value to the trade. Preservation of the daily in-

stallments, now devoted to the Rules of Arbitration, is recommended.

Installment No. 18

IV. SPECIAL ARBITRATION BOARDS
(1) Appointment of Panels: In addition to the Permanent Arbitration Boards,

there shall be Special Arbitration Boards. They, unlike the Permanent Arbitration Boards,

shall be appointed by the individual litigants. In each Exchange territory, the distribu-

tors and affiliated exhibitors shall appoint a panel of ten arbitrators. Each organized

exhibitor group shall appoint a panel of ten arbitrators. The exhibitor or distributor may
appoint his arbitrator from these panels but he need not do so. His appointed arbitrator

need not be a member of any panel.

(2) Two Party Disputes: Where the dispute is between two parties, the Spe-

cial Arbitration Board shall consist of three arbitrators selected as follows:

(a) Two arbitrators designated one each by the litigants. They may be members of

the panels but they need not be.

(b) The two arbitrators so designated shall choose a third arbitrator who may be a

member of the panel of neutral arbitrators but need not be. If the two arbitrators

are unable to agree upon a third arbitrator, he shall be chosen by them by lot from the

panel of neutral arbitrators.

Chairman: The third arbitrator shall be Chairman of the Special Arbitration Board.

(3) Disputes Relating to Clearance: If the dispute refers to clearance, the

Special Arbitration Board shall be constituted of five members as follows:

(a) The complaining exhibitor shall designate one arbitrator.

(b) The exhibitor complained against shall designate a second arbitrator.

(c) The distributors, who are the third party to the dispute, shall, by unanimous

action, designate a third arbitrator.

(d) The three arbitrators so designated shall, by unanimous action, select two arbi-

trators who may but need not be members of the panel of neutral arbitrators. If they

are unable to agree upon either or both of the two arbitrators, one or both shall be

chosen by them by lot from the panel of neutral arbitrators.

Chairman of the Board: The Chairman of such Special Arbitration Board relating

to clearance, shall be one of the two additional arbitrators so selected.

(4) Right to Eliminate Arbitrator: Where a neutral arbitrator is chosen by lot,

each arbitrator of the Special Arbitration Board selected by a party has the right to re-

ject one neutral arbitrator so chosen. In such case, another neutral arbitrator shall be

chosen by lot from among neutral arbitrators not so rejected.

(Nineteenth installment will appear tomorrow.)

Pittsburgh Variety Club
Plans Picnic July 31

Pittsburgh— Local Variety Club
will hold its annual picnic on Mon-
day, July 31, at Camp O'Connell,

summer home for boys and one of

its beneficiaries.

The following committees have
been appointed to take charge of

this affair: "King for the Day,"
Harry Kalmine; Publicity, Karl
Krug, Harold Cohen, Dick Fortune;
Executive Committee, Ira H. Cohn,
chief barker, John H. Harris, Harry
Kalmine, Elmer Ecker, Dr. L. G. Bein-

hauer, Dr. I. A. Wise, Dan Hamill
and Jerry O'Neill; Entertainment
Committee, Bernie Armstrong, Mau-
rice Spitalny, Brian McDonald, Joe
Hiller, C. J. Latta, Herb Green-
blatt, Jules Lapidus, Art Marrone,
Lew Lefton, Mark Goldman, C. C.

Kellenberg and Morris Rosenberg;
Sports Committee, Art Rooney,
James Balmer, Art Levy, Dave Kim-
melman, Harry Seed, James Alex-
ander, Bert Bishop, Larry Katz and
Max Shulgold.

Cooling Off Mecca Lab.

Mecca Film Lab. at 630 Ninth Ave.
is being air-conditioned by Frigi-
daire. Cooling includes projection
and cutting rooms.

82% of Irish Pix Imports

Last Year Were From U. S.

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington— Dominant position

of U. S. films in Erie (Irish Free
State) is reported to the Depart-
ment of Commerce by American
Vice-Consul E. J. King in Dublin.
About 82 per cent of the 1,506 im-

ported productions was of U. S.

origin last year, King reported,
while British films ran 17 per cent.

Balance of one per cent represented
a few German, French and Irish
attractions.

King's figures revealed that 70
per cent of houses operating in Ire-
land, of which there are 200, use
U. S. projectros, and 85 per cent of
sound reproducing equipment is of
U. S. origin.

"Boots" In Demand
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Herbert Rose, dog

trainer and owner of "Boots," has

been signed by Columbia for the pic-

ture "Konga," "Boots" will also be

used in Universal's "Destry Rides

Again," and Edward Finney plans

to use the dog in a Monogram pic-

ture.

BALTIMORE THEATER

SUING SIX MAJORS
(Continued from Page 1)

suit involves clearance, the plaintiffs
contending that before the theater
was built, the distributors had as-
sured them that the house would
have first-run product but that the
Edgewood Theater was demanding
and getting 14 days' protection

( j|
the Westway. ''

Those named in the suit were:
20th Century-Fox, Columbia, Loew's,
Inc., Paramount, United Artists,
Vitagraph, Universal, Lyndhurst
Ccrp., Frank H. Durkee, C. Elmer
Nolte, Sr., Walter Pacy and Harry
Reddish.
The plaintiffs assert that three of

the distributors had assured them
that the Westway would be treated
as a "first-run neighborhood thea-
ter," but that Durkee and his asso-
ciates, who operate the nearby
Edgewood, demanded 14 days' clear-
ance over the Westway and that the
latter has been unable to get any
features without the 14-day delay.
The Federal Court is asked to

grant a preliminary injunction, re-
straining the defendants from grant-
ing the Edgewood a 14-day clearance
and making features available to the
Westway on equal terms; a prelim-
inary injunction restraining the de-
fendants from tying up in any man-
ner whatsoever mor feature pictures
than the Edgewood can properly
use; declare the entire transaction
illegal and perpetually enjoin the
defendants from further such prac-
tices.

The suit was brought by Leo Ho-
mand, vice-president of Westway,
through his attorneys, Edgar Allan
Poe and Edgar Allan Poe, Jr.

From Second to First-Run
Dallas — Interstate's theater

changed from a second-run policy
to first-run Saturday, filling a need
for such a theater on the lower
part of theater row. The Melba
Theater will be transformed into a
second-run theater.

Clarence Reiter Dead
Menominee, Mich.— Clarence Ed-

ward Reiter, 31, projectionist at
Marinette, Wis., and Menominee the-
aters, is dead here. He is survived
by his parents, wife, three children
and three sisters.

Mrs. Emil Oster Dead
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Mrs. Emil Oster, wife

of the head of the Columbia camera
department, died following an opera-
tion for the removal of a brain
tumor.

(Pet) Dog Matinee
Fond du Lac, Wis.—A pet dog matinee

on a Thursday afternoon was recently
staged by the Garrick Theater here with
25 prizes awarded to the best judged
degs. Admission was a dime, which
included free root beer to every boy and
girl attending.



Date Her Up
28th!

in her first starring role in 1939's colossal carnival of

joy. She'll melt any snowman's ... or showman's heart!
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THE GAYEST, GRANDEST HIT OF
THE SUMMER SEASON!

WALTER WANGER presents

^
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Actually photographed during fhe^V wo r/d- famous Dorfmou/h Winter Carnival

with RICHARD CARLSON
HELEN PARRISH • ROBERT ARMSTRONG • VIRGINIA GILMORE

Directed by CHARLES RIESNER • Released thru UNITED ARTISTS

Here comes Ann Sheridan

. . Oh, Boy!"

W^x * * A

He may be made of ice . .

but his heart's on fire!

Hang on to your hat, Snow-
man . . here you go!

Just a puddle . . but it's

pleasure!
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Senate Resumes Neely Debate, Votes This Afternoon
Amendments Adopted; White

Sees Step Towards
State Socialism

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

{Continued from Page 1)

said that amendments were intended
f ^overcome the objections of the
f^ a opponents, who argued that the
wurding was too loose.

White Assails Measure
This was one of the main points in

the arguments presented by Sen.
Wallace H. White, Jr., R., Me. He
assailed the bill which, he said, pro-
vided criminal penalties but failed

to bring out clearly just what would
be a violation of the law. White
said that a law with criminal penal-
ties should be so explicit that there
should be no question. He attacked
the measure as being another step
toward state socialism and told the
Senate that the industry was settling

its own problems and that Govern-
ment should not interfere.

His measure has been in the throes
of "Parliamentary rigor mortis" for
the past six months, Neely declared
as he led off the debate. The measure
attacks two indefensible trade prac-
tices—block-booking and blind-sell-

ing—he said. "The opposition has
advanced no new arguments" since

the Senate passed a similar measure
last term, Neely declared, and should
take similar action now.
The bill's sponsor then attacked

opponent witnesses, with one excep-
tion, at the hearings as spokesmen
for the Hays office, whose expenses,
he said, were paid either directly or
indirectly to MPPDA. Senator Dow-
ney of California was the only oppo-
sition witness whose testimony did
not reflect the opinion of the Hays
office, he declared.
"Every telegram sent to Washing-

ton in opposition to the bill was in-

stigated by the Motion Picture
Trust," he said. While Ed Kuyken-
dall, MPTOA prexy, sat in the gal-
lery watching the floor proceedings,
Neely attacked the MPTOA as
"closely identified with the Hays
organization."

Neely Cites Trust Suit
"One of the merits of the bill is

that it does not extend or establish
censorship," Neely said. He then
cited the Justice Department suit

which also attacked the trade prac-
tices of the industry and declared,
"the trust theaters are not subject
to the practice of block-booking and
blind-selling."

Attacking the hearty testimony of
Robert Montgomery, who repre-
sented the SAG, Neely said that in-

stead of causing unemployment
among actors passage of the bill will

cause an increase by the demand for
more pictures from more indepen-
dent companies.
The Commerce Department confer-

ences are the latest attempt to delay
the bill, Neely said and then cited
the latter sent to him by Secretary
Hopkins advising Congress the con-
fabs were not for that purpose. On
the question of financial setback for

THE WEEE IN REVIEW
Industry's Golden Jubilee—WB British Plans=^^^^= By GEORGE H. MORRIS =^==

(Continued from Page 1)

Thomas A. Edison, at West Orange,
N. J. Jubilee Committee, headed by
Kenneth Clark, MPPDA public re-
lations manager, announced that pro-
motional manual is in preparation
and would be dispatched to all U. S.

theaters.
* * *

HAYS PLEA: Speaking for the
Coast to conclave of National Assn.
of Broadcasters in Atlantic City via
radio hookup, Will H. Hays, film in-
dustry administrator, asked "rea-
sonable freedom for American busi-
ness to keep abreast of changing
conditions and to erect a more stable
edifice of prosperity." Speech's sub-
ject dealt with press, screen and ra-
dio.

* * *

COPYRIGHT ACTION: Edwin P.
Kilroe, representing MPPDA copy-
right committee, sailed at mid-
week for Europe to survey sentiment
there re conference to be held next
Spring in Brussels to amend Berne
Convention.

=fc * ^

EXHIBITION: Headlines dealing
with this arm of filmland told of Con-
necticut indies in drive to force low-
er film rentals . . . Move by N. Y.
Allied to ask distribs. for a State
code . . . Urging of members by Tex-
as Allied not to sign trade practice
code individually . . . Report from
Minneapolis conclave that Northwest
Allied is going through with buying
combine . . . Possibility that Allied
may spurn Commerce Dept. parley
invite . . . Postponement until Fail
by Nebraska, West Va. and Iowa
MPTO of code action . . . Demise in

Wisconsin of tax proposal legisla-

tion, but fear of admish levy, and . . .

Disclosure through a survey con-

ducted by John Eberson, film the-
ater architect, that expenditure for
new theater construction in 37 States
East of the Rockies during first six
months this year totaled $8,404,000,
and remodeling $11,638,000.
NEELY BILL: As week waned,

action was expected in Washington
on block-booking measure of Sen. M.
M. Neely. Bill, recently amended,
had undergone several postpone-
ments, but debate and vote was held
imminent.

FOREIGN
WB BRITISH PLANS: Warners,

at Teddington studies, are aiming at
production of some five multiple
quota pix for new season, asserted
Hal B. Wallis on return from con-
ferences there with Sam Sax, com-
pany's British production chief. Wal-
lis disclosed that pix will be of Hol-
lywood caliber, using U. S. stars, and
made on big budget scale.

* * *

PICKFORD ANNOUNCEMENT:
Using facilities of Korda's organi-
zation at Denham, Mary Pickford
will put before cameras there short-
ly after the New Year her person-
ally owned property, "The Bat," and
subsequently make its sequel, "The
Bat Whispers," both for UA release,

she said on arrival from England.
She also has eye on Hollywood pro-
duction for "Dorothv Vernon of Had-
don Hall."

•* * *

SWISS QUOTA: Cable from
Berne divulged U. S. distrib. repre-
sentatives hghting to head off im-
pending passage of quota legislation
sponsored by Swiss Film Chamber,
official body. Measure is very like-

ly to be enacted.

COURT F.GHT BY AFA

LOOMS AGAINST AAAA

the producers under the bill, Neely
contended "they will not suffer from
two slight reforms." High salaries

of producers and stars next came
in for a lambasting from the West
Virginia solon.

Intelligence by Statute

Replying to a question from Sen.
Holman as to whether Congress
could legislate intelligence into

morons wno patronize obscene pic-

tures, Neely said "Yes, by placing
control in the hands of the decent
citizens."

Sen. Smith evoked considerable at-

tention from both the galleries and
the floor in his short tiery speech.

'Common sense and decency is al-

ready having its effect on the motion
picture industry," he said. Admitting
that there mignt be some evils in

present trade practices, he declared,

"I don't see any need to burn down
the house to get the rat."

Block-booking and blind-selling are

not the evils they are painted, Smith
said. "When you understand why

it's so, you applaud it instead of de-
nounce it."

Attacking the so-called "commun-
ity influence—whatever that may
be," Sen. White declared past per-
formances had not shown that local

community influence is effective.

Source of the regulation must be
at the roots—the production end,
White said, if it is to be effective.

Taking up the monopoly charges,
he declared, "if there be monopoly
control, the solution rests in the
anti-trust laws."

802 Sets Band Concerts
Through the joint co-operation of

Mayor LaGuardia, John S. Burke, of

the Friedsam Foundation, and Local
802, A F of M, a series of 15 band
concerts will be inaugurated tomor-
row at the Sarah Delano Roosevelt
Playground. This series, to be given
during the Summer of 1939, will be
held at the various municipal pools

and recreational centers of New
York.

(Continued from Page 1)

week-end by Ralph Whitehead, exec-
utive secretary of the latter body,
who contends that the effort to draw
members of the federation, A.F. of L.

affiliate, into the new guild would be
regarded by him as interference.
AAAA granted a charter to the

American Guild of Variety Artists

on Friday afternoon with jurisdic-

tion over principals and chorus of

vaudeville, presentation houses,
night clubs, circuses and carnivals.

Action followed revocation of the

charter of American Federation of

Actors after the members of the In-

ternational Board of AAAA were
polled on charges mede against the

AFA. Charges had been the sub-

ject of three days of open hearings.
Eddie Cantor was appointed tem-

porary prexy of the American Guild

of Variety Artists. Original and
temporary governing board will com-
prise Ralph Morgan and Kenneth
Thomson, prexy and executive sec-

retary respectively of SAG; Bert Ly-
tell and Paul Dullzell, first vice-presi-

dent and executive secretary respec-

tively of Actors Equity; Bert Ly-
tell and Ruth Richmond, first vice-

president and executive secretary,

respectively of Chorus Equity; Jean
Greenfield and Reuben Cuskin, pres-

ident and business manager respec-

tively of Hebrew Actors' Union; Ed-
die Cantor and Emily Holt, president

and executive secretai-y respectively

of American Federation of Radio

Artists; and Lawrence Tibbett and
Leo Fischer, president and executive

secretary respectively of the Ameri-
can Guild of Musical Artists.

Yiddish Production Starts

Maurice Schwartz, Yiddish star,

has completed negotiations with the

Mayman Film Co. wherein the for-

mer will make a screen version of

one of his stage productions,

"Tevya," penned by Sholem Alei-

chem. As in the stage version,

Schwartz will portray the title role.

Miriam Riselle will have the femme
lead with a cast of 200 assisting.

Sholem Secunda, Yiddish composer,
has fashioned the incidental mus-
ical score. Production is under way
at the Biograph studios under the

direction of Schwartz.

Capt. Oldfield Called

Lincoln, Neb. — Barney Oldfield,

Sunday Journal and Star motion pic-

ture columnist and KFOR chatterer

nightly, takes Aug. 6-19 off and re-

ports to the Naticnal Guard encamp-
ment in Ashland, Neb. Holds rank
of captain, and handles the state's

press during the two weeks of prac-

tical soldiering in the field.
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"Unexpected Father"
with Baby Sandy, Shirley Ross,

Dennis O'Keefe, Mischa Auer
Universal 73 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
SWELL COMEDY CERTAIN TO SCORE

AT THE B. 0. INTRODUCES NEW BABY
"FIND."

Cute little Baby Sandy and Mischa Auer
share acting honors in this offering, which
has been expertly directed by Charles La-

mont, who is a veteran in guiding the screen

performances of youngsters. Sandy is the

central figure in several amusing situations

and with the always amusing Auer piles up
a heavy total of laughs. Sandy's capers and
antics will win the femme fans and chil-

dren, and will also get a good reaction

from the males. Dennis O'Keefe, Shirley

Ross, Donald Briggs, Richard Lane, Paul

Guilfoyle, Mayo Methot, Anne Nagle and

Spencer Charters are among the principals

who do good work. Ken Goldsmith func-

tioned as associate producer. Leonard

Spigelgass and Charles Grayson wrote an

amusing original screenplay. Jack Otter-

son designed some attractive sets. O'Keefe's

former dancing partner and her husband are

killed in an accident, leaving their young-

ster, Sandy, an orphan. O'Keefe, his room-
mate, Auer, and O'Keefe's sweetheart,

Shirley Ross, take charge of Sandy. Keefe,

Auer and Shirley work at a theater, where
one night, Keefe hides Sandy on a chair,

which turns out to be a throne for one of

the musical acts. When the curtains open
revealing Sandy sitting there, the audience

goes mad. Reading of Sandy's tremendous
hit, the baby's cruel uncle, Guilfoyle, and

aunt, Mayo Methot, determine to get Sandy
back, since there is a chance to make a

lot of money. The court rules against the

relatives and Sandy is committed to an

orphanage. There is a fast and exciting

finish when O'Keefe rushes to Greenwich,
Conn., to stop the marriage of Briggs and

Shirley. Keefe is successful and Shirley

agrees to marry him. They are also awarded
the custody of Sandy.

CAST: Baby Sandy, Shirley Ross, Dennis

Keefe, Mischa Auer, Joy Hodges, Dorothy

Arnold, Anne Gwynne, Anne Nagel, Donald
Briggs, Richard Lane, Paul Guilfoyle, Mayo
Methot, Jane Darwell, Spencer Charters,

Ygor and Tanya.

CREDITS: Associate Producer, Ken Gold-

smith; Director, Charles Lamont; Authors,

Leonard Spigelgass and Charles Grayson;
Screenplay, Same; Cameraman, George Rob-
inson; Art Director, Jack Orterson; Associ-

ate, Ralph M. DeLacey; Editor, Ted Kent;

Musical Director, Charles Previn.

DIRECTION, Expert. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Very Good.

Rocky Mt. Screen Club
Sets Picnic for Aug. 16

Denver—Annual picnic and dinner
dance of the Rocky Mountain Screen
club has been set for Aug. 16, and
will be held at the mountain spot
of Eddie Ott at Evergreen. The
day's activities include a golf tour-

i naraent on the Evergreen mountain
course, bridge, picnic sports, with
numerous and appropriate prizes be-
ing offered. Manager E. E. Ed-
wards says he expects about 250
to attend.

"News is Made at

.

Night"
with Preston Foster, Lynn Bart

20th Century Fox 71 Mins.

NICELY HANDLED BUDGET PIC FACES
STRONG ENTERTAINMENT WITH
THRILLS AND LAUGHS.

Lively comedy-meller done on a modest
budget, but the picture rates high because

of the fine acting and directing, and laughs

and thrills that are popping together all the

time. The story itself is one of those far-

fetched newspaper reporter things, but the

interest aroused, and the suspense and

laughs overcome the improbabilities of the

plot. Foster is the newspaper editor plagued

by Lynn Bari to give her a job as reporter.

But he has no use for girl reporters. But

she persists, and because of her uncanny
ability to hit on clews in a gang murder
story, Foster is forced to hire her. The
editor is trying to save an innocent man
from going to the chair. It becomes a

question of hours, then minutes. By a ruse,

he forces the governor to delay execution.

Then he is on the spot to make good on

the affidavit he claims exists that will

prove the gangster chief ordered the killing

for which the innocent man awaits death.

Works up to some great last-minute sus-

pense, and a load of laughs, with Eddie

Collins as a butler scoring with the funny

material. Bari is a swell looker, and Foster

handles his role with great competence.
Selling angles: the last-minute thrills in the

death house; the strong comedy-thrills com-
bination of entertainment.

CAST: Preston Foster, Lynn Bari, Russell

Gleason, George Barbier, Eddie Collins,

Minor Watson, Charles Halton, Paul Harvey,

Richard Lane, Charles Lane, Betty Compson,
Paul Fix, Paul Guilfoyle.

CREDITS: Producer, Edward Kaufman;
Director, Alfred Werker; Author, John
Larkin; Cameraman, Ernest Palmer; Editor,

Nick De Maggio.

DIRECTION, Very Good. PHOTOGRA-
PHY, Good.

Ross and Dragonette Will

Sing "Gulliver" Numbers

Miami, Fla.—Lanny Ross and Jes-
sica Dragonette will supply the sing-
ing voices for the Prince and Princess
in "Gulliver's Travels," being made in
the Fleischer studios. Lilliputian
Gabby, the town crier, who is ex-
pected to steal the picture, will be
voiced by Calvin Howard, a Fleischer
story writer. Levey Warren, pro-
ducer of floor shows at the Royal
Palm Club, will be the speaking voice
of the Princess. Sam Parker, Miami
radio announcer, will be the voice of
Gulliver himself.

"Western Caravans"
with Charles Starrett

Columbia 59 Mins.

STRONG ACTION FILM HAS SWELL
PITCHED BATTLE BETWEEN SETTLERS
AND RANCHERS.
A stirring action picture with a pip of

a stage battle in the town for a climax,

as the ranchers and newly arrived settlers

fight it out. In between is the young
sheriff, Charles Starrett, who is trying to

preserve peace between the warring fac-

tions. But the rustler gang has connived

to set one camp against the other, and

when the big blow-off comes, to rustle

the cattle by the wholesale. This plan

works right up to the time when the battle

starts, but a rider arrives with news that

the rustlers have started their work. Realiz-

ing that the sheriff was right all the time,

and that the rustlers are their real enemies,

the two forces combine, and polish off the

rustling gang in thrill fashion. It is good

action all the way, with plenty of human
incidents and a fair share of comedy. The
Sons of the Pioneers contribute their west-

ern harmonies. Iris Meredith is fine as the

leading lady. Dick Curtis as the head

rustler is a strong character they will love

to hiss.

CAST: Charles Starrett, Iris Meredith,

Dick Curtis, Russell Simpson, Hal Taliaferro,

Hank Bell, Bob Nolan, Sammy McKim, Ed-

mund Cobb, Ethan Laidlaw, Sons of the

Pioneers.

CREDITS: Director, Sam Nelson; Screen-

play, Bennett R. Cohen; Cameraman, George

Cooper; Editor, William Lyon.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Buys RCA Tele. Equipment
For St. Paul Station

Arrangements for the immediate

installation of a television picture

system for demonsti'ating television

to the public of St. Paul and of the

surrounding territory, were complet-

ed by Stanley Hubbard, president of

station KSTP, with the Engineering

Products Division of the RCA Manu-

facturing Company. Equipment is

similar to that now in use at the New
York World's Fair and at the Golden

Gate Exposition.

Several other station owners from

other sections of the country who at-

tended the recent NAB convention
at Atlantic City, where the RCA tele-

vision units were on exhibit, will soon
purchase similar equipment for their

territories, it was said.

II Duce Heeding Italian Film Squawks;
New Overtures for V. S. Pix Foreseen

Hollywood—Premier Mussolini is personally heeding the clamor of Italian pix audiences
for a return to screens there ot U. S. product, since pixgoers have been booing the old
German and French films, plus criticizing native pictures as uninteresting, it is declared
here by Hal B. Wallis, Warners' associate production chief, who has returned to his post
from Europe. Wallis also stated that it may not be long before "feelers" from Rome
are put out for return to Italy of Hollywood attractions. He added that Warners are
to make a pretentious feature based on the life of Alfred Nobel, provider of awards for

achievements in peace, literature and science.

9 FEATURES STARTING;

39 CURRENTLY IN WORK
{Continued from Page 1)

Loder. Nigel Bruce and Matthew
Boulton. George Fitzmaurice, di-

!

rector. Story deals with interna-
tional spys in the diamond mines of

South America.

At M-G-M: "Another Thin
co-starring William Powell \*dH
Myrna Loy. Hunt Stromberg, pro-
ducer, and W. S. Van Dyke, II, di-

rector.

At RKO: "Three Sons," with Ed-
ward Ellis in the leading role, Kent
Taylor and Virginia Vale-Robert
Stanton, the two youngsters selected
in the second of Jesse L. Lasky's
"Gateway to Hollywood." Producer,
Robert Sisk; director, Jack Hively,
with screenplay by John Twist.
Story of a man who comes to Chicago
immediately after the big fire and
starts with a small store and finally

builds it up to one of the largest
department stores in the world. He
has three sons who he hopes will

take over the business but they all

prove bitter disappointments to him.

At Universal: "Missing Evidence,"
with Preston Foster and Irene Her-
vey. Phil Rosen, director. "Before
Your Eyes," Harold Schuster, direc-
tor, and George Yohalem, associate
producer.

At Columbia: "Konga," with Fred
Stone and Rcchelle Hudson. Sam
Nelson, director. An untitled west-
ern with Charles Starrett and Iris

Meredith. Norman Deming, director.

At Monogram: "Sky Pilot," third
in the series of Tailspin Tommy pro-
ductions which Paul Malvern is pro-
ducing. Howard Bretherton, direc-
tor. John Trent, star.

At Republic: "Wall Street Cow-
boy," a Roy Rogers western with
George Givot and Raymond Hatton.
Jce Kane, producer and director.

Currently in production: "Here I

Am a Stranger," "Tin Hats," "Holly-
wood Cavalcade," "City in Dark-
ness," "Drums Along the Mohawk,"
"Adventures of Sherlock Holmes,"
20th Century Fox; "The Light That
Failed," "Seventeen," "Untamed,"
"Federal Offense," "Are Husbands
Necessary?" "Dr. Gyclops," "Our
Neighbors— The Carters," Para-
mount; "A Day at the Circus,"
"Henry Goes to Arizona," "North-
west Passage," "Ninotchka," "Bala-
laika," M-G-M; "The Modern Cinder-
ella," "First Love," "The Underpup,"
"Rio," Universal; "The Hunchback
of Notre Dame," "The Day the
Bookies Wept," "Allegheny Fron-
tier," RKO; "We Are Not Alone,"
"20,000 Years in Sing Sing," "The
Roaring Twenties" (new title) for
"The World Moves On," "On Your
Toes," "Career Man," "Queer
Money," Warners: "Five Little Pep-
pers and How They Grew," "Prison
Sergeant," Columbia; "Flight at
Midnight," Republic; "Intermezzo,"
"Gone With the Wind," Selznick In-
ternational; "Eternally Yours,"
Wanger; "The Road to Glory," Gold-
wyn; "The Housekeeper's Daughter,"
Roach.
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STOCKHOLDERS OKAY

GN FINANCING PLANS

(Continued from Page 1)

ing itself in the industry. Approxi-

mately $1,450,000 will be made avail-

able through the combined RFC-Felt
deals, although the Felt plan may
bw%idined somewhat when the RFC
1^ is completed.

The RFC loan is reported to in-

volve between $400,000 and $500,000,

while Felt & Co. can furnish $950,-

000. As soon as the financing de-

tails are completed, the company will

pay off the studio mortgage, held by
Erpi, which amounts to about $200,-

000, while an initial payment of $50,-

000 will be paid on account to Loyd
Wright, trustee for the creditors.

It is believed that the RFC will take

a mortgage on the Educational Stu-

dios in Hollywood.

With financing problems solved, E.

W. Hammons, president, is expect-

ed to re-build the production and
distribution structure of his organi-

zation. It is reported that between
50 and 60 salesmen will be placed on

the payrolls of the various ex-

changes. Hammons and Irving Felt

are slated to go to the Coast in about

10 days to delve into the production

setup. Felt executives will take an
active part in the operation of the

company, it was stated by Felt, him-

self, on Friday.

Grand National, it is reported, will

not participate actively in produc-

tion but will make its funds avail-

able to worthwhile producers who
will supply the GN programs. Thus,

GN will become a lending and fin-

ancing organization. At the same
time, it is understood that GN will

seek several independent pictures for

immediate distribution.

15 Nations to Exhibit at Cannes
Paris (By Cable)—Fifteen nations have already notified the Organization Commit-

tee of the International Film Festival at Cannes that they would participate. Countries
are the U. S., Great Britain, Belgium, Holland, Spain, South America, Poland, Switzerland,
Roumania, India, Egypt, Russia and the Scandinavian countries.

British Exhib. Fear Home
Tele May Cut Draw 25%

(Continued from Page 1)

at the meeting of the Bristol and
West of England Branch of the CEA
here. Instance was cited of one
London family which had not once
visited a cinema within three weeks
after getting a home tele set.

General opinion was that the
novelty of small tele pictures in the
home would soon wear off, and that
it would be wiser to go along with
the television tide rather than to try
to hold back the new medium of en-
tertainment.
However, it was decided to take

up at the next monthly meeting the
appointment of a committee to con-
sider what menace home tele might
prove to hold for the picture indus-
try.

London (By Cable)—The national
CEA's television committee, after de-

voting much attention to the tele

opposition to the cinema, has drawn
up proposals which it will make to

the Postmaster General on the sub-
ject, after conferring with the dis-

tributors' organization, the KRS, to

co-ordinate the views of both bodies.

The CEA tele committee advised
keeping an open mind on the gen-
eral tele policy until the advisory
committee of the General Post Office

submits its tele report. It is expect-
ed that the GPO report will give
some indication of the trend in tele

development, especially as regards
home programs and big screens in

theaters.

"U" to Defend Darrieux

Pact "in All Countries'

Universal at the week-end released

a statement to the effect that its

contract, executed in 1937, gives the

company "the exclusive rights to the

artistic 'services of Danielle Darrieux

for all English-speaking films and an
option on French-speaking films."

Concluded the statement:

"Universal never having been par-

ty to any legal process affecting

Danielle Darrieux, no legal decision

or award of any kind can have been

made which affects the rights of

Universal and the company is deter-

mined to defend its rights by all

legal means in all countries."

IV. J. Gold Mines!
London (By Cable)—It may be news

to you in America that there are gold

mines in New Jersey, but Ernest W.
Fredman, editor of the Daily Film Rent-

er, has what he considers proof: a letter

from a man in Absecon, N. J., who says

he is a gold prospector and wants some
films of ships in bad weather, big game
hunting and the like to show to the

mining men! An exhibitor in disguise?

TMAT Council to Probe

WMT Lockout Charges

Springfield, Mass.—An investiga-

tion of lockout charges brought by
employes of the Paramount Thea-
ter, against Western Massachusetts
Theaters, Inc., has been authorized
by the national executive council of

the TMAT Union.
Charles P. Carroll, national chair-

man of the council, was ordered to

Springfield to investigate the charges
in a resolution passed by the council.

He was authorized by the council to

call a general circuit strike, if nec-

essary, establishing strike headquar-
ters in Springfield.

Paramount Theater closed July 5.

Harry Storin, manager, charged that

Samuel Goldstein, president and gen-

eral manager of Western Massachu-
setts Theaters, Inc., was prejudiced

against himself and two other mem-
bers of the TMAT as the result of a

union election in which the company
was charged with coercion and dom-
ination, and that the closing of the

theater amounts to a lockout.

Temporary lack of money-making
pictures was the reason for the clos-

ing, the theater interests claim, and
negotiations are now being made for

Fall releases for the house.

Para. Shooting Last Pix

For 1939-40 First Quart.

(Continued from Page 1)

duction. Exception noted, "Are Hus-
bands Necessary?" is now before the
cameras, with E. H. Griffith direct-

ing.

Pix finished for the first quarter
include "Death of a Champion," "The
World on Parade," "Beau Geste,"
"$1,000 a Touchdown," "Range War,"
"What A Life," "Jamaica Inn," "Ge-
ronimo," "Disputed Passage," "Ar-
gentina," "The Cat and the Canary,"
"The Llano Kid" and "Rulers of the
Sea."
Now in work for release later dur-

ing the 1939-40 season are: "Dr. Cy-
clops," featuring Janice Logan and
Albert Dekker, directed by Ernest
Schoedsack and produced by Dale
Van Every; the William A. Wellman
production, "The Light That Failed,"
starring Ronald Colman; "Our
Neighbors—The Carters," starring
Fay Bainter and Frank Craven with
Ralph Murphy directing and Charles
R. Rogers producing; "Seventeen,"
starring Jackie Cooper under the di-

rection of Louis King and produced
by Stuart Walker; and "Untamed,"
starring Ray Milland, Patricia Mori-
son and Akim Tamiroff, with George
Archainbaud directing and Paul
Jones producing.

RULES IATSE CANNOT

REVOKE 37 CHARTER

(Continued from Page 1)

on May 5 against IATSE not to

revoke charter.
However, Judge Willis ruled that

John F. Gatlee and Frank Stickling,

who took over the affairs of Local 37
on March 13 and who brought count-
er suit against officers of Local 37

for $10,000, be granted the $10,000
for purpose of administering affairs

of No. 37 until the General Execu-
tive Board of IATSE determine that

the extreme emergency does no
longer exist.

Judge Willis pointed out that at

the 1936 convention of IATSE a
strong change of policy occurred and
that the office of President was given
strong autocratic powers and that
the organization had changed from
a simple democracy to a single indi-

vidual autocracy by centralizing
power over persons, property and
finance.

It gave the President authority to

run every local he would choose to

declare in a state of emergency.
Judge Willis also pointed out that
inasmuch as the IATSE is an unin-
corporated organization, the courts
have no power or rights to rule on
this change of policy. He declared
that there was no conspiracy to de-
clare the state of extreme emergency
as charged by Carpenter and said

that Stickling, Gatelee and Harold
V. Smith were simply agents of
President Browne.

What were you doing

YESTERDAY

What are you doing

TODAY

What will you be doing

TOMORROW
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Radical Anti-Trust Procedure Changes May be Urged

SENATTPASSES NEELY MEASURT46-28
Penn. Won't Appeal from Chain Theater Tax Decision
State Will Permit Court's

Knockout to Stand,

Reno Declares
Harrisburg, Pa.—No appeal will

be taken from the Pennsylvania Su-
preme Court decision invalidating

the chain store and theater tax by
the state, Attorney General Claude
Reno told The Film Daily yester-

day. Levy, which imposed a grad-
uated tax of $1 to $500 on stores

and theaters, depending upon num-
ber under same ownership, was suc-

cessfully fought by theater inter-

ests and declared unconstitutional

on June 19.

WB'S BIGGEST YEAR

IN ENGLAND-MILDER

Warners are having biggest rev-

enue year via their distribution set-

up in England since company's es-

tablishment there, it was declared

by Max Milder, managing director

of Warner Bros. Pictures, Ltd.,

upon his arrival in New York yes-

terday aboard the Queen Mary.
Augmenting this statement, Sam

(Continued on Page 2)

FWC Execs. Here to Talk

Republic Product Deal

Huddles involving Fox West Coast
and Republic execs, scheduled to

have taken place yesterday, will

not materialize until tomorrow.
Impending negotiations have as

(Continued on Page 7)

Sen. King as P. A.
Washington Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Washington—During the Neely Bill de-

bate yesterday, Metro's "Goodbye, Mr.
Chips," English produced, got a nice

plug on the Senate floor when Senator

King praised it as "A picture the name
of which I ought not to mention, because
we do not advertise them here, but
which I think merits the approval of

young and old, churchgoers and those

who do not go to church, farmers,

preachers, writers and editors, everyone."

WOULD FILL

RKO BOARD
Hearing on Trustee's Petition

Set for Thursday

Application of Irving Trust as
RKO's trustee for permission to

call a meeting of the remaining
members of the RKO board for the
purpose of electing as new direc-

tors the names approved by Federal
Judge William Bondy will be heard
Thursday at 2:30 p.m. Date was
set yesterday by the Court.

Petition stated that of the 19
directors elected at the last stock-

holders' election, on March 23, 1932,
(Continued on Page 7)

FRENCH PIX GAIN

IN CUBAN FAVOR

French pictures are gaining in

popularity in Cuba, according to

Henry Weiner, manager of United
Artists' Havana office, who is in

New York on a combination busi-

ness and vacation trip. Weiner said
(Continued on Page 3)

Bill Goes to House, But Without Chance for Action

at This Session—King Challenges

Its Constitutionality
By MILTON F. LUNCH. Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Washington—For the second time in as many years, the con-

troversial Neely bill to outlaw compulsory block-booking and
blind-selling passed the Senate here yesterday afternoon and
was sent to the House. The vote was recorded as 46 to 28.

There is no hope for action in

the lower chamber at the present
session as Chairman Clarence F.
Lea of the Interstate Commerce
Committee has stated his group will

not act without a public hearing on
the measure. With Congress hop-
ing to adjourn next month, the time
element bars such a hearing.

Senate approval came on the heels

of a savage attack upon the bill,

(Continued on Page 6)

KUYKENDALL TO HEAD

D OF C CONFAB GROUP

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Ed Kuykendall,

MPTOA prexy, announced yester-
day he would lead a delegation for
a huddle with Commerce Dept. of-

ficials on industry problems Thurs-
day.

Those slated to accompany Kuy-
(Continued on Page 3)

Sales Managers to Resume
Pix Code Talks This Week

Sales chiefs are expected to re-
sume their conferences on the revi-

sion of the arbitration clauses of the
trade practice code this week, al-

(Continued on Page 7)

TNECReportAdvocates Civil Remedies

For Enforcement of Anti -Trust Laws

AFA Would Enjoin 4 A's;

Court Hears Plea Today

Abraham J. Halprin, counsel for

AFA, issued a statement yesterday
on behalf of his client that action

has been instituted in local Supreme
Court against the Associated Actors
and Artistes of America and the

American Guild of Variety Artists,

seeking to obtain a judgment va-
(Continued on Page 2)

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Washington — Strong possibility

that the final report of the TNEC
next February will contain broad
outlines for thorough revision of

anti-trust procedure was seen yes-
terday in the wake of the Commit-
tee's preliminary report.

Of unusual interest to the film

industry for more reasons than one,

the preliminary report to Congress
(Continued on Page 7)

EARL HUDSON HEADS

UNITED DET. THEATERS

Earl Hudson will be the nominal
successor to George Trendle as head
of United Detroit Theaters, it was
learned yesterday. Hudson former-

(Continued on Page 3)

Lesser-Lurie To Form
New Producing Company

San Francisco— New producing
corporation to be organized by Sol

Lesser as a result of his five-year

UA franchise will start with a paid
(Continued on Page 3)

Stocks Climbing
On a generally rising market, film

stocks showed a sharp rise on the New
York stock exchange yesterday, Universal

leading the upward climb by an ad-
vance of 4!/2 points, closing at 65. Para,

first pfd. was up 2% to 95%. Loew's
common up 1% to 45%, and the pfd.

gaining 1 '/2 closing at 109%. Eastman
Kodak gained 1 Vi points and Warner
common % and the pfd. 1. Other stocks

showed gains of from % to % points.
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Para. Picts. 6s55
Para. Picts. cv. 3 V4s47 89i/

2 89 89l/
2 -f- V2

RKO 6s41 671/2 671/2 671/2 + V2
Warner Bros.' cv. 6s39
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48 90'/4 90i/4 90V4

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts

Sonotone Corp
Technicolor 15% 15'/4 15% + %
Trans-Lux
Universal Corp. vtc. 3% 3y2 3l/2
Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES
Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd 100 103
Fox Thea. Office Bldg. 1st '46 33/8 5

Loew's Thea. Realty 6s 1st '47

Met. Playhouse, Inc. 2nd deb. '45

Roxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st '57
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FD KUYKENDALL, MPTOA prexy, left Wash-
ington last night for New York but plans to
return to the Capital tomorrow.

SAMUEL COLDWYN arrives Monday to at-
tend the world premiere of "They Shall Have
Music" which opens at the Rivoli July 26.

EDWARD G. ROBINSON and wife are en route
here from the Coast to sail soon for Europe.

MAX MILDER, managing director of WB Pic-
tures, Ltd.. accompanied by MRS. MILDER, ar-
rived in New York from England yesterday on
the Queen Mary.

COLE PORTER, songwriter, arrived from the
Coast by plane at the week-end to consult
his physician regarding iniuries to his leg in

•n accident. He is stopping at the Waldorf-
Astoria, and plans to return to the Coast by
plane today.

BOYD T. S"ARROW, assistant manager of
Loew's Theater, Wilmington, Del., and HENRY L.

SHOLLY, FILM DAILY correspondent, arrive here
next Friday to visit the World's Fair.

LEO SPITZ, RKO soecial counsel, is here
from Chicago on special business fcr the com-
pany.

SALLY EILERS has completed her role in RKO's
"Full Confession" and is in Schenectady, N. Y.,
to play the lead in George Ade's play, "The
College Widow" at the Mohawk Drama Festival

it Union College.

JUNE CARLSON, a Jones Familv player for

20th-Fcx, has left New York for Wilkes-Barre,
Pa. to continue her vacation. While in New
York, she visited the World's Fair, the locale

of the next Jones Family picture.

MOE HOWARD, LARRY FINE and CURLY
HOWARD, Columbia's Three Stooges, arrived in

New York yesterday on the Queen Mary fol-

lowing a six weeks' p. a. tour of England, Scot-
land and Ireland.

HERMAN COLDFN of Columbia's foreign de-
oartment, leaves Thursday on the S. S. Panama
for a trip to Panama and Cuba on a business
survey for the company.

CHARLFS COBURN, who recently completed a
role in RKO's "Memory of Love," is in Schenec-
tady heading the Mohawk Drama Festival of
Union College.

LUCILE GLEASON arrived back in Hollywood
yesterday from New York.

IRVING PARKER is scheduled to leave Holly-
wood today for a three weeks' business trip to
the East.

J. T. SHEFFIELD, Northwest franchise ho'der
for Republic, and CROVER C. PARSONS, West
Coast division manager, arrived in New York
yesterday for home office conferences.

RALPH DOYLE of Paramount's Australian

office sails tomorrow on the Monterey from Los

Angeles for down under.

ROBERT R. SHERWOOD, screen writer and
dramatist, returned yesterday on the Queen Mary
from Europe.

MORGAN HOBART, manager of Technicolor's

New York office, returned to his post yester-

day following a brief vacation at Westport,
Ccnn.

JOHN EBERSON, film theater architect, has

returned to his office here from a business trip

to Texas.

GEORGE W. WEEKS, Monogram vice-prexy,

and MEL HULLING, company's Western district

sales manager, left Los Angeles Sunday night

for a tour of Frisco, Portland and Seattle ex-

changes.

DOUCLAS FAIRBANKS, JR., accompanied by
his wife, the former Mary Lee Epling Hartford,

arrived in New York last night from Boston.

Fairbanks will be guest of honor at the World's
Fair tomorrow. The couple goes to Hot Springs,

Va., for an extended vacation before returning

to Hollywood.

GARY COOPER and his wife, the former San-
dra Shaw, and their two-year-old daughter,
Maria, arrived in New York from the Coast
yesterday morning. Cooper plans to stay East

for about six weeks.

CHARLES P. SKOURAS, Fox West Coast prexy,

arrived in New York yesterday from Hollywood,
accompanied by his assistant, ANDY KRAPP-
MAN, and ARCH M. BOWLES, FWC's Northern
California division manager.

ERIC GREENSPAN, circuit manager in Eng-
land for Columbia, accompanied by his wife, the
former Marie Carson, has arrived in New York
from London.

A. H. BLANK of Des Moines, head of the

Blank Circuit, is in New York.

MOE and SOL SIEGEL, Republic's production
chiefs, arrived in New York yesterday and are

stopping at the Essex House.

MAX ROTH, Mid-West district manager for

Republic, IRVING MANDEL, Chicago, Milwau-
kee and Indianapolis franchise holder, and ROB-
ERT WITHERS, of the Kansas City territory,

arrive in New York this week on Republic
business.

GEORGE RAFT, having just completed his

starring role in Universal's "I Stole a Million,"
arrives here from the Coast this morning. After
a short time here he plans to sail for Europe
for a vacation.

JESSE L. LASKY has arrived in Hollywood from
New York and Texas.

WB'S BIGGEST YEAR

IN ENGLAND-MILDER

( Continued from Page 1)

E. Morris, vice-president in charg<
of foreign distribution, who, wit!
Joseph S. Hummel, general foreigr
sales manager for Warner Bros
Pictures, Inc., and Karl Mar'Wald
supervisor for South Ame f foi

Warners, met Milder at the' pier
asserted that business in Continen-
tal Europe is also "very good."

Milder described his current visit

as exclusively a vacation, and that

j

he does not plan on business confer
1 ences.

Te declared that "Confessions of
i
a Nazi Spy," now in its fifth week

I

at the Warner Theater, London, is-

niling' up tremendous grosses in the
U. K., and is the top drawing at-
traction of any feature to invade
England in the past five years.
Apnrised of former estimates that

the film will grab a million-dollar
gross in Eneland, Milder said that
it will do $1,500,000.

Further, he denied any knowledge
of "impending- shifts" in WB for-
eign personnel, and said that trade
reports along this line were with-
out foundation, as far as he knows.

Mrs. Milder accompanied her hus
band to the U. S., and they will re-
main here several weeks. He said
that he is not contemplating a trip
to Burbank.

Clyde Tanner and Wife
Killed In Plane Crash

Pix Names to Make P.A.'s

at Golden Gate Exposition

Detroit—Clyde K. Tanner, for-
merly manager of the Broadway-
Capitol Theater and assistant at
the Michigan for United Detroit
Theaters, and his wife, were killed

in an airplane accident near their
home in Douglas, Ga. He was an
air pilot. Mrs. Tanner, the former
Dorothy Downing, was pianist at

the Michigan Theater and organist
at various Detroit theaters.

San Francisco—Golden Gate Ex-
position General Manager Charles
Strub announces that the following
have been signed for P.A.'s: Betty
Grable, Rubinoff and his violin,

Jack Haley, Alec Templeton, Edgar
Bergen and Charley McCarthy,
Jack Benny and Mary Livingston,
Dick Powell, and 3 Ritz Bros.

Sherwood Going to Coast
Robert E. Sherwood, film writer

and dramatist, who arrived in New
York yesterday from Europe on the
Queen Mary, declared that he plans
to leave here for Hollywood en
Thursday for conferences with RKO
Radio studio officials regarding im-
mediate shooting of "Abe Lincoln in

Illinois."

Universal Gets Rights

to "The Green Hornet"

"The Green Hornet," Mutual
Broadcasting program owned by
King-Trendle Broadcasting Corp.,
headed by George W. Trendle, retir-

ing president of United Detroit The-
aters, will be made as a film by Uni-
versal. Decision on whether to pro-
duce it as a serial or as a feature
has not been made.

anti
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AFA Would Enjoin 4 A's;

Court Hears Plea Today,

(Continued from Page 1)

eating' and setting aside decision of
so-called Trial Board revoking the
charter of AFA.

Resolution vacating the charter,
Halprin states, is based solely on
claim that AFA failed to exercise
its jurisdiction and carry out or-
ders of the National Board.

Injunction will be sought to re-
strain the interference with con-
tracts obtained by AFA with var-
ious employers, which contracts
have not expired, and interference
by solicitation of AFA members.

Application, said Halprin, will be
presented by him in Supreme Court
today, and will be heard before Jus-
tice Edward J. McGoldrick.
Meanwhile the new American

Guild of Variety Artists estimated
that over the week-end it had en-
rolled more than 500 new actors,
but Ralph Whitehead, AFA execu-
tive secretary, disputed the Guild's
claim of success in organizing.

THE THEATRE
"A MUST GO ENJOY IT."—

Walter Winchell

GYPSY ROSE LEE «*-£»

I MUST LOVE SOMEONE
with JAMES RENNIE—IRIS ADRIAN

Ai--Couditioiied and JACK WHITE
Vanderbilt, W. 48th St. Evs. 8:40

Mat. Wed. & Sat.
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KUYKENDALL TO HEAD

D OF G CONFAB GROUP

(Continued from Page 1)

kendall, he said, include Oscar Lam,
representing Southeastern Theater
owners, Rome, Ga,; Lewen Pizor,

'UMPTO president, Philadelphia;
Stanley Sumner, Cambridge, Mass.;
,Wa"l' Vincent, New York, and Sid-
; ney J"4st, Washington. Kuyken-
dall said there may be one or two
others added to his list to join in

Thursday's conference. The MPTOA
prexy left for New York last night
but will return to Washington to-

morrow.
Today Harry Brandt, ITOA head,

' is scheduled to meet Commerce
Dept. bigwigs while tomorrow is

being held open for Allied despite
Abram F. Myers' dose of cold wa-
ter on the confab idea last week.
It is understood that officially Al-
lied hasn't accepted or declined the
Commerce Dept's bid for tomor-
row.
Myers told The Film Daily yes-

terday that Col. H. A. Cole, Allied
national prexy, will arrive in Wash-
ington today and that he and Cole
will then finally decide regarding

;

the Commerce Dept. invitation. In-
j

dications are that at least Colonel
Cole will attend for Allied now that

Earl Hudson Succeeds
Trendle as Head of UDTC

{Continued from Page 1)

ly was an executive of First Na-
tional Pictures and has been with
UDT since 1934. Whether Hudson
will fill the post permanently has
not been decided.

Trendle's resignation as head of
the Paramount affiliate becomes ef-

fective Aug. 1. Paramount ac-
cepted his resignation on July 7.

Variety Club for 0. C.
Oklahoma City—Long discussed

plans for formation of a local chap-
ter of the Variety Clubs of Amer-
ica will be brought to definite ac-
tion Aug. 2 when a group of lead-
ing state theater and radio men
will meet at the Biltmore Hotel at

the call of L. C. Griffith, general
manager of the Griffith Amusement
Co.

Best wishes from THE FILM DAILY
to the following on their birthdays:

JULY 18

Richard Dix
Gene Lockhart
Arthur A. Lee
Lupe Velez

Charles A. Stimson

ALCNG THE

== wiTti PHIL M. DALY;
T T T

• • • PRIVATE preview performance of Samuel Goldwyn's "They

Shall Have Music" at the Rivoli on Broadway on the evening of

July 25 for the benefit of the Greenwich House Music School and

the High School of Music and Art the committee sponsoring the

benefit includes Mayor LaGuardia, Mrs. Vincent Astor and Commissioner

of Licenses Paul Moss the entire proceeds will go toward furthering

musical education for underprivileged children this being the basic

theme of the production, in which lascha Heifetz makes his screen debut

Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt and Samuel Goldwyn will attend the

special preview

T T

• • • TODAY is set aside as "Bob Hope Day" at the World's

Fair an elaborate program has been scheduled which will

take the Paramount comedian right through the day starting

when a Scottish kiltie band and motor cavalcade sent by the

World's Fair escorts him to the Administration building. .,. .there

the honored guest will be received by Sir Louis Beale, in charge

of the British exhibit, Bob being a native of London he will

judge a beauty contest, be made an Indian chief, and otherwise

be in the limelight to help the Fair, the British Flag, Paramount
and Bob Hope

T

• • • FIRST annual golf tournament of the Detroit Variety Club

will be held on Aug. 21 at Knollwood Country Club over 100

prizes will be awarded the event is being managed by John

Howard, local Paramount branch manager

• • • TEN top-budget pix will be placed in work during

August, September and October by Warners it was decided

after conferences between Jack L. Warner and Hal Wallis the

tentative lineup is as follows: "The Sea Hawk," with Errol Flynn

"And It All Came True," with James Stewart, Ann Sheridan

"The Army, the Navy and the Girl," with Wayne Morris,

Gale Page "Beethoven," starring Paul Muni "City of

Iron Men," starring James Cagney "The Fighting 69th," star-

ring Pat O'Brien "Forgive Us Our Trespasses," with Fay
Bainter and Geraldine Fitzgerald "Four Wives," with John

Garfield and the Lane Sisters "Gusher," starring Edward G.

Robinson "'The Patent Leather Kid," starring George Raft.

• • • WHILE the boss was away on vacation the employees

of the Albuquerque (New Mexico) Theaters decided to roll up a banner

week of business the theater patrons responded wholeheartedly

to the efforts of the 92 employes the result was that when Chief

Arthur Esberg returned from his holiday, he found a 20 per cent increase

in the B.O. receipts over any week of last Summer

• • • FILM patrons in a Newark suburban house are getting

a big kick out of one of the slides being run off along with the fire

exit diagram the manager dug through his storage trunk and

found an old one which reads: "Ladies will please remove their

hats during the performance" some patrons had registered

squawks against those bird-cage and flower-pot head adornments

of the femmes

LESSER, LURIE WILL

FORM NEW COMPANY
(Continued from Page 1)

in capital of $1,000,000, with Lesser
and Louis Lurie, local capitalist,
each contributing half, it was dis-

closed yesterday.
Name for the new company has

not as yet been chosen, it was

-

stated. Discussing the setup, Les^"
ser said that the corporation would
acquire a 50 per cent interest in

Ernest Lubitsch Corp. Lubitsch will

direct two of the four pix which
the Lesser-Lurie company will con-
tribute to UA annually.
Frank Craven will star in the

first, a film version of "Our Town,"
Thornton Wilder's Pulitzer prize
play, to be made in Technicolor.
New corporation will have Lesser

as prexy, Lurie as vice-prexy and
treasurer.

French Pictures Gaining

Favor in Cuba—Weiner

(Continued from Page 1)

yesterday that a number of Ger-
man producers, who fled from Ber-
lin for political reasons, have gone
to France where they are turning
out quality product. These pictures,
he said, are well liked by the Cubans
and offer the only competition to

American productions.
Efforts to make pictures in Cuba

have not been successful, although
approximately a dozen will be pro-

duced there this year. The only
company which has had any meas-
ure of success in the production
field, Weiner said, is Compania Pe-
liculas which already has turned
out six pictures since the first of
the year. However, the Cuban-made
pictures get very little playing time
outside of Cuba, he added.
A proposal to increase the tax

on the distributors' gross receipts

is now before the Cuban legislature.

The film companies, Weiner ex-
plained, now pay a tax of 1% per-

cent per month on the gross busi-

ness, in addition to a 3 per cent

yearly tax. The proposed law would
boost the yearly tax to 5 per cent,

which would be collected in addi-

tion to the monthly 1% per cent
levy, making a total of 6% per cent
on the distributors' gross business.

Business in Cuba has shown a de-

cline during the last year, but Wei-
ner said that a slump usually occurs
before elections which come up this

year.

Broder Forms New Firm
Detroit—Jack Broder, owner of

the Rainbo Theater, has incorpo-
rated the Time Theater Co., with
a capitalization of $50,000, and him-
self as sole stockholder.

Analysts Tomorrow
Nineteenth installment of the analysis

of the Trade Practice Code by Louis

Nizer, originally scheduled for today, will

appear in tomorrow's FILM DAILY.
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WARNERS MADE IT! WARNERS MADE IT!

Screen Play by Norman Reilly Raine & Warren Duff • With JANE BRYAN

Directed by WM. KEIGHLEY • JACK L WARNER In Charge of Product!
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WARNERS MADE IT! WARNERS MADE IT!

EO. BANCROFT • From the Novel by Jerome Odium . A First Nat'l Picture

HAL B. WALLIS, Executive Producer '• DAVID LEWIS, Associate Producer
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Senate^Okays Neely Bill; No House Action at Session

Measure Passes Lower Cham-
ber, 46-28; Called

Unconstitutional

(Continued from Page 1)

sponsored by Sen. Matthew M.
Neely, D., W. Va., by Sen. William
H. King, D., Utah. Party lines

were broken in both the debate and
the balloting.

Viva Voce Vote Indecisive

Result of the vote was in doubt
momentarily when at the conclusion

of King's remarks, the clerk read
the bill again and a voice vote was
ordered. Yeas and nays appeared
about evenly divided on the

first show of hands and the

clerk asked for a repeat vote.

This time the nays appeared
to have a slight majority, but the

result was too doubtful to be ac-

cepted. To settle the issue definitely,

Senators Barkley and Harrison re-

quested a record vote and the roll

was called. As the voting pro-

ceeded it was apparent that the

proponents were carrying the vote,

but the opponents showed unexpect-

ed strength. (When the bill passed

the Senate on May 17, 1938, it was
by voice vote, with only six nega-

tives said identifiable).

Capper Urged Passage

King was preceded by Sen. Ar-
thur Capper, R., Kans., who urged
passage, asserting that the bill

would "do no harm and much good."

King blasted the measure as not

only unconstitutional but "full of

objections which, it seems to me,

not only justify but require an ad-

verse vote." He assailed the amend-
ments offered by Neely on Friday,

which were adopted into the bill,

as not answering the objections

made by the opponents.
King said there are more than 100

independent producers whose pix go

into the market. Neely replied that

C. C. Pettijohn of the MPPDA trad

admitted at the hearings that the

"big eight" control 85 per cent of

all pictures produced. "I deny that

there is a trust," King retorted,

adding the indie producers "find in

all parts of the U. S. opportunities

for the disposition of the films they

produce."

"Too Inexplicit," Said King

Following the line of argument
advanced Friday by Sen. Wallace
H. White, Jr., R, Me., the Senior

Utah senator declared the provis-

ions of the bill were too inexplicit

for a criminal statute. "The De-
partment of Justice alleges that

the practice of block-booking sup-

presses competition. The industry

denies it," King declared. "In the

absence of sufficient proof on one
side or the other—and bv proof I

mean something more definite than
the statement of conclusions by the

proponents of the bill or anv of the

witnesses appearing in behalf of

the bill—I am net willing to pass
judgment upon a matte1 ' th°t is now

(Continued in Cot. 4 this Page)

Text of Amended Neely Measure

Vashington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Text of the Neely

measure, as amended and passed by
the Senate yesterday, follows:

A BILL
To prohibit and to prevent the trade practices

known as "compulsory block-booking"
and "blind-selling" in the leasing of mo-
tion-picture films in interstate and foreign
commerce.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of

Representatives of the United States of Amer-
ica in Congress assembled, That the methods
of distribution of motion-picture films in com-
merce whereby (a) exhibitors are required to

lease all or a specified number of an offered
group of films in order to obtain any individ-

ual desired film or films in the group, a trade
practice sometimes known as "compulsory
jlock-booking," and (b) films are leased be-

.'ore they are produced and without opportun-
ity for the exhibitor to ascertain the content
of such films, a trade practice sometimes
known as "blind-selling," are hereby declared
-o be contrary to public policy in that such
practices interfere with the free and informed
selection of films on the part of exhibitors

and rjrevent the people of the several States
and the local communities thereof from in-

fluencing such selection in the best interests

of the public, and tend to create a monopoly
in the production, distribution, and exhibition
of films. The Congress finds and declares

hat such methods and practices adversely
affect and constitute a burden upon commerce,
and it is the purpose of this Act to prohibit

and to prevent such methods and practices in

commerce.
Sec. 2. For the purposes of this Act, un-

less the context otherwise requires

—

(1) The term "motion-picture film" or

"film" means all motion-picture films (whether
copyrighted or uncopyrighted), including posi-

tive and negative prints, and copies or re-

productions of such prints, which films con-
tain photoplays or other subjects and are

produced for public exhibition : Provided, That
the term shall not include films commonly
known as "newsreels" or other films contain-

ing picturizations of news events, or short sub-

jects of two thousand feet or less in length.

(2) The term "to lease" includes the mak-
ing of a license agreement, contract, or any
type of agreement whereby a film, the dis-

ribution of which is controlled by one of the

parties, is to be supplied to and exhibited in a
heater owned, controlled, or operated by the

other party.

(3) The term "person" includes an in-

dividual, partnership, association, joint-stock

company, trust, or corporation.

(4) The term "distributor" includes any
person who engages or contracts to engage in

the distribution of motion-picture films.

(5) The term "exhibitor" includes any per-

son who engages or contracts to engage in

the exhibition of motion-picture films.

(6) The term "commerce" means com-
merce between any State, Territory, or the

District of Columbia, and any place outside

thereof; or between points within the same
State, Territory, or the District of Columbia,
but through any place outside thereof; or
within any Territory or the District of Colum-
bia.

For the purposes of this Act (but in no wise
limiting the definition of commerce) a transac-

tion in respect of any film shall be considered

to be in commerce if the film is part of that

current of commerce usual in the motion pic-

ture industry whereby films are produced in

one State, leased for exhibition in other States,

and distributed to them through local ex-

changes in the several States, the films cir-

culating from the exchanges and between the

various exhibitors. Films normally in such
current of commerce shall not be considered
out of such commerce through resort being had
to any means or device intended to remove
transactions in respect thereto from the pro-

visions of this Act. For the purpose of this

paragraph, the word "State" includes Terri-

tory, the District of Columbia, and foreign

country.
(7) The terms "aggregate price" and

"price" as used in section 3 (1) shall mean
the aggregate of all flat rentals, and of all

rentals based upon a percentage of prospec-
tive receipts together with any other con-
sideration named in the lease or offer to lease.

Sec. 3. (1) It shall be unlawful for any
distributor of motion picture films in com-
merce to lease or offer to lease for public ex-

hibition films in a block or group of two or
more films and to require the exhibitor to

lease all such films or permit him to lease

none ; or to lease or offer to lease for public
exhibition films in a block or group of two
or more at an aggregate price for the entire

block or group and at separate and several

prices for separate and several films, or for

a number or numbers thereof less than the

total number, which aggregate price and sep-

arate and several prices shall bear to each
other such relation (a) as to operate as an
unreasonable restraint upon the freedom of an
exhibitor to select and lease for use and ex-

hibition only such film or films of such block
or group as he may desire and prefer to pro-

cure for exhibition, or (b) as tends to require
an exhibitor to lease such entire block or
group or forego the lease of any number or
numbers thereof, or (c) that the effect of the
lease or offer to lease of such films may be
substantially to lessen competition or tend to

create a monoply in the production, distribu-

tion, and exhibition of films ; or to lease or
offer to lease for public exhibition films in

any other manner or by any other means the
effect of which would be to defeat the pur-
pose of this Act.

Sec. 4. It shall be unlawful for any dis-

tributor of motion picture films in commerce
to lease or offer to lease for public exhibition
any motion picture film or films over two thou-
sand feet in length unless such distributor shall

furnish the exhibitor at or before the time of

making such lease or offer to lease an accurate
synopsis of the contents of such film. Such
synopsis shall be made a part of the lease

and. shall include (a) a general outline of

the story and descriptions of the principal

characters, and (b) a statement describing the
manner of treatment of dialogs concerning and
scenes depicting vice, crime, or suggestive of

sexual passion. It is the purpose of this

section to make available to the exhibitor
sufficient information concerning the type and
contents of the film and the manner of treat-

ment of questionable subject matter to en-

able him to determine whether he wishes to

select the film for exhibition and later to de-

termine whether the film is fairly described
by the synopsis.

Sec. 5. (1) Every person who violates
section 3, or who fails to furnish the synopsis
required by section 4, or knowingly makes
any false statement in such synopsis, shall

be deemed quilty of a misdemeanor and, on
conviction thereof, shall be punished by a
fine of not exceeding $5,000 or by imprison-
ment for not exceeding one year, or by both
such fine and imprisonment in the discretion

of the court.

(2) The several district courts of the
United States are hereby invested with juris-

diction to prevent and restrain violations of

this Act, and it shall be the duty of the
several district attorneys of the United States,

in their respective districts, under the direc-

tion of the Attorney General, to institute pro-
ceedings in equity to prevent and restrain such
violations. Such proceedings may be by way
of petition setting forth the case and praying
that such violation shall be enjoined or other-

wise prohibited. When the parties complained
of shall have been duly notified of such peti-

tion, the court shall proceed, as soon as may
be. to the hearing and determination of the

case ; and pending such petition, and before

final decree, the court may at any time make
such temporary restraining order or prohibi-

tion as shall be deemed just in the premises.
Whenever it shall appear to the court before
which any such proceeding may be pending
that the ends of justice require that other
parties should be brought before the court,

the court may cause them to be summoned
whether they reside in the district in which
the court is held or not, and subpoenas to that
end may be served in any district by the
marshal thereof.

Sec. 6. If any provision of this Act is de-

clared unconstitutional or the applicability

thereof to any person or circumstances is held
invalid, the validity of the remainder of the

Act and the applicability of such provision
to other persons and circumstances shall not

be affected thereby.
Sec. 7. This Act shall become effective 12

months after its enactment.

Senator King of Utah Led

Fight Against the

Measure
(Continued from Col. 1 this Page)

pending determination before the
courts of the country."
Distribution Costs 26 P.C. of ,Gross
Present distribution methc^ 3jost

about 26 per cent of the gr«_/o re-
ceipts, King said, adding that un-
der the Neely bill, many producers
would go bankrupt.

"If this measure shall be enacted
into law its effects will be so de-
leterious, so devastating, that many
will be thrown out of employment"
he declared. He referred also to the
letter received by Majority Leader
Barkley from William Green, pres-
ident of the American Federation
of Labor opposing the bill on those
grounds.
Neely introduced into the record

a memorandum from Abram F.
Myers, chairman of the board of
Allied answering objections made
to the Bill by White last Friday.

Record vote on the bill was as
follows:

Yeas: Andrews (D. Fla.); Bank-
Borah (R. Idaho); Bulow (D. S.

D.); Byrd (D. Va.); Byrnes (D.
S. Car.); Capper (R. Kans.); Cha-
head (D. Ala.); Barbour (R. N. J.);

Bilbo (D. Miss.); Bone (D. Wash.);
ves (D. N. Mex.); Hanaher (R.
Conn.); Davis (R. Pa.); Donahey
(D. Ohio): Frazier (R. N. D.); Gerry
(D. R. I.); Gillette (D. Iowa);
Greene (D. R. I.); Guffey (D. Pa.);
Hayden (D. Pa.); Hayden, (D.
Ar'z.); Hill (D. Ala.); Holman (R.

Ore.); Hughes (D. Del.); Johnson
CD. Colo.); LaFollette (Pros:. Wis.);
Lee (D. Okla.); Lundeen (F. L., N.
D.); McKellar (D. Tenn.); Minton
'D. Ind.); Murray (D. Mont.);
Neely (D. W. Vir.); Norris (Ind.

Neb.); Pittman (D. Nev.); Reed (R.

Kans.): Schwartz, (D. Wyo.);
Schwellenbach (D. Wash.); Shep-
nard (D. Tex.); Shinstead (F. L.,

Minn.): Stewart (D. Tenn.); Thomas
(D. Okla.): Thomas (D. Utah); Tru-
man (D. Mo.): Tvdines (D. Md.):
Walsh (D. Mass.); Wheeler (D.
Mont.).
Nays: Adams (D. Colo.); Ashurst

(D. Ariz.); Barkley (D. Ky.);
S. D.); Hale (R. Me.); Harrison (D.
Miss.); Johnson (R. Calif.); King
Bridges (R. N. H.); Burke (D.

Neb): Clark (D. Mo.); Downey (D.
Calif.): Ellender (D. La.); Gibson
(R. Vt.); Glass (D. Vir.); Gurney (R.
(D. Utah); Logan (D. Ky.); Lucas
(D. 111.); Miller (D. Ark.); Nye
(R. N. D): Overton (D. La.); Pep-
ner (D. Fla.); Radcliffe (D. Md.);
Russell (D. Ga.): Slattery (D. 111.);

Taft (R. Ohio): Townsend (R. Del.);

Van Nuys (D. Ind.); White (R. Me.).

Gulf Renews Guild Air Show
Hollywood—Gulf Oil Corp. has re-

newed the Screen Guild Show over
the Columbia network with second
series to start Sept. 24. Leading
screen players will again donate their

services, and sponsor will donate
$10,000 weekly to the fund.
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ADVOCATE ANTI-TRUST

PROCEDURE CHANGES

(Continued from Page 1)

recommends legislation providing'

for:

1. Amendment of the Clayton
anti-trust act to prohibit one
corporation from acquiring the

a'
<%js as well as the stock of

a /"npetitor.

2. Civil remedies for enforce-
ment of the anti-trust laws.
(Legislation providing for the

latter has already been intro-

duced by Senator O'Mahoney,
TNEC chairman, as exclusively

reported in The Film Daily on
June 30).

3. Fundamental procedural
changes to speed patent law
litigation.

4. Prohibitions upon patent
use for trade restraint.

The so-called monopoly commit-
tee reported that the sole civil rem-
edy available to the Department of

Justice worth mentioning was an
action in equity to enjoin a viola-

tion or threatened violation of the
anti-trust laws. Although such ac-

tion was often useful in certain

cases, the committee found it to be
useless as a preventive.

Two Main Results Forecast

"Additional civil remedies should
produce these two main results, a
substantial strengthening of anti-

trust enforcement, and fairer en-
forcement of those laws, more real-

istically adjusted to the nature of
the problem," the report continued
The report suggested that viola-

ors of the anti-trust laws be treated
as "a kind of tort against the na-
tional economy and the general
public interest," and the govern-
ment be empowered to bring action

in such cases. The violation of the
anti-trust laws would make the of-

fending corporation forfeit to the
United States a sum equal to twice
its total net income during the pe-
riod of the violation, while the in-

dividual officer of the corporation
would forfeit a sum to the govern-
ment which would be twice his

compensation during the same pe-
riod.

Bad Risk for Firms. Officers

"In short," the report said, "these
provisions are designed to make a
violation of the anti-trust laws a
very bad business risk both for the
company and for its responsible of-

ficers and directors."
O'Mahoney, explained that such a

provision would tend to make the
anti-trust laws "self enforcing."
The D of J has been forced to

resort to criminal proceedings as its

normal procedure against violations

of the anti-trust laws, the report
continued, but such procedure has
not proved entirely satisfactory.

The report said that because of

the type of business man usually
involved it had proved practically

impossible for the department to ob-

tain convictions, and as the fine did

not seem to matter in most cases, it

ISeely Support Gratifies Abram F. Myers;
Kuykendall Sees the Little Fellow Hurt

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—"After all, the votes talk— that's all I'm interested in," commented

Abram F. Myers, Allied Board chairman and general counsel, after the Neely Bill

passed the Senate. He added: "We are very much gratified by the co-operation of our
friends in the Senate."

Said the other exhibitor leader, Prexy Ed Kuykendall of the MPTOA: "The vote
speaks for itself, but the bill will hurt the little fellow in the business rather than the

circuits or the powerful."

FWC Execs. Here to Talk

Republic Product Deal

(Coyitinued from Page 1)

their purpose the booking of Repub-
lic product by the circuit for the
1939-40 season.

Deal's foundations, following yes-
terday's arrival in New York of
Charles P. Skouras, FWC prexy,
who was accompanied by Andy
Krappman, his assistant, and Arch
M. Bowles, northern California di-

vision manager for FWC, presage
a closing, since Republic's high of-

ficials are all in New York at pres-
ent, James R. Grainger, producing
company's prexy having returned to

his desk yesterday.
This week's roster of incoming

Republic organization men, includ-
ing J. T. Sheffield, Northwest fran-
chise holder, and Grover C. Parsons,
is held additional evidence that pact
is set for closing.

Moe Siegel and Sol Siegel, Re-
public production heads also ar-
rived here yesterday, ostensibly to

line up the next two months studio
schedule prior to Herbert J. Yates'
departure for England. The Sieg-
els, however, are also prepared, it

is understood, to give Yates their

views on the Screen Directors Guild
situation. What stand Republic
will take is at stake in the confabs
locally, it is reported.

Other Republic arrivals this week
are Max Roth, Midwest district

inanag-er; Irving Mandel, Chicago,
Milwaukee and Indianapolis fran-
chise holder; and Robert Withers
of the Kansas City territory.

Sales Managers to Resume
Pix Code Talks This Week

(Continued from Page 1)

though no date has been set. It is

understood that the sales heads are
considering a number of new pro-
posals for ai'bitration board setups,

one of which would give the affiliated

theaters and the distributors a one-
half vote each, against one vote by
an independent theater arbitrator

and one vote by a neutral member.

was the indictment which proved to

be the real punishment.
Changes in the patent laws recom-

mended by the committee would be
covered in 13 amendments, seven of

which relate to procedure and six

to assuring the "legitimate use"
of patents.
Of the first seven amendments,

five have already passed the House
and are pending before the Senate,

while the remaining two have been
reported by the Senate committee
on patents.

Would Fill RKO's Board;

Hear Petition Thursday

(Continued from Page 1)

only four remain, of whom Gen.
James G. Harbord and Lunsford P.

Yandell will continue as directors
of the new company when formed.

It is important, the petition con-
tinued, that the vacancies be im-
mediately filled by those persons
selected. Article seven of the cer-

tificate of incorporation of the pres-

ent RKO company requires that va-
cancies be filled by the board of

directors regardless of whether a

quorum is present at a meeting. If

the vacancies are filled by persons
who will act as directors of the new
company, it will serve to give them
an opportunity to familiarize them-
selves with the affairs of the com-
pany and at the same time give the
Irving Trust Co. the benefit of their

advice with respect to the operation
of the business, it is further stated.

The petition, which was signed by
A. Christenson as vice-president,

stated that the decision of the Cir-

cuit Court on the appeals from the

reorg. plan now before it, would not
affect the advisability of the move.
Directors, once qualified, it said, will

be able to advise on the moves to

be taken after the decision has been
rendered and as a group, represen-
tative of stockholders and creditors

interests, could take the steps "nec-
essary or appropriate under the
circumstances."

Frankfort Trust Action

Accuses Seven Majors!

Frankfort, Ky.—Charging conspir-

1

acy and restraint of trade, Harry
Schwartz and George Myers, owners
of The New Theater, have brought
suit for $75,000 against seven ma-

1

jor film companies and the Frank-
fort Amusement Co.. operating four
theaters in Frankfort. Suit alleges

conspiracy between the amusement
company and the distributors in al-

j

lowing first, second and third-run
|

films to be distributed to the amuse-
j

ment company only, and not to the
j

plaintiffs.

Defendants are: 20th-Fox, Repub-

j

lie, of Ohio; Loew's Inc., M-G-M of
j

Texas, Irving Trust Co., of New
j

York trustee for RKO, Paramount,
United Artists, and W. J. Hulette.

Frankfort; Sam Lee, Lexington, and
Ethel Sparks, Winchester, president,

vice-pres., and secretary of the

!

Amusement Co.

E. R. Schremser Dead
Detroit— Edward R. Schremser,

78, who had directed orchestras in

nearly all Detroit theaters, died at

the home of his son in Ann Arbor.

«REVieiUS»
"Each Dawn I Die"
with James Cagney, George Raft

Warners 92 Mins

POWERFUL PRISON DRAMA GIVES

CAGNEY AND RAFT STRONG ROLES.

This prison drama is distinguished by a

strong and logical story that gives James
Cagney and George Raft opportunities to go

to town with some heavy dramatics. Both

acquit themselves impressively. Cagney is

a reporter in the big town who gets a

story for his paper showing that the dis-

trict attorney is involved in a construction

scandal. So he is railroaded on a drunken
driver charge, after he is slugged in his

car, a whiskey bottle spilled and the car

sent rolling. It crashes into another car,

and three people are killed. In the pen.

which is a tough one with a hardboi led

bunch of officers, Cagney meets Raft, a

big racketeer up for life. Raft plans with

Cagney to take the rap for a prison killing

so he can get tried in the county courthouse,

where his powerful mob can free him. Cag-
ney's part is to squeal on Raft as the killer.

The plan works, and the idea is that on the

outside the big shot can run down the

man who framed Cagney. But Raft gets

sore when Cagney's paper tipped off by

their prison reporter is all set in the court-

room to get the photos of the break, which

is cleverly engineered by having Raft jump
through a window to the street below, right

through the canvas top of a truck that is

there to break his fall, also a getaway car.

So Cagney languishes in the solitary cell,

where he is being disciplined for his part

in the outside "break" of the big shot lifer.

Then Jane Bryan, sweetheart of Cagney,

goes to work on George Bancroft, the

humane warden, and also on the hardboiled

Raft. She convinces the latter that Cag-
ney did not cross him up just for a news-

paper story, and that he is taking the rap

in jail and keeping his mouth shut. Then
Raft does the big sacrifice act in an abor-

tive jail break he engineers, when he learns

that the man who framed Cagney is an old

enemy of his now languishing in the jail

from which he escaped. The big shot crim-

inal goes back to jail just to get his man,

and pay his debt to Cagney. The confes-

sion is highly meller, with the National

Guard throwing hand grenades at the locked

room as Raft wrings the truth from the

guilty prisoner so the warden can hear it.

Raft dies with his victim as they make a

last desperate break. Cagney has several

strong dramatic scenes, and the prison

atmosphere and the psychology of the des-

perate prisoners is impressively handled.

Selling angles: great work of Cagney and

Raft; thrills of the prison break.

CAST: James Cagney, George Raft, Jane

Bryan, George Bancroft, Maxie Rosenbloom,

Stanley Ridges, Alan Baxter, Victor Jory,

John Wray, Edward Pawley, Willard Robert-

son, Emma Dunn, Paul Hurst, Louis Jean

Heydt, Joe Downing, Thurston Hall.

CREDITS: Director, William Keighley:

Author, Jerome Odium; Screenplay, Norman
Reilly Raine, Warren Duff, Charles Perry;

Cameraman, Arthur Edeson; Editor, Thomas
Richards.

DIRECTION, Excellent. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Fine.
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D of J "Civil Remedies" Plan to Face Congress Fight

COURT SPURNS RKO APPEALS, OKAYS REORG. PLAN

Brandt Discusses Industry Problems with D of C Men
ITOA Chief Gives Opinions

But Officials Decline

To Reveal Details

By MILTON F. LUNCH
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington— The general prob-

lems facing the exhibitors and the

industry were presented to Com-
merce Department officials yester-

day by Harry Brandt, president of

ITOA of New York. Brandt was
accompaneid by Lionel Toll, editor

of the ITOA house organ. The
ITOA representatives met with Dr.

Willard L. Thorp, E. A. Tupper and
Nathan D. Golden representing the

Commerce Department.
At the conclusion of a three hour

(Continued on Page 3)

STUDIO PUBLICISTS

NAME JUBILEE COM.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—A committee consist-

ing of Gabe Yorke, Howard Strick-

ling, Nat Dyches, Terry De Lapp,
Irving Rubine and John P. Miles
was named yesterday at a meeting
of studio publicity executives to co-

ordinate plans and ideas in connec-
tion with the Golden Jubilee of the
motion picture industry.

Ohio Court Refuses Defense

Substitution In Pix Tax Suit

Columbus, 0. — The Franklin
Countv Court of Appeals refused
petitions of ITO and MPPDA coun-
sel to name Universal Cleveland The-
aters, Inc., and Exhibitor Frank J.

Ferguson as substitute defendants
(Continued on Page 4)

Fe-FUFo-Fum
Spokane, Wash.—Monopolistic control

of biz "which destroyed Greece and the
Roman Empire and brought dictatorships

to Cermany and Russia, threatens de-
struction now for the U. S.," according
to Charles L. March, FTC chairman.

Majors9 Sales Heads Meet Friday on Code;
Kuykendall to Confer With W. F. Rodgers

Next meeting of major sales managers for the purpose of discussing revisions of the

arbitration clauses has been scheduled for Friday. W. F. Rodgers, spokesman for the dis-

tributors, and Ed Kuykendall, MPTOA president, are to huddle on the subject. Kuykendall
said yesterday he may issue a statement after he talks with Rodgers.

FRISCO IN OCTOBER

FOR MPTOA MEETING?

The MPTOA probably will hold

its annual convention in San Fran-
cisco in October, President Ed Kuy-
kendall said in New York yesterday.

He expects to have the issue decided

before he leaves within the next few
days.

Fair's Hot Dog Giveaways

Has N. Y. Exhibs. Wondering

Announcement by the World's
Fair that it would include $2.25

worth of Fair events, including the

admission price, for $1 this week-
end did not arouse much comment
among the Broadway managers. One
top exec, said the plan was a rad-

ical departure from policy, inas-

much as show businass always
found it wise to charge higher prices

on week-ends.
"After spending millions on their

(Continued on Page 4)

CREDIT "HOME FOLKS"

WITH NEELY VICTORY

Women's clubs, Parent-Teachers
associations and civic groups were
given full credit yesterday for the

passage in the Senate of the Neely
Bill. Industry leaders, of both the

exhibition and distribution ranks,

contended that advocates of the

measure concentrated their lobbying
in the communities rather than in

Washington, thereby bringing pres-
(Continued on Page 3)

Philly Allied Regional

in Squawk on Pix Prices

Harrisburg, Pa.—First in a ser-

ies of regional meetings was held

here yesterday by AlMed Indepen-

dent Theaters Owners of Eastern
Pennsylvania, with discussions cen-

tering on trade practices and in-

dustry evils.

Film demands of all exchanges
(Continued on Page 4)

See GovV Change in Policy as Key

to Pix Industry Code Indifference

Elsa Maxwell Pix Will

Be 20th Cent.-Fox's First

For the first quarter of the new
pix season, which begins next month,
20th-Fox yesterday announced the
definite release dates for 13 pix.

Four releases are listed for Aug-
ust. They are "Elsa Maxwell's Ho-
tel for Women," 4; Jane Withers in

(Continued on Page 17)

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — The D of J "civil

remedies" plan to bolster anti-trust

law enforcement, embodied in the
TNEC - recommended O'Mahoney
measure, will encounter strenuous
Congressional opposition with a
showdown in prospect at the next
session, it was indicated on Capitol
Hill yesterday.

Opponents lining up against the
(Continued on Page 17)

Atlas Counsel to Proceed with

Consummation; Cassel

Will Fight

U. S. Circuit Court of Ap-
peals in a 14-page decision

written by Circuit Judge Rob-
ert P. Pat-
terson hand-
ed down yes-
t e r d a y af-

firmed in all

respects the
decision of
Federal
Judge Wil-
liam Bondy
which had
approved and
confirmed the
plan of re-

organi-
zation of

RKO Corp.,

and held that the plan was both
" (Continued on Page 20)

FLOYD B. ODLUM

EIGHT MAJORS NAMED

IN TEXAS TRUST SUIT

Houston—Joy Amusement Co. has
filed a Sherman anti-trust suit in

(Continu •<£ on Page 4)

"Beau Geste"
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Percival Wren's novel of

three courageous, devoted brothers has

been picturized with telling effect un-
der the direction of William A. Well-
man who also produces. Solendid per-
formances are turned in by Gary Cooper,
Ray Milland and Robert Preston as the

brothers, Bryan Donlevy as the cruel and
vicious sergeant who leads his greatly

outnumbered men in defense of a desert
fort against the Arabs. Others who do
very good work are J. Carroll Naish,

Albert Dekker, James Stephenson, Henry
Huber, Harvey Stephens, and Susan Hay-
ward, a newcomer who is decorative and
capable as the love interest opposite
Milland. The battle scene in- which
Donlevy's small band of Foreign Legion-
naires withstand four attacks made by
the Arabs are among the most exciting

ever screened. Robert Carson supplied

a gripping screen play and excelent
dialogue. —WILK
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financial
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Net
High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat 14y4 14V4 14% + 7
/s

coi. Picts. vtc. (2y2%) 103/g ioy4 ioy4 — V*
Columbia Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd... 113/8 11 i/
g lll/4 + i/

8

East. Kodak 170y2 169l/
2 1701/2 + 2

do pfd
Cen. Th. Eq 11% 11% "% + Vs
Loew's, Inc 45% 45% 453/4 + %
do pfd
Paramount 10% 9% 10
Paramount 1st pfd... 95% 95% 95% — %
Paramount 2nd pfd.. 10% 10% 10% + V4
Pathe Film 10% 10'/4 10%— %
RKO 2% 1% 2% + Vz
20th Century-Fox ... 21 % 20% 20% + %
20th Century-Fox pfd
Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros 5% 5% 5% — %
do pfd 51 % 51 % 51 % — %

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith B. F. ref. 6s46. 99% 993/4 99%
Loew's deb. 3%s46. 103% 1023/4 103% — %
Para. B'way 3s55. . . . 52 52 52
Para. Picts. 6s55. . . .100% 100i/

8 100% —1-16
Para. Picts. cv. 3 %s47 90% 89/2 90 + %
RKO 6s41

Warner Bros.' cv. 6s39
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48 90% 90 90 — %

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts 1% 1 % 1% + %
Sonotone Corp
Technicolor 16%. 16% 16%+ %
Universal Corp. vtc... 3y2 3% 3'/2
Universal Picts

Landis Suit Hearing Off
Philadelphia — Scheduled hearing

today in the Landis theater (Vine-

land, N. J.) action against the ma-
jors and Warners and affiliates will

go over until next Tuesday.

SAFETY LLOYDS
FILM STORAGE CORP.

Storage by Reel or Vault

729 Seventh Ave.

New York City

BRyant 9-5600 SECURITY

COmiDG flltD G0IDG
SAM E. MORRIS, Warner vice-prexy, sails

from New York July 28 for South America to

hold sales conventions in Rio de Janeiro and
Buenos Aires, and to confer with S. A. exhibs.

on forthcoming big pictures from the company.

DONALD CRISP sails from New York today
on the President Roosevelt for an extended
vacation abroad. Warners gave him a three
months' leave of absence after completing his

role in "The Lady and the Knight."

F. J. A. MCCARTHY, Universal exec, is visit-

ing in Atlanta and New Orleans. He returns

to the h.o. on Monday.

JOSEPH BERNHARD, general manager of

Warner theaters, returned yesterday from Holly-

wood.

JAMES PETRILLO, prexy of the Chicago Musi-
cians' Union, has returned to Chicago after at-

tending the New York World's Fair.

LILY PONS, prima donna, and her husband,
ANDRE KOSTELANETZ, orchestra leader, have
arrived in New York from their home at Silver

Mine, Conn., and are stopping at the Waldorf-
Astoria.

BILL HEBERT, publicity director for Selz-

nick International, has returned to the Coast
studios after three weeks' conferences with UA
execs, on "Intermezzo" and with M-C-M offi-

cials on "Gone With the Wind."

WILLIAM J. CUSACK, lieutenant in the Chi-
cago police department, has resigned and goes
to Hollywood to join the Paramount studio staff

in an advisory capacity.

HANK LINET of Universal's publicity depart-
ment, goes to Scranton tomorrow.

PERRY HOEFFLER, general manager of Great
States Theaters in Quincy, III., has returned to

his post after a Summer vacation at Crand
Marais, Minn.

FRANK McNELIS, former editor of New Movie
Magazine, has returned to New York after a

six weeks' tour of the country.

SAM RACKETT, business agent of the Chi-
cago Musicians' Union, is on a vacation in the
North Woods.

I. ROBERT BRODER, New York film attorney,
has left Los Angeles for a tour of Canada. He
will return to New York around Aug. 1.

PETER COLLI, Warner supervisor for Cuba,
Mexico, Panama, Peru and Central America,
leaves tomorrow for his headquarters in Havana,
following conferences here with Sam E. Morris.

TAMARA, singing star of "Leave It to Me,"
sailed for Europe yesterday on the Queen Mary.

ORSON WELLES and JOHN HOUSEMAN of

the Mercury Theater are en route to Hollywood
on a one-picture contract with RKO.

F. G. PLANAS, Warner manager for Puerto
Rico, has returned to his post after a week of

home office conferences.

MAXWELL ANDERSON, playwright who is in

Hollywood working on a musical version of

"Aneas Africanus" for the films, has delayed
his return to New York until mid-August. KURT
WEILL, the composer, also working on the film,

is due to return here late this month.

HELEN GAHACAN, stage and screen play-
er, arrived from the West yesterday and will

appear in "Tonight or Never" with the Spring

Lake Beach (N. J.) players on July 26.

VICTOR MOORE, actor, left yesterday for

two weeks' fishing trip to Fredericton, N. B.

NEAL HUMPHREY of the British Colonial Film

Exchange in Trinidad, and LIONEL SOODEEN
of the Roodal circuit, Trinidad, were callers

at Warners' World's Fair headquarters.

P. T. DANA, Midwestern district manager for

Universal, is in New York for home office con-
ferences.

ETHEL PEFFER of the staff of the N. Y.
League of Theaters returns tomorrow from a

European trip.

MAY ROBSON has returned to the Coast from
New York.

M. A. LIGHTMAN, manager of the Malco
circuit. Memphis, has returned there from a trip

to Hollywood studios.

NINO MARTINI has returned to the Coast
after a New York visit.

JACK HALEY has returned to Hollywood from
New York.

MAT O'BRIEN, Hal Roach treasurer, has re-

turned to the Coast from a New York business

trip.

Interstate, Robb & Rowley
Talk Dallas House Swap

Dallas — Interstate Circuit, Inc.

and Robb & Rowley Theaters are
negotiating a swap of some houses
in Dallas. If the deal is consummated,
Interstate will acquire the Mirror
and Robb & Rowley Theaters will

get the Astor and Bison, two nabes.
The Mirror is the only down-

town theater playing first-run pic-

tures that is not controlled by In-

terstate. It plays first-run pictures
intermittently when pictures are
available, at other times it plays
duals.

FWC Cuts Prices 20 P.C.

In San Francisco Spots

San Francisco—Almost all San
Francisco-Oakland circuits have put
reduced summer 'admission rates
into effect. FWC theaters have cut
nrices approximately 20 per cent.

In Oakland-East Bay theaters, FWC
is giving away $750 weekly in spe-

cial cash night events, for four
weeks.

Meanwhile, the RKO Golden Gate
Theater is playing to capacity
houses at regular rates with bands
and pix star P.A.'s.

Rep. Sets Product Deals

With New Eng. Circuits

Further deals for its 1939-40 prod-!

uct have just been concluded by Re-
public, the home office announced;

yesterday.
Pacts involve Interstate Theaters)

Circuit, Boston, operating 32 thea-;

ters in New England, and Maine and
New Hampshire Theaters Circuit,!

operating 21 houses in the New Eng-
land territory.

James R. Grainger, Republic'^
president and general manager in

charge of distribution; Herman Rif-i

kin, New England franchise holder;;

and E. Morey, Boston office manager;
negotiated the deals.

Williamsburg Premiere

for "The Bill of Rights']

Warners has set July 31 for the
world premiere of "The Bill of,

Rights," historical featurette. at Wilt
liamsburg, Va., where the historical

document was signed. Crane Wil-
bur, who has written and directed

many of its historical films and
John Litel, who has appeared in

various of them, will attend.
"Bill of Rights" will be given its

Broadway premiere at the Radio
City Music Hall early in August.

Welles Agreement to Call

for Pix Annually for RK

Orson Welles and RKO Radio ha^i

reached an agreement in princip
whereby Welles will produce one pi!

ture a year for RKO release. Coi
tracts are now in the hands of atto:>i s»

neys who reportedly are putting til

finishing touches to the agreement
Under the proposed plan, Wellt!

will produce his product indep£i i

ly under the Mercury Theatel „&v
ner. He is due to arrive in Hollj »

wood tomorrow for conferences wit
cameramen and technicians. He i

accompanied by John Housemai
co-head of the Mercury group.

First story has not been detei
mined but it is understood thaj

Welles has several under considera
tion.

Herbert Drake, who for the las

nine years has been with the Ne-v

York Herald Tribune drama depart
ment, joins the Mercury Theater oi

Aug. 1 in a general managerial ca
pacity, acting as a co-ordinator o:

the Mercury enterprises.

Mono. Albany Exchange
Opened by Harry Berksor

Albany — Harry Berkson, Mono
gram franchise holder in Buffalo
has opened a Monogram exchange
here at 1076 Broadway. Local of-

fice will be under Berkson's super-
vision with Gene Lowe and Sam
Milbery as salesmen.

Mitchell Pantzer, booker in Buf-
falo, is being shifted to Albany.
Howard McPherson replaces Pantzer
at the Buffalo office.

Vo

Chicago— Henri Elman's, Mono
gram exchange here is now housed
in its new home at 1248 S. Wabash
Ave.

10 Weeks of Vaude Time
Looming In Minnesota

Minneapolis—Ten weeks of play-
ing time will be offered vaudeville
acts under a plan being completed
by Minnesota Amusement Co. John
Branton, circuit booker, schedules
five acts to play combination shows
in key spots outside of Minneapolis,
St. Paul and Duluth, with inaugural
set for Oct. 4. Northwest indie

houses, not competing with MAC,
will be offered the flesh shows for
additional time.

THE THEATRE
"A MUST GO ENJOY IT."

—

Walter Winchell

GYPSY ROSE LEE «„£*
I MUST LOVE SOMEONE
with JAMES RENNIE—IRIS ADRIAN

Air-Conditioned and JACK WHITE
Vanderbilt, W. 48th St. Evs. 8:40

Mat. Wed. & Sat.
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LlJREDIT "HOME FOLKS"

WITH NEELY VICTORY

(Continued from Page 1)

toiiure to the Senate from the "folks

ttyiack home." .

It was pointed out that Allied

le|indw>thers favoring the bill had
tM %ie strategy of the slogan "Let
heVimmunity Decide" in an effort

%o put over the thought that ex-

hibitors were forced to take alleged

'objectionable pictures because of
aii ;he block-booking system.

Parent-Teachers and women's
;lubs in the communities have long

Deen converted to the theory, it was
;aid, that the Neely Bill would elimi-

late the showing of "undesirable"
pictures, even though the moral is-

|

s

j5ue has not been a vital one since

™the adoption of the production code.

However, observers yesterday ex-

pressed the belief that whether the

'.moral issue was important or not,

bhe various organizations used it as

a peg on which to hang their ar-

guments in favor of the measure.

House Block-Booking Hearing
Not Likely at this Session
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Hearings on the

Edmistoh block-booking bill, a com-
panion measure to the Neely bill,

are extremely remote this session, a
House interstate and foreign com-
merce committee sookesman said

yesterday. The committee has other
important national legislation to

consider.

The block-booking measure must
go through the House committee
before being brought to the floor.

The Neely bill, passed by the Sen-
ate, ^cannot be sent direct to the
House floor for action.

Quint Bookings Tops
The number of nation-wide book-

ings on the fourth of the Dionne
quintuplets two-reelers, "Five Times
Five," will top all others of the
series, according to Harry Michal-
son, RKO short subjects sales man-
ager. Indications point to a mini-

mum of 10,000 playdates, Michal-
son said yesterday.

Best wishes from THE FILM DAILY
to the following on their birthdays:

JULY T9

M. H'. Aylesworth
Edward S'oman
Lou Mentlik

4LCN6 THE

WITH PHIL M. DALYi
T

• • • BIG DAY in the Hie oi Doug Fairbanks. Jr.. today

"Douglas Fairbanks, Jr. Day" will be observed at the World's Fair

the party is scheduled ior Doug and his recent bride with an elab-

orate program of entertainment such as few foreign celebrities have re-

ceived at the Fair

T T
• • • OFFICIAL program will start at 10:30 a.m. when the

Fairbanks party will be picked up at the Hampshire House on

Central Park South and escorted to the Fair grounds by a motor

cavalcade the party will be met at 11 a.m. by Grover Whalen

at the Administration building and will be turned over to an

escort of twenty-five beautiful hostesses who will constitute an

escort of honor for the entire day

• • • AFTER the official reception, Fairbanks will head the Chil-

dren's Parade winding up at 1 p.m. at Frank Buck's Jungle Land,

where the party will have a special Malayan luncheon from 3 to

7 p.m. the party will tour the Fair, escorted by the beautiful gals, and

Doug will make personal appearances at certain exhibits dinner at

7 at the French Pavilion where the Fairbankses will be hosts to the Jack

Whitings and the William Rhinelander Stewarts at 10:30 the party

moves to Billy Rose's Aquacade, for a special program of water sports

in Fairbanks' honor it begins to look as if the Fair is falling back

on the Hollywood stars to help sustain interest in their show which

we suppose is to be taken as some sort of admission that whatever the

type of entertainment, it takes the Film Glamour to really put it over

T T T

• • • AGAIN the newspaper headlines give Darryl Zanuck

his cue and so he schedules a forthcoming production

"White Wings In Clover" the idea of the film being based on

the recent acquisition of the Otto Kahn estate on Long Island by

the Department of Sanitation as a recreation center for the New
York workers

T T T
• • • DUE to popular interest the industry's official film,

"Land of Liberty," will be shown three instead of two times daily in

the theater of the Federal Building at the World's Fair this pictorial

history of the U.S.A. contains 1,000 sequences from 125 feature pictures

the starting times of the shows, beginning today, will be 2, 4:15

and 6:30 p.m

T T T
• • • UNIQUE honor bestowed upon James Cagney

by the police of the nation with 5,000 chiefs of police having

participated in a crime prevention award to Cagney for mak-
ing the modern gangster a loathsome type of character through his

screen portrayals the award is announced in the Police Call,

official police mag
T T

• • • UNUSUAL gesture from George Bernard Shaw who

has sent Howard Estabrook a complimentary note on his screen version

of "The Doctor's Dilemma" for Ernest Pascal ..this is probably the

first time in Hollywood history that anyone from the film capital has been

complimented by Shaw, whose remarks about workers in the American

motion picture have been pretty biting from time to time

« « « » » »

BRANDT AND D OF G

DISCUSS PROBLEMS

(Continued from Page 1)

session, Dr. Thorp told Film Daily
he expected they would have fur-
ther confabs with Brandt. "Mr.
Brandt obviously knows a great deal
about the motion picture industry
and we will confer with him again
possibly at a later date," said Dr.
Thorp.
Thorp and his associates will con-

fer this morning with Col. Cole,

president, and Abram F. Myers, gen-
eral counsel, of Allied.

The Myers-Cole confab was ar-

ranged following senate passage
of the Neely bill as Myers had
stated they would not confer while
the Neely measure was under con-
sideration.

The conference yesterday was of

a general nature, Thorp said, with
Brandt laying his views before the
body. Asked if the confabs would
result in a report with specific rec-
ommendations, Thorp said, "The in-

dustry has a certain number of

nroblems and it is the duty of the

Commerce Department to aid in

finding a solution. We are now en-

gaged in finding the problems."
Thorp declined to state what

Brandt and Toll advanced in the
way of recommendations and sug-
gestions. It is understood, how-
ever, that Brandt struck out strong-
ly at radio competition with ex-
hibitors, assailing the use of pic-

ture stars for radio shows. Brandt
pointed out the value of "names"
in the industry and is understood to

have protested against excessive
radio appearances which, he said,

lessen their value at box-offices.

Conferees declined to comment on
whether Brandt aired his opposi-

tion to Allied and MPTOA as na-
tional exhibitor organizations not
representing the voice of the inde-

pendents or whether he advanced the
cause of new exhibitor organizations
headed by himself. It is under-
stood, however, that ITOA head
cited his general approval of film

code.
Brandt and Toll returned to New

York immediately after the confab.

"No Man's Land" Passes

Chicago — Theaters in the "No
Man's Land," adjacent to Evanston
on the North Shore, will be taken
into the village of Wilmette. Gov.
Henry Horner has just signed a bill

adding this strip of land to that
town. Leading theater there is Sam
Myers' Teatro Del Lago.

Unpremeditated!
Detroit— Earl Hudson, United Detroit

ad man, blushingly insists it was all un-
premeditated. But at any rate, this

was the way current newspaper display

copy for the Michigan Theater read:

"All New—Two Years to Produce"
" 'Tarzan Finds a Son'

"
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LARGE-SCREEN TELE

AUDIENCES LIMITED

London (By Cable)—Following a
statistical inquiry into the number
of cinema patrons who might be ex-
pected to attend big-screen televis-

ion shows in the afternoons, Simon
Rowson finds that during the sum-
mer, when total weekly cinema at-

tendance may drop to 2,000,000 for
the country, three-fourths of which
go to theaters after 6 p.m., that big-
screen tele patrons might not be
more than 500,000. He questions
whether such an attendance would
repay exhibitors for the expense of

installing the necessary tele equip-
ment.

Television service to cinemas
would be confined mainly to special

events, such as the Derby, boat
races, boxing and tennis matches,
the opening of Parliament, Trooping
of the Colors, and the like. These
events take place in the daytime.
If recorded on film and rediffused

to theaters, the tele program would
be in competition with the cinemas
legitimate purpose—the showing of

motion pictures for public enter-

tainment. Regular cinema patrons,
attending to see films, might not

be interested in these special events,

subtracting time from the film pro-

gram.
While weekly afternoon attend-

ance during the winter months
would be greater, attendance would
still be limited. Weekly expense
of installing tele equipment would
be continuous, Rowson states. The
expense would include $25 a week
for the equipment (according to Ma-
jor Bell's analysis of the situation),

apart from additional charges for

a special operator, structural al-

terations necessitated for the equip-

ment.
Rowson questions the financial re-

turns to exhibitors who put in the
big-screens for television. He con-

cludes:
"My present opinion is that tele-

vision in cinemas shows little pros-

pect of ever becoming a commercial
proposition, if confined to news
events of the kind referred to. If

WEDDING BELLS

Wilmington, Del. — Bayard J.

Barnes, assistant manager, Warner
Bros.' Aldine Theater, and Miss
Gladys C. Seldomridge were mar-
ried in the Brack-Ex M. E. Church.

Albany — Engagement of Robert
Mitchel Rosenthal, manager of War-
ners' Ritz Theater here to Miss Elise

Cohn, daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Isa-

dore Cohn, New Orleans, is an-
nounced. Marriage will take place

in the Fall.

Wilmington, Del.—Robert Howatt
Ripple, sign artist, Loew's Theater,
and Miss Judy Cowelly were married
in Atlanta, Ga.

FILM CODE ANALYZED
By LOUIS NIZER

EDITOR'S NOTE: THE FILM DAILY today presents the nineteenth installment of a
comprehensive analysis of the proposed Trade Practice Code {Revision of June 10) by Louis
Nizer, member of the law firm of Phillips & Nizer, and authority cm the law of screen, stage

and radio. Preservation of the daily installments, now devoted to the Rules of Arbitration, is

recommended.

Installment No. 19

V. PARTIES TO DISPUTES

There are three categories of disputes: those between distributor and exhibitor;

those relating to overbuying; and those relating to clearance.

(1) Disputes Between a Distributor and an Exhibitor: All disputes which

are subject to arbitration under the Code shall be between a distributor and an ex-

hibitor and shall be considered a two-party dispute, except those disputes relating to

overbuying and clearance.

(2) Overbuying Disputes: Overbuying disputes shall be between a complaining

exhibitor and an exhibitor complained against and shall be considered a two-party dispute

Distributor: However, each distributor who has signed the Code and at the time

has a contract with the exhibitor complained against, shall be entitled to notice of all

hearings and shall have all rights of a party except to designate an arbitrator.

Decision Binding On Distributor: Such distributors shall be bound by the award

as if they were parties to the dispute.

(3) Clearance Disputes: These disputes shall involve three parties:

(a) The complaining exhibitor.

(b) The exhibitor complained against.

(c) Distributors as a group who have contracts with complaining exhibitors and

grant clearance to the exhibitor complained against.

Notice To Distributors: Each such distributor shall receive notice of hearings

and shall have all the rights of a party except the right individually to designate an

arbitrator.

Other Exhibitors Affected: If an exhibitor who is not a party to the clearance

dispute may be prejudiced by any award made in favor of the complaniing exhibtior, any

party may file such a written claim with the Arbitration Board.

No Power to Proceed: In such case, the Arbitration Board shall have no power
to proceed unless within the time fixed by it, there have been filed written consents by

such exhibitors of their willingness to be bound by any award which may be made in

such dispute.

Rights of Other Exhibitors: Exhibitors who have filed such written consents, are

entitled to notice of all hearings and have a right to be represented at the hearings and

to examine or cross-examine all witnesses.

Award Binding: The award of the Arbitration Board shall be binding upon such

exhibitors to the same extent as if they had been parties to the dispute.
(Twentieth installment will appear in an early issue.)

special programs are devised and
transmitted at times which did not
compete with the cinema's normal
function of showing ordinary enter-

tainment films it is possible that a
different commercial story could be

told."

NBC Gets Television Rights
to Two More Feature Pictures

Television rights for one perform-
ance each have been obtained by
National Broadcasting Co. to "Hell's

Angels," produced by Howard
Hughes and starring the late Jean
Harlow, and "Abraham Lincoln," in

which Walter Huston is featured.
They will be presented on the air

some time in August. Price paid was
not disclosed but is understood to be
approximately $200 for each film.

NBC's tele directors believe two
hours too long for a home tele pro-
gram and the network will present
each picture in two installments on
consecutive evenings.
NBC, it is reported, has obtained

tele rights to almost 40 features de-
spite the ban of the major producers
on the use of films in television.

Those obtained are mainly foreign
features, documentary pictures and
several made by independent pro-
ducers.

Fair's Hot Dog Giveaways

Has N. Y. Exhibs. Wondering]

(Continued from Page 1)

exhibits," he said, "I wonder what
General Motors and others think
about hot dog giveaways to induce
attendance."

As announced by Grover A. Wha-
len, president of the Fair corpora-
tion, the $1 combination will in-

clude three items:

Admission to the Fair—value 75
cents.

A light lunch of hamburger or
frankfurter sandwich and coffee,

tea or milk—value 20 cents.

Admission to five from a selec-

tion of 25 attractions in the Exhibit
or Amusement area, ranging in
price from 10 to 40 cents—maximum
value $1.30.

It was not announced whether
there would be any substitutions al-

lowed for persons who did not like

frankfurters or hamburgers.

The same combination ticket will

be sold at 50 cents for children un-
der fourteen years of age.

EIGHT MAJORS NAMED

IN TEXAS TRUST SUI1

(Continued from Page 1)

U. S. District Court, against tw<
circuits and eight distributors
charging that they prevented it fron
exhibiting first class features in its

theaters.
Defendants, from whom da^*^^sL

of $17,366.31 are asked, incluli in-
terstate Circuit, Inc., Horwitz-Texarj
Theaters Co., Metro-Goldwyn-Mayei
Distributing Corp. of Texas, RKO
Radio Pictures, Republic Pictures
Corp. of Texas, Loew's, Inc., Para-
mount Pictures, Columbia Pictures
Corp., Vitagraph, Inc., and 20th
Century-Fox Film Corp.

Philly Allied Regional

in Squawk on Pix Prices

(Continued from Page 1)

for new season were considered and
general opinion expressed was that
product prices were out of line in,

view of present box-office condi-
tions. Annoyances, such as prints
not being available at scheduled time!

and "yanking" after date confirma-
tion, were attacked.
Hope for House passage of the]

Neely bill was expressed by speak-j

ers.

Activities of the national organiJ
zation during the last 10 years, andJ
regional and state activities durind
the past eight months and recentj

state legislative session were ouW
lined.

Six new members were acceptedj
Sidney E. Samuelson, Phila., business
agent, and former national presi-|

dent, was in charge. Similar meet-
ing will be held today in Shamokinj
and another tomorrow in Allentown.j

Ohio Court Refuses Defense
Substitution in Pix Tax Suit

(Continued from Page 1)

in the two tax payers suits to enforce!
collection of the 3 per cent sales taxi
en film rentals.
However, the Court agreed to at-

J

torneys Carlton Dargusch and Rob-

J

ert Barton filing briefs on Aug. 1.1

The answer filed by Assistant At-|
torney General Aubrey Wendt was
strictly neutral. He merely asked
for a ruling by the court on the ex-
act status of the case.

Star's Father White Sox Mgr.
Chicago—Harry Grabiner, father

of June Travis, film star, will assume
management of the Chicago White
Sox baseball club following the deafc

of Lewis Comisky, president of th
club, at his home in Eagle River
Wis.

STORKS!
Detroit—Frank Jones, Vitagraph

booker, is the father of a new 9%
pound daughter, Gwendolen Mary.
Mother is the former Alice Sprad-
lin, contract clerk for Vitagraph.
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lb 1 1JM L< 1 1UJM and showmanship are the rea-

sons why the public, exhibitors and critics alike

look forward to each new DAVID 0. SELZNICK

production with an assured foreknowledge of

quality. It is therefore with pride that UNITED
• k' iARTISTS announces continuance of its relea^L.ig

agreement with Selznick International Pictures.

ixlCxlJM A-Ll 1 I of the Selznick organization

is reflected in the starring of Leslie Howard in:

which introduces the beautiful

new continental star Ingrid Bergman, with Edna

Best, and will be released this season. Mirroring

the infatuation of a famous musician for his young

accompanist, and the swift events that engulf them,

this newest Selznick production dares to depict

problems found in the lives of millions concen-

trated in the lives of three.

RPRISE and excitement, the two priceless

ingredients of any motion picture, are what DOS

has captured for the filming of th

year's outstanding best-seller by Daphne Du

Maurier, 400,000 copies of which have been sole

since publication last fall. With Man-of-the-Hour

Laurence Olivier in the leading role, Alfred

Hitchcock—whose superb treatment of "The Lady

Vanishes?' and other films has earned him the title

"Master of Melodrama will direct. Details of

two more Selznick International pictures will fol-

low soon.
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CHARLES (JHAPLII

Chaplin's first all-talking picture— Chaplin's first picture in three years —- based on the most timely,

most important topic in the world today, is now in production.

the season's big-news picture, will climax the magnificent career of the greatest of all screen

stars. In connection with his plans, Mr. Chaplin says: "I am making a comedy picture on the lives of

dictators which I hope will create much healthy laughter throughout the world."
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ALEXANDER
KORD A

Five big, important scope pictures— all of them in the breathless beauty of final Technicolor per-

fection—will comprise Alexander Korda's box-office activities for 1939-40. First:

. . . 7,200 seconds of flesh-and-blood excitement, filmed in actual locales in the heart of Africa,

bringing authentic thrills n<j) screen has ever held before. Directed by Zoltan Korda with Ralph

Richardson, C. Aubrey Smith, John Clements and June Duprez. Second Korda hit:

giving Merle Oberon, star of "Wuthering Heights", her first comedy role in a story by

Robert E. Sherwood. Third Korda hit: starring Sabu, Conrad Veidt and

John Justin in a spectacle that promises to have the most unique appeal in years. Fourth Korda hit:

Merle Oberon in with Laurence Olivier, from "Manon Lescaut", the famous love story of

a passion-swept man and woman. And Fifth : ICipling's with Sabuin the title role.
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Douglas Fairbanks resumes his production activities

by presenting THECALIFOIVMAN, the kind of color-

ful, romantic, action picture which in the past made

his own starring vehicles so sensationally successful

at the ticket window. Now in the role of producer,

instead of star, Mr. Fairbanks will soon announce a

cast of vigorous marquee strength for this produc-

tion based on the dramatic career of Lola Montez,

dancer, adventuress and sweetheart of kings. The

exploits of this exotic woman in the pioneer country

of Southern California constitute one of the strang-

est and most glamorous stories in history.

DOUGLAS
FAIRBANKS



SAMUEL GOLDWYN
Samuel Goldwyn Standards of Showmanship— Samuel Goldwyn Business— will be even higher

this year than it was with "Wuthering Heights", "The Hurricane", "Dead End" or "Stella Dallas".

For Goldwyn starts your new picture season with a new note in entertainment— Jascha Heifetz in

with Andrea Leeds, Joel McCrea, Walter Brennan and Gene Reynolds,

directed by Archie Mayo. Back of this picture is the specific purpose of attracting new patronage

for you thru the magic music of Heifetz, with all your regulars revelling in a down-to-earth story of

kids with dirty faces and hungry hearts. Mr. Goldwyn's next picture will be Gary Cooper in a fight-

ing role in with Andrea Leeds and David Niven, under the direction of Henry

Hathaway ... a roaring thrill-and-action picture of American soldiers in the Philippines, always

outnumbered . . . never outfought.



Famous for his showmanship innovations, Wanger leads off with starring

Ann Sheridan, the most exploitable star since he gave you Hedy Lamarr in "Algiers". This pic-

ture of winter sports, youth and fun, takes you behind the scenes at Dartmouth when 1,500

wild women hit the campus. Richard Carlson, Helen Parrish, Robert Armstrong, Marsha Hunt,

James Corner and Alan Baldwin give additional cast interest, with Charles R. Riesner directing.

Next will be Joan Bennett in the story of a woman who dared hope

for love while her man was in Alcatraz. by Vincent Sheean takes a reporter

around an action-teeming world. starring Loretta Young and directed by Tay

Garnett, gives your audience the hilarious low-down on a magician with every trick up his

sleeve except how to manage his women. Fifth from Wanger will be

by F. G. Presnell, with more laughs per murder than "The Thin Man".



...
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From the greatest stories of today and yesterday, the producer of "The Count of Monte

Cristo" and "The Man in the Iron Mask", has shaped his new season's plans. Half a mil-

lion readers of Howard Spring's best-selling novel, ^ft ^P are waiting for

cast announcements on this story of two fathers and their dreams for their boys. Twelve

thousand exhibitors are cooperating with Mr. Small on a direct-to-the-public poll for star

selections. by Richard Henry Dana, translated into 25 lan-

guages and reaching a book sale of 1,320,000 copies, will follow. Then watch for

unfolding the further amazing exploits of the most fabu-

lous character ever written into a book or pictured on the screen; based on

the career of the colorful frontier hero and adapted from the newspaper serial read

by 17,000,000 Hearst readers; lJIAjIj a big production of tropic

glamour; and finally the life of the greatest of all popular idols, an idea

which has brought Mr. Small congratulatory letters from thousands of exhibitors.

iii' I.

•

EDWARD SMALL



Hal Roach's five special feature productions cover the entire range of audience interest

from gay laughter to stark drama. First will be a slight case of murder involving the only

girl who's got more than the farmer's daughter

—

THE HOUSEKEEPER'S DAUGHTER,

from the novel by Donald Henderson Clarke, co-starring Joan Bennett and Adolphe

Menjou with Peggy Wood. Next the famous novel and play that shocked a million people

by its realism, OE MICE AND MEN, by John Steinbeck, author of "The Grapes of Wrath".

Lewis Milestone will direct. Thorne Smith, author of the "Topper" novels in TURIN!AROUT

tells hilariously about a husband and wife who change places and sexes. For adventure

follow CAPTAIN CAUTION by Kenneth Roberts, author of "Northwest Passage". And

then the startling, astounding 1,000,000 R. C, dramatizing the birth of civilization at

the dawn of time . . with special effects by Lewis Tallhurst who took similar credit on

"The Good Earth". In addition to these five specials, LAUREL &• HARDY will be re-

united in E0UR 4-REEL FEATURES to carry them to new heights of popularity.

***
>•*

*:*



The box-office astuteness of SOL LESSER as a production

expert is well known to every exhibitor. The box-office

distinction of ERNST LUBITSCH as a director is recog-

nized wherever pictures play. These two names are linked

for the first time by UNITED ARTISTS which is happy to

add them to its list of eminent producers. Mr. Lubitsch will

personally direct an untitled

details of which will soon be announced. Mr. Lesser

will produce the Pulitzer Prize Play of 1938,

by Thornton Wilder. Our Town is every American town

superbly charged with humanness, romance and dramatic

simplicity...so appealing that Alexander Woollcott said: "In

all my days as a theatregoer, no play moved me so deeply."

'

1ST LUBITSCH * SOL LESSER



•

It is with a very special pride that UNITED ARTISTS wel

comes to its organization a distinguished member of a dis-

tinguished motion picture family who have contributed their

talents abundantly to the benefit of the film industry.

DAVID L. LOEW brings to production a thorough,

practical knowledge of theatres and theatre problems

through years of experience in actual theatre opera-

tion. His long studio activity, too, has proved dra-

matically his qualifications as a top UNITED

ARTISTS producer. His first release will be

thepicturizationof jj^^^^Jm^yu^^

now in the final stages of negotiation.

Watch for the early announcement

of its famous title and the stars

who will appear in its cast.

/

/
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DAVID 0. SELZNICK
CHARLES CHAPLIN
ALEXANDER KORDA
DOUGLAS FAIRRANKS
SAMUEL G0LDWY1\
WALTER WANGER
EDWARD SMALL
HAL ROACH

ERNST LURITSCH
SOL LESSER

DAVID L. LOEW
RELEASED THRU UNITED ARTISTS
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CIVIC REMEDIES' PLAN

FACES CONGRESS FIGHT

(Continued from Page 1)

lill, to which the TNEC gave its

blessing in executive session, will

aim their shafts at the drastic pen-
alties on the ground that the line

between Sherman-Clayton law ob-
;e'""'\ce and violation is frequently
jxS^ lingly difficult to draw and that
ihe measure, if enacted, would place
Countless individuals and innumer-
able companies in danger of prose-
cution.

In brief, the O'Mahoney measure
would enable the D of J in anti-trust

;ases to bring civil suits for the

Washington Bur.. THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Pix and 39 other in-

dustries or services in all parts of the

nation were involved in 1,375 anti-trust

violation complaints filed with the <D

of J during the fiscal year ended June
30 last, according to Thurman Arnold,
Assistant Attorney General. Anti-trust
division of the Department on July 1

had 213 cases pending in the courts and
probes pending in 185 other cases.

[removal of corporation officers and
[directors responsible for anti-trust
[aw violations or, as an alternative,
K;o bring civil suits for damages
iivhich would be, in the case of a
jporporation, twice the amount of its

jiet earnings during the period of
law violation and, in the case of
Individual officers and directors twice
i;he amount of their salaries during
the same period.

I Drafting sharps in the D of J
jwho phrased the O'Mahoney bill are
(Understood to believe that it will be
useful in "pointing up" the anti-
trust law issue. Several, other com-
panion bills have already been pre-
pared, but have not been revealed.
It is reported they would provide
[some means of relief from the stiff

schedule of damages set forth in the
civil remedies bill. More definite

standards would be set up, for one
thing.

The TNEC preliminary report at
this time is of special interest to the
film industry because of its apparent
philosophy, describable as "enforced
competition in business." This, of
course, runs counter to the earlier
Administration concept, best sym-
bolized by the NRA, with its indus-
try codes and virtual suspension of
the anti-trust laws.

This reversal in policy may ex-
plain, to some extent, at least, why
the Government apparently is indif-

ferent to the film industry's attempts
to set up a trade practice code and
effect self-regulation and why the
D of J is moving so resolutely in

trust suit prosecutions.

'Bar Kochba9 as Pix?
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Metro is considering Leon

Gordon's original, "Bar Kochba," story

of the ancient Hebrew warrior who
fcught the Roman Legions to a stand-
still. Joseph Schildkraut is reported a

possibility for the stellar role.

FREE SAMPLES OF COOL AIR
It's the Unique Idea of Harry Storin, of the

Springfield, Mass., Paramount

Springfield, Mass. — Harry Stor-
in, manager of the Paramount, has
installed a personal air-conditioning
system. As far as he knows, his
contraption is unique. The "personal"
in the description applies to the citi-

zen who passes along Main Street
and not to Storin, who sits in an air-
cooled office without a care or a
heat rash to his name.
The sweltering citizen passing by

the Paramount, muttering at the air-

ccoled information on the marquee,
becomes aware of the contraption. It

is for all the world like a bathroom
fixture, seven feet high and wide

enough. It has two handles marked
"hot" and "cold" and a sign which
informs him that here is a cold air

shower. He may feel foolish about

taking a chance but if he does, at
once a cool breeze flows over him.
The air is of the same temperature

as that circulating in the theater
and the handles on the gadget are
merely for show. What happens is

that the girl in the box-office seeing
a hopeful but skeptical citizen under
the air shower, throws a switch and
permits the sample refreshing
zephyrs to come down.

Entertainment-Industrial

National Carbon's New Idea

National Carbon Co., through its

ad agency, J. M. Mathes, Inc., is

embarking on a new type of sales

promotion film program, incorporat-
ing entertainment footage with in-

dustrial reels to make the latter

more psychologically acceptable, im-
pressive and effective.

Of particular interest is the use
of a now outmoded, but highly en-
tertaining short "The Filling Sta-
tion," produced by Walt Disney,
and the employment of a special

industrial short compiled by The
March of Time and titled "Anti-
Freeze, the Story of Scientific Re-
search," which is the first industrial

subject ever made by M of T. This
was supplied to National Carbon by
M of T, it is learned, on the ex-
press understanding that the sub-
ject will not be used by National
Carbon except for showings within
that organization to employes, and
on occasions non-competitive to pix
theaters. NC makes the product
"Prestone," an anti-freeze com-
pound for automobiles.

The Anti-Freeze short was made
by M of T during a temporary lull

in its production schedule, and, it

is understood, promotional shorts

of an industrial character are being
considered for future making should
potential client companies desire

them for inter-organization sales

work, and M of T have the time.

Also on the National Carbon pro-

gram is another promotional car-

toon, "Rip Van Winkle, Jr." All

three pix will be shown tomorrow
at 5 p.m. via screening in the lit-

tle theater in the Chanin Building.

Blue Noses Force Closings

Philadelphia—Pressure by Phila-

delphia reformers has forced Tioga
County theaters to close on Sundays.
Several houses in Tioga towns had
been operating without approval by
local option vote but Blue groups
forced the district attorney to clamp
down last Sunday. Towns are now
expected to vote on the issue in

November, with approval likely.

Photographers Union and
M of T Sign 3-Year Pact

A new three-year contract be-
tween the March of Time and In-

ternational Photographers, Local
644, IATSE, was signed yesterday.
New pact calls for increases in sal-

aries, shorter hours and a severence
clause.

Salaries of the regular monthly
reel cameramen have been increased
from $125 to $150 for a 40-hour
week plus time-and-a-half for over-
time and double time for Saturdays,
Sundays and holidays.
Production cameramen's scale has

been set at $250 a week and opera-
tive cameramen will receive $150.
Cameramen hired by the day will re-

ceive $50 a day, where formerly
they received $35. All cameramen
will receive an extra $25 when called

upon to fly.

Under the new pact, all camera-
men will be given two weeks' va-
cation with pay. A severence clause,
under which March of Time agrees
to pay a discharged worker two
weeks' salary for every year he has
been with the company, also was
agreed upon.

Three extra cameramen and three
assistants were added to the staff.

New contract was negotiated by
Charles Downs, business agent of
Local 644.

Equity Instructs Members
to Join New Amer. Guild

Actors' Equity Ass'n and the
Chorus Equity yesterday voted to in.

struct their members to join the new
American Guild of Variety Artists
and to sever their connection with
the American Federation of Actors.

Korda, Somlo Negotiate
London (By Cable) — Alexander

Korda and Josef Somlo of G & S
Films are reported negotiating for a
production association, with a pro-
duction schedule which, it is said,

would cover seven productions as
well as those already announced by
G & S. General Films would handle
the pictures, and Zolly Korda would
represent his brother.

ITA TO SET CANADIAN

INDIES CONCLAVE PLAN

Independent Theaters Association
will be held here shortly to consider
plans for the national convention of
Canadian indies under the sponsor-
ship of the ITA-promoted Anti-Pro-
tection League.

In all probability, the convention
will be set for late August to coin-
cide with the Canadian National Ex-
hibition, which opens Anug. 25 and
closes Sept. 9.

Meanwhile, J. O. Scott, chairman
of the League's Central Committee,
has written secretaries of all indie
exhib. associations in the Dominion
asking them to call special meetings
for the purpose of arranging re-
gional conventions at which dele-
gates will be designated for the
August conclave.

Elsa Maxwell Pix Will

be 20th Cent.-Fox's First

(Continued from Page 1)

"Chicken Wagon Family," 11; "Stan-
ley and Livingstone," 18, and the
Jones Family in "Quick Millions," 25.

September releases include: "The
Adventures of Sherlock Holmes," 1;
"Charlie Chan at Treasure Island,"
8; "Hollywood Cavalcade," 15; "Stop,
Look and Love," 22, and "Here I Am
a Stranger," 29.

Following pictures are listed for
October: "The Escape," 6; "The
Rains Came," 13; "Cisco Kid" pic-
ture, 20, and "20,000 Men a Year," 27.

Mascot for M-G-M Shorts

To Be Selected Tomorrow

A mascot for M-G-M's new sea-
son short subjects will be selected
tomorrow in Pittsburgh at the an-
nual convention of Lions Interna-
tional. An "animal jury" will se-

lect the winning cub which will be
known as Leo, Jr., and which will

act as an audible trade mark for all

forthcoming short subject releases.
The "animal jury" includes

"Bugs" Baer, Carl Crow, author,
Lynn Swann, actress, Dr. George
Bull and Jacqueline Tyger.

Garnett Signed for Two
West Coast Bureau, of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Tay Garnett will di-

rect "Send Another Coffin," a mys-
tery melodrama by F. G. Presnell,
for Walter Wanger, and "African
Intrigue" for The Play's The Thing
Productions at RKO.

Dept. Store Cotnpetish
Sydney (By Cable)—Picture theaters

of Sydney, which recently found a new
competitor in McDowell's department
store, are fearful that other merchants
may try the experiment. McDowell's
offered free movie bill twice daily with
an extra Friday evening and Saturday
morning performance during the 10 days
of its golden jubilee celebration. _Ex-
hibs. took action against the practice
then and are ready to take more active
steps if it spreads.
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"France in North Africa"
(The World Traveler)

Paul Devlin 9 mins.
Timely

Three important cities of North
Africa under French dominion are
shown in vivid photcgrapy, right up
to date, with the current topical war
news making this portion of the
world of keen interest to the public.

First is Algiers, capital and chief

city of the French protectorate of
Algeria. Its beautiful harbor is

seen, large enough to accommodate
the entire French Mediterranean
fleet . The sidewalk cafes are a color-

ful spectacle. Also the natives piling

into buses, riding as far as their

money will go, for the pure joy of
traveling in this to them novel style.

Then to Oran, second largest city of

Morocco, an important French stra-

tegic harbor. Sights of the city

streets are highly entertaining. Mak-
ing shoes from old automobile tires.

A proud sheik on a magnificent Ara-
bian steed. Finally, Casablanca, an-
other important French port and a
very modern city. In the native sec-

tion the women wear veils. The
people gather for a carnival, where
acrobats, snake charmers, a man
walking on glass with bare feet,

dancing, all serve to entertain the
audience. Here is the gorgeous sul-

tan's palace, and temples gleaming
white in the noonday sun, with na-
tives pursuing their leisurely ex-

istence as the French colonial army
keeps a watchful eye over it all, as
war clouds gather on the horizon. A
highly entertaining reel. Filled with
the color, glamour and throb of the
Near East. Major Paul Devlin, as

the World Traveler, gives a narra-
tion that makes you feel the immin-
ence of world events hovering omin-
ously over it all.

"Dog Daze"
(Our Gang)

M-G-M 11 mins.
Lively

The Gang receives a couple of dol-

lars from the police for taking care
of their injured dog mascot, and this

gives them the idea of raising funds
by cornering all the stray dogs in

town. They lure them into their

"club" with the help of a trained
penguin, but soon the town is in an
uproar as the women miss their four-
footed pets and advertise rewards.
But the Gang cannot collect the re-

wards, for the police are on their

trail, led by snooty Wilbur, who
turns informer. But all works out
nicely when the cops find that the
kids who took care of their mascot
were only trying to make a little

money to pay Butch the bully some
money they owed him.

"Watch Your Step"
(Grantland Rice Sportlight)

Paramount 10 mins.
Good Novelty

A study of the walking and run-
ning strides of humans and ani-

mals, developing some comedy an-
gles in observing the antics of the

chimpanzee, cat, collie dog and a
racing whippet. Some of the more
interesting shots are those of a
trotting and a racing horse, show-
ing the difference in stride. Every
type of animal of the wild and do-
mestic variety is shown in this in-
teresting compilation. Narrated by
Ted Husing. Produced by Jack
Eaton.

"Joy Scouts"
(Our Gang)

M-G-M 10 mins.
Camp Life

The Gang attends a rally of the
Boy Scouts who are giving a camp-
ing exhibition. They are unimpres-
sed, and go off by themselves to do
a little camping. But they pitch
their home-made tent near a geyser
that gushes at certain intervals. The
geyser happens to be right under
their tent. They are lifted up in the
air hanging on to the tent pole like
a parachute, and when they ccme to
earth, they are convinced that the
Boy Scout movement is the place to
learn all about camping. The reel
has a lot of comical incidents as the
kids try their hands at cooking and
the other activities called for by the
camp life.

Unusual Occupations
(L8-6)

Paramount 10 mins.
Lively

A country doctor who uses an
airplane for his long jumps to pa-
tients. The man in Akron who
makes those giant funny balloons
for the parades. A remarkable arm-
less Mexican basket-weaver at his
trade. A South African who sews
portraits with needle and thread.
Fritz Leiber, the Shakespearian ac-
tor, is seen in his Hollywood studio,
where he devotes his spare time to
sculpture. A Hawaiian boy who
has the ticklish job of polishing the
toenails of American cuties on the
beach at Waikiki.

"The Giant of Norway"
(Passing Parade)

M-G-M 11 mins.
Timely

A good human interest chronicle of
the famous Norwegian explorer,
Nansen, who was associated with
Amundsen in Polar epeditions. But
his greatest work was in his han-

dling of the refugee problems which
arose in Europe from time to time,
starting right after the World War.
The narrative shows his work in
helping these refugees find perma-
nent homes. A timely reel, with the
refugee problem now plaguing the
world.

"Goldilocks and the Three Bears"
(M-G-M Cartoon)

M-G-M 11 mins.
Clever

A neat nursery story with a wo-
man's voice reciting for the kiddies
the story of Goldilocks, the little girl
who wanders into the home of the
Three Bears, daddy, mother and the
baby bear. But they are out taking
a walk in the woods, and Goldilocks
eats their porridge in the three
bowls, and then goes to sleep in one
of the beds. When the bears return
they see evidence of a desperate
marauder in the house, and with
much excitement hunt for the crim-
inal. Goldilocks awakens and as-
capes, and all is peace once more,
although the bears' home is pretty
well wrecked. Nice color phantasy.

"The Barnyard Brat"
(Color Classic)

Paramount 7 mins.
Animal Fun

Teaching the kiddies to be kind
to animals is the thought. Spunky,
the mischievous donkey, keeps all

the barnyard animals in a stew
with his pranks. The animals ap-
peal to Hunky, the brat's mother,
but she can do little with the in-
corrigible. So the barnyard troupe
decides to act, and gives the pest a
thorough going-over with the help
of the old well into which he is

dunked. Directed by Dave Fleischer.

"Culinary Carving"
(Pete Smith Specialty)

M-G-M 9 mins.
Housewife's Novelty

Pete Smith with the help of a culi-
nary expert shows the right way to
carve the various kinds of meat
that the head of the family must
carve when guests arrive. One young
home owner is seen with his wife en-
tertaining the boss, and he mangles
the roast beef something terrible.
This brings some laughs. Then the
expert shows the right way to carve
the various roasts and cuts.

Sanders Sets 3 Deals

Film Alliance of the U. S. through
Nat Sanders, general manager, has
closed franchise deals for the West
Coast with Herbert Rosener Co.,

including playing time in all his
houses, for "The Challenge" and
'Second Bureau." Former starts at
the Esquire, Hollywood, July 21.
Sanders has set franchise deals for
the same pictures with Cameo
Screen Attractions, Inc., for New
England and with Times Pictures
for metropolitan New York.

Houck Tries Giveaways
New Orleans—Giveaways, which

had been kept out of the downtown
theater area, invaded it in two
houses this week as Joy Houck, who
introduced duals as a regular pol-

icy in his Strand and Rio theaters,
brought in cash prizes on Mondays.
Houck has a string of country the-

aters, which he books through The-
ater Service Corp., a buying outfit

closely connected with the various
Paramount - Richards subsidiaries.

Houck also used cut-rate price slips

for his Rio to build business.

"Africa, Land of Heat"

(The World Traveler)

Paul Devlin 9 mini
Picturesque

Unusual views of French Morocco
with the camera uncovering some
very interesting phases of natiy-^fe
that have never been present^ r,

the screen. In Fez, the northern gjip-

ital, for instance, are seen the native
courts still dispensing justice, with
the native judge assisted by French
advisers. There is no appeal from
the court's decision. Then on to
Meknez, picturesquely situated high
up in the hills. Souks is a famous
city little heard of in this country,
with mysterious winding streets and
arcades that give the city a ghostly
aspect with the fierce rays of the
sun perpetually barred by overhead
lattice work. The oldest Roman ruins
in Africa are those of Volubilis, a
city dating back to the first century
a city that flourished for over 300
years. Taza is another old city on
the edge of the desert. Intimate ]

•

sights depicting the people and their
customs enliven this reel throughout.
Children are seen tending* their
sheep. Camels being prepared for a
long journey across the hot sands.
The primitive method of irrigation
handed down from Biblical times.
Everywhere the evidence is seen of
the struggles for existence in a
parched land of hardship. Yet the
camera manages to make the scenes
dramatic and engrossing, and to con-
vey the mysterious lure of the desert
country both in city and barren sand
wastes. Narration is dramatically
given by Major Paul Devlin, the
world traveler who knows French
Morocco intimately from years of
travel there.

\

"Rhythm on the Reservation"

(Betty Boop)
Paramount 7 mins.

Indian Rhythm
Betty Boop stops at an Indian

reservation to buy souvenirs, and
winds up teaching them to play her
jazz instruments which are in the
car. They do pretty well with the
swing music, and when Betty starts

away she is loaded down with gifts,

including an Indian brave who has
fallen for her. But his squaw takes
care of him, so that Betty is not
embarrassed by turning down a na-
tive redman. A Max Fleischer car-
toon.

"Colorful Curacao"
(FitzPatrick Traveltalk)

M-G-M 9 mins.
Quaint City

Quaint old Holland-style buildings
mark the city of Curacao in the
Dutch West Indies, with the ocean
liner steaming right up the main
street because of the wide channel.
There is a unique old wcoden bridge
that opens to allow the steamer to

pass. A jaunt through the old city

shows the natives, mostly negroes,
at their leisurely tasks. The Tech-
nicolor work is beautiful.
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"Mr. Wong in

Chinatown"
with Boris Karloff, Grant Withers,

Marjorie Reynolds

v1qfi,~7aram 68 Mins.

» (HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

RATES AS BEST OF THE "WONG"
SERIES AND SHOULD CLICK WITH POP

AUDIENCES,

This "Mr. Wong" picture is the best of

!he series put out by Monogram. The pro-

duction shows careful preparation under the

supervision of William T. Lackey, and good

direction by William Nigh. The screenplay

jy Scott Darling, based on the Collier's

Magazine "James Lee Wong" stories by

Hugh Wiley, was well written and moves at

a nice pace. Boris Karloff, as the Chinese

'jetective, does a fine job, and is given ex-

:ellent support by Grant Withers as the

3olice captain, and Marjorie Reynolds as a

lews reporter with a knack of getting in

Srant Withers' way, Peter Lynn as the

nenace, can always be depended on to give

) good performance, and Huntley Gordon as

the bank president and the actual murderer,

Jid well in his part. Lotus Long, Princess

i.in Hwa, comes to Mr. Wong (Boris Kar-

off) for his help and is found murdered

h n his house. Lotus has come to America

to buy planes for her brother, a Chinese

Seneral who is the commander of five

Chinese Province armies. She has brought

[with her a letter of credit for a million dol-

ars, and through investigation by Wong, it:

is discovered that the money has been with-i

drawn from the bank by forged checks.

After a couple of killings, and the work of

Marjorie Reynolds, who saves Wong's life,

ianother Chinatown mystery is cleared up.

[
CAST: Boris Karloff, Grant Withers, Mar-:

jorie Reynolds, William Royle, Peter Lynn,;

Huntley Gordon, James Flavin, Lotus Long,!

{Bessie Lee, Lee Tong Foo, Little Angelo.i

Richard Loo, Guy Usher.

CREDITS: Scott R. Diinlap in Charge

of Production; Supervisor, William T.|

Lackey; Director, William Nigh; Based on!

the Collier's Magazine "James Lee Wong"
stories by Hugh Wiley; Screenplay, Scott

Darling; Cameraman, Harry Neumann; Ed-

itor, Russell Schoengarth; Production Man-

ager, Charles J. Bigelow; Sound, Karl Zint.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,^
Good.

"Gone With the Wind"

Will Debut in Atlanta:

Atlanta — Atlanta and not New
York gets the world premiere of

Selznick's "Gone With the Wind";
which Metro will distribute. Decision
results from Southern protests;

against a Northern debut for thej

pix. Atlanta's Junior League will]

toss a costume ball on the night of
the premiere.

Chaloner to be Town
The Chaloner Theater on 9th Ave.,

New York, which recently was taken
over by the Brandt Circuit, will re-
open in the Fall under the name of
the Town.

"The Saint in London"
with George Sanders, Sally Gray

RKO Radio 72 Mins.

LIVELY ADVENTURE OF THE SAINT
RUNNING DOWN AN INTERNATIONAL
GANG IN LONDON.

A very intriguing and suspenseful adven-
ture of the celebrated Saint, who devotes
his criminal talents to running down a

master criminal. George Sanders in the

role of the Saint has a smooth way about
him that is very pleasing. A friend in the

intelligence service tips him off that there

is foul work under way in the matter of a

representative of a foreign government who
is over in London arranging for the printing

of paper currency for his country. The
scheme of the conspirators is to force the

agent to give an additional order of mil-

lions in bank notes which are to be turned

over to them. A girl named Sally Gray in-

jects herself into the proceedings, and in-

sists on accompanying the Saint on his

dangerous mission. There is also a typical

American crook character played by David

Burns, who is very effective and quite

comical. The conspirators are being pressed

too hard by their adversary, so they kidnap

fhe girl and hold her for ransom till the

Saint turns over an incriminating document
stolen from the home of the master mind.

The manner in which the hero rescues the

girl and turns the tables on the gang when
all seems hopelessly lost makes for fine sus-

pense and plenty of thrills. Selling angles:

the adventures of the celebrated Saint in

his latest crime-uncovering.

CAST: George Sanders, Sally Gray, David

Burns, Gordon McLeod, Henry Oscar, Ralph

Truman, Carl Jaffee, Norah Howard, Baillard

Barkeley.

CREDITS: Producer, William Sistrom; Di-

rector, John Paddy Carstairs; Author, Leslie

Charteris; Screenplay, Lynn Root, Frank

Fenton; Cameraman, Claude Friese-Greene.

DIRECTION, Very Good. PHOTOGRA-
PHY, Okay.

"The Mikado" With Encores

Slated for Two First-Runs

Following the success of the ex-

perimental encore shows of "The
Mikado" at the Palace Theater,
Broadway, last week, the Riviera,

Scranton, and the Irving, Wilkes-
Barre, will present the picture for

a week's run, starting Saturday,
with encores available to the audi-
ences at every show.

As a contrast to the Palace en-

gagements in which the encores
were not advertised, except for a

lobby display, the Scranton and
Wilkes-Barre dates will receive the

benefit of complete campaigns. Spe-
cial ads and exploitation ideas have
been devised by Universal's home
office staff.

Meanwhile, it is reported that an-
other major company is planning to

produce a musical with encores avail-

able with each print.

"Should a Girl Marry"
with Anne Nagel, Warren Hull

Monogram 61 Mins.

STRONG DRAMA OF GIRL'S RIGHT TO
MARRY IN FACE OF A MOTHER'S DIS-

GRACE.

Good dramatic situations created with

the theme of a girl about to marry a young

physician learning that she was born in

prison and that her mother, a convict, has

just died there. From this arises some tense

drama that has been competently handled

by the director. A blackmailer gains pos-

session of the information, and tries to make
the young doctor pay for silence, but he

throws the man out of his office. Then
the crook goes to the head physician of

the hospital where the young hero works,

and from this arises a situation where the

older doctor tries to make the young medico

withdraw his acceptance of a nomination

for an important medical appointment. Some
strong hospital atmosphere then develops

with the necessity for operating on the elder

physician who is wounded by a bullet, with

the young physician performing the opera-

tion and saving the other's life. The result

is a straightening out of the entire affair

with the girl's secret of prison birth being

effectually hushed, for the blackmailer has

died with his blackmailing knowledge and

the doctor and girl are free to marry. Sell-

ing angles: strong dramatic scenes in hos-

pital; a girl's right to marry in the face of

a parent's disgrace.

CAST: Anne Nagel, Warren Hull, Mayo
Methot, Weldon Heyburn, Aileen Pringle,

Lester Mathews, Helen Brown, Sarah Pad-

den, Gordon Hart, Edmond Elton.

CREDITS: Producer, E. B. Derr; Director,

Lambert Hillyer; Authors, Gayl Newbury,

David Silverstein; Screenplay, same; Cam-
eraman, Paul Ivano.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Okay.

Stradling Option Lifted
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY]

Hollywood—Harry Stradling, cam-;

eraman, had his option lifted by S-I
and will work with director, Alfred;

Hitchcock on "Rebecca."

"La Inmaculada"
with Fortunio Bonanova anl Andrea Palma

Atalaya-UA 95 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

TRIANGLE STORY SHOULD CLICK EAS-
ILY IN THE LATIN-AMERICAN MARKET.

This Spanish picture produced by Maurice

M. Cohen and Fortunio Bonanova should do

well in the Latin-American field for which

it is intended. Louis Gasnier's direction is

smooth, and the singing of Fortunio Bona-

nova, who also plays the lead in the picture,

adds greatly to the entertainment value, for

he has an excellent voice. The triangle story

has intriguing qualities for Spanish audiences,

and as a whole is good film fare. Rene (For-

tunio Bonanova), a millionaire playboy,

meets and falls in love with Andrea. They
are married and for a time very happy,

but Rene becomes restless and resumes

his liasion with his former mistress, Tana.

He finally goes bankrupt and is deserted by

his friends, and is cast aside by Tana. Rene
suffers a stroke and is unable to walk,

and it is up to Andrea to nurse and take

care of him. Andrea meets Luis, a violinist,

who pleads with her to divorce Rene and

marry him but this she refuses to do, al-

though she cares a great deal for him.

Luis marries the girl his parents have picked

for him, and Andrea, unseen, watches the

marriage. Rene overhears the gossiping

neighbors talking about Andrea and Luis.

He realizes that his life is wasted and

that he is only a burden and does not take

the pill which would save him when he

has another of his attacks.

CAST: Fortunio Bonanova, Andrea Palma,

Milissa Sierra, Tana, Luis Diaz Flores, Dan-
iel F. Rea, Julia Montoya, Felipe Turich,

Raquel Turich, Carlos Villarias.

CREDITS: Producers, Maurice M. Cohen
and Fortunio Bonanova; Director, Louis Gas-

nier; Author, Catalina d'Erzell; Screenplay,

Paul Perez; Adaptation, Gabriel Navarro;

Cameraman, Arthur Martinelli; Art Direc-

tor, F. Paul Sylos; Editor, Robert B. War-
wick; Production Manager, Melville Shyer;

Musical Director, Alberto Colombo; Or-

chestral Arrangements, Nilo Menendez.
DIRECTION, Smooth. PHOTOG., Okay.

Answer America's Demand for

Good Sound with the Best!

t
' I

^_ install
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priced for
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Plan Quick Move to Consummate RKO's Reorganizatior
Cassel to Carry Fight on

RKO Plan to U. S.

Supreme Court
(Continued from Page 1)

fair and equitable and constitutional
in its provisions.

The opinion, which was concurred
in by Senior Circuit Judge Learned
Hand and Judge Harrie B. Chase,
separately considered the points
raised by each of the three appel-
lants—H. Cassel & Co., Ernest W.
Stirn, and the combined appeals of
Copia Realty and Fabian Operat-
ing Co.—and found no reason to

upset the plan, submitted by Floyd
B. Odium, Atlas prexy.

(Nathan Rosenberg, attorney
for H. Cassel & Co., debenture
holder, stated that he would
carry his appeal to the U. S.

Supreme Court on the conten-
tion that the plan violated the
U. S. Constitution. John S. Sto-

ver, attorney for Ernest W.
Stirn, told The Film Daily last

night that he also will take re-
course to the nation's highest
tribunal).

Hamilton C. Rickaby, of Simpson,
Thacher & Bartlett, counsel for the
Atlas. Group, plan's proponents,
stated that he would proceed im-
mediately to consummate the plan,

and that a proposed certificate of

incorporation of the new company
would be submitted shortly for

Judge Bondy's approval. Upon ques-

tioning, Rickaby declared that the

new company would be functioning
smoothly by the early Fall.

Cassel Claim to the Fore

The opinion of the Circuit Court
paid greatest attention to the argu-
ments raised by H. Cassel & Co.
that the plan was unfair in substi-

tuting preferred stock in place of

debentures and in changing the lien

which debenture holders now have
on the entire assets of the company.
It also treated with the contention
that the plan had been formulated
on the basis of the poor showing
made by RKO during the latter part
of 1937 and the early part of 1938.

The Court paid tribute to these
arguments by stating "On these and
other premises, a forceful argument
is made that it is unfair to the
debenture holders to tender them
preferred stock in place of their

present secured claims."
However, the Court continued, it

must be borne in mind that RKO
is a holding company, and that a

number of its subsidiaries "still have
large funded debts of their own to

provide for."

RKO Earnings Held "Volatile"

Judge Patterson pointed out that

the debts of subsidiaries must be
paid first as far as these subsidiaries'

earnings are concerned before those
earnings could be applied to the
parent corporation. The net earn-
ings of the subsidiary companies
"are not presently available for

WHO'S WHO IN HOLLYWOOD
• • • Introducing Interesting Personaliites: No. 211 • • •

A EDWARD SUTHERLAND. Director. Born in England, January, 1897, of

** American parents. Attended school in France and England before coming
to the United States, where he attended Roxbury Latin School, Boston. Entered

pictures in 1915, acting with Helen Holmes in a serial, "The Girl and the

Game." Became a Keystone Kop. Was a member of Royal Flying Corps

during World War. Was a leading man with Bebe

Daniels and others at Realart. Was assistant to

Charlie Chaplin for three years. Made his di-

rectorial bow on "Coming Thru," starring Thomas
Meighan. Has directed Eddie Cantor, Bing Crosby,

WilSiam Powell, Will Rogers, Spencer Tracy, Doug-
las Fairbanks, Mae West, Edward Arnold, W. C.

Fields, Clara Bow, Wally Beery, Raymond Hatton,

Raymond Griffith, Gladys Swarthout, Joan

Bennett, Rudy Vallee, Jack Oakie and others.

Directed "Diamond Jim," "Every Day's a Holiday,"

"Mississippi," "Too Much Harmony," "Interna-

tional House," "Behind the Front," "We're in the

Navy Now," "Close Harmony." Now with Boris

Morros Prods.

meeting interest on obligations of

the debtor (RKO Corp.)" In view
of these facts, and after examina-
tion of the profits and losses of the
company from 1932 through 1938,
Judge Patterson characterized RKO
earnings as "volatile and sensitive

to general business conditions."

In summarizing the situation,

Judge Patterson declared:

"On a survey of the entire

situation we cannot say with as-

surance that over the years the
available earnings of the debtor
would suffice to meet interest

and amortization charges on a

debt burden of some $18,000,-

000 of debentures and unpaid
interest, nor can we say that a
plan which met the debentures
and unpaid interest outstanding
as a fixed debt charge was not
only feasible but was the one
and only plan that would deal
fairly with holders of deben-
tures" and continued by saying
that "failure to meet the reor-

ganization debt charge would
result in another reorganiza-
tion."

The Circuit Court found that the
t)lan preserved all priorities and
that the necessary two-thirds con-
sents indicated that it was not "in-

herently unfair."

It said further that the vote of
the proponent was not colored by its

holding a majority of the common
stock, and that there was no evi-

dence that the Atlas Group had
been in bad faith.

Debenture Holder Gets Break

The Court said that a debenture
holder would get 78 times as much
stock for his $100 of indebtedness
as a common stockholder.

In conclusion, as to Cassel's con-
tentions, it said "the District Court
was not called on to say that the
plan was the best or fairest that
could be drafted. The problems con-
fronting the parties were not easy

of solution. The corporate struc-

ture was intricate . under the cir-

cumstances we cannot say that the

rights of the debenture holders
were sacrificed in favor of junior

parties."

The Court then took up the argu-
ment of Copia Realty Corp. and
Fabian Operating Corp., contingent
creditors, who claimed that the plan

would not treat fairly their claims.

Opinion pointed out that these ap-
pellants were landlords of subsid-

iaries of RKO Corp. and that the
debtor had guaranteed payment of

rent; but, the Court added, no de-

fault on rent had yet arisen. The
Court felt, in answer to Copia's con-

tention, that cash should be de-

posited as security for any future

claims that the appellant was being
treated fairly under a provision of

the plan which required RKO to

hold stock as a security.

Judge Patterson said: "The plan

as it stands is fair to these parties,

and their appeal fails."

Stirn Held Without Cause

Finally, the Court took up the

auestion of the appeal of Ernest W.
Stirn, holder of 1,234 shares of

Class "A" stock. Stirn had con-

tended that amendments to the cer-

tificate of incorporation made by
RKO in 1931 were invalid as affect-

ing Class "A" stock, and that his

stock was in a position of priority.

The Court ruled that the report

of Special Master George W. Alger,

which ruled that the amendments
were valid and that Stirn was barred
for delay in attacking the amend-
ment, should be upheld, and that

Stirn had no cause for complaint.

The Court also considered an ar-

gument raised by Stirn that deben-
tures and common stock floated in

1931 should be reduced in the plan
by 45 per. cent of their face value
because of an alleged heavy dis-

count at which they were sold.

Judge Patterson stated: "We are

8 NEW MICH. HOUSES

OPENING IN ONE WEE
Detroit—Eight new theaters*, js

slated to reopen in south/ '

Michigan the week of August" r.,'/.

setting something like an all-ftm]

record for simultaneous opening
Houses with owners and openin
dates as now set:

Flatroc, Flat Rock, John Vlocho,
Aug. 15; Milan, Milan, W. H. Stor
15; Bliss, Blissfield, F. H. Guy, 1C

B. Charlotte, Cass R. Beechler, If

Garden City, Garden City, Walte
D. Shafer, 12; Flint, Flint, Willar
Johnson, 15; Motor City, Van Dyk<
William Schulte Circuit, 15; Gen
Beaverton, James Methner, 15.

In addition, the remodelled Stran
at Caro will be reopened by Ashma:
Bros, on Aug. 15.

While most of these are smalle
town theaters, the total of expens
involved is estimated to run be
tween $300,000 and $400,000. Al
eight are new as theaters, althoug!
some are remodelled from othe
types of commercial structures. Ii

five cases—at Blissfield, Milar
Charlotte, Beaverton, and Vai
Dyke—the new houses are slated t<

replace older houses, usually o:

smaller size or obsolete desi<m
thus insuring against overseating

Saul Sloan Plans Detroit

Nabe House to Seat 4,000
Detroit—Plans for a 4 000-sea

nabe house at Six Mile and Sehaefei
Road, to be called the Televisioi
Theater, have been disclosed fr

Saul Sloan, who has also reveller,

nlans for the 3.000-seat Alnin^ t(

he built on the east side. The Tele-

vision is to be operated bv Sloan's

new United Motion Theaters Com
pany.

Sloan has also formed the Unitec
Theaters Co., just formally regis-

tered, but no statement of the re
lationc of the two companies is

available.

Charlotte, Mich.—A new 325-seai
theater is under construction here
by former Mayor Cash R. Tteechler,

It will open early in the Fall.

Boosts Price a Nickel
Bridgeport, Conn. — West End

Theater admissions have gone un
five cents, following reopening of

the theater after extensive renova-
tion.

referred to no provision of law for-

bidding the issuance of bonds bv
corporations at a discount. . . We
see no reason to doubt the validity

of the debentures for full face

value."
As to all other arguments raised

by Stirn the Court stated that "there

was not sufficient merit in them to

warrant separate discussion."
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Privy Council Finds for 20th -Fox in Song Title Case

DISCOVERlQUITY SUIT OFCOURT TRIALJAJENDAR

Defense Demands Bill of Particulars in Griffith Suit

More Definite Statement of

Charges by Gov't Also

Sought
Oklahoma City—Defense counsel

n the anti-trust suit brought by
| ;he Department of Justice against

||;he Griffith companies and eight

Inajor distribs filed motions yester-

llay in Federal Court here for a bill

Jxf particulars and a more definite

[statement of charges.

I The Government's complaint, filed

pn April 28, charges that the Grif-

fith companies, none of which are

[in any way affiliated with the eight
{Continued on Page 6)

fU'S" JAPANGROSS

BIGGEST IN HISTORY

Despite war and import restric-

tions, Universal is doing its biggest
gross business in history in Japan,
according to Al Daff, supervisor for

the Far East. Because of the tense
situation, Daff said yesterday in New
York, the Japanese look to the screen
as their chief source of diversion and

(Continued on Page 12)

AFA Moves to Enjoin 4A's

in Scrap Over New Union

A show cause order, directing the
AAAA and a large number of co-

defendants to appear tomorrow at 10

a.m. before Justice Edward J. Mc-
Goldrick, on a complaint by the AFA
was signed yesterday by Justice

(Continued on Page 11)

Editorial

A Better Break for Films
. . . via American trade agreements

By CHESTER B. BAHN

AS THE State Department proceeds with its policy of negotiating trade agreements with

foreign countries in both hemispheres, wouldn't it be a good idea for this industry to

exert as much pressure as possible to insure a better break for films?

The negotiations, it would appear, provide an excellent and timely opportunity to

break down some of the trade barriers which are raising hell—exactly that—with the in-

dustry's foreign revenue. And there's scarcely need to point out that the trade's financial

health requires all the foreign dough it can get to supplement domestic grosses.

It is true that the State Department has not been indifferent to films, but, generally

speaking, the concessions the Department has wrangled abroad have been on raw stock
(Continued on Page 12)

SKOURAS DENIES FWG

AFTER FRISCO CHAIN

By GEORGE H. MORRIS
FILM DAILY Staff Writer

While sources close to both War-
ners and Fox West Coast Theaters

took the stand yesterday that the

impasse between them still remains
(Continued on Page 6)

Motion Picture Pioneers

Add Three to Exec. Com.

Leon Netter, Harry Buxbaum and
Terry Ramsaye were added to the

Executive Committee (directorate)

of the Motion Picture Pioneers at a
(Continued on Page 12)

COMMERCE DEPT. GETS

ALLIED'S CODE ViEWS

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Department of Com-

merce-film industry conferences on
motion picture problems continued

yesterday as Col. H. A. Cole, presi-

dent of Allied states, joined with the
(Continued on Page 5)

UMPTO to Probe Pix Rentals;

Gives Partial Favor to Code

Philadelphia — UMPTO Board of

Managers, meeting here yesterday,

heard a survey of 1939-1940 selling-

plans, appointed a committee to in-

(Continued on Page 6)

Minimum of 12 Features

for Alliance Next Season

20th-Fox Victory in Monte Carlo

Case of Wide Industry Importance

Minimum of 12 features plus a
special and a number of featurettes
and short subjects will make up the
1939-40 Alliance Films Corp. pro-

gram, Budd Rogers, vice-president

and general manager, announced yes-
terday. Pictures, produced in Eng-

(Continued on Page 6)

Rival GB, Odeon Circuits

to Play 2 UA Pix Day-Date

Alexander Korda's "Four Feath-

ers" and Samuel Goldwyn's "Wuth-
ering Heights" will play simultane-

ously in all the Gaumont British

and Odeon theaters under a deal
(Continued on Page 5)

London (By Cable)—The Privy
Council yesterday dismissed the ap-

peal of Francis Day & Hunter,
Ltd., in an action against 20th-Fox
arising out of the use of the title,

"The Man Who Broke The Bank At
Monte Carlo." After hearing coun-

sel for the plaintiff The Privy Coun-
cil decided it was unnecessary to

(Continued on Page 12)

Has Been Since Last March;

Preference Motion Next
Gov't Move

U. S. Attorney's office yester-

day discovered to its surprise

that the equity suit against the

majors had been on the calen-

dar since last March.
The case which has calendar No.

394 is at present 187 cases from the

top of the calendar and, in the ab-

sence of preferential treatment,

would reach trial in March or April,

1940.

Case was placed on the calendar

when an answer was filed by Adolph
Ramish on March 4, 1939, under

(Continued on Page 12)

GRIFFISWCONTINUE

RRIT. TELE SCRUTINY

Combining a honeymoon with
_
a

business trip, Stanton Griffis, chair-

man of Paramount's executive com-
mittee, sailed yesterday on the Queen
Mary with his bride, the former
Whitney Bourne. Griffis and Miss
Bourne were married yesterday

(Continued on Page 11)

Swiss Action on Quota

is Regarded as Certain

Berne (By Cable)—Action is ex-

pected here momentarily on the
establishment of a quota for foreign-

made films imported into Switzer-
land. Consultations between the Gov-
ernment and the country's Film

(Continued on Page 5)

Threaten Writ to Enjoin

Further "Rose" Exhibition

Chicago — Flat statement that

Spitz & Adccck, counsel for Fannie
Brice in her $750,000 damage suit

against 20th-Fox, et al, will ask for
a sweeping injunction to prevent ex-

hibition of "Rose of Washington
(Continued on Page 11)
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

High Low Close

Am. Seat 13Vi 13'/4 133/8
Col. Picts. vtc. <2'/2%) 10 10 10
Columbia Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind 1

V

4 VM iy4
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.... 11% 11 Vs 11%
East. Kodak 170 168% 168%
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq 11% 115/8 lls/8
Loew's, Inc 45% 44% 453/8
do pfd 109 109 109
Paramount 9% 9% 9%
Paramount 1st pfd.. 95 94% 94%
Paramount 2nd pfd. . 10% 10% 10%
Pathe Film 10'/2 10V4 10%
RKO 23/8 2% 2%
20th Century-Fox . . . 20% 20% 20%
20th Century-Fox pfd
Univ. Picts. pfd
Warner Bros 5% 4% 5%
do pfd

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith B. F. ref. 6s46
Loew's deb. 3!/2s46.103 103 103
Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. 6s55
Para. Picts. cv. 3 V4s47 90% 90 90
RKO 6s41 73Vi 72'/2 73%
Warner Bros.' cv. 6s39
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48 90 'A 90% 90'/4

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts 1% 1% 1%
Sonotone Corp 1 % 1 % 1 %
Technicolor 16% 16% 16%
Trans-Lux 1 '/4 1 % 1 %
Universal Corp. vtc
Universal Picts

Net
Chg.

- %
- y4

+ %- i%

Va

+ 6

+"%

- %

COminG ADD GOING
CEORGE J. SCHAEFER, RKO prexy, is due to

]

W. L. "BILL" JONES, national service man-
arrive at the company's Coast studio on Mon- ager for RCA Manufacturing Co., is visiting the

day. Atlanta service district.

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES
Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd 100 103
Fox Thea. Office Bldg. 1st '46... 33/8 5
Loew's Thea. Realty 6s 1st '47 ...100% 101%
Met. Playhouse, Inc. 2nd deb. '45. . . 68% 70%
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st '57 65 67

• PROGRESS
FILM LIBRARY m

STOCK SHOTS
of Every Possible Description

Conveniently Catalogued
m

729 SEVENTH AVE. N.Y.C.
BRYANT 9-5600

m

EARLE W. HAMMONS, Grand National prexy,
is scheduled to arrive in Hollywood within the
next week.

AL WILKIE, Paramount's home office pub-
licity manager, returns to his desk today, follow-
ing press conferences in several Eastern keys.

HENRY CORDON, Paramount's manager in

Central America, sails for Trinidad by way of
Cuba on board the Veragua on Saturday, later

going to his headquarters at Ancon, Central
America.

CHARLES KRANTZ of Select Pictures left

yesterday for a three weeks' business tour of
.he country, visiting the company's exchanges
3nd calling on exhibs.

FRED W. WENTKER, assistant manager RCA
Photophone division, is spending the week in

he Kansas City territory.

WALLY CALDWELL, manager of Loew's Valen-
tine Theater, Toledo, O., is a home office caller.

BEN RANCER of the St. Louis Amusement
Co.; SAMUEL RESNICK of the Andover Play-
house, Andover, Mass.; JOSEPH BEAN of the
Durfee Theater, Fall River, Mass.; MRS. E. A.
ARMISTEAD of the Lyric Theater, Easely, S. C;
F. COWGILL of the Paramount Theater, Ander-
son, Ind., and S. KOMM of the Komm Circuit,
St. Louis, were among the week's out-of-town
callers at RKO Radio's World's Fair lounge.

MLLE, MARIE-JEANNE LUPPENS of the Kur-
.aal and Varia Theaters, Marchienne-au-Tont,
tjelgium, is in New York and was a caller at
he RKO offices.

JACK BENNY, who trained in from the Coast
/esterday, will motor back, accompanied by
JESSE BLOCK of Block & Sully.

HANK LINET escorted GEORGE RAFT into
:own from Albany yesterday; Raft has just com-
pleted "I Stole a Million" for Universal.

MAX SPRECHER, director of Monopol Films
A.C., sailed for Rotterdam on the Queen Mary
/esterday. While here he bought 30 pictures

through his American representative, J. H. Hoff-
oerg Co.

GENE AUTRY will arrive from the Coast at

the Newark airport at 10:25 standard time, to-

morrow on American Airliner, The Plainsman.

He sails next Wednesday on the Manhattan
for a p. a. tour of Great Britain.

Washington Variety Club
Will Fete E. A. Lichtm

EDWARD C. ROBINSON arrives here from the
Coast tomorrow, and sails for a vacation abroad
after two weeks in the city.

LARRY BEATUS, Loew district manager for

Westchester and Jersey, is vacationing with his

family at Lake George.

STANTON GRIFFIS, chairman of Paramount's
executive committee, sailed yesterday with his

bride, the former Whitney Bourne, on the Queen
Mary for London and the Continent.

EDWARD C. CAHILL, RCA Photophone divi-

sion manager, has returned to headquarters at

Camden following a week in the Boston and
New York territories.

OSCAR A. DOOB, Loew advertising chief, is

back at his desk after a down-at-the-farm
vacation.

HERBERT P. SILVERBERG, film attorney, ar-

rived in New York yesterday by plane from
the Coast.

JACK RANDALL, Monogram star, is back at

the Coast studios following a tour of the com-
pany's Eastern and Southern exchanges.

HAROLD LLOYD is back in Hollywood after

an Eastern trip.

BLAKE McVEIGH has returned to Hollywood

following a vacation in New York.

CRAD SEARS and BEN KALMENSON are in

Chicago to discuss a product deal with B & K.

A. H. BLANK and wife and RAYMOND BLANK
of Des Moines; GILBERT COOKE, manager of

the Mercer Square and Main Theaters, Green-

ville, Pa., and his wife; PAUL BALLENGER, as-

sistant manager of the Strand, Spartanburg, Pa.;

ALBERT HILL of the Carolina, Spartanburg, S.

C, and DOUCLAS FINCH of the State, Spartan-

burg, S. C, were visitors this week at the Para-

mount lounge room.

Also visiting Para.'s World's Fair lounge were

O. W. MONTGOMERY, JR., manager of the

Victory, Salisbury, N. C; IOLA E. LEHMAN,
secretary to J. W. Denman of the Central States

Theater, Corp.; Des Moines; VINCENT McFAUL
of Buffalo, a Para, partner, and his wife; G.

RALPH BRANTON and J. J. DEITCH of the

Blank circuit, Des Moines; M. M. FEDERHAR,
Akron, 0., exhib.; and EMMETT BARNES, con-

nected with the Joseph Weiss Theaters, Mc-
Keesport, Pa., and his wife.

UA Logical Capra Outlet,

Robert Riskin Indicates

Distribution plans have not been
set for the new Robert Riskin-

Frank Capra producing organiza-

tion, although conversations have
been held with several major com-
panies, it was stated yesterday by
Riskin who sailed on the Queen
Mary for a European vacation.

The new company will not start

operating until late in the Winter,
Riskin said, adding that no story

has been selected for the lead-off

picture. He would not comment on
reports that United Artists would
release the Capra-Riskin pictures,

although he indicated that UA would
be a "logical outlet."

"Succeed George Trendle?

No," Says B & K's Piatt

Chicago—Nat Piatt, B & K dis-

trict manager, yesterday denied re-

ports current here as well as in

New York and Detroit, that he would
succeed George Trendle as head of

United Detroit Theaters.

Dunningcolor Deal Under

Way in Great Britain

London (By Cable)—C. H. Dun-
ning, president of the Dunningcolor

Corp., is here from the United States

negotiating for the use of his firm's

color process with George Humph-
ries, Ltd. Dunning states that pros-

pects for early closing of the deal

are bright.

If the deal is consummated, Hum-
phries would install the Dunning-
color system in its laboratories and

do the processing for British pro-

ducers and also for imported color

negatives.

Warners Converting Drews

Into Series of 2-Reelers

Warners will convert the Nancy
Drew series into two-reelers. Four
of the Drews had been announced
for next season. Bonita Granville

and Frankie Thomas are appearing
in the series. First picture under
the new setup will be "Dangerous
Nancy Drew," which goes into work
late this month. Gordon Hollings-

head will supervise.

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DA I

Washington— Testimonial dinj

to celebrate the 50th birthday of
A. Lichtman and his completion
19 years in the exhibition field, i

be sponsored by the Washington
riety Club at the Willard Ho.
Aug. 11. Lichtman is chiel bar
of the group. jy* h
Rudolph Berger is chairn4f§i)i6f

sponsoring committee with Car
T. Barron, chairman of the ent
tainment committee and the folk
ing in the group: Harry S. Bro\
A. Julian Brylawski, treasur
Clark M. Davis, Archie D. En{
J. Edward Fontaine; Samuel A. G
anty, chairman of the program col

mittee; Edward J. Haley, Sidney!
Lust, Hardie Meakin, Joseph P. MI
gan; Alvin Newmeyer, toastmastjl
John J. Payette, Frederick A. Roh

*

J. Louis Rome, Charles C. Schulmi f
Morris Simon and Samuel N. Whe /

er. If

Brit. Air Raid Precautions

Hurting B. O.—Greensp

Air raid precautions, which hs

been instituted in England as
move attending the chronic crisis

general European affairs, are h£

ing an adverse effect on film til

ater box-office returns, it was I

serted yesterday by Eric Greenspj
England circuit manager for Colu:

bia, who is in New York on a coi

bination honeymoon and busine
trip. Recently, he disclosed, he ira

ried the former Marie Carson
The four multiple-credit quota r.

which Irving Asher is making \

his unit for Columbia release a

budgeted, Greenspan said, at a mh
mum of $1,500,000, and there a
no plans formulated for Asher
use Hollywood talent.

This is Greenspan's first visit

the U. S. since joining Columbi
He and his wife expect to leave Ne
York for London on July 26.

Birdwell Signed by RKO
To Plug "Nurse Cavell

George J. Schaefer, RKO Rad:

prexy, yesterday announced tl

closing of a special deal with Rui

sell Birdwell and Associates of Ho
lywood and New York, whereb
that firm will handle a special at

vance publicity compaign on Hei

bert Wilcox's "Nurse Edith Ca

veil," starring Anna Neagle. Th
Birdwell organization goes to wor
at once on the Wilcox production

THE THEATRE
"A MUST GO ENJOY IT."—

-

Walter Winchell

GYPSY ROSE LEE c
w7h

d
Mu:[e

ce

I MUST LOVE SOMEONE
with JAMES RENNIE—IRIS ADRIAN

Air-Conditioned and JACK WHITE
Vanderbilt, W. 48th St. Evs. 8:40

Mat. Wed. & Sat.
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"Detroit beats the

heat with biggest biz

f entire season. New
Hardy bit is best of

the whole series I"

HARDY
GETS
SPRING
FEVER
WOW!

Ifs just ONE
of M-G-M's

multi-million-

dollar Summer
Festival of Hits!

NEXT PAGE, PLEASE!
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NO MORE
WRINKLES!
Leo's hot-

weather
parade of

hits is the

talk of the

Industry!

ISN'T IT WONDERFUL!
M-G-M's Summer releases electrify every Film Row! Grateful showmen
say "MXj-M's ready when a feller needs a friend !" Here are a few of the

Summer Big Ones! It's all M-G-M as usual!

i"ANDY HARDY GETS
SPRING FEVER"

The Lucky Seventh Hardy
Hit! A Summer life-saver!

it

f

"GOODBYE
MR. CHIPS"

National Release of the

Extended-RunRecord Holder!

"THESE GLAMOUR
GIRLS"

Lew Ayres, Lana Turner,
Anita Louise, etc. Youth
and beauty in sure-fire hit!

OBERT TAYLOR
HEDY LAMARR in

LADY OF THE TROPICS"
Call out the cops

!

And what company but M-G-M would
give you a multi-million-dollar show in

August like this Technicolor sensation!

THE WIZARD
OF OZ

Watch for details of the Giant Ad Campaign
in national magazines synchronized with

simultaneous release in hundreds of theatres!

THE FRIENDLY COMPANY all year around!
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COMMERCE DEPT. GETS

ALLIED'S CODE VIEWS

(Continued from Page 1)

Government conferees to present Al-

lied's views. Abram F. Myers, Al-

lied General Counsel, did not accom-
pany_Colonel Cole to the meeting as

wa^B^cpected.

4 \^J same Government trio—Dr.

IWillard L. Thorp, Nathan D. Golden,

knd E. A. Tupper—talked with Cole

for several hours in the Commerce
conference room before the meeting
adjourned. It is understood that Cole

presented Allied's views on the Trade
practice Code and general reforms
deemed necessary by Allied.

Golden, chief of the Commerce De-
ipartment's Motion Picture Division,

told The Film Daily following the

confab that the line of talk largely

followed previous meetings with
Harry Brandt and Ed Kuykendall.
"We discussed general industry
problems," Golden said, "and Colonel

Cole gave us Allied's views on the

matters under study."

Conferences continue this morning
when Kuykendall leads a group of

exhibitor leaders to another meeting
with the Government officials. Among
those who will accompany the
MPTOA chief are Oscar Lam, repre-

senting Southeastern Theater Own-
ers Association; L e w e n Pizor,

UMPTO prexy, Stanley Sumner,
Cambridge, Mass.; Walter Vincent
of New York and Sidney Lust, cap-
ital city independent exhibitor.

This will be Kuykendall's second
visit. Commerce officials indicated

Colonel Cole may return for another
conference at a later date.

Names Group for Further
Commerce Dept. Parleys

A committee to represent the

ITOA at future sessions with the

Dept. of Commerce was appointed
yesterday at a meeting of the or-

ganization at the Hotel Astor. The
group consists of Leon Rosenblatt,

chairman, Arthur Rapf, Irving Rapf
and Harry Brandt, the latter acting

in an ex officio capacity.

The ITOA will call a special meet-
ing in about two weeks to discuss

the trade practice code, arbitration,

film buying and United Artists' non-
participation in the trade practice

negotiations.

tyim,,
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Best wishes from THE FILM DAILY
to the following on their birthdays:

JULY 20

Muriel Evans
Maurice Marks

4LCNG THE

with PHIL M. DALYi

• • • INNOVATION Loew's Theaters axe departing from their

rule of not advertising the actual starting times oi shows in the case

of "On Borrowed Time" in all ads and publicity, the patrons are

urged to catch the picture from the beginning, and they are given the

specific starting times the announcements emphasize the "unusual-

ness of theme and plot" making if essential to catch the flicker from the

jump-off the innovation is a result of an editorial suggestion made in

a recent issue of THE FILM DAILY Lou Brown reports that the man-

agers of the Loew-Poli Theaters in New England went even further with

the idea, and made announcements from their stages in advance

Ben Simon, of Loew's Metropolitan, Brooklyn, has reproduced THE FILM

DAILY review, and is sending it to a mailing list of 25,000

• • • TWENTY years in films and so they are honoring

W. J. Hutchinson, Director of Foreign Distribution for 20th Cen-

tury-Fox at the joint suggestion of President S. R. Kent,

Managing Director F. L. Harley of Great Britain and European

Manager Ben Miggins the Overseas Conventions being held

this year in Paris and London are dedicated to Hutchinson

he is one of the few men now associated with the company who
has served successively and successfully as pioneer, district man-
ager and executive leader

• • • LANDMARK changes the lobby of the Palace Theater

on Broadway is about to be modernized the spot where in the old

vaude days the headliners were wont to gather, is due for refurbishing

and so this seems to call for a gathering of the oldtimers the

stars who helped to make the Palace the leading vaudeville house are

being invited to a farewell gathering in the lobby on Monday at 4 p.m.

• • • RECEPTION given by Republic in the Pine

Room of the Warwick Hotel for Gene Autry tomorrow at 4:30

Saturday has been named "Gene Autry Day" at the World's

Fair Gene will spend the day there as the guest of Grover

Whalen

T T T

• • • AMAZING how these brilliant ideas take root, grow, and

blossom forth into overwhelming successes as in the case of the

National Dunking Association the purpose of which is to spread

friendliness and good cheer through doughnut dunking the idea or-

iginated in Hollywood when Warners ran a doughnut dunking party last

year plans for the organization call for a gala "National Dunking

Association Day" at the World's Fair on Aug. 8 there will be a

world's championship dunking contest for boys and girls, with charter

member screen celebs on hand as judges here may be the germ of

an idea for exhibs. to use the Dunking Party to replace the B pictures.

• • • SPECIAL weekly screenings for leading exhibs. in the

New York territory started by salesman John Dacey, who
specializes in shorts and RKO Pathe News for the RKO Radio local

exchange. . . • We like that marquee sign on the Broadway

Paramount: " 'The Magnificent Fraud' In Person, Bob Hope"

SWISS QUOTA ACTION

VIEWED AS CERTAIN

(Continued from Page 1)

Chamber have progressed rapidly
and are reported to have been virtu-
ally concluded. Consequently, a de-
cision on quota is looked for this
week. Representatives of U. S. dis-
tribution interests have left here for
Paris, having strongly advocated
that import status remain as now
constituted.

Rival GB, Odeon Circuits

to Play 2 UA Pix Day-Date

(Continued from Page 1)

announced yesterday by Arthur W.
Kelly, vice-president of United Ar-
tists.

Described by UA as the "most
amazing circuit contract ever made"
in England, the deal calls for the
playing of the two pictures day and
date even in those situations where
the circuits are in direct opposition
to each other. The terms for each
film are reported the biggest ever
to have been paid for a picture in
Great Britain.
The so-called "barring clause,"

whereby each circuit demands a pic-
ture solely and exclusively for its
own houses has been dropped for
this contract.

« « « » » »

Spring Fever in Title Only
As New "Andy Hardy" Clicks

"Andy Hardy Gets Spring Fever"
is off to a big start in its first key
city openings, home office said yes-
terday. M-G-M's 7th in the Hardy
Family series, the film in three days
at the Michigan, Detroit, played to
the best business since last No-
vember, topping "Idiot's Delight"
gross for a like period. At the
Orpheum, Denver, the picture did
102 per cent over normal biz. Four
days at the Broadway, Portland,
grossed better than seven days of
"Tarzan Finds a Son," and "The
Hardys Ride High." At the State,
Los Angeles, first six days of
Spring Fever" beat seven days of
the Christmas engagement of "Out
West." Capitol, N. Y., premiere
Tuesday marked the house's biggest
opening in several months.

To Vote on Bargaining
Election will be held tomorrow

from 1 to 1:30 p.m. to determine
whether the American Federation of
Bookkeepers, Stenographers and Ac-
countants, Local 20940 A F of L will
be bargaining agent in Paramount's
warehouse here.

WEDDING BELLS
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM -DAILY
Hollywood — Frankie Darro and

Aloha Wray, actress, will wed here
July 31.
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SKOURAS DENIES FWG

AFTER FRISCO CHAIN

(Continued from Page 1)

in status quo, what appeared to be
"checkerboard movements," reported

as probably aimed at effectuating

a peace pact, sprang into being on
both Coasts.
Looming as most important were

advices from San Francisco to the

effect that Fox West Coast has
made an offer to acquire the 17-

house Blumenfeld circuit, headquar-
tering there. Warners in late June
announced the consummation of a

product deal with Blumenfeld as

one of the "selling away" moves
against FWC.

Great interest is attached to the

reported FWC negotiations to take
over the Blumenfeld theaters, since,

with this group, plus the Golden
State circuit and the T. & D. Jun-
ior circuit in each of which FWC
is said to have an interest, FWC
would gain tremendous power and
incidentally hold absolute control in

several California spots,—for ex-

ample Stockton, Berkeley, Sacra-

mento and Oakland,—in addition to

dominance in other areas of the

State.

Charles P. Skouras, FWC presi-

dent, now in New York, denied the

Frisco reports yesterday, but indus-

try observers cited that there may

San Francisco—Joe Blumenfeld says
there are no grounds to the report that

his circuit is in a deal with Fox West
Coast and that no negotiations are pend-
ing.

very well be developments along
this line.

It was pointed out there is the
obvious fact that where WB prod-
uct is sold away from FWC, it would
be virtually a permanent arrange-
ment, since the purchasing indie

circuit, under the Trade Practice
Code, could retain it, even though
FWC agreed to restoration in its

houses.
However, should FWC be cur-

rently serious about the acquisition

of the Blumenfeld houses, there is

to be considered the agreement be-

tween the Government and major
companies, including affiliates, that
would make it incumbent upon FWC,
interlocked as it is with National
Theaters and 20th-Fox, to report
immediately to the D of J upon the
effectuation of a legally binding
commitment with Blumenfeld.

Lights Out
Crews of workmen were busy yester-

day dimming the lights of Broadway.
Recent enforcement of Building Depart-
ment violations brought about removal
of all temporary electric signs atop mar-
quees. The huge electric letters were
a big Inducement in signing up "name"
attractions. Now the boys are in a hud-
dle figuring out ways of dressing up the
house fronts and still remain within the
law..

FILM CODE ANALYZED
By LOUIS NIZER

EDITOR'S NOTE: THE FILM DAILY today presents the twentieth installment of a
comprehensive analysis of the proposed Trade Practice Code (Revision of June 10) by Louis
Nizer, member of the law firm of Phillips & Niser, and authority on the law of screen, stage
and radio. Preservation of the daily installments, now devoted to the Rules of Arbitration, is

recommended.

Installment No. 20

VI. JURISDICTION OF PARTIES, CHOICE OF PERMANENT
OR SPECIAL BOARDS

No Arbitration Board (either Permanent or Special) shall hear a dispute unless each

of the parties has done three things:

(a) Signed the Trade Practice Code.

(b) Complied with the "Agreement to Arbitrate" provision of the Code (see

Article XV).
(c) Signed the agreement of arbitration annexed to these rules.

List of Signatories: The Secretary of each Arbitration Board shall keep a list of

the names and addresses of distributors and exhibitors in the Exchange territory who
nave agreed to arbitrate.

List Available: This list shall be available for inspection during ordinary business

hours by any interested party.

Choice of Special Arbitration Board: Every dispute under the Code shall be

submitted to the Permanent Arbitration Board unless one or more of the parties request

a Special Arbitration Board. It is the intention that any party shall feel free to have a

dispute submitted to a Special Arbitration Board.

Arbitration in the Interim: Until a Permanent Arbitration Board is established

.n an Exchange territory, all disputes shall be submitted to Special Arbitration Boards.

Powers of Board: An Arbitration Board shall have only the powers conferred by
the Trade Practice Code and the Rules of Arbitration and every award shall conform
with these documents.

(Twenty-first installment will appear in an early issue.)

UMPTO to Probe Pix Rentals;

Gives Partial Favor to Code

(Continued from Page 1)

vestigate the high cost of films with
an eye toward a national move on
the subject, considered the Trade
Practice Code and indicated that it

favored it although not as a com-
plete solution for problems, an-
nounced that its members will be
asked to favor the Industry's Gol-
den Jubilee, empowered president
Lewen Pizor to hop to Washington
today for the Department of Com-
merce meeting, heard a financial

report and voted to hold board ses-

sions every second Tuesday, with
all members invited to attend.

Saratoga Pix Houses
Face Stock Opposition

Saratoga— Fred Ellis and Hope
Lawder, with their Saratoga Play-
ers, are giving the Benton and Reade
theater circuits here direct competi-
tion in the most profitable six weeks
of the year, surrounding the horse
racing period.
Joan Blondell and Dick Powell are

to play "Burlesque" for the stock
company the week of Aug. 8, with
Edward Everett Horton preceding
them by a week and Ethel Barry-
more beginning July 25. Guest play-
ers are to be brought to the Spa, too,
in the personages of Charles Boyer,
Hedy Lamarr, Billie Burke, Kitty
Carlisle and Alison Skipworth.

Minimum of 12 Features

for Alliance Next Season

Tax Repeal Advanced
Quebec—The City Council has

given first reading to a bill abolish-
ing the ten per cent tax which
caused the 11 theaters of the city to

close for five weeks.

(Continued from Page 1)

land by BIP, will be distributed on
a franchise basis, except in New
York where Alliance will operate its

own exchange, under direction of
Arthur Greenblatt, assistant to
Rogers.

Initial release is "The Warning,"
which has played the Loew circuit,

and which will be sold separately
from the announced 12. Second re-

lease will be "Black Limelight,"
starring Raymond Massey.
Following will be "Dead Men Tell

No Tales," featuring Emlyn Wil-
liams and Hugh Williams; "The
Housemaster," which stars Otto
Kruger, supported by Diana Church-
ill and Phillips Holmes.
Program includes two Edgar Wal-

lace Scotland Yard mellers, "The
Terror" and "Mystery of Room 13."

Otto Kruger and Gertrude Michael
star in "The Hidden Menace," di-

rected by Albert de Courville. "Black
Eyes" will have Kruger and Mary
Maguire in the leads.

Other titles are "Spies of the Air";
"Just Like a Woman," featuring
Gertrude Michael and John Lodge
with Paul Stein directing; "One
Night in Paris," starring John Lodge
and Hugh Williams; "Little Miss
Molly," featuring Maureen O'Hara,
and "Luck of the Navy."

Featurette and short titles an-
nounced include "Bonnie Scotland
Calls You," "Come Back to Erin,"
"March of the Movies," "Tail Wag-
gers" and "Pathetone Pictorials."

GN Pix Set at Rialto

GN's "Exile Express" will open
at the Rialto on Broadway in early
August.

GRIFFITH DEMANDS

PARTICULARS BILL]

(Continued from Page 1)

majors, combined with each othei
to monopolize first, and second-run
exhibition of motion pictures in the
towns where the Griffith companies
operate theaters. These are /£* $ed
principally in Oklahoma, nowSrern
and western Texas, Arizona and
New Mexico.
One motion asking for a bill of

particulars was filed by the Grif-
fith Amusement Co.; Consolidated
Theaters, Inc.; R. E. Griffith The-
aters, Inc.; L. C. Griffith, H. J. Grif-
fith and R. E. Griffith.

Separate motions were filed by
Paramount, Metro and Loew's, Inc.;
RKO Radio; Vitagraph, Universal,
Twentieth-Fox and Columbia.
Although the distributor defen-

dants filed separate motions, the
motions were substantially similar.

Defendants' motions, ask among
other things, that the Government
inform them of

(1) The names and location
of theaters which the govern-
ment claims the Griffith inter-
ests have been able to take over
or keep closed because of their
alleged control of the territory;

(2) The times when and the
circumstances under which each
of the distributor defendants
are alleged to have combined
with the Griffith companies;

(3) The manner in which it

is claimed that the Griffith com-
panies were enabled to compel
the distributor defendants to
grant them exclusive privileges,
as charged;

(4) The manner in which the
exclusive privileges which it is

claimed the Griffith theaters en-
joy have prevented other ex-
hibitors from obtaining enough
first class pictures to operate
their theaters;

(5) The name and location of
each theater the government
claims was unable to obtain
enough first class pictures to
operate successfully.
In the motion papers, the distrib-

utor defendants charge that the gov-
ernment has defined certain trade
terms in an artificial way in its

petition and ask: "that the plaintiff

be required to state the definitions
of said words and phrases as they
are generally and commonly used
in the motion picture industry."

UA, Columbia and Universal are
represented by separate counsel and
their motions differed in some par-
ticulars from those of the other
distribs.

Defendants' motion is returnable
July 27.

Oh, Yeah?
New Orleans—Unintentional humor in

a marquee sign:

Paul Kelly In

"Within the Law"
$240 Bank Nite
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the blood - pounding story of a Kipling's famous Fuzzy Wuzzies, j|

yjjl coward, his three friends and the girl fiercest of African warriors, fighting on B
he loved. a battlefield ten miles wide.

fe four white feathers that sent him 1,800 camels in a frenzied stam-

into a thousand perils to seek re- pede on the white man's strong-

demption. hold.

^ Lord Kitchener's roaring victory at the horrors of the fanatical Mahdi's

Obdurman photographed in actual loca- hideous torture chambers never before

'&& tions with flaming realism. revealed.

8,000 savage Dervishes filmed for 4,000 natives pulling flatboats up the

the first time with every detail of their treacherous cataracts of the Nile,

cruel warfare.

actual locations in the remote interi-

ors of the Egyptian Sudan where the

camera could only penetrate by plane.

EVERYTHING REAL! EVERYTHING TAKEN IN ACTUAL
LOCALES! SIGHT AFTER SIGHT THAT THRILL- HUNGRY
AUDIENCES HAVE NEVER SEEN BEFORE!

ALEXANDER KORDA
presents--""-"*

"

usxm
TV

,14 JI CHNICOLOR.. VittctU ^ Z O L T O N KORDA
with

RALPH RICHARDSON > C. AUBREY SMITH
JOHN CLEMENTS -JUNE DUPREZ
GJUfoU ty

R. C. SHERRIFF fam tit Movel fy A. E. W. MASON
#«/«W tktu UNITED ARTISTS

Hhoeku A*&*t IRVING ASHEL
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AFA MOVES TO ENJOIN

AAAA IN UNION SCRAP

(Continued from Page 1)

Timothy J. Leary in N. Y. Supreme
Court.
At that time the defendants are

req^jed to show cause why they
.^MB not he restrained from inter-

fering with the "property, funds,
documents and records" of AFA, and
why the court should not issue an in-

junction restraining AAAA from
soliciting AFA members to join the

newly formed American Guild of

Variety Artists; from threatening
AFA members with punitive action

for not joining AGVA; from threat-

ening theatrical enterprises refusing
to sign with AGVA; from soliciting

persons or firms to break present
AFA contracts; from proceeding
under resolutions attacked in the
suit, and from withholding "creden-
tials, statements and documents
showing the plaintiff's correct and
true status."
A 21-page complaint accompany-

ing AFA's suit charged the defend-
ants with having formed a conspiracy
to deprive AFA of its charter, and
with having acted towards this end
in an arbitrary and unconstitutional
manner. Suit asks injunctive relief

and requests adjudication that AFA
is the only legal union in the field,

that AFA and its members are en-
titled to receive all the benefits of
their membership and their affiliation

with the A F of L, a restoration of

charter, and money damages against
the defendants.

Defendants, in addition to AAAA,
include Eddie Cantor and Alex Mc-
Kee of AGVA; Arthur Byron, Paul
Dulzell, Actors' Equity; Eddie Can-
tor, George Heller, American Fed-
eration of Radio Artists; Lawrence
Tibbett, Frank LaForge, American
Guild of Musical Artists ; Arthur By-
ron, Paul Dulzell, Chorus Equity;
Jean Greenfield, Reuben Guskin,
Hebrew Actors' Union; Tibor Gaghy,
Hungarian Actors' and Artists'

Assn.; Ario Dramis, L. Rondine,
Italian Actors' Union, and the Screen
Actors' Guild.

reviews of new turns

Eastern Pa. Exhibs. Attend

Philly "Beau Geste" Showing

Philadelphia—Leading exhibitors

in Philadelphia and adjoining cities,

representing nearly 200 theaters at-

tended a special trade screening yes-

terday of Paramount's "Beau Geste"
with which this film company will

launch its 1939-40 season. This is

the third of a series of special

trade screenings. Picture was prev-

iously previewed in Albany and Bos-
ton and will be shown in all key
cities within the next few days.

In addition to the Pennsylvania
exhibitors, a number of film critics

from the Philadelphia papers re-

ceived a preview glimpse of this

Gary Cooper-Ray Milland-Robert
Preston starring picture. Among
the exhibitors who were the guests
of Branch Manager Earle Sweigert

"Winter Carnival"
with Ann Sheridan, Richard Carlson

United Artists 105 Mins.

STRONG COLLEGE INTEREST IN STORY
FEATURING DARTMOUTH WINTER CAR-
NIVAL.

A lively story of college fun, being cen-

tered around the Winter Carnival of Dart-

mouth College. While perhaps not to be

classed as a clear, logical and convincing

story, the film has entertaining ingredients

to make it good audience value, and does

lack the silliness of most rah-rah yarns.

Ann Sheridan arrives on the train from

New York bringing a load of girls from the

various Eastern colleges to attend the ice

fun. Her younger sister, Helen Parrish, is

aboard. It seems that Ann had had a

romance with Richard Carlson, a young

Dartmouth instructor, some years before,

and gone off and married a Russian duke,

from whom she has just been divorced. So

the plot has Ann renewing her romance
with Carlson, and they teeter back and

forth on whether they should get married

or not. Meanwhile, young sister Helen

gets mixed up with a foreign count who
has come over to compete in the ski events,

instead of sticking with the college hero,

James Corner, who is her "date" during

the carnival. So we have the situation of the

older sister saving the younger from making
the mistake of grabbing a foreign title and

deserting the homespun product as she did.

While the romantic values are pretty well

scrambled, the carnival events are very in-

teresting and well photographed. There is

newspaper interest injected with Robert

Armstrong, an old alumnus, now an unem-
ployed reporter, trying to grab a scoop on

the story of the divorcee about to marry

the old flame, the college prof, and show

his son who is editor of the college paper

how journalists really work on a story. Rich-

ard Carlson and James Corner are very

effective in their roles. A bunch of Dart-

mouth students and guests add naturalness

to the carnival scenes. Selling angles: the

famous Dartmouth Winter Carnival; the col-

lege atmosphere and romances.

CAST: Ann Sheridan, Richard Carlson,

Helen Parrish, James Corner, Robert Arm-
strong, Alan Baldwin, Joan Brodel, Virginia

Gilmore, Cecil Cunningham, Robert Allen,

Marsha Hunt, Morton Lowry, Jimmy Butler,

Kenneth Stevens, Benny Drohan, Martin

Turner.

CREDITS: Producer, Walter Wanger; Di-

rector, Charles F. Riesner; Author, Budd

Schulberg; Screenplay, Lester Cole, Budd

Schulberg, Maurice Rapf; Cameraman, Mer-

ritt Garstad; Editor, Dorothy Spencer.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Excellent.

RKO Signs Kay Kyser

RKO Radio yesterday confirmed
the signing of Kay Kyser and his

ork to appear in "That's Right,
You're Wrong," tentative title for

a filmusical. Pix will go into pro-

duction on the Coast in late August.

were D. W. Weshner, A. J. Vanni,
J. Flynn, of Warner Bros.; L. Gold-
smith, of the A. R. Boyd Enter-
prises; J. Fred Osterstock, of Wil-
mer & Vincent; Sam Varbalow, Ben
Fertel, A. J. Fischer, Jr., Columbus
Stamper, and Charles Goldfine.

"The Magnificent
Fraud"

with Akim Tamiroff, Lloyd Nolan

Paramount 78 Mins.

PLEASING PORTRAYAL OF PICTUR-
ESQUE ROLE BY AKIM TAMIROFF.

One of those mythical South American

republics is the locale of a highly colored

story that seems to have been specially

concocted to give Akim Tamiroff a field day

in his particular sphere of acting. And he

does nobly. In fact he is practically the

entire show, with the exception of a very

neat piece of work contributed by Lloyd

Nolan. Tamiroff has a protean part in

which he doubles for his own thespian role.

This is brought about by the fact that

as the dictator of San Cristobal, he is

mortally wounded by a bomb. In the role

of a visiting actor from Europe fleeing from

a crime he is induced by the clever Amer-
ican lieutenant of the dictator, Nolan, to

impersonate the dead dictator in order to

go through with a loan of some millions

of dollars which is to be negotiated with a

representative of a New York banking firm

arriving at the palace. Complications arise

with another conspirator, Robert Warwick
as the head of the army, who would like

to be dictator, and from there on it is a

battle of wits between Nolan and Warwick
to outsmart each other. But Tamiroff

squares everything by announcing at the

grand ball as he signs the loan that will

save his beloved country, that the minister

of state, an honest man, will be his suc-

cessor. Thereupon Warwick shoots the

Magnificent Fraud. Meanwhile Nolan is in

prison ready to be shot at the dictates of

Warwick, but the new regime saves him

in the nick of time. Highly colored meller

of the Graustark school, with Tamiroff and

his picturesque heroics making it palatable

fare. Patricia Morrison is acceptable as

the femme interest, the American fiancee of

the banker who falls for Nolan the smoothie.

Selling angle: picturesque acting of Tamir-

off.

CAST: Akim Tamiroff, Lloyd Nolan, Mary
Boland, Patricia Morrison, George Zucco,

Steffi Duna, Robert Warwick, Frank Reich-

er, Donald Gallaher, Ernest Verebes, Robert

Middlemass, Ernest Cossart, Ralph Forbes,

Barbara Pepper.

CREDITS: Producer, Harlan Thompson;

Director, Robert Florey; Author, Charles

Booth; Screenplay, Gilbert Gabriel, Walter

Ferris; Cameraman, William Mellor; Edi-

tor, James Smith.

DIRECTION, Fair. PHOTOGRAPHY, Good.

Threaten Writ to

Further "Rose"

Enjoin

Exhibition

(Continued from Page 1)

Square" anywhere in the world was
made here by Ely Fink of the Spitz
& Adcock staff.

Named in the proceedings are:
Midland Theater Co., operating

McVicker's Theater, Mount Clare
Theater Co., Greater Chicago Thea-
ter Corp., Essaness subsidiary;
Schoenstadt Son's theaters, Warner
Bros. Theaters, Inc., GCS theater
circuit, Balaban & Katz circuit.

GRIFFIS TO CONTINUE

BRIT. TELE SCRUTINY

(Continued from Page 1)

morning in a surprise ceremony at

Locust Valley, N. Y.
It is understood that Griffis will

devote some time to the television

situation in England, following up
his earlier study of tele developments
there several months ago. They ex-

pect to remain abroad for three
months, visiting the Continent be-

fore returning in late September.
Miss Bourne has appeared in sev-

eral stage productions and has ap-
peared in Paramount and RKO pro-

ductions in the U. S. and made one
picture for Gaumont British in Eng-
land.
The wedding was held at the home

of her step-father and her mother,
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey D. Gibson, and
was witnessed only by members of

the immediate family. The ceremony
was performed by the Rev. Henry
Deyo of the Dutch Reformed Church
in Locust Valley. Gibson is presi-

dent of the Manufacturers Trust Co.

and chairman of the finance commit-
tee of the New York World's Fair.

In addition to his Paramount post,

Griffis is chairman of the board of

Madison Square Garden Corp. and
a special partner in Hemphill, Noyes
& Co., as well as a director in a num-
ber of other corporations.

FOR REEL SHIPPING

ECONOMY PHONE

RAILWAY
EXPRESS

You get complete, day and night, nation-

wide film shipping service right to your

door at new economical rates. Reduc-

tions apply to shipments of 2 1 lbs. or less

regardless of distance shipped and up to

50 lbs. for shorter distances. No extra

charge for pick-up and delivery in all

cities and principal towns and for insur-

ance up to $50.00. For 3-mile-a-minute

deliveries—use Air Express—2500 miles

overnight—at low cost too! Merely phone

the nearest RAILWAY EXPRESS office for

quick action.

1839 A Century of Service 1939

RAILWA^fEXPRESS

NATION-WIDE RAIL-AIR SERVICE
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DISCOVER EQUITY SUIT

ON COURT'S CALENDAR

{Continued from Page 1)

Rule 8 of the Rules of Civil Pro-
cedure which reads as follows:

"Immediately after 20 days
have elapsed since joinder of

issue in all causes, the clerk

shall notify the Calendar Com-
mission. . . No notice of trial

need be served and no note of

issue need be filed in any cause."

On being advised that the case is

already on the calendar, Paul Wil-
liams, Special Assistant U. S. At-
torney General, \% was understood,
started preparing a motion for a
preference which in all likelihood

will be returnable before Federal
Judge John C. Knox on Monday or

Tuesday next. This motion, which
requires two days notice, is ex-

pected to be served on all attor-

neys for majors tomorrow.
The application will be brought

under Rule 20, Sub-division E, of

the Rules of Civil Procedure which
reads:

"The following causes shall

be entitled to a preference . . .

causes which, in the judgment
and discretion of the Calendar
Judge, are entitled to a prefer-

ence for exceptional and meri-
torious reasons."
If the application is granted in

the absence of any other direction

in the order, the case will be placed
at the bottom of the reserve calen-

dar for a set day, according to the
rules.

Ramish, who filed his answer, was
named defendant as a member of

the board of directors of Universal
Pictures Co. It is ironical to note

that the answer which caused the

ease to be put on the calendar
states that Ramish was a director

in 1936, attended only one meeting
of the board at which nothing im-
portant was discussed; ceased there-

after to attend meetings; and con-

tended that there was no reason for

his being made a defendant.

Motion Picture Pioneers

Add Three to Exec. Com.

{Continued from Page 1)

luncheon meeting in the Hotel As-
tor's Nimrod Room yesterday. Jack
Cohn, organization's house man-
ager (prexy), presided, with Her-
man Robbins, Hal Hode, Harry
Buckley, Joe Hornstein and William
Brandt in attendance. Full com-
mittee embraces 11.

Second meeting of the Pioneers

will be held in September, and char-

ter membership will remain open
until that time. Next executive

committee session is scheduled in

two weeks. Elected to membership
by the committee yesterday were:

Phil Reisman, William Fox, Jos-

eph Rothman, J. A. Hopfenberg,
Charles J. Gribbon, Lou Rydell, Bert
Ennis, Adolph Haas, David A. Levy,
Nat Beier, Elmore D. Heins, W.
N. Skirball, Henri Elman, Alan
Freedman and Morris Joseph.

A Better Break for Films
. . . via American trade agreements

(.Continued from Page 1)

motion picture film rather than on entertainment film. From the standpoint of the latter,

the major benefit, under the trade agreements, has been the binding of existing quotas and
conditions in countries where quota legislation was in existence.

o
THE result in each instance has been to assure American distributors that, during the

life of the trade agreements, there will be no imposition of new impediments. In-

deed, in many of the countries it is probable that the binding of existing treatment has
been of greater value to the American industry than some reductions in the rates of

import duty.

The French situation is an example in point. Binding of the existing treatment on
American films precluded the application of proposed legislation which, in the opinion of

competent Government observers, well might have practically excluded U. S. pix from
France.

o

AS SUMMARIZED for THE FILM DAILY by Nathan D. Golden, chief, Motion Picture
** Division, Department of Commerce, concessions obtained in trade agreements on
motion picture films to date are:

1. COLOMBIA
Films, photographic plates of celluloid, sensitized, unexposed Reduced 50%
Flares for X-rays Bound
Printed films for cinematographs Reduced 62Vi%
Films for the popularization of scientific or educational matter Reduced 84.4%

2. CUBA
Sensitized films for cinematograph Bound
Cinematographic films, exposed or prepared for exhibition Bound
Films for cameras Reduced 6%

Pref. Incr. 5%
3. BRAZIL

Films, cinematographic:
Developed:
Up to 16 mm Bound
More than 16 mm. wide Bound

Unexposed : Bound
4. FINLAND

Motion picture films, developed Bound
5. FRANCE

Motion picture films Bound
( Present exhibition

status assured for

American films)

6. SWEDEN
Motion picture films Bound

7. TURKEY*
Exposed motion picture films Reduced 5%

(*) Provisionally effective May 5, 1939.
8. CANADA

Moving picture films, positive, 1 Vs in. width and over, n.o.p Reduced 25%
Photographic paper and films Reduced 20%
M. F. N. Treatment:

Sensitized negative motion picture film Duty removed
Films for aerial photography Duty removed

THIS summary, important in itself as a record of achievement, is doubly so as an indica-

tion of what the industry might accomplish were it to seriously campaign for State

Department assistance.

And, especially in these times, there is no American industry with a better claim

upon the Government's good offices abroad.

Says "U" Doing Biggest

Gross in History in Japan

(Continued from Page 1)

the government has eased the ban
on American film imports to supply
the demand. Permits for American
pictures are now coming through and
negotiations are pending for the re-

newal of the import agreement when
the last permit is issued.
However, Daff said, new theater

construction and alterations are at a
standstill. Money for such purposes
is being conserved for war purposes.

In China, Daff continued, the sit-

uation is somewhat different, al-

though business in some of China's
coastal cities is good. Refugees from
the interior have migrated to the
Coast, bringing a great deal of
money with them and they are spend-
ing it in theaters, Daff said. How-
ever, the government has ordered
theaters closed in Chungking, Cheng-
tu and Canton and several of Uni-
versal's offices have been closed be-
cause of the ban.

Collapse of the national currency

in China has added another burden
to the distributors, Daff said, inas-
much as their revenue cannot be in-

creased to meet the situation.

Production is still active in Hong-
kong where about 15 pictures will be
turned out this year. These pictures
are limited in distribution to the
Hongkong territory, Malaya and
Dutch East Indies, Daff said.

American pictures dominate the
screens in all countries in Asia ex-
cept India, Daff stated. Only about
40 p.c. of the playing time is given
to American product. Pictures made
in India often run for a year in one
theater, whereas an American pic-

ture seldom runs longer than two
weeks even though they are much
superior in quality.

Daff has been with Universal for
20 years, starting in Australia. His
Far Eastern territory, which he has
supervised for the last three years,
includes Japan, Manchukuo, Korea,
Formosa, China, Hongkong, Malaya,
Siam, Dutch East Indies, Philippine
Islands and India. He will be here
for another two weeks.

FINDS FOR 20TH-F0X

IN SONG TITLE CASE]
(Continued from Page 1)

hear counsel for the film company
and stated that they would file for

mal opinion later. This, in effect,

sustains the U. S. major on all

important points raised in tb f^ase.l

The decision is considered c^jf^eat
importance to the American film

industry on its selection of titles

for pix.

Hundreds of Thousands of Eng.
Works Unprotected in Canada
The Monte Carlo case involved

the question of the right to use titles

in Canada. Twentieth-Fox made a

picture entitled "The Man Who
Broke The Bank At Monte Carlo."

Francis Day & Hunter, Ltd., owner
of the song of the same title brought
an action for infringement and un-

fair competition in Canada. The
lower court decided in favor of

Francis Day & Hunter, Ltd. and
awarded judgment in a sum of ap
proximately $1,000. An appeal was
taken and the Appellate Court re-

versed the lower court and held:
1—There was no conflict in Can-

ada between a song title and a mo-
tion picture title;

2—That although the Canadian
Copyright Act states that a title

of a work is protected as part of

the work if the title is original and
distinctive, the Appellate Court held

there was no infringement of the

title.

3—The third reason for reversing

the lower court given by the Appel-
late Court was that the song itself,

"The Man Who Broke The Bank At
Monte Carlo," was in the public do-

main in Canada because of failure

to comply with the Canadian Copy-
right Acts in effect at the time the

song was written. The decision

threw into the public domain in Can-
ada all works that were published

in England prior to Jan. 1, 1924,

thus hundreds of thousands of Eng-
lish works apparently are now un-
protected in Canada.
The Privy Council's action yes-

terday in dismissing the appeal of

Francis Day & Hunter, Ltd., in

effect upheld the ruling of the Ap-
pellate Court which favored the U.

S. pix company.
Edwin P. Kilroe, Twentieth-Fox

coppright adviser, who arrived in

London this week to make a survey

of European sentiment with refer-

ence to the conference to be held in

Brussels in 1940 to amend the Berne
Convention, was present at the

Privy Council hearing.

Seletsky Now Manages
for Rep. In New Haven

Sam Seletsky, as of Monday, last,

took over post of manager of Re-

public's New Haven exchange, it

was disclosed yesterday at the home
office. Appointment was made by
Herman Rifkin, New England fran-

chise holder, who has both the New
Haven and Boston territories.



* I II. . Hollywood—H. V. Smith, business agent of Soundmen's Local 695 of the IATSE, has notified

jOUnOlllGn 111 UmmCITUm-- the MPPDA that an agreement must be signed no later than Monday guaranteeing "that only

oundmen who are members of that local will be employed to do sound work of any nature for the studios and that current negotiations for

vages and conditions must be retracted to Mar. 15, 1939. IA officials state that M-G-M has complied with the ultimatum.
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Court to Get RKO Underwriting Pact Within 10 Days

FILMSJACE COASTJRAND JURYfROBE
Columbia Is Denied More Specific Bill in Equity Suit

Company's Application Re-

fused "in all Respects"

by Judge Clancy
Federal Judge John W. Clancy

yesterday denied "in all respects"

ipplication of Columbia Pictures

3orp. for an order requiring the

Government to file and serve a more
specific bill of particulars in the

equity action brought by the D of

1 against the majors.
Columbia had also sought to

{Continued on Page 4)

[REORGANIZE IMPPA;

GHADWICK IS PREXY

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—The Independent M. P.

producers Ass'n was reorganized yes-

terday. I. E. Chadwick was elected

president, C. C. Burr, vice-president,

!|and H. S. Webb, secretary-treasurer.

These officials, together with Ben
N. Judell, A. W. Hackel and Sam
Katzman will comprise the executive

Committee.
Negotiations will be opened immed-

iately with the unions and guilds
{Continued on Page 4)

July-August Production

Peak Set by Paramount

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—With 11 productions

before the cameras at Paramount
and seven starting during the next

{Continued on Page 4)

What????!!!!
Omaha, Neb.—Surprise was handed

those who underwrote activities of the
Chamber of Commerce attendant to

the Omaha "Union Pacific" premiere,

each donor being mailed a check for 20
per cent of his donation which went
unused.

'Shekels' Held Lottery
Janesvilie, Wis.

—
"Shekels," a game

offered by the Rex, State and Majestic
theaters in Beloit, has been ruled a lot-

tery and public nuisance by Circuit

Judge Jesse Earle here. The theaters,

operated by the Wisconsin Theater En-
terprises, refused to discontinue the game
following the recent anti-Bank Night
ruling by the State Supreme Court.

ARBITRATION RULES

MAY BE READY TODAY

Sales heads of the major com-
panies are hopeful of completing
the revision of the arbitration pro-
visions of the trade practice code
at their meeting scheduled for 10:30

{Continued on Page 4)

Universal to Have 16 Pix

Ready When Season Starts

Thirty-nine of its scheduled 40
feature productions for the 1938-39
program have been completed by
Universal and 16 of its 1939-40

{Continued on Page 4)

Charges of Labor Racketeering, Anti-Trust Law
Violations and Income Tax Evasions Listed

by Attorney General
By PRESCOTT DENNETT Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Washington—Attorney General Frank Murphy admitted at

his press conference yesterday that the Department of Justice

expects to begin soon a Grand Jury investigation at Los Angeles
into "certain conditions in the motion picture industry." The

grand jury will investigate charges
of labor racketeering, anti-trust

violations and income tax evasions,

Murphy said.

Under the labor racketeering item,

{Continued on Page 4)

D OF C GETS AVERAGE

EXHIBITOR VIEWPOINT

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Ed Kuykendall,

MPTOA prexy, yesterday led a
group of exhibitors to the Com-
merce Department to present their

{Continued on Page 4)

Milwaukee Exhibs. Hope
All Bingo Games Banned

Milwaukee, Wis.—Milwaukee coun-
ty exhibitors are hopeful that the
ruling by Circuit Judge Gustave G.
Gehrz banning Bingo games at the

{Continued on Page 4)

Given Court's Okay, New RKO Co.

Will File at Once as Delaware Corp.

"Dr. I. Q." to be Dropped
by B & K Chi. Theater

Chicago — By agreement between
B & K's legal department and Barnet
Hodes, corporation counsel, B & K
will terminate the "Dr. I. Q." broad-
cast and question hour at the Chicago
theater after next Monday.

Lottery case brought against B &
K was dismissed when called before
Judge Stephen Adamowski yester-
day.

Having obtained the consent of

Federal Judge William Bondy at a
hearing held yesterday, Hamilton C.

Rickaby, counsel for the Atlas
Group, declared that he will im-
mediately file certificate of incor-

poration of the new RKO company
with the Secretary of State in Wil-
mington, Del.

The certificate will contain a pro-

vision for the issuance of only a

nominal number of shares of both
{Continued on Page 4)

PARA. ASKS DISMISSAL

OF STOCKHOLDERS SUIT

Application was filed by Para-
mount Pictures, Inc., yesterday for

a dismissal of the suit of Frank
Jablow and Sam Acker, minority
stockholders, on the ground that

the suit is insufficient in law. Hear-
ing is set for Aug. 6.

Claim is made that Paramount
officers and directors were guilty of

waste and mismanagement.

Reports of Woolf Tie-up

False, Says Korda Cable

Alexander Korda yesterday cabled

to United Artists an emphatic denial

of the report that he is involved in a
{Continued on Page 4)

Loew's in Fortune
Forthcoming August number of Fortune

will spotlight Loew's, Inc., with atten-

tion split between company's theater

operations and the distribution and ex-

ploitation of Metro product. It's the

second time that Fortune has given Loew's

the o-o. Back in December, 1932, mag-
azine considered Metro production.
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• • • NOW there is to be a Leo Junior ior the M-G-M trademark

plug but Junior will function on the short subjects only his

baby roar will be heard on the main titles of the Metro featurettes

this three-months' old lion cub will be officially crowned at the World's

Fair, and sent by airplane to the studio the ceremonies will take

place at 12 noon in the Court of Peace tomorrow with speeches by

Mayor LaGuardia and Grover Whalen among the guests will be

James Stewart, Bert Lahr, Frank Buck, Johnny Weissmuller Ed Kuy-

kendall will speak on the subject, "Short Subjects vs. Double Features"

on behalf of the MPTOA members of the Lions International

will give Leo Junior a big sendoii, for they will come on to the Fair at

Ihe close of their annual convention in Pittsburgh

T T T
• • • MIGHTY spectacle those are the words to de-

scribe Alexander Korda's "Four Feathers" with two of the

greatest battle scenes ever projected in motion pictures de-

picting Kitchener's troops in the Sudan fighting the charging

Dervishes thundering across the desert thousands of 'em

coming straight towards the cameras if these scenes don't

make your blood pound, nothing will in gorgeous Technicolor.

T T T
• • • CONGRATULATIONS to Sid Rechetnik of Warners'

publicity staff from all the rest of the staff who have some-

how learned that Sid will become a proud pappy some time in the fall

they requested that congratulations be extended now, for in the

fall they may be too busy to think about it being occupied with the

regular producion schedule ....

Lasky and Troupe of 24 NBC to Spend $115,000

to Press Talent Search F ' rst Year for Tele Talent

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Jesse L. Lasky, head-

ing a company of 24, including four
screen personalities, will soon start

on a p.a. tour of nine key spots in

search of talent for the third "Gate-
way to Hollywood" radio-film tieup.

Two candidates from each city

played will appear in a fall air show
elimination with the winners to be
renamed Gale Storm and Terry Bel-
mont and given term film contracts.
Tour opens at the Worth, Port

Worth, August 5; from there the
group goes to San Antonio, Houston,
Dallas, New Orleans, Atlanta, Wash-
ington, New York, and possibly Chi-
cago. Accompanying Lasky will be
Randolph Rogers, business manager,
Dave Marshall, orchestra conductor,
Roy Pomeroy, technical engineer,
Joseph Wagner, radio sound effects,

Edward Sobol and Mark Daniel, tal-

ent scouts, Terry Turner, advance
representative, and Paul Snell, pub-
licity rep.

"Bachelor Mother" as Single

RKO Theaters of the metropolitan
district will break their split-week
policy in order to play "Bachelor
Mother" a full week. The week's run
in 40 theaters around New York City
will start on July 27.

National Broadcasting Co. will

spend $115,000 or more for talent

for its first year of telecasting, it

is revealed by a survey of talent
costs. Weekly expense for live and
film material for its tele programs
varies from $2,000 to $2,500 of

which sum about $300 is spent for
two feature films, with $100 more
for short films.

Best wishes from THE FILM DAILY
to the following on their birthdays:

JULY 21

Lenore Ulric Ken Maynard
Patricia Jane Bertges Lawrence A. Urbach

JULY 22
Phillips Holmes Dan Totheroh

Fernando Mendez

JULY 23
Albert Warner Gerald K. Rudulph
Harry Conn Roy Cozine

Florence Vidor Lewis Innerarity

Aileen Pringle Whitney Bolton

Joseph Seiden Cale Page

d
comiriG mid GOinG

NICHOLAS M. SCHENCK is due today from
the Coast.

H. M. RICHEY, RKO's director of exhibitor
relations, is on a trip to Indianapolis and Co-
lumbus.

GRACE ROSENFELD, representative for Hal
Roach, is back from a Lake George vacation.

HANK LINET of Universal's publicity depart-
ment returns today from Scranton where he held
a rehearsal of "The Mikado" encore engage-
ment.

LOU POLLOCK, Universal's Eastern .f Rising
head, leaves tonight for the Coast.

JOE SEIDELMAN, Universal's foreign depart-
ment chief, arrives this evening from Europe on
the lie de France.

MIKE SHATHIN, Warner sales manager in

Japan, sails today on the Lurline from Los An-
geles for home.

JOHN L. DAY, JR., Paramount's general man-
ager in South America, who was scheduled to

arrive in New York next Wednesday will arrive

on board the S. S. Argentina Monday morning
instead.

FAY BAINTER, upon completing her role in

Paramount's "Our Neighbors—The Carters," will

come East to appear in a stage play.

LEON G. TURROU, former ace G-man re-

turns to New York today on board the lie de
France.

VICTOR FRANCEN, film actor, and CLIFFORD
C. FISCHER, stage producer, arrive here today
from Europe on the lie de France.

FRANK ORMSTON, former assistant to Nor-
man Bel Geddes at the New York World's Fair,

has arrived in Hollywood to assume a post in

M-G-M's scenic department.

'Roman Scandals" Action

Will Go to Trial Nov. 6

Suit of Mort Eisman, Clara Del-
lar and Robert Louis Shayon against
UA, Samuel Goldwyn, Inc., Ltd.,

and Eddie Cantor, was ordered to

trial on Nov. 6 by Federal Judge
John C. Knox yesterday.

Action was previously dismissed
by Judge John M. Woolsey who was
reversed later by the Circuit Court,
which ordered a new trial.

Complaint charges pirating of

plaintiff's play "Oh, Shah" in the
film "Roman Scandals."

8 Chi. Exchange Managers
Subpoenaed in Evanston Case

Chicago—Federal subpoenas have
been served on the eight managers
of Chicago film exchanges and on
Elmer Upton, B & K comptroller, and
Sam Myers, indie exhib., to appear
Thursday morning at 10 o'clock in

Attorney Lewis Jacobsen's offices in

the Frank Ford Stadium Theater
(Evanston) case against B & K, Par-
amount Pictures and others.

THE THEATRE
"A MUST GO ENJOY IT."—

Walter Winchell

GYPSY ROSE LEE *~gOff
I MUST LOVE SOMEONE
with JAMES RENNIE—IRIS ADRIAN

Aii-Conditioned and JACK WHITE
Vanderbilt, W. 48th St. Evs. 8:40

Mat. Wed. O Sat.



SECOND FIDDLE HOLDOVERS!
4th WEEK NEW YORK. Only 8 other

pictures in all Roxy history have had

4-week runs!

Now in 2nd week at: CINCINNATI, BOSTON,

BALTIMORE, TORONTO, SEATTLE, ROCHESTER,

SYRACUSE, NEW ORLEANS, HARTFORD, NEW
HAVEN, RICHMOND, PROVIDENCE, CHICAGO.
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GOL. DENIED MORE

SPECIFIC EQUITY BILL

(Continued from Page 1)

strike out the Government's bill of

complaint, and parts of the previous
bill of particulars and for a further
order to bar the Government from
presenting evidence against Colum-
bia during trial.

Judge Clancy stated that he
thought there was "reasonable com-
pliance with Judge Bondy's orders,"

and directed Columbia to serve its

answer 10 days after a copy of the

order was served upon it. This or-

der, under the decision, is to be
signed no later than July 26.

Columbia also lost its argument
that the Government was barred
from listing alleged monopolistic
practices occurring in Texas be-

cause Columbia claimed these is-

sues had been litigated in a Gov-
ernment anti-trust suit against the

Interstate Circuit.

Milwaukee Exhibs. Hope
All Bingo Games Banned

(Continued from Page 1)

Midsummer Festival here is broad
enough to cover those sponsored by
charitable, fraternal and religious

organizations, which have been per-
mitted to operate by law enforcement
officials.

Judge Gehrz labeled Bingo as being
"gambling plain and simple." Local
exhibitors, prohibited from operating
Bank Night, Hollywood, and similar

games by a recent State Supreme
Court decision, have been obliged to

stand by while thousands of poten-
tial customers weekly went to neigh-
boring churches and lodge hall to

play Bingo.

The action is regarded as a retali-

atory movement by small business
men as well as exhibitors against
discriminatory enforcement of the
gambling laws which has operated
to the detriment of retail merchants
and theatermen.

Morristown, N. J.—Morris Coun-
ty this week became the third in the
northern section of the state to ban
all Bingo.

Indie MPPA is Reorganized;

I. E. Chadwick is Prexy

(Continued from Page 1)

towards revised scales and condi-

tions for independent producers.
Henceforth the organization will

make contracts with actors and
technicians for all its members.
Members of the organization, it is

stated, will spend $1,400,000 on their

pictures this year.

Huxley Pix to World
World Pictures Corp has acquired

the distribution to the Julian Huxley
film. "Monkey Into Man."

Nazi Pictures Dissatisfy Even Hitler
So Goebbels Ousts Film Chamber's Prexy

Berlin (By Cable)—Rumblings of dissatisfaction of the Nazi Government with the
quality of pictures turned out by Cerman studios have reached the surface with an-
nouncement of the resignation of Dr. Lehuisch as president of the Reich Film Chamber,
and his replacement with Karl Froehlich, the producer.

Even Chancellor Hitler is said to be dissatisfied with the German films and the re-
port is that he and Dr. Joseph Goebbels have decided on the veteran Froehlich in the
hope that the level of product will be raised.

Dept. of Commerce Gets
Average Exhibitor Viewpoint

(Continued from Page 1)

problems and views on current trade
matters with Dr. W. L. Thorp, Na-
than D. Golden and E. A. Tupper.
Accompanying Kuykendall were
Oscar Lam, representing southeast-
ern theater owners association;
Lewen Pizor, UMPTO prexy, Stan-
ley Sumner, Cambridge, Mass., Wal-
ter Vincent, New York, Sidney Lust,
Washington exhibitor, Arthur Lock-
wood of Boston and William Crock-
ett, president of the MPTO of Vir-
ginia.

The MPTOA chief told The Film
Daily the group was intended to

be "representative of the average
exhibitor" and pointed out that
delegates were selected from various
areas of the East to present all

views.
Confab was of a general nature,

Kuykendall said, lying before Gov-
ernment officials problems of block-
booking, trade practice code, declin-

ing b. o. receipts, etc.

No further confabs are scheduled
now as Government representatives
are now expected to devote some
time to studying the views expressed
by the exhibitors during the course
of the meetings.

July-August Production

Peak Set by Paramount

(Continued from Page 1)

four weeks, the studio currently
boasts the most crowded schedule
of any July-August period in his-

tory, William LeBaron, managing
director of production, said yester-
day.
"Remember The Night," starring

Barbara Stanwyck and Fred Mac-
Murray, which Mitchell Leisen will

film starts Monday. "Typhoon,"
Technicolor production starring Dor-
othy Lamour, Robert Preston and
Lynne Overman, which Louis King
will direct, begins July 31.

Set to shoot in August are:

"Emergency Squad," 9; "Victor Her-
bert," 14; "The Farmer's Daughter,"
21; "The Broken Heart Cafe," 24,

and "Strange Money," 31.

"Daughters" Beats Heat
Kansas City, Mo. — Warners'

"Daughters Courageous," opening at

the Newman here yesterday, ran
ahead of "Dodge City" to set a
new high, despite record heat.

Schreiber Dies in Crash
Omaha—M. E. Schreiber, exhib. at

Wisner, was killed in an auto-truck
crash near his home. Schreiber also
was a prominent banker.

RKO Underwriting Pact

to Court Within 10 Days

(Continued from Page 1)

new preferred and common stock
and will be amended to include cor-
rect number of shares as soon as
the number has been determined.
At the hearing, Rickaby stated

that the underwriting agreement
would be ready for the Court's ex-
amination and approval in a week
or 10 days.
The hearing was adjourned to

July 31 at 2:30 p.m., when it is

expected that Judge Bondy will an-
nounce whether he approves of the
agreement.
An application of Otto C. Doer-

ing, Jr., representing Irving Trust,
trustee of the debtor, for permis-
sion to call a meeting of the four
remaining directors of the old RKO
company to fill vacancies in the
board with new directors approved
by Judge Bondy was granted with-
out opposition, and Court stated the
order would be signed at once.

Rickaby offered into evidence the
proposed certificate of incorpora-
tion of the new company; proposed
by-laws; forms of temporary pre-
ferred and common stock certifi-

cates; form of script certificates for
functional shares of preferred and
common; and a subscription warrant
in registered form for new common
stock to be issued through the un-
derwriting agreement.

Universal to Have 16 Pix

Ready When Season Starts

(Continued from Page 1)

product will be ready for release
when the new season starts on Sept.
1, the company announced yester-
day through Nate Blumberg, pres-
ident. John Stahl's "Modern Cin-
derella" is Universal's 39th picture,
while the 40th, "First Love," star-

ring Deanna Durbin, is partially
completed.
By operating at capacity during

summer months, and using its two
new and recently-completed sound
stages, Universal expects to start
off its 1939-40 distribution with
more important pictures in the ex-
changes than at any time in years.
First picture on the new lineup will

be the Joe Pasternak production,
"The Under Pup," which has been
completed and is in the cutting
room.

Valos Planning Circuit
Chicago—Thomas K. Valos, book-

er for the Alliance Theater Corp.,
has acquired the 700-seat Geneva
Theater at Geneva and plans to add
other houses.

FILMS FACE COAST

GRAND JURY PROBE

(Continued from Page 1)

the Government men will probe int
the so-called William Bioff affai
last year it was disclosed.

(Jeff Kibre, acting for the Mo
tion Picture Technicians Commit
tee, filed charges with the NLR1
in September, 1938, to the effec
that William Bioff, then persona
representative of George T" ">wne
IATSE prexy, on the Wesf E'oas
had been paid a $100,000 "bribe
to give the Association of Motioi
Picture Producers control of th(
four IA studio locals. The charge
were promptly branded "ridiculous
by Joseph M. Schenck, AMPP prexy
and Pat Casey, MPPDA labor con
tact, while Bioff dismissed them a
"wholly unfounded").
The income tax evasion charge

which have been reported pendin_
before are expected to take ir

mostly high salaried executives anc
stars.

Murphy declined to amplify on
this statement or give the date when
the grand jury investigation will get
under way.

(D of J pix industry investiga-
tion on the West Coast has been
in progress for approximately three
years, with Albert Law and Harold
Collins of the anti-trust division,
headed by Thurman Arnold, Assis-
tant Attorney General, in charge.
One angle—but only one—has been
situation arising from alleged vio-
lation of a 1932 consent decree.
Law and Collins recently came to

Washington for "home office" con-
ferences, following Murphy's trip to
the Coast).
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Reports of Woolf Tie-up
False, Says Korda Cable

(Continued from Page 1)

deal with Charles M. Woolf, whereby
the latter would release a group of
Korda's pictures. Korda stated that
such a deal had never been contem-
plated.
According to a printed report from

London, Korda was close to a deal
with Woolf for the release of six
high-budgeted pictures and that the
plan included a provision by which
Universal would advance the money
for release of the pictures in the
U. S.

Revision of Arbitration

Rules May be Ready Today

(Continued from Page 1)

o'clock this morning. It was re-
ported yesterday that a plan which
the sales heads believed will be
agreeable to all concerned has been
devised and the finishing touches
to the draft will be added today.
W. F. Rodgers, spokesman for

the distributors, and Ed Kuyken-
dall, MPTOA president, are slated
to resume their conference on code
matters on Monday. Kuykendall is

due to return from Washington late

this afternoon.
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THEATER CHANGES
Theater Closings-Openings-New Houses-Renovations-Ownership Changes

A Nation-wide Survey oi Theater Conditions Conducted Exclusively for THE FILM DAILY by====== ROSS FEDERAL SERVICE, INC. ==================================

Theater Closings

G\v,
fJfo-Lil

ARKANSAS
(7-1-39); Owner: Mr.

Did not wish to install

cooling system this Summer.
Norphlet—Neu (6-1-39); Owner:

G. B. Wilks.

FLORIDA
Orlando—Rialto (7-15-39); Own-

er: Sparks Enterprises; Remodeling
work.

MICHIGAN
Saginaw — De Luxe (6-12-39);

Owner: Wm. H. Cassion; Closed for

Summer.
Dubuque — Orpheum (6-25-39);

Owner: Associated Theaters; Poor
business.

OHIO
Oklahoma City — Pix (7-1-39);

Owner: T. B. Noble, Jr.; Renovation.

PENNSYLVANIA
Archbald—Grand (July 21); For

Summer.
TEXAS

Nocona—Nocona (6-11-39); Own-
er: Lutzer Bros.; Destroyed by fire.

UTAH
Salt Lake City—Studio (6-7-39);

Owner: Intermountain Theaters, Inc.;

Fire destroyed sound and interior.

Salt Lake City—Paramount (6-23-

39); Owner: Intermountain Thea-
ters, Inc.; Summer season.

WEST VIRGINIA
Davy—Palace (5-24-39) ; Owner:

L. E. Rodgers; Not enough business.

WYOMING
Midwest—Midwest (7-1-39); Own-

er: Rialto Theaters, Inc.; Renova-
tion.

Theater Openings
FLORIDA

Orlando—Roxy, 800 to 1,200 seats

(7-16-39); Owner: Sparks Enter-
prises; House Manager: Mr. Vin-
cent; Previously closed Spring, 1938.

IDAHO
McCall—McCall, 250 seats (6-10-

39); Owner: M. R. Bonecher; House
Manager: M. R. Bonecher; Previous-
ly closed Sept., 1938.

IOWA
Burt—Royal, 285 seats (5-27-39);

Previously closed 2-15-39.

NORTH DAKOTA
Marmath— Palace, approximately

200 seats (6-1-39); Owner: C. C.

Erickson; Previously closed 3-1-39.

UTAH
Salt Lake City—Studio, 450 seats

(6-23-39); Owner: Intermountain
Theaters, Inc.; Previously closed 6-

7-39.

Salt Lake City — Capitol, 1,400
seats (7-14-39); Owner: Intermoun-
tain Theaters, Inc.; Previously closed
last Fall, 1938.

Logan—Capitol, 1,440 seats (open-
ing late this Summer); Owner: In-
termountain Theaters, Inc.; House
Manager: Earl Baughman; Previ-
ously closed 4-30-39.

Logan—Lyric, 586 seats (opening
late this Summer); Owner: Inter-
mountain Theaters, Inc.; House Man-
ager: Earl Baughman; Previously
closed 4-30-39.

New Theater
Openings

ARKANSAS
Sparkman—New, 225 seats (6-1-

39); House Manager: James Taylor.

IDAHO
Cascade—Roxy, 400 seats (7-2-

39); Main St.; Builder: Maxfield &
Smith; Cost: $7,000; House Mana-
ger: Forest Robb.
Tedyard—Tedyard, 275 seats (5-

27-39).

INDIANA
Francesville—Devon, 400 seats (6-

14-39); Builder: E. E. Smith; Archi-
tect: Leonard & Wolfe; Cost: $30,-
000.

MONTANA
Sheridan—Sheridan, 306 seats (6-

22-39), Main St.; Cost: $17,000;
House Manager: M. P. Schneider.

Theaters Planned
ARKANSAS

Altus — Altus, about 250 seats,
Main St.; Builder: J. P. Baker; Cost:
$2,000.

INDIANA
Michigan City — Lido, 900 seats,

Franklin St.; Architect: Wm. L.
Pereira; Cost: $150,000; Operator:
Dune-Lake.
Plymouth—New, 650 seats, La-

poite and Michigan Sts.; Cost: $75,-

000; Operator: S. B. Reese.

IOWA
Burlington—New, 500 seats, Jef-

ferson and Fifth; Architect: Wether-
ell & Harrison; Cost: $50,000; Op-
erator: Central States Circuit.

NORTH CAROLINA
Maxton—Maxton, 300 seats, City

Square; Builder: M. S. Weaver;
Architect: M. S. Weaver; Cost: $3,-

500; Operator: James Finch.

PENNSYLVANIA
New Cumberland—New, Bridge St.

between 3rd and 4th; Cost: $53,000;
Operator: Frank Firestock.

TENNESSEE
Lafayette — Macon, 500 seats;

Builder: Smith Bros.; Cost: $8,000.

Theaters Under
Construction

ALABAMA
Prichard—Gem, 480 seats, Wilson

Ave.; Builder: L. Harris; Operator:
Chas. Waterall; To be completed
9-1-39.

ARKANSAS
Little Rock—Highland, 800 seats,

3818 West 13th St.; Builder: G. W.
May; Architect: Corgan & Moore;
Cost: $20,000 or more; Operator:
Robb & Rowley; To be completed
Sept., 1939.

CALIFORNIA
Oildale—River, 900 seats, Chester

Ave. at El Teton; Builder: Banducci
& Lamucchi; Cost: $35,000; Opera-
tor: Jim Banducci; To be completed
late August or early September.

FLORIDA
Jacksonville—Jackson, 625 seats,

Main St.; Cost: $25,000; To be com-
pleted Aug. 15.

INDIANA
Garrett—New; Builder: Kalifat;

To be completed by Fall.

IOWA
Pocahontas — New Rialto, 430

seats, Buehla Ave.; Builder: Kuchara
Construction Co.; Cost: between
$25,000 and $35,000; Operator: Jack
Bouma; To be completed about
Aug. 1.

KENTUCKY
Vanceburg— New Kentucky, 400

seats; Builder: Jack Stamper; Arch-
itect: Verville; Cost: $30,000; Op-
erator Neal Hubbard; To be com-
pleted 10-1-39.

MICHIGAN
Three Oaks—Lee's, 400 seats, Elm

St.; Operator: Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Lee; Not definite as to completion.

NORTH CAROLINA
Reidville—New, 450 seats, Scales

St.; Builder: W. H. Hendrix; Cost:

$40,000; Operator: W. H. Hendrix;
To be completed Sept. 15.

Renovations
Planned

CALIFORNIA
Ventura—Mission; Work Planned:

Enlarging, new fixtures, redecorat-
ing, new heating and ventilating sys-
tem; Owner: Mrs. Dodge; to be com-
pleted; Will be closed six weeks.

IOWA
Washington— State; Work Plan-

ned: Redecorating; Owner: Pratt
Bros.; Date to be completed not
known.
Lakota—Lakota; Work Planned:

New exits and partial renovating;
Owner: Cecil H. Alexander; To be
completed 7-31-39.

OHIO
Xenia—Ohio; Owner: Hatcher.
Georgetown—Arcade; Work Plan-

ned: Theater has been completely re-

modeled; Owner: Hewitt.

PENNSYLVANIA
Harrisburg— Rialto; Work Plan-

ned: New floor, new lounge rooms,
etc.; Owner: Mr. Marcus Nat'l
Amusement Corp.; To be completed
7-21-39.

WYOMING
Midwest — Midwest; Work Plan-

ned: Extensive improvements and
bringing equipment up to date; Own-
er: Rialto Theaters, Inc.; Not dis-

closed when to be completed.

Change in
Ownership

ARKANSAS
Magnolia—Macco, transferred to

W. P. Florence Rob & Rowdy by
W. P. Florence; House Manager: W.
P. Florence.

CALIFORNIA
Wasco — Wasco, transferred to

Frank Panero by Seelee Theater Co.;
House Manager: L. H. Wall.

COLORADO
Otis—Sun, transferred to Arthur

Jackson by A. C. Mazanek; House
Manager: Arthur Jackson.

MICHIGAN
Reed City—Strand, transferred to

H. Schuckert by Roy Portee.

MISSISSIPPI
Rosedale—Rosedale, transferred

to Miss Anne Lobdell by C. E. West-
brook.

Shelby—Shelby, transferred to Al-
bert Cohen by C. E. Westbrook.

OHIO
Dover—State, transferred to Shea

Theater Corp. by Ross Spidell and
Chester E. Huprich; House Mana-
ger: Huprich.
Dover — Nugent, transferred to

Shea Theater Corp. by Ross Spidell
and Chester E. Huprich; House Man-
ager: Huprich.
Columbus— Olentangy (formerly

Piccadilly), transferred to Virgil
Jackson and J. A. Murphy by Arden
Amusement Co.

PENNSYLVANIA
Paxtang—Paxtang, transferred to

Roy V. Osman by Gottdinger Furni-
ture Co.; House Manager: A. W.
Church.

VERMONT
East Arlington—Arlington, trans-

ferred to Mr. Bird by Erver & Bird;
House Manager: Bird.

WYOMING
Midwest^—Midwest, transferred to

Rialto Theaters, Inc., by Stanolind
Oil & Gas Co.
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THEATERS
• AIR CONDITIONING

• COOLING EQUIPMENT
• PROJECTION EOUI i

THEATERS USE NEW

WESTINGHOUSE UNITS

Installation in film theaters of a

number of the new Westinghouse 10

and 15-ton capacity, self-contained

air-conditioning units of the central

plant type recently announced, is re-

ported by the company.
Organization's engineers assert

that it is perfectly practical to in-

stall two or three of these units,

since, from experience, it has been
demonstrated that the cost of in-

stallation is reduced as much as 25

per cent due to the fact that the

equipment is manufactured in the

plant and is shipped all ready for

installation, which requires only

water and electrical connections, and
the connections to the duct system.

Another feature of these units is

that they may be installed in un-

ventilated spaces since the compres-

sors are powered by Westinghouse
motors which are cooled by the re-

frigerant gases.
Also it is perfectly practical to

move them to new locations should

the occasion arise.

The new compact ceiling-mounted

Unitaire might also have theater ap-

plications in small stores which often

are to be found in theater buildings.

Frequently it is not practical to air-

condition such spaces from the regu-

lar theater system.

New 'Mirro-Claric' Soundhead
New type wide fidelity "Mirro-

Claric" theater soundhead is an-

nounced by the S.O.S. Cinema Sup-

ply Corp., 636-llth Avenue. Before

general production commenced, the

new model, known as the "Gyro-

Stabilizer" underwent a thorough

test period of eight months' con-

tinuous operation in the S.O.S. lab-

oratories, it is stated.

Illuminated Floor
Detroit—William A. Cassidy is com-

pleting remodeling of the Strand Thea-
ter at Alma, with Bennett & Straight, of

Dearborn, as the architects. Unique
feature is the latest type of fluorescent
lighting, with lobby floor illuminated.

This is accomplished by placing vari-

colored lights under heavy frosted glass

plates.

KISCO GO. MARKETING

LOW-COST COOLERS

New Modernistic Entrance

For Broadway's Palace

Broadway's RKO Palace Theater,
erstwhile ace vaude house which for

the past several years has operated
on a pix policy exclusively, is to

have a new modernistic entrance.
Remodeling operation will see the

marble walls, ceiling, floor, chande-
liers,—and the frames which bore
billing and photos of vaudeville's

"greats,"—ripped out and replaced
in the outer lobby by granite floor,

black base, and natural white walls.

All-glass doors, first to be installed

in any theater, RKO asserts, will

admit patrons to inner lobby. Latter
is to have indirect lighting revealing
walls of zebra wood with black mar-
ble base. Additionally, house will

nave new marquee.

RCA Portable Turntable

A portable two-speed turntable,

which provides both recording and

instantaneous playback of 16-inch

records through any public address

system when used with a recording-

attachment, is announced by RCA
Victor.

New Lens Camera Firm

Chicago—P. L. Mann, G. R. Sil-

verstone and M. Gill have formed
the International Photographic In-

dustries with offices at 512 S. Peoria

St. to manufacture and sell lenses

and cameras.

Automatic Devices Co.

Equips Fair's Exhibits

Total of 48 units, comprising steel

curtain tracks and automatic cur-

tain machines, have been supplied
to industrial and governmental ex-
hibits and amusement concessions
at the New York World's Fair by
the Automatic Devices Co., Allen-
town, Pa., whose products are wide-
ly used in film theaters.

Included among the installations

are buildings of the General Elec-
tric Co., State of New York, Ar-
gentine Government, Strange As It

Seems, General Motors, We Humans,
City of New York, Gang Busters,
and Whirl of Death.

Efficient, low-cost and novel cool-

ing devices which incorporate vari-
able speed fans are being marketed

on a wide scale

by the Kisco
Co., Inc., of St.

Louis, under
trade name
classifications
of Cool-Circle-
Ator and Cir-

culair.

Devices are
obtainable for
film theater
lounges, rest
rooms and ex-
ecutive offices

in a variety of
unusual and
utilitarian de-
signs, includ-

ing a high pedestal type, decorative-
ly and closely resembling a modern
tall floor lamp.

There are other models, notably
the "Senator" and "Mercury," which
are fashioned as ash-receivers; and
a table, also is offered under the
designation of "Utility," illustrated
here.

Into these various units are in-

geniously built the fans themselves
designed to meet the need for an
effective portable air recirculator.

Mogull's Foreign Biz Up
Mogull's, Inc., recently made met-

ropolitan distributors for Duplex
16mm. sound-on-film projectors, re-

ports marked increase in foreign biz,

particularly in South Africa, New
Zealand and Egypt. The second edi-

tion of its quarterly tabloid has just

been published and lists 1350 items
of photographic and cinematic mer-
chandise.

Install New Rectifier

Detroit— A new type projection

rectifier recently placed on the mar-
ket by National Theater Engineer-

ing Co., has been installed in Fred
DeLodder's Maxine Theater here.

Motiograph Names Distrib.

Announcement of the appointment
of Becker Theater Equipment Inc.,

492 Pearl St., Buffalo, as author-
ized distributor of its products

—

Motiograph Projectors and Mirro-
phonic De Luxe Sound Systems—in

the Buffalo Film Territory, is made
by Motiograph, Inc.

Cobb Named GTSC Exec.

New Orleans — William H. Cobb,
former exhib. and recently connect-
ed with Joy Houck's Joy Theaters,
has been appointed vice-president of
the Gulf Theater Supply Corp. Houck
is also interested in Gulf with Levere
Montgomery, booker for Theater
Service Corp., a buying and booking
outfit.

Form Hydro Kool Products
Chicago—C. B. O'Hara, J. L. Han-

cock and J. Hummel have organized
the Hydro Kool Products Co. with
offices at 1414 S. Michigan Ave., to

manufacture and distribute cooling
equipment.

Schlaifer at the Helm
Chicago—Edward N. Schlaifer has

taken over the management of Color-

tone Sales Corp. He reports Nation-
al Theater Supply is now handling
Colortone Daylite shutters in vari-

ous territories.

Allied Seating Catalog

Allied Seating Co., Inc., has is-

sued a new illustrated catalogue
showing a complete new line of the-

ater chairs.

NEW
For Th
By GEC

->>
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W
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ANEW air conditioning i

under the trade name,

bovac, is being introduced by

Trane Co., headquartering in

cage.

This unit, representing a

tinct advance both functionally

in design, incorporates all the

chanical essentials for the prov

of chilled water for air condit

ing, company's engineers point

Installation of the Trane Tu
vac does not call for highly t

nical knowledge, since the cont

tor supplies the necessary w|;«

connections in addition to a !

plified power hookup.

Cold water for cooling and
j

,

water for heating can be util, ^
from the same extended surfac ft

THE Turbovac is a hermeti<

sealed low pressure water il

ler. Within a heavy steel casin ki

contains a compressor of the <i

trifugal type, using a volatile

frigerant of the Freon family

water chilling unit and a conderi

All the necessary parts of this

water chiller are combined in

complete compact unit.

Because it is practically im|l In

sible to build a unit of this 1

with leak-proof joints when
source of power is on the out

of the unit, Trane engineers I

designed the Turbovac Water C

ler with the motors inside the i k

and with the entire unit hermeti

ly sealed. Thus, air, the fa

?

},;;

General Electric Makes
Exec Personnel Chan

New division of executive resi

sibilities, in wake of recent comb
tion of General Electric's air co

tioning and commercial refrigera
department, is announced by Stv

M. Crocker, department manage:
Harold T. Hulett has been nai

sales manager in charge of distr: .

;

tion activities; Elliott Harringtoi
jj

product sales managership; and
Martin, Jr., manager of installa'

and service division.

Glenn Gundell will continue
manager of ad and sales promol
division, plus direction of s;

training and the G-E Air Conditi

ing Institute.

lil
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ch cuts down capacity, is elimi-

ed.

efrigerant has a 120 degree boil-

point at atmospheric pressure

ch means that the entire unit is

rated under a vacuum which
linates heavy sections usually

lessary to withstand excessive
101 ssure.

* * *

HERE are only two moving parts,

—the motor rotors; hence, fric-

i is held at a minimum, thereby

jring long life. An ingenious ar-

gement has been worked out,

is cited, whereby the compres-
is powered by two motors of

™< ;er horsepower than the one of
]tl ater horsepower. This makes it

tysible to cut in one motor at a

e, thereby reducing the load on
!ti line and making starting easier.

' \t present available in one size

si h capacity ranges from 65 to 80
' is, the Trane Turbovac is light

Is weight and free of vibration.

il rer attributes enable its instal-

ls ion in a wider range of locations

s in similar equipment, company
™ erts.

In the near future, units of 100,

s ) and 200-ton capacities will be

Jed to the manufacturer's line,

i Present unit is approximately
ui'/2 feet long, eight feet high

Id four feet wide. Weight is

(»htly more than 12,000 pounds,

utors, specially manufactured, are

tied from the outside of the unit

Ij en it is in operation.

I! & Howell Announces
Appliance Field Advances

Five distinct advances in the film
otographic appliance field are an-
unced by Bell & Howell through
;ir headquarters in Chicago, name-
the new Tru-Pan Tripod for 8

n. movie camera users; new focus-
? Alignment Gauge for use with
3 Filmo Turret 8 for close-up pho-
Saphy; the Hyper Cinor Lens At-
ihment for wide-angle work; a
w two-inch viewfinder objective
r use with available two-inch tele-
oto lenses; and a new direct fo-
sing finder which fits Filmo 141
igazine changer for exact focus-

and framing.

ELECTRONOME DEVISED

AT STUDIOS' REQUEST

Fred Gretsch Mfg. Co. of Chicago
and Brooklyn, at the request of film

studio interests, has devised for the
companies Franz Electronome,
which is a highly accurate and elec-

trically operated metronome, a spe-
cial scale for studio use that is more
practical than the regular scale

graduated for musicians' purposes.
The Electronome is powered by the

finest synchronous electric motor it

is possible to make, say the manufac-
turers. Instrument's speed will not
vary more than 1/120 of a second,

—

a deviation imperceptible by the
human ear.

New Brenkert Projector

Nears Marketing Stage

In keeping with policy since or-

ganization's inception, of aiding
filmland by developing top-quality
equipment and controlling manufac-
ture in their own plant, Brenkert
Light Projection Co. announces that
in the near future it will place
on the market a professional type
35 mm. motion picture projector
complete for use in motion picture

theaters.
Projector, it is stated, will carry

many new Brenkert developments
and is being engineered in every de-

tail by Brenkert under own precis-

ion standards and patents.
Equipment will be on display in

various stores of organization's dis-

tributors throughout the country.

Mork-Green Studios Busy
Detroit—Mork-Green Studios is

installing drapery and allied equip-
ment at the new Century Theater,
Coopersville, Mich., for Thomas Hef-
feran; new house for Ashman Broth-
ers at Caro, Mich.; Capitol, at
Lansing, for Butterfield Circuit; new
Regent at Allegan, Mich., for But-
terfield; Globe, Detroit, for William
Schuttenhelm; Greystone, Detroit,

for Anthony Dubiel; Garden, Frank-
fort, Mich., for Mrs. Custer Carland.

GE Lamp Merger
The General Electric Vapor Lamp

Co. of Hoboken, has been merged
with the Incandescent Lamp De-
partment of General Electric Com-
pany, Charles E. Wilson, executive
vice-president of General Electric,

announces.

NSS Completes Two Jobs
Novelty Scenic Studios, Inc., has

just completed decorations, draper-
ies, wall materials and murals at
the Palace Theater in Baldwinsville,
N. Y., and the Shore Theater in
Cleveland.

Fill Navy Order
Chicago — Motiograph has just com-

pleted delivery of 35 complete projec-

tion systems to the U. S. Navy for ships

and shore stations, at cost of $40,000.

Company reports business at high levels.

600 Seat House to be

Erected In Cromwel

Boyd Construction Co., of New
York, will break ground shortly for

a 600-seat film theater to be erected

in Crcmwell, Conn.
House will be air-conditioned and

will have as a convenience to patrons
a 250-car free parking lot.

Berk & Krumgold, theater brokers,

are currently negotiating a lease

with one of their clients.

York's Sales Volume Soars

York, Pa.—The sales volume of

York Ice Machinery Corp. for June
jumped 32 per cent over the cor-

responding month of last year, W. S.

Shipley, president, announces in a
letter to stockholders. York's fiscal

quarter ending June 30 shows sales

of $4,197,624, or 7 per cent greater

volume than the same period last

year.

NAT'L SIGN ASS'N

SETS CHI. MEETING

Chicago—Annual convention of the
National Sign Association will be
held at the Stevens Hotel, Aug. 22-

24. More than 50 companies will

have displays at the Sign Exposition
held in connection with the conven-
tion. Many leading firms, selling the
film trade, will have large displays
of their lines, including the West-
inghouse Electric and Mfg. Co., East
Pittsburgh; Thordarson Electric Mfg.
Co., Chicago; Sherwin-Williams Co.,

Cleveland; Sangamo Electric Co.,

Springfield, 111.; General Scientific

Co., Chicago; Adler Sign Letter Co.,

Chicago; W. A. Barrows Porcelain
Enamel Co., Cincinnati. L. C. Mar-
shall has charge of the exhibit com-
mittee. Frank P. James is general
chairman.

Form Sound Equipment Co.
Chicago—John Erwood, John H.

Lawrence and Joseph Erwood have
organized the Erwood Sound Equip-
ment Co. with offices at 234 W.
Huron St., to deal in sound equip-
ment.

<•(•BACHELOR MOTHER"
A good comedy is a sure-fire for building good will.

It puts the audience in a pleasant mood, sends them

away with a friendly feeling towards your house.

Alexander Smith Carpet is another proven good-

will builder. Which is why you find it in most of

the country's successful theatres.

ALEXANDER SMITH CARPET
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PRICELESS
QUALITIES

NEW film emulsions are indispensable to

motion picture progress, but only proved

reliability and uniformity make them

practicable. Eastman Plus~X, Super-XX,

and Background-X have those priceless

qualities—hence the everyday use they

are enjoying throughout the industry.

Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N. Y.

(J. E. Brulatour, Inc., Distributors, Fort

Lee, Chicago, Hollywood.)

EASTMAN
PLUS-X SUPER-XX

for general studio use for alt difficult shots

BACKGROUND-X
for backgrounds and general exterior work
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Arbitration Revision Won't Affect Allied Stand-Cole

)0V7 ML ASK NOV. 1JRIAL FOR EQUnTACTION

Metro's Gross Biz Up More Than $2,000,000--Schenck

THEWEEr IN
REVIEW

Senate Okays Neely Bill

=67 GEORGE H. MORRIS=

OMESTIC
NEELY BILL: By a 46-28 vote
Monday, Senate, for second time
as many years, passed the con-

oversial Neely bill to outlaw com-
ilsory block-booking and blind-

lling. Bill then went to the House,
it without chance for action at this

ssion of Congress, according to

iservers. In debate on the meas-
e. Senator William H. King, D.,

tah, launched savage attack on the

ovisions which were, he asserted,

iconstitutional. Senator Arthur
apper, R., Kansas, voiced view that

e bill would "do no harm and much
)od." Party lines were shattered

the balloting.

COAST PROBE LOOMS: The
eek-end, too, produced a sensation-

! development with Attorney Gen-
al Frank Murphy admitting at

"ashington press conference that
1 of J expects to launch shortly
Grand Jury investigation at Los
ngeles into "certain conditions in

le motion picture industry." In-

estigation, Murphy said, will cen-

:r on labor racketeering, anti-trust

iolations and income tax evasions.

RKO DEFEATS APPEALS: In
decision, which was another high-
ght of the legalistic and legisla-

ve-packed week, Circuit Court of

.ppeals unanimously affirmed in all

aspects Federal Judge Bondy's ap-
roval and confirmation of RKO
2org. plan, and rejected contentions
f H. Cassel & Co.. Ernest W. Stirn,

opia Realty and Fabian Operating
o. Later, having obtained Judge
ondy's consent, Atlas Group,
lan's proponents, were set to file

ertificate of incorporation of new
.KO company in Wilmington, Del.

lourt is expected to get underwrit-
(Continucd on Page 6)

Gain During Last 12 Months
Is Despite Foreign

Market Shrinkage
Despite the loss of a large part

of the European market, M-G-M's
gross business during the last 12

months has
been more
than $2,000,-

000 ahead of
the preced-
ing 12-month
period, a c-

cording t o

Nicholas M.
Schenck,
president o f

Loew's, Inc.,

who arrived
Friday from
the Coast.
Schenck

said he look-

ed upon this record as being remark-
(Continued on Page 5)

SAYS PUBLIC

WANTS SHORTS
Kuykendall Lauds M-G-M at

Fair; Leo, Jr., is

"Crowned"

NICHOLAS M. SCHENCK

FBI INVESTIGATING

FOX THEATERS CORP.

Federal Bureau of Investigation
has been investigating the affairs Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

The public is demanding better

short subjects and more diversified

programs, Ed Kuykendall told a
large audience in the Court of Peace
at the World's Fair on Saturday
when Leo, Jr., M-G-M's lion cub,

was officially initiated as the com-
pany's short subject trade mark.
Kuykendall commended M-G-M

for its decision to put more money
and better talent into its shorts
and expressed the hope that all com-
panies would do likewise. He said

he believed a diversified program
(Continued on Page 5)

TNEC EXECTDENIES

BIZ PROBE PLANNED

of Fox Theaters Corp. for some time
it was learned on Friday at a hear-
ing before Federal Judge John C.

Knox on an application to restrain
Milton C. Weisman and Kenneth

(Continued on Page 6)

Washington—Branding the report
in Paul Mallon's syndicated column
that the film industry would go
under fire before the TNEC in Sep-
tember as "premature and wishful

(Continued on Page 4)

Allied Prexy Says Code Dead Issue/

Indifferent to Arbitration Changes

Famous Players Canadian
Convention Opens Today

Niagara Falls, Ont.—First coast-
to-coast convention of Famous Play-
ers Canadian Corp. representatives
opens at the General Brock Hotel
this morning. National four-day

(Continued on Page 7)

Even though the revised arbitra-
tion rules may be perfect, Allied
members are still advised not to
sign the proposed trade practice
code, Col. H. A. Cole, president,
said in New York over the week-
end. A perfect arbitration setup is

of no value unless the document on
which it is to operate is perfect,

(Continued on Page 4)

Application Before Court To-

morrow; Sherman Act,

Court Rules Cited
The D of J filed notice on Friday

that it will apply to Federal Judge
John C. Knox tomorrow for an or-

der setting down the equity action
against the majors for trial on Nov.
1. The Government is basing its

application on Rule 20-E of the
District Court Calendar Rules and
on Section 4 of the Sherman Anti-
Trust Act which, according to an
affidavit of U. S. Special Assistant
Attorney General Paul Williams,
provides "When the parties com-
plained of shall have been duly no-
tified of such petition, the Court
shall proceed, as soon as may be,

(Continued on Page 6)

WARNERS' 39-WEEK

NET, $2,912,186

A net operating profit of $2,912,-
186.40 for the 39 weeks ended May
27, 1939, was reported by Warner
Bros, and subsidiary companies on
Saturday. This figure represents the
net after deducting all charges in-

cluding amortization, depreciation
and Federal income taxes, and com-

( Continued on Page 5)

Prentice Hall, Inc., to be

New RKO's Resident Agent

In the wake of last week's unani-
mous decision by the Circuit Court
of Appeals, upholding Federal Judge
William Bondy's decision which had

(Continued on Page 7)

June Admission Taxes Show
Decline; B'way Figures Up

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Increase in admis-

sion taxes collected by the Internal
Revenue Bureau noted last month
stopped short in June as taxes drop-
ped below those of both June, 1938,

and May, 1939, the Internal Reve-
(Continued on Page 5)
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Col. Picts. vtc. (2'/2%)
Columbia Picts. pfd.

Con. Fm. Ind
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.. .

.

East. Kodak 1

do pfd
Cen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc. . .

.

do pfd 1

Paramount
Paramount 1st pfd..

Paramount 2nd pfd..

Pathe Film
RKO
20th Cent-Fox
20th Cent.-Fox pfd...

Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros
do pfd

NEW YORK
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2

201/2
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+ Va

+ m
Keith B. F. ref. 6s 46 100 10O 100 + V4
Loew's deb. 3y2s 46. 103 1/4 1023,4 103 —
Par. B'way 3s55 49 48% 49 — 1

Par. Picts. 6s 55
Par. Picts. cv. 3

y

4s47 8934 893/i 893,4

RKO 6s41 76 74i/
2 76 + 1 1/4

Warner Bros.' cv. 6s39
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Monogram Picts 1% 1% l 3/4 — Vs
Sonotone Corp
Technicolor 16'/4 16 16y4 + 1/2

Trans-Lux
Universal Corp. vtc... 334 334 33,4+ 1/2

Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES
Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd 100 103
Fox Thea. Office Bldg. 1st '46 33/8 5
Loew's Thea. Realty 6s 1st '47 100y2 102'/8
Met. Playhouse, Inc. 2nd deb. '45. . .

68l/
2 70y2

Roxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st '57 65 67
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® The Broadway Parade ®
Picture and Distributor Theater

Goodbye, Mr. Chips (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)—llfh week Astor
Second Fiddle (20th Century-Fox) 4th week Roxy
The Man in the Iron Mask (United Artists-Small)—2nd week Music Hall
Andy Hardy Gets Spring Fever (Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer) Capitol
The Magnificent Fraud ( Paramount Pictures) Paramount
Each Dawn I Die (Warner Bros. Pictures) Strand
The Saint in London (RKO Radio Pictures) Rialto
The Ware Case (20th Century-Fox) Little Carnegie
Dead Men Tell No Tales (Alliance Films) Globe
Heritage of the Desert (Paramount Pictures) (a) Central
Death Goes North (Syndicate) (a) Central
This Man Is News ( Paramount Pictures) Criterion
Daughters Courageous (Warner Bros. Pictures) (a-b) Palace
Mr. Moto Takes a Vacation (20th Century-Fox) (a) Palace

FOREIGN LANGUAGE FEATURES
Lenin in 1918 (Amkino)—5th week Cameo
Pearls of the Crown (Lenauer) (a-b) World
Mayerling (Pax Films) (a-b) World

FUTURE OPENINGS
They Shall Have Music (United Artists-Goldwyn)—July 26 Rivoli

Hidden Power (Columbia Pictures)—July 26 Rialto

Of Human Bondage (RKO Radio Pictures)—July 26 (d) Criterion

Winter Carnival (United Artists-Wanger)—July 27 Music Hall

Frontier Marshal (20th Century-Fox)—July 28 Roxy
Beau Geste (Paramount Pictures)—Aug. 2 Paramount
The Old Maid (Warner Bros. Pictures) (c) Strand
Miracles for Sale (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer) (c) Capitol

Bachelor Mother (RKO Radio Pictures)—July 27 (a-b) Palace
Career (RKO Radio Pictures) (a) Palace

(a) Dual bill. (b) Subsequent run. (c) Follows current bill. (d) Revival.

U" Closes Associated Deal

For Distribution in Aus.

Universal has closed a three-year

deal with Associated British for the

distribution of 10 pictures in New
Zealand and Australia, it was an-

nounced by Joe Seidelman, Univer-
sal's foreign department head, when
he arrived from Europe Friday on
the He de France. Among the As-
sociated pictures for Australian re-

lease will be "The Beachcomber."

Seidelman also announced that the

European territory had been divided

into two parts. Ernest Koenig has
been placed in charge of the Latin
division, which includes France,
Spain, Portugal and Belgium. Louis
Foeldes has been appointed man-
ager of the Central Europe division,

which includes most of the other

countries.

The controversy over the services

of Danielle Darrieux is close to set-

tlement, Seidelman said, asserting
that the French actress will be com-
ing to the U. S. shortly to resume
her American career.

Business in England, he said, is

relatively better than it is in the
U. S., with prospects looming even
brighter for the coming year. Cur-
rent year's business is far in ex-

cess of last year, he added, and
returns from Continental Europe
are highly satisfactory.

Seidelman was gone about eight
weeks.

Para, to Plug Burns Pix

on Air Via 42 CBS Stations

Paramount has purchased a half-

hour of time on 42 CBS stations,

Coast-to-Coast, for exploitation of
the world premiere of Bob Burns'
new picture "Our Leading Citizen."

With Burns as emcee, the show will

be aired Monday, Aug. 7, 10-10:30
p.m., originating at Van Buren, Ark.
Original plans, as announced some
time ago by the picture firm, were
for purchase of a special 8 station

Arkansas network, but it is believed
that 20th Century-Fox success with
the Derby broadcast influenced the
decision for a Coast-to-Coast hook-
up. Entire Pacific Coast CBS net-
work will be utilized, plus 37 other
stations. Buchanan Agency set the
deal.

George Schaefer Expected
to Visit London in Fall

London (By Cable) — George J.

Schaefer, prexy of RKO Radio, may
come over in the Fall for a look-see,
according to Ralph Hanbury. Trip
may be as early as October or as late

as November.
RKO Radio's British sales conven-

tion is set for London Aug. 10-11.

TMAT's Rugoff and Becker
Petition Hearing Tomorrow

Daniel K. Kornblum, executive
secretary of N. Y. State Labor
Board, at a hearing Friday on peti-

tion for recognition filed by the
Motion Picture Division of TMAT
against Rugoff and Becker, local

film circuit operators, denied a re-

quest for a three-week adjournment
by Edward A. Hancock, counsel for
R & B. Case will continue tomor-
row at 2 p.m.
Union was represented by Gustav

A. Gerber, general counsel, Ira
Meinhardt of the law firm of Ger-
ber & Densen, and by Charles P.

Carroll, 2nd vice-president of TMAT
and national chairman of its Mo-
tion Picture Division.

cominc MID GOIIH

NICHOLAS M. SCHENCK, president of Loew
Inc., returned at the week-end from a trip I

the Coast studios.

SAMUEL GOLDWYN, accompanied by his wi
and son, arrives from the Coast this mornii

on the Twentieth Century Limited to a 1 tl

benefit-premiere of "They Shall Have ,usi<

at the Rivoli tomorrow night.

EDWARD G. ROBINSON and GEORGE RAF
Warner stars, sail Tuesday, Aug. 1, on tl

French liner Normandie for vacations in Europ
Both are due back in Hollywood in Septembc

LAURENCE OLIVIER, film and stage playe
has left the cast of Katherine Cornell's "h
Time for Comedy" and sails for England shortl

MARY ROGERS, daughter of the late W
Rogers, has arrived here from Virginia and h

joined her mother at the Waldorf-Astoria.

GRETA NISSEN, actress, ROBERT TREBO
director of two Paris theaters, the Madeleii
and Michel, HARRY S. PERRY, Selznick earner;

man, and CHARLES JACCARD, Eastman Kod,
exec, were passengers on board the lie i

France sailing Saturday for Europe.

Week-end callers at RKO Radio's World's Fa

long included N. B. FAIR of the air Theate
Somerville, Tenn.; J. GEORGES CHAMPACh
of the Roxy and Auditorium Theaters, Shawin
gan Falls, Que.; JEAN LEIBOVICI of the A.R.P.
Theater, Bucharest, Roumania; DWIGHT CURI
MAN of the State Theater, Westerville, O.; ai

MRS. J. QUINN of the Circle Theater, Soci

Circle, Ga.

DEL COODMAN, 20th Century-Fox manag
for the Far East, is in Chicago, en route
New York.

JOHN LODER, British film star, will retu

to Hollywood, after seven years, to appear
Paramount's "Diamonds Are Dangerous" whii
begins production on Wednesday. Loder sail)

from England on the S.S. Champlain.

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS, JR., and his brid

left at the week-end for Hot Springs, V
Fairbanks returns to the Coast Aug. 7 to beg
work in Universale "South of the Amazon.''

JAMES SMITH, of Cinelab Inc., left yestei

day for a month's business trip through tl

country.

MORT BLUMENSTOCK, Eastern ad and pi

head for Warners, is due back from the Coal

forepart of this week.

GRADWELL L. SEARS, Warners' sales chiefta

is due back from Chicago today.

CLAY HAKE, managing director in Austral

for 20th Century-Fox, sailed from Los Angelc
at the week-end for home after four montr
in the U. S.

MICKEY ROONEY sails for England Aug. 6 a

the Queen Mary to play a role in Metro'

"A Yank at Eton."

Schine Convention Speaker
Leon J. Bamberger, RKO Radio

Sales Promotion Manager, has ac-

cepted an invitation to speak at the
annual convention of the Schine
Circuit in Gloversville, on Aug. 3.

"Stanley" for Chi. Theater
Chicago—W. C. Gehring, 20th-Fo:

western sales manager, has close*

with Balaban & Katz for "Stanle;

and Livingstone" to open at the Chi
cago Theater the week of Aug. 11

Gehring is confined to his room ii

the Congress Hotel with an infectet

foot.

AT LIBERTY
Eight years' experience with major com-

panies in foreign production department

—superimposing, re-recording of com-

mentary versions, censorship cutting.

French dialogue pictures and edition of

English titles. Knowledge of French,

Spanish and Italian. Seeking position in

similar capacity or any position in export

department here or abroad.

Write Box No. 1200

THE FILM DAILY

1501 Broadway New York City
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OUR LEADING CITIZEN"congratulates

Paramount s MAN ABOUT TOWN 11

!|
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grosser. ^

Jack's got something, there, boys. The old grapevine from the coast is buzzing

with raves about the new Bob Burns picture "Our Leading Citizen/' And they tell

us "The Star Maker" makes Bing Crosby's other pictures look like also rans.

"Enough entertainment for three feature musicals." "A real cavalcade of song

and heart throbs and laughter." Those are typical of the comments . .

.

Shake hands with PARAMOUNT, Boys . .

.

IT'S A PARAMOUNT SUMMER!
iJisi
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TNEC EXEC, DENIES

BIZ PROBE PLANNED

(Continued from Page 1)

thinking," Daniel Bertrand, admin-
istrative assistant for TNEC, told

The Film Daily Friday that the

film industry was not scheduled for

investigation by that body at any
time. Bertrand is well versed in

film matters, having been instru-

mental in preparing the NRA re-

port on the industry when he was
a member of the research and plan-

ning division of the Blue Eagle
agency.
The TNEC ocffiial said: "As far

as I know no division of the monop-
oly committee has any plans for

studying the motion picture indus-

try. Although the Justice Depart-
ment has representatives on the

monopoly committee and is making
the industry a major factor in the

anti-trust actions, the committee
members of the Justice Dept. are

not occupying themselves with film

matters at this time, he said.

Bertrand pointed out the life of

the monopoly committee expires in

January, 1941, and with the New
York equity suit likely to be tried

before then the committee will prob-

ably prefer to wait the outcome of

court action before delving into the

industry.
Speaking of general industry prob-

lems Bertrand said he doubted if

the House would pass the Neely
Bill at this session or the next. The
co-author of the film NRA report

still believes the industry should
make some "real concessions" to

the independent exhibitors. If this

were done, the industry could save
itself much time, money and grief

caused by suits and government ac-

tion, he told The Film Daily.

Col. Wins Consolidation

of Stockholders' Actions

Application by Columbia to con-

solidate the stockholders' suits of

Betty Davis, Benedetto LaPresti and
Samuel Shatse, was granted on
Friday by N. Y. Supreme Court Jus-

tice Edward J. McGoldrick. Stock-

holders charge waste of corporate
assets and mismanagement, and
seek the appointment of a receiver

and an accounting by Columbia
officials.

Best wishes from THE FILM DAILY
to the following on their birthdays:

JULY 24

Dailey Paskman

Lita Gail Jacobson

T T
• • • THAT World's Fair Information Center being run by

Loew-M-G-M in the middle of Times Square is doing all right

we stood alongside the booth for an hour the other nite. and listened

to a volley of questions from out-of-town visitors that had us dizzy

but the competent Miss Linguist in charge took them all in her stride,

and she was never feazed for an answer here are a few we
snagged before we staggered away completely dizzy that is,

more dizzy than usual

T T T
• • • A GENT stepped up and introduced himself as R. A.

Rushmore, of Anchorage, Alaska another gent who was

already there said: "I'm from Seattle, but your face looks familiar."

the Alaskan inquired: "What's your name?" the other

said, "Luschak, the druggist." the man from Anchorage

said: 'Sure you know me, I used to play poker in your place

five nights a week, twenty-five years ago. One night I cleaned

the pot, left for Anchorage, and I've been there ever since."

T
• • • A GENT named W. C. Cobb of Manila inquired where he

could find an all-nite bank he said he was the owner of the

largest pearl in the world, and he was tired of sleeping with it in

Ripley's Auditorium, because the place was unfinished and draughty.

So he wanted to check the pearl so he could rent a room for a good

night's sleep

• • • IMPRESSIONS of the Information Center are given

by L. S. B. Shapiro in his sprightly kolyum in the Montreal

Gazette he inquired of Miss Linguist how to reach the Fair

in his car this is what he got "Just drive up Sixth

Avenue as far as Loew's Ziegfeld Then turn right to Loew's

Lexington From there you drive across the Queensborough

Bridge to Loew's Long Island and then follow your nose until

you come to Loew's Jamaica Keep driving until you come
to a place that looks as magnificent as Metro's next Eddy-Mac-
Donald Technicolor production and that'll be the World's Fair."

incidentally, and no foolin' all the cops in Times Square

and for several blocks around direct inquirers asking about the

Fair to the Loew-M-G-M booth at 46th Street, thus saving them-

selves a lot of conversation

Y
• • • THE GENT who holds the record for fan mail in Holly-

wood Gene Autry was the honored guest at a cocktail

party in the Hotel Warwick given by Republic, for which he

makes horse operas Gene is on his way to Lunnon to give

a command performance before little Princess Elizabeth, among other

things the Princess has picked Gene as her Prince Charming

T
• • • COCKTAIL party for Doc Allan Roy Dafoe the

Quintuplet medico for the opening of the Quints' pic, "Five

Times Five" at the Music Rail the party is tomorrow af-

ternoon at Pathe's offices on 45th St... • Current issues of

Look and Life mags both feature Ann Sheridan, star of "Winter

Carnival," on the covers, with special sections inside on the

Oomph Girl credit to John LeRoy Johnston on the Coast

for Wanger, and Lynn Farnol at the U. A. home office, for this

beaucoup publicity ... • Mick Hyams, prominent British exhib,

arrives in New York Wednesday, to complete arrangements with

Eddie Cantor for the appearance of noted American stage and
screen stars at the Royal Cine-Variety Performance at the Gau-
mont Theater in London on Oct. 18

ARBITRATION REVISION

LEAVES ALLIED COL

'Continued from Page 1)

Col. Cole asserted. "In this easel
he added, "the proposed code is n!
acceptable to us; therefore. _. hoi
can an arbitration plan, ba( l (

the code provisions, be of any Jen]
fit?"

The proposed code, insofar as At
lied is concerned, is a dead issul
Col. Cole stated. He said he b
lieved the equity suit, if won \

the Government, would take cai

of all necessary reforms.
While House action on the Neel

Bill is not expected until early nes
year, Allied will not be idle, tl:

Allied president said. "Our men
bers have, and will, be instructe
to contact their Congressme
throughout the Congressional ac

journment," he added.
Col. Cole said he felt confider

that if the Neely measure reache
a vote in the House, it would pasi

He said the organization's big jo

would be to see that it was brough
to the floor for a vote.
Although Allied has no immediat

expansion plans, Col. Cole said tha

a few prospective units awaited hi

arrival in their cities in order t

start functioning. He plans to

leave here Wednesday for Galves
ton by boat. Unless called Eas
by urgent business, he will not re

turn until the New Jersey unit hold
its annual convention in Atlanti
City in September. He expects b|

be in New York during the pend
ing equity suit trial in November.

I*

Allied's New England unit wil

meet at the Hotel Statler in Bos
ton tomorrow, Arthur Howard, busi

ness manager, announced in Nev
York on Friday. The members wil

hear the disc-recorded transcript o:

the Minneapolis convention proceed
ings.

Howard was in New York in con
nection with the proposed nationa
Allied magazine which is schedulec

to make its bow on Sept. 1. He
returned to Boston over the week-
end.

ot

To Resume Arbitration
Conferences Today
Major sales managers did not

complete the revision of the arbitra

tion clauses of the trade practice'

code and will continue their confer
ences today.

'Dawn* Breaks Record
Warners' "Each Dawn I Die", coupled

with Eddy Duchin's orchestra, opened to

record biz at the New York Strand on
Friday, topping everything since the

house inaugurated its present stage and
screen show policy. "Angels with Dirty

Faces" was the previous record holder.

Ceorge Raft made a p. a. at the 7:30
p.m. show Friday, and the house ex-
tended its playing time to six com-
plete shows for the day with eight
showings of the feature picture. Pix is

set for a three-week run and possibly

more, will be nationally released Aug. 19.
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METRO'S GROSS BIZ UP

MORE THAN $2,000,000

(Continued from Page 1)

able inasmuch as the company in

the past enjoyed large revenues
from Italy, Germany and other

(fjpfcitries whose business is now lost

tiS'^'American distributors.

Schenck was enthusiastic over
"Gone With the Wind" which he
saw at the studio in the uncut 22-

reel version. The David O. Selznick
picture, he said, surpassed his ex-
pectations. Release about Thanks-
giving is contemplated.
Another picture from which he

expects great popularity is "The
Women," also completed and ready
for cutting.

Public Demands Better

Shorts, Says Kuykendall

(Continued from Page 1)

offered better entertainment and
that he was glad M-G-M apparently
was leading the way.
James Stewart officially crowned

the cub. Other members of his

"court" included Bert Lahr, Johnny
Weissmuller, Frank Buck and Kuy-
kendall. Leo, Jr., also was honored
by speeches by Mayor LaGuardia
and Grover Whalen. The cub later

was flown to Culver City to begin
his film career.

Okla. Allied Not Beefing

About National—Von Gulker

Oklahoma City—Emphatic denial
of reports current here that mem-
bers of Allied Theater Owners of
Oklahoma are dissatisfied with their
Allied States affiliation is made by
Orville Von Gulker.

"I have canvassed the board of
directors," Von Gulker told The
Film Daily, "and all are satisfied

with the affiliation of Allied States.
As far as I can ascertain, there is no
dissatisfaction within the ranks."
Von Gulker also announced that

within the next few days a meeting of

his group would be held in Tulsa.

FCA Outing Aug. 13
Chicago — Annual outing of the

Film Carriers Association will be
held Aug. 13 in Mannheim Woods.
Hank Porter and Shorty Otto are in
charge of the arrangements.

Detroit—Alton Buck, of the sales
department of Industrial Pictures,
was married in Chicago to Eleanor
Shepheard of that city.

Gallup, N. M. — Marlin Butler,
manager of the Chief and Navajo
theaters here, was married to Miss
Carrie Lambert of Santa Fe, yes-
terday at Santa Fe.

FILM CODE ANALYZED
By LOUIS NIZER

EDITOR'S NOTE: THE FILM DAILY today presents the twenty-first installment of a
comprehensive analysis of the proposed Trade Practice Code (Revision of June 10) by Louis
Nizer, member of the law firm of Phillips & Nizer, and authority on the law of screen, stage
and radio. Preservation of the daily installments, now devoted to the Rules of Arbitration, is

recommended.

Installment No. 21

VII. OATHS OF ARBITRATORS

Each person appointed an arbitrator or a member of a panel, shall sign the form

of oath required by law in his jurisdiction. If no form of oath is provided by law, he

shall sign the following form:

"I, , having been duly appointed (an arbitrator) (a member of the

panel of arbitrators) for the exchange territory, do solemnly swear that I will faith-

fully and fairly hear and examine the disputes brought before me and will determine each such
dispute in accordance with the spirit and intent of the provisions of the Trade Practice Code
of the motion picture industry and the Rules of Arbitration annexed thereto, and will make a

just award to the best of my understanding."

Additional Oaths: Each arbitrator shall sign any additional oaths which may be

required by law in connection with the hearing of any dispute.

Signing Awards: Each arbitrator shall sign all papers necessary or convenient to

make their awards binding.

Filing Oaths: Each oath shall be filed in the office of the Permanent Arbitration

Board and in such other places as required by law in any jurisdiction.

VIII. TERM OF OFFICE OF ARBITRATORS, REMOVALS AND VACANCIES

(1) Term of Office: The members of each panel of arbitrators shall serve for

six months.

(2) Removals: An arbitrator in the panel appointed by distributors and affiliated

exhibitors may be removed at any time by a majority of them who are at the time

entitled to participate in the appointment of arbitrators to such panel.

An arbitrator in a panel appointed by an organized exhibitor group or groups may

be removed at any time by the action of them who are at the time entitled to participate

in the appointment of arbitrators to such panel. A majority is necessary to remove

an aribitrator appointed by distributors and affiliated exhibitors. No reference is made

to a majority in the case of an arbitrator removed by exhibitor group or groups.

(3) Vacancies: A vacancy in any panel of arbitrators may occur by reason of:

(a) Death, (b) Resignation, (c) Removal (d) Disqualification.

Filling Vacancy: Such vacancy shall be filled in the same manner as the original

appointment was made. The arbitrator appointed shall serve for the balance of the

term of his predecessor.
(Twenty-second installment will appear in an early issue.)

June Admission Taxes Show
Decline; B'way Figures Up

(Continued from Page 1)

nue Bureau reported on Friday.
June collections amounted to $1,-

491,260.37, compared to $1,605,-

987.70 for May, representing a de-

crease of $114,727.33. Figure for
June, 1938, was $1,624,453.11, which
was $133,192.74 more than the July,

1939, figure.

On the brighter side, however,
it was noted that Broadway area
figures show an increase over June,
1938, although declining slightly

from the previous month of May.
Broadway figures were reported as
$457,258.12 for June, 1939, which
was $33,086.63 more than the June,
1938, figure of $424,171.49. June
collection was $34,754.03 less than
the May figure of $492,012.15. Of
the June Broadway collections, $393,-
376.51 was contributed from admis-
sions to theaters, including season
tickets.

Dismiss Plagiarism Suit

Suit of Albert Bein against War-
ner Bros, for alleged plagiarism of
the plaintiff's novel, "Youth in
Hell," in the Warner picture, "Mayor
of Hell," was dismissed Friday by
the U. S. Court of Appeals. Suit
had been for an injunction and an
accounting.

Judell's PDC Will Release

Through Franchise Exchanges

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood— Producers Distribut-

ing Corp. has been formed to han-
dle the distribution of Producers
Pictures product, according to an
announcement by Ben N. Judell,

president, with its product released
through franchise exchanges in all

parts of the country.
"Wanted for Murder" will be the

first picture, for release on Sept.
17. Thereafter one feature a week
will follow.

Harry Rathner will continue to

act as Eastern representative for
Producers Pictures and in addition
will function as Eastern district

manager of Producers Distributing
Corp. Abe Fischer, formerly with
GB and M-G-M, has been appointed
general manager of Judell's ex-
changes in Chicago and the Middle
West.

FMPC Reorg. Up Thursday
Federal Judge William Bondy

on Thursday will hear arguments
for confirmation of the plan of re-
organization of the French Motion
Picture Corp. Petition was filed

Feb. 19, 1938, listing liabilities of
$21,571. Proposed plan includes
among its provisions, a 50 per cent
cash payment to general creditors
of the company.

WARNERS' 39-WEEK

NET, $2,912,186

(Continued from Page 1)

pares with a net operating profit of
$3,282,765.03 for the corresponding
period of the previous year.
Net profit from operations before

charges for amortization, deprecia-
tion and Federal income taxes for the
39 weeks ended May 27 was $8,137,-
766.86.

Gross income, after eliminating
intercompany transactions, for the
same period was $78,387,001.12. Com-
parable income for the 1938 period,
adjusted to include two companies
not then consolidated, was $79,475,-
899.43.

During the 1939 period there was
a net credit of $324,858.24 made di-

rectly to earned surplus.
The net is equivalent to $28.24 per

share on the preferred stock and 70
cents on the common.

Equity to Start Drive

in Tele Field in Aug.

Actors Equity will start its drive
to organize players in the television
field in late August, after comple-
tion of a survey of present rates
and hours, it is reported. Scale is

expected to be based on length of

performance and time needed for
rehearsals and will probably be
higher than the present rate.
Equity announced plans some

time ago to organize the tele field,

but the AFA-AAAA row delayed
action. NBC-RCA is the only active
telecaster at present, but CBS
starts its programs in September
and Du Mont may start soon, pend-
ing FCC approval of its application
to move its facilities to New York.

Kassler With Transatlantic

Frank Kassler, foreign film dis-
tributor, has become associated with
Transatlantic Films, according to an
announcement by Eugen Scharin.
Kassler's pictures, "Dark Eyes,"
"The Curtain Rises," and "Flight
Into Darkness" will be handled from
now on by the Transatlantic organi-
zation. The latter's new releases in-

clude: "Conflict," "La Maison Du
Maltais," "Innocence," and "Drame
De Shanghai."

Suit Filed Over "Miracle"
Suit for $7,500 was filed Friday

in Federal Court by Selwyn & Co.,

Inc., against Bayard Veiller, charg-
ing that Veiller had sold the pic-

ture rights to "The Miracle" to
Loew's, Inc., after the defendant
already had sold the play to the
plaintiffs.

STORKS!
New Orleans—Altec technician,

"Buck" Buckwalter, is the proud
father of a baby girl who has been
christened Barbara Ann.
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GOV'T TO ASK NOV. 1

EQUITY SUIT TRIAL

(Continued from Page 1)

to the hearing and determination of

the case."

Williams argued that the suit

was entitled to preferential treat-

ment under calendar rules as being
meritorious and exceptional, since,

he said, "The motion picture indus-

try has become one of great im-
portance, not only because of the

large amounts of capital invested

therein, and of the large number of

individuals who are now engaged
in the industry, but also because of

the tremendous influence that is

exerted by motion pictures over the

social, cultural and educational ad-

vancement of the people. It is re-

spectfully submitted that this ac-

tion, brought for the purpose of pre-

venting alleged violations of the

Sherman Anti-Trust Act, is one of

general public interest. Further-
more, it is desirable, not only to

the public but to the industry as
well that the alleged violations be
judicially passed upon and the is-

sues determined at the earliest prac-

ticable date."

In reference to Section 4 of the

Sherman Anti-Trust Act, Williams
contended in his affidavit that the

language of the Section showed that
Congress specifically desired that

trial of ajiti-trust suit "should be
expedited in every practicable way."
He pointed out that the suit is al-

ready at issue and on the calendar.

Application was signed by John
T. Cahill as U. S, Attorney; Thur-
man Arnold, as Assistant Attorney
General, and David L. Podell and
Paul Williams as Special Assistants.

No Statement "At This Time"
From Hays on L.A. Jury Probe
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Will H. Hays, MPP-
DA prexy, stated Friday night that

he had no comment to make at this

time on Attorney General Frank
Murphy's statement that a Federal
Grand Jury investigation of alleged

trust violations would be launched
in Los Angeles.
Howard E. Robertson, chairman of

United Studio Technicians Guild,

claiming to represent several thou-

sand studio workers, wired Murphy
declaring that certain Hollywood
unions were now threatening illegal

strikes to force producers into vio-

lations of the Wagner Act and de-

priving men of their collective bar-

gaining rights.

D of J Said to be Preparing
to Press Suit Against Ascap
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Department of Jus-

tice through its anti-trust division

has reopened its study of Ascap
with a view to pressing the Govern-
ment's prosecution of the Society as

an unlawful, price-fixing combine,
it was learned Saturday. With Rob-
ert M. Cooper, special assistant to

1WK
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Hotv Come?
Chicago—Local exhibs. are asking how

come that the Brookfield Zoo can dis-

pose of surplus small animals by Sun-
day afternoon drawings while Bank Night
and giveaways are banned.

Industry Execs, to Speak
at Eckhardt Testimonial

Chicago—Advance reservations in-

dicate that in excess of 500 of the
film fraternity will attend tonight's
Silver Jubilee testimonial dinner to

Clyde W. Eckhardt, 20th-Fox branch
manager. In addition, it is expected
that state and city government rep-
resentatives will be in the Casino
of the Congress Hotel when the
gavel falls.

Felix Mendelssohn will be toast-
master, and speakers listed include
Herman Wobber, W. C. Gehring,
Jack Kirsch, Jack Osserman, E. T.
Gommersall, James Coston, John
Balaban, Jack Miller, Henry Herbel,
W. E. Banford, Walter Branson, Al-
len Usher, Lew Lehr, Truman Tal-
ley, E. H. McFarland and Clyde Eck-
hardt.

Co-chairmen of the affair are
Balaban, Kirsch and Osserman with
E. E. Alger and Fred Anderson co-

chairmen for the downstate delega-
tion. A suitable gift will be pre-
sented to Eckhardt.

W. Pa. MPTO to Convene
In Pittsburgh Oct. 23

Pittsburgh—The MPTO of West-
ern Pennsylvania will hold its annual
convention Oct. 23-24. Both Col. H.
A. Cole, prexy, and Abram F. Myers,
board chairman, of National Allied
are expected to attend.
The unit will hold its annual corn

roast and outing at Dr. C. E. Her-
man's farm in Carnegie, Pa., on
Sunday, Aug. 6.

Sign Boy for Westerns
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Thirteen-year-old Bob-

by Clark has been signed by Pro-
ducers Pictures Corp. for a series of
eight western melodramas. First
feature is expected to go into produc-
tion on Aug. 14.

the Attorney General, in charge, the
study has been in progress for some
weeks under three or four assis-

tants, reviving prospect that the
suit now pending in the Federal
Court for the Southern district of
New York will go to trial in the
near future.

It is understood that the dissent-
ing opinion of Supreme Court Jus-
tice Hugo Black in the Florida
Ascap case, in which he denounced
Ascap as a violation of the Federal
anti-trust statues, spurred the D of
J's interest in the dormant suit

against Ascap. Senator Burton K.
Wheeler of Montana is said to have
become interested in Ascap affairs

through Ed Craney, KGIR operator,
who is deeply involved in the Mon-
tana difficulties of Ascap.

FBI INVESTIGATING

FOX THEATERS CORP.

(Continued from Page 1)

Stenreich, trustees of Fox Theaters,
from liquidating assets of the com-
pany, or, in the alternative, to re-

move them as trustees.
Jerome Doyle, Assistant Attorney

General, stated to Judge Knox that

FBI has a large number of investi-

gators working on the case.

Judge Knox denied the applica-

tion to remove Weisman and Sten-

reich on the ground that time to

make the move had expired, but
stated that if investigation disclosed

anything wrong, he would reopen
the question. He reserved decision

on the allocation of funds for the

expenses of a referee before whom
charges against Weisman, in his

capacity of former receiver, would
be aired.

Several attorneys for creditors of

Fox Theaters opposed the use of

the estate's funds on the ground
that it would unreasonably diminish
the size of the estate.

Reserves Decision in Court's

Jurisdiction in AFA-4A Clash

The question of jurisdiction over
the dispute between the AFA and
the AAAA was fought out on Fri-

day before New York Supreme Court
Justice Edward McGoldrick, who
reserved decision. Justus Sheffield,

attorney for the AAAA, contended
that there was a bona fide labor dis-

pute between the two unions and
the court was barred under New
York law from issuing an injunc-

tion restraining solicitation of mem-
bership in the American Guild of

Variety Artists on the alleged at-

tempt to induce the breaching of

employers' contracts with the AFA.
Letters were submitted as part of

the papers in which William Green,
AFL president, had notified the

disputing parties that a meeting of

the executive counsel of the AFL
would be held Aug. 7 to take up the

question of the revocation of the
AFA charter and also of a number
of charges made against the AAAA
by the AFA.

Justice McGoldrick stated he must
first decide whether he has the power
to issue an injunction before taking
up the question of the merits of

the case. Plaintiffs were directed to

file a brief on Saturday.

9 Completed, 7 Shooting

at Warners for 1939-40

Burbank—With over a month to

go before the 1939-40 season of-

ficially starts, Warners is currently
far ahead of production schedule
with nine new season features com-
pleted, seven before the cameras,
and nine in preparation for early
shooting. Never before in studio's

history, has it been so far in ad-
vance of production.

THE WEEK IN
REVIEW

Senate Okays Neely Bill

(Continued from Page 1)

ing pact for okay by end of this

month. (
l

* * *

OTHER HIGHSPOTS: Govern-
ment legalists on Wednesday dis-

covered to their amazement that
the equity suit against the majors
had been on the Court calendar
since last March as result of answer
filed by Adolph Ramish, former Uni-
versal board member. Disclosure
spurred Government to seek pref-
erence for case since latter is 187
from top of calendar. .. In the
equity action, Columbia was denied
on Thursday a more specific bill of

particulars .... In the D of J anti-

trust action against the Griffith

companies and eight major distribs,

defense counsel filed motion in Fed-
eral Court, Oklahoma City, for more
specific bill of particulars. . . .At
mid-week, ITOA officials, headed by
President Harry Brandt, discussed
industry problems with Commerce
Dept. solons, and other huddles are
in offing .... From Harrisburg came
word that Pennsylvania won't ap-
peal from chain theater tax decis-

ion ... Loew's checked in with
statement of $8,173,000 net earnings
for 40 weeks ended June 8, last,

and . Disbursements of $895,556
were reported by accountants as
having been spent by industry to

plug Motion Pictures' Greatest
Year.

jtel

FOREIGN
20th-FOX VICTOR : London cable

flashed word on Wednesday of dis-

missal by Privy Council of appeal
of Francis Day & Hunter, Ltd., in

an action against 20th-Fox arising
out of the use of title, "The Man
Who Broke The Bank At Monte
Carlo." Action, in effect, sustains
the U. S major on all important
points raised in the case. Decision
is considered of great import to U.
S. pix industry on selection of titles

for productions. Case involved ques-
tion of use of titles in Canada and
was brought by plaintiff charging
infringement of song of same title,

plus unfair competition in Canada.
* * *

SWISS QUOTA SURE: Almost
momentarily, announcement is ex-]
pected of Swiss Government's enact-
ment of a new quota law, Berne
cable asserted,—adding that U. S.

distrib. representatives had returned
to Paris after making strong rep-
resentations that the laws on pix
imports remain in status quo.

Appeal Censors' Ban
French Cinema Center, Inc., has

filed with the N. Y. State Board
of Regents its appeal from the de-
cision of the local Board of Cen-
sors which on July 15 announced
the banning of the company's
French-made feature, "Harvest."

re

Di
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FPC MEETING OPENS REVIEWS Of I1CIU flLfllS
TODAY AT NIAGARA

(Continued from Page 1

)

meet replaces the former Eastern
managers' convention in Toronto,
aprt regional conferences in the

T^%, held in former years. New
seSSon will he designated "Record
Royal Year."

This morning is to be given over

to registrations and get-together

meetings, with N. L. Nathanson,
president; J. J. Fitzgibbons, vice-

president; C. Robson, T. J. Bragg,
Ben Geldsaler, M. Stein, L. I. Bearg,
R. S. Roddick, Frank H. Gow, E. A.

Zorn and R. W. Bolstad scheduled to

address an afternoon general gather-

ing.

Following the general meeting,
the delegates will be divided into

groups which will meet this evening
and Tuesday and Wednesday. Con-
ductors and topics at these group
sessions include: Geldsaler, booking;
Fitzgibbons, theater operation;

James R. Nairn, advertising; E. Har-
ris, maintenance; Bolstad, head of-

fice.

Thursday's closing session will be
another general meeting with ad-

dresses scheduled by Nathanson,
Fitzgibbons, Bragg, Bolstad, Stein,

Geldsaler, Bearg, Gow, R. S. Roddick
and Zorn. Nathanson will distribute

bonus cheques at this session.

Convention will be terminated at

a banquet Thursday night.

"Beau Geste"
with Gary CooDer, Ray Milland,

Robert Preston

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

Paramount 120 Mins

"Juarez" Getting Record

Play in Latin-America

Latin-American market figures

announced by Warners' home office

indicate that "Juarez" has set a new
company record for playing time
since "Adventures of Robin Hood."
More than 4,700 houses have thus

far played the pix which still is in

relatively early distribution stages.

During comparative period, "Robin
Hood" was shown by approximately
4,200 Latin-American outlets.

"Old Maid" on Friday
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Reserved seat, dress

world premiere of "The Old Maid,"
Pulitzer prize play, co-starring Bette
Davis and Miriam Hopkins, will be
held at Warners' Beverly Hills thea-
ter Friday night. "The Old Maid"
will go into general release on Sept.
2 and will be the first picture on
Warners' 1939-40 program.

"Dr. I. Q." to Twin Cities?

Chicago—The "Dr. I. Q." pro-

gram will not be staged at the Chi-
cago Theater tonight as scheduled.
Plans are under way to shift the
program to the Twin Cities.

Weber Joins E-C
Milwaukee—Richard L. Weber, Jr.,

has joined the Eisenberg-Champion
Co., local advertising agency, as di-

rector of trade paper relations.

SPLENDID PICTURIZATION OF NOVEL
HIGHLIGHTED BY EXCITING BATTLE

SCENES RATES AS B.O. HONEY.

The stubborn defense made by a small

|

band of French Foreign Legionnaires in re-

sisting four attacks by Arabs on a Sahara

desert fort highlight the screen's version

of Percival C. Wren's famous novel. Led by

a crude, cunning sergeant Brian Donlevy,

the Legionnaires stave off the various on-

slaughts, and although their losses are heavy,

Markoff's ruse in propping up the dead
soldiers and making the Arabs believe they

I
are active combatants saves the day for the

:
defendants of the fort. The battle scenes

are among the most exciting ever screened

I

and reflects much credit on Director Wil-
! Ham A. Wellman, who also produced the

picture. Two of the brave defendants are

Beau Geste (Gary Cooper and his brother

John (Ray Milland), the latter killing the

ruthless Markoff when he attempts to steal

the gem from the fallen Beau. It is the

third brother, Digby (Robert Preston), who
finally reaches the fort and gives Beau the

viking funeral he had desired, by burning

the fort whose defendants have all been

slain. Under suspicion of having stolen a

gem, valued at £30,000, from their aunt

(Heather Thatcher 1

,
the three brothers flee

and join the Foreign Legion. It is not until

the day he lies dying that Beau reveals he

took the gem, but that it was of glass and

the real one had been sold by his aunt for

£30,000. Cooper, Milland and Preston do

splendid work as the brothers, while Don-

levy has never been better than as the

brutal, ambitious sergeant. Susan Haywood
is decorative and capable as the love inter-

est opposite Milland. J. Carrol Naish,

Albert Dekker and Harold Huber are among
the principals who do splendid work, with

Charles Barton contributing the lighter mo-
ments. Donald O'Connor, Billy Cook and

Martin Spellman do pleasing work as the

Geste brothers as children. David Holt and

G. P. Huntley, Jr., are among the prin-

cipals. Richard Carson supplied a gripping

screenplay and excellent dialogue.

CAST: Gary Cooper, Ray Milland, Robert

Preston, Brian Donlevy, Susan Hsyward, J.

Carrol Naish, Albert Dekker, Broderick Craw-

ford, Charles Barton, James Stephenson,

Heather Thatcher, G. P. Huntley, Jr., James

Burke, Arthur Aylesworth, Harry Woods.

Harold Huber, Stanley Andrews, Donald

O'Connor, Billy Cook, Martin Spellman,

David Holt, Ann Gillis, Harvey Stephens,

Henry Branden, Barry Macollum, Ronnie

Rondell.

CREDITS: Producer, William A. Wellman;
Director, William A. Wellman; Second Unit

Director, Richard Talmadge; Author, Perci-

val Christopher Wren; Screenplay, Richard

Carson; Cameraman, Theodor Sparkuhl; Art

Directors, Hans Dreier and Robert Odell;

Editor, Thomas Scott; Musical Score by

Alfred Newman.

DIRECTION, Splendid. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Tops.

"Four Feathers"

with Ralph Richardson, C. Aubrey Smith

United Artists 115 Mins.

SPECTACULAR BATTLE SCENES WITH
KITCHENER IN THE SOUDAN MAKES

THIS SUPER-THRILL ENTERTAINMENT.

There has probably never been a produc-

tion with more stirring and spectacular bat-

tle scenes than the two that highlight this

picture. The story, however, is another mat-

ter, for it's in the typical British tradition

of the gentlemen of the army of an earlier

day, who sat around their baronial halls and

talked of their military achievements from

the days of Balaklava down to Khartoum.

But take the battle stuff, and you've got

something to shout about. Nothing like it

has ever been done. It's terrific, superb,

spectacular and sensational. And you can

quote us on that. There are four young

British officers in a regiment that 10 years

after the fall of Khartoum and the death

of General Gordon are about to go with

their command to the Soudan to join Kitch-

ener. One of them, John Clements, a sen-

sitive lad and imaginative, revolts at blood-

shed and the army life forced upon him by

generations of fighting men. He resigns,

and is branded a coward, even by the girl

he is engaged to. As the regiment embarks,

Clements receives a package with three

white feathers attached to the cards of

his fellow-officers. He plucks one himself

from the girl's fan, knowing that she feels

the same way. He realizes he has ruined

his own life and brought disgrace to those

close to him, and makes up his mind to

atone. Disguised as a Seagali, a native tribe

whose tongues have been removed by the

Mahdi, the Dervish clvef opposing Kitch-

ener, he makes his way by tortuous meth-

ods up the Nile. He reaches a detachment

of troops commanded by Ralph Richardson,

one of his officer-pals who had donated a

white feather, to find them slaughtered by

the Dervishes. Richardson has escaped

death, but is totally blind from sun expo-

sure. Clements floats down the Nile with

his helpless companion and deposits him on

the outskirts of the encampment of the reg-

iment. Later he works his way into Omdur-
man, still in his native disguise, there to

aid his other two officer friends who are

prisoners of the Mahdi. Meanwhile, the

Mahdi flings his entire forces fanatically

against the British squares deployed on the

desert plains, the white cLcl Dervishes com-
ing on toward the cameras in wave after

wave. And that's a thrill' spectacle for any

exhibitor's screen. The battle scenes are

superbly handled, also the incidental scenes

around the prison, as the disguised Britisher

frees the prisoners and his two friends, and

they seize the arsenal and turn their fire on

the Dervishes as they flee in defeat from

Kitchener's victorious troops. Thus the

once disgraced officer returns the four

feathers to the donors with interest, and is

received back home in England as a hero,

and back to the arms of his loved one. Sell-

ing angles: stress spectacular fighting se-

quences as an action special; splendid Tech-
nicolor.

CAST: Ralph Richardson, C. Aubrey

Smith, John Clements, June Duprez, Jack

Allen, Donald Gray, Robert Rendell, Archi-

bald Batty, John Laurie, Derek Elphinstone,

GFI SIX MONTHS' NET

CLIMBS TO $356,117

Consolidated Film Industries, Inc.

and subsidiaries report consolidated
net earnings for the six months
ended June 30, of $356,117, after

deducting depreciation . and normal
taxes but before provision for Fed-
eral surtax on undistributed profits,

equivalent to 89 cents per share on
the 400,000 shares of $2.00 pre-

ferred stock outstanding. This com-
pares with net profit of $317,442,
or 79 cents per share on the same
number of preferred shares for the
corresponding period in 1938.
With respect to the company's in-

vestment in Republic, Herbert J.

Yates, president, stated:

"The management feels that
marked progress will be made
throughout the current season."

Prentice Hall, Inc., to be

New RKO Resident Agent

(Continued from Page 1)

approved and confirmed the RKO
reorg. plan, it was learned on Fri-

day that the principal office of the
new RKO company is to be located
at 317-325 South 'State St., Dover,
Del. Prentice Hall, Inc., is to be
RKO Corp.'s resident agent there.

A meeting of the four remaining
directors of the "old" RKO Corp. is

slated for today to elect to that
board the directors approved by
Judge Bondy. Filing of certificate

of incorporation of new company
was pending on the week-end.

Realignment of Executive

at Museum of Modern Art

Museum of Modern Art announces
that Alfred H. Barr Jr., by action

of the board of trustees executive
committee, has been appointed an
administrative vice-president of the
institution in addition to his pres-

ent post, and attending title, direc-

tor of the Museum.
It is also announced that John

E. Abbott, director of the Museum's
film library, has been made an ad-

ministrative vice-president with the
title of executive vice-president.

Resignation of Thomas D. Mabry,
Jr., as executive director, was ac-

cepted by the committee; the resig-

nation of Mrs. Frances Collins, di-

rector of publications, disclosed;

and the appointment of lone Ulrich
as assistant treasurer and control-

ler.

Florence West is, under the re-

alignment, named manager of the

Museum.

Frederick Culley, Hay Petrie, Henry Oscar.

Clive Baxter, Allan Jeayes, Major John

Knott.

CREDITS: Producer, Alexander Korda;

Director, Zoltan Korda: Author. A. E. W.
Mason; Screenplay, R. C Sherriff, Oliver H.

P. Garrett.

DIRECTION, Very Good. PHOTOGRA
PHY, Excellent.
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Pans Reports France May Abolish Film Visa System

U. E. OfTERSON IN $6,01.000 TELEVISION SETUP

Summer Re-issues of 10 Companies Show 50% Decline

Eight Majors, Two Indies

Have Total of 30 Now
Available

That the eight major companies,
plus Eepublic and Monogram, have a

total of 30 reissues available for the
current Summer season was dis-

closed by a checkup yesterday.
Figure represents a decline of

about 50 per cent in reissues by these
same companies as compared to a
year ago when 59 attractions were
given special exhibitors availability.

Currently RKO Radio is pushing
"Of Human Bondage" and "Lost
Squadron," in addition to "Star of

Midnight" and "Lost Patrol" which
the company made available in Feb-

(Continued on Page 10)

ALABAMAEXHIBITOR'S

TRUST SUIT NAMES 11

Birmingham, Ala. — Naming 11

defendants, who, it is charged, con-

spired to monopolize and deliberate-

ly run him out of business, M. M.
Buchanan, Athens, Ala., exhibitor,

has filed suit in Federal Court here.

The defendants are the Muscle
Shoals Theaters, Inc.; the Crescent
Amusement Co.; Paramount; RKO

(Continued on Page 3)

50 P. C. of Possibilities

Already Set by 20th-Fox

Chicago—Better than 50 per cent

of the sales possibilities of 20th-
Fox in the major territories and key
cities of the country have already
been signed for the company's 1939-

40 product lineup, William C. Geh-
(Continued on Page 4)

Nebraska-Iowa Exhib. Unit

Said Weighing Buying Pool

Omaha—MPTO of Nebraska and
Western Iowa has started a mem-
bership campaign in the Omaha dis-

(Continued on Page 2)

Film Loans Reported a Profitable Outlet
for Surplus Funds of New Yorh City Banhs

New York banks are finding motion picture loans a profitable outlet for surplus

funds, according to an article in the Wall Street Journal yesterday. The story pointed
to the Chase National Bank, Irving Trust Co. and the Commercial National Bank & Trust
Co. as houses which have shown interest in lending money to producers. Admitting that

local banks were "scared away from the industry by its complications and several

unfortunate ventures," the Journal asserted that banks were now returning to a field

that can be "very profitable if properly handled."

PIX BIZ BIG DESPITE GOLDWYN SIDESTEPS

FAIR'S BARGAIN RATE ALL SUIT QUESTIONS

Another wave of big b.o. grosses
broke into the tills of Broadway's
pix palaces on the week-end, check-
up showing SRO signs in plentiful

use during the two-day span.
Significant were the results

gleaned from a survey yesterday
in light of what was previously
prophesied as providing stiff com-
petition to the Great White Way

(.Continued on Page 4)

Balaban and Keough Will

Address FPC's Banquet

Niagara Falls, Ont.—Managers of
the Famous Players Canadian Corp.
in the Dominion, assembled here yes-
terday for their first national confer-
ence in 12 years. Sessions are being

( Continued on Page 10)

Sidestepping all questions regard-
ing his pending suit against United
Artists, Samuel Goldwyn arrived in

New York yesterday with the an-
nouncement that he planned to re-

cruit great musical talents of Eu-
rope and America for a picture ten-
tatively titled "The Great Music
Festival."

The subject of future distribution

was taboo at a press conference held
(Continued on Page 4)

Celebrate Eckhardt Jubilee;

20th-Fox Exchange Opened

Chicago — With 500 representa-
tives of filmdom and state and
local governments in attendance,
Silver Jubilee testimonial dinner to

Clyde W. Eckhardt, 20th-Fox branch
(Continued on Page 3)

Abolition of French Film Visa System

Seen as Benefiting U. S. Distributors

10 New Features Before

Coast Cameras This Week
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Ten new pictures are

scheduled to go into production this
week.
At Paramount, "Remember the

Night" with Fred MacMurray and
Barbara Stanwyck. Mitchell Leisen,

(Continued on Page 10)

Paris (By Cable)—A move by the
French government to rescind its

film import quota law by abolishing
the film visa system, which would
in effect open the market up com-
pletely, was reported last night in

official circles as being under con-
sideration for immediate action.

Although this would mean that
all countries would have equal op-

(Continued on Page 3)

Nation-wide Tele Service by

Wire Looms Thru New
Corporation

By GEORGE H. MORRIS
FILM DAILY Staff Writer

Formation of a new parent com-
pany, Radio Wire Television Corp.
of America, headquartering at 160
East 56th St.

where studios

will be main-
tained, and
e m b r a cing
former hold-
ings of Wire
B r o adcast-
i n g, Inc.,
Whole sale

Radio, Inc.,

together with
various sub-
sidiaries o f

the latter

e n t erprises,

was announc-
ed yesterday with John E. Otterson,

(Continued on Page 10)

ASK SECHtTPAY

FOR STUDIO GRAFTS

JOHN E. OTTERSON

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—United Studio Techni-

cians Guild has adopted a platform

calling for minimum security pay of

$2,000 a year for every studio crafts-
(Continued on Page 3)

IATSE Seen Granting

Charter to AFA Group

With a complete understanding

reached between the American Fed-

eration of Actors and the IATSE,
according to Ralph Whitehead, ex-

(Continued on Page 4)

Hear Trendle May Delay

Departure From UDT Post

Detroit—All conjectures published

to date about the future of United

Detroit Theaters are merely guesses,
(Continued on Page 4)
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Am. Seat
Col. Picts. vtc. (2i/

2%
Col. Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.

East. Kodak
do pfd>

Cen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc

do pfd
Paramount
Paramount 1st pfd. .

Paramount 2nd pfd..

Tathe Film

RKO
20th Cent. -Fox
20th Cent.-Fox pfd..

Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros

do pfd

NEW YORK

High Low Close

133^ 135/g 13% -
) 93/4 93/4 93/4 —
271/2 271/2 271/2 +
11/4 IV4 HA —
11% 113/8 H3/8 _
169i/

2 1693/8 1691/2 .

Net
Chg.

Vs
'/4

1

Vs

V*

12 111/2 in/,

45% 451/2 453/4

10
96%

IOI/4 10

961/s 96
107/8 103/4 103/4
111/2 10 113/g +
21/s 2 2l/

8 .

20% 20% 20% —
301/2 30y4 301/2 +
651/2 65% 65% +
5% 51/s 5%

58 52% 58

BOND MARKET
+ 6

100
103

100
103

Keith B. F. ref. 6s 46 100
Loew's deb. 3i/

2 s 46.103
Par. B'way 3s55
Par. Pict. 6s 55... 100% 100% 100%

'A

Par. Picts. cv. 3i/4s47 90i/4 90 90y4
RKO 6s41 75 75 75 - 1

Warner Bros.' cv. 6s39
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48 90% 90 90 — 1/4

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts 1 % 1 % 1%
Sonotone Corp 1 % 1 % 1 %
Technicolor 16% 16 16
Trans-Lux 1% 1% 1% + V4
Universal Corp. vtc. 4 3% 4 + Vi
Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES

Bid Asked

Pathe Film, 7 pfd 100 103
Fox Thea. Office Bldg. 1st '46 33/8 5
Loew's Thea. Realty 6s 1st '47

Met. Playhouse, Inc. 2nd deb. '45.. 69% 72%
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st '57 65 67

SAFETY LLOYDS
FILM STORAGE CORP.

Storage by Reel or Vault

729 Seventh Ave.
New York City
BRyant 9-5600 SECURITY

McCarthy to be Examined
Aug. 2 in "Lincoln" Suit

New York Supreme Court Jus-
tice Edward J. McGoldrick yester-
day ordered Charles E. McCarthy,
20th-Fox pub. and ad. head, to ap-
pear for examination before trial

on Aug. 2 to testify in reference to

the suit of Robert E. Sherwood and
Playrights Producing Co., Inc.,

against 20th-Fox Film Corp. for al-

leged unfair competition of the film

"Young Mr. Lincoln" with the Sher-
wood play, "Abe Lincoln In Illi-

nois."

The Court, however, denied an
application to require Darryl F. Za-
nuck to testify without prejudice to

a new motion for commissions to

take his deposition in Los Angeles.

Warners to Trade Show
Six Films in September

Warner will tradeshow six fea-

tures—"The Old Maid," "The Roar-
ing Twenties," "A Child Is Born,"
"The Lady and the Knight," "Dust
Be My Destiny" and "Gantry the
Great"—in 32 keys in early Septem-
ber under plans now being devel-
oped by Grad Sears, company's
sales chief. Screenings will be in

theaters mornings.

Para. Working on Deals

to Distribute Indie Shorts

Details of deals for the distribu-
tion of independently produced
shorts may be announced by Para-
mount in about 10 days, Lou Dia-
mond, head of the short subjects
department, said yesterday upon his
arrival here from the Coast. Dia-
mond said he saw hundreds of reels
during his six-week stay in Holly-
wood and that several groups would
be taken on for release by the com-
pany.

Levy Arrives Friday
With the return here Friday of

Morton Levy, drive leader of the
annual 20th-Fox Kent sales cam-
paign, first swing of this year's drive
will be wound up with a meeting
at Harry Buxbaum's New York ex-
change. Herman Wobber, general
manager of distribution for the com-
pany will attend the meeting.
Wobber returns today from Chi-

cago where he attended the Eck-
hardt dinner. He will go to Buffalo
tomorrow night to attend the Fam-
ous Players convention on Thursday,
returning Friday morning. He will
also attend the Schine meeting in

Gloversville next week.

Struck Mines Reopen
Cincinnati—Finale of the recent

coal mining strike was written last
week with the signing up of workers
at Harlan, Ky.. and King-ston-
Pocahontas and The McKell Co., in

W. Va. All mines have now resumed
operations and theaters are gradually
re-opening, with full running order
predicted by Sept. 1.

Grainger Back Tomorrow
from Atlanta and Dallas

James R. Grainger, Republic's

president, returns to New York to-

morrow by plane, following brief

business trip to Atlanta and Dallas.

In former city, he conferred with

Arthur Bromberg and all branch

managers of Southern Division; and

yesterday commenced two-day hud-

dles with franchise holders W. B.

Underwood and Claude Ezell of

Dallas, Sol Davis, Oklahoma City
franchise holder, and B. F. Busby,
Little Rock franchise holder, in the
Texas city.

Company's home office announced
yesterday that deal for a group of

its features and serials has been
concluded with B. Jani, represent-
ing Keshaval D. Mody & Co. of

Bombay, for latter to distribute in

India, Burma and Ceylon territories.

Mody offices are in Bombay, Cal-

cutta and Delhi. Firm has been ac-

tive in past eight years in making
Hindu pictures, and will concentrate
in future on own productions' book-
ings and Republic attractions ex-

clusively.

cominG mid Gome

HERMAN WOBBER, general manager of dis-

tribution for 20th-Fox, returns today from Chi
cago.

Allied of So. California

Condemns Trade Code

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—At an open meeting

of Allied States Exhibitors Associa-
tion of Southern California, Ari-
zona and Nevada, secretary James
Quinn vigorously condemned the

proposed fair trade practice code
and urged all exhibitors to join Al-
lied and wage a militant fight

against producers and distributors.

He declared the proposed code was
formulated as a weapon to fight the

Neely Bill and did not represent
points previously agreed upon by
exhibitors and distributors. He ac-

cused distributors of not giving ex-

hibitors any leeway, of overcharging
for pictures and forcing short sub-
jects on them. He denied charges
that Allied at its Minneapolis con-

vention had rejected code without
giving1 distributors a hearing1

. Sec.

Robert Poole of Independent Theater
Owners of Southern California and
Arizona who attended meeting as

an observer, denied that his organ-
ization had signed the code declar-
ing that it was awaiting arrival of

William F. Rodgers in August.

National Theaters H. O.

Conference Ends Tonight

Home office conference called by
Spyros Skouras, National Theaters
chieftain, which is being attended
by division managers and home of-

ffice executives, will wind up tonight.
Arch M. Bowles, Rick Ricketson,
Frank Newman, Elmer Rhoden,
Charles Skouras, Harold J. Fitz-

gerald and David Idzal are attend-
ing the session from the field. Com-
pany problems featured discussions.

JOHN W. HICKS, Paramount's vice-presidenl
in charge of the foreign department, / wed
yesterday in New Zealand from Vancou ' ac-
companied by MRS. HICKS and their son, JOHN.
On Saturday, next, they are scheduled to arrive

in Sydney.

JULES LEVY, general sales manager for RKO,
leaves today for Niagara Falls to attend the
Famous Players annual convention.

J. M. MILLER, Alabama exhib., H. R. JOHN-
SON, St. Louis exhib., J. C. SCHILLING, Indiana
exhib., and C. O. WOMSER, also a St. Louis
exhibitor, were recent visitors at the RKO
Lounge.

MORTON LEVY, Kent Drive leader this year,

and ROGER FERRI, editor of the 20th-Fox house
organ, Dynamo, return to New York Friday
morning after a visit to the company's branches
throughout the country.

CHARLES H. RYAN, assistant zone manager
for Warners in Chicago, and HERBERT W.
WHEELER, district theater manager, were in

N. Y. last week.

AL RAYMER, booking manager for the In-

diana and Illinois theater circuit, is on a

motor trip through the west with his wife.

W. WARD MARSH, movie critic of the Cleve-
land Plain Dealer, and his family are vacation-
ing in California.

ALLEN SPARROW, manager of the Loew
house in Richmond, has returned there from a

Florida vacation.

EDITH LINDEMAN, movie critic of the Aimes
Dispatch, Richmond, arrives here this week-end
for a vacation.

BERTRAM WILLOUGHBY, president of Ideal

Pictures, Chicago, returns to this country
early in August from Europe.

MAX TSCHAUDER, manager of the Roxy the-

ater, Springfield, HI., has returned there after

a New York vacation.

ARTHUR W. EDDY, of the Warner Bros. Coast
publicity department, leaves Hollywood today for

New York for a month's stay.

jortuni
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Nebraska-Iowa Exhib. Unit

Said Weighing Buying Pool

{Continued from Page 1)

tribution territory with Prexy
Charles Williams in charge.

Possible membership is over 200
indie exhibs., with present member-
ship less than half that number.
Drive will continue from now until

annual convention late in September.
Plan is to get indie exhibs. in this

area in some sort of an organization
to protect their interests. A buying
pool of some kind has been whis-
pered as the main objective of the

campaign.

Campaign will be directed by Wil-
liams with the following district

leaders: Dale R. Goldie, American
Theater, Cherokee, la., southwestern
Iowa; Bill Bogart, Orpheum, Rock
Valley, la., northwestern Iowa; Har-
old Schoonover, Mazda, Aurora, Neb.,

southern Nebraska; Mons Thompson,
Riviera, St. Paul, Neb., northern
Nebraska.
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Mr. Busy Executive!
Are you looking for a trustworthy and

capable assistant (whose experience is more

than well versed in picture production, thea-

trical and radio fields)? Salary secondary.

Will you grant me an interview? I will

prove my worth to you.
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REPORTS FRANCE MAY

ABOLISH FILM VISAS

(Continued from Pane 1)

jortunities in the market, American
iroducers would benefit to the great-

;st£^tent, due to the quantity and
ju&ftfy of American product.

Wide political significance is at-

:ached to the move, with the gen-

eral interpretation here being that

it is a good will gesture toward
;he U. S. However, it is also be-

lieved that this is part of a cam-
paign already under way to impress

the U. S. with the importance of

the Democratic powers as markets
'by increasing the opportunities for

feale of American products in the

hope that it will tip the scales in

favor of the democratic powers if

much needed materials are sought
in America in the event of war.

Major foreign departments last

night reported that they had re-

. reived information that abolition of

[the French visa system was being
contemplated bv the government,
[but no further clarification could be

had.

Celebrate Eckhardt Jubilee;

20th-Fox Exchange Opened

(Continued from Page 1)

manager at the Congress Hotel last

night, was pronounced a complete
success. Eckhardt received a chest

of monogrammed silver from the

20th-Fox execs, and numerous other

gifts.

Affair was in the nature of a dual

celebration as the new 20th-Fox ex-

change was opened yesterday after-

noon. Surprise of the evening was
the showing of shots taken at the

exchange opening earlier in the day.

Felix Mendelssohn was toastmas-
ter with Lew Lehr acting as guest
toastmaster. Speakers included
Herman Wobber, W. C. Gehring,
Jack Kirsch, Jack Osserman, E. T.

Gommersall, James Coston, John
Balaban. Jack Miller, Henry Herbel,

W. E. Banford, Walter Branson, Al-
len Usher, Truman Talley, E. H.
McFarland and Eckhardt, who ex-
pressed his appreciation.
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Best wishes from THE FILM DAILY

1

to th e following on their bi

JULY 25

William de Mille

Lila Lee
Al Pearce
Bob Wolff

Harry H. Zehn
Arthur Lubin
Johnny Hines

Philiippe De Lacey
Mortimer D. Sikawitt

fhdays:

• • • MEMORIES evoked by the little party held yesterday

aitemoon at the RKO Palace Theater when a gathering of the

vaudeville clans was held in the lobby by way of celebrating the 26th

birthday and to give the oldtimers a last glimpse of the old lobby

landmark for they are going to streamline it to compete with the

modern trend in picture theaters

T T T
• • « AND so the oldtimers and the newtimers foregathered

there and had opportunity to reminisce a little as announcer

Martin Starr of WMCA interviewed them over the radio

after the broadcast, all hands adjourned downstairs for refresh-

ments and a lot more reminiscing among the old vaude

favorites who met together in their beloved Palace for probably

the last time

T T
• • • AMONG them was Ed West the only survivor of the

original B. F. Keith bill which was given at Keith's Family Theater

in Boston in 1883 56 years ago at that time the firm was

Keith & Bachelor the bill started with Ed West opening the olio

then Perry & Herron Charles Barrett the Whipler Twins

in their dancing act then Fox & West in a comedy act

T T
• • • TO appear at the Palace in the old days was a guar-

antee of professional recognition the theater was built in

1913 by Martin Beck, who was then prexy of the Orpheum circuit

it was taken over the same year it was built by B. F. Albee to

become the key theater of the B. F. Keith circuit, which booked
about 1500 theaters and controlled some 20,000 performers through-

out the country that was in the days before films loomed
large on the horizon

T T T
• • • IT was in the '80's that B. F. Keith and Albee became part-

ners they were responsible for introducing "refined" vaude to a
public fed up with poor entertainment they eventually attracted most

of the noted actors and actresses of the world Keith died in 1914,

his son Paul taking his place until his death in 1918 Albee retired

in 1928 when RCA bought an interest in the company, changing the:

firm's name to Radio-Keith-Orpheum in 1938 George Schaefer was
elected president, and John J. O'Connor general manager of RKO which

controls the Palace Charles B. McDonald is the division manager,

and Ray Conner the resident manager

T T T
• • • ATTENDING the ceremonies yesterday were the fol-

lowing Oldtimers and Newtimers Jay C. Flippen, Dave Apol-
lon, Ben Blue, Radio Rogues, Milton Berle, Garner, Wolfe &
Hakins, Sid Marion, Sid Gary, Bob Olin, Judy Canova. & Canova
Family Billy Gould & Jay Brennan, Olie Olsen, Phil Silvers,

Lew Hearn, Jackie Heller, Ward & Van, Al Raymond of Raymond
& Calvery, Margot Crangle, Harry Richman

T T T
• • • WHEN Skouras Brothers proposed to switch Manager
Adolpho Caruso of the Forest Hills theater to another house, a storm

broke, with 1500 signatures on a petition demanding he remain

Our old pal, Norman Corwin, late of the 20th Century-Fox publicity, is

getting all sorts of honors for his CBS drama, "They Fly Through the Air

With the Greatest of Ease" an answer to Benito Mussolini's famous,

or rather infamous, remarks on Ethiopia bombings

ALABAMA EXHIBITOR'S

TRUST SUIT NAMES 11

(Continued from Page 1)

Radio; Warners; Vitagraph; Twen-
tieth Century-Fox; Fox Films;

Loew's, Metro - Goldwyn - Mayer;

United Artists and Louis Rosen-

baum.

Rosenbaum is the operator of a

string of theaters in northern Ala-

bama, with headquarters at Flor-

ence.

Buchanan, operating as the Buch-

anan Amusement Co., alleges the
defendants conspired to keep him
from securing films. He said he
had been offered second-run pic-

tures or first-runs on those rejected
by the Crescent Company.
Buchanan asks damages of $100,-

000.

Asks Security Wages
For Studio Craftsmen

(Continued from Page 1)

man. Tentative demands will also
ask for minimum six hour call, sen-
iority system pay for cancelled calls,

time and half for night shift and
double time for grave yard shifts.

It is believed demands of Sound-
men's Local 695 of IATSE that
only members of that local be em-
ployed to do sound work of any na-
ture for studios and that current ne-
gotiations for wages and conditions
be retroactive to March 15, will be
held over until the new basis agree-
ment between studio locals and pro-
ducers is negotiated.

"Carnival In Flanders,"

Darrieux Pix for Tele

Fine-combing of the smaller indie
pix companies by RCA-NBC for fea-
ture and shorts to serve on local
television programs continues, in
face of the ban which is being rigidly
exercised by both the majors and
top-bracket indies.

Despite difficulties being placed in
the path of the tele interests locally
anent supply of films, RCA-NBC has
succeeded in grabbing from Amer-
ican Tobis the feature "Carnival in
Flanders," which will be shown to
metropolitan tele set owners Sat-
urday night from 8:30 to 10 o'clock

It was said a deal has also been
closed with French M. P. Corp.
for televising "Mile. Mozart," one of
the early screen efforts of Danielle
Darrieux.

« « « » » »

Duals to Exit?
Detroit—General shift away from duals

is "likely," according to Carl Buermele,
general manager of Co-operative Thea-
ters of Michigan.
Move has been discussed at several

meetings" of Co-op directors, it was
stated, and sentiment for single features
is described as strongest in some time.
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PIX BIZ BIG DESPITE

FAIR'S BARGAIN RATE

(.Continued from Page 1)

stands,—namely action of the
World's Fair in dropping its admish
price. Despite this move, both the
film and legit houses grabbed ex-
cellent revenue.
The Paramount reported strong

business with its new pix, "The
Magnificent Fraud," plus Bob Hope's
p.a. on stage; Strand, offering the
Cagney-Raft opus, "Each Dawn I

Die," enjoyed very big business,

—

Warners home office claimed a new
week-end record—as did Radio City

Music Hall with UA-Edward Small's
"Man in the Iron Mask" in second
week there.

Patronage accorded the Capitol's,

"Andy Hardy Gets Spring Fever";
"Second Fiddle," in its fourth week
at the Roxy, and "Goodbye, Mr.
Chips," playing its 11th week at

the Astor, hit big volumes this past
week-end, with even the smaller
Broadway stands profiting.

50 P. C. of Possibilities

Already Set by 20th-Fox

{Continued from Page 1)

ring, central division manager, told

The Film Daily here yesterday.
Gehring is here for the Clyde Eck-
hardt dinner along with other 20th-
Fox execs.

A heavy newspaper advertising
campaign for the Chicago premiere
of "Stanley And Livingstone" is

planned in addition to the national
campaign on the picture, he re-

ported. More than 160 huge bill-

boards will be used here, he said.

Gehring also stated that openings
in other key cities during the same
week will be similarly exploited with
more than 1,200 billboard signs plan-
ned for these openings.

Gehring said that last season's
number of total sales accounts for

the company, which hit the 11,800
mark, would be topped considerably
this year from all indications at this

time with the company's annual
Kent sales drive already under full

headway. It was also learned that
the National Geographic magazine
will be used in the extensive "Stan-
ley And Livingstone" ad. campaign.

WEDDING BELLS

Richmond, Va. — Leah Eisner,
cashier, State, was secretly married
to Rucker Brewster in South Mill,

N. C, on June 18, it is disclosed.

Cleveland—Julius Bossel, assistant

booker at Republic Pictures and
Miss Marion Wasserman of this

city, will be married Aug. 27.

Detroit—Thomas Smale, operator
at the Grand Theater, married
Theresa Geczy, theater's cashier.

FILM CODE ANALYZED
By LOUIS NIZER

EDITOR'S NOTE: THE FILM DAILY today presents the twenty-second installment of a
comprehensive analysis of the proposed Trade Practice Code (Revision of June 10) by Louis
Nizer, member of the law firm of Phillips & Nizer, and authority on the law of screen, stage
and radio. Preservation of the daily installments, now devoted to the Rules of Arbitration, is

recommended.

Installment No. 22

IX. ARBITRATION PROCEEDINGS
(1) Statement of Claim: To begin an arbitration, the complaining party must

deliver or mail to the Secretary of the Permanent Arbitration Board a statement of the

claim and a copy of it.

Contents of Statement: The claim must set forth in non-technical language:

(a) Name and address of the complaining party.

(b) Name of theater involved in dispute and name of the party against whom the

claim is made.

(c) If the dispute involves overbuying, the name of the distributors entitled to

notice.

(d) A brief statement of the claim and the relief sought. If a contract is involved,

the date of the contract and the names of the parties to it.

(e) A demand for arbitration and, if the Permanent Arbitration Board is not

desired, a request that the dispute be submitted to a Special Arbitration Board.

(f) The designation of an arbitrator to serve if the complaining party requests a

Special Arbitration Board, or if the party complained against should make such a request.

It the case relates to clearance and there are, therefore, three parties involved, the

third being the distributors as a group (see Article V (3)), then the distributors may
also request a Special Arbitration Board.

Filing Fee: Every statement of a claim must be accompanied by a filing fee of $5.

(2) Notice of Claim: The Secretary shall promptly deliver or send by registered

mail a copy of the claim to the party complained against. If the dispute involves clear-

ance, sucn notice must also be sent to the distributors as a group (see Article V (3)).

Acknowledging Claim: Within seven days after the delivery or mailing of such

claim, the party who receives it shall deliver or send by registered mail to the Secretary,

a written acknowledgement of its receipt.

Designating Arbitrator: It the complaining party requests a Special Arbitration

Board, or it any party complained against requests a Special Arbitration Board, then the

written notice ot acknowledgement shall also contain a designation of the arbitrator.

( iwenty-thira installment will appear in an eariy issue.)

iATSE Seen Granting

Charter to AFA Group

(Continued from Page 1)

ecutive secretary of the actors union,

it was believed yesterday that

George E. Browne, 1A prexy, might
use this opportunity to open a cam-
paign for a jurisdictional grab in

the actors' field by granting an IA
charter to the AFA.
A formal application by the AFA

for affiliation with the IA was made
at the week-end. Browne has long
sought jurisdiction in the acting
field, but has been blocked to date
from making any real move in this

direction. The IA chieftain has the

right to issue a charter without
consulting anybody else between
conventions.
However, if Browne gives the

AFA a charter, a bitter fight is an-
ticipated as the AAAA, parent or-

ganization of the various actors
unions, is definitely not going to let

Browne get a toehold in the acting
field if they can prevent it. Ken
Thomson, executive secretary of the

SAG, has stated that as far as his

organization is concerned, jurisdic-

tion by the IA would never be
permitted.
Meanwhile, the American Guild

of Variety Artists, chartered about
a week ago by the AAAA as a re-

sult of the AFA-AAAA battle, has
gone ahead of its organization cam-
paign and last night claimed a mem-
bership of 1,200. Officers are being
opened by the new union today at

11 West 42nd St. with Mrs. Flor-
ence Marston, eastern head of the

SAG, set to head the organization
until an executive secretary is ap-
pointed.
Due to the fact that both the IA

and AAAA are A F of L members,
it is probable that no decisive ac-

tion will be forthcoming on the
jurisdictional question, as far as
legality goes, until the A F of L
executive Council meets in Atlantic
City on Aug. 7.

Mass. Labor Relations Com.
Reserves TMAT Case Decision

Springfield, Mass.—After a three-

hour hearing marked by heated
counter accusations of opposing
counsel, the Labor Relations Com-
mission took under advisement the
eligibility of seven exployes and
former employes of Western Massa-
chusetts Theaters, Inc. to vote to

determine the right of the TMAT
Union to certification as bargaining
agent for the employes concerned.
The importance of the case to the

Union was indicated by the pres-
ence at the hearing of Gustav A.
Gerber of New York, general coun-
sel; Charles P. Carroll, national
chairman of the motion picture di-

vision of the union, Thomas E.
Roche, New England director, and
Attorney Edward Coplen of Boston.

Present for Western Massachu-
setts Theaters, Inc., were Harry M.
Ehrlich, counsel; Nathan E. Gold-
stein, president; Harry Smith, divi-

sion manager and William Althous,
treasurer.

Commissioners Michael F. Phelan,
chairman and Francis J. Curran, of

Holyoke, sat for the Commission.

GOLDWYN SIDESTEPS

ALL SUIT QUESTIONS

(Continued from Page 1)

at his Waldorf Towers suite. Gold-
wyn refused to discuss the case ex-
plaining that he did not wariv ne
suit to be "fought out in the news-
papers."
"The Great Music Festival" had its

inspiration in the playing of Jascha
Heifetz, star of "They Shall Have
Music," which has its premiere to-

night at the Rivoli. Goldwyn said
he intended to bring over some of
the great artists of Europe, parti-

cularly those who have no place in

which to express themselves. He
said he intended to use an orches-
tra of 100 children, chosen for their

ability from the musical centers of

the world and that he was negotiat-
ing with Deems Taylor to assist him
in selecting the artists and the per-
sonnel of the orchestra. He plans
to invite Arturo Toscanini to direct

the festival. Production will start

in about a year.
Goldwyn insisted that he came to

New York strictly for the premiere
of "They Shall Have Music" and
for no other purpose. The premiere
is for the joint benefit of the Green-
wich House Music School and the
High School of Music and Art.
Two new Goldwyn pictures will go

before the cameras late this sum-
mer. They are "Hans Christian
Andersen" and "Raffles."

Hear Trendle May Delay

Departure From UDT Post

(Continued from Page 1)

according to informed sources at

the theater offices here. Retiring
president George W. Tremdle, slated
to retire, Aug. 1, may hold on a while
langer to allow the changeover to be
made.

Gentile to Sanitonum
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—John Gentile, of the

Motion Picture Process Corp., has
been ill since last January, is leaving
this week for the Veteran's Sani-
torium in Whipple, Ariz., to recuper-
ate.

STORKS!
Detroit—Mrs. Eleanor O'Rourke,

formerly partner in the Artists Ser-
vice Bureau, is the mother of a six

pound son, Michael Anthony.

Cleveland, O.—Ted Vermes, owner
of the Eclair Theater, is receiving
congratulations upon the arrival of

a son as playmate to his 27-month-
old daughter.

Detroit—Ben J. Cohn, Detroit
circuit owner, is the father of a
new son, Yale.
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WARNERS
Made 'Angels'

WARNERS
Made the Picture that Tops it!

JACK L'WARNEF
in Charge of Production

HAL B. WALLIS
Executive Producer

DAVID LEWIS
Associate Producer

WARNERS
For Action!

For Fair Play!
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FIRST PRE-RELEASE

EACH DAWN I DIE' SMASHES

ALL N. Y. STRAND RECORDS!

WEEK-END GROSS IS

HUNDREDS OVER ANGELS'!
[played Thanksgiving!)
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"Way Down South"
with Bob Breen, Alan Mowbray,

Ralph Morgan
RKO Radio-Lesser 62 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

ONE OF THE BETTER BREEN PIX

SHOULD DO WELL AT THE BOX-OFFICE.

This Sol Lesser production can be con-

sidered one of the better Breen pictures,

and indicates that the youngster is growing

up. The direction by Bernard Vorhaus is

smooth and he keeps the piece moving at a

nice pace. The story and screenplay, writ-

ten by Clarence Muse and Langston Hughes,

is built around the early days in New Or-

leans prior to the Civil War and is very

colorful material. Breen is the son of

Ralph Morgan, a plantation owner. Morgan
is accidentally killed and Breen is left in

charge of Edwin Maxwell, a crooked execu-

tor for the estate, who makes an attempt

to sell the slaves and leave with the money.

Breen, with the aid of Alan Mowbray, an

innkeeper, prevents the sale and they have

Maxwell removed from his position. Clar-

ence Muse and the Hall Johnson Choir add

a great deal to the entertainment of the

picture with their singing. The songs,

"Louisiana" and "Good Ground," were writ-

ten by Muse and Langston Hughes. Breen's

singing, as usual, is excellent, and his act-

ing shows considerable improvement. Alan

Mowbray delivers solidly in his role as the

innkeeper. Ralph Morgan does well during

his short appearance on the screen. Steffi

Dunna is effective as the girl friend of

Maxwell, and Sally Blane handles the other

romantic role capably, while Charles Mid-

dleton and Robert Greig turn in good per-

formances. Victor Young deserves much
credit as musical director on the piece, and

the photography by Charles Schoenbaum is

high-grade. As a whole, Sol Lesser has

given the picture nice production value and

it should do well at the theaters in which

it is shown.

CAST: Bob Breen, Alan Mowbray, Ralph

Morgan, Clarence Muse, Steffi Dunna, Sally

Blane, Edwin Maxwell, Charles Middleton,

Robert Greig, Lillian Yarbo, Stymie Beard,

Jack Carr, Marguerite Whitten, Hall John-

son Choir.

CREDITS: Producer, Sol Lesser; Director,

Bernard Vorhaus; Authors, Clarence Muse
and Langston Hughes; Screenplay, Same;
Cameraman, Charles Schoenbaum, ASC; Art

Director, Lewis J. Rachmil; Editor, Arthur

Hilton; Special Effects, Vernon L. Walker,

ASC; Musical Director, Victor Young; Vocal

Arrangements, Hall Johnson; Songs by Clar-

ence Muse and Langston Hughes.

DIRECTION, Smooth. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Sunday Pix Referendum
Augusta, Me.—A law permitting

Sunday motion pictures in the state

under local option became effective

July 21. More than a dozen com-
munities are planning to include a
referendum on the ballot in the Fall

election.

Gibraltar Adds One
Denver— Charles Gilmour, presi-

dent of Gibraltar Enterprises, has
added the Midwest theater, Midwest,
Wyo., to the string of houses oper-

ated by the company.

"Should Husbands
Work?"

with James Gleason, Lucille Gleason

Republic 71 Mins.

GOOD QUOTA OF LAUGHS IN FAMILY
MIXUP OVER WIFE TAKING HUBBY'S JOB.

A sprightly yarn of the Higgins family,

in which Jimmy Gleason learns that the cos-

metic concern for which he works is about

to be merged with a concern owned by

Berton Churchill. The inevitable mixup oc-

curs when Gleason's wife informs the wife

of the new owner that the cosmetic con-

cern about to be taken over is in bad finan-

cial shape. She does this in an effort to

save Jimmy's job. Meanwhile the husband
has been out golfing with the new owner,
who offers to make him general manager
of the merged concerns. Thus the fun

starts, with the deal being called off, and

Gleason out of a job altogether. But Ma
promotes herself into the managerial job

by using hubby's information of cosmetics

manufacture and selling Churchill the idea

that a woman can handle cosmetics better

than any man. The situation creates a

series of hilarious incidents, with Gleason
finally coming into his own by virtue of

owning ten shares of the old company's

stock which is essential in consummating
the final merger. Thus his wife goes back

to housekeeping which Jimmy had been

handling while she held the executive job.

Grandpa, played by Harry Davenport, rolls

up some good snickers with his interfering,

and there is the romantic interest between
Russell Gleason and Marie Wilson. Selling

angles: good family picture, with question

as to whether wives or husbands should

work; comedy antics of grandpa.

CAST: James Gleason, Lucille Gleason,

Russell Gleason, Harry Davenport, Marie

Wilson, Mary Hart, Tommy Ryan, Berton

Churchill, Henry Kolker, Arthur Hoyt, Barry

Norton, Mary Forbes, William Brisbane,

Harry Bradley.

CREDITS: Producer, Sol Siegel; Director,

Gus Meins; Authors, Jack Townley, Taylor

Caven; Screenplay, same; Cameraman, Jack

Marta; Editor, William Morgan.

DIRECTION, fair. PHOTOGRAPHY, good.

Chesbrough Houses Split

Cincinnati—Mrs. Ethel Chesbrough
will have full control of 12 of the 14

houses operated by The Chesbrough
Circuit, Columbus, 0. Two theaters,

The Sales, and The Empress, will be
controlled by William Chesbrough.

CF-Dunningcolor Deal
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Cartoon Films, Ltd., is

talking a deal with Dunningcolor
which, if consummated, may cover
the entire output of the new Dun-
ningcolor plant, scheduled to go into

production in early August.

McClausland on FP Board
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— Alfred H. McClaus-

land has been made a member of the

board and vice-president of Famous
Productions, it was announced by
Harry Edington. McClausland joined

Edington in April.

"Waterfront"
with Gloria Dixon, Dennis Morgan

Warners 61 Mins.

STRONG MELLER ACTION AND
THRILLS ONLY VIRTUE OF LOOSELY
WRITTEN STORY.

Just a filler on the second end of a dual,

and only good for the smaller houses in the

cheap neighborhoods where the waterfront

type of life might appeal. The wealth of

action is its saving grace, but the story is

too illogical to carry conviction. Dennis

Morgan plays the role of the president of

the dock workers who is always finding

himself in trouble through his ready use

of his fists. Gloria Dickson is his love life,

and when she finally gets him married, it

looks as if she has him straightened out.

But a rival who wants to be head of the

stevedores throws a whiskey bottle at the

dockworkers' annual ball, and kills Morgan's
young brother. Then the fighting instincts

of the hero overcome him, and his desire

for revenge as he goes out to get the killer

regardless of the police. There ensues a

lot of hectic incident and some good thrill

action stuff, with a scrap that will please

the fans. The finale has the hero's wife

intervening, and almost losing her own life

before her husband with the terrific temper
realizes he has no right to take the law

into his own hands. The lack of plausibility

in the characterizations and story make it

tough for any of the players to do commend-
able work. The comedy of two characters

stooging along with the hero and heroine

fails to get the laughs.

CAST: Gloria Dickson, Dennis Morgan,

Marie Wilson, Larry Williams, Sheila Brom-

ley, Aldrich Bowker, Frank Faylen, Ward
Bond, Arthur Gardner, George Lloyd.

CREDITS: Director, Terry Morse; Author,

Kenyon Nicholson; Screenplay, Lee Katz,

Arthur Ripley; Cameraman, James Van
Tees; Editor, Louis Hesse.

DIRECTION, Weak. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Okay.

"Ecstasy" Appeal Sept. 11

Albany—Papers have been served
by Henry Pearlman, counsel to Eu-
reka Productions, Inc., upon the
Board of Regents and the Depart-
ment of Education, in the matter of

"Ecstasy." The appeal from Dr. Ir-

win Esmond's denial of an exhibition

license, later affirmed by the Board
of Regents, is to be heard in the
Appellate Division, Third Depart-
ment, Sept. 11.

To Handle French Prize Pix

"Quai des Brumes" ("Shadows in

the Fog") has been awarded the

prize for the best French picture of

the year by the Ministry of Educa-
tion. Marcel Carnes, the producer, is

the award's recipient. The feature
will be released in this country by
Film Alliance of the U. S. in early

September.

Frown on Jitterbugs

Chicago—Manager of B & K's

State Lake theater was served with

a police warrant because of the

jitterbug contest under way there.

"Mr. Moto Takes a
Vacation"

with Peter Lorre, Joseph Schildkraut,

Lionel Atwill
( )

20th Century-Fox 61 Mins

GOOD SUSPENSE IN TYPICAL MOTC
MURDER MYSTERY WHICH WILL PLEASE

THE THRILL FANS.

Lively adventure of the bland and pleas-

ing Mr. Moto in the person of Peter Lorre,

who tries to take a little vacation but finds

himself up to his neck in another murder
mystery. But it turns out that the Oriental

sleuth is pulling another of his stunts as a

Japanese tourist. His real job is to look

after a gent who is working for the San
Francisco Museum as an archeologist and

has dug up the jewels of no less than the

Queen of Sheba. Of course there is an

.nternational crook after such priceless

treasure, and Mr. Moto has his hands full

and runs into some pretty dangerous ad-

ventures before he finally sees the treasure

safe at its destination and the murderous
crook apprehended. The Moto fans will

like this one, for it is up to standard in

thrills and action. Nice work contributed

also by Joseph Schildkraut, Lionel Atwill

and Virginia Field.

CAST: Peter Lorre, Joseph Schildkraut,

Lionel Atwill, Virginia Field, John King,

Iva Stewart, George P. Huntley, Jr., Victor

Varconi, John Bleifer, Anthony Warde, Harry

Strang, John Davidson.

CREDITS: Producer, Sol Wurtzel; Direc-

tor, Norman Foster; Screenplay, Philip Mac-
Donald, Norman Foster; Cameraman, Charles

Clarke; Editor, Norman Colbert.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Okay.

Schaindlin Doing Music
Jack Schaindlin, formerly com-

poser and arranger with Milton
Schwarzwald, will do the background
music for Universal's "Going Places"
and "Stranger Than Fiction" to-

day at the Eastern Service studios,

recording with a 25-piece orchestra.
Shorts were produced by Joseph
O'Brien and Tom Mead.
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Series in Cinemachrome
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Retsana Studios has

signed Geraldine Spreckles for a se-

ries of Cinemachrome film features.
"Trail Blazers," written by Leonard
Smith, first of the series, goes into

production Aug. 1 with Dan B. Shac-
kelford as cameraman.

Anderson Retiring Again
Denver—By selling the Cover and

U. S. A. theaters at Fort Morgan to

J. C. Parker, who also operates in

Texas, John Anderson is making a

second effort to quit the theater busi-

ness. A few years ago he sold to

Edwin Bluck but bought them back
when California, where he went to

retire, palled on him.
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"Renegade Trail"
with William Boyd, George Hayes

aramount 61 Mins.

PLS"TY OF ACTION THRILLS WITH

lONC-ONG COMING TO A LADY'S RES-

it, Strong action picture with William Boyd

s Hopalong Cassidy called upon by his old

lal, George Hayes as Windy who is now

town marshal, to help him fight a gang

f outlaws. Russell Hayden and Boyd decide

o kick in and straighten things out, espe-

ially after Boyd grows interested in Char-

otte Wynters, whose ranch is being made

he subject of depredations by a gang of

ustlers. The situation is complicated by

he fact that the lady has a husband who is

in escaped convict tied up with the out-

aws. She tries to shield her boy Sonny

3upp, from the knowledge that his dad is

i convict, and lets him and Boyd think

Ithat the convict is her brother. The finale

las a showdown with the rustler gang in a

ively gun fight that is backed up with

Ijlenty
of other incidents supplying tension

and thrills. Russell Hopton does a good

menace as the convict husband who loses

-.out when he openly sides with the rustlers.

George Hayes supplies the laughs as a com-

edy marshal. The kids will like little Sonny

. Bupp, and Boyd as usual does a fine job

along with his side-kick, Hayden. Charlotte

Wynters is one of the most attractive

femmes seen in westerns for a long time.

' CAST: William Boyd, George Hayes, Rus-

sel Hayden, Charlotte Wynters, Russell Hop-

:
.ton, Sonny Bupp, Jack Rockwell, Roy Bar-

croft, John Merton, Bob Kortman.

CREDITS: Producer, Harry Sherman; Di-

rector, Lesley Selander; Screenplay, John

Rathmell; Cameraman, Russell Harlan.

» Fine.

i

"Sudan" to Leichter
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Mitchell Leichter has

made a deal, whereby he will handle
distribution of "Sudan," African ani-

mal picture, for U. S. and Canada,
with exception of the New England
states, which have been sold. Leichter

will sell the six-reel attraction to

State Right buyers.

Retsama Signs Keating
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Fred Keating has been

signed to play the male lead in "The
Trail Blazers," which will be made
by Retsama Film Prods., with Ger-
aldine Spreckles as the star. Jayne
Regan, Helen Holden, Charles Hart-
man and Paul Frohman have been
signed for roles in the picture, which
will be made in Cinemachrome.

Salesmen to Form Club
Cincinnati—All salesmen connected

with the mid-west territory distribut-

ing companies, will meet at the local

Variety Club, Aug. 4 at 8 p.m. in

order to organize a Salesmen's Social
• Club, according to letters to be mailed
to all representatives of exchanges,
by Pete Niland, of Columbia.

* SHORTS *

"Ave Maria"

French Film Exchange 10 mins.

Impressive

Some views of the splendid cathed-
ral of Notre Dame de Chartres in

France. The interior views are very
impressive. The various statues and
groups are seen in close-up. There
follow in order the Christ, the dis-

ciples, the martyrs, the patriarchs
and the prophets. The stations of
the cross, and episodes in the life of
the Christ and the Virgin Mary. The
camera pams around the great edi-

fice, and to the altar and the upper
reaches of the vast cathedral. In
this manner the masterpieces of the
early centuries are seen in all their

beauty. Jenny Tourel, of the Opera
Comique, sings Gounod's "Ave
Maria" divinely, making a very im-
pressive interlude as the camera
swings high through the arched
shadows of the cathedral. The or-

ganist is Henri Nibelle, of the chapel
of Saint Francois de Salles. A narra-
tive explains the significance of the
camera story. Music of Bach, Cas-
ciolini, Gounod and Mozart add dig-

nity and beauty to this religious sub-
ject.

Popular Science

(J8-6)

Paramount 11 mins.
Varied

The Coast Guard demonstrate new
devices for saving lives in ship-

wrecks. The funny side of miniature
auto racing. The new safety device,

polaroid glass, eliminating glare on
highways and cutting down acci-

dents. Milady shows the new gad-
gets for making bathing more en-
joyable, a life saving belt that blows
up when needed, and a smoking out-

fit that is waterproof. A catapult
device for trout casting. New style

hot dog broiler for the picnic lunch.

The electro-magnet that removes
steel splinters from eyeballs of in-

dustrial workers.

"Rembrandt"

French Film Exchange 10 mins.

Class in Art

The history of painting is attempt-
ed in a somewhat sketchy manner,
tracing the art from its legendary
source in Greek mythology of the
girl who traced the profile of her
sleeping swain with charcoal on the
wall by torchlight. From this de-

veloped the science of draftsmanship
and color and finally the full-blown
art of painting. Then to the era of

modern painting, with the camera
study centering on Rembrandt, show-
ing various examples of his work.
The narration is very instructive and
should prove of great value to all

art students.

"Hello, How Am I?"

(Popeye)
Paramount 7 mins.

Double Trouble

Popeye has his troubles with an
impostor in the form of Wimpy who
dolls himself up with a false-face to

look exactly like the hero. For
Wimpy has heard that Olive has in-

vited Popeye over for hamburgers.
They arrive together, with Popeye
dizzy trying to explain to himself
how this other fellow seems to be
Popeye. Olive is fooled, also, and by
the time Wimpy eats all the ham-
burgers, Popeye gets sore enough to

beat him up and discover the false-

face fraud.

"Trip to the Sky"
French Film Exchange 10 mins.

Scientific

An instructional film that is more
for the classroom than the theater.

It covers some elementary principles

and many theories about the celes-

tial spaces, which purport to be
based on recent scientific research.
But the film has too many evidences
of loose technique and presentation
to meet with approval of more seri-

ous students. An imaginary trip is

made to the moon, and then to Mars,
and Saturn. This film was awarded
the Grand Prix for scientific films

at the French exposition of 1937.

That dates it.

"Yip-Yip-Yippy"
(Betty Boop)

Paramount 7 mins.
Novelty

The birth of a new cartoon char-
acter is seen, with Max Fleischer in-

troducing Vanilla, a gay little horse.

Then the story gets going with a
thrill meller as a soda clerk is depu-
tized by the sheriff just as the bad
man hits the town. His trusty horse
is Vanilla, whose comedy antics aid

greatly in making the clerk a hero.

"Colombia"
(Color Cruise)

Paramount 10 mins.
Travel Thrills

Journey through the mountainous
country of Colombia, with the great-
est peaks in South America. The old

landmarks dating back to the time
of the Spanish conquerors are every-
where seen in the walled cities and
crumbling fortresses. The modern
activities show the gold dredging
and the coffee industry. There is a
thrilling ride on a dizzy suspension
cable car to the top of a peak. In
Cinecolor.

McGuire Joins Mich. Co-op
Detroit — Thomas McGuire, for-

merly manager of the Hollywood
Theater, has been made director of

public relations for Co-operative
Theaters of Michigan. He will han-
dle labor relations, legislative con-
tacts, and refrigeration problems,
Carl Buermele, general manager,
said.

* fOR€ICn *

"Harvest"
French Cinema Center 80 Mins.

STRONG ROMANTIC DRAMA OF RURAL
FRANCE, SPLENDIDLY ACTED BY EX-

PERT CAST.

Possessed of ruggedness, honesty and in-

terest,—because it deals with funda-

mentals in the structure of life and living,

and does it well,—this feature, filmed in

the French Alps and in the Marseilles stu-

dios of Marcel Pagnol, who also directed

the opus and prepared the scenario and

adaptation from the novel, "Regain," penned

by Jean Giono, is an unusual photoplay

which should be received with enthusiasm

by discriminating adult audiences. Note-
worthy characterizations are supplied by

Gabriel Gabrio, as the farmer; Crane De-

mazis, as the girl whose inspirational guid-

ance and love raise him from the rut of

decadence and futility; Fernandel, in the

role of the itinerary knife-grinder who had

enslaved and oppressed her; Le Vigan, the

police sergeant; and Edouard Delmont, who
interprets the aged blacksmith. Essentially

the story is one of psychology and attending

behaviorism,—so direct and simplified that

at times it carries the feeling of a documen-
tary subject delineating farming in Provence.

It is this quality and severe charm which

is disarming, for the theme, despite its

elemental substance is big. It is the story

of man and the soil, demonstrating that the

latter is generous when the former is strong.

It is, too, the story of man and woman,
recounting how life is generous where in-

herent character is substantial and accorded

opportunity to assert itself. Additionally is

recounted the precept that communities

perish when the spirit of inhabitants fail.

The romance of the farmer and girl is sup-

plemented by dramatic sequences, and ex-

cellent comedy supplied by Fernandel.

CAST: Gabriel Gabrio, Edouardo Delmont,

Fernandel, Orane Demazis, Le Vigan, Rollan,

Henri Poupon, Odette Roger, Paul Dullac.

CREDITS: Producer, Scenario and Adap-
tation, Marcel Pagnol; Author, Jean Giono;

Cameramen, Willy and Roger Ledru; Sets

and Design, Brouquier and Paoletti; Original

Music, Arthur Honegger.

DIRECTION, Skillful. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Fair.

ITOA Outing Thursday
More than 700 motion picture

theater owners who are members of

the ITOA are expected to attend an
all-day outing next Thursday at

Indian Point on the Hudson. The
Hudson River day liner Alexander
Hamilton has been chartered to

transport them from New York.
Dave Weinstock is in charge of the

arrangements for the outing.

Writ Permits Broadcast

Chicago — Grant Advertising
Agency secured a temporary injunc-

tion against the city from - Judge
George Rush allowing it to stage the
"Doctor I. Q." broadcast last night
at the Chicago theater.
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OTTERSON HEADS NEW

TELEVISION COMPANY

(Continued from Page 1)

former Erpi and Paramount prexy,
as top exec.

Certificate of incorporation, filed

in Wilmington, Del., reveals J. R.
West, president of Wire Broadcast-
ing, and A. W. Pletman, president
of Wholesale Radio, as vice-presi-

dents. With nation-wide activity

projected, new company is reported
planning to file to do business in

approximately 20 states at once.

It is understood that the various
component units of the new com-
pany grossed a total of about $4,-

000,000 during the past fiscal year,

and Wall St. sources yesterday re-

ported that Radio Wire Television
Corp. is rumored to have initiated

an underwriting deal calling for some
$6,000,000 to carry forward its ex-
pension plans.

Coincident with the announcement
of the company's formation, Otter-

son cited that not only can wire
networks bring radio and television

into any American home from a
central point, but that this end can
be achieved without interference by
static or other forms of atmospheric
disturbance, and added "every cur-

rent technological trend points to

the ultimate distribution of enter-

tainment by wire."

Technical observers yesterday ex-

pressed the view that, with existing

facilities, such as were employed by
RCA-NBC on the May 20 telecast

of the Six-Day Bike Race from
Madison Square Garden on a New
York Telephone Co. circuit over a
distance of approximately one mile,

it would not be economically feasible

to carry telecasts by telephone wire
circuits to the home or "blocks of

homes."

(Opposed was a statement from
a source close to the new corpora-
tion that the future supply of tele

programs to homes is "commercial-
ly possible and feasible.")

The Otterson interest in television

has been manifest on several occa-

sions recently via the making avail-

able to NBC certain features import-
ed from Europe by his Tri-National
Films, Inc. Productions are chiefly

from French studios.

Under the new corporate struc-

ture, the various retail outlets of
Wholesale Radio, will take name
of the parent company and
will be further identified by the
State where situated. Thus Whole-
sale Radio, Inc., of New York be-

Seeh Curfew Change
Detroit—Petition to amend the city

curfew ordinance is being made by
Cooperative Theaters of Michigan to
the City Council. The present law pro-
hibits all minors from attending shows
between 2 and 6 a.m., and exhibitors
claim this rule embarrasses them in ex-
cluding married women. The proposed
amendment will exempt all married
persons.

Charges of Wholesale Film Piracy Hurled
At Indian Producers By Filmindia's Writer

Bombay (By Cable)—Charges of wholesale piracy by native Indian studios are made
by K. Ahmad Abbas, writing in the current issue of Filmindia. Abbas presents the con-
clusion that "out of nearly 200 pictures produced in India every year, hardly 20 are
original."

According to Abbas, native producers are prone to "adapt" Hollywood and other
foreign pictures as well as to plagiarize "cheap, third-rate English novels, picked up at
random at a second-hand bookseller's shop." Not infrequently, Abbas charges, not even
the story but the sets and costumes are pirated.

Balaban and Keough Will

Address FPC's Banquet

(Continued from Page 1)

held at the Hotel General Brock and
will continue for four days.

Eastern managers welcomed their
Western colleagues upon arrival in
special trains from the Pacific Coast
and the city's official greeting was
tendered by Major Carl D. Hanniwell.
N. L. Nathanson, Toronto, president,
and members of the executive ad-
dressed the opening session before
the convention broke up into regional
meetings to continue until tomorrow
night, when a dinner will be held at
which Nathanson, J. J. Fitzgibbons,
vice-president, and Don Henshaw will

be speakers.

Representatives from all leading
film producing companies will ad-
dress the general meeting Thursday
morning, and that evening a banquet
will be held at which the speakers will

be Mitchell F. Hepburn, Premier of
Ontario, Col. George Drew, leader of
the opposition, Mayor Carl D. Hanni-
well, Major John Bassett, publisher
of the Montreal Gazette, Barney Bal-
aban, New York, president of Para-
mount, Austin Keough, Para, vice-

president, and others.

comes Radio Wire Television, Inc.,

of New York.

Wire Broadcasting, together with
principal subsidiaries including Tele-
programs, Inc., of N. Y.; Telemusic,
Inc., of N. Y.; Wire Programs, Inc.,

of Delaware; Muse-Art, Inc., of

Pennsylvania; Wire Broadcasting
Inc., of Pennsylvania; and Tele-Vis-
ion-Music, Inc., of Washington, D.
C, will continue under present titles.

Latter operate extensive wire net-
works supplying musical entertain-

ment to hotels, restaurants, night
clubs, homes and industrial plants.

In addition to these operating
subsidiaries, the new company ac-

quires full interest in the Trans-
former Corp. of America, Tele Capi-
tal Corp., a financing unit, and the
Syndak Corp. Latter is understood
to own a large group of patents re-
lating to motion picture projection,
sound and lighting. New company's
acquisition of patents through the
new setup is augmented by licenses

by Erpi, under WE and Bell Tele-
phone and Telegraph patents.

Among the exclusive licenses held
by the company is right to library
of music recorded by World Broad-
casting System. No advertising or
commercial announcements are ac-
cepted and the company expects
shortly to begin network distribu-

tion of so-called live talent shows. '

10 New Features Before

Coast Cameras This Week

( Continued from Page 1

)

director. A dramatic and sophisti-

cated story of a girl-thief caught by
the law at the height of Christmas

season, who falls in love with the

District Attorney. Harry Sherman's
"In Old Wyoming," a Hopalong Cas-

sidy picture starring William Boyd.

Lesley Selander, director.

At RKO, "Abe Lincoln in Illinois"

starring Raymond Massey and being

produced by Max Gordon and Harry
Goetz. John Cromwell, director.

Adaptation of Robert E. Sherwood's
Pulitzer prize play. Among those in

the supporting cast are Rose Hobart,
Gene Lockhart, Harvey Stephens,
Alan Baxter. A Boris Morros pro-
duction, "Flying Deuces," Laurel and
Hardy starrer with Jean Parker and
Reginald Gardiner in the romantic
spots. A. Edward Sutherland, direc-
tor.

At Warners, "The Lady Detective"
with Jane Wyman, Dick Doran, Maxie
Rosenbloom and Gloria Dickson. Noel
Smith, director.

At M-G-M, "Dancing Co-Ed" with
Lana Turner, Richard Carlson, Lee
Bowman, Artie Shaw and his band.
Edgar Selwyn, producer; S. Sylvan
Simon, director.

For United Artists' release, Charles
Chaplin's "The Great Dictator," star-

ring Chaplin, with Paulette Goddard
and Henry Daniell in the cast. Chap-
lin wrote the story and is also pro-
ducing and directing it. Selznick In-

ternational, "Rebecca," novel by
Daphne Du Maurier, with Laurence
Olivier and Judith Anderson. Alfred
Hitchcock, director.

At Republic, "Calling All Marines"
with Armand Schaefer producer and
John Auer, director.

At Monogram, "Oklahoma Terror,"

a Jack Randall Western with Lind-
sley Parsons, producer, and Spencer
Bennet, director.

Hearst's Journal-American

Sold to Syracuse Herald

Syracuse, N. Y.—Hearst-controlled

Journal (evening) and American
(Sunday) have been acquired by the

Herald (evening and Sunday), the
two former papers suspending. Her-
ald company is headed by Mary E.

Jenkins, with E. A. O'Hara as pub-
lisher. Louis D. Burrill was Hearst
publisher. Journal-American's film

critic was Franklin H. Chase, dean
of upstate reviewers.

SUMMER RE-ISSUES

SHOW 50% DECLINI

(Continued from Page 1)

ruary, last, and upon which addi
tional bookings are expected durinj
the Summer. /"*

Six pix can be bought for the -oum
mer months on M-G-M's list, tw<
from last year's lineup, "Treasun
Island" and "David Copperfield," and
four from prior programs, "Sar
Francisco," "Mutiny On the Bounty,'
"The Champ" and "Rose Marie."
United Artists as of June 1 made

available to outlets Selznick-Interna-
tional's "A Star Is Born"; Goldwyn'j
"The Hurricane"; and Korda's "Ele-
phant Boy."
Columbia is not reissuing as an

open policy this Summer since com-
pany is putting full force behind its

announced program of issuing one
big new picture each month on its

current lineup during the balance of

the 1938-39 season, but nevertheless
has available for theaters a number
of pictures reissued in the past.

These number 14 and comprise four
Capra's, "Lady For a Day," "It Hap-
pened One Night," "Broadway Bill"

and "Mr. Deeds Goes To Town"; a
further quartette, "Man's Castle,"

"She Married Her Boss," "The Whole
Town's Talking" and "Twentieth
Century." The westerns which may
be had from Columbia, and which are
reissues, are four Ken Maynards,
"Law Beyond the Range," "Aveng-
ing Waters," "Fugitive Sheriff," and
"Western Frontier," plus two Tim
McCoys, "Fighting Shadows" and
"Square Shooter."

Universal is selling "My Man God-
frey" and "Old Dark House" as a

combo show, which has already been
booked in several keys including
Pittsburgh and Buffalo. Company's
offering of the pix in tandem is be*'

cause of the unusual strength of re-

spective name-casts. Former has
William Powell, Carol Lombard and
Alice Brady, and latter Charles
Laughton, Raymond Massey, Melvyn
Douglas and Boris Karloff. No west-
erns are being reissued currently by
"U."

Paramount, Warners and 20th-Fox
have listed no reissues whatever.

Republic, while not formally em-
barked on a reissue platform, is

stressing the value to exhibition out-
lets of "Call of the Yukon," the Jack
London story, as an ideal Summer
attraction.

Monogram, too, has not listed any
seasonal reissues but is planning to

make available a list of six back-
westerns with John Wayne in top
role.

Indie companies, exclusive of Re-
public but including Monogram, re-

issued 31 attractions last year.

ml

Giveaways Next?
London (By Cable)—Local Methodist

Church which installed a projector to

show pix some time ago has now added
neon lights and re-written hymns to the

music of "Annie Laurie."
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NLRB Certifications to Four Bargaining Agencies

INAL ARBITRATION SETJjFWILL BE READY AUG. 9

Set Trial Date For Equity Suit at Conference Monday
Agreement by Opposing
Counsel May Avoid Court

Determination
Application of the D of J before

Federal Judge John C. Knox for an
order setting the equity suit against
the majors down for trial on Nov.
1 was adjourned yesterday by con-
sent of all parties to Tuesday, Aug.
1. Special Assistant Attorney Gen-
eral Paul Williams will confer on
Monday with counsel for the majors
with a view to agreeing upon a date
for trial without the necessity of a
formal application.

Delayed date for a new conference
(Continued on Page 3)

SIMULTANEOUS TRIALS

FOR OKLAHOMA SUITS?

Oklahoma City—Two ring legal

circus, with the pix industry in the

stellar role, is regarded as well with-
in the bounds of possibility here next
Fall and Winter.
Defense applications for a bill of

(Continued on Page 6)

Hollywood-Made Spanish

Pix Face Dialect Problem

Spanish language pictures made in

Hollywood are not as popular as

wculd be expected in South Ameri-
can countries because of the differ-

ences in dialect, according to John
(Continued on Page 7)

500 for Fleischer
Miami, Fla.—Dade County spinach

is doing something to Mr. Popeye, from

present indications. The Fleischer Stu-

dios, where Popeye pops, has added 30

more artists, bringing the total up to

500 employees now on the payroll. In

order to accommodate the latest group,

a nearby store has been leased. Addi-
tionally the studios have overflowed
into three adjacent bungalows. All

studio emphasis at the present is be-

ing centered on "Gulliver's Travels,"

which is scheduled for a premiere on

Christmas day.

Editorial

Re fSh ihiinaissance or Showmanship
and exhib. reaction to "Beau (teste"

By CHESTER B. BAHN

AT INTERVALS, this columnar observer is moved to publicly view with satisfaction

signs of a substantial renaissance of showmanship in film biz. On this Wednesday

morning, here's another.

Paramount recently instituted a series of trade previews of its lead-off pix for next

season, "Beau Geste," which, by the way, looms as a box-office honey, no less. Nothing

new in trade previews, of course, but there is, it appears, in the exhibitor response to

the company's invitations to have a look-see.

Whereas in certain territories in the past there has been marked exhibitor apathy

(Continued on Page 8)

22 SUMMER CLOSINGS NEW RKO CORP. FILES

IN CHICAGO SECTOR

Chicago—To date 22 theaters have
been closed in the Chicago territory,

more than twice as many as were
closed at this time a year ago.

Closings have affected both circuits
(Continued on Page 8)

Managers' Profit Sharing

Plan Is Continued by FPC

Niagara Falls, Ont.—N. L. Nath-
anson, president of Famous Players
Canadian Corp., told managers from
all parts of Canada, assembled for
the national conference, that the

(Continued on Page 6)

INCORPORATE PAPERS

Articles of incorporation of the

new RKO Corp. were filed on Mon-
day in Wilmington, Del., it was re-

ported in New York yesterday.
Board of the old company, now

(Continued on Page 7)

Spanish Currency Freezing

Program Opposed by Majors

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Concern was ex-

pressed here yesterday in official

circles that the major American film

companies will refuse to do business
in Spain unless the unofficially re-

(Continued on Page 6)

Certification Orders Apply to Coast

Branches of Eleven Major Producers

"Stanley and Livingstone"

Set for Pre-Releases

World premiere of 20th-Fox's
"Stanley and Livingstone," takes
place Aug. 4, at the Roxy theater
and will be followed by special pre-
release engagements in keys through-

(Continued on Page 6)

By MILTON F. LUNCH
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—In four decisions of

importance to the pix industry, the
NLRB yesterday issued certification

orders in the following cases:

(1) Certified Screen Publicists

Guild as the sole collective bargain-
ing agency in publicity departments

(Continued on Page 6)

Draft to be Submitted to

Southeastern Exhib. Ass'n

Convention
The further re-vamped Trade

Practice Code, including revisions of

the arbitration provisions, will be
ready by Aug. 9 when the com-
plete draft will be submitted to the

Southeastern Exhibitors Associa-
tion meeting in Atlanta. This as-

surance was given by W. F. Rodg-
ers, spokesman for the distributors,

to Ed. Kuykendall, MPTOA presi-

dent, in a conference yesterday.
At the same time, Rodgers said

he would be ready to announce where
the first arbitration boards would
start functioning and would give a
definite outline as to how the mem-
bership of these boards would be
selected.

Following yesterday's conference,
(Continued on Page 3)

NE BACKS ALLIED STEP;

PRESS NEELY PASSAGE

Boston—Unanimous rejection of

the trade practice code was the ver-

dict of a meeting of New England
(Continued on Page 8)

Louisiana Bicycling Charge
Being Investigated by CPB

New Orleans—Bicycling charges
against a Louisiana exhib. are un-
der investigation by the Copyright

(Continued on Page 7)

Goldtvyn Pix Debuts
First of the new season's pix to draw

a swank Broadway premiere, Samuel
Goldwyn's "They Shall Have Music,"
starring Jascha Heifetz, bowed in at

the Rivoli last night as a benefit for

the Greenwich House Music School and
the High School of Music and Art. Film,

which starts its regular run today, was
reviewed in THE FILM DAILY July 14,

being appraised as a "grand human
story" . . . "cleverly geared to strike

a wide audience appeal." The first-

nighters obviously agreed. For premiere
sidelights, see Along the Rialto, Page 3.
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FILM CODE ANALYZED
By LOUIS NIZER

EDITOR'S NOTE: THE FILM DAILY today presents the twenty-third installment of a

comprehensive analysis of the proposed Trade Practice Code (Revision of June 10) by Louis
Nizer, member of the law firm of Phillips & Miser, and authority on the law of screen, stage
and radio. Preservation of the daily installments, now devoted to the Rules of Arbitration, is

recommended.

._ — - I installment- No. 23

(3) Notification of Arbitrators: If any party requests a Special Arbitration Board,

the Secretary shall immediately notify the arbitrators who have been designated.

Failure to Designate Arbitrator: If any party shall not designate an arbitrator

when he is required to do so, the Chairman of the Permanent Arbitration Board shall

designate an arbitrator for such party from one of the panels of arbitrators.

Notice to Permanent Arbitration Board: If no party requests a Special Arbitra-

tion Board, the Secretary shall promptly notify the Chairman of the Permanent Arbitra-

tion Board presiding at the time the complaint is filed. The Permanent Arbitration Board

as constituted at such time of filing, shall hear and determine the dispute.

(4) Disqualification of Arbitrator: No arbitrator shall act in any dispute in

which he has, directly or indirectly a personal or financial interest, unless such disquali-

fication has been waived by all parties.

Clearance Disputes: In a clearance dispute submitted to a Special Arbitration

Board, the arbitrator designated by the distributors shall not be disqualified because of

his personal or financial interest in any distributor unless that distributor is affiliated

with an exhibitor which is a party to the dispute.

(Twenty-fourth installment will appear in an early issue.)

French Gaumont Circuit

Takes "Four Feathers"

As a result of a deal made by
Georges Rouvier, managing director

of UA in France, with the Societe

Ncuvelle des Establishments Gau-
mont, this circuit will play Korda's
"Four Feathers" in all its 80 houses
—first time an American or British

film has ever received a complete
Gaumont circuit booking, it was dis-

closed yesterday by Arthur W. Kelly.

Contract includes both the dubbed
versicn, which will play the first-run

Rex Theater, and the original English
version, which will open for a run
either before or after exclusive sec-

ond-run at the Gaumont Palace.

This is the first time Gaumont has
ever agreed to play a -picture day
and date with other houses, particu-

larly in the provinces, according to

Kelly.

Col. Cole and N. Y. Allied

Directors Confer on Code

Col. H. A. Cole, national Allied

president, met yesterday with N. Y.

Allied's board of directors. Discus-

sions were said to have centered on
the Code and the divergent views
expressed by N. Y. Allied leaders

with those of the national organi-

zation.

Max A. Cohen, president of the

local unit, said last night that the

meeting was without incident but
there were other indications that the

session was a stormy one. Cole re-

turns to Texas today by- boat.

TMAT Hearing Continued
Hearing on a petition for recog-

mt ;on filed by the motion picture di-

vision of TMAT against Rugoff &
Becker, local circuit operator, will

be crntinucd this morning at 10

o'clock before the state labor board.

Yesterday afternoon's session was
devoted to presentations of con-

tentions by both sides.

Before Trial Examination

Requested in Title Action

Application to examine officers of

Warner Bros. Pictures, Inc., and the
Vitaphone Corp. before trial was
filed yesterday in New York Supreme
Court by Leo Mantin and Eleanore
Ninor. The application, which will

be heard today, is in reference to a

suit for an injunction and an ac-

counting which claimed that the de-

fendants appropriated the title "See
See Senorita" for a motion picture.

Plaintiffs claim ownership and use
tf the title in a vaudeville sketch.

Film Archives Federation

Opens International Meet

First annual Congress of the In-

ternational Federation of Film Ar-
chives began sessions yesterday at

he Museum of Modern Art, 11 West
53d St. Some 14 countries were
represented by delegates and ob-

servers. Latter are from Argen-
tina, Brazil, Chile, Denmark, Italy,

Peru, Sweden, Switzerland and the

U.S.S.R.
Nations represented with orig-

inal charter members are U. S.,

England, France and Germany.
Conclave will continue for sev-

eral days.

DuPont Film Net Up
Net profit for the DuPont Film

Manufacturing Corp. for the quar-

ter ended June 30, 1939, was re-

ported yesterday to be $430,661 as

against $309,726 for the correspond-
ing period in 1938. Net for the first

six months of 1939 is $826,413 as

against $638,963 for the first half

of 1938.

"Three Waltzes" in Frisco

San Francisco—"Three Waltzes,"
distributed by Vedis, opens at the
Clay Theater Saturday.

COfllinG ADD GOSDG

J. CHEEVER COWDIN, chairman of the Uni-
versal board, MRS. COWDIN, JOHN LODER,
English actor, and his wife, MICHELINE CHEIREL
J. F. ROYAL, vice-president of NBC, and SER-
GEI KOUSSEVITZKY, arrive today on the Cham-
plain from England.

SAM GOLDWYN is at the Waldorf.

EDDIE BUZZELL, Metro director, sailed for

Europe yesterday on the Nieuw Amsterdam.

LEO ABRAMS, Universal short subjects man-
ager, left yesterday for a trip to Boston and
New Haven.

JOSErH BURSTYN, associated with Arthur
Mayer in the importation and distribution of

foreign films, arrives from Europe today on the
Champlain after an eight week stay in Europe.

MIRIAM HOPKINS is here from the Coast for

a month's stay.

HOMER HARMON, publicity chieftain of the
Roxy, is visiting in St. Louis.

HERBERT J. YATES and CENE AUTRY sail to-

day on the Manhattan for Europe.

MAURICE SLOMAN, Hoyt Theaters executive,
returns to Sydney next month on the Mariposa,
leaving New York next week-end for the Coast,
via Canada.

DEL GOODMAN, far eastern manager for 20th-
Fox, arrives here today.

A. SCHNEIDER, treasurer of Columbia Pic-

tures, has returned to the home office following
a brief visit to the Coast.

FRANK PHELPS, Warner theater department
exec, fiew to the Coast yesterday from New
Ycik for a short stay on business.

HUGH HUBER, secretary-treasurer of Hal
Roach Studios, is in New York for 10 days, com-
bining business with a brief vacation.

WALTER GOULD, division manager for United
Artists in Latin America, leaves Sunday via Pan-
American Airways for Rio de Janeiro.

HARRY BLAIR leaves tonight for the Coast.

COL. H. A. COLE, Allied president, leaves

today by boat for Galveston.

ED KUYKENDALL, MPTOA president, left yes-

terday for his home in Columbus, Miss.

JOHN DAY, Paramount's manager for South
America, is in New York for a two-week stay.

VICTOR FRANCEN, French actor who has the

starring role in "Double Crime in the Maginot
Line," French film being distributed here by
Tower Pictures, is staying at the Warwick. He
leaves for the Coast in a few days to confer
with several major studios.

LEWIS BUDDY, JR., Paramount exec, arrives

Friday on the Conte di Savoia.

SIDNEY R. FLEISCHER, attorney for the Dram-
atists Guild, returns to New York next week.

TOM BARROWS, publicist for William A.

Brady, sailed yesterday on the Nieuw Amsterdam
fcr England.

GEORGE CASEY, Universal Australian execu-
tive is in Chicago.

Mr. Busy Executive!
Are you looking for a trustworthy and

capable assistant (whose experience is more

than well versed in picture production, thea-

trical and radio fields)? Salary secondary.

Will you grant me an interview? I will prove

my worth to you. The Film Daily, Box 1205,

1501 Broadway, New York.

South Sea Pix to Astor

R. M. Savini, president of Astor
Pictures, has closed a deal to dis-

tribute nationally, "Vengeance of the
Deep," a South Sea dramatic pic-

ture featuring Lloyd Hughes which
is now in the final stages of shooting
on Thuisday Island, in the Southern
Pacific. Release date has been set

for Oct. 15.
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EQUITY TRIAL DATE

TO BE SET MONDAY

(Continued from Page 1)

was caused by the presence of attor-

neys for the majors this week in

Philadelphia, required by proceed-

,

in_ri in an anti-trust suit brought
thL- by Eugene Mori against the
majors and others.

Hearing on Plea of Mori
Continues in Philly Today

Philadelphia—Hearing on the plea

for injunctive relief in the case
brought by Eugene Mori, Landis
Theater, Vineland, N. J., and others
against Stanley-Warner and the ma-
jor distributors began yesterday.
Sessions must end by Friday as

Judge Kirkpat.rick indicated he would
not sit after that time.

First witness was RKO branch
head, Frank McNamee, on the stand
for three and one-half hours. He
was cross-examined on clearance,
selective buying of Stanley-Warner
and other trade matters in connec-
tion with the S-W Globe and Grand,
Vineland, and their relationship to

the independent Landis.
After him, Zone Manager A. J.

Vanni for out-of-town Warner houses
in this area, took the stand, and was
followed by Edgar Moss, 20th Cen-

jtury-Fox district chief, who was still
J

on when the day ended. Case is be-
ing continued this morning.

Attorney Harry Shapiro, for the
plaintiff, is seeking injunctive relief

in the form of an injunction restrain-
ing the defendant from entering into
1939-40 contracts. He was also

apparently trying to prove the mon-
opoly and conspiracy features of his

case. Attorneys for the defendants
are Morris Wolf, for Vitagraph, and
William A. Schnader fcr the other
defendants, with home official legal

representatives from the various
companies also on hand.

Safier Succeeds Gregory
Denver — Following the resigna-

tion of Glen Gregory, Ed Safier has
been named as manager of the Grand
National exchange here. He is the
brother of Mcrris Safier, western
sales manager for Grand National.
Frank Foley, booker at the exchange,
has left for Kansas City, where he
will work fcr Monogram.

Best wishes from THE FILM DAILY
to the following on their birthdays:

JULY 26

Charles Butrerworth

C. L. Yearsley

Nat Levine

Emil Jannings

ALCNG THE

with PHILM. DALYiTV
• • • QUITE a social function the gala premiere of Samuel

Goldwyn's "They Shall Have Music" at the Rivoli last nite

given for the benefit of the Greenwich House Music School and the High

School of Music and Art

T T
• • • WHAT gave the premiere added distinction was the

fact that the First Lady was there ..... .and Mrs. Roosevelt was

photographed with the producer before the screening Gold-

wyn also had his photo taken with t)te 50 members of the WPA
youngsters' orchestra .»

T Y f Y
• • • SOCIETY was adequately -fepresented by Mr. and Mrs.

William Paley, Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Bayard Swope, Mr. and Mrs. William

Hareiman, Mr. and Mrs, William Rhinelander Stewart, and Mr. and Mrs.

Henry Root Stern *

. T T
C • • AMONG the trade names were seen Walter Reade.

Leonard Schlesinger, Joseph Schenck, Jack Alicoate.Jphn O'Connor,

Fred Myers, George Skouras, William White, John Bemas, Leon

Netter, Harry Brandt, William Brandt, Max Cohen, Fred Schwartz,

Clarence Eiseman, Frank Rogers Gohdwyn's^fersonal party

included the Averill Harrimans, Lillian Hellrogit, William Paley

and Max Steuer, the Irving Berlins and the . Herbert Bayard_

Swopes because of the fact that Jascjia Heifetz plays such a

dominant role in the film and charms with four selections from his

repertoire, there was a large proportion • of prominent musical

celebrities in attendance giving the audience a tone that is

very seldom seen at picture openings Mayor LaGuardia, Mrs.

Vincent Astor and License Commissioner Paul Moss were on the

committee sponsoring the benefit performance

T

• • • A COCKTAIL party to the famous Dr. Allan Roy Daioe

the medico in charge of the Dionne Quins and by way of

celebrating the latest picture of the five fortunate femmes depicting their

fifth birthday, "Five Times Five" which opens at the Music Hall

Frank Donovan of Pathe gave the party at the home office the pic-

ture was shown, and it rales about the best of the series the women
will go nuts over these little darlings a characteristic narration is

given by that ubiquitous Town Crier, Alexander Woollcott

T
• O • ALL the news syndicates and. photo and mat services

covered the program for Gene Autry Day at the World's Fair last

Saturday started at 2 in the afternoon a parade through

the grounds had Autry leading the Rodeo Troupe on one of Ruth

Mix's horses the Rodeo was sold out for the first time i.ince

rhe opening of the Fair Gene was crowned King Cowboy
David B. Whalen, Republic's exploitation manager, staged

the Gene Autry Day garnering Republic's biggest newspaper

break throughout the country in months

6 • * EXTENSIVE billposting is being done by Charles McCarthy,

ad chief of 20th Century-Fox, as advance ballyhoo on "Stanley and

Livingstone" 150 stands have been used, with a big quantity of

three's and one-sheets the DeAngelis Billposting outfit handled the

metropolitan job the picture opens Aug. 4 at the Roxy Apropos

of the appointment of UP's Fred Storm as Sam Goldwyn's publicity chief

on the West Coast this eclyum is reminded that two of F. D. R.'s

secretaries have film biz backgrounds. .}. . . .Col. Marvin H. Mclntyre was

once p. a. for RKO Keith's and Sfeve Early served with Paramount.

ARBITRATION SETUP

TO BE READY AUG. 9

(.Continued from Page 1)

Kuykendall stated that the revised

code would be more acceptable than
previous drafts but that it still

would not contain some of the is-

sues which MPTOA insists should
be included. However, he said he
believed the new draft was a prog-
ressive step and that it contained
many points which are for the good
of the industry as a whole.
"Th° arbitration clauses," Kuy-

kendall said, "have been improved
upon as compared to the last one
minted. Several of the 'bugs' have
been taken out of it. It is better

phrased and therefore more easily

understood by the average layman."
Kuykendall said he was of the

opinion that 90 per cent of the the-

ater owners of this country would
accept the revised code for what it

does contain and the advantages it

will bring to theater owners, not
as a final objective, but as a begin-
ning of a "happier relationship be-
tween exhibition and distribution,

because it is hard to believe that
any theater owner, regardless of
affiliations would reject something
that he needs so badly."

Warners Still Sell Away
In Milwaukee Territory

-S

Minneapolis— While negotiations
between Warners and National The-
aters to iron out the recent break
were said here this week to be un-
der way, the Warner Milwaukee ex-
change is continuing to sell away
from the Wisconsin Theaters cir-

cuit, subsidiary of Fox West Coast.
Henry Herbel, district manager

for Warners, stated here that the
company will protect all indies who
have bought the 1939-40 product
lineup. Business in the Milwaukee
exchange was reported by Herbel
to have increased about 12 per cent
over the same period last year, at
which time they were still selling

to the NT subsidiary in this terri-

tory. It was said that practically

every competitive situation in this

territory has been closed by War-
ners.

Loew's Books Color Short
"Battling Bettas," color short re-

leased by World Pictures has been
booked by Loew's for key city thea-
ters throughout the country.

i< « « » » »

STORKS!
Detroit — Howard Beck, M-G-M

salesman, is the father of a seven-
pound boy.

Detroit—Robert Thompson, of M-
G-M office, and son of Dow Thomp-
son, manager of the Varsity The-
ater, is the father of a baby, daugh-
ter. Mother was formerly Dolly
Rtuetzer, of the Macomb Theater,
Mt. Clemens.



"DEAD MEN TELL NO TALES'
starring

EMLYN WILLIAMS - Sore Seegar _ Hugh Willi.. W
r-rom the r-rancis Beeding novel, "THE NORWICH VICTIMS"

"HOUSEMASTER'
OTTO KRUGER _ Phlllip'Holmes - Diona Churchil ml-rom the play known on Broadway as "BACHELOR BORN" by Ian Hay

THE TERROR
WILFRID LAWSON _ Bernard Lee -

From the EDGAR WALLACE Thr

Arthur Wantnerf

FOR DISTRIBUTORS
wALL EXHIBITORS

WHO REALLY ARE
SHOWMEN!/

1270 SIXTH AVENUE,NEW YORK CITY
TELEPHONE: CIRCLE 7~394S

LUCK OF THE NAVY
GEOFFREY TOONE _ Clifford Evans _ Judy Kelly OTTO

From the play by MRS. CLIFFORD MILLS

ONE NIGHT IN PARIS'
with

JOHN LODGE _ Hugh Williams - Joan Marion «— Judy Kelly —

THE HIDDEN MENACE'
vtt-starrinti

OTTO KRUGER _ GERTRUDE MICHAEL
with John Clements — Patrick Barr

And To Round Out This Unusual Program



ItORY OF T i 1 i
>

NOW
AVAILABLE
FOR 1939-40

SEE
BEFORE
YOU BUY

K

starring

r 1AYMOND MASSEY — Joan Marion — Walter Hudd
From the stags success by GORDON SHERRY

JUST LIKE A WOMAN"
starring

I &ERTRUDE MICHAEL — John Lodge — David Burns
From the Story by PAUL HERVEY FOX

IK*

o»

"SPIES OF THE AIR"
with

BARRY K. BARNES — Roger Livesey — Basil Radford
From the play by JEFFREY DOLL

BLACK EYES"
starring

OTTO KRUGER — Mary Maguire — Walter Rilla

Directed by HERBERT BRENON

"MYSTERY OF ROOM 13"
with

GIBB McLAUGHLIN — Sara Seegar — Peter Murray Hill

From the famous story by EDGAR WALLACE

"LITTLE MISS MOLLY"
starring

BINKIE STUART — Maureen O'Hara — Phillip Reed— Tom Burke —

up of Selected Novelties and Featurettes

ILMS corp BUDD ROGERS
VICE PRESIDENT and GENERAL MANAGER
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NLRB CERTIFIES FOUR

BARGAINING AGENCIES

(Continued from Page 1)

of RKO, Columbia, Universal,
Loew's, 20th Century-Fox, Para-
mount, Warners, Hal Roach and
Samuel Goldwyn.

(2) Certified the Society of Mo-
tion Picture Art Directors at Co-
lumbia, RKO, 20th Century-Fox,
Loew's and Paramount.

(3) Certified the Society of Mo-
tion Picture Artists and Illustra-

tors at Columbia, RKO, Universal
and Loew's.

(4) Certified the Federation of

Screen Cartoonists and the Society
of Motion Picture Film Editors for

employees of Walt Disney Produc-
tions, Ltd.

All of the certification of orders
apply to the Hollywood studios of

the companies named.
Under the first order the Public-

ists Guild had a majority of em-
ployes engaged in the publicity

departments of the companies, the

NLRB said. Included in the cer-

tification are unit men, feature writ-

ers, planters, contact men, art edi-

tors, copy editors, trailer men and
advertising men in the publicity de-

partments, and also employes in

the advertising departments who
are engaged in advertising work in

Los Angeles county, but excluding
directors and assistant directors in

the publicity departments. Board
action in this case was based upon
comparison of Guild membership

ffotu'cl Yom Like to Be u St. Louis Exhib.?
St. Louis—Yeah, there's a reason or two why the exhib. hereabouts doesn't exactly

"r instance:
seven-story warehouse.Three outdoor theaters, one atop

Three midget auto racing plants.
Night games at three ball parks.
Seven Softball parks charging admission.
Boxing under the stars.

Not to mention swimming pools, beer gardens, golt driving tees, archery ranges,
miniature golf courses (which survive here), night clubs, free shows at local radio
stations, cabin colonies, excursion steamers and the world-famed St. Louis Zoo.

petitions against company lists as

of Oct. 15, 1938. At the same time,

the Board dismissed representation
petition filed by the Guild on be-
half of employes of Selznick Inter-

national and Principal Prod.

Under the Motion Picture Art
Directors certification are included
chief art directors, unit art direc-

tors, and follow-up men. At the same
time the board announced secret
ballot elections will be held within
20 days among the art directors of

Universal, Warners, and United Ar-
tists to determine whether or not
they desire to be represented by the
Society of Motion Picture Art Di-
rectors. Polls were scheduled at
these companies since evidence of

membership offered by the society
did not establish that it represents
a majority, the board said.

The artists and illustrators cer-

tification includes costume illustra-

tors, matte shot artists, assistants
to matte shot artists, title artists,

and heads of title departments.
Board also ordered, because of in-

sufficient majority membership evi-

dence, elections within 20 days at

Warners, and 20th Century-Fox.
Petition filed by the society on be-

V/hat were they doing

YESTERDAY

What are they doing

TODAY

What will they be doing

TOMORROW

half of employes of Paramount was
dismissed.

In the cartoonist order affecting
Walt Disney employes the Board
said the action was based upon a
study of union membership cards
and company payrolls. The com-
parison showed that the Society had
been designated as bargaining rep-
resentative by all 15 of the cartoon
editors, assistant director and film
librarians, NLRB said.

The cartoonist federation was cer-
tified on the basis of uncontroverted
evidence that it represented 568 out
of 602 employes engaged in produc-
tion, exclusive of supervisory em-
ployes, the NLRB said.

"Stanley and Livingstone"

Set for Pre-Releases

(Continued from Page 1)

cut the country. First two of the
latter are scheduled for Aug. 10 at
the Palace, Washington, and at the
Keith's Memorial theater, Boston.
These will be followed on Aug. 11

'

with showings at the Albee, Cincin-
nati; Chicago, Chicago; Circle, In-
dianapolis and Hippodrome, Cleve-
land. Other pre-release dates will
include Los Angeles and San Fran-
cisco as well as other key centers
to be announced later.

Special advertising and exploita-
tion campaign worked out by Charles
E. McCarthy, ad-publicity director,

j

for the advance showings of "Stan-
ley and Livingstone" is claimed to I

set a new company record for news- I

paper-billboard advertising. More
I

than 2,000 billboards will be used
j

in addition to the increased adver- I

tising space in newspapers. Supple-
j

menting the local campaigns will be
jads in national mags and six pictor-

ial bulletins, 20 by 30 inches in size,
to be placed in 1,400 public libraries

j

throughout the country.

Managers' Profit Sharing

Plan Is Continued by FPC

(Continued from Page 11

managers' profit sharing plan now
in its fifth year will be continued.
An extra bonus contest, for the

months of September to November,
with $5,000 to be shared among man-
agers showing the biggest increase
in profit, was also announced yes-
terday as the convention swung into
the second day of regional meetings.

Charles L. Querrie, Toronto, one
i

of the most colorful figures in the
theater and sport world, celebrated
his sixtieth birthday yesterday, and

! he was presented with a watch by
I his colleagues. Nathanson and Mor-
ris Stein made the presentation.

IMULTANEOUS TRIAL!

FOR OKLAHOMA SUITS

:,V'

i'i

(Continued from' Page 1)

particulars in the D of J's actit

against the Griffith interests and tl

majors will come up in Feder
Court here tomorrow, and' cbs«;ve:
believe that the Governmef
the defendants are ainiing fc

Autumn trial.

The long delayed A. B. Momar
$4,500,000 suits against practical
the same defendants are also e:§i:

pected to secure an early spot on tl

Fall and Winter trial docket in Fe<
eral District Court here.

Federal Judge Al P. Murrah hj

the Momand case while his colleagi
Judge Edgar S. Vaught has the Di
partment of Justice case. If develoj
ments continue at their expecte
paces it is probable that the tw
cases will be on trial at approx
mately the same time.
Momand's suit seeks damage

based on the Sherman anti-trus
Act; the Department of Justice asli

for an injunction and dissolution c

the Griffith companies.

Spanish Currency Freezing

Program Opposed by Major

(Continued from Page 1)

ported films law promulgated b
the Franco government is altered i

some respects. Despite the fact tha

most companies, are proceeding wit
their plans to reopen offices in Spai
and visas have been granted by
Spanish government for new film!

snipping is said at a standstill.

It was reported here that major
generally are willing to resume op

erations in Spain on their forme
scale if they are allowed to tak
enough money out of the countr;

to cover all necessary operating exi|in

penses incurred by shipping, nega
tive costs, dubbing and other item.'

But it is believed that if the Spanfc
ish government adheres to its ref«
portedly rigid currency freezing pro
gram, operations could only be conlb

ducted at a loss and the companies fc

would not make the attempt.
A broad view of the Spanish ques

tion is taken by the majors in thi

fact that they recognize the acute
ness of the Spanish government':
currency needs and the necessity o:

stimulating home production througl
quota restrictions. But at the samt
time, although they are willing t<

go along at present without profil

in most cases in the hope of bettei

returns when the country gets bacl1

on its feet, they point out opera;

tions cannot be conducted indefini

tely at a loss.

set

"Aryanizution"
Prague (By Cable)—What is viewed

as a retaliatory measure for frequent
anti-Nazi demonstrations in film the-
aters here is reported establishment of

a Nazi-inspired office to conduct "Ary-
anization" of entire film industry in

the protectorate of Bohemia and Mo-
ravia.
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iiCYCLING CHARGE REVIEWS Of DEW flLfTIS
UNDER INVESTIGATION

(Continued from Pane 1)

rotection Bureau. Exhib., who is

lleged to have bicycled pix between
lis JJieater and a tent show in an
I.ji^t ng town, is reported to have
ropped out of sight.

Four major companies and one
idependent have stated that they
ave evidence to indicate the exhib.

icycled their product.
His disappearance is said to have

ift the house without an operator

nd the owners are reported ready
) take over the theater.

The Copyright Protection Bureau
1 New York said yesterday that

ie exhib. under suspicion had been
lvestigated for operations in five

ouisiana towns, Walker, Albany,
:eserve, Norco and Garyville.

iollywood-Made Spanish

Pix Face Dialect Problem

(Continued from Page 1)

lay, Paramount's manager in South
Linerica, who is in New York for a
nree-week visit. This is also true
f pictures made in Mexico, Day
aid.

Despite the fact that Spanish is

poken in all countries except Brazil,

he appeal of a Spanish language
icture is lost unless made in the
ialect of the country in which it is

hown, he explained.
Day confirmed previously printed

eports to the effect that the possi-

iilities of the South American mar-
et have been over-rated. Competi-
on by Argentinian pictures is in-

•easing rapidly, he said, especially

i the interior and in the "B" class

ouses. Even though such product
5 greatly inferior to American pic-

ures, they have a tremendous fol-

Dwing, he said.

However, Paramount's business
as shown an upward trend during
he last year, Day stated, pointing
ut that billings so far this year
jrere at least 35 per cent ahead of

he corresponding period of 1938.

French pictures, he added, are
aining in popularity and are mak-
ng money all through South Amer-
2a.

pol. Sending del Rivero

to Fill Post In Spain

A. Suarez del Rivero, director of

Spanish publicity for Columbia Pic-

ures, sails from New York on Sat-
urday aboard the Champlain for
1/ondon where he will confer with
F. A. McConville, company's foreign
nanager, relative to his new assign-

ment in Spain.
John Agell, who until recently

leld similar position with Univer-
al, replaces Rivero immediately af-

:er latter's departure. Under the
Den name, "Cinefilo," Agell is wide-

y known to Spanish-speaking pub-

"Indianapolis
Speedway"

with Pat O'Brien, Ann Sheridan, John Payne

Warners 85 Mins.

GOOD SPEED STUFF PACKS THRILLS
BUT STORY IS LOOSELY HANDLED.

This is essentially a stencil make-
over of the same company's "The
Crowd Roars" with few new twists

supplied by scripters or director. Pat O'Brien,

as the speed-mad racing driver, gives a

typical and entertaining Pat O'Brien per-

formance. So do Ann Sheridan, Gale Page,

John Payne and Frank McHugh. The latter

is the only one who appeared in the original

version, and he plays his part of the relief

driver for O'Brien. O'Brien's kid brother,

Payne, insists on being a racing driver in-

stead of going to college as his elder brother

had planned. He also insists on falling in

love with Ann Sheridan, whom O'Brien looks

upon as a gold digger and not much good

for a nice young brother. Gale Page is

O'Brien's girl. And so into the big racing

sequences, with brother against brother,

and the youngster climbs to fame and the

older man sinks into oblivion. Then the big

thrill scene as the youngster is disabled when
leading the Indianapolis classic, and O'Brien

the down-and-out driver, comes from the

stands to hop in the car, and drive it to

victory. But first he has to overcome his

yellow streak that drove him down, as the

result of seeing his buddy McHugh die in

a flaming car. The story values are loosely

written, which makes the affairs of the

brothers with their women unconvincing.

But the speed stuff is good, and carries all

the thrills the fans can reasonably ask for.

Selling angles: speed-mad racers; brother

against brother; the glamour girl, Ann Sheri-

dan.

CAST: Ann Sheridan, Pat O'Brien, John
Payne, Gale Page, Frank McHugh, Grace
Stafford, Granville Bates, John Ridgeley,

Regis Toomey, John Harron, William David-

son, Ed McWade.
CREDITS: Director, Lloyd Bacon; Screen-

play, Sig Herzig, Wally Klein, based on story

by Howard Hawks; Cameraman, Sid Hickox;

Editor, William Holmes.

DIRECTION, Fair. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

/imi •

Cleveland Press Boosts

Pix, Drops Vaude Ad Rate

Cleveland — The Press, one of

Cleveland's two evening newspapers,
raised rates on all motion picture
theater copy and at the same time
has cut rates on vaudeville copy.
The rate boost to downtown motion

picture theaters is approximately 25
per cent from the old rate of 28 cents
per line to 35 cents per line. The-
aters playing a combination program
of picture sand vaudeville have been
paying the 28-cent rate for motion
picture copy and 47 cents for vaude-
ville copy. For houses in this classifi-

cation, The Press is substituting a
flat vaude film rate of 42% cents per
line.

The classified theater directory has
been getting 27% per line with a
three-inch minimum. It is now pro-
posed to charge 30 cents per line with
a one-inch minimum.

This Man Is News"
with Barry K. Barnes, Valerie Hobson

Paramount 63 Mins.

CLEVER MURDER MYSTERY DIRECTED
WITH LIGHT TOUCH AND WELL ACTED.
A very entertaining and lively murder

mystery done with a touch of banter and

a most engaging style that again proves

the British studios are masters of this type

of yarn. Barry K. Barnes is a personable

youth in the role of a London reporter,

fired by his editor when the murder of a

king's witness doesn't come off as he pre-

dicted. He goes home and he and the

little wife have a champagne souse in cele-

bration of being canned. He calls up the

editor and tells him the murder has hap-

pened and the editor hears what he thinks

is a shot as the cork pops. Then the murder
does occur, just about the way the spoofing

reporter told it. Thus he becomes the news
of the day, and for several days thereafter,

as the police inspector keeps on his trail

convinced that he is withholding evidence,

and the murderers try various ways of dis-

posing of the man they think is an eye-wit-

ness to their crime. It all adds up to lively

entertainment, fast action and grand sus-

pense and thrills for anybody's money. Alas-

tair Sim is vastly amusing as the befuddled

editor; Valerie Hobson is a most charming
wife of the reporter, and she helps and hin-

ders him in his sleuthing by turns. This

chap Barry Barnes has a lot on the ball, and

a very engaging personality that the femmes
will go for. Selling angles: Sprightly murder
mystery with unusual plot of men predict-

ing murder before it happens.

CAST: Barry K. Barnes, Valerie Hobson,

Alastair Sim, John Warwick, Philip Leaver,

James Birrie, David Keir, Tom Gill, Edward
Lexy, Garry Marsh, Kenneth Buckley.

CREDITS: Director, David MacDonald;
Authors, Roger MacDougal, Allen MacKin-
non; Screenplay, Same; Cameraman, Henry
Harris; Editor, Reginald Beck.

DIRECTION, Very Good. PHOTOGRA-
PHY, Good.

Correction
In a story published in The Film

Daily of July 25, mention was
made that the film "Carnival In
Flanders," acquired by RCA-NBC
for televising, is an American Tobis
feature. Attraction is distributed

by Tri-National Films, acting as
agents for Filmsonor, France.

NEW RKO CORP. FILES

INCORPORATE PAPERS

(Continued from Pane 1)

embracing four members, is sched-
uled to meet today to fill the va-
cancies by electing the directors

approved to serve the new corpora-
tion by Judge William Bondy.
When the new corporation takes

over, the board will comprise Rich-
ard C. Patterson, Jr., chairman;
Raymond Bill, Ned E. Depinet,
Thomas P. Durell, ^Frederick L.

Ehrman, L. Lawrence Green, Gen.
James G. Harbord, Conde Nast,
John E. Parsons, N. Peter Rathvon,
George J. Schaefer, W. G. Van
Schmus and Lunsford P. Yandell.

20th Cent.-Fox Sets Shorts

For Season's First Quarter

The first of a series of four Father
Hubbard Alaskan Adventures,
"Birthplace of Icebergs," heads the
Twentieth Century-Fox short sub-
jects release schedule for the first

quarter of the new season. "Birth-
place of Icebergs" will be released
Aug. 4 and on the schedule for the
first month of the new season also
will be two Terrytoons, "Two-Headed
Giant," in Technicolor, and "The
Golden West," and an Adventures of
a News Cameraman subject, titled

"Conquering the Colorado."
For September, Vyvyan Donner's

first Fashion Forecast, in Technicol-
or, Ed Thorgersen's Sports Review,
"Big Game Fishing," Lew Lehr's
"Monkeys Is The Craziest People"
and two Terrytoons, "Sheep in the
Meadow" and "Hook, Line and Sink-
er" make up the list. The four re-

leases for October include: "The Or-
phan Duck," a Technicolor Terry-
toon, "The Evergreen Empire," a
Lowell Thomas Magic Carpet sub-
ject, "Filming the Fleet," another of
the News Cameraman series, and an
untitled Terrytoon.

"Nazi Spy" In Singapore
Singapore (By Cable) — "Confes-

sions of a Nazi Spy" has been ap-
proved by the censor board of Singa-
pore.

1. "I show the best in pictures

— but my seats are never full."

'That's because

your sound resembles

the roaring of a bull."

3. "Are you insinuating that my
sound is very bad?"

For real box office results give America the good sound it demands!

INSTALL ^WRCA PH0T0PH0NE

MAGIC VOICE OF THE SCREEN
with Rotary Stabilizer plus SHOCK-PROOF DRIVE ! ^^22^,

Better sound means belter box office — anil RCA tubes mean better sound

RCA Manufacturing Company, Inc.

Camden, N.J. • A Service of the Radio Corporation ofAmerica
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22 SUMMER CLOSINGS

IN CHICAGO SECTOR

(Continued from Page 1)

and independents. Balaban & Katz
for a period, closed their United
Artists theater in the Loop for the
first time since the house was
opened. House reopened Friday.

While the Warner circuit closed
no houses, it surrendered the Lex-
ington which was taken over by
the Indiana and Illinois circuit.

Closings by other circuits numeric-
ally follow: Lasker, two; Essaness,
one; Goodman-Harrison, one; Schoen-
stadt, four; Louis Brecka, one;

Stutz, one; Doukas, one; Great
States, four; RKO, one, (the Pal-
ace, for the first time since the
house opened).
Some of the closings were said

due to shortage of suitable product;
in other cases, improvements were
in order.

Unions steadfastly refused wage
concessions this summer.

New England Pix Houses
Stay Open; Drive-Ins Gain
Boston—Vacation resort proclivi-

ties of New England are held to be
the reason for the lack of increased
darkening here this summer. Not
only have the open theaters held
their own in numbers, but the ad-
dition of several new drive-in spots

has put more theaters in lights than
there were a year ago.

Fewer Oklahoma Theaters
Closed Doors This Summer
Oklahoma City—For the first

time in many years, there have been
relatively few summer closings in

Oklahoma. Locally there is only
one and only a scattered few over
the state. No first-run houses have
been closed. In some instances,
houses have been cut from seven to

five or three days runs.

Few Closings In Michigan
Due to Summer Biz Drop

Detroit—Summer closing of the-
aters in this territory, negligible at

the start of the summer, has taken
a very slight spurt upward in the
last three weeks. A few houses have
closed for remodelling, both in the
city and upstate, selecting the time
to coincide with the usual summer
slump, but closings solely to escape
the slump have been very few.
The one major house closed is the

What's a Ban?
Belleville, III.—Noah Bloomer, head of

the Bloomer Amusement Co., owner of

the Ritz and Rex theaters, has walked
right around a police Bank Night ban
by holding the drawings for the win-
ners outside the city limits. In addi-
tion. Bloomer switched the prize from
cash to merchandise.
The Illinois Supreme Court ruled

against Bank Night two years ago but
this is the first real attempt to stop the
arrangement in Belleville.

R fShi ;/)/]enaissance or Showmanship
and exhib. reaction to "Beau Geste"

(Continued from Page 1)

to such screenings, with attendance delegated to buyers, bookers and other management
reps., "Beau Gestc" is attracting the exhibitors themselves, and there's an exceedingly
lively interest in selling angles, merchandising campaigns and those other factors and
qualities that play so important a part in determining the size of grosses.

TAKE it from veterans who know showmanship best, there's every reason to believe

that next season will see some exhibitors getting up from their easy chairs and
really going to work. And if they do, say the veterans, there will be fewer squawks
by far that business is lousy and a minimum of crying towels to send to the laundries.

Which brings to mind this observation from a correspondent which ties in rather

neatly: "Theaters are deliberately keeping people away from lack of selling. Instead of

curtailing their own incomes, they cut advertising which is not only unbusinesslike but

very stupid, from the standpoint of guaranteeing their major investment."

A ND while we're on the subject of advertising, there's the admirable thought just

** passed along to Warner theater managers by Joseph Bernhard to the effect that

"Service does an advertising job, too." Expounds the WB theater chief:

"Here's how it works:

"When your cashier greets patrons with a pleasant smile . . . when you give your

arm to a feeble old lady who needs help ... or assist an elderly man with his overcoat . . .

or comfort a lost child . . . and send your patrons home with a cheerful good-night . . .

that's ADVERTISING.
"When you can greet your patrons by name, when the merchants respect you,

the clubs honor you, and the schools trust your recommendations—that's ADVERTISING.
"When a pinched pocket-book limits a patron to one movie a week—and he seeks

to patronize a Warner Theater because he's sold on you and your Service—that's

ADVERTISING, too.

"These Service ideas, and there are many, many more—sell tickets at the box-office;

and any idea—that sells tickets, is advertising."

Worth framing, that.

United Artists, run by United De-
troit Theaters as city's premier sin-

gle bill house. This follows the

policy of last year. Nabe closings

here have been virtually nil, but a

few downtown houses have closed.

A year ago, Butterfield circuit

closed about 10 houses in Michigan
for the summer, but official state-

ment from the circuit to Film Daily
disclosed no present intention of

closing any houses whatever.

on a 4-a-week schedule for the sum-
mer months, and Finn's, Jewett City

week-ends only. The Victory, New
Haven has been dark as usual for

the summer. Warner's count one
less dark house this summer.

Three More Pix Theaters
Dark In Neb.-Iowa Sector
Omaha — The Nebraska-West-

ern Iowa district has a slight in-

crease in theater closings during
the July-August "hot season" as

compared with houses shuttered dur-

ing the summer of 1938. A total

of 15 theaters in the Omaha
area have closed this year, as com-
pared with 12 last year. Poor biz

and crop conditions have been the

reason in almost every case.

Curtailment of Operators,
Feature In Conn. Territory

New Haven—Summer closings in

the territory were featured this year
by the darkening of Fishman
Brothers Lyric and Winchester The-
aters, New Haven, with the Apollo,

New Haven reducing operation to

three-a-week early in June. The
Lyric has never before been closed,

and no three Fishman houses have
stopped continuous operation sim-
ultaneously before. The 4,000-seat

State Theater, Hartford, has been
cut down to Saturday and Sunday
operation for the summer by Har-
ris Brothers although it stayed
open all through last year. The
Jodoin, Baltic has been operating

Bad Weather In Gulf States
Fails to Darken Theaters
New Orleans—Summer heat and

rain continued to hit the Gulf States
territory of Louisiana, Mississippi
and parts of Alabama and Florida
with a blast and swirl last week,
but to date, no closings have been
reported to Film Row here. How-
ever, the gravest box office threat
seems to come from north Louisiana
and north Mississippi, where per-

sistent rains are threatening the
cotton crops.

Lincoln Vicinity Closings
This Summer Placed at 12

Lincoln, Neb.—Two less houses
are operating here in the summer
of 1939, than were going in 1938,
bringing the downtown area lighted

total to seven. Sun, a 600-seater,

has been torn down and changed in-

to a restaurant, while Liberty, 1,000

seats, is closed because of product
shortage in its parent company,
Nebraska Theaters, Inc., already op-
erating three houses.
There have been a total of 12

closings in the immediate territory

in the past six months, mostly in

the two and three theater small
towns hard put to find patronage
enough for one house.

Frisco Biz Coming Back;
/No Pix Houses Closing

San Francisco — Major circuit

execs here state that business is

NE BACKS ALLIED STEPI

PRESS NEELY PASSAGE

i

9i

(Continued from Page I)

independent theater owners at th<

Hotel Statler yesterday afternoon
The confab was called by Ar
thur K. Howard, Independer/^Ex
hibitors Inc., business managi-o-'foi
the purpose of hearing the tran
scriptions of Allied conventior
speeches.

Close to 50 exhibitors, including
non-Allied members, gathered tci I

/
hear Nathan Yamins, Independenl
Exhibitors president, read part oi

the Minneapolis discourses aftei

sound engineers had failed tc

achieve satisfactory results with re-

productions of the discs. Frank Ly-
don, Eastern vice-president, alsc

spoke. Edward Golden, scheduled
to be on hand, was called out of

town on business earlier in the day,

The assembly passed two other
resolutions in addition to that fa-

voring Allied's stand on non-accept-
ance of the code. Senators Henry
Cabot Lodge and David I. Walsh
were thanked for voting for the
Neely bill. Howard was authorized
to write to every exhibitor in the

organization, recommending to each
that he write to his respective
congressman requesting Neely bill

support. There was no discussion
at the meeting of the proposed
Eastern regional assembly that Ly
don may call soon.

lire

"U" Closes Schine Deal
Cleveland, O.—Dave Miller, Uni

versal district manager, has just re-

turned from Gloversville, N. Y.,

where he closed a three-year prod-

uct deal for the entire Schine cir-

cuit. Miller also closed a deal for

the M. E. Comerford houses in New
York state.

FIL

nan;

lure

licul

less

lies'

^

starting to show a little improve-

1

ment but is still below normal. A
month ago it was reported off 25

1

per cent in the San Francisco-Oak-
land Metropolitan area, and about
10 per cent in other houses of the

circuits, with the Golden Gate Expo-
sition and general industries and
agricultural conditions blamed.

Competition from the Exposition
now is especially keen, and will con-
tinue so for the next three months
as the management has booked a

|

long list of screen and radio stars
|

including Dick Powell, Jack Benny
and Mary Livingston, Edgar Bergen
and Charlie McCarthy, the Three
Ritz Brothers, etc., and at the pres-

ent time Benny Goodman and Kay
Kyser's bands are packing them in.

However, there have been no clos-

ings todate, nor are any expected.

TSo Standee Problem
Caroncrow, La.—There won't be any

standee problem in this community when
Leo Mary opens his new house. Seating

capacity is 500; town's population, 450.
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Vtarked Expansion of Sponsored Shows in Mich. Towns
Hrected Toward Theater-less

Summer Resort Towns
in the State

By H. F. REVES
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

Detroit — Marked expansion of

ponsored shows, particularly in

mailer towns, is under way in this

egion, according to N. D. Reiss,

nanager of the Modern Talking Pic-

ure Service. Shows are being par-
icularly directed toward theater-

ess summer resort towns for the
ext few months.
Typical setup in the metropolitan

rea has been run for some time

y Reiss' organization, showing to

11 types of organization audiences,

hows have been sponsored primar-
ly by Westinghouse, Pennzoil, and

(Continued on Page S)

MAY COMPLETE MOR

MONOP'LY CASE TODAY

Philadelphia—Hearing on an ap-
plication for a preliminary injunc-

tion by Eugene Mori, Landis theater
of Vineland, N. J., et al., continued
yesterday with Edgar Moss, 20th
Century-Fox district manager, on
[the stand all day. Harry Shapiro,

counsel for the plaintiff, sought to

prove evidence of monopoly by ref-
(Coiitinued on Page 8)

Yates Sails to Promote

Rep. Product In Britain

Revealing a co-ordinated plan for

the promotion of Republic's product
in the British Isles,—only one angle

of which is the impending Gene
(Continued on Page 8)

1 Hollywood Stars Sought

for Command Performance

Top-ranking American pix stars

will be sought for a command per-

formance before the King and Queen
of England and Mack Hyams, whose

{Continued on Page 7)

TWEC Aide Sees Neely Bill Passing House
at Next Session of Congress in December

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington— Daniel Bertrand, administrative assistant at TNEC yesterday told THE

FILM DAILY he believes the Neely Bill has a good chance of passing the House and
becoming law at the second session of the 76th Congress. Bertrand made his statement
to clear up confusion regarding his forecast on the measure.

"The opposition cannot forever impede the ordinary processes of a democratic govern-
ment," Bertrand commented yesterday. "The subject has had thorough discussion and
the representatives of the people should be allowed to exercise the duties of elective

office. Further hearings may be deemed necessary, but paraphrasing the statement of

the eminent counsel for the opposition, 'we have gone over this same story year after

year'. Moreover, full hearings can be held before the House and the bill reported for

vote at the next session if the public will is to be exercised."

GARMESANDWILDBERG "U" EUROPEAN GROSS

TO PRODUCE IN EAST AHEAD, SAYS COWDIN

Resumption of Eastern featui'e

production on a substantial scale

in the Pall was further indicated

yesterday when The Film Daily
confirmed two pending deals calling

for establishment of units at East-
ern Service Studios.

Lee Garmes, it was learned, is

(Continued on Page 5)

Giveaways at Fair May
Block Games Elimination

New York World's Fair is going
in for giveaways.
By mid-August at the latest, the

exposition will nightly except Sun-
day distribute 10 merchandise gifts,

(Continued on Page 6)

Returning on the Champlain yes-
terday from Europe, J. Cheever
Cowdin, chairman of Universal's
board of directors, said that the
company's gross business in Eu-
rope was running well ahead of last

year, although he would not reveal
any figures.

Business in general, both in Eng-
(Continued on Page 6)

20th-Fox Caribbean Biz

Said Steadily Improving

Returning yesterday on the Santa
Rosa from a six months' trip in

the Caribbean territory, E. F. Lom-
ba, special representative of the

(Continued on Page 7)

U. S. Dhtribs., While Still Hopeful,

May be Forced to Suspend in China

Goldwyn to be Examined

In "Roman Scandals" Suit

Notice of examination before trial

Df Samuel Goldwyn on Aug. 2 was
filed yesterday in the Federal Court
by Mort Eisman, Clara Dellar and
Robert Louis Shayon, plaintiffs in a

suit for injunction, accounting and
(Continued on Page 7)

Decrease of the Chinese dollar to

a new low of nine cents against the

American dollar at the current rate
of exchange, and the more serious
difficulties in doing business in that
country presented by the heavily
duplicated duty charges, may force
the American companies to suspend
operations there in the near future,

(Continued on Page 5)

Court Authorizes Elections;

Reorg. Seen Effective

During the Fall

George J. Schaefer and Richard
C. Patterson were elected president
and chairman of the board, respec-

tively, ofRKO
Corp. at a
meeting of
the directors
yesterday. It

was the first

session to be
conducted in

several years
and was held
pursuant to

instructions

J
I obtained from

wFM I t h e District-*r-^^" Court of the

GEORGE J. SCHAEFER ^. S. for the
SouthernDis-

trict on petition by the Irving Trust
(Continued on Page 7)

N. Y. ALLIED TALKS

CODE WITH MAJORS

Leaders of New York Allied met
yesterday with the sales heads of
the major companies and discussed
industry problems, the trade prac-
tice code and arbitration boards.
The reported plan for a special

code for New York Allied members
(Continued on Page 7)

Republic to Seek Quick
Settlement with Guild

M. J. Siegel, president of Republic
Productions, revealed yesterday that
he has been instructed by Herbert

(Continued on Page 7)

UA Seeks Dismissal Order
in Folly Theater Action

Application was filed yesterday
in the Federal Court by United Ar-
tists Corp. to dismiss the suit for

(Continued on Page 7)
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Mayer and Burstyn Get
Six French Productions

Six French pictures have been
acquired for distribution in the U.
S. and Canada by Mayer & Burstyn,
it was stated yesterday by Joe Bur-
styn, who arrived on the Champlain
from a two-months' trip abroad.
First of the new group is "Louise,"
starring Grace Moore.
Burstyn said that the quality of

French pictures was improving be-
cause the producers were returning
to the formula of making product of
a typical French type instead of at-
tempting to imitate a Hollywood
style.

The pictures which he acquired,
Burstyn said, were of a type that
could play any American house
rather than theaters using foreign
policies.

Central Ticket Agency
May Be Started in Fall

League of New York Theaters is

moving to establish a producer-con-
trolled central ticket agency next
Fall. Committee investigating the
proposal embraces Marcus Heiman,
Brock Pemberton and Herman Shum-
lin.

Associated Theater Ticket Agen-
cies is meeting the move, which
would put the ticket broker out of
biz, with promises to take "necessary
and proper steps."
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2 2 2
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Expects Governor's Signature
Chicago — Representative Elroy

Sandquist, author of the movie limi-

tation bill regulating time of film

shows said last night he expects
Governor Horner's signature on the
measure before the week-end. He
also suggested to the legislative

council, an organization of both
state senators and house members,
that they appoint a committee to
investigate various phases of the
theater as it affects both juvenile
and adult attendance.

FPC Convention Ended;

Sports Today's Order

Niagara Falls, Ont.—First nation-

al conference of Famous Players
Canadian Corp. in 12 years, officially

closed last night with a dinner held
in the Hotel General Brock honoring
J. J. Fitzgibbon, vice-president of the
organization, who has resumed his

duties after an absence on account
of illness, for more than five months.

Fitzgibbons was presented with a
sterling silver dinner service and an
illuminated address bearing the sig-

natures of all managers at the con-
vention. Symbolic of the company's
chain of theaters from coast to
coast in Canada was the totem pole
from the Pacific and a model of the
"Bluenose" from the Maritimes pres-
ent to President N. L. Nathanson.
Don Henshaw, Toronto, radio com-
mentator addressed the gathering.
Today the staffs of Empire-Uni-

versal, Paramount Films, and the
home office staff of Famous Players,
will arrive by special train to join
the managers, and participate in

the sports program at Queen Vic-
toria Park during the afternoon.
A banquet in the evening, addressed
by Hon Mitchell F. Hepburn, Pre-
mier of Ontario, Col. George Drew,
Major John Bassett of Montreal,
and Barney Balaban, will bring the

four-day sessions to a conclusion.

French Producers Turn
Out 60 In Six Months

Keough Stays in New York
Austin Keough, vice-president and

chief counsel for Paramount, due
to biz conferences locally, yesterday
cancelled his plans to attend the
convention of Famous Players Can-
adian Corp. now in session in Nia-
gara Falls, Ont.

Paris (By Cable)—Mid-year sta-

tistical review of the French film

industry reveals 60 productions have
been completed, including one in Ber-
lin, one in Rome and one in Egypt.
Official announcement shows 4,120
theaters in France and North Africa,
plus about 4,000 municipal and co-

operative halls in France. Studios
now total 17.

52-Producers' Final Meet
Final meeting between the produc-

ers and Local 52, studio mechanics,
will be held Tuesday to discuss re-

maining details in terms of a new
contract.

5 Weeks for "I Die"?

On the basis of the strength dis-

played to date, Warners home office

yesterday was talking a five week
run for "Each Dawn I Die" at the
New York Strand.

Filmarte Reopens Sept. 11

Filmarte Theater will reopen on
Sept. 11 with the French film, "The
End of a Day."

Kennedy as Fed. Attorney
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Harold Maurice

Kennedy, Brooklyn lawyer, was yes-

terday nominated by President
Roosevelt to be U. S. Attorney for

the Eastern District of New York.
The Eastern District includes Brook-
lyn.

N. Y. Central Casting Corp.

Albany—Charter papers have been
issued to the Central Casting Corpo-
ration of New York, licensed to do
business as a theatrical employment
agency with a $50,000 capital, shares
valued at $1. Subscribers of record
are Don Luis Gomez, Cuyler Beck,
and Francis W. Hulme. Counsel is

Conrad Milliken.

Para. Signs Schertzinger
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Victor Schertzinger

has signed a long term directorial

contract with Paramount. His most
recent picture was "The Mikado,"
made in England.

cominG add Gom
^ m
BARNEY BALABAN, president of Paramour

and FRED MOHRHARDT, comptroller, left Nc
York last evening on the Niagara Special f

Niagara Falls, Ont., to attend Famo;. "Maye
Canadian Corp.'s convention there. "_/
JOSEPH J. UNCER, divisional sales manag

in charge of the Eastern Atlantic States ai

Canada for Paramount, and ALEC MOSS, hon
office advertising manager, arrived last evenir
in Niagara Falls, Ont., from the home offii

to attend FPC convention.

JACK COHN, vice-president of Columbia Pi<'

tures, and A. MONTAGUE, company's genera
sales manager, left New York last night f<

the FPC conclave at Niagara Falls, Ont.

CARL LESERMAN, Warners' assistant gener;
sales manager, and ROY T. HAINES, Easter
and Canadian sales manager, left New York las

evening for the FPC convention at Niagar
Falls, Ont.

MAX MILDER, general manager of Warne
Bros. Pictures, Ltd., England, leaves Burbanl
today for New Rork and then will sail fo
England on Aug. 9 aboard the Queen Mary.

ED SCHNITZER, Warners eastern district man-
ager, is on a trip to Buffalo, Syracuse, Rochestei
and Utica on business, returning to the hoim
office Monday.

DEL GOODMAN, far eastern manager for 20th-
Fox, arrived in New York yesterday for a three
week visit.

E. F. LOMBA, special representative of the
20th-Fox foreign department, returned yester-
day from a six months trip through the Carib-
bean territory.

ARTHUR A. LEE, Caumont British chieftain
here, left last night for Niagara Falls to attend
the FPC convention.

ADOLPH 2UK0R and JOHN W. HICKS arrive
in Sydney Saturday morning on their trip to
the antipodes.

C. A. SCHULTZ, of the Commonwealth Amuse-
ment Co., Kansas City, W. L. MACK, North
Carolina exhib., N. F. HICKS, also an exhibitor
from North Carolina, HAROLD J. MIRISCH, Mil-
waukee exhib., ad J. B. ROSSHEIM, Pennsylvania
circuit operator, have been visitors this week
at the RKO Lounge.

EUGEN SCHARIN, head of Transatlantic
Films, sails Saturday on the Champlain for a
six week European trip.

JOSHUA LOGAN has returned from South
America.

DWICHT DEERE WIMAN has returned to
New York after a vacation in Bermuda.

ERROL FLYNN plans to take an eight week
trip to South America on his boat in the near
future.

GERALDINE FITZGERALD returns to Holly-
wood Sept. 1 after a three months vacation in

Ireland.

MADELEINE CARROLL left the Coast yester-
day for New York.

JOHN LODER flew to the Coast last night;
he was accompanied by his wife and infant son.

JOHN GRIERSON sailed yesterday from South-
ampton on the Empress of Australia for Canada.

'

Mr, Executive!
I'm at your service!!

Stick-to-it-ivness, dependabil-
ity, character, competency, thor-
oughness, efficiency,—are my
qualifications!

Picture Production—Theatre,
Radio, are my Forte!

Salary—Secondary Considera-
tion!

Opportunity—the most De-
sirable!

Let me prove my worth to

You Mr. Executive!

FILM DAILY, Box No. 1206
1501 Broadway New York City



ast Week! This Week!

AGAIN
IT'S ALL M-G-M

!

More box-office reports from Variety!
When a feller needs a friend—page M-G-M!
CHICAGO—" 'GOODBYE MR. CHIPS' continuing

at great pace in the Apollo. 4th week. Excellent

after getting solid gross last week."

SEATTLE —'"MR. CHIPS' big. 3rd week. Last week
great. 'HARDYS' big."

DETROIT—'"ANDYHARDYGETS SPRING FEVER'
UPS Michigan. Hardy series strong here."

BALTIMORE —"Holdover 'GOODBYE MR. CHIPS,'
maintaining momentum heading for okay gross

after biggest opening round in weeks."

INDIANAPOLIS —"'TARZAN' okay.

CLEVELAND —"Baseball, concerts cripple B. O.'s,

but 'MAISIE' forte. Dandy ballyhoo. Collects

smart prize money for week. Last week 'TARZAN'
went well."

NEW YORK —'"CHIPS' a tablestakes special. 10th

week same as previous week. 'ANDY HARDY
GETS SPRING FEVER' started out good at

Capitol Theatre."

WASHINGTON, D. C. —"'MR. CHIPS' 2nd week
sticking with strong gross. Last week same pic led

town with great gross."

LINCOLN, NEB. —'"DR. KILDARE'did very well."

PHILADELPHIA —'"CHIPS' bows out at the com-
pletion of three stanzas with a neat record for

sustained strength. 'ON BORROWED TIME' at

Karlton well above recent average of house."

LOUISVILLE —"'ON BORROWED TIME' rated tops

by reviewers. Healthy gross. 'MR. CHIPS' rosy."

BOSTON—"'TARZAN' okay. 'MR. CHIPS' 2nd
week dandy."

CINCINNATI —"Keith's is doing swell with 'ON
BORROWED TIME'."

LOS ANGELES—'"ANDY HARDY' tonics L. A.
'ANDY HARDY GETS SPRING FEVER' is

driving to big week, biggest take known here in

past six months. 'CHIPS' 10th week. Looks like

another okay gross."

SAN FRANCISCO —'"CHIPS' still going strongly.

4th week. Last week, very good."

PITTSBURGH —'"ON BORROWED TIME.' Raves
without exception for this one. Sleek campaign.
Plenty good gross and may result in h.o. Last week
'CHIPS' got good gross at Warner after two previ-

ous sessions at Penn. Last week 'MAISIE'all right."

PROVIDENCE —'"ON BORROWED TIME,' at

State, heads the list. Last week, 'CHIPS' strong."

KANSAS CITY —'"ON BORROWED TIME' holding
up well. Above average. Last week, 'CHIPS' big."

PORTLAND —'"ON BORROWED TIME' holdover.
'HARDY FEVER' a natural winner and over the
top for big gross."

DENVER '"ANDY HARDY GETS SPRING
FEVER' running strong. Last week 'CHIPS' (2nd
week) did well above average."

MINNEAPOLIS —" 'CHIPS' toast of the town in 2nd
week. A four-week engagement is not at all un-
likely. Raves by critics and customers."

Bookers! It's an M-G-M Summer! Turn the Page!



HEATWAVE/
HIT WAVE!
Millions of dollars worth of entertainment for your hot-weather screen!

That's M-G-M's policy again this summer! It's the policy that has endeared

Leo the Lion to his exhibitor customers year after year. While "ANDY

HARDY GETS SPRING FEVER" is packing them in (Biggest Hardy Hit of All!)

announce an M-G-M Summer Festival of Hits to your customers because

there's only one outfit that's got a HIT WAVE to match the HEAT WAVE!

THE FRIENDLY COMPANY
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GARMESANDWILDBERG

TO PRODUCE IN EAST

(Continued, from Pane 1)

negotiating for the production here

of\ Vnd So Goodbye" by Mildred

Cram, with shooting script by Adele
Comandini, and the deal may be

closed within the next fortnight.

Garmes leaves for the Coast tomor-
row, arriving- on Monday, and short-
ly returns to New York.
Pix will be made with a substan-

tial budget, and Garmes' Coast trip

I
is for the purpose of lining up a
director and players. Production is

tentatively set for Oct. 1. It is

understood that financing has been
fully arranged and that a distribu-

i tion deal with a major company is

being worked out. Other pictures
possibly may follow "And So Good-
bye," it was reported.

Second deal has as a principal
Jack Wildberg, Broadway producer,
who was originally scheduled to fly

I to the Coast today to confer with
an associate. Latter, however, has
been called East instead. Wildberg
has a two-picture program, it is un-
derstood, with stories to be selected
from four properties, one of which
is Sinclair Lewis' "Angela is 21."

Two major distribs. are reported
interested in the Wildberg produc-
tions and a deal may be consum-
mated next week. Availability of

players will largely govern the se-

lection for the initial pix, but early
production, possibly in September, is

planned.
Eastern Service Studios at the

present time have approximately
180 employes on the rolls, following
a seasonal layoff of about 20 in all

departments. Audio Productions
now have seven pix in work.

Omaha Tourney August 21

Omaha—Exhibs. in the Nebraska-
Iowa territory will hold their annual
golf tourney Aug. 21 under sponsor-
ship of Omaha Variety Club. Com-
mittee in charge includes Glenn
Rogers, chairman; Joe Scott, Sid
Rose, Joe Jacobs of Columbia, Joe
Jacobs of General Outdoor and Har-
ry Shumow, chief barker.

Best wishes from THE FILM DAILY
to the following on their birthdays:

JULY 27

Charles Vidor

Joseph Quillan

Natalie Moorhead

Lawrence Cray

Albert Wetzel

ALONG THE

WITH PHIL /H. DALY;

• • • THAT mag Fortune analyzes Loew-M-G-M in their

current issue the article is an exhaustive study of the set-up past

and present oi the Loew Theaters since Marcus Loew founded them

and oi the M-G-M home office and studios here are some

of the interesting highlights of the article

T T T
• • • IN 1920 Marcus Loew bought an impoverished inde-

pendent producing and distributing company called Metro

and poured $2,000,000 of his theater profits into it In 1924 he

went deeper into production by buying the Goldwyn Pictures

Corp and also the independent producing unit run by Louis

B. Mayer The chief assets of the Mayer company were the

men in it, including Mayer himself, J. Robert Rubin, Irving Thal-

berg and others whom Mayer had lured from other studios with

the offer of profit-sharing bonuses

• • • WHEN Marcus Loew died in 1927. he left an estate of

more than S 10,000,000 and a staff of executives trained for years in

his conservative—for the picture industry—methods During the

late twenties, when some other companies were borrowing money to

buy or built as many theaters as they could get, Loew's sat tight with

its chain of ten dozen or so high class houses No small part of

the industry went down (in the depression) in a dismal heap of bank-

ruptcies, lawsuits, shake-ups and reorganizations, in which control

passed largely to Wall Street Loew's however, stood like Gibraltar.

keeping its theaters and its financial independence as well the

work of the home office executives of Loew's and M-G-M and the studio

executives, and their place and importance in the company set-up is

treated at length brickbats are handed out as impartially as

bouquets it's an article everybody in the film biz should read in toto.

T T
• • • TODAY'S the day for that outing of the ITOA to

Indian Point on the Hudson steamer Alexander Hamilton

leaves with the gang from West 42nd St. at 9:45 leaving the

Point at 5 in the evening

T T
• • • PROJECTIONISTS Day will be observed at the World's

Fair on Sept. 7 plans are being made to make the occasion a

memorable one chairman of the committees are J. Basson,

General P. A. McGuire. Arrangements Harry Rubin, Speakers

Lester B. Isaacs, Technical and Historical H. Griffin, Guests

Louis Kaufman, IA Locals M. D. O'Brien, Publicity

P. D. Herbst, Tickets

T T T
• • • COMMEMORATING the thirteenth anniversary of

talking pictures a radio broadcast will be sponsored Satur-

day eve by the Franklin Institute of Philadelphia, oldest scientific

organization in America Albert Howson, Warner exec, will

relate the pioneering activities of the Warners in bringing sound

to the screen

T T T
• • • AND now the boys in Chi have organized a sidewalk

superintendents' club the lads from the Randolph St. Rialto and the

B & K headquarters staff watched the Capital building being torn down,

and now they will have a lot of fun kibitzing as the newsreel theater

goes up on the site

« « « » » »

9G CHINESE DOLLAR

DUP. DUTIES WORRY

(Continued from Page 1)

Del Godoman, far eastern manager
for 20th-Fox told The Film Daily
yesterday upon his arrival in New
York.
Goodman said that the American

companies operating in China were
jointly discussing the matter now
toward this end, with hope still held
•"hat the duty situation may be eased.
He expressed the opinion that as
long as it was possible to continue
operations without losing money it

was the policy of the company to do
so in order to protect the invest-
ment of the exhibitors, but opera-
tions at a loss could not be carried
on by any company.
Goodman said that it was his hope

that the national film industry in In-
dia would continue to develop as
native films stimulated attendance
and increased theater building, thus
building up the market for imported
pictures.

The 20th-Fox exec, will be here
for two or three weeks to confer
with Walter J. Hutchinson, director

of foreign distribution, and will

then return to Beverly Hills to stay
with his family for awhile before
he returns to the Oi'ient.

See No Speedy Settlement

of Rugoff and Becker Case

Although an attempt for a speed-
ier settlement of the Rugoff &
Becker-TMAT case was initiated

yesterday by the trial examiner, at

the close of the day's hearing at

the State Labor Board offices, no
indication was given by either side

that any settlement beyond what
will result from the regular proced-
ure might be discussed.
A sharp interchange between the

legal contingents opened up the af-

ternoon session. A. L. Green, Ru-
goff & Becker theater manager,
completed his testimony yesterday,
replying to a number of differently

worded questions that he knew noth-

ing of the individual corporate setup

of the organization.
More theater managers will be

questioned today.

Moore Sets the Pace

Pittsburgh—George E. Moore, who
has been northern district sales rep-

resentative for 20th Century-Fox for

the past 15 years, is the first sales-

man in the country to close his ter-

ritory 100 per cent on the coming
season's product.

British Steel Pix
London (By Cable)—Inspired by the

success of U. S. Steel's Technicolor docu-
mentary which, despite its commercial
aspect, received playing time in U. S.

theaters, Henry Boot & Sons, Sheffield

steel works, plans to sponsor a British

steel epic, to be produced by Neville E.

Neville. Pix also will be made in color

with a $500,000 budget.
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"IT EUROPEAN GROSS

AHEAD, SAYS GOWDIN

(Continued from Page 1)

land and on the Continent, was
much better than he had expected
to find, Cowdin said. He described

his trip as a routine business jour-

ney.
Danielle Darrieux positively will

fulfill her contract with Universal,

Cowdin asserted, pointing out that

she had a three-year pact and that

she would be over here soon to

start a new picture, despite reports

to the contrary.

Giveaways at Fair May
Block Games Elimination

(Continued from Page 1)

topped by an auto valued at $1,000,
it was reported yesterday. Give-
away idea was submitted to the
Board of Directors' executive com-
mittee by Norman Bel Geddes, who
was delegated to work out the plan.

Exhib. interests yesterday en-

gaged in lively speculation as to

the effect of the Fair's giveaway
policy on the present move to end
games in the metropolitan area.

Some felt the move would be blocked.
Under the method of operation

already decided, each Fair paying
patron will receive a duplicate num-
bered slip upon entering the
grounds. It will be necessary for

the ticket holder to visit the amuse-
ment area during the day and per-

sonally drop one half of the ticket

in a large glass globe, mounted on
a platform at one end of the one-
acre plot, now vacant, near the

amusement zone's south end.

Fair also will continue sale of

the week-end bargain tickets this

week.

Publishes Law Digest
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles — Dennis Hartman,

editor of the Motion Picture Law
Review, has just published the Mo-
tion Picture Law Digest, a compi-
lation of the decisions of all State
and Federal Courts affecting the mo-
tion picture industry, from 1900 to

date. This work covers the entire

field of Motion Picture Law, from
Actors to Zoning.

WEDDING BELLS

Jack Barry of Warner Bros, home
office art department, will be mar-
ried on Saturday, to Miss Syd Don-
nenfeld. The couple will spend their

honeymoon in the Adirondacks.

York Village, Me.—Madge Evans,
film actress, immediately following
her appearance in the play "Brief
Moment" at the Ogunquit Playhouse
on Tuesday night, left the theater
and was married by a justice of the
peace to Sidney Kingsley, Pulitzer
Prize winning playwright.

:< REVIEWS Of THE DEW flLfllS :<

"Heritage of the
Desert"

with Donald Woods, Evelyn Venable

Paramount 74 Mins.

SWELL WESTERN DISTINGUISHED BY
INTELLIGENT STORY AND EXCEPTION-
ALLY FINE ACTING.

This western has the advantage of an

intelligent plot from the Zane Grey classic,

and fine production values by the producer,

who has given it a cast of unusually fine

players seldom seen in one Western. Don-
ald Woods as the easterner checking up on

his western ranch lands, travels west to

learn why he has been deriving little revenue

from his properties. C. Henry Gordon, his

agent, has been cheating him right and

left, and also using Woods' name to de-

fraud the other ranchers. When he learns

the owner is coming out to the ranch, he

has a hireling waylay him. Leaving him for

dead, the wounded man is discovered by a

rancher, Robert Barrat. At the latter's

ranch he is nursed back to health by Evelyn

Venable. Then the excitement starts when
the easterner recovers, rapidly masters west-

ern lore, and starts after his crooked agent.

There is plenty of action and thrills, done
with class by a bunch of players who make
their characters believable and convincing.

CAST: Donald Woods, Evelyn Venable,

Russell Hayden, Robert Barrat, Sidney Toler,

C. Henry Gordon, Paul Guilfoyle, Paul Fix,

Willard Robertson, Reginald Barlow, J.

Miller.

CREDITS: Producer, Harry Sherman; Di-

rector, Lesley Selander; Screenplay, Norman
Houston; Based on novel by Zane Grey;

Cameraman, Russell Harlan; Editor, Sherman
Rose.

DIRECTION, Very good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Fine.

Building and Remodeling
Active in Pittsburgh Area

Pittsburgh — Despite the current
lull in theater biz, a number of old
theaters in this territory are being
remodeled and enlarged and several
new ones are under construction.
Warners is building a new theater
in Titusville, Pa., which is expected
to open early in the Fall. WB al-

ready has one house in the town.
The Manos Amusement Co., operated
by the veteran showman, Mike
Manos, has started construction of
a new theater in Jeanette, Pa., and
one in Blairsville, Pa., both to open
before the new year. The Temple
Theater in Wheeling, W. Va., a
de luxe colored house, has been taken
over by K. F. Boothman, who has
closed the theater for complete reno-
vation and remodeling throughout,
to reopen Labor Day.

Roy H. Stewart Dead
Indianpolis—Roy H. Stewart, 57,

widely known in theatrical circles,

and for more than 17 years a sales-

man for the National Theater Sup-
ply Co., died at his home in Terre
Haute, Ind. Funeral services were
held Monday and burial was in Rose-
lawn Cemetery.

"Death Goes North"
with Edgar Edwards, Sheila Bromley

Warwick 63 Mins.

NEAT SUSPENSE IN MURDER MYSTERY
IN CANADIAN LUMBER COUNTRY.

For a picture made for the neighborhood

trade, this one shapes up as very fine enter-

tainment. It carries an atmosphere of

novelty with its Canadian actors in authen-
tic Canadian scenery in the northwoods.

The hero is a Mountie on the trail of the

murderer of a secretary to the uncle of

the girl, who has come from England to

Canada to look after lumber lands they own.
The trail of the criminal is very cleverly

obscured, with several suspects keeping
the suspense well sustained. When the

Mountie and his pal get too close to the

murderer's trail, attempts are made on the

lives of other people. But the Mountie hero
finally narrows the trail down to the sup-

posed uncle who has been evidently quite

helpful in tracing the criminal. He proves
in a dramatic showdown that the apparent
uncle whom the girl has never met is

really the secretary, who has murdered the

other and changed all the identification

marks. There is some good character work
by various members of the cast, and the
logging scenes are well handled. Rin Tin
Tin, Jr. does some good canine sleuthing

in helping to run down the criminal. Selling

angles: Rin Tin Tin, Jr., the four-legged

sleuth; the clever murder plot with sub-
stitution of identities.

CAST: Edgar Edwards, Sheila Bromley,

Jameson Thomas, Dorothy Bradshaw, Walter
Byron, Rin Tin Tin, Jr.

CREDITS: Director, Frank McDonald;
Author, Edward R. Austin; Screenplay, same;
Cameraman, Harry Forbes; Editor, William
Austin.

DIRECTION, Fair. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

State Labor Federation

to Meet Here on Aug. 15

Convention of the New York State
Federation of Labor will open Aug.
15 at the Commodore Hotel in New
York, this city to be the scene of
the annual meeting for the first time
in 75 years. District meetings of

the affiliated unions will be held the
previous day, with the 55 locals of
the IATSE in this state huddling
at the Commodore.

It is expected that the IATSE
will bring up the two-men-in-a-
booth bill for discussion on the floor

and it is also possible that the cur-
rent dispute between the actors
unions may be aired at the conven-
tion.

Overrule B & K Objection
Chicago—Judge Edgar Eldredge,

hearing the Government contempt
case, yesterday ruled that evidence
of theaters operated by defendants
in other cities was not admissable
in the pending case. He overruled
B & K objections to the introduc-

tion of their ownership in down
state houses. Evidence in this hear-

ing will go into the record when
trial is resumed Sept. 5.

* SHORTS *

"Five Times Five"

RKO-Pathe 20 Mins.

Quins' Star Film

This is about the best of the series

of Quintuplet shorts that have been
made exclusively by Pathe down
through the five years of the Dionne
sisters' birth. The current film cele-

brates their fifth birthday, with a
little party being held in their pri-

vate garden attended by their doc-
tor and mentor, Allan Roy Dafoe, a
local priest, and Alexander Woollcott
and their two nurses. Woollcott does
the narration and plays with the
youngsters throughout a very charm-
ing picture which presents the
French-Canadian misses in close-ups
in their various recreations and
amusements. The photography is

exceptionally well handled. With
the Town Crier presenting the young-
sters in his inimitable style, this reel

will prove to be one of the most
popular shorts of the year. Produced
by Frederic Ullman, Jr. Directed by
Frank Donovan. Photographed by
Harry Smith.

Paramount Pictorial

(P8-12)
Paramount 10 mins.

Interesting

European views of the stork at

home on a chimney top, showing
how it feeds its young. Views of

Alaska in the Spring shows a very
temperate climate, with agriculture,

dairying and mining, and the crum-
bling of a huge glacier is a very
awesome spectacle. The Darwinian
theory is borne out in studies of

spider monkeys, gibbons and orang-
utans acting very much like humans.

"Romance of Industry"

Effective

Producers

—

Gontard-Ilfeld 11 mins.

"Power," the first of a series of

shorts, based on the Romance of

Industry, produced by Gert Gontard
and Lester Ilfeld, in collaboration

with the University of Caifornia,

is effectively picturized and should
entertain any type of audience. It

shows the history of power—man's
harnessing the forces of nature to

his own uses, and portrays the use

of the Cyclotron to produce Atomic
energy. John Deering does the nar-

ration, which is splendid.

Quebec Tax In Fadeout
Quebec — The city council has

given formal second and final read-

ing to the bill providing for dis-

continuance of collection of the

city's 10 per cent amusement tax
which led to five weeks closure of

Quebec's eleven theaters. The bill

stipulates that the tax shall not be
collected up to April 30, 1940.
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SCHAEFER, PATTERSON

GET RKO CORP. POSTS

(Continued from Page 1)

Cotrustee for RKO. Earlier in the
d( ) Federal Judge William Bondy
signed an order approving the elec-

tion of Schaefer and Patterson.
Proponents of the reorganization

plan believe that it may become ef-

fective some time this Fall.

Yesterday's meeting resulted in

the election to the present com-
pany's board of 11 of the 13 mem-
bers of the new board which is to

take over direction of the company
upon consummation of its court-ap-
proved reorganization plan, recently
affirmed by the Circuit Court of Ap-
peals.

Those elected were Ned E. Depin-
et, vice-president of RKO Radio;
Thomas P. Durell, associated with
White, Weld & Co.; Frederick L.

Ehrman, associated with Lehman
Bros.; L. Lawrence Green, lawyer;
Conde Nast, president and chairman
of the board, Conde Nast Publica-

tions, Inc.; John E. Parsons, lawyer;

Richard C. Patterson, Jr., former
Assistant Secretary of Commerce;
N. Peter Rathvon, president of Rath-
von & Co.; George J. Schaefer, pres-

ident Keith-Albee-Orpheum Corpo-
ration, B. F. Keith Corporation and
RKO Radio Pictures, Inc.; W. G. Van
Schmus, managing director of Radio
City Music Hall and president of

Radio City Music Hall Corporation,

and Raymond Bill, publisher. Sen.

James G. Harbord, chairman of the

board, RCA, and Lunsford P. Yan-
dell, executive, RCA, are members
of the present company's board and
will carry over as the other two
members of the new 13-member
board.

The action of the District Court
yesterday will enable the men who
are to have the responsibility for

the affairs of the new corporation,

under the reorg. plan, to meet in-

formally for consultation with the
RKO management and the trustee.

In a formal statement, issued fol-

lowing the meeting, it was said that

the board met because it anticipated

RKO's early emergence from reor-

ganization proceedings and "its re-

establishment as an independent
business organization, with new cap-
ital interests and renewed earning
power."

It also was said that "during re-

cent months, RKO's earning power
has been steadily increased under
the direction of George J. Schaefer,
who has been president of RKO
Radio Pictures, Inc., since October,
1938."

RKO went into receivership early
in 1933 and into reorganization pro-

ceedings under Section 77B of the

STORKS!
Pittsburgh—Mr. and Mrs. Saul I.

Perilman (papa is booker at the lo-

cal Monogram exchange) are the
parents of a 6^ -lb. boy.

Conscription Presents British Industry
With Camp Theater, Cut Price Headaches

London (By Cable)—Conscription, in addition to the labor problem, is presenting
British exhibs. with several headaches. One stems from the encroachment of camp
theaters designed for the entertainment of the new militiamen and the added privileges

the camp theaters enjoy. In some instances, Sunday openings are being permitted.
Another headache results from the suggestion by military authorities that men in

uniform enjoy half prices at all box-offices.

Goldwyn to be Examined
In 'Roman Scandal" Suit

(Continued from Page 1)

damages against Goldwyn, Samuel
Goldwyn, Inc., Ltd., and United Art-
ists Corp. and Eddie Cantor.
The notice requires Goldwyn to ap-

pear in Room 1300 of 32 Broadway,
New York, and to produce scripts,

scenarios and negative of the film
"Roman Scandals."

Complaint charges plagiarism of
plaintiff's play, "Oh Shah," in the
film.

U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals
recently reversed a dismissal of the
suit and ordered a new trial to be
held in the fall.

20th-Fox Caribbean Biz

Said Steadily Improving

(Continued from Page 1)

20th-Fox foreign department, told
The Film Daily that company busi-
ness was steadily improving and
from all indications should continue
at this pace, which is well ahead of
last year's marks.
Lomba visited some 12 or more

foreign countries in this region on
his tour, making a complete swing
twice.

Bankruptcy Act the following year.
Irving Trust was at first receiver
and, later, trustee, taking over the
responsibilities which normally would
rest on RKO's board of Directors.
In January of this year, a plan
of reorganization put forward by
the Atlas Corp. was approved by
the Court. Under this plan, all of
the fixed indebtedness of RKO was
taken care of by the creation in its

place of two new classes of stock:
a 6 per cent Cumulative Convertible
Preferred stock, callable at $105 and
a Common stock.

Several new interests have devel-
oped in the RKO picture during its

period of reorganization proceedings.
In 1935, Atlas Corp. acquired one
half of the holdings of the RCA,
which gave to Atlas approximately
42 per cent of the old RKO Deben-
tures and 24 per cent of the old

Common stock. Atlas bought an ad-
ditional one-twelfth of RCA's re-

maining holdings in January, 1938.

Rockefeller Center, Inc., held a claim
against RKO which resulted in the
allowance to it of 415,000 shares of

the new Common stock under the
reorganization plan. Time, Inc., ac-
quired certain 6 per cent RKO Notes
formerly held by the Pathe Film
Corp. and will receive therefor, un-
der the reorganization, a substantial
block of new securities. RCA retains
approximately one-half of its former
substantial holdings.

Republic to Seek Quick
Settlement With Guild

(Continued from Page I)

J. Yates to effectuate a quick settle-

ment "to the best advantage of all

concerned" in the breach existing be-
tween the Screen Directors' Guild
and Republic. Action ending the im-
passe is, therefore, expected next
week, as Siegel leaves New York
today for the Coast.

Republic's Budget Boost
Stands After Conferences

Republic's budget boost of 25 per
cent for the new season, over amount
expended for the 1938-39 lineup, will
stand, it was asserted yesterday by
M. J. Siegel, president of Republic
Productions, Inc. Decision, he said,

is outgrowth of conferences between
him and Herbert J. Yates, prior to
latter's departure for England yes-
terday.

Siegel added that the 1938-39 line-

up has been wholly completed, and
that two features on the new sea-
son's schedule are through the shoot-
ing stage,—"Flight at Midnight"
and "Calling All Marines."
He is leaving tonight for Holly-

wood on the 20th Century Limited.

Hollywood Stars Sought

for Command Performance

(Continued from Page 1)

English circuit is allied with Gau-
mont British, arrived in New York
yesterday on the Champlain to de-
termine which stars will be avail-
able. Although the command per-
formance is a yearly event, this

will be the first time that American
screen names have been requested.
Hyams said yesterday that he

had been in contact with the, Hays
office on the subject and that the
major studios had prepared a list

of their players who might be ob-
tained. The command performance
will be held in about six weeks.
Hyams denied reports of a GB-

Odeon consolidation, saying such a
move was not contemplated at this

time. In regard to television, he
said that the English people respond
to it only when special events are
telecast but that they have not ac-

cepted it as a developed form of

entertainment. He leaves for the

Coast on Monday.

Sign Illinois Truck Bills

Chicago—Governor Henry Horner
has signed the truck bill, outlawing
industry combinations in the truck-
ing field, also a bill doing away with
Illinois toll bridges. Film carriers
hail both measures as being con-
structive.

N. Y. ALLIED TALKS

CODE WITH MAJORS

(Continued from Page 1)

did not come up for consideration,
Max A. Cohen, unit head, said yes-
terday.

Cohen said the all-day session
was a "harmonious one" and that
another meeting will be held short-
ly. He said no conclusions, agree-
ments or decisions were reached but
that certain problems and issues
were presented by his representa-
tives for consideration.

UA Seeks Dismissal Order
in Folly Theater Action

(Continued from Page 1)

$750,000 damages brought by Folly
Amusement Holding Corp., former
operators of the Folly Theater in

Brooklyn, against the eight majors,
Monogram Distributing Corp., Re-
public Pictures Corp., Randforce
Amusement Corp., and a number of

other defendants for alleged viola-

tion of the anti-trust laws.
Federal Judge Murray Hulbert

will hear the application on Aug.
1, in addition to further requests by
UA to strike certain paragraphs of

the complaint and for a bill of par-
ticulars. Plaintiffs claim that it

was forced to give up its theater
because of alleged failure to secure
product.

FOR REEL SHIPPING

ECONOMY PHONE

RAILWAY
E/trPliESS

You get complete, day and night,

nation-wide film shipping service right

to your door at low economical rates.

No extra charge for pick-up and de-

livery in all cities and principal towns

and for insurance up to $50.00. For

3-mile-a-minute deliveries — use Air

Express— 2500 miles overnight — at

low cost too ! Merely phone the near-

est Railway Express office for quick

action.

1839 . . . A Century of Service . 1939

RAILWA^ftEXPRESS
ACENC\"^||/lNC.

NATION-WIDE RAIL-AIR SERVICE
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SPONSORED SHOWS UP

IN MICHIGAN TOWNS
(.Continued from Page 1)

Household Finance Corp., using
using commercial films to carry the
sponsor's message.

Typical program is that of "New
Adventure," by Household Finance
Corp. This film was produced here
by Jam Handy Picture Service, and
is primarily an entertainment film,

giving the adventures of a young
married couple, difficulties, which
are shown to be purely financial,

and their solution through the
proper financing arrnagement. Spon-
sor mention is incidental.

Tied in with this is a 22-minute
reel, also produced by Jam Handy,
"An Evening with Edgar Guest."
This dramatizes one of Guest's
poems and contains no advertising
whatever. It apparently makes an
excellent attraction in billing for
the program, as the "New Adven-
ture" film obviously does not have
strong name drawing power.

Sponsor Pays the Spot

Operators, equipment, and film

for this type of show are booked and
sent out by Modern Service, with-
out charge to the organization,
charges being met by the sponsor.

Several methods of operating in

the smaller theaterless towns are
under way, and it is in this direc-

tion that expansion is taking place.

Factor is the availability this year,

for the first time, of the hugely in-

creased luminosity of arc lamps in

16 mm. projection. Many of these
shows in the past have been 35 mm.,
because of the need of greater pro-
jecting power, but it is expected
that 90 per cent will turn to 16 mm.
this summer, Reiss said.

Chevrolet and Studebaker are
among the chief sponsors of the
shows in theaterless towns, it is

understood, with these two compa-
nies often preferring street shows.
Reiss' own organization usually
shows in halls, and supplies the film

service for individual operators or

crews, working for the sponsors or
else operating independently and
selling their own services to the var-
ious sponsoring organizations.

Typical setup is for the local op-
erator to cut down running expenses
by using the free shows one night
as a draw and then running the
second night with regular enter-
tainment show at a paid admission.
Such shows are usually run on a
circuit basis, showing once every
two weeks.

Two-Daj' Sponsored Program
Modern Service is also working

on a two-day sponsored program to

Duals Problem
Omaha—Recent arrival here of Joe

Jacobs as new branch manager for Co-
lumbia has Film Row in a bit of puzzle-
ment. Row already had one Joe Jacobs,
salesman for Ceneral Outdoor Advertis-
ing.

FILM CODE ANALYZED
By LOUIS NIZER

EDITOR'S NOTE: THE FILM DAILY today presents the twenty-fourth installment of a
comprehensive analysis of the proposed Trade Practice Code (Revision of June 10) by Louis
Nizer, member of the law firm of Phillips & Niser, and authority on the law of screen, stage
and radio. Preservation of the daily installments, now devoted to the Rules of Arbitration, is
recommended.

Installment No. 24

(5) Hearing and Notice: The Chairman of the Arbitration Board shall

(a) Arrange for a prompt hearing.

(b) Give reasonable notice to the other arbitrators.

(c) Give reasonable notice to the parties of the time and place of the hearing and
of the personnel of the Arbitration Board.

(d) In an overbuying dispute, the Chairman shall give similar notice to all distribu-

tors who have contracts with the party complained against.

Place of Hearing: Hearings shall be held in cities (31 are named in Article I of

the Rules of Arbitration) in which the Exchanges are located from which the complaining
exhibitor is served. If the complaint is filed by a distributor, it shall be held in the

city in which the Exchange is located from which the exhibitor complained against

is served.

Representation of Parties: The parties may represent themselves or be repre-

sented by others at all hearings. They have the right to examine or cross-examine
all witnesses.

Testimony Under Oath: Witnesses shall testify under oath.

Production of Records: The Arbitration Board may require any party to a

dispute to produce at the hearings any records or documents considered by it to be
material and relevant.

Rules of Evidence: The Arbitration Board shall be the judge of the relevancy

and materiality of the testimony or evidence offered. Legal rules of evidence shall not

be applied. The Board may inquire into the good faith of any claim or defense.

Stenographic Record: Stenographic records will not be made unless one or more
parties request them and provide funds therefor. In such a case, the stenographer shall

be designated or approved by the Arbitration Board.

(Twenty-fifth installment will appear in an early issue.)

GB Instructional Plans

"Color Secrets of Life"

London (By Cable) — Gaumont
British Instructional will make fu-
ture reels in the "Secrets of Life"
series in Dufaycolor; series is now
in its 18th year, GB Instructional is

planning a new series of color car-
toons designed to illustrate the story
of the British Empire; series will be
for theatrical as well as entertain-
ment use.

Walter Wanger to Speak
Williamstown, Mass. — Walter

Wanger is scheduled to address the
1939 Williamstown Institute of Hu-
man Relations on Aug. 31.

meet this same requirement of op-

erating economy. Difficulty here is

to satisfy the sponsors, as the two
nights are usually of unequal draw-
ing power, and each sponsor natur-
ally demands the best night.

Modern Service supplied films and
service for a number of free shows
sponsored by local merchants also
last season, but is not actively pro-

moting this department this year.

Under this setup, merchants usually
contributed $2 apiece toward the cost

of the show, to draw people into

town on a certain night each week.
However, if the night was bad, and
the crowd small, the merchants in

many cases objected to paying the

fee, and financial complications
arose as a result.

Objection of exhibitors in Mich-
igan has been based upon the con-
tention that free shows draw people
who would naturally come to their

towns.

Reserve Decision on Plea

to Dismiss Wanger Suit

Decision was reserved yesterday
by N. Y. Supreme Court Justice
Felix Benvenga on an application
of the News Syndicate Co., Inc.,

publisher of the New York Daily
News, to dismiss the $1,000,000 libel

suit filed against it and Ed Sullivan
by Walter Wanger and Walter Wan-
ger Productions, Inc.

Suit charged libel in an article

written on May 21 in the column
"Hollywood" which discussed Gold-
wyn's dispute with UA.

Sullivan has not been served as
yet.

The News Syndicate Co. contended
that no slight was intended against
Wanger in the article, and that as
a matter of law, no libel had been
committed.

Schwartz & Frohlich, counsel
for Wanger, claimed that the article

had been part of a plan by Sulli-

van to take Goldwyn's part and to

stir up public opinion in his favor.

Counsel further contended that the
article was clearly "a trade libel"

and that the average reader would
understand that Wanger and other

UA producers were charged with
making "slipshod factory pictures."

Argument opposing application

for the order was presented by
Louis D. Frohlich.

World Going First Run
Beginning Aug. 12 the World will

present first-run films, the first be-
ing "The World Is Ours," a Czecho-
slovak comedy.

MAY COMPLETE MORI

MONOP'LY CASE TODAY

(Continued from Page 1)

erence to clearance—and product
situations, not only in VineW .*u1
in the Philadelphia area. Itoss
competence as a witness in all ques-
tions was challenged from time to
time by defense counsel but all ob-
jections were overruled by the court.
At the afternoon session with

Moss still on the stand, the Judge
suddenly called a recess and after
a half hour, it was announced hear-
ings would be resumed at 9:30 this
morning with indications that the
hearing would come to an end by
tonight, a new form of procedure
having been agreed upon by coun-
sel. Affidavits, etc., will be sub-
mitted after today's testimony and
the Court will reserve decision.

Yates Sails to Promote
Rep. Product In Britain

(Continued from. Page 1)

Autry p. a. tour there,—Herbert J.

Yates, CFI president sailed from
New York yesterday aboard the
Manhattan, accompanied by his
wife, and son, Richard; Walter and
Mrs. Titus, the latter the former
Elsie Yates; and Gene and Mrs.
Autry.

Autry's tour, Yates commented,
will serve as an "icebreaker" to ac-
quaint potential customer exhibition
outlets in the U. K., as well as the
public, with 1939-40 Republic fea-
tures. Autry will appear in all im-
portant U. K. cities in conjunction
with features in which he stars. On
the Europe-bound crossing his pic-

ture "Colorado Sunset" has been
booked for showing to the passen-
gers, and, on the return journey in

early September, also on the Man-
hattan, "In Old Monterey," newest
Autry feature will be shown.

Autry's tour will commence in

Ireland on Aug. 7, coincident with
the following day's opening of Horse
Show Week in Dublin. Present
schedule calls for the playing of 17

houses in Ireland alone.

With eye to strengthening Re-
public's U. K. future, Yates said

that he will confer with execs, of

British Lion, which now distributes

in England. Pact between the com-
panies still has two years to run.

The Yates party will arrive back
in New York on Sept. 12.

"IT Dubbing In Spanish

Universal was reported yesterday
to be dubbing "You Can't Cheat An
Honest Man" in Spanish for distri-

bution in that form in the Spanish
speaking territories.

G

Bunk Night Repulsed
London (By Cable) — Bank Night's

British invasion has been repulsed. CEA
checkup shows no theater using the

game.
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Governor's Veto Kills Anti-Duals Measure in Illinois

treatyFnunciation menaces jap filmmarket

Report NewYork Allied May Sign Trade Practice Code

Progr

Local Unit Said to Have Made
(ress in Wednesday's
Talks with Majors

That New York Allied eventually

would sign a trade practice code,

despite national Allied's stand, was
indicated in industry circles yester-

day. It was reported that consid-

erable progress towards a mutual
understanding was made at the con-

ference held Wednesday between
the New York unit's negotiating
committee and the major sales

heads.
In commenting on the report that

New York Allied would sign the
(Continued on Page 4)

DEFENSE WINS TIME

IN OKLA. TRUST SUITS

Oklahoma City—A further exten-

sion of time for defendants in the
Department of Justice suits in Fed-
eral District Court here was granted
yesterday by Judge Edgar S. Vaught,
who gave defense attorneys until

Aug. 20 to file memorandum briefs

on their motions for bills of par-

ticulars and to make them more def-

inite and certain.

Fifteen days following this date
(Continued on Page 7)

Alliance N. Y. Exchange

Completes Organization

Personnel of the New York Ex-
change of Alliance Films Corpora-
tion at 630 Ninth Avenue has been
completed. Under the leadership of
Arthur Greenblatt, exchange mana-

(Continued on Page 6)

Capital Reports France

About to End Pix Visas

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Reports were preva-

lent here yesterday in official circles

that the recently disclosed plan of
(Continued on Page 6)

State-icide Code Strategy of IV. Y. Allied
Fails to Appeal to Illinois Exhib. Unit

Chicago—There is no disposition on the part of Allied Theaters of Illinois to follow

the lead of New York Allied in moving for a state-wide code.

Opposition to such strategy was voiced at the week-end by Van Nomikos, vice-

prexy of the local Allied affiliate. Nomikos, favoring a national code as better for all

concerned, suggested exhibs. and disfribs. get together "in an honorable way."

RKO'S Reorg. and New Financing

Seen Complete in About 3 Months
New financing for RKO will be

set at about the same time the re-

organization plan becomes effective,

R. C. Patterson, new chairman of

the board, said yesterday.
This will be in about three months,

Patterson stated, adding that the
company in reality was out of the
courts now.

Patterson, former Assistant Sec-

retary of Commerce, said that his

duties would be to supplement the
work of George J. Schaefer, RKO
president, who, he declared, was
the real "boss" of the entire or-

ganization.
Schaefer and Ned Depinet, vice-

president, are scheduled to leave to-

day for the Coast.

Expect UA Board to Act on Rowland Distrib. Deal

Whether Richard Rowland will be-

come a United Artists producer may
be decided at the next meeting of

UA's board.

The subject was reported to have
been discussed at the last meeting
of the board but no action was taken,
the matter having been deferred un-
til the next session.

Negotiations have been held but

no contract has been signed, a com-
pany executive said yesterday.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Richard Rowland will

send "Miss Bishop" before the cam-
eras in November, with UA release
in prospect. Archie Mayo will di-

rect and it is understood Rowland
wants Barbara Stanwyck for the
title role, that of a school teacher.

Anti-Duals Bill Fixing Length of Pix

Shows Killed by III. Governor's Veto

Briefs in Mori Action

to be Filed by Sept. 1

Philadelphia—Hearing on the ap-
plication by Eugene Mori of the
Landis Theater, Vineland, N. J., et

(Continued on Page 7)

Springfield, 111.— On the ground
that the measure was unconstitu-
tional, Gov. Henry Horner yester-
day vetoed the Sandquist bill de-
signed to outlaw double features in

this state.

In his veto, Horner said: "In the
(Continued on Page 6)

U. S. Distributors Fear Move
May Mean End of

Export Biz

By GEORGE H. MORRIS
FILM DAILY Staff Writer

Faced yesterday with the potential
loss of the Japanese market for their
films, as result of both the sudden
and dramatic denunciation of the
1911 American-Japanese commercial
treaty by Secretary of State Cordell
Hull, home offices of both the majors
and indies eyed the situation with
uneasiness and commenced prepar-
ing for eventualities, if and when
they should arise.

While opinions expressed by pro-
ducer-distributor executives varied
widely as to the precise motives
of the Government in abruptly serv-
ing notice at this time upon Japan

(Continued on Page 6)

D OF J PLANNING

MORE TRUST SUITS

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—That the motion pic-

ture industry is facing more anti-

trust suits from the Department of
Justice was confirmed yesterday by
Attorney General Frank Murphy at

his press conference. Asked, "is

the Department preparing any new
anti-trust suits against the motion

(Continued on Page 7)

Films Escape 2% Sales Tax
Levy in State of Washington

Olympia, Wash.—State exhibition
interests won a sizable victory yes-
terday when the Washington Tax

(Continued on Page 4)

Hear Particulars Motion
In Folly Suit Tuesday

Application of Paramount Pictures,
Inc., 20th Century-Fox Film Corp.,
Loew's, Inc., Universal Pictures, Inc.,

(Continued on Page 7)
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat
Col. Picts. vtc.(2i/2%)
Col. Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind 1% 1% 1% + %
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd... 11% 11% 11% + %
East. Kodak 171 16834 171 + 2

do pfd 173 173 173 — 1

Cen. Th. Eq 11% 11% 11% + %
Loew's, Inc 47% 46% 46% + %
do pfd
Paramount 10% 10 10
Paramount 1st pfd... 94% 94% 943A — 1%
Paramount 2nd pfd
Pathe Film 13% 12% 12%— %
RKO 2% 2 2% + %
20th Cent.-Fox 20% 203,4 203,4 — %
20th Cent. -Fox pfd
Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros 5% 5% 53/8 — %
do pfd

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith B. F. ref. 6s46.10O% 100% 100% + %
Loew's deb. 3%s46. . 103% 103% 103%
Par. B'way 3s55 .... 50% 50 50 — %
Par. Picts. 6s55
Par. Picts. cv. 3%s47
RKO 6s41 75 74% 74% — %
Warner Bros.' cv. 6s39
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48 90% 90 90% + %

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts. ... 1% 1% 1% — %
Sonotone Corp
Technicolor
Trans-Lux
Universal Corp. vtc

Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES
Bid Asked

Pathe Film, 7 pfd 100 103
Fox Thea. Office Bldg. 1st '46 33/8 5
Loew's Thea. Realty 6s 1st '47 . . . . 100% 102%
Met. Playhouse, Inc. 2nd deb. '45.. 70 72
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st '57 65 67

Warner Chieftain Sails

on 9-Week S. A. Biz Trip

Sam E. Morris, vice-president of
Warners, sails today on board the
S. S. Argentina for a nine-week
business trip to South America. He
will spend three weeks in Brazil and
the rest of the time in Rio de
Janeiro.

Westinghouse 6 Mos. Net
Increases to $6,338,787

Net profit of Westinghouse Elec-
tric & Mfg. Co. for second quarter
of 1939 was $3,982,635, or $1.49 a
share, which means that the net for
the first half totals $6,338,787, or
$2.37 per share.

Second quarter net a year ago
was $2,469,372, or 92 cents a share,
while the first half of 1938 netted
$4,500,602, or $1.68 per share.
George H. Bucher, president, de-

clared, coincident with making pub-
lic the financial report, that it is

the company's opinion that business
will remain better throughout the
year than that of 1938.

Heywood-Wakefield Reports

Cuts in Loss for 6 Months

Heywood-Wakefield Co., large-

scale manufacturers of theater seats
and kindred products for other in-

dustries, report operation for the
first six months of 1939 resulted in

a loss of $125,519, compared with
a loss of $153,312 for the same period
a year ago.

Shipments during the first half
of 1939, however, exceeded those of
the first half of 1938 by 16 per cent.
Beginning with June, last, there

was an increasing demand for mer-
chandise, and at present, company
reports, it is receiving orders in

good volume.

Screen Publicists Guild

Asking S-l Rehearing

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Screen Publicists

Guild is petitioning the NLRB for
an immediate rehearsing on applica-
tion of the Selznick International
SPG unit which is 100 per cent or-

ganized and which dseires SPG cer-
tified as its bargaining representa-
tive. Due to a technicality, Selznick
International unit was not named
by NLRB as one of the units to be
represented by SPG.

Weber Home to Recuperate
Joseph N. Weber, president of the

American Federation of Musicians,
has returned to his home in New
York City from Kansas City follow-
ing a severe illness which forced
him to remain in K. C. for some time
after the windup of the AFM con-
vention in that city. Weber was re-
ported to be recovering rapidly, but
it will be necessary for him to re-
cuperate further at his home before
he will be able to return to the AFM
headquarters.

"Winter Carnival" Clicks

Walter Wanger's "Winter Carni-
val" got away to a fast start at the
Radio City Music Hall yesterday,
playing to an estimated 20,000 ad-
missions.

Jack Duffy Dead on Coast
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Jack Duffy, 57, veter-

an stage and screen comic, is dead
here.

GTE Net Lower in Quarter,

But Ahead for Six Months

General Theaters Equipment Corp.
and subsidiary companies (exclud-
ing Cinema Building Corp., J. M.
Wall Machine Co., Inc. and Zephyr
Shaver Corp.) report consolidated
net profit, after provision for depre-
ciation and estimated normal Federal
income tax, subject to year-end ad-
justments, of $182,686 for the three
months ended June 30. This com-
pares with $194,920 for the corres-
ponding period last year.
For the first six months of this

year, consolidated net profit was
$328,230 compared with $315,185 for

the first half of 1938.

As of June 30, the corporation had
597,247 shares of capital stock out-

standing compared with 597,172
shares on June 30, 1938.

Grierson to Tour Canada,

Australia, New Zealand

Montreal—John Grierson, who is

aboard the liner Empress of Aus-
tralia en route to Canada, plans a
six months' tour of the Dominion,
Australia and New Zealand in order
to study possibilities of the screen
as an aid to closer Imperial relations.

At Ottawa, he is to have conversa-
tions with Frank C. Badgley, direc-

tor of the Canadian Government
Motion Picture Bureau. Grierson is

a member of the British Films Coun-
cil.

K-A-0 to Pay '36 Dividend

Out of Operating Surplus

The Board of Directors of K-A-0
declared a dividend, out of operat-

ing surplus, of $1.75 per share on
the 7 per cent Cumulative Convert-
ible Preferred Stock of said Cor-
poration for the quarter ended Dec.

31, 1936, payable on October 2, to

the holders of record of said stock
at the close of business on Sept. 15.

Roxy Sets P'f'd Dividend
The Board of Directors of Roxy

Theater, Inc., at its meeting yes-

terday declared a quarterly divi-

dend of 37%c per share on the out-

standing Preferred Stock of the Cor-
poration, payable Aug. 24, to stock-

holders of record at the close of

business on Aug. 10.

cominc mid go i no

MURRAY SILVERSTONE, United Artists chief-
tain., leaves for the Coast in the near future,
and on his return plans a trip to England.

GEORGE J. SCHAEFER, RKO prexy, and/T'}
E. DEPINET, go to the Coast today. U»

SAM E. MORRIS, Warner vice-president in

charge of the foreign department, and PHIL
REISMAN, RKO foreign chieftain, sailed last

night for South America.

C. C. PETTUOHN, MPPDA General Counsel,
MRS. PETTUOHN, and VLADIMIR ZWORYKIN,
RCA television research engineer, sail today on
the Saturnia.

WALTER GOULD, United Artists supervisor
for South America, leaves by plane today for

Miami and goes from there to Rio.

L. J. SCHLAIFER, vice-president of United
Artists, returned yesterday from a visit to
western exchanges.

GEORCE HICKEY, Metro western division
manager, left last night for a visit to San Fran-
cisco and Los Angeles.

JAMES R. GRAINGER, president of Republic,
returns this week-end from Niagara Falls where
he attended the Famous Players convention.

RITA CAVE, publicity and television director
of the Odeon circuit in Great Britain, leaves
New York today for London on the Mauretania.

TOM MURRAY, Universal exec, left last

night for Chicago on the second swing of an
exchange tour.

FRANK CAPRA is expected to return to the
Columbia studio this week-end from a vacation
to start editing "Mr. Smith Goes To Washing-
ton."

WALTER BRADFIELD has gone to Miami to

handle publicity there for Paramount and the
Fleischer Studios. HAMP HOWARD returns to
the New York office.

J. J. Milstein, eastern representative of Ed-
ward Small, plans to fly to Europe Aug. 12 on
the clipper. He will remain abroad about two
weeks.

RAY COLVIN, head of the Exhibitors Supply
Co., St. Louis, has returned there after a vaca-
tion in New York.

CECIL CUPP, Arkansas exhib., D. B. AUSTELL,
North Carolina exhib., DAN AUSTELL, South
Carolina exhib., and P. R. MANES, Philadelphia
exhibitor, were visitors this week at the RKO
lounge.

BETTE DAVIS arrives here next week from
the Coast.

E. J. STUTZ, managing director of the Sono-
tone Theater, Chicago, returned to that city

last night from New York.

BRUCE CABOT is en route to Europe on the
Manhattan.

ERICH WOLFGANG KORNGOLD sails Sept. 15
from New York for Stockholm, following com-
pletion of his original score for Warners "The
Lady and the Knight."

ELMER RICE is due this week-end from Europe
on the clipper.

VICTOR YOUNG, signed to write the back-
ground music for "Gulliver's Travels," leaves
for the Fleischer studios Miami, in early August.

Milstein to Take Clipper

J. J. Milstein, eastern represen-
tative for Edward Small Produc-
tions, plans to fly to Europe via the
Pan-American Clipper on Aug. 12.

He will supervise the advertising
campaigns on "The Man in the Iron
Mask" in London and Paris.

Flying Down to Rio

Walter Gould, United Artists' su-
pervisor for South America, leaves
today by train for Miami where he
will board a plane for Rio de Jane-
iro. He expects to return shortly
before Thanksgiving.

Best wishes from THE FILM DAILY
to the following on their birthdays:

JULY 28
Joe E. Brown Skeets Gallagher
Blanche Mehaffey Rudy Vallee
Edward Martindel Marilyn Scottland

JULY 29
William Powell Clara Bow

JULY 30
Holmes Herbert Sidney R. Kent
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"Samuel Goldwyn's

THEY SHALL HAVE MUSIC!

TONY GALENTO

A knockout! There's a terrific WALLOP
in that fiddle of Heifetz...it hit me
between the eyes. ..and it'll get you!"

ti
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REPORT N. Y. ALLIED

TO SIGN TRADE CODE

(Continued from Page 1)

code if certain provisions were in-

cluded, Max A. Cohen, unit presi-

dent, said that his negotiating com-
mittee had full authority to work
out a deal with the distributors and
to consummate a plan if satisfac-

tory.

This remark was taken by some
to mean that New York Allied would
take advantage of the concessions

incorporated in the draft.

It is reported that the distribu-

tors are concentrating their efforts

in clarifying the clearance clauses

of the code. It is believed that the

plan is close to completion, as W.
F. Rodgers, key man in the group,

is planning to go to the Coast next
week.

Films Escape 2% Sales Tax
Levy in State of Washington

(Continued from Page 1)

Commission relieved theaters from
paying the 2 per cent sales tax.

The Commission ruled that the

sales tax, enacted this year by the

Legislature, was not applicable to

films.

An admission tax already is in

effect here.

80 New Zealand Houses

Set to Play UA Lineup

Deal whereby United Artists' en-

tire 1939-40 product will play Amal-
gamated's 80 theaters in New Zea-
land was announced yesterday by
Arthur W. Kelly, vice-president in

charge of foreign distribution. Pact
was closed in New York with Mich-
ael Noodabe, joint owner of the

circuit, who recently arrived from
Auckland.

Hoffberg Closes Deal

Deal has been closed by J. H.
Hoffberg with the Sonotone The-
ater, Chicago, for the first run in

that city of "Escape From Yester-
day" and "Father O'Flynn," being
distributed in this country by Hoff-

berg. E. J. Stutz, managing direc-

tor of the Chicago theater returned
to that city last night after con-
tacts were signed.

"Bondage" Revival Big

RKO Radio's re-issue of "Of Hu-
man Bondage" gave Loew's Criter-

ion the best opening biz in weeks,
RKO home office reported yesterday.

Title Casualties
Dallas — Ever since "Frankenstein"

showed here Alfred J. Frankenstein,

printer, and his wife Selma S., have

been made the subject of wisecracks to

such an extent that their names have
become distasteful to them. As a result,

they filed a joint petition in the dis-

trict court to have their last name
changed to Frank.

ALONG THE

with PHIL A4. DALY;

© • • THE weather bureau promised light showers ior the ITOA

annual outing up the Hudson yesterday but those exhibs. are

always lucky fellers they grabbed a cloudburst as the Alex-

ander Hamilton pulled into the dock at Indian Point, the rain poured

down so the steamer kept right on going up the Hudson because

the colored porters were making a lot oi tips supplying decks oi cards

ior poker and bridge here are some oi the fellers who won or lost

at cards or African golf Leon Rosenblatt. Leon Frank, Moe Kerman,

Dave Snaper, Joe Lee, Harry Buxbaum, Phil Hodes, Joe. Dave and Ben

Weinstock Harry, Bill and Bingo Brandt, George Hornstein, Jack

Levy, Dave Mendelsohn, Jack Bowen, Stanley Lawton, Al Brandt, Jack

Heymann, Henry Reiner, Wolfred Rittenberg, Arnold Cohen, Harold

Bennett. Harry Vrenner, Arthur Mannheimer, Adolph Haas, Ansel

Knowles, Saul Straussberg Herman Weingarten, Harry Thomas,

Moe Sanders, Irwin Sorin, Mel Albert, Irving Renner, Herman Eisenstadt,

M. A. Shaw, Stanley Kolbert, Louis Mazze, Lionel Toll, Harry and Ber-

nard Pear, Seymour Kutinsky 600 exhibs, exchange men, distrib-

utors and equipment men and their wives had a grand day's fun in

spite of the rain

T T
• • • ESSENTIALLY on the personal side Ed Selzer,

head of Warners trailer dept will make a special person-

ality reel on Dennis Morgan which will be shown as advance

buildup for the actor's starring role in "The Sea Hawk"
• Deal which will see Alexander Ince taking over Stage Maga-
zine is expected to be closed next week. ... # Lillian Gish is

in Taos, N. M as the guest of Myron Brinig who will

do the pioneer star's biog And from Taos to this colyum

comes the hint that La Gish will proceed to Hollywood in

August to make screen tests for the femme lead

in one of the outstanding pix on a major's 1939-40 lineup

... • Bill Russell musical director on Ted Eshbaugh Studios

staff goes to Fort Thomas, Ky. for two weeks .to appear

as emcee with Jimmy Durante at the Beverly Hills Country

Club. ... • Exhib. Rex P. Barrett is back in the mayor's chair

at Columbia, Mo., defeating a GOP opponent in a special

election to fill a vacancy caused by death. ... # Anita Louise

and Wendy Barrie have been signed for p.a.'s in Dallas in

connection with the Jesse Lasky "Gateway to Hollywood" trials

next month. ... # George Hickey, Metro's Western division exec,

ended his first visit East in years last night starting the

return trek across the continent "The Sheriff," as George is

best known, made a special trip to Boston while here to get

a plate of beans or so we hear tell

T T
• • • UNITED ARTISTS and Walter Wanger are not the

only ones cashing in thanks to "Stagecoach" we learn from

the Lordsburg, N. M., Liberal Lordsburg is and how
The town, you see, was the locale for Wanger's pix and accord-

ing to the Liberal, it's resulted in a "See Lordsburg First" movement of

surprising proportions with delegations from virtually every State

stopping off to look over the town and boost biz What's

more the Chamber of Commerce is being flooded with in-

quiries from folks who want to settle there Observe the Liberal

editorially "The advertising that we are getting from 'Stage

Coach' couldn't have been purchased for many thousands of dollars"

Any producer want to glorify New Hope, N. Y.?

Enterprises convention]

DAT* BOOK

Today: Cleveland Variety Club golf tourn<||

ment, Beechmont Country Club.

July 31: Pittsburgh Variety Club picnic, Can
O'Connell. —^ ,

Aug. 1: Fourth annual MPTO of Connect^ .'u*oj
tournament, Race Brook Country dull
Orange.

Aug. 1-4: Schine Enterprises convention, Clov
ersville.

Aug. 4-7: Gibraltar
Denver.

Aug. 6: MPTO of Western Pennsylvania outing

Dr. C. E. Herman's farm, Carnegie.

Aug. 8-10: National Theaters regional conven
tion, Kansas City.

Aug. 10: RKO Radio U. K. sales convention
Trocadero, London.

Aug. 11: Abe Lichtman testimonial dinner, Wil
lard Hotel, Washington.

Aug. 13: Chicago Film Carriers Associatior
outing, Mannheim Woods.

Aug. 14-16: National Theaters regional conven<
tion, Los Angeles.

Aug. 16: Women's Film Industry Club and Film
Bookers Club of Chicago Midsummer Splash
Party, Medinah Club.

Aug. 16: Rocky Mountain Screen Club picnic and
dinner dance, Evergreen.

Aug. 21 : Omaha Variety Club golf tournament,

Aug. 21 : Detroit Variety Club golf tournament
Knollwood Country Club.

Aug. 21 : Cincinnati Variety Club golf tourna
ment, Summit Hills Country Club.

Aug. 22-24: National Sign Association conven-
tion, Stevens Hotel, Chicago.

Sept. 1-15: International Film Festival, Cannes,
France.

Sept. 6-8: Allied Theater Owners of New Jersey
convention, Ritz-Carlton Hotel, Atlantic
City.

Sept. 14-16: Biological Photographic Association
convention, Mellon Institute for Industrial
Research, Pittsburgh.

Oct. 1-7: Film industry's Colden Jubilee.

Oct. 15: Pittsburgh Variety Club banquet,
William Penn Hotel.

Oct. 16-19: SMPE Fall convention, Hotel Penn-
sylvania.

Oct. 23-24: MPTO of Western Pennsylvania con-
vention.

Oct. 23-24: HPTO of Western Pennsylvania
convention, William Penn Hotel, Pittsburgh.

Nov. 25: Washington Variety Club banquet,
Willard Hotel.

Nov. 29: Motion Picture Associates dinner dance.
Hotel Astor.

1

Leichter Sets "Sudan" Rights
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Mitch Leichter has

just closed the rights on the new
"Sudan" picture with the Majestic
Film Distributors in Los Angeles
for these territories: California, Ne-
vada, New Mexico, Arizona, Hawai-
ian Islands and Alaska.

Mann Replaces Twig
Pittsburgh—William Twig has re-

signed as head booker at the local
RKO exchange and has been replaced
by Melvin Mann, who has been pro-
moted from the shipping depart-
ment. Earl Friedman succeeds Mann
as shipper.

« « « » » »

3 Pix for Tele
Three feature pix are set for NBC

telecasts next week. French production,
"Generals Without Buttons" (English
sub-titles) is set for 8:30 p.m. Tuesday,
"Edge of the World" for the same hour
Thursday and "My Heart is Calling" for

the same time Friday.
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To have made a picture with the

extraordinary FORCE of this one

and still star Heifetz is an amaz-

ing achievement. It's an amazing

picture and a very important one.
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END OF JAP TREATY

MENACES FILM MARKET

(Continued from Page 1)

that the treaty would expire the lat-

ter part of January, 1940, it was
agreed generally that should the
breach between the U. S. and Japan

Tokyo (By Cable)—The Foreign
Office declared yesterday that if the

U. S. desires to negotiate a new com-
mercial treaty it must do so "in con-

formity" with Japan's program for
a "new order" in China. American
film distributors here expressed view
that this declaration clearly indicates

that Japan intends to control the des-

tinies of U. S. pictures not only in

its empire, but also in China.

remain unhealed during even the
next few months of 1939, and no
move were made by the two coun-
tries to effectuate a new treaty,
American films interests would cease
doing business in the Japanese Em-
pire.

Well-informed film sources, con-
versant with the Japanese attitude,
told The Film Daily that while
Tokyo dispatches quoted spokesmen
there as asserting that the abroga-
tion of the treaty by the U. S. was
"unthinkable," it is also "equally
unthinkable that Japan will not take
retaliatory measures," and predicted
that the commodity most likely to
be seized upon for dramatic retalia-
tion would be American films.

It is pointed out that this could be
done even within the framework of
the denounced pact, at any time be-
fore its expiration, since there would
be nothing to prevent Japan's official-

dom from invoking quota or other
regulatory provisions which would
hit U. S. films hard, without particu-
lar hardship to other favored na-
tions. This is because, it is asserted,
American pictures are numerically
dominant in Japan, compared to
those of other foreign nations.

Further, it is cited, the current
status of U. S. films entering Japan
is that they do so under a mutual
tacit "agreement," but not a pact
which is legally binding. The only
protection which U. S. product now
has officially is under the broad pro-
visions of Article 5 of the denounced
treaty which states in part:

"Neither contracting party shall
impose any other or higher duties
or charges on the exportation of any
article to the territories of the other
than are or may be payable on the
exportation of the like article to any
other foreign country . . . Nor shail
any prohibition be imposed by either
country on the importation or ex-
portation of any article from or to
the territories of the other which
shall not equally extend to the like
article imported from or exported
to any other country . .

."

Some high sources along Film Row
asserted yesterday that the treaty
denunciation was merely an inter-
national political move designed to
blast Japan into the realization that
the U. S. intends at all odds to re-
tain "face" in the Orient. Others
saw in the action an attempt by the

film code Analyzed
By LOUIS NIZER

EDITOR'S NOTE: THE FILM DAILY today presents the twenty-fifth installment of a
comprehensive analysis of the proposed Trade Practice Code (Revision of June 10) by Louis
Nizer, member of the law firm of Phillips & Nizer, and authority on the law of screen, stage
and radio. Preservation of the daily installments, now devoted to the Rules of Arbitration, is
recommended.

installment- No. 25

(6) Waiver of Oral Hearing: The parties to a dispute may, by written agree-
ment filed with the Secretary, waive oral hearings.

Written Claim: Where the oral hearings have been waived, the complaining party

must file with the Secretary, a sworn statement of his claim supported by material and
relevant evidence and by written argument, together with copies for each of the
parties complained against. The evidence may include excerpts or statements from
books of account or other records and documents.

Sending Claim to Defendants: Where the oral hearings have been waived, the
Secretary must send personally or by registered mail, a copy of the sworn complaint
to each party complained against.

Answering Written Claim: Each party complained against may file an answer
within seven days after receipt of the claim. The answer must be sworn to and similarly

supported by evidence. Copies must be supplied for each other party to the dispute.

The Secretary shall deliver such answers personally or by registered mail, to the other

parties in the dispute. '*,

Filing Reply: Wherever an answer is made, the other, party may, within five days

after receipt of such answer, file with the Secretary, a sworn reply st&t'ejnent, similarly

supported by evidence. Copies must be supplied for the other parties..

Submission of Case: The entire record shall be submitted By trie Secretary to

the Arbitration Board as follows: <*-..,

(a) If an answer has been served, the record shall be submitted at the end of the

five days permitted for reply,

(b) If no answer has been served, the record shall be submitted at the end of the

seven days permitted for answer.

(Twenty-sixth installment will appear in an early issue.)

No Opposition Develops

to FMPC Reorganization

Federal Judge William Bondy yes-
terday reserved decision on an ap-
plication to confirm the plan of re-

organization of the French Motion
Picture Corp. Proposed plan includes
among its previsions, a 15 per cent
cash payment to general creditors of
the company.

In view of the fact that no opposi-
tion to the plan was raised, Judge
Bondy stated confirmation would fol-

low if the plan conformed to the
Bankruptcy Law.

Select vs Warners Suit

Going to Trial on Nov. 1

Federal Judge John C. Knox yes-
terday ordered trial of the suit of
Select Theaters Corp. against War-
ner Bros. Pictures, Inc., for Nov. 1.

Action claims plagiarism of the
plaintiffs' play "The Audition" in

Warners' film "Ready, Willing and
Able," and demands an injunction
and an accounting of the profits.

U. S. to reinforce Britain's position
in the current Tokyo talks over the
Tientsin dispute, but admitted that
the step will make it "much tough-
er" for U. S. film companies in Japan.

540 Pix, Japan's Output
Tokyo (By Cable)—Despite war

operations in China, during the past
12 months 540 pictures, including
features and shorts, have been pro-
duced in Japan. None of these were
color films, but it is reported that the
Japanese are conducting researches
in this field.

laida Reade Named Exec.

Secretary of New AGVA

The appointment of Maida Reade
as executive secretary of the newly
chartered American Gvrild of Variety

Artists union was made yesterday

by the executive council of the new
organization. The council is com-
prised of the presidents and exec,
secretaries of the affiliated AAAA
unions, pending the election of offi-

cers by the AGVA membership.
Organization work is being pushed

by the new union and applications
for membership were reported last

night to be swamping the office. No
new move has been made by either
side in the last day in the inter-union
dispute and no indication has been
forthcoming from the IATSE office

that any charter will be granted to

the AFA.
It was believed yesterday that no

action will be taken on this request
by the AFA until the whole matter
is thrashed out at the executive
council meeting of the A F of L Aug.
7 in Atlantic City.

Gus Sun to Entertain

Springfield, 0.—Theater managers
from Ohio, Indiana, Pennsylvania,
Kentucky, West Virginia and Michi-
gan will gather at the Van Dyck
Club, Mechanicsburg Aug. 27, for the
annual get-together and steak fry,

as guests of Gus Sun, president of
the Gus Sun Booking Agency here.
Sun, will as usual, have per-
sonal charge of the dinner. Remain-
der of the day, with the exception of
a brief session, will be given over
to fishing on the club lake, card
playing and other recreation.

ILLINOIS ANTI-DUALS

LEGISLATION KILL!

(Continued from Page 1)

absence of competent scientific pr
to the contrary, there is no|^_as
to believe public health will
versely affected by motion picti

exhibits of more than two hours a

15 minutes in length."

Text of the bill follows:

It shall be unlawful for anj
exhibitor to present or cause tc

be presented a performance con-
sisting of the exhibition of one

|M

or more single motion picturei |«
films for a longer period than
two hours and"15 minutes.
"Any exhibitor who violates

the provisions of this '"Act shall

be guilty of a misdemeanor, and t

upc n conviction thereof fined not g ii

less than one hundred dollarsjiits

($100) or more than five hundred
($500), or. be imprisonedtin* the
county jail for- not more than
six months, or both, in the dis-

cretion of the court."
Sponsored by Rep. Elrcjy San

quist, the bill had the support
the Powerful Parent-Teachers Ass
ciaticn and women's organizatioi
As late as Wednesday, proponen
had expressed assurance that
Governor would sign the bill, pass
in the closing hours of the legisl

tive session.
i Ai
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The Sandquist legislation in II

nois had stirred wide industry inte

est because of the possible precede
for legal restrictions on length
film bills. Had the measure becorr

law and been subsequently upheld
the courts, it was pointed out th;

there was nothing to prevent a sta
from setting any time limit as t]

maximum.
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Alliance N. Y. Exchange

Completes Organizatic

(Continued from Page 1)

ger, Julius Levine will handle Brool
lyn and Long Island sales, Ben Ra]
paport will cover New York Cit;

and Sidney Hess will have the Ne'
Jersey and upstate New York ai

signments.
In addition to managing the ei

change, Greenblatt : will aid Bud
Rogers, Alliance vice-president an
general manager, in arranging fo

first runs and circuit deals on th

new Alliance product which consist

of 12 features and a variety of no\
elties and short subjects.

Capitol Reports France

About to End Pix Visa

(Continued from Page 1)

the French government to abolis

its visa system might be put througi
momentarily. In the event that sue!

action is undertaken it would meal
the virtual end of the quota law i

that country, and it would be th
first country to abolish its quot:

laws.
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DEFENSE WINS TIME

M OKLA. TRUST SUITS

(Continued from Page 1)

k
»s also granted the Government
§ f. its answering memorandum
i an additional five days follow-

* that grant to defendants for

further short reply,

fudge Vaught intimated, off the

»rd, that he believed all prelim-

iry matters could be disposed of

Oct. 1. He will give a decision on

; current motions after his re-

•n from his vacation in Septem-

3overnment attorneys pointed to

long delays in the New York
5e in asking that preliminary
ints be cleared up now and the
ues joined—it was following this

g-ument that Judge Vaught inti-

ited he would do everything pos-
>le to have the case ready for
al in October.

iston Monopoly Actions
?cessed Until Sept. 11
Boston—Morse & Rothenberg mo-
poly suit has been recessed until

pt. 11. This marks the first

ijor adjournment in the $2,100,-

litigation and its Allied A and
Amusement Co. $100,000 suit,

ice hearings before Philip Hen-
'ick, U. S. District Court Master,
arted in December of last year,

puis Simon, New York and New
rsey manager for M & R circuit,

is on stand when hearing called.

el-Pic Syndicate Will

Do Film Brokerage Biz

Albany—Charter to conduct a film
okerage business has been granted
the Tel-Pic Syndicate, Inc., with

pital stock of 100 shares, no par
due, according to the Secretary of
:ate's office. Subscribers are George
reenberg, Fay Solowitz and Lillian

:hauben. Counsel is Benjamin
iffe.

Other charters issued:
Elite Productions, Inc., motion pic-

.re production, 200 shares, no par
ilue. Subscribers are Albert Mit-
lman, Sylvia J. Levitan and Bar-
ira Gary, with N. W. Arnheim,
unsel.

Marathon Motion Picture Corp.,
:al in motion pictures, capital stock
i0,000, shares $1 each. Subscribers
e Ivan Pochna (the counsel for the

Inn), Dean Pochna and Benjamin F.
. Basset.

Ship Ahoy!
Milford, Conn. — Jules Livingston,

Adolph Haas and Harry Green of Alex-
ander Film Co. will entertain members of

Connecticut MPTO at an all-day yacht
cruise leaving 9:45 a.m. next Wednesday
from the Milford Yacht Club. The same
trip has also been planned for next
Thursday, when Allied Theaters of Con-
necticut members will be the guests.

World's Fair Continues to Copy Films
with "Name" Orhs. as Weeh-end Feature

With cut rate tickets already in effect and giveaways in the offing, the New
York World's Fair will further adapt pix exhibition tactics by introducing big-name
bands as featured week-end attractions. Orks, such as Guy Lombardo, Bob Crosby,
Ben Bernie and Tommy Dorsey, would play at one of the picnic grounds on Fountain
Lake in the amusement area.

Hear Particulars Motion
in Folly Suit Tuesday

(Continued from Page 1)

Monogram Distributing Corp., Re-
public Pictures Corp., and Randforce
Amusement Corp. for a bill of par-
ticulars in the $750,000 anti-trust
suit of Folly Amusement Holding
Corp. will be heard on Aug. 1, ac-
cording to a notice filed in the Fed-
eral Court yesterday.
The plaintiff, former operator of

the Folly Theater, Brooklyn,
charges monopoly as a result of
which it was compelled to give up
its theater.

"Nazi Spy" Cleaning Up
In Both London, Paris

London (By Cable)—"Confessions
of a Nazi Spy" finished its first five

weeks' run to biz topping the pre-
vious record-holder, "Robin Hood,"
by 70 per cent. Feature is now in its

sixth week, with at least two more
weeks of playing time definitely set.

Paris (By Cable)—"Confessions of
a Nazi Spy" is reported doing sen-
sational business here where it is in

its third week at three theaters si-

multaneously.

Phil Reisman Sails Today
For S. A. Sales Conclaves

Phil Reisman, RKO's foreign de-
partment head, is scheduled to sail

today on the Argentina for Rio de
Janeiro where he will attend his

first South American convention of
sales managers, branch managers
and bookers on Aug. 18. The person-
nel of 10 Brazilian offices will be on
hand.
Another sales conference is slated

for Aug. 31 in Buenos Aires. Nat
Liebeskind, general South American
manager, will be chairman of the
latter conference which also will be
attended by Reisman.

Hayward-McCormick and

Selznick Office Merger

Plans are being discussed by the
Myron Selznick and Hayward-Mc-
Cormick agencies for a physical mer-
ger of their New York offices to
effect a savings in operating costs,

it was learned this week. It is re-

ported that the New York Selznick
office will be closed and a revamped
staff will move into the Hayward-
McCormick office. However, the Cal-
ifornia offices will be unaffected by
the move and all clients will be han-
dled separately by the representa-
tives of the two companies.

D OF J PLANNING

MORE TRUST SUITS

Briefs in Mori Action

to be Filed by Sept 1

(Continued from Page 1)

al, for a temporary injunction in

their monopoly suit against War-
ner Bros, and affiliates, and majors
closed yesterday with further af-

fidavits to be submitted by Aug. 14,

and briefs by Sept. 1.

Testifying yesterday were ex-

changemen Bob Lynch, M-G-M;
Harry Bodkin, United Artists; Earle
Sweigert, Paramount; Harry Wei-
mer, Columbia; George Schwartz,
Universal; William Mansell, War-
ners; Frank McNamee, RKO and
Ted Schlanger, Stanley-Warner
zone chief.

Harry Shapiro, attorney for the
plaintiffs, attempted to show
through similar examination in each
case that Warners had first crack
at practically all pictures and that
the Landis could not buy without
Warners first rejecting. A group
of accountants will be appointed to

go over the books of the Landis
which were subpoenaed Wednesday
night to see what the official status

of the theater is. Eighty exhibits

were introduced.
Court room gossip seemed to in-

dicate that regardless of whether
or not the temporary injunction is

granted, the plaintiff has secured
through this procedure introduc-
tion of valuable evidence which can
be used by him when the suit comes
up.

Court Grants Particulars

Bill In Tarkington Suit

A counter-claim for $18,750 inter-

posed by Warner Bros. Pictures, Inc.,

in the suit brought by Booth Tark-
ington was upheld as legally suffi-

cient by Federal Judge William Bon-
dy yesterday.
Judge Bondy in his decision

granted an application of Tarking-
ton for a bill of particulars of the
Warner Bros.' answer.

Tarkington is asking for an in-

junction, accounting and damages,
claiming that Warners produced a
film "Penrod and his Twin Brother"
in violation of a contract, and wrong-
fully appropriated characters fi'om
Penrod stories for the picture.

Counter-claim charges Tarkington
with the sale of motion picture rights
to Penrod stories after copyright
had expired.

To Test Alice Marble
Alice Marble, the tennis champ,

will make some screen tests on the
Coast in September. She said yes-
terday that her agent, Frank Orsat

-

ti, was negotiating deals with 20th
Century-Fox and M-G-M.

(Continued from Page 1)

picture industry?", Murphy replied
"yes." He said he could not specify,
however, on further questions. The
new cases are "coming to a head
very soon," Murphy said.

A conference last Tuesday was
held between Joseph M. Schenck,
chairman of the board of Twentieth
Century-Fox and Justice Depart-
ment officials, Murphy said in dis-

cussing the present investigation in

Los Angeles. Murphy described the
many cases in Los Angeles as "con-
fusing."
The tax cases and the anti-trust

cases will probably be presented to

the Grand Jury at the same time,
the Attorney General said. Queried
on the report that the Justice De-
partment suit against Ascap would
be renewed next Fall, Murphy said,

"I don't know." He said he had
not heard of any such move.

French Embassy to File

Protest on Pix Banning

An official protest on recent ban-
ning here of the feature "Harvest"
will, according to the French Cinema
Center, Inc., be filed "within the
next two days" with Irwin Esmond,
director of the N. Y. State Censor
Board, by the French Embassy.
French Cinema Center, distributors
of the picture in the U. S., also as-
serted through a spokesman, that its

own appeal on the banning will be
submitted to the board on Monday.

McBride Rites Today
Pittsburgh— Frank M. McBride,

who for many years operated the
McBride Theater in Trafford City,
Pa., died in Columbia Hospital, Wil-
kinsburg, Monday. Funeral services
will be held from St. Regis Church,
Trafford City, this morning, and in-

terment will be made in St. Joseph's
Cemetery, East McKeesport, Pa.

TMAT Hearing Continued
Hearings in the Rugoff & Becker-

TMAT case were continued yester-

day before the State Labor Rela-
tions Board trial commissioner, with
William Price, a supervisor for the

theater circuit, occupying the wit-

ness stand throughout the day. The-
ater managers are expected to start

testifying today, but little hope is

held that the hearings can be ended
before late next week.

Nazis haunch Tele
Berlin (By Cable)—With the opening

today of the annual German Radio and
Television Exposition, the Nazi govern-

ment will introduce commercial tele-

vision. Orders for an initial output of

10,000 sets to sell at 650 marks will be
taken and Germany's single operating
tele station will telecast afternoon and
evening programs. Rapid station expan-
sion is planned; coaxial cables will be

used to link them.
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Vlove to Reopen Italian Market to American Distribs.

JOURT SETS "LYNTON" AWARD AT ONE-FJFTH OF NET

'ara.'s Entire 1939-40 Program Ready by End of Year
THE WEEK IN
REVIEW

Schaefer Heads RKO
——By GEORGE H. MORRIS——^.

DOMESTIC
RKO REORC: At a meeting of
KO's directors at midweek, first
ich session to be held in several
ears due to legalistic phases at-
;ndant upon reorganization, George
Schaefer and Richard C. Patter-
m were named president and board
lairman, respectively, of the com-
Miy. New financing for RKO will
3 set at about the same time re-
rg. plan becomes effective, which
ill be in about three months, Pat-
irson stated, adding that company
i reality is out of the courts now.

TRADE PRACTICES: Assurance
as given by William F. Rodgers,
istribs.' spokesman, to Ed Kuyken-
all, MPTOA prexy, in a confer-
nce on Tuesday that the further
3-vamped Trade Practice Code, in-
iuding revisions of the arbitration
rovisions, will be ready Aug. 9
'hen complete draft will be sub-
litted to Southeastern Exhibitors
Lssn. meeting in Atlanta. At
eeks' outset, Col. H. A. Cole, Al-
ed prexy, declared Code a dead
;sue, and that his group is indif-
srent to arbitration changes,
[owever, Thursday brought report
nat New York Allied may sign the
ode.

EQUITY ACTION: Application
f D of J for order setting down
ne equity suit against the majors
or trial on Nov. 1 was adjourned
n Tuesday, by consent of all part-
es until tomorrow. Huddle is

lated for today between Special
.ssistant Attorney General Paul
ulliams and defendants' counsel
nent date agreement. . . Washing-
3n reported confirmation by At-
jrney General Frank Murphy there
f fact that the film industry is

(Continued on Page 15)

Four 1940-41 Pix Also to be

Finished by Jan. 1,

Says Balaban
Niagara Falls, Ont.—Studio sched-

ules of Paramount indicate that by
the end of the year, the company
will have com-
pleted all but
one of the pix
on the 1939-
40 program
and addition-
ally will have
completed
shooting four
1940-41 pro-
ductions, ac-
cordingto
Barney Bala-
b a n ,

prexy,
here lastweek
for the Fa-
mous Players
Canadian Corp. Dominion-wide con-
vention.
Balaban declared that the studio

(Continued on Page 6)

SEPA-RATEPIXPAGT

SEEN AS JAP. HOPE

GAMES BACK
IN 30 SPOTS

Non-theatrical Prize Nights

Force N. Y. Restoration

Games and giveaways, which were
dropped in approximately 30 New
York City theaters about three weeks
ago, are being reinstated because
of competition by assembly halls and
churches. The games elimination
had been effective on the East Side
between 34th and 59th Sts. and on

(Continued on Page 13)

BARNEY BALABAN

Only hope of U. S. distributors
to retain its Japanese market, in
the event that the American-Japan-
ese trade treaty is scrapped, will

(Continued on Page 6)

SCHINE CONVENTION

GALLS INDUSTRY TOPS

By JACK BRADY
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

Gloversville, N. Y.—Main Street
began to take on a Broadway aspect
today as industry execs, started to

(Continued on Page 7)

Adjusted Amount Not Ex-

pected to Vary Much From
the Original Award

U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals in

an important decision handed down
on Friday ruled that Edward Shel-

don and Margaret Ayer Barnes, in

their action against Loew's, Inc.,

Metro - Goldwyn - Mayer Pictures
Corp., Metro - Goldwyn - Mayer Dis-
tributing Corp., and Culver Export
Corp. charging plagiarism of their

play, "Dishonored Lady," in the pic-

ture "Letty Lynton," are entitled to
(Continued on Page 14)

RKO MAtWnAME
BERMAN SUCCESSOR

"Four Feathers" to Open
At N. Y. Capitol Friday

Alexander Korda's "Four Feath-
ers" opens at the New York Capitol
on Friday as a result of a history-

(Continued on Page 13)

Pettijohn Will Undertake Preliminary

Efforts to Reopen Italian Pix Market

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—No new production

head may be named to succeed Pan-
dro S. Berman, RKO production

(Continued on Page 14)

Revised Code to be Ready

This Week, Rodgers States

Details regarding the revision of

the trade practice code will be ready
for announcement about the middle

(Continued on Page 6)

LeRoy Drops Production

Duties and Will Direct

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Mervyn LeRoy, at his

own request, has been relieved of
his responsibilities as an executive

(Continued on Page 14)

Preliminary efforts to reopen the
Italian market to American films
will be undertaken by Charles C.
Pettijohn, general counsel of the
MPPDA, during his current trip to
Europe. Pettijohn sailed Friday
night on the Saturnia for Italy.

While it was generally believed
(Continued on Page 15)

"Tlie Old Maid"
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood— In this picturization of

Zoe Akins' Pulitizer Prize play, Bette
Davis gives another distinguished per-

formance, endowing her role of the sac-

rificing mother with artistry. Miriam
Hopkins is fine as her cousin and rival,

while other splendid performances are

contributed by George Brent, Jane Bryan,
Donald Crisp, Louise Fazenda, Jerome
Cowan, Cecilia Loftus, William Lundigan
and James Stephenson. Picture will have
a special appeal to femme fans, and Ed-
mund Coulding has done a masterly job

with his warm, sympathetic direction.

To Henry Blanke goes generous credit as

associate producer. Casey Robinson sup-
plied a splendid screenplay while Tony
Gaudio's photography is of the best.

—WILK.
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

High Low Close
Am. Seat
Col. Picts. vtc.(2Vi%)
Col. Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd... 11% 113/4 117/8
East. Kodak 171 1/2 170'/4 171 1/2

do pfd 173 173 173
Gen. Th. E<)

Loew's, Inc 46% 46 '/4 46 Vi
do pfd
Paramount 10'/8 9y8 9%
Paramount 1st pfd
Paramount 2nd pfd.. 10% 10% 10%
Pathe Film 12»/2 1 1 '/8 12%
RKO 2% 2 2
20th Cent.-Fox 20% 20% 20%
20th Cent.-Fox pfd
Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros 5% 514 5 1/4

do pfd 57 55% 57

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith B. F. ref. 6s46 100 100 100
Loew's deb. 3!/2s46. . 103% 103% 103 1/4

Par. B'way 3s55
Par. Picts. 6s55
Par. Picts. cv. 3%s47. 90%
RKO 6s41

Warner Bros.' cv. 6s39
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48 90%

NEW YORK CURB
Monogram Picts

Sonotone Corp
Technicolor 16V8 15% 16 — %
Trans-Lux
Universal Corp. vtc... 4 4 4
Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES

Bid Asked
Pathe Film, 7 pfd 100 103
Fox Thea. Office Bldg. 1st '46

Loew's Thea. Realty 6s 1st '47

Met. Playhouse, Inc. 2nd deb. '45

Roxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st '57

— Vs
+ 2

- %
+ Vb

90% 903/4 + 1/4

901/8 96i/
g
_'

'
i/
g

MARKET

SAFETY LLOYDS
FILM STORAGE CORP.

Storage by Reel or Vault

729 Seventh Ave.
New York Cry
BRyant 9-5600 SECURITY

II The Broadwav Parade K
•

Picture and Distributor Theater
Coodbye, Mr. Chips (Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer)—12th week Astor
Andy Hardy Gets Spring Fever (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)—2nd week Capitol
The Magnificent Fraud (Paramount)—2nd week Paramount
Each Dawn I Die (Warner Bros. Pictures)—2nd week Strand
The Ware Case (20th Century-Fox)—2nd week Little Carnegie
Hidden Power (Columbia Pictures) Rialto
Frontier Marshal (20th Century-Fox) Roxy
They Shall Have Music (United Artists-Goldwyn) Rivoli

Winter Carnival (United Artists-Wanger) Music Hall
Mr. Wong in Chinatown (Monogram) Globe
Wyoming Outlaw (Republic Pictures) (a) Central
Wings Over Africa (Merit Pictures) (a) Central
Of Human Bondage (RKO Radio) (d) Criterion

Bachelor Mother (RKO Radio) (a-b) Palace
Career (RKO Radio) (a) Palace

FOREIGN LANGUAGE FEATURES
Lenin in 1918 (Amkino)—6th week Cameo
Pearls of the Crown (Lenauer) (a-b) World
Mayerling (Pax Films) (a-b) World

FUTURE OPEMNGS
Mutiny on the Black Hawk (Universal)—August 1 Rialto

Beau Geste (Paramount Pictures)—August 2 Paramount
They All Come Out (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)—August 2 Criterion

Miracles for Sale (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)—August 3 Capitol
In Name Only (RKO Radio)—August 3 Music Hall

Second Fiddle (20th Century-Fox) (a-b)—August 3 Palace
The Forgotten Woman (Universal Pictures) (a)—August 3 Palace
Southward Ho (Republic) (a)—August 4 Central
Port of Hate (Times) (a)—August 4 Central
Stanley and Livingstone (20th Century-Fox)—August 4 Roxy
The Old Maid (Warner Bros. Pictures)—August 11 Strand

(a) Dual bill. (b) Subsequent run. (c) Follows current bill. (d) Revival.

T. E. Shea Succeeds Knox
as Erpi Vice-President

T. E. Shea has been elected vice-

president of Erpi, effective Aug. 7,

to succeed T. G. Knox who resigned
July 15 due to ill health, it was
announced at the week-end. Elec-
tion took place at a special meet-
ing of the Erpi board of direc-

tors Friday afternoon.
Shea will become director of en-

gineering and will have charge of
all technical activities for the com-
pany both in New York and Holly-
wood upon assuming his new post.

He was formerly with the Bell Tele-
phone Laboratoreis. A graduate
of M.I.T., he first joined Western
Electric before his association with
Bell.

Fixing of Equity Action

Trial Date Is Delayed

Huddles, held Friday between Spe-
cial Assistant Attorney General Paul
Williams and defendant major com-
panies' counsel to fix date for trial

in the equity action, proved ineffec-

tive but will be resumed on Thursday
when Federal Judge John C. Knox
will assist in trial date determina-
tion. Motion for a preference made
by the Government and scheduled for
hearing tomorrow, will be put over
to Thursday.

Lykens Valley Exhibitors

Organize Under Lew Pizor

Philadelphia—Lykens Valley ex-
hibs. have organized with Lewen
Pizor, prexy of the UMPTO, as
chairman. Group takes in exhibs.

in towns between Pottsville and
Harrisburg, and plans to meet
twice monthly. Session will be held
at Tremont tomorrow with UMPTO
execs, attending.

Levy Ends First Swing
of Kent Sales Campaign

First sales swing by the 20th-
Fox Kent Drive leader this year
was concluded Friday with a meet-
ing at the New York exchange. M.
A. Levy, Drive leader, and Roger
Ferri, editor of the company house
organ, Dynamo, visited all the com-
pany's U. S. and Canadian branch
offices on their seven-week trip.

Herman Wobber, William J. Clark,

Walter J. Hutchinson, Charles E.

McCarthy, Lew and Ferri, William
Sussman, William Gehring, H. H.
Buxbaum, Joe Lee and Felix Jen-
kins, spoke at the huddle.

COmiDG ODD GOIIK

M. A. LEVY, leader of the seventh 20th-Fe
annual Kent Drive, and ROGER FERRI editor 1

the company's house organ. Dynamo, have re

turned to New York from a seven week swiri

around the country.

J. H. HOFFBERC leaves New York Aug.
for an extended trip throughout the country I

visit key cities where he distributes filn

through affiliates.

BARRET McCORMICK. ad. and pub. Ject

for RKO, flew to the Coast Friday.

MORT BLUMENSTOCK, eastern head of a(

vertising and publicity for Warners, is expectc
to return to the home office today from Holt
wood.

SUSAN HAYWARD, Paramount player, arrivi

today from the Coast.

GERTRUDE MACY, general manager for Katl
arine Cornell, sails for Europe Aug. 23.

MRS. AGNES FOWLER and JANE FOWLEI
wife and daughter of Gene Fowler, sailed c

the Champlain Saturday.

FETERS SISTERS return on the Normand
after 14 months' in England, Scotland, Irelait

and France.

HERBERT WILCOX leaves Hollywood Aug. 1

for New York.

AL DAFF, Universal manager in the Far Eas

left Friday for Japan.

W. RAY JOHNSTON and GEORGE WEST arrii

on the Normandie today from Europe.

MIKE CULLEN, Loew district manager wil

headquarters in Columbus, O., is in New Y01

for conferences with J. R. Vogel.

EDDIE DOWDEN, Brooklyn publicity direct

for Loew's theaters, has gone to the mountaii
for a vacation.

WILLIE KURTZ, manager of the Rialto Thi

ater, returns today from a vacation in Ve
mont.

WILLIAM MORRIS, JR. returns to New Yo
this month from Hollywood.

JOHN EBERSON, film theater architect,

turns to his office today from Cincinnati.

CHARLES BOYER sails for Europe on
Normandie.

Will Distribute 19,000

Golden Jubilee Manuals

Nineteen thousand copies of the
Golden Jubilee campaign manual
have been ordered by the commit-
tee and will be mailed to exhibitors

within a week or 10 days. The
manual, which contains 24 pages,

covers suggestions for participation

in the observance of the industry's

half-century of progress.

Mex. Exhibs. May Play

Native Pix for 12 Weeks

Mexico City—Enactment of legis-

lation which will compel all Mexican
exhibs. to set aside 12 complete
weeks each year for the exhibition of

domestic films impends, it is report-

ed. Measure is designed to remedy
the present situation which finds 35

native pix unreleased and production
stymied.

Defer Organizing in Chi.
Chicago—Local Operators union is

deferring an organizing campaign
among ushers, doormen and cashiers.

Johnston Returns Today
From London and Par

W. Ray Johnston, Monogram pre!

ident, returns today on the Normal
die from a business trip to Londo
and Paris. Conferences abroad ii

volved distribution of 32 pictures i

England through Pathe Picture
Ltd., budgets and product. Georg
West, Screeno distributor and
Monogram co-franchise holder i

Kansas City, accompanied Johnsto
abroad.

Best wishes from THE FILM DAILY
to the following on their birthdays:

JULY 31

James Flood

Gilbert Golden
Robert Bennett
Fred C. Quimby
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HOW TO START THE
M-G-M's winning streak electrifies the industry. "ANDY
HARDY GETS SPRING FEVER", "LADY OF THE TROPJCS"

"WIZARD OF OZ" a few among M-G-M's Multi-Million Dollar

Summer Life-Savers! And here's how our New Season starts!



1

v^£"#

EASON OF 1939-40!
The opening gun from M-G-M is sensational! On September

1st comes the smash attraction "THE WOMEN", already the

talk of the West Coast and just the first of a flock of New
Season Hits! Friendly Company indeed!
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(Continued from Page 1)

"has regained its old stride" and is

"now functioning in a manner I did
not believe possible in the short time
that Y. Frank Freeman and William
LeBaron have been in charge."

"Waste, unproductive and non-
profitable creative and producing tal-

ent have been reduced to almost a
minimum," the Para. exec, added,
pointing to the number of next sea-
son's films already finished as proof
of the high efficiency.

"Paramount has made rapid
strides in the past four years," he
said. "Its morale and financial posi-
tion are at a 10-year peak. It is

operated by a group of men to whom
hours or days of the week mean
nothing. They are as loyal and sin-

cere a group as can be found any-
where.
"Paramount has the world's larg-

est theater organization. It is inter-
ested in more theaters than all of
the major production-exhibitor units
combined. These divisions are oper-
ated by the most successful theater
operators in the United States. Men
who occupy the same relative posi-
tions in their territories as N. L.
Nathanson holds in the Dominion.
You can therefore appreciate the ag-
gregate strength represented in Par-
amount's manpower and properties."

Declare RCA Dividends
Dividends of 87% cents per share

on the 1st preferred stock and $1.25
per share on the "B" preferred
stock for the period from July 1,

1939 to Sept. 30, 1939, were de-
clared Friday by the Board of

RCA. Payments will be made Sept.

30 to holders of record Sept. 8.

To Enforce Chi. Games Law
Chicago—Corporation counsel of-

fice has served notice on theater
operators that infractions of the
city ordinance of 1901, prohibiting
lotteries, games of chance, and cash
giveaways will receive court action.

Col. Martin Foos, in charge of the
department, said that the State Lake
Jitterbug contest and Doctor IQ
cases will receive further attention

from city authorities.

WEDDING BELLS

Joseph Mankiewicz, M-G-M pro-

ducer, and Rose Stradner, screen

actress, were married in New York
Friday afternoon at the home of

the bridegroom's sister, Mrs. Erma
Stenbuck. The bride is a Viennese
by birth and made her American
film debut with Edward G. Robin-
son in "The Last Gangster." Man-
kiewicz is a graduate of Columbia
University and is a former news-
paper man.

ALONG THE

with PHIL M. DALY;

9 © • THEATER men crowding into Gloversville. N. Y. today for

for the Schine Circuit convention .... ,see in the gathering the evidence

of a success story as great as any in the annals of the industry

founded in that busy little city in 1918. the Schine Enterprises now control

165 houses in five states, comprising the largest indie theater chain in

the country

T T T
• • • FROM a humble beginning, when two men put $1500

into the venture the corporation has become the powerful

unit it is today its growth is due primarily to the two men
who pooled their savings and went to work J. Myer Schine,

prexy and Louis W. Schine, vice-prexy and General mana-
ger they analyzed a new business, saw its possibilities, and

rolled up their sleeves

T T T
• • • THEIR first house was the Hippodrome, an upstairs theater

that was once a roller skating rink soon after the purchase, Louis

Schine enlisted in the U. S. Army for World War service, leaving Myer

behind to run the playhouse because of the war, conditions were

none too good in Gloversville but in two years the other two

theaters in the town were acquired once under way, there was no

stopping the Schine chain. ... .their banner house is the Auburn, only

recently completed at Auburn, N. Y

T T T
• • • HOME offices of the Circuit are a beehive of activity

covering half a city block on Main Street, the big two-story

building houses the many departments of the organization it

also includes a beautiful miniature theater where features are pre-

viewed by the home office execs

T T T
• • • CLASSY advertising in the trade press that 20th

Century-Fox idea of ad chief Charles McCarthy with those beau-

coup original drawings of beauty-gals in color done by the upper

crust of the nation's illustrators such names as Petty, Bradshaw

Crandall, John La Gatta, McClelland Barclay in advertising art give

tone to the entire advertising of the industry the production to

achieve the distinction of such artistic attention is "Elsa Maxwell's

Hotel for Women"

T T
• « • THOSE twelve mannikins wearing advance college

fashions from Arnold Constable & Co. made quite a furore on

the street ticket line at the premiere of Wanger's "Winter

Carnival" at the Music Hall the mannikins were judged

by a group of debbies who are the cream of this year's crop

college fashions are timely right now the stunt got wire

photo breaks all over the nation also in the metropolitan

society columns and in the fashion journals the ballyhoo

helped to attract one of the biggest openings the Hall has enjoyed

in the past six months

T T
• • • WORTHY cause ".adoption" of Spanish children

through the Foster Parents Plan which consists of pledging so

much per month for a year for the support of an orphan in the

past year 141 employees of three film companies have "adopted" chil-

dren under the plan 108 of Warners' staff 25 of United

Artists and 8 of RKO headquarters of the Foster organization

are at 55 West 42nd St

« « « » » »
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be the working out of a sepa:

agreement with the Tokyo gov; |

ment which would exempt mo
pictures. This opinion was ef~ |f

es

Friday by Al Daff , Universa. ) |
ager for the Far East. Daff
Friday for Japan.

Since the easing of the rest

tions on film imports by the J

anese government, American &
panies have been enjoying good h
ness, Daff said, pointing out tl

Universal's gross revenue in Jaj

this year has been the biggest

the history of the company.
A separate agreement to col

films might be possible inasmuch
American pictures are the ml

popular in Japan, Daff said. H
ever, he could make no forecsj

until he returned to Tokyo or u

the situation adjusts itself.

Revised Code to be Ready

This Week, Rodgers Stat
T

ittri

,"Yo

(Continued from Page 1)

of this week, W. F. Rodgers, spol

man for the distributors, said

Friday. The revised code is sir

ing up satisfactorily, Rodgers B
adding that "we hope to give

the information in a few days."' '.

I v(
mv

P. A. Yarn for Satevepost
J

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DA,,

Hollywood—Palma Wayne, wri

on the' Saturday Evening Post, is

town to chronicle the exploits of f

i

press agents, Bill Hebert, How;
Strickling, Russell Birdwell and H
ry Brand.

"Zamboanga" In Balkans
AmerAnglo Corp. announces

sale to National Pictures Corp
the Philippine novelty feature, "Za

boanga," for the Balkan territori

Edwin Fadiman of National Pictu;

advises that a special version

each territory, in the language
the territory, will be made.

Stahl Pix Opens Aug. 11
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAlE^
Hollywood — World premiere

J^":
"When Tomorrow Comes," new U
versal film produced by John
Stahl, has been set for Aug. 11

the Hollywood Pantages.

reseii

irry

015

Hi

sved
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!<•'

i;STORKS! i'

:-.

There's a new daughter, Joan Ai ssfc

in the family of John A. Cassii

general press rep. of RKO Grea'

New York Theaters. Christening

set for St. Joan of Arc Church, Ja(

son Heights, Aug. 13.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAI
Burbank— Dick Foran, curren

playing male lead in "Lady Deti m
tive" on Warner Bros, lot, is passi,

out the cigars as proud father of

baby boy.
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ix Execs, to Attend Schine Meet, Opening Tomorrow
fcnagers From 165 Houses In the Saddle as Schine Managers Stage Roundup

in Five States at

Convention

HUI£ LU1I1U

ffi^ter rr

sc^nel frc

J. MYER SCHINE

(Continued from Page 1)

ive for the four-day convention of

line Enterprises, Inc., which,
ning tomorrow, will be attended

managers and associate
om 165 houses in five

tes.

Convention sessions will be held
the Community Center, with Har-

old F. Sliter

presiding as
general
c h a i rman.
T o morrow's
opening
meeting will

have as
s p e a kersMayo r

Chauncev C.

Thayer, J.

Myer Schine,
Gene Curtis,
circuit's pub-
licit y-ad
chief; George

nch, chief film buyer, and Lou
ldstein, head booker.
Tomorrow's afternoon session calls

talks by Maj. Louis Lazar, Ohio-
ntucky zone manager, "What Is a
eater Manager?" William J. Tub.
t, "Analyzing Your Territory";
nt Young, "Does Good House-
jping Sell Seats?" Doug Leish-
n, "Manpower"; Jim Levine,
roper Handling of Your Patrons
Greater Turnover"; Frank Bouch-
"Your Show Windows"; Bud Sil-

:man, "Local Promotions and
veaways"; Marsh Gollner, "Dress-
\ a Stage"; Jerry Fowler, "The
lue of an Organized Theater
aff"; Lew Hensler, "Your Thea-
's Place in the Community"; Bill

is, "Intelligently Analyzing Your
isiness"; Lou Levitch, "Proper
•esentation of Theater Games";
irry Goldsmith, "Children— Pa-
)ns of Today and Tomorrow."
A dinner for the managers will be
rved at the Hotel Johnstown, in
arby Johnstown tomorrow night,
mrles Cobum, director of the Mo-
wk Drama Festival at Union Col-

m, Schenectady, is scheduled to
the speaker. With Coburn as

lests are expected Sally Eilers and
an Muir, both of whom are ap-
aring in Festival plays.
Wednesday, second day of the con-
ive, addresses will be given by
ew York executives and advertis-

g managers of Republic, RKO, Co-
mbia, United Artists, Warners,
th Century-Fox, Universal, Metro
id Paramount. The Wednesday
ssions will be climaxed by a dinner
Adirondack Inn, Sacandaga Park,

nis will be attended by a large
ew York exec, delegation whose
embers will arrive in the early
ening from the metropolis by spe-
al car.

Thursday is to be the convention's
llay day," with the annual Schine

(Continued on Page 10)

LOUIS W. SCHINE JOHN A. MAY HAROLD F. SLITER GEORGE V. LYNCH E. DOUGLAS LEISHMAN

Schine Enterprises contention, opening tomorrow, in Gloversville, will bring to the up-state city the circuits man-

agerial manpower from five states. Looming prominently on the program are the execs, pictured here. L. R- . Schine

is vice-prexy and general manager: May, comptroller ; Sliter, executive aide to L. W. Schine: Lynch, chief film buyer,

and Leischmun. director of personnel.

* Shining with the Schines it
By JACK BRADY

GLOVERSVILLE
UEADED by J. Myer Schine as

president and Louis W. Schine
as vice-president and general man-
ager, the Schine organization has a !

personnel that clicks like a well-

trained regiment. One of the most
efficient, and at the same time most
jovial of the staff is John A. May,
former banker, who came with the

company in 1925 as. comptroller. In
charge of finances, he has shown
marked ability.

%
Miss Florence Thompson, smiling

and gracious office 'manager, is an\
early Schine emplvye. She has a
marked faculty for organization and
administration.

Harold F. Sliter, executive assis-

tant to Louis W. Schine in charge
of theater operations, is the "go-
getting" personality around the
home office. Called "Snappy" by
his close friends, he is a great fa-
vorite with newspapermen. Well-
versed in the essentials of theater
operation, he was with Paramount-
Publix and later assistant to Charles
Cabellera with the Fox and Skouras
organizations.

MGRS. ASSEMBLING

FOR SCHINE MEET

Chief Film Buyer George V.
Lynch is the "Peter Pan" of the
force, in that George, outwardly at

least, "never seems to grow up."
His slim figure and dark hair belie

both his years and his responsibili-

ties. He has been with the Schines
since he was a youth, and delights
to tell how Louis Schine made him
janitor of the old Hippodrome, so

"I wouldn't have to sneak my way
in, but could see the show honestly."
This friendship between employer
and employe, which began in those
early days, has grown steadily. A
keen sense of what brings the coins
in at the box-office and a reputation
for thorough and fair dealing has
made George an industry favorite.

Gene Curtis heads the publicity

and advertising department^ keep-
ing the theaters supplied with the
latest in sales campaigns bulletins,

editing the house organ, preparing
ads and trailers and answering the
numerous inquiries of Film Daily's
correspondent. He is a graduate of
Stanford, a former teacher of ad-
vertising ?nethods, and top man in
several award competitions.

Guy Selmser, efficient and quiet,

is in charge of construction and
maintenance. He has been with the
company since 1923. Assisting him
is J. Dewey Lederer, graduate of
Yale School of Engineering.

Louis Goldstein, chief booker, is

the quiet, winning type of execu-
tive, who never raises his voice and
always has a smile for the most try-
ing of situations. He is assisted by
William Kraemer, Joel Golden Harry
Thompson {recently a bridegroom,
by the way), Seth Field and Harold
Graves.

Frank M. Boucher is one of the
newest Schine executives, only re-
cently being promoted from his post
as manager of the Glove theater here
to home office representative in the
Maryland division. "Tall, dark and
handsome," with traces of South-
ern accent (for which he begs no-
body's pardon), Frank, formerly
with Warner Brothers and of long
experience in the theater i?i the
South, has made an enviable record
since his advent with the Schines.

E. Douglas Leishman, handsome
Scot, heads the personnel and ex-
pense control department. With

(Continued on Page 10)

Gloversville, N. Y. — Assembling
here for the four-day Schine conven-
tion, opening tomorrow, are the fol-

lowing zone, district, city and house
managers

:

Louis Lazar, Ohio Zone Manager; Clinton

C. Young, Western N. Y. Zone Manager.
Lew Hensler. District Manager, Kentucky;

Marsh Gollner, District. Manager. Maryland;
James Levine, District Manager. Ohio; Bud
Silverman, District Manager, Ohio; William
Heiss, District Manager, Kentucky; William J.

Tubbert, District Manager, New York; Frank
M. Boucher, District Manager. New York;
Harry Goldsmith. District Manager. New
York; Gerald Fowler. District Manager. New
York.

Louis Levitch, City Manager, Rochester, N.
Y«.; Gus Lampe, City Manager RKO-Schine
Theaters. Syracuse, N. Y.
NEW YORK—Garson Jaffa, Avon; Herman

Addison, Olympic, Watertown; Frank Lupien,
Strand. Carthage; Frank Meehan, Malone,
Malone; At>e Cohen, Massena, Massena; Jacob
Weber, Strand, Ogdensburg; Tony Anderson,
Pontiac, Saranac Lake; Leon Elliott. State,

Tapper Lake; Walter Powers, Strand, Oswego.
NEW YORK—F. K. O'Kelly, Rialto, Arnold

Rittenberg, Strand, Amsterdam; Herbert Levy,
Empire, Milt Schosberg, Rialto, Glens Falls;
Lou Hart, Hippodrome, Gloversville; Sam
Shafer, Liberty, Herkimer; Ted Conklin,
Strand, Hudson Falls; Hy Gordon, Capitol,

Iiion; Nick Kauffman, Rialto, Little Falls.

MARYLAND — Bryan Dashiell. Arcade,
Cambridge; Charles Howard, Avalon. Easton;
Harold Koren, Federal, Federalsburg; Herbert
Brown, Arcade, Herman Kopf, Wicomico, Sal-

DELAWARE—Floyd Shear, Waller. Laurel;
Edward Evans, Plaza, Milford.
NEW YORK—Francis Lattin, Temple Cort-

land; Paul Ketchum, State, Hamilton; Francis
Gere. Colonia, Norwich; Tom Whalen, Palace,
Harry Rose, Oneonta, Oneonta ; George Cam-
eron, Geneva, A. Glenn Rogers, Regent, Gene-
va.

NEW YOF "—Raphael Ferrigno, Grand;
Wallace Folkin=, Liberty; Sol Shafer, Liberty;
Dave Freeman, State; Dave Goodman, Cameo;
John Tucker, Monroe; Lee Stern, West End;
R. J. Baker, Dixie; William Shirley, Madison,
Rochester; Harold Raives. Granada; Harry
Yette, Riverside, Buffalo; Seymour Morris,
Palace; Ronald Failes, Rialto, Lockport; Carl
Dickerson, Andrews, Salamanca; Frank Ran-
dolph, Auditorium, Perry; Wm. MacFarlane,
Playhouse, Canandaigua; Gus dePauw, Capitol,
Newark; Joseph Deacon, Strand, Seneca Falls;
Toby Rosj, Elmwood, Penn Yan; Harold Lee,
Babcock, Bath; Leon Shafer, Fox; Harold
DeGrau, Palace. Corning; Ernest Crouch,
Auburn. Auburn.
OHIO—Frank Nolan. Athena, Athens; Larry

(Continued on Page 10)
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FIRST 7 ENGAGEMENTS ALL HOLD-OVERS

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL, NEW YORK

5
2 smash weeks send combined gross to $170,000. as pic-

ture plays to over 400,000 people.

PHILADELPHIA
Held over second week in Warner's ace house, the Stanley,

playing to biggest summer business in recent years.

NEW HAVEN
Two sensational weeks at Roger Sherman Theatre roll up

terrific box-office take in sock engagement.

HARTFORD
Stand-out business at Strand forces move-over to Regal

where run continues at sensational pace.

ATLANTIC CITY
Apollo gross sets picture in for indefinite move-over to

Strand where it tops every competing attraction.

ASBURY PARK
Paramount summer receipts soar to top figure and run

extended in move-over to Ocean Theatre.

SAN FRANCISCO
Third week at United Artists Theatre at highest admis-

sion scale and only single feature in town.

RELEASED THRU UNITED ARTISTS
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By RALPH WILK
Coward Playlets to Metro

A/fETRO has bought for the screen

the collection of Noel Coward
one act plays presented on the stage
under the title, "Tonight at 8:30."

The separate plays comprise "The
Astonished Heart," "Red Peppers,"
"We Were Dancing," "Shadow
Play," "Hands Across the Sea,"
"Fumed Oak," "Family Album,"
"Still Life" and "Ways and Means."

Gerry Fitzgerald Opposite Flynn
Geraldine Fitzgerald has been pen-

cilled in by Warners to play the
femme lead opposite Errol Flynn
in "Captain Hornblower," British
sea epic adapted from best selling

trilogy by C. M. Forrester. Hal Wal-
lis plans to produce film in England.
Present plans call for Flynn to make
it next Spring, upon completion of
"The White Rajah."

To Team Tone and Sothern
Franchot Tone and Ann Sothern

will be teamed by Metro in an orig-
inal story by Harry Kurnitz tem-
porarily titled "Fast and Furious."
Busby Berkeley will direct this pro-
duction, the cast to include Virginia
Grey, Lee Bowman, Ruth Hussey,
Jerome Cowan, Bernard Nedell and
James Burke. Frederick Stephani
is producer.

Para. Re-Titles Two Pix
Paramount announces new and fin-

al titles on two pictures now in pro-

WHO'S WHO IN HOLLYWOOD
• •

I EW
ity.

• Introducing Interesting Personalities: No. 212 • • •
LANDERS. Director. Born in New York. Attended Columbia Univeri-

Entered motion pictures in 1925 at Universal City and served in every

capacity possible. Was assistant director to Paul

Leni, Harry Pollard, Edward Sloman and others.

Directed nine features and three serials for Uni-

versal. Has directed Victor McLaglen, Lee

Tracy, Jack Oakie, Chester Morris, Harry Carey,

Steffi Duna, Sally Eilers, John Beal, Anne Shirley,

James Dunn, Eduardo Ciannelli, Lucille Ball, Leo

Carrillo. Directed 26 features for RKO in past

three years, among them "Pacific Liner," "Con-
demned Women," "Flight from Glory," "Sky

Giant" and "Without Orders." Now free-lancing.

Stands 5-5. Hair, brown. Eyes, ditto.

Plague Fighter" and "No More Hun-
ger." The character of Joe Turp,
featured by Damon Runyon in "A
Call on the President" and other
stories, also has been acquired for
pix by Metro.

duction. The Madeleine Carroll-Fred
MacMurray picture formerly called
"Are Husbands Necessary?" "My
Love for You," "True Woman" and
"A Love Story," will be released as
"My Love for Yours" and "Television
Spy" has been set as the final title

for the picture formerly called "The
World on Parade."

Universal Seeking John Payne
Universal is seeking to borrow

John Payne from Warners for a
leading role in "Green Hell." War-
ners, however, have scheduled actor

for choice part in "The Fighting
69th," which may have time conflict
with "Green Hell."

Metro Acquires Properties
Metro has acquired film rights to

Eric Ambler's novel, "Cause for
Alarm," published by Knopf, and
to four original unpublished stories.

The original stories are: "The Man on
America's Conscience," by Alvin B.
Myers and Lowell Brodaux; and
three stories written jointly by Nat
Ferber, George Bricker, and William
Dover, titled "Red Butterfly," "The

Hopkins-Davis to Team Agair(
I

Because of Miriam Hopkins' fine
performance in "The Old Maid," Hal
Wallis is considering a plan to team
her with Bette Davis again in "De-
votion," story of the three Bronte
sisters, which James Hilton is now
writing. Edmund Goulding, who dl
rected "The Old Maid," is set to di
rect the Bronte story.

Metro Signs Three Writers
New writing contracts are an-

nounced by Metro with John Higgins,
Frederick Faust and William Thiele.
The latter will be active both as
writer and director.

'

"Brother Rat and the Baby"
Fred Finkelhoffe and John Monks,

Jr. have completed their screenplay,
"Brother Rat and the Baby," and
have checked off the Warner lot.

Priscilla Lane, Eddie Albert, Wayne
Morris, Jane Bryan, Jane Wyman
and Ronald Reagan are set for top
roles in this follow-up to "Brother
Rat."

Taurog on New "Melody"
Norman Taurog will direct "Broad-

way Melody of 1940," co-starring
Fred Astaire and Eleanor Powell, at
Metro. Jack Cummings will produce.

Schine Convention Will

Call Industry Executives

(Continued from Page 7)

Circuit golf tournament at the
swanky Pine Brook Country Club
here.
Thursday night, an outdoor steak

roast, served in the Schine style,

will be staged on the grounds of
Adirondack Inn, Sacandaga Park.
Broiled over open fires, with "all the
fixin's and then some," the roast
last year was the talk of the con-
vention.
Friday will mark the closing ses-

sions, with a general business meet-
ing of Schine managers and a gath-
ering up of loose ends. L. W. and
J. Myer Schine will give the con-
cluding addresses.

Key Executives Will Attend
Schine Enterprises Conclave
Key executives of all major and

leading indie companies will com-
prise the New York contingent at-

tending by invitation, the annual
convention of Schine Enterprises at

Gloversville.

Among those who have signified

intentions to be present at the Wed-
nesday night and Thursday events
programmed are Herman Wobber
and William Sussman, 20th-Fox;
Roy T. Haines, Arthur Sachson,
Warners; A. Montague, Lou Wein-
berg, Maurice Bergman, Columbia;

it Shining with the Schines it
(Continued from Page 7) ;

many years of experience both here
and abroad, he trains many a col-

lege graduate for Schine managerial
post.

Al Marqusee, assistant to Leish-
man, heads the statistical depart-

ment, while Francis Barter is in

charge of insurance. Maurice Glock-

ner, formerly on the faculties of

New York University and Colum-
bia, heads the real estate and con-

cession department. Willard S. Mc-
Kay, as general counsel, has charge
of the legal department, assisted by
Hoivard Antevil, Peter Klein and
William H. Townsend.

Managers Assembling For

Schine Circuit Conclave

Lite Eyes Hitchcock
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Jeffrey T. Hellman,

writer for Life Magazine, arrived in

town to do a story on Alfred Hitch-
cock, the Selznick International di-

rector.

SLRB Continues Hearing
Hearings in the TMAT-Rugoff &

Becker case before the State Labor
Relations Board will be continued
today, adjourned from Friday af-
ternoon. Two employes of the the-
ater circuit testified Friday.

E. K. "Ted" O'Shea,- Metro; J. J.

Unger, Milton Kusell, Alec Moss,
Paramount; Harry Gold, Monroe
Greenthal, Charles Stern, UA; F.
J. A. McCarthy, William A. Scully,
Lou Pollock, Universal; E. L. Mc-
Evoy, Leon Bamberger, Harry J.

Michalson, H. Henry Walters, J. J.

O'Connor, Herb Maclntyre, Fred
Meyers, RKO; Edward A. Golden,
Monogram; James R. Grainger,
Jack Bellman, Republic; Carl E.
Milliken,. secretary of MPPDA; Her-

man Robbins, George Dembow, Na-
tional Screen Service; Willard Mc-
Kay, John Eberson, William B.
Groat, Robert Hall and Lou Gold-
berg.

Convention officials have sent no-
tice to the contingent members that
a special car, prominently placarded,
will be reserved on the New York
Central's Upstate Special leaving
New York at 3:35 p.m., E.S.T., and
arriving in Fonda at 7:58 p.m.,

E.S.T.

(Continued from Page 7)

O'Neill, Holland, Beliefontaine; Milt Bryer,
Bucyrus, Bucyrus; Ural Buck, Civic, Fostoria;
Ted Barker, State, Fostoria; Bob Anthony,
Piqua, Piqua; H. D. Shreffler, Castamba,
Shelby; Dave Britton, Ritz, Tiffin; George
Bannan, Van Wert, Van Wert.
OHIO—W. S. Eckard, Opera House, Ash-

land; John Manuel, Strand, Delaware; Ed.
Kidwell, Kent, Kent; Ben Yudelevitz, Medina,
Medina; Jim Piatt, Vernon, Mt. Vernon;
Ronald Sturgess, Vine, Mt. Vernon; Harold
Garfield, Ravenna, Ravenna; Ed. Mott, Woos-
ter, Wooster; Bill Selman, Forum, Norwalk.

KENTUCKY—Wall Allen, Kentucky, Lex-
ington; J. D. Rice, State, Lexington; H. D.
Stearn, Strand, Lexington; Jack Frisch, Rus-
sell, Maysville; Fred Williams, Madison, Rich-
mond; John Makemson, Bourbon, Paris.

KENTUCKY — Eddie May, Hippodrome,
Corbin; Leon Scott, Margie Grand, Harlan;
Neil Scott, Liberty, Pikesville.

NEW YORK—Harry Unterfort, Keith's;
Pat McGee, Eckel; James McAllister, Palace;
Erie Wright, Paramount, Syracuse.

Beryl Mercer Dead
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Beryl Mercer, 57, for

years an outstanding character play-
er, died in Santa Monica Friday.

Morton Selter Dies
London (By Cable)—Morton Sel-

ter, 79, stage and screen actor, is

dead here. He had just completed a
role in Alexander Korda's "The
Thief of Bagdad."
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"Frontier Marshal"
with Randolph Scott, Cesar Romero,

Nancy Kelly

20th Century-Fox 71 Mins.

RATTLING GOOD WESTERN GIVES RO-

MERO AND SCOTT STRONG ACTION
PARTS.

A bang-up western of the early days

serves principally to give Cesar Romero a

send-off for tough hombre parts in the

classier horse operas such as "Cisco Kid."

In fact Romero and Randy Scott divide hon-

ors equally, but Romero is much the more

glamorous figure. Scott strikes the be-

holder as being a little too amiable for the

role of a tough frontier sheriff. The pro-

duction does a good job in recapturing the

rough and bawdy atmosphere of the early

western camps, of which Tombstone was

about the wildest. Scott is inducted in as

marshal after he gives the bad man, Joe

Sawyer, a terrific beating. There is rivalry

between two dance halls. Romero as the

most feared man and the best shot of the

territory, makes friends with the new mar-

shal when the latter saves his life from

a gun man. The femme interest is shared

by Binnie Barnes, a dance hall queen who

is infatuated with Romero, and Nancy

Kelly, the old flame of his who has followed

him west. Thus the ingredients are all as-

sembled for a lot of thrilling incidents,

which develop rapidly. There is a holdup

of the coach carrying bullion by the bad

man and his gang, backed by John Carra-

dine, who runs the rival dance hall. Scott

and Romero fight off the gang, and return

with the bullion. This starts a showdown

right in the town. Romero is killed, and

Scott avenges his death by wiping out the

gang. Good comedy by Eddie Foy. Jr.

CAST: Randolph Scott, Nancy Kelly, Ce-

sar Romero, Binnie Barnes, John Carradine,

Edward Norris, Eddie Foy, Jr., Ward Bond,

Lon Chaney, Jr., Tom Tyler, Joe Sawyer,

Del Henderson, Harry Hayden.

CREDITS: Producer, Sol Wurtzel; Direc-

tor, Allan Dwan; Author, Stuart Lake;

Screenplay, Sam Hellman; Cameraman,
Charles Clarke; Editor, Robert Bischoff.

DIRECTION, Very Good. PHOTOGRA-
PHY, Good.

Encyclopedia Distrib.

Deal Involves Million

Funk & Wagnalls Co. on Saturday
announced the closing of a $1,000,-

000 deal with De Luxe Theater
Premiums of New York which gives
the latter exclusive rights to dis-

tribute the publisher's 25 volume
New Standard Encyclopedia in the
theater field. Initial printing order
is 1,000,000.

Censors Okay Conflict
"Conflict," French production star-

ring Corinne Luchaire, has been ap-
proved by the N. Y. Board of Cen-
sors and will be released early in

the Fall by Transatlantic Films.

In "What a Life"
Jewel Hart, who is engaged to

Joe Cohn, son of Jack Cohn, is ap-
pearing with Ezra Stone in "What
a Life" at Brighton.

"The Ware Case"
with Clive Brook, Jane Baxter, Barry Barnes

Gaumont British 72 Mins.

EXCELLENT MURDER MYSTERY WIT4
FINE BRITISH CAST AND DIRECTORIAL
TOUCHES.

A thoroughly enjoyable and engrossing

murder mystery, that combines a most in-

telligent story, clever direction and some
of the best acting by a group of players

seen in one film in a long time. This

British production by Michael Balcon is

easily one of the most absorbing and clever

murder mysteries of the year. Its principal

importance is in bringing back Clive Brook

in a splendid characterization that he han-

dles with consummate artistry. He is a

British aristocrat come upon hard times

which he refuses to recognize, being gaily

irresponsible, and this drives his very sen-

sible wife, Jane Baxter, to distraction. The
film opens with a court trial, with the

jury being locked in their room to deliber-

ate. As they review the evidence, that be-

comes the film the audience sees. The
character of the likeable but irresponsible

aristocrat is shown by innumerable inci-

dents, his fondness for his wife yet his

weakness for other women; his extrava-

gances, his likes and dislikes. Then the

sudden murder of the wife's brother, a

rich man whose money inherited by her

can save Brook from losing his ancestral

estate. Then there is that other clever

actor, Barry Barnes, who plays the steady

barrister, friend of the couple and secretly

in love with the wife. He defends Brook

charged with the murder on circumstantial

evidence and the testimony of his game-
keeper. He is freed. Then comes the

sock thrill with the dramatic admission by

Brook that he killed the brother-in-law.

He hurls himself to his death from the

balcony into the midst of the horrified ten-

ants below who have gathered to celebrate

his exoneration. Jane Baxter is charming.

Selling angles: splendid work of Clive Brook;

the unguessable murder mystery; the dra-

matic surprise at the climax.

CAST: Clive Brook, Jane Baxter, Barry

K. Barnes, C. V. France, Francis L. Sullivan,

Frank Cellier, Edward Rigby, Peter Bull,

Dorothy Seacombe, Athene Seyler.

CREDITS: Producer, Michael Balcon; Di-

rector, same; Author, George Pleydell Ban-

croft; Screenplay, Roland Pertwee, Robert

Stevenson; Cameraman, Ronald Nearme.
DIRECTION, Excellent. PHOTOGRAPH,

Very Good.

Montreal Exhibs. Fined
Montreal—Thirty-nine cases in-

volving admission of minors under
16 years of age to several local mov-
ing picture theaters brought fines

totalling $450. A plea of guilty

was entered in each case, and re-

corder Plante ordered a fine of $40
and $15 in costs in two instances
and of $10 and costs in the other
37 cases. The court's verdict

cleared all such cases before the
municipal tribunal from the rolls.

Curry Back in Pix Biz
Pittsburgh—Irving D. Davis has

just sold the Strand Theater, Mon-
ongah, W. Va., to H. G. Curry, who
retired from the theater business
several years ago.

* SHORTS *

"Wise Quack"
Vitaphone 7 Mins.

Swell Humor
Mark this one down as a swell

addition to the program. It is filled

with humor, appealing cartoon de-

lineation, human interest, plus suf-
ficient imagination and silliness to

ingratiate it to young and old.

Yarn tells of the impending father-

hood of Daffy Duck, to whose spouse
is born a bevy of ducklings. When
the new additions to Daffy's family
have shed their shells, along comes
a big bad hawk and kidnaps the
smallest and most helpless of the
brood. Porky Pig, a close friend
of the proud but worried Daffy, as-

sists in rescuing the absent duck-
ling who is dropped to the ground
by the hawk from a dizzy altitude.

Climax of the film is appropriately
ridiculous. Patrons will get a full-

edged howl out of the birth scene.

Screen Snapshots
Columbia 10 mins.

Hollywood Yesterday and Today

With Noah Beery acting as a com-
mentator we are shown a number of

the immortal luminaries of Holly-
wood's younger and lustier days.
Such characters as Rudolph Valen-
tino, Beverly Bayne, Francis X. Bush-
man, Betty Blythe, Charles Ray, the
Gish sisters, William S. Hart, Norma
Talmadge and a host of others pa-
rade across the screen in old shots,

some of them coming back from the
grave. Beery's audience is a group
of the Hollywood youngsters of to-

day.

"Saved By The Belle"

with The Three Stooges
Columbia 20 mins.

Fairly Amusing
Moe, Larry and Curly are discov-

ered in the mythical country of Val-
eska, a tropical kingdom, where they
are trying to peddle heavy Winter
clothing. Earthquakes rumble con-
tinuously and a revolution is brew-
ing. The boys get mixed up with the
local gendarmerie and are sentenced
to be shot as spies. An earthquake
saves them and they manage to get
themselves out of several more pre-
dicaments before the film is over.

There are some laughs, but film as a
whole is not up to their usual stand-
ard, Charley Chase directed.

"Seeing Red"
Vitaphone 20 Mins.

Standout Two-Reeler

In addition to the frothy and
amusing story which is utilized as

a vortex around which can logically

revolve the presentation of The
Merry Macs, Harris & Shore, Louis
Da Pron and John Regan, there are
the antics of Red Skelton and A.

k SERIAL *

"Overland With Kit Carson( '],

Columbia 28 mins. 1st Episode
Actionful Serial Should Please Fans

Starting off with a bang, this new
Columbia serial about the settling

of the west should please the action
fans and serial devotees. The cast,

headed by Bill Elliott, Iris Meredith,
Richard Fiske and Bobby Clack, is

capable, and a choice assortment of
villains have been rounded up for the
picture. A gang of killers headed by
a mysterious man with a pegleg,
who has dreams of an empire if the
white settlers can be kept out of the
country, start a campaign of murder
and arson to drive the settlers away.
Kit Carson, noted scout, is drafted
to tackle the gang with the co-opera-

tion of the army. The first episode
is filled with punch and every indi-

cation points to action and suspense
right to the finish.

Robins to make this two-reeler a
standout for any audience. Latter
essay roles respectively of employe
and boss. Red Skelton, because he
couldn't fix the boss' swivel chair
so as not to precipitate its owner
on the floor, is fired with the re-

sponding threat that he will haunt
his irate employer. Subsequently,
when the boss takes a _gal friend to

a night club, there is Skelton, om-
nipresent, appearing as m.c, coat-
rack boy, waiter, et al, and the
repetitious apparition confounds
and dismays the boss who thinks
he is actually "haunted." Perform-
ers are excellently chosen and paced
during the night club scene, and
Skelton's imitations are tip-top.

"There Goes Rusty"
(New World of Sports Issue)

Columbia 10 mins.
Interesting Sport Shorit

Devoted to showing the training
and racing of fleet greyhounds, this

film gives interesting insights and
sidelights on the popular sport of

dog racing. First we see the young
dogs being trained for the track, and
then actual races at the beautiful
Miami Beach Kennel Club in Florida.

"Hollywood Sweepstakes"
(A Color Rhapsody)

Columbia 10 mins.
Amusing Cartoon

Lightning, a crack horse training
for the Hollywood sweepstakes at

Santa Anteater Park, falls in a pool
of water and catches a bad cold. His
stablemate, an undersized pony,
steals his blanket the day of the
race and enters under the name of
Lightning. A heavy rain turns the
track into a sea of mud and the spu-
rious Lightning wins the race by
some fancy antics.
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NBC IMPROVED TELE

UNITS IN SERVICE

With new technical features, the
sfBC mobile units will return to ser-

vice this week to provide New York
eleviewers with three outdoor pro-
£1*32^ weekly. They will be p^e-
lei^^rtl on Wednesday, Friday and
Saturday afternoons at 4 p.m.

First program will be a demon-
stration of life saving methods at

Vstoria Pool, on Wednesday by the
Jed Cross. Thursday's telecast will

>e a relay from the New York
iVorld's Fair and the week's third
lutdoor program will be a water bal-

et at Manhattan Beach.

NBC television engineers say that
he transmitter unit of the relay
;tation is almost completely new.
Crystal control, new type amplifiers

tnd other technical improvements
vill materially improve the quality
if images relayed from the field.

Corresponding changes have been
nade at the Empire State tower lo-

ation of the ultra-short wave re-

eiving point to assure transmission
f the improved quality to lookers-in

ver Station W2XBS. A new an-
enna has also been mounted on the
aobile transmitter by RCA engi-

4

IKO Majestic, Columbus,

Released to Mauri White

Columbus, 0.—C. Harry Schreiber,

ity RKO manager, announces
he relinquishing of circuit's lease

m the Majestic theater to the

Sigh St. Theater Corp., of

vhich Mauri White, business asso-

iate of Ike Libson in Cincinnati, is

>resident. House will be reopened as

i second-run. It is understood W.
Clifford Bozman, former RKO house
nanager, will be retained.

Sol. Lesser Moving Staff

to Selznick-lnt. Studios

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Sol Lesser has signed

a deal with Selznick International

Studios, whereby he and his entire

personnel move over to that studio

tomorrow. Lesser still has one more
I Bob Breen picture to deliver for

RKO, and will then start prepara-

tions on the deal he has to produce
pictures for United Artists release.

Movie News on Air
Oklahoma City—Movie news programs

are being carried by practically all local

stations. KOCY has oldest with 55
broadcasts gone by with KTOK right

behind but on a five minute daily

spot. It is understood that WKY is

readying a one or three per week movie
show while KOMA has given generous
space to movie news in its regular news
broadcasts. Theaters are doing very little

radio advertising at the present time
though T. B. Noble, Jr. has carried 15
minutes weekly on Sunday over WKY
during all except summer periods in the

past.

FILM CODE ANALYZED
By LOUIS NIZER

EDITOR'S NOTE: THE FILM DAILY today presents the twenty-sixth installment of a
comprehensive analysis of the proposed Trade Practice Code (Revision of June 10) by Louis
Nizer, member of the law firm of Phillips & Nizer, and authority on the taw of screen, stage
and radio. Preservation of the daily installments, now devoted to the Rules of Arbitration, is
recommended.

Installment No. 26

X. AWARDS
Aivard in Favor of Complaining Party: An award in favor of the complaining

party shall contain:

(a) Statement of the claim decided, and
(b) The procedure if any is necessary to be followed in carrying out the award.

Award Against Complaining Party: An award against the complaining party

shall dismiss the claim for lack of merit.

Assessment of Costs: Each award of a Special Arbitration Board (as distinguished
from the Permanent Arbitration Board) shall include an assessment of costs of the
Arbitration Board.

XI. LOCAL RULES AND REGULATIONS

The Permanent Arbitration Board may establish such rules and regulations as are

considered necessary or proper to facilitate the arbitration of disputes. Such rules,

however, may not

(a) Be inconsistent with the Rules of Arbitration or the Trade Practice Code, and
(b) May not enlarge the additional powers upon any arbitration Board.

Preferences: The Permanent Arbitration Board shall establish a special class of

disputes which are of a type which require prompt and immediate decision. Preferences

shall be given by Permanent and Special Arbitration Boards to such hearings and the

decision shall be expedited.

(Twenty-seventh and final installment will appear. in an early issue.)

Games Returned to

30 New York Spots

(Continued from Page 1)

the West Side between 34th and 72nd
Streets.

Practically all the circuits had
participated in the games ban which
had to be lifted, it was said over the
week-end, because of the patronage
being attracted by prize nights in

non-theatrical establishments.

Three Pix and as Many
Cups and Saucers for 15c

Chicago—Seventeen theaters used
triple bills, over the week-end while
the same number featured premiums.
Nine houses gave glassware, five

dinnerware. The Harvard Theater
featured kitchen knives, the Eastside
Theater, pastry servers.

Giveaway competition on the
Northwest Side has climaxed with
the Rio Theater management giving
three cups and saucers and three fea-

tures for 15 cents.

Even Balaban & Katz are using
premiums heavily at their Will Rog-
ers Theater, using dinnerware. The
Crystal and the Biltmore are using
silverware and dinnerware prem-
iums, while the Terminal Theater at

Kedzie and Lawrence Ave., uses sil-

verware.
The Warner theater circuit has

shelved premiums and is using bath-
ing beauty and twins contests in

some situations as business stimula-
tors.

Jitterbug contests, under Sam
Herman direction, are being used by
Balaban & Katz at the Loop
State Lake Theater, while Jones,
Linick & Schaefer are using ama-
teur vaudeville Monday nights, giv-

ing the winner, a week's engagement
at the Oriental Theater.

"Four Feathers" to Open
At N. Y. Capitol Friday

(Continued from Page 1)

making deal closed at the week end
by Harry L. Gold on behalf of UA
and Joseph Vogel, acting for the
Loew circuit.

In terms, playing time and other
attractions, the deal represents one
of the highest prices ever offered by
the Capitol and Loew's for a film, it

was stated.

"Four Feathers," with which UA
inaugurates its 20th anniversary, is

the first UA pix to play the Capitol
and may presage a change in the
exhibition of the distributor's re-
leases in New York, it was said.

Loew's is giving "Four Feathers"
priority and right of way, and the
pix will later simultaneously play all

Loew circuit nabes, it is said.

TMAT Asks Alien Ruling

by Department of Labor

Springfield, Mass. — The TMAT
union here is petitioning the Depart-
ment of Labor to make a ruling in

alleged cases where theaters have
replaced discharged "front of the
house" employes with aliens. The
TMAT has leveled one specific charge
against the Goldstein circuit on this

charge, according to Harry Storm,
union spokesman here.

Storin also charges that plans are
being made to employ aliens in an-
other theater where employes have
filed charges of discrimination with
the National Labor Relations Board.

The Paramount Theater here is

scheduled to reopen on Aug. 10. It

is reported that the house may use
a stage show when it reopens. When
the house was shuttered, a lockout
charge was brought against the op-
erators by the TMAT.

RIGHT TO CRITICIZE

SCORES IN SURVEY

By an overwhelming majority,

American readers believe that news-
papers and magazines should have

the right of honest criticism about

films even if it injures their sale and
lessens the income of producers, ac-

cording to results of a survey made
by Fortune magazine.

Question was one of a series of
queries and brought an affirmative
from 81.6 per cent, a negative from
only 11.2 per cent, with 7.2 per cent
saying they don't know. Films were
linked with books in the question.

Right to criticize under the same
conditions was upheld in the instance
of a quality of a brand of gasoline,
72.8 per cent; labor policy of an em-
ployer, 60.1 per cent and the way
a company operates its business,
58.4 per cent. Negatives in these
three cases, respectively, were 17.2,

28.1 and 31.4 per cent, while "don't
know" percentages, respectively,
were 10, 11.8 and 10.2.

Theater Acoustics, Subject

of Academy Investigation

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — The Academy Re-

search Council Theater Standardiza-
tion Committee is pressing an exten-
sive investigation of theater acous-
tics, under the direction of a subcom-
mittee consisting of Jack Durst,
chairman, Fred Albin, Lloyd Gold-
smith, Don Loye, and Michael Ret-
tinger.

The committee will attempt to

work out standard methods for mak-
ing acoustical measurements, and
will also consider the possibilities

for correlating studio review room
acoustics with theater acoustics for
the purpose of establishing a "judg-
ment factor" for evaluating review
room listening tests with theater
listening tests.

As a first step a series of acoustical
measurement tests and experiments
will be conducted in a review room
being made available to the commit-
tee through the co-operation of Co-
lumbia studio for the next 60 days
for these tests.

Theater sound equipment and ser-

vice companies which will co-operate
with the Research Council in this

acoustic investigation are the Altec,
Dominion Sound Equipments, Ltd.,

Erpi, International Projector, Lan-
sing Manufacturing Co., Northern
Electric Co., Ltd., and the RCA.

Free Pix Aid Midway
Youngstown, O.—Art Mallory, owner-

manager of nearby Craig Beach park, has

inaugurated a policy of free movie
shows at the park nightly in the beer

garden. Program includes shorts, news-
reels, comedies and educational subjects.

Mallory says movies help stimulate night

patronage on the midway.
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COURT FIXES BASIS

FOR "LYNTON" BALM

(Continued from Page 1)

only one-fifth of the net profits de-

rived from the picture, together
with such allowances as remain to

be computed and determined pur-

suant to the remanding- of the suit

to the U. S. District Court.
Both the plaintiffs and defendants

have certain contentions pending as

to allowances, determination of which
will probably increase or decrease

the original award of $532,000
granted by the District Court to the

plaintiffs, but the adjusted amount
is not expected to vary greatly from
the original award, since the Circuit

Court ruled that the profits on the

infringing picture must be appor-

tioned between the value of the in-

fringed "Dishonored Lady" and
other factors such as the drawing
power of stars and directors.

The 22-page opinion written by

Senior Circuit Judge Learned Hand,
and concurred in by Judges Robert

P. Patterson and Harris B. Chase,

in reversing the decision of Fed-

eral Judge Vincent L. Leibell, di-

rected a new hearing on the suit

in order to compute damages in ac-

cordance with the terms of the

opinion.
High court's decision also went in-

to the method of computation of

profits, and while upholding the

report of Special Master Gordon
Auchincloss to a large extent, or-

dered certain modifications in his

methods of fixing the net profits.

Counsel Fees Also Cut

Decision also reduced an award
of $55,000 given to O'Brien, Dris-

coll & Raftery, attorneys for the

plaintiff, to $33,000.

The opinion in the major part

discussed the question of whether
the plaintiffs were entitled to all

of the profits of the picture or, as

the defendants contended, to the

proportionate value of the story in-

fringed upon.
The Court felt that, although the

question was not free from doubt,

it would be manifestly unjust for

the plaintiffs to receive all the prof-

its, and remarked that the reputa-

tion of Joan Crawford and Robert
Montgomery, stars of the picture,

"had stood very high in the public

esteem in 1932" and was undoubt-

edly the film's greatest box-office at-

traction.

Judge Hand pointed out that a

large number of producers and ex-

hibitors had testified that the value

of the story had been between 5

and 12 per cent and that the plain-

COMPLIMENTS
OF

MARAGLIOTTI STUDIOS
Mural and Decorative

Painting

15 Vanderbilt Ave. New York City

British Exhibitors Open War on Indie
Distribs. Supplying Films for Tele

London (By Cable)—While American indie distribs. of pix apparently are to be
permitted to make films available for television without exhib. complaint, move has

been launched on this side to bring indie renters into line with the majors in refusing

to release features to the BBC for telecasts. Move originates with the Manchester
branch of the CEA.

Organization of Cashiers

And Ushers Speeded by IA

Organization work by the IATSE
among ushers, cashiers and other
theater employes not under the
jurisdiction of other A F of L unions
was speeded up last week in the
RKO circuit in New York, with IA
execs, reporting at the week-end
that organization was just under
the 100 per cent mark.
Move was quickly taken by the

IA when a threat was made by the
CIO to move into this field in New
York. It is expected that the IA
will expand its theater organiza-
tion campaign immediately to other
key cities.

Schoenstadt Prepares

to Reopen Four Houses

Chicago—Arthur Schoenstadt says
the Schoenstadt circuit will soon re-
open the Crane, Crown, Archer and
Kenwood theaters, which have been
closed during the Summer months.
The circuit will also spend $30,000

for improvements of the Peoples The-
ater at Ashland and 47th St.

Australian Standard Pact

Will be Ready This Month

Sydney (By Cable) — Following
considerable discussion and many
months of work by the New South
Wales Motion Picture Exhibitors
Association, it is expected that the
long sought standard contract may
be put into effect early in August
in this state. The association is

said to have arrived at a working
basis for a recognized film hire

agreement.
A meeting of representative ex-

hibitors and distributors will be
held in a few days to discuss the
terms of the contract. The con-
tract officially becomes law in Aug-
ust. What action will be taken by
the Victoria and South Australian
exhibitors in the matter of a stand-
ard contract has not been disclosed

yet, but it is expected that they
will follow the lead of the New
Sosth Wales government in insti-

gating' a standard contract.

RKO MAY NOT NAME

BERMAN SUCCESSOR

Fyffe In "Annie Laurie"
Will Fyffe will be starred in

"Annie Laurie," to be released next
season by World Pictures Corp.

tiffs had in no way contradicted
this evidence.
The Court stated, however, that

the defendants were wrong in argu-
ing that the value of the play was
fixed by the amount which the
plaintiffs had asked for during ne-
gotiations for its sale to M-G-M,
previous to the production of "Let-
ty Lynton."
The Court stated emphatically

that the defendants "were not in-

nocent offenders, they deliberately
lifted the play," and, therefore,
could be credited only with actual
cash expended in computing the net
profits. Court refused to take into

consideration the value of the de-

fendants' reputation as a box-office

attraction because, Judge Hand felt,

the plagiarism had been deliberate.

Share Fixed at One-Fifth

In conclusion, the Court stated

"We will not accept experts' testi-

mony at its face value; we must
make an award which by no possi-

bility shall be too small . . .

"It is not our best guess that
must prevail, but a figure which will

favor the plaintiffs in every reason-
able chance of error. With this in

mind, we fix their share of the net
profits at one-fifth."

The decision went into detail on
the accounting methods of Special

Master Auchincloss. It overruled
the Special Master and held that
payments made to Mayer, Thalberg
and Rubin were properly deductible

from net profits and expenses of

the picture. At the same time it

overruled the defendants' objections
to a number of other rulings. Among
these rulings were that distribution
costs should be computed by a divi-

sion of the total number of pic-
tures distributed in 1932 into the
entire cost of distribution for that
year; that foreign profits must be
included that profits of Loew's sub-
sidiaries were to be estimated in

the net profits of the picture; that
allocation of overhead expenses
were proper; that no estimated de-

preciation of continuities in the stu-

dio could be charged to the picture;

and, finally, that a loan made by
Loew's, Inc., to M-G-M could not
be considered in the deductions.

On the other hand the court held
that the Special Master was wrong
in allowing a deduction for income
tax payments.

The decision also held that losses

by exhibition of the picture in cer-

tain unprofitable domestic theaters
could not be charged against the
plaintiffs, but that this rule would
not apply to foreign exhibition.

At the same time, Court upheld
the Master's ruling that "idle time"
of stars and personnel eould be allo-

cated proportionately to the picture;

that a payment to MPPDA on profits

of the picture was deductible; that

allowance of overhead, where the

overhead aided production of the

picture, was proper; and, finally,

that allowance on completed pictures

never exhibited, and scrapped con-

tinuities 'could be allocated propor-

tionately.

(Continued from Page 1)

chief, at the expiration of his cur-
rent contract with the company, it

was reliably reported here F 'ay

in advance of the arrival todk^ of
George J. Schaefer, RKO prexy, and
Ned E. Depinet, vice-president, for
studio conferences.

It is believed that a unit system
will prevail at the studio with all

final decisions in the hands of
Schaefer, although he is not ex-

pected to make his headquarters
permanently on the Coast. Since
the inception of the Schaefer reg-
ime, the unit system has been fav-
ored, with Gordon & Goetz and
Towne & Baker already signed, and
other deals of a similar nature re-

ported in the process of negotia-
tion.

Schaefer is expected to stay here
for about four weeks on this trip.

pit

(ring

LeRoy Drops Production

Duties and Will Direct

(Continued from Page 1)

producer for M-G-M and will con-

fine his activities to directing. Louis
B. Mayer gave his consent to the

change.
LeRoy will begin immediately to

prepare for "Ziegfeld Girl," in which
several M-G-M stars will appear.

Other pictures which LeRoy is

slated to direct include "Sea of

Grass," co-starring Spencer Tracy
and Myrna Loy, and "National Vel-

vet," with a cast to be announced.

COMPLIMENTS

OF

CHARLES H.KENNEY

STUDIOS, INC.

DRAPERIES

112 W. 44th St. New York City

Siegelstein With Terry
Fred Siegelstein, formerly on the

editorial staff of the Journal-Ameri-
can, has joined the staff of Paul
Terry in New Rochelle. He is writ-

ing scripts for the Terrytoon pro-

ducer.

Okays FMPC Reorg. Plan

Plan of reorganization of the

French Motion Picture Corp. was
approved on Friday by Federal

Judge William Bondy. The plan

provides for payment of 15 per

cent to general creditors, and 100

per cent to all preferred creditors.
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MAY RE-ENTER ITALY

(Continued from Pane 1)

rior to his sailing that he was
j-oing over strictly for a vacation,

Pettijohn told The Film Daily that

le hoped he could see what could

je't^ne to improve the relationship

jei^reen Italy and the American dis-

tributors. There is no reason why
;he situation should be the way it

s, he said.

Pettijohn was accompanied by
lis wife and son.

Italian Theaters Confronted
With Serious Film Shortage

1 Urgent distress signals are ap-
Dearing in Italy as result of the 1938
fascist decree which set up ENIC,

THEWEEI\IN
REVIEW

Schaefer Heads RKO

London (By Cable)—Italy's ENIC,
frantically seeking film product here,
made an offer for a British-made pro-
duction of a U. S. mafor but was re-

buffed. U. S. company offered to reim-
burse its British partner for its loss by
the refusal.

Government film monopoly bureau,
and quickly precipitated complete
withdrawal from the Italian market
of U. S. major and principal indie
companies.
Exodus of the American distribu-

tors has brought about a distinct
shortage of acceptable product for
Italian exhibition outlets, and coinci-

dentally created a critical situation
as far as the Government is con-
cerned, since both the trade and the
public looks to officialdom for its

screen entertainment. Latter is not
only embarrassed by inability to fur-
nish features, but is having trouble
presenting a reasonable explanation
of the worth of ENIC, which was
propagandized as a great forward
step toward rehabilitating Italy's

film fortunes.
September, says Julio Castelli, for

several years sales manager in Rome
for one of the principal American
companies, will see Italy's film fam-
ine on in earnest, since by that time
even the small existing residue of
U. S. product will have become ex-
hausted.
Agents of the Italian Government,

having failed to woo any worth-while
product from American sources, have
recently been going through British
companies with a fine-tooth comb.
Only a few outmoded or unimportant
productions have, it is learned, been
culled, because English wings of the
industry very logically figure that if

the U. S. couldn't get prices and sub-
sequent revenue out of Italy, there is

no inducement for the British.

The raking process has also been
on in Germany and France, with
dearth of good results for Italy, and
well-informed channels in Rome de-
clare that the Fascist agent, in the
processes of panic, have even gone so

far as to grab some Japanese pic-

tures and some from India.

(.Continued from Page 1)

facing more anti-trust actions from
D of J. . . A legislative develop-
ment of wide interest was veto of
the Illinois anti-duals measure by
Gov. Henry Horner on ground that
measure was unconstitutional.

OTHER HEADLINES: Nicholas
M. Schenck, Loew's prexy, revealed
Metro's gross biz during last 12
months is up more than $2,000,000,
achieved despite foreign market
shrinkage. . . Summer re-issues of
10 pix companies disclosed 50 per
cent decline. . . Formation of new
parent company, Radio Wire Tele-
vision, with John E. Otterson as
prexy, was formally announced.
Wall St. sources asserted that an
underwriting plan for the organi-
zation calls for some $6,000,000.

FOREIGN
FRENCH VISA NIXING: Paris

reports said that abolishing of film
visa system was imminent, thus
opening market wide to film of other
countries. Reported move was held
essentially a "good-will gesture" to-

ward the U. S., since Hollywood prod-
uct, because of its popularity with
French audiences, would be inclined

to benefit most.

JAP MART CRISIS: State
Dept.'s denunciation of the 1911 U.
S.-Japanese commercial treaty
caused uneasiness in pix circles, the
latter fearing that, with expiration
of the treaty, and possibly before
late January, 1940, at which time
the agreement would actually end,

American product would cease to

find an outlet in the Japanese Em-
pire, as well as in those parts of

China under Japanese domination.
* * *

CHINA GIVES ANXIETY:
American companies may be forced

to suspend operation in China in

the near future, due to decrease

of Chinese dollar to nine cents

against the U. S. dollar at the cur-

rent rate of exchange, and the more
serious difficulties in doing business

in that country presented by the

heavily duplicated duty charges.

Mrs. Gommersall Is Hostess

Chicago—Mrs. Peck Gommersall,
wife of the manager of the Univer-
sal exchange, was host to Mrs. Clyde
Eckhardt, wife of the manager of

the 20th Century-Fox exchange, and
the wives of other Chicago mana-
gers at a silver anniversary dinner
in honor of the Eckhardt silver anni-

versary celebration.

Improve S. Chi. House
Chicago—The H. and E. Balaban

circuit will soon start a $25,000 im-
provement program on their Com-
mercial Theater in South Chicago.
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* ARCHITECTS *l * distributors •

John Eberson
Architect

if 1560 Broadway *
New York City

* ARTISTS *

1560
Broadway

* BANNERS *

MANUFACTURERS OF THE FINEST IN

FLAGS • BANNERS
• DECORATIONS •

ART FLAG, INC.
247 W. 42nd St. New York City

BRyont 9-7274

SILK VALANCES
Rental Service

ALL MAJOR PICTURES
• •

LIBERMAN FLAG b VALANCE CO.

247 W. 46th St. New York City

• DECORATORS •

Complete Decorating and Draperies

Murals — Draperies — Stage Curtains

Specialists in Creation of

Smart Interiors

Novelty Scenic Studios, Inc.
320 W. 48th St.. New York City A. I. Kessler Mgr.

Premier Scenery Studios

SCENERY

DRAPERIES

STACE SETTINGS

DECORATIONS

340 W. 41st St. New York City

A picture for Every Purpose—

jJ.\l?AHPdgJ£BERG -
CQ

1
bE

Telephone MEdallion 3-3813
729 Seventh Ave. New York

ARTHUR JOSEPH

MAYER and BURSTYN
1481 Broadway, New York City

Distributing
The Season's Box Office Smash

//BALLERINA"

* ENGRAVERS •

CENTURY PHOTO
ENGRAVING CO., INC.
340 W. 39th Street, New York City

Line and halftone plates
Benday and color plates
Day and Night Service
MEdallion 3-2441-2-3

Members of I.P.E.U.—Local No. 1

H. S. MUSGRAVE. President

* LIGHTING *

LIGHTING FIXTURES
In Modern And Period Design

Cove And Recessed Lighting—Fluorescent

LIGHTING DISTRIBUTORS, Inc.

430 W. 14th St. WAtkins 9-1655
Servicing theatres for many yearM

CHARLES ROSS, Inc.
Formerly Motion Picture Lighting and

Equipment Corp.

WE FURNISH
Electrical Lighting Equipment

of An\ Kind
244 W. 49th ST. NEW YORK CITY

Circle 6-5470-1

MARQUEE LETTERS

Investigate Before You. Invest!

WAGNER
SIGN SERVICE, INC.

ORIGINAL PATENTED SILHOUETTE
LETTERS AND 1940 3-IN-l FRAMES
123 W. 64th St., N. Y. C. EN 2-3290

• SEATING MATERIALS •

Do Your Seats N' New Upholstery?

^FABRICS^©
The Imitation Leather

Used by Leading Theatre Circuits

Sold Through Leading Dealers

ATLANTIC MERCANTILE CO.
109 W. 64th St. New York City



HImwongm cthnatown
A TOP NOTCH MYSTERY THRILLER!"

-BOX OFFICE

Monogram hits pay dirt in bonanza quan-
tity" —Motion Picture Daily

"Best of the 'Wong' series" —Film Daily

"Fits easily into the top niche"
—Daily Variety

MAR10RIE REYNOLDS
GRANT WITHERS

PETER GEORGE LYNN
Directed by WILLIAM NIGH

Associate Producer

WILLIAM LACKEY

Based on the "JAMES LEE WONG"
Series in COLLIER'S MAGAZINE

written by HUGH WILEY

A MONOGRAM PICTURE
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iineranfs Hurting Theater Biz in 200 Indiana Towns

ATSE MOVES FOR PERFORMER CONTROLJHRU AFA

j,000,000 Shares of Common, 130,000 of Pfd. for RKO
nderwriting Agreement Not
Yet Completed, Rickaby

Tells Court
I Hamilton C. Rickaby, counsel for
[pas Group, RKO reorg. plan pro-
Ipnents, announced at a hearing be-
llre Federal Judge William Bondy
lesterday that he will ask the
Ipurt's permission within the near
future to amend the certificate of
{[corporation of the new RKO com-
[any to authorize the issuance of
(000,000 shares of common stock
ltd 130,000 of preferred.
At the same time, Rickaby told

pe Court that the underwriting
(.Continued on Page 3)

iIhio itochegking

distrib. sincerity

Columbus, O.—ITO of Ohio (Al-
ied), in a bulletin, asks members
o report on distributor sincerity in

dherence to sales policies revamped

Iy

the pending Trade Practice Code.
Bulletin, prepared by Pete J

food, secretary, says:
"The distributors have been pro-

(Continued on Page 7)

iVildberg-Skirball May
Release Thru Columbia

Closing of a release deal by the
newly organized Wildberg-Skirball
producing combine awaits the ar-

rival of Skirball from the Coast late
(Continued on Page 3)

Metro's Snake Dance
They were doing Metro's version of

the snake dance at M-G-M's home of-
fice yesterday.

Reason: "The Wizard of Oz."
Print of Leo's $3,000,000 Technicolor

production arrived in New York yester-
day and was immediately screened for

the home office staff. It wowed 'em to

a man . . . and girl. "Sensational,"
"terrific," "a smash" were some of
the more modest b. o. descriptives by
Metroites as they left the projection
room.

D of J to Press Calendar Preference
Motion in Equity Action on Thursday

Special Assistant Attorney Ceneral Paul Williams asserted yesterday that, because of

the inability of the D of J and major companies' counsel to agree thus far in conferences

to a trial date for the equity action, that he intends to press his motion for calendar
preference on Thursday at 5 p.m. in chambers of Federal Judge John C. Knox. Williams
says he expects defendant majors to argue that they require more time to prepare their

cases. He added that he did not know if the defendants intend to dispute the fact

that the suit is entitled to preference.

ABOVE-AVERAGE BIZ

IN B'WAY THEATERS

Despite interludes of rain and
threatening weather, Broadway's pix

palaces did lively business on the
week-end, particularly on the Sun-
day matinee and evening shows, a

checkup yesterday disclosed.

The "take" of the Great White
Way stands was all the more grati-

fying in light of the gloom which
(Continued on Page 6)

Garland-Rooney to Appear
With "Oz" at the Capitol

New York premiere of Metro's
"The Wizard of Oz" yesterday was
set for the Capitol Theater Aug. 17.

Program will also have Judy Gar-
land, who appears in the pix, and

(Continued on Page 7)

RKO RADIO RELEASING

THREE GARMES FILMS

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Lee Garmes has

closed a releasing deal with RKO
Radio for pix to be made in the
East, it was learned here yesterday,
with announcement shortly to be
made here by George J. Schaefer,
RKO Radio prexy.

Deal is an optional one for three
(Continued on Page 7)

Monogram Will Distribute

Four English Pix in U. S.

Titles of four English pictures to

be distributed in the U. S. by Mon-
ogram this season were announced
by W. Ray Johnston, president, up-
on his return from abroad yester-

(Continued on Page 7)

35 Circuits Operating 16MM. Shows

in Indiana Territory Hurt Theaters

Announce Schine Contest
Winners as Parley Opens

By JACK BRADY
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

Gloversville, N. Y.—Theater man-
agers, associate personnel and lead-

ing figures in the film industry gath-
ered yesterday in this city in the foot-
hills of the Adirondacks for the

(Continued on Page 7)

By HOWARD M. RUDEAUX
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

Indianapolis—Indiana theater op-
erators are becoming more and more
concerned over the growth of 16 mm.
circuits in the state. At present
there are some 35 circuits of about
six towns each that are reportedly
adversely affecting b. o. receipts of

established theaters ; in not less than
200 towns.

Operators as a rule are college
(Continued on Page 3)

Bitter Theatrical War Seen;

AAAA Files Protest with

A F of L
By HOLLIS KENNAHAN

FILM DAILY Staff Writer

In a surprise move, the
IATSE yesterday granted a
charter to the American Feder-
ation of Actors which gives the
latter union broad and sweeping
jurisdictional powers over the en-
tire theatrical field.

The IA's action, through Presi-

dent George E. Browne of Chi-
cago, was accepted at once as the
opening barrage in what may prove
to be the most bitter labor fight ever
staged in the entertainment world.
The AAAA jumped the gun by

sending a formal protest to the
American Federation of Labor Ex-

(Continued on Page 6)

EXPECT PRODUCERS TO

ROW TO CLOSED SHOP

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Producers are ex-

pected to comply with the demand
of IATSE for the return of a closed

shop for its studio locals. IA of-
(Continued on Page 6)

Stadium Case Depositions

Await Wilkerson's Return

Chicago—Robert Goulding, repre-

senting B & K and Paramount, and
Frederick Burnham, representing

other defendant film companies, ap-
(Continued on Page 2)

Completing Code
Meeting of the distributors' code com-

mittee this afternoon is expected to-fin-

ish up the final details of the revised

trade practice formula. Efforts will be

made to complete the draft so that the

plan can be released to the trade before

the end of the week.
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Net
High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat
Col. Ficts. vtc.<2'/2%> 91/2

Col. Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind 1 Vi
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd... 1

1

V2
East. Kodak 171 1/2 1

do pfd
Cen. Th. Eq lP/8
Loew's, Inc 46%
do pfd
Paramount 9%
Paramount 1st pfd
Paramount 2nd pfd
Pathe Film 12'/4
RKO 2
20th Cent. -Fox 203/8
20th Cent.-Fox pfd
Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros 5'A
do pfd 551/s

NEW YORK BOND

1 1/4 1 V4 — 1/8

11 Vi HI/2 — 3/8
71 171l/4 — iy4

11% "% + %
461/4 465/8 + %
9% 93/4 Vs

IH/2 121/4

2 2
203/8 203/8

5% 51/4

55% 55% — 1%
MARKET

Keith B. F. ref. 6s46 100 100 100
Loew's deb. 3%s46. . 103 1/4 103 103 — V4
Par. B'way 3s55
Par. Picts. 6s55
Par. Ficts. cv. 3V4s47. 91 91 91 + 1/4

RKO 6s41 753/8 74 753/8 + %
Warner Bros.' cv. 6s39
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48 90 1/4 90% 90 1/4 + %

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts. ... 1% 1% 1%
Sonotone Corp 1 V2 1 Vi 1 Vi
Technicolor 15 3/4 153/4 153,4

Trans-Lux
Universal Corp. vtc. . . 33,4 334 33,4

Universal Picts 7% 1% T*k

+ Vs

V*

+
N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER

Pathe Film, 7 pfd
Fox Thea. Office Bldg. 1st '46

.

Loew's Thea. Realty 6s 1st '47
.

Met. Playhouse, Inc. 2nd deb. '45

Roxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st '57

SECURITIES
Bid Asked

...100 103
• 3% 5

100% 102%
70 72
651/4 671/4

• PROGRESS
FILM LIBRARYC

STOCK SHOTS
of Every Possible Description

Conveniently Catalogued

729 SEVENTH AVE. NYC.
BRYANT 9-5600

"Letty Lynton" Decision Sets Precedent
Industry legalists expressed keen interest yesterday in the opinion handed down

last Friday by the U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals in the "Letty Lynton" plagiarism case.
This is declared the first copyright decision ever to direct the apportionment of profits
on the same relative basis as has prevailed in the instance of patent suits wherein a
patent has been appropriated. Heretofore, in precedent-setting plagiarism actions,
court rulings have given all profits to the plaintiff.

Confirmation of Orpheum
Report Sought by Olney

Peter B. Olney, Jr., referee in

bankruptcy, will apply to Federal

Judge Murray Hulbert tomorrow
for confirmation of a final report

of Orpheum Theater Co. which he
filed yesterday in Federal Court.

Company, operating St. Louis the-

aters, folded six years ago.

In the report, Referee Olney

stated that $28,516 remains in the

estate for payment of fees and com-
missions and for distribution to

creditors whose claims aggregate

$1,425,335.

Report asks for payment of $495

to Kenneth B. Umbreit, $1,500 to

Umbreit's counsel, Davis, Auerbach,

Cornell & Hardy, and $2,003 to the

Referee.

Irving- Trust, as trustee of RKO,
is a creditor for $824,026, RKO Or-
nheum, as assignee for Stadium
Theaters. Inc., for $510,807, and
Paramount Pictures, Inc., for $90,-
462.

Film Alliance of U. S. Has
8 English, 7 French Films

Film Alliance of the U. S. will

begin the distribution of eight Eng-
lish and seven French pictures in

September, according to Nat Wachs-
berger, executive of the company,
who arrived from Eurone yesterday
on the Normandie. Wachsberger
said that his company had obtained
the exclusive distribution of the
Charles Boyer pictures made in

Europe.

M-G-M Deals With Warners,
NT Near to Closing Stage

New M-G-M product deals with
National Theaters and Warner Bros,
circuit have been agreed upon in

principle and signatures are ex-
pected to be affixed shortly. It is

reported that the National Theaters
pact calls for a three-year agree-
ment.

"Nurse Edith Cavel!" Opens
At Music Hall Augustl7?

"Nurse Edith Cavell," first Holly-
wood nroduction of Herbert Wilcox
for RKO Radio release, may have its

world premiere at Radio City Music
Hall on Aug. 17. Pix will be pre-
viewed in Hollywood Aug. 11. Her-
bert Wilcox, accompanied bv Anna
Neagle, starred, will start East the
following day.

Stadium Case Depositions

Await Wilkerson's Return

(Continued from Page 1)

peared before Federal Judge Mich-

ael Igoe yesterday seeking to quash

depositions requested by Lewis Jac-

obson, attorney for Frank Ford in

the Stadium theater clearance case.

Aaron Stein, Allied attorney, rep-

resented Sam Myers, independent

exhibitor, another defendant in the

case, and agreed to allow his client

to make depositions on Thursday.
Attorney Jacobson contended his
client, Ford, was seeking better
clearance for new season product
and unless given relief, the new buy-
ing season would be under way with-
out anticipated relief

Judge Igoe ruled that film com-
panies and B & K depositions be
allowed to go over until the return
of Judge Wilkerson before whom the
original bill was filed.

Expect 150 Will Attend
Conn. MPTO Tournament

New Haven—Over 150 theater-
men and their friends are expected
at the fourth annual film golf tour-

nament sponsored by Connecticut
MPTO today at Racebrook Coun-
try Club. The day's activities

hav» been scheduled from 10 a.m.

to 10 p.m.. the main 18-hole golf

°vent starting at 2:00 p.m. Both
luncheon and full-course dinner will

he served at the clubhouse, and more
than 30 prizes await distribution

to erolfers and non-golfers.
Irving C. Jacocks, Jr. heads the

committee in charge, assisted by
Edward Levy. Edwin Raffile. Lou
Ansrer. Leo Bonoff, Harold Eskin,

B. E. Hoffman, Adolph G. Johnson,
Arthur Lockwood. Sam Rosen, Har-
ry Shaw, and Max Tabackman.

Voofilm Will File Bill

of Particulars By Aug. 31

Vocafilm Corp. of America was
directed vesterday by Federal Judge
Murray Hulbert to file by Aug. 31

a bill of particulars in the action

brought bv the company against A.
T. & T.. WE and Erpi, who, com-
plaint alleges, monopolized pix ac-

cessories field and forced plaintiff out
of business. Latter is asking triple

damages in amount of $65,953,125
under Sherman anti-trust statute.

Dietjen Rites Today
Akron. O.—Funeral services for

John G. Dietjen of the Royal theater
will be held today. His death occurred
Sunday from peritonitis, following
an appendectomy.

cominG ADD G0IIK

HARRY M. WARNER arrives in New Yor
shortly to sail for Europe next week on th

Queen Mary.

JOSEPH M. SCHENCK, board chairman o

20th-Fox, arrived on the Coast yesterd.- -ftc

a New York visit.

W. RAY JOHNSTON, Monogram prexy;' ar

rived yesterday on the Normandie after a Europ
ean vacation.

CHARLES E. MCCARTHY, 20th-Fox director o

publicity and advertising, and LOUIS SHANFIELC
art director, flew to the Coast last night.

SPYROS SKOURAS, National Theaters prexy

was in Washington yesterday.

CHARLES P. SKOURAS, FWC head, left Nev
York last night for the Coast.

NORTH CALLAHAN, amusement editor of th(

Tyler (Texas) Morning Telegraph and Dail]

Courier Times, is in New York visiting homt
offices.

OLIVE ANNE O'HARA, former film reviewei

for the Syracuse Herald, sailed for Halifax yester-

day on the St. Louis.

FRANK NEWMAN, of Evergreen Theaters, left

New York yesterday for Seattle.

NORMA SHEARER, EDWARD G. ROBINSON
and MRS. ROBINSON, GEORGE RAFT, ROLAND
YOUNG, BOB HOPE and MRS. HOPE, BEN LYON
and MRS. LYON, the former Bebe Daniels, sail

from New York tomorrow on the Normandie for

Europe.

CHARLES J. PANNILL, president and director

of RCA Institutes, and MRS. PANNILL, leave

New York on the Normandie tomorrow for

Europe.

HARRY COHN, Columbia's president; MILTON
SPERLING, film writer, and MRS. SPERLING;
GILBERT MILLER, theatrical producer and MRS.
MILLER; NORMAN Z. McLEOD, film director,

and MRS. McLEOD; and NAT DEVERICH, Holly-

wood agent leave New York for Europe on the

Normandie.

JOHN EBERSON, film theater architect, left

New York last evening for Washington and will

return to his local offices tomorrow before leav-

ing early Thursday morning for Gloversville to

attend the Schine convention in Gloversville.

HERB BERG, Paramount publicist, returned to

his office yesterday, following a two-week vaca-

tion in Montauk, L. I.

CHARLES ROBERTS, Columbia's home office

supervisor for Latin America, left New York
yesterday for Mexico by plane where he will

spend ten days on business.

VYVYAN DONNER, Fox Movietone News' fash-

ion editor- CARSON KANIN, RKO producer-
director; SAM LEVENE, actor; MRS. MORTON
DOWNEY, wife of the actor-singer; and AR-
THUR TRACY, known as "The Street Singer,"

arrived in New York yesterday from Europe on

the Normandie.

NET WACHSBERGER, of Film Alliance; MAX
GRUMP'L, managing director of Denham Lab-

oratories; ARTHUR SILVERSTONE, brother of

Murray and Manny and associated with UA in

England; and SAM BURGER, special sales repre-

sentative of Loew's foreign department, arrived

in New York on the Normandie yesterday.

Selznick International has signed ROBERT
STEVENSON, English director, to a contract and
he will sail from London Aug. 9.
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Best wishes from THE FILM DAILY
to the following on their birthdays:

AUCUST 1

Madge Evans

Judith Wood
Chester B. Bahn

Erie C. Kenton

William Orlamond

Herman Gumbin
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TINERANTS HURT BIZ

IN 200 IND, TOWNS
(Continued from Page 1)

tudents, who rent the equipment
rom the circuit operator and pay a

veekly rental for equipment and
i]i*j^It is estimated that after all

xp '^es are paid the operation nets

he student about $25 or $30 salary.
nhe shows are held in the public

quare and supported by local mer-
hants who receive advertisement
nd publicity that is flashed on the
creen. Some of the features are of

omparatively recent production and
| ate issues of shorts and cartoons

re among those being shown. In
lany instances the attendance runs
,-ell over 1,000 persons.
The itinerant shows are not re-

tricted to theaterless towns. Re-
entry, a show was held directly in

ront of a theater that happened to

e located in the public square of

ne town. The itinerant season spans
I 8 to 20 weeks.
The equipment used by the travel-

rig 16 mm. exhibs. is strictly mod-
Irn, arc lamps, and excellent sound
quipment, and in many instances as

ood, if not better than some of the
sading theaters in the state, it is

[•aid. Some of the 16 mm. pictures
re equally as good as the 35 mm.
ictures and some better in quality

than many 35 mm. shown on the
creens of many of the small state

The ATOI, Inc., has fought trans-
isnt showmen for many years and
tow claims to be fighting for the
stablished theater's existence. Dur-
ng the 1937 session of the general
t.ssembly the law requiring license

lees for carnivals, tent shows, cir-

: uses and other transient entertain-

inent was repealed. Today they are
unning wild and the gross income
ax division is powerless to follow
hem.

rVildberg-Skirball May
Release Thru Columbia

(Continued from Page 1)

his week, Wildberg said yesterday.
le said that they are negotiating
vith Columbia, but also have sev-

;ral other major release proposi-

ions in mind.
Deal will call for at least two

jictures, he said. Wildberg has
ined up a quintet of important prop-
rties, among which is "Angela Is

12" by Sinclair Lewis. Production
set by Skirball with his Arcadia Pic-

:ures company for Grand National
nd other release will be entirely

ipart from whatever schedule is

mdertaken by Skirball and Wild-
berg jointly, it was stated.

Nazis Aping Disney
Berlin (By Cable)—Actuated appar-

ently by the tremendous world-wide
gross rolled up by Walt Disney's "Snow
White and the Seven Dwarfs," the Nazi
film industry will produce its first car-
toon feature in color. Fairy tale plot

has been written especially for the
production.

ALONG THE

WITH PHIL M. DALY;
• • • DID you say Big Pictures? handed to the exhibitors for

the summer months when he needs all the help he can get all the

majors kicked in with important product look over the list, and

see for yourself that only the exhibitor is to blame if his biz has been

dribbly

T T
• • • FROM M-G-M "Andy Hardy Gets Spring Fever"

in midsummer it has equalled the top Hardy pic, "Love

Finds Andy Hardy" "Goodbye, Mr. Chips" was nationally

released in midsummer a cleanup everywhere, with 12 weeks

in New York and Losang then "Mazie, the Explosive Blonde"

doing swell "On Borrowed Time" a great novelty that scored

editorial comments everywhere for its unusual quality and

"Lady of the Tropics" and "The Glamour Girls," which looks

like a sleeper that will score high finally, "The Wizard of

Oz" a million-dollar Technicolor smash for August with

an unprecedented ad campaign of $250,000, already in full swing

for two months in 43 key cities, 99 newspapers, with a weekly

teaser ad campaign

T T
• • • PARAMOUNT stepped up with Summer Specials such as

"Man About Town" with Jack Benny doing a "homecoming" broad-

cast right in his home town of Waukegan, 111 "Invitation to Hap-

piness" scored with Irene Dunne and Fred MacMurray "The Star

Maker" will hit high with the Eddie Cantor sponsored birthday party

for Gus Edwards on Aug. 18 on the Coast, lining up Gus' proteges

"Our Leading Citizen" will have a broadcast over 66 stations on Aug. 7

in Bob Burns' home town of Van Buren, Ark and that national

ballyhoo of showing the film to Governors of the various states right in

their executive mansions where possible, was some stunt

T T T
• • e FROM 20th Century-Fox the exhibs. have such sum-

mer nourishment as "Young Mr. Lincoln," "Susannah of the

Mounties," and "Second Fiddle," that ran four weeks at the Roxy
then "Frontier Marshal" and now comes "Stanley and

Livingstone'" preleased in 12 cities early this month and

almost simultaneously comes "Elsa Maxwell's Hotel for Women"
with a national advertising campaign in the Classy Manner with

ace artists employed

T T T
• • • WARNERS did their share with "Juarez" a film that

lifted many a box-office out of the red the company decided to

put this into national release and not roadshow as originally planned,

and that was a big help to the exhibs at the right time then

"Daughters Courageous" and "Each Dawn I Die," both doing great biz

so Warners kept faith with the showmen by releasing these big

ones
T T

• • • UNITED ARTISTS gave "Four Feathers," "Man in the

Iron Mask," "They Shall Have Music," "Winter Carnival"

extended playing time on all the Jascha Heifetz picture Out-

standing, bringing new audiences to the theater everywhere

RKO Radio contributed "Bachelor Mother," "In Name Only," and
the sleeper "Five Came Back" all unusual types of pictures

that scored finally, Universal contributed "Mikado," one of

the surprise pictures of the year, breaking records in houses that

usually do not play this type of picture then "The Sun Never
Sets" and "When Tomorrow Comes" and Joe Pasternak's

new discovery, Gloria Jean, 11-year-old singer in "The Underpup,"
is being touted as a real summer treat for the show houses

all in all a magnificent lineup of strong attractions from all the

companies to help combat the Summer Sickness

8,000,000 COMMON

130,000 PFD. FOR RKO

(Continued from Page 1)

agreement had not been completed
as yet, but he had the authority of
Floyd B. Odium to commit Atlas
Corp. for a period of 60 days to

underwrite the flotation of $1,500,000
of stock at a fee to be fixed by
Judge Bondy either before flotation

or at the time when Atlas makes
application for its allowance for its

entire services rendered in the reor-
ganization proceedings.
The price of the new stock will be

a minimum of three dollars per
share, he said, and will require the
sale of 500,000 shares to raise the
necessary $1,500,000 new capital.

Judge Bondy stated that he could
not fix the underwriting commission
for the terms of the agreement with-
out first holding a hearing at which
time objections might possibly be
raised.

Rickaby explained the necessity
of authorizing an 8,000,000 common
stock issuance by stating that old
debenture holders under the plan
will receive 602,697 shares; Rocke-
feller Center 400,000 shares; unse-
cured creditors, 800,000; old com-
mon shareholders, 429,593; reserved
for possible conversion of preferred
shares, 1,040,000; reserved for option
warrants to be issued to common
shareholders, 2,577,554; option war-
rants for employes and management
people, 250,000. Shares of preferred
expected to be issued are 127,000,

Rickaby declared.
Including the 500,000 shares of

stock to be floated, the total issuance
will be approximately 6,600,000
shares, Rickaby stated, and it was
necessary to have an overage for

possible payment in shares for con-
tingent creditors, further option war-
rants, and the. possibility that com-
pensation to attorneys and com-
panies for services in the reorg. pro-
ceedings may be made in stock
rather than in cash.

In conclusion he stated that the
first meeting of the new board had
been held on Friday when the by-laws
and other documents were approved
and the underwriting agreement was
discussed.
Hearings were adjourned to next

Friday afternoon at 2:30 o'clock.

Rickaby stated that he did not ex-
pect to have the underwriting agree-
ment completed at that time.

Joe Spieker Dead
Cincinnati—Joe Spieker, 48, man-

ager of the Freeman Theater, died

suddenly of a heart attack.

Whodunit?
Lincoln, Neb.

—"Our Leading Citizen"
will long be remembered by Bob Liv-

ingston, Capitol owner-manager here,

who furnished the theater for one of the
48-state premieres for chief state execs.
Every arm of the law and government
was represented—the governor, secretary

of state, state attorney general, county
attorney, chief of police, and the mayor.
Somebody stole Livingston's brand new

straw hat!
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^^•They even beat

ANGELS WITH DIRTY FACES

at the N. Y. Strand pre-release

engagement of

CAGNEY

RAFT

In Charge of Production

HAL B. WALLIS
Executive Producer

DAVID LEWIS
Associate Producer

JANE BRYAN -GEORGE BANCROFT
Directed by WILLIAM KEIGHLEY
A First National Picture • Screen Play ^^^
by Norman Reilly Raine and Warren^^^^^
Duff . From the Novel by ^^^^^^Novel by ^^^^
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PERFORMER CONTROL

SOUGHT BY THE IATSE

(Continued from Page 1)

ecutive Council on Saturday. This
protest demanded that the A F
of L either make Browne and Ralph
Whitehead, executive secretary of

the AFA, clearly outline their po-

sition or that action be taken by
the A F of L to immediately stop

any jurisdictional "grab" by the IA
and AFA in fields in which the

AAAA member unions already have
been granted complete jurisdiction

by virtue of the Four A's A F of L
charter.

Charter action by the IA closely

followed the ousting of the AFA
from AAAA by charter revocation

and subsequent AFA application to

IATSE for a charter.

Presentation of the charter was
made in the IATSE headquarters
here by President Browne to So-

phie Tucker, prexy of the AFA. At
the ceremony were Whitehead,
Charles Mosconi, treasurer; Harry
Richman, vice-prexy, and other

AFA execs. Louis Krause, IA gen-

eral secretary-treasurer; James J.

Brennan, IA vice-president, and
other international officers also at-

tended the brief ceremony.
Complete support by the IA of

every move that the AFA may
make is pledged, it was stated. It

was also learned that the IA will

provide adequate financial backing.

Immediate effects of the charter

move embrace an increase in IA
membership from 60,000 to 75,000

and gave Browne his first jurisdic-

tion in the performer field—one

which he is reported to have long
sought. The IA's claim to performer
control was enunciated at the IA's

Cleveland convention a year ago,

and was reiterated yesterday by
Browne.

In reply to a question regarding

jurisdiction, Browne said, "the IA
claims jurisdiction over actors and
all performers in the entertainment

field, including stage, screen, radio,

television, vaudeville, and other var-

iety domains, are eligible to mem-
bership in the AFA under terms of

the charter."
However, Whitehead, when asked

if the AFA would immediately start

organizing in all fields stated that

this was not their intention. He
said, "we are going to intensify our

compaign in our own field and will

at the same time accept as members
any performer who desires to join."

Browne stated he believed that

with an IA charter the AFA could

improve working conditions and

raise the wages of its members.

When asked if the IA-AFA coalition

would move into any other field in

the entertainment domain, he stated

that their jurisdiction would be en-

larged as, if, and whenever it be-

came necessary to protect them-

selves.

In a prepared statement Browne
delivered a straight jab at the

AAAAj,' stating that he had con-

ducted "& rp£fsonal investigation of

Solve Duals Problem or Face New Measure
in Illinois Legislature, Warns Sandquist

Chicago—Despite the veto of the film show limitation measure by Governor Horner,
Rep. Elroy Sandquist will push for enactment of similar legislation at the next session

of the Legislature unless the duals problem is solved by theater operators in the interval,

THE FILM DAILY was advised yesterday.

the charges brought against the
AFA by the AAAA, and had found
to his complete satisfaction that the
charges were unfounded and that
the officers of the AFA had con-
ducted the unions' affairs loyally,
efficiently and honestly.

He further stated that the con-
tracts of the AFA now in existence
will receive the complete protection
of the IATSE, and all rights and ob-
ligations thereunder will be strictly
observed. The aim of the IA will
be to build a large, strong organi-
zation of the AFA in the theatrical
field, his statement concluded.

In a statement issued by the AFA
it was stressed that the granting
of the charter by the IA had ele-
vated the AFA to the strongest po-
sition of any union in the enter-
tainment field. Chief significance
of this action by the IA lies in the
fact that it brings unlimited sup-
port and financial backing for wider
organization in the entertainment
field, it was significantly stated. Al-
so that it will ensure that agents,
employers and producers will book
only AFA acts in any spot in which
there is an IA stagehand or opera-
tor, it was further stated.

The remark in the AFA state-
ment regarding wider organization
in the entertainment field was char-
acterized by AAAA executives last
night as an outright indication of
the true intention behind the move
despite the fact that both Browne
and Whitehead disavowed any in-

tention of a jurisdictional "grab."
It was further charged by the

AFA that the AAAA had hampered
the AFA by its lack of interest in
the variety field, had refused to ad-
vance funds or make loans to fur-
ther organization of performers and
had shown a general apathy toward
the union, and that the AAAA
lacked any real leaders such as
could be found in the IATSE.

Whitehead, following the presen-
tation of the charter, stated that
the AFA had never been in such a
comfortable position and they now
could not possibly desire any other
affiliation. He said that thought of

an independent A F of L charter had
been dropped, but that all books and
records of the AFA would be turned
over to the A F of L.

Later a statement was issued by
President Frank Gilmore of the
AAAA which bitterly denounced the
action of the AFA in accepting an
IA charter and charged Browne with
attempting to raid the jurisdiction

of the AAAA.
AAAA execs, stated that they

were prepared to fight this question
to the last ditch, and were well pre-

pared to wage their side of the battle,

inferring that they had a number of

cards which had not yet been played.
The Gilmore statement asserted

that no self-respecting actor would

be a party to the transcation that
took place yesterday between Browne
and the AFA, and that the AAAA
membership will stand firm.

He characterized the move as a
treasonable and disgraceful act by
certain performers in delivering their

brethren to the stagehands, and as-

serted that the situation will receive
immediate attention. It was further
stated that any actor who partici-

pates in this betrayal of his fellow
actors will be the subject of imme-
diate action by the AAAA.

"The next move is up to the A F
of L and its executive counsel,"
Gilmore said. "If they permit raid-

ing of jurisdiction in violation of

its constitution, and of our juris-

diction which has been recognized
for 29 years in this field, the A F
of L is protection to no union."

Following the disclosure that the
AAAA had already sent a protest to

the AFL, it was learned that an
emergency meeting of the executive
council of the AAAA will be called

immediately to make plans for the
unions' further course of action.

Conjecture was rife last night
among union leaders and interested

third parties as to what may be the

eventual outcome of this battle. The
means to cripple large portions of the
entertainment field lies within the

power of both organizations. What
immediate action will result could

not be determined.

However, the AAAA is breaking
precedent and will send a full com-
mittee to the Atlantic City meeting
of the AFL executive council next
week. It is expected that the issue

will be fought to a finish there by
both sides, with the AAAA demand-
ing that the jurisdictional power of

the AAAA be limited to its present

status, and Browne is certain to de-

mand that complete jurisdiction in

the entire theatrical field be granted

to the AFA.

Defies Blue Law Threat
Wilmington, Del.—Threatened ar-

rest of Charles S. Horn, operator

of the Blue Hen theater at Reho-
both, failed to materialize up to late

yesterday. Deputy Attorney Gen-
eral Daniel J. Lyton, Jr., had said

he would arrest Horn if he operated

the theater Sunday in violation of

the state blue laws. Theater was
opened Sunday but no action has
been taken as yet.

Playiing In Conn. Stock
Barbara Buchanan, film player,

opens this week in "Craig's Wife"
at the Saybrook Theater, Saybrook,
Conn. Before returning to the

Coast, she will be seen in a Broad-
way show this fall.

EXPECT PRODUCERS T

BOW TO CLOSED SHO

jii

(Continued from Page 1)

ficials point out that IA severnl

months ago voluntarily abrogate:
the closed shop provided faiL i

the basic agreement with I jc

West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Following a five hour

conference, called yesterday by William
R. Walsh, senior counsel for the NLRB,
upon request of the United Studio
Technicians Guild officials and attended
by representatives of guilds, IATSE
and producers, it was announced last
night that efforts of interested parties
to reach agreement to set a date for
election of studio workers to designate
bargaining representatives will be con-
tinued.

Guild officials had previously peti-

tioned the Board to set such a date.

producers, and is now simply seek

ing a return of that privilege. Al
though IA is asking that there b<

only one major agreement betweer
it and producers, each of the 1]

crafts represented by IA will b<

permitted to negotiate separate con
tracts with producers covering
wages, hours and working condi-
tions.

Officials of the United Studio
Technicians Guild insist that their

organization does not belong to

CIO nor does it have any interna-
tional affiliations of any kind. How-
ever, John F. Gatelee, IA interna-
tional representative, notified Jos-
eph M. Schenck, president of Mo-
tion Picture Producers Associa-
tion, that he has conclusive proof
that finances for the Guild are com-
ing direct from Harry Bridges and
that the Guild is receiving aid and
support from certain communistic-
ally inclined individuals in the in-

dustry.
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Better Than Average Biz

For Broadway Film Houses

(Continued from Page 1)

prevailed among World's Fair sol-

ons over the comparatively small
attendance at the exposition, and
which presaged a slash of admis-
sion price to 50 cents from 75 cents.

Virtually every house in the

Broadway sector grabbed grosses

described as above the average for

this season of the year, and this

was attributed to the quality of

the features which prevailed.

Four first-run stands offered a hold-

over attraction. These were "Andy
Hardy Gets Spring Fever," Capitol;

"The Magnificent Fraud," Para-
mount; "Each Dawn I Die," Strand,
all in their second weeks, and "Good-
bye, Mr. Chips," in its 12th week at

the Astor.
Radio City Music Hall reported

very good business with the UA-
Wanger opus, "Winter Carnival," as

did the Rivoli playing the UA-
Goldwyn feature, "They Shall Have
Music." A similar report issued

from the Roxy where "Frontier

Marshal" is the magnet.
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10 ITO CHECKING

DISTRIB. SINCERITY

(Continued from Page 1)

use in their assurances that they
'. vot^d eliminate certain objection-
! ibl?^)ractices long existent in the
- nduftry. The Code provided for

he elimination of most of these
i'vils but we are wondering if the
ilis'tributors are making good on

-. heir assurances, or are they inten-
ionally 'side-stepping' certain pro-
isions of the Code which may later
ie put into effect?
"Please write this office fully con-

erning any information you may
lave on this subject. You do not
'ieed to cite names unless you want,
feke sure that the information is

.ccurate. We especially want in-

ormation as to whether distribu-
ors—

•

"(1) Are forcing shorts either
lirectly or by insisting upon a con-

,
ract for shorts before discussing
eatures.

K "(2) Are forcing foreign pictures,

eissues, or westerns.
1 "(3) Are insisting on increased
Hat rentals and /or increase in the
lumber of percentage pictures to

iffset possible loss from exercise
I >y exhibitors of the proposed can-

dilation privilege.

"(4) Are offering special induce-
nents to waive the cancellation priv-

lege.

f
"(5) Are waiving guarantees and

;elling on straight percentage in

>rder to secure preferred playing
tiime.

[ "(6) Are adding score charges to

.jlat rentals or increasing film ren-

Kals to equal the amount of score

charges formerly paid on percent-

ige pictures.

[ "(7) Have discontinued national

illocations thus retarding free use

!)f the cancellation privilege and
estricting the same to the lowest

i )racket."

kVis. Root Beer Stand Using

Free Pix to Drum Up Trade

Wisconsin Rapids, Wis.—William
Handrup, proprietor of the Port

Edwards Root Beer stand here ad-

vertised "The Crimson Air Devil"

j;alkie, and "Alaskan Daze," a car-

Loon, as free attractions to drum up
trade.

"Chips" Stays In Frisco

San Francisco — "Goodbye, Mr.
Chips" is now in its sixth week at

ihe St. Francis Theater.

Dallas Eye-Opener
Dallas—Charlie Meeker, publicity di-

rector of Interstate's Dallas nabe thea-
ters, had an idea that the public likes

shorts, so he decided to give it a trial.

At the Melrose theater (one of the

better suburban houses) he arranged to

play a complete program of 10 short

subjects, exclusive of newsreels. The all-

short program produced 125 per cent
more business than a normal Thursday.

London Projectionists Union Advocates
Technical Institute for Television

London (By Cable)—Evidence of the quick advances being achieved by British

television is seen in a proposal by the London Projectionists Branch of the NATKE to

establish a technical institute to provide training in the new medium and for consul-
tation with the CEA and major circuits on the same matter.

Monogram Will Distribute

Four English Pix in U. S.

(Continued from Page 1)

day on the Normandie. The four,
three of which have been completed,
include "My Irish Molly," "Dark
Eyes of London," "The Gang's All
Here" and "Trader Spy."
The pictures were made by Rialto

Productions for Pathe release in

England
Johnston said Monogram business

in England was good, showing a
definite improvement over last year.
In regard to domestic business, he
said that the last quarter would
show a substantial profit.

There is little chance of Mono-
gram producing in England, John-
ston said, although several of the
company's stars may appear in Eng-
lish-made pictures. Johnston said
that English production in general
had improved during the last year
and that producers were adopting
an American slant. More money, he
said, was available for production.
Johnston gave an account of his

trip to a large group of guests at

a luncheon at the Hampshire House
shortly after his arrival. Those
attending were, in addition to John-
ston:

Mrs. Johnston, Madeleine White,
Eddie Golden, Leon Fromkess, Harry
Iverson, Russell Bell, Charles Dor-
sa, Charles Morla, Mrs. M. Whitting,
Ralph Bettinson, Lou Lifton, Lloyd
Lind. Mr. and Mrs. George West,
Joe Felder, Hugh Davis, John Her-
rington, Jerry Brandt, Mae Bran-
don, Steve Broidy, Ben Welansky,
and Mr. and Mrs. Lou Guimond.

Legalization of Screeno
in England Seen in Year

Legalization of Screeno in Eng-
land before the end of the year
looms as a possibility, George West,
eastern franchise holder, announced
yesterday upon his arrival from
London on the Normandie. West
said that there was a bill now pend-
ing in Parliament which would open
the way for English theaters to

use the game.
West said that he had tentative

deals with about 300 theaters, in-

cluding the Odeon circuit, which
would become operative if the bill

were passed. He said the measure
was being sponsored by Col. Harry
Dav. M.P.
West plans to return to London

in October in connection with the

possible introduction of Screeno in

England.

Bailey Heads Lions

Warren, O.—Earle Bailey, mana-
ger of the Harris Theater here, has
been elected president of the Lions
Club.

Announce Schine Contest
Winners as Parley Opens

(Continued from Page 1)

annual convention of Schine Enter-
prises, Inc.

From five states and 165 houses
came exhibitors to this home office

town of the Schine brothers, J.

Myer and Louis W. Everywhere
the "Welcome mat" was out, and
from the time they were greeted
on their arrival by an official dele-

gation from the Chamber of Com-
merce, until the last gun is fired,

Gloversville "belongs to the Schin-
ers."

The sessions opened at 10 A.M.
in the Community Center with a

roll call of all managers, taken by
the general chairman, Harold F.
Sliter. There followed an intro-

duction of Mayor Chauncey C. Tha-
yer by J. M. Schine. The mayor
spoke briefly to the assemblage,
yielding the rostrum to J. M. who
delivered the address of welcome.
Gene Curtis, head of the Schine

publicity and advertising depart-

ment then announced and led in dis-

cussion of Schine's plans for par-

ticipation in the Industry's Golden
Jubilee celebration. Announcement
of recent contest winners and a new
managers' picture contest followed,

with a booking and buying discus-

sion under Chief Film Buyer George
Lynch and Head Booker Lou Gold-

stein. Afternoon sessions today are

slated to get under way at 2:30.

RKO Radio Releasing

Three Garmes Films

(Continued from Page 1)

productions, first of which will be
Mildred Cram's "And So Goodbye."
Dick Wallace will direct from a

script by Adele Comandini. Garmes
is here to complete casting, with

picture's start at Eastern Service

Studios set for Oct. 1.

(The Film Daily on July 27 ex-

clusively reported that Garmes
would produce at Eastern Service).

Each of the three pix planned by
Garmes will be budgeted at $375,-

000, it is understood. A New York
bank is financing.

Garland-Rooney to Appear

With "Oz" at the Capitol

(Continued from Page 1)

Mickey Rooney in p. a.'s, their ve-

hicle and act now being prepared
and rehearsed on the Coast. Duo will

start East next week immediately
upon completing their work at Cul-
ver City in "Babes in Arms."
Judy and Mickey will continue at

the Capitol during the run of the
pix; it's the first time in several
years that the house has had a stage
attraction to supplement the film bill.

«REVKUJS»
"The Old Maid"

with Bette Davis, Miriam Hopkins and
George Brent

Warners 95 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
BRILLIANTLY PLAYED VERSION OF

PULITZER PRIZE DRAMA SHOULD GET
TOP B. O. BIZ.

Enacting the title role of Zoe Atkins
Pulitzer Prize play, Bette Davis adds lustre

to her list of brilliant performances. She
makes very convincing the character of the
mother, who sacrifices her best years, so

that her daughter may never know she is

of illegitimate birth. Miriam Hopkins is

splendid as Bette's cousin, while Jane Bryan
does her best work to date as the spirited

daughter. George Brent, Donald Crisp,

Louise Fazenda, Jerome Cowan, William
Lundigan and James Stephenson are fine in

their respective roles. Edmund Goulding
has provided expert, sympathetic direction,

and the picture will have especial appeal
to femme fans. Henry Blanke rates credit

as associate producer. Casey Robinson has
contributed an excellent screenplay. Tony
Gaudio's photography is high-grade, while
Max Steiner's background music is an im-
portant factor. On the day of Miriam Hop-
kins' wedding to wealthy, conservative James
Stephenson, George Brent, to whom she has

been engaged for two years, appears. Bette,

who has always been in love with George,
although he did not realize it, slips off with
him and they do not return to her home
until very, very late. He enlists in the

Union Army and is killed in battle. Four
years elapse, and Bette has opened a home
for war orphans. One of the children is a

three-year-old girl, who is the daughter of

George and Bette, but this fact is withheld
by Bette, until on the eve of her slated

marriage to Jerome Cowan, Miriam's
brother-in-law, she discloses this information

to Miriam. Miriam makes Cowan believe

Bette is ill and could not become a mother,
and he breaks his engagement with Bette.

After the death of Miriam's husband (James
Stephenson) Bette and her daughter go to

live at Miriam's home. As the child grows
up, she regards Miriam as her mother, and it

is not until the close of the picture that

she learns that Bette never married the man
she loved, because that would have meant
giving her up.

CAST: Bette Davis, Miriam Hopkins,
George Brent, Donald Crisp, Jane Bryan,

Louise Fazenda, James Stephenson, Jerome
Cowan, William Lundigan, Cecilia Loftus,

Rand Brooks, Janet Shaw, DeWolf Hopper.

CREDITS: Executive producer, Hal B.

Wallis; Associate producer, Henry Blanke;
Director, Edmund Goulding; Based on the

play by Zoe Atkins; And the novel by Edith

Wharton; Screenplay, Casey Robinson; Cam-
eraman, Tony Gaudio; Art director, Robert
Haas; Editor, George Amy; Music by Max
Steiner; Orchestral arrangements by Hugo
Friedhofer; Musical director, Leo F. Forb-

stein.

DIRECTION, Expert. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Fine.

Swell Exatnple
Wilmington, Del. — One Wilmington

employer spends $10 to $15 a week'for
movie admissions for his employes and
their families, alternating between the
Warner and Loew's theaters.
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20th's climax 1938-39 hit packs

the Roxy . . - peps up the critics

. . . hurrahs all New York . . . comes
within a split-inch of topping

"Second Fiddle's" record open-

ing! Flash finish for a smash
season

!
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1939 U. S. fix "Take" in Japan at Record $1,640,000

IA CINCHING HOLD ON THEATRICAL FIELDJflA TMAT
Six Motion Picture Stocks Gain $22,739,029 in July

On "Rights
It

. . . don't forget these

=-By CHESTER B. BAHN—

—

DLENTY of talk in craft and talent circles

both East and West—yes, and in be-

ween as well—these sultry dog days about

'rights," jurisdictional and otherwise.

But as verbal controversy continues to the

accompaniment of rising tempers, and

rhreats of direct action are heard, it might

ae well for the disputants—all of them—to

•emember that when it comes to "rights,"

i there are others no less clearly entitled to

consideration.

|
For instance, what about the "right" of

the producer to concentrate on quality pro-

duction, untroubled by union fratricide?

I What about the "right" of the distribu-

tor to market an even flow of product with-

out strike interruption?

What about the "right" of the exhibitor

to profitably operate his theater in peace?

And, in the last analysis, most important

of all, what about the "right" of John Q.
Public and his kinfolk to forget the day's

trials and tribulations at the film theater

around the corner?

If this columnar commentator was a

party to the controversies waging—or is

raging the proper word?—on both the At-
lantic and Pacific seaboards rather than a

sidelines observer, he'd think twice, even
three times, if necessary, before reaching

a decision that spelled a labor war.

The temper of the times, in this instance,

symbolized by John Q. Public, is against it.

Decidedly and unequivocally.

THIS being a year of glorification in Holly-

wood, witness the procession of biograph-
ical pictures on studio schedules, some pro-

ducer could do much worse than pay a

cinematic tribute to the unnamed Wilming-
ton employer whose beneficence was her-

alded in a box on page 7 of your favorite

trade journal yesterday.

As reported, it is that gent's weekly prac-
tice to invest up to $15 in tickets to local

Warner and Loew's theaters for distribution

among his hired hands.

May his tribe increase!

Appreciation Represents Up-
ward Bound of 15.4

P. C. in Period

Six motion picture issues, accord-
ing' to Wall Street compilation yes-
terday and covering the month of
July just ended, showed a total ap-
preciation of $22,739,029 and a 15.4
per cent gain for the period.

Issues comprised, together with
valuation boosts, Columbia Pictures
with $268,937; Loew's, Inc., $9,-

577,850; Paramount Pictures, $4,-

317,731; RKO, $596,194; 20th
(Continued on Page 4)

NBC DROPS FILMS FOR

TELEVISION PROGRAMS

United front of the majors in re-

fusing use of their films, and the
shortage of available indie releases,

is believed to be behind yesterday's
announcement from RCA-NBC that

(Continued on Page 7)

Schine Advt. Department
Plans "Movie-Line" Contest

Gloversville, N. Y. — Schine the-
ater managers from five states
heard film advertising criticized as
still in the nickelodeon days of the

(Continued on Page 7)

SCHENCK HEADS
LABOR SURVEY

Special AMPP Com. Findings

Will Determine Policy

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Policy of the Asso-

ciation of Motion Picture Producers
in the present labor crisis here will

b e largely
d e t e rmined
by the find-

ings of a spe-
cial commit-
tee embrac-
ing President
Joseph M.
Schenck, Ed-
ward J. Man-
nix, Y. Frank
Freeman,
Walter Wan-
ger, and At-
torney Men-
del Silver-
berg.

Committee, instructed to study
(Continued on Page 9)

JOSEPH M. SCHENCK

AAAA Complains to Green
on AFA-IATSE Charter

Attacking the action of George E.
Browne, IATSE prexy, in giving an
IA charter to the AFA this week,

(Continued on Page 9)

Treaty Rupture Hangs Like Cloud Over

Climbing U. S. Film Revenue in Nippon

Albany Film Truckers

Strike is Short Lived

Albany—Strike of film truckers
at the local exchange here was short
lived. Demand was served upon
branch managers that the major
companies force certain independent
exhibs. to abandon practice of pick-

(Continued on Page 7)

Denunciation of the American-
Japanese commercial treaty of 1911
last week by the State Department,
effects of which most likely will
include the withdrawal of U. S.

product from Japan during or be-
fore the latter part of January,
1940, unless a rapproachment be-
tween the two countries is effec-

tuated, came at a time when Amer-
(Continued on Page 8)

Union to Vote to Apply for

IATSE Charter at Meet-
ing Tomorrow

By HOLLIS KENNAHAN
FILM DAILY Staff Writer

The Theatrical Managers,
Agents and Treasurers union
will vote in favor of applying
for an IATSE charter at an
emergency membership meeting to-

morrow night in the Capitol Hotel,
with the charter scheduled to be
given to them by the IA by the lat-

ter part of next week, thus further
strengthening the IA's position in

the theatrical field, it was reliably

reported yesterday.
Although the TMAT, also an A F

of L union, ceded back to the parent
body in 1934 its charter-granted

(Continued on Page 9)

MICH. GO-OP NAMED

IN ANTI-TRUST SUIT

Detroit—Charging monopoly and
prevention of open competition in

obtaining pictures, the Midwest The-
ater Co. has filed suit against Co-
operative Theaters of Michigan
under the Sherman anti-trust act.

The suit, which was filed in Federal
(Continued on Page 10)

Substantial Improvement
of RKO Reported by Atlas

That the operations of RKO Corp.

showed a substantial improvement
in the first six months of 1939 as

compared with the similar period in

1938, was declared yesterday to
(Continued on Page 4)

Defense Substitution

Permitted In Ohio Suit

Columbus, O. — Permission has
been granted for the substitution of

defense in two Ohio taxpayers suits

to force collection of sales tax on
(.Continued on Page 4)
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Am. Seat
Col. Picts. vtc.(2'/2%)
Col. Picts. pfd
Ccn. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.. .

East. Kodak
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc

do pfd
Paramount
Paramount 1st pfd.. .

Paramount 2nd pfd..

Pathe Film

RKO
20th Cent.-Fox
20th Cent.-Fox pfd..

Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros

do pfd

High
13 'A

9Vi

Low
13i/

2

9%

Close
13'/2
9%

Net
Chg.

+ '/4

1%
11V4

171

l'/4

11 Vi
171

13/e

H 3
/4

171

+ %
+ Va- Va

46 '/4

'9%

103/4

127/8

2

20%

95/g

103/4

11%
2

203/4

45%

'9%

103/4

121/2

2
203/4

- 3/4

-"%

+ V4

+ "%

69
5%

55 Vi

69
5V8

55%

69
5%

55 Vi

+ 1— %
+ %

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith B. F. ref. 6s46
Loew's deb. 3Vis46
Par. B'way 3s55 51 51 51+1
Par. Picts. 6s55
Par. Picts. cv. 3l/4s47. 91 90% 90%— %
RKO 6s41
Warner Bros.' cv. 6s39
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48 90'/4 90Vg 90% — Vs

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts

Scnotone Corp
Technicolor
Trans-Lux l'/i 1 Vi 1 Vi
Universal Corp. vtc. . 3% 3% 3%
Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES

Bid Asked
Pathe Film, 7 pfd 100 103
Fox Thea. Office Bldg. 1st '46 3% 5
Loew's Thea. Realty 6s 1st '47 100'/i 102%
Met. Playhouse, Inc. 2nd deb. '45.. 70Vi 72%
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st '57 65 '/4 67 1/4

SAFETY LLOYDS I

FILM STORAGE CORP

Storage by Reel or Vault

729 Seventh Ave.
New York City

I CET* I IDITV
BRyant9-5600 |9EiLUIfl

Sales Heads and Counsel Still Huddling
Major sales heads and attorneys continued their code confabs in the Yacht Room

of the Hotel Astor yesterday but up to late last evening no report had been made
as to the status of the draft. It was believed that the revisions were near completion.
Reliable sources indicated that the changes made in the code were of comparatively
minor importance.

Technicolor Scores Victory

in Tri-Color's Patent Suit

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles—Technicolor Motion

Picture Corp. yesterday won a pat-
ent infringement suit brought
against it by Tri-Color, Inc.

Plaintiff sought permanent in-

junction restraining the defendants
from making, using and selling cam-
eras and apparatus embodying im-
provements in duplex cameras,
whereby they were made adaptable
in color film photography.

Case was tried two years ago be-

fore Federal Judge William P.

James, whose decision yesterday
followed extensive technical and
legal research.

235 Simultaneous Dates

Set on Warners' "Dawn"

A total of 235 simultaneous play-
daes, all for preferred playing time,
have been set on Warners "Each
Dawn I Die," for the week of re-

lease, Aug. 19. The feature is play-
ing to top biz in over a dozen keys
where it opened for pre-release en-

gagements last week, home office re-

ports.

National Law Governing

Animals In Pix Sought

Attempt is to be made by the
American Humane Association, sup-
ported by affiliates, to have a nation-
al law enacted to prevent alleged
cruelty to animals during filming of
motion pictures, it was disclosed

yesterday.
The Association intends pressing

for a board of its own members to

pass upon the question as to whether
any act against an animal in the
course of the making of a film is one
which constitutes cruelty.

Washington Preview for

"Our Leading Citizen"

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Bob Burns' new

Paramount picture, "Our Leading
Citizen" will be shown here tonight
in the Federal Government's pro-

jection room in the National Ar-
chives Bldg. as a prelude to the

world premiere of the film on Aug.
7 in Burns' home town, Van Buren,
Ark.
The screening:, arranged by Sen-

ator John E. Miller of Ark., will be
attended by two members of the
President's cabinet, Attorney Gen-
eral Frank Murphy, Secretary of
Labor Perkins, 63 Senators, the six

members of the House of Repre-
sentatives from Arkansas and other

government officials.

Stearn Closes UA Deals

With Indianapolis Chains

Cleveland — Bert Stearn, United
Artists district manager, just back
from a swing around his offices re

ports 1939-40 contracts closed in

Indianapolis with the following cir

cuits: Affiliated Circuit, involving
20 houses; Mailer Circuit, 5 houses;
Rembush Circuit, 3 houses; Dolle
Circuit, 6 houses.
The Pittsburgh office closed the

Scott Circuit with 12 houses, the

Shea circuit in Buffalo and Chris

Velas' 5 Ohio and 2 Pittsburgh
theaters.

Cleveland—Lester Zucker, Colum-
bia branch manager reports that his

office has closed 1939-40 product
deals in all key situations in his

territory outside of Cleveland.

Cleveland always buys late and
this year is no exception.

Rowland Closes UA Deal

For One Feature This Year

Deal has been closed whereby
Richard A. Rowland will produce
one picture for United Artists re-

lease. Feature will be "Three Cheers
for Miss Bishop" and will star Bar-
bara Stanwyck, with Archie Mayo
directing.

Rowland also is said planning to

make a feature titled tentatively

"End of the Rainbow," a story

based on the Donner expedition in

the Sierras.

$2,700 Awards to B & K Mgrs.

in Better Business Contest

Chicago — Prizes totaling $2,700

were awarded yesterday by John
Balaban, president of Balaban &
Katz, to 16 B & K managers follow-

ing a 13-week better business contest.

During the luncheon at the Bis-

marck Hotel, Balaban told the man-
agers that showmanship on their

part resulted in good business dur-

ing- the dull period.

Roy Bruder headed the winners
with other leaders including A. P.

Conroy, Harry Odenthal, George
Romine, and Bill Briscoe.

Sunday Show Brings Fine

Wilmington, Del. — Charles S.

Horn, proDrietor of the Blue Hen
Theater, Rehoboth Beach, was ar-

rested Monday on a Sabbath viola-

tion warrant sworn out by State

Detective Elwood Wilkins. pleaded
guilty at a hearing before Magistrate
L. L. Thompson, was fined $4 and re-

leased.

cominG mid coin

HOWARD DIETZ, ad. and pub. chieftain
I

M-C-M, arrives here next week on the Qui]
Mary.

MAX MILDER, managing director for Warn]
in Creat Britain, sails for London Aug. 9.

STEVE FITZCIBBON, studio managi
Fox Movietone studio, sails today for

tion in Europe.

GEORGE A. NOFFKA, Eastern Service Stud I

manager, leaves next week for a month's vac)
tion on the Coast.

CHARLES BOYER, PAT PATTERSON, and R(

NORR, sail today for Europe on the Normandie

ORLANDO LOPEZ HIDALGO, Cuban exhibiti

was a visitor yesterday at the Warner Worli
Fair headquarters in the home office.

ERROL FLYNN and his father, PROFESSC
THEODORE FLYNN, arrive here tomorrow 1

route to South America.

HERBERT RUDLEY and HOWARD DE SYLV
members of the original cast of "Abe Linco
in Illinois," arrive in Hollywood this week
assume their original roles in the RKO scree

version of the play.

CEORGE C. GOULD, Minnesota exhib., was
recent visitor at the RKO Lounge.

CARLYLE BLACKWELL, star of the silei

screen, is in New York to take over a poi

with the Calvert Distillers Corp.

LORENZO DELRICCIO, 20th-Fox cameramai
sails today for Europe on the Aquitania.

SID RECHETNIK, Warner publicist, starts
1

vacation at the week-end.

FRED ULLMAN, RKO Pathe vice-president, ha

arrived in California's Imperial Valley from Ne
vada on a continuation of a film locale trip.

HERBERT DRAKE, general coordinator fo

Orson Welles, has arrived on the Coast fron

New York.

CHARLIE KRANZ of Select Attractions, Inc.

has arrived in Frisco from New York

ARCH BOWLES, president of the Californii

Theater Association, has returned to the Coast

HAROLD J. FITZGERALD, general manager 01

Wisconsin Amusement Enterprises, has returnee

to Milwaukee.

ROSE KLEIN of M-C-M's home office i!

in Cincinnati for several weeks.

PHILIP HARRINGTON, M-G-M's Cleveland

office manager, and his wife, are in Canada on

a vacation.

White House Drops Duals
Cincinnati—Maury White, through

Martin Shear, manager, announced
The Hippodrome, Newport, Ky., will

discontinue duals, and for first-run

A's. The Strand theater will play

subsequent runs only at 10c admis-
sion till 6 P.M.

Best wishes from THE FILM DAILY
to the following on their birthdays:

AUGUST 2

Jack L. Warner

Myrna Loy

Claude Gillingwater

Hal Mohr

Olga Baclanova

Glenn Tryon



M-G-M's "THE WIZARD OF OZ" is coming!

Yesterday it was previewed at M-G-M's Home
Office. It is one of the great pictures of all

time, perhaps the greatest picture ever made!

Beyond your wildest dreams are its Technicolor

wonders, as thousands of living actors create

screen magic to thrill the world! Its appeal is

unmatched since "Snow White,"

Preceded by a $250,000 advertising campaign

[in national magazines and newspapers, "THE
WIZARD OF Or will have the greatest list

iof simultaneous bookings ever made on any

film. Watch the column to the right GROW!

M-G-M's Technicolor Wonder Show "THE WIZARD OF
OZ" with Judy Garland • Frank Morgan • Ray Bolger
Bert Lahr • Jack Haley • Billie Burke • Margaret
Hamilton • Charley Grgpewin and The Munchkins
A VICTOR FLEMING Production • Screen Play by
Noel Langley, Florence Ryerson and Edgar Allan

Woolf • From the Book by L. Frank Baum • Directed

by Victor Fleming • Produced by MERVYN LeROY

Watch the list

GROW I 'f
United Artists, Chicago . Grand, Atlanta

Vendome, Nashville . State, Memphis
State, Houston . State, New Orleans

Midland, Kansas City . State, St. Louis

Palace, Indianapolis . Loew's, Louisville

Victory, Evansville . Loew's, Rochester

State, Syracuse . State &. Orpheum, Boston

State, Providence . Palace, Washington,

D.C. . Century, Baltimore . State, Norfolk

Parkway, Wilmington . State, Cleveland

Valentine, Toledo . Loew's, Akron
Loew's, Canton . Loew's, Dayton . Ohio,

Columbus . Penn, Pittsburgh . Colonial.

Reading . Regent, Harrisburg . Carolina,

Charlotte . Shea's Great Lakes, Buffalo

Orpheum, Denver . State, Minneapolis

Paramount, St. Paul . Wisconsin, Mil-

waukee . Palace, Albany . Palace, Dallas

Majestic, San Antonio . Criterion, Okla-

homa City . Omaha, Omaha . United

Artists, Portland . Ritz, Tulsa . Warfield,

San Francisco . Des Moines &. Roosevelt,

Des Moines (Day and Date) . Fifth Ave.,

Seattle .Carthay Circle,Los Angeles . Catar-

act, Niagara Falls . Virginia, Champaign,

111. . Colfax, South Bend . Centre, Salt

Lake City. Indiana, Ten-e Haute . Lyceum,

Duluth . Riviera, Binghamton . Grand,

Topeka . Miller, Wichita . Colonial, Al.

lentown . Broadway, Kingston . Bardovan

Poughkeepsie . Paramount, Oakland
Warner, Youngstown . Lincoln, Trenton

Ellanay, El Paso . State, Portland, Me.

Fox, Spokane . Music Box, Tacoma
Academy, Meadville, Pa. . Drake, Oil

City, Pa. .Cambria, Johnstown, Pa. .Penn,

New Castle, Pa. . Menlo, Charleroi, Pa.

State, Altoona, Pa. . Lyceum, Kittaning,

Pa. . Manos Band Box, Vandergrift, Pa.

Colonial, Elmira, Pa. .American, Roanoke
Ceramic, E. Liverpool, Ohio . Havens,

Olean, N. Y. . Princess, Modesto, Calif.

Pine Tree, Klamath Falls, Ore. . Madison,

Peoria .Orpheum, Springfield, 111. .Regent,

Grand Rapids . Capitol, Flint . Strand,

Lansing . State, Kalamazoo . Ute,

Colorado Springs . Lincoln, Cheyenne

Lafayette, Lafayette, Ind. . Keith Albee,

Huntington, W. Va. . Ohio, Lima . Gillioz,

Springfield, Mo. . Morgan, Ironwood,

Mich. . State, Easton . Rialto, Williams-

port, Pa. . Capitol, Charleston, W. Va.

Mayfair, Asbury Park . Majestic, Perth

Amboy . Ohio, Sandusky.

Just the Start!

Hundreds on the way!
Watch it GROW!
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SIX FILM STOCKS

GAIN $22,739,029

(Continued from Page 1)

Century-Fox, $3,701,805; and War-
ner Bros. Pictures, $4,276,512.

Net change for the month in these

instances were: Columbia, plus %;
Loew's, plus 5 3/4; Paramount, plus

1%; RKO, plus %; 20th-Fox, plus

2%; and Warners, plus 18.

Defense Substitution

Permitted in Ohio Suit

(Continued from Page 1)

film rentals, with the ITO of Ohio
using exhibitor Frank J. Ferguson
and the MPPDA, Universal Pictures

and Cleveland Theaters, Inc.

First move by attorneys Carlton

Dargusch (ITO) and Robert Barton
(MPPDA) was the filing of separate

dilatory motions yesterday.

Inasmuch as the judges of the

Franklin County Court of Appeals

are vacationing, they will require

approximately two weeks for a rul-

ing on the technicalities, as ques-

tioned by the defense. Regardless of

the judge's decision, the next move
will be the listing of 1 the cases on

the docket prior to naming of trial

date next month.

English-Scottish Tele

Network Planned by BBC

Montreal—A network carrying tel-

evision to every home in the United

ingdom is a possibility in the near

future, according to Sir Allan Pow-
ell, chairman of the BBC's board of

governors, now in Montreal.
Although programs are at pres-

ent restricted to an area of between
50 and 70 miles in the neighborhood

of London, plans are under way to

establish a center for television in

Birmingham which will be hooked up
with the London studios, and from
there, according to Sir Allan, it

should be possible eventually to ex-

tend the sight and sound network to

each city of size throughout England
and Scotland.

Tennis by NBC Tele

First attempt to televise tennis

on this side of the Atlantic is sched-

uled by NBC next week when it will

use two cameras to cover the East-

ern championships at Rye.

Telefilm Festival
U. S. tele's first international film

festival began last night with the show-
ing of "Generals Without Buttons"
(French), over NBC's Station W2XBS.
The second film feature will be "Edge
of the World," an English production to

be televised tomorrow at the same hour.

Festival continues to Aug. 25, the pix

temporarily replacing evening studio

presentations. Scheduled are "My Heart

Is Calling" (Friday), "Mile. Mozart"
(Aug. 8) and "Hell's Angels" to be
shown in two telecasts, (Aug. 10-11).

"Grand Illusion" (Aug. 18), "The Marines
Are Coming" (Aug. 22), and "Abraham
Lincoln" (Aug. 24).

ALONG THE

with PHIL M. DALY;

• • • THE COMMITTEE working through the Hays office is about

ready to submit the Fiftieth Anniversary manual to the theater operators

of the nation in looking over the advance proofs, what impressed

us was the sincerity and co-operative spirit oi the entire undertaking

the Committee makes no attempt to tell he exhibitor what he

should do they merely submit a wide range of helpful suggestions

it is up to the showman to adapt any available material to the

particular requirements of his clientele and community

T T T
• • • PRINCIPAL emphasis of the campaign centers on the

week of Oct. 1 to 7 because of the fact that Oct. 6, 1889, was

the date when Thomas A. Edison perfected his Kinetoscope and

witnessed pictures in motion, printed on Eastman film so that

marks the birth of the motion picture industry so far as Amreicans

are concerned

T T
• • • OFFICIAL announcement of the Anniversary will be made

by Will Hays through a press statement on August 15 and so the

manual impresses upon exhibitors the importance of stepping out with

this announcement as the lead-off for their local activities it is

assumed that every live theater owner or manager will have co-operated

with fellow exhibitors in organizing a committee that will represent the

industry in his community to establish and maintain contact with

the press, libraries, schools, motion picture councils, clubs, merchants ....

T
• • • THE central theme of the Anniversary is "Half A Cen-

tury of Progress" this enables the theater operator to enlist

the co-operation of all constructive elements in his community in

a general community-wide recognition of progress in the past

50 years the manual then lists a plethora of ideas and sug-

gestions on how the various community organizations and business

activities can utilize the idea to point with pride to their particular

progress for the exhibitor, it gives him exceptional oppor-

tunities to tie his current attractions in with various civic and

business organizations a highly entertaining series of four

newspaper articles is available for local use, giving the highlights

of the motion picture developments in the past 50 years these

articles are splendid examples of journalistic brevity combined

with reader interest and typical of the intelligent planning

and hard work that has gone into the preparation of this splendid

Manual

T T T
• • • HERE is another fine Manual sparkling with showmanship

qualities Warners' Showmen's Manual for 1939-40 containing

cast information and thumbnail story synopses of the new season's re-

leases also a resume of the exhibitor and newspaper services

these cover every possible phase of theater activities the

exhibitor is asked to check any services in which he is interested and

send the list to the home office Sales Manager Grad Sears has a

foreword stressing the fact that 29 years of service and progress

toward a definite goal culminates in the new season lineup and

that the magnificent list of properties listed is the materialization of the

company's motivating thought: "Quality Is Not a Passing Fashion"

and glancing through such titles as "Life of Beethoven," "The Story

of John Paul Jones," "Disraeli," "The Moon and Sixpence," "We Are

Not Alone," and a score of others, brings the conviction that the above

dictum is not merely a prettily turned phrase but a living and vital com-

pany policy that becomes the exhibitor's B. O. insurance , policy

if he has the sense to so interpret the obvious

ATLAS CORP. REPORTS

SUBSTANTIAL RKO GAIN

(Continued from Page 1)

shareholders of Atlas Corp. by lat-

ter organization's president, Floyd
B. Odium, coincident with the re-

lease of Atlas' report for thagjferst

six months ended June 30, 19™
Odium also expressed the convic-

tion that there will be prompt com-
pletion of the RKO reorg., since re-

cent unanimous decision of the U.
S. Circuit Court of Appeals on July
19. last.

The Atlas statement put net in-

come for the period at $569,257.98
for itself and investment company
subsidiaries; surplus, after deduct-
ing net unrealized depreciation of

assets, at $19,109,760.21; and net
assets of $57,674,150.21 shown in

the Statement of Financial Condi-
tion at June 30, 1939.
Company listed in schedule of

securities in portfolio RKO Corp.
debentures 6 per cent 1941, repre-

sented by full-paid certificates, in

principal amount of $2,169,850 and
valued on June 30 market quota-
tions at $1,459,224.37; RKO Corp.
debentures 6 per cent 1941, in prin-

cipal amount of $268,776, valued on
same date at $180,751.92 according
to June 30 market quotations; 4.300

|

shares of Paramount Pictures, Inc.

6 per cent convertible cumulative
First Preferred, at $382,700 on June
30, last; 5,000 shares of Paramount's
6 per cent Second Preferred, $45,-

000 on June 30; 7,000 shares of Gen-
eral Theaters Equipment Corp. com-
mon, $75,250 on June 30; 17,400
RKO common; $28,275 on June 30;

and 310,412 RKO Corp. common,
represented by full-paid certificates,

at $504,419.96.

Mayer & Burstyn Releasing

8 in First Half of 39-40

Eight imported productions will be I

released by Arthur Mayer and Jos-
|

eph Burstyn during the first half of

the 1939-40 season. Titles of the
pictures are:

"Katia," starring Danielle Darrieux
and John Loder, directed by Maurice
Tourneur; "Louise," with Grace
Moore in the title role; "Revolt of

the Dead," "Song of the Streets,"
"Whirlpool," "Shadows of the Past,"

"Mozart" and "Gulliver's Travels,"

the latter featuring a cast of pup-
pets.

Chi. Schools Buy Film

Chicago—Paul Edwards, director

of visual education for Chicago
schools, reports the purchase of 6,-

000 reels of film for educational
purposes.

Jumping the Gun
Grand Rapids, Mich.—The Butterfield

Circuit isn't waiting for the industry's

Golden Jubilee. Circuit yesterday in-

augurated its own Greater Movie Season,

annually observed in August during the

last 10 years.
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SCHINE ADVT. DEPT.

PLANS OWN CONTEST

(Continued from Page 1)

novies at the opening session of the
'our-day Schine convention in the

3omsmnity Center Auditorium here.

Tie/^iticism was levelled by Gene
urtis, Schine advertising and pub-
icity head, who pleaded for a new
ipproach to the problem.

One answer had been evolved by
he Schine advertising department,
e said, and then proceeded to out-

ine a new "movie-line" contest

hich not only advertises the pic-

ure, but uses the appeal of contests,

o widely utilized in modern indus-

y, to attract the reader to the ad-

ertising. Cash and other prizes

re provided, final prizes to be for

he complete series of answers,
whether original or otherwise.

Contest is to be conducted by
ichine houses, either through news-
iaper advertisements or by heralds.

t is not a lottery or drawing, and
meets with all legal restrictions on
fcueh, he said.

Another highlight of the first day's

session was provided by Douglas
,eishman, head of the personnel de-

partment, who talked on "Man-
lower." He stressed the wisdom of

;etting the best type of man pos-

ible for the job, no matter how
mall the task. "The Schine organi-

;ation believes in developing its men
from within. It tries to make its

own executives," he said. "Such men
are loyal and they have learned the

business from the ground up." To
illustrate his point he revealed that

14 former Schine doormen and ush-
lers had become theater managers in

the past year.
At the start of the morning session

"General Chairman Harold F. Sliter

announced the winners of contests on
three recent pictures. They are "Dark
Victory", Frank Nolan, Athens, 0.;

Sam Shafer, Herkimer, N. Y.; Frank
Boucher, Gloversville; Wally Allen,

Lexington, Ky.; Jack Frisch, May-
ville, Ky.; John Makemson, Paris,

Ky.; Joe Schwartzwalder, Auburn,
N. Y.; John Manuel, Delaware, 0.;

Harold Koren, Federalsburg, Md.;
and Ted Barker, Fostoria, 0.

"Love Affair", Gus Lampe and
Harry Unterfort, Syracuse; George
Bannan, Vanwert, 0.; Milton Schos-
berg, Glens Falls, N. Y.; Harold Lee,

Bath, N. Y.; Leon Shafer, Corning,
N. Y.; Walter Powers, Oswego, N. Y.;

Bob Anthony, Piqua, 0.; Fielding
O'Kelly, Amsterdam, N. Y.; Jerry
Fowler, Lockport, N. Y.; Nick Kauff-
man, Little Falls, N. Y.

"Prison Without Bars," Lou Hart,
Gloversville; H. M. Addison, Water-
town, N. Y.; Bob Anthony, Piqua, 0.;

Harry Stearn, Lexington, Ky.; Tom
Whalen, Oneonta, N. Y.; Arnold Rit-

tenberg, Amsterdam, N. Y.; Abra-
ham Cohen, Massena, N. Y.; Eddie
May, Corbin, Ky.; John Makemson,
Bourbon, Ky.; and John Tucker,
Rochester.

Other speakers included Major
Louis Lazar, Ohio and Kentucky zone
managers, who discussed the ques-

FILM CODE ANALYZED
By LOUIS NIZER

EDITOR'S NOTE: THE FILM DAILY today presents the twenty-seventh and final install-

ment of a comprehensive analysis of the proposed Trade Practice Code (Revision of June 10)
by Louis Nizer, member of the law firm of Phillips & Nizer, and authority on the law of
screen, stage and radio.

Installment No. 27

XII. COST OF ARBITRATION

Permanent Arbitration Board: The Permanent Arbitration Board shall not assess

costs in any arbitration.

Special Arbitration Board: The Special Arbitration Board shall assess as costs

only the fees of the arbitrator or arbitrators. Such costs may be assessed against one or

more of the parties in such proportion as is considered just and proper, and without

regard to which party requested the Special Arbitration Board.

Filing Fees: The $5. filing fee shall be applied toward the payment of expenses
of arbitrations in the Exchange territory where collected.

// Filing Fees Insufficient: If the filing fees collected are insufficient to pay

the expenses of the arbitrations, the distributors, affiliated exhibitors and organized

exhibitor groups who are entitled to participate in the appointment of the panel of neutral

arbitrators for such territory, shall provide the necessary funds.

Apportioning Contributions: If the distributors, affiliated exhibitors and organ-

ized exhibitor groups are unable to agree upon a fair apportionment of the expenses,

such apportionment shall be made by a Special Arbitration Board. In that case, however,

the distributors and affiliated exhibitors shall be considered one party and the organized

exhibitor groups shall be considered the other party.

35,000 Slide Projectors

Used by American Industry

Chicago — Approximately 35,000
sound slide film projectors are now In

use by business organizations, it is

estimated by Burton W. Depue, gen-
eral manager of Burton Holmes
Films, Inc.

tion, "What Is a Theater Manager?"
William Tubbert, by means of pa-

tronage charts showed how to ana-
lyze the territory served by any
given theater. He praised newspapers
as an advertising medium, particu-
larly in rural areas where heralds
and posters do not penetrate. Clint
Young took the topic "Does Good
Housekeeping Fill Seats?", answer-
ing strongly in the affirmative. Lew
Hensler, Kentucky district manager,
won applause with his definition of

"Your Theater's Place in the Com-
munity." He urged managers to
join civic clubs and take part in all

partisan civic activities.

After other talks on insurance,
games and various theater problems
the sessions recessed at six p.m. and
at eight o'clock a dinner for the man-
agers was seiwed at the Hotel Johns-
ton. E. M. Vogel, was the principal
speaker. He was introduced by M. C.

Bob Hall.

Tomorrow the convention will hear
executives from the major com-
panies, the day to be climaxed with
a dinner at which Carl Milliken of
the Hays office will be the speaker.
New York delegation leaves Grand

Central at 3:35 p.m., E. S. T. to-

morrow, and arrives in Fonda at

7:58.

Oklahoma Allied Urges

Delay in Picture Deals

Oklahoma City— Special bulletin
advising indies not to sign any prod-
uct contracts before September un-
less it is absolutely necessary to do
so in order to keep operating, has
been issued by George W. Sumner,
corresponding secretary of Allied
Theater Owners of Oklahoma, Inc.

It urges independents not to sign
any arbitration agreements also.

Pointing with pride to the passage
of the Neely bill by the Senate, the
bulletin asks members to send let-

ters of appreciation to state Sena-
tors and get in touch with members
of the House of Representatives im-
mediately.

It also scores trade papers at
length for printing stories of alleged
dissension within the Allied Okla-
homa organization over its affilia-

tion with Allied nationally.

NBG DROPS FILMS FOR

TELEVISION PROGRAMS

(Continued from Page 1)

the last of the film programs will
be telecast Aug. 25, and that after
that date television programs will
be made up of live talent shows and
special events.

While no official explanation is

given, belief is that the film short-
age caused the move, the station
being limited to foreign films, re-
issues, shorts and commercials, due
to the majors' ban on the use of
their films.

NBC's station W2XBS is cur-
rently telecasting an international
film festival which is to be con-
cluded Aug. 25.

Four UA Pix Doing Heavy
Biz in London Theaters

United Artists pictures which are
doing the heaviest business in Lon-
don are "Wuthering Heights," "Four
Feathers," "Stage Coach" and "The
Man in the Iron Mask," according
to Arthur Silverstone, assistant
managing director in England, who
is on a visit here. Silverstone is the

brother of UA's director of world-
wide operations.
"Four Feathers," Silverstone said,

would gross approximately $300,000
in its 10-week first-run engagement.

Fair Admish Cut . . . And Mo Boone
Formal announcement issued by Grover A. Whalen recounts that, effective immedi-

ately, the admish price to the New York World's Fair on Saturdays and Sundays is

slashed from 75 cents to 50 cents, but that the 75 cent levy will stand on other days
of the week. The 40-cent price after 9:30 p.m. on all days will also continue. Whalen
also announced resignation of Perley Boone as director of press of the Fair, and appoint-
ment of Leo Casey, former New York and Washington newspaper man, as director of

public relations.

Albany Film Truckers

Strike is Short Lived

(.Continued from Page 1)

ing up their prints and use the
regular trucking services.
The strike was not called by the

transport companies, whether or not
their sympathies were attracted by
the situation. The truckmen, ap-
parenly under instructions from the
union, would not move the prints
and for a time it appeared that the
theaters would be tied up in this
area.

Understood to be the particular
object of truck drivers were ex-
hibitors in the Saratoga and Hud-
son area, although several indepen-
dents in the district pick up their
own prints from the exchanges.

Affair was temporarily settled

with an informal promise that ef-

forts would be made to secure print
transportation by the regular trans-
port companies.

Morrison and Curtis Will

Combine New York Offices

Leo Morrison and Jack Curtis
have arranged to combine their New
York offices. Curtis will represent
Morrison in New York. He will be
associated with Morrison in New
York and Hollywood, making his

headquarters in Morrison's New
York office at 1776 Broadway. Curtis
leaves for New York on Monday to
start reorganization of their New
York activities. Morrison-Curtis of-

fice will represent artists for Broad-
way shows, radio, television, vaude-
ville and films to be produced in New
York and London.

Para. Signs Shannon
Harry Shannon, stage star of

"Mrs. O'Brien Entertains," has been
signed by Paramount for "Defense
Attorney." Shannon is under con-
tract to Lou Irwin and this is his

first pix assignment. Peggy Moran,
also under contract to Irwin, has
been signed by Universal for long
term contract.
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"Fugitive at Large"
with Jack Holt, Patricia Ellis and

Stanley Fields

Columbia-Darmour 63 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
DIFFERENT SORT OF HOLT VEHICLE

SHOULD PLEASE MASS AUDIENCES.

Differing somewhat from most of the

former Jack Holt stories in plot and locale,

this production is nicely geared and will

please mass audiences. Larry Darmour, the

producer, has given the piece nice mounting,
and the direction by Lewis Collins is capable.

Eric Taylor and Harvey Gates have fashioned

a splendid screenplay from Taylor's original

story. Jack Holt plays the dual role of

Storm, a construction engineer, and Farrow

a scar-faced leader of a bank robbery gang.

Arthur Hohl and Stanley Fields are struck

with Storm's resemblance to Farrow. They
hatch a frameup by which they will hold up
a payroll truck, Farrow will get away with

the money, and the blame will fall on Storm.

Storm is arrested, and through the decisive

testimony of Farrow's wife, Patricia Ellis,

that Storm is her husband, he is sentenced

to 20 years. Storm becomes friendly with

Guinn Williams, another prisoner, and in

the break engineered by Williams, escapes.

In a fight between Storm and Ben Welden,
Storm is captured. Storm insists he is not

Farrow. Hohl and Fields are brought in

for questioning and inadvertently Fields ad-

mits that Storm is not Farrow. Meantime
Farrow, not knowing Storm has been cap-

tured, takes part in another bank robbery.

Fields' admission and the report of Farrow's

participation in the new robbery clears

Storm. In the end Farrow is killed and his

confederates are captured, and Storm re-

turns to the construction camp as an engin-

eer.

CAST: Jack Holt, Patricia Ellis, Stanley

Fields, Guinn (Big Boy) Williams, Arthur

Hohl, Cy Kendall, Jonathan Hale, Leon
Ames, Don Douglas, Weldon Heyburn, Ben

Welden, Leon Beaumon.

CREDITS: Producer, Larry Darmour; Asso-

ciate producer, Rudolph Flothow; Director,

Lewis D. Collins; Author, Eric Taylor;

Screenplay Eric Taylor and Harvey Gates;

Cameraman, James S. Brown, Jr.; Editor,

Dwight Caldwell; Song "Swing Dat Ham-
mer," by Hall Johnson.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Reliable Sending Crew
to Shoot War In Orient

West. Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—B. B. Ray, of Reliable

Pictures, is leaving Friday for China
with a crew of technicians to shoot
authentic pictures of the China-Jap-
an-Russo conflict. J. C. 'Doc' Cooke,
who has made 26 trips, is assuming
full charge of all the details. Cooke
has received permission to picturize

portions of the war zone which will

be available to him through his per-
sonal friendship with Gen. Chiang Kai-
Shek, and officials of the Japanese
government. This material will be
made into a feature production. Ray
will also go into the interior of Siam
to shoot some special footage which
will be made into another feature
film. The outfit will be away for

four to six months.

"Mr. Wong in

Chinatown"
with Boris Karloff, Grant Withers,

Marjorie Reynolds
Monogram 61 Mins.

FINE MURDER MYSTERY HOLDS TAUNT
SUSPENSE AND KARLOFF'S ACTING
SCORES.

A very sane and intelligent murder mys-
tery plot, distinguished by fine acting of

the suave Boris Karloff as the oriental sleuth
helping out the police department of San
Francisco represented by Grant Withers as

the inspector investigating the Chinatown
murders. The excitement starts when a

Chinese princess is murdered while await-
ing an interview with the oriental sleuth
in his study. The lethal weapon is a poison
dart from a wrist-gun, a Chinese weapon.
The devious path of the murderer winds
in and out of a complex skein of events.

Then there occurs the murder of the prin-

cess' maid by the same method. There are

two opposing forces at work, involved in

the attempt to secure control of a million-

dollar fund set aside for purchase of air-

planes for shipment to China, and hence
the murders. Finally a Chinese dwarf dis-

appears, and he proves to be the third vic-

tim of the criminal. The latter turns out
to be a private banker. But before Karloff

dramatically uncovers him, there are some
exciting events with all the evidence point-

ing to a sea captain and his companion as

the guilty parties. The newspaper girl is

present in the person of Marjorie Reynolds,

and she and her work are as unnecessary
as in most murder mysteries where they
pump the femme interest in by this method.
Forgetting her silly antics, the story is

above average, and builds fine suspense
for the whodunit fans. Selling angles: Kar-

loff in a strong role; the Chinese tong at-

mosphere; the unusual murders.

CAST: Boris Karloff, Grant Withers, Mar-
jorie Reynolds, Peter George Lynn, William
Royle, Huntly Gordon, James Flavin, Lotus

Long, Richard Loo, Guy Usher.

CREDITS: Director, William Nigh; Screen-

play, Scott Darling; Author, Hugh Wiley;
Cameraman, Harry Neumann.
DIRECTION, Very Good. PHOTOGRA-

PHY, Good.

Mono. Exchange Head Wars
on Bingo In Milwaukee

Milwaukee, Wis.—Second move in

the small merchants' drive against
Bingo has been instituted here with
court action against the Bahn Frei
hall to restain it from operating the
game. Plaintiff is Charles W.
Trampe, head of the Monogram-
Midwest Film exchange. His attor-

ney is Benjamin J. Miller, who was
counsel for Herman J. Eggert, pro-

prietor of a stationery and sporting

goods store here, in the suit against
Bingo and similar games at the
Midsummer festival.

Cooney Forms New Firm
Chicago—Ben Cooney, formerly

of the Cooney Brothers Theater cir-

cuit, has organized the Ogden The-
ater Co.

* SHORTS *

"Metropolis—1939"

(March of Time^
RKO Radio 18 Mins.

Splendid

A very fine presentation of the
various phases of New York City,
treating it from many aspects such
as sociologically, politically, econom-
ically and just plain human. It is

easily one of the most entertaining
of all the M of T series. The spirit
of the great metropolis has been
caught perfectly, with its rush and
bustle, fast tempo, and the myriad
activities of city life engaged in by
over seven million inhabitants. The
film has a fast tempo itself that re-
flects the spirit of the city. The for-
eign quarters are especially interest-
ing. A big proportion of the second
half of the film is devoted to a de-
tailed exposition of the city's effi-

cient police department of 19,000
men. Practically every phase of the
work of Commissioner Valentine's
department is covered. It looks like

a gratuitous plug for LaGuardia's
administration, and his photograph
is shown in several close-ups. Be
this as it may, whatever the political
propaganda may be inherent in the
subject, it has been concealed so
cleverly and the film is so worthy
that this can be overlooked. Here is a
film that will meet with great in-

terest wherever shown, for with the
World's Fair now a subject of na-
tional interest, the nation's attention
is centered on New York. Fine edi-

torial judgment was displayed in

making no reference to the Fair it-

self. It has been ignored. The sub-
ject is the glamorous city itself, and
that is as it should be.

Republic Closes FWC Deal;

Grainger at Schine Meet

For the fifth consecutive year, Fox
West Coast has closed a deal with
Republic to play the latter's com-
plete 1939-40 line-up of features and
serials in San Francisco, Los Ange-
les, Denver, Salt Lake City, Seattle

and Portland, it was disclosed yes-
terday.

James R. Grainger, Republic's
president, arrived in Gloversville
from New York yesterday to attend
and address the Schine convention.
Grover C. Parsons, Republic's West

Coast manager, also left the home
office yesterday for the Coast.

New House for Tyler

Tyler, Tex.—Texas Consolidated
starts work here shortly on a new
$200,000 pix house to seat 1,000.

Town, with 30,000 population, has
five other theaters, four controlled

by the Interstate affiliate.

JAP PIX TAKE AT

$1,640,000 IN 1934

( Continued from Page 1

)

ican-made features were well on
the way to grabbing an all-time rec-

ord annual revenue from the Jap-
anese market, it was disclose^;yes-
terday.

Survey by The Film Daily re-

vealed that a 6,000,000 yen year is

currently expected, which means
that the "take" of Hollywood prod-

uct during 1939 would be slightly

in excess of $1,640,000, compared
with the 1938 figure of some 4,200,-

000 yen, or about $1,150,000.

Revenue Steadily Rising

Secondly, survey showed, that, ex-

cept for a slight recession in 1938,

the Japanese market has offered to

U. S. pictures a steadily increasing
annual revenue. In terms of Ja-

pan's currency, the year 1935
brought 3,800,000 yen to American
producer-distributors; 1936 brought
4,600,000 yen; 1937 about 5,000,000;

and 1938 about 4,200,000, all figures

being close approximations.

Thirdly, the checkup disclosed

that during the first six months of

1939, a total of 304 pictures were
released for exhibition in Japan,
including 226' Japanese films and 78

foreign- films. Latter represented
about 25 per cent of all released pix.

U. S. product, figured in percentage
of the 304-picture total, represented
21 per cent. Equally, if not more
impressive is the fact that of all

foreign pictures released for ex-

hibition in Japan during the first six

months of 1939, the U. S. furnished
82 per cent, demonstrating the over-

whelming dominance of Hollywood
features among all nations supply-

ing Japan.

Para., Metro In Lead

Fourthly, it was disclosed that

of the 64 features of American
origin during the first half of 1939,

61 were sent into Japan and dis-

tributed by the U. S. majors.
Now, of these 61 U. S. major fea-

tures. Paramount is said to have
sunplied 12; M-G-M, 11; 20th-Fox,
Columbia and Universal, 8 each;

Warners, 6; UA, 5; and RKO Ra-
dio, 3.

71,304,484 Admissions In '38

In Tokyo's 296 Film Houses
Tokyo (By Cable)—Total attend-

ance at all amusement houses local-

ly in 1938 amounted to 86,598.627,

an increase of 3,107,944 over 1937.

Included in this figure are the 71,-

304.484 persons who attended To-

kyo's 296 film theaters, according

to a report issued by the city's

Metropolitan Police Board.
Renorts indicate that attendance

at film houses fell off about 15

per cent in May here, as compared
with the previous month, but re-

ceipts still continued to be well

above those for the corresponding

period of 1938.
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THEATER FIELD HOLD

TIGHTENED BY IATSE

(Continued from Page 1)

right to oi'ganize ushers, cashiers

and doormen in theaters, which juris-

diction was subsequently organized

by-^e IA to some extent, it is ex-

pect that the IA will immediately
waive its rights to this jurisdiction

and it will once again revert to the

TMAT, in prospect with an intense

organizing campaign planned to

bring the theater unions' member-
ship up to around the 30,000 mark
within a year.

Many Benefits Foreseen

This move will serve many pur-

poses which will be advantageous
to both the TMAT and the IA. It

will consolidate the IA position in

i the theatrical field, strengthen its

bargaining power tremendously and
leave no loopholes in the theatrical

field for an abortive move by the

CIO. The TMAT will immediately
assume the stature of a key union

in the entertainment field with IA
support, which carries with it the

aid of stagehands and operators

unions, members of the International

Alliance, giving them added strength

to bargain for contracts.

Preliminary negotiations between
the TMAT and the IA were insti-

gated last year when Lodevick
Vroome was president of the for-

mer union. However, these parleys

did not result in any conclusive

agreement due to the fact that

George E. Browne, IA prexy, hesi-

tated at that time about accepting

the union as an IA member. The
situation is different today, though,
with Browne making a strong bid

for complete jurisdiction of the en-

tire entertainment field.

TMAT Group at A. C. Meeting
A full delegation from the TMAT.

both legit, and motion picture divi-

sions, will attend the A F of L
executive council parleys, starting

Mondav in Atlantic City. The mat-
ter will probably come up on the

floor and every indication points to

complete approval of the move, al-

though executive approval is not

necessary in this case as Browne
has the right to grant a charter to

any union within the theatrical field

which wants to affiliate with the IA.

The TMAT at present has been
organizing managers, assistant man-
agers, press agents, treasurers and
chiefs of theater staffs, with the

membership around 2,500. But with

the usher jurisdiction regained they

can boost their membership to

around 30.000 within a "ear with

an intensive organizing campaign.
Locals have already been estab-

lished by the union in almost all

key cities throughout the country.

AAAA Complains to Green
on AFA-IATSE Charter

(Continued from Page 1)

the AAAA yesterday sent a letter

to William Green, A F of L prexy,

denouncing Browne's action as one

OH, PLEASE,

MR. CAGNEY!
Won't You Kindly Toss a

Watermelon and Aid Sales?

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Burbank—Warner Bros, studio has

received a letter from L. W. Devane,

of the Sowega Melon Growers Asso-

ciation, Adele, Ga., reading as fol-

lows:

"In 1931 James Cagney in one of

your pictures hit a girl in the face

with half a grapefruit. It probably

was a very ungallant thing to do but

it was a great break for the grape-
fruit as I understand sales picked
up 15 per cent.

"I am writing to ask you if you
could not have Mr. Cagney use a
piece of watermelon in his next pic-

ture. I assure you it would be
greatly appreciated by the Sowega
Melon Growers Association, and if

you could have him use a Georgia
melon, so much the better."

of the most barefaced jurisdiction-

al raids ever perpetrated in the A
F of L and demanding that unless
the IA immediately rescinds the
charter that it be suspended from
the A F of L under section Four,
article Four, of the A F of L con-
stitution.

The AAAA started a strong coun-
ter attack yesterday with this ac-
tion and other moves, among which
was the appointment of an execu-
tive committee to handle the situa-

tion at a special meeting of the
AAAA international board. Paul
Turner, general counsel of AAAA
and Actors Equity, Henry Jaffe,

counsel for the American Federa-
tion of Radio Artists, Florence
Marston, eastern head of the Screen
Actors Guild, and Frank Gilmore,
AAAA prexy, comprise the commit-
tee.

It was further stated in the
AAAA letter to Green that if the
actions of Browne and Sophie
Tucker, AFA prexy, are condoned,
+hen no jurisdiction recognized by
the A F of L is safe and it was de-
manded that the A F of L executive
council take action on this matter
at the huddles scheduled next week
in Atlantic City.

The section of the A F of L con-
stitution referred to in the letter

states that when a local union has
been suspended by an international
union no other union may recognize
it under penalty of suspension. No
statement was available last night
from A F of L executives as to

whether or not this charge would be
acted upon.

Action was also taken yesterday
by the Screen Actors Guild executive
board in special session, suspending
Sophie Tucker from membership,
with similar action also anticipated
by Actors Equity.

Ralph Morgan, president of the

SCHENCK HEADS LABOR

SURVEY ON COAST

(Continued from Page 1)

the labor situation as it affects stu-

dios, started to function yesterday.
While the whole picture will receive

attention, including the problem

West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—IATSE officials yester-

day stated negotiations are continuing
with producers and they are confident
that an amiable solution of differences
would be reached soon. IA had set

5 p.m. yesterday as deadline for grant-
ing closed shop to IA studio locals,

but appointment of a labor commit
tee by film producers and efforts of
William R. Walsh, NLRB senior coun-
sel, to bring peace between IA, United
Studio Technicians Guilds and pro-

ducers caused IA to continue confabs.
IA has already refused a proposal

that an election of 12,000 studio work-
ers be held Aug. 15 to designate bar-

gaining representatives, contending that

producers should first grant a closed

shop to IA.

presented by the clash of the

IATSE-AFA with the AAAA in the
East, first consideration is report-
edly being accorded the local IATSE-
USTG situation.

A further meeting of the Asso-
ciation suddenly was called for last

night, but as this edition went to
press, no statement had been forth-
coming.

Meanwhile, it was learned yester-
day that although John F. Gatelee.
international representative of IA.
came to a "peace" meeting Mondav
afternoon called bv William R.
Walsh, senior counsel of the NLRB.
he refused to stay in same room
with representatives of the USTG
However, Gatelee remained in an
adjoining room and was kept ad-
vised of all matters under discussion.

SAG, in a statement issued in Hol-
lywood, asserted that actors will

never come under the domination of

the IATSE. Suspension of Miss
Tucker bv the SAG automatically
bars her from every stage in Holly-
wood and similar action by Actors
Equity would bar her from the New
York stage. Morgan also asserted
that the actors were not to blame,
but a fight has been started which
they have no choice but to finish.

However, the IA is certain to

make a counter move to this action

and with control of a larg-e number
of studio employes, stasrehands in

the leg-it. theaters, and operators in

film houses, the producers will ap-
parently be caught in the middle of

the battle unless some settlement
is reached.

Apprised last night of the SAG
action in suspending her. Sophie
Tucker stated that it was her opin-
ion that they were letting them-
selves in for more than thev bar-

gained, and that in her opinion it

was obvious that this retaliation

against herself was a last dving at-

tempt to frighten actors who may
fear similar retaliation.

She also asserted that the AFA
can play the game any way it finds

necessary, and that Browne, his as-

«REVI€IVS»
"Colorado Sunset"

with Gene Autry

Republic 61 Mins.

LIVELY AND INTERESTING STORY
GIVES AUTRY NICE BREAK FOR HEROICS

AND SINGING.

A different slant to the usual western

plot is given by having Gene Autry and his

Texas Troubadours quit barnstorming as

they purchase what they think is a Colo-

rado cattle ranch, only to find that the

stock consists of milk cows. This puts them
in the midst of a dairy war, with some well

concealed power hijacking the milk trucks

and destroying them in order to force them
into a combine. After many failures, Gene
and his pal Smiley Burnette finally trail the

crimes to a local veterinary and an assistant

sheriff. There is a local radio station in-

volved which gave the gang chief a chance
to signal his henchmen to attack the milk

trucks or destroy property, the signals being

disguised in innocent bulletins to ranchers.

There is a good long sequence at the finale,

wherein Gene and his boys finally tangle

with the gang caught red-handed in one
of their depredations. It is a running fight

on horseback for miles, it seems, and car-

ries a lot of punch. By way of lighter en-

tertainment, Gene sings, and the Trouba-
dours go into an instrumental harmony on

the slightest provocation.

CAST: Gene Autry, Smiley Burnette, June
Storey, Barbara Pepper, Larry "Buster"

Crabbe, Robert Barret, Patsy Montana, Pur-

nell Pratt, William Farnum, Kermit Maynard,
Jack Ingram, Elmo Lincoln, Frankie Marvin.

CREDITS: Producer, William Berke; Di-

rector, George Sherman; Authors, Luci

Ward, Jack Natteford; Screenplay, Betty

Burbridge, Stanley Roberts; Cameraman,
William Nobles; Editor, Lester Orlebeck.

DIRECTION, Very good. PHOTOGRA-
PHY, Excellent.

sociate officers, and the membership
of IATSE were not school children,
but on the contrary, past masters
at the sort of strategy needed to
win. She assailed the AAAA as deal-
ing in personalities and stated that
this vindictive attitude had been an-
ticipated from past performances.

TMAT Establishes Picket

Lines at Bronx Theaters
Picket lines were established yes-

terday by the Theatrical Managers,
Agents and Treasurers union at the

three Bronx theaters acquired by
Ed Peskay, M. Baranco and Clar-

ence Loew, from Moe Rosenberg,
protesting what they claim to be a

lockout of their members by the
new management. The theaters

have been closed for alterations, it

was stated.

Further Rugoff-Becker-TMAT
Hearings Deferred To Aug. 14

Hearings before the State Labor
Board of the Rugoff & Becker-
TMAT case were adjourned. yester-
day until Aug. 14 by the mutual
consent of counsel for >>oth sides.
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MICH. GO-OP NAMED

IN ANTI-TRUST SUIT

(.Continued from Page 1)

Court here, also names Co-operative
officers, directors and individual
members.
Ray Schreiber, who heads Mid-

west, claims $200,000 damages. The
company operates five theaters in
Detroit.

Court Reserves Decisions
on Folly Case Applications

Federal Judge Murray Hulbert re-

served decision yesterday on the
application of the eight majors, Re-
public Pictures, Monogram Distrib-
uting Corp., and Randforce Amuse-
ment Co., for a bill of particulars
to the $750,000 damage suit brought
against them by the Folly Amuse-
ment Co. which had charged viola-

tion of the Sherman Anti-Trust
Act.
Judge Hulbert also reserved de-

cision on an application of United
Artists to dismiss the suit on the
claim that the licensing of pictures

to the Folly Theater was not inter-

state commerce. The plaintiffs

claimed that the defendants con-
spired to give preference to Rand-
force houses on product and thereby
allegedly forced the Folly Theater
to close its doors.

Mobeel Enterprises Suing
Majors and Century Circuit

Anti-trust suit for undisclosed
damages was filed yesterday in the

New York Supreme Court by Mo-
beel Enterprises Inc., against Loew's,
Inc., United Artists Corp., Para-
mount Pictures, Inc., RKO Radio
Pictures, Inc., Warner Brothers Pic-

tures Corp., First National Produc-
tions Inc., and Century Circuit, Inc.

The plaintiffs, which operate the

Glenwood Theater, in Flatbush,
charge that the defendants have
given unfair preference in product
to the New College Theater, erected

recently, and operated by the Cen-
tury Circuit. No further details of

the suit were available.

Pelson In FCC Post
S. Ernest Pelson, formerly with

Grand National, has been appointed
general sales manager for the

French Cinema Center, it was an-
nounced yesterday. He immediate-
ly starts work on lining up key city

runs on "Harvest," initial release

by the organization which is sched-

uled for a September release.

WEDDING BELLS

Engagement has been announced
locally of Christopher H. Buckley,
Jr., of Bennington, Vt. to Miss
Elaine McKeon of Albany. Buck-
ley's father operates a small cir-

cuit around Bennington and prev-

iously owned four theaters in Al-

bany.

WHO'S WHO IN HOLLYWOOD
• • • Introducing Interesting Personalities: No. 213 • • •
JACK SKIRBALL. Producer. Born in Homestead, Pa. Attended the University

** of Cincinnati, Hebrew Union College, and Western Reserve University.
Filled Synagogue pulpits in Cleveland and Evansville, Indiana. Was with Alco
Films, Cincinnati, and Metro. Later was on Advisory Board and Division manager,
Educational. Associated with Wm. N. Skirball in Skirball Brothers Ohio Theaters.

Joined Educational in capacity of sales manager,
1932. Franchise holder with William N. Skirball

for Ohio on Warner, Columbia, Educational pic-

tures. Produced "The Birth of a Baby." Produced

all the shorts for Educational for six years. Pro-

duced "Miracle of Main Street" and "The Lady

Takes a Chance," for which no distribution ar-

rangements have been set yet. Just resigned

as vice-president in charge of production for

Grand National. Continues as active head of

Arcadia Pictures, and next production will be

Sinclair Lewis' "Angela Is Twenty-Two" for

major release.

Warner Theater Site Owner
Asks Slash In Assessment

Wilmington, Del.—Charging that
an excessive assessment had been
levied on the Warner Theater and
its entrance at 210 W. Tenth St., the
Old Time Petroleum Co., owner of

the theater site and lessee of the
entrance property, has filed a bill

in equity in the Court of Chancery
here.

The theater property was assessed
at $270,000 ($60,000 on the land
and $210,000 on the building) and
the entrance at $48,000 ($25,600
on the land and $22,400 on the im-
provement), according to the bill.

Complainant charges the former
should not exceed $135,400 and the

latter $15,000. As to the entrance,

the bill says that under the com-
pany's lease with the Eden Hall

Company, the petroleum firm is ob-

ligated to pay such amount of city

taxes as shall exceed the amount
which was payable for the year be-

ginning July 1, 1937, upon the then-

existing structures.

The Warner Theater opened Feb.

8, last.

Minneapolis Paper Sold;

Buffalo Daily Suspends

Minneapolis — The Minneapolis

Star yesterday purchased the Jour-

nal and consolidated the two papers

as the Star-Journal. Merle Potter,

one of the best known film critics

in the Mid-West, was on the Jour-

nal. Star's critic is Robert E.

Murphy.

Buffalo—Buffalo Times, evening

and Sunday, has folded. Film critic

was Ardis W. Smith, rated as one

of the ablest reviewers in the East.

Hoffberg Going to Coast
J. H. Hoffberg leaves New York

Tuesday for a three-week stay on
the Coast to confer with producers
there. He will visit a number of key
cities on his return trip where he
has affiliates who distribute the pic-

tures he imports into this country.

W. Va. ITO Sets Convention
For Clarksburg on Sept. 26

Clarksburg, W. Va.—First annual
convention of the Independent Thea-
ter Owners of West Virginia will be
held on Tuesday, Sept. 26, at the
Waldo Hotel here. President R. J.

Hiehle, who will preside, is being
assisted by the following committee:
Mrs. C. P. Church of Mannington;
Richard D. Marks of Clarksburg;
George D. Sallows of Morgantown,
and Garland West of Buckhannon.
Irving Daniel Davis is chairman of
the convention committee, and C. C.
Kellenberg, sales manager for 20th
Century-Fox in Pittsburgh, has been
appointed chairman of the Distribu-
tors' Committee.

Matters of primary importance to

the theater industry will be discussed
at this meeting, and the election of
new officers for the coming year will

also be held.

Several national Allied leaders
have signified their intention to at-

tend this convention, as well as
Home Office representatives of the
various film distributing organiza-
tions.

The business meeting will begin at

1:00 p.m., and will be followed by a
banquet and entertainment in the
evening.

Tele-Films Clash Scouted

by Don Lee Network Head

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — There will be no

"war" between tele and films for the
public's b. o. attention, asserts Thom-
as S. Lee, Don Lee network head,
back from the East.

Lee, owner of W6XAO, says he is

confident tele will fit over the film

production pattern, that tele will de-

velop its own stars, and that tele's

sets will be simpler, less expensive
than film's.

Lee station, temporarily off the
air, is installing higher definition

cameras. Additionally, Lee plans to

build a new mountain top station in

1940.

11 NEW FEATURES

BEFORE CAMERA
it(

By RALPH WILK
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAIL
Hollywood — New productic :

scheduled for this week totals 1

features. At Universal, "Thedfewe
of London" with Boris KarloffN^or
of the Fifteenth Century in Eng:
land. Rowland V. Lee producer an"
director. "Legion of Lost Flyers
with Richard Arlen, Andy Devine an
Anne Nagel. The third series o
outdoor dramas with Ben Pivar pro
ducer, Christy Cabanne directoi
"Chip of the Flying U" with Johnnj
Mack Brown, Bob Baker and Fuzz'
Knight. Ralph Staub director. "Cai
a Messenger," Arthur Lubin directoi
and Ken Goldsmith associate pro
ducer. .

At M-G-M, "Remember" with Rob
ert Taylor, Greer Garson, Lew Ayre;|
and Billie Burke. Milton Bren pro
duction, Norman McLeod director.
At RKO, "Vigil in the Night" witl

Carole Lombard, Brian Ahearne, Anm
Shirley. George Stevens directoi
and producer. Adapted from th<
novel by A. J. Cronin.

At Paramount, "Typhoon" star-

ring Dorothy Lamour with Robert
Preston playing opposite her. Louis
King director. Dramatic adventure
story laid against the romantic back
ground of the South Seas.

At 20th Century-Fox, "High
School" starring Jane Withers
George Nichols director. Robert
Ellis and Helen Logan wrote the:

screen story that has a San Antonio
Texas, high school as its back
ground.

At Warners, "Philo Vance Re
turns," S. S. Van Dine's original
James Stephenson portrays Philo
Vance. Margot Stevenson, Henry
O'Neill and Edward Brophy in the
cast. William Clemens director.

Stephens-Lang production, "Meet
Dr. Christian" first of series based
on the radio character created by
Jean Hersholt. Bernard Vorhaus
director.

At Monogram, "Murder in the Big
House," featuring Charles Bickford
and Barton MacLane. William Nigh
director.

STORKS!
Wilmington, Del.—It was Fathers'

Day at the Warner Theater on Fri-
day. A son was born at 3:30 P. M.
in the Wilmington General Hospital
to Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Grablis.
Mr. Grablis is a member of the
service staff. A son was born to Mr.
and Mrs. C. Leonard Howard at

10:15 P. M. in the Delaware Hos-
pital. Mr. Howard is assistant
manager. It was a first-born in

each case.

Columbus, O.—Mr. and Mrs. Rob-
ert Glick are parents of a son, born
July 25. Father is manager of

Neth's Eastern theater.
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Nazis Negotiating Spanish Pix Treaty, Plan Studio

HOW-DOWN stage nearsjn players uJpN row

Para.'s Half-Year Earnings Up $904,189 Over LastYear
Paramount's Second Quarter

Earnings Are Estimated

At $830,000
Paramount's earnings for the first

;ix months of 1939 are estimated

it $2,130,000, representing an in-

crease of $904,189 over the corre-

sponding period of last year, it was
announced yesterday following a

neeting of the board. At the same
;ime, it was announced that the

earnings for the second quarter,

t ended July 1, were estimated at

i £830,000, a jump of $435,065 over

J:he second quarter earnings of 1938

I when the quarterly profit was an-

nounced as $394,945.

J
The estimated quarterly earnings

(Continued on Page 7)

(SHOWMANSHIP FIRST,

MOSS TELLS SGHINERS

Gloversville, N. Y.—"Showmanship
comes first—don't forget that," was
the admonition given 300 Schine
managers, movie executives and
others by Alec Moss, Paramount
sales executive, at yesterday ses-

sion of the Schine convention.

This talk stood out in a busy day's

session that heard leading figures

from all the major producing com-
panies outline their plans for the

(Continued on Page 7)

Schine Meet Calls Execs,

Deferring Code's Revision

Completion of the revised trade
practice code has been delayed owing
to the absence of several of the sales

heads who are attending the Schine
convention in Gloversville. While

(Continued on Page 7)

Anti-Censorship Council

To Battle for "Harvest'
Banning of the French film, "Har-

vest," by the New York State Board
of Censors as "immoral" and "tend-
ing to corrupt morals" was vigorous-
ly assailed yesterday as "capricious

(Continued on Page 8)

B. O. Trend is Upward in Oklahoma Cities;

Good Fall, Winter Biz Foreseen by Exhibs.
Oklahoma City—A check-up of operations in major cities of the state by THE

FILM DAILY revea.s a slight upward trend in box-office grosses in July.

Considerable optimism exists as to fall and winter business with most operations
predicting that the forthcoming season will pass that of last year and may hit new
highs for the past few years as business conditions indicate good fall and winter grosses.

GOLE AND MYERS WILL NO WR-NT PEACE YET,

SPEAK AT A. C. MEET

Asbury Park, N. J.—Plans for
the annual New Jersey Allied and
eastern regional convention to be
held in Atlantic City, Sept. 6-8, were
perfected yesterday at a meeting
here of the New Jerse- unit.

The regional vice-presidents will

convene on the opening day, with
entertainment scheduled for the eve-
ning- at the 500 Club. Col. H. A.
Cole, national president, and Abram
F. Myers, general counsel, are to

discuss national problems on the
(Continued on Page 8)

Attacks Constitutionality

of Sandquist Bill's Veto

Chicago—Attorney Roland Libo-
nati filed suit yesterdav to test
the constitutionality of Gov. Harry
Horner's veto of the Sandquist anti-
duals bill and other measures killed

by the Governor, later than 10 days
(Continued on Page 7)

DECLARES GRAD SEARS

Published reports to the effect

that Warners and National Theaters
had healed their breach which for

a period of weeks has seen the for-

mer selling away from the circuit

in the West were denied yesterday
by Grad Sears, Warners sales chief.

"We have been negotiating, but
no deal has been consummated as

yet," said the Warner sales chief.

Peace overtures reportedly have
been under way since July 20 when
The Film Daily first indie? ted that
"checkerboard moves" to that end
were in progress.

Canadian ALP Approaches
Government for Action

Toronto—J. O. Scott, chairman of

the Anti-Protection League of Can-
ada, said yesterday that pending the
achievement of conciliation reform

(Continued on Page 41

Nazis Will Turn Out Pix for Spanish,

Latin -American Markets at Barcelona

Patent Law Changes Wait
For Roosevelt's Action

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington— President Roosevelt

has before him today five bills passed
by the Senate to tighten the patent
laws, as recommended by the TNEC.
The measures reduce from two

(Continued on Page 4)

By MANUEL JOSE TUERO
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

Madrid (By Cable)—A further
threat to an "open" market in
Spain for films produced by other
than the axis nations' producers was
seen with the arrival in Burgos of
Karl Froehlich, new Nazi director
of the Reich Film Chamber, to nego-

(Continued on Page 4)

Hollywood Stellar Contingent

to Attend A F of L

Council Meet
By HOLLIS KENNAHAN

FILM DAILY Staff Writer
With the showdown stage fast ap-

proaching, the situation on the East-
ern labor front last night presented
these outstanding highlights:

1. A number of AFA members
filed petitions asking for member-
ship meetings and amendments
which would make possible the ab-
sorption of the AFA by AGVA or

oust the present officials.

2 Paul Dulzell, executive secre-

tary of Actors Equity, was threat-

ened with bodily harm in an anony-
mous phone call.

3. Ken Thomson, SAG executive
secretary, and a group of screen
stars announced plans to come from

(Continued on Page 8)

INDIES FORM GROUP

TO SUPPORT JUBILEE

Independent Producers and Dis-
tributors Golden Jubilee Commit-
tee has been organized in New York
to participate in the celebration of

the industry's 50 years of progress.

Joseph Balaber, of Screen Attrac-
(Continued on Page 4")

$25,000 in Cash Awards
for NT's Fall Campaign

Fourth annual Fall drive of Na-
tional Theaters will get under way
Sept. 1 and continue until Dec. 24
with the 30 districts in the far flung

chain competing for $25,000 in cash
prizes. Spyros Skouras, NT chief-

(Continued on Page 8)

O'Connor Sets Reopening

Dates for 7 RKO Houses

Reopening dates of seven RKO
Theaters have been set by John J.

O'Connor, vice-president and gen-

eral manager of the circuit. The
Palace, Chicago, on Aug. 11 will

(Continued on Page 7)
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Am. Seat
Col. Picts. vtc.(2'/2%)
Col. Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. . .

East. Kodak
do pfd
Cen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc

do pfd
Paramount
Paramount 1st pfd.. .

Paramount 2nd pfd..

Pathe Film

RKO
20th Cent.-Fox
20th Cent.-Fox pfd.. .

Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros

do pfd

High

133/4

9%

Low

133/4

93/4

Net

Close Chg.

133/4 + 1/4

93/4 + 1/4

11%
172

113/4

46'/2

HI/4
171

il3/4
45%

1H/2 — l/4
172 + 1

11%— Vs
461/2 + %

93/4 91/g 91/2

103/4

13

2%
21

68
51/4

55'/2

103/4

12%
2

203/4

68
5%
55%

103/4

12%
2

21 + %

Vb

68 — 1

5%
55% — %

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith B. F. ref. 6s46 1003/8 1003/8 1003/8 + %
Loew's deb. 3i/

2 s46 103 103 103
Par. B'way 3s55
Par. Picts. 6s55
Par. Picts. cv. 3y4s47 91 Vs 91% 91 Vs + V4
RKO 6s41
Warner Bros.' cv. 6s39
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48 901/4 90% 90%

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts

Sonotone Corp
Technicolor 16 14 16 16 + 1/4

Trans-Lux
Universal Corp. vtc

Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES

Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd 100 103
Fox Thea. Office Bldg. 1st '46 33/8 5
Loew's Thea. Realty 6s 1st '47 100% 102%
Met. Playhouse, Inc. 2nd deb. '45. 70% 72%
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st '57 651/4 67%

PROGRESS
FILM LIBRARY

STOCK SHOTS
of Every Possible Description

Conveniently Catalogued

729 SEVENTH AVE. NYC.
BRYANT 9-5600

Fair Exhibitors Ass'n

Calls for 50 Cent Rate

Exhibitors Association of the New
York World's Fair yesterday served
written demand that the exposition's
directors inaugurate a flat 50 cent
admission fee throughout the week.
The demand was contained in a
communication to Mortimer N.
Buckner, chairman of the Fair's
executive committee. It was signed
by S. R. Knapp, chairman of the
Exhibitors Assn. executive commit-
tee, and countersigned by E. H.
Sniffin, president of the association.
The compromise admission charge

put into effect Julv 31 was scored
as "simply another week-end bar-
gain which has already been tried

and found unsatisfactory."

Metro May Not Release

Pascal's New Shaw Pix

London (By Cable)—Gabriel Pas-
cal will send G. B. Shaw's "Major
Barbara" into production at Pine-
wood in September, with cast in-

cluding Wendy Hiller, John Mills,

Sir Cedric Hardwicke, Ralph Rich-
ardson. Gordon Harker, Marie Joehr,
Jean Cadell, Sybil Thorndyke, Rex
Harrison, David Tree and Walter
Hudd. Release, it is reported, may
be via some other company than
Metro despite the fact that Pascal
and Metro were understood to have
an agreement.

Metro New Season Biz

Ahead 5% in Chicago

Chicago—Metro exchange officials

report business during the past few
weeks on new season product as run-
ning about five per cent ahead of
the same period last year.

ITOA's Special Meeting
Postponed for One Week

Special meeting of the ITOA,
scheduled for yesterday for the dis-

cussion of industry problems, was
postponed one week. The new code,

which is expected to be completed
and released by that time, is ex-
pected to be the chief topic for con-
sideration.

Urges Pledge Payment
An appeal for immediate payment

of pledges to the United Jewish Ap-
peal to meet emergency needs, was is-

sued by Samuel D. Leidesdorf, treas-

urer of the New York campaign. The
United Jewish Appeal, Leidesdorf
pointed out, must have cash in order
to meet urgent overseas commit-
ments.

20th-Fox Borrows Two
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — 20th-Fox has bor-

rowed Fred MacMurray from Para-
mount and Andy Devine from Uni-
versal for its remake of "Little Old
New York." MacMurray deal was a
swap for Don Ameche for whom
three stories are under consideration.
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5 WB Pix for September;
Mono. Has 5 for August

Warners' new release schedule lists

five feature productions for Septem-
ber. They are: "The Old Maid," 2;
"Nancy Drew and the Hidden Stair-

case," 9; "A Child Is Born," 16; "No
Place to Go," 23; and "Dust Be My
Destiny," 30.

Monogram will release five during
August. They are: "Mr. Wong in

Chinatown," 1; "Girl from Rio," 7;
"Irish Luck," 15; "Riders of the
Frontier," 16 and "Oklahoma Ter-
ror," 25.

WB Denied Particulars

Bill In $75,000 Action

Federal Judge Murray Hulbert
yesterday denied the application of
Warner Bros. Pictures, Inc., for a
bill of particulars in the suit of
Katherine Moog against Warners,
and ruled that the defendant had
failed to prove that the complaint
was vague and indefinite in order
to require a bill.

The plaintiff is suing for $75,000
damages, charging the defendant
with libel in allegedly portraying
her as Erika Woolf in the motion
nicture "Confessions Of A Nazi
Spy."

Robert J. Flaherty Will

Make U. S. Gov't Picture

Quebec—Robert J. Flaherty, na-
tive of Port Arthur, Ont.. who di-

rected Alexander Korda's "Elephant
Boy" and scores of other films, ar-

rived here yesterday on the Empress
of Australia en route to Washing-
ton to make a documentary film for

the United States Government. He
will cooperate with Pare Lorentz
who made "The River" and similar
technique will be employed in mak-
ing- the new film which will deal
with the American farmer.

Chi. Mark for "Chips"?
Chicago—"Goodby. Mr. Chips," is

knocking at "Pygmalion's" record of
eight weeks at the B & K Apollo
Theater. The film enters its sixth

week, with a record of 101,437 at-

tendance during its first five weeks'
run. Bets are being made it will

break all house records before it

leaves the Loop.

"Beau Geste" Starts Big

Paramount's new "Beau Geste,"
which had its world premiere yester-

day at the New York Paramount
Theater, scored the biggest biz the
theater has recorded in over a year,

Robert M. Weitman, manager, said

last night and will have a comfort-
able lead over the $11,000 gross run
up by "Man About Town."

Vaud. Replaces Jitterbugs

Chicago—Vaudeville will replace
Jitterbug contests at the B & K
North Shore and other houses. If

vaud. proves successful, it will be
extended to more B & K theaters.

corn i no mid goiiic

LYNN FARNOL, advertising and publicity head
of United Artists, flies to the Coast Sunday.

OSCAR HANSON is here from Canada.

MAJ. FREDERICK L. HERRON. treasura and
manager of the foreign department of 'f^PA,
has left New York for a vacation. i-

WILLIAM W. SULLIVAN, manager for 20th-
Fcx in Panama, is visiting at the home office.

JOHN EBERSON, film theater architect, arrives

in Gloversville today to attend the Schine con-
vention.

MABEL DREW, of the 20th-Fox publicity de-
partment, leaves today for a visit on the Coast.

WESLEY RUGGLES, Columbia producer-direc-
tor, is in Arizona for an aerial survey of the
country to be used in the filming of "Arizona."

GERTRUDE LAWRENCE arrives in New York
today.

VICTOR PAYNE-JENNINGS, producer, leaves
for the Coast today.

BETTE DAVIS arrives in New York tomorrow.

CHARLES E. McCARTHY, 20th-Fox pub. and
ad. chieftain, flies back to New York tomorrow
from Hollywood.

O. BOWES, Saskatchewan exhib., and VICTOR
STREUL, Ottawa exhib., were visitors this week
at the RKO Lounge.

EMIL FELDBERG, National Screen representative
in New Haven, is visiting in Peekskill.

CARMEN MASCOLI, of the Alhambra Theater,
Waterbury, Conn., is vacationing in Maine.

HARRY LEIDS, of the Loew-Poli construction
department, is visiting theaters in the chain in

Connecticut and Massachusetts.

MORRIS JACOBSON, of the Strand Amusement
Co Circuit, Conn., leaves shortly for a vacation
in Monticello, N. Y.

GEORGE HICKEY, M-G-M's West Coast man-
ager, is a visitor here.

WILLIAM HOLDEN, who plays the title role

in "Golden Boy," leaves the Coast Aug. 18 to
attend the New York premiere.

DAME MAY WHITTY arrives from Europe to-
day on the Washington.

SUSAN HAYWARD, Paramount star, is at the
Waldorf-Astoria.

TERRY DeLAPP here from the Coast.

Z. CLEMENTE, Spanish producer, arrived from
Hollywood yesterday on his way to Buenos Aires
to make a series of pictures.

Visitors to Paramount's World's Fair head-
quarters in the home office include MR. and
MRS. E. V. RICHARDS, theater associate of
New Orleans; R. D. STALLINGS, Kincey Circuit
city manager at Lenoir, N. C. ; EDYTHE J.

LAUGHLIN, Raleigh, N. C; MR. and MRS. R.

A. MOMM, of Loudonville, Ohio; TED deBOOR,
of the Interstate Circuit in Dallas; JOSEPH J.

DEITCH, buyer and booker for the Tri-State
Circuit in Des Moines and HUGH BRALY, Para-
mount district manager in Dallas.

Mr. Executive!
I'm at your service!!

Stick-to-it-ivness, dependabil-
ity, character, competency, thor-

oughness, efficiency,—are my
qualifications!

Picture Production—Theatre,

Radio, are my Forte!

Salary—Secondary Considera-

tion!

Opportunity—the most De-
sirable!

Let me prove my worth to

You Mr. Executive!

FILM DAILY, Box No. 1206
1501 Broadway New York City



While the industry thrills to

the news of the greatness of

M-G-M's "WIZARD OF OZ"
here is the ever-growing list

of theatres which will play

—it in the biggest simultane-

ous launching any picture

ever got! Synchronized with

giant $250,000 ad campaign!

United Artists, Chicago . Grand, Atlanta

Vendome, Nashville . State, Memphis

State, Houston . State, New Orleans

Midland, Kansas City . State, St. Louis

Palace, Indianapolis . Loew's, Louisville

Victory, Evansville . Loew's, Rochester

State, Syracuse . State &. Orpheum, Boston

State, Providence . Palace, Washington,

D.C. . Century, Baltimore . State, Norfolk

Parkway, Wilmington . State, Cleveland

Strand, Scranton . Boyd, Philadelphia

Poli, New Haven . Poli, Bridgeport

Poli, Hartford . Poli, Waterbury . Poli,

Springfield, Mass. . Poli, Worcester

Valentine, Toledo . Loew's, Akron
Loew's, Canton . Loew's, Dayton . Ohio,

Columbus . Penn, Pittsburgh . Colonial,

Reading . Regent, Harrisburg . Carolina,

Charlotte . Shea's Buffalo, Buffalo

Orpheum, Denver . State, Minneapolis

Paramount, St. Paul . Wisconsin, Mil-

waukee . Palace, Albany . Palace, Dallas

Majestic, San Antonio . Criterion, Okla-

homa City . Omaha, Omaha . United

Artists, Portland . Ritz, Tulsa . Warfield,

San Francisco . Des Moines &. Roosevelt,

Des Moines (Day and Date) . Fifth Ave.,

Seattle .Carthay Circle,Los Angeles . Catar-

act, Niagara Falls . Virginia, Champaign,

111. . Colfax, South Bend . Centre, Salt

Lake City. Indiana, Terre Haute . Lyceum,

Duluth . Riviera, Binghamton . Grand,

Topeka . Miller, Wichita . Colonial, AL
lentown . Broadway, Kingston . Bardovan

Poughkeepsie . Paramount, Oakland

Warner, Youngstown . Lincoln, Trenton

Ellanay, El Paso . State, Portland, Me.

Fox, Spokane . Music Box, Tacoma
Academy, Meadville, Pa.' . Drake, Oil

City, Pa. .Cambria, Johnstown, Pa. .Penn,

New Castle, Pa. . Menlo, Charleroi, Pa.

State, Altoona, Pa. . Lyceum, Kittaning,

Pa. . Manos Band Box, Vandergrift, Pa.

Colonial, Elmira, Pa. . American, Roanoke

Ceramic, E. Liverpool, Ohio . Havens,

Olean, N. Y. . Princess, Modesto, Calif.

Pine Tree, Klamath Falls, Ore. . Madison,

Peoria .Orpheum, Springfield, 111. .Regent,

Grand Rapids . Capitol, Flint . Strand,

Lansing . State, Kalamazoo . Ute,

Colorado Springs . Lincoln, Cheyenne

Lafayette, Lafayette, Ind. . Keith Albee,

Huntington, W. Va. . Ohio, Lima . Gillioz,

Springfield, Mo. . Morgan, Ironwood,

Mich. . State, Easton . Rialto, Williams-

port, Pa. . Capitol, Charleston, W. Va.

Mayfair, Asbury Park . Majestic, Perth

Amboy . Ohio, Sandusky • Capitol, Little

Rock . Regent, Bay City . Regent, Battle

Creek . State, Ithaca . Stanley, Utica

Proctor's, Schenectady . Garde, New
London . Stamford, Stamford . Elsinore,

Salem, Ore. . Worth, Ft. Worth . Fargo,

Fargo, N. D. . Rialto, Butte . Orpheum, Ogden,

Utah . Ada, Boise, Ida. . Emboyde, Ft. Wayne
Rivoli, Muncie . Chateau, Rochester, Minn.

State, Sioux Falls . Paramount, Austin, Minn.
Paramount, Austin, Tex. . Paramount, Cedar

Rapids . Capitol, Sioux City . Carolina, Wilming-

ton, N. C. . Washington, Quincy, 111. . Wilson,

Fresno, Cal. . Stamford, Palo Alto, Cal. . Irvin,

Bloomington, 111. . Michigan, Jackson, Mich.

Carolina, Durham . Ambassador, Raleigh . Caro-

lina, Winston Salem . Rialto, Amsterdam . Rialto-

Monticello . Community, Saratoga . Palace, Nor-

wich . Paramount, Middletown . Broadway, New-
burgh . Kallett, Oneida . Waco, Waco . Majestic,

Wichita Falls . Bijou, Bangor . Capitol, Daven-

port, la. . Mt. Baker, Bellingham, Wash. . Liberty,

Yakima, Wash. . Rivoli, La Crosse . California,

San Jose, Cal. . Senator, Sacramento . Circle,

Annapolis . Paramount, Lynchburg . Arcade,

Salisbury >. Missouri, St. Joseph . Booth, Inde-

pendence, Mo. . Paramount, Hot Springs . Para-

mount, Jackson, Tenn. . Indiana, Bloomington,

Ind. . Tivoli, Richmond, Ind. . Sipe, Kokomo, Ind.

Dakota, Grand Forks . Smoot, Parkersburg, W.Va.
Paramount, Ashland, Ky. . Regent, Saginaw

State, New Bedford . Main, Pueblo . Majestic,

Beloit . Grand, Wausau . Orpheum, Madison,Wis.

Meyers, Janesville, Wis. . Braumart, Iron Moun-
tain, Mich. . Fond Du Lac, Fond Du Lac . Fox,

Marinette . Maryland, Hagerstown . Maryland,

Cumberland . McDonald, Eugene, Ore. . Rio,

Appleton, Wis. . Venetian, Racine . Kenosha,

Kenosha . Sheboygan, Sheboygan . Jefferson,

Beaumont . Strand, Pt. Arthur . Arcadia, Baytown

Fairmont, Fairmont,W.Va. . State,Washington,Pa.

Shea, Bradford . Rialto, Lewistown, Pa. . Du Bois,

Du Bois, Pa. . Center, High Point, N. C. . Capitol,

Salisbury . Lyric, Lancaster, Ohio . Geneva,

Geneva, N. Y. . Auburn, Auburn . California,

Salinas, Cal. . Fox, Watsonville, Cal. . Peninsula,

Burlingame, Cal. . Porter, Woodland, Cal. . Lincoln,

Decatur, 111. . Fischer, Danville, 111. . Illinois,

Macomb, 111. . Center, So. Haven, Mich . Carolina,

Greensboro . Colonial, Bluefield . Glove, Glovers-

ville . Oneonta, Oneonta . Avon, Watertown

Carolina, Hickory . Shea's Union, New Philadel-

phia, Ohio . Empress, So. Norwalk . Warner,

Torrington . Capitol, Willimantic . Paramount,

Amarillo . Flynn, Burlington . State, Harrison-

burg, Va. . Capitol, Pittsfield . Empire, Lewiston

Capitol, Concord . Garden, Greenfield, Mass.

Fitchburg, Fitchburg . Haines, Waterville, Me.

Nicholas, Fairmont, Minn. . Electric, Larned, Kan.

Liberty, Lewiston,Wash. . West, Trinidad . Avalon,

Grand Junction . Kerredge, Hancock . Capitol,

Grand Island . Iowanna, Red Oak, la. . Will Rogers,

Charleston . Paramount, Charlottesville . Avalon,

Easton, Md. . State, Havre De Grace . Logan,

Logan, Ohio . Fox, Hutchinson, Kan. . Palace,

Corpus' Christi . Texas, San Angelo . Illinois,

Centralia . Liberty, Great Falls, Mont. . Wilma,

Missoula, Mont. . Chief, Pocatello, Ida. . Indiana,

Marion . State, Anderson . Logan, Logansport

Hollywood, Petoskey . Liberty, Benton Harbor

Lyric, Traverse City . Garden, Frankfort, Mich.

Star, Scottsville . Michigan, Muskegon . Maltz,

Alpena, Mich. . Bridgman, Bridgman, Mich.

Grand, Grand Haven . Loma, Coloma, Mich.

Opera House, Jamestown, N. D. . State, Winona,

Minn. . State, Mankato, Minn. . Saenger, Pine

Bluff . Strand, Jonesboro, Ark. . Mahaska, Oska-

loosa, la. . Capitol, Ottumwa, la. . Fort, Rock

Island . Strand, Waterloo, la. . Orpheum, Parsons,

Kan. . Vilis, Eagle River . Star, Oconomowoc
Nordic, Marquette . Michigan, Escanaba . Osh-

kosh, Oshkosh . Lawton, Lawton, Okla. . Aztec,

Enid, Okla. . Paramount, Glens Falls . Columbia,

Paducah . Princess, St. James, Minn. . Lucas,

Savannah . Grand, Macon . Ritz, Chillicothe

Colonia, Norwich, N. Y. . Strand, Ogdensburg

Pontiac, Saranac Lake . Colonial, Augusta, Me.

Palace, Ashtabula, Ohio . Colonial, Portsmouth,

Ohio . Capitol, Salisbury, N. C. . Majestic, Reno
Capitol, Jefferson City . Hollywood, Leavenworth

Carolina, Hendersonville, N. C. . Liberty, Van-

dalia, 111. . Roseland, Flat River, Mo. . Effingham,

Effingham, 111. . Iowa, Keokuk, la. . Pantheon,

Vincennes . Clazell, Bowling Green, Ohio
Bourbon, Paris, Ky. . Liberty, Pikesville, Ky.

Community, Catskill . Hunter, Hunter, N. Y.

Asuable Clube, Keene Valley, N. Y. . Pine Plains,

Pine Plains . Adirondack, Speculator, N. Y.

Royal, Spirit Lake, la. . Carolina, Lexington, N. C.

Princess, Del Rio, Tex. . Cumberland, Brunswick,

Me. . Opera House, Bath, Me. . Wilton, Wilton,

Me. . Princess, St. James, Minn. . Lake, Detroit

Lakes . Grand Duquoin . Strand, Dover, N. H.

Strand, Rockland, Me. . Wilson, Wilson, N. C.

Liberty, Olympia.Wash. . Hollywood, Montevideo,

Minn. . Carolina, Spartanburg . California, Stock-

ton . Schines State, Fostoria . Shea's Paramount,

Fremont . Poncan, Ponca City < Washita, Chick-

asha . Rex, Bolton Landing . Chester, Chestertown

Whipple," Fleischmanns . Lake, Lake George

Palace, Lake Placid . Liberty, Liberty . State,

Ticonderoga . Roxy, Peru, Ind. . Kingston, Che-

boygan . Lyric, Cadillac . Lake, Devils Lake . New
Ulm, New Ulm, Minn. . Vernon, Mt. Vernon, Ohio
Ritz, Tiffin, Ohio . Schine's, Wooster, Ohio . Ritz,

Muskogee, Okla. . Granada, The Dalles, Ore.

Manring, Middlesboro . Plaza, Burlington, Wis.

Sprague, Elkhorn, Wis. . Arcadia, Harlingen, Tex.

Texas, Denton; Tex. . Dreamland, Livermore Falls

World, Kearney, Neb. . Simon, Brenham, Tex.

Cameron, Cameron, Tex. . Palace, Cisco, Tex.

Rig, Anahuac, Tex. . Lyric, Gillespi, 111. . Lincoln,

Robinson, 111. . Arcadia, Olney, 111. . Orpheum,
Mackinaw Island . Community, Harbor Beach

Palace, Silsbee . Madison, Richmond, Ky. . Amenia,

Amenia, N. Y. . Totem Lodge, Averill Park

Grand Hotel, Highmount • Millerton, Millerton

Phoenicia, Phoenicia . Temple, Kane, Pa.

St. Mary's, St. Mary's, Pa. . Rialto, Grayling, Mich.

Orpheum, Franklin, Pa.

Opera, Sun Valley, Ida.

Peoples, Chanute, Kan.

. Ritz, Clearfield, Pa.

Margie Grand, Harlan

Arcade, Horton, Kan.

Iola, Iola, Kan. . Regent, Newton, Kan. . Dream-

land, Russell, Kan. . Noll, Bethany, Kan. . Star,

Nevada, Mo. . Geneva, Lake Geneva, Wis. . State,

Rhinelander, Wis. . Aqua, Minocqua, Wis. . Mat-

toon, Mattoon, 111. . Miller, Festus, Mo. . Orpheum,
Harrisburg, III. . Orpheum, Twin Falls . Hart>

Hart, Mich. . Vogue, Manistee, Mich. . Lyric,

Ludington, Mich. . Holland, Holland, Mich.

Rogers, Rogers City, Mich. . Star, Gladwin, Mich.

Community, Elk Rapids . Temple, E. Jordan, Mich.

Playhouse,Whitehall, Mich. . La Nora, Pampa.Tex.

McSwain, Ada, Okla. . Bay, Alexandria Bay

Franjo, Boonville . Park, Cobleskill . State,

Deposit, N. Y. . Maple, Jeffersonville, N. Y.

Manor, Livingston Manor . Massena, Massena

Galli Curci, Margaretville . Empire, Pt. Henry

Harris State, Salem, Ohio . Valentine, Defiance,

Ohio . Athena, Athens, Ohio . State, Uniontown,

Pa. . Orpheum, Franklin, Pa. . Ritz, Clearfield, Pa.

Strand, Ridgway, Pa. . Del Mar, Santa Cruz . State,

Monterey . Senator, Chico . Fox, Visalia . Merced,

Merced . Hanlon, Vallejo . State, Garden City,

Kan. . Regent, Newton, Kan. . Family, E. Tawas

Gaylord, Gaylord . Regent, Allegan . Midstate,

W. Branch . Iosco, Oscoda, Mich. . Ideal, Clare,

Mich. . Ward, Mt. Pleasant . Oz, Freemont

Boyne, Boyne City . Rivoli, Hastings, Neb. . Eneau,

Pittsburg, Cal. . State, Martinez . Strand, Cov--

ington . State, Westminster, Md. . Aggie, Arling-

ton, Tex. . Rialto, Denison, Tex. . Palace, Cor-

sicana . Lyric, Brownwood . Capitol, Brownsville

Paramount, Bristol . Center, Rocky Mount . Pitt,

Greenville . Modene, Stanbury, Mo. . Lyric,

Plattsburg, Mo. . Ritz, Big Springs, Tex. . Palace,

Colorado, Tex. . Oklahoma, McAlester . Texas,

Sherman, Tex. . Palace, Seguin, Tex. . Etc., Etc.

B
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NAZIS NEGOTIATING

SPANISH PIX TREATY

(Continued from Page 1)

tiate a film treaty with the Span-
ish Ministry of Education.

In addition to this, the Nazi gov-
ernment has appointed a director of

propaganda for the Iberian Penin-
sula to popularize German films.

Plans are also being readied by the

Nazis to build a large studio near
Barcelona where both German and
Spanish films will be produced, with
the latter to be aimed at the Latin
American markets as well as for

local consumption.
Although permits have been is-

sued to three American companies
to import new films, only old Amer-
ican pictures are being shown in

the theaters that remained open
through the war or have been re-

opened since its conclusion. The
distributors are protesting the dras-

tic currency restrictions and are

also seeking a revision in the quota

stipulations. Although the Amer-
ican pictures are tremendously pop-

ular with the public, who do not

like German and Italian films, ship-

ping is at a standstill at the pres-

ent time.

Future course of action by the

American distribs may hinge on

whether or not the government will

make certain concessions which will

at least allow the companies to de-

rive enough cash revenue from their

operations to cover operating costs.

Canadian ALP Approaches

Government for Action

(Continued from Page 1)

in the Dominion, "and in the ab-

sence of adequate conciliation ma-
chinery" he is "making tentative

approaches to the government au-

thorities regarding certain special

cases" in which "he is directly in-

terested."
Scott states also that all indepen-

dents in Canada are completing plans

for their provincial conventions

when delegates will be appointed to

the national convention of the APL,
to be held in Toronto during the

last week in August.

Acquires Varilla Rights
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Baron Valentine Man-

delstamm, formerly French Foreign
office attache, now in Hollywood for

a vacation, has secured the rights

to the Life of and the material con-

cerning Col. Bunau Varilla which is

centered around the construction of

the Panama Canal.

Technicolor Record
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—For the first time in film

annals, a single studio, Para., has three

Technicolor pix shooting. Before cam-
eras are "Dr. Cyclops," about half

through; "Untamed," in its third week,
and "Typhoon," just rolling.

Warners yesterday scheduled Techni-
color treatment for two Errol Flynn star-

rers
—"Sea Hawk" and "Nevada."

ALONG THE

with PHIL M. DALYi

• • • HUMAN interest stunt with an appeal to thousands

of youngsters oi high school age throughout greater New York

originated by Loew's home office pub dep't it serves as a four-way

plug 1. it plugs the personal appearance of Mickey Rooney and

Judy Garland at the Capitol 2. "The Wizard of Oz" at the Capitol

3. "Andy Hardy Gets Spring Fever" at the Loew theaters on the

subsequent runs 4. Mickey and Judy in "Babes in Arms" and

that's a pretty good job for one stunt

T T T
• • • THE plan is to offer to high school boys and girls the

opportunity to serve on an Official Reception Committee to meet

Judy and Mickey at the train to escort them to the Capitol

to have luncheon with the young stars at a leading hotel

quite a simple stunt but one with tremendous appeal

to the average kid to dine with these two pop juvenile stars.

T T T
• • • SELECTION of the youngsters will be made on a city-wide

basis all 74 Loew theaters are distributing ballots on which the

kids write their name, age, school, etc the ballots are being

showered into special ballot boxes in every Loew lobby it is ex-

pected that 200,000 kids will register on the nite of Friday, Aug. 11,

each theater will have a drawing on the stage and pick out the one boy

and one girl who are to represent that neighborhood on the Reception

Committee to be eligible the boy and girl must be in the theater

that nite names will be drawn until the two youngsters are found

and that won't hurt the B. O. that evening the idea originated

with Oscar Doob with Ernie Emerling and Eddie Dowden and the

rest of the Loew publicity staff lining it up in the Long Island,

Westchester and Jersey neighborhoods, local newspapers are sponsoring

the Committee

T T T
• • • WITH a number of sequences in Korda's "Four Fea-

thers" covering exciting battle action of the charging Dervishes

in the Sudan over an area of ten miles the Capitol on Broad-

way will employ a Magnascope screen opens today, the first

U. A. picture to play at this spot

T T T
• • • A PLAQUE was presented to the Washington Variety Club

from the National Variety Club as being the most charitable of all the

chapters in the country John H. Harris, National Chief Barker, made
the presentation to A. E. Lichiman representing the Washington chapter,

and Rudolph Berger as chairman of the club's welfare fund the

Washington unit obtained the distinction through their gift last year to

Sibley Memorial Hospital of ten baby incubators

T T T
• • • HE starts his seventh year of service with B & K in

Chi Roy McMullen, manager of the Granada, and prexy

of the Employees Association Mac is one of the most popular

theater managers in the territory, having been connected with the

biz for twenty years. . • Beatrice Metz, that charming sec over

at National Screen Service, has been promoted from the pro-

duction dep't to be the secretary to William B. Brenner. . • Jack
Trop was associate producer on that fine western production,

"Heritage of the Desert," turned out by Harry Sherman and
Jack feels proud enough about it to want credit. . . .why not?

« « « » » »

INDIES FORM GROUP

TO SUPPORT JUBIUI

(Continued from Page 1)

tions, has been named temporal
chairman of the committee.
A substantial representation

the Eastern section of the tr£S<;<li|

been assured, Balaber said ySstJ
day, and efforts are being made
enlist all of the 300 or more units
the independents.

It was pointed out that a Cosl
meeting of the MPPDA probat|
will be held shortly in order
co-ordinate the national campaij|
of the independents.
Benjamin Kleinerman, of Exhill

tors Pictures, and Mackay Storl
representing the visual educatiJ
field, have joined the committel
Temporary headquarters have be<[

set up in the Film Center Bldj|

630 Ninth Ave., New York City.

Patent Law Changes Wait
For Roosevelt's Actio!

(Continued from Page 1)

years to one the period within whic
an inventor may make public usi

of his invention before applying fc

a patent, revise "Interference Pra<j

tices" and reduce number of hearing!

which may be held, abolish "renewal
applications for patents, extend th

authority of the Patent Commission
er to allow him to require an appl
cant to respond to an official actio^

within less than the current statu!

ory period of six months and reduc
the period within which to cop
claims from an issued patent for th
purpose of asserting priority.

Passed by the Senate, followinj

earlier House passage, is the meas
ure to limit the life of a patent t
20 years from the date of filing at

application, instead of the presen
17 years from date of issuance of
patent. The TNEC stated under ol

procedure delays up to 40 years oc

curred.

Small Borrows Jon Hall
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILi
Hollywood — Edward Small hai

borrowed Jon Hall from Samue
Goldw.yn for the lead in "South o:

Pago Pago," to be released througl
United Artists.

Best wishes from THE FILM DAILY
to the following on their birthdays:

AUGUST 3

Harriet Roth

Adrienne Ames

Dolores del Rio

Charles M. Mersereau

Wellwyn Totman
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& Born TAe Mighty

Drama of America's

"Navy of Mercy"!

^ieroes all... of sea,

land and air...ever

ready for danger...

or love... from the

Equator to the Pole!

<i'f /

Screen play by Richard Maibs

Albeit DuHy, Hftrry Segall

Directed by
EDWARD LU D W I <$.

A COLUMBIA
P I C T V RE

RANDOLPH FRANCES RALPH

SCOTT* DEE * BELLAMY
WALTER CONNOLLY

;

geiiable heart-

sfortheroman-
! Boaring action

for the adventurous

!

Inspiring thrills for

every American! A
sure-fire hit for your
boxofficelA great big

indering produc-

tion ... to bring sag-

ging Summer grosses

back with a bang!
-vS
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"In Name Only"
with Carole Lombard, Cary Grant,

Kay Francis

RKO Radio 102 Mins.

UNUSUAL ROMANCE OF WkFE LOSING
OUT TO THE OTHER WOMAN HAS
STRONG APPEAL.

Aj romance that gives opportunity for

Carole Lombard 3nd Kay Francis to play

dramatic parts of unusual interest as t-hey

fight over one man. Cary Grant is the

man!, and the story is one that will exer-

cise! a strong appeal to the average woman.
Grant finds himself at odds with his wife,

Kayj Francis, for he has learned that she

marfied him only for his mojiey. He meets

Carole Lombard, a commercial designer, and

the two soon find themselves deeply in love.

The wife begins a campaign of duplicity in

order to hold her husband when he informs

her that they must get a divorce. She pre-

tends to go to Paris to secure the divorce,

but comes back without it. Meanwhile
Grant's parents are siding with his wife, be-

lieving her lies and that their son is mis-

treating her. Much of the appeal of the

film is in the clever way in which the wife

makes herself appear as a martyr fighting

another woman's attempts to steal her hus-

band. The climax comes with the serious

illness of the husband, and the specialist's

warning that only the girl whose name he

calls for in his delirium can save him. The
name is that of Carole Lombard, and after

a final scene with the wife, who discloses

her hand in front of her husband's parents,

the situation resolves itself satisfactorily and

the wife is finally forced out of the picture,

with all her evil scheming coming to

naught. It is not a pretty part for Kay
Francis to play, but she handles it superbly.

Carole Lombard is very appealing. Grant
plays a difficult role with restraint and con-

viction. Selling angles: The unusual fight

between Lombard and Francis over Cary
Grant.

CAST: Carole Lombard, Cary Grant, Kay
Francis, Charles Coburn, Helen Vinson,

Katharine Alexander, Jonathan Hale, Mau-
rice Moscovich, Nella Walker, Peggy Ann
Garner, Spencer Charters.

CREDITS: Producer, George Haight; Di-

rector, John Cromwell; Author, Bessie Breu-

er; Screenplay, Richard Sherman; Camera-
man, J. Roy Hunt; Editor, William Hamilton.

DIRECTION, Excellent. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

"Iron Mask" Clicking Big

Top business for Edward Small's
"Man in the Iron Mask" was re-

ported by United Artists yesterday.
After two weeks at Radio City Music
Hall where it played to more than
400,000 patrons, the picture is re-

ported to be doing heavy business
at the Stanley, Philadelphia, in its

second week. Good business also

was reported from New Haven and
Hartford, where it is in its second
weeks. "Man in the Iron Mask" is

an indefinite holdover at the Strand
in Atlantic City.

RKO Signs Kerasotes
Springfield, 111. — The Kerasotes

circuit has closed for new season
RKO product.

"Mutiny on the
Blackhawk"

with Richard Arlen, Andy Devine,

„ Constance Moore
Universal 67 Mins.

LIVELY HISTORICAL DRAMA OF SLAVE-

SHIPS AND MEXICAN FIGHTING MAKES
GOOD ENTERTAINMENT.

A semi-historical drama dating back to

the days of the slave traders, which results

in some good action entertainment. Rich-!

ard Arlen as an officer in the U. S. Army
is commissioned to go after a sjave trading

brig operating in the Sandwich Isles. Noah
Beery plays the scoundrelly captain with

Guinn Williams as his tough mate. After

taking the abuse of the captain and mate

the crew rebel and with Arlen's leadership

take over. They release the Islanders in

the hold who were the live slave cargo.

Arriving off the southern California coast,

the story suddenly loses its nautical atmos-

phere and becomes a land drama. It in-

volves a settlement of pioneers from the

States. Arlen lands with his crew and the

Islanders, demanding food. Kit Carson, the

famous scout, is there also, and it seems

that the Mexican army command is not far

away. In another direction conveniently

situated is a detachment of U. S. troops.

Thus the director has the makings of a

nice battle, which he proceeds to unfold

as the Mexicans decide to attack when the

commander becomes annoyed at the atti-

tude of Arlen and his crew. The battle

sequences are well handled, with the Mexi-

can troops storming the mountain, and being

bowled over by barricades of great boulders

that are hurled down upon them. Then the

battle continues in the walled settlement,

with the American troops riding to the

rescue in the nick of time. The battle

scenes and action stuff make this lively

fare, with clever direction by Christy Ca-

banne. Selling angles: the exciting battle

scenes; the mutiny aboard a slave ship.

CAST: Richard Arlen, Andy Devine, Con-
stance Moore, Noah Beery, Guinn Williams,

Thurston Hall, Sandra Kane, Paul Fix, Rich-

ard Lane, Mabel Albertson, Charles Trow-
bridge, Bill Moore, Byron Foulger, Fran-

cisco Maran, Eddy Waller.

CREDITS: Director, Christy Cabanne; Pro-

ducer, Ben Pivar; Screenplay, Michael Sim-

mons. Story idea, Ben Pivar.

DIRECTION, Very Good. PHOTOGRA-
PHY, Okay.

Orders Goldberg Testify

New York Supreme Court Judge
Edward J. McGoldrick yesterday
ordered William Goldberg, treasurer
of Europa Cinema, Inc., to testify

before trial on Aug. 16 in the suit

of Michael J. Levinson for $10,000
damages. Levinson charges breach
of contract whereby the defendant
allegedly agreed to exhibit the film,

"The Last Of The Penitentes," in

his Europa Theater.

Greiver Adds Two
Chicago—The Cameo and Schind-

ler theaters are now included in the
Si. Greiver circuit.

"Dead Men Tell No
Tales"

with Emlyn Williams, Sara Seegar

Alliance 70 Mins.

FINE EXAMPLE OF BRITISH STUDIOS'
SKILL IN FILMING MURDER MYSTERY
THAT IS ENGROSSING.

One of the best of the murder mysteries

of the season, and a fine example of the

British studios'
1

skjH in handling this type

of taut suspense and deft characterization.

Emlyn Williams dominates the production as

the headmaster of a boys' school near Lon-

don. One 'of the women teachers wins a

French lottery, and prepares to go to Paris

to collect it. Her progress is followed with

the camera, till she falls into the clutches

of a clever French money broker operating

in London. Emlyn Williams plays this part,

also, but his disguise is so deft that few

will suspect him till the dramatic disclosure

is made near the climax, when his cousin,

who works at the school, discovers his dual

role and almost loses her life. The girl has

a friend who is at Scotland Yard and as-

signed to the case. Another teacher, a

young man, who also learns too much about

the real identity of the supposed London

money lender, is done away with in an

apparent suicide. The diabolical cunning

of the murderer, his sinister appearance

so utterly at variance with the scholastic

aloofness of the headmaster of the school,

form one of the finest dual roles in a mur-

der mystery that the screen has presented.

All the players are most competent and

convincing. The direction is something to

grow enthusiastic about. Hollywood can

learn a lot from this production in all de-

partments. Selling angles: great character-

ization by Emlyn Williams; the cleverness of

the murders.

CAST: Emlyn Williams, Sara Seegar, Hugh
Williams, Marius Goring, Lesley Brook,

Christine Silver, Clive Morton, Anne Wil-

ton, Jack Vivian, Marjorie Dale.

CREDITS: Director, David MacDonald;
Author, Francis Beeding; Screenplay, Walter
Summers, Stafford Dickins; Cameraman,
Bryan Langley.

DIRECTION, Very Good. PHOTOGRA-
PHY, Fine.

Back to Wide, Open Spaces
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—After 12 days in Hol-

lywood, during which time they
were received by William S. Hart,
D. W. Griffith and other nTmfolk,
Pawnee Bill and Phil Isley returned
to Oklahoma. Pawnee Bill, last of

the great trailblazers, goes to his

ranch in Pawnee, Oklahoma and
Isley to Tulsa, where his theaters

are located. They were guests of

Dave Bader while they were in

Hollywood.

Mae West for Broadway
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— Production on Uni-

versal^ W. C. Fields-Mae West
starrer is scheduled to roll in four

or five weeks. Miss West is ex-

pected to return to New York upon
completion of the film to star in a

stage play. She is interested in

three plays which are scheduled for

Broadway this Fall and Winter.

* SHORTS *
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»•"One Day Stand"
(Vitaphone Variety)

Vitaphone 10 mins
Sure-Fire for Patrons

That the circus is not wholly ro
mance, colorful entertainment pur
veyed by the troupe, or awesome t<

folks young and old because of th<

jungle denizens accompanying it, i

graphically demonstrated via thi:

short made of the Cole Bros.-Clydt

Beatty Circus, and with that organi
zation's co-operation. Indeed, sormi

of the most colorful material deals

with the movement of the big show
from town to town; the difficulties

of transporting it; the feeding of its

human and animal members; erec-j

tion of the big "tops" or tents; and
the skillful methods used to "fold,

their tents" far more spectacularlyji

than the Arabs of poetry,—and steal

away to the next stand. Standout
scenes are, in part, Clyde Beatty
taming tigers and lions; how circus

folk live; the employment of the

elephants to do the chores which
would tax the strength of ordinary
men and machines; and, finally, the

circus parade itself. Here is sure-fire

audience fare.
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"Modern Methods"
(Color Parade Series)

Vitaphone 10 mins.

Packs Femme Appeal
Four sequences, directed by Ira

Genet and narrated by Dwight Weist,

comprise material which is of both
general interest and particular ap-

peal. Feminine wings of the audi-

ence will most enjoy the "Remote
Control" footage, and that concerned
with the creation of women's hats,

"Remote Control" deals with electric

device which enables the housewife
to perform domestic tasks, including

cookery, with a minimum of effort.

Reel's portion concerned with mi-
lady's hats reveals the fabrication of

felt, cloth and cellophane chapeaux,
their trimming and styling. Remain-
ing footage discloses the measure-
ment of ocean tides and the making
of life-like masks by an artist.

"Will Osborne and His Orchestra"
(Melody Master Series)

Vitaphone 10 mins.

Effective Ork Reel
In a bandstand setting of modern-

istic design the baton of Will Os-
borne waves over the orchestra in

successive renditions of pop num-
bers. Melodies chosen are well calcu-

lated to both strike most responsive

chords in average pix theater audi-

ences and demonstrate skill and ver-

satility of the Osborne aggregation.

Climax offering of "Darktown Strut-

ters Ball" is particularly torrid. Dick
Rogers and Lynn Davis vocalize ef-

fectively, as does Osborne himself.

Roy Mack directed this well-made
and photographically excellent ork

reel.
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iHOWMANSHIP FIRST,

I0SS TELLS SGHINERS

{Continued from Page 1)

all season and predict better times
:head for the exhibitor in general.
M-f>ss pointed out that good house-

|:ee^5g, politeness of service staff

ndfeverything else are secondary
o showmanship. Any picture has
;ood possibilities if a showman
naiyzes it and then use showman-
hip to sell it to the public, he con-
ended. Many a smaller budget pic-

ure, in fact, has more and better
elling angles, than the high-
>riced super-dooper.
In emphasizing the value of show-

nanship he pointed out how indus-
ry is more and more appropriating
howmanship to itself, citing the
General Motors show at the New
fork World's Fair as an example,
le praised the new Schine ad cam-
paign as "showmanship of the best
ype."
Another striking statement of the

convention was that of Herman Wob-
>er, vice-president and general sales

nanager of 20th Century-Fox, who
Dromised that everything possible

vould be done to keep moving pic-

;ure stars off the air. "These stars

vere made by movies and belong to

iTiovies. I personally am against
l;heir appearing on radio or television

Bprograms. Those stars are yours and
should remain yours," he sa'd.

His statement was applauded, but
many managers present openly ex-
Ipressed doubt major companies
[would keep any such promise.

Other speakers included James
IE. Grainger, president, Republic
(Pictures, who declared his company
Iwas not going to stop with "Man
lof Conquest" but would produce an
jeven bigger historical picture for

Ithe Fall season, "Wagons West-
ward." He looked for a better year,
starting with September, and said
his travels in the East had con-
vinced him things were picking up
for exhibitor.

Leon Bamberger of RKO told of

the advantages of personalized mail-
ing lists reaching key persons in

pre-selling pictures. Rodney Bush
of 20th Century-Fox told of the
news value in motion pictures, and
how it could help managers obtain
publicity. He said the fact that in

Hollywood there were scores of ac-
credited, paid correspondents proved
that the movies, "are news and not
publicity." That idea should be put
across to local newspapermen by
managers, he stressed.
Lou Pollack, of Universal told of

the value of fan magazines, taking
the nearby city of Amsterdam as
an example. That city, he said, had
a population of 35,000. In a single

STORKS!
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Hamilton MacFadden,

of 20th Century-Fox, and Mrs. Mac-
Fadden are the parents of a baby
daughter, Deirdre, weighing seven
pounds.

Illinois' Sandquist to Scout Hollywood
In Search for Pix Legislation Lowdotvn

Chicago—Rep. Elroy Sandquist, whose duals elimination bill was vetoed by Gov.
Henry Horner, leaves for Hollywood today to make a personal checkup so that he will

have a better foundation for his next film legislation attempt.

Schine Meet Calls Execs,

Deferring Code's Revision

(Continued from Page 1)

further meetings are to be held, no
date for the next session has been
set.

It is understood that the draft will

be passed on to the company's law-
yers this week-end, so that all loose

ends can be disposed of before Aug.
9 when formal announcement of the
new draft is contemplated.

month a total of 15,000 fan magaz-
ines were sold there, he said. Mak-
ing allowances for those too young
to read and the illiterate and figur-

ing three readers to a magazine they
give most complete coverage, he
contended. Such magazines are pow-
erful factors in pre-selling pictures,

he said. They are better national
advertising mediums than newspa-
pers in the sense that their slick

paper permits better color effects.

Lee Blumberg of Warners outlined

what his company does to pre-sell,

particularly shorts. He contended
a short often decides what theater
the family is going to attend when
there is a choice of more than one
house.

Charles Stern of United Artists
told about his company's product
emphasizing that United Artists
would strive to be different. "We
are not going to get into any ruts
or at the tail-end of any cycles,"

he declared.

Joe Unger of Paramount outlined
that company's Fall plans, while
Charles L. Casanave, vice-president
of National Screen Accessories
urged managers to take advantage
of their theater's "show window,
which is the lobby."

Eddie Golden, president of Mono-
gram, stressed the important part
the independent is playing in the
°xhibitor field. "We are producing
nictures that can be sold to the pub-
lic and that please when they are
sold" he said. "No company can do
more." He said the company's big
production, "Rip Van Winkle" would
be previewed in this territory and
i sum had been set aside to provide
cash prizes for Schine managers who
do the best job of exploitation.

Lou Weinberg of Columbia de-
clared that his company "would not
take a back seat to anybody." Its

next season product will excel, he
assured.

Eddie McAvoy of RKO, revealed
that an analysis of exhibitor busi-
ness, town bv town, and in propor-
tion to population, showed that the
Schine houses turned in higher
grosses than any other producer or
independent circuit.

Maurice Bergman of Columbia's
publicitv department stressed the
value of press books, sayin°; they
were carefully compiled, and were

Attacks Constitutionality

of Sandquist Bill's Veto

(Continued from Page 1)

after adjournment of the Illinois

Legislature. The Attorney General
has ruled that the 10-day period
was to run from the time Governor
received the bills, not from when
the Legislature adjourned.

Hope Pix to Debut in Six

Houses in Two Ark. Towns

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Swamped with appli-

cations for tickets to the world prem-
iere of Paramount's new Bob Burns
starrer, "Our Leading Citizen," stu-
dio officials and Malco Theaters, Inc.

yesterday completed arrangements
to add three more theaters to the list

of houses which will screen the pro-
duction in Van Buren and Fort
Smith, Ark., Monday night.
Thus all available theaters in the

two Ozark cities will show the pic-

ture simultaneously. Those so far
set are the Bob Burns and Rio The-
aters in Van Buren, and the Joie,

New, Mystic and Hoyts Theaters in

Fort Smith, with a total seating ca-

pacity of more than 4,000. Three
shows in each house are planned.
With an expected 100,000 visitors

due to visit Fort Smith and Van
Buren for the premiere showings
and the personal appearance of

Burns, Susan Hayward and Joseph
Allen, both cities are dressed in

gala holiday decorations.
Burns will leave Hollywood tonight

via Southern Pacific for his old home
town. Miss Hayward, who has been
in New York for the opening of

"Beau Geste," is scheduled to reach
Van Buren via Memphis and young
Allen will fly to Arkansas for the
premiere.

Extending Facilities

Leonard & Cox, Inc., 1 W. 100th

St., will extend their facilities to

present new playwrights.

not the "eye wash of former days."
Monroe Greenthal. of UA, also

stressed the value of press books.

J. Myer Schine. president, intro-

duced each of the speakers, and
kept the sessions moving smoothly
with his quips and observations.
At night the Schines were guests

st a dinner at the Adirondack Inn,

where Carl Milliken of the Hays of-

fice discussed public relations as

thev influence the picture business.
Other speakers included the vet-

eran character actor Charles Coburn,
Sally Eilers, Jean Muir, Asspmbly-
man Denton D. Lake and Messrs.
Schine.
Today will be "play day" with

the Schine golf tournament and
steak roast slated to attract scores

of special guests.

PARAMOUNT EARNINGS

UP $904,189 OVER '38

(Continued from Page 1)

include $300,000, representing Para-
mount's direct and indirect net in-

terest as a stockholder in the com-
bined undistributed earnings for the
quarter of partially-owned non-con-
solidated subsidiaries.
There were outstanding as of

July 1, 144,672 shares of cumulative
convertible $100 par value 6 per
cent first preferred stock, and 555,-
071 shares of cumulative convert-
ible $10 par value 6 per cent second
preferred stock. After deducting
$300,268 of dividends accrued for
the quarter on these preferred
shares, the remaining $529,732 of
estimated combined consolidated and
share of undistributed earnings for
the quarter represent $.21 per share
on the 2,465,927 shares of common
stock outstanding on July 1, 1939,
which compares with $.04 per share
for the quarter ended July 2, 1938.
Computed on the same basis, the
estimated combined consolidated
and share of undistributed earnings
for the six months ended July 1,

1939 represent $.62 per share on such
common stock outstanding, which
compares with $.26 per share for
the six months ended July 2, 1938.

O'Connor Sets Reopening
Dates for 7 RKO Houses

(Continued from Page 1)

lead the list, being followed in rapid
succession by the Albee, Providence,
on Aug. 17 and the Orpheum, Kan-
sas City, the next day. Less than
a week later, Aug. 24, the Alden,
Jamaica, begins its 1939-40 season
and on the following day, Aug. 25,
the Strand in Syracuse throws open
its doors. On Sept. 1, the Trent,
Trenton, starts its new season, as
does the Orpheum in Champaign,
a week later, Friday, Sept. 8.

Rosener Books 'Housemaster'
Budd Rogers, vice-president and

general manager of Alliance, has set
"Housemaster" for Rosener's Clay
in San Francisco and the Esquire,
Hollywood. An Alliance short, "Birth
of the Movies," has been booked by
Newsreel Theaters, Inc., to open si-

multaneously at the Embassy Thea-
ters, Frisco, and at the Rockefeller
Plaza Newsreel Theater Aug. 18.

McGinnis Replaces Burrus

Chicago—Hugh McGinnis, of the
State Theater, has been elected vice-
president in charge of welfare of
the Balaban & Katz Employes' As-
sociation, succeeding Charles Burrus,
resigned.

More "Private Lives"
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Burbank—"The Private Lives of Eliz-

abeth and Essex" will be the final release

title for the recently completed Bette

Davis-Errol Flynn production. Film has

borne the working title of "The Lady
and the Knight."
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SHOW-DOWN NEARS IN

PLAYERS UNION ROW
(Continued from Page 1)

Hollywood to attend the A F of L
huddle next week.

4. The actions of Browne and
Whitehead were denounced by Fred-
ric March and his wife as a con-
spiracy and March stated that the ac-
tor organizations would never sub-
mit to domination by the IATSE.
Most important development of

the day as far as actual action by
either side went was the internal
attack fired at the AFA executives
by a group of members. In the
event of a general membership meet-
ing, which is demanded, amendments
could be introduced which would
oust the present officials and make
it possible for absorption of the
union by AGVA.
However, it is doubtful if a mem-

bership meeting can be held before
the A F of L executive council ses-

sions next week and if the IATSE
is not rebuked by its parent body
and some sort of agreement reached
action along these lines may prove
fruitless.

Principal complaint in the peti-

tions of the AFA members was that

no membership meeting had been
called to allow the members to vote
as to whether or not they wanted
an affiliation with the IA.

Threat to Dulzell came in a phone
call, with the anonymous caller

stating he was a friend when asked
his identity. He told Dulzell that

"you are mainly responsible for this

situation and from now on if you
want to stay out of the hospital you
had better button your trap." Dul-
zell stated that he had no idea as
to the caller's identity.

Following issuance of the state-

ment by March and his wife de-

nouncing the actions of Browne and
Whitehead, IATSE and AFA execs.,

it was learned that delegations of

screen and stage stars have made
plans to attend the A F of L ses-

sions from both Hollywood and New
York to plead their cause and at-

tack the action of the IA in

granting a charter to the AFA.
A meeting of the executive coun-

cil of the American Federation of
Radio Artists will be held today and
they are expected to suspend Sophie
Tucker, following the action of the

SAG. It is also expected that they
will place their resources and un-
qualified backing behind the AAAA.
No meeting of Actors Equity coun-

cil has been called for this week,
but when they meet next Tuesday
they are expected to also follow the
actions of the SAG in suspending
Miss Tucker and offering: their com-
plete backing to the 4 A's.

Reed Shoots Four Here
Rowland Reed, Hollywood indus-

trial film producer, has arrived in

town and started production on four
single reel films to be made for Ser-
vel Electro-Lux at the Fox studios.

Reed is directing the pictures him-
self with Paul Ivano at the camera.

TOUGH GOING
IN OLD CHI.

Windy City Exhibs. Paint

Sad Opposition Picture

Chicago—So exhibs. down St. Louis
way think they have troubles, do
they?

Well, just suppose they were in

biz here and faced as Summer time
opposition—
Free Grant Park band concerts.

Night baseball at the White Sox
Park.

Boxing under the stars.

Horse racing.
Outdoor theaters.
Steamship excursions.
Museums, with the Field Museum

offering pix.

Lincoln Park and Brookfield Zoos.
Lake Michigan's free bathing

beaches.
Guided visits to the packing plants,

mail order houses and major manu-
facturing plants in the area.

Anti-Censorship Council
To Battle for "Harvest"

(Continued from Page 1)

bureaucratic censorship" by the Na-
tional Council on Freedom from Cen-
sorship which offered to aid exhib-
itors in an appeal of the Board's
ruling to the courts.

Citing the common law marriage
of the two principal characters as
the "sole conceivable offense," Quin-
cy Howe, chairman of the Council,
an affiliate of the American Civil
Liberties Union, pointed out that
"such marriages have been legal in

New York State up to a few years
ago and thousands of couples are so
married. Critics who have seen the
picture," he added, "praise its treat-
ment and art."

Albany—Counsel for the State De-
partment of Education finally have
received papers of appeal submitted
by Andre R. Heymann of the French
Cinema Center* 35 West 45th St.,

New York, distributor of French
pix, "Harvest." Pix was submitted
July 15 to Dr. Irwin Esmond and
turned down as "immoral."
In protesting the decision of the

Censor, Counsellor M. Garreau Dom-
basle of the United States French
Embassy wrote Dr. Esmond a few
days ago, "I cannot refrain from
giving you my impression of sincere
surprise and regret at this decision
which the French producers hope
you will reconsider."
The Board of Regents sub-commit-

tee is expected to set a date for
screening of the pix and will listen
to arguments by Arthur Garfield
Hays for the French Cinema Center
and to Ernest E. Cole and Charles
Brind of the Department of Educa-
tion law bureau at the same time.

COLE AND MYERS WILL

SPEAK AT A. C. MEET

(Continued from Page 1)

second day of the convention. The
annual banquet is slated for that

night. Business sessions are to be

resumed on Sept. 8 and the con-

vention will wind up with a visit

to the beauty, pageant.

The code was not discussed at

yesterday's meeting. George Gold,

unit president, said the code was a

"dead issue for the present" and did

not require further consideration.
The members also received a full

report on the Neely Bill's passage
in the Senate.

$25,000 in Cash Awards
For NT's Fall Campaign

(Continued from Page 1)

tain, leaves New York shortly to
make a complete tour of the theater
districts.

His visits in each territory will
coincide with regional meetings of
the NT district leaders so that he
will be able to attend at least the
first days session of each of these
meets, which are being held before
the drive gets under way.

Spyros Skouras Expected at

National's Denver Parley
Denver—Spyros Skouras is ex-

pected to attend the opening day of
the annual Intermountain division
convention here at the Brown Pal-
ace hotel Aug. 16. The meeting
will run three days, with district

meetings occupying the third day.
Rick Ricketson, division manager,
will preside, with about 55, includ-
ing managers and Denver headquar-
ters men, attending. The principal
subiect for discussion will be "How
to Sell Tickets."
The annual business meeting and

convention of the Gibraltar Enter-
prises, Inc., with 38 managers, be-
sides directors of advertising, main-
tenance men, directors and officers,

will be held at the Cosmopolitan
hotel Aug. 11-15. Chas. R. Gilmour
is president of the company which
operates 38 theaters in the Denver
area. Directors include seven well
known theater men—Thos. Murphy,
Raton, N. M.; Everett Cole. Ala-
mosa, Colo.; Ed Schulte, Casper,
Wvo.; Wm. Ostenbere-

, Scottsbluff.

Neb.; E. W. Ward, Silver City. N.
M.: and John Greer and Nathan
Salmon, Santa Fe, N. M. Theater
matters in general will be dis-

cussed, and the directors will elect

officers for the year.
Many of these are ulanning to

stav over for the annual nicn'c and
golf tournament of the Rooky Moun-
tain Screen club at Eddie Ott's

Country Club and Evergreen golf

course An"1

. 18. BesiH" t*i° srolf

there will be a brides tournament,
other picnic games, with a banquet
and dancing in the evening.

"Hare-um Scare-urn"
(Merrie Melody Catroon)

Vitaphone 7 Mins.

Merrily Madcap
Everybody concerned withj^'he

making of this short, — Prouder
Leon Schlesinger, Supervisors Ben
Hardaway and Cal Dalton, Anima-
tor Gil Turner, Author Melvin Millar
and Musical Director Carl W. Stall-
ing,—must have had a lot of fun,
for there is a total absence of any
serious note. More than that, the
seven minutes which transpire from
the time that patrons learn, at the
outset, that because of the rise in
meat prices, old John Sourpuss is

moved to take his gun and search
game in the woods, until the finale,

all action is about as madcap as
rampant imagination can conceive.
The hunter runs amuck of a screwy
rabbit who cavorts under the name
of "Bugs" Bunny. At windup, John
Sourpuss goes crazy because of the
trouble the bunny causes.

"Three Minute Fuse"
(Your True Adventures)

Vitaphone 11 Mins.
Exciting Yarn

Story of how an Oklahoman, Clair
Bigler, escapes death from a dyna-
mite charge at the bottom of a well,
which he and his companions are
"digging," furnishes the crux of this
most recent Floyd Gibbons adven-
ture reel. Action, under the direc-
tion of Joseph Henabery, and en-
acted by Ed Andrews, Draja Dryden,
Toney Ross, Gordon MacCraken,
Owen Coll and Alex Cross, is excit-
ing, plus maintaining suspense to
the point where audience spines will
be set atingle to the maximum de-
gree. The true adventure came to
Bigler when, after lighting a three-
minute fuse at the well bottom to
blast through the last rock strata,
he is being hauled up by a rope which
breaks, hurtling him back. How-
ever, though unconscious and pain-
fully hurt by the fall, his compan-
ions manage to get him to safety
in time, just before the dynamite
explodes.

Confirm Orpheum Report
Federal Judge Murray Hulbert

yesterday confirmed the report of
Peter B. Olney Jr., referee in bank-
ruptcy of the Orpheum Theater Co.,

and directed payment of $24,462 to

creditors and $4,054 in fees and
commissions. The general creditors
claims totaled $1,425,335.
No objections were raised to the

report of the referee.

Brice Suit Not Settled

Chicago—Denial of reports that
the damage action of Fannie Brice
against 20th-Fox has been settled

out of court was made yesterday.
Francis Matthews has been appoint-
ed counsel for 20th-Fox, and de-

fendants pleading will be ready
Monday, before Judge John Lupe.
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MAP PRESSURE CAMPAIGN TO PUT THRU NEELY BILL

See No Chance for Equity Suit Trial Before Jan. 1

Shortage of Judges, Packed
Calendar Are Bars, Court

Indicates

Federal Judge John C. Knox yes-
terday took under advisement the
application of the Government to fix

trial in the equity suit against the
majors on Nov. 1, at the same time
indicating that due to a shortage of
judges and a crowded calendar the
trial could not be reached until Jan.
1 of next year.
The Court stated that efforts were

being made to secure three new jud-
ges from Congress, but so far the
efforts were unavailing. He ex-

{Continucd on Page 4)

CODE ADMINISTRATION

UNDER JOINT CONTROL

With the release for publication
of the revised trade practice code
assured for next week, it is under-
stood that the next problem of the
distributors will be the setting up
of a system of administration of
the draft's provisions.

It has been established definitely
that the Hays organization will not
participate in any way in putting
the code into effect. While the dis-

(Coutinucd on Page 4)

Nova Scotia Sales Deadlock
Seen Near End With Truce

St. John, N. B.—Peace—or at
least a truce—looms on the distrib-
utor-exhibitor horizon here as a re-
sult of the decision by Nova Scotia
indies to accept contracts contain-

(Continued on Page 4)

Schenck Reports Disposal

of 700 Shares 20-Fox Pfd.

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Joseph M. Schenck

•has disposed of 700 shares of 20th
Century-Fox's $1.50 cumulative pre-
ferred, it was reported today by the
SEC in its semi-monthly summary

(Continued on Page 4)

Frank, C. Walker Named MPTOA First Vice,
Filling Vacancy Left by Comerford Death

Frank C. Walker, president of the Comerford Circuit, has been elected first vice-

president of the MFTOA to succeed the late M. E. Comerford. The election was ex-
ecuted by a mailed ballot among the board of directors.

In commenting on the election, Ed Kuykendall, MPTOA president, said that

"Walker will add strength to the present board of directors. His advice and counsel

will be valuable in problems of national importance."

N. Y. Department Stores Would Enter

Tele Field With Commercial Station

Following yesterday's announce-
ment by Abram & Straus, Inc., and
Bloomingdale Bros., Inc., of the or-

ganization of Metropolitan Televis-

ion, Inc., a subsidiary for the pur-
pose of transmitting tele programs
in the Greater New York area upon
the granting of a license for a com-
mercial transmitter by the FCC,
I. A. Hirschmann, vice-president of

Bloomingdale's told The Film
Daily that the license application

had been submitted to FCC early in

July.
He also revealed that films will

play an important part in the pro-
grams which are planned for pres-

entation. Such programs, he
stressed, will be essentially of a

(Continued on Page 3)

lllin ois Legislative Council to Eye Pictures?

Chicago—Duals situation here and
other industry problems may get a
thorough once-over from the State
Legislative Council.
Rep. Elroy Sandquist, sponsor of

the anti-duals measure which passed
at the last session of the Illinois

Legislature only to be killed by Gov.
Harry Horner's veto, told The Film
Daily prior to his departure for

Hollywood yesterday that he has re-

ceived promises of co-operation from
two members of the Council.

They are Representatives Saltiel

of this city and Warren Wood of
Joliet. Sandquist had urged the
Council study the film situation gen-
erally. Next session of the Council
is scheduled in September.

20th.Fox's 52,325,525 for 26 Weeks

Compares With $3,419,658 in 1938

Australia Considering

Copyright Legislation

Sydney (By Cable) — Australia

may cast adrift its present copyright
statutes in favor of wholly new leg-
islation which is receiving "very care-
ful consideration" from the Federal

(Continued on Page 3)

Twentieth Century-Fox yesterday
afternoon reported a consolidated

net operating profit of $2,325,525
after all charges including Federal
income taxes for the twenty-six
weeks ended July 1. This com-
pares with a profit of $3,419,658
for the first 26 weeks of 1938.

For the second quarter ended July
(Continued on Page 3)

Organized Groups to Turn
Propaganda Guns on

House Members
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington— Pressure campaign

eclipsing anything that the film in-

dustry has experienced to date will

be inaugurated in behalf of the

Neely bill immediately upon the ad-

journment of Congress tomorrow or

Monday, it was indicated here yes-

terday.
Organized groups which parti-

cipated in the successful "home
folks" drive to line up Senatorial
support for the measure propose to

employ the same tactics to insure
House consideration and passage at

the next session of Congress.
Such organizations as Parent-

Teachers Associations, Federation of
(Continued on Page 22)

AFFILIATES OF AAAA IN

FURTHER REPRISALS

Intensifying their drive against
the IATSE for the latter's action in

granting a charter to the AFA, the
AAAA affiliates yesterday took fur-
ther reprisals, with AFRA suspend-
ing Sophie Tucker. A special meet-
ing of the Actors Equity Associa-
tion is called for today with simi-
lar steps expected to be taken.
A letter attacking IATSE officers

(Continued on Page 22)

Arcadia Decision Nears

On Eastern Production

Whether Arcadia will produce its

pictures in the East for major dis-

tribution will be determined within
(Continued on Page 22)

National Organization Looms
For Australian Film Trade

Quebec— John Grierson, member
of the British Films Council and
producer, will discuss the organiza-

(Continued on Page 4)
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Net
High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat 133/4 13'/4 13'/4 — Vi
Col. Picts. vtc. (2l/

2%)
Col. Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. . . .

East. Kodak
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc
do pfd
Paramount
Paramount 1st pfd.. .

Paramount 2nd pfd..

Pathe Film
RKO
20th Cent. -Fox ......

20th Cent. -Fox pfd..

Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros

do pfd

11% H% 11% — %
1731/2 172i/

2 1731/2 + 11/2

47 46i/
2 46l/

2

10 93/4 93/4 + 1/4

971/4 971/4 971/4 + 21/2

lll/g 11 11% + 3/g

123/4 121/8 121/8 _ l/4
2 2 2

21 l/g 205/8 205/g r-i r3/8

68 1/2 68 1/2 68 1/2
+"%

5i/4 5% 5%-..-..-.
56 55 55 ,

— %
NEW YORK BOND MARKET

Keith B. F. ref. 6s46.100y2 100V4 IOOI/4 — l/
8

Loew's deb. 3i/
2s46.103 1023^ 102% — 1/4

Par. B'way 3s55. . .'.
. 51 51 51

Par. Picts. 6s55
Par, Picts. cv. 3i/4s47 91 % 91 1/8 91 Vs
RKO 6s41 75% 75 75% + %
Warner Bros." cv. 6s39 ;

.

Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48 90 90 90 — Vs

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts

Sonotone Corp 1 % 1 1/2 1 Vi
Technicolor 16 1534 1534— 1/4

Trans-Lux
Universal Corp. vtc... 33/4 3% 3%
Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES

Bid Asked
Pathe Film, 7 pfd 100 103
Fox Thea. Office Bldg. 1st '46... 33/8 5
Loew's Thea. Realty 6s 1st '47 10O3/4 102l/4
Met. Playhouse, Inc. 2nd deb. '45.. 70'/2 72i/

2
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st '57 65V4 67V4

SAFETY LLOYDS
FILM STORAGE CORP.

Storage by Reel or Vault

729 Seventh Ave.
New York City
BRyant 9-5600 SECURITY

Golf Tourney, Steak Roast

Feature Schine Convention

Gloversville — Schine convention

managers, augmented by a train-

load of special guests from New
York, descended on the swanky Pine
Brook Country Club golf course

here yesterday for the annual Schine

links tournament. Starting at 10

a.m., there were programmed ac-

tivities on the links and in the club

house until the call was given for

the trip to Sacandaga Park and
the outdoor steak roast.

At the Park, on tables set about
the grounds of the big Adirondack
Inn, the feast was served with sweet
corn and other appropriate delicacies

in profusion down to blueberry pie.

As this edition went to press, the

Awards Committee of the golf tour-

ney had not yet announced the win-
ners, as delay was occasioned by
the numerous classifications of con-

testants, handicaps, and the number
of prizes posted.
Feature of the day's play was a

hole in one, made at the 18th by
Joe Schwartzalder, Schine Auburn
city manager. Previously, on the
17th, he made a birdie.

Balls that exploded when they
were hit and others that bounced
off the tee before the eyes of the
players enlivened things at the first

hole.

At 6 p,m., the last of the players
were rounded up and the trek to

Sacanadaga and the steak roast
started. A large bus bearing a ban-
ner "Welcome to the Schine Con-
vention," met the special train

which arrived in Fonda with the
New York contingent for the roast.

Today, closing day of the con-
clave, will feature a special address
by William Groat, New York at-

torney, on "Americanism." Hugh
E. Lasser of Chicago will speak
also on the subject of "16 mm. Local
Newsreels," an innovation in movie
entertainment. He will include a
demonstration. Windup talks will
be given by J. Myer and Louis W.
Schine. Adjournment being sched-
uled at about 1:30 p.m.

Wolf and Fuld to File

New Suit Versus Loew's

Shaine & Weinred, attorneys for
Norman Wolf and Mannes Fuld, mi-
nority stockholders of Loew's, Inc.,

stated yesterday that they would
file a stockholders' suit against
Loew's and its officers and directors
within two weeks. Judgment was
entered yesterday in the Federal
Court dismissing the suit of Wolf
and Fuld there for lack of jurisdic-
tion.

Suit seeks appointment of a re-
ceiver and money damages, charg-
ing waste and mismanagement.

Dietrich Contract Sold
Paris (By Cable) — Contract of

Marlene Dietrich has been sold by
Forrestier-Parrant to L'AHiance Cin-
ematographique, which will begin
shooting early in September. Diet-
rich will have Jean Gabin as leading
man and Josef von Sternberg may be
the director.

Col. Division Managers
Here for H. O Confabs

Columbia's division managers ar-

rived in town yesterday, for a se-

ries of conferences with Jack Cohn,

General Sales Manager A. Montague,

Nate Spingold and Assistant Sales

Manager Rube Jackter. The meet-

ings scheduled for today and to-

morrow will be devoted to the releas-

ing of "Golden Boy" and "Mr. Smith

Goes to Washington," and to the ad-

vertising and exploitation campaigns
being planned for them.

Division managers present are
Sam Moscow, southern division mgr.;
Phil Dunas, midwestern division

mgr.; Carl Shalit, central division

mgr.; Sam Galanty, mideastern di-

vision mgr.; and Jerome Safron,
western division mgr. who has been
in town for several weeks.
When the conferences are com-

pleted everyone will adjourn to Mon-
tague's cruiser for a sail on the
sound, and a charcoal steak dinner
ashore. Montague will act as the
chef.

RKO's "In Name Only" Sets

Summer Music Hall Record

Last night at closing, Radio City
Music Hall clarioned that RKO Ra-
dio's "In Name Only" scored the
best opening day of any attraction
at that house during the current
Summer. The "take," it was as-
serted, was at the $15,000 mark.

Attraction ran ahead of RKO's
former big grosser "Bachelor
Mother" by a wide margin, and
bettered the figure of any of the com-
pany's pix on opening day at the
Music Hall in the past 18 months.

Schenck-Zanuck Tax Case
Studied by Justice Dept.

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—The Schenck-Zanuck

tax case was discussed on Wednes-
day at a meeting between attorney
general Murphy and division heads
of the Justice Department and treas-
ury officials, Murphy disclosed yes-
terday at his press conference. The
case is under serious study, Murphy
said.

Murphy said another large income
tax case is being readied but de-
clined to say whether it also involves
industry personalities.

Myke Lewis Named Sales

Chief by Harry Sherman

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Myke Lewis, veteran

Paramount sales executive, has been
made director of sales for Harry
Sherman Productions. He will main-
tain his headquarters at Sherman's
office and will leave shortly on a
trip that will include every Para-
mount exchange in the U. S. and
Canada.
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SAMUEL COLDWYN, his wife and son ret

to the Coast today

"HAP" HADLEY is back from a 30-day 1

through the Middle West.

JACK SKIRBALL flew in from the Coast y
terday.

OSCAR HANSON returns today tc
.

,
- e rin

DAVE FLEISCHER arrives tomorrow froiBfjP

CERALDINE FITZGERALD, film player,

turns to Burbank from Ireland on Sept. 1

her next Warner feature.

TOM GORMAN, RKO's Chicago district ma
ager, arrived in New York yesterday morni
for home office conferences

HENRY WEINER, UA manager in Cuba, sa

from New York tomorrow for Havana, termini
ing a three-week vacation

E. J. STUTZ, of the Sonatona Theater, CI
cago; H. ENGBERTSON, of the Grant and Lyi

Theaters, Decorah, Iowa, who is stopping at t

Hotel Lincoln, were recent guests at RKO Radii

exhibitors' lounge.

MICHAEL M. BERCHER, Columbia's manag
for Japan, left New York yesterday for tl

Coast where he will spend a week prior

sailing from Vancouver on Aug. 17 for Tok
aboard the Empress of Asia.

JASCHA HEIFETZ, currently making his fil,

debut in the UA-Goldwyn opus, "They She!

Have Music," arrives in New York on Sundi

I.
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morning from the Coast via American Airline

Exi
JOHN KRAFCISIN, of the Cornell Theate

Chicago; R. W. KENNEDY, city manager iff
1

the Wilby Circuit in Birmingham, accompanic;
by his wife; WILLIS GRIST, manager of th

Paramount Theater, Lynchburg, Va., accompanic
by his wife and their daughter, VIRGINIA
MERRILL LINDLEY and his wife, the latter sec

retary to J. H. Stevens, Paramount's Indianapol
branch manager; MRS. IRMA ROGERS, of Pars

mount's New Orleans booking office, accom
panied by IRMA CLERQ; HELENA STEVENSOt
cashier of the Paramount Theater in Hamiltoi
accompanied by WILLIAM H. EDMUNDS
Charleston, W. Va., were visitors yesterday t

Paramount's World's Fair lounge in the horn

office

NAT SANDERS, of Film Alliance of the ifellll

S., leaves New York today for an extended trij

to the Coast to arrange en route franchise deal

on new product.

NAT LIEBESKIND, South American manage',..,

for RKO Radio, leaves New York today on th
[

m
Northern Prince for Argentina to attend com
pany's sales convention, and, en route, the RK(|ltfo

Radio Brazilian conclave.
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W. R. Ferguson's Father

Expires In Lynn, Mass

John Ferguson, 92, father of Wil-

liam R. Ferguson of M-G-M, died

yesterday at his home in Lynn, Mass,
Deceased is survived by another son,

Kenneth J., and a daughter, Mrs.
Walter Whitmarsh. The funeral will

be held tomorrow in Lynn.

AT LIBERTY
Eight years' experience with major com-

panies in foreign production department

—superimposing, re-recording of com-

mentary versions, censorship cutting.

French dialogue pictures and edition of

English titles. Knowledge of French,

Spanish and Italian. Seeking position In

similar capacity or any position in export

department here or abroad.

Write Box No. 1200

THE FILM DAILY

1501 Broadway New York City
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I $2,325,525 FOR HALF

DAILY
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(Continued from Page 1)

the consolidated net operating
ofit, after all charges, was $1,-

1,275, compared with the first

profit of $1,224,250 and a
f $1,778,121 for the second
of 1938.

No dividends were received from
ational Theaters during the first

ilf of either year.
After allowing for the Preferred
vidends for the half year, there
;mained a profit for the half year
juivalent to $.93 per share on the
741,988 shares of Common stock

cutstanding at July 1. For the
wjarter ended July 1, after allowing

;

;,'pr the Preferred dividend, profit

'""'mounted to $.43 per share on the

J741.988 shares of Common stock
"fjitstanding at July 1.

:il Gross income from sales and
''rentals of film and accessories for
le period is reported at $27,200,-

,! »58.84. There was dividend income
|£f $66,100.80 and other income of
3579,648.78.

;
... Expenses listed include operating
Expenses of exchange, home office

^nd administration expenses, etc.,

"'6,931,701.31; amortization of pro-
duction costs, $15,848,478.11, and
participation in film rentals, $2,301,-
M15.64.

Capital Co. Counsel Calls

I Fox Offer "Bone to a Dog"
=

Camden — Samuel B. Stewart,
li.ounsel for the Capital Co., a Cali-

fornia real estate firm with a $5,-
lls

.90,000 claim, termed a $600,000
;ettlement offer in the bankruptcy
proceedings of William Fox as "bone
hO a dog" in opposing the proposal
before Federal Judge John Boyd
Vvis here yesterday.
The Capital Co. is one of seven

:reditors opposing the offer which
las already been approved by trus-
:ee in bankruptcy, Hiram Steelman,
jf Atlantic City.
Claims against Fox total $55,-

300,000.

-M7-.
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Best wishes from THE FILM DAILY
to the following on their birthdays:

AUGUST 4
Anita Page Charles Delaney
Helen Kane Daniel N. Rubin

Fred Steele

AUGUST 5
Robert Vignola Emanuel Cohen
M. A. Lightman Reginald Owen

Burton King

AUCUST 6
Leo Carrillo Frank Tuttle

Louis K. Sidney Hoot Gibson
Irvin Shapiro

wiTti PHILM. DALYi

• • • DE LUXE endorsements of a picture being lined up

by Paramount ad chief Bob Gillham on "Our Leading Citizen," featuring

Bob Bums the testimonials are from various state Governors who
have attended special private previews of the production

• • • HERE is one from the Governor of Illinois: "Para-

mount is to be congratulated on its splendid production a

powerful and stirring drama which emphasizes the importance of

preserving the fundamentals and ideals of our American way of

living in a vivid manner it demonstrates that America can

succeed only so long as capital and labor work together this

picture should be seen by every citizen in the State of Illinois."

• • • WIRE service, composing room and staff conspired yester-

day to stage a reportorial comedy of errors with the Schine convention

as the setting so for the record we now beg to state

Monroe Greenthal was NOT in Gloversville but busy here with the

'Tour Feathers" opening at the Capitol Eddie Golden happens

to be Monogram's vice-prexy, while our story dropped the vice

and Alec Moss happens to be in Paramount's advertising dep't and not

sales outside of that, the very interesting story on the Schine con-

vention in this valuable paper was essentially correct thank you

for your kind altention

• • • HERE is a camera that looks like the solution to the

photo finishes at the racetrack it is not a motion picture

camera has only one moving part a simple sprocket

that pulls standard motion picture film through a box no

shutter and therefore no blind spots, through which a horse

can move without being photographed the eye of the camera

never closes photographs the horses continually as they pass

the finish line it is the invention of Lorenzo del Riccio, well

known Hollywood studio photographic expert it is installed

at all the Pacific Coast tracks it gives a complete picture of

the finish of a race, with every horse in correct relative position

as the horse crosses the line Bogart Rogers is promoting

this interesting gadget, he being an erstwhile Paramount associate

producer

T T T
• • • BELIEVE it or not the A. F. of L. claims Ripley is

unfair to organized labor as they picket his Odditorium museum on

Broadway

T T
• • • DOWN in New Orleans The Man In the Iron Mask
paraded the main thoroughfares plugging the United Artists

attraction and the gent inside the mask was none other than

Bob Wood, who handles the U. A. pictures in that territory

being well and favorably known to all the newspaper lads, Bob
garnered photos and stories on the stunt

• • • A TENTH Avenue theater reports Mike Kaufmann

advertises out front as follows "Five Big Features: Hold

That Co-Ed.' 'Blondie Meets the Boss.' A Newsreel. A Comic. AND a

Five-Cent Dixie Cup! FREE!"

DEPARTMENT STORES

WOULD ENTER TELE

(Continued from Page 1)

good-will, informative nature which
will command public interest. The
merchandising of commercial goods
will have a role, but will be subor-

dinated to the broader scheme of

pleasing television audiences. Fur-
ther, an educational note will be in-

jected from time to time to benefit

those who consume the department
stores' articles.

Hirschmann, who leaves New
York on the He de France for Lon-
don on Tuesday where he plans a
study of telecasting methods of Brit-

ish Broadcasting Co., as well as
those employed by Selfridge's De-
partment Store now making use of

tele for merchandising, asserted
that Bloomingdale's has been quiet-

ly working recently upon the devel-

opment of a new shooting technique
for tele films, particularly of close-

ups.
Added interest in the proposed

tele station was aroused in motion
picture circles yesterday when it

was learned that Metropolitan Tele-
vision, Inc., had listed as consul-
tant engineers the Allen B. DuMont
Laboratories, Inc., affiliate of Para-
mount Pictures.
Although not officially confirmed,

it is understood that the DuMont
organization is not only acting as
technical advisor of Metropolitan
Television, but is slated to closely
collaborate with the new project on
the tele film aspects, which call for
fashion and other reels.

Officers of the new corporation
are Walter Rothschild, president;
Harry A. Hatry. Robert E. Blum
and I. A. Hirschmann. vice-presi-
dents; David M. Freudenthal, secre-
tary; and Kenneth C. Richmond,
treasurer.
The tele studio will be located, it

is planned, in a midtown hotel.

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Observers who are

close to Federal Communication
Commission activities declared here
yesterday their belief that within
the next six or eight months close
to a dozen new television stations
will have been licensed in the U. S.

Australia Considering

Copyright Legislation

(Continued from Page 1)

government, according to Attorney
General Hughes. New laws would be
framed with a view to the situation
arising from development of films
and radio.

%< « « » » »

Africa on B'tvay
Africa came to Broadway this week

and folks are wondering if the Chambers
of Commerce on the Dark Continent are
doing a little promoting. "Four Feath-
ers" is at the Capitol, "Stanley and
Livingstone," is at the Roxy and "Beau
Geste" is at the Paramount. In the
second-runs is "Tarzan Finds a Son."
All have African locales.
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NO CHANGE FOR SUIT

TRIAL BEFORE JAN. 1

{Continued from Page 1)

pressed sympathy with the Govern-
ment's efforts for an early trial and
went into full details as to the cal-

endar condition of the District Court
here.

Special Assistant Attorney General
Paul Williams in his statement to the

Court urged Judge Knox to put the

case on for trial by Nov. 1, stating

that the public interest and the sit-

uation in the industry made an early

trial urgent. Williams was supported
in his argument by David L. Podell,

possible trial counsel for the Gov-
ernment, who stated that there was
a "very serious situation" in the in-

dustry and that an independent dis-

tributor or producer "hasn't got a

chance to survive."
The Government was receiving nu-

merous complaints from all over the
country, Podell continued, and it was
to the public interest that an impar-
tial tribunal review the situation.

The Government would take a maxi-
mum of four months to try its case,

Podell declared.

Col. William J. Donovan, in oppos-
ing the application, contended that

the majors were not opposed to an
early trial, but that they required at

least until March to complete prepa-
ration of their defense. The defend-
ants still have months of work ahead
of them, and must investigate and
cover some 15,000 independent exhib-

itors and a large number of inde-

pendent producers, Donovan said.

Moreover, he declared, the motion
picture industry has been working
on a new fair trade practice code
for the last three months which
would answer a substantial part of

the Government's charges.
Judge Knox interrupted Donovan

to say that he was presiding over
a 77-B bankruptcy proceeding of an
uptown theater and that he had been
unable to obtain pictures for that
house "for love or money." The val-

ue of the theater had fallen, he said,

from $50,000 to $30,000.

Judge Thomas D. Thacher took up
the argument for the majors, reiter-

ating that the defendants could not
be adequately prepared earlier than
March. He stated that the structure
of the industry had resulted from
natural economic developments and
that the problems facing a trial

judge would require intimate knowl-
edge of why and how it happened.
This would require, Thacher said,

fullest preparation of the case and
the presentation on trial of the full-

est details.

Ralph Harris completed the argu-
ments for the defendants by urging

APL and ITA Execs. Meet in Toronto Today
To Further Plans for Convention of Indies

Toronto—To further plans for the forthcoming convention of the Anti-Protection
League to be held here late in August or early in September, with independent exhibitors

attending from every province in the Dominion, members of the APL's central committee
and the Independent Theaters Ass'n Board of Directors is scheduled today. This con-
ference will call a special general meeting of the ITA, to be held next week when
every independent in Ontario, whether a member of the ITA or not, will be invited

to attend. Convention date will be set at that time.

Grandpappy Golden
Eddie Golden, vice-president of Mono-

gram, became a grandpappy at 3:58 yes-

terday morning. A baby girl, weighing

6'A pounds, was born to his daughter-
in-law, Mrs. Robert Golden, in Holly-

wood. Golden received word of the ar-

rival while attending the Schine conven-
tion in Gloversville.

10,438 Positive, 515 Neg.

Prints Exported in 6 Mos.

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington— To all markets of

the world, 10,438 separate positive
and 515 negative prints of features
of 4,000 feet or more were exported
in the first six months of the cur-
rent year, it was estimated yesterday
by Nathan D. Golden, chief of the
Motion Picture Division of the De-
partment of Commerce.

Preliminary figures for the first

six months for U. S. exports of mo-
tion picture films, both negative and
positive, show a decrease of 8,070,-

745 linear feet as compared with the
first six months of 1938. During the
current year a total of 79,402,568
linear feet of American negative and
positive film, valued at $1,724,237
was exported to the markets of the
world as compared with 97,473,313
linear feet with a value of $2,122,719
for the first six months of 1938.

Positive films for the first six

months of 1939 totaled 75,734,690
linear feet with a value of $1,568,722
and negatives for this period totaled
3,667,878 linear feet valued at $155,-
515 as against 93,081,777 feet of

positive film valued at $1,962,151 and
negatives totaling 4,391,536 feet hav-
ing a declared value of $160,568 dur-
ing the same six-month period of

1938.

the Court to allow the case to be
reached in its natural course and
stated that there was no emergency
which would require an earlier trial.

Nova Scotia Sales Deadlock

Seen Near End With Truce

UA Denied More Definite

Bill in U. S. Equity Suit

United Artists Corp. yesterday
lost its battle to obtain a more defi-

nite and adequate bill of particulars
in the Government's equity suit

against UA and the other majors
when Federal Judge Edward A.
Conger handed down a decision
denying in full the application.
Judge Conger stated that he felt

that there was "a fair and reason-
able compliance with the order of
Judge Bondy," therefore, denying
the motion. United Artists was also
defeated in its efforts to secure an
extension of 60 days to answer the
complaint since Judge Conger's de-

cision directed UA to serve its

answer "within 10 days after ser-
vice of a copy of this order."
UA had sought further details on

11 items of the complaint, claiming
that the Government had unsatis-
factorily set forth the details in its

previous bill, in addition, it had
requested the Court to strike out
certain allegations of the complaint
which referred specifically to UA.

(Continued from Page 1)

ing a clause voiding the agreements

if Bill 92 is proclaimed. This, it is

believed assures speedy end of the

selling deadlock which has persisted

here for weeks.

Bill 92, which would outlaw any

"discrimination" in the sale of mo-
tion pictures as between circuit and

indie customers and put the distri-

bution of motion pictures under the

Provincial Department of Theater

Inspection and Censorship, roused

the Canadian distributors to the ex-

tent that certain of them reportedly
threatened to withdraw from the af-

fected terrtiory.

Meetings between all factions re-

sulted in the decision not to pro-
claim the act until a newly-formed
Conciliation Board had an opportu-
nity to deal with the grievances
which gave rise to the bill.

This Board, whose chairman, A.
J. Mason, is also past president of
the Allied Exhibitors, has not yet
established whether or not concilia-

tion will be far-reaching enough to

satisfy the independents. Says Ma-
son: "

. . . . until we are satisfied

with Conciliation we certainly will

not make any move to have the bill

repealed."
Discussion on whether or not to

sign contracts with the provisional
clause "that should bill 92 be pro-
claimed the contract would become
null and void at the discretion of
the distributor" the independents,
according to Mason reasoned thus:
"The main issue was of course the
question of securing the 1939-40
product. The fact remained that
in the event we refused to sign
there would be no pictures, that is

the information given to us, . . .

resulting in a shutdown of theaters
in this Province."

National Organization Looms
For Australian Film Trade

(Continued from Page 1)

tion of an Australian national film
organization upon his arrival in Syd-
ney.

Grierson, now in Canada en route
to "down under," last year aided the
Canadian Ministry of Trade and
Commerce in measures for the for-
mation of the Canadian Film Board.

Grierson, discussing industry
trends, declares that the pix audience
during the last two years has devel-
oped "film taste" and no longer go
to the theater through force of
habit.

CODE ADMiNISTRATII

UNDER JOINT CONTRA

(Continued from Page 1)

tributors have not yet had time
give their attention to an admirl
trative system, it is reported tl

the carrying out of the code will
done jointly by exhibitors ailS&d|

tributors. It is likely thatMi;
secretaries will be installed in ea|

of the key cities.

W. F. Rodgers, spokesman for t|

distributors, said yesterday that
had been the intentions of his co
mittee to wind up the code deta|
this week but that unavoidable
lays had made it necessai'y to po
pone the announcement until "ea:
next week."

Schenck Reports Disposal

of 700 Shares 20-Fox Pf

(Continued from Page 1)

of security transactions and holdin
Schenck now holds 22,584 of the pr
ferred shares and 108,943 shares
common stock.

In a corrected report for Marc
1939, Harry Cohn reported receivii
42 shares of Columbia common sto<

as a stock dividend, bringing his t

tal common holdings to 1,765 shar
and 1,762 common voting trust ce
tificates also as a stock dividei
bringing his total certificate holdin}
to 72,284. The Joan Perry accour
listed under Cohn, received 30 ce
tificates through stock dividend
bringing the total to 1,260.
Loew's Boston Theaters report

that Loew's, Inc., has acquired 1(

more shares of common stock. Tl
parent company now holds 99,792
Loew's Boston common stock.
A corrected report for May, 193

states Y. Frank Freeman has a
quired 500 shares of Paramount
per cent convertible 2nd preferre
representing his entire holding
that class. Freeman's wife holds 6(

shares, it was reported.
Report of Universal states Dani

M. Sheaffer has acquired 500 co:

mon voting trust certificates, brin
ing his total to 18,000, and holds 2i

500 certificates through Standa:
Capital Co. He also holds 111,2
common voting trust certificate wa!
rants through Standard Capital C(j

it was reported.
In a 1938 report, Keith Alb

Orpheum states N. Peter Rathvo
director, holds no equity secturiti

as of Dec. 8, 1938.

"Hallelujah" Revival
King Vidor's all-Negro productio:

"Hallelujah," a Metro 1929 releas
will return to Broadway tomorro
at the New Amsterdam Theater ft

an extended engagement.

Hotel Into Theater
Pittsburgh—Speer Marousis, who oper-

ates the Regent Theater in New Castle,

has purchased the four-story Fountain

Inn Hotel in this town and will convert

it into a modern first-run theater, on
which work is to begin immediately.
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GINGER ROGERS-CAROLE

LOMBARD • GARY GRANT

KAY FRANCIS-ANNA NEA6LE

CHARLES LAUGHTON • ANNE

SHIRLEY-JOHN WAYNE

CLAIRE TREVOR • HELEf
"

DAVID NIVEN • CHARLES

E

OLIVER - ZASU PITTS

H. B. WARNER GEORGE

SANDERS-WALTER

CONNOLLY -VERREE

TEA5DALE -FRANKLIN

SIR CEDRIC HARDWICKE

WALTER HAMPDEN

MAUREEN D'HARA

/

CROMWELL -HERBERT

WILCOX -GREGORY LA CAVA

GEORGE STEVENS-WILLIAM

SEITER- WILLIAM DIETERLE
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GINGER ROGERS

DAVID NIVEN

CHARLES COBURN
FRANK ALBERTSON

E. E. GLIVE
DIRECTED BY GARSON KANIN

PRODUCED BY B. G. DeSYLVA

PANDRO S. BERMAN S=
SCREEN PLAY BY NORMAN KRASNA
STORY BY FELIX JACKSON

Now playing to peak midwinter grosses in

first runs throughout the country! . . . Held

over at Radio City Music Hall after a first

week that lifted it to that coveted $100,000-

a-week class! ... AS BIG AS THEY MAKE

'EM-AND PRESENT GROSSES PROVE IT!



with

CHARLES COBURN

HELEN VINSON

KATHARINE

ALEXANDER

JONATHAN HALE

MAURICE

MOSCOVICH

PANDRO S. BERMAN
in charge of production.

Directed by JOHN
CROMWELL. Produced by

GEORGE HAIGHT. Screen!

Play by Richard Sherr

fflS*#

STARS, STARS, STARS . . . Carole and Cary and Kay

.

the biggest box-office threesome of the season ... all

in the Park Avenue-flavored drama of a blonde-brunette

battle for the love of a man worth fighting for! ... A

BIG-TIME SHOW NOW SET FOR PRE-RELEASE RUNS IN

KEY SPOTS COAST TO COAST!
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PANDRO S. BERMAN
,N CHARGE
PRODUCTION

-^ WALTER HAMPDEN
MAUREEN O'HARA
Sir GEDRIG HARDWIGKE

id a cast of thousands
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VICTOR

HUGO'S
mighty novel,

directed by

WILLIAM

DIETERLE
Tby special arrangement

-

]

I with Warner Bros.



PRODUCED AND

DIRECTED DY

GEORGE

STEVENS

;# Xm

A. J. CRONIN'S GREATEST STORY SINCE THE CITADEL

PAN BRO S. HERMAN production

'

H/iitk BRIAN AHERNE ANNE SHIRLEY



»,uk EDNA MAY OLIVER • GEORGE

SANDERS MAY ROBSONZASU
PITTS • H, B, WARNER
Screenplay by Michael Hogan. Musical score by Anthony Collins

IT'S MORE THAN A BIG

i III I UKt . . it's the screen's greatest

tribute to the glory of woman's courage

and the wonder of her unpredictable

heart! . . It's Hollywood's newest note

in super thrillers, with England's greatest

I actress in the role that will make her

one of America's most popular stars!

Produced and directed

by HERBERT WILCOX



STAGE nttoYlA"CAW
^^

GINGER ROGERS.,.*
WALTER CONNOLLY -JAMES ELLISON

TIM HOLT • VERREE TEASDALE
KATHARINE ADAMS -FRANKLIN PANGBORN
Produced and directed by GREGORY LA CAVA

raf#«

PANDRO S. BERMAN
IN CHARGE OF
PRODUCTION

Streamlined Cinderella in sables! . . . Joyous Ginger in

the perfect role for a picture to cause the "Ohs" and

"Ahs" and heart-throbs! What a set-up for the pro-

ducer-director who wrapped up your heart with "Stage

Door." . . . Soon ready for pre-release runs everywhere!
M
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The greatest action special
you'll get this year! . . . The screen's mightiest

moving drama of pioneers against the wilderness!

. . . It's all excitement, thrill and wonder . . . Out-

doors on the grandest scale the movies have ever

seen! ... ONE OF THE BIGGEST AND MOST
JMPORTANT PICTURES ON RKO RADIO'S GREAT
LIST FOR 1939-40!

^
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* *
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Played by a cast of thousands of settlers, Indians, soldiers, scouts,

wagon-trainmen and backwoods statesmen headed by

JOHN WAYNE • CLAIRE TREVOR
GEORGE SANDERS

WILLIAM A.

SEITER

V*"

•3X

PANDRO S. BERMAN
IN CHARGE OF PRODUCTION

From the stirring

pages of the novel,

"The First Rebel,"

by Neil Swanson.



THE ONE GREAT

LINCOLN SHOW

OE ALL TIME!

RAYMOND
M A S S E Y

ui

ROBERT E. SHERWOOD'S

PULITZER PRIZE PLAY..
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Directed by

JOHN CROMWELL

Presented by MAX GORDON

Produced by

MAX GORDON PLAYS AND

PICTURES, INC.,

HARRY M. GOETZ, President

MAX GORDON, Vice-President



EIGHT OF

YOU EVER

very On
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II

III

THE AMERICAN WAY

MARCH OF TIME'S

THE RAMPARTS WE WATCH

IVANHOE

LESLIE HOWARD

»

THE MAN WHO FOOND HIMSELF

GEORGE STEVENS' PARTS UNKNOWN

LAUREL .id HARDY » THE FLYING DEUCES

TOM DROWN'S SCHOOL DAYS

JEAN HERSHOLT.S DR. CHRISTIAN

THE SWISS FAMILY ROBINSON

AFRICAN INTRIGUE

THE DEERSLAYER

HAROLD LLOYD'S CHASING RAINBOWS

GARY GRANT i. PASSPORT FOR LIFE

v^m

HKO
RADIO
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actor
is.«~~director

is
his first!
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CHARLES GOBURN
FRANK ALBERTSON

E, E. GLIVE
DIRECTED BY GARSON KANIN
PRnniiHFD BY B. G. DeSYL
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BOSTON • *»CHEST™ ,« HOWTON IHDIAHtfOUS

EVERYWHERE
1 n

...RHO RADIO PICTURES
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IN NAME ONLY
CHARLES COBURN • HELEN VINSON KATHARINE ALEXANDER

JONATHAN HALE MAURICE MOSCOVICH f
PANDRO S. BERMAN in charge of Production . Directed by John Cromwell

Produced by George Haight • Screen Play by Richard Sherman

That's the kind we mean when



AT 4:12 YESTERDAY AFTER-

NOON IN NAME ONLY HAD

FORGED WAY AHEAD OF THE

SAME-TIME OPENING-DAY

FIGURES OF BACHELOR

MOTHER AT RADIO CITY

MUSIC HALL......AND
BACHELOR MOTHER/ RE-

MEMBER, FINISHED ITS

FIRST WEEK GLORIOUSLY UP

IN THAT COVETED 100,000-

A-WEEK CLASS!

we say BIG ONES from RKO RADIO
i bnB isez:

a-OOQ sdi rri ins,
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EQUIP
DEBRIE BRINGS OUT

NEW PRINTER TYPES

Several new printers are an-

nounced by R. Fawn Mitchell, mana-

ger of Andre Debrie, Inc., manufac-

turers of motion picture apparatus.

Salient among them is a new
16 mm. picture reduction printer

which runs over 60 feet per minute

on the 35 mm. side, or about twice

the speed at which ordinary step

type printers can be run, company
states. This high speed is made
possible only by the rugged construc-
tion of the machine and of its work-
ing parts.

Debrie has still further inceased
the output by incorporating an opti-

cal beam splitting unit in the lens

system. This is so designed that it

produces two absolute identical

16 mm. images at one time from a
single 35 mm. negative. Two 16 mm.
strips, or only one as preferred, are
threaded on the 16 mm. side.

The optical unit is corrected achro-
matically to insure the best defini-

tion for black-and-white work, and
also with a view to the possible use
for reduction of color negatives.
Thus at one stroke, the Debrie re-

duction printer, it is claimed, turns
out about four times the 16 mm.
footage in a given time than can be
secured from ordinary types. Not
only is this great increase in output
obtained, but highest quality, com-
pany reveals, is maintained. Special
features such as oscillating gates
and adjustable pilot pins are integral
features of the design which permit
the quality to be maintained at the
high speed of operation.

New Orleans "Push-Pull"

Debut Via Goldwyn Pix

New Orleans—Audiences here will

get hearing of "push-pull" sound re-

cording systems about Aug. 18 when
the UA-Goldwyn opus, "Thev Shall
Have Music," opens at local Loew's
State.
Technicians say that the Loew

house is only one in local territory

equipped to offer the new double
sound track.

Hesses Erecting Another
Groton, Conn.—Ground has been

broken for a new 500-seat theater
here by Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Hess, op-
erators of the Moosup Theater.

Cool Evansville Houses
Evansville, Ind. — Westinghouse

Electric and Manufacturing Co. has
installed modern air conditioning
equipment in the Loew and Grand
theaters.

NTS Men on the Go
According to figures just released, Na-

tional Theater Supply Co. representatives
travel over their respective territories at

the rate of 3,792 miles a day, or the
equivalent of a journey around the

world every 6Y2 days. Since old mother
earth's circumference today is listed at

24,900 miles, NTS men in traveling

1,400,000 miles a year to call on their

customers, went 56 times around the
world.

K. Lee Williams Will

Build in Fordyce. Ark.

Oklahoma City—K. Lee Williams

of K. Lee Williams Theaters, Inc.,

has announced that the firm will

build a new theater in Fordyce, Ark.,

in the immediate future. C. E. Park-

er, who has rebuilt five of the or-

ganization's recently acquired houses,

will supervise construction of the

new house at Fordyce. Williams also

announced that he will take over the

Amusu Theater at Fordyce Aug. 12

and operate it until his new house

is ready. The Amusu will then be

closed for remodeling.

This will give the Williams circuit

theaters in Broken Bow, Okla., and
Nashville, Dierks, DeQueen and Ash-
down, in Arkansas, as well as For-
dyce.

Eberson and Price Work
On Plans for Cincy House

Cincinnati — John Eberson and
Harry H. Price, architects headquar-
tering in New York and Cincinnati,

respectively, are currently working
on plans for the new 700-seat thea-
ter which will be erected shortly by
the Cincinnati Times-Star on the
premises which latter owns at Sixth
and Walnut Sts. here.

House has already been leased to

Gifts, Inc.

Form Comfort Products

Chicago—J. T. Coyle, T. M. Wilkes
and B. J. Stpizka have organized
the Comfort Products Corp., with
offices at 161 154th St. in Harvey
to deal in air conditioning equip-

ment.

Rautenberg Promoted
Chicago—E. C. Rautenberg has

been named assistant general sales

manager for the Celotex Co. W. E.

Richardson takes Rautenberg's for-

mer position at the Boston offices of
the company.

B. F. Southern Building

Clarksville, Va.—B. F. Southern,
manager and owner of the State, has
broken ground for another 600-seat
house to be completed in 90 days.

ROSS DISTRIBUTING

NEW M-R ARC LAMPS

Since Mole-Richardson, Inc., have

made available to the motion picture

ndustry the efficient and quiet H. I.

Arc Spots of 120 and 150 amp. ca-

pacity, distributed in the east ex-

clusively by Charles Ross, Inc., of

New York, there has arisen in both

the color and black-and-white pho-

tographic field a demand for a spot

similar to the larger units, but of
lower current capacity.
For those photographic operations

conducted at short range or at lower
intensities, these new H. I. Arc
Spot Lamps have proved most effec-

tive. The light projected from these
units corresponds exactly with that
of the high powered units in spec-
trum quality, and permits them to

be used interchangeably with the
high powered units in color photog-
raphy.
The M-R Type 65 H. I. Arc Lamps

fills the new need and have found
expansive use for both front and
back-lighting, in close up and med-
ium shots. The field of light which
these lamps project in all divergen-
ces has an almost uniform high in-

tensity in the main portion of the
beam, the edges of which taper off

in intensity.

This distribution, characteristic

of lamps equipped with Morinc
lenses, is ideal for photographic
purposes as it permits beams of

light from various units to be over-
lapped without showing objection-

able high intensities, Charles Ross
points out.

NTSC Gets Ritz Contract

Jewett City, Conn.—National The-
ater Supply Co. will install projec-
tion, sound and screen in the new
750-seat Ritz Theater, under con-
struction by Torans Amusement
Corp., American Seating has con-
tract for the chairs. The house is

expected to be ready Sept. 15.

Carr Gets Seat Order
Detroit — Midwest Theaters has

awarded reseating contract for the
1,400 - seat Majestic Theater to

George W. Carr of International
Seating Co. New flooring is also

being put in. The house will be
reduced about 200 seats to accommo-
date the new larger seats.

Install GE Systems
Bridgeport—General Electric air-

conditioning systems have been in-

stalled in the 730-seat Rivoli Theater
and 490-seat Brooklawn. Strand
Amusement will reseat and install

new booth equipment in the 900-seat
Hippodrome this month.

uFILM H
Possibilities I

By JOHN EBE

DESPITE the steady numerical

growth of motion picture the-

aters during the past decade, there

is still room for more, not only in

certain larger communities, but in

the smaller ones, and, it might be

said, particularly in the latter.

So institutional has the fiim house

become that one can scarcely con-

ceive of a community whose popu-

lation, when it has grown to a point

where civic buildings are considered

essential or even advisable to erect,

does not at least aspire to rear or

have reared for entertainment and

diversion a film house of its own.

Yet there are literally hundreds

of so-called little towns which should

have, and want, their own theaters,

but have not yet found the wish

fulfilled. Instead, their film-loving

inhabitants must journey to a near-

by town to satiate their cinematic

tastes,—and the reason for the im-

posed compulsion is simply that the

"nearby" town is utilized to draw

upon a number of other towns, ad-

jacent to itself, on the theory that

otherwise the offering of screen en-

tertainment would not be a paying

proposition.
* * *

IN
some instances this is doubtless

true, but these are not the in-

stances of which we speak. Let us

take an example. Town "A," which

has a commodious film theater, has

located near it three other towns,

"B," "C" and "D." The latter trio

have populations in their own right

which should have theaters. Instead,

their citizens are forced to go to

town "A."

Now what is true of certain in-

dividual towns forming a group is

Friestack Will Build

Harrisburg, Pa.—Frank Friestack,

owner of the New Cumberland (Pa.)

Theater near here, announces he
will build a $53,000 theater starting

Aug. 1. Contract will be awarded
soon. Workmen are now razing the

double house which stands on the

site.

Gounares Planning Nabe
Mobile, Ala.—Alex Gounares, who

runs two theaters and an amusement
park here which also shows films, is

planning another nabe.
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likewise true of certain cities. Let

us take an example of this. City

"A," although apparently a single

entity, bearing a fixed community
name and entitled to geographical

recognition as such, is, nevertheless,

an actual collection of separate com-
munities, and more particularly so

when there is considered "subur-

ban" groups. Yet some of the sec-

tions have no theater.

There was a time, a number of

years ago, when the film fans of a

big Midwest city trekked to its "main
street" area for film diversion,

—

for in that section existed the only

houses devoted to film entertain-

ment,—but today, the various sec-

tions of the same city have neigh-

borhood houses which are highly

prosperous, modern in most details,

and compare favorably with their

"main street rivals."

* * *

SUGGESTED from these and other

observations is the question,

—

what means can be taken to provide

small communities, and sub-divisions

of large ones,—with film theaters

of their own?
There IS a plan, and one which,

in the writer's opinion is practical.

The idea, if put into execution,

would more than serve the conven-
ience of the theater patron. Addi-

tionally, it would be a benefit to

the enterprising exhibitor or circuit

operator, and likewise to distribu-

tors.

The idea fundamentally is ... a

new, standardized type of motion
picture house.

(In a subsequent article, John
Eberson will discuss the possibilities

of the tabloid film theater.)

HILD'S NEW CLEANER

BUILT FOR THEATERS

Second Beechler House
Detroit—Cass R. Beechler, opera-

tor of the Eaton Theater at Char-
lotte, is building a second house
there for opening Aug. 15. Equip-
ment has been sold by National
Theater Supply here, including Sim-
plex sound and projectors, Crestwood
carpets, Walker Sound Screen, Peer-
less lamp houses, and Hertner gen-
erator.

New House for Dania, Fla.

Dania, Fla.—Site for a theater
has been acquired by Dania Amuse-
ment Co.

Designed for use in motion pic-

ture theaters, which have the con-

stant problem of floor maintenance,
s well as keeping in clean and at-

tractive condition such interior es-

sentials as carpets, upholstery and
draperies, the new Model 16 Hild
Vacuum Machine, manufactured by
the Hild Floor Machine Co. of Chi-

cago, is being widely marketed.
Unit comnlfte with all its at-

tachments weighs only 85 pounds,
and one man alone can easily carry
it up or down stairs.

Dust Arrestor Tank is made of 20

gauge rustproof brass, reinforced
and attractively polished. It is 22
inches high, 16 inches in diameter,
and has a capacity of 16^ gallons.

Four soft rubber 3-inch casters are
mounted in cast iron extension
brackets which are solidly riveted
to a 4-inch steel band encircling
the tank. Wide spacing of the cast-

ers prevents the machine from tip-

ping when it is pulled over door
sills or folds in rugs.
Dust Filter Rag is made of extra

heavy fabric. It is 23 inches wide
and 30 inches high, with a filtering

area of 1,440 square inches. It is

equipped with a 10-inch dump.
Standard equipment furnished

with Model 16 consists of 15-inch
rigid floor tool, floor tool handle,
upholstery tool, and one ten-foot
length of two-inch diameter hose.

CFLC Buys Building

Chicago—The Chicago Film Labo-
ratory Co. has bought the building
at 18 W. Walton St. and will mod-
ernize it as a company workshop.
Mrs. A. G. Dunlap is president of the
company and Miss Inez Ridgeway,
managing director.

Dusinberre Turns Exhib.

Redbud, 111.—C. T. Dusinberre, for-
mer RCA sound engineer, who is

building the new Red Bud Theater
here, has placed an order with
the Exhibitors Supply Co., St. Louis,
for 300 de luxe chairs. Hopes to
open about Sept. 1.

New Motiograph Distribs.

Chicago — Guercio and Barthel
have been appointed Chicago dis-
tributors for the Motiograph line of
projectors. The GerBar, Inc., have
taken the distribution for the In-
dianapolis territory.

Reseated by ASC
Thomaston, Conn.—American Seat-

ing Co. will install 700 chairs in the
new Park Theater, under construc-
tion by Robert Schwartz, operator
of the Paramount.

Aerial Service
Richmond, Va.—William Attmore, lo-

cal RCA engineer, has just secured his

private pilot's license, which enables him
to serve his accounts by plane.

South Bend Lathe Works
Has Three New Models

A new bulletin, No. 43, has been

issued by the South Bend Lathe

Works, South Bend, Ind., illustrat-

ing and describing the three new
models of the Workshop Precision

Lathe, and the new improvements
which have been added.
Most of these improvements are

the Quick Change Gear Box, Power
Cross Feed and Power Longitudinal
Feed of the Model A Workshop
Lathe, which make available a pop-
ular priced precision bench lathe
with complete engine lathe features.
The Model B has independent

change gears and power feeds, and
the Model C is same lathe company
has been manufacturing, having
geared screw longitudinal feed and
hand cross feed.

Copies of the new bulletin can
be obtained from company's Tech-
nical Service Department.

THEA. IMPROVEMENT

BIZ LOOKS UP IN CHI.

Chicago—Theater improvement biz

is looking up, according to the Guer-

cio and Barthel Co. Firm has closed

with the Rialto Theater at Joliet, a

Great States subsidiary house, for
two Model K Motiographs. Other or-

ders are in prospect.
The Stanley Theater Equipment

Co. has several overhauling jobs on
the books, according to Stanley Le-
vine of that company and expect
more during the next few weeks.
New theaters are also on the up-

grade, Pereira and Pereira, theater
architects, say. Plans are being
rushed for a modernistic house for
Madison, Wis., for the Fox circuit.

They also report several inquiries
from prospective builders, both cir-

cuit and independents for Fall con-
summation.

Watts Plans 450-Seater
Brookhaven, Miss.—L. Watts, who

operates a house in Rodessa, La., is

planning construction of a 450-
seater here to be known as the State.

"THEY SHALL HAVE MUSIC

You'll hear the sweet music of extra

coins tinkling in the box office till if

you give them Alexander Smith Carpet

as well . . . one reason why you'll find

this famous carpet in most of the

country's successful theatres.

ALEXANDER SMITH CARPET
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MAP CAMPAIGN TO

ASSURES NEELY BILL

(Continued from Page 1)

Women's Clubs, W.C.T.U., etc., ac-
cording to the plans now being
mapped, will proceed to contact Rep-
resentatives as soon as they return
to their homes, and propose to per-
mit no letup during the months
intervening before Congress recon-
venes in December.
With Congressional elections

scheduled for next year, the strateg-
ists of the Neely forces are confi-
dent that they can force the issue
at the next session regardless of any
reluctance the House Interstate
Commerce Commitee may manifest.
Chairman of the later is Rep. Clar-
ence Lea, D., Calif.

Affiliates of AAAA Planning

Further Reprisals Against IA

(Continued from Page 1)

and their motives in the charter ac-
tion was mailed to 30,000 members
of the AAAA last night. The AFA,
in turn, was hastily mailing ballots

West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—More than 3,000 mem-

bers of SAG yesterday signed a peti-

tion authorising the Guild executive
board to call a strike if deemed
necessary to thwart IATSE en-
croachment. The signers also pledged
themselves never to be members of
IA or AFA.

to its members for approval of the
acceptance of the IA charter, it was
reported.

In the AAAA letter, a categorical
list of charges against Ralph White-
head, executive secretary of the
AFA, were listed. Following a de-
scription of the history of the AFA
and the incidents leading up to the
union's expulsion from the 4 A's,
the situation was described as "a
public scandal." William Bioff and
George E. Browne are especially
assailed.

The members of AAAA affiliates,
to which the letters were sent, are
urged to do everything within their
power to make their feelings known
to fellow members and the public
at large.

Conduct of Joseph Padway, coun-
sel for the A F of L and the AFA
was also a subject of comment in
the letter. The AAAA questions
his position as attorney for both or-
ganizations, with the inference that
it is hardly possible he can be im-
partial.

Keeping Curtiz Busy
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Michael Curtiz has been

handed the job of turning out three im-
portant pictures during next five months.
They are: "Four Wives," sequel to
"Daughters Courageous," with the Lane
sisters, Gale Page, John Garfield, May
Robson, Claude Rains and Donald Crisp;
"The Sea Hawk," starring Errol Flynn;
and "Nevada," epic western, also with
Flynn. Latter two are set for Techni-
color and because of their large scale
character, Curtiz will have two produc-
tion crews working with him continu-
ously between now and an. 1.
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THEAT6R CHRnG€S
Nation-wide Survey of Theater Conditions Conducted

Exclusively for THE FILM DAILY by

ROSS FEDERAL SERVICE, INC.

Theater Closings

CALIFORNIA
Arvin—Arvin (7-13-39); Owner:

Banducci & Lemucchi Theater Co.;
Completely destroyed by fire.

KANSAS
Ellsworth— Dickinson (7-15-39);

Owner: Griffith and Dickinson; Sold
lease to Commonwealth.

OKLAHOMA
El Reno — Empress (6-15-39);

Owner: Griffith Circuit.

UTAH
Logan—Capitol, 1,500 seats (7-23-

39); Owner: Intermountain Theaters,
Inc.; House Manager: Mr. Earl
Baughman; Previously closed in
April.

Theaters Planned
MICHIGAN

Detroit—"B" 325 seats, Warren
Shaull Bldg.; Builder: Cash R.
Beechler; Cost: $10,000; Operator:
Cash R. Beechler.

MONTANA
Chinook—Site; Old Meat Market;

Operator: Mr. Griffin.

TEXAS
Bishop—New, 300 seats, J. E.

Chiles Bldg.; Operator: Jack Crow.

Theaters Under
Construction

CALIFORNIA
Oildale—River, 900 seats, El Te-

jon at Chester Ave.; Builder: Guy
Hall; Cost: $35,000; Operator: Ban-
ducci & Lamucchi Theater Co.; To
be completed on or about September
1st, 1939.

OHIO
Columbus — New, 1571 Parsons

Ave.; Builder: G. E. Rappold; Ar-
chitect: Hypp I. Dauben; Cost:
$17,000.

WEST VIRGINIA
Lewisburg—Lewis, 650 seats; Op-

erator Kanawha Theater Co.; To be
completed (opening) August 28th.

Renovations
Planned

ARIZONA
Duncan—Duncan; Work Planned:

New seats, new marquee, interior
enlarged, general renovation; Own-
er: Long of Safford, Arizona; To
be completed: Nearing completion.

MONTANA
Foi't Benton—Palace: Work Plan-

ned: Extending and adding 50 more
seats; Owner: Fred Arnst.

Change in
Ownership

COLORADO
Ft. Morgan—Cover, transferred

to J. C. Parker of Dalhartj Texas,
by J. C. Anderson.

OKLAHOMA
Del Reno—El Caro, transferred

to E. R. Slocum to Griffith Circuit;

House Manager: E. R. Slocum.

TEXAS
Dallas — Mirror, transferred to

Robb & Rowley by Interstate; House
Manager: L. D. Hillhouse.

Dallas—Bison, transferred to In-
terstate by Robb & Rowley.

Dallas—Astor, transferred to In-
terstate by Robb & Rowley.

Syracuse Strike Deadline

Postponed; Meets Continue

Syracuse — Film truckers strike
deadline has been postponed indefi-

nitely, with meetings being held
with State Labor Mediator, James
McManus and Edward Murphy, In-

ternational representative from Chi-
cago. Meetings at present are dead-
locked with drivers asking 80 cents
an hour and operators offering 76
cents.

Smith Howell Trucking Co. has
added drivers and trucks to prevent
delays in film shipments.

Elbert Tyson Dead
Chicago — Elbert R. Tyson, 65,

manager of Eastman Kodak Stores
in the local territory, is dead here.
His wife and daughter survive. Fun-
eral services are pending. Burial
will be in Forest Home Cemetery.

Arcadia Decision Nears

On Eastern Production

(Continued from Page 1)

the next few days, Jack Skirball
;

head of the company, said yesterday

upon his arrival from the Coast.

Skirball said that Eastern produc-

tion was being "contemplated seri-

ously" and that a decision would be

made when the distribution plans

were set.

While admitting that negotiations

were under way with several major

companies, Skirball said that a deal

with one company was near to clos-

ing. It has been reported that Co-

lumbia would distribute the product.

"Angela is 22," by Sinclair Lewis,

may be the first of Skirball's ma-
jor pictures.

«REVICUJS»
"They All Come Out"
M-G-M 70 Mins.

FINE HUMAN STORY OF YOUNG LOV-
ERS CAUGHT IN CRIMINAL TOILS CAR-
RIES STRONG ENTERTAINMENT.
A very human document that present a

more or less factual story from the
flpjjfcf*

.

the Federal government, involving ca§M2*Z-
tories of different types of criminals. The
treatment is on the style of the famous
"Crime Does Not Pay" series of Metro
shorts, and the story is by John C. Higgins

who has written several of these stories.

The story revolves around the experiences of

Rita Johnson and Tom Neal who become
involved with a notorious mobster and his

gang. The law eventually has them in the

toils, and they all go to the penitentiary.

Bernard Nedell plays the role of the mob-
ster chief, a hardened criminal, the type who
never reforms. Then there is another who
is a psychopathic case, who is cured of his

vicious tendencies eventually by scientific

medical treatment. Neal is eventually pa-

roled, and so is the girl. They are in love,

and want to go straight. But there is an-

other convict released from prison who is

working with the gang chief who is in

for a long stretch. He forces the youth to

use an acetylene torch on a safe in a place

where he is working as a mechanic. The girl

has been forced to drive the gangster to the

youth's place of work. But the police ar-

rive in time, and the two are given a clean

slate by the authorities, to go out in the

world and go straight as they are trying

to do. The methods of the police, prison

authorities and the humane workings of the

parole system are set forth very interest-

ingly. This is the type of picture that is

far superior to the formula prison story,

and just as entertaining and far closer to

the facts. Selling angles: the "Crime Does
Not Pay" slant; a fine love story of a young

couple trying to go straight.

CAST: Rita Johnson, Tom Neal, Bernard

Nedell, Edward Gargan, John Gallaudet, Ad-
dison Richards, Frank M. Thomas, George
Tobias, Ann Shoemaker, Charles Lane.

CREDITS: Director, Jacques Tourneur;

Author, John C. Higgins; Screenplay, same;

Cameraman, Clyde De Vinna, Paul C. Vogel;

Editor, Ralph E. Goldstein.

DIRECTION, Very Good. PHOTOGRA-
PHY, Fine.

4 Weeks for "Beau Geste"?
"Beau Geste" scored its second

big day at the New York Paramount
Theater yesterday for a gross take
of approximately $9,500, R. M.
Weitman, manager of the theater,

announced. On the basis of this

smash opening the picture is pen-
cilled for a four-week engagement
which will precede its national re-

lease in mid-September.

Radtke Claims Infringement
Patent infringement suit was filed

yesterday in the Federal Court by
Radtke Patents Corp. against Wil-
loughby Camera Stores, Inc., in

which the plaintiff asks for an in-

junction, an accounting, and dam-
ages. Defendant is charged with
selling 16 mm. motion picture sound
projectors which allegedly infringe
on the plaintiff's patent called
"Methods Of And Means For Op-
tically Reproducing Sound."
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BEAUTY and REALISM in COLOR

Your patrons wish to forget that they are looking at a

picture. The closer they come to feeling that they are

watching living and breathing people, the better they are

pleased. Color is growing steadily in popularity because

it adds much to this feeling of realism. But snow-white

light is needed to give color features their full value. Low
intensity projection falls short of realism because the

yellowish tint distorts color values.

Simplified High Intensity projection gives a snow-

white light which brings out the full beauty and realism

of color features. It also supplies two and one-half times

as much screen light as low intensity projection for the

same power consumption. Black and white pictures, as

well as color, are more effectively projected by this

powerful projection light.

Should you still have low intensity lamps it will pay

you to investigate modern, economical, high intensity

projection, the light that pays its own way. Ask your

dealer to show you how improved projection pays invest-

ment and operating costs.

Make your projection equal to that of any theater in the country.

SIMPLIFIED
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IL CARBON COMPANY, INC.
Union Carbide IH<< -and Carbon Corporation

SALES DIVISION, CLEVELAND, OHIO
General Offices: 30 East 42nd Street, New York, N. Y.

6S»CH..n]FS nfFinfs-,,, »fw tnm., p.msmiRfiH, nmninn—sn. fumcisc.i
The words "National" and "Suprex" are trade-marks of National Carbon Company, Inc.



PROVED
DEPENDABLE

THE proving period for Eastman's new

negative films has been left far behind.

With their special emulsion qualities re-

inforced by typical Kodak dependability,

Plus-X, Super-XX, and Background-X are

firmly established as successors to other

notable Eastman films for the motion pic-

ture industry. Eastman Kodak Company,

Rochester, N. Y. (J. E. Brulatour, Inc., Dis-

tributors, Fort Lee, Chicago, Hollywood.)

EASTMAN
PLUS-X

for general studio use

SUPER-XX
for all difficult shots

BACKGROUND-X
for backgrounds and general exterior work
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AAAA and IA TSE Before A F of L Council Thursday

D OF J FILES MONOPOLYSUIT AGAINSTSCHINES

Atlas Puts RKO Underwriting Agreement Before Court

THEWEtr IN
REVIEW

Labor's Internal Strife

iBy GEORGE H. MORRIS==

DOMESTIC
LABOR BATTLE: Internal war-

fare broke out in theatrical field

which threatens to involve the en-
tire film and theatrical industries in
a major labor walk-out unless peace
is reached. Cause of trouble was
granting of an IATSE charter to
AFA. Action was immediately pro-
tested bitterly by the AAAA, and
this body by the week-end was poll-

ing its some 30,000 members on a
strike vote. Further developments
were indications that the IA might
grant a charter to TMAT to fur-
ther strengthen its position. Re-
taliatory moves were instigated im-
mediately by the AAAA member
unions with SAG and AFRA sus-
pending Sophie Tucker, president of
the AFA. It is hoped that the A F
of L executive council meeting this
week in Atlantic City will be able
to iron out the current argument.
Meanwhile, on the Coast, bitter bat-
tle between the USTG and the IA
locals continued. Coast situation
was further complicated by the IA
seeking jurisdiction over ASC.

* * *

FINANCIAL: Paramount's earn-
ings for first half of 1939 were es-
timated at $2,130,000 representing
an increase of $904,189 over a year
ago. . . . 20th-Fox reported a con-
solidated net operating profit, after
certain deductions, of $2,325,525 for
the 26 weeks ended July 1. . . .Fur-
ther indications of the healthy con-
dition of the industry came via Wall
St. announcement that six pix se-
curities during July showed total
appreciation of $22,739,029, a 15.4
per cent gain for the period. Is-
sues were Loew's, Columbia, Para-
mount, RKO, 20th-Fox and War-
ners. . . . Financial and film cir-
cles also showed keen interest in
move by Atlas in Federal Court to
amend certificate of incorporation of
new RKO company in order that

(Continued on Page 11)

$4 Price for Common Stock;

Bondy Sets Hearing

for Wednesday
Underwriting agreement made

between Atlas Corp. and RKO Corp.
calling for the flotation of 375,000
shares of fully paid non-assessable
common stock to holders of un-
secured allowed claims and to Rocke-
feller Center, Inc., at a price of $4
per share was submitted on Friday
to Federal Judge William Bondy
for his approval by Hamilton C.
Rickaby, attorney for the Atlas
Group, at a hearing held on that
date.

The agreement, in the form of a
letter dated Aug. 3, was accepted

(Continued on Page 11)

WB-iVT Deal Set
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Warner Bros, and National

Theaters have agreed on a new three-

year product deal, Charles Skouras re-

ports. Details are being completed and
the contract will be signed within a

few days.

GOLDEN WEST TO MAKE

8 COLOR PIX FOR GN

First of Grand National's new dis-

tribution contracts with independent
producers was signed over the week-
end with Golden West Pictures, Inc.,

of Phoenix, Ariz. Deal calls for a
(Continued on Page 11)

Exhibitor Groups May Help in

Broadcaster's War on Ascap

In the wake of the statement
issued by Neville Miller, president
of the National Association of

(Continued on Page 8)

CUSTOMS RULING HITS

PIX ON NAZI STOCK

In a ruling made on the week-
end, principle was officially enun-
ciated by the U. S. Customs Bureau
that any motion picture film im-
ported into the U. S., when such
film is printed, exposed or developed
on German basic raw stock, will be
considered as a product of Germany
and thereby subject to 25 per cent
higher countervailing duty.

Decision, because of the wide-
spread use of basic German raw

(Continued on Page 8)

Films Contribute $68,722
to Greater New York Fund

Final report of contributions made
by local industry branches and their
employes to the recently concluded
Greater New York Fund drive was
issued on the week-end by J. Robert
Rubin, chairman of the Motion Pic-
ture Division. Total was $68,772.55,
approximately 13%% more than the
1938 drive returns of $60,556.82. It

(Continued on Page 4)

Open Warfare or Peace Decision

May Be Outcome of Labor Confab
Sanction to Literary

Piracy May Affect Pix

Montevideo (By Cable)—U. S. film
interests here are eyeing with un-
easiness the reconvening here on
Feb. 5 of the Inter-American Confer-
ence of Jurisconsults which recessed

(Continued on Page 11)

By HOLLIS KENNAHAN
FILM DAILY Staff Writer

Open warfare that may cripple
the entire theatrical world—or a
peaceful settlement of the raging
jurisdictional dispute which has
lined up the AAAA and IATSE in

opposite camps, will be the outcome
(Continued on Page 10)

Major Companies Also Named
in Government's Latest

Equity Suit

By MILTON F. LUNCH
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Charging "monop-

oly control" the Department of Jus-
tice today will file a petition in

equity in the District Court of the
United States for the Western Dis-
trict of New York against the
Schine Circuit, following Attorney
General Murphy's warning last week
that the industry was facing more
suits. The Justice Department ac-
tion today is also directed against
the majors. The defendants are:
Schine Chain Theaters; Inc.; Schine
Circuit, Inc., Schine Theatrical Co.,

Inc.; Schine Enterprises, Inc., Schine
Chain Theaters of Ohio, Inc.; Schine
Lexington Corporation and Chesa-

(Continued on Page 8)

AUSTRALIA MAY WIN

BRITISH RECIPROCITY

"Reciprocal quota legislation is

being considered by the British gov-
ernment at the present time which
will allow Australian films to serve
as renters quota in the Empire, and
we are hopeful that action will be
taken when Parliament re-convenes

(Continued on Page 4)

Circuits and Local 306
To Re-negotiate Scale

First meeting between theater cir-

cuit heads and Local 306, operators
union, to re-negotiate the wage
scale in the 10-year pact, which was
signed in 1935, will be held either

(Continued on Page 11)

To Set Date For National

APL Convention Thursday

Toronto—Members of the Anti-
Protection League of Canada and
the Independent Theaters Associa-
tion will meet here on Thursday to

lay plans for the national conven-
(Continued on Page 11)
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MDAnClflL
(QUOTATIONS AS OF FRIDAY)

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Am So3

t

Col.' Picts. vtc.(2vi%)
Col. Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.. . .

East. Kodak 1

do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc

do pfd
Paramount
Paramount 1st pfd.. .

Paramount 2nd pfd..

Pathe Film

RKO
20th Cent.-Fox
20th Cent.-Fox pfd..

Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros

do pfd

NEW YORK
Keith B. F. ref. 6s46.1
Loew's deb. 3'/2s46..

Par. B'way 3s55
Par. Picts. 6s55
Par. Picts. cv. 3'/4s47.

RKO 6s41

Warner Bros.' cv. 6s39
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48

High Low Close
13 13 13

9% 95/8 9%

Net
Chg.

- V4
- Vb

1% 1% 1%
11 11 11

73 Vl 172 172 1J4

113/4 UVl llVi
45% 45 45

'/4

l'/i

93/4 91/4 91/4 — Vl

103^ 10% 103/4
12'/8 "% 11%
2 2 2

20'/2 20'/8 201/g - Vl

68 65 65
5'/4 47/8 5

55 53 53

BOND MARKET
00 '/4 IOO1/4 IOOV4

91

V

8 911/g 911/g

741/g 74 74 _ ii/2

90 90 90

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts 1 % 1 % 1 5/s — Vi
Sonotone Corp
Technicolor 153/4 I51/4 15'/4 — Vl
Trans-Lux
Universal Corp. vtc. . 33/4 3% 3%
Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES
Bid Asked

Pathe Film, 7 pfd 100 103
Fox Thea. Office Bldg. 1st '46 3V4 4%
Loew's Thea. Realty 6s 1st '47....1003^ 102y4
Met. Playhouse, Inc. 2nd deb. '45.. 70l/

2 72'/2
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st '57 65'/2 67l/

2

SAFETY LLOYDS
FILM STORAGE CORP.

Storage by Reel or Vault

729 Seventh Ave.
New York City

BRyant 9-5600 SECURITY

Si The Broadway Parade H
Picture and Distributor Theater

Goodbye, Mr. Chips (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)—13th week Astor
Each Dawn I Die (Warner Bros. Pictures)—3rd week Strand
The Ware Case (20th Century-Fox)—3rd week Little Carnegie
Mutiny on the Black Hawk (Universal) Rialto
They Shall Have Music (United Artists-Coldwyn)—2nd week Rivoli

In Name Only ( RKO Radio Pictures) Music Hall
Stanley and Livingstone (20th Century-Fox) Roxy
Four Feathers (Universal Artists-Korda) Capitol
Beau Geste (Paramount Pictures) Paramount
I Stole a Million (Universal Pictures) Globe
They All Come Out (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer) Criterion
Southward Ho (Republic Pictures) (a) Central
Port of Hate (Times) (a) Central
Second Fiddle (20th Century-Fox) (a-b) Palace
The Forgotten Woman (Universal Pictures) (a) Palace

FOREIGN LANGUAGE FEATURES
Lenin in 1918 (Amkino)—7th week Cameo

FUTURE OPENINGS
USSR on the Screen—1939 (Amkino) (a)—Tomorrow Cameo
China Fights On (Amkino) (a)—Tomorrow Cameo
Miracles for Sale (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)—Aug. 10 Criterion
Indianapolis Speedway (Warner Bros.) (a-b)—Aug. 10 Palace
Unexpected Father (Universal Pictures) (a-b)—Aug. 10 Palace
The Old Maid (Warner Bros. Pictures)—Aug. 12 Strand
The Wizard of Oz (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)—Aug. 17 Capitol
The Star Maker (Paramount Pictures)—Aug. 30 Paramount

(a) Dual bill. (b) Subsequent run. (c) Follows current bill.

Wobber Enroute to Coast to

Confer on Production Plans

Departing for the Coast Friday
night by plane, Herman Wobber,
general manager of distribution for
20th-Fox, is expected to spend at
least a week at the studio confer-
ring on production plans and cam-
paigns on new product. Cause of
Wobber's sudden trip was enthu-
siasm of studio execs, over "Holly-
wood Cavalcade," with Charles E.
McCarthy, ad. and pub. chieftain
delaying his return to New York in

order to confer with the sales chief.

Concurrent with Wobber's depar-
ture, it was reported that the com-
pany has hit a new season record
with 700 more contracts on the 1939-
40 season product lineup in the of-

fice than there were at the same time
last year. It was also learned that
the 20th-Fox office in Chicago has
smashed all its sales records for
any seven-day period in the month
of July.

New NLRB Member Refuses

To Sign Films Complaint

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington— William Leiserson,

newest member of the NLRB, has
declined to sign an amended com-
plaint charging the eight major com-
panies with violation of the Wagner
act. The board revealed that a new
complaint alleging discrimination by
the companies against members of

the Screen Actors Guild had been is-

sued on Aug. 1.

Leiserson would make no com-
ment as to why he refused to sign
the amended complaint. Hearings
on the alleged violations are sched-
uled to start Aug. 17 in Los Angeles.

Named V. C. Directors
Omaha—Omaha Variety Club has

named Leo Doty, United Artists of-

fice manager, and Meyer Stern of

Capitol Pictures as directors. The
pair follow Roy Palmquist and Earle
Perkins, transferred elsewhere.

RCA's Six Months Profit

Reported at $2,172,201

RCA and subsidiaries report a new
profit for the six months ended June
30 of $2,172,201.15, compared with

$2,524,756.50 for the same period a

year ago. Net profit for the second

quarter was $724,091.11 as against

$1,086,955.54 in 1938.

Earnings per share on common,
after deductions for preferred divi-

dends, are .040 for the six months
and .006 for the second quarter. In
1938, common paid .066 for the six

months, .020 for the quarter.
Gross income from operations for

the quarter was $23,170,664.97 as
against $22,452,294 in 1938, and for
the six months, $48,041,640.77 as
compared with $44,931,462.84.

New Orleans Exchanges

Again Assessors' Target

New Orleans—Pending legal bat-
tles on the subject, film exchanges
in New Orleans, have again had their

personal property assessed at $50,-

000. Exchanges, after attempting
to have the figure, which was boost-

ed over 10 times in some instances,

reduced on an actual value of film

as a physical property, went to court.

At the time, the state came through
and was willing to compromise on a
basis of value per foot, but would
not permit depreciation on the film

afterward. The matter is still dead-
locked.

Golden State to Build

House in San Leandro

San Leandro, Cal.—D. J. Bolton,

division manager of the Golden State

Theater Circuit, Inc., announced that
a new $200,000 theater will be con-

structed here. It will be of the bal-

cony type with seats for 1,600 per-

sons including 200 loge seats.

comma odd Goin

HERMAN WOBBER, general manager of di

tribution for 20th-Fox, flew to the Coast
Friday night.

LYNN FARNOL arrives in Hollywood today I

plane.

BOB CILLHAM left Friday for Chicago^

ADOLPH ZUKOR and JOHN W. HlC^^re
Brisbane and are scheduled to sail for the U.

on Aug. 18.

HARRY DAVID, head of Publix Intermountai
Circuit, returned to his home in Salt Lake Cit

over the week-end after home office conference

HERBERT ETTELSON, of the Lake Shore The
ater, Chicago, and his son, JULIAN, were visitoi

at the Paramount lounge room Friday; also WIL
LIAM WOLFSON, of the Paramount Theate
Montgomery, Ala.

WILLIAM BORACK, booker for Publix Inter

mountain circuit, is in town.

TULLIO CARMINATI, screen and stage stai

has left New York for a six-week stay on th

Coast, and will return via San Francisco, Seattl

and Vancouver.

EDWARD H. GRIFFITH, Paramount director

is to visit the east and northwest shortly on
talent hunt for his picture "Safari."

M. S. HIRLEKAR, of the Indian Motion Pic

ture Congress, Bombay, and M. D. BLIEDEN, o

the Forsythe Theater, East Chicago, were recen

guests at RKO Radio's exhibitors' lounge.

PEGCY MAHONEY, of Paramount's publicit

staff, is motoring to Canada for her vacation

HUGH HUBER, secretary-treasurer of Ha
Roach Studios, is en route to Hollywood, fol

lowing a ten-day visit in New York.

SAM CLARK, Warner publicist in Chicago,

on the Coast for a brief vacation.

JOHN ANDERSON, who recently sold his tw<9

Fort Morgan, Colorado, theaters to J. C. Parkeif

of Dalhart, Tex., leaves Denver shortly to mak^
his home in California.

CHARLES REGAN, Paramount's western divi-j

sion sales manager, was a visitor last week a

company's Chicago exchange.

F. T. MURRAY, of Universal, has been visit

ing company's Chicago offices.

ERROL FLYNN and LAWRENCE TIBBETT ar-

rived in New York Friday via United.

Mrs. Himon Goldberg Dead
Omaha — Mrs. Himon Goldberg,

mother of Ralph D. Goldberg, Omaha
circuit operator, died here without

knowing her other two sons, Harry
and Sam Goldberg, had been dead!

seven years. Ralph wrote his mother
letters and signed Harry's and Sam's
name for seven years.

Henry Gilhofer Dead
Chicago — Henry Gilhofer, 59,

western manager, National Outdoor
Advertising Bureau, is dead. His

wife and daughter survive.

Best wishes from THE FILM DAILY
to the following on their birthdays:

AUGUST 7

Ann Harding

Phillips Smalley

Rudolph C. Ising
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AUSTRALIA MAY WIN

BRITISH RECIPROCITY

:
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(Continued from Page 1)

in early October," A. H. K. Weir,
secretary of New South Wales in

London, told The Film Daily Friday
before he left for 'Washington to
confer with Nate Golden, chief of
the Motion Picture Division of the
Department of Commerce.
Weir is en route to Sydney to

take over his new post of secre-
tary of the Theaters and Films
Commission, created under the new
film law. He stated that he could
not express an opinion regarding
the new standard contract and pro-
visions of the new quota law as he
has been in London for several
years.
He conferred with Major T. L.

Herron, MPPDA chieftain of for-
eign affairs, while here. Weir will

spend some time in Hollywood and
will sail for Sydney from Vancouver
later this month.

Australian Pix Interests
to Press Reciprocal Quota
Sydney (By Cable)—A determined

drive will be undertaken by film

interests here to achieve reciprocal
quota action by the British govern-
ment. Aim is to amend the British
films act to make Australian-pro-
duced films eligible for British
renters quota credit.

Meanwhile, New South Wales ex-
hibitors here are worrying over ful-

filling their British obligations.

There are four first-runs here which
use about 18 shows a year, six that
use 36 shows and another three that

use about 45 programs yearly. On
the new 15 per cent quota basis

these houses alone would need a
total of over 30 class "A" British
pix to fill the quota requirements.

In the subsequent and suburban
runs, where as many as 200 and 300
shows are used yearly, the prob-
lem promises to be even more acute.

More than 100 British pictures with
some strength are needed to fill the
bill, and British production plans
for the year, according to present
schedules, do not call for that many
top quality films.

Bands for Hartford State

Hartford, Conn.—When the 4,000-

seat Harris Bros. State Theater re-
opens full time on Sept. 1, Drummer
Gene Krupa and his band will be the
stage attraction. Others reported
scheduled for appearance include
Sammy Kaye, Blue Barron and
Charlie Barnet.

Pretty'Please
New Orleans—Week's laugh on film

row is at the expense of a major ex-
change, one of whose inspectresses placed

a note in a can of film. No, it wasn't a

mash note. It was a pretty-please request
to the operator to run reel number two
slowly since its sprocket holes were
sprung.

ALCNG THE

with E>HIL A4. DALYi

• • © WE doubt that any previous trade publication has ever

received the widespread advance interest attending the issuing of the

FILM DAILY'S Cavalcade of Important Events of the industry

covering yesterday, today and tomorrow it will in no sense be

a history of the motion picture business merely colorful and inter-

esting highlights concerning important companies and outstanding indi-

viduals in various fields of picture endeavor this volume will be

ready for distribution the end of this month

t y t
O • • SEPARATE sections will be devoted to the major
producers in which many interesting facts concerning the

very beginnings of these companies will be set forth and
hitherto unpublished stories concerning important individuals

whose activities had much to do with the progress of their com-
pany a compendium of entertaining and authoritative ma-
terial that will make this volume an important item in the ever-

growing library of reference works concerning the industryTV
• • • THEN there will be a chronological record of the highlights

of the industry from its very beginnings a mass of special articles

and stories built around the activities of important people of the picture

business executives, players, directors, writers, etc the "to-

morrow" phase of this volume will be a complete tabulation of the

programs of the various producers for the new season all bound

in handsome board covers in that modern loose metal binding a

treasure trove of unusual and highly entertaining data everyone

in the industry will want to secure a copy for purposes of future

reference

• # • SPLURGE on that 30-page exploitation supple-

ment of Metro's "Wizard of Oz" here is one of the most

comprehensive exhibitor aids ever issued on a production

an encyclopedia of contests, ballyhoos, stunts and displays avail-

able for showmen to assure highly effective promotion

this volume will be followed soon by a merchandising-exploita-

tion supplement a massive two-color section containing an

imposing list of national manufacturers who are tied in on the

production

• • • CLEVER do you recall that scene in "They Shall Have

Music" where Jieifetz, the great violinist, tells the boy hero that

he cannot be present at the community concert, but that he will send

a print showing himself playing one of his famous selections? and

he does send it to the music school as promised there, if you

ask us, is a cunning and clever stunt to sell the special insert film of

Heifetz and his violin virtuosity to musical schools and colleges or

was it just one of those chance things that may prove to be a gold

mine for the producer? bringing in a source of revenue he never

figured on?

V
• • • NEAT job of planting a story with the syndicate wire

services the other day concerning Mayor Ridge Smith of the

little town known as O'Fallon, Illinois which happens to be

the birthplace of William Holden, star of Columbia's "Golden

Boy" the Mayor challenged the mayors of towns that pro-

duced other Hollywood stars to a debate to prove that his Town
Hero would prove to be the biggest male star of 1939

$68,722 CONTRIBUTED

TO GREATER N. Y. FUNC

« « « to » »

(Continued from Page 1)

is noteworthy that 97 firms and em
ployee groups made contributions in

this year's campaign, compared to

37 firms and group contributkghs a

year ago.

Under the Rubin scheme of organi

zation the local industry was divided

into four sections, each under a vice

chairman. These sections, with their
respective heads and amounts raised
are: Producers and Distributors
Group, under Ned E. Depinet, which
turned in $60,433.54 of the total sub-
scribed; Exhibitors Group, under B.
S. Moss, $3,467.16; Laboratory
Group, led by Herbert J. Yates,
$652.95; and the Allied Accessory
Group, under Herman Robbins, which
brought in $4,218.90.

Full list of contributors is as fol-

lows:
Producers-Distributors Group, Firm Contri-

butions—Loew's, 20th-Fox, Paramount, War-
ners, RKO, UA, Columbia, Universal, Walt
Disney, Alliance Film, Garrison Films, Spec-
trum Pictures.

Employee Contributions: Loew's, 20th-Fox,
Paramount, Warners, RKO, UA, Columbia,
Universal, MPPDA, Republic, Monogram, and
Technicolor.

Allied Accessory Group. Firm Contributions:
National Screen Service, J. E. Brulatour, Inc.,

DuPont Film, General Theaters Equipment,
Agfa, International Projector, Gallic Films,
Max Gordon Plays & Pictures, Pax Films,
Bee-Ko Co., W. O. Gutlohn Co., J. H. Hoff-
berg, Inc., Lloyds Film Storage, Thorn Films,
Ulmer-Hayward, Zinsser Co., Art Flag Co.,

Union Ink Co., Veedis Films, Massce & Co.,

K-Art, Inc., Allied Carbon, Bertram Mayers,
Modern Film and Sphinx Film. Bonded' Film
Storage, A. F. Cofod Co., MacDonald Engrav-
ing Co., Unity Films.
Employee Contributions: National Screen

Service. DuPont Film, Willoughby Camera
Stores, Agfa, American Display Co., Quigley
Publications, Max Gordon Plays & Pictures,

Assoc. Display Co., Eastman Kodak Stores,

National Board of Review. International The-
ater Accessories, Isaac Lubin Co.

Exhibitor Group, Firm Contributions: Con-
solidated Amusement Enterprises, Century Cir-

cuit, Trans-Lux Movies Corp., Charles H.
Moses, B. S. Moss, Ruggoff & Becker, Len-
auer International Films, Arthur Mayer &
Joseph Burstyn, Rapf & Rudin, World Pic-

tures, Monarch Theaters, Lincoln Theater,
Premier Films, Nathan Saland, Preview The-
ater. William Barnett, Julian Leigh.

Employee Contributions: Consolidated Amuse-
ment Enterprises, Trans-Lux Movies, Fabian
Theaters, Skouras Theaters, Ruggoff & Becker,

Monarch Theaters. Mid-Town Theater. IOTA.

Laboratory Group, Firm Contributions: Con-
solidated Film Industries, H. E. R. Lab. Co.,

Malcolm Lab. Co., Mecca Film Lab.
Employee Contributions: Consolidated Film

Industries.

STO
Omaha—Danny McCarthy, Univer-

sal salesman at Des Moines and for-

mer United Artists salesman,
is the proud father of a boy, born
here. Leo Doty, UA office manager
at the Omaha exchange, is god-
father.

New Orleans—Philip Sliman, head
of Atlantic Pictures exchange here,

is the proud father of two twin boys.
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PAPA'S NOT HOME
HE WENT TO SEE
LADY OF THE
TROPICS!

Dear Mr. Exhibitor:

We have just screened a picture which will be in the headlines of the

trade press box-office reports immediately after release, August 11th.

When you book the picture, just call out the cops and settle down for

a long run. Here comes ROBERT TAYLOR, HEDY LAMARR
in M-G-M's "LADY OF THE TROPICS."
Directed by ]ack Conway • Produced by Sam Zimhalist • Screen Play by Ben Hecht

THE FRIENDLY (especially in Summer!) COMPANY
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New York Crowds and Critics Thrill and
Cheer as Carole Battles Kay for Caryl

"Magnificently done... has superior

quality. . . a generally excellent cast

contributes in making it one of the

most adult and enjoyable pictures of

the Season." -B„ N. Y, Times

"... As real and believable as one

would ever wish to encounter ... A
first-rate emotional film that will

bring tears to the eyes . . . fine and

entertaining."

-/?. W. D., N. Y, Herald Tribune

"A fully grown-up drama of love . .

.

will interest the women particularly,

for it deals with their problems not

only realistically but boldly."

—Bland Johaneson, N. Y. Daily Mirror

"Fine direction and splendid acting."

—Kate Cameron, N. Y. Daily News

"Easily one of the better bets for

moviegoers... Carole Lombard cast

with Gary Grant and Kay Francis in

'triangle' situation of absorbing in-

terest." -B., N. Y. Journal & American

"From first to last it is realistic,

beautifully executed and fascinating

... A refreshing summer film, light

in tone and absorbing in its charac-

ter studies."

-Sidney B, Whipple, N. Y. World-Tel,

"Romantic drama with glittering

cast . . . convincing and interesting

. . . should prove a profitable tear-

jerker." —Eileen Creelman, N. Y. Sun

"Good ... glorifies the other woman
. . . yesterday's crowded houses
seemed enormously pleased."

—Archer Winsten, N. Y. Post

hat's the kind we mean whe



ANOTHER SUMMER SENSATION FROM THE COMPANY THAT

JUST RELEASED "BACHELOR MOTHER!". . . FIRST DAY OF

"IN NAME ONLY" TOPPING THE BIG ONES RIGHT AT THE

PEAK OF THE SUMMER'S HOTTEST WEATHER! ... NO

WONDER DOZENS OF OTHER PRE-RELEASE KEY RUNS ARE

ALL SET FOR THE NEW HIT SHOW TO COME THEIR WAY!

ii

IN NAME ONLY
CHARLES COBURN • HELEN VINSON KATHARINE ALEXANDER

JONATHAN HALE MAURICE MOSCOVICH
PANDRO S. BERMAN in charge of Production . Directed by John Cromwell

Produced by George Haight • Screen Play by Richard Sherman

e say BIG ONES from RKO RADIO!
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CUSTOMS RULING HITS

PIX ON NAZI STOCK

(.Continued from Page 1)

stock in many countries of the world,
was received with undisguised
amazement in many quarters along
Film Row, since the U. S. Customs
Bureau obviously means that should
German basic raw stock be em-
ployed, for example, in the making
of a French or British picture, and
then imported into the U. S. from
either of these two countries, the
finished production would be stamped
as a German product merely be-
cause of the raw stock.

What is true hypothetically of
such French or British-made pic-

tures would also hold for all other
foreign nations' pictures brought
into the U. S. on the German stock.

William Massce, head of Massce
& Co., leading film forwarding firm,
when apprised of the decision, im-
mediately advised all of the com-
pany's clients to protest the ruling
through MPPDA.
Massce told The Film Daily that

his organization is making further
and strong representations to Wash-
ington to abrogate the ruling, which
he and others engaged in film com-
merce, hold to be unreasonable and
unjust.

Schine Circuit Winds Up
Annual Mgrs. Convention

Gloversville— Closing the Schine
Circuit managers' convention here
late yesterday afternoon, J. Myer
Schine, president, stressed that the
key to the success of the organiza-
tion was "teamwork and loyalty."
He made these the theme of his
talk, contending the growth of the
company would go on so long as
the virtues were practiced.

"No chain is any stronger than its

weakest link," he said, "and we are
proud of the many strong links in
our chain. We want no weak ones."
He called the convention a "four-

day college education in theater
management," pointing out that a
president, vice-presidents and vari-
ous high executives of the major
moving picture companies, men
whose salaries run into six figures
in many cases, gave their ideas and
thoughts to the convention.

Louis W. Schine, vice-president
and general manager, spoke briefly,
thanking the home office staff for
the excellent work it did in prepar-
ing the convention and the manag-
ers for their faithful attendance.

Other speakers included Marsh
Gollner, Maryland-Delaware district
manager; Hugh Elsasser of the De-
Vry Corp., Chicago who explained
16 mm. news reels in co-operation
with local newspapers; A. M. Vogel
of Motion Picture Herald; and Gene
Curtis, head of the Schine advertis-
ing department, who contended
newspapers are the best theater ad-
vertising medium.
Howard Antevil, attorney in

charge of the home office legal staff,

Dissolution and Re-arrangement

of Schine Circuit asked by Govt.

(Continued f

peake Theaters Corp. Majors named
are: Loew's, RKO; Universal Pic-
tures Co.; Universal Film Ex-
changes, Inc.; 20th Century-Fox;
United Artists, Columbia Pictures;
Warner Brothers; Vitagraph, Inc.;

Paramount Pictures; and Para-
mount Film Distributing Corpora-
tion.

The suit charges the Schine chain
and its affiliated concerns operating
in New York, Ohio, Kentucky, Mary-
land and Delaware, and all the ma-
jor producers "with combining un-
reasonably to restrain trade in the
distribution of motion pictures."

The action today is similar to the
Griffith suit filed on April 28, 1939,
the department stated. "At the time
the Griffith suit was filed it was
stated that there were a number of
other independent theater chains op-
erating in the United States whose
situation was similar to that of
Griffith and that additional suits

would be brought as the investiga-
tion developed." Justice Depart-
ment said.

The proceeding was brought by
Thurman Arnold, assistant attor-

ney general in charge of the anti-
trust division, with the approval of
attorney general Frank Murphy.

"This proceeding is designed to
break the monopoly control exer-
cised by the Schine theater organi-
zation in the exhibition of motion
pictures in parts of New York, Ohio,

rom Page 1)

Kentucky, Maryland, Delaware" an-

nouncement of the suit declared.

The charges are similar to those

of the Griffith suit. "While opera-
tions of this organization are not
nation-wide its effect upon the in-

dependent theater owners in its

area of operation is substantially

similar to that of the major pro-

ducing companies within the area
of their operations. Because of the

control by this chain of a large

number of theaters, it is able to

make blanket contracts for all de-

sirable pictures for all its theaters

without competing with local inde-

pendent exhibitors."

To effect the object of breaking
"the monopoly combination in the

area in which it operates" the Jus-

tice Department is asking that the
exhibitor defendants (Schine cir-

cuit) be dissolved and their proper-
ties rearranged under several sep-

arate and independent corporations
in such manner as to create competi-
tive conditions and prevent further
violations of the Sherman Act."

Suit also seeks injunctive relief

by directing that practices result-

ing in alleged monopoly control and
"oppressive exercise" be enjoined.

In addition, Department of Justice

also seeks to enjoin producers from
licensing pictures except on a lo-

cal competitive basis and seeks an
injunction against the acquisition

of additional theaters or financial

interest in theaters by defendants.

gave one of the most popular talks
of the day. He said in full: "I have
written a speech, but the time is

short and it isi warm, so I will mail
you a copy."

The talk was entitled "Legal Pit-

falls and How to Avoid Them."
The convention was declared the

most successful yet held by the
Schine circuit. Friday many of the
managers and visitors were guests
of Schine executives at the Sara-
toga races.

Winners of the golf tournament
were also posted, with Joe Schwartz-
walder, city manager of Auburn
Schine houses, declared the 1939
champion. Joe not only had the
lowest gross score, but he made a
hole-in-one on the 18th and a bir-

die on the 17th.

Second prize went to John Winn, Central
Manufacturers' Insurance Co., with M. A.
Conrow of Altec Service Corp. finishing third.

Other winners in order included: William
Scully, general sales manager, Universal Pic-
tures; Roy Haines, division manager, Warners;
William Sussman, eastern division manager,
20th Century-Fox; Francis Lattin, manager,
Schine Temple theater, Cortland, N. Y. ; Gus
Lampe, city manager, Syracuse RKO-Schine
houses; David Miller, Universal.

Putting contest was won by Erie Wright,
manager of Schine's Paramount, Syracuse;
E. M. Heartly of National Theater Supply was
second. Other winners in order were Bob
Daly, Glove house manager; Harold Raives,
Schine Buffalo booker; Leon Bamberger, RKO;
W. M. Bliven, Maryland Casualty Co.

Driving contest was won by M. R. Rosser,
National Theater Supply Co., with 310 yards.

Other winners to be decided after handicaps
are deducted, will lie announced later.

Expect Burns Pix Debut
to Draw Crowd of 100,000

Van Buren, Ark.—Police of three

states—Arkansas, Missouri and Ok-

lahoma— will be mobilized to handle

crowds and traffic in connection

with the world premiere of Para-

mount's "Our Leading Citizen" and

Bob Burns' homecoming jubilee

which will be held here today. Lo-

cal police are anticipating at least

100,000 visitors. In addition to

Burns, Susan Hayward and Joseph
Allen Jr., in "Our Leading Citizen"

cast will be on hand.

Warrant Issued for Arrest

of Kindler, Empire Head

Warrant has been issued for the

arrest of Abraham I. Kindler, pres-

ident of the Empire State Motion
Picture Operators union, for con-
tempt of court. Order by Justice

W. E. Kock in the Bronx County
Supreme Court was caused by the
alleged failure of Kindler to com-
ply with the direction of the Court
in paying the salary of Joseph Kim-
mel until the latter returned to his

job. Kindler has been directed to

pay the sum of $630 in back pay
and counsel fees.

EXHIBITORS MAY AID

NAB'S WAR ON ASGAP

(Continued from Page 1)

Broadcasters, that his organization
is • taking immediate steps to set

up its own sources of music to

combat the "pool" as represented
by Ascap, it was reported oag-the

week-end that the broadcasts'
group is seeking an alliance with
"similarly disgruntled" film groups
in order to present a maximum
united front for a decisive battle

with Ascap on the music copyright
question.

Whatever plan the broadcasters
are weighing to effectuate an al-

liance with pix industry wings will

evidently have to be without sup-
port from major company affiliates,

since a spokesman for one of the
largest majors told The Film Daily
on Saturday that "we are not even
interested in being approached by
the broadcasters."

Whether the larger interests of

filmdom show apathy or not, it is

known that the broadcasters are
counting on at least some degree of

support from exhibitor groups who
have long been opposed to what they
allege to be the Ascap monopoly.

Tvpical of this is the viewpoint
of Ed Kuykendall, MPTOA prexy,
who recently told the Oklahoma TO
convention:
"Leaving Ascap as it is, without

any limitations, is a serious menace
to the theater industry, as well as
to some other industries. The na-
tional copyright laws give them the
right to do anything they want to

do. They can levy a percentage of

your gross receipts, if they want to.

"We have not tried to destroy the
Ascap organization, although it

might be a good thing; but we have
tried to limit the assessment they
can place on our theaters and take
away some of their rights."

Miller has disclosed that the copy-
right committee of the broadcasters'
association has called a convention
of the entire broadcasting industry
to be held in Chicago on Sept. 15
at which a "substantial war chest"
will be raised and plans formulated
to create an adequate supply of mu-
sic from independent sources.

On Wednesday, next, a meeting
will be held by the copyright com-
mittee locally to set plans for the
anti-Ascap drive.

Adolph Bendslev Dead
Boston—Adolph Bendslev, pioneer

exhibitor of Wellesley, Mass., and
secretary of Independent Exhibitors
of New England, died of a heart
attack at his home Friday morn-
ing. He was 69 years old and for
manv years was active in the New
England Allied unit. He operated
the Community Theater in Welles-
ley.

Bendslev is survived by a son,

Leslie, who will take over the op-
eration of the theater; his widow
and a daughter. Funeral services

were held vesterday at the Congre-
gational Church in' Wellesley Hills.
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AAAA-IATSE BEFORE

LABOR COUNCIL THURS.

(Continued from Page 1)

of Thursday's session of the Amer-
ican Federation of Labor in Atlan-
tic City, with the AAAA delegation
scheduled to appear before the coun-
cil at 2:30 that day to argue their

case.
The AAAA delegation will demand

that the A F of L council direct

the IA to revoke the charter given
to AFA and that it clearly warn
the stagehands that their jurisdic-

tion in the actor field is complete.
The IA will, in turn, claim that
AFA needed the charter for many
reasons and that the IA has a well
founded jurisdictional claim in the
field.

With a nation-wide actors' strike

threatened by AAAA unless the IA
revokes the charter it granted the
AFA and the stagehand's threat of

a jurisdictional grab is ended, it is

certain that the IA will defend its

position in granting the AFA char-
ter and will take equally drastic
action in some form if necessary.

William Green, president A F of

L, has returned to Washington but
refused to make any statement or

answer questions on the IATSE
granting- charter to AFA.
Further fuel was added to the

fire Friday when Sophie Tucker,
AFA prexy, was suspended by Ac-
tors Equity and charges were lev-

eled at Harry Richman which, in

all probability, will also cause him
to be suspended when the Equity
council meets tomorrow.
The suspension of Miss Tucker,

following' similar action by the SAG
and AFRA, bars her from the stage,

studios and radio. She was directed
by Equity to appear August 22, the
day following the scheduled date
for the reopening of the show in

which she has been appearing to

answer the charges at a council

meeting. However, a showdown
over this issue is expected to be
averted as the producer of the
show was reported to have stated
flatly that he would not reopen fol-

lowing what has happened.
Meanwhile, AAAA and AFA were

mailing ballots to all of their mem-
bers asking for support in their

battles. No results can be expected
from these actions until this week,
as ballots were still being mailed
Saturday.

Final action by the TMAT plan
to ask for an IA charter is expected
this Thursday when an entire mem-
bership meeting will be held. Last
week's meeting ended on a divided
note with the film division solidly

in favor of applying for an IA char-
ter and the legit division, which em-
braces the press agents, holding
the matter in abeyance until this

week's session.
Although no action has been taken

by the IA faction comparable to the
suspension moves by the AAAA, it

was pointed out bv IA execs, that
in the past it was through their as-

sistance that both Equity and SAG
won their fights for recognition.

When Miss Tucker was apprised

it REVIEWS Of THE REUJ fILfflS A
"Stanley and
Livingstone"

with Spencer Tracy, Sir Cedric Hardwicke,

Nancy Kelly

20th Century-Fox 101 Mins.

FINE HISTORICAL ADVENTURE WITH
AUTHENTIC AFRICAN SCENES AND
STRONG SUSPENSE.

A very stirring and human document
covering the story of adventures of Stanley,

the American newspaper reporter, in his

successful effort to discover the explorer-

missionary Livingstone in the heart of Africa.

The film is filled with fine authentic se-

quences of Africa beautifully photographed.

Tracy in the role of Stanley, the reporter,

after many hardships and great suffering,

eventually reaches Livingstone deep in the

dark continent, living peacefully with the

natives and pursuing his dual work of sav-

ing souls and making scientific research.

Stanley, the go-getting American reporter,

is so impressed with the great work that

the other man is doing, that when he re-

turns to London and learns that Livingstone

has died, he resolves to carry on in his

place. The dramatic climax of the film

does not come with the African adventure,

but when Stanley faces the skeptical scien-

tists of the British Geographical Society,

and they refuse to accept his evidence that

he found Livingstone alive. They are being

influenced by the publisher of a powerful

English newspaper which has already re-

ported the death of the great African ex-

plorer. Stanley makes an impassioned plea

to accept his story, and send assistance to

Livingstone, still alive. As they refuse his

request, the dramatic disclosure comes in

the form of a message bringing indisputable

proof of the truth of Stanley's story. Sell-

ing angles: the names of Tracy and Hard-

wicke; the stirring authentic African jungles

scenes.

CAST: Spencer Tracy, Nancy Kelly, Rich-

ard Greene, Walter Brennan, Charles Co-
burn, Sir Cedric Hardwicke, Henry Hull,

Henry Travers, Miles Mander, David Tor-

rence, Paul Stanton, Holmes Herbert, Mon-
tague Shaw, Brandon Hurst, Hassan Said,

Paul Harvey.

CREDITS: Producer, Kenneth Macgowan;
Director, Henry King; Authors, Hal Long,

Sam Hellman; Screenplay, Philip Dunne,

Julien Josephson.

DIRECTION, Very Good. PHOTOGRA-
PHY, Excellent.

Friday of Equity's action, she stated
that they were bad losers and ac-

cused the AAAA of being an anti-

labor group. She also predicted
that the AAAA "persecution" of

herself would prove to be a boom-
erang, and pointed out that although
she has been suspended by three
AAAA affiliates she has not received
any formal notification to date. In

a statement by Equity announcing
Miss Tucker's suspension, it was
regretted that such a move had been
necessary. It was stated that Equity
was bigger than any of its members
and said the greatest good for the
<?reatest number was their only con-
sideration and they had no other
choice in the matter.

"In Old Monterey"
with Gene Autry, Smiley Burnette

Republic 72 Mins.

LIVELY WESTERN HAS ADDED AT-

TRACTION OF HOOSIER HOT SHOTS AND
OTHER SPECIALTIES.

A lively melange of adventure, with Gene
Autry enlisted in the army being assigned

to try and straighten out some difficulties

with the ranchers who occupy a section

which the government wants to use as

proving grounds for bombing planes. With
a bunch of his army buddies Gene joins the

ranchers, using his experience as a former

cowhand and rancher to win them over to

the government point of view. But there is

an underhand force at work in the form
of the owner of a large and profitable borax

works who does not want the government
to step in. So with his hireling he tries

to make it appear that the army fliers are

using ruthless tactics to scare the ranchers

away. In an explosion they plan, a young
boy is killed, brother of the girl Gene is

interested in. The upshot is that the

ranchers determine to offer armed resist-

ance to the soldiers. They throw up a

barricade in the town, when Gene rides

in with proof that the borax chief and

his gang were responsible for the dirty

work. It finishes with a stirring pitched

battle, as the ranchers led by Autry ride

out to the borax works and clean up the

gang. Good specialty numbers in the har-

monizing of the Hoosiers and the Ranch
Boys, and Sarie and Sallie.

CAST: Gene Autry, Smiley Burnette, June
Storey, George Hayes, Stuart Hamblen, The
Ranch Boys, Billy Lee, Jonathan Hale, The
Hoosier Hot Shots; Robert Warwick, Wil-
liam Hall, Eddy Conrad, Sarie and Sallie.

CREDITS: Producer, Armand Schaefer;

Director, Joseph Kane; Authors, Gerald

Geraghty, George Sherman; Screenplay, Ger-

ald Geraghty, Dorrell McGowan, Stuart

McGowan; Cameraman, Ernest Miller; Edi-

tor, Edward Mann.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Okay.
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"Wings Over Africa'
Merit Pictures 62 Min

MODEST TALE OF DIAMOND SEARC
IN AFRICAN JUNGLE HAS THRILLS.

Interesting and unusual little drama of

adventure in search of diamonds in^Afric

A letter falls into the hands of pBr/^
London informing them of a cache of di,

monds. An expedition is organized
1
to tak

two planes and fly to the indicated regio

There are three men and a girl in the e> "'

pedition. Arrived at the location, they er

counter three white men already there wr
claim that they possess prior rights to ar

gold or diamonds discovered in the regioi

After many adventures, and two mysterioi

murders, the disclosure is made that on

of the party has turned criminal with greet

not waiting to share the diamond hord

As he attempts to escape in one of th

planes, he crashes, and the others mak
their safe return to London. Selling angle:

the diamond search, and African jung

adventures.

CAST: Joan Gardner, Ian Colin, Jam<
Harcourt, James Carew, James Craven, Ala

Napier.

CREDITS: Director, Ladislaus Vajda; Au
thor, Akos Tolnay; Screenplay, same; Cam
eraman, James Dunlin.

DIRECTION, Fair. PHOTOGRAP
Spotty.

Gets Airdrome Permit
Middletown, Conn.—Permit to op-

erate a 300-seat airdrome theater has
been granted Salvatore Adorno, for-

mer operator of the three Middle-
town theaters now leased by Morris
Pouzzner, by the Hartford State Po-
lice Superintendent. Permit is pro-
visional, calling for three new rights
of way over the property, which is

in the rear of the Middlesex, removal
of additional seat posts, and adher-
ence to other fire requirements.

Local 52 Meets Tomorrow
Final meeting of Local 52, studi

mechanics, to discuss terms of
new contract with the producer
will be held tomorrow. Contrac
has been agreed upon in princip]
with only one difference to b
ironed out. The Local has also bee
negotiating- a contract with th
March of Time, with pact said t

be nearly closed.

h

;»]

i

Burke Joins Kirkeby

Chicago—John Burke, for many
years manager of the Congress Ho-
tel, headquarters for the film row
executives, has resigned and joined

the Kirkeby Hotel organization as
executive assistant to A. S. Kirkeby,
director of the chain. M. J. Alexan-
der, executive assistant to Ralph
Hitz, president of the National Hotel
chain, succeeds Burke at the Con-
gress Hotel.

Big "Stanley" Opening
"Stanley and Livingstone," Dai

ryl Zanuck's latest production f<

Twentieth Century-Fox, broke afS
opening attendance records at thl

Roxy Theater Friday with the ex
ception of "Alexander's Ragtim ;

: ,

Band" and "Jesse James," two Oi

the company's top grossing picture
At 5 o'clock more than 12,000 pec
pie had crowded the theater fo
"Stanley and Livingstone."

Lesser Joins Dad
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAIL
Hollywood—Julian Lesser, son o

Sol Lesser, has joined his father'
Principal Productions, as assistan
to Louis Hyman, head of the distri

bution department. Young Lesse
for a number of years was with th
J. E. Brulatour.

Will Plug "Golden Boy"
Columbia will put an extensiv

co-op advertising schedule behin,

"Golden Boy," slated for early Sep
tember release, it was disclosed £

the week-end. Fan magazine
reaching: the newsstands betwee
Aug:. 15-Sept. 10 will also be use<

Budget was not announced.
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PUT BEFORE COURT

(.Continued from Page 1)

unanimously by the board of direc-

tors of the new company on that
ol day, Rickaby told the Court, and

|to irequired only Judge Bondy's con
sei^rbefore it may be carried out.

Juu^e Bondy fixed August 9 at 2:30
to hear any written or oral objec
tions to approyal of the under-
writing agreement. Rickaby was

(({directed by the Court to notify all

s 4 interested parties of that hearing.

Among the provisions the plan
calls for are an offer to be made by

4 the new company to creditors and
01 Rockefeller Center on or before

!«• Aug. 29. The right of creditors
and of the Center to subscribe to
the stock is to be evident by trans-
ferable subscription warrants exer-
cisable within 20 days of the offer,

the agreement continued. Atlas
Corp. will purchase under the agree-
ment all unsubscribed stock at four
dollars per share on the expiration
date or within seven days there-
after.

Atlas Corp. has the right, the
agreement stated, to cancel the offer

if the new company fails to notify
the specified creditors and Rocke-
feller Center of the new stock flo-

tation by, Aug. 29. In addition, the
agreement may be terminated by
Atlas if one of the following con-
tingencies occurs: (A) A war in

Europe or its imminence, which
shall have caused a "general severe
depression in the market value of
securities." (B) If the New York
Stock Exchange is closed on any
day when it would ordinarily be
open for business. (C) If a sub-
stantial loss to the new company or
any of its subsidiaries occurs "by
fire or other calamities," which in

the opinion of Atlas would material-
ly and adversely effect the new com-
pany's business and earnings on a
consolidated basis.

The agreement calls for compen-
sation to Atlas to be determined by
the Court either in stock or cash,
or both. Reimbursements for ex-
penditures of the stock flotation al-

so may be paid in stock or option
warrants in lieu of cash. The agree-
ment specifically states that it is

the intention of the parties to have
approximately $1,000,000 in cash
in the hands of the company after
reorganization and to carry this out,

Atlas states that it will accept stock
if necessary. The entire agreement
falls if it is not approved by Judge
Bondy.
At the hearing, Rickaby told the

Court that all directors with the
exception of Conde Nast, George J.

Schaefer and Ned E. Depinet, who
were not present at the meeting,
had approved the plan. N. Peter
Rathvon and Frederick L. Ehrmann,
directors, testified before Judge
Bondy as to the consideration which
led to a figure of $4. Both stated
that they considered the agreement
a fair and reasonable plan.

Nathan Rosenberg, attorney for
H. Cassel & Co., charged that the

THE WEEK IN REVIEW
Labor's Internal Strife

(Continued from Page 1)

8,000,000 shares of common and
130,000 of preferred could be is-

sued.
* :;< *

LEGAL AND LEGISLATIVE:
Circuit Court of Appeals in im-
portant decision which establishes
precedent set down "Letty Lynton"
plagiarism award at one-fifth of
net profits. This is first instance
of a copyright suit being determined
on same basis as appropriated pat-
ent actions. . . . Federal Judge John
C. Knox asserted on Thursday that
because of crowded calendar condi-
tions the Government's equity action
against the major had little chance
of being tried before Jan. 1, 1940.
From Washington, D. C, came word
that an unprecedented pressure
campaign on behalf of the Neely
bill is expected to be launched im-
mediately upon adjournment of Con-
gress.

* * *

OTHER HEADLINES: Para-
mount's entire 1939-40 program,
President Barney Balaban declared,
is expected to be completed by the
end of 1939, and that about four
of the 1940-41 features will also be
finished by then. . . . Industry's key
execs, attended the Schine conven-

tion at Gloversville, which was
hailed as most successful in cir-

cuit's history. . . . Dispatches from
Indianapolis told of itinerants hurt-

ing theater biz in 200 Indiana towns.

FOREIGN
ITALIAN MART : Coincident with

departure for Europe of Charles
C. Pettijohn, MPPDA's general coun-
sel, it was reported that purpose of

his trip is to launch preliminary ne-
gotiations for re-opening of Italian

market for U. S. films.

"TAKE" IN NIPPON: Denuncia-
tion of American-Japanese commer-
cial treaty of 1911 came, checkup
showed, at a time when U. S. film

biz in Japan is about to achieve an
all-time high. Revenue expected by
end of 1939 is estimated at $1,640,-

000, as against $1,150,000 in 1938.
* * *

NAZI-SPANISH LINK: Cable
from Madi'id asserted that Nazis
will turn out motion pictures for
the Spanish and Latin-American
markets via production in Berce-
lona, and that Nazi agents have
already begun operations toward
this end.

To Set Date For National Sanction to Literary

APL Convention Thursday Piracy May Affect Pix

(Continued from Page 1)

tion of the APL. All independent
exhibitors in Ontario will be eligible
to attend Thursday's session at
which time a date will be set for
the APL convention in Toronto.
The decision to call a general

meeting on Thursday was made at
conferences Friday of the central
committee of the APL and the board
of directors of the ITA.

Revues for B & K Houses
Chicago—-Sam Herman, jitterbug

booker for B & K. savs the city's

ase against the circuit has been
postponed until August 15, before
Judge Adamowski. Herman is now
booking five acts of standard vaude-
ville into the B & K Congress and
North Shore theaters. He predicts
more "flesh" will be used this Fall
in Chicago theaters, than for some
years past. Herman plans a new
revue type of show for Fall.

agreement was a subterfuge where-
by the company would lose some
$2,000,000. His cross examination
of Rathvon was interrupted by
Judge Bondy, who stated that the
company needed the capital, must
get it on the best possible terms,
and told Rosenberg to see whether
he could obtain a more favorable
agreement from another banking
house.
Judge Bondy stressed the fact

that Atlas was prepared to under-
write at any price fixed by the Court
and that four dollars was not the
final figure until objections were
heard.

(Continued from Page 1)

last week after having sanctioned as
a principle what amounts to "literary
piracy."

In discussing modernization of the
15-year-old Treaty of Montevideo,
conference adopted the principle that
any matter may be copied from any
periodical or publication without
payment to the author or publisher,
provided that only the name of the
publication is cited as a source. Pro-
ponents argue this would permit the
sharing of culture among the Amer-
icas.

Hence, film interests are asking
what is to prevent the duping of

motion pictures prints should the
"literary piracy" be condoned and
practiced.

Argentina and Paraguay opposed
the piracy angle, which was sup-
ported by Uruguay and Peru.
Other countries represented were

Bolivia and Chile.

Adjournment was taken to give
other American republics an oppor-
tunity to express opinions on the
proposed revisions.

"Mask" Opens Big
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Edward Smalls's "The

Man In The Iron Mask," opened
simultaneously in Los Angeles Fri-

day at two Warner houses, the Hol-
lywood and Downtown. Big open-
ing and second-day receipts indicate

biggest first two days in past four
months and assure second-week hold-

overs at both theaters.

GOLDEN WEST TO MAKE

8 COLOR PIX FOR GN

(Continued from Page 1)

minimum of eight feature pictures
in color, of which at least four will

be released on the 1939-40 program,
according to E. W. Hammons, GN
president.

Golden West's first picture, "Call
of the Range," has been completed.
It was screened Thursday for GN
executives who were so impressed
by its quality that the deal was
closed with the producers' represen-
tative.

Charles E. Goetz, a prominent
Arizona business man, is president
of Golden West. He has set up a
production budget of approximately
$1,000,000 for the pictures to be
made under his contract wtih GN.
The company is an Arizona corpra-
tion, with headquarters in Phoenix
where its first picture was made.

Earl Haley, who has been an ac-

tor, writer and director for many
years, is in charge of production.
He was assistant director of several
Shirley Temple pictures.

Shooting on the second feature
will start within two or three weeks.
All the features are to be made in

Arizona and neighboring states.

"Call of the Range" features Joan
Barclay, John King and J. Farrell
MacDonald, and the horse Rex Jun-
ior. The world premiere will be
held in Phoenix early in September.

Circuits and Local 306
To Re-negotiate Scale

(Continued from Page 1)

the first part of this week or next
week. Preliminary meeting of the
theater execs, was held last week in

the office of C. C. Moskowitz.
The Local has requested that the

meeting be held. In the terms of

the contract, a meeting to re-nego-
tiate the wage scale every two years
is provided for. What course of

action the theater men will take
will be decided at a further huddle
which will be held shortly prior to

the time they sit down with the 306
executives. Whether or not the
union will ask for general increases,

has not been disclosed.

Current contract expires in 1945.

Further Ushers Hearing
At last week's hearing, before the

State Labor Relations Board, of the
dispute caused by the attempted or-

ganization of ushers in a New York
circuit by a CIO union, the IATSE
refused to consent to an election.

The IA was accused of being a
company union by the CIO organi-
zation. Matter will come up for

a further hearing.

Wolfson With Columbia
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—P. J. Wolfson, for the

last four years an RKO producer-
director-writer, has signed a con-
tract to join Columbia in the same
capacity. He moves over to the

Columbia lot on Nov. 1.

• .'m
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AAAA to Bolt if A F of L Decision Favors the IATSE?

REP0RTC00E NOT SUBJECT TO D OF JiPPROVAL
Schines to Fight Government's Suit ' To the Limit

"We Have Nothing to Fear,"

Meyer Schine Comments
on Reported Suit

Gloversville, N. Y. — J. Myer
Schine, president of Schine Enter-
prises, Inc., said yesterday that his
company would fight the Govern-
ment's anti-trust suit to the limit
of its ability. He said he knew

j
nothing about the details of the
charges except what he had read in

the newspapers, but that from the
contents of news stories "there is

nothing we have to fear." Schine
added that up to 5 p.m. yesterday
the organization had received no
formal complaint.
The Schine Corpi ration had al-

yContinued on Page 11)

SAG TO SEEK QUICK

ACTION IN IA ROW

NLRB, in Keeping with Policy, Will Have
No Part of the IATSE-AAAA Row at Present

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—The NLRB will have no part of the IATSE-AAAA jurisdictional row at

present time, it was stated at the NLRB headquarters yesterday.
"It is the policy of the board not to enter infra-union fights," an official told THE

FILM DAILY. The Board, however, may become involved, if an employer enters the
picture and one union or other seeks relief from the NLRB. The Board may then hold
election to determine which union has a majority of employes.

UA WINS DISMISSAL

OF SUIT BY FOLLY

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — The SAG will in-

sist on immediate action by the A
F of L Executive Council at Thurs-
day's Atlantic City hearing of the
AAAA-IATSE dispute over per-
former jurisdiction, it was said here
by Ralph Morgan, SAG prexy.
Morgan said that the SAG was

(.Continued on Page 3)

French Still Considering

Lifting of Film Visas

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—The French Govern-

ment still has under consideration
lifting of movie visa quotas, accord-
ing to information received at the
State Department here. French

(Continued on Page 8)

Suit of Folly Amusement Hold-
ing Corp.. former operators of the
Folly Theater in Brooklyn, for
$750,000 damages charging viola-

tion of the Sherman Anti-Trust Act,
was dismissed as against United
Artists Corp. by Federal Judge
Murray Hulbert yesterday.
Judge Hulbert found that the

complaint made no specific refer-
(Continucd on Page 11)

Only Two New Features

Start on Coast This Week

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Only two new produc-

tions are scheduled to go into work
this week. One is "South of the Ama-
zon," Famous Production with Harry
Edington producer and James Whale

(Continued on Page 8)

FAIR'S POP ADMISH

FAILS TO HURT PIX

Broadway's pix palaces found the
theoretically competitive pop admish
price initiated by the New York
World's Fair only a theory, with
the week-end biz reported uniformly
''excellent."

Checkup of grosses and attend-
ance, conducted yesterday, disclosed

that with a total of 64,982 people
jamming the Roxy to see "Stanley
and Livingstone" during attraction's

{Continued on Page 10)

Stearn and Fish Tied

for Prizes in UA Drive

Winners of UA's 20th Anniver-
sary Drive, staged under the direc-

tion of Harry L. Gold and L. J.

Schlaifer, vice-prexies and respec-

tively heads of the Eastern and
Western sales organizations, were

(Continued on Page 10)

Hear 4A May Bolt A F of L if IATSE

Wins Jurisdictional Victory Thursday

British NATKE Will Ask
48 Hour Week, Closed Shop

London (By Cable) — NATKE
British counterpart of the IATSE in
the U. S., will press for a 48-hour
week and the adoption of the "closed
shop" in British film houses.

Additionally, there is agitation for
(Continued on Page 11)

Russo-American Trade
Pact Extended for Year

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Assurance that

trade relations between the U. S.

and Russia will continue for an-
other year, including the status of
film imports into that country, is

given here through an official pro-
(Continued on Page 10)

With the reassurance of all its

affiliated members that they are
prepared to strike if necessary to

prevent the IA from moving in as
jurisdictional overlord of the act-

ing fields, it was believed yester-
day that the AAAA, which will go
before the A F of L council meeting
in Atlantic City Thursday to plead
its case, is prepared to bolt the A

(Continued on Page 8)

Revised Draft Completed and
Now in Hands of Counsel

For Legal Study
Inauguration of the revised Trade

Practice Code will not hinge upon
the approval of the Department of
Justice, it was reported reliably yes-
terday. While it is understood that
copies of the draft will be sent to
the D of J, neither approval nor
rejection of the proposals by the
Department is anticipated.

It previously had been reported
that the distributors would insist

code must receive the approval of
the Department of Justice before it

could be put into effect.

Meanwhile, it was learned yes-
terday that the revised code is com-
plete and has been turned over to in-

( Continued on Page 11)

DSEEN

IN D OF G CONFABS

Ed Kuykendall, MPTOA presi-
dent, does not look upon the recent
Department of Commerce confer-
ences and inquiry into the film in-

dustry's activities as a step to-

wards Government regulation.
If the Commerce Dept. has any

such motive in view, the MPTOA
(Continued on Page 10)

Court Orders New Hearing

in M-G-M Infringement Case

The U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals
yesterday unanimously ordered a
new hearing on an application made
by M-G-M Pictures Corp., M-G-M
Distributing Corp., Loew's, Inc., and

(Continued on Page 10)

CEA Action on Maxwell
Proposal Off Till Fall

London (By Cable)—CEA action
on John Maxwell's recent sugges-
tion that the exhib. organization en-
ter the production field is off until

(Continued on Page 10)
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Am. Seat
Col. Picts. vtc.(2Vi%)
Col. Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.. .

East. Kodak 1

do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq. . .

Loew's, Inc

do pfd 1

Paramount
Paramount 1st pfd.. .

Paramount 2nd pfd..

Pathe Film

RKO
20th Cent.-Fox
20th Cent.-Fox pfd...

Univ. Pict. pfd

Warner Bros

do pfd

NEW YORK

High Low Close
12i/

2
12i/

2 i2l/2 .

91/2 91/4 91/4

26l/4 26l/4 26i/4

Net
Chg.

- Vz
- %
- 1A

11

17C
11

1701/s — %
11%
44
08
95/8

95
IOV2
11%
2

201/4

30

11% 11%
43% 43%
108 108

9% 91/2

95
93/4

11%
1%

191/z
30

95
93/4

11%
2

19%
30

%
%
Vi

%
21/4

1

1/2

i v4
'/4

4% 4% 4%
55 55 55

BOND MARKT
OOV4 IOOV4 IOO1/4

+ 2

50% 50% 505/8 — %

f'ivi
91% 91% 9iy8
733/4 733/4 733/4

Keith B. F. ref. 6s46.1

Loew's deb. 3V2S46. .

Par. B'way 3s55
Par. picts. 6s55

Par. Picts. cv.3Vis47. .

RKO 6s41
Warner Bros.' cv. 6s39

Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48

NEW YORK CURB MARKET

Monogram Picts

Sonotone Corp 1 1/2 1 Vi 1 %
Technicolor 15% 151/2 1 5V2
Trans-Lux
Universal Corp. vtc

Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES

Bid Asked

Pathe Film, 7 pfd 100 103

Fox Thea. Office Bldg. 1st '46... 3V4 4%
Loew's Thea. Realty 6s 1st '47

. . . . 1 00% 102V4
Met. Playhouse, Inc. 2nd deb. '45.. 701/. 72y2
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st '57 65% 67%

SAFETY LLOYDS
FILM STORAGE CORP.

Storage by Reel or Vault

729 Seventh Ave.

New York City

BRyant 9-5600 SECURITY

Sept. 15 Release Is Set

For 20th-Fox "Rains Came"

Release dates on "The Rains
Came" and "Hollywood Cavalcade"
have been switched by 20th-Fox,
with the former now scheduled for
release on Sept. 15 and the latter
moved back to the Oct. 13 date orig-
inally set for the Bromfield story
about India.

Switch was made following stu-
dio and sales department execs.' be-
lief after studio preview that "The
Rains Came" will prove to be one
of the year's outstanding pictures.
Charles E. McCarthy, ad. and pub.
chieftain, delayed his return to New
York to meet Herman Wobber, sales
head, for conferences on new prod-
uct. McCarthy planes East tomor-
row.

Editing of "Film Index's"

Galley Proofs Under Way

Work on "Film Index," the 800-
page bibliography of motion picture
literature in preparation by the Fed-
eral Writers' Project of New York
City, has advanced to the final pro-
duction stages, with the editing of
galley proofs under way. The vol-
ume will be distributed by the H. W.
Wilson Co. which shares publication
sponsorship with the Museum of
Modern Art Film Library.

It includes classified and annotated
guides to some 10,000 books and
magazine articles dealing with the
creative and technical aspects of film
making. It will also offer references
to selected reviews of some 4,000
important films classified according
to type.

Cleveland Indies Talking

New Operators Contract

Cleveland—John Kalafat has re-
signed as chairman of the labor com-
mittee of the Cleveland Motion Pic-
ture Exhibitors Association. He has
held the post for the past 25 years.
G. W. Erdmann, association secretary
was named as his successor. Nego-
tiations are now under way between
the Association, composed only of in-

dependent theater owners, and Local
160, IATSE on a new operators' scale

to take the place of the current two-
year agreement which expires Aug.
31.

New $250,000 Theater

to be Built In Frisco

DAILY
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NBC To Televise Feature

Film Weekly During Fall

RCA-NBC's augmented schedule
of television programs, calling for
a minimum of 11% hours weekly,
goes into effect Aug. 29, and pro-
vides for the presentation of one
feature film every Wednesday night
at about 8:30 o'clock, organization
officials asserted yesterday.

Studio's live talent shows will oc-

cupy three other evenings,—Tues-
day, Thursday and Friday.

Feature films acquired recently,
with eye to the new film tele pro-
grams, continue to come from indie

sources. Two attractions, it is

stated, have been acquired from In-
vincible. These are "Three Of a
Kind" and "Bridge of Sighs."

Deals, it is understood, have also
been concluded by RCA-NBC for at-
tractions via Syndicate and Mascot.

San Francisco—A new $250,000
theater deal has just been closed
here. Deal involves a 99-year lease

on property on Mission Street near
22nd, on which a $250,000 1,000-

seater will be constructed. Wells
Fargo Bank sold the property to

the Lurie Company, which in turn
completed a 90-year lease with Levin
Enterprises, operating a string of

San Francisco pix houses. Con-
struction will start within 60 days,

with opening scheduled early in

1940.

cominG mid coin

CHARLES E. MCCARTHY, 20th-Fox publicit

ad head, leaves the Coast tomorrow by plane I

New York.

, ft.

Universal Negotiating

Product Deal With RKO

With negotiations under way with
the RKO circuit, Universal has
closed product deals with Schine,
Maine & New Hampshire, Fox West
Coast, Comerford, Malco & Blank
circuits in recent weeks for the
1939-40 program, William Scully,
sales manager, said yesterday.

Scully said that the number of
new product contracts to date was
"well ahead" of the corresponding
period last year. The RKO deal is

expected to be set shortly.

Extend Nathanson Option

to Acquire FPC Stock

Montreal—Famous Players Can-
adian advises that under the op-
tion agreement with N. L. Nathan-
son, dated April 15, 1936, arrange-
ments are being made to extend the
option with respect to the block of
11,000 shares to be taken up as at
July 31, 1939. The option agree-
ment has been amended so that
these 11,000 shares may be taken
up at any time between now and
Jan. 15, i940.

WILLIAM SISTROM, RKO Radio director,

to the Coast last night, following his arriii lp
from England where he recently completed "Sai

jj n

In London."

ERROL FLYNN is stopping at the TK s

the Waldorf-Astoria. He is accompanied"oy
sister, MISS ROSEMARY FLYNN of Belfast, li

land, who flew here with him from Chicago.

NORMAN REILLY RAINE, Warner Bros. writ,

has left Burbank for New York.

JERRY COLONNA, film player, left New Yo
yesterday for the Coast to appear in Chart '''

Chaplin's, "The Dictator."

fctfc

iti

at
c

ROBERT STEVENSON, director, leaves Englai

tomorrow on the Normandie for New York a

Hollywood.

GARY GRANT, film star, returned to Ne
York yesterday from Europe on the He de Fran'

from an extended vacation abroad.

AARON FEINBERG, of the maintenance d

partment of B 6 K Theaters in Chicago; ai

MILTON CUSHNER, of the Joseph Weiss The.

ters, Pittsburgh, accompanied by his WIFE ai »'

their friend HARRY ALTER, of Youngstow < t

Ohio, were among yesterday's visitors to Pan
mount's World's Fair Lounge in the home offic

A. FRANK O'BRIEN, city manager in Richmot;
j ffi

for Wilmer & Vincent, has returned to (i;

post from a Coast vacation trip, accompanied I

MRS. O'BRIEN.

MARY PICKFORD is scheduled to arrive

IG

:,

i

New Monogram Managers
In Frisco and Portland

Replacements of branch managers
in two exchanges were announced
yesterday by Monogram. William M.
Duggan, Jr., is the new manager in

San Francisco where he succeeds
F. Howard Butler. In Portland, Ore.,

Walter Wessling, former Gaumont
British manager in Seattle and Port-
land, replaces Cecil Fames as branch
manager.

Truck Strike Averted
Syracuse—A threatened strike in-

volving 2,400 operators of long
haul freight trucks and 15,000 em-
ployes was averted by compromise
contracts covering three years.

Hourly rates of 76 cents for the

first year, 78 cents for the second,

and 80 for the third apply to the

whole state, except Albany and
New York City.

South Boston, Va., early in September, to l| '51

honored as queen of the annual Tobacco Festiv,

there, where her husband, Charles "Budd)
Rogers is filling an engagement with his orche:

tra.

F. J. BERRES, booker for RKO in Chicago

leaves there this week for a combined vacatic

and honeymoon at Sodus, Mich.

STEWART TUCKER, manager of the State The
ater, Richmond, is in New York to visit tr

World's Fair, accompanied by his wife and soi

EDWARD A. McEVOY, RKO Radio's eastei

and Canadian sales manager, has returned to tt

home office from Richmond.

WILLIAM BORACK, of Intermountain The
aters, Salt Lake City, is stopping at the Hot
Pennsylvania.

HAROLD BUSER, of the Roxy Theater, Ottawij

III., is in town and is registered at the Capiti

Hall.

A. W. LITTLE and J. D. MITCHELL, of th

Rialto Theater, Greenville, Texas, are at th

Mayflower.

HERBERT SILVERBERG, Coast film attorne]

arrived in Buffalo yesterday from Saranac Lak

and tomorrow goes to Toronto.

GEORCE KRASKA and his son, LEONARD, ai

rive in New York today from Boston; they'

headquarter at World Pictures.

Films In Loop's Erlanger?

Chicago—It is reported that ne
gotiations are under way to use th

Loop Erlanger Theater for popula
price films.

AT LIBERTY
Eight years' experience with major com-

panies in foreign production department

—superimposing, re-recording of com-

mentary versions, censorship cutting.

French dialogue pictures and edition of

English titles. Knowledge of French,

Spanish and Italian. Seeking position in

similar capacity or any position in export

department here or abroad.

Write Box No. 1200

THE FILM DAILY

1501 Broadway New York City
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IAG TO SEEK QUICK

ACTION IN IA ROW

{Continued from Page 1)

I etermined that the Council shall

JJot procrastinate. Morgan declared
nat no jurisdiction or question is

ivf^-ed but the matter concerns
he institution of A F of L and

I
ffects every union operating under
hat constitution. He also stated

hat constitution has a clause pre-

enting any international charter-

ng a suspended union of another
•^international and further stated,

hat AGVA is now a properly chart-

ered union replacing AFA.

bJAG Group Flying In
^or A F of L Convention

Delegation of screen players will

Hy from Hollywood tonight en route
.; c the A F of L convention at At-
i antic City. Among those to leave

•nn the specially chartered TWA
^jlane, renamed "Star Special" will

De Ralph Morgan, president of SAG;
^Edward Arnold, Jean Muir, Chester

I

Morris, Mischa Auer, Wayne Mor-
ris, Henry Hull and Kenneth Thom-
son, SAG executive secretary. TWA

! is supplying a special traffic manager
|
to accompany the group.

Plane arrives in Newark at 5 a.m.
tomorrow. Thursday the Hollywood

Lgroup will be joined by the New
York contingent, to include Fredric
March, Lawrence Tibbett and others,

i-and all will fly to Atlantic City to
* appear before the A F of L execu-

tive council.

;

l

Griffith Amusement Co.

Buys Republic's Product

Deal has been closed by Republic
) franchise holders in Oklahoma and
1 Texas with the Griffith Amusement
Co. covering 77 situations in the

,
two states, it was announced yes-

terday by James R. Grainger, Re-
public prexy. Deal calls for the
entire product lineup for a one-year
period.

William Underwood, Republic
franchise holder in Texas, and Sol
Davis, company's franchise holder
in Oklahoma, in conjunction with
Clair Hilger, southern district man-
ager, worked out the contract with
Horace Falls, Griffith exec.

Best wishes from THE FILM DAILY
to the following on their birthdays:

AUGUST 8

Sylvia Sidney

John Hobble

with PHIL M. DALYiTV
• • • WHY IS this industry the target for pressure groups?

It's a question we've often pondered and we've about reached the

conclusion that the condition is largely due to industry disinclina-

tion to answer back when its good name is under fire that's

why we're glad to read Ken Clark's letter to Publisher Palmer Hoyt

of the Portland Oregonian calling attention to no less than

11 glaring factual errors in a recent article "Movie

Moguls Say 'phooey' to the Dictators" by one Shotwell Callvert

On behalf of the MPPDA, Ken contrasts Callvert's statements with

the facts and says "much of the article seems to be malicious

nonsense" Nonsense, surely and malicious also if and when
quoted by pressure groups to further anti-industry campaigns

• • • IT'S GOOD publicity anyway We mean that story

in the newspapers yesterday about Sol Lesser giving all his

employes an extra half-hour for lunch provided they play

badminton Said Lesser "The company will benefit from
improved health of workers who get midday physical exercise."

• • • MAYBE we're wrong but we have a hunch that for

a real slant on this industry and the people in it you must

look not to such headlines as "D of J files monopoly suit against

Schines" but to such editorials as that captioned "A Generous Act"

in the Cleveland, O., Press and detailing the humanitarian

work of the Cleveland Variety Club in sending 350 underprivi-

ledged children to summer camps this season Incidentally, credit

Nat Wolf with the original idea for the Cleveland work Nat

looked out of his office window one Spring day and saw a

group of kids trying to play ball in an empty lot The Variety Club's

board agreed with Nat that something should be done and it was.

• • • DEATH came to Pop Reilly yesterday Pop was
the fatherly old Irishman who, as stage doorman of the Radio City

Music Hall, was beloved by all the talent who appeared at the

theater Less than a year ago Pop retired when his son,

William, inherited a fortune and Pop began to live the real

"life of Reilly" in a bungalow at Rockaway Beach But his

days of luxury were short-lived.

• • • GOSSIP John Day, Paramount's manager for South

America, is recovering from a minor operation which he underwent

shortly after arriving in New York a few weeks ago. ... • Has it been

reported that Betty Lamb, thai charming third floor hostess at M-G-M, is

now Tom Gerety's secretary since Tom married his former sec,

Natalie Hammerstein? ... • Dave Palfreyman of the Hays office

is getting ready to depart Friday for a two-week holiday in Indiana. . . .

• Harry Kosch, Allied of New York attorney, has moved out of the

Paramount Bldg. and is headquartering now in the New Amsterdam The-

ater Bldg. ... * Harry Brand, who has been vacationing in Maine,

arrives in Saratoga today. ... • William Sistrom, RKO director, back

from England where he made "The Saint in London" He left last

night for the Coast.

DflTC BOOK

Today: National Theaters regional conven-
tion, Kansas City.

Aug. 10: RKO Radio U. K. sales convention,
Trocadero, London.

Aug. 11: Abe Lichtman testimonial dinner, Wil-
lard Hotel, Washington.

Aug. 11-15:

Denver.

Gibraltar Enterprises convention

Aug. 13: Chicago Film Carriers Association

outing, Mannheim Woods.

Aug. 14: Film Section, Toronto Board of Trade,
golf tournament, Oakdale Golf Club, Weston,
Ont.

Aug. 14-16: National Theaters regional conven-
tion, Los Angeles.

Aug. 16: Women's Film Industry Club and Film

Bookers Club of Chicago Midsummer Splash
Party, Medinah Club.

Aug. 16: Rocky Mountain Screen Club picnic and
dinner dance, Evergreen.

Aug. 16-18: National Theaters regional conven-
tion. Brown Palace, Denver.

Aug. 21 : Omaha Variety Club golf tournament.

Aug. 21 : Detroit Variety Club golf tournament,
Knollwood Country Club.

Aug. 21: Cincinnati Variety Club golf tourna-
ment, Summit Hills Country Club.

Aug. 22-24: National Sign Association conven-
tion, Stevens Hotel, Chicago.

Aug. 27: Cus Sun's managerial get together.

Van Dyck Club, Mechanicsburg, 0.

Aug. 30-31 : West Virginia Managers Associa-

tion, Greenbrier Hotel, White Sulphur

Springs.

Sept. 1 : L. E. Goldenhammer testimonial dinner,

Hotel Nicollet, Minneapolis.

Sept. 1-15: International Film Festival, Cannes,

France.

Sept. 6-8: Allied Theater Owners of New Jersey

convention, Ritz-Carlton Hotel, Atlantic

City.

Sept. 14-16: Biological Photographic Association

convention, Mellon Institute for Industrial

Research, Pittsburgh.

Sept. 26: Independent Theater Owners of West
Virginia convention, Waldo Hotel, Clarks-

burg, W. Va.

Oct. 1-7: Film industry's Golden Jubilee.

Oct. 15: Pittsburgh Variety Club banquet,
William Penn Hotel.

Oct. 16-19: SMPE Fall convention, Hotel Penn-
sylvania.

Oct. 23-24: MPTO of Western Pennsylvania

convention, William Penn Hotel, Pittsburgh.

Nov. 25: Washington Variety Club banquet,

Willard Hotel.

Nov. 29: Motion Picture Associates dinner dance.

Hotel Astor.

Lehman Back In Post

Kansas City, Mo.—Coincident with

the opening of the Orpheum here

Aug. 18, Lawrence Lehman, veteran

Kansas City theater manager, will

return to show business to assume

his old post of house manager. Leh-

man's father was manager of a pre-

vious Orpheum Theater.

« « « » » »

Alt, There, Tarzan!
Newark, N. J. — For a lad of the

jungles, this fellow Tarzan shows con-

siderable sophistication in his latest ad-

venture, as chronicled on the marquee
of the Stanley here. According to the

Stanley:

"Tarzan Finds a Mate

—

Naughty But Nice."
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|Here's a Selling Line and

Message that will excite every

ML woman in the country!)

It Lives and Breathes of the Greatest Moments in a Woman's Life!

John M. Stahl's Searching Artistry brought to you by Universal!
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Barbara O'Neil • Onslow Stevens

Nydia Westman • Fritz Feld

A JOHN M. STAHL
Produced and

Directed by

JOHN M. STAHL

PRODUCTION
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4A'S TO BOLT IF A F L

DECISION FAVORS IA

(Continued from Page. 1)

F of L and establish itself as an
autonomous body unless a clear-cut
ruling is handed down which will

prevent any IA "grab" in their
field.

At the 4A's office yesterday, it

was stated that 500 strike pledges
had already been returned by mem-
bers and a large number of the 30,-

000 membership are expected to send
their pledges back before the dele-
gation leaves New York Thursday
morning for Atlantic City. All
pledges, it was said, were in favor
of supporting the AAAA fight by
striking if necessary.
A surprise move was made by

the AFA when it dropped its charges
against the AAAA. AFA had as-
serted that the 4A's did not have
the jurisdiction it claimed, that the
trial board selected to hear the
charges against the AFA had been
illegally constituted and that it

was not within the rights of the
AAAA to revoke the AFA charter.

Vital Court Decision Due
Decision is expected to be handed

down today in the New York Su-
preme Court on the application of
the AFA asking that an injunction
be issued to restrain AGVA or any
other union from organizing in the
AFA field and interfering with the
AFA in any respect. A telling
blow may be struck at either side
with this decision. If it favors the
AFA, it will stalemate the efforts
of the AAAA to set up a rival
union, and if it favors the AAAA,
it may be a deathblow to the AFA
unless the IA wins a complete vic-

tory at Atlantic City.
The IA bases its claim to juris-

diction on the contents of a clause
in its original A F of L charter, is-

sued some 60 years ago, which states
that the union shall have jurisdic-
tion over all workers on stages.
George E. Browne, IA prexy, is ex-
pected to ask the Council to re-
define this clause to clearly estab-
lish the jurisdiction of the IA over
actors as well as other stage em-
ployes.

Claim of the AAAA to its juris-

diction will be based on its recog-
nized jurisdiction over the field for
29 years, its charter giving such
jurisdiction by the A F of L and

50 Gaumont British Film Theaters to Have
Television Installations by End of 1940

London (By Cable)—Baird tele installations in CB theaters will approximate 50 by
the end of 1940. Estimate is based on the assumption that BBC will erect transmitters
in Manchester and Birmingham.

Newspaper Trade Journal

Eyes Tele's Effect on Ads

Editor & Publisher, newspaper
trade journal, this week will present
the first of two articles analyzing the
possible effect of television upon
newspaper advertising, the present
status of television as regards pos-

sible number of stations, licenses is-

sued or applied for; reception area;
future cost of receiving sets, etc. In

addition, the articles will tell the
probable cost of equipping a 1 kw.
television station, yearly cost of op-

eration, and probable sale price per
hour of television time.

WEDDING BELLS

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Sigrid Gurie, film ac-

tress, was married here on Sunday to

Dr. Lawrence C. Spangard at the lat-

ter's home.

Esther Ralston, film and stage ac-
tress, and Ted Lloyd, columnist of
RADIO DAILY, were married on
Sunday afternoon in Greenwich,
Conn., by Justice of the Peace J. J.

O'Brien. Mrs. Charles Peter Jaeder
was matron of honor, and Jack Rob-
bins, music publisher, was best man.

Para. Sets Circuit Deals

Chicago — Local Paramount ex-

change reports closing contracts for

the new season with Kerasotes,
Hamline and Alger circuits.

the fact that if the IA had right-

fully had jurisdiction to this field,

it would have organized it many
years ago.

TMAT Schism Threatened

With the battle lines clearly

drawn on this issue, another schism
appeared to be imminent in the-

atrical ranks as reports became
prevalent last night that the film

division of the TMAT might break
away from the legit division unless
the latter organization also asked
for an IA charter. The film division

has already expressed its 100 per
cent willingness for affiliation, but
the legit division stalled on the is-

sue. Overall membership meeting
Thursday night is expected to set-

tle the issue one way or another.
A further attack on Ralph White-

head, executive secretary of the
AFA, was leveled yesterday by the
insurgent group in the organiza-
tion. They charged him with failure
to call a membership meeting on
receipt of a petition asking for one.

It was also asserted that the mem-
bership was not consulted or ap-
prised of Whiteheda's action in

asking for and accepting an IA
charter, and absorption of the AFA
by AGVA, dissolution of the or-

ganization or removal of the of-

ficials is asked for by the insurgent
group.

NLRB May Order Hearing

in IATSE-USTU Dispute

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—The NLRB has be-

fore it a request for hearing in the
jurisdictional dispute between the
IATSE and United Studio Technic-
ians Union, it was learned yester-
day. The next step calls for the
board to decide if the matter war-
rants hearing. Board officials told

The Film Daily it was impossible
to say when decision would be forth-
coming.

L. C. Griffith, Chief Barker

of New Oklahoma City V. C.

Oklahoma City—Thirty state the-

ater men met at the Biltmore Hotel
here and organized a local Variety
Tent naming L. C. Griffith of the
Griffith Amusement Co. as Chief
Barker.

Other officials named included
Morris Loewenstein as 1st assistant
barker and W. P. Moran as 2nd as-
sistant barker; W. B. Zoellner, local
Loew's, Inc. manager, as Dough-guy
and B. J. McKenna of the Griffith

Amusement Co. as Scribe.

Canvass men include Sol Davis of
Republic Pictures; Otto Rhode of
Vitagraph Inc., Max Brock of Law-
ton, Horace Falls of the Griffith or-

ganization and Ralph Williams of
RKO-Radio Pictures, Inc.

Application for a charter will be
made immediatley and negotiations
are now under way for club quar-
ters. Initiation fee was set at $25,
the same figure applying for annual
dues with non-resident memberships
offered for $15 initiation fee and
$10 per year dues.

Lloyd Rust of Republic Pictures,
secretary of the Dallas tent, ad-
dressed the organization meeting and
guided the group called together by
L. C. Griffith to form the organiza-
tion.

Archbishop Okays Bingo's

Use By Milwaukee Churches

Milwaukee, Wis.—As the result of
a letter by Archbishop Samuel A.
Stritch published in the Catholic Her-
ald Citizen here, upholding Bingo
games which are conducted under
church regulation as "clean recrea-
tion" and as a commendable method
of raising money for charitable, re-
ligious and educational causes, indi-

cations were that the games spon-
sored by churches in this area would
not be withdrawn, attempts by local

independent business men and the-
ater men to ban them by law not-
withstanding.
Pending before Circuit Judge John

C. Kleczka here is the action of
Charles W. Trampe, head of the
Monogram-Midwest Film Exchange,
to restrain the Bahn Frei Hall from
conducting Bingo games.

British Production Seen

at End in Event of War

London (By Cable)—Film produc-
tion in Great Britain in the event of

war would become practically extinct,

it is indicated. The $4,000,000 Pine-

wood Studios and the $2,500,000 Den-
ham Studios will be converted into

food storehouses while the $2,500,000

Elstree plant will be taken over by
the Ministry of Health.

ONLY TWO NEW PIX

STARTS ON THE COAST
(Continued from Page 1)

director. The picture co-stars Doug-
las Fairbanks, Jr. and Joan Bennett
and will be released by Universal.
Story is by Frances Marion.
At 20th Century-Fox, "TooLjsy

to Work," another of the Jones vdm-
ily series, goes before the camera.

Currently in production: "First
Love," "Rio," "Legion of Lost Fly-
ers," "Chip of the Flying U," "Call
a Messenger" at Universal; "North-
west Passage," "Remember," "An-
other Thin Man," "Balalaika,' '"Danc-
ing Co-Ed," "Ninotschka," "Mark
Bros. At the Circus" at M-G-M;
"Vigil in the Night," "Alleghany
Frontier," "The Hunchback of Notre
Dame," "Three Sons," "Abe Lincoln
in Illinois" and the Boris Morros pro-

duction "Flying Deuces" at RKO:
"Typhoon," "Remember the Night,"
"Dr. Cyclops," "The Light That
Failed," "Untamed," "Diamonds Are
Dangerous," "Federal Offense" at

Paramount; "Drums Along the Mo
hawk," "Here I Am a Stranger,"
"High School" at 20th Century-Fox;
"We Are Not Alone," "20,000 Years
in Sing Sing," "The Roaring Twen-
ties," "On Your Toes," "Lady Dick,"

"Philo Vance Comes Back" at War-
ner Bros; "Prison Surgeon" and
"Sundown in El Dorado" at Colum-
bia; "Calling All Marines," Repub-
lic; "Murder in the Big House," Mon-
ogram; "Eternally Yours," Wanger;
"Meet Dr. Christian," Stephens-Lang
Productions.

French Still Considering

Lifting of Film Visas

(Continued from Page 1)

Government has already lifted or

reduced quotas on number of indus-

trial products, the State Depart-

ment said, and action on the visa

quota would be in line with this

policy. The Department reports it

has no information on the Belgian

Government following same course.

UA Signs Central States

Omaha—Central States Theaters

of Des Moines have signed contracts

with the United Artists exchange
here for the next season's product

in 33 Nebraska and Iowa situations.

Penn Square to Reopen
Cleveland—The Penn Square The-

ater, closed during the summer, will

re-open on or about Aug. 15 with a

foreign picture policy, according to

R. Rose, lessee of the house.

Nix on S. R. O.
Guatemala City (By Cable)—Director

General of the National Police has noti-

fied film theater owners that no house

may sell tickets beyond the actual seat-

ing capacity, whether they be for gal-

lery, balcony or orchestra seats, nor shall

any theater owner permit persons to

stand or place additional chairs in the

aisles or other vacant spaces. A stiff

fine is imposed for violation of the rule.
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EXCITING

n

news from SAN FRANCISCO
THEY SHALL HAVE MUSIC! hits biggest opening figure

of any picture to play the UNITED ARTISTS THEATRE

since before the start of the Frisco World's Fair!

THRILLING
news from NEW YORK CITY

THEY SHALL HAVE MUSIC! rolls up second week gross

equal to first week at the RIVOLI, proving that every

ticket-buyer joins in its great word-of-mouth build-up!

Hi

SAMUEL GOLDWYN
gives you another outstanding hit in the box-office stride of

"DEAD END", "STELLA DALLAS", and "THE HURRICANE"

THEY SHALL HAVE MUSIC!
with an outstanding cast including

ANDREA LEEDS • JOEL McCREA
GENE REYNOLDS • WALTER BRENNAN • TERRY KILBURNE

PLUS
the immortal music of the world's greatest violinist

JASCHA HEIFETZ
Directed by ARCHIE MAYO . Released thru UNITED ARTISTS
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FAIR'S POP ADMISH

FAILS TO HURT PIX

(Continued from Page 1)

first three days at that house, started
Friday, attendance was expected to

bring the total over the 75,000 mark
'as all attendance figures at the the-
ater were toppled with only two
former exceptions. Management as-

serted that the film is expected to

run there for a minimum of three
weeks.
Week-end "take" at the Para-

mount hit a new summer high with
"Beau Geste" which opened Wednes-
day, last. It was estimated by Par-
amount that $55,000 is virtually cer-

tain for the first week, and this

will be the first instance of a gross
of more than $50,000 in the theater's
history during the hot weather sea-
son.

Radio City Music Hall reported
biz to be very strong with "In Name
Only" as the magnet, packed houses
being the rule from attraction's in-

ception.
Capitol, with "Four Feathers," also

played to jammed houses on the
week-end, and virtually just as great
attendance on the week days.

Holdovers likewise scored heavily.

"They Shall Have Music" continued
to go big at the Rivoli. Sustained
strength was shown by "Each Dawn
I Die" at the Strand, while "Good-
bye, Mr. Chips" marched along at

a lively clip at the Astor.

Russo-American Trade

Pact Extended for Year

(Continued from Page 1)

nouncement of the extension of the
existing commercial treaty until

August, 1940.
Consequently, no deterrent to Hol-

lywood product, other than the un-
usual strict censorship which exists,

plus the imposition of customs duties

in the amount of 100 per cent of the
value of the film, is anticipated for

the next 12 months.

Greatest Movie Season

Launched In Twin Cities

a"mu
Tuesday, August 8, 1939

Minneapolis—Twin Cities division

of the Minnesota Amusement Co.,

has launched its Greatest Movie sea-

son a month earlier than usual and
in the face of extraordinary and
variety opposition. Campaign is

being backed by biggest radio pro-
gram in the history of the com-
pany. Other promotion includes
special advertisements, special ac-
cessories, posting and heralds.

Oklahoma Theater Income
Tax Collections Decline

By RALPH WILE

Oklahoma City—State income tax
collections on theater firm incomes
during 1937 as collected in 1938 drop-
ped to $17,535.83 from $33,559.28
as reported the previous year, ac-
cording to analysis of returns just
released by the state tax commis-
sion.

HOLLYWOOD
By RALPH WILK

Ford on "Grapes of Wrath"
J^ARRYL F. ZANUCK yesterday

assigned John Ford to direct

"Grapes of Wrath," and thereby
discounted reports that opposition
to the screening of the controversial
story might cause 20th-Fox to

shelve its production plans. A
complete script has been finished

by Nunnally Johnson, 20th-Fox as-

sociate producer, and it has been
okayed by John Steinbeck, the au-
thor, according to a provision in

the contract.

WB Starts Three Sept. 5
Warners will launch three produc-

tions on Sept. 5. They are, "Un-
derground," exposure of the under-
cover movement against Hitler in

Naziland, with John Garfield starred;
"Invisible Stripes," Warden Lewis
E. Lawes story of convicts on pa-
role, co-starring James Cagney and
George Raft; and "The Story of
Edgar Allan Poe."

"Torture Ship" Script Ready
George Sayre and Harvey Hunt-

ley have completed the screenplay
of "Torture Ship," suggested by
the Jack London story, "A Thou-
sand Deaths," for Producers Pic-
tures. Company is currently cast-
ing for the production which is

scheduled to go before the cameras
Aug. 14.

McCarey Using Four "Unknowns"
Four "unknowns" selected from

among the summer stock players of

Eastern "little theater" groups, will

make their debut in Leo McCarey's
next production for RKO release.

Zanuck Again Wants Brown
Impressed by the work Clarence

Brown has done in filming Louis
Bromfield's "The Rains Came," for
20th-Fox, Darryl F. Zanuck is now
trying to borrow the director again
from M-G-M, this time to mega-
phone the picturization of "The Life
of Brigham Young," Mormon leader.

Bobby Clark on Coast
Bobby Clark, 13 year-old world's

champion junior cowboy, has re-
turned to Hollywood from his ranch
at Talihina, Okla., to prepare for
his first picture under his new con-
tract with Producers Pictures Corp.
He will be featured in a western
"family" series, the first of which
will be, "The Sagebrush Family
Trails West," scheduled to go into
production early in September.

* * *

Bonita Granville Grows Up
Warners have handed Bcnita Gran-

ville her first grownup role. She
will play young wife of Edgar Allen
Poe, in the forthcoming film, to be
directed by Lew Seiler.

"Emperor" Norton for Screen
"Emperor" Norton of San Fran-

cisco and the United States is chief
character in a screen musical com-
edy being made by Ward Lascelle
for Novel Productions. Score is by
Wilbur Campbell.

Stearn and Fish Tied

for Prizes in UA Drive

(Continued from Page 1)

announced yesterday as follows:
District manager—Bert Stearn,

Central district, and Ben Fish, Far
West district, tied.

Leading salesmen—East division,

James Hendel, Cincinnati; West di-

vision, F. M. Higgins, Seattle.

Leading branch managers—East
division, D. Griesdorf, Winnipeg;
West division, Guy Navarre, Seattle.

Exchange exceeding by widest
margin its played and earned quota
—San Francisco; each employe bene-
fits.

Bookers of the leading branches
in each district: Ray Curran. St.

Louis; Elmer McKinley, Washing-
ton; Jack Reid, Winnipeg; Roy
Sachs, Dallas; Harold Hardin, Seat-
tle; David Brown, Pittsburgh.

All winners receive cash awards.
Drive was UA's most successful, it

was stated.

Burns Broadcast Precedes

"Leading Citizen" Opening

Van Buren, Ark.—Featuring the

first coast-to-coast broadcast to

originate in Van Buren, home of

radio and film star Bob Burns, CBS
presented Burns and an all-Arkansas

cast in a half-hour show from 8 to

8:30 p.m. (CST), last night.

The radio show preceded the world
premiere of Paramount's new Burns'
film, "Our Leading Citizen." The pro-
gram was presented from the stage
of the Bob Burns Theater. Robert
Hussey, of Paramount's advertising
department, was radio program di-

rector.
Despite a 103 temperature, it is

estimated that the premiere at-

tracted more than 80,000 visitors

to this town of 5,000.

Forty-two dailies sent representa-
tives to cover the opening.

INDUSTRY AID SEEN

IN D OF G CONFABS

(Continued from Page 1

)

exec, believes that it is quite dif-

ferent "than the sort of Government
regulation sought by the Department
of Justice and the Neely Bill,"

which, according to KuykendatL Jin

an MPTOA general bulletin, 'lifer

a purely negative approach to our
business problems."

Disclaiming any "inside" infor-

mation as to the purpose of the
conferences, the bulletin asserts
that "perhaps the Commerce De-
partment can, by helping us to es-

tablish self-regulation and self-dis-

cipline in these matters, in other
words, make it possible for us to

regulate our own business with
their co-operation and supervision."

"This we believe," Kuykendall
continues, "is more intelligent and
quite different from government
regulation by court decrees, statutes
with penalties, or placing the busi-

ness under a commissar."

Mrs. W. U. Murray Dead
Grand Rapids, Mich.—Mrs. Wil-

liam U. Murray, 38, wife of one of
the owners of the Savoy Theater
here, died after an illness of sev-
eral weeks. Besides the husband,
she is survived by a daughter, a
brother and a sister.

Shepherd's Bush Reopening
London (By Cable)—Reopening of

the Shepherd's Bush studios will re-

sult from the Gainborough-General
Film Distributors deal, thus reliev-

ing technical unemployment in the
industry. First pix to be released by
GFD will be "Frozen Limit."

III!

Court Orders New Hearing

in M-G-M Infringement Case

(Continued from Page 1)

Culver Export Corp. to dismiss the
suit of Delores Lacy Collins as ad-
ministratrix of James H. Collins

which had asked for an injunction,

an accounting and $1,000,000 dam-
ages for alleged infringement of
Jimmy Collins book, "Test Pilot,"

in a similarly titled picture.

Circuit Judge Augustus N. Hand
in his opinion, which reversed a dis-

missal of Federal Judge Alfred C.

Coxe, held that a comparison of the
defendants "cutting continuity" and
the plaintiff's book indicated that no
infringement had been committed,
but continued to say that the Court
could not dismiss the case on that
evidence alone. The Appellate Court
suggested that the District Judge
see an exhibition of the picture be-

fore passing on the application again.

CEA Action on Maxwell

Proposal Off Till Fall

(Continued from Page 1)

September when the General Coun-
cil meets. Maxwell, who offered to

finance one production without per-

sonal profit, has suggested W. R.

Fuller head the CEA setup.

CIO Exec. Denies It Seeks

Affiliation of Technicians

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Addressing the United

Studio Technicians Guild members,
President Philip M. Connelly of the

California CIO denied that CIO is

seeking the affiliation of the USTG
to which it has given" financial aid.

John F. Gatelee, President George
E. Browne's IATSE representative
on the Coast, said his organization
has no quarrel with the actors and
"that communists are trying to use

the Guild for the same old front

they have tried other places."
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UA WINS DISMISSAL

OF SUIT BY FOLLY

(Continued from Page 1)

ence to UA "as a participant in the
conspiracy" and permitted the plain-

tiff to amend its complaint within
20 days to include United Artists
specifically.

/Sfe decision directed the plaintiff

to file a bill of particulars in ref-

erence to a suit against all other
defendants, including the majors,
Eandforce Amusement Corp., Mono-
gram Distributing Corp., and Re-
public Pictures Corp. Loew's, Inc.,

lost its application to strike out
parts of the complaint which re-
ferred to negotiations between the
plaintiff and Springer-Cocalis Corp.

Suit claimed conspiracy and dis-

crimination in allotment of prod-
uct which allegedly caused the
plaintiff to close its theater.

British NATKE Will Ask
48 Hour Week, Closed Shop

(Continued from Page 1)

the establishment of a national nego-
tiating committee, possibly through
the machinery of the National Joint
Appeal Board.

Dominion Feature of Royal

Visit to Run 7,000 Feet

Montreal — By the end of this
month, the Dominion Motion Picture
Bureau here will have ready for a
formal showing before Premier King
and the Cabinet a full-length feature
film of their Majesties' recent tour
of Canada. As soon thereafter as
possible, it is hoped to have the film
made available for distribution to
the theaters of the Dominion.
Some 80,000 feet of film, taken in

nearly 40 places visited by the King
and Queen, are to be edited into one
film of around 7,000 feet. The Bureau
staff of 12 men has been working
overtime constantly since the end of
the royal tour.
The Bureau has material also for

a shorter color film on the royal
visit but work on this is being de-
layed until the official feature is

completed.

Lerner Film In Cine Color
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—All processing work

on color film shot by the Michael
Lerner Expedition of the American
Museum of Natural History will be
done by Cinecolor. Cinecolor has
completed development of 30,000

! feet of negative exposed by expedi-
tion's cameraman in South Seas and
New Zealand waters and rush prints

are now in the East for editing by
officials at the New York museum.

Good News
Cincinnati—Business in smaller towns

throughout Ohio is reported at the Cin-
cinnati exchanges to be considerably im-
proved.

Code Not Subject to D of J Okay; SGHINES TO FIGHT

Judge It on Merit-Kuykendall CHARGES "TO LIMIT"

(Continued

dustry attorneys for their study
Counsel for the majors met yester-
day to consider the legal aspects
of the draft and their official report
to the sales heads may be submitted
today.

It is quite likely that the re-
vamped code will be released for
publication tomorrow or Wednesday
as it is understood that the docu-
ment will be delivered to the board
of directors of the Southeastern The-
ater Owners Association which
meets tomorrow in Atlanta.

While the distributors' commit-
tee has been keeping silent on the
nature of the changes in the modi-
fied code, it has been reported that
the revisions have been of minor
importance.

Kuykendall Urges Exhibs.
To Judge Code on Merits

"Acceptance or rejection of the
trade practice code when it is pre-
sented in final form should be based
on hard-headed business sense, not
on prejudices or on exhibitor poli-

tics."

This advice was advanced vester-
day in an MPTOA bulletin by* Presi-
dent Ed Kuykendall, who contended

from Page 1)

,
that exhibitors should consider the

code on its merits and on its merits
alone.

Pointing out that no exhibitor is

entirely satisfied with the entire

code, Kuykendall asserts that "you
cannot ignore the fact that the can-
cellation provisions. . . is much bet-

ter than any previous minimum can-

cellation provision. Getting rid of

the separate score charge is a defi-

nite achievement. If the declaration

against forcing shorts and trailers

is lived up to, it will probably come
as near to solving this problem as
is possible."

In regard to arbitration, Kuyken-
dall writes: "The questions of un-
reasonable clearance and overbuy-
ing to deprive a competitor of pic-

tures obviously require a local

agency of some sort to adjust com-
plaints and differences. We believe

that the distributors made a bad
mistake in throwing out all pro-

j

visions for organized mediation in

favor of a dubious arbitration sys-

tem, to satisfy a minority faction

of exhibitors who have since repud-
iated the whole project. At least

we can try this arbitration and let

j

it prove itself. It may help the
situation. If it doesn't work, we will

find that out, too."

(Continued from Page .1)

ways done business according to
ethical and accepted standards, he
said, and there was nothing in its

conduct that could not be defended
in court. To charges that the
Schines kept competitors from get-
ting pictures, Schine would say only
that "naturally, we get pictures
first, because we pay for them." He
indicated that some of the Schine
competitors had been able to drive
such advantageous contracts with
distributors after Schine contracts
had been signed that he would be
willing "to exchange with them."

Willard McKay, Schine chief coun-
:
sel, with offices in New York, was in
conference by telephone with How-
ard Antevil, head of the home office

legal staff.

Off-the-record comment around the
home office was to the effect that the
Schines hoped the suit could be
brought to trial quickly because the
air of uncertainty and the potential
threats it held "are the worst things
about it."

Pari-Mutuels Facing Hot
Fight in New York State

Albany — The question of pari-
mutuels, finally passed by the State
Legislature in 1938 and 1939 after
15 futile years of charges and count-
er charges of lobbying, will go before
the people in referendum form in
November, but not without a hot
fight such as New Jersey had before
ratification in June. Exhibs. in the
Albany-Troy area, near the Saratoga
track, and in the metropolitan dis-

trict, are interested.
Charter in Albany last week was

a concern to be known as Preserve
the Constitution-Defeat Pari-Mutuel
Amendment, Inc. Its subscribers
are Henry and C. M. Castor, Albany,
and E. A. Memis, Syracuse. One
of the corporation's stated purposes
is to "Oppose by all lawful means at-

tempts to alter or repeal provisions
of the Constitution prohibiting gam-
bling."

Conn.'s Pioneer Drive-In

Called Public Nuisance

Milford, Conn. — First step has
been taken by property owners in

the threatened war against the Mil-
ford Drive-In Theater as a public
nuisance because of excessive noise.

At a largely-attended meeting in the
Town Court, cash has been contrib-
uted for funds to fight the matter
in the State Courts, pleading for
closing of the theater, first such ven-
ture in Connecticut. Th 500-car
Drive-In is operated by Marcel Meck-
elberg of Boston.

Fire Underwriters Issue

Amended Film Regulations

National Board of Fire Under-
writers has the amended regulations
for the storage and handling of

Nitrocellulose motion picture film

ready for industry distribution.

Amendments were presented by
a sub-committee whose members
are: George W. Booth, chairman of

NBFU; A. L. Armstrong, of East-
man Kodak Co.; A. S. Dickinson,
MPPDA; Sylvan Harris, SMPE; H.
L. Miner, of Manufacturing Chem-
ists' Ass'n of the U. S., and Cellu-
lose Plastics Mfg.'s Ass'n; L. B.
Newell, New York Fire Insurance
Rating Organization; and Frank
Thornton Jr., NFPA Electrical Com-
mittee.
Changes made to the regulations

are indicated in italics in text of a
pamphlet containing advance publi-
cation of the Report of the Commit-
tee on Hazardous Chemicals and
Explosives. Copies of Pamphlet
No. 40 can be obtained upon re-
quest addressed to the National
Board of Fire Underwriters, 85 John
St., New York City.

Drilling Cancellations

Menace B. O. In La. Towns

New Orleans—Cancellation of 112
permits to drill oil in the Golden
Meadowns field area of Louisiana is

expected to cut into the business of
four theaters which serve this area.
Two houses at Golden Meadowns, one
at Cutoff and one at Larose will be
affected.

Bobby Jones Fights Tax
On $156,200 Paid to Dad

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Bobby Jones, former

champion golfer, has filed an appeal
with the U. S. Supreme Court pro-
testing payment of income taxes on
moneys received from Warners.
Jones paid $53,338.84 in taxes under
protest on $156,200 paid to his father,
Robert T. Jones, Sr., by Warners in
1931 and 1933.
The money was paid to his father,

Jones said, for work the golfer did
in making a series of shorts for the
movie company, and was turned over
to the elder Jones under a 1931
agreement establishing a trust fund
for the golf star's children.
Jones admits that the scheme was

devised to decrease tax payments
but insists it is legal because of a
loophole in the law. Under the agree-
ment, Jones gave his father exclu-
sive rights to his services "as a mo-
tion picture actor" for six years for
a payment of $1,000 per year.
The golfer has been turned down

by the Federal Court in Georgia and
the U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals.

Harold Wendt Dead
Detroit—Harold Wendt, of Wilding

Picture Productions, commercial film
producers, died from a bullet wound.
His mother survives.

Sweet "Oomph"
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Burbank—Roger Phillips, candy manu-

facturer, flew here from Chicago for
huddles with Ann Sheridan and Warner
Bros, publicity department on his pro-
posal to get out an "OOMPH" Candy
Bar. Wants okay from actress and studio
as well as permission to use her photo-
graph on wrapper of bar. Deal is based
on advance and royalties.
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AFA Application for Injunction Against AAAA Denied

shortejOmplified contract offered by rko
5roducers-IATSE in Tentative Five -Year Agreement
Vay Open for Immediate

Negotiations on

Wages, Hours
Vest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— Tentative agreement

>n a five-year contract between
ATSE and motion picture producers
vas announced yesterday in a joint

tatement by John F. Gatelee, inter-

lational representative of the IAT-
)E, and Joseph M. Schenck, chair-
nan of motion picture producers'
legotiating committee.
Agreement covers those crafts

vhich were under IATSE jurisdic-

ion by terms of the so-called basic
igreement. Contract embodying
erms of this agreement is being
Irafted. Agreement arrived at

(Continued on Page 7)

i-W MAKJNG~FURTHER

PHILLY POLICY SHIFT

Booth Projection for Television IVecir
London (By Cable)—An early advance in television projection in theaters is forecast

by Capt. A. C. D. West of Baird Television who states that very soon it will be pos-

sible to project television images to the theater's screen from the projection booth,
eliminating the necessity for a special staff to operate equipment located in the body
of the theater. Operation will be in the hands of the regular operating staff, doing
away with the two technicians now employed at theaters having the Baird tele installa-

tions. Regular operators would have to undergo a course of technical training.

Philadelphia—Changes in theater
I policies and operation reached a
jeak yesterday when it became
Known that Stanley-Warner will in-

stitute another shift in downtown
operating policy, effective Aug. 25.

At that time, the Earle, now play-
ng the three-hour show policy, gets
pack its vaudefilm, with the Fox,

(Continued on Page 13)

Conn. Theater Visibility

Test Case to be Re-tried

_
New Haven—In a unanimous de-

cision, the Supreme Court of Errors
has denned the duty of a motion
picture theater operator in the safe-
ty of patrons, especially in respect
to light in the theater. Case of

(Continued on Page 8)

Para. May Lease, Not Sell,

Some of Its London Houses

London (By Cable)—Stanton Grif-
fis, chairman of Paramount's execu-
tive committee, yesterday admitted
that negotiations were under way

(Continued on Page 4)

Gulf States Business Quickens

to Democracy Films and Westerns
By BILL SPECHT

FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
New Orleans—Give 'em liberty or

say it with shooting and the tinkling
of coins across the b.o. window
makes sweet music to the exhibitor's

ear.

That, anyway, is the impression
gained from watching the Gulf
States of Louisiana, Mississippi and
parts of Alabama and Florida.

Surveys there show that any men-
tion of democracy and liberty in fav-
orable terms can count on audience
applause, as witness the speech in

"Man of Conquest" and Juarez' defi-

nition of the difference between ab-
solute monarchy and democracy in

the Warner films.

Surveys also show that westerns
are doing nicely, thank you, and that

(Continued on Page 8)

Exhibs. Sponsor Testimonial to U and Blumberg

Exhibitors' Sponsored Testimonial
to New Universal and Prexy Nate
Blumberg, embracing both the U. S.

and Canada, has been launched with
number of participating showmen
already at the 1,000 mark, it was
disclosed at a trade luncheon at the
home office yesterday.

"U" is making available 14 new
productions for the dating splurge
during the testimonial period, which
spans August, September and Oc-
tober, it was disclosed by Matthew
Fox, vice-prexy.

Spyros Skouras, president of Na-
(Continued on Page 4)

AAAA Emerges Victor in Injunction

Move/ AE Suspends Harry Richman

Court Reserves Decision

on Para. Suit Dismissal

Federal Judge Edward A. Conger
reserved decision yesterday on an
application of Paramount Pictures,
Inc., to dismiss the stockholders
suit of Frank Jablow and Samuel
Acker which had asked for approx-

(Continued on Page 13)

By HOLLIS KENNAHAN
FILM DAILY Staff Writer

First decision in the battle be-
tween the AAAA and the IATSE-
AFA coalition went to the 4 A's yes-
terday when New York Supreme
Court Justice Edward J. McGoldrick
denied the application of the AFA
asking for a temporary injunction
pending trial to restrain the AAAA

(Continued on Page 13)

Legal Language is Reduced In

New RKO License Agree-

ment Recently Completed
RKO apparently is the first ma

jor company to bow to the requests
of exhibitors for a shorter and more
simplified exhibition contract. The
new license agreement for the 1939-
40 program has been completed and
printed and its text has been con-
densed and clarified as compared
with the company's previous agree-
ments. William S. Savage, of RKO's
legal department, prepared the new
pact.
While a few new clauses have

been added, the old provisions have
been re-written without the tech-
nical legal language so that they
appear to be understandable to ex-
hibitors or outsiders. It is be-
lieved by RKO execs, that the brev-
ity of the clauses will be appre-
ciated by exhibitors. For example,

(Continued on Page 4)

GOLDWYN TO RELEASE

"RAFFLES" THRU UA

The question of whether United
Artists would distribute Samuel
Goldwyn's forthcoming picture,
"Raffles," has been settled, with
announcement yesterday that Gold-
wyn would release the picture
through UA.
When Goldwyn was in New York

(Continued on Page 13)

Hearing on RKO Claims
Will be Held on Friday

Petition was filed yesterday in
the Federal Court by the Irving
Trust Co., as trustee of RKO, for a
hearing to fix certain claims filed

(Continued on Page 13)

First U. S. Tele Network
To Start Operating in Fall?

First television network in Amer-
ica is expected to start operating
in the Fall when RCA's Empire

(Continued on Page 7)
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.
Am. Seat
Col. Picts. vtc. (2%%)
Col. Picts. pfd 26 26 26 — V4
Con. Fm. Ind
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 11% 11 'A 1 1

V

4 + V4
East. Kodak 171 170% 170% + %
do pfd
Cen. Th. Eq 11% 11% 11%
Loew's, Inc 43% 43% 433/4 + i/4
do pfd
Paramount 9% 9V4 9% — l/4
Paramount 1st pfd
Paramount 2nd pfd.. 10% 10% 10% + %
Pathe Film 12% 11% 12 + %
RKO 1% 1% 1% — %
20th Cent.-Fox
20th Cent.-Fox pfd
Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros 4% 4% 4%
do pfd 53 53 53 — 2

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith B. F. ref. 6s46.100y4 100y4 100'/4
Loew's deb. 3%s46..103% 103% 103% + %
Par. B'way 3s55 50% 50% 50%— %
Par. Picts. 6s55
Par. Picts. cv. 3 %s47 91 % 91 % 91 %
RKO 6s41
Warner Bros.' cv. 6s39
Warner'Bros.' dbs. 6s48 90% 90 90%+ %

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts

Sonotone Corp 1 y2 1 % 1 y2
Technicolor 15% 15% 15% + %
Trans-Lux 1 % 1 % 1 % — %
Universal Corp. vtc.. . 3% 3% 3% — %
Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES

Bid Asked
Pathe Film, 7 pfd 100 103
Fox Thea. Office Bldg. 1st '46 3% 4%
Loew's Thea. Realty 6s 1st '47 1003,4 102%
Met. Playhouse, Inc. 2nd deb. '45.. 70% 72%
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st '57 65% 67%

SAFETY LLOYDS
FILM STORAGE CORP.

Storage by Reel or Vault

729 Seventh Ave.
New York City

BRyant 9-5600 SECURITY

Opera Under the Stars

Sues Para, for $100,000

Opera Under The Stars, Inc., filed

suit yesterday in the New York
Supreme Court against Paramount
Pictures, Inc., and asked for $100,-
000 damages and an injunction.
Plaintiff charged the defendant with
producing, or being about to pro-
duce, the picture taken from a
dramatic and musical work entitled
"Un Homme en Habit" (A Man in

Dress Clothes).
Plaintiff asserts that it owns all

rights to the work and that it has
not licensed or sold rights to the
work to Paramount. An answer has
been filed by Paramount generally
denying allegations of the complaint.
On Aug. 14 plaintiff will apply to

the Supreme Court for an order di-

recting Norman Collyer, as assis-

tant secretary of Paramount, to tes-

tify before trial.

Griffiths Name Slocum
as Partner In El Reno

Engineers' Institute

For Television Field

Television Engineers' Institute of
America is being organized as a na-
tional, technical organization to em-
brace both tele and facsimile. Of-
fices will be maintained in this city,

Hollywood and Washington. Organ-
izer of the new society is George H.
Seward, prexy of the Hollywood
Television Society.

Local sections will be authorized
in any state or locality where the
active, fellowman honorary member-
ship exceeds 20. Membership appli-
cations include a pledge of allegiance
to the U. S.

"Four Feathers" Sixth Day
Ahead of Capitol Opening

Business of Korda's "Four
Feathers" at the Capitol yesterday
ran ahead of the opening day's
"take" by approximately $1,000, it

was reported by UA last night. In
point of admissions, matinee biz yes-
terday—the pix's sixth—was 1,100
better than on the first day.

New Distributing Firm
Albany — Transatlantic Distribu-

tors, Inc., has been chartered to deal
in motion pictures, papers filed with
the Secretary of State reveal. Capi-
tal stock authorized is $20,000, shares
valued at $200 a piece. Subscribers
are Saul Bernstein, Milton Lowen-
thal and Anna Schwartz, 250 West
57th St., papers filed by Counsel Ir-

win Bekenken, 250 West 57th St.,

New York.

Wanger Elected to AMPP
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Walter Wanger, head

of Walter Wanger Productions, has
been elected a member of the Asso-
ciation of M. P. Producers.

"U" Renews Koster's Pact
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Universal has renewed

Henry Koster's contract.

Oklahoma City—E. R. Slocum,
recently owner of the El Caro the-
ater at El Reno, and formerly with
the Griffith Amusement Co. as a
district manager, has been named
partner and manager of the Grif-
fith organization for El Reno, fol-

lowing purchase of the El Caro by
the Griffith organization, which now
gives the circuit four theaters in
the town: the Royal, Empress, Cri-
terion and El Caro.
A number of other changes in

managerships have also been an-
nounced by Griffith officials. Ken-
neth Blackledge. formerly manager
at El Reno has been named new city
manager at Okmulgee where the
circuit has the Orpheum and Yale
theaters; Turner Morrisett, city
manager at Claremore, Okla., has
resigned and Calvin Council, former-
ly city manager at Wellington,
Texas has been moved to Clare-
more as city manager.
W. L. Lusk, city manager at Sun-

ray, Texas has been appointed city
manager at Wellington, succeeding
Council and Charles Oliver, former
assistant manager at Pampa, Texas
has been named city manager at
Sunray, Texas.

Hutchinson Going to Coast
for Product Conferences

Walter J. Hutchinson, director of
foreign distribution for 20thvFox.
leaves for the Coast next week for
conferences on new product with stu-
dio execs, and Herman Wobber, gen-
eral manager of distribution. Hut-
chinson will also look at a number
of new films, either completed or
nearing completion.
He expects to stay in Hollywood

about a week. It is pointed out by
execs, of the company that its new
season product lineup has the
strongest potential drawing power
in foreisrn markets that it has ever
had. with "Stanley And Living-
stone" and "The Rains Came" two
of the films they expect to set new
foreign revenue records.

W. Va. Unit to Meet
White Sulnhur Springs, W. Va.

—

Fifth annual convention of the West
Virginia Managers Association will
be held at the Greenbrier Hotel here
Aug. 30-31. J. C. Shanklin is conven-
tion chairman; S J. Hyman, associa-
tion's prexy.

"U" Signs Marlene Dietrich
West Coast Bureau oi THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Universal has signed

Marlene Dietrich to play opposite
James Stewart in "Destry Rides
Again," which Joe Pasternak will

produce with George E. Marshall
directing. Production starts Aug.
28.

First Giveaway In N. Ky.

Newport, Ky.—The Hippodrome
has inaugurated a cash giveaway,
being the first house in northern
Kentucky to do so.

HARRY M. WARNER sails for Europe todayj
the Queen Mary accompanied by MRS. WARN]:

WALTER J. HUTCHINSON, director of
eign distribution for 20th-Fox, goes to

Coast next week to confer with studio ex]
and look at new product.

J. ROBERT RUBIN and MRS. RUBI^ail
England today on the Queen Mary. "•
MAX MILDER, Warners' managing directoi]

Great Britain, is also an outgoing passenger]
the English ship.

ARTHUR W. EDDY and MRS. EDDY start b
to the Coast today by motor.

DENNIS WRATTEN and WILLIAM WESTPHl
respectively Eastman's chief motion picture te|
nician for Europe and sales manager of
motion picture division for Continental Euro!
sail today on the Washington for England.

L. W. CONROW, Altec president, BERT SA
FORD, JR., district manager, G. L. CARRI
TON, vice-president and general manager,
STANLEY HAND, staff representative, have
turned to the home office after trips to diff

ent territories.

LOUIS SILVERS, 20th-Fox musical dired
leaves for the Coast today. He has been st<

ping at the Waldorf Towers.

S. MIXSON, Florida exhib., and GENE PI

FLEY, Indiana exhib., were visitors this week
Paramount's World's Fair Lounge in the ho
office.

RICHARD LUTTER, Milwaukee exhib
MAYWORM, also a Milwaukee exhib., STANL
STASKEVITCH, Hollywood Theater, Hollywo
HENRY STEFANIK, California exhib.. FRANK
KINC, Ohio exhib., WILLIAM H. RIPPARD, V
ginia exhib., and DAN R. WILKINSON, also

Va. exhib., were visitors this week at
RKO Lounge.

WILLIAM SISTROM, RKO exec, in England,
here for a visit.

THOMAS G. SOMERMEIR, JR. and his W
are at the Sherry Netherland.

MAX CORDON is here from the Coast,
expects to return to Hollywood today.

RALPH MORGAN, BINNIE BARNES, JE/
MUIR. MISCHA AUER, EDWARD ARNOLD
CILLE GLEASON, HENRY HULL, WAYNE MO
RIS, OLIVIA DE HAVILLAND and LARRY STEE
arrive from the Coast today by plane to atte
the A F of L council meeting in Atlantic Ci
tomorrow.

KEN THOMSON, executive of SAG. arriv|

yesterday by plane.

HERBERT J. YATES and GENE AUTRY are
Ireland.

New Md. Censor Board
Baltimore—The new lineup of tljj

Maryland State Board of Motic
Pictures Censors is George
Mitchell, chairman; Holmes
Alexander, vice-chairman; Marie
Presstman, secretary and Helen
Odom, chief clerk.

U<¥mJii
tRTHV

Best wishes from THE FILM DAILY
to the following on their birthdays:

AUGUST 9

Charles Farrell

Dorothy Jordan

Gerrit Lloyd

Fred Newmeyer

Ed Schwartz
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LICENSE AGREEMENT

OF RKO SIMPLIFIED

(Continued from Page 1)

the clause dealing with "clearance
and run" formerly ran 40 lines;

these issues are covered in three
lines in the new contract. The
"roadshow" provisions of the new
pact have been written in 13 lines,

whereas 26 lines formerly were
needed to cover this subject. One
clause dealing with release dates
has been cut from 15 lines to less

than a line and a half. In addition,

the entire contract has been printed
in larger type.

Term of Contract Shortened

Beginning with the new season,
RKO's contracts will cover a 12-

month period instead of 15 months
as formerly. In other words, the
agreement does not license the ex-
hibition of any picture which shall

have been designated as other than
a 1939-40 picture or whose date of

general release by the distributor
in the U. S. shall not have been be-
tween Sept. 1, 1939, and Aug. 31,

1940, inclusive.

The new contract gives RKO the
right to designate certain pictures
on its lineup to be shown only on
a single feature program. However,
the distributor agrees not to desig-

nate more than five of such pictures
out of the entire season's product.

Tax Clause Added
Where state sales taxes are in

effect, the new contract requires
the exhibitor to pay the levy to the
distributor upon demand. This
clause was inserted because in many
cases, especially in New York, ex-
hibitors refused to pay the tax and
the distributors were forced to pay
the assessment, themselves.

A new clause covering percentage
bookings requires exhibitors to hold
the distributor's share of the gross
receipts in trust and apart from
other money and "to pay over such
trust funds daily, if so requested."
The other clauses have been modi-

fied, clarified or changed so that
their provisions can be more easily

understood. Production numbers
have been eliminated and the pro-

gram is referred to by titles or

groups.

No reference to the proposed
Trade Practice Code is made in the
new agreement, but it is understood
that if and when adopted, a rider

will be attached to the contract.

Para. May Lease, Not Sell,

Some of Its London Houses

(Continued from Page 1

)

for the lease of several Paramount
theaters in London to an English
circuit. David Rose, Paramount ex-
ecutive here, said that the matter
was before the lawyers.

While Griffis would not name the
circuit with which Paramount is ne-
gotiating, it is understood generally
that the deal, if completed, will be
with the Odeon group.

ALCNG THE

with PHIL M. DALTi
© © © OVER on Universal's side of the town yesterday

Matty Fox garnered the trade press in Prexy Nate Blumberg's air-

conditioned office for luncheon and an informal chat Matty

thanked the press for its confidence and co-operation and spilled

a few bits of interesting info THAT approximately a thousand

exhibs. already had demonstrated their confidence in the New Universal

and Blumberg by enrolling for a Testimonial Drive under such

chiefs as Spyros Skouras. N. L. Nathanson and Mort Singer THAT
more playdates and more bookings of Universal pictures during August,

September and October is the objective in an effort to manifest exhibitor

appreciation and confidence THAT Universal will have 14 fea-

tures ready for distribution during the three months THAT the

policy was, is and always will be "by the exhibitors, for the exhibitors,

headed by exhibition men"

T T T
• • • FURTHER THAT the company depends on ex-

hibitors not only for bookings but for assistance in produc-

tion THAT each morning on the "U" lot the entire

executive committee convenes at eight a.m. with all de-

partment heads to discuss the work of yesterday and the present

day THAT credits on all productions go directly to the actual

producers and not to company execs, far removed from actual

production THAT "U" is planning an extensive campaign

in the trade press for the trade with an even greater cam-

paign to the public to follow THAT Fox believes the trade

must be well informed before the public is "SOLD" (Editor's

Note: Sounds mighty good to us) THAT the New "U" is

really going places, and no foolin'

T T
• • • 'TWAS Eastman Day at the Lotus Club yesterday in a

manner of speaking J. E. Brulatour, Bill German and Charlie Bonn

tendered a luncheon to visiting Kodak dignitaries Among
those present were Prexy Frank W. Lovejoy, William Webb, assist-

ant general manager for Europe; William Westphal, sales manager of

the motion picture division for Continental Europe; Denis Wralten, chiey

motion picture technician for Europe Armand Balzer, general man-

ager for South America; Ted Curtis, sales managsr, motion picture de-

partment Also Dick Brady, C. E. Snow, Ed McDermott, Thomas

Roberts, George Sackett and Don Hyndman of the local offices

plus Max Gumpel, of Denham Laboratories; Lowell Calvert, Tom Walker,

Floyd Weber, Ed Hattrick Charles Prutzman, Frank Meyer, D.

Collins, J. Siegel E. D. Kelly, Al Altman, John Wood, John Win-

gerter, E. I. Sponable, Jack Goetz

T
• • • JOSEPH R. VOGEL, during his nearly 30 years with

hoew's, has held many jobs from usher at the Old Palace in

Brooklyn to vice-president of some of hoew's important

subsidiary companies to helping build theaters in South

Africa and Australia to running hoew's out of town cir-

cuit BUT J. R. V. has just taken on something new and

different! It's a temporary side-line that promises pleasure

with business. Vogel's odd, self-given assignment is to help

pilot those frisky young M-G-M stars, Judy Garland and Mickey

Rooney on their eastern tour he leaves for Washington to

meet the duo Wednesday .......

T T
• • • A DOFF of the hat to Madeleine White ...... secre-

tary of Monogram and Ray Johnston's personal secretary because

"Mad" yesterday celebrated her 18th anniversary as Johnston's

right-hand girl "Mad" started with Ray 'way back in the

days of Arrow Film Corp

EXHIBITORS SPONSOR

TESTIMONIAL TO "U
!

(Continued from Page 1)

tional Theaters, heads the testimon
ial move as national chairman, witl
N. L. Nathanson, president of Pa
mous Players Canadian, functioning
as Dominion chairman. Moe|; H
Singer, of Chicago, is Mid-W^-err
chairman.

Pix for the testimonial period
were given as:

"When Tomorrow Comes" with
Irene Dunne, Charles Boyer, Bar-
bara O'Neil. Produced and directed
by John M. Stahl; "The Underpup"
with Robert Cummings, Nan Grey,
Gloria Jean. Director, Richard Wal
lace; producer, Joe Pasternak; "First
Love" with Deanna Durbin, Helen
Parrish, Robert Stack. Director,!
Henry Koster; producer, Joe Paster-
nak; "Rio" with Sigrid Gurie, Basil
Rathbone, Victor McLaglen. Direc-
tor, John Brahm. (Untitled feature)
with Jackie Cooper, Freddie Bartho-j
lomew, Alan Dinehart. Director,
Joseph Santley; Associate Producer,
Burt Kelly. "Hawaiian Nights" with
Johnny Downs, Mary Carlisle, Con-
stance Moore. Director, Albert S.

Rogell. Associate Producer, Max H.
Golden.

"Tower of London" with Basil
Rathbone, Boris Karloff, Nan Grey.
Produced and directed by Rowland
V. Lee; "South of the Amazon" (ten-
tative title) with Douglas Fairbanks,
Jr. and Joan Bennett. Director, James
Whale; "Hello Stranger" (tentative
title) with Baby Sandy, Hugh Her-
bert, produced and directed by
Charles Lamont; "Destry Rides
Again" with James Stewart and
Mischa Auer; director, George Mar-
shall; producer, Joe Pasternak.

"The Invisible Man Returns" with
Sir Cedric Hardwicke; director, Joe
May; "Call a Messenger" with Billy
Hallop, Huntz Hall, Mary Carlisle;
director, Arthur Lubin; associate
producer, Ken Goldsmith; "One
Hour to Live" (tentative title) with
Charles Bickford, Doris Nolan; di-

rector, Harold Schuster; "Listen
Kids"; produced and directed by
Albert S. Rogell.

Turrou Talks New Deals
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Leon G. Turrou, for-

mer G-man who authored Warners'
"Confessions of a Nazi Spy," has
writing deals and a technical ad-
viser job pending at Warners and
other studios. Turrou has just re-

turned from London and Paris.

Schulberg Acquires Story
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—B. P. Schulberg has

bought the rights to "The Middle
Window," best seller by Elizabeth
Goudge, and is completing the script

for immediate production. The story,

laid in England and Scotland, is told

in two periods of time, and is based
on an old Scotch legend.
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Full-color ad in This Week Magazine, with a circulation of six million, will

hit every important newspaper in the country. Here is real direct-to-the-

consumer merchandising, hacked up by all the resources of the magazine.

With a circulation of fifteen million, blanketing the country to the benefit of

every exhibitor.

Including: Modern Screen, Screenland, Silver Screen, Screen Romances, Holly-

wood Magazine, Screen Book, Motion Picture Magazine, Movie Story Magazine,
Movie Mirror, Photoplay, Picture Play, Modern Movie, Movie Life, Personal

Romances, Screen Guide.

iiilMl v.w
ft

L I

IN ALL FA

Spotted in key cities and carefully planned to benefit every type of theatre.

1J

A full-page ad in this important medium, with a circulation that hits every

part of the country.

'WITH
most popular programs on the air will dedicate its program on

Monday, September fourth, to "GOLDEN BOY" with one of the most unusual

presentations ever conceived for a radio show.

starring

ADOLPHE

STANWYCK MENJOU HOLDEN
A ROUBEN MAMOULIAN PRODUCTION • Produced by WILLIAM PERLBERG

Screen play by Lewis Mellzer, Daniel Taradash, Sarah Y. Mason, Victor Heerman

Based upon the Group Theatre play by CLIFFORD ODETS
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PRODUCERS-IA REACH

TENTATIVE AGREEMENT

(Continued from Page 1

)

leaves the way open for immediate
negotiation on hours, wages and
working conditions in crafts covered

by the tentative agreement.
Schenck reiterated his statement

th"
-Negotiations with IATSE rep-

resentatives do not involve the sta-

tus of any other contract with
studio employe organizations. At
a conference called yesterday by Wil-
liam R. Walsh, senior NLRB coun-
sel, Aug. 16 was tentatively set as

the day for hearing netitions of

IATSE and USTG, each of which
seeks to be named exclusive bar-
gaining representative for studio

workers.
The Los Angeles Central Labor

Council sent a resolution to the
A F of L executive council calling

for authorization for a strike of

studio union workers to combat "CIO
invasion" of motion picture indus-
trv by USTG.
IA officials declared the tentative

agreement reached between IA and
producers provides for the return of
closed shop to IA crafts. This move
was predicted on Aug. 1 in The Film
Daily.
Acting chairman Howard S. Rob-

ertson of the USTG, said his organi-
zation and the NLRB at a meeting
yesterday waived a formal 5-day no-
tice in order to bring about an im-
mediate election, but that IA refused
to waive this period. He declared
that the tentative agreement between
IA and the producers violates both
the spirit and the letter of the Wag-
ner Act. He characterized the ten-
tative agreement as a maneuver "to
herd the workers back into the com-
pany dominated by the IATSE."
"We expect," he continued, "to get

a real contract for the men and be-
lieve that with the aid of all right-
thinking people we will succeed in
our efforts to permit the processes
of law to go forward to an election
under supervision of the U. S. Gov-
ernment."

It was learned yesterday that the
USTG does not seek jurisdiction over
members of the American Society of
Cinematographers.

Colored Va. Fishery Films
Newport News, Va. — A color

print on the first of a series of
color films made under the super-
vision of G. Walter Mapp of the
Commission of Fisheries for Vir-
ginia has been shipped to New
York for national distribution. The
picture is the first of a series of

one-reelers, directed by Bruce Cole-
man with a special color process of

his invention.

"Chips," Detroit Record
Detroit—"Goodbye, Mr. Chips" is

being held over at the Michigan, set-
ting a house record, according to the
management, as the first picture ever
to go a second week at UDT's ace
house.

A"JUttU
By RALPH WUK

/fliV'JIIDELL STARTS FIRST

FOR 1939-40 MONDAY
Chertok on Features Too

TACK CHERTOK, M-G-M's short
J subject producer, will make three
features yearly under a new con-
tract. It is possible that Chertok's
feature assignments may be in-

creased upon the completion of the
three pictures.

"Of Mice and Men" to Start

Monday has been set by Hal Roach
as the starting date on his produc-
tion of John Steinbeck's "Of Mice
and Men." Under the direction of
Lewis Milestone and with Frank
Ross, executive vice-president of the
Hal Roach Studios, as associate pro-
ducer, "Of Mice and Men" will have
Burgess Meredith in the part of
George, Lon Chaney, Jr. as Lennie,
and Betty Field in the leading fem-
inine role.

* * *

Zanuck Shifts Stars

At 20th-Fox, Darryl Zanuck is

shifting his stars to meet the heavy
production schedule set for Septem-
ber when seven new pictures will be
put before the cameras at the stu-
dio. Nancy Kelly, who was to have
played opposite Don Ameche in

"Swanee River," a Technicolor pro-
duction, will have the lead opposite
Tyrone Power in "Johnny Apollo"
and Andrea Leeds has been borrowed
from Samuel Goldwyn for the role

in "Swanee River." Linda Darnell
will not be in "Johnny Apollo" as

previously announced but will be
given another important assignment.

* * *

Priscilla Lane with Raft

Priscilla Lane has been set by
Warners to play the feminine lead
opposite George Raft in "The Patent
Leather Kid." Raft may do this

fight story upon his return from
European trip, instead of pairing
with James Cagney for Warden Lew-
is E. Lawe's story, "Invisible

Stripes."
* * *

Lesser to Base at S-I

Sol Lesser yesterday took the first

step towards the United Artists re-

lease of his forthcoming productions.

He signed a contract with Selznick
International whereby he will house
his company and shoot all his UA re-

leases at the Culver City Studios.
* * *

Milland In Henie Pix

In preparation for the start of the
next Sonja Henie starring vehicle,

"Everything Happens at Night,"
Darryl F. Zanuck, production chief

at 20th Century-Fox, announced to-

day that Ray Milland had been signed
for one of the major roles in the

picture. The picture is scheduled to

get under way in mid-September.

Henaghan at Retsama

Len Smith, publicity and exploita-

tion director for Retsama Film Pro-
ductions, has added James P. Hena-
ghan to his staff.

New Haven Industryites

Stage Outing Tomorrow

New Haven—The film district is

making plans for a full day at the

annual district outing tomorrow at

Rustic Inn, Lake Quonnipaug, with
afternoon and evening crowded with
activities in the great outdoors. Buf-
fet luncheon will start off the day,
followed by swimming in the lake,

a distributor-exhibitor baseball game,
tug-of-war, 3-legged race, row boat
race, pie-eating contest, shot put,
peanut race, horse shoe pitching, and
other contests.
A full course chicken dinner will

be served in the lodge, after which
there will be dancing, dance contests,

and award of prizes. Morris Joseph,
Universal exchange manager, will

distribute the prizes. Committee in

charge is headed by Homer C. Down-
ey of RKO, assisted by Jack Mullen,
George Weber, Jerry Massimo, Irv-

ing Cooper, Peter Canelli, Katherine
Fitzgerald, Katherine Higgins and
Freda Kogan.

Toronto Industry Tourney
Toronto — Under sponsorship of

the the Film Section of the Toronto
Board of Trade, a golf tournament
will be held on Aug. 14 at the Oak-
dale Golf Club.

Irish Fans Give Autry

Tremendous Reception

A tremendous reception was ac-

corded Gene Autry, Republic's sing-

ing cowboy star, upon his arrival

in Ireland, according to a cable re-

ceived at the home office yesterday

from Herbert J. Yates, who is ac-

companying Autry on his European

tour. Opening of a new Autry film

at the Royal Cinema in Dublin at-

tracted a crowd that had to be re-

strained by the police as the star
made a personal appearance, it was
said. Autry appeared at the Dublin
horse show.

Windsor Theater Sold

Windsor, Conn. — The 500-seat
Windsor Theater, formerly operated
by Nathan Lampert, has been pur-
chased by Arthur Lockwood of Mid-
dletown and Sam Rosen of New
Haven, and will be closed for reno-
vation. Lampert retains an interest

in the operation of the theater, by
the new corporation, The Lampert
Theater of Windsor, Inc., of which
the incorporators are Arthur Lock-
wood, Nathan Lampert and Mignon
Clark of New Haven. The Max Shul-
man interests of Hartford have be-
gun construction of a new theater
in the center of the town.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—With a program of

60 pix planned for 1939-40, Pro-
ducers Pictures, headed by Ben Ju-
dell, will send the first, "Torture
Ship," before the cameras next Mon-
day. Also being readied for October
release are, "The Sagebrush Familv
Trails West," "Hitler—Beast of
Berlin," "Wanted for Murder," and
"The Man from Oklahoma."
Breakdown of the 60 shows 9

Four-Star Specials, 4 melodramas
bsaed on stories by Jack London.
a series of 8 "Tales of Billy the
Kid" westerns, featuring George
Houston, 23 action, mystery and
horror melodramas, eight "frontier
marshal" westerns, starring Tim
McCoy, and 8 of "The Sagebrush
Family" series, featuring Bobby
Clark, junior cowboy champ.

Titles of the 9 Four-Star Specials
are, "Hitler—Beast of Berlin," "End
of the Road," "Dope," "Youth on
Trial," "Sins of the Parents," "Brig-
ham Young—Utah Miracle Man,"
"Gold Star Mothers," and "20,000
Leagues Under the Sea" and "The
Mysterious Island," both from the
stories by Jules Verne.

Productions to be based on th?
Jack London stories are, "Torture
Ship," "Wolf Dog of the North,"
and two others to be announced.
The 23 melodramas are, "Wanted

for Murder," "Arson Squad." "The
Devil Bat," "Police Woman," "Chi-
natown Patrol," "Air Base Murders,'
"Queen of the Underworld," "The
Monster's Bride," "Rescue Ship,"
"Shanghai Passage," "Radio Po-
lice," "Special Duty," "Mysterv
Express," "Voice of the Dead."
"Chain Gang," "Murder on Parole,"
"Mercy Plane," "Gorilla at Large."
"Calling All Leathernecks," "Buried
Alive," "Hot Cargo," "The Fighting
Marines," and "Fire Fighters,"

First U. S. Tele Network
To Start Operating in Fall?

(Continued from Page 1)

State Bldg. station and General
Electric's Schenectady station are
linked. Engineers have been quiet-
ly working on the plan, and the
first link of the expected network
will probably be set by November.

General Electric is expected to

feed outdoor programs to the New
York station, with RCA-NBC ex-
pected to feed GE with live talent
and film shows.
John E. Otterson's Radio Wire

Television Corp. of America may
possibly form a second tele net-
work, using a form of wired radio.

Reopen Mikado, St. Louis

St. Louis—The Mikado Theater, a
St. Louis Amusement Co. unit, which
has been closed since early in May
will be reopened on Saturday, fol-

lowing the completion of a $50,000
remodeling, redecorating and refur-
nishing program.
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Gulf States Biz Quickens to Democracy and Westerns

THEATER VISIBILITY

CASE TO BE RE-TRIED

Fast-Moving Action Based

on Headlines Also

Helping B. 0.
(Continued from Page 1)

when they are made with money and
casts, and dignified by the name of

epic, they do smash biz.

A very unbiased observer, in that
his company did not make the film,

declares that to his knowledge "Jesse
James" has been doing anywhere
from 100 to 150 per cent more busi-

ness for his houses. To this must be
added the fact that "Union Pa-
cific," the "Oklahoma Kid," "Stage-
coach," "Dodge City" all show re-

markable records.
Observers believe, however, that

there are enough super-westerns at

present to care for this demand and
look to another cycle. They believe

the glories of democracy will be good
for some time yet and then that an-
other trend will manifest itself. No
one, however, is sticking his chin

out on what it will be, though the
success of "Man About Town" is

causing some to wonder whether mu-
sicals may not be on the way back
in some form or other. To date
the films that say it with song are
definitely not at the height of their

popularity, with exhibitors declaring
that most of them are poison.

"Second Fiddle" did a remarkable
business in New Orleans, but the
presence of the local honey, Mary
Healy, therein, is given credit for
that more than anything else.

Another trend which seems to be
holding up is toward fast-moving
action based on headlines. Warner
Bros, evidently is correct about this

for films based on big news events
and "interesques" growing out of

them have been good box-office. At
present it would appear that there
is little room for introspective drama
in the smaller towns and that fast-

moving product has the edge. The
bigger spots are welcoming such
nonsensical comedy as "Good Girls

Go to Paris."

Exhibitors at present complain
that there is not enough of good short
product but are rather vague as to

what they want in this direction.

Business has been off, probably due
to Summer, with threats of crop
failures in north Mississippi and
north Louisiana painting an unpleas-
ant picture for the coming Fall.

Premiums continue to be given,
though they are losing their draw-
ing power and money giveaways
have invaded the hitherto sacrosanct
era of New Orleans' downtown area
with two unimportant houses giving
a joint prize.

Robertson Adds Two
Columbus, O. — John Robertson,

operator of houses in Bainbridge
and Osborn, has acquired leases on
two more, the Linda, Shawnee, and
the Delwyn, New Straitsville. The
Linda, to be renamed the Shawnee,
was formerly operated by Elias

Hatem, and the Delwyn by Chris
Davey.

Warners Set Five Vehicles for Cagney
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Burbank—Warners now have five pix lined up for James Cagney, to follow "The
Roaring Twenties," which he is now making. They are, "The Fighting 69th"; "John Paul
Jones," biographical picture; "Invisible Stripes," Warden Lewis E. Lawes' story of
paroled convicts; "The City of Iron Men," story of the Seamen's Institute in New York
City, by Theodore Reeves; and "Two Sons," by John Fante and Ross Wills.

In "The Fighting 69th" and "Two Sons," Cagney will be paired with Pat O'Brien,
while in "Invisible Stripes" he will be teamed with George Raft.

U. S. Pix May Get Play

in German "Protectorate"

Berlin (By Cable)—That more
American films may be shown in

Germany's "Protectorate" — Bo-
hemia and Moravia—than are per-
mitted entry into Germany itself,

is a possibility forecast by the Amer-
ican Commercial Attache here de-

spite the fact that the ban on entry
into Germany extends also to the
"Protectorate." The Attache also
anticipates the showing of more
Italian films in the "Protectorate"
as they are now being pushed ac-

cording to the terms of the German-
Italian film agreement.
While it is not yet definitely de-

cided which American companies
will be permitted to continue operat-
ing in the "Protectorate," it is held
probable that they will be limited
to the three companies now repre-
sented in Germany.
Number of films to be produced

in the "Protectorate" during the
current year is 35, compared to 41

in 1938. Total number of films to

be shown this year is about 200 as
against 318 in 1938. Chief reason
for the decrease is the drop in Amer-
ican pictures from 180 last year to

70 this year. German films will

double the number shown last year,
rising from 40 to 70.

Horn Fined Second Time
Rehoboth, Del.—Charles S. Horn,

proprietor of the Blue Hen theater
here, paid his second consecutive
fine this week for operating on
the Sabbath. Appearing before
Magistrate I. L. Thompson on
the complaint of Deputy At-
torney General O. Daniel G.
Layton, Horn was fined $4. It was
reported that the Attorney General's
office may study the possibilities of

a court action to enjoin the Blue
Hen theater from Sabbath opera-
tion.

Knoepfle Heads New Club
Cincinnati — Rudy Knoepfle, Re-

public, was elected prexy; Metro's
John Allen, vice-president; and Pete
Nilan, secretary-treasurer, of the
newly organized- social- club for
salesmen. The club will meet Aug.
20, at the Cincy Variety Club, to
decide on a permanent name.

Col. Signs De LaVarre
Andre de LaVarre has been signed

by Columbia to produce six Colum-
bia Tours for release during the
1939-40 season, it was announced
today.

Warner Theater Managers
at Capital Zone Parley

Washington Bureau of THE FILM <DAILY

Washington — John J. Payette,

General Zone Manager for Warner
Theaters in the Washington terri-

tory, held his annual meeting with

all managers yesterday at the May-
flower Hotel.

Robert Smeltzer, district manager
of Warners, discussed the coming
Warner Bros, product. Attrac-

tions from other major producers

were outlined by Frank La Falce,

advertising head. Executives who
also spoke were George A. Crouch,

assistant zone manager; Guy Won-
ders, Maryland district manager;
Nat Glasser, Virginia district man-
ager; A. Julian Brylawski, in charge
of Real Estate; C. E. McGowan, con-
tact manager; Louis Ribnitzski,
booker; J. Alton Pratt and Walter
Pettus, in charge of projection and
sound, respectively. The entire per-
sonnel will go on an outing today
at Annapolis Roads, Md. Managers
of all film exchanges in Washington
will also attend the outing as guests
of Payette.

Managers assembled here include:
Fred Tnomas, Earle, Washington;
Charles Grimes, Metropolitan, Wash-
ington; Robert Etris, Ambassador,
Washington; James Glennon, Apollo,
Washington; Theodore Lonmeyer,
Avalon, Washington; Nelson Smith,
Avenue Grand, Washington; Alan
Bachrach, Calvert, Washington;
Maynard Madden, Central, Washing-
ton; Sidney Hoffman, Colony, Wash-
ington; Ernest Wells, Home, Wash-
ington; Claude Land, Kennedy,
Washington; Henry Coon, Penn,
Washington; Le Roy Sherman, Sa-
voy, Washington; Raymond Burch,
Seco, Washington; Lawrence Snoots,
Sheridan, Washington; Fred Mac-
Millan, Silver, Silver Spring, Md.;
Wm. Cleveland, Takoma, Washing-
ton; James Root, Tivoli, Washing-
ton; Walter Cersley, Uptown, Wash-
ington; Earl Heatwole, York, Wash-
ington; Rodney Collier, Stanley, Bal-
timore; Ted Crowther, Opera House,
Frederick; Jack Forney, Tivoli, Fred-
erick; Joseph Cumiskey, Academy
Hagerstown; George Payette, Mary-
land, Hagerstown, Lou Kusner, Apol-
lo, Martinsburg; Henry Clark, Ar-
cade, Waynesboro; C. H. McKinney,
Masonic, Clifton Forge; Don Nich-
ols, Virginia, Harrisonburg; Ralph
Daves, State, Lexington; Frank Shaf-
fer, Dixie and Strand, Staunton, and
Lamar Keen, Capitol, Winchester.

(Continued from Page 1)

Frances Miller vs. Poli's New j#\g-
land Theaters, Inc., origi^/iy
brought in the Common Pleas Court
involved a fall and injuries on leav-

ing a seat which was on a platform
7 Ms inches above the aisle, in the
Loew-Palace, Waterbury. The pa-
tron obtained judgment in the
amount of $643 and Poli's appealed
the case to the highest court in the
State, which has found error in the
earlier decision and ordered a new
trial. Morris Mendelsohn, attorney
at the New Haven division office,

represented the appellant.

When the patron entered she
found her seat unaided by an usher
and the red and blue lights then lit

were the same as when she started
to leave and constituted the usual
diffused lighting in a theater during
projection. The Court defines the,!
duty of the theater "to use reason- 1

able care in the construction, equip- }

ment and management of the the- i

ater, having regard to the character i

of the entertainment given and the
j

customary conduct of the persons t
attending." The Judges point out»
that "to provide too much light!
would spoil the entertainment fori
patrons. This is the first case ins
the state which discusses visibility I

in theaters.

Renovate Richmond Duo
Richmond, Va. — Neighborhood

Theater's State, and Wilmer &
Vincent's National, first-runs, will!

close Sunday for general overhauling
and renovating, to reopen around 1

Labor Day. A. O. Budina, architect,
]

is in charge of the overhauling of
the State, and Herman Nowitsky,
National.

New Lantz Character
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—A new cartoon char-

acter has just been born with the pro-
duction of Walter Lantz' Technicolor
short for Universal release, "Peter-
kin" a Pan character created by Will
Pogany, the artist.

Zerga Opens New Nabe
San Francisco—Attilio Zerga has

opened a new neighborhood theater,

The Bridge, at 3010 Geary Boule-
vard. Under construction for six

months, it is the first of three to be
erected by Zerga.

Extend Franco-Nazi Pact
Paris (By Cable)—French and

German agreement covering impor-
tation and exportation of films be-,

tween the two countries has been I

renewed for one year without
changes.

JBraftJM -*&*
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THIS BUSINESS DOESN'T

NEED antfthkiq HALF

AS MUCH AS IT NEEDS

Emphatically not the kind that comes in

bottles and tastes like boiled shoe laces, but—

Lots of good, dramatic entertainment tonic—

PROFITABLE PICTURES-

at regular intervals from an assured, coura-

geous, energetic and enthusiastic source, the

sort of Pictures that are the bone and sinew of

the Greatest Business on Earth ....

'ifcg/w'P*muttM
YOU CAN'T GET AROUND THAT, SO



PRODUCERS DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION

BEN JUDELL P,*,M.nt

is honestly proud to offer for the

1939-1940 EXHIBITOR SEASON

PROFITABLE

PICTURES

©

When you're ready to measure your theatre for its 1939-1940

Profit Capacity throw away all your old-time yard-sticks. Art

and "delayed tempo" productions have their places, to be

sure, but MILLIONS of theatregoers on whom exhibitors de-

pend for steady, profitable patronage will continue to stead-

fastly refuse to pay for anything except moving pictures!

Hence, the policy of Producers Distributing Corporation will

be to distribute only such Pictures as merit definite audience-

acceptance. Positive dynamic Box Office productions high in

entertainment and exploitation value — moving pictures!

Our production schedule consists of SIXTY pictures, from

choice, closely-knit, entertaining stories, directed by masters

of their craft, with stellar "name" casts.



£Ci44f*&dthat have life, action, thrills,

suspense and down-to-earth melodrama;

n

/iflwPT^W the theatregoing public

needs, wants and for which it is willing to pay!

WITH OUR 60 PROFITABLE PICTURES, EVERY LAST ONE OF THEM DELIV-

ERED PER SCHEDULE, EXHIBITORS CAN REVIVE, REAWAKEN, RE-ESTAB-

LISH, THE OLD-TIME BOX-OFFICE SPIRIT AND GET BACK WHATEVER
PATRONAGE THEY LOST THROUGH NO FAULT OF THEIR OWN.

That's a big promise, but we CAN keep it-we WILL keep it!

94-STAR SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS -Conceived, designed and presented for

SHOWMEN who know exceptional screen merchandise when it's offered

them. Timely in theme and intelligent in treatment. Big ideas handled in a

big way-for BIG, profitable exploitation campaigns.

4 MIGHTY JACK LONDON MELODRAMAS, based on narratives by one of

literature's immortals. The clash of gigantic, red-blooded heroes in epic

struggles for power, possessions and-LOVE! Filmed against spectacular

backgrounds of primitive grandeur.

5 HORROR PICTURES. Deliberately and painstakingly produced to meet

popular demand for the unusual, the bizarre, the unique in screen enter-

tainment. EXAMINE THE BOLTS ON YOUR SEATS BEFORE YOU SHOW

THESE! They're that kind.

6

12

8

8

MYSTERY MELODRAMAS. Not cut-and-dried "whodunits" based on old

formulas, but NEW stories with sleuth heroes who mix brains with plenty

of brawny, physical action.

MELODRAMAS WITH ROBUST ACTION. Pictures that start with a

bang and end with explosive climaxes; with stories that never falter,

never halt, until their objectives are reached.

"TALES OF BILLY THE KID," featuring George Houston. Based on the

career of the Southwest's most misunderstood character, who wrote his

laws on curtains of gunfire with bullets of flaming lead.

TIM McCOY WESTERNS, with a star now at the zenith of a glorious

screen career, with millions of loyal fans. These are "investments," not

"speculations."

8 "THE SAGEBRUSH FAMILY," a De Luxe series for De Luxe and other

theatres, featuring Bobby Clark, world's champion Junior Cowboy. A

"family" series that upsets screen traditions and pleases everyone in the

household.
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Only the West could spawn a man like this

—

Only the Frontier could give him elbow room!

BTalesofBIIXYtbKID
featuring GEORGE HOUSTON

Fresh as a mountain breeze -New as

a pioneer's trail -Penetrating as an

Indian chief's war whoop!

8'THE
SAGEBRUSH
FAMILY

Featuring BOBBY CLARK

World's Champion

JUNIOR COWBOY
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PRODUCERS DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION

I

1436 N . BEACHWOOD DR., HOLLYWOOD, CALIF. EXCHANGES EVERYWHERE
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GOLDWYN TO RELEASE AAAA Emerges Victor in Injunction iS-W MAKING FURTHER

; "RAFFLES" THRU UA Move; AE Suspends Harry Richman PHILLY POLICY SHIFT

(Continued from Page 1)

recently, he declined to comment on
the distribution plans for the pic-

ture in view of his pending suit

against the distributing organiza-
tions

~L 1939-40 lineup had called for

only two Goldwyn pix, "Thev Shall

Have Music" and "The Real Glory."

"Raffles" goes into production
within the next two weeks, with
David Niven and Olivia De Havil-
land co-starred and Sam Wood di-

recting. John Balderston has com-
pleted the adaptation.

Hearing on RKO Claims

Will be Held on Friday

(Continued from Page 1)

against RKO by creditors and to

reduce and expunge others. Federal
Judge William Bondy in response
to the petition ordered a hearing
on Friday at 2:30 p.m.

The petition asked for a reduc-
tion on the claim made by Alfred
A. Fiegal for $24,061 on a contract
for advertising to $11,629; a claim
of Criterion Advertising Co., on a
similar contract, from $404,686 to

$314,333; to expunge claims of Or-
pheum Theater Co., Ltd., for $124,-

083 and Publix Indiana Corp., for
$1,602,900; to file a claim of the
Chemical Bank & Trust Co. for
services as trustee under a col-

lateral note indenture at a preferred
amount of $4,568, and finally, to
fix a claim of the United States
Bank of Denver based on a guar-
anty of mortgage bonds of the Den-
ver Orpheum Co., at $81,165.

The Irving Trust petition stated
that previous agreements had been
made with the creditors listed in

the petition and that formal consent
of Judge Bondy was required.

Court Reserves Decision

on Para. Suit Dismissal

(Continued from Page 1)

imately $30,000,000 damages against
Paramount officials and directors for
alleged mismanagement and waste.
Paramount contended that as a

matter of law the complaint must
be dismissed because it is based on
the acts of officials prior to the ac-
quisition of stock by the plaintiffs

in 1937. In addition, the applica-
tion sought dismissal of parts of
the complaint as redundant and also
asked for a bill of particulars.
American Telephone and Telegraph
Co., Western Electric and Erpi are
also named defendants in the suit.

Keep Building Ban
Copenhagen (By Cable)—The munici-

pality has renewed for another year the
measure prohibiting the building of new
theaters.

(Continued f

and its affiliated unions, including
the newly created American Guild
of Variety Artists, from allegedly
interfering with AFA contracts with
employers and soliciting members of
the AFA for the purpose of inducing
them to join the new union, AGVA.
The AAAA fired a further broad-

side when Equity suspended Harry
Richman. The Equity council ac-

cepted charges against Richman, who
|

is vice-prexy of the AFA, simi-
j

lar to the charges that brought
Sophie Tucker's suspension from
Equity, and Aug. 29 was set for a
hearing on the charges against him.
A letter from Sophie Tucker's coun-
sel asking for a postponement of the
Aug. 22 hearing on charges against
her was summarily dealt with as the
council declined to consider it.

Adding to the already confused
mix-up, the Authors' League of

America yesterday accused AFRA of
a jurisdictional raid on its member-
ship comparable to the charges be-
ing leveled at the IATSE by the
actors' organizations. AFRA execs,

stated that they were ready and will-

ing to turn these writers over to any
recognized "bona fide organization"
prepared and capable of representing
them. This statement irked League
officials, who said their jurisdiction

was not only recognized over the
writers, but up to this time their
capability in handling their own af-

fairs had never been questioned.

TMAT Impeachment Talk

Further fireworks were also indi-

cated in the TMAT setup last night
as tomorrow's membership meeting
drew closer. The film division stood
solidly in favor of asking for an IA
charter, but the legit, division has
balked at this plan, and reports were
heard that impeachment of certain
officials might be asked for as they
had gone to Atlantic City to confer
with IA heads after they had been
requested not to.

Meanwhile, statements continued
to fill the already supercharged air

yesterday. Tallulah Bankhead, in a
blast at IA prexy George E. Browne,
termed him a stock company Hitler
and a hungry Caesar. In conclusion
Miss Bankhead stated that "Mr.
Browne should stick to his last."

"Does he promise never to tell me
how to act, when to act or where to

act, in turn I'll promise never to
coach him in the technique of foul-

rorn Page 1)

ing a drop, short-circuiting a switch-

board or eating the edible props."
Miriam Hopkins also endorses the
AAAA yestei'day and stated that the

actors had no intention now, or in

the future, of giving up their self-

government and jurisdiction.

For Early Trial Date

The McGoldrick decision asserted
that the papers upon which the AFA
application for an injunction was
based were "insufficient to justify a

temporary injunction." Justice^ Mc-
Goldrick, however, conditioned his de-

nial of the injunction application on
the expr-ess condition that the de-

fendants agree to a trial date at the
earliest possible moment. The Court
suggested that a referee be appointed
if an an earlier trial was sought,
either to be selected by the Court or

picked from three names to be sub-
mitted by William Green, AFL
prexy.

Green, when questioned in Atlantic-

City, stated that the dispute was a
headache and was the worst jurisdic-

tional fight he had ever encountered.
It was disclosed that he had tried to

head it off by earlier meetings with
the 4 A's, but that his offer of a con-

ciliation board had been rejected.

Green also offered to arbitrate the

dispute himself, but this offer was
also rejected by the AAAA on con-

stitutional grounds, it was learned.

With Ken Thomson, executive-sec-

retary of SAG, arriving from the

Coast last night as the advance guard
of the acting contingent coming here
to go to Atlantic City, the names of

the delegation were released. Ralph
Morgan, SAG prexy; Olivia de Havi-
land, Binnie Barnes, Edward Arnold,
Lucille Gleason, Jean Muir, Mischa
Auer, Henry Hull, Wayne Morris,

and Larry Steers arrive from the

Coast today by plane. Frank Gil-

more, Paul Turner, Henry Jaffe, Law-
rence Tibbett, Jascha Heifetz, Miriam
Hopkins and Fredric March are

scheduled to attend thr^ A. C. meeting
from New York, with chartered
planes taking the entire group to the

Jersey resort town tomorrow morn-
ing. The IA group and AFA execs

are alreaady there.

Equity also took a further precau-
tionary step yesterday in appointing
a special emergency committee to

make any necessary decisions in lieu

of the full council during the intra-

union battle.

Miller to Reopen House
Columbus. O. — Three changes

have been announced in the Central

Ohio theatrical field. Chet Miller,

Chesbrough chain booker, will re-

open the East Columbus theater.

Gene Godding is remodeling a build-

ing in Williamsport and will open
a theater there about Sept. 1. The
Strand theater in Frazeyburg has
been closed.

Uxbridge House Sold

Uxbridge. Mass.— Fred Eisner,

affiliated with the Lockwood & Gor-

don Entreprises. Inc., has purchased

the Bijou Theater from Mrs. Rose

Coriarty, who operated the theater

since the death of her husband. The

new concern operates a number of

theaters in Maine, Massachusetst,
Rhode Island, Connecticut and New
York.

(Continued from Page 1)

now playing vaudefilm, reverts to

films. The three-hour show "B"
picture policy goes into the Capi-
tol, Seventh and Market, hitherto

a grind, with changes several days
a week. The Capitol, for years has
been nothing more than a drop-in
house with little play in the eve-
nings, located in the department
store area.

Keith's, closed, reopens with a

policy similar to that of the Center,
changing several times a week as
the pictures warrant. The Stanton
and Karlton will play repeat runs
as currently, while the Aldine re-

opens within a fortnight for the
regular season with UA. This makes
the third shift in downtown first-

run operations in several months.
Meanwhile, in the rest of the terri-

tory, changes have been taking
place. Harry Chertcoff, enterprising
independent exhibitor, took over the
Elks and Majestic, Middletown, and
now operates a string of 10 houses
from Harrisburg to Lancaster. Wil-
liam Greenfield acquired the Balti-

more and Sherwood, Philadelphia,
giving him a five-house string.

George Renigeorge Resnick, who
has the local Cayuga, bought into

the local Grant, operated by Wil-
liam Cohen. Mark Rubinsky has
taken over theaters in Cressona
and Dallastown, both of which will

be called the Lyric. Osman inter-

ests have taken the Poxtang, Pax-
tang-

.

Frisina Adds Another
Springfield, 111.—The Frisina cir-

cuit has leased the Lincoln theater
at Robinson from Price & Hewitt;
latter have also turned over the
Home theater at Oblong to John
Bowman.

Singer Reopening Two
Chicago—Mort H. Singer Theaters

Corp., with circuit headquarters here,

announces that it will re-open on
Sept. 1 the Capitol Theater in Mar-
shalltown, Iowa, and the Orpheum
Theater, Dubuque, Iowa.

New Parkersburg House
Pittsburgh—Mrs. P. M. Thomas,

who operates the Palace Theater in

Parkersburg, W. Va., will open,

a new 400-seat house there which is

expected to open about Aug. 15.

Lande Takes On Premiums
Cleveland—Harry Lande, operat-

ing Independent Film Service, has
taken on a line of theater premiums,
making the sixth premium distribu-

tor in the Film Building.

7© in Argentine
Buenos Ayres (By Cable)—Argentinan

studios announce a total of 70 pictures

for 1939-40. Minimum budgets will be

550,000, it is claimed.
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Code Revision Announcement Awaits Administration Plan

WAR ORTEACE DECISIONS A F OF L MEET TODAY

Allied Answers Critics on Subject of Code Rejection
Exhib. Organization "Breaks

Silence" and Defends Its

Stand on Code
In a nine-page general bulletin,

national Allied yesterday answered
charges made by industry represen-
tatives following Allied's rejection of

the proposed code at the Minneapolis
convention. The bulletin explains

that Allied "now breaks its silence

because certain of its directors have
expressed the fear that its failure to

do so might be interpreted by per-

sons unfamiliar with industry politics

. as a tacit admission that the

criticisms were unanswerable."
Specific charges to which Allied

now replies cover the following alle-
( Continued on Page 7)

CHARGE FRANCE AIDS

IN MOVIE SMUGGLING

A Federal grand jury yesterday
handed up to Federal Judge John
C. Knox a presentment accusing
the French Ministry of Foreign Af-

' fairs of permitting Andre de la

Varre to smuggle films into the U.
S. in its diplomatic mail pouches.
De la Varre is now free on bail,

Federal officials stated.

The grand jury's presentment is

an outgrowth of the alleged smug-
(Continued on Page 7)

"U" Taking 100 Critics

to "Under-Pup" Premiere

Universal will launch its new
starlet, Gloria Jean, with the biggest
premiere in the company's history
on Aug. 24 when Joe Pasternak's

(Continued on Page 7)

Para. Sets Release Dates

for 13 Pix for 1939-40

With 17 pictures completed, 9
now in production and 5 more set
to roll before the end of the
month, Paramount yesterday set

(Continued on Page 7)

Enactment of Neely Bill Means Stronger
Monopoly, Asserts Loew's Jos. R. Vogel

Washington Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY
Washington—Enactment of the Neely anti-compulsory block-booking and blind-

selling measure, now awaiting House action at the next session of Congress, would
"really hit the small producing companies, thereby helping to create a stronger

monopoly," according to Joseph R. Vogel, in charge of Loew's out of town theaters.

Vogel arrived here yesterday to personally direct the Eastern tour of Judy Carland
and Mickey Rooney which calls for stops in New Haven, Boston and New York.

$15,000,000 LOEW RKO'S UNDERWRITING

FINANCING IS SET UP AGAIN ON FRIDAY

Loew's, Inc., has borrowed pri-

vately $15,000,000 at an interest

rate averaging 3.30 per cent, for
the refunding of obligations of a
subsidiary and for additional work-
ing capital, through a bank loan of
S3. 750. 000 and an issue of $11,250,-

000 of bonds which was purchased
by two life insurance companies,
it was disclosed yesterday.
The bank loan will bear interest

(Continued on Page 6)

Federal Judge William Bondy after

hearing objections yesterday to the
proposed underwriting agreement
presented by Atlas Corp. continued
hearings to 3 p.m. Friday at which
time he may render his decision on
confirmation of the agreement.
Judge Bondy stated that if he was

unable to reach a decision on Friday,

after study of the record and papers,
(Continued on Page 4)

Eastman's 24-Week Net Georgia Bank Loses Move
. Advances to $8,688,870 for Fox Theaters Receiver

Rochester— Eastman Kodak Co.
reports here a net profit for the 24
weeks ended June 17 of $8,688,870,
equal to $3.43 a common share.

This compares with a net profit
(Continued on Page 7)

Trust Company of Georgia, cred-

itor of Fox Theaters Corp., re-

ceived a setback yesterday in its

fight for the appointment of a
temporary receiver for Fox The-

(Continued on Page 7)

Report Revised Code Includes Two New
Clauses Which Will Benefit Exhibitors

Warners' "Nazi Spy" Headed
for Highest Foreign "Take"

With a gross of $1,500,000 in the
British empire alone in prospect.
"Confessions of a Nazi Spy" is ex-
pected to roll up one of the largest
foreign "takes" in Warner history.

In London, the picture, is in its

ninth week at the Warner Theater
(Continued on Page 4)

Until a plan for the administra-
tion of the trade practice code has
been perfected, no announcement as

to the revisions of the draft will be
made, it was learned yesterday.

Only two major changes will ap-
pear in the revised draft, it was
learned. These are in the form of
two additional clauses, both of which
are of benefit to the exhibitors.
W. F. Rodgers, spokesman for

(Continued on Page 4)

IATSE and SAG Talk Strike;

Joseph M. Schenck Flies

from Coast
By HOLLIS KENNAHAN

FILM DAILY Staff Writer

War or peace in the film industry
will result from today's meeting of
the American Federation of Labor
executive council in Atlantic City.
Statements by Ralph Morgan and
George E. Browne yesterday, respec-
tively prexies of the SAG and IATSE,
indicated that they were both ready
for strike action if necessary.
With the Hollywood delegation

headed by Morgan arriving last

night, the entire delegation then
gathered for a final strategy confer-
ence at the home of Lawrence Tib-
bett. The AAAA will ask the coun-
cil to force a revocation of the char-
ter given the AFA by Browne and
will ask for a clear-cut ruling on the
jurisdictional dispute. It will be

(Continued on Page 6)

STOA MEET OPPOSES

INCREASED RENTALS

Atlanta— The Southeastern The-
ater Owners Ass'n yesterday unani-
mously approved a resolution op-
posing an increase in film rentals

by motion picture distributors to

offset a 20 per cent cancellation

provision in the industry's pro-
(Continued on Page 7)

Too Hot to Work, So Six

Majors Dismiss Employes

The heat got 'em yesterday. With
the thermometer flirting with the
90's, top execs, of six of the major

(Continued on Page 2)

Expect Warner to Further

British Production flans

Further steps for a series of Class
"A" pictures to be made at Warners'
Teddington studios are expected to

(Continued on Page 6)
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3,000 Fans Greet Rooney,

Garland in Washington

Washington Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY

Washington—A crowd of 3,000
fans greeted Mickey Rooney and
Judy Garland here yesterday when
the screen stars arrived for a per-
sonal appearance engagement at

the Capitol Theater. They were
welcomed by the President of the
Board of Commissioners of the Dis-
trict of Columbia, Joseph R. Vogel
and Carter Barron, flanked by 30
uniformed high-hatted ushers and
30 Roxyettes.
The SRO sign was posted at the

theater an hour before show time
and the street was blocked by an
estimated crowd of 5,000 persons.
Vogel was pressed into service as

an usher.

Too Hot to Work, So Six

Majors Dismiss Employes

(Continued from Page 1)

companies decided to close up shop
in mid-afternoon and sent their em-
ployes home or to cooler environ-
ments.
Paramount, RKO and Warner

Bros, dismissed their entire staffs,

while United Artists, Columbia and
M-G-M let school out for those in

departments where there was no
air conditioning.
The 20th Century-Fox boys and

girls paid the penalty of working
in a building which is air-cooled
throughout and so had to stay at
their desks.

Nazis Answer M of T Reel

With Fortress Documentary

Berlin (By Cable)—Regarded by
the Propaganda Ministry as the
Nazi answer to "Inside the Maginot
Line," produced by The March of

Time, "The West Wall," a docu-
mentary concerned with the con-
struction of Germany's Siegfried
Line was previewed here this week
and, by Hitler's order, will be
played by every film theater in

Greater Germany. Film, starting
today, replaces the cultural short
and newsreel customarily accom-
panying features.

20th-Fox Would Shift Brice

Action to Federal Court

Chicago—Judge Charles Williams
has taken under advisement the re-

quest of Francis Matthews, 20th-
Fox counsel, for transfer to Fed-
eral Court from Superior Court of
Fannie Brice's $750,000 damage suit.

Decision is expected Friday. Suit
stems from 20th-Fox's "The Rose
of Washington Square."

New England Franchise

For Alliance's Program

Budd Rogers, vice-president and
general manager of Alliance Films
Corporation, announces that Popular
Pictures, owned and managed by
Ben Rogers with headquarters at 48
Melrose St., Boston, has secured the
New England franchise for the Al-
liance program of 12 features for
1939-40. The first release. Aug. 15,

will be "Dead Men Tell No Tales,"
starring Emlyn Williams.

Grainger Wings South

to Talk Circuit Deals

Deals between circuits in the
New Orleans territory and Repub-
lic Pictures loomed yesterday as
James R. Grainger, Republic's pres-
ident, left New York for the south-
ern city by plane. At Atlanta, it

was learned, Grainger was joined
by Arthur Bromberg, southern fran-
chise holder, and Clair Hilgers,
southern district sales manager.

Retsama to Start First

Four-Reeler on Tuesday

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Retsama Film Pro-

ductions, just organized, will send
"The Trail Blazers," its first pix,

before the cameras on Tuesday with
Leonard Dean-Smith as associate
producer. All Retsama pix will be
shot in full color, using the newly
perfected Cinemachrome. Retsama
plans four-reel featurettes for duals.
Geraldine Spreckles will star in the
first. Others under contract in-

clude Helen Holden, Fred Keating,
Paul Frohman, Jayne Regan, Mary
Jane Sullivan, Gene Patrick and
Charles Hartman.

"Four Wives" Starts Monday
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Michael Cui'tiz will

start direction of "Four Wives,"
sequel to "Four Daughters," on
Monday. Cast will include Lola,
Priscilla and Rosemary Lane, Claude
Rains, Gale Page, Jeffrey Lynn and
May Robson. Henry Blanke is as-
sociate producer. Jules and Philip
Epstein wrote the screenplay.

"S & L" Passes 100,000 Mark
With an attendance figure that

passed the 100,000 mark yesterday
afternoon "Stanley And Living-
stone" was set for a second week at

the Roxy with the expectation of
two more weeks to follow.

EIGHT YEARS
With eight years of experience with

major companies behind me, with a

record to be proud of finds me now
in quest of a new affiliation due to

circumstances over which I have no
control. My foreign production de-

partment experience qualifies me to

fill any position in a foreign produc-

tion department where my past ex-

perience will prove of exceptional

value to the right company. I am
experienced in superimposing, re-

recording of commentary versions,

censorship cutting, French dialogue

pictures and editing of English titles.

Knowledge of French, Spanish and
Italian.

Write Box No. 1200

THE FILM DAILY
1501 Broadway New York City

cominc mid goin

JOSEPH M. SCHENCK, chairman of the 20t|
Fox board, arrived here yesterday by plane f re

the Coast.

SPYROS SKOURAS, National Theaters chie
tain, leaves New York this week-end t' ipei:

several weeks in the field visiting the a injK
district offices.

JAMES R. GRAINCER, Republic prexy, lei
the home office yesterday morning by plane f\

New Orleans, and will be joined at Atlanta I

ARTHUR BROMBERG, southern franchise holde
and CLAIR HILCERS, southern district sal;

manager.

MRS. HARRY C. CHARNAS, Los Angeles at
western U. S. representative to the Internation
Youth Alyah conference in Holland, is en rou'

here from the Coast, sailing for Europe ne:
week on the Normandie.

JUDY GARLAND and MICKEY ROONEY wi
be in New Haven today for a personal appeal
ance, arriving in New York Monday. They wij
make a p. a. here next week when Metro
"Wizard of Oz" opens at the Capitol.

KAY FRANCIS is vacationing in Ohio.

EARL H. ZIMMER, upstate exhib., EUGEN
VENNE, manager of a Quebec house, M. /

MARKLEY, Pennsylvania exhib., and WALTE
P. WILSON, resident manager of the Capito
Theater, Edmonton, Alberta, were visitors th]
week at the RKO Lounge.

MARLENE DIETRICH returns here next wee
en the Normandie.

JIMMY LUNCEFORD and his orchestra sail fc

a European engagement the end of this montt

J. ROBERT RUBIN cancelled his passage o
the Queen Mary yesterday, deferring his sail

ing to a later date.

W. C. GEHRING, Central Division sales man
ager for 20th Century-Fox, left last night fo
Detroit to negotiate a new film deal with th
Cooperative Circuit of Theaters there.

...SAVE TIME
SAVE TROUBLE

SHIP BY^,
Railway Express

... a complete, top-speed film shipping,

service for producers, distributors, exhibi-

tors—movie-men in every line. Just ar-|

range regular shipping and delivery sched-

ules with your local RAILWAY EXPRESS

agent in advance, or phone when you have

anything to send. There's no extra charge

for pick-up and delivery service in all i

cities and principal towns. Low economical

rates also include double receipts and in-
i

surance up to $50. For 3 -mile-a-minute i

deliveries use AIR EXPRESS—2500 miles
j

overnight! Merely phone our nearest office

for quick convenient service right to your

door.

1839 . . . A Century of Service . . . 1939

Railway
AGENCY^k'S/'INC.

See our exhibits at the two great Fairs
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Call out the cops just as they did at the Apollo

Theatre, Atlantic City (Biggest business of the year!)

and Moorland Theatre, Ocean City, N. J. The
first engagements of ROBERT TAYLOR, HEDY
LAMARR in "LADY OF THE TROPICS" are

phenomenal as expected! It's a lovely summer for

M-GM exhibitors isn't it? Next: "WIZARD OF OZ."

L

Screen play by Ben Hecht, directed by Jack Conway, Produced by Sam Zimbalist
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CODE CHANGES AWAIT

ADMINISTRATION PLAN

(Continued from Page 1)

the distributors, said that he had
hoped to release the details of the
revised code today but that the mat-
ter would have to be delayed until

a system of putting the provisions
into effect had been worked out.

However, he said that major at-

torneys had advised him that a com-
plete announcement would be ready
not later than Aug. 21. The dis-

tributors, Rodgers pointed out, were
endeavoring to map out a plan by
which signatures could be obtained
and that the task was proving to

be a difficult one.

Warners' "Nazi Spy" Headed
for Highest Foreign "Take"

(Continued from Page 1)

setting a new record for length of

run; "Robin Hood," which opened
this new house, played for five

weeks. "Nazi Spy" has been play-
ing simultaneously at the Regal,
London, and will continue. At the
Warner, a 12-week stay is expected.

In Europe, the film is currently
in its third week in Paris, playing
at three first-run houses simultane-
ously. In Marseilles, the film is in

its second week having beaten the
all-time record held by "Robin
Hood." In Nice, the feature is play-
ing a two-week simultaneous en-
gagement in three first-run houses,
and in Bordeaux the film is cur-
rently in its third big week. In
Warsaw, Poland "Nazi Spy" is in

its third week, and will continue
indefinitely.

In Sydney, Australia, the film is

in its fourth week. In Bombay, the
picture opened to the biggest busi-
ness in five years. Other spots
where the pix has scored heavily
include Singapore, Mexico City,
Panama -City and Havana.

"Hardy" Stays In Loop
Chicago — "Andy Hardy Gets

Spring Fever" is slated for a second
Loop run at B & K Garrick theater,
after three weeks at the United
Artists.

Best wishes from THE FILM DAILY
to the following on their birthdays:

AUGUSA 10

Norma Shearer

Walter Lang

Harry Bernstein

Harry J. Gumbin

Joseph R. Fliesler

ALONG THE

with PHIL M. DALYi

• • • THERE can be something new under the sun witness

Metro's plans ior the first cocktail-less cocktail party ever given

for movie stars in 111' ol' New York (Attention, Governor Dickinson!)

200 high school boys and girls picked from all parts of

the metropolis via "elections" conducted by 75 Loew theaters

will be luncheon guests next Wednesday of Mickey Rooney and Judy

Garland in the Empire Room of the Waldorf-Astoria this will

follow their service on the Official Reception Committee at Grand

Central on Monday when the two young players arrive for

their p. a.'s at the Capitol in connection with the engagement of

"The Wizard of Oz" starting Aug. 17 Judy is the picture's

little heroine, Dorothy Call this a press agent stunt if you

must but remember it has the unusual merit of bringing a

thrill and joy to 200 youngsters who never hoped to meet a

star "in poisen" or lunch at the ritzy Waldorf The shade of

Syracuse's L. Frank Baum must agree that the Wizard of Oz him-

self never worked a happier miracle

T T
• • • THIS, that and t'other. . • If all goes well, Scenarist

Sam Hoffman may have two plays on Broadway next season

Lively interest reported in Sam's "Top Billing" and "Now
I Owe You Nothing" which the William Morris office is

handling. . • Howard Hughes may drop from the clouds here

some time Saturday He's planning a try for a new trans-

continental flight record. . • With Horace Heidt going into the

Strand tomorrow Al Kavelin and his ork replaces for three

weeks at the Biltmore Hotel. . • Wotta performance Bert Lahr

turns in as the Cowardly Lion in Metro's "The Wizard

of Oz".. • Add Things to Worry About NBC tele signals

are being picked up on Cape Cod, 185 miles from New
York City by air. . • Gene Fowler is still working on his new
novel "Illusion in Java" on Fire Island but al-

ready two majors figuratively are licking thier chops . . % Phil

Spitalny celebrates the fifth anniversary of the organization

of his all-girl band at the New York Para, tomorrow
night.. • Just to further point up the silly action of the

New York Censors.. the National Board of Review has rated

the banned French pix, "Harvest" as an Exceptional

Photoplay which it is

T T
• • • GOSSIP.. • Thurman W. Arnold. Assistant U. S. Attor-

ney General and the gent in the driver's seat of the Depart-

ment of Justice's anti-trust suit campaign has been dropped in

academic rank at Yale from full professor of law to a

lecturer in law which assays as a tip-off that T.W.A has

not intention of quitting his Federal post as was reported some
time back . . • Mary Pickford is on the way to becoming an aviatrix.

'tis reported . . • Both Abe Fishman and Mrs. Philip Saslau of

Connecticut's Fishman Circuit are due home this week
from stays in the hospital . . • New York World's Fair observes

Younger Generation Day on Aug. 31 Expected to be among
those present are Hal Roach, Jr., Noah Beery, Jr., Frances Rich,

Mary Rogers, Tim Holt, Broderick Crawford . . • Speaking of the

Fair, NBC's W2XBS will telecast a preview of Edison Memorial

Day tomorrow afternoon program to be telecast will include a p. a.

by Joe Smiley, pioneer director and the historic "The Great Train

Robbery."

« « « » » »

RKO'S UNDERWRITING

UP AGAIN ON FRIDAY

(Continued from Page 1)

he would seek an advisory opinion onl
the subject from the SEC. The ^m-jj
mission had advised him, he cL.an-
ued, that it would be prepared to

render an opinion no later than Aug.
23.

George Leib, partner in the invest-
ment banking house of Blythe & Co.,
testified at the request of Hamilton
C. Rickaby, counsel for the Atlas;!
Group, as to his opinion concerning I

the fairness of the agreement. Leib
asserted that a 20 to 25 per cent dis-

j

count on the market price of stock
was a fair profit for an underwriter,
and that the market price must be
considered the primary factor in un-
der-taking the underwriting agree-
ment.
He characterized this agreement

as "dangerous underwriting" because
of the protracted period of time dur-
ing which the underwriter stands
liable for the stock's flotation.

Judge Bondy questioned him on the
possibility of manipulation of prices
in order to keep the price level low,
and Leib said that he doubted
whether there was any manipulation.

In addition to Leib, N. Peter
Rathvon, a director of the new RKO
company, testified that the agree-
ment is fair.

Myron Kommel, attorney for H.
Cassel & Co., cross-examined Leib
and attempted to prove that the stock

was worth a minimum of $10 per
share. Leib in response, stated that

the book value of motion picture

stock was no indication of actual

value, adding that it was only worth
what it can earn.

John S. Stover, counsel for Ernest
W. Stirn, unsuccessfully sought to

strike out the testimony on the

ground that the market price had
been merely a gamble on a judicial

decree.
Finally, Russell McKirk, of Farley

& Co., holder of approximately

$100,000 in debentures, in opposing

the agreement, cited a letter sent by

Atlas to its stockholders which val-

ued the stock at $5.37 per share.

This, he said, should prove to tne

Court that the actual value of RKO
stock was higher than $4.

Ward on Pix Cases

Chicago—Martin Ward will have

charge of film cases handled by the

Chicago district attorney's office.

Ward succeeds Warren Cannady,

named Master in Chancery.

Queen Mary
Mary Pickford has accepted an invita-

tion from the National Tobacco Festival

at South Boston, Va., to reign as

"Queen" of the fifth annual event to be

held on Sept. 7-8. Senator Harry Flood

Byrd and Governor James H. Price of

Virginia joined in extending the invita-

tion to the UA partner who will make
a special trip from Hollywood, to attend.
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A F OF L TO DECIDE

WAR OR PEACE TODAY

(Continued from Page 1

)

asked that the IA be restrained from

organizing within the acting field.

What Browne's counter action will

be has not been disclosed, but he is

expected to defend his actions by

asserting that under the IA charter,

it is stated that it is empowered

with jurisidiction over all workers

on stages, and that the ousting of

the AFA from the 4A organization

left the union unprotected and affilia-

tion with the IA was necessary to

protect it from CIO invasion, which
would also be an invasion of the

whole theatrical field if he did not

step in and halt it.

The delegation that will appear
before the executive council of the

American Federation of Labor at

Atlantic City this afternoon to pro-

test the raid on the jurisdiction of

the four A's by George E. Browne
of the IATSE will leave in two
sections: part by plane and part

by train.

Delegation Going to A. C.

Those who will leave on a chart-

ered plane from Newark Airport
this morning include Miriam Hop-
kins, Peggy Wood, Lawrence Tib-

bett, Binnie Barnes. Ralph Morgan,
Edward Arnold, Wayne Morris, Jean
Muir, Lucille Gleason, Henry Hull,

Mischa Auer, Frank Gilmore, presi-

dent of the 4 A's; Kenneth Thom-
son, executive secretary of the

Screen Actors Guild; Maida Reade,
executive secretary of the Amer-
ican Guild of Variety Artists;

Emily Holt, executive secretary of

the American Federation of Radio
Artists; Leo Fischer, executive sec-

retary of the American Guild of

Musical Artists; Henry Jaffe, coun-

sel for several four A's unions;

Florence Marston, eastern represen-
tative of the Screen Actors Guild,

and Edward Harrison. The contin-

gent leaving Pennsylvania station

at 10:20 a.m., will include Talllulah

Bankhead, Fredric March, Paul
Dullzell, executive secretary of Ac-
tors Equity Association; Paul Tur-
ner, counsel for the 4 A's; Rebecca
Brownstein of counsel for Equity
and about 10 rank and file members
of the American Guild of Variety
Artists. Olivia De Havilland, who
vas announced as making the trip

from the Coast by plane, failed to

do so at the last minute. Peggy
Wood, stage star, is a last-minute
possibility to those going by plane.

The following telegram was sent

yesterday to William Green, presi-

dent of the American Federation of

Labor, by the entire Group Theater
Company of 107 members including
Frances Farmer, Leif Ericson, Syl-

via Sidney, Philip Loeb, Luther Ad-
ler, Elia Kazan, Lee Cobb, Morris
Karnofsky and Stella Adler: "The
undersigned members of the Ac-
tors Equity Association and loyal

members of the American Federa-
tion of Labor are amazed ar, a state-

Gulf Selling Slows
New Orleans—Film selling in the Gulf

States Territories, which started off with
a bang and promised to race way ahead
of last season this year, has slackened
considerably. Reliable sources told THE
FILM DAILY yesterday that sales were
considerably behind those of last sea-
son, despite opening indications and
declared that independent and circuit
exhibitors alike seemed to be holding
back.

ment attributed to you in the
daily press that you are in doubt
as to the jurisdiction of the four
A's, which for more than a quarter
of a century has been a dues-paying
affiliate of the American Federation
of Labor. We appeal to you to set-
tle the present threat to peaceful
theatrical conditions on the basis of
our constitutional rights, simple
justice, and common sense. To do
otherwise would only work to the
detriment of all theater workers
and to a lowering of the American
Federation of Labor in the eyes of
the public."

Joseph M. Schenck Arrives
Arrival yesterday by plane of

Joseph M. Schenck, president of the
producers' association, was consid-
ered significant in view of the gravity
of the situation. Whether he will in-
tercede in any way could not be
learned. Schenck's announcement
that an agreement had been reached
with the IATSE covering all studio
crafts was considered a victory for
the IA as it had demanded immediate
action on its contractual demands.
The AAAA pressed yesterday for

an open hearing at the council, but
up to late last night it seemed certain
that the press would not be allowed
in ?nd not all of the AAAA delega-
tion would manage to get in the
council room. Latest reports from
Atlantic City also indicated that
Browne might not be present and
William Green stated that he would
only be an observer until after the
session has concluded.
A bombshell was tossed by Green

when he stated in his hotel that upon
a search of the records no conclu-
sively definite information had been
found as to the extent of the AAAA
jurisdiction. Four A execs, replied
that he had not looked far enough
and they had mo doubt as to their
ability to fully establish their claims.

Meanwhile, strike pledges contin-
ued to pour into the AAAA office and
they continued their press barrage.
Ken Thomson told The Film Daily
last night that it was a question of
the dispute being settled on the exec-
utive council floor, and he had no
opinion as to what might result if an
unfavorable decision came down.

Equity issued a statement yester-
day emphatically denying that it had
ever or would ever consider negotiat-
ing with the IA charter following a
printed report of such action ac-

credited to an Equity spokesman.
Sophie Tucker attacked the AAAA
yesterday as being unfair in its

methods of fighting this issue.

Following the arrival of Morgan
and his delegation from Hollywood
they went to the Roosevelt Hotel
where a general press conference
was held.

«REViems»
"The Wizard of Oz"

with Judy Garland, Frank Morgan, Ray
Bolger, Bert Lahr, Jack Haley

Metro 101 Mins.

HANDSOMELY MOUNTED FAIRY
STORY IN TECHNICOLOR SHOULD
CLICK SOLIDLY AT THE BOX OFFICE.

Leo the Lion is privileged to herald this

one with his deepest roar—the one that

comes from way down—for seldom if in-

deed ever has the screen been so success-

ful in its approach to fantasy and extrava-

ganza through the medium of flesh-and-

blood. And if the Young in Heart, to whom
Metro dedicates the Mervyn LeRoy produc-

tion in a foreword, have not wholly disap-

peared from the earth's face, this hand-
somely mounted fairy story in Technicolor,

with its wealth of humor and homespun
philosophy, its stimulus to the imagination,

its procession of unforgettable settings, its

studding of merry tunes should click solid-

ly at the box-office. And this despite the

fact that there is no boy-meets-girl, but,

instead, girl -meets-scarecrow -tinman and -

lion. ' And, of course, wicked and good
witches and that old humbug, Oz's wizard,

who, too, hails from Kansas. From the

creative standpoint, set down the picture

as a corking achievement all the way
through. The screen play by Noel Langley,

Florence Ryerson and Edgar Allan Woolf
has been fashioned with obvious deter-

mination to preserve the full flavor of L.

Frank Baum's book, and the adaptation by

Noel Langley is in kind. Naturally, there

are innovations, just as there were depar-

tures in the stage extravaganza which, for

four or five years, served Fred Stone and

Dave Montgomery on Broadway. But the

essence is there, faithfully, and that's what
counts. Victor Fleming, directing, carries

the action forward at sustained pace, no

minor accomplishment in a musical ex-

travaganza when song and dance are neces-

sary interruptions. Story starts (in sepia)

on the Kansas farm where Dorothy (Judy

Garland) lives with Uncle Henry (Charley

Grapewin), Auntie Em (Clara Blandick),

Toto, her canine pet, and the three farm-

hands, "Hunk" (Ray Bolger), "Zeke"
(Bert Lahr) and "Hickory" (Jack Haley),

the three latter to turn up at Oz as the

brainless strawman, the heartless tinman
and the cowardly lion. Running away from

home because Miss Gulch (Margaret Ham-
ilton), later a wicked witch, would turn

Toto over to the sheriff, Dorothy meets
Prof. Marvel (Frank Morgan), afterwards

the wizard, whose second-sight sends her

scurrying home. Comes the Kansas twister

and Dorothy is whirled away to encounter

those astounding adventures in Oz, land

of witches, diminutive munchkins, haunted

forests and the Emerald City where the

unseen wizard rules. All in all, it spells

surcease from cares, tribulations and taxes

—just what the doctor ordered. Well
played (and sung), the best remembered
performances are turned in by Lahr, who
well nigh steals the picture; Judy Garland,

Bolger, Haley and Morgan who make the

most of the opportunities for make-believe.

Miss Hamilton and Billie Burke are effec-

tive as the contrasting wicked and good

witches, while Singer's Midgets have a

field day as the Munchkins. On the musi-

cal side, count these numbers as hits:

"We're Off to See the Wizard," "The
Merry Land of Oz," "If I Only Had a

Brain," "Over the Rainbow" and "Ding-

Dong! the Witch Is Dead." There's splen-

$15,000,000 LOEW

FINANCING IS SE

(Continued from Page 1)

at the annual rate of 2% per c«

and will be paid off in 5 ye£
through semi-annual inst(^ ,ier

of $375,000. This loan was L-.de
Loew's Inc., by The First Natior
Bank of Boston.
The new bond financing is rep]

sented by an issue of $11,250,000
first lien 3% per cent bonds
Loew's Theater & Realty Corpoi
tion, a wholly-owned subsidiary
Loew's, Inc. The issue has be
purchased in its entirety by Meti
politan Life and Equitable Life,
sinking fund will operate after
years to retire $400,000 of the bon
semi-annually during the final

years of the term of the issue.

Approximately $7,000,000 of t

proceeds of the new financing w
be used to retire on Sept. 15, t

outstanding first lien 6 per ce
gold bonds of Loew's Theater
Realty Corporation, due 1946. T
balance of the proceeds will be a
ditional capital, to be available
Loew's, Inc., for such future pu
poses as may arise.

Interest costs on the entire $11

000,000 of new financing will n
materially exceed the current i

terest charges on the $7,000,000
Loew's Theater & Realty Corpor
tion 6 per cent bonds which will
retired, it is stated.

Expect Warner to Further

British Production Pla

(Continued from Page 1)

be taken during Harry Warnei
stay in England. The Warner Brc
•^resident sailed yesterday on t

Normandie, accompanied by Mi
Warner and Max Milder, the cor
pany's English sales head.

It is understood that Warne
materially will step up its En.
lish "A" schedule during the cu
rent season.

J. Robert Rubin, vice-preside]
and general counsel of Loew's, Ini

who was scheduled to sail on t]

Normandie, cancelled out, but mi
sail within a few days.

did staging of the musical numbers by Bol

by Connolly, and Harold Arlen who did tl

tunes and E. Y. Harburg who wrote tl

lyrics can take a couple of bows. Finally, s

too, can Harold Gillespie, who devised tl

special effects, and Harold Rosson, w
handled the camera.

CAST: Judy Garland, Frank Morgan, R
Bolger, Bert Lahr, Jack Haley, Billie Burk
Margaret Hamilton, Charley Grapewin, P

Walshe, Clara Blandick and the Sing

Midgets.

CREDITS: Producer, Mervyn LeRoy; d

rector, Victor Fleming; author, L. Frar

Baum; screen play, Noel Langley, Florem

Ryerson, Edgar Allan Woolf; adaptor, No
Langley; music, Harold Arlen; lyrics, E.

Harburg; musical adaptor, Herbert Stothar

musical numbers, Bobby Connolly; earner;

man, Harold Rosson; sound, Douglas Shea

er; film editor, Blanche Sewell.

DIRECTION, Swell. PHOTOGRAPH 1

Tops.
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CHARGE FRANCE AIDS

IN MOVIE SMUGGLING
(Continued from Page 1)

gling of 37,000 feet of commercial
film made in France or its posses-
sions into the U. S. on the French
lin' J'aris in January of this year.

U. J7 Attorney John T. Cahill for-

warded the grand jury's charge to

Secretary of State Hull.
In addition to de la Varre, the

presentment names the following
persons as having been involved in

the alleged smuggling: Morin de
Linclays, general manager of the
French line in Canada and the U.
S.; Edward F. Knight, publicity
manager; Jean Coupan, executive
secretary of the film committee of
the French Tourist Bureau; Octave
Pierre and Roland Marcel, high com-
missioners of the bureau; Jean Al-
quier, Paris manager of publicity
for the French line, and Jean Aude-
mar, assistant general manager of
the line in Paris. All are accused
of having taken part in the alleged
smuggling to aid de la Varre in

evading payment of duty on the
film.

Para. Sets Release Dates

for 13 Pix for 1939-40

(Continued from Page 1)

release dates on 13 of its 1939-40
lineup for the first quarter of the
new season.
The schedule embraces: Septem-

ber—"Death of a Champion," 1;
"Range War," 8; "Beau Geste," 15;
"$1,000 A Touchdown," 22; "My
Love For Yours," 29.

October—"What A Life," 6; "Ja-
maica Inn," 15; "Television Spy,"
20; "Disputed Passage," 27.

November—"Argentina," 3; "The
Cat and the Canary," 10; "The Llano
Kid," 17; "Rulers of the Sea," 24.

In addition to the 13, Paramount
has also these four awaiting re-
lease: "Happy Ending," "Geroni-
rao" "Seventeen" and "Our Neigh-
bors—The Carters".

Eastman's 24-Week Net
Advances to $8,688,870

(Continued from Page 1)

of $7,051,675, or $3.05 a common
share in the corresponding period
ended June 11, 1938.

Eastman Sues Agfa Ansco;
Claims Patent Infringed
Eastman Kodak Co. filed a suit

yesterday in the U. S. District Court
in which it named Agfa Ansco Corp.
as defendant and charged it with
infringement of a patent No. 1,-

905,442 issued on Apr. 25, 1933, and
covering a "method of producing
motion picture film."

Complaint alleges that infringe-
ment was committed by the manu-
facture and sale of film embodying
the plaintiff's patents.
An injunction, accounting and

damages are asked for in the com-
plaint.

Allied Contends Code Not Rejected

Until All Advocates Had Been Heard
( Continued from Page 1

)

gations: "That Allied tricked the
major sales executives into coming to
Minneapolis to discuss the code when
Allied leaders had already decided to
turn it down; that Allied 's board of
directors voted to reject the code
before these executives had been ac-
corded a hearing; and that there
were minor inaccuracies in the report
of Allied's negotiating committee "

In addition, other charges are an-
swered in proper order.

Allied contends that formal rejec-
tion of the code did not come until
ffter all the proponents of the pro-
posals had been given an opportunity
to express their views. The bulletin
explains that the fourth revision of
the code was not received until the
morning of June 12, the day before
the convention opened and that after
a study of the draft, members of
Allied's negotiating committee agreed
that if they were asked by the board
for their recommendation that they
would have to make an adverse re-

port. An oral report favoring the
rejection of the code was approved I

by the board, the bulletin continues, !

and a written report was then re-
i

quested.
The written report, it is explained,

j

"was not approved by the board until

the morning of the 15th and was not
j

read to the convention until after

:

every advocate of the code had been
heard."

Says "Open Forum" Pledge Kept
In contending that a full hearing

on the draft was had, Allied asserts
j

that an open forum on the code was
|

promised and that "this promise was
i

carried out to the letter." It is i

pointed out that advocates of the

!

code, William F. Rodgers, Grad
Sears, Harry Brandt, Abe Montague
and Milton C. Weisman, were heard
at the second business session and
that "whatever chance the code had
of approval by the convention was
killed by the proceedings at this ses-

sion," adding that "the code was

,

murdered, not by its enemies but by
its advocates."

Ballots for the secret vote on the :

code had been printed, the bulletin

states, but that when President Cole
at the final session asked the dele-

gates to indicate whether, in view of

Rodgers' remarks, they wished to

proceed, "not a hand was raised."

Rodgers' remarks are rnalyzed in

the bulletin but, according to Allied,

they did not enhance the prospects
for favorable action on the code.
Allied questions Rodgers' assertions
as to the adverse consequences if the
Neely Bill should pass, the outcome
of the Government suit and that the

majority of the exhibitors want the

code.

"Cooked the Code's Goose"

The Sears-Steffes-Yamins argu-
ment over the cancellation provisions,

during which the Warner Bros, sales

manager contended that revenue lost

through cancellations would be made
up in other ways, is reprinted from
the transcription, which Allied as-

serts, "cooked the code's goose."

Charges made by the distributors

in their report on Allied's rejection

of the code are answered by Allied,

the text of which follows:

The claim that the board acted be-

fore the jyroponents could be heard:
Allied contends that Rodgers could
have had the opportunity to reply to

the report before a ballot was taken.
However, the bulletin points out that

this claim is answered in foregoing
paragraphs.

Claim that the code covers all sub-

jects discussed: Allied replies to this

as follows: "Had Rodgers said that
the code contained every subject
which the distributors were willing

to discuss, he would have been more
nearly correct."

Each of the other claims made by
the distributors is answered in an
effort to show that Allied, despite

|

the charges, was willing to negotiate
[

a code if it offered the right kind of
j

relief.

"In the Clear," Allied's View
In this regard, the bulletin asserts

that "Allied makes no prediction as
;

to how the intensive drive to secure
approval of the code will turn out.

. . . So long as the campaign is con-
ducted fairly and without coercion, it

is a matter of indifference to Allied,

since it, as an organization is in the
clear and will not be affected by
their individual signatures. But if it

becomes apparent that coercion is

being used to induce exhibitors to

sign the code against their will,

Allied will be both interested and
active."

STOA MEET OPPOSES

INCREASED RENTALS

(Continued from Page 1)

posed Fair Trade Practice Code.

The resolution was introduced before

the association's conference of ap-

proximately 75 members by Mitchell

Wolfson of Miami.

In explaining the resolution Wolf-

son asserted: "We are opposed to

the principle of distributors and
producers of motion pictures adding
"0 per cent to the cost of film rent-
als to make up the 20 per cent elimi-
nation of pictures which is contem-
plated being rented to exhibitors
under the proposed Code which pro-
vides, among other things, a selec-

tivity on the part of exhibitors."
The resolution also objected to the

forced sale of shorts in order to
obtain features.
M. C. Moore of Jacksonville, pres-

ident of the STOA, protested in-

creased film rentals by citing the
Government report showing the rate
of profit for producers.
Among other speakers were Ed

Kuykendall, president of the
MPTOA, Thomas E. Orr of Albert-
ville, Ala., and Mack Jackson of
Alexander City, Ala.

States represented at the meet-
ing included Georgia, Florida, Ala-
bama and Tennessee.

Georgia Bank Loses Move
for Fox Theaters Receiver

(Continued from Page 1)

aters and for a restraining order
against Milton C. Weisman and
Kenneth P. Stenreich, Fox Theaters
trustee, to prohibit them from deal-
ing with the company's assets,
when Federal Judge John C. Knox
handed down a decision denying the
application.

Judge Knox ruled that the Fed-
eral Court had no jurisdiction in

the matter. In conclusion, Judge
Knox stated "In making the above
order, it should be understood that
I have not considered the merits of

petitioner's application for the re-

lief sought."

Build-up for "Old Maid"
Warners' entire field exploitation

force will be drafted to concentrate

on "The Old Maid" in their terri-

tories, it was learned at the home
office yesterday. Special advance

sales manual in addition to the reg-

ular press book is being made avail-

able to exhibs. Pix, scheduled for

national release Sept. 2, will be

plugged by full page ads in the Oc-
tober issue of seven fan mags.

Para. Switches Lunceford
Paramount theater has switched

the opening date for Jimmie Lunce-

ford and his ork to Aug. 23, in turn

forcing Lunceford to change his

sailing date for a European concert

tour. ?0rk is said to be the first

colored combination ever to go from
the 125th Apollo theater directly

downtown to the Para. Latter has

an option for a Lunceford return
for two weeks within six months.

"U" Taking 100 Critics

to "Under-Pup" Premiere

(Continued from Page 1)

"The Under-Pup" opens in Scran-
ton, Pa., Gloria Jean's home town.
More than 100 critics, correspon-

dents and trade paper editors from
every important city will attend the
opening in Scranton where the pic-

ture will be shown at both the
Strand and Comerford Theaters.

The Scranton premiere will be
one of a series of publicity events
to be staged by Universal during
the two weeks Gloria Jean will, visit

in the East. She will appear over
national networks, will be on hand
for Gloria Jean Day at the World's
Fair and will participate in numer-
ous other events olanned for her.



Yesterday
Who they were, where they were, and what they were—yester-

day—personalities and companies of the motion picture

industry.

Tod ay
Who they are, what they are and where they are—today

—

these same individuals and companies who are making motion

picture history.

Tomorrow
What they will be, where they will be and what they will be

doing—tomorrow Of individuals, their future plans

Of companies, their product plans and complete lineup for

the coming season.

All Told in the Forthcoming

CAVALCADE
now in preparation and soon ready for distribution to all

FILM DAILY SUBSCRIBERS



Crocs-Ant Circuit F/i/»^c Truct Qui* Washington—Anti-trust action will be started today by Thurman Arnold,
reSCeilT V-irCUIl raC6S I rUSI «JUIT- "assistant attorney general, in charge of the anti-trust division, against

Crescent Amusement Co., Inc. and eight affiliated exhibitor companies and 11 distributors, it was announced last night by the D of J. Crescent

Circuit operates 100 theaters in Tennessee, Kentucky, Arkansas, Alabama and Missouri. Suit will be filed in the Middle Tennessee Federal District
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Report Warners May Enter So. American Theater Field

DECISION IN 4A-IAJISPUTE DUE TODAY
Report Producers-IA Pact Signed; Calls for Closed Shop
Return of IA Into Basic

Agreement Pact as Bargain-

ing Agent Imminent
Atlantic City—Contract between

producers and IATSE, has been defi-

nitely signed for a five-year period
falling for a closed shop, with wage
scales and conditions still to be ne-

gotiated, an IA executive told The
Film Daily yesterday. He said
that any question of the agreement
being "tentative" was out of the
question.

It was also indicated that any
dealings with a CIO affiliate by the
studios would be considered a

breach of contract. This fact was
interpreted as being a death blow to

my possible encroachment in the
(Continued on Page 3)

CANADIAN INDIES

WILL MEET SEPT. 7

Toronto—Attended by a large
number of exhibitors from all parts
}f Ontario who are members of the
Anti-Protection League and of the
Independent Theater Association, a
special meeting was held in To-
ronto at the King Edward Hotel
yesterday, when in addition to rati-

fying the work of the APL, the
following resolution, under which

(Continued on Pane 3)

STARS FALL ON
ATLANTIC CITY!

Police and Hotel Attendants
Battle Mob Gaping at Players

Atlantic City—The usually staid A
F of L executive session became a
first class jamboree yesterday when
police and hotel attendants at the
Ritz Carlton battled a huge crowd
of residents and vacationers who
assembled to gawk at the AAAA
delegation of actors and actresses.
The press on the train down was

entertained most of the way by a
first class demonstration of presti-

digitation by some members of the
AFA "ferrets," who busily signed

(Continued on Page 6)

vlurphy Mum on Satevepost's

Trust-Buster Arnold Article

By PRESCOTT DENNETT
Washington Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY
Washington—A big question mark

lung over the entire Thurman Ar-
nold anti-trust crusade against

(Continued on Page 6)

Metro Sets First Pictures

for Exploitation Contest

M-G-M yesterday announced the
first group of pictures in its $10,-
000 exploitation contest for inde-

(Continued on Page 7)

COLUMBIA TO ANSWER

EQUITY ACTION TODAY

Columbia Pictures Corp. will file

its answer today in the U. S. equity
action against the majors, it was
reliably stated yesterday.
With the exception of United Ar-

tists, which must file within the next
two weeks, Columbia is the last ma-
jor to interpose an answer in the
suit.

Observers Expect Labor Council to Uphold IATSE
in Granting Charter to AFA; Tibbett

Threatens Bolt from A F of L
By HOLLIS KENNAHAN FILM DAILY Staff Writer

Atlantic City—At 2:30 this afternoon the American Federa-
tion of Labor executive council will hand down a decision that
will either settle the most bitter jurisdictional dispute in the
history of the theatrical world or launch a fight that may cripple

the whole industry as neither the
AAAA nor IATSE gave any indica-
tion that they would concede any
ground last night.
Both sides presented their case in

a five and a half hour council ses-
sion yesterday afternoon, but fol-

lowing the suggestion of A F of L
mi -mm v i.

prexy, William Green, a committee
The new RKO license agreement £f ^ coundl mem

'

bers wasmay be used as a basis for other pointed to meet with both sides last
companies contracts. Since the pub- night and discuss the whole situation
hcation exclusively in The Film further in an attempt to reach an

,^i
LX of the details of fK? s slm " equitable solution. Green pleaded for

phfied agreement, several other ma- (Continued on Page S)

(Continued on Page 6)

RKO SHORT CONTRACT

STUDIED BY MAJORS

Week's Free Delivery

for 310 Chi. Theaters

Chicago—-Three hundred and ten
Chicago theaters will receive one
week free film delivery from the
Film Carriers Association as the
Carriers' contribution toward cut-
ting down theater expenses this

month.

Morris' Trip Linked With ReportedWB
Plans to Enter S. A. Theatrical Field

Gaumont British May Again

Pay Dividends by 1940

London (By Cable) — Optimism
that G-B would be in a position to

resume the payment of dividends
next year was expi'essed by Isidore
Ostrer at the annual stockholders

(Continued on Page 7)

Rio de Janeiro (By Cable)

—

South American visit of Sam
E. Morris, Warner vice-president,

is for the purpose of making
a thorough survey of the company's
present first-run theater representa-
tion, with either theater purchases
or direct construction of new houses
by the company planned if deemed

(Continued on Page 7)

CODE RELEASE DELAY

CURTAILS PIX BUYING

Delay in releasing the Trade Prac-
tice Code plus the reported demand
for higher film prices is curtailing

the buying of new season product
in New York State, according to a

(Continued on Page 6)

ITO of Ohio Favors Code
Rejection, Smith Reports

ITO of Ohio has not officially rati-

fied Allied's rejection of the trade
practice code but the unit is in favor

(Continued on Page 6)

Small Chicago Theaters

To Get License Reduction

Chicago—The City Council plans
a reduction in theater license fees
on smaller houses with 25 cents or
less admission prices.

fl
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Springfield's Paramount
Reopens; TMAT Picketing

Springfield, Mass.—When the Par-
amount Theater reopened at 11 p.m.
yesterday after a two-month's shut-
down, the place was immediately
picketed in protest over the dis-
charge of the former manager and
his two assistants, all members of
the TMAT. There were four pickets
carrying placards alleging the the-
ater was unfair. Harry Storin, for-
mer manager, led the line. Four
policemen were stationed in front
of the theater but there was no dis-
order.

This is the first labor demonstra-
tion in New Engand involving mem-
bers of the TMAT. Eight other
union employes of the Paramount,
including four operators, two stage
hands and two mechanics, reported
as usual and the theater was in op-
eration.
Nathan E. Goldstein, president of

Western Massachusetts theaters,
had no statement.
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Net
High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat
Col. Picts. vtc.(2'/i%)
Col. Piers, pfd
Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. . .

East. Kodak
do pfd .

Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc

do pfd
Paramount
Paramount 1st pfd.. .

Pathe Film
RKO
20th Cent.-Fox
Warner Bros

do pfd

93/g 93/8 + Va

10% 103/4 1034 _ l/
2

169 1681/8 169 — iy4

11 11 11 —
423/4 42 423/4 +

83/4 8%

11% 11 ll'/g

1% 17s 1%
19% 19'/4 191/4

43/4 43/4

52 52
43/4

52

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith B. F. ref. 6s46.100y4 100% 100l/4
Loew's deb. 3 i/

2s46 . . 1 03% 103 1/4 103 1/4

Par. Picts. cv. 3l/4s47 903,4 903^ 9034 — y4
RKO 6s41 74 74 74 + y4
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48 90 90 90 — 1/4

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts

Sonotone Corp 1% 13^ 13^ — i/
8

Technicolor 15y4 15 15 — V4

Kliman Funeral Held
Syracuse, N. Y.—Funeral services

were held yesterday for Myer Kli-
man, owner of the Hollywood, in
suburban Mattydale, who died in
University Hospital of the Good
Sheperd after an illness of several
months. Kliman was formerly the
owner of the Melba, now the James,
in Eastwood. His wife, four daugh-
ters, a brother and a sister survive.

SAFETY LLOYDS
FILM STORAGE CORP.

Storage by Reel or Vault

729 Seventh Ave.
New York City

BRyant 9-5600 SECURITY

Hearing on RKO Allowance
Applications is Deferred

Consideration of the application
of the Chemical Bank & Trust Co.,
as RKO trustee under a collateral
note indenture and of its attorneys
Wright, Gordon, Zachary & Parlin,
for allowances in the RKO proceed-
ings was deferred yesterday by Fed-
eral Judge William Bondy until date
of final applications.
Each of the applicants has prev-

iously received $10,000. The bank
is now seeking $29,375 in commis-
sions and $3,009 in expenses, and
its attorneys are asking for $20,000.

GN Will Ask Alperson

File Particulars Bill

Grand National Pictures, Inc.,

Fducational Pictures, Inc., and E.
W. Hammons. Educational presi-
dent, filed notice yesterday in the
Federal Court that thev will apply
on Aug. 15 for an order directing
Edward L. Alperson to file a bill of
particulars.

Alperson is plaintiff in a suit
claiming- breach of contract in which
he is asking for $100,000 damages
asainst Educational and Hammons
»r,d $35,525 and 10.000 shares of
stock against Grand National.

Co-op Defendants Still

Unserved in MT's Suit

Detroit—No answer has been filed

in the suit of Midwest Theaters
ae-ainst Coonerative Theaters, charg-
ing- the booking combine with con-
spiracy, etc. Spokesman for Coop-
erative said that all defendants have
not been served, and it may take
several weeks to locate all of them.
In particular, Carl Buermele, gener-
al manager, has not been served,
and declined to comment for that
reason.

C. S. Wilcox Buried
Boston—C. S. Wilcox, late oper-

ator of the Orleans Theater on Cape
Cod, was buried yesterday.

Plagiarism Action Filed

Against Roach and Metro

Plagiarism suit for injunction, ac-
counting and damages was filed in

Federal Court yesterday by Isabella
Knotter against Hal Roach Studios,
Inc., Metro Goldwyn Pictures, Corp.,
M-G-M Distributing Corp., Loew's,
Inc., and Culver Export Corp.

Plaintiff claims to have submitted
her story, "So Zwei Pechvogel," or
"Two Down and Outs," to the Hal
Roach Studios on July 16, 1937,
which was allegedly infringed in

the film "Swiss Miss" and "Au Far
West." Her manuscript had been
returned in August, 1937, with a
notation stating that it had been
unread, the complaint stated.

Trans-Lux Six Months'
Net Profit at $39,126

Consolidated net profit of Trans-
Lux Corp. and wholly-owned sub-
sidiaries for the six months ended
June 30, amounted to $39,126.59,
which is less by $51,463.33 than for
the corresponding- period a year ago
when net was $90,589.92.

Total net income before provision
for income taxes during the first

six months of the current year was
$48,280.48 as against $102,098.47 in

first six months of 1938.

State, Federal and Canadian in-

come tax provision amounted in the
first six months of 1939 to $9,153.89,
compared with $11,508.55 in similar
period of 1938.

B. F. Keith Corp. Acquires

Boston's Memorial Theater

Boston—The largest Boston real
estate transaction in years was re-
vealed yesterday with confirmation
of the sale of the RKO Keith Me-
morial Theater property. The B. F.
Keith Corp., lessees, bought the build-
ine from Harvard College. Assessed
valuation on the property is $1,-

700.000. The theater was con-
structed 10 years ago on the site

of the old Boston theater as a per-
netual memorial to the late B. F.
Keith.

120,000 See 20th-Fox

"S & L" in Roxy Week

"Stanley And Livingstone" fin-

ished its first week at the Roxy in

New York yesterday with an at-

tendance figure that topped 120,000.
breaking- all house records since
"Jesse James," it was announced by
20th Century-Fox. Picture is re-
ported to be maintaining the same
strong pace in five key city pre-
release engagements.

Cities in which top business is re-
ported include Los Angeles, San
Francisco. San Diego, Boston and
Washington, D. C.

Defer Myers' Testimony
Chicago—Sam Myers' testimony in

the so-called Ford theater case was
nostponed to Aug. 18 by agreement
between attorneys yesterday.

cominc rdd goiik

JOHN BALABAN and NATE PLATT leave Chi
cago for a Canadian fishing trip today.

EMANUEL MANHEIM, Hollywood screen an »

radio writer, is visiting Syracuse, the old horn
town.

IRENE RICH, film and radio star, has'v
in New York from the Coast and is stoppin
at the Waldorf-Astoria. ,PI

le

18

it!

ifl
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J. J. MILSTEIN, eastern representative for Ed
ward Small Productions, leaves Port Washingto
tomorrow morning for London aboard the Yanke
Clipper.

BETTY FIELD, who has been signed by Ha
Roach for leading feminine role in "Of Mice am
Men," left New York yesterday by plane fo
Hollywood.

JOHN GRIERSON, member of Britain's Cine
matograph Films Council has arrived in New Yorl
from Canada and is stopping at the Warwicl
Hotel.

ROBERT STEVENSON, film director, and hi:

wife, professionally known as ANNA LEE, arrivi

in New York from Europe on Monday aboarc
the Normandie.

FRED ULLMAN, RKO-Pathe News vice-presij
dent, returns to New York early next week
following visits to several western states tc

arrange for filming of series of shorts.

JOHN HENRY is coming!

TED REED, director of Paramount's "What ;

Life," arrives in New York Monday from Holly-
wood, accompanied by DON HARTMAN, whe
scripted the film.

DAVID NIVEN, having completed role ir

Walter Wanger's "Eternally Yours," arrives ir

New York Monday from the Coast by plane
en route to England.

I. E. LOPERT, president of Pax and Juno Filrr

companies, arrives in town Sunday from ar
extended visit in Hollywood.

MAURICE STRELETSKY, assistant manager ol

the Capitol Theater, Allston, Mass.; NATHAN
LEVIN, manager of the Dudley Theater, Roxbury.
Mass.; DAVID O. PAYNE, of Lakeland, Fla.

accompanied by MRS. PAYNE who is associated
with the Sparks Circuit; WILLIAM H. RIPPARD,
who operates the Eaco and Lee Theaters, Farm
ville, Va., accompanied by his daughter; DR. J.

R. WILSON, member of the Ceorgia State Wei
fare Board, accompanied by his brother, J. E
WILSON, were recent visitors to Paramount'
World's Fair Lounge in the home office.

J. H. HOFFBERG left New York last night
for the Coast.

ARTHUR NEWMAN, manager of Republic':
Albany exchange, who has been in New York
for the past several days for confabs with Jack
Bellman, company's eastern district sales man
ager, on up-State circuit deals, returns to Albany
today.

BEN SIMONS, manager of Loew's Metropolitan,
Brooklyn, is at Scroon Lake, N. Y.

GENE MURPHY of Loew ad staff is vacation-
ing at Fire Island.

Milstein Via Clipper
Entering the claim of being the

first member of the film industry to

use the new trans-Atlantic flight

service for a regular business trip

J. J. Milstein, eastern representa-
tive for Edward Small Productions,
is scheduled to board the Yankee
Clipper at Port Washington tomor-
row for England. In London, Mil
stein will make preparations for
British premiere of "The Man In
The Iron Mask," which is set for the
Odeon Theater there on Sept. 4.

To Dealers, Distributors, Theatre Owners

The New Pictur-Fone "Third Dimension"
Sound Equipment is without a doubt,
the best investment any theatre owner
can make. Write for information. Deal-
ers Wanted Everywhere.

PICTUR-FONE COMPANY, LIMA, OHIO
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7 WILL MEET SEPT. 7

(Continued from Page 1)

a national convention has been
called for Sept. 7 in Toronto, was
adopted

:

Jhereas under the sponsorship

of this association (the ITA) the

APL of Canada was formed for

the purpose of correcting evils exist-

ing in the film business in the mat-
ters of prolonged protection and
unfair priority, and whereas a large

number of independent exhibitors m
Canada have expressed through writ-

ten pledges their sympathy and de-

termination to fight with the move-
ment, and whereas it is felt that the

league is now sufficiently strong to

carry out its purpose, be it there-

fore resolved:

"That a national convention of all

independent exhibitors in the Do-
minion of Canada be called as soon
as possible in order that all exhibi-

tors may express their viewpoints
on the subject of a definite policy

and campaign to be set forth at this

meeting. Be it therefore resolved
that the secretary forthwith notify

all exhibitors' associations of the
Dominion of such a meeting with
invitation to attend either collective-

ly or by representatives."

Hakim, French Producer,

May Make Pix on Coast

Ralph Hakim, noted French pro-

ducer, left for Hollywood last night
for the purpose of investigating the
possibilities of producing on the
Coast. Before departing. Hakim
announced that he acquired the
American rights to Marcel Pagnol's
"The Baker's Wife."

Krieger Back In Biz

Pittsburgh— Louis Krieger, who
entered the business 31 years ago
but has not been active for the past
several years, has opened an office

,| here at 1022 Forbes St., for Inter-

national Pictures Distributing Co.

Best wishes from THE FILM DAILY
to the following on their birthdays:

AUGUST 11

Jean Parker Samuel Bischoff

Hobart Bosworth

AUGUST 12

Cecil B. De Mille Mort Spring

Hal Home Ben Hersh
AUGUST 13

Alfred Hitchcock Leo Brecher

Charles "Buddy" Rogers Cene Raymond
Mary Duncan Gloria Dickson
Regis Toomey W. E. Green

Sam Taylor

4LCN6 THE

with PHIL M. DALY;

• • • THERE are campaigns and campaigns but definitely

in the honey class is that $250,000 pre-selling advertising cam-

paign which Metro is putting behind "The Wizard of Oz"

Summarizing, here's the circulation garnered In Magazines:

Lion's Roar column, 26,621,029 general magazines 24,429,705

fan magazines, 4,544,808 juvenile magazines, 1,046,091

farm magazines, 7,995,138 total magazine circulation, 64,736,771

..... In newspapers: Sunday comics, 13,721,764 in dailies, 13,454,-

318 total newspaper circulation, 27,176,082 which means a

grand total circulation of 91,912,853 and ot course, there's lavish

use of color and as for the copy well, it's Metro advertising

need we say more

• # • NEWLY organized Association of Documentary Film

Producers today has two honorary members Distinction

was conferred on John Grierson, member of the highly important

British Films Council and Robert Flaherty, director at a

party last night at the home of the ADFP's treasurer, William

Osgood Field Among those present were Paul Strand,

William Van Dyke, Lionel Berman, Mary Losey, Irving Jacoby

Joseph Losey, Julien Bryan, Ralph Steiner, Jean Lenauer,

Mrs. Sheldon Dick Fanning Hearon, John Devine, Leo Hurtiz,

Archer Winsten

T
• • • DONALD DUCK is slated for a big build-up at the

World's Fair next Monday when the children of the world will

bestow on him the degree of D.I.F which means Doctor of

International Friendship Two kids from each nation will participate

in the festivities which include a luncheon, parade and a special screen-

ing of "Beach Picnic" Donald's latest "Toni" Spitzer of

the RKO publicity department is really going to town on the stunt

Incidentally It looks as if Donald is pushing Mickey Mouse

in the background. .... .Of the 14 Disney shorts completed for the current

season's program 12 star Donald.

T T T
• • • ODD thoughts and other things. ... # In retrospect,

a doff of the lid to the Metro exec who decreed sepia for

the nominal prologue and epilogue of "The Wizard of Oz"

and Technicolor for the dream footage It materially

heightens the contrast. ... • Wonder how many exhibs

own and fly their own planes? Offhand, we can only think of

Willis Houck down Louisiana way. ... • The Circus Saints

and Sinners will unveil a monument to the memory of

Dexter Fellows one of the ablest p.a.'s we ever knew
in New Britain, Conn., on Nov. 26 the' second' anni-

versary of his death. ... # The American Hebrew's issues of

Aug. 11 and 18 will carry "Forgotten Patriot" by
WMCA's Martin Starr It's the story behind the story of

Warner's Haym Salomon featurette, "Sons of Liberty." ... • Says

Nate Golden of the D of C's Motion Picture Division "Fac-

tual motion pictures of American productive processes and eco-

nomic activities are destined to win for themselves a

tremendously significant and rapidly growing place in the

entire field that we broadly designate as 'educational'". .. .This

column concurs

T
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PRODUGER-IA PACT

INCLUDES CLOSED SHOP

(Continued from Page 1)

studios of the USTG, believed to be

CIO financed.

Return of the IATSE into the basic

pact as a bargaining agent for the

studio crafts under their jurisdic-

tion was also reported to be immi-
nent. However, it was said that the
locals on the Coast would in all

probability retain their complete
autonomy otherwise. An invitation

for the IA to return has already
been extended and is now being con-
sidered by the international's of-

ficers.

Agreements between the produc-
ers and the AFM, IBEB, carpenters
and teamsters will in all probability
also be included in the near future,
it was said.

Gatelee Attacks NLRB; Calls
It Menace to Organized Labor

By RALPH WILK
West, Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—In attacking the act
of NLRB, which recounts that the
tentative closed shop agreement be-
tween IATSE and the producers
would be subject to the outcome of
proceedings in connection with a
petition for election among studio
workers to

1 determine whether IA
or USTG will Be the collective bar-
gaining agent, John T. Gatelee, in-

ternational representative of IA, de-
clared that^the NLRB is a menace
instead ofan 'assistance to organized
labor.

He stated that'if the Labor Board
had not interfered, IA studio crafts
would have had a contract with in-,

creased wages last March and he
further asserted that the Board has
cost IA members at least $500,-

000 since Mar. 15.

Gatelee insisted that the closed
shop agreement was legitimate and
that IA intends to make it stick.

Minneapolis Tribune Will

Publish Evening Paper

Minneapolis—F. E. Murphy, pub-
lisher of the Minneapolis Tribune,
announced yesterday that starting
next Monday, there will be two
Tribunes. The Morning Tribune will

be published each morning and Sun-
day, and the Times-Tribune will be
the evening paper. Merle Potter,
former motion picture critic on the
Journal, which was purchased last

week by the Star, will be critic on
the Times-Tribune.

Detroit Biz Better
Detroit — Local show business has

shown a decided pickup in recent weeks.
Downtown houses are generally doing
some 10 per cent better than earlier in

the summer, while nabes aided by
stronger bills, are also getting, fair

crowds. Upstate business has been re-

markably helped by resort trade.



READY! SET! GO!—This industry is talking about nothing else

but the greatness of M-G-M's "THE WIZARD OF OZ". The pre-

view confirmed advance reports that it is one of the biggest

box-office sensations of all time. 400 happy theatres are about

to play it in the largest simultaneous booking of film history.

M-G-M has set the stage. The American public is waiting!

$250,000 CAMPAIGN!
NATIONAL MAGAZINES

Full-page, full color ads

MAGAZINE ON SALE
WOMAN'S HOME COMPANION. . . Aug. 5
LADIES' HOME JOURNAL Aug. 9
McCALL'S Aug 10

AMERICAN Aug. 5
REDBOOK Aug. 5
COSMOPOLITAN Aug. 1

MAGAZINE ON SALE
GOOD HOUSEKEEPING Aug. 20

PARENTS' .Aug. 15

LIFE Aug. 25

SATURDAY EVENING POST Aug. 23

LIBERTY Aug. 16

JUVENILE MAGAZINES
Full-page, 2-color ads

AMERICAN BOY Aug. 20
BOYS' LIFE Aug. 20

AMERICAN GIRL Aug. 28
OPEN ROAD FOR BOYS Aug. 20

FAN MAGAZINES
SCREEN BOOK Aug. 1

HOLLYWOOD Aug. 10

MOTION PICTURE July 25
MOVIE STORY Aug. 1

PICTURE PLAY Aug. 1

2-color, 2-page spreads

MODERN SCREEN Aug. 1

MODERN ROMANCES Aug. 1

MOVIE MIRROR July 25
PHOTOPLAY Aug. 10

2-page spread, 1-color
SCREEN ROMANCES Aug. 1

SCREEN GUIDE.

.

SCREENLAND . .

.

SILVER SCREEN .

MODERN MOVIE.

. Aug. 1

. .Aug. 3
Aug. 12

. Aug. 1

MOVIE LIFE. Aug. 5



COMIC SUPPLEMENT ADS
Full-page 4-colorads (just like the funnies) in 29 newspaper in 21 cities!

'4

CITY NEWSPAPER
ALBANY Times-Union . . . Aug. 20
ATLANTA American Aug. 20
BALTIMORE American Aug. 20

Sun Aug. 27
BOSTON Advertiser Aug. 20

Globe ....... Aug. 27
BUFFALO Courier Express Aug. 20
CHICAGO Herald Examiner Aug. 20

Tribune Aug. 27
CLEVELAND

. . . Plain Dealer. . . Aug. 20

CITY NEWSPAPER
DETROIT Times Aug. 20

News Aug. 27
LOS ANGELES. Examiner . Aug. 20
MILWAUKEE . . . Journal Aug. 27

News Sentinel Aug. 20
NEW YORK CITY Journal-Amer. . Aug. 20

News Aug. 27
PHILADELPHIA Inquirer Aug. 20
PITTSBURGH . . Press Aug. 27

Sun Telegraph . Aug. 20

CITY NEWSPAPER
PROVIDENCE

. . Journal Bulletin Aug. 20
ROCHESTER ... Dem.-Chronicle Aug. 20
SAN ANTONIO

. . Light .... Aug 20
SAN FRANCISCO Examiner Aug. 20
SEATTLE Post Intelligencer

. Aug. 20
ST. LOUIS Post Dispatch . .Aug. 20
SYRACUSE American . . . Aug. 20
WASHINGTON.

. Star Aug. 27
Times Herald . .Aug. 20

NATION-WIDE TEASER ADS
100-line insertions have been running for months in 99 newspapers

in 43 cities radiating national coverage

ALBANY • ATLANTA .. BALTIMORE
BOSTON • BRIDGEPORT • BUFFALO
CHARLOTTE • CINCINNATI • COLUMBUS
DALLAS • DAYTON • DENVER
DES MOINES • EVANSVILLE
HARRISBURG • HARTFORD • HOUSTON

INDIANAPOLIS MILWAUKEE
MINNEAPOLIS NASHVILLE
NEW HAVEN • OAKLAND • OMAHA
OKLAHOMA CITY • PHILADELPHIA
PITTSBURGH • PORTLAND
PROVIDENCE • ROCHESTER • ST. LOUIS

ST. PAUL . SALT LAKE CITY
SAN ANTONIO Wf. SEATTLE
SPRINGFIELD • SYRACUSE . TULSA
WASHINGTON, D. C. • WATERBURY
WILMINGTON WORCESTER

RECORD PUBLICITY RESULTS
Never such a barrage of pre-release publicity as that which greets

"The Wizard of Oz"! Just a fraction of it listed below!

Most of publications mentioned hereunder will be on

COSMOPOLITAN: Story in the August issue, entitled

"HollywoodDiscoversWe NeverGrowUp, "byFlorence
Ryerson and Edgar Allan Woolf; illustrated by stills

from the production.

GOOD HOUSEKEEPING: General production story

by Jane Hall, illustrated by production stills. "The
Wizard of Oz."

LIFE: Two-page spread in color, using our kodachrome
production stills, in issue dated July 17th. "Dazzling
Brilliance Marks M-G-M's Color Version of 'The
Wizard of Oz'."

VOGUE: Full color page, using one of our koda-
chromes.

RED BOOK: Has selected THE WIZARD OF OZ as

"Picture of the Month"; will use a layout of koda-
chromes from the production.

AMERICAN: Using our kodachromes.

COUNTRY GENTLEMAN: Stills of Judy Garland and
Billie Burke from the production.

LOOK: Layout.

GLAMOUR: Layout and stills.

McCALL'S: Layout

TOWN AND COUNTRY: Layout.

NEWSPAPERS, out of town, which use ROTOGRA-
VURE: Full page layouts.

TRIBUNAL, OPEN ROAD FOR BOYS, INSTRUCTOR,
GRADE TEACHER, SCHOLASTIC, BOYS' LIFE,
AMERICAN BOY, YOUNG AMERICA, CATHOLIC
BOY, PARENTS': Story material and layouts for August
and September breaks.

sale during July, August or September. List incomplete

NORTH AMERICAN NEWSPAPER ALLIANCE (serving

100 newspapers, including 50 large metropolitan
dailies); Victor Fleming life story installment with art,

to break simultaneously with our play dates.

BOYS' LIFE: Layout "Movies of the Month."

FAWCETT PUBLICATIONS, including HOLLY-
WOOD, MOTION PICTURE, SCREEN BOOK, MOVIE
STORY: Layouts and production stories.

PHOTOPLAY: Several pages; of layout and a produc-
tion story by Dixie Willson. "The Wizardry of Oz."

PICTURE PLAY: Double-page layout.

MOVIE MIRROR: "It's All a Dream!"
SCREEN GUIDE: Double-page layout in color, using
our kodachromes.

MODERN SCREEN: Layout.

SCREEN ROMANCES: August cover and fictionization.

"Wizard of Oz."
SCREENLAND: Layouts. "Judy's Crushes" by May
Mann
SILVER SCREEN: Layouts. "Marvels of Make-up."
MODERN MOVIES: Production story and layouts.

MOVIE LIFE: Cover and life story of Judy Garland.
"Movie Life of Judy Garland."

PIC: Layout. "The Top Ten—Why."
HOLLYWOOD: On "The Wizard of Oz" set.

SCREEN BOOK: "This Dream Cost $3,000,000."
FAMILY CIRCLE : "The Wizard of Oz"- Dudley Early.

MOVIES: "Hollywood finds the Wizard."
SUNDAY MIRROR (N. Y.): Magazine Section. Front
Cover, August 20, 1939.

M-G-M's Technicolor Wonder Show "THE WIZARD OF
OZ" with Judy Garland • Frank Morgan • RayBolger
Bert Lahr • Jack Haley • Billie Burke • Margaret
Hamilton • Charley Grapewin and The Munchkins
A VICTOR FLEMING Production Screen Play by
Noel Langley, Florence Ryerson and Edgar Allan
Woolf • Music and Lyrics by Harold Arlen and E. Y.

Harburg • From the Book by L. Frank Baum • Directed

by Victor Fleming • Produced by MERVYN LeROY

Hrl^
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CODE RELEASE DELAY

CURTAILS PIX BUYING

{Continued from Page 1)

survey being conducted by Allied
of New York.

Questinonaires sent to exhibitors
throughout the state on Aug. 1 are
bringing replies that indicate that
new product buying is virtually at
a standstill. Only a very small per-
centage of the approximate 400
questionnaires have brought out the
information that definite contracts
have been made for the 1939-40 pro-
grams.

While the questionnaires do not
ask for specific reasons why the re-,

cipients have not bought new pro-
grams, it is indicated that many are
waiting to see how the code, if and
when adopted, will affect the con-
tracts, even though it has been an-
nounced that all new pacts will be
retroactive to June 1.

Several of the answering exhibi-
tors claim that |he, distributors are
asking 20 per cent higher prices this
season over last, indicating that
they prefer to wait until the prices
come down before signing.

It is reported that the Brandt
circuit and others in the Metropoli-
tan area are withholding new con-
tracts for the same reasons.

reviews of neui mms
"Our Leading Citizen" "Miracles for Sale"

Stars Fall on Atlantic City;

Police Battle Mob of Curious

{Continued from Page 1)

up three members of Harry Rich-
man's show for AGVA during their
brief stay here.

Yesterday was the first time some
of the acting delegation had been up
before noon in some years, and there
were a number of protests at the
glaring qualities of the sun.

The AAAA delegation checked in-
to the Traymore, but when they
found that the hotel was having a
spot of trouble with the musicians
union they hastily shifted their head-
quarters to the Ritz.

Fake newspapers were planted in
the mail boxes of the AFA executives
by the "ferrets" with a banner head-
line announcing that Atlantic City
welcomed the Broadway "ferrets."

Press barrage by the AAAA con-
tinued unabated with every news-
paperman and broadcasting company
representative rounded up to talk
to any and all members of the dele-
gation. Copious quantities of re-
leases poured from their press de-
partment and the reporters were sag-
ging under the burden before they
left.

Attempts to broadcast by several
stations were fraught with disaster
as there was too much confusion.
People were still outside when we
went to bed, in the hope that some
star or other would show up in front
of the hotel.

One enterprising native offered to

sell the identity of the stars to the
people in front of the hotel as they
came and left.

with Bob Burns, Susan Hayward,

Joseph Allen

Paramount 89 Mins.

POWERFUL STORY WHOSE ROUSING
THEME AND ACTION MAKE IT STAND-
OUT ENTERTAINMENT.

Striking at the very core of the present-

day American social scene with a vigor un-

surpassed by any contemporary photoplay,

here is a dynamic screen document of both

patriotic and human significance. Its merit

only just commences with these latter fac-

tors, for the other elements which make
for its rugged audience appeal spring from

the rare blending of Irvin S. Cobb's original

story, John C. Moffit's excellent screenplay,

Ai Santell's superb direction, and the con-
sistently skillful photography of Victor Mil-
ner. Additionally, the film is eloquent tes-

timony of Producer George Arthur's ability,

vision and care. Moreover, it is outstanding
entertainment, packed with action, rousing
situations, drama, romance and emotion,
and, above all a message to every American
regardless of age. Thus on the two counts
which spell value to the showman,—power
to score decisively with every type of audi-

ence, and tremendously worth-while con-
tent,—it is a "must" booking for every
theater. Bob Burns, who heads a meticu-
lously chosen cast, carves a new niche for

himself in' the cinema realm via his charac-
terization of the lawyer whose silent guide
is the example set by the life, actions and
philosophy of Abraham Lincoln. Practicing

in a once small town, which has evolved
into an industrial city with all the attending
assets and liabilities which modern progress

brings, Burns never loses his ideals, nor his

sense of justice to the poor. His deceased
partner's son, portrayed by Joseph Allen, in

love, with. Burns' daughter, Susan Hayward,
joins the firm, but anxious for quick suc-

cess and considering the old fashioned law
offices out of keeping with the modern
mood and tempo, moves over to grandiose

quarters supplied by the city's most power-
ful industrialist who is bent upon using

the boy's good name as a political stepping

stone to gain patronage. The chasm be-
tween Burns and the boy widens when the

unscrupulous industrialist precipitates a

strike in his great mill. Then the film rises

to pulsating heights depicting the chaotic

riots, suffering and death caused by the

importation of strikebreakers. Cleaving of

Burns to human ideals irons out the hectic

situation; heals the breach between himself

and the boy; and brings the industrialist,

played by Gene Lockhart, to justice, to-

gether with the magnate's evil henchmen.
At the finale, Burns is nominated by his

young partner for the office of U. S. Sen-

ator, arid, of course the lovers are recon-

ciled.

CAST: Bob Burns, Susan Hayward, Joseph
Allen, Elizabeth Patterson, Gene Lockhart,

Charles Bickford, Otto Hoffman, Clarence
Kolb, Paul Guilfoyle, Fay Helm, Kathleen
Lockhart, Hattie Noel, Kathryn Sheldon,

Monte Blue, Jim Kelso.

CREDITS: Producer, George Arthur; Di-

rector, AI Santell; Screnplay, John C. Mof-
fitt; Author, Irvin S. Cobb; Cameraman,
Victor Milner. -H'

DIRECTION, Excellent. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Fine.

with Robert Young, Henry Hull,

Florence Rice, Frank Craven

M-G-M 71 Mins.

SWELL MURDER MYSTERY WITH MA-
GICIANS AND MYSTICS WILL HOLD AT-
TENTION OF ANY AUDIENCE.

Neatly worked out, capably acted and
well framed in a background of magic,

mysticism and plain murder, this film should

hold the attention of any audience. It has

a snappy pace and a happy ending, but we
can't reveal the murderer. Robert Young is

fine as a manufacturer of magicians' tricks

and Florence Rice is attractive and capable

as the love interest. Henry Hull gives a

good performance as a magician and Frank
Craven is well cast as Young's father.

Remainder of the cast is comprised of sea-

soned troupers who know their business.

Young meets Florence when she runs into

his shop to escape a man who is following

her. She won't tell him what is wrong,
but on a hunch he follows her. A mystic

is murdered and suspicion falls on a lot of

people, including Florence, who were in

or near his apartment some time around the

time of the murder. Young trails the man
he suspects only to find he has also been
murdered. Trap doors and all sorts of

amazing gadgets continually pop in and out
of the film for added thrills. Finally, Young
devises a scheme for trapping the murderer
which is successful. Without a big name
cast, and apparently not produced as a

super colossal epic, this picture, however,
has as much entertainment value as any
audience could ask for.

CAST: Robert Young, Florence Rice,

Frank Craven, Henry Hull, Astrid Allwyn,

Walter Kingsford, Lee Bowman, Cliff Clark,

Frederic Worlock, Gloria Holden, W. Dem-
arest.

CREDITS: Produced by M-G-M; Director,

Tod Browning; Screenplay, Harry Ruskin,

Marion Parsonnet and James E. Grant;

Based on a book by, Clayton Rawson; Cam-
eraman, Charles Lawton; Editor, Frederick

Y. Smith.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Broadcasters Name Kaye
As Copyright Counsel

The copyright committee of the
National Ass'n of Broadcasters yes-
terday appointed Sidney Kaye as
special copyright counsel to draft
a "model plan" in which would be
collated the ideas and proposals de-
veloped by the committee during the
past two days and those advanced
by Neville Miller, president of the
NAB.

This "model plan" will be pre-
sented to the NAB meeting ,to be
held in September, after the copy-
right committee has given it care-
ful study.
Purpose of the plan is to find a

source for music for broadcasting
use independent of Ascap.

Pictorial Gets Rights
Pictorial Films, 1650 Broadway,

has acquired exclusive world 16 mm.
distribution rights to "Fury and the
Woman" and "What Price Ven-
geance."

RKO SHORT CONTRACT

STUDIED BY MAJOR:

(Continued from Page 1)

jor companies have requested copie

for study.

A standard exhibition c<r Vaci
has been outlawed, but thev 3*^1
parently is nothing to preveLc
similarity in agreements.

;

Murphy Mum on Satevepost'

Trust-Buster Arnold Articl

(Continued from Page 1)

American industry in general an,

the film industry in particular yes
terday as Attorney General Fran
Murphy at his Justice Departmeii
press conference rigidly refraine
from all comment on the lates

expose of Arnold's trust-bustin
methods.

The article on which the corre
spondents sought the Attorney Gen
eral's opinion is the lead-off length'
story in the current issue of Th
Saturday Evening Post: "Trust Bus
ter—The Folklore of Thurman Ar
nold," written by Joseph Alsop an
Robert Kintner.

Inquiries at Arnold's office re
vealed that he "fully approves" th
clownish approach to his seriou
problems and indicates that Mur
phy's subordinate actually approve*
the article appearing in the nation'
biggest anti-New Deal publicatio:

in advance of publication.
Although not standing back o

the Post article in its entirety, Ar
nold has let it be known that h
feels the press reports on the articl

"misconstrue" and "misinterpret th
spirit of the article as a whole."

Particularly offensive to him i

the headline of the Washingtoi
Times-Herald reading: "Arnoh
Trust Drive a 'Joke' Article Says
The Saturday Evening Post's actua
term is a "cosmic joke."

It was disclosed that Murphy ha<

a closed conference most of Wed!
nesday afternoon when, it is under;
stood, the article was discussed h
detail.

Murphy met questions regarding
the Post article with a terse: "N(
comment." He stated also he wai
not familiar with any Justice De
partment move to institute sui'

against a movie chain in Florida.

ITO of Ohio Favors Code
Rejection, Smith Reports

(Continued from Page 1)

of the national organization's stand
Martin Smith, ITO president, said
yesterday in New York.

Smith said there had been no
meeting of the unit since the national
convention in Minneapolis but that
the Ohio body was one of Allied's1

staunchest supporters and that its

members were in complete sympathy
with Allied's policies.

Smith was here to attend a meet
ing of the Theater Underwriters
Assn. and returned to his home in
Toledo last night.

Sffi&iflRyni
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(WARNERS MAY ENTER

S. A. THEATER FIELD

«

i

(Continued from Page 1

)

?'4iecessary, it is reliably learned
iere.

M^vi'is arrived in this city yes-
erf J from New York on the S.S.

\r^ ntina. His trip is considered
lighly significant in film circles here
is it closely follows similar visits

>y other top execs, of the leading-

American distributing concerns.

i[|j The Warner exec, will hold con-
/entions in both Rio and Buenos
Aires which will be attended by rep-
resentatives of the company from

iC
ill over S. A. Company policies and

e";he forthcoming product are slated
^:o be the principal topics of discus-

;ion. Final plans will also be pol-

ished on the scheduled intensive ad-
vertising and publicity campaigns

111 "he company will put behind some
if their new pictures.

.

fjVletro Sets First Pictures

for Exploitation ContestI:

(Continued from Page 1)

pendent exhibitors in the U. S. and
Canada. More than 1,000 entry
blanks already have been received
for the contest which embraces all

M-G-M pictures to be released be-
tween Sept. 1, 1939, and Jan. 1,

1940. It also was announced that
'The Wizard of Oz" would be
eligible.

About 18 pictures will be released
during- the period, including "The

, Women," "Marx Brothers at the

,

Circus," "Babes in Arms," "Ninot-
3 schka," "Broadway Melody of 1940,"
"f'Henry Goes Arizona," "Dancing
Co-ed," "Thunder Afloat," "Remem-
ber," "Another Thin Man" and

•T'Balalaika."
There will be identical prizes for

first-run and subsequent-run exhibi-
tors, with first place in each cate-
gory winning $2,500; second, $750

.and third, $500. There will be 100
^additional prizes of $25 each. The
contest closes March 1, 1940.
Entry blanks are available at all

I company exchanges.
.

Light Urges Use of Films
Charles Light, well known in the

commercial film field, urged the
more extensive use of educational
motion pictures in establishing bet-
ter international relationships in
address over the Columbia network
last night. Light was one of the
speakers on a prog-ram commemo-
rating- the 130th anniversary of Ecua-
dor's independence. He is one of the
directors of the Ecuadorian-Ameri-
can Chamber of Commerce.

.;.

WEDDING BELLS

Carlsbad, N. M. — Miss Thelma
Pairish, cashier at the Cactus The-
ater here, and Fred DeOliveira were
married in Pecos.

Free Milk
Chicago—Eugene Arnstein of the Gar-

field theater, Milwaukee, will give away
several thousand pints of milk to the
youngsters who attend the matinees at

the house, to boost the Drink More Milk
campaign, now under way in that terri-

tory.

Gaumont British May Again

Pay Dividends by 1940

(Continued from Page 1)

meeting at the New Gallery theater
here yesterday.

Sidney R. Kent, president of 20th-
Fox; Maurice Ostrer and Allan E.
Messer were re-elected directors,
succeeding themselves.

Stockholders expressed minor op-
position to the board's policy, but
fireworks, expected to center on the
company's production policy and the
current Board of Trade probe of
company affairs, failed to material-
ize.

The annual report and accounts,
showing profit of $3,567,490, was
passed at the meeting. Report
listed the available balance at $887,-
185, with $500,000 transferred to
the reserve and the remainder car-
ried forward.

According to the directors' re-
port, there has been in the aggre-
gate a moderate decrease in profits

derived from the directly owned
•"heaters and dividends received from
theater owning subsidiaries. The
standard of theaters within the
group has been well maintained.

G-B Distributors, which produces
Gaumont-British News for GFD re-
lease, has again had a successful
vear, and profits of Bush Radio have
increased substantially though divi-

dend remains approximately the
same.

Referring to the production agree-
ment entered into wnth GFD, the
report states that the proportion of
cost to be provided by the Corpora-
tion will be less than that contrib-
uted towards the cost of films al-

ready produced in conjunction with
GFD.

$14,375,000 General Reserve
for Associated British Pix
London (By Cable) — Associated

British Picture Corp. will have a
o-eneral reserve of approximately
two and a half times its ordinary
share capital as a result of action
authorized at the annual stockhold-
ers meeting Wednesday.
Appropriation to reserve for de-

nreciation and amortization of $1,-

000.000 and to general reserve of
Sl.250,000 was authorized. This
brings the general reserve up to
$14,375,000.
Company's record net for the year

ending March 31 was $6,735,005.
Final dividend of 10 per cent on
the ordinary shares will be paid
Aug. 31, making 20 per cent for the
full year as in 1938.

Consolidated statement shows
ABP and subsidiaries to have total
a^ets of $89,012,600.

Stockholders re-elected R. G.
Simpson as director.

J&un<f 4&r&i€4tc& L/j/ieetoUt
WHAT TO BUT . . . WHERE TO BUY

* ARCHITECTS *l * distributors •

J ohn Eberson
Architect

it 1560 Broadway *
New York City

* ARTISTS *

BRy*^t9-4153-4

• BANNERS *

MANUFACTURERS OF THE FINEST IN

FLAGS • BANNERS
• DECORATIONS •

ART FLAG, INC.
247 W. 42nd St. New York City

BRyont 9-7274

SILK VALANCES
Rental Service

ALL MAJOR PICTURES
• •

LIBERMAN FLAG & VALANCE CO.
247 W. 46th St. New York City

• DECORATORS *

Complete Decorating and Draperies

Murals — Draperies — Stage Curtains

Specialists in Creation of

Smart Interiors

Novelty Scenic Studios, Inc.
320 W. 48th St.. New York City A. I. Kessler Mgr.

A picture for Every Purpose—

u5!;H;;Ho;FFB"fmG"cor^

Telephone MEdallion 3-3813
729 Seventh Ave. New York

ARTHUR JOSEPH

MAYER and BURSTYN
1481 Broadway, New York City

Distributing
The Season's Box Office Smash

"BALLERINA"

* ENGRAVERS *

century PUOTO
ENGRAVING CO., INC.
340 W. 39th Street, New York City

Line and halftone plates
Benday and color plates
Day and Night Service
MEdallion 3-2441-2-3

Members of I.P.E.U.—Local No. 1

H S MUSGRAVE. President

CITY PHOTO
ENGRAVING CO.

I Day and Night Service)

250 W. 54th St. New York City

COIumbus 5-6741-2-3

• GAMES—PREMIUMS *

JUMBO
16 WAYS TO WIN
CIRCUS JUMBO GAMES, INC
351 W. 44th St. Clr. 6-8690

Samuel Licht, Cen. Mgr.

Pep Up Your Box-Office!

7A Ways To Win/V BINGO
PREMIUM PRODUCTS
354 W. 44th St.. N. Y. C CI 6-4972

Premier Scenery Studios

SCENERY STAGE SETTINCS

DRAPERIES DECORATIONS

340 W. 41st St. New York City

* LIGHTING *

CHARLES ROSS, Inc.
Formerly Motion Picture Lighting and

Equipment Corp.

WE FURNISH
Electrical Lighting Equipment^

of Any Kind
244 W. 49th ST. NEW YORK CITY

Circle 6-5470-1
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Mediation Committee SeeksWay Out of 4A-lA Tangle
Browne Leaves Defense of

lA's Action to

Vice-Prexies
(Continued from Page 1)

a tolerant and fair view of the case
by both sides. Mathew Woll of the
Photoengravers Union and Thomas
A. Rickert of. the United Garment
Workers met with both sides last
night as Dan Tobin, third commit-
tee member, was unable to attend the
huddles.

May Uphold IA on AFA Charter

With meetings lasting way into
this morning, it was the opinion of
impartial observers that indications
pointed to the IA being upheld by
the A F of L in granting a charter
to the AFA, but as to what the coun-
cil will rule on IA President George
E. Browne's claim for jurisdiction
over the entire acting field, it was
impossible to get an opinion.

Green, at a press conference last
night, when asked about the AAAA
claim to jurisdiction over the entire
acting field, stated that A F of L
records failed to show where spe-
cific jurisdiction of the AAAA had
ever been clearly defined. He char-
acterized their claims on old records
of the "White Rats" union as a
specious argument.

Ouster of Browne from the coun-
cil room was asked by the 4 A's but
Green ruled that he could remain
as long as he was a council member,
but could not vote on settling the
issue.

The 4 A's were heard first with
Frank Gillmore, president, demand-
ing that Green notify all state and
central bodies that the AFA is not
any longer affiliated with the A F
of L; that the executive council de-
clare void the "alleged" charter is-

sued to the AFA by the IATSE;
and that the IA withdraw from the
actors' field. Gillmore also ques-
tioned the procedure which led Green
to notify the Los Angeles Central
Labor Council that, notwithstanding
the expulsion of the AFA from the
AAAA, the AFA is still recognized
as part of the A F of L.

Calls Browne's Act Unlawful

Gillmore also assailed the right
of Browne to issue the charter, as-

serting it was an unlawful act, and
one that the AAAA would continue
to maintain was unlawful both be-

fore the A F of L convention and
also in court, if necessary.
Ken Thomson followed Gillmore,

and gave a detailed outline of the
actors unions' claims to their jurisdic-

tion, and cited records to support his

contentions. He traced the history

of the organization back to the days
of the "White Rats."
Thomson, in addition to delving in-

to a number of records which the

AAAA presented as evidence to sup-

port its claims, attacked the juris-

dictional claims of the IA and pre-

sented a summary of evidence re-

garding the IA charter which, he
contended, clearly established the

fact that it had no jurisdiction what-

*\1 Fountain Pen Can Be as Dangerous
as a Snafce," Agree Metro and Ohio ITO

Columbus, O.—Adapting a recent piece ot M-G-M direct mail promotional copy to

its own purposes, ITO of Ohio is circulating a bulletin headed, "A Fountain Pen Can
Be as Dangerous as a Snake!" Caption is from the Metro copy, as is this much of

what follows: "Before you sign your name to any contract remember these points'. No
amount of clever operation, no amount of aggressive showmanship, can overcome bad
judgment in contracting for next season's film service."

From that point, Fete J. Wood, ITO secretary is on his own with this: "Be smart
... do all your arguing and adjusting before you sign . . . don't blame the other
party to the contract because you were too quick on the draw ... of the fountain pen."

soever in this field. Thomson con-

cluded by stating that on the basis

of the evidence presented, "We be-

lieve the jurisdiction of the AAAA
definitely imbedded in the action of

the conventions of the A F of L,

and that this jurisdiction has been
repeatedly confirmed by the actions

of that body, and finally ratified time
and again by the IATSE itself."

Tibbett Says Actors Are Loyal

Lawrence Tibbett, president of

AGMA, stated that there was not a
shadow of doubt as to the complete
loyalty of every member of the 4-A's

and that they were determined to

defend their rights, their jurisdic-

tion and autonomy at any cost. He
gave the Council a 24-hour ultimatum
to make its decision.

The 4-A's refused any attempts at

mediation and demanded an imme-
diate decision on the case. They
clearly set their future course of

action when Ken Thomson stated

that they would never submit to IA
jurisdiction. It was believed that

they would bolt the A F of L and
set up themselves as an autonomous
union if Browne's claim is recog-

nized. Whether or not they will go

to court could not be learned. It

was believed that in the event of an
IA decision they would probably

put the matter before the A F of L
convention this Fall.

AFA Execs. Defend Actions

Ralph Whitehead, executive secre-

tary of the AFA, stated to the coun-

cil that he had been charged with
misconduct and other offenses, but

following an investigation by an ac-

countant, no shortages or discrep-

ancies in his books had been found.

He said that he had also been charged
with failing to co-operate with AAAA
officials and had failed to organize

properly. Whitehead charged the

AAAA with acting in bad faith and
maliciously persecuting him, and
that following the revocation of the

AFA charter his only resort was to

apply for an IA charter. He asserted

that his refusal to appear before the

AAAA trial board was based on his

belief that it would be a "packed
jury."

Sophie Tucker, AFA prexy,

charged the AAAA with premedi-

tated action in the revoking of the

AFA charter, asserting that all plans

had been made for the formation of

AGVA when this took place. She
stated that she had never been con-

scious of wrong-doing, but had been

suspended from all AAAA organi-

zations and charged with treason,

nevertheless. Miss Tucker cited a
warning from Eddie Cantor, "as an
old friend" to get herself out of

this mess before she was seriously in-

volved at the time the charter re-

vocation and formation of AGVA
took place.

Harry Richman also pleaded the

case of the AFA. He bitterly de-

nounced the dual dues system of the

organization, whereby an actor in

some cases might have to belong to

as many as four organizations at

the same time. This subject was
picked up for further clarification

by the council and disapproval of the
system was indicated. He also be-
rated Equity for asking him to ap-
pear on charges at a time when he
would be in Chicago. Richman said
that he had been suspended and
charged with treason, but to the best
of his knowledge he had not insti-

gated, or been a party to any wrong-
doing at any time.

IA Feared CIO Encroachment

Vice-presidents James T. Brennan,
W. P. Raoul and Harland Holmden,
presented the case for the IATSE.
Brenmn stated that the IA could
not allow an organization with 12,000
members, such as the AFA has, to

remain in a position where they
would be subject to CIO encroach-
ment and complete disorganization

due to lack of an affiliation. He also

cited the instances where the IA had
been instrumental in assisting AAAA
members to get recognition and con-

tracts.

Raoul reviewed the appeal of the

SAG several years ago for aid in

getting a closed shop agreement with

the studios, and said that the IA
had put its full resources behind them
to compel the producers to sign an
agreement.

Raoul also asserted that because of

close relationship of actors and stu-

dio workers, it was the opinion of the

IA that their economic welfare could

best be served by affiliation with the

international. It was pointed out by

the IA execs, that without the help

of their organization no recognition

of the actors unions could ever have

been gained by themselves, and it

would certainly be to their mutual

welfare to have the strongest pos-

sible organization, one which would

embrace the entire theatrical field.

Petition of Alex Sauders, made
on the Coast recently, in which he

charged assistance to the CIO fin-

anced USTG by an actor was pre-

sented to each member of the coun-

Sophie Tucker, Whitehead!
and Richman Appear

for the AFA
cil by the IA, and the statement re-
garding this assistance to the ^"lion
was brought out on the floor. ( \r

Ralph Morgan asked that the cW-:-
cil give a speedy answer to the ques-
tions before it as it was the hope
of the AAAA that no one of their

members might be hurt by this con-
troversy.

Green Assails 4-A's Action

Green assailed the action of the
AAAA in revoking the charter of the
AFA as being an action that was
incompatible with the case. He as-

serted that the individuals at fault

should have been punished, but that
that punishment should not also have
been meted out to the entire mem-
bership of the organization. Green
also stated that he did not believe the

suspension of Richman and Tucker
was entirely justified.

When questioned as to the claim
of Browne for jurisdiction over the

entire theatrical field, Green stated

that no formal claim had been made
jby Browne yet. He was pressed by
^reporters as to what action the A F
bf L would take on this claim, and
what it would do regarding the al-

leged unlawful actions of Browne in

granting a charter to a union that

had already had its charter revoked,

but the oniy reply that Green would
make was that the entire situation

would be settled by the council be-

ifore the session was over.

Although part of the AAAA dele-

gation returned to New York last

night, 17 members, including all the

top execs, remained for the night

sessions and today's meeting.

Players in Attendance

Those present at yesterday's hear-

ing by the A F of L were Frank

Gillmore, president, AAAA; Ralph

Morgan, president, Screen Actors

Guild; Lawrence Tibbett, president,

American Guild of Musical Artists;

Edward Arnold, vice-president,

Screen Actors Guild; Miriam Hop-
kins, Jean Muir, Lucille Gleason,

Binnie Barnes, Henry Hull, Mischa

Auer; Wayne Morris, Ken Thom-
son, executive secretary, SAG; Paul

Dullzell, executive secretary, AEA.

Tallulah Bankhead, Fredric

March, Jack Kennedy, Larry Speers,

chairman Junior SAG; Emily Holt,

executive secretary, AFRA; Leo

Fischer, executive secretary, AGMA;
Maida Reade, executive secretary,

AGVA; Paul Turner, counsel for

4 A's; Henry Jaffe, counsel for

SAG and A F of A; Justus Shef-

field, counsel for 4 A's; Rebecca
Brownstein, associate counsel, Ac-

tors Equity; Ruth Richmond, ex-

ecutive secretary, Chorus Equity

Association; Florence Marston, east-

ern representative, SAG; Peggy
Wood, Frank Conroy, Alfred Hard-

ing, Jascha Heifetz.

Alan Corelli, executive secretary

of Theater Authority, also was here.
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and working conditions are to be set soon. Action was exclusively forecast in THE FILM DAILY Friday.
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-/. A1. Schenck Raps Gov't Interference With Industry

INDUSTRYAWAITS AFLJURISDICTIONAL DECISION

Columbia Equity Suit Answer Calls Company an Indie

THEWCCI\IN
REVIEW
The Labor Crisis= By GEORGE H. MORRIS;=

DOMESTIC
THE LABOR CRISIS: Heated

controversy between AAAA and
IATSE regarding jurisdictional

claim of IA in actors' field reached
a boiling point as week advanced,
with a decision due from A F of L
exec, council on Friday afternoon.
Charges and counter-charges filled

the air all week with AAAA send-
ing impressive delegation of execs,
and stars to argue its case in

Atlantic City pow-wow. Further la-

bor disputes loomed in other quar-
ters with possible split threatened
in TMAT, with film division possibly
becoming IA affiliate. Future status
of theatrical world was pending at
week-end on A F of L decision, open
warfare appearing likely if AAAA
bolts A F of L due to an adverse
decision. From the West Coast on
Thursday came word that IA stu-
dio craft contract with producers
was closed.

CODE STATUS: Scheduled an-
nouncement of revisions in proposed
trade practice code failed to mate-
rialize even though it was reported
that the re-vamped draft had been
completed. It was explained, how-
ever, that until a system was per-
fected whereby the code could be
put into effect, details of the revi-
sions would be withheld.

LEGALISTIC: In wake of Attor-
ney General Murphy's recent warn-
ing that filmland was facing further
suits, D of J filed equity action in

U. S. District Court, Western Divi-

sion, N. Y., against the Schine Cir-

cuit. Petition charged "monopoly
control," and was met by defendant
with declaration that suit would be
fought "to the limit." ... As week
waned, D of J also initiated anti-

( Continued on Page 5)

Two Separate Affirmative De-

fenses Also Raised in

105-page Reply
Columbia filed a 105-page answer

on Friday in the Federal Court on
behalf of itself and four subsidiaries,

to the Government's equity action

against the majors. Simultaneous-
ly, a separate answer was filed by
12 of Columbia's officers and direc-

tors.

The company's answer, in dis-

tinction to those previously filed,

did not confine itself to mere denials

of the Government's charges, but
point by point took up these charges
and answered them with specific

lists and facts where the occasion
(Continued on Page 6)

ALGER WILL DECIDE

FAIR RKO STOCK PRICE

Stating that he was unable to

hold hearings on the proposed un-
derwriting agreement for flotation

(Continued on Page 4)

Minneapolis/Ordinance Would
Limit Length of Pix Program

Minneapolis—An ordinance which
would limit motion picture programs
to two hours and 15 minutes was

(Continued on Page 4)

Wanted: A Jimmy
If there was another Jimmy Roosevelt

available, Joseph M. Schenck would hire

him. The 20th Century-Fox board
chairman on Friday said that if Jimmy's
last name was Jones, he'd still be a

good man.

"NO COMPROMISE BY

4 A'S," SAYS MORGAN

IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles—Adressing a SAG

mass meeting here Sunday night,

President Ralph Morgan declared
the Four A's will not compromise in

its fight to have the American
Federation of Labor Executive Con-
cil declare invalid the charter
granted to the AFA by the IATSE.
He said, "We want to stay in the

AF of L as long as it proves to us
that it is an honest organization."

Lawrence Tibbett presented a

resolution that was adopted and
which endorses the actions of board
and officials of Four A's in the fight

for "honest unionism and right of

actors to govern themselves" and
pledging members to aid in carry-

ing on fight against the IA action.

Co-chairman Eddie Cantor branded
Ralph Whitehead as a "Benedict
Arnold" for turning over the AFA
to the IATSE.

No Monopoly in Pix, Says Schenck/

Believes Divorcement Not Harmful

Grierson Going to Coast

for Survey of Production

Upon leaving New York on the
week-end for Ottawa by plane, John
Grierson, member of Britain's Cine-

matograph Films Council, disclosed

that he will visit Hollywood about
Aug. 28 to survey production meth-

(Continued on Page 5)

By AL STEEN

FILM DAILY Staff Writer

Attacking Government interfer-

ence with the film industry and
those who were advocating Gov-
ernment regulation, Joseph M.
Schenck on Friday asserted that
there was a "lot of blackmailing
going on" among certain groups.
"There are people in this busi-

(Conlinued on Page 5)

Hope Is Held for Peaceful

Solution As Executive

Council Reconvenes
Atlantic City—With the post-

poned decision in the AAAA-
IATSE jurisdictional dispute
scheduled to be handed down
today by William Green, presi-

dent of the A F of L, hope was
held at the week-end for a
peaceful solution despite early
reports that the decision would favor
the IATSE and thus bring drastic

AAAA action.
Following Friday's meeting of a

special committee appointed by
Green, it was announced that the
group would negotiate further over
the week-end and that a decision
possibly would be reached today.

It was generally reported that
the A F of L Executive Council

(Continued on Page 4)

SCHENCK HOLDS SAG

PACT IS STRIKE BAR

Newspaper reports to the effect

that motion picture players may go
on strike as a result of the current
labor disputes were "debunked" Fri-
day by Joseph M. Schenck, president
of the Motion Picture Producers

(Continued on Page 6)

Crescent to Fight Gov't

Suit to Limit—Sudekum

Nashville—Crescent circuit, third

indie to be singled out for anti-

trust attention by the Department
of Justice, will fight the suit filed

(Continued on Page 5)

Something New: Exhibitors

Put Up Awards in "U" Drive

A new twist in sales campaigns
developed over the week-end when
it was announced that exhibitors

were offering awards to Universal
(Continued on Page 5)
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(QUOTATIONS AS OF FRIDAY)

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat

Col. Picts. vtc.(2'/2%)
Col. Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd
East. Kodak 170y2 170 170y8 + 1 Vs

do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc 42% 42>/8 42i/

8 — %
do pfd
Paramount 9% 8% 9 + l/

g

Paramount 1st pfd
Paramount 2nd pfd. 10 10 10

Pathe Film 11% H 1 1 Vi + %
RKO
20th Cent.-Fox .... 19% 18% 19 — %
20th Cent.-Fox pfd. 29 29 29—1
Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros 434 43/4 43,4

do pfd 52i/4 52i/4 521/4 + V4
NEW YORK BOND MARKET

Keith B. F. ref. 6s46.1003/8 1003/8 1003/8 + i/
8

Loew's deb. 3'/2s46. . 103y2 10316 1 03 1/2 + 'A
Par. B'way 3s55
Par. Piers, cv. 3%s47 903/4 903/4 903,4

Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48 90 90 90

NIW YORK CURB MARKET
Technicolor 15% 15V4 1514
Trans-Lux 1% 1% 1%
Universal Corp. vtc... 3% 3% 3% + %

Robert Hoyt Quits Telco
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Robert Hoyt has re-

signed as president and general man-
eral of Telco Corp., color film proc
ess organization. He will take a
month's vacation before announcing
new plans.

PROGRESS
FILM LIBRARY

STOCK SHOTS
of Every Possible Description

Conveniently Catalogued

729 SEVENTH AVE. N.Y.C.
BRYANT 9'5600

The Broadway Parade H
Picture and Distributor Theater

Goodbye, Mr. Chips (Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer)—14th week Astor
They Shall Have Music (United Artists-Goldwyn)—3rd week Rivoli

Four Feathers (United Artists-Korda)—2nd week Capitol
In Name Only (RKO-Radio Pictures)—2nd week Music Hall
Beau Ceste (Paramount Pictures!—2nd week Paramount
Stanley and Livingstone (20th Century-Fox)—2nd week Roxy
I Stole a Million (Universal Fictures)—2nd week Globe
The Old Maid (Warner Bros. Pictures) .'». .„ Strand
Miracles for Sale ( Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer) Criterion

Bad Lands (RKO-Radio Pictures Rialto

Daughter of the Tong (Syndicate) (a) Central
Man from Sundown (Columbia Pictures) (a) Central
Indianapolis Speedway (Warner Bros. Pictures) (a-b) Palace

Unexpected Father (Universal Pictures) (a) Palace

FOREIGN LANGUAGE FEATURES
USSR on the Screen—1939 (Amkino) (a) Cameo
China Fights On (Amkino) (a) Cameo
The World is Ours (Frank Kassler) World

FUTURE OPENINGS
Exile Express (Grand National Pictures)—Tomorrow Rialto

When Tomorrow Comes (Universal Pictures)—Aug. 16 Rivoli

The Wizard of Oz (Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer)—Aug. 17 Capitol
Lure of the Wasteland (Monogram Pictures)—Aug. 18 (a) , Central

Spy of Napoleon (Syndicate)—Aug. 18 (a) Central
Parents on Trial (Columbia Pictures)—Aug. 19 Globe
Our Leading Citizen (Paramount Pictures)—Aug. 23 Paramount
Dust Be My Destiny (Warner Bros. Pictures)—Sept. 1 Strand
Hotel for Women (20th Century-Fox) (c) Roxy
My Fifth Avenue Girl (RKO-Radio Pictures) (c) Music Hall

Each Dawn I Die (Warner Bros. Pictures)—Aug. 17 (a-b) Palace
Way Down South (RKO-Radio Pictures)—Aug. 17 (a) Palace
The End of a Day (Juno Films)—Sept. 11 Filmarte

(a) Dual bill. (b) Subsequent run. (c) Follows current bill.

Brooklyn Phone Service

on Films Planned by MIS

Movie Information Service, a
guide service for theaters in Brook-
lyn, announced at the week-end that
its dissemination of program infor-

mation through central telephone
exchanges probably would go into

effect around Sept. 1. An intensive

advertising campaign is planned to

acquaint the public with this service

as soon as all contracts are closed

with theaters in the Brooklyn area.

Plan calls for central telephone
exchanges operated by the company,
which will give all callers informa-
tion about programs at any Brook-
lyn theater for a 10-hour period
every day. Charge to theaters per
week will be on a basis of seating
capacity. It was stated that con-

tracts have already been closed with
four circuits for the service.

Anti-Giveaway Measure
Advanced by Wis. Senate

Milwaukee — The Paulson bills,

numbers 194 and 195 S, have been
advanced toward passage in the
state Senate. The first prohibits

giving away of anything as an in-

ducement for attracting people to

theaters while the second declares
lotteries a nuisance and would per-

mit local authorities to close for one
vear buildings in which they are
held.

Reports Odeon Will Adopt
Screeno Denied by Deutsch

London (By Cable)—Odeon Cir-

cuit has no intention of adopting
Screeno, despite statements to that
effect in the U. S.. it is emphatically
stated by Oscar Deutsch.

Boston Usher Strike Spreads

to 2 More M & P Theaters

Boston—The strike of ushers at
the Metropolitan Theater on Friday,
called by the IATSE, later in the
day spread to the Paramount and
Washington Street Olympia Thea-
ters, all three being controlled by
the M & P circuit.

The walkout gave indications of

taking in others of the circuit's

houses before being settled. Picket-

ing is in progress. A number of the
Met's ushers recently joined the
union.

Pickets outside the Paramount
Theater were heard to advise pass-
ers-by to attend the unionized RKO-
Keith Memorial Theater only a few
yards away.

M & P Theaters has not recog-

nized the new ushers' union although

Loew's and RKO have granted it

recognition. Working conditions are

given as the reason for the walkout.

France Ends Quota System;

Again an Open Pix Market

Paris (By Cable)— Official decree

abrogating the French quota sys-

tem has been published here, which
in effect makes this country once

again an open market for all dis-

tributors of pictures. There is no
limitation to the number of films

any distributor of any country may
now ship into France. Decree was
put through despite protests of the

French producers who took the po-

sition that increased imports will

be damaging to the native industry.

Report that such action would be

taken by the French government
was first published in The Film
Daily.

cominc mid GoiriG

JOSEPH M. SCHENCK, 20th-Fox board chair-
man, flew back to the Coast Friday afternoon
after a brief stay here.

S. BARRET McCORMICK and NED E. DEPINET
returned to New York Saturday from Hollywood.

TED REED, Hollywood director, and (*}•
HARTMAN, writer, leave the Coast this \y<
for New York to confer with Clifford Gold-
smith on a sequel to "What a Life," which
Paramount will produce.

LEE STEWART returns from the Coast to-

morrow.

S. CHARLES EINFELD, Warner vice-prexy and
ad. and pub. chieftain, leaves Hollywood August
18 for a two-week's business trip to New York.

ADOLPH ZUKOR and JOHN W. HICKS sail

from Sydney August 18 on the Monterey for Los
Angeles. They are currently visiting a number
of Australian cities.

JUDY GARLAND and MICKEY ROONEY arrive

in New York this morning.

GENE LUTES, Kentucky exhib., BERNARD
SCHRAM, manager of Michigan Theater, Kala-
mazoo, Mich., L. WENER, Nova Scotian exhib.,

and D. R. WILSON, Quebec exhib., were visitors

this week at the RKO lounge.

BRENDA MARSHALL, Warner player, arrived

here at the week-end for a vacation.

MICHEL SIMON, French star, arrives today
on the Normandie.

SCOTT R. DUNLAP, Monogram production

chief, arrives in New York in two weeks to

attend quarterly board meeting and confer with
Prexy W. Ray Johnston.

GENE BUCK, Ascap president, is in Hollywood.

LESTER COOPER, Warner exec, on the Coast,

arrives in Hollywood today after a two-week's
vacation in New York.

JOHN E. ABBOTT, executive vice-president of

the Museum of Modern Art and director of the
Film Library, flew to Hollywood Friday for a

two-week's stay.

R. J. O'DONNELL, of the Interstate circuit in

Texas, arrives here today from Dallas.

LEON BAMBERGER leaves on a southern cruise

aboard the Mauretania next Saturday.

FRANCES SMITH, secretary to H. M. Richey,

is vacationing at Sackett Lake.

JEROME M. WEISFELDT, son of Max J. Weis-
feldt, Columbia's Short Subject Sales Supervisor,

arrived yesterday from Minneapolis.

WALTER BATCHELOR, agent, flew to the

Coast Friday night.

Metro Closes Chi. Deals

Chicago — Kerosatoes and the
Hamlin circuits, down state, have
signed for Metro's new season prod-

uct and negotiations are under way
with others.

While Chicago selling has been
slow, due to the contract negotia-

tions, both Essaness and Indiana and
Illinois circuits have signed.

Best wishes from THE FILM DAILY
to the following on their birthdays:

AUGUST 14

Edward L. Boniva

Lois Brisbane

Bob Hadley
AUGUST 15

Estelle Brady
Harry Akst
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The new "Beau Geste" gets the biggest gross at the Plaza
Theatre, London, since the silent version played there . . . and
that's 13 years ago!
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ALGER WILL DECIDE

FAIR RKO STOCK PRICE

(.Continued f.om Page 1)

of RKO stock because his vacation
started this week, Federal Judge
William Bondy on Friday referred
the matter for hearings before Spe-
cial Master George W. Alger. The
Court ruled that Alger was to de-
cide whether $4 per share was a
reasonable price, and if it was not,
what would be a reasonable price.

At the same time, Judge Bondy
stated that Alger would receive an
advisory opinion from the SEC as to

its views on the subject, which opin-
ion, Judge Bondy stated, would be
forthcoming with promptness. Hear-
ings will be held in view of the
urgency of the question on three
days' notice and an early report is

expected.

The report will not wait Judge
Bondy 's return for consideration,
but will be heard by any District
Judge sitting. Objections were
raised by various attorneys who
claimed that the reference would
delay matters too much and that
any SEC report, if thorough, could
not be available for several months.
Judge Bondy pooh-poohed all objec-
tions and stated that he was sure
the Atlas Corp. would not with-
draw its offer to underwrite unless
substantial changes in the market-
occurred. At the request of Col.

Hamilton C. Rickaby, Atlas attor-

ney, Judge Bondy agreed to direct

Alger to make recommendations as
to commissions to be awarded for
underwriting the stock.

Hearing's were formally adjourned
to Aug. 28 at 10:30 when it is hoped
the special master's report will have
been completed.

Minneapolis Ordinance Would
Limit Length of Pix Program

(Continued from Page 1)

introduced Friday in the City Coun-
cil. Oscar L. Lund, city alderman,
told The Film Daily that the ordin-
ance was introduced at the request
of W. A. "Al" Steffes, president of
Northwest Allied.

If adopted the measure would not
apply to stage shows but would
eliminate most double feature pro-
grams. The ordinance and legisla-
tion committee of the City Council
will debate the proposed ordinance
at a meeting next week.

Because of its controversial na-
ture, Lund expects that a series of
public hearings will be necessary be-
fore it could become a law.

7 Bhvay Holdovers
Seven features are being held over in

Broadway theaters this week: "Goodbye,
Mr. Chips" at the Astor; "They Shall

Have Music" at the Rivoli; "Four
Feathers" at the Capitol; "Beau Geste"
at the Paramount; "In Name Only" at
the Music Hall- "Slanley and Living-

stone" at the Roxy, and "I Stole a

Million" at the Globe.

T T V
• • • THERE must be something in the Hollywood air thsse days

for which thought you're indebted to the announcement that

a group of the iilm colony's writers, directors, producers, actors,

agents and cameramen have formed a music-publishing firm

"to publish songs of a progressive nature which the average music

publisher would consider too controversial for commercial

purposes" The first will be a Jay Gorney-Henry Myers number

"Mr. Roosevelt, Won't You Please Run Again?" Those Holly-

wood luminaries backing the venture of course are well within

their rights as individuals but unfortunately the pub'ic is prone

to forget that Hollywood luminaries have individual rights

and the results sometimes are most unhappy and it would be

well to remember that this industry has grown prosperous by producing

not Republican pictures, not Democratic pictures but just

plain pictures TV
e # @ OF ALL the Christopher Columbuses in show biz

there is perhaps none with a better claim, to the title of

"discoverer" than Gus Edwards And so it is a pleasure

to record that Gus will be honored on his 60th birthday

Aug. 18 with a testimonial dinner at Hollywood's Ambassador

Hotel Approximately 90 troupers including some of the

biggest ' names" in screen, radio and stage owe their

start in the entertainment field to Edwards' interest ayid help

The list includes Eddie Cantor, George Jessel,

Groucho Marx, Eleanor Powell Not forgetting Lila Lee, the

Duncan Sisters, Sally Rand and, oh, yes, Walter Winchell So

it's little wonder that the testimonial committee includes

such notables as Gene Buck, Irving Berlin, George M. Cohan,

Sig Grauman Jim Farley, former Governor Al Smith and Col.

Theodore Roosevelt

V V
• • • THIS, that and t'other... • Take it from D. R. Wilson,

who doubles in brass up in Shawinigan Falls. Que as exhibitor

and newspaper publisher biz there while off 20 per cent now

should be back to normal come Jan. 1 Wilson, here to

look over the Fair says audiences in his town prefer musicals,

westerns and dramas... • Warners' Charlie Einleld is driving

for space in 285 Catholic papers and magazines in behalf of "The

Fighting 69th"... • Chicago at the present time has no tele station

but that didn't keep 90.000 people from visiting Marshall

Field & Co.'s recent tele show and demonstraiion ... • Howard Hughes'

next flying venture the Civil Aeronautics Authority permitting

will be a high altitude trans-Atlantic flight in a new Boeing

sub-stratosphere plane ... • National survey organization is check-

ing the public on their reaction to "Intermezzo" title for Selz-

nick's pix starring Leslie Howard and on the authority of the

Dallas Times Herald's Jimmy Lovell Texans allow as how it doesn't

mean a thing

T
• '''• • FOR YOUR birthday greeting shopping list here

are some advance dates and names Aug. 17: John Hay
Whitney, John McCormick, Charles Judels, W. Stewart McDonald

Aug. 18: Gus Edwards, Robert Weitman Aug. 19:

Edward K. O'Shea, Edward H. McBride, Colleen Moore, Kenneth

MacKenna, Marie Wilson Aug. 20: Fred A. Kelsey, Bernard

Hyman Aug. 21: Hiller lnnes, Al Rogell, Bert Roach, James
Dent, Louis Brock Aug. 22: Samuel Goldwyn, Charles Gar-

rett Aug. 23: Max Fleischer Thought you'd like to

know

INDUSTRY AWAITING

A F OF L DECISIOI

(Continued from Page 1)

had decided on terms whereby
new international union would b
set up with a charter granted t

Ralph Whitehead, AFA ex( Viv
secretary. According to Ralph Jior
gan's understanding, such a charte
would give Whitehead full authorit;
to organize vaudeville and nigh
club performers.
The film stars and players returne<

to Hollywood by plane on Saturda;
for a big mass meeting schedule*
for last night when Morgan was t<

report on the progress to date. Ii

a press interview Friday, Morgai
stated that the 4-A's would no
weaken and that the threat of i

strike still stands until a final deci
sion is reached.
A representative of the 4-A's wil

return here today to hear the Execu
tive Council decision.
Morgan made it known to repcrt

ers that everything was not as peace-
ful at Thursday's meeting as Greer
had indicated. He said, however
that the film people were "hopeful.'
Lawrence Tibbett said he would re-

turn here if necessary.
Morgan's statement read: "Ir

view of the communication from the

executive council just received, wt
feel we are justified in waiting foi

further announcement on Monday
There are many humans affected
We have considered every angle
The decision should be one to affect

the entire labor industry. We should
temper our feelings for a quick
decision. However, we will not weak
en in our stand."

Green's statement: "I have ordered
the special committee to continue
its negotiations and have hope that
something definite will come out of

it. The committee made a partial

repcrt."

He refused to comment on this

partial report, but it was believed
by many that it had to do with a

new international charter.
No 4-A representative or IATSE

people sat in Friday's meeting. The
session was barred to the press.

Alexander Renews Deals

Colorado Springs — Alexandei
Film Co. has renewed exclusive
deals for the exhibition of short

commercials with the W. S. Butter
field Theaters of Michigan, Redwood
Theaters of California and Frisina

Amusement Co. of Illinois, Iowa and
Missouri. s

WEDDING BELLS

Sam W. Morris, makeup editor of

the Motion Picture Daily, was mar-
ried Saturday to Ruth Banker of

Chicago.

Detroit—Edward Jacobson, man-
ager of the Rainbow Theater, was
married to Mollie Kozel, formerly
secretary at the Capital Theater.
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J. M. SGHENCK RAPS

GOV'T INTERFERENCE

(Continued fiom Page 1)

ness who think they can get ad-
vantages by going to the Govern-
ment," Schenck said at a press con-

fe ,\:e in his suite at the Waldorf
To^*s. "As long as they can get

the Government's ear, they are go-

ing to run to it and complain."
Asked if he cared to be quoted

in calling such tactics "blackmail,"
Schenck said, "Go ahead and print

it."

No Monopoly, Says Schenck

Schenck said he did not believe

there was any monopoly in either the

exhibition or distribution branches
of the industry. The picture ex-

ecutives are always willing to ad-

just complaints, he said, adding that

an important clearance situation in-

volving Fox West Coast had re-

cently been cleared up without the

Government's help.

It was pointed out to Schenck
that Darryl Zanuck was quoted in

the Saturday Evening Post as say-

ing that the life of a picture was
only three months. To which
Schenck replied that Zanuck was a

good producer, but not an authority
on distribution problems.
"We are getting revenue from pic-

tures more than a year old. It may
be that Zanuck meant that the most
money is obtained from the first

three months of distribution," com-
mented the 20th-Fox board chair-

man.
In regard to the Government's

equity suit against the majors,
Schenck said that 20th Century-
Fox did not fear the action but it

resented the Government's interfer-

ence.
Theater divorcement would not

do any harm, he asserted. If the law
tells the producer-distributors to

get rid of their theaters, Schenck
said, "we'll sell them to individuals

and probably get better prices for

our pictures and make more money."

Opposed to 20 Per Cent Cancellation

When asked about the proposed
Trade Practice Code, Schenck said

that he was not as familiar with
the details of it as was Sidney R.

Kent, but that he did not favor the

20 per cent cancellation provisions.

He said if he had his way, we
wouldn't give one per cent cancel-

lation.

Schenck said he did not discuss

the equity suit with President
Roosevelt with whom he had lunch
on Thursday, but he had talked

about Government regulation with

the President at previous times.

"We don't agree on that subject,"

he said.

"The sooner the Government stops

suing business, the better business
will be," Schenck concluded.

Stewart Plans Agency
Lee Stewart, former casting di-

rector at the Vitaphone studios, re-

turns Tuesday from an extended
stay in Hollywood. He intends to

onen his own theatrical agency in

New York.

THE WEEE IN REVIEW
The Labor Crisis—Warners in S. A.?

(Continued from Page 1)

trust action against Crescent Amuse-
ment Co., Inc., and eight affiliated

exhibitor companies, plus 11 distrib-

utors. Crescent operates some 100
houses in Tennessee, Kentucky, Ar-
kansas, Alabama and Missouri. . . .

Hearings were continued in Federal
Court, Southern District, N. Y., on
Atlas' underwriting agreement pro-
posed in connection with flotation of

new RKO company's common stock.

On the week-end, Federal Judge Bon-
dy was poised to render a decision.

NEW RKO CONTRACT: Desire
expressed for years by exhib. inter-

ests for a simplified form of exhibi-

tion contract fulfillment via an-
nouncement that such a contract will

be forthcoming from RKO-Radio on
company's new season product.

* * *

TELEVISION: Station WOR ap-
plied to FCC for license to erect a
tele station in New York area to de-

velop program technique and engin-
eering advancement.

FOREIGN
WARNERS IN S. A.: Cable from

Rio asserted visit of Sam E. Morris,
WB vice-prexy, is for purpose of sur-

vey of company's present first-run

theater representation, with either

theater purchases or direct construc-
tion of new houses planned by com-
pany if deemed advisable.

ON OTHER FRONTS: Added
steps for a series of top-bracket
pictures to be made at Warners' Ted-
dington studios are expected to ma-
terialize during H. M. Warner's visit

to England, London cable states,

adding that, with a gross of $1,500,-

000 in British Empire alone for
"Confessions of a Nazi Spy," pix is

expected to roll up one of largest
grosses in WB history. , . . Also
from England issued word that GB
may again pay dividends by 1940,

and that NATKE, British counter-
part of IATSE in U. S., will press
for 48-hour week, plus "closed shop"
in pix houses. . . . Reciprocal quota
legislation twixt Britain and Aus-
tralia also loomed.

"Free List" for Plotless

Shows Must Pay U. S. Tax

Operators of film theaters offer-

ing stage attractions as added fea-
tures must start collecting admis-
sion taxes from all persons on the
free list, including critics, the De-
partment of Internal Revenue has
decreed.

Department has just dug up a
clause in the law which requires such
revues, vaude and other shows lack-

ing "a constructive nar-rative inter-

preted by a single set of characters
all necessary to the development of

the plot."

While some managers yesterday
were reported as ready to pay the
tax on reviewers' passes out of the
till, there was some question wheth-
er this practice would be acceptable
to Revenue officials.

As construed, the only persons who
will not have to pay are bona fide

employes of the management, muni-
cipal duties and children under 12.

Testimonial to Nat Levy

Set Sept. 30 in Detroit

Detroit — Testimonial dinner to

Nat Levy, RKO divisional manager
recently transferred from Detroit,

will be given here Sept. 30. All ex-

change managers are on a commit-
tee of the Variety Club, headed by
Eddie Heiber, Universal manager.

Others serving are: John Howard,
Paramount; Lester Sturm, 20th-Fox;
William Flemion, Excellent; Sam
Seplowin, Republic; Harlan Starr,

Monogram; Moe Dudelson, United
Artists; Frank J. Downey, M-G-M;
F. E. North, Vitagraph; Carl H.
Shalit, Columbia; and James F.

Sharkey, RKO.

Crescent to Fight Gov't

Suit to Limit—Sudekum

(Continued from Page 1)

in Federal Court here to the limit,

it was indicated at the week-end
by Tony Sudekum, its prexy.
"We will prepare to do all we

can to legally defend ourselves,"
Sudekum declared.

Defendants, in addition to Cres-
cent, in the action are: Cumberland
Amusement Co., Lyric Amusement
Co., Inc., New Strand Co., Strand
Enterprise Corp., Rockwood Amuse-
ments, Inc., Cherokee Amusement
Co., Kentucky Amusement, Inc., and
Muscle Shoals Theaters, Inc., to-

gether with certain of their officers

and directors, and Paramount Pic-
tures, Paramount Film Distributing
Corp., Loew's, Inc., RKO, Universal
Pictures, Universal Film Exchanges,
20th Century-Fox, United Artists,

Columbia Pictures, Warner Bros,

and Vitagraph.

Sudekum said that he knew of

no action or policy of Crescent or

its affiliates which would warrant
the Government's charges and that

no indie or group had complained
of unfair competition.

Dr. \Q Decision Today
Chicago—Hearing began Friday

on the Doctor IQ case before Ref
eree Mathew Covelli. Decision is

expected today. The plaintiffs are
being represented by Grant Shorey
and Leonard Reid. Col. Martin
Foss is acting for the city.

UA African GHQ Open
Johannesburg (By Cable)—With

the arrival of A. A. Loew, managing-
director for United Artists in South
Africa, the company has formally
opened offices at 80 Delvers St.

GRIERSON TO COAST

TO SURVEY PROD'N

(Continued from Page 1)

ods with respect to both feature and
short films.

Grierson disclosed that film circles

in the U.K. are conscious of the fact
that if picture-making in British
studios is to attain and maintain top
standards, it should take cognizance
of what he termed "the new vitality"

which is apparent in Hollywood stu-
dios.

There, he said, a new generation
of producers appears to be spring-
ing up, a school which injects authen-
ticity into features, and lends nov-
elty and "twists" to shorts, thereby
capturing public interest. A note-
worthy trend, he added, is toward
a documentary feeling in the big
type of American photoplay, and
this tack is winning favor with audi-
ences.

Grierson plans to go from the
West Coast to Australia and New
Zealand, where he will study film
setup, and, following his return to

England, will transmit his survey
findings to film interests in England
in order that production methods
can be improved.

Something New: Exhibitors

Put Up Awards in "U" Drive

(Continued from Page 1)

salesmen and exchanges in the "Ex-
hibitors' Sponsored Testimonial" to

Universal.
M. A. Lightman, head of the

Malco circuit in Memphis, will pre-
sent the "best piece of luggage
money can buy" to the winning-
salesman, adding that "it had bet-

ter remain in Memphis." John No-
lan of the Commerford Theaters is

offering a cash award, while Bob
O'Donnell of the Texas Interstate
Circuit is offering a prize of his

own. Charles Hayman, Buffalo the-
ater man, is so sure that a local

salesman will win that he is put-
ting up $200 in cash.

TMAT Membership to be

Polled on Affiliation

TMAT's attitude on affiliation

with an international A F of L
union will be decided by a vote of

the entire membership through bal-

lots which will be mailed to every
member. At a midnight meeting
at the week-end, the film group
within the organization asked for

affiliation with the IATSE, but this

move was tabled and the over-all

membership vote was decided on.

Meeting was held at the Capitol

Hotel, but was closed.

Philip Kendis III

Cleveland—Philip Kendis, head of
Exhibitor Poster Service, is con-
fined to bed with a back ailment, re-

sulting from a fall several years ago.

Mrs. Flora Edmond Dead
Manchester, N. H—Mrsr Flora

Kendall Edmond, a theater opera-
tor here for several years, is dead.
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GOL. EQUITY ANSWER

CALLS GO. AN INDIE

(Continued from Page 1)

required, and with illustrations from
various experiences of Columbia.
Answer also raised two separate

affirmative defenses, the first that

contracts had been made with some
19 New York exhibitors and a num-
ber of artists including Irene Dunne
and Cary Grant, previous to the

commencement of the suit, and that

these- parties must be made defen-

dants if a decree affects their con-

tracts. The second defense cites

the Government's suit brought in

Texas in 1937 against Columbia and
the Interstate Circuit and claims

that offenses allegedly committed
by Columbia should have been heard
at that time.

Re-defines Major Producers

Columbia disputes the Govern-
ment's definition of a major pro-
ducer, claiming that a prerequisite

is that company must be engaged in

the exhibition as well as the pro-

duction field. A major distributor,

it said, must be one which produces
and exhibits in addition to its dis-

tribution activities.

Answer questions the importance
of the definition of affiliated theaters

and stated that the true test
j
is

whether booking is done for a single

theater or several, and that the

term circuit would apply to mdre
than one theater. Columbia termed
itself an independent producer and
distributor of motion pictures.

The answer went into some length

to describe how Columbia entered

into the distribution field, ajhd

claimed that it had done so in 1929

against its own wishes in order to

insure a fair price for its pictures.

It stated "If Columbia were com-
pelled to desist from distributing

its own pictures, it would find that

pictures in which it had invested

millions of dollars annually, would
be incompetently and inefficiently

handled, improperly exploited and
the financial returns wholly inade-

quate."
Columbia also disputed the Gov-

ernment's claim that the number
of pictures produced had decreased
in the last 10 years, and cited fig-

ures to show that indie producers
had made 5,096 pictures over a per-

iod of the last 10 years and the ma-
jors had produced 3,312 for the same
period.

Cites Borrowing Troubles

In defense of the Government's
attack upon the custom of loaning

Howling Success
Harrisburg, Pa.—A luncheon for babies

to plug "Bachelor Mother," which opened
yesterday at the Senate Theater, was
termed by Manager Robert C. Sidman as

a "howling success." Fourteen babies

with their mothers attended the lunch-

eon in the Penn-Harris Hotel, at which
Ginger Rogers was hostess, by proxy.

Proxy was Mack Whiting, of RKO's New
York office. Five members of the Vis-

iting Nurse's Association were on hand
to see that everything went well. A
pianist played lullabies during the lunch-

eon.

Expanded Scope of TNEC Monopoly Probe
Will Materially Affect Film Industry
Washington Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY

Washington—While the TNEC plans a greatly expanded study of the national
economic structure in the hall, the tentative agenda does not specifically include tilms.

However, the 26 ditrerent headings tor the general program indicate that pix will be
materially attected, it indirectly.

Status ot competition, anti-trust laws, Federal licensing, analysis of financial state-
ments, history of mergers, international trade barriers, traue associations, trade practice
conference agreements—tnese are all listed.

Significantly, the expanded scope also will force the TNEC to reply on reports from
such government agencies as the Departments of Justice and Commerce and Federal
I raae Commission lor much ot the information on which legislative recommendations
wi.i De t/i<u.tared in March next.

SGHENCK HOLDS SAG

PAGT IS STRIKE BA

Seven New Plays to Keep 200 Execs, and Showmen
Majors' Scouts on Jump At Lichtman Testimonial

Major company scouts face a busy
weeK, with total of seven new plays
set lor tryouts in straw-hats.

"Viceroy ttarah," nistorical drama
concerning i^jueen Anne, the Duchess
of Marlborough ana Abigail Hill,

by Morman Umsbury, opens tonight
at the Deertrees Theater, Harrison,
Me. Dame May Whitty and Mady
Christians win have leading roles.

"Life With Father," adapted by
Howard Lindsay and Russel Grouse
from the Clarence Day stories, opens
tonight at the Lakewood Theater,
Skowhegan, Me. A comedy by Sey-
mour Gross, "The Moorings," opens
tonight at the Long Beach Theater.
The author will have a principal

role.

The Woodstock Playhouse, Wood
stocK, N. Y., presents George Ford's
"Auaacious Mr. Booth," starting
Thursday. The Wharf Theater,
Provincetown, Mass., opens the Dor-
othy Cummings play, "The Woman
Brown," tonight. The Hubert The
ater, Newfoundland, Pa., offers

"American Cartoon," authqr un-

listed, which is described as a satiri

cal comedy with incidental music,
Wednesday. The Tamarack Play
house, Lake Pleasant, N. Y., will

produce Arthur Goodrich's comedy,
•'I've Got an Idea," with William
Harrigan on Friday.

personnel and stars Columbia
claimed that it was essential for its

survival and that no company could

carry on its payroll a specific num-
ber of stars and technicians to fill

parts in all productions, As a mat-
ter of fact, the answer said, "Co-
lumbia has always found it very dif-

ficult to borrow a star" and on nu-
merous occasions it has been refused
outright. The answer cited instances
of this and claimed that there was
keen competition in obtaining stars,

technicians and stories, and that
the practice was just as general
with independent producers. Stars,

themselves, insist upon this practice

so that they might secure suitable

roles, it was stated.

Columbia denied indulging in

harsh selling practices and defended
the practice of block-booking, claim-
ing that it was as beneficial to the
exhibitor as it was to the producer.
The answer claimed that exhibitors
had a more profitable business than
producers, and that in many in-

stances large combines of exhibi-

tors, through threats and intimida-

tion, had been able to exact unfairly
low prices for product.

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—More than 200 execs

and showmen from the Eastern
area attended the testimonial dinner
to A. E. "Abe" Lichtman, marking
his 50th anniversary as an exhibitor,
at the Willard Friday night.

Lichtman was presented with a
21-jewel wrist watch by his friends.
His other gifts included a traveling
case from his own employees, and
a scroll containing the signatures
of all present at dinner.
Among those present were: Wil-

liam F. Rodgers, William Scully,
Jay Emanuel, Ray Bell, James Fon-
taine, Robert Smeltzer, Robert
Kreisler, Obert Folliard, Rudolph
Berger, John Eberson, Julian Bry-
lawski, Edmund Plohn, Sam and
Jake Flax, Sidney Lust, Hardie
Meakin, Gene Ford, W. E. Wilcox,
Abe Tolkins, Fred Rohrs, Sam
Wheeler and Carter Barron.

French Ambassador to Get
Pix Smuggling Presentment

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Acting Secretary of

State Welles, Friday received a
New York Grand Jury's presentment
charging misuse of the French
Embassy's pouch service in the
smuggling of French motion pic-

ture films into the United States.
Welles said he would send a copy

of the presentment to the French
Ambassador and would invite the
Ambassador to make any comments
he might desire. Pending receipt
of such comments Welles declined
to discuss the presentment.

Lenwal to Produce Pix

in British West Indies

Lenwal Productions, Inc., of this
city, will shoot "Daughter of the
Isle of Jamaica" (tentative title) in

Jamaica, B.W.I. Arthur Leonard,
who recently produced "Straight to

Heaven," is producing and directing,

his crew including Jay Rasher, Syl
Priestly, Thomas Priestly and
George Twillinger, latter also au-
thor of the story.

Cast, including Nina May McKin-
ley, Jack Carter, Hamtree Harring-
ton, Ida James, Willa May Lane and
Emmett Wallace, leaves New York
for Jamaica today. Advance party,

headed by Leonard, is already there.

Counsel for the company are Oli-

phant & Lerman.

(Continued from Page 1)

Assn., who said that the actors a:

actresses could not strike becau
of their contracts with the prodt
ers.

Schenck explained that urf * •• t

pacts signed in 1937 by the SA
SDG and ASC, players, directo
and cameramen agreed not to stri

for 10 years. The contract
mains in force until 1947, Schen
said. The Screen Actors Guild
not a labor union, he added, but
corporation formed to act as a bs

gaining organization for the pla

ers. However, under the agre
ment, he said, a producer can si

an individual member for non-pa
formance of his contract, or enjd
him from working for another pi

ducer.
The various guilds (SAG, et\

are not prevented from becoming a

filiated with the CIO if their mei
bers vote for it, Schenck said, ad

ing that the producers probab
would not object to such a move
long as their contracts with t

studios were not violated.
However, Schenck said he cot

see no reason for screen play
joining any union. He said the s

dios were closed shops with IAT
contracts with the exception of |
guilds whose contracts with the st|

dios were respected by the IA.
Schenck flew back to the Co

Friday afternoon.

•

$100,000 Loan to Wm. Bioff

Repaid, Says Jos. Schenck
Joseph M. Schenck admitted F

day that he had made a loan
$100,000 to William Bioff, form
IATSE leader, but said that t\

loan had been repaid. Beyond th
statement, Schenck refused to con
ment on the transaction which a
legedly took place in June, 1937

Michigan Allied May
Hold October Conventioi

Detrcit—Directors of Allied The
aters of Michigan are to meet to sej

lect date in October—probably—an<|

place for the annual convention.

Mrs. Reinhart Recovering
Canton, O.—Mrs. Harry Reinl

hart, wife of the owner of a local

theater circuit, is at Montefiore|
Hospital, Pittsburgh, where she iff

convalescing from an operation.

Remembered
Oklahoma City—Listeners to Ernest

Fair's daily motion picture program on
KOCY here were asked to name their

favorite picture they would like to see

brought back. Most frequently sug-
gested were:
"A Star Is Born," "Thanks for the

Memory," "It Happened One Night,"
"Little Women," "Adventures of Tom
Sawyer," "Personal Property," "Les Mis-
erables," "One Hundred Men and a

Girl," "Lilac Time" and a number of

requests were received for "any Rudolph
Valentino picture."
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U. S. Majors Block Taxation Provision in Cuban Bill

AFL COMMITTEE CONSIDERING FIVE-POINT PLAN
, .

Hays Sounds Keynote for Industry's Golden Jubilee
MPPDA Prexy Lists 39 Out-

standing Films for Fall

and Winter
By RALPH WILK

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Pointing out that

present day films "do not merely
recreate for the moment but give
their audiences something to take
home with them," Will H. Hays,
MPPDA prexy, in a statement re-

leased for publication today sounds
the keynote for the industry's Gol-
den Jubilee.
'Looking back over the brief per-

iod of the past two decades, it may
(Continued on Page 3)

GUARANTEES AGAINST

FRENCH VISAS ASKED

Paris (By Cable) — Agreement
with the French government is be-
ing sought here by the American
majors which will guarantee the
elimination of the visa system for

all time, and will also stipulate that
in the event any new quota legisla-

tion is sought by the French gov-
ernment, the distribs. will have a

year of grace before they must
comply with it.

Binghamton Indies Will

Shift to Single Bills

All of the independent theaters
in Binghamton, N. Y., will shift to

a single-feature policy after Labor
Day, it was learned yesterday. De-
cision to drop double feature pro-

grams was made at a meeting of

New York Allied members in Bing-
hamton on Friday. Approximately
six houses will be affected.

Philly Indies Plotting

Court Battle on Games

Philadelphia — City indie exhibs
are getting money together to

finance a test on games in the city.

A committee is contacting theater-
(Continued on Page 4)

Final Distributor Approval of Film Code
Slated at Sales Execs. Meet Tomorrow

Final approval of the revised trade practice code is expected tomorrow when the
sales managers of the seven majoi companies participating in the code are scheduled
to convene. While it has been reported generally that the re-vamped draft has been
completed, it is understood that tomorrow's session has been called for the purpose of

giving the document the final okay.
Release of the changes or additions to the code has been promised definitely for

this week. It may be that the details will be revealed after the meeting tomorrow.

N. J. ALLIED EXPECTS

400 AT A. C. PARLEY

Biggest attendance in history is

expected at the New Jersey Allied
convention and Eastern Regional
Conference scheduled for the Ritz-

Carlton Hotel, Atlantic City, Sept.
6-8. From present indications,

more than 400 exhibitors and dis-

tributor representatives will be on
hand, according to E. Thornton Kel-
ly, executive secretary of New York

(Continued on Page 3)

Judge Bondy Signs Order

Okaying RKO Stock Change

Federal Judge William Bondy yes-

terday approved the certificate of in-

corporation of RKO, the new com-
pany's by-laws, the proposed form
of common and preferred stock cer-

(Continued on Page 4)

PHILLY TRUST ACTION

NAMES S-W, 6 MAJORS

Philadelphia — Another anti-trust

suit was recorded against the ma-
jors and Stanley-Warner when the

case of George Graves, of the Car-
man theater, against them was re-

vealed as having been filed in U. S.

District Court last Friday.
Defendants, served yesterday were

Warners, Loew's, Paramount, RKO,
(Continued on Page 7)

Loew's May Add Nabes

in Argentine's Capital

Loew's, Inc., is considering the

acquisition or construction of sev-

prf>\ neighborhood theaters in Buenos
Aires, according to Sam N. Burger,
special foreign representative, who

(Continued on Page 4)

Squawks of U. S. Distributors Block

Taxation Provision in Cuban Measure

Columbus Exhibs' Co-op

Booking Attempt Fails

Columbus, 0.—Effort by local ex-

hibs. to establish a booking combine
has met with failure, but the cor-

porate setup remains, indicating the

exhibs. haven't given up the idea.

Virgil Jackson, operator of four
houses, is president of Theater Ser-

(Continued on Page 7)

Havana (By Cable)—Bill intro-

duced in the lower branch of the

Cuban Congress providing for a tax

uoon motion picture distributors of

33 per cent of gross admission re-

ceipts, and limiting film rentals

payable to foreign distributors of

producers to not more than 40 per

cent of gross admissions, has been
defeated in its original form.

Althouarh the bill is still alive, it

(Continued on Page 3)

Decision Expected Today As
Council Orders Meets

Be Continued
Atlantic City—Following four days

of meetings, William Green, AF of L
president, announced last night that
although progress had been made
by the special negotiating commit-
tee which is attempting to clear up
the AAAA-IATSE-AFA jurisdiction-
al question, no decision has yet been
reached.

It was learned however, that the
committee, consisting of representa-
tives of AAAA and the AF of L
Council, has under consideration a
five-point plan. They were said to

be in agreement on four of these
points, differing only on a point in-

volving personalities. Proposed plan
is believed to take in the following:

1—Elimination of Ralph White-
(Continued on Page 4)

BROADWAY BIZ BUCKS

WEATHER, STAYS BIG

Notwithstanding adverse weather,
week-end business of the big pix
palaces in the Great White area
was highly satisfactory, checkup
yesterday disclosed.

The "takes" recorded fell some-
(Continued on Page 4)

Mass. Labor Board Rules

Against TMAT in WMT Case

Springfield, Mass. — The Spring-
field local of the TMAT suffered a

setback yesterday when its petition

for certification as collective bar-

gaining agency for employes of the
Western Massachusetts Theaters,

(Continued on Page 4)

Boston Ushers Strike Hits

M & P Suburban Theaters

Boston — IATSE ushers strike

which got underway Friday at the
Metropolitan Theater and spread

(Continued on Page 7)
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Pope Receives Pettijohn
Rome (By Cable)—Charles C. Pet-

tijohn, MPPDA general counsel, and
his eldest son, Charles, Jr., were re-
ceived by Pope Pius XII at the
Pope's summer home on Saturday.
Pettijohn and his son sail for New
York on the Normandie on Aug.. 28.

SAFETY LLOYDS
FILM STORAGE CORP.

Storage by Reel or Vault
729 Seventh Ave.
New York City I PfAl IDITV
BRyant 9-5600 SEitUnl

Penn. General Assembly Oklahoma Allied Unit
May Convene on Nov. 13 May Meet on Sept. 26-27

Hariisburg, Pa.—Republican lead-
ers have set Nov. 13 as a tentative
date for a special session of the
General Assembly, it is learned here
by The Film Daily. The proposed
call date is just six days after the
1939 municipal elections.

Amusement tax action is possible
at the special session since relief

and tax revision were considered
the major issues to be included in

the Governor's call.

Two amusement tax bills were
introduced during the recent ses-
sion of the Legislature, but neither
were brought out of committee. One
measure provided for a tax of one
cent for every 25 or fraction thereof
spent for amusement for relief pur-
poses, while the other provided for
the same taxation to provide a raise
in teacher's salaries. An emergency
one-cent amusement tax enacted
during the Earle Administration has
expired.

Wis. Salons to Resume
Tax Bill Consideration

Madison, Wis. — Administration
leaders here are believed to have
sufficiently co-ordinated their forces
to return to the job of attempting
to enact a tax bill for the biennium,
tomorrow.
Whether the tax proposal will con-

tain anything to be feared by exhibi-
tors remains to be seen, although
there have been rumors of an in-

creased tax on chain stores. To date,
exhibitors have successfully staved
off a tax on film, admissions and an
occupational theater tax.

Small Chi. Houses Get
License Fee Reductions

Chicago—Effective Sept. 9 the
city tax on film theaters, seating
fewer than 350 persons, will be re-

duced from $250 to $200 a year.
For houses seating more than 250
and less than 750. the tax will be
reduced from $325 to $275. This
applies, according to city council
amendment, only to theaters making
a maximum charge of 25 cents.

Temporary D of J Field

Staff for Oklahoma City

Oklahoma City—Contrary to pre-
vious reports. Oklahoma City has
no chance of becoming the location
of a permanent anti-trust division
office of the Department of Justice.
A temporary field staff may be set

up here, however, officials have an-
nounced.

Holt to Confer on Policy

Nat Holt, RKO Great Lakes di-

vision manager, is vacationing in
Atlantic City. Before returning, he
will confer with home office officials

to determine the new season policy
at the RKO Palace, Cleveland.

Oklahoma City—-Tentative dates
for the Allied Theater Owners of
Oklahoma convention have been set
by the association's organizing com-
mittee as Sept. 26-27 at the Biltmore
Hotel in Oklahoma City.

First plans, according to chair-
man Orville Von Gulker, call for a
number of speakers on the first day
with a banquet that evening if a
"very important speaker" can be
secured.
The committee is set to meet again

Aug. 22 at the Biltmore to discuss
convention plans and arrange fur-
ther details, according to Von Gul-
ker.

N. D. Golden Commerce Rep.

at World Trade Center

Washington Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY

Washington — Secretary of Com-
merce Harry I. Hopkins has desig-
nated Nathan D. Golden, chief of
the Motion Picture Division as the
department's representative at the
World Trade Center of the New York
World's Fair for the week of Aug. 14.

Golden will be available to domes-
tic and foreign motion picture dis-

tributors for discussions of problems
relating to the industry during his

stay in New York.

Robert Lury Sails Today
For "U" Post in Japan

Robert Lury, whose appointment
as Universal representative in Japan
was announced recently by J. H.
Seidelman, foreign department head,
sails today from the West Coast on
the Kamakura Maru to take up his

new duties. Lury formerly was as-
sociated with M-G-M in Japan and
Manchuria and was general man-
ager in the Dutch East Indies.

Warners' Brazilian Exec.

Killed In Plane Crash

Rio de Janeiro (By Cable)—Eva-
risto G. Miranda, manager of War-
ners branch office in Recife, Brazil,

was killed in the crash of the Pan-
American Clipper at Rio de Janeiro
Sunday. Miranda was on his way
from Recife to Rio to attend a sales

meeting, called by Sam E. Morris.

Republic Signs Contract
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Threat of a strike of

directors and assistant directors at

Republic was averted late Monday
when Republic signed a contract with
Screen Directors' Guild to pay as-

sistant directors same scale and pro-

vide same working hours prevailing

at all major studios.

"U" Signs III. Circuits

Chicago—Peck Gommersall, Uni-
versal Exchange manager, says
down state circuits are signing up
rapidly. Among the 1939-40 con-

tracts received at the Chicago of-

fices, are the Alger, the Bailey, the

Kerosatoes and Hamline circuits.

conwiG mid come

H
Uni-J. CHEEVER COWDIN, board chairman of

versa!, is in Hollywood.

SAM ZIMBALIST, Metro producer, is vaca-
tioning in New York.

WALTER BATCHELOR has returned t« the
Coast after a New York visit. /}
WILLIAM WYLER, director, is here from Hol-

lywood for a brief stay.

CLEMENTE LOCOCO, Argentine exhibitor, re-
turns here this week from Hollywood en route
to Buenos Aires.

BERT STEARN, United Artists district man-
ager in Cleveland, is in New York on business.

DAVID NIVEN is at the Waldorf.

ERICH POMMER is due here Friday from
England on the Mauretania.

ROBERT STEVENSON, English director,

TAMARA, LEON LEONIDOFF, ERIC VON STRO-
HEIM. SIMONE BERRIAUD, ANDRE LEFAUR,
MICHEL SIMON, CLAUDE DAUPHIN, ROSINE
DERENE, LISE COURBET and YVES MIRANDE,
French producer, arrived yesterday on the Nor-
mandie.

JOHN EBERSON is scheduled to leave New
York tomorrow for Texas.

MRS. JOHN MEHAN and son leave Holly
wood for New York this week. They will be
there for three months.

MONTY BANKS, director for 20th-Fox in Eng-
land, arrived yesterday on the Normandie. He
goes to Hollywood tomorrow.

WILLIAM C. GEHRING, central division man
ager for 20th-Fox, left for Chicago last night
to continue negotiations with the Great States
Circuit for the 1939-40 product lineup.

S. BARRET McCORMICK, ad. and pub. chief-
tain of RKO, has delayed his scheduled departure
from the Coast for New York. He was expected
over the week-end.

FRANK DONOVAN, RKO Pathe News produc
tion manager, is vacationing.

LOUISE ROUSSEAU, assistant to Donovan, is

in Hollywood for a combined vacation and
business trip.

JAMES R. GRAINGER, Republic prexy, re-

turned from New Orleans yesterday morning
and left last night for Detroit, returning here
tomorrow.

CHARLES C. PETTIJOHN and his son
CHARLES, JR., sail from France Aug. 28 for

New York on the Normandie.

ROBERT H. LURY, newly appointed Universal
representative in Japan, sails today for Tokyo.

WILLIAM WYLER is here from the Coast.

L. W. CONROW, Altec president has returned
to New York from Washington.

HERBERT T. SILVERBERC, Coast film attor-

ney, was in Cleveland yesterday; subsequent
stops en route to Hollywood are Detroit, St.

Louis, Kansas City, Oklahoma City, Dallas and
Denver.

EIGHT YEARS
With eight years of experience with

major companies behind me, with a

record to be proud of finds me now
in quest of a new affiliation due to

circumstances over which I have no

control. My foreign production de-

partment experience qualifies me to

fill any position in a foreign produc-

tion department where my past ex-

perience will prove of exceptional

value to the right company. I am
experienced in superimposing, re-

recording of commentary versions,

censorship cutting, French dialogue

pictures and editing of English titles.

Knowledge of French, Spanish and

Italian.

Write Box No. 1200

THE FILM DAILY
1501 Broadway New York City
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be that future historians will mark
as a great milestone in the art the
period when the screen developed a
sense of public responsibility," Hays
sa.j_.) "That is the basis of the in-

dustry's self-regulation which has
added vastly to the dignity and sig-

nificance of the art."
Asserting that "today the better

products of the screen are addressed
to a universal audience, and movie
entertainment covers the whole ga-
mut of drama, history, literature
and life," the MPPDA exec, adds
that the new pictures "do not mark
the closing of a period but the be-
ginning of a new and greater era
of universal entertainment."
Hays concludes with a summary

of 39 forthcoming pix for the Fall
and Winter season. Singled out for
mention are:
"Abe Lincoln in Illinois," "Adven-

tures of Sherlock Holmes," "Alleg-
heny Frontier," "Another Thin
Man," "Babes in Arms," "Balalaika,"
"Disputed Passage." "Drums Along'
the Mohawk," "Eternally Yours,"
"Fifth Avenue Girl," "First Love,"
"Golden Boy," also—
"Gone With the Wind," "Holly-

wood Cavalcade," "In Name Only,"
"Intermezzo," "Mr. Smith Goes to

Washington," "Ninotschka," "North,
west Passage," "Nurse Edith Ca-
vell," "On Your Toes," also—

"Pinocchio," "Rulers of the Sea,"
"Stanley And Livingstone," "The
Blue Bird," "The Great Dictator,"
"The Hunchback of Notre Dame."
"The Light That Failed," "The Old
Maid," "The Private Lives of Eliza-
beth and Essex," "The Rains Came,"
also

—

"The Swiss Family Robinson,"
"The Underpup," "The Wizard of
Oz," "The Women," "Tower of Lon-
don," "Victor Herbert," "We Are
Not Alone," "When Tomorrow
Comes."

Peerless Plans 8-6
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Series of action melo-

dramas, calling for a maximum of
eight and a minimum of six pic-

tures, will be produced for the state
rights market by Peerless Pictures,
nc. it was announced yesterday by
Sam Efrus.

Leroux Acquires Rights

Leroux Film and Trading Corp.,
New York, has closed a deal for the
North and South American distri-

bution rights to "La Route Heroi-
que" which is being produced by the
French SIPEC company in Paris.

ST
Columbus, 0.—Mr. and Mrs. Bill

Pullin, Jr., are parents of Bill, III,

born Aug. 9. Father is associated in

business with his father at the Lin-
den Theater. Bill, Sr., is chief barker
of Variety Club, Tent Two.

ALCNG THE

with PHILM. DALY;
• • • SO youse gals and guys who give your all ior this

biz in the domestic sales departments think you have troubles.

do you well, mesdames and sirs .... you don't know what real

trouble is take it from a visiting exec for a major company

in the Far East and if you won't take his word for it

he's prepared to produce a scrapbook or two to prove what follows

A A '

• • • SUPPOSE you were blamed because natives with

bolo knives were continually cutting up an exhib.'s

screen said exhib. claiming the responsibility was yours

because you sold the film that irked the Philippine headhunt-

ers things got so bad in this particular house that the

exhib. finally fell back on paper screens and thus re-

duced the loss then there's the story about the Chinese who
tossed hand grenades at the ticket seller, the screen and the

audience and the kinfolks of the deceased promptly

stacked the coffins in the theater lobby and picketed the

house not content with that they sued the owner
and the latter promptly sued the distrib

T
• • • AND how would you like it if you had to think up title

changes like these for Chinese distribution "Wife, Doctor

and Nurse" became "In His Right and Left Arms" "Marked Wo-

man" became "Tears In a House of 111 Repute," tch, tch "God's

Country and the Woman" was turned into "Green Hills and Red

Powder" while "The King and the Chorus Girl" somehow appeared

as "A Playful Dragon Has a Lark with a Phoenix" those are mild

. . . .we blush at some of the others expense accounts also provide

some amazing reading matter an item for 75 cents was listed by

a Philippine salesman a footnote explained that he had hired a

porter to carry his film cans over 27 miles of impassable mountain

paths this was further explained by the salesman who said

that what with his own baggage and the film cans his total ton-

nage amounted to some ??? pounds and he really needed some

help T T
• • • IT took 100

—

count 'em, 100

—

of New York's Finest

yesterday to handle the metropolitan advent of Judy
Garland and Mickey Rooney ayid for a time it looked as if

they could have used more Yes, sir, Andy Hardy rode

high yesterday and so did Judy thanks to Loew's inde-

fatigable publicists

T
• • • BREVITIES. . . • Additional gifts of $1,378.63 re-

ceived by the MP Section of the Greater New York Fund have

swelled the total to $70,151.18 Loew's J. Robert Rubin reported

yesterday. . . • U. S. debut of "The End of a Day," French pix

at the Filmarte on Sept. 11 will be sponsored by Daniel Frohman,

Otis Skinner. Katharine Cornell Walter Hampden, May Robson,

George M. Cohan and Katharine Hepburn as a benefit for the

Actors' Fund. . . • As a television preparedness step the NBC
is reported planning to produce a series of four Mozart operas

at the 44th St. Theater development of talent is the objective. . .

• Nobody has ever accused Warners of lack of guts but it took

more than the average measure for that WB decision to title the

forthcoming Dr. Paul Ehrlich story "Test Number 606". . . • The

Lambs Annual Washing is set for next Sunday at the Percy Wil-

liams Home, East Islip, L. I. . . • If we were inclined to take seriously

that slap at the trade press which appeared in a New York

sheet yesterday we'd point out its reliance on the same trade

press for 99 per cent of the film news which appear in its

columns

U. S. MAJORS BLOCK

CUBAN TAX PROVISO

(Continued from Page 1)

is not expected to contain any pro-
visions which will tax importers
and distributors of foreign pictures
here when it is finally passed. Ob-
ject of the legislation is to raise
funds to foster the native industry.
American distribs. presented a

n'oint statement to the Legislature
in the form of a letter which pointed
out the iniquity of the proposed
special taxation and abrogation of
the right of free contracts, and also
showed that the estimated total of
receipts received by distributors
was greatly exaggerated.

N. J. Allied Expects 400
at Atlantic City Parley

(Continued from Page 1)

Allied, who is "on loan" to the New
Jersey unit.

Kelly said that reservations from
the major home offices were coming
in rapidly. Because of the Beauty
Pageant which opens in Atlantic
City during the convention, the ho-
tels are almost entirely booked up
and Kelly advises that exhibitors
who expect to attend should make
reservations immediately.

Prospective heavy attendance by
exhibitors is attributed to the large
number of important issues now
facing the industry, Kelly said.

Government To Probe Charge
of $100,000 Paid to Bioff

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Charles H. Carr, spe-

cial assistant to U. S. Attorney Gen-
eral Frank Murphy, arrived in Los
Angeles yesterday to start an in-

quiry into charges that William
Bioff, former Coast representative
for the IATSE, had been paid $100,-
000 by a major producer in con-
nection with the studio strike of
1937.

The investigation is expected to

last for several weeks and Carr's
recommendation will be submitted
to Washington to determine whether
any prosecution shall follow.

WEDDING BELLS

C. W. Kent, Altec inspector, will

be married on Sept. 2 to Miss Mary
O'Dell. Thirty Eastern District
Altec men honored Kent with a
bachelor dinner last week at the
Great Northern Hotel.

London (By Cable)—Engagement
is announced of Nova Pilbeam and
Penrose Tennyson, film director.

Chicago—Ted Lyon, Warner ex-
change bcoker, and Pearl Fireman,
assistant exchange cashier were mar-
ried, and are now honeymooning in

Canada.
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AFL COM, CONSIDERS

A FIVE-POINT PLAN

(Continued from Page 1)

head, AFA executive secretary, from
all actors' union activities.

2—Recognition of the right of

AAAA to expel AFA.
3—Reinstatement of Sophie Tuck-

er and Harry Richman.
4—Voiding of the charter issued

to AFA by IATSE.
5—Calling of an election of the

AFA membership to vote for a new
slate of candidates—the election to

be supervised by a joint committee
representing all interested parties.

Rumors that Ralph Whitehead would
resign as executive secretary of AFA
zvere denied last night in a statement
from Sophie Tucker, president of the

group. Miss Tucker claimed in her

statement that the AAAA had offered
Whitehead a clean bill of health if he
would resign, but that he had re-

fused on the ground that he had done
nothing dishonest.

Neither Miss Tucker nor Richman
would be barred from the ticket.

Green, at his press interview, was
of the opinion that the committee
would bring in a decision today and
said, "All parties concerned are
showing a more tolerant attitude

toward one another in regard to

questions under discussion."
Green said that the special com-

mittee is striving to maintain unity,

and that the IATSE, which has no
part in the meetings, will accept any
understanding reached by the Coun-
cil.

Matthew Woll last night was
hopeful about the situation. He
thought that developments looked
promising, and that the matter
might be cleared up today.

Yesterday's session of the AF of L
Council listened to reports of the

special committee but took no ac-

tion, other than to order the mem-
bers to continue along present lines.

It was learned yesterday that in

the event of a peaceful settlement

of the dispute, in all probability sus-

pension actions and charges by
AAAA affiliates against Miss Tuck-
er and Richman, would be dropped.

Judge Bondy Signs Order

Okaying RKO Stock Change

(Continued from Page 1)

tificates, the form of scrip certifi-

cates for fractional shares, and the

form of option warrants, in a signed

order.
Judge Bondy at the same time ap-

proved of proposed amendments to

the certificate of incorporation which
increases the authorized stock issue

to 8,000,000 shares of common.

Franchises to Goldberg
Cincinnati—Lee Goldberg of Big

Feature Rights has closed a five-

year franchise deal with Producers
Distributing Corp. for Ohio, Ken-
tucky and Indiana. Goldberg has

also closed with Alliance for the

same states plus Tennessee. War-
ners' Ohio houses have been signed

for the Alliance product.

New York Banks Ready to Back Coast
Indies Who Can Get Major Releases

New York banks are prepared to back West Coast production by indies who can
secure major releases, it was learned yesterday.

Several of the larger metropolitan banking institutions, seeking an investment
outlet for cash now crowding their vaults, are eyeing the West Coast situation, and
have indicated that they will be interested in any substantial indie propositions.

Couple of tentative deals were discussed here last week by Herbert T. Silverberg,

Coast film attorney, who is due back in Los Angeles Friday to further discussions.

Loew's May Add Nabes
in Argentine's Capital

(Continued from Page 1)

recently returned from South Amer-
ica and South Africa. Loew repre-
sentatives in Buenos Aires are
scouting after suitable' sites, Bur-
ger said.

M-G-M business in South Amer-
ica, he stated, has shown a steady
improvement. Installations of air

conditioning equipment have boosted
cheater grosses, Burger said, adding
that Loew's was the first to cool its

theaters and that other houses were
forced to follow suit.

Burger said that Clark Gable,
Mickey Rooney, Spencer Tracy,
Robert Taylor and Nelson Eddy are
the most popular M-G-M stars
among the South American women,
while Greta Garbo, Norma Shearer
and Jeanette McDonald rank the
highest among the men.
The trip to South America and

South Africa was of a routine na-
ture, Burger said, explaining that
it constituted one of his annual sur-
vey jaunts.

7 New Michigan Houses
Bow In During Quarter

Detroit—Quarterly report just re-

leased by Allied Theaters of Mich-
igan shows seven new theaters added
to the Michigan list: Rainbow, De-
troit; Albion, Albion; "B," Char-
lotte; New Century, Coopersville;
Flatroc, Flat Rock; New Garden,
Garden City; and the New Milan,
at Milan.
Two theaters in the state are re-

ported closed—the Wolverine and
Times Square, both of Detroit; six

houses upstate and one in Detroit
changed hands in the period.

Mrs. W. J. Millard Dead
Detroit—Mrs. William J. Millard,

63, owner of the Star Theater at
Gladwin, died in Saginaw General
Hospital, and was buried at Gladwin.
Three children survive. One daugh-
ter, Mrs. Pauline Heslop, who has
operated the house for the past year,
will continue as manager.

Leichter New York-Bound
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Mitch Leichter leaves

this week with a print of "Sudan"
for Portland, Denver, Dallas, At-
lanta, Philadelphia, New York, Can-
ada, Cleveland, Detroit, Chicago, St.

Louis, Kansas City and Minneapolis.

S-W Managers Meet
Philadelphia — Stanley - Warner

zone managers, district chiefs, etc.

meet here in annual session today.

Mass. Labor Board Rules

Against TMAT in WMT Case

(Continued from Page 1)

Inc., was denied by the state labor
ielations board commission.

Daniel J. Collins announced that
the union had lost a collective bar-
gaining election held May 15 by a
margin of three votes. Three of
the theater company employes were
declared ineligible and their votes
were not considered.

Three complaints filed against the
chain by the TMAT were dismissed
without prejudice. Collins recorded
the union had charged the company
with refusal to bargain in good
faith, intimidation and coercion of
its employes at the time of the elec-

tion and discrimination against
George Coleman, manager of the
Arcade Theater.

It was reported last night that
Coleman will be reinstated but not
at the Arcade and that two other
men who were forced out of employ-
ment by the closing of the Para-
mount July 5 would go back to work.
Harry Storin, former manager of

the Paramount, will not be rehired,
it was added. His place has been
filled by William T. Powell, former
newspaper editor in Maine and Ver-
mont.

Film "Kol Nidre" In N. J.

The Yiddishe Bande, Polish-Jew-
ish art troupe, who made their U.
S. debut on Broadway last season,
will be starred in "Kol Nidre," a
new Yiddish feature picture which
is now being produced and directed
by Joseph Seiden at the Cinema
studios at Palisade, N. J. Don Mal-
kames is doing the camera work on
the film, which is based on an orig-

inal story by Isidore Frankel. The
cast includes; Lillie Lilliana, Mena-
sha Oppenheim, Joseph Shoengold,
Bertha Hart, Yetta Zwerling and
Leon Liebgold. It is scheduled for

release in September.

Landy Forms Elite

Formation of Elite Productions,

Inc., was announced yesterday by
Ludwig Landy, pioneer producer of

foreign language pictures here.

Landy, who produced "Green Fields"

and "The Singing Blacksmith," plans

to make a series of three films in

the near future at' the Film Art
Studios, New York.

Hoffberg Sets Kraska Deal

Deal has been closed by Oliver

Unger, sales manager of J. H.
Hoffberg Co., Inc., with George
Kraska, operator of the Fine Arts
Theater, Boston, for the company's
1939-40 product lineup.

BROADWAY BIZ BUCKS

WEATHER, STAYS BIG

(Continued from Page 1)

what short of the previous week-
end, but one of the factors which
entered prominently into the resull
was the unusual fact that six i*f the
chief stands were offering hol\ }', ;rs

the first time such a condition has
prevailed in a proverbial blue moon
Considering this situation, highly in

dicative in itself of the strength oi

current product, turnstiles clickec
merrily.

Radio City Music Hall, checked ir.

with report that RKO Radio's "Ir
Name Only" stood a good chance oi

rolling up close to $90,000 in its

second week, the Saturday and Sun-
day business was so strong. The
Paramount, offering the seconc
week of "Beau Geste," grabbec
about $15,000 on the week-end, ar,

excellent showing. The two-daj
holiday saw the Roxv with "Stan-
ley And Livingstone," doing so well
that the attraction was immediately
slated for a third week. Rivoli
with the UA-Goldwyn magnet
"They Shall Have Music"; Capitol
housing UA-Korda's "Four Feath-
ers"; and the Astor, with the hardy
perennial "Goodbye, Mr. Chips," goi
worthy share of the patronage.
The only newcomer to the Broad

way scene, Warners' "The Old Maid"
at the Strand, cashed in handily
with gross steadily building. Yes-
terday the attraction did even bet-

ter than on opening day, evidence
of its entertainment power.

Reports received by 20th-Fox
from eight other keys where "Stan
ley And Livingstone" is beginning
runs are to the effect that figures

are surpassed only by "Jesse James"
and "Alexander's Ragtime Band"
as a business-getter.
"Four Feathers" continued to

chalk up records over the week-end,
United Artists reported yesterday.
Picture reportedly drew patronage
ranging from 35 to 60 p.c. above
normal in approximately 12 situa-

tions.

Philly Indies Plotting

Court Battle on Games

(Continued from Page 1)

men to contribute, with money to be
returned if the move does not go
through. William A. Schnader would
be the attorney if the plan is ef-

fectuated.

Carriers Hold Pix Biz
Chicago—Reduced express rates on

film packages under 35 pounds, which
became effective April 15, have failed

to cut into film carrier biz in this

territory, according to J. Allen of the

Allen Film Delivery Service.

Examination Ordered
Film Exchanges, Inc., yesterday

was ordered by New York Supreme
Court Justice Kenneth O'Brien to

appear for examination before trial

in the suit against it brought by
Celia Bershon.
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New Warner Season

The Old Maid '



Ms Singular An Achievement

As The Pulitzer Award Play

Ms Deeply To Be Cherished

As The Renowned Best Seller

Ms Assured Of Success

As Warner Bros/ Unfailing Production

Policy Can Make It

C

BETTE MIRIAM

DAVIS HOPKINS
THE OLD MAID

with

GEO. BRENT
DONALD CRISP • JANE BRYAN • LOUISE FAZENDA

JAMES STEPHENSON • JEROME COWAN • ¥M. LUNDIGAN • CECILIA LOFTUS

Directed Ly EDMUND GOULDING
Screen Play by Casey Robinson * Based on tbe Pulitzer Prize Play by Zoe Akins ana

tbe Novel by Edith Wharton • Music by Max Steiner • A First National Picture

JACK L. WARNER • HAL B. WALLIS • HENRY BLANKE
In Charge of Production Executive Producer Associate Prodi,
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PHILLY TRUST ACTION

NAMES S-W, 6 MAJORS

(Continued from Page 1)

UA and Universal in addition to

the Warner theaters. C. Brewster
Rhoades is the attorney for the
pkr tiff.

Wise has a run of Columbia and
20th Century-Fox product, which
probably accounts for their not be-

ing defendants.
Graves charges a conspiracy to

restrain trade as well as monopoly
on the part of the defendants. He
charges that the Carman has not
been able to get sufficient first-run

pictures for its operation. He
charges that the Uptown, a Stan-
ley-Warner house, buys approxi-
mately 300 pictures a year al-

though it cannot use more than 100
and that the Uptown is able to tie

up this product without obligation

to pay more than a small percent-
age. He also charges that the Up-
town thus controls the entire dis-

tribution without excessive financial

commitment. He claims that as a
result, the Carman has suffered sub-
stantial losses and that the at-

tending public has been affected by
this alleged restriction.

The plaintiff asks that the dis-

tributors be enjoined from entering
into any contract with respect to

the Uptown under which the exhibi-

tor defendants are permitted to buy
more feature pictures than can be
reasonably used by it, that the de-

fendants be enjoined from conspir-

ing in any way to prevent the plain-

tiff from enjoying first-run privi-

leges, and the defendants be en-
joined from encouraging or carry-

ing out any monopoly practices.

Grainger Closes 1939-40

Product Deal With Saenger

Deal has been closed by Republic
with the Saenger Theaters Corp.,

and Saenger Affiliated Theaters
Corp., for the company's complete
1939-40 product lineup, it was an-
nounced yesterday by James R.
Grainger, prexy, upon his return
from New Orleans. Pact covers 123
houses in Louisiana, Alabama, Mis-
sissippi and Florida.

In addition to Grainger, A. C.

Bromberg, southern franchise holder
for Republic, Clair Hilgers, south-

ern district sales manager, and Leo
Seicshnaydre, manager of Republic's

New Orleans exchange, represented
the company. Gaston Dureau and
L. C. Montgomery negotiated for
the theater chain.

Bob Burns
1

One-Nighter
Ft. Worth, Tex.—Bob Burns has

been set for two appearances at

Casa Manana, open air cafe-theater
in Fort Worth, Tex., on the night
of Aug. 21, by the William Morris
Agency, producers of the Casa Ma-
nana Revue. This will be the first

special one-nighter for this season.

Ray Noble's orchestra comes in for

two weeks on Aug. 18, while Tony
Martin is scheduled for one week's

I p.a. the following week.

Fewer Chi. Triples
Chicago-—Triple bills lost out over

the week-end in Chicago area, the
checkup showed only four houses fea-
turing triples. The Rosewood again
ottered a four feature program.

Premiums came back with a rush,

the checkup showing 45 houses ad-
vertising giveaways with their dual bills.

Premium use expansion is on in the
suburbs.

Boston Ushers Strike Hits

M & P Suburban Theaters

(Continued from Page 1)

during the day to the Paramount and
the Washington St. Olympia is

gaining additional momentum and
now includes M & P Theaters Corp.
houses in surburban Boston.
The walkout, which is pointed

toward union recognition and coin-
cidental "better working conditions"
and higher wages is centered in the
Paramount-affiliated theater chain.
Picketing ushers are seeking to turn
prospective customers to RKO and
Loew theaters where the ushers'
union has been recognized. A medi-
ation meeting was still unscheduled
yesterday.
Spokesman for the stagehands and

projectionists admitted that their
locals might be called out in sym-
pathy. There has been no attempt
so far as to establish a picket line

that AFL members may not pass.
Walkout is being directed by Wal-

ter Nolan, pre-medical student who
is president of the ushers' local and
is himself an usher at Loews The-
ater.

reviews of new mms

Columbus Exhibs' Co-op
Booking Attempt Fails

(Continued from Page 1)

vice, Inc., comprised of a majority
of local ehibitors, excepting the J.

Real Neth and Ethel Chesbrough
Circuits.

Failure of the five-month old com-
bine to justify existence may be at-

tributed to reported refusal of dis-

tributors to sell the houses as a
group.

Producers Reply to NLRB's
Complaint on SWG Contract

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Declaring they had

made every reasonable effort to ar-
rive at a written contract and that
they had been willing, and were still

willing, to continue collective bar-
gaining, the motion picture produc-
ers Monday filed an answer to an
amended complaint issued by the
NLRB based on charges made by the
Screen Writers' Guild.
The producers' reply states they

believe an effort is being made to

drive them into a contract with the
SWG for a term of less than seven
years, the period sought by the pro-
ducers.

Horton Rites Today

Ellenville, N. Y.—Funeral ser-

vices will be held here today for
Henry (Hi) Horton, 73, veteran ac-

tor.

"Lady Of The Tropics"
with Robert Taylor, Hedy Lamarr,

Joseph Schildkraut

M-G-M 92 mins.

LAMARR-TAYLOR COMBINE SHOULD
MAKE THIS ONE OF YEAR'S HEAVIEST
B. O. CLICKS.

Lamarr is beautiful, Lamarr is luscious

anl Lamarr here is definitely box-office

with a big bang. Teamed with Robert
Taylor, this is a double-header attraction

that will prove a magnet at any exhibitor's

theater. In addition to the two stars, the

brilliant talents of Joseph Schildkraut add
a suave polish to the finished product. A
capable cast of finished actors provides

more than adequate support for the prin-

cipals. Sam Zimbalist has given the film

a lavish production and Jack Conway in

his directorial capacity exacts every ounce
of glamour and drama that the story

allows. Action of the film is slow in

getting under way, but after the first

clinch between Lamarr and Taylor, the

audiences won't know or care whether or

not there is a story. Story opens with
arrival of Taylor, a playboy who is broke,

in Saigon, Indo China, on the yacht of

an American millionaire whose daughter
he plans to marry. The inevitable meeting
between the exotic halfcaste, Miss La-

marr, and Taylor takes place in a hurry

and he goes overboard hook, line and
sinker. However, numerous difficulties

crop up in the presence of a native prince

she is supposed to marry and the ominous
Schildkraut, power behind the local po-

litical scene, himself a halfcaste, and ex-

tremely desirous of marrying Hedy. She
marries Taylor and Schildkraut blocks her

from leaving the country by ordering the

governor to refuse her a passport. Things
go from bad to worse until she gets Taylor

a job in one of Schildkraut's rubber com-
panies. Naturally there is a price to pay,

and when Taylor returns from the rubber
olanration he learns what has happened.
He sets out to kill Schildkraut, but Hedy
gets there first and shoots him. She re-

turns to her hotel rooms and shoots her-

self, dying in Taylor's arms as he pleads

forgiveness. Her passport has been is-

sued, but Schildkraut had made certain

she would never use it. "East is East

and West is West, but never the twain

shall meet," to lift a line from Mr. Kipling.

CAST: Robert Taylor, Hedy Lamarr, Jos-

eoh Schildkraut, Gloria Franklin, Ernest

Cossart, Mary Taylor, Charles Trowbridge,

Frederick Worlock, Paul Porcasi, Margaret
Padula, Cecil Cunningham, Natalie Moor-
head.

CREDITS: Producer, Sam Zimbalist; Di-

rector, Jack Conway; Original Story and
Screenplay, Ben Hecht; Cameraman, George
Folsey; Editor, Elmo Vernon.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Excellent.

150 at Carriers Outing
Chicago—The Chicago Film Car-

riers Association had more than 150
-^embers and friends at the annual
"icnic at Manheim Woods, Sunday,
^he baseball game between the Film
Carriers and the Henri Elman Film
Row team was a highlight. Harry
Porter of the Photoplay Company's
poster division and C. H. Otto of
he Film Carriers headed the com-
mittee.

* SHORTS tV

"The Birthplace of Icebergs"
(Father Hubbard's Alaskan Adven-

tures)
20th-Fox ' 11 mins.

Top-Notch Entertainment
Something different in the shorts

field, this new 20th-Fox series prom-
ises to be outstanding. The initial

release, with a combined narrative
by Father Hubbard and Lowell
Thomas shows us that icebergs ac-
tually come up from the bottom of
the ocean instead of falling into the
sea from glaciers, which is the pop-
ular, but mistaken belief. The cam-
era work is magnificent and the
Alaskan icefields, mountains and
coastline, filmed both from the air

and by boat, are impressive and
awesome to look at. A sequence
showing great masses of ice break-
ing off the glacier with an accom-
panying thunderous roar is out-

standing. Produced by Truman Tal-
ley.

"The Memory Lingers On"
(Bert Ennis Novelty)

Progress 10 mins.
Swell Subject

Second release of "The Memory
Lingers On" series, conceived and
produced by Bert Ennis, is cleverly

devised entertainment. Reel pre-
sents, largely in an aura of senti-

mentality, such personalities and sub-
jects as Teddy Roosevelt, Amelia
Earhart on her solo ocean hop, the
formation of United Artists, seq-

quences from early starring vehicles
of Mary Pickford, Doug Fairbanks
and Charlie Chaplin, the exciting
first round of the Dempsey-Firpo
fight, and as a punch climax, the
final sinking of the battleship Maine,
blown up in Havana harbor in 1898.

The pace and content matter of this

short has been skillfully varied, the
verbal interpolations are crisp and
informative. The verbal treatment
of the Pickford episode is done in

comedy style by Ennis.

"The Two- Headed Giant"
(Terry Toon)

20th-Fox 7 mins.
Swell Short

Our old friend, Mr. Paul Terry's
notable two-headed giant is brought
back again in this cartoon. Our
friend Jack The Giant Killer comes
riding into a scene of destruction
as the mighty giant crushes houses
and assaults the castle where Jack's
princess is trying to escape the
marauder. Jack unleashes a mighty
attack with his bow and arrow, staff

and whatever other weapon happens
to be handy and he saves the day.
Kids and grownups too will like this

short. It is in Technicolor.

Vote for Sunday Pix

Crossville, Tenn.—Sunday film

shows, authorized by a referendum,
will start here Aug. 27.
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"Absolutely the biggest Friday busi-

ness in years . . . tops everything we
ever had!"

"Biggest Friday opening in years.

Audience reaction and reviews

"Seems like all the women in

town were waiting for this . . .

and they all came at once to see

"Women wild about picture . . . sock

business in Waterbury and Danbury too/
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"Excellent smash opening with Boyer

and Dunne dynamite with audience.

"It slaved the gals for a better open-

ing than any Universal picture in two

years

!

"Biggest day's business in months

!

"Exceptional ! Almost double the

previous big ones we've had !

"Best opening in months. Comments

excellent. The femmes are in hysterics

about it!'
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Evidence in Coast Probe to U. S. Grand Jury in Sept

AAAAlRISDICTIflPPHELD BYAF OF L

State Labor Convention to Back Eastern Production
Resolution Slated for Adop-

tion Wants 10% of Pix

Made in New York
In a concerted drive to bring- back

production in the East, Sal J. Scop-
pa, business agent of Local 52, stu-
dio mechanics, backed by the entire

IATSE and A F of L bodies in New
York State, will present a resolu-
tion before the State Federation of

Labor convention today which will

ask that 10 per cent of all pictures
produced each year should be made in

New York.
Resolution is certain to be adopt-

ed, it was stated last night. In the
resolution, Scoppa states that,

whereas more and more money is

being loaned by New York banks for
(Continued on Pane 6)

SAY SWISS QUOTA MAY

FORGE OUT U. S. COS.

Berne (By Cable)—With U. S.

distributors strongly opposed to the
pending Swiss quota act, it was re-

liably learned yesterday that the
companies are seriously considering
withdrawal should the measure be-

come effective.

At the present time, it is under-
stood that the matter has been
turned over to the American State
Department in the hope that some
equitable agreement can be reached.

i-oew's Calling 1947 Realty

Bonds at 102 on Sept. 15

Loew's Theater and Realty Corp.
is redeeming its First Lien 6 p.c.

sinking fund gold bonds on Sept.
(Continued on Page 8)

Film Daily Service
London (By Cable)—When Harry War-

ner arrived here yesterday, an envelope
containing copies of THE FILM DAILY
published since his departure from New
York awaited him at his hotel. The
copies were sent by Clipper on Friday.

Editorial

For a Press Relations Bureau
. . . and the quicker, the better

By CHESTER B. BAHN

k yjORE than six months ago, Howard Dietz, Metro's ad-publicity chief and chairman
'"'

of the advertising committee of the 1938 industry drive, submitted a well-consid-

ered formal report in which he recommended, among other things, the establishment of

a permanent press relations bureau "for the proper handling of the newspaper relations

of this industry."

It was a report favorably received generally, both inside and outside the industry,

and there were indications that the recommendation for a permanent press relations

bureau would be adopted. For one reason or another—perhaps because the industry

(Continued on Page 2)

K-A-0, B. F. KEITH

SHOW MARKED GAINS

EXPECT EARLY EQUITY

SUIT TRIAL ORDER

Both the B. F. Keith Corp. and
Keith-Albee-Orpheum Corp., and
their subsidiaries increased their net
profits after all charges for the 26
weeks ended July 1, according to

(Continued on Page 6)

Federal Judge John C. Knox, who
is considering the government appli-

cation for an early trial in its equity

suit against the majors at a closed

hearing on Friday, August 11, on
(Continued on Page 8)

JLS Threatens Court Action Ushers Strike Extended

Over Product for Oriental as Peace Parleys Start

Chicago—Threat of court action
to obtain product for the Oriental
Theater was made by Aaron Jones,
president of the Jones, Linick &

(Continued on Page 8)

Boston—IATSE ushers strike at
local Paramount-M & P Theaters
Corp. houses yesterday extended
outside of Boston for the first time

(Continued on Page 8)

Murphy's Aide Started Interviewing

Execs. Tues./ Quick Action Demanded
Industry Escapes Adverse

Legislation in Bay State

Boston—Third longest sitting leg-
islature in Massachuetts history, the
151st closed this week without pass-
ing any laws hitting at film indus-
try. Film slate was wiped clean be-

(Continued on Page 8)

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Month-long parade of

industry execs, into the offices of
Special Assistant U. S. Attorney
General Charles H. Carr for inter-

views in connection with the D of
J's triple industry probe here is

already under way.
In his investigation of alleged la-

(Continued on Page 8)

IATSE Must Withdraw AFA's
Charter; Reinstatement

by 4 A's Specified
By W. H. McMAHON

FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

Atlantic City—The A F of L
Executive Council last night
(1) called upon the AAAA to
reinstate the AFA, its officers and
members, and withdraw the charter-
issued to the AGVA; (2) affirmed the
AAAA's jurisdiction "over all per-
formers in the amusement and en-
tertainment world"; (3) directed the
IATSE to withdraw its charter to
the AFA; (4) requested the AFA to

withdraw all pending litigation and
likewise immediately withdraw from
the IATSE; (5) specified the AFA
must hold new elections within i'O

(Continued on Page 7)

HEARINGS NEXT WEEK

ON RKO STOCK PRICE

Order of Federal Judge William
Bondy referring to Special Master
George W. Alger the question of
the fairness of the price of $4 per
share for shares of common stock
of RKO which will be issued under

(Continued on Page 8)

Estimate $8,095,000 "Take"
In Okla. for Fiscal Year

Oklahoma City—Total box office

receipts of theaters in Oklahoma
have varied little so far this year
with March being the high spot,

equalling last December, figures of
(Continued on Page 8)

RKO Boosts Sisk
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—When Robert Sisk com-
pletes his work on a group ot pictures

now in production, he will be upped to

haadle RKO's more important pictures

and special features.
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For a Press Relations Bureau
... and the quicker, the better

(Continued from Page 1)

deems it has been confronted with more pressing problems—the bureau has not mate-
rialized.

Yet if the recommendation was in order in mid-November last, it is much more so

today, and for that some of those "more pressing problems" are responsible.

THE industry in this year of grace is under scrutiny and attack as never before. The
' Department of Justice, with anti-trust suits filed in New York, Oklahoma City,

Buffalo and Nashville, and criminal contempt proceedings instituted in Chicago, is

preparing to follow through with others; the NLRB is prosecuting on the West Coast
and the Attorney General may do likewise; the Treasury Department is investigating; the

TNEC is reported eyeing films as a possible subject for consideration in the Fall;

Congress, reconvening in December, faces a continuation of the Neely bill drive and

the likelihood of a further pressure campaign in behalf of a Boren measure for an

industry-wide probe; the Department of Commerce presumably is taking a more sympa-

thetic view of films in its own microscopic examination but you never can tell.

That, however, is only part of the picture. Add the intra-industry controversy over

trade reforms, the increasing array of litigation instituted by individuals, the innumerable

union disputes, the antics of the censors and the baseless assaults upon the honesty and

integrity of the industry by some newspaper writers, and you have a pretty good idea

why this industry could use such a bureau as Dietz recommended.

THE amazing total of industry misinformation appearing in the daily press these days, is

' not due to any inherent desire on the part of the press to reflect discredit upon films.

It stems largely from industry misunderstanding and ignorance on the part of reporters,

news editors, editorial writers, columnists and feature writers. An industry bureau pre-

pared to instantly service the press with background material for spot news, to see that

the industry's side is adequately and fairly presented and to promptly call to account

those who break into print with destructive and false statements would be highly bene-

ficial to press and films alike.

And, with a weather eye to the future, the quicker it takes shape, the better.

Jersey-Made Indian Film I Britian's Rialto Prod.

To Have Release by Major Names Bettinson as Rep,

Production starts Aug. 28 on "The
Saga of the Lennilanape Indians,"
a six-reel picture designed for both
educational and theatrical use, and
which, according to the producers,
will have a major company release.

Picture is to be made by the Red-
wing Motion Picture Co., and sets

are now being constructed on the
Hackensack River in New Jersey.

Governor Moore of New Jersey
and several of the leading educators
f the state are members of the ad-
visory board. With a cast of real

Indians, the picture will attempt to

present an authoritative history of

the tribe which figured prominently
in early American history.

Seek Before Trial Exam,

of Zanuck in "Lincoln" Suit

Application was filed yesterday in

the New York Supreme Court, to

be heard today, asking for an order
directing commission to issue to

Charles E. Millikan, attorney, to

take the testimonv of Darryl F. Za-
nuck in Los Ansreles in an examina-
tion before trial in the suit of Rob-
ert E. Sherwood and the Playwrights
Producing Co. Plaintiffs are asking
for the examination in reference to

their suit against 20th-Fox which
charges the defendant with unfairly
capitalizing on Sherwood's play
"Abe Lincoln In Illinois" in the ad-
vertising of the defendant's picture,

"Young Mr. Lincoln.''

Defer Clearance Action
Buffalo—Buffalo allied unit de-

layed action on the clearance report
until its September meeting, it is

stated bv Al Francis, district vice-

president.

Ralph Bettinson, who represents
Pathe Pictures, Ltd., of England at

Monogram, has been appointed lo-

cal representative for Rialto Pro-
ductions, the British film company.
He recently returned from a six-week
business trip abroad.

Bettinson's new capacity will in

no way interfere with his post as
Pathe's representative. Rialto re-

leases through Pathe in the British

Isles and Bettinson will have the
power to negotiate with writers and
engage artists for Rialto.

M. F. Barr, W. H. Gueringer

Recover from Operations

New Orleans—Maurice F. Barr,
for years associated with the E. V.
Richards-Saenger Amusement Co.,

and Paramount-Richards Theaters,
Inc., is recuperating from a major
operation at the St. Charles Hotel
here. Barr will remain for the next
several weeks with Mrs. Barr.

Also recovering from an opera-
tion here is William H. Gueringer.
former assistant general manager of

the Saenger Amusement Co.. and
well known throughout the territory.

Ben Washer Will Join

Donahue & Coe Staff

Ben Washer, press representative
for Samuel Goldwyn, joins Donahue
<& Coe.. Inc., advertising agency, in

the Fall. He will devote most of his

time to the legitimate theater ad-
vertising activities of the agency
and will assume his new duties when
he completes his present assignment
for Goldwyn on "The Real Glory."

comma mid coin

MURRAY S1LVERSTONE plans to leave for t;

Coast Friday.

HERMAN WOBBER, distribution chieftain
20th-Fox, is in San Francisco, leaving there if

Hollywood this week-end. He will return
;

New York around September 5. >^

JOSEPH BERNHARD, general manager c^W*!
ner Theaters, returns to New York tojfjBfrc
Philadelphia where he presided at th^jpini
meeting of managers in that zone. flARIj
GOLDBERG, theater ad. head, accompanied hi

EDWARD KILROE, 20th-Fox attorney, retur

from Europe next week on the Clipper.

KEN THOMSON, SAP executive secretary, 31

EDWARD ARNOLD, SAC vice-president, plan
leave for the Coast tonight.

IRENE RICH flies to Hollywood today v

TWA.

WALTER FUTTER, producer, and GEORd
O'NEIL, writer, sail for Europe today on tl!

Normandie.

BEATRICE ROSS, of Republic, has returned i

New York from a vacation on the Coast.

MARTIN G. SMITH, Ohio circuit operator, ai

GEORGE J. CORCORAN, manager of the Ai

ton Theater, Monongahela, Pa., were visito

this week at the RKO Lounge.

R. J. O'DONNELL, Paramount partner in Te:

as, is in New York for a brief visit,

MRS. HARRY CHARNAS sails today on tl

Normandie for Europe as a delegate to tl

Hadassah convention at Geneva and the You
Aliyah convention at Amsterdam.

NAT GOLDSTONE, agent, and MRS. COLE;
STONE, are also European bound on the Fren<
liner.

VICTOR PAYNE-JENNINGS returns from tl

Coast this week.

JUDY GARLAND and MICKEY ROONEY a
at the Waldorf.

PHYLLIS BROOKS departed for the Coast ye:

terday.

RAMON NOVARRO sails for England tod,

on the Normandie.

STANLEY GILKEY arrives here this week fro

Hollywood.

LESLIE HOWARD, MRS. HOWARD, and the
daughter, LESLIE, sail for England today on if

Aquitania.

MAX ROTH, Republic's Mid-West distri<

sales manager, accompanied by his wife an
daughter, returns to Chicago on Friday, follow
ing h.o. conferences on circuit deals.

NAT SALAND, of Mercury Film Lab, returne
to New York yesterday from a seven-week vis

to Hollywood.

JOE OULAHAN, Paramount exec, in Cincin
nati, is vacationing in Washington, D. C.

BERNARD TAYNE, manager of the Mohaw
Theater, North Adams, Mass., has left for
vacation in the Canal Zone.

HENRY KING, 20th-Fox director, is in Nei
York.

J. H. HOFFBERG has arrived in Hollywood
the first lap of a nation-wide business trip.

GEORGE KRASKA, operator of the Fine Art
Theater, Boston, has returned to that city afte
a product buying trip to New York.

'"/

Best wishes from THE FILM DAILY
to the following on their birthdays:

AUGUST 16

Mae Clarke

Lucien Littlefield

R. G. Katz

£
.
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The "Oomph" girl made WARNERS' little Angels clean up!

ANN SHERIDAN
makes a lucky seventh for the six

DEAD END KIDS
with RONALD REAGAN

BONITA GRANVILLE -FRANKIE THOMAS -HENRY O'NEILL
EDUARDO CIANNELLI • Directed by RAY ENRIGHT

Screen Play by Michael Fessier, Niven Busch and Robert Buckner

From an Idea by Jonathan Finn • A First National Picture

Watch what a difference a little extra 'oomph' will make in your campaign!
:
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HIRD WEEK
10 CITY MUSIC HALL

What a pace it's setting! ... And right in

the middle of sweltering August! . . . SEN-

SATIONAL!... Opening day the biggest in

three years for any RKO RADIO picture at

the Music Hall!...First week smashingly up

in that $100,000-a-week-class!

.

. . Second

week further establishing its tremendous

draw and amazing BUILDING POWER! . .

.

Now ready for the same kind of perform-

ance in pre-release runs Coast to Coast!

That's the kind we mean when we say

BIG ONES from RKO RADIO!
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N. Y. LABOR CONFAB

TO BACK EAST. PROD'N
{Continued from Page 1)

picture production it is only fair

that production should be increased
here to increase employment. He
estimates that approximately 50,-

000 people would benefit directly

and indirectly by employment, if

such action is brought about.

The Federation is reported to be
solidly behind Scoppa's drive to in-

crease production here, and in all

probability he will be appointed
chairman of a committee to speed
up action on the question. In his

resolution, he also points out that
the film industry was founded here,

and that this territory and city are

not only the largest market for pic-

tures, but also serve as background
for a large number of them.

Earlier this week, at a meeting
of the IATSE Locals before the Fed-
eration session opened, a pledge of

confidence was voted unanimously for

George E. Browne, IA prexy, and
charges of CIO tendencies were lev-

eled at certain actors. The AAAA
was also lashed by IA execs, for

their personal attacks on IA leaders.

Nathanson Exercises Option

on 6,000 Shares of FPC Stock

Montreal—Famous Players Cana-
dian Corp., Ltd., has advised Mon-
treal Stock Exchange that N. L.

Nathanson and his nominees have
now exercised their options to the
extent of 6,000 shares, reserving the
right in each case to exercise their

options in respect of the balance,
namely, 5,000 shares, at any time
between now and Jan. 15, 1940.

The 6,000 shares that were taken
up form part of an option on a
blcck of 11,000 shares which had
been extended from July 31, 1939, up
to and including Jan. 15, 1940.

Frohlich to Press Ascap's

Action Against Neb. Law

Ascap's suit, initiated to test the
constitutionality of the new Nebraska
statute which would ban the so-

ciety's operations in that state, will

be pressed personally by Louis D.
Frohlich, Ascap counsel, who, it was
learned yesterday, will leave New
York shortly before Sept. 18 for
Lincoln, where case will be heard
before a Federal statutory court,

comprising' three judges.

WEDDING BELLS

Mexico City — Following their

marriage in Yuma, Ariz., on Mon-
day, Janet Gaynor, film actress, and
Gilbert Adrian, fashion designer for

M-G-M, are scheduled to arrive here
today on their honeymoon and re-

main for several weeks.

Springfield, Mass.—Miss Margaret
M. Mahoney, cashier at the Jefferson
Theater here, was married to Daniel
O'Brien in Sacred Heart Church.

ALCNG THE

with PHIL M. DALT;
• • • WITH the Department of Justice launched upon a

"form letter" anti-trust suit crusade against leading theater cir-

cuits with the avowed objective oi making little ones out of

big ones if strikes us that unusual significance attaches to

the rebuke just handed the FCC by the Federal Circuit Court of

Appeals for the District of Columbia in dismissing an appeal

brought by the Yankee Network from an FCC ruling the

Court took the Commission to task for advocating "uncontrolled

competition in radio broadcasting" said the learned Justice Justin

Miller in the opinion "One of the chief concerns of Congress

was to guard against monopolies and to preserve competi-

tion it is difficult to understand how this result could be

achieved by deliberately or carelessly licensing so many
new competing stations as to destroy already existing ones

and possibly the newly created ones as well" and the Court

added "The method of uncontrolled competition argued for

by the FCC in the present case is in fact one way of creat-

ing monopolies" maybe we're wrong but isn't it something

very close to uncontrolled competition via making little ones

out of big ones to which the D of J aspires?

T
• • • VARIETY Is the Spice of Life Dep't Film Audi-

ences for Democracy writes Para. Prexy Barney Balaban

that it considers "Our Leading Citizen" to be anti-labor

whereas the Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen in Arkansas, hails

the pix as the "most convincing presentation of the wrong
and right ways of dealing with capital and labor problems"

and urges that the international bring it to the attention

of its entire membership

T T
• • • AS FAR as this colyum is concerned the cartoon of

the week is Roland Coe's Crosstown which appeared in the

New York Post on Monday eve Mister Coe presents a

tourist's auto parked alongside Loew's Times Square replica

of the Trylon and Perisphere while the Backseat Driver remarks

"We were under the impression that the fair was LARGER than

this!" Very, very funny

V V
• • 9 OSCAR DOOB ad and publicity chief for Loew's

Theaters has caught the full spirit of "The Wizard of Oz"

On the invitations to the Mickey Rooney-Judy Garland

luncheon today Oscar signed his name OZcar Doob
Bern clever, these Loew boys.

T T
• • • ODDS and Ends Dep't. . . • Leon Leonidoff. Radio City

Music Hall producer saw 21 shows in 12 days in a 30,000-

mile plane trip through Europe he visited Rome where he

had a private audience with the Pope as well as London, Paris,

Holland and Belgium. . . • If young Mike O'Daniel son of Texas'

Governor elects to try a film career we hear he will debut

in Para.'s "The Texas Rangers Ride Again". . . • Yes, sir, RKO
Radio is hitting on all cylinders witness the fact that its "In Name
Only" is the only pix in the last six months to stay three

weeks at Radio City Music Hall. . . • NBC will televise the Dodgers-

Cincy Reds double-header from Ebbetts Field a week from Sat-

urday and thus hang up another "first" for tele on this side. . .

• While the President is about it why doesn't he set Thanks-

giving Day for a Monday and avoid the k.o to business rou-

tine that results from a mid-week holiday. . . • Tex Ritter should

stick to his hoss auto in which Mono.'s Western star was riding

turned over Monday near Lookout, W. Va while Tex escaped

with bruises Curley Hogg sustained a fractured rib

K-A-0, B. F. KEITH

SHOW MARKED GAIN!;

Ic

A'

(Continued from Page 1)

their financial statements issue)

yesterday.
The 26-week net profit for the I

F. Keith Corp., was $332,887.09, a
increase of $68,349 over the coi

responding period of 1938. jft, I
Keith Corp.'s 26-week net wasVpf25,
909.13, compared with $388,194.4
for the first 26 weeks of last yeai
The latter company's net represent
$8.18 per share on the 64,304 share:
of seven per cent cumulative con
vertible preferred stock, compare*!
with $6.04 in 1938.
For the 52 weeks ended July 1

B. F. Keith Corp. showed a neij

profit, after all charges, of $830,
360.13, partly estimated and subjecr
to audit and adjustment at the enc

of the calendar year.
The 52-week net of K-A-0 was

$1,134,710.62 after all charges. This
is equal to $17.65 per share. This
figure also is in part estimated and
subject to audit.

Famous Players Canadian

May Increase Dividends

Toronto—Increased dividends by
Famous Players Candaian are re-

garded here as likely. It is pointed
out that apart from the possibili-

ties of further growth, the company
has worked into a position where
it should benefit from careful finan-
cial management in the past. Be
tween the years 1932 and 1938 the
company's funded debt and mort
gages were reduced over 30 per cent
with interest payments more than
cut in half, while minority inter-

ests were reduced 25 per cent, and
net working capital improved by
$400,000. Last year's earnings of

$2.32 were about 2 1-3 times the
present annual dividend rate of $1
a share.

52-M of T In Agreement
Contract between Local 52, studio

mechanics, and the March of Time
has been agreed on in all points, it

was stated yesterday by a union
executive. Pact will be drawn up
and inked in the near future.

Robert Schenck Killed

Chicago—Robert Schenck, son of

the amusement advertising director

of Hearst's American, was killed in

a South Dakota auto accident.

"Mes Reqrets"
Washington Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Count De Saint-Quentin,

French Ambassador to the United States,

apologized today to Acting Secretary of

State Sumner Welles for use of the dip-

lomatic pouch to bring French films into

this country without paying the duty.

The French envoy expressed his re-

gret and gave assurances that there

would be no recurrence of such incidents.

Welles said acceptance of the assur-

ances closed the diplomatic incident

precipitated by a New York Grand Jury

investigation.

;.*>,be 'M
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Both AAAA, AFA ClaimA F of L Decision as Victory

k

j
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4 A's Board Will Meet Here
Today to Consider Course

of Action
(Continued from Page 1)

days and (6) authorized a committee
of 10 to conduct AFA affairs in the

f intpHm.

NT ^reen Predicts Acceptance

William Green, A F of L prexy,
stated the recommendations and or-

ders were based upon a series of con-
ferences held here between represen-
tatives of the various groups. He
stated, "I assume all concerned will

accept them." Green quoted George

President Roosevelt, in a letter read
at the State Federation of Labor con-
vention here yesterday, pointedly said,

"If leaders of organized labor can
make and keep the peace between
various opinions and factions, it will
vastly increase the prestige of labor
with the country and prevent the re-

action which otherwise is bound to in-

jure the workers themselves."

E. Browne, IATSE prexy, as saying
he would abide by the decision.
When asked what action would be

taken if the 4 A's did not accept
Green replied, "We have means of
dealing with such a situation." He
added in reply to a question that
Ralph Whitehead, executive secretary
of the AFA, would be given no spe-
cial privileges in the new setup and
that he would have to take his
chances at re-election. Whitehead re-
tains his title, but has no say until
the new elections are held. These are
ordered within 90 days.
Kenneth Thomson, AAAA and

SAG exec, speaking for the 4 A's
said: "The decision of the Executive
Council represents a victory for the
4 A's. The three points awarded to
us in the decision are:

"1. The IATSE is instructed to
withdraw the charter issued to the
AFA.

"2. The jurisdiction of the 4 A's
over performers in the field of en-
tertainment and amusement is recog-
nized and the IATSE has no jurisdic-

tion over such field.

"3. The legal right of the 4 A's to
expel the AFA was recognized. This
upholds our action in expelling the
AFA.
May Accept or Reject . . . Thomson
"As far as the recommendations of

the council are concerned they are
not binding upon us in any way. We
may reject them or accept them as
we see fit. Upon our return, we will

'Oomph* vs. 'Oomph'
Albany— It's "oomph" vs. "oomph"

here this week as two Warner houses,
Strand and the Ritz, play Ann Sheridan
vehicles. "Angels Wash Their Faces"
is at the Strand, "Winter Carnival" at
the Ritz.

Andy Roy (Strand) and Bob Rosenthal
(Ritz) are aligning the advertising cam-
paigns to get a cross-fire reaction at

both houses.
Last time stunt was worked was in

the late Jean Harlow's hey-day and re-

sulted in exceptional grosses.

AFA Execs. See Decision as a Victory;
Won't Accept Whitehead, Says Thomson

Atlantic City— Reactions of key figures in the AAAA-IATSE controversy to the
A F of L Executive Council solution follow:

Sophie Tucker, AFA prexy: "We are all delighted; it is a clear cut victory for us."

Ralph Whitehead, AFA executive secretary: "The decision was a perfect vindica-
tion. We will all go in for re-election and there is little doubt that the same officers

will be in existence after elections."
Kenneth Thomson, AAAA-SAG exec: "We will not under any circumstances see

Whitehead back as an officer. We do not agree to his reinstatement, even without
power."

submit the recommendations of the
Council to the Inter-national Board of
the 4 A's and will make our decision
known to the A F of L Council in
due course.

"Until we have had an opportunity
to study the recommendations we
cannot say whether we, of the 4 A's
committee, will recommend the rec-
ommendations to the International
Board. Pending the 4 A's decision
upon the recommendations of the
American Federation of Labor's Ex-
ecutive Council the organization of

the American Guild of Variety Ar-
tists will continue as before,
strengthened, of course, by the deci-

sion of the A F of L, Executive
Council as to jurisdiction over all

performers in the entertainment and
amusement world."
The 4A's Executive Board will

meet in New York today, it was an-
nounced.
The A F of L decision and recom-

mendations were as follows:
"1—The AAAA is an affiliated in-

ternational union, chartered by the
A F of L and as such is entitled to

enjoy all the rights and privileges
accorded any other national and in-

ternational union.
"2—The jurisdiction of the AAAA

as heretofore defined by convention
action and decisions of the Executive
Council is reaffirmed, that is, that
this organization has jurisdiction
over all performers in the amuse-
ment and entertainment world.

Penalty Held Unduly Severe

"3—Without passing judgment
upon charges or counter charges in-

volved and trial had, and while the
revocation of the charter of the AFA
was within the authority of the
AAAA, in our judgment this penalty
was unduly severe in that it penal-
ized thousands of members of the
actors' profession for an alleged
offense we believe might have been
adjusted without inflicting harm on
any officer or member.

"It is our further belief that any
union structure that requires actors
and artists to pay initiation fees and
dues to several branches of the as-
sociated actors and artists in order
that members of this profession may
be privileged to earn their livelihood
in any or all of the several fields of
entertainment and amusement, does
not tend toward unity in organiza-
tion, much less to the security of
the individual actor, because punish-
ment by one branch forecloses en-
gagement in any other branch and
without course of redress. It is the
urgent recommendation that the

AAAA give early and thoughtful
consideration to amending the pres-

ent arrangement and structure and
relationship if further difficulties

such as have developed in this in-

stance are to be avoided.

Green Lists Assurances
"4—In the interest of unity, har-

mony and co-operation we call upon
the AAAA to reinstate the AFA,
all its officers and members and with-
draw the charter issued to the
AGVA, thus re-establishing the
status quo and under the following
conditions and assurances:
"A—That there be held nomina-

tions and elections of all officers and
for all elective offices of the AFA
within the period of 90 days, pres-
ent officers to continue in the in-

terim.
"B—All members of the AFA and

of AGVA are to be eligible for nom-
ination and election and to partici-

pate in the voting.
"C—Pending nominations and

elections, affairs of AFA are to be
conducted under the guidance and
supervision of a committee of 10,

made up as follows: Associated Ac-
tors and Artists— 1. Equity—1.

Chorus Equity— 1. Radio Artists—1.

Screen Actors— 1. American Fed-
eration of Actors—2. American Fed-
eration of Labor—3.

Committee to Guide Elections

"D—This committee of 10 is also
to be authorized and empowered to

fix the rules, regulations and condi-
tions for the conduct of nominations
and elections of officers and offices

herein provided including the de-
termining of all questions of eligi-

bility of members to vote.
"5—We call upon the AFA imme-

diately to withdraw all litigation now
pending and likewise immediately to

withdraw from the IATSE.
"6—In view of the following, the

IATSE is hereby instructed to with-
draw the charter issued to the AFA.

"7—We call upon all parties con-
cerned and their interests to carry
out these conclusions and decisions
are presented, that is to the end that
unity, that harmony and co-opera-
tion may be re-established."

Max Fox Dead in Dallas

Dallas—Max Fox, pioneer Dallas
theater man, former owner of the
Fox and Strand, is dead. Surviving
are a son, Dr. A. Albert Fox of
Dallas; a brother Dave Fox of Dal-
lar; Mrs. Sara Glasman of New
York, a daughter; two brothers in

Poland, a sister in Poland and two
sisters in France.

UMPTO TO TAKE STEPS

TO MEET RENTAL ISSUE

Philadelphia—UMPTO proposes to
take "constructive steps" to meet the
situation presented by a universal
demand for higher rentals on 1939-
40 product in this territory, it is

announced following a meeting of
the Board of Managers. Just what
those "steps" will be, however, was
not disclosed.

Rennselaer Mayor Vetoes
Measure for Sunday Pix

Albany—A strong blast at "com-
mercializing the Sabbath day"
marked executive veto of the City
of Rensselaer's brand new Sunday
film ordinance which was designed
to permit exhibition after 2 p.m. in
the day.
Mayor William T. Wright penned

his disapproval and sent the bill back
to the Common Council, which had
earlier approved it after a public
hearing found but one complaint
against adoption.

Advocates of Sunday films will
seek to override the Mayor's veto.

Moss Amusement Center
Includes Film Theater

Pittsburgh—A new 1.000-seat the-
ater is to be built in Brentwood, a
suburb of this city, by John P. Moss,
who also operates the Melrose The-
ater in Carrick. In addition to the
theater, this project is to include
bowling alleys, lodge rooms and a
parking1 station, and will be called
the Whitehall Amusement Center.
Victor A. Rigaumont, theater de-
signer, is the architect and construc-
tion is to begin immediately.

Einfeld Due Next Week
S. Charles Einfeld, Warner adver-

tising and publicity director, arrives
here next Monday from the Coast
to launch advertising and exploita-
tion campaigns on "The Private
Lives Of Elizabeth And Essex,"
"Dust Be My Destiny," "On Your
Toes" and several pictures. Ein-
feld plans to stay 'here two weeks.

Eagles' Helping Hand
Chicago—Advent of 30,000 for

Eagles convention has definitely

aided Loop box-offices.

No, Thanhs! ! !

Oklahoma City—One thing Is now cer-
tain—neither Stanley Draper, sec.-mgr.
of the Oklahoma City Chamber of Com-
merce, nor Dr. J. M. Ashton, research

director of the State Chamber of Com-
merce, wants 20th Century-Fox to make
"Crapes of Wrath" in the "dust bowl."
Statements were issued after announce-
ment was made Darryl F. Zanuck would
send a company to Oklahoma to film

scenes in "Oklahoma's dust bowl!' for

the film based on John Steinbeck's book.
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COASrPRDBE INFO.

TO JURY NEXT MONTH

(Continued from Page 1)

bor racketeering and charges that
$100,000 was paid to William Bioff,

former IATSE representative on the
Coast, by a major producer, Carr will

question attorneys for labor unions
in studio business, agents of unions
and studio officials.

Carr has already questioned Her-
bert Sorrell, business representative
of the Motion Picture Painters, Local
644, regarding methods of negotiat-
ing wage scale and about the activi-

ties of the IA representatives in the
1937 strike.

Carr, who arrived here Monday,
lost no time in swinging into ac-

tion. He established headquarters
yesterday and, it is understood, dis-

patched his first "invitations" im-
mediately. Heads of major studios,

business agents of studio labor

unions and scores of others are re-

ported on the bid list.

While Carr is prepared to pro-

ceed slowly and carefully, it is un-
derstood that he plans to present

Washington Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Next "form letter"

anti-trust suit to be brought against

film biz will probably be filed in Flor-

ida, it was reported here last night.

his evidence then available to a Fed-
eral Grand Jury which will be im-
paneled here in mid-September. At-
torney General Frank Murphy has
indicated he wants quick action.

Racketeering Charges First

Just which of the three cases, so-

called, will have Carr's first atten-

tion is not definitely known, but it

is reliably reported that right of

way will go to the charges of labor

racketeering in the IATSE.
Additionally, Carr will concern

himself with the reorganization of

Fox Film into 20th Century-Fox
and alleged income tax irregulari-

ties. It is significant that Carr is

not delegated to take over the Fox
West Coast investigation, in prog-
ress for about two years.

Carr's letter of appointment, filed

here, in part says

"You are hereby appointed a
special assistant to the Attorney
General under the authority of

the Department of Justice, to

assist in the trial of the case
growing out of the proceedings
hereinafter mentioned, in which
the government is interested,

and in that connection you are
directed to conduct in the South-
ern District of California, and
in any other judicial district

where the jurisdiction thereof
lies, any kind of legal proceed-
ings and proceedings before
committing magistrates which
district attorneys are author-
ized by law to conduct."

On Carr's Bid Test

Representatives of companies and
individuals whom Carr will inter-

rogate include officers of the

A Rose, etc.
Detroit — And then there's the one

about the local exhib. who walked into
the Metro Exchange and demanded
"that Mickey Rooney picture, 'The
Artist's Right Eye'."

He left with "The Hardys Ride High."

Estimate $8,095,000 "Take"
in Okla. for Fiscal Year

(Continued from Page 1)

the sales tax collections from the-
aters reveal.

Based on receipts of the two per
cent collected, it is estimated that
during March, Oklahoma patrons
paid some $750,000 to the box offices

of state theaters as $14,489.92 tax
was reported.

Total for the fiscal year ending
June 30 showed $161,881.59 sales tax
collected by theaters which repre-
sents approximately $8,095,000 in
box office receipts. An average of
202 theaters reported returns each
of the 12 months of the fiscal year.

Figures for the 12 month period
show estimated box office receipts as
reflected by tax collections, as fol-

lows: For 1938—July, $610,000; Aug-
ust, $675,000; September, $690,000;
October, $675,000; November, $680,-
000; December, $727,500. For 1939
—January, $687,356; February, $681,-
181; March, $724,486; April, $634,-
721; May, $614,625, and June, $687,-
111.

JLS Threatens Court Action

Over Product for Oriental

(Continued from Page 1)

Schaefer circuit, unless the distribu-
tors themselves "correct" the Loop
release situation for the new sea-
son. He declares he will go to the
Federal Court for relief if necessary.

Jones further said that double fea-
tures are here to stay, but added
that he is against premiums, be-
lieving that the province of the the-
ater is to sell entertainment.

He predicts good business for the
coming months unless the European
situation leads to war.

Loew's Calling 1947 Realty

Bonds at 102 on Sept. 15

(Continued from Page 1)

15. The bonds, which were due
on July 31, 1947, are being called
at the redemption price of 102 p.c.

of the principal amount, together
with interest accrued to Sept. 15.

IATSE; Local 37; George Browne,
IATSE prexy; William Bioff, for-
mer Browne personal representative
here; MPPDA; Association of Mo-
tion Picture Producers; Loew's,
Inc.; RKO, Warner Brothers, Twen-
tieth Century-Fox and United Ar-
tists.

Others with whom he is scheduled
to have conferences are Joseph M.
Schenck, Joseph Moskowitz, Arthur
Stebbins, William Goetz. Darryl F.

Zanuck, William B. Dover and
Harry Kadis, latter a former In-

ternal Revenue agent.

HEARINGS NEXT WEEK

ON RKO STOCK PRICE

(Continued from Page 1)

the proposed underwriting agree-
ment of Atlas Corp. was filed in
the U. S. District Court yesterday.
Under the order the Special Master
is also directed to determine the
"relationship if any of the compen-
sation of an underwriter to the
price per share at which the stock
is underwritten."

Hearings may be held after two
days' notice to parties interested.
The SEC was directed, and has filed,

a notice of appearance in the pro-
ceedings and will file an advisory
opinion. Judge Bondy's order stated.
It was learned yesterday that in all

likelihood no hearings will be held
this week, but will start next Mon-
day or Tuesday.

Judge Bondy yesterday approved
of an allowance of $7,000 to Alger
as an ad interim allowance for hear-
ings held by him, which commenced
on July 18, 1938, on modifications to
the plan of reorganization. Prev-
ious allowances to Alger totaled
$27,500.

Judge Bondy also approved of
the reduction of claims of six credi-
tors of RKO from $2,241,463 to
$411,685.

Industry Escapes Adverse
Legislation in Bay State

(Continued from Page 1)

fore the first biennial session pro-
rogued. A proposed sales tax, one
that would include theater admission
threatened throughout the nearly
eight months.

A group of labor bills, several of
which were protested by the indus-
try, has been given a recess commis-
sion for study. A bill for a 9:30
curfew was tossed. Laughed out was
another bill by Rep. Francis -X.
Coyne, the much publicized true
name act, which would make stage
names illegal.

A move to invalidate daylight sav-
ing was put over to the next ses-
sion. Failing to pass also was a
measure that sought "nothing in the
laws respecting gambling, lotteries or
games of chance shall be held to
render illegal Bank Night." Two
drastic bills seeking imposition of
film and vaudeville censorship were
given the hook.

Also nixed was a bill that projec-
tors be "equipped or fitted with a
safety control devise that will auto-
matically interpose an opaque heat
resisting shutter or guard between
projection light and film" upon
breakage or stoppage. A bill per-
taining to libel of human races, one
dangerous to films, also did not pass.
Proposed to legalize state lotteries

failed to get far.

Jitterbug Case Deferred
Chicago—So-called Sam Herman

jitterbug case was- put over to Sept.
15 yesterday. Meanwhile, contests
are out of B & K theaters, with

EXPECT EARLY EQUITY

SUIT TRIAL ORDEI

Ushers' Strike Extended

as Peace Parleys Start

(Continued from Page 1)

when a group of ushers at the Broad,
way in Chelsea walked out. Spokes
men for both sides got together yes-

terday afternoon in their initial

meeting but did little more than
lay the basis for continued negotia
tions. A second meeting has been
arranged for this morning. No of-

ficial move has been made yet to

draw associated IATSE unions into

walkout.

Sears, Bernhard, Goldberg

Speak at S-W Philly Meet

Philadelphia—Stressing service as
the keynote of Warner Theater oper-
ation Joseph Bernhard yesterday
gave the principal address at a meet-
ing of the executives and managers
of Warner's Philadelphia zone. De-
tails of the Warner line-up for the

new season were presented by Grad-
well L. Sears.
Meeting was also addressed by Ted

Schlanger, local number one Warner-
man, Lester Krieger and Harry Gold-
berg. Time was taken out to attend
the Aldine, where "The Old Maid"
was screened to an ovation by the
143 conferees.

(Continued from Page 1)

Midway Corp., former operators olj
the reorganization of the Beacon anili
the Beacon Theater, severely critiH^
cized the situation in the motion pic
ture industry and stated that i

warranted an early trial of thjjK.ov
ernment's action, reliable sourkW re
vealed yesterday.
Judge Knox's remarks were madi

when the Beacon Theater Corp
offered to rent the Beacon Theate.
for four years at a $40,000 yearrij

rental, with a guarantee of pay
ment by subsidiaries of Loew's, RKC
and Skouras. The Judge stated tha'
for a long period of time he has at
tempted to lease the theater to an in.

dependent exhibitor and has beei
unable to do so. It is understooc
that he directed the trustees of Bea
con and Midway Corp. to make one
more attempt to lease the theatei
to an independent and to report bad
on Monday.
On that day, Judge Knox, upor

learning that no independent lessoi
could be obtained, approved the lease
offered by the Beacon Theater Corp
It was in reference to this situation
that Judge Knox stated at the hear
ing for a preference in the Govern-
ment suit that he was unable to ob-
tain pictures for "love or money."

It was learned that Judge Knox is

attempting at present to fill vacan-
cies on the bench and that one of
his objectives is to assign a new
judge to hear the Government suit,

if possible, in the early Fall. How-
ever, since the Judge will go on his
vacation on Friday for two or three
weeks, no decision is expected on
the preference motion till his return.

I VitA. ».&&Hi
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Kentucky Indies Organize to Fight for Lower Rentals

FOUR UNIONS ASK PARLEYON BASIC PACT RENEWAL

4A's Refuses Full Acceptance of the A F of L Decision

//

On Selling
. . j»i.v and industry

=-By CHESTER B. BAHN—

—

THIS industry, someone once observed, has

' two "selling" jobs. One is the "selling"

of specific pictures, the other the equally

important task of "selling" the industry. The
latter follows no set pattern, and indeed is

apt to be given the once over lightly if

remembered at all, due to the insatiable de-

mands of the former.

Occasionally—and this column wishes it

were more frequently—the paths of the

two cross, or perhaps it would not be going

too far to say that they coincide. When
that happens, it's something to talk about

. . . and hence these paragraphs.

As a publicity promotion for the p.a.'s

of Judy Garland and Mickey Rooney at the

New York Capitol in conjunction with the

metropolitan premiere of "The Wizard of

Oz," Loew's Theaters and Metro staged a

luncheon for 150 high school boys and girls

at the Waldorf-Astoria yesterday, with the

two stars hosting.

IT WAS a cross-section of Young America
" as brewed in the melting pot, the as-

semblage, and with Judy and Mickey "mix-

ing it" as only the teen age can do, there

was as fine an example of democracy at

work as one could wish. And when the

party was over, 150 kids from the four

corners of Little Old New York took back

to Harlem, to Mott Street and to the other

neighborhoods an appreciation of "the

movies" generally, the value of which to

this industry cannot be calculated in dol-

lars and cents.

Loew's Theaters and Metro did more than

"sell" two stars and a picture yesterday;

they "sold" the industry.

A ND much the same thing can be said

** for Paramount's promotional stunt in

behalf of "The Star Maker" which will take

the "most deserving orphans" in 18 leading

U. S. cities on a transcontinental trip to

Hollywood as guests of Linda Ware and
other players.

Here again the intangible must outweigh
(Continued on Page 2)

Actors Sending Committee
to Atlantic City Today

for Further Talks

Flatly rejecting the proposal
of the A F of L Executive Coun-
cil that they must accept the
decision in the intra-union dispute be-
tween the AAAA and IATSE-AFA
in full, the 4A's last night following
a six-hour session of the internation-
al board, sent a wire to A F of L

(Continued on Page 6)

ODEON TAKES OVER

14 PARA. THEATERS

London (By Cable)—In a not un-
expected, but nevertheless spectacu-
lar deal, closing of which was ad-
mitted yesterday, all of Paramount's
theaters in England and Scotland,
with the single exception of the
local Plaza Theater on Regent

(Continued on Page 3)

Plan Bomb-proof Basement
for New Metro London Bldg.

London (By Cable)—Plans have
been completed for a new home for
M-G-M pictures here. Eight-story
building will be erected on an im-
portant site fronting Shaftesbury
Ave. and facing three streets. De-

(Continued on Page 2)

Titular Event
It was something of a titular event,

that Judy Garland-Mickey Rooney lunch-
eon tossed at the Waldorf yesterday by
Metro and Loew's Theaters.
Howard Dietz conferred "czar of all

the rushes" upon Lcuis B. Mayer and
"Jack of all trades and master of cere-
monies" on Jack Haley.

SEES SHOWMANSHIP

HURT BY LITIGATION

Exhibitors in this country are wor-
rying too much about litigation and
legislation at the expense of show-
manship in the opinion of W. Ray
Johnston, president of Monogram,
who, in recent months, has had the
opportunity to observe condition?
both in Europe and the U. S. John-
ston, who recently returned from
abroad, said yesterday that despite
war hysteria, British exhibitors are
going after business in a big way,

(Continued on Page 2)

New Metro-Warner Product
Deal May be Signed Today

New Metro product deal with
Warner Brothers Theaters may be
signed today, it was learned yes-
terday. Only a few minor details
remain to be ironed out, it was said.

Metro's new product deal with
(Continued on Page 3)

Uniform and Lower Rentals Will Be

Sought by New Kentucky Exhib Unit

Butterfield Circuit Signs

For Republic's New Lineup

Arriving in New York yesterday
from Detroit, James R. Grainger,
Republic's president and general
manager in charge of distribution,
disclosed that a deal has been con-

(Continued on Page 3)

Louisville—Kentucky indie exhibs.
met here to organize for a campaign
to reduce film rentals and place the
prices on a uniform basis. Leaders
of the move said some independent
theaters have paid as high as 80
per cent of the gross for certain sin-

gle features, while other theaters
(Continued on Page 6)

Majors Requested to Confer
At Meeting Here

Next Week
Petitions have been sent to

all majors asking that a meet-
ing be held the latter part of
next week in New York with the
Teamsters, Electrical Workers, Mu-
sicians and Carpenters' unions to dis-

cuss a renewal of the studio basic
pact, it was learned yesterday.

Huddle will in all probability be
held in the office of Pat Casey

—

producers' labor representative, who
will come in from the Coast if the
meeting is set. What demands will

be made by the unions in the pact
could not be learned, but it is be-

(Continucd on Page 3)

RELEASE OF REVISED

CODE AGAIN DELAYED

Delay in finalizing the Trade
Practice Code and Rules of Arbitra-
tion is attributable to the illness of

one of the major company counsel,
it was learned yesterday.

In all probability, it will be early
next week before the revised draft

(Continued on Page 6)

'aval Sails For England

To Confer on Tele Deals

With several deals in the process
of negotiation for the installation of

Baird Television theater sets in local

houses, Ian C. Javal, commercial di-

rector cf the company, sailed for

(Continued or. Page 6)

TMAT's Executive Board

Declares the ITOA Unfair

At a meeting of the Executive
Board of the Motion Picture Divi-

sion of the TMAT union late Tues-
day night, the ITOA was declared
unfair, and the union immediately

(Continued on Page 6)
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Selling
pix and industry

(Continued from Page 1)

the tangible, as manifested by the heavy
publicity play the stunt (and, incidentally,

of course, "The Star Maker") is receiving
in the press in the 18 and other cities.

And it is the whole industry, not Para-
mount alone, to which the benefits accrue.

Johnston Says Litigation

Is Stifling Showmanship

(Continued from Page 1)

not letting anything interfere with
the appication of showmanship, with
the result that Monogram, as well
as other companies, is enjoying top
grosses in Great Britain.

In his first formal interview since
returning from England, Johnston
said he believed too many exhibi-
tors were sitting back and waiting
for a Messiah to bring them relief,
whereas, in his opinion, they could
be Messiahs, themselves, by applying
the adage that "God helps those
who help themselves."
"A good hypo," he said, "would

be a few more 24-sheets, bigger
newspaper ads and greater effort in
selling the vehicles which the ex-
hibitors have to offer. From all
reports, business is not as good as
it could be and, if you don't mind
the personal plug, despite this con-
dition, it is not going to deter me
or Monogram from expending bigger
budgets on our forthcoming pic-
tures."
Johnston said he believed that

no time in the history of the busi-
ness has there been a better oppor-
tunity for those who have the in-
dustry at heart to give everything
they have to bring back show busi-
ness with intelligent showmanship.
Johnston expects to leave for the

Coast shortly after the semi-annual
meeting of the board which is sched-
uled for Aug. 28.

Fly Metro Short Subject
From Coast to Australia

Marking the fastest film ship-
ment on record for so great a dis-
tance, and the first time a print has
been shipped entirely by air from
Los Angreles to Australia, the first
print of "From the Ends of the
Earth, A New Romance in Cellu-
loid," M-G-M institutional short
subject, is scheduled to arrive in
Sydney on Aue. 24, 13 days after
leaving the Culver City studios, to
have its preview at the M-G-M
Australian convention. The print
arrived in New York via TWA, pro-
ceeded to London on the Yankee
ClipDer and is now en route by way
of the Royal Dutch Air Lines to
Sydney. Appronriately enousrh, the
flieht dramatically justifies the title

"From the Ends of the Earth."

Retsama Signs Claire Windsor
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Claire Windsor has

been signed by Retsama Film Prods,
to plav an important role in "The
Trail Blazers," which will be made
in Cinechrome.

Plan Bomb-proof Basement
for New Metro London Bldg.

(Continued from Page 1)

molition of the present buildings
there will start immediately.
The new building is scheduled for

occupancy in June, 1940. Entirely
devoted to M-G-M, the building will

cover 50,000 square feet of floor

space, and will have three eleva-
tors. Six repair, inspection and
cleaning rooms, will be provided for
the special care of film. Part of
the basement will be specially de-
signed to form a bomb-proof shelter.

There will be two preview the-
aters, one seating 100 persons and
the other 400, the latter to be used
for all M-G-M trade shows. These,
together with other parts of the
building, will be air-conditioned.
The building, which will be car-

ried out in Portland stone facing,
is to be erected by Messrs. Harry
Neal, Ltd., in accordance with plans
prepared by Arthur S. Ash, F.R.I.

B.A., well-known architect. Agents
for the site were Messrs. Henry
Joel, Ltd.

Duvivier in Exclusive Pact

with Transcontinental Films

Paris (By Cable)—Julien Duvi-
vier has been made technical and
artistic director general of the So-
ciete Transcontinental Films S. A.,

which, through its agreement with
Columbia Pictures of the U. S. A.,

assures distribution of product
throughout the English-speaking
countries.

Duvivier, it is reported, will per-
sonally direct two productions a
year for Transcontinental, and will

not direct for any other company
after completing his present assign-
ment, "Casque d'Or," for Regina.

Relief Fund to Benefit
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Motion Picture Re-

lief Fund will get the gross pro-
ceeds of the swank $11 premiere
for 20th-Fox's "Hollywood Caval-
cade" at the Four Star Theater
next month. Company is standing
all overhead.

Horrific Twin to Debut
Double American premiere of the

horrific twin bill. "The Return Of
The Frog" and "The Demon Barber
Of Fleet Street," has been set by
Select Attractions, Inc., distributors,
for Aug. 26 at theaters in Worces-
ter, Mass., and San Francisco.

Botanical Pix to Open
Beginning tomorrow, the Rocke-

feller Center News Reel Theater will

include on its program, Stan Bar-
nett's pictorial tour of the New York
Botanical Gardens "Waltz of the
Flowers," filmed in Kodachrome.

CFI to Pay 25c Dividend
Board of Directors of Consolidated

Film Industries, Inc., has declared a
dividend of 25 cents per share on the
preferred stock, payable Oct. 2, to

stockholders of record Sept. 11.

COfflMG MID G0U1G

LOUIS B. MAYER is scheduled to return to
the Coast this week from Saratoga, probably
stopping in New York for at least a day en
route.

SIDNEY R. KENT leaves New York tod" w r

a vacation in the Thousand Islands. on r

IAN C. JAVAL, commercial director of Baird
Television, sailed for England yesterday on the
Normandie, returning here within six weeks.

ROBERT KANE, English production head for
20th-Fox, is expected to arrive in this country
next week.

NAT STEINBERG, Republic's St. Louis fran-
chise holder, and BOB WITHERS, franchise hold-
er for the company in Kansas City, are in New
York to confer on circuit deals with the home
office.

JAMES R. CRAINGER arrives back in New
York today from Detroit.

KEN THOMSON and EDWARD ARNOLD plan
to leave for the Coast tonight, having delayed
their departure by a day.

H. M. RICHEY goes to Detroit tomorrow.

DOROTHY PARKER and ALAN CAMPBELL ar-
rive from Europe today on the Champlain.

JOHN CARFIELD arrives in New York in the
near future for a vacation.

LUCILLE WATSON has returned to New York
after several months on the Coast.

PAUL LUKAS and his wife arrive from Europe
today on the Manhattan.

LEW IRWIN, arrives in New York Monday
from the Coast.

Eight New Oklahoma
Theaters Near Opening

Oklahoma City—Month of August
finds new theater activity and re-
modeled openings booming with
Louis Groves getting his new 600-
seat Villa theater here ready for
opening by Sept. 1.

Other August openings include
Lewis Barton's remodeled Ritz the-
ater at Stroud; Glen Thompson's
new Thompson, 464 seats, at Tis-
homingo, to replace the burned Prin-
cess theater; a new theater now
nearing completion by Thompson
at Colbert, and Griffiths' new State
theater at Sapulpa.

G. M. Deen is also set to open a
new negro house, the Pittman at
Wewoka. Set to open are also new
houses by Walter Martin at Jay,
and the New Theater by Norma Ry-
lander at Langley.

Mrs. Wm. Murray Dead
Detroit — Mrs. William Murray,

wife of the manager of the Savoy
Theater, Grand Rapids, is dead. Her
husband and two children survive.

ANNOUNCING
THE OPENING OF OUR

NEW YORK EXCHANGE
723 Seventh Avenue

BRyant 9-8395

SACK
Amusement Enterprises, Inc.

EXCLUSIVE NATIONAL
DISTRIBUTORS FOR

Million Dollar Productions
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ODEON TAKES OVER

14 PARA. THEATERS

(Continued from Page 1)

Street, will be taken over on Sept.

4 by the powerful Odeon Theaters,
L^\ operating- under Oscar Deutsch,
ci'lflm-man and managing director.

Involved in the deal are 14 houses,
12 of which are located in England,
one in Cardiff, Wales, and one in

Glasgow, Scotland, thus raising the

Odeon holdings from 207 to 221
theaters.

Pact took shape rapidly as result

of conferences held between Deutsch,
acting for Odeon, and Stanton Grif-

fis, Paramount's executive commit-
tee chairman who recently arrived
here.

Following are the Paramount
stands agreed upon for acquisition

by Odeon: Paramount and Futurist,

Birmingham; Carlton, Brixton-As-
toria, Streatham-Astoria, Finsbury
Park-Astoria, Old Kent Road-As-
toria, and the Paramount on Tot-
tenham Road, all in London; Para-
mount, Manchester; Paramount,
Newcastle; Paramount, Leeds; Para-
mount, Liverpool; Capitol, Cardiff;

and Paramount, Glasgow.

Retaining by Paramount of the

Plaza here is said to have been
dictated by company's desire to pre-

serve one house as a London "show-
case." Observers believe that the

factor of sentiment entered into the

keeping of the Plaza, since this was
Paramount's first theater in the

U. K.

Butterfield Circuit Signs

For Republic's New Lineup

(Continued from Page 1)

eluded by him, in concert with Sam
Seplowin, company's branch manager
in Detroit, by terms of which the
108 houses of the Butterfield Circuit

play Republic's 1939-40 lineup.

E. C. Beatty, Butterfield prexy,
and J. 0. Brooks, circuit's chief film

buyer, handled the deal for the the-

aters.

Grainger leaves the home office to-

day for Boston.

Best wishes from THE FILM DAILY
to the following on their birthdays:

AUGUST 17

John Hay Whitney

W. S. MacDonald

Charles Judels

Winnie Lightner

Mary Price

John McCormick

ALCING THE

with PHIL M. DALYi
Being an Open Letter to Cary Grant.
• • • Dear Cary:
• • • THAT was truly a wonderful and most sincere gesture on

your part the other night We refer to that little incident in the

French Pavilion at the World's Fair It probably did not mean a

thing to you but to us it meant loads For it showed what a truly

swell guy you are off the screen as well as on It displayed a bit

of sweetness that is only too seldom manifested in the day's rush

T T T
• • • YOU don't know what we are talking about, Cary? . . .

.

Well, we'll tell you and the whole world at the same time

Remember a little table along side of yours? (No, you did not

know who we were, but we knew you We knew Miss Phyllis

Brooks, too) There was another young lady and a gentleman

who joined your party at brandy time In an effort to let the

gentleman in we tipped our table and spilled a glass of water

It ran across the top of our table and cascaded into his shoe

We were sorry and said so Then the photographers insisted

you pose for a picture That was the tip off One after

another, in endless stream, the autograph seekers came to your

table Every time you became engaged in serious conversation

still more would appear with those little books or menus

T T T
• • • YOU were patient and most gracious about it all Then

along came that little girl of about fifteen In a black dress, with

straight blond hair that hung to her shoulders She stood between

our tables, hesitated a moment and then, literally shaking from head to

foot, mustered courage to ask for your autograph She could hardly

speak she was so nervous One of your party half-whispered:

"Oh, this is too much," and on this occasion, you signed your name

without looking up That 15-year-old nearly passed out when you

handed back the paper to her She was fright personified We
all noted it and commented

• • • SUDDENLY, you feared possibly you had, in some un-

known way, hurt that child's feelings You asked who she

was Where she had gone And where she was seated

We pointed her out to you You asked if we thought you had

offended her and we told you honestly we did not think so

But with all the chivalry in the world you excused yourself from
your party and made your way up steps, thru waiters and diners

to the table at which that little girl was seated Just to tell

her you were sorry if you had grieved her in any way Our
eyes grew moist and, for a moment, we didn't feel like talking

You remained to chat a few minutes with her and her

party: Then matter-of-factly returned to your table and

casually resumed your conversation as if you had done nothing

really important

T
• • • BUT, Cary, it WAS important it WAS MIGHTY IMPORTANT,
For it did three things It evoked a remark from one of your party

about how tender-hearted you were It made us feel that this world

is, after all, a pretty good place in which to live and that there

are some swell fellows who come from Hollywood And, better still,

it must have made two people happy Your kind self for what you

had done and a little blond-haired child who will never forget that truly

chivalrous star of the movies, Cary Grant And so, once again,

let us say it was truly swell of you We wish more newspaper men
could have been present to observe a real actor when he wasn't acting.

Sincerely yours,
PHIL If. DALY.

4 UNIONS ASK BASIC

PACT RENEWAL PARLEY

(Continued from Page 1)

lieved that they will ask for wage
increases which will be countered by
the producers with a request for
decreases in a similar amount.
Meeting last year resulted in a

stalemate as the unions asked for
a 10 per cent wage increase and the
producers asked a 10 per cent cut.

jome adjustments may be made in

conditions, but it is believed that
no change will take place in the
present wage scale setup.
Whether or not the IATSE will

sit in at the meeting could not be
learned. The IA withdrew from the
basic pact and negotiations for new
contracts were carried on individual-
ly by the Coast Locals, but with the
IA invited to rejoin it is possible
they will make the step before the
meeting.

New Metro-Warner Product

Deal May Be Signed Today

(Continued from Page 1)

National Theaters is also well along,
being described as 75 to 80 per cent
set. Other deals similarly are said
progressing satisfactorily.

Dorothy Rothacker, daughter of

Douglas Rothacker, was married
Saturday to Ensign Hugh Raynor
Rimmer, U.S.N., at the Christ Epis-
copal church, Manhasset. L. I. A
reception was given at the bride's

parents' home after which they left

on their honeymoon by car to Cali-

fornia where Ensign Rimmer will be
permanently stationed.

Indianapolis—Miss Beth Ann Wil-
liston, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Dudley Williston, owners of a chain
of theaters here and in Louisville,

will be married here Sept. 4 to Jos-

eph Barr, Bicknell, Ind. They will

live in England for a year while the
bridegroom studies on a scholarship.

Salinas, Calif.—Brian Aherne and
Joan Fontaine, sister of Olivia de
Havilland, obtained a marriage
license here and state they will wed
Sunday in Del Monte.

Indianapolis—Larry Shubnell, Co-
lumbia office manager and head
booker was married to Helen Col-

lins. They are spending their honey-
moon in northern Michigan.

Indianapolis — Albert Blanken-
baker of Warner Bros, staff was
married to Jane Lewis. They are
on an Eastern wedding trip.

Sheboygan, Wis.—Herbert Graefe,
manager of the Badger Theater,
Merrill, Wis., was married here to

Miss Jennie Fairweather.

Johnny Weissmuller and Beryl
Scott have announced their intention

to be married this week.
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AAAA WON'T ACCEPT

AFL DECISION IN FULL

(Continued from Page 1)

prexy William Green and the Coun-
cil stating that they had never
agreed to the decision in full and
they had expressly disapproved of

a number of recommendations.

This action followed receipt of a
wire from William Green at the 4A's
headquarters in which it was stated
that they must accept the decision in

full and not reject any part of the
decision, with "necessary action and
further consideration" of the whcle
matter a mandatory step by the
Council if its decision is rejected.

Principal points in the decision

that the AAAA balked at were the
recommendations that would bring
Ralph Whitehead back into the ac-

tors' field of organization and the
ruling that the 4A's should only have
five representatives on a 10-man con-
trol board to supervise the AFA, if

and when it was taken back into the
AAAA fold. However, in the 4A's
reply to Green, it was suggested that
if they had a majority on this board
they might be willing to consider
some of the Council's other sugges-
tions.

It was believed by observers of the
dispute that Green might take re-

taliatory action in reply to this re-

jection action. In the actors' union
wire to Green they further stated
that they "will not" accept the de-
cision in full at the request of
A F of L vice-president Matthew
Woll, and further, that they had
never been informed of the contents
of the decision until it was released
to the press.

This action may renew the bitter

battle between the two factions and
ultimately lead to a serious strike

situation, as both sides have threat-
ened strike action, but hope was held
last night that with the return to

Atlantic City today of an AAAA
committee to discuss the situation
further with Matthew Woll that
peace may still be brought about by
mediation.

AAAA committee will be com-
prised of Ken Thomson, SAG, Paul
Turner, AEA, Frank Gillmore,
AAAA prexy, Florence Marston,
SAG, Emily Holt, AFRA, Paul Dul-
zell, AEA, and Henry Jaffe, AAAA
general counsel.

Whitehead Holds Decision
Must Be Accepted as Whole

Atlantic City—Stating that "the
American Federation of Actors has
accepted the A F of L Executive
Council ruling on the jurisdictional

dispute in the actors field," Ralph
Whitehead, executive secretary,
yesterday bitterly assailed Ken
Thomson, SAG executive secre-

tary, as being behind the entire

"persecution" of the AFA, and
named Thomson as the person who
would be "guilty" if the decision of
the Council is thwarted.

Whitehead asserted that the Coun-

"Plums of Plenty" Answers "Grapes of Wrath"
San Francisco—A three-reel pix, "Plums of Plenty" has been filmed to be shown

in answer to "Crapes of Wrath," by the Kern County Chamber of Commerce. It pictures

the farmer's side of the story, in defense against Steinbeck's expose of migrant worker
conditions.

Kentucky Indies Organize

to Fight for Lower Rentals

(Continued from Page 1)

have obtained the same rights for

from 8 to 10 per cent.

Jesse L. Lausman, Louisville inde-

pendent operator, said the organiza-
tion—to be known as the Theater
Business Association of Kentucky

—

would seek to get the price down to

25 or 30 per cent on all pictures.

In the past, Lausman said, the
average indie has paid high prices

becase he was afraid that if he
didn't, his competitors would.

''Gateway to Hollywood"

Using Broadcast Format

Houston—Jesse L. Lasky's "Gate-
way to Hollywood" revue is playing
a week's engagement at the Metro-
politan. Several hundred people
were turned away at the opening.
Edmund Lowe, Anita Louise and
Wendy Barrie are among the mem-
bers of the revue, with Lowe acting
as master of ceremonies. Houston
candidates for screen careers appear
in three skits, with Lowe and the
Misses Louise and Barrie playing
supporting roles. The revue runs 50
minutes. The show is presented in

the form of a big-time broadcast,
with two announcers being used.

RKO's Theaters Launch
Golden Jubilee of Hits

A celebration within a celebration
will make RKO Theaters' observance
of the Fiftieth Anniversary of mo-
tion pictures. Having adopted
"RKO's Golden Jubilee Year of Hits"
as expressive of the type of shows
to be presented during the 1939-40
season, RKO Theaters have been be-

decked with banners, pennants,
streamers and other festive trim-
mings bearing this inscription.

Rowland Appoints Agency
Richard A. Rowland, president of

Rowland Productions, Inc., has ap-
pointed Donahue & Coe, Inc., to han-
dle all advertising in connection with
all 1939-40 product which will be
released through United Artists.

cil's ruling was a clear-cut victory
for the AFA and a complete vindi-

cation for its officers. He stated
that it can only be accepted or re-

jected as a whole and that there was
no middle ground.
He accused the AAAA of not

wanting to abide by the decision now
that it has been made, and charac-
terized Thomson as playing the part
of a "spoiled brat" who takes a
stick of candy but attempts to evade
the spanking that is long overdue.

Javal Sails For England

To Confer on Tele Deals

(Continued from Page 1)

England yesterday to confer with
home office executives and inspect
new equipment lines the company is

producing.
Javal said he was pleased with the

progress the company has made
since they entered the American
field, but expressed the opinion that
lack of programs at this time was
retarding television. Meanwhile, the
special theater constructed in the
Gaumont British headquarters in

New York will continue in operation
with the theater screen set for
demonstration purposes, it was
learned.
The Baird exec, is believed anxious

to see the developments the com-
pany has made with color television,

reported to be highly successful.

Javal will return here within two
months.

TMAT's Executive Board

Declares the ITOA Unfair

(Continued from Page 1)

laid plans to put the organization
on all union unfair lists, it was dis-

closed yesterday. What action they
will take in addition to this could
not be determined.
The ITOA was charged with in-

timidating members of the union
working in the member houses of the
ITOA and also with intimidating
pickets. Unfair practices were also

charged in places where the union
is striking.

Formal hearing of the Raybond
Theaters-TMAT case will be held
this morning before the State Labor
Relations Board. Pickets are still

being maintained by the union at
the Vcgue Theater.

Release of Revised Draft

of Code is Again Delayed

(Continued from Page 1)

is made public by the Distributors
Negotiating Committee through
William F. Rodgers, Metro sales

chiex,

Last revisions embrace both sub-
stance and language changes, it is

understood.
Published reports to the effect

that Rodgers personally had sub-
mitted a final draft to the Depart-
ment of Justice in Washington last

week-end were said without founda-
tion in informed quarters yesterday.

150,000 See "Chips" in Chi.

Chicago—More than 150,000 per-

sons attended the eight-weeks' show-
ing of Metro's "Goodbye, Mr.
Chips" at B & K's Apollo Theater
here. Film will be succeeded by
Paramount's "Our Leading Citizen."

«REVI€UJS
"When Tomorrow

Comes"
with Charles Boyer and Irene Dunne

Universal
ŝ
Mi

SPLENDID STORY DEFTLY in tCT
WITH BOYER AND DUNNE AT THI
BEST SHOULD MAKE THIS ONE A SO<

B.O. ATTRACTION.

Charming and gay, sad and endurii

this is a story of two people that rt

the gamut of emotions as it is truthfu

projected on the screen in an adult fashi

by John M. Stahl. Charles Boyer and Ire

Dunne are superb in the lead roles w
Barbara O'Neil rating laurels for her p;

as Boyer's demented wife. The entire c;

has been carefully selected and the su

porting roles are filled perfectly. Stahl h

directed and produced the film deftly, nev

allowing his story to deviate from its tr

course with any sappy interludes as a s

to audiences who want everything rosy

all times. Romance and heartbreak oft

walk hand in hand as they do in the Jam
Cain novel, from which the film was mac

Boyer accidentally meets Miss Dunne in

restaurant where she is a waitress. U
happy and bearing the burden of bei

married to a woman who is demented
times, he is attracted to her. They ma
a date and go sailing, finally arriving

Boyer's country home just as a storm

breaking. Irene learns who he is for t

first time, a celebrated concert piani

She falls in love with him and decides

is better to leave immediately than I

matters go any further. A savage hu

ricane hits the shore and their car

crippled when a tree hits it. Rising wat

forces them to seek shelter in a chur

where they spend the night in the ch<

loft. In the morning they are rescued a:

Irene meets Boyer's wife, and learns t

whole story. They meet once more ai

Boyer leaves her to sail for Europe with f

wife, but he promises to come back "son

day." A simple story, but beautifully ai

truthfully told with charm and feeling, f

phoney props or scenes are used to pad tl

story as it is unfolded and in its simplici

and directness lie the properties that ma
it a really fine picture, one which audienc

will remember and talk about. Here is

picture that exhibitors can exploit to the

hearts' content, with marquee names, a sto

by a prominent novelist, but in additio

this is a story that audiences can unde

stand and visualize in its telling becau

of its simplicity.

CAST: Irene Dunne, Charles Boyer, Ba

bara O'Neil, Onslow Stevens, Nydia Wes
man, Fritz Feld, Nella Walker, Harry Bra<

ley, Milton Parsons.

CREDITS: Producer and Director, John I

Stahl; Novel by James Cain; Screenpls

Dwight Taylor; Cameraman, John Mesca
Editor, Milton Carruth.

DIRECTION, Excellent. PHOTOGRAPH
Top-Notch.

Pollock at World's Fair

Leo Pollock, until recently adve>

tising and publicity director f(

Tri-National Films, Inc., is now aj

sisting Leo Casey, newly appoint!

Director of Public Relations for t]

New York World's Fair. Polloi

is in charge of the assigning of tl

publicity and photographic staff

OB
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Universal Film ExchangesJnc.
ROCKEFELLER CENTER

NEW YORK

OFFICE OF

W. A. Scully

August 16, 1939

TO ALL BRANCHES:

Note following letter to all of our customers.

"We had expected to release during August 1939 a DEANNA DURBIN
picture in the course of production, under the title of FIRST
LOVE.

We now find that due to unforseen circumstances it will be im-
possible for us to have this picture available for release dur-

ing the current releasing season.

In view of the support and cooperation extended to us during
the past year by our customers, we will deliver this DURBIN
picture under our 1938-39 contract, even though under our con-
tract we are not obligated to do so."

(»F

WAS L

Please be governed accordingly.

Sincerely,
'

GENERAL SALES MANAGER //

k N
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Esperia Exclusive U. S. Distributor for Italy's ENIC

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought

(See Column 4 Below)
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Now Twenty-One Years Old
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AFofL Council Considering 4A-IA Compromise Proposal

II. S. SPINS CODEJARNS OF NEW SUITS
Schaefer Announces Promotions in RKO Studio Setup
Nolan Becomes Assistant to

Schaefer; Benedict Made
a Producer

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — George J. Schaefer,

president of RKO Radio, announced
here yesterday a series of promotions
in company's studio setup.
Joseph J. Nolan, assistant secre-

tary, who has served the organiza-
tion for the past 18 years in both
home office and studio positions, was
named assistant to Schaefer. Nolan
will continue to make his headquart-
ers at the studio.

Howard S. Benedict, studio pub-
licity director, goes over to the pro-
duction department as a producer in

(Continued on Page 3)

N. Y. LABOR DEMANDS

PRODUCTION IN EAST

Resolution introduced before the
New York State Federation of La-
bor convention by Sal J. Scoppa,
business agent of Local 52, studio
mechanics, asking that 10 per cent
of all yearly film production be
made in New York was unanimous-
ly adopted yesterday by the State
body. That this would happen was

(.Continued on Page 9)

RCA Has Method of Using

16 mm. Films for Television

RCA engineers, following a long
period of experimentation in com-
pany's Camden, N. J., laboratories,
have perfected a projector-icono-

(Continued cm Page 4)

Industry to Get Hearings

on Belgian Trade Treaty

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Motion picture in-

dustry will have opportunity to ask
for change in tariff laws on films
sent to Belgium under a new trade

(.Continued on Page 9)

"OZ" OPENING
PENS HISTORY
38,000 Storm Capitol for

Pix, Stellar P.A.'s

In an opening without precedent
in the history of the Capitol The-
ater, "The Wizard of Oz," with
Mickey Rooney and Judy Garland
appearing in person, drew approx-
imatley 38,000 patrons yesterday.

Lines started to form at 5:30 A.M.
when many arrived at the box office

with hot coffee and doughnuts. By
8:45 the entire block was surrounded
six-deep and the sale of tickets was
suspended. At 11 o'clock ticket-sell-

ing was resumed both at the box
office and by ushers to persons in

the lines.

At 3 P. M. the Capitol was still

completely encircled. Additional
police reserves were called, with cap-

(Continued on Page 9)

Williams-Griffith Charter

$250,000 Oklahoma Circuit

Oklahoma City—Another new cir-

cuit has been incorporated with H.
F. Williams, K. Lee Williams, H. J.

Griffith and Harry McKenna as of-
(Continued on Page 9)

D of J Insists on Divorcement, Says Arnold; Code
Seen Menaced; Government Fears Indies

Must Sign to Survive
By MILTON F. LUNCH, Washington Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY

Washington—Adoption of the pending Trade Practice Code by
the film industry "can only lead to continued and perhaps addi-
tional prosecutions," Thurman Arnold, Assistant Attorney Gen-
eral in charge of the Anti-Trust Division, declared yesterday

in a letter to the majors counsel that

"U" SPENDS $50,000

TO PLUG TWO FILMS

Minimum budget of $50,000 has
been set aside by Universal for the
special promotion of two pictures
this month. The first, "When To-
morrow Comes" starring Irene
Dunne and Charles Boyer, has al-

ready reflected the strength of the
(Continued on Page 4)

Michigan Allied Meets
In Kalamazoo on Oct. 2-4

Detroit—Allied Theaters of Mich-
igan will hold the annual convention
Oct. 2-3-4 at the Burdick Hotel,

Kalamazoo. P. C. Schram, Kalama-
zoo exhibitor, is chairman of ar-

(Continucd on Page 4)

New Peace Proposal Less Favorable

to Sophie Tucker and Whitehead

Skouras Hopes Gov't Trust

Suits May Benefit Industry

Denver — Addressing managers
and executives of National Theaters
Intermountain circuit here yester-
day at the opening of their conven-
tion, Spyros Skouras, NT chieftain,

stated that he believed the anti-
(Continucd on Page 4)

By W. H. McMAHON
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
Atlantic City—No definite decision

has as yet been made by the A F of L
on the new demands and action of
the AAAA which had refused to ac-
cept the decision and recommenda-
tions of the A F of L in the settling
of differences between this body,
the IATSE and the AFA. It was

(Continued on Page 9)

some quarters here felt may spell

the Code's doom.
The letter attacked the Code as

failing to solve what the Government
considers illegal practices of the in-

dustry. Arnold stated flatly the aim
of the Department of Justice is still

divprcement cf production from ex-
hibition, primary objective in the
New York equity suit.

The industry now faces the choice,

according to observers here, of go-
(Continued on Page 4)

ESPERIA TO BE ENIG

DISTRIBUTOR IN U. S.

ENIC, Italy's government-con-
trolled film bureau, has closed a con-
tract with the Esperia Film Distrib-

uting Co. of New York whereby
Esperia becomes the exclusive dis-

(Continued on Page 3)

Denies Further Particulars

to UA in N. Y. Equity Suit

Federal Judge Edward A. Conger
yesterday signed a formal order
denying the application of United

(Continued on Page 9)

Coast Labor Council Will

Co-op in Coast Pix Probe

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Open letter has been

sent to Attorney General Frank Mur-
phy by the American Federation of

(Continued cm Page 9)
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

High Low Close

Am. Seat
Col. Picts. vtc. (2Vi%) 9 9 9-
Columbia Picts. pfd

Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.. 10 10 10 -

East. Kodak 171 1/4 170V2 170 Vi -

do pfd

Cen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc 423/4 421/4 42% -

do pfd
Paramount 9 8% 8% -

Paramount 1st pfd
Paramount 2nd pfd. . . 10V4 10 10 -

Pathe Film llyi "'A 11% -

RKO 1% 1% 1%
20th Century-Fox ... 18% 18% 18%-
20th Century-Fox pfd

Univ. Pict. pfd 62

V

8 62V8 62%-
Warner Bros 43,4 43/4 4% -

do pfd

Net
Chg.

13/8

%

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith B. F. ref. 6s46
Loew's deb. 3y2s46. . 103% 1033/8 1033/8
Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. 6s55
Para. Picts. cv. 3V4s47 91 1/4 91 % 91 %
RKO 6s41 70 70 70
Warner Bros.' cv. 6s39
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts

Sonotone Corp 1% 1% 1%
Technicolor 15% 1534 153/4

Trans-Lux
Universal Corp. vtc

Universal Picts

- %

%
2'/2

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES

Bid Asked
Pathe Film 7 pfd 100 103
Fox Thea. Ofice Bldg. 1st '46 33/8 43,4

Loew's Thea. Realty 6s 1st '47 102 103
Met. Playhouse, Inc. 2nd deb. '45. 70V2 72 Vi
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st '57 63'/4 65 Vi

SAFETY LLOYDS
FILM STORAGE CORP.

Storage by Reel or Vault

729 Seventh Ave.
New York City
BRyant 9-5600 SECURITY

Octopus" Suit vs. WB
Goes to Federal Court

Suit against Warner Bros. Pic-
tures, Inc., brought by M & G
Amusements, Inc., was disclosed yes-
terday when New York Supreme
Court Justice Thomas Noonan or-

dered transfer of the suit from the
Supreme to the Federal Court.
Plaintiffs claim the ownership of
the film rights to the play "Sh'h
The Octopus," authored by Ralph
Murphy and Donald Gallaher. War-
ner Bros, is charged with asserting
conflicting claims to the play.
Warners has filed an answer in

which it alleges that Federal Judge
Harry A. Hollzer in July ruled in

its favor in a suit brought against
rhem in California by the two au-
thors.

RKO Opens 1st of 3 Foreign

Sales Meets Today in Brazil

The RKO Radio Rio de Janeiro
sales meeting opens today at the
Copacabana-Palace Hotel. Brazilian
manager Bruno Cheli is presiding.
Foreign manager Phil Reisman and
Nat Liebeskind, Southern South
American Supervisor, are in at-

tendance.
Reisman is expected to sail for

Buenos Aires next Friday on the
S. S. Brasil where the Argentine
Convention will open on Aug. 31
under Nat Liebeskind's chairman-
ship.

Australasian manager Ralph R.
Doyle has announced that the Aus-
tralian and New Zealand sales

forces will meet at Sydney Tuesday.

UDT Reduces Children's

Prices in All 17 Houses

Detroit—United Detroit Theaters
is dropping price of children's ad-
missions in all 17 houses. At the
Michigan and Palms-State, first-

runs, price drops form 25 to 15
cents, while at the second-runs, it

drons from 15 to 10 cents.

Ten cent parking for patrons of
the two first-runs is also being: in-

troduced, overcoming a competitive
handicap provided by parking1

charges of 25c to 40c for patrons in

local parking lots. New rates ap-
ply to both day and nieht patrons.

Wander to Spend 2 Millions

On Verne Tale for 1940-41

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollvwood — Walter Wanger has

«et a $2,000,000 budget for "Around
fhe World in 80 Days," and will send
the Jules Verne storv before the
cameras in February. Jacques Thery
is on the script and Wander is seek-
ing Ronald Colman for the lead. Re-
lease will probably be on 1940-41
program.

Delay Raybond-TMAT Case
Hearing before the New York

State Labor Relations board vester-
day of the Raybond Theaters-TMAT
case was postponed until Thursday
of next week.
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Orpheum Theaters Creditors

To Receive 1 .977 Per Cent

Federal Judge Murray Hulbert
yesterday approved the final report
of Peter B. Olney, Jr., referee in

bankruptcy on Orpheum Theaters,
and discharged Olney. The com-
pany in the proceedings was a Mis-
souri corporation operating theaters
in St. Louis.

Creditor will receive 1.977/1000
per cent. Claims amounted to $2,-

115,233 filed and assets amounted
to $27,684.

Fleischer Studios File

for Dissolution in N.

Albany—Fleischer Studios, Inc.,

has filed papers with the Secretary
of State's offices here for dissolution
of the New York corporation which
has been supplanted by the new
Florida company operating under
the same name.
Papers were filed by N. William

Welling, of New York City, counsel
for Fleischer. Move is a perfunc-
tory one, described as getting rid

of a "legal relic" no longer needed.

Gehring Signs 20th-Fox Pix

Deal with Michigan Co-op

Chicago—William C. Gehring, cen-

tral sales manager for 20th Century-
Fox, reports that Michigan-Co-op
has signed for his firm's product,
and that he has closed for the new
season lineup with Warner's Mil-
waukee circuit.

Negotiations with Great States is

expected to be closed next week.
Gehring states that 20th-Fox's

business is ahead of the same period
last year. He returns to New York
today.

Mutual Theaters Signs

Pacts With 7 Companies

Detroit—Mutual Theaters, booking
cooperative representing 38 houses,
has signed contracts for the new
season with M-G-M, Warner Bros.,

Paramount, 20th-Fox, Columbia,
UA, and Monogram, general man-
ager Raymond E. Moon disclosed.

Moon declined to state whether new
contracts represented an increase in

film rentals.

Mutual has one new member, the

Flint Theater at Flint, being opened
by Willard Johnson.

"In Name Only" Will Play

4 Weeks at Atlantic City

"In Name Only" will run for four
successive weeks in Warner first-run

theaters in Atlantic City. The un-
precedented pre-release engagement
follows a top-grossing initial week
at the Warner which wound up yes-

terday. Pix also holds over at the
Mayfair Theater, Asbury Park.

Cummings Gets New Pact
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Jack Cummings, M-G-

M producer, has been given a new
long-term contract.

COminG MID GOIIi

SPYROS SKOURAS, National Theaters ch
tain, arrives in Salt Lake City today on his

of the NT divisional headquarters.
if

s.

WILLIAM J. HEINEMAN, Western/-""-:- m
ager for Universal, left New Yorfcn Jistei ill

for an extended tour of his territory.'

WILLIAM A. SCULLY, general manager
distribution for Universal, left last night fo

brief visit to Charlotte, N. C, returning
the home office Monday.

ERICH WOLFGANG KORNGOLD leaves Ho
wood in a few weeks for a vacation in Swec

N. C. CASSIDY, Michigan exhib., H.
LEWIS, Louisiana exhib., and W. F. WEli ,(!

South Carolina exhib., were visitors this w: it

at the RKO Lounge.
| «

M. S. HILL, division manager for the l
1

cey circuit in North Carolina and his s<

HUGH and MONTY, LOUIS LEFFLER, exec, v

the Jefferson Amusement Co. in Texas, W,
CODWIN, North Dakota exhib., LEWIS DEUTS'
Minnesota exhib., were visitors this week
the Paramount home office.

HELEN HAYES is en route to Europe on
Normandie.

DR. FRANCESCO MACALUSO, Esperia F

head, arrived yesterday from Italy.

JOE E. BROWN is planning a trip to E

land in the near future.

ADOLPHE MENJOU, having completed his

in Columbia's "Golden Boy," arrives in

York Monday for a brief vacation.

DAVID LOEW has arrived in New York fi me

the Coast.

Chi. Won't Push Quiz Cas
Chicago—Sources close to Corp

ation Counsel's office here declar
yesterday that the City of Chica
will not further press the "Dr
case. This quiz attraction has be
a recent feature at the Chicago Tr
ater, but winds up on Monday e\'

ning next.
Contention has been that the qi

violates a city ordinance because
is essentially a lottery.

New FitzPatrick Pact

A new contract calling for
TravelTalks to be released by
G-M during the 1939-40 season h

been signed by James A. Fit __

Patrick. New series will cover bo

North and South America.
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Best wishes from THE FILM DAILY
to the following on their birthdays:

AUGUST 18

Gus Edwards McCrew F. Willisf^
Vernon Gray Robert Weitman

Sid Weiss

AUGUST 19

Colleen Moore Joan Peers

Kenneth McKenna Marie Wilson
Eleanor Boardman Edward H. McBrid

June Collyer Edward K. O'Sheaf*

AUGUST 20

Fred A. Kelsey Hyatt Daab
Bernard Hyman
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SPERIA TO BE ENIG

DISTRIBUTOR IN U. S.

':

•t

(Continued from Pane 1)

1||ibutors for ENIC in the U. S. Dr.
i'ancesco Macaluso, head of Es-
ria, arrived from Italy yesterday

1 th<^ulcania and announced that

te cKry had been set in Rome about
vo weeks ago.
Esperia has acquired about 50
alian pictures for distribution on
lis side. Macaluso said that ap-

,
|{,
I'oximately 80 features will be

i-ijade in Italy this year.

Show window for the Italian pic-

s'jires in New York will be the Es-
6 }aire Theater on 8th Avenue. The
ame of the theater will be changed
) the Cinecitta and will open under
le Esperia banner on Sept. 15.

I
mong the pictures acquired by the

ois istributors and which will open at

ie Cinecitta are "Life of Giuseppe
erdi," "Scipione L'Africana" and
D'Altri Tempi." Esperia also will

andle Luce Newsreel.
Macaluso said that he believed

ie Italian government and the U.
. distributors eventually would ad-

ist their differences growing out
f the ENIC monopoly. He said

1 f:aly looked favorably on foreign
ictures and that it was willing to

jncede many of the issues desired

y the American companies but not
11 of the points involved. If an

Agreement is reached, he added, the

. S. companies must make some
j[Jbncessions, also.

French "Season" to Start
New York's French cinema "sea-

on" will open on Sept. 1, when the
'ifty-Fifth Street Playhouse will

resent the U. S. premiere of Vic-

qjpr Trivas' "Song of the Streets."

t will be the first of four French
creen importations scheduled to

ave their first showings in this

ountry early next month.

Detroit—Edna L. Grace, secretary
d Frank Gene, Vitagraph office man-
ger, is to be married tomorrow to

Iric Higginbottom.

Detroit — Paramount is having
hree marriages among the staff

.ere. Elwood Dwyer, booker, was
larried recently to Ellen Studt.
lllen Whitty, inspectress, was mar-
ied Saturday to Arthur Thorodood.
!arl Dorst, shipper, has announced
is forthcoming marriage to Made-
ine DeRosier.

Miami, Fla.—Dan Cupid continues
get in effective work at the

Fleischer Studios where everything
s speeding to complete "Gulliver's

Travels" before Christmas, Four
nore couples are scheduled to say
1 will" within the month. Blanche
Tarbort and George Gamanetti;
iettina Ryons of Los Angeles and
lames Culhane; Mary Marie Marion
if New York and Anthony DiPaola;
ind Jane Mercer of Coconut Grove
ind Walter Cunningham.

ALCNG THE

with PHLM. DALYi
t t >r

• • • THAT Era of Good Feeling currently finding manifes-

tation in the Exhibitors' Sponsored Testimonial to the New-

Universal and Prexy Nate Blumberg cannot but be further stimu-

lated by the company's action in advising all customers it

will deliver Deanna Durbin's "First Love" under its 1938-39 con-

tract although the production will not be ready until a month

or longer after the contract expires Universal easily could

have stood on its rights and withheld the feature but instead

elects to deliver thus acknowledging "the support and co-opera-

tion extended to us during the past year by our customers"

T T
• • • WILLIAM J. SCULLY, "U's" able general sales man-
ager yesterday saw nothing unusual in the decision or

in the use of paid space in the trade press to acquaint all

"U" branches with the course of action "We're just play-

ing square," said WJS Adding that he hoped to make delivery

of the pix in late September or very early October

But if Scully can't see anything out of the ordinary in

the company's decision you can bet highly appreciative ex-

hibs. will

T V T
• • • HOLLYWOOD or mebbe we should say Burbank

is about to prove that it can take it Which is to say that

Warners will kid those super-colossal Hollywood premieres

next Tuesday when it opens its new featurette "Slapsie Maxie's"

starring one Maxwell Everett Rosenbloom in said MER's

nighterie Critics are being bidden on the basis cf

"Good reviews or else" and the engraved invitations further

assure that the gala occasion will be featured by "Bank

Night, shoball, free dishes, bingo, bungo and banko" Oh, to be in

Hollywood on Monday eve! ! ! But New Hope will have to do

Or mebbe Moravia

N. Y. Exchange for Negro
Pictures Opened by Sack

Sack Amusement Enterprises, dis-

tributors of Negro pictures, has
opened a New York exchange at 723
Seventh Ave. The company has
other branches in Dallas, Atlanta
and Chicago.

Lester J. Sack, vice-president of
the organization, is branch manager
in New York. Adolph Pollak has
been named sales representative and
Dorothy Schapiro is cashier.

Sack is the exclusive national dis-

tributor for Million Dollar Produc-
tions, Inc., leading producer of

Negro pictures. The New York ex-
change will serve the eastern terri-

tory. A few pictures with white
casts also will be handled.

Alfred N. Sack, head of the firm,

celebrated his 20th anniversary in

show business on Monday.

Post Contract Extended
Under a renewal of contract just

signed, Post Pictures Corp. will con-
tinue to handle foreign rights of the
single reel Cinecolor shorts, "Popu-
lar Science" and "Unusual Occupa-
tions" produced by Jerry Fairbanks
and Robert Carlisle.

Para. Successful Bidder

for "Miss Susie Slagle's"

Paramount has just closed a con-

tract for screen rights to a first

novel by Miss Augusta Tucker,

"Miss Susie Slagle's," having out-

bid five other film companies, it is

stated, for the rights. The book,
which was six years in the writing,
is to be published in the Fall by
Harper & Brothers.

Story deals with a group of Johns
Hopkins' medical students at a
boarding house in Baltimore. Miss
Tucker is a former school teacher,
book reviewer on the New York
Times and feature writer on the Bal-
timore Sun.

Williams Adding Two
Oklahoma City—The K. Lee Wil-

liams Theaters, Inc. circuit has
closed a deal for outright purchase
of the American theater at Wil-
burton, from J. G. McGinley. The
Williams circuit has also secured
a 10-year lease on the Rohenstein
Building on Main St., Wilburton,
and will convert it into a "B'' house
to be operated week ends.

PROMOTIONS NAMED

IN RKO STUDIO SETUP

(Continued from Page 1)

the Lee Marcus unit. Benedict had
held the office as publicity director
for the past five years, coming to

the Coast from New York where he
was engaged in publicity and news-
paper work.

Perry Lieber was named to suc-
ceed Benedict as publicity head at
the studio under S. Barret McCor-
mick, head of advertisinig and pub-
licity for RKO Radio. Lieber has
been associated for the past 10 years
with the department here.

Bert Gilroy, formerly assigned to

production of shorts and features,
was promoted to produce features ex-
clusively in the Lee Marcus unit.

Lou Brcck, director of shorts was
moved up to head the short subjects
department.
No other changes or promotions

are said to be contemplated by
Schaefer who leaves here today for
New York.

J. R. McDonough vice-president in

charge of studio operations and Sid
Rigell studio manager will continue
in their present capacities it was de-
clared.

Mannix, Warner Deny SWG
Charges at NLRB Hearing

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Testifying at the

hearing before NLRB at which major
producers are charged with intimi-
dating and coercing the memebrship
of the Screen Writers' Guild and re-
fusing to bargain with them, E. J.

Mannix denied that he had called
any meeting of M-G-M writers or
that he had ever spoken to Grover
Jones, the scenarist, in connection
with activities of the SWG. He also
stated that in 1936 Irving Thalberg
represented M-G-M in negotiations
with writers.

Jack L. Warner denied that he
had ever spoken to George Bricker,
a scenarist, in connection with SWG
activities. Sol M. Wurtzel of 20th
Century-Fox testified briefly. B. B.
Kahane and Sam Briskin of Colum-
bia, Darryl F. Zanuck, David O. Selz-
nick, Bernard Hyman and William
Koenig were among the executives
who had been summoned to testify
before the NLRB.

STORKS!
Rudy Weiss, of the Warner home

office real estate department, is cele-

brating the arrival of a baby boy,
born to Mrs. Weiss on Sunday, at
Doctor's Hospital. The baby has
been named Ronald Whitman Weiss.

Another boy for the F. Shirley
Wilcoxes of New Albany, Ind., Louis,
ville's neighbor acrcss the Ohio
River. Wilcox manages the Grand
and Indiana Theaters there for the
Switow Amusement Co. of Louisville.
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Code Spells Continued Industry Prosecution—Arnold
Murphy Aide Cites Alleged

Economic Effects of

Film Monopoly
(Continued from Page 1)

ing ahead with the Code in the face
of Government opposition or drop-
ping it completely after more than
a year of hard work on the part of

distribution and exhibition branches.
(William F. Rodgers, spokes-

man for the Distributors' Nego-
tiating Committee, in New York
did not care to comment upon
the Arnold letter last night).
Arnold's letter was written in re-

sponse to a request for an expres-
sion from the Department by the
majors' attorneys who sent a copy
of the proposed Code for examina-
tion and comment.

"The Code assumes that the
present organization of the mo-
tion picture industry is legal and
that divestiture of exhibition

and distribution is unnecessary.
It therefore completely ignores

the position taken by the Gov-
ernment in (the pending litigation

against the major companies. It

also ignores the repeated state-

ments of prosecution policy with
respect to the moving picture in-

dustry made by the Depart-
ment," Arnold wrote.
The letter was sent to the follow-

ing: Austin C. Keough, general coun-
sel, Paramount Pictures; Robert W.
Perkins, general
counsel, Warner
Brothers ; Rich-
ard E. Dwight,
of Dwight, Har-
ris, Hoegel and
Caskey; John
Howley, of Don-
ovan, Leisure,
Newton and
Lumbard ; and
J. Robert Rubin,
general counsel,
Loew's, Inc.

The proposed
Code is, in

effect, an elab-

orate set of
trade practice
provisions superimposed upon a com-
bination of producers, distributors,

and exhibitors which, the Depart-
ment contends, is an illegal and un-
reasonable restraint of trade, Arnold
charged.

"While the Code appears to be
voluntary, the practical effect of

its adoption under existing con-

ditions might be to compel in-

dependents to comply in order to

survive," he wrote.
The Government has directly chal-

lenged some provisions of the pro-

posed Code, Arnold stated. "In ad-

dition to the illegality of the Code
in failing to provide for divestiture

of production and distribution from
exhibition, various specific provisions

of the Code are directly challenged

by the Government in the pending-

litigation against the major com-
panies.

Divorcement Held Vital

"The Department therefore re-

affirms the position which it has con-

THURMAN ARNOLD

Seonhony Engineers Predict Television
to Utilize Color Within Next Five Years

London (By Cable)—Engineers of Scophony Television are predicting the advent of
color in television pictures within five years. The prophecy, however, relates to tele-
vision in cinemas with receivers of the optical-mechanical sort. The engineers believe
that it is impossible to get color images for television by means of the cathode tube.

Experiments conducted at the Scophony laboratories, it is stated, using optical-
mechanical receiving apparatus, have produced color images that are very encouraging.

RCA Has Method of Using

16 mm. Films for Television

(Continued from Page 1)

scope machine, by means of which
16 mm. films can be utilized for
television programs.
Development is viewed by observ-

ers as assuring tele stations a new
and large source of film footage.

Michigan Allied Meets
in Kalamazoo on Oct. 2-4

(Continued from Page 1)

rangements. Miss Pearl M. Sprott,
office manager, is leaving for Kala-
mazoo to make arrangements.

sistently taken since proceedings
against the motion picture companies
were commenced, to wit, that di-

vestiture of distributors and pro-
ducers from the exhibition branch of
the industry must be obtained."

Arnold outlined what he called

"the economic effects of the present
illegal combinations" as:

"1. Independently-owned the-
aters are being driven out of
business because of the onerous
and discriminatory conditions
not only on the rental of film but
with respect to other trade prac-
tices. At the present rate at
which independently-owned the-
aters are being driven to finan-

cial failure, it will only be a
question of a short time before
there are no independents left in

the field.

"2. New competitors who at-

tempt to enter the field of mo-
tion picture exhibition find it al-

most impossible to secure film

for exhibition on any reasonable
and non-discriminatory basis.

The result is that there is prac-
tically no effective new competi-
tion.

"3. These independently-owned
theaters that have managed to

date to survive are compelled, in

order to get pictures, to operate
under terms which leave them
very little freedom in the selec-

tion of film and in the manage-
ment of their own business.

"4. Independent producers find

it practically impossible to se-

cure a satisfactory market for
their film because of the domina-
tion by the major companies
over the exhibition houses. These
independent producers are up
against an almost hopeless bar-

gaining disadvantage in secur-

ing markets for their film in ex-

hibition houses that are con-
trolled by the major producers

Metro to Do Wilde Tale;

"Quo Vadis" for Taylor

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Metro has acquired

pix rights to "The Canterville

Ghost," by Oscar Wilde and plans

production for 1939-40 release.

"Quo Vadis" is also announced by
Metro as a forthcoming Hunt Strom-

berg production, starring Robert
Taylor. Story will be adapted by
Howard Estabrook, who has just

signed a new long-term contract with

the company.

with whom the independent pro-
ducers are trying to compete.

Says New Capital Discouraged
"5. New capital investment in

the motion picture business is

discouraged because of the great
difficulty of competing on a fair
basis with the major companies,
either in production or exhibi-
tion, so long as the major com-
panies control the principal
markets for film.

"6. Theater patrons in any
given community are not given
an opportunity to exercise choice
as to the type of pictures they
desire to see. Under present
conditions it is impossible for
community taste to find expres-
sion through a locally owned
theater free to bargain for the
type of films its patrons wish.
As matters now stand, each com-
munity is regimented into ac-
cepting the kind of picture
which will make the most prof-
its on a nation-wide scale.

"7. There is no opportunity
for new forms of artistic expres-
sion which are not approved by
those in control of the major
companies, even though there
exist communities which would
support them."
The proposed Code will not remedy

the charges listed by him, Arnold
states.

"Therefore, the Department in

order to make its prosecution policy

clear is compelled to announce that
the adoption of the Code dated Aug-
ust 10, 1939, by the motion picture
industry can only lead to continued
and perhaps additional prosecutions,"

the trust-buster-in-chief declares at

the close of his letter.

Arnold's letter put a definite end
to reports and counter reports that

the Department would approve the

Code with several changes suggested
by it.

"U" SPENDS $50,000

TO PLUG TWO FILMS!

(Continued from Page 1)

campaign with the report of smash
openings in more than 50 key situa-
tion theaters, many of them hitting
better than 200 per cent of top open-
ing day business. Rave reviews in
nearly every instance made for con-
tinuance of business, and a record
number of hold-overs are already in-
dicated.
At the opening in New York, at

the Rivoli Theater, the gross was re-
ported as the highest in many years,
with no let-up on the second day,
and indications for a record break-
ing week-end business.
Meanwhile one of the greatest

promotional campaigns ever insti-
tuted by Universal is going ahead
full blast to introduce a new star
Gloria Jean, in Joe Pasternak's pro-
duction, "The Under-Pup." The pic-
ture will be shown at a double pre-
miere in Scranton on the evening of
Aug. 24, and will be generally re-
leased the week following. For the
premiere Gloria Jean is coming East
to make a p.a. surrounded by an
entourage of approximately 75 news-
paper critics from all over the coun-
try, trade paper scribes and fan mag.
azine editors.
The group will gather at the St.

Moritz Hotel in New York, where
two full floors have been set aside
for them, and will leave for Scran-
ton on a special train out of the
Pennsylvania R. R. Station next
Thursday. They return the follow-
ing day, and on Saturday, will be
the guests of Universal at the
World's Pair, in a celebration named
"Gloria Jean Day" by the Fair.

Skouras Hopes Gov't Trust

Suits May Benefit Industry

(Continued from Page 1)

trust suits filed by the Government
against the film industry had been
brought in good faith, and expressed
the hope that they will aid rather
than hinder business.

Skouras said it was possible some
unintentional bad practices had de-
veloped in the theater and film
business over a period of years, but
he was confident that thev could
be corrected. Skouras left for Salt
Lake City after attending a lun-
cheon which was attended by 250
people, 100 of them NT men. He
was presented with a watch and bill

case by the NT employes.
Rick Ricketson, Intermountain

division head, presided at the meet-
ing.

Wesley Studios Quits
Albany—Wesley Studios, Inc., has

had dissolution papers served on the
Secretary of State by The Corp., 385
Madison Avenue, New York.
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ay "Hello !" and get on to what's happened ! Universal has
found a new star! A girl with a thrill-ion dollar voice, an
amazing faculty for being herself. A star who's first picture

finds her surrounded by the top favorites of Hollywood and
backed by the production genius of Joe Pasternak, unerring,

creator of successes

!

Robert GUMMINGS • NanGREY
and Gloria JEAN in

>.UNDER
wtth

Beulah Bondi • Virginia Weidler • Margaret Lindsay

G. Aubrey Smith • Billy Gilbert • Ann Gillis

Raymond Walburn • Paul Gavanaugh • Samuel S. Hinds

Original story by I. A. R.Wylie • Screenplay by Grover Jones • Directed by RICHARD WALLACE

A JOE PASTERNAK Production
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ERE'S A STORY SO HUMAN YOU COULD CAST IT

WITH ANY FAMILY, ANY YOUNG LOVERS, AND ANY

SHINING YOUNGSTER-PROVIDED SHE HAD THE I

VOICE IN A MILLION THAT IS GLORIA JEAN'S b I
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Penguins . . . and the kind of happenings that could

occur only in— and out of— a typical American home!

AUGUST 24th SEES the WORLD
PREMIERE of UNIVERSAL'S

"THE UNDER-PUP"
— There's one in every family!

at the Strand Theatre, SCRANTON, PA.

GENERAL RELEASE SEPTEMBER 1st

Backed by a $75,000 National Promotion Campaign

PRINTED IN U S A
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COMPROMISE PROPOSAL

IN ACTOR UNION ROW
(Continued from Page 1)

nade clear on all sides that one indi-

vidual stands in the way of a com-
plete settlement, that man being
Ral

)
Whitehead, executive secre-

:ary^l' the AFA.
A new compromise proposal was

considered at an all night session,

ind a statement is expected today.
The 4-A's yesterday demanded of

the A F of L an interpretation of

Authority vested in the committee of

LO provided for in the original rec-

ommendation, especially in the mat-
ter of this committee deciding on the
aligibility of officers to be elected

or voted upon. The intention of the
i-A's being, from all appearances,
to clip the wings of Whitehead who
had previously stated he would be
i candidate for re-election in the
elections ordered 90 days from date.

Negotiations Continue Today
Further negotiations will be con-

tinued today when the complete
clarification of the recommendations
will be put before executive com-
mittee. Kenneth Thomson speaking
for 4-A's stated: "We are still stand-

ing pat on our original three points

and will have absolutely nothing to

io with anything in which the name
of Whitehead appears. We wait
patiently to see what further the

Council has to offer."

Green, after an all-night session,

stated: "In response to representa-
tives of the 4-A's we are endeavor-
ing to get an interpretation on those
parts of the decision which provided
for a committee of 10. The A F of L
will go further into that authority.

This discussion will involve procedure
and principle."

Council Not in Accord
Green stated he had brough back

to executive committee qualifications

for candidates which seemed to be
agreeable to 4-A's but the Council
itself was not entirely in accord.

It was agreed, however, that if com-
mittee should have tie vote that they
should select an arbitrator who
should have full authority to make
decisions.

Green intimated that the new ar-

rangement of things would not be so

agreeable to Sophie Tucker and
Whitehead as was the previous de-
cisions, but refused to enlarge upon
the statement. Miss Tucker could
not be found immediately for state-

ment.
It became apparent last night that

Some agreement was reached be-

tween the 4-A's and the A F of L on
the committee recommendation which
has been a sore spot. Complete re-

port of the "clarification" of recom-
mendations will be made today and
released.

Woll Works on Peace Plan

The proposal which it is hoped may
jresult in bringing peace to the war-
ring unions resulted from confer-
ences held during the day yesterday
between a spokesman for the 4A's
and Matthew Woll, vice-president of
the A F of L, with advice of William
Green, prexy of the A F of L, being

FWC's Gold Rush
Oakland—Fox West Coast theaters in

the Eastbay area are having $4,000 Gold
Rush giveaway during August to boost
Wednesday night biz. In Peninsula FWC
theaters, $300 a week is being given
away on same plan.

Coast Labor Council Will

Co-op in Coast Pix Probe

(Continued from Page 1)

Labor's Central Labor Council here
promising full co-operation in the
Government probe of industry affairs

that has been launched by Charles
Carr, Special Assistant Attorney
General.
The Council at the same time

charged Murphy had been induced
to take a part in the CIO studio
drive, and assailed the National
Labor Relations Board as being re-

sponsible for the current labor strife.

United Studio Technicians' Guild
also wired Murphy welcoming the
investigation and asking for a bar-
gaining election.

Denies Further Particulars

to UA in N. Y. Equity Suit

(Continued from Page 1)

Artists Corp. for a further bill of
particulars in the government's an-
ti-trust suit. The order directed
UA to file its answer by August 28.

United Artists is the only major
defendant that has not filed its

answer as yet.

"Bill of Rights" Debut
To Be Carried by NBC

World premiere of Warners Tech-
nicolor featurette, "Bill of Rights,"
will be held Aug. 31 at the Na-
tional Conference of Christians and
Jews to be held at Williams College,
Williamstown, Mass. Warner pub-
licity department has arranged for
a national radio broadcast of events
over the NBC Blue network, with
company's stars participating on
Coast hookup.

New Canal Point House
Canal Point, Fla.—Prince Theater

will give way to a new house.

sought at various times.
The 4A representatives did not ap-

pear before the Council session,
but presented their arguments in a
private conference.

The 4A delegation which came for
the conference included Frank Gill-

more, president of the 4A's; Ken-
neth Thomson, executive secretary of
the Screen Actors' Guild; Paul Dul-
zell, secretary of Actors' Equity;
Emily Holt, secretary of AFRA; Ed.
win Arnold, SAG vice-prexy; Paul
Turner and Henry Jaffe, attorneys.
Asked if they were considering a

changeover to the CIO if no decision
could be reached, the 4A spokesman
stated: "It is too early in the game
to say."
The 4A spokesmen received tele-

grams supporting its position rela-
tive to Whitehead from a number of
Hollywood actors.

New York Labor Federation ,
i

Demands Production in East

(Continued from Page 1)

exclusively forecast in The Film
Daily earlier this week.
With the convention winding up

yesterday afternoon, it was ex-
pected that action would be taken
by the State organization within the
next few weeks as soon as State
Prexy George Meany returns from
a vacation. Governor Herbert Leh-
man and Mayor Fiorello La Guar-
dia will in all probability be peti-

tioned to help this move as an open-
ing gun in the union's campaign,
it was reported.

Industry to Get Hearings

on Belgian Trade Treaty

(Continued from Page 1)

treaty now being negotiated with
Belgium, the State Department
said yesterday. Under the proced-
ure in effect only list available of
products to be negotiated on are
those exported from Belgium.
On this list appears photographic

films sensitized but not exposed or
developed of every kind except mo-
tion picture films having a width
of one inch or more and motion pic-

ture films sensitized but not exposed
or developed having a width of
one inch or more.
The U. S. industry is invited by

the State Department to submit
application to appear before commit-
tee for reciprocity information to
suggest changes in the trade treaty.
The industry has until Sept. 16 to

submit application to be heard with
hearing opening Oct. 2.

Williams-Griffith Charter

$250,000 Oklahoma Circuit

(Continued from Page 1)

ficers. Circuit has a $250,000 Dela-
ware corporation charter and will

be known as Williams-Griffith The-
aters, Inc.

First acquisition was of theaters
in Auburn and Nebraska City, Neb.,
as the nucleus for a planned ex-
pansion program through Nebraska
and Iowa. The two Nebraska towns
are now being operated out of the
Griffith-Dickinson office in Kansas
City under supervision of H. J.

Griffith.

H. F. Williams is president of
the new organization, K. Lee Wil-
liams is vice-president, H. J. Grif-
fith is secretary and tresaurer and
Harry McKenna, assistant secretary
and treasurer.

Chi. May Nix Dual Parking
Chicago — Police officials here

launched a drive yesterday against
double parking of automobiles on
city's thoroughfares. Film theaters
having no parking lots regard the
step as adverse to attendance and
conseauent revenue.

Defer Ford Case Hearings
Chicago—Hearings in Ford The-

ater's anti-trust action against B &
K and major company defendants
have been postponed until Aug. 25.

Counsel for both sides agreed to
the move yesterday.

'WIZARD OF 01' OPENS

TO RECORD BUSINESS

(Continued from Page 1)

tains and sergeants on hand to as-
sist the patrolmen.
Highly efficient crowd handling

permitted a constant line movement,
with 2,000 admitted every 20 minutes
and only a half hour wait from time
of joining the waiting queue.
Not only is the Capitol benefiting

but stores and restaurants as well
as other Broadway houses appeared
to be capitalizing on the crowds.
New York dailies gave the record-
breaking opening Page 1 attention.

15 Technicolor Features
to Follow "Wizard of Oz"

Opening of M-G-M's "Wizard of
Oz" yesterday at the Capitol leaves
on Technicolor's schedule 15 fea-
tures to come. Set for release short-
ly are "Elizabeth and Essex," War-
ners; "Hollywood Cavalcade," 20th-
Fox, and "Queen of Destiny," RKO-
Wilcox. In production are "Dr.
Cyclops," "Typhoon," and "Un-
tamed," Paramount; "Gulliver's
Travels," Paramount - Fleischer;
"Drums Along the Mohawk," 20th-
Fox; "Gone With the Wind," UA-
Selznick; "Thief of Bagdad," UA-
Korda; and "Northwest Passage,"
M-G-M. In preparation are "Blue
Bird" and "Swanee River," 20th-
Fox; "Royal Canadian Mounted,"
Paramount; and "Pinocchio," RKO-
Disney.

"Stanley And Livingstone"
Draws 200,000 in Two Weeks

Total attendance for "Stanley
And Livingstone" in its first

two weeks at the Roxy had
gone well past the 200,000 mark
yesterday, with final audit expected
to show a total of 225,000 paid ad-
missions. Picture had a stronger
day yesterday than any other day
of the second week with exception
of Saturday and Sunday. Pix goes
into its third week today.

"Old Maid" Sets Wednesday
Record for the Strand
At the Strand yesterday Warners'

Bette Davis-Mirian Hopkins attrac-
tion,"The Old Maid," rolled up an-
other huge week-day gross, final re-
turns for the day disclosing 17,400
paid admissions. The Strand man-
agement asserted this was a Wed-
nesday record for the house since
the stage and screen show policy
was inaugurated.
Monday and Tuesday of this week

showed business of similar propor-
tions.

B & K Holding "Each Dawn,"
"Stanley And Livingstone"
Chicago — Balaban & Katz are

holding 20th Century-Fox's "Stanley
And Livingstone" for another week
at the Chicago Theater and will give
Warners' "Each Dawn I Die" an-
other week at the Garrick. Business
generally in the Loop area is pick-
ing up.
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Air Conditioning Systems

Projectors EQUIPMENT S-T-U-D-I-O-S

Technical—Supplies

Furnishings

SIMPLEX MECHANISM

FOR SPECIAL FIELD

To provide better sound and vis-

ual projection for moderate size the-

aters, with seating capacities rang-

ing from 200 to 800, International

Projector Corp. is marketing its new

Simplex SI Mechanism, designed,

manufactured and priced, company

points out, to supply a definite de-

mand for motion picture equipment.

Engineers of IPC cite that, al-

though moderately priced, the new

SI mechanism will give very satis-

factory results and meet the needs

of the special field for which it is

intended, enabling theater owners

who have been compelled to use old,

obsolete equipment, to purchase

standard Simplex equipment at a

price comparable to far less efficient

mechanisms.
The new Simplex SI Mechanism

has many of the most modern im-

provements, such as Front and Rear
Shutters, Semi-Centralized Lubrica-

tion, Air Deflector and Aperture
Cooling Unit, Sprocket Strippers of

the non-wrap around type, Fire Shut-

ter Safety Trip of advance design,

and also has many Simplex advan-

tages which, in long practical use,

have proved definitely valuable aids

to the theater owner and projection-

ist in improving sound and visual

projection and reducing maintenance
costs.

SI Pedestal weighs approximately
225 pounds and is finished in black

crackled enamel to match the stand-

ard finish of the SI Mechanism,
Lamphouse and Magazines.
An outstanding feature of the new

SI Projector is the new Simplex Low
Intensity Lamp and Lamphouse for

medium size theaters. The new Low
Intensity Reflector Type Projection

Arc Lamp and Lamphouse is of ad-

vanced design, sturdy and roomy,
employing exceptionally large elip-

tical reflector 11% inches in diam-
eter.

McArthur Installations

Detroit—McArthur Theater Equip-
ment Co. has sold Motiograph Model
K projectors and Western Electric

sound to the new Esquire Theater
at Grosse Pointe. Installation is be-

ing engineered by Altec. McArthur
is also installing Motiograph pro-

jectors and Brenkert lamps in the

new Shafer Theater being opened
by Walter Shafer on Sept. 1 at

Garden City.

A STANDARDIZED THEATER?
From Today's Trend Tomorrow Viewed

By JOHN EBERSON, Architect

IN our previous article, discussing

" what means can be taken to pro-

vide both small communities and

sub-divisions of larger ones with

film theaters of their own, it was

suggested that a new, standardized

type of motion picture house be

evolved.

Now, there naturally arises the

query: "What specific advantages

are to be gained through the idea

of the standardized theater?"

As already pointed out, the initial

benefit would be the setting-up of

more adequate entertainment facili-

ties for the public, who, via strate-

gically placed houses, could with

greater convenience and comfort

than now exists witness the con-

temporary photoplay.

Secondly, the creation of more
and better small film theaters is

one of the essentials if a renaissance

of interest and consequent patron-

age is to come about. Witness that

the all-time high in attendance, ac-

cording to industry records, was at-

tained in 1930, which was some

20,000,000 persons more than the

88,000,000 set down as the total

attendance during 1938. It must

be realized that population has

grown considerably in the U. S. dur-

ing the past ten years, and every

means should be instituted to win

the existing public back to the

screen in the 1930 proportion, and

to court the rising generation of po-

tential patrons by means of the best

in entertainment and the best set-

tings in which to enjoy it.

* * *

FURTHER, the small standardized

type of house would afford the

alert circuit and individual theater

operator an opportunity to expand,

without "going overboard" from the

economic point of view, as if often

the risk where the big, elaborate

class of theater, wholly unstandard-

ized, is concerned.

Additionally, the project of the

small, standardized house should be

welcomed by the American producer

of films, since added outlets promise

added revenue.

The so-called standardized the-

ater, would have to be undertaken

with an eye to varying size build-

ing plots, and likewise take
cognizance of varying community
building codes. More than that, the

architectural form of the exteriors

could be expressed in countless de-

signs, with the benefits of standard-

ization accruing from similarity in

size, equipment and certain appoint-

ments.

It is my opinion that the theaters

of tomorrow can be standardized,

GREATER LONGEVITY*

'

FOR VACUUM TUBES

As a result of new developments
in Altec's system of laboratory and
field life tests, vacuum tubes sup-
plied for theater sound systems by
Altec will receive a ten-fold increase
in life guarantee.
Western Electric tubes previously

guaranteed for 100 hours' service
will now receive six-months' uncondi-
tional guarantee. The large 50-watt
size, now carrying a full guarantee
of 100 hours' service, will be subject
to an extended pro-rated guarantee
on any tubes which fail within 1,000
hours.

and yet be wholly different in ap-
pearance.

What shall constitute the stand-

ardization of the small, modern mo-
tion picture house of which we
speak?

(In a subsequent article, John Eberson will
discuss the scope of standardization.)

(.(.ON BORROWED TIME 99

Time is one of the best selling allies Alexander

Smith Carpet has. Our files are filled with unso-

licited letters from theatre owners praising its

amazing wear life. Which is why you find it in

most of the country's successful theatres.

ALEXANDER SMITH CARPET
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PROVED
DEPENDABLE

THE proving period for Eastman's new

negative films has been left far behind.

With their special emulsion qualities re-

inforced by typical Kodak dependability,

Plus-X, Super-XX, and Background-X are

firmly established as successors to other

notable Eastman films for the motion pic-

ture industry. Eastman Kodak Company,

Rochester, N. Y. (J. E. Brulatour, Inc., Dis-

tributors, Fort Lee, Chicago, Hollywood.)

EASTMAN
PLCS-X

for general studio use

SIJPER-XX
for all difficult shots

BACKGROUND-X
for backgrounds and general exterior work



. . . CINECOLOR
on SII1C1E COATED stock

Beginning immediately all CINECOLOR prints will be

delivered on single coated stock (emulsion on one side

only) produced by an exclusive new patented method.

Continuing its policy of giving the industry better color

today instead of promises for the future, CINECOLOR an-

nounces a revolutionary new process which creates these

advantages for buyers of color film processing right now:

1. Makes refocussing unnecessary.

2. Sharper images.

3. Lowest price in CINECOLOR history— reduction

effective immediately.

4o Possibility of scratches reduced 50% with emulsion

on one side of film only.

5. Grain greatly reduced.

Mo Splicing same as black and white— no longer

necessary to scrape both sides.

#• Better quality! Better sound! Lower price!

Afore than ever now

CINECOLOR is THE BEST BUV in COLOR

2800 SOUTH OLIVE AVENUE, BURBANK, CALIFORNIA
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National and N. Y. Allied Split/ Cohen Raps Leaders

CODE SELL ALIVE, URIBUTORSlSSERT
Withdrawal From the A F of L Threatened by AAAA
Green Says IATSE to Refuse

to Return AFA Charter;

4A's Bolt Session

By W. H. MacMAHON
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

Atlantic City—Charging the Ex-
ecutive Council of the American Fed-
eration of Labor with a "shameful
betrayal" and the upholding of dis-

honest unionism, the AAAA Friday
bolted the sessions and flatly refused
to accept any recommendations or
interpretation of recommendations
and will consider the question of

leaving the A F of L affiliation.

The AAAA stated "the Executive
Council's action forces us to con-
sider terminating our 29-year rela-

tionship with the American Federa-
(Continued on Page 12)

Exhib. Reactions to Code Rebuff

FRELS SUIT CHARGES

TRUST LAW VIOLATION

ED KUYKENDALL, MPTOA prexy: "I

am not surprised at the Department of Jus-

tice action on the Code. I have said

many time pub-

licly they would

never approve

it. I again say

there was noth-

ing to prevent

d i s t r i b u tors

making trade
practice adjust-

ment without a

Code; it should

have been done
a long time ago.

Exhibitors were
Fast losing in-

terest in the

Code anyway
because of the long procrastination on the

(Continued on Page 13)

ED KUYKENDALL

COL. H. A. COLE, Allied States prexy:

"The report of the Negotiating Committee
at Minneapolis listed four basic reasons for

Allied's rejec-

tion of the

Code. Section

Four of that re-

port, which was

referred to as

"the most im-

portant factor

entering into
o u r decision"

stated that ac-

ceptance of the

proposals would

jeopardize pros-

pects for addi-

tional relief,

specifically re-

ferring to the Neely Bill and Government
(.Continued on Page 13)

Col. H. A. COLE

Victoria, Tex. — Rubin Frels has
filed suit in the Federal Court here
against J. G. Long, R. E. Griffith

and all of their corporations, the
Jefferson Amusement Co. and the
East Texas Theaters, Inc., alleging
a combination and conspiracy in re-

straint of trade in violation of the
anti-trust law.

TMAT Strike Affects 16 Gov't to Draft Standard
N-R-E Houses in Brooklyn Contract for Australia

$5,000 for Films Rights

to Stage Flops Proposed

Long pending negotiations be-
tween the Dramatists Guild and film
producers hit a new snag last week
when the latter informed the Guild
that, in their opinion, a down pay-
ment of §15,000 on the screen rights

(.Continued on Page 4)

Columbia's "Arizona" Will

Be Produced in Technicolor

Columbia is going Technicolor
with "Arizona," to be directed by
Wesley Ruggles.
Company over the week-end an-

(Continued on Page 12)

Strike was called at the Nelson-
Renner-Endicott circuit in Brook-
lyn Friday night by the Theatrical
Managers, Agents and Treasurers
union following the circuit's re-
fusal to rehire a discharged man-

(Continued on Page 13)

Sydney (By Cable)—With a com-
plete breakdown of parleys being
conducted by a joint distributor-
exhibitor representation to effect an
agreement on terms of the new
standard contract, it is expected that

(Continued on Page 13)

New York Allied Will Carry On,

Cohen Explains Cause of Break
Tele Station Cost $300,000;
175 Commercial Hrs. 1st Yr.

Capitalization required to organ-
ize and operate a television station
is about $250,000-$300,000, while
about 175 "commercial hours" can
be expected to be sold during the
first year of operation of such a
station, David S. Spector, general

(Continued on Page 13)

By AL STEEN
FILM DAILY Staff Writer

The long-expected open break be-
tween national Allied and Allied The-
ater Owners of New York came to

a head over the week-end when the
parent body announced that it had
severed all relations with the New
York unit. At the same time, Max
A. Cohen, New York Allied presi-

(Continued on Page 13)

Hope to Persuade the Gov-
ernment to Okay It, De-

clares W. F. Rodgers

The Trade Practice Code is

not dead.
Despite the action of Thur-

man Arnold, Assistant Attor-
ney General, in advising counsel for
the majors that the Code, as sub-
mitted, falls far short of meeting
the Government's objectives and is

in fact an invitation to "continued
and perhaps additional prosecu-
tions," the Distributors Negotiating
Committee proposed to carry on.

William F. Rodgers, Metro sales

chief and spokesman for the Com-
(Continued on Page 4)

WARNS CANADA INDIES

ON APPEAL TO GOV'T

Toronto — Warning against the
present tendency of indie exhibs. to

enlist the aid of organized groups
and to appeal for Government aid
in solving trade problems is voiced
here bv N. A. Tavlor, vice-president
of the ITA, head of Exhibitors Book-
ing Association and prexy of 20th
Century Theaters, Ontario's largest
indie chain.

Taylor brands such indie tactics
(Continued on Page 12)

Skirball, Wildberg Close

Production Deal with Col.

Jack Skirball and John Wildberg,
who recently formed Knickerbocker
Pictures, Inc., have closed a deal

with Columbia whereby the latter
(Continued on Page 4)

National Allied Closing

Headquarters to Sept. 6

Washington Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY
Washington — National headquar-

ters of Allied here closes tight from
Wednesday to Sept. 6.

Abram F. Myers, general counsel
(Continued on Page 12)
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(QUOTATIONS AS OF FRIDAY)
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Net

High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat 12'/8 12 12 — i/
2

Col. Picts. vtc. (2'/2 %) 83/4 8V2 8'/2 — Vz
Columbia Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.. 10'/8 10'/8 10'/8 + i/
8

East. Kodak 170y2 165'/2 165!/2 — 5
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq 11 10l/

2 10y2 — 1

Loew's, Inc 42'/2 41 % 41 % — %
do pfd
Paramount 9 8% 8y2 — 3/8
Paramount 1st pfd
Paramount 2nd pfd.. 9% 9% 97

/s — Va
Pathe Film 11 i/4 10'/4 10% — '/2
RKO
20th Century-Fox . . 18y2 18'/8 18'/8 — y2
20th Century-Fox pfd. 11% 273/4 27% — %
Univ. Pict. pfd 60'/2 60 60 — 2y8
Warner Bros 4*A 4y2 4'/2 — y2
do pfd 52 52 52 — 2

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith B. F. ref. 6s46 100'/2 100'/4 100y2 + i/4
Loew's deb. 3y2 s46 .103'/2 103y4 103y4 — Va
Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. 6s55
Para. Picts. cv. 3y4s47 91 '/4 91 Vs 91 1/4 + Va
RKO 6s41 69 69 69 — 1

Warner Bros.' cv. 6s39
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48 89'/2 89 89 — %

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts

Sonotone Corp
Technicolor 15% 15% 15%— %
Trans-Lux 1% 1% 1 y4
Universal Corp. vtc

Universal Picts 7% 7% 7% — %
N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES

Bid Asked
Pathe Film 7 pfd 100 103
Fox Thea. Office Bldg. 1st '46 3% 4%
Loew's Thea. Realty 6s 1st '47

Met. Playhouse, Inc. 2nd deb. '45.. 71 73
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st '57 63'/4 65%

PROGRESS
FILM LIBRARY

STOCK SHOTS
of Every Possible Description

Conveniently Catalogued

1719 SEVENTH AVE. NYC.
BRYANT 9-5600

® The Broadway Parade ®
Picture and Distributor Theater

Goodbye, Mr. Chips (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)—15th week ' Astor
Beau Geste (Paramount Pictures)—3rd week Paramount
In Name Only (RKO Radio Pictures)—3rd week Music Hall
Stanley and Livingstone (20th Century-Fox)—3rd week Roxy
The Old Maid (Warner Brcs. Pictures)—2nd week Strand
The Wizard of Oz (Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer) Capitol
When Tomorrow Comes (Universal Pictures) Rivoli

Island of Lost Men (Paramount Pictures) Criterion
Exile Express (Grand National Pictures) Rialto

Behind Prison Gates (Columbia Pictures) Globe
Lure of the Wasteland (Monogram Pictures) (a) Central
Spy of Napoleon (Syndicate Pictures) (a) Central
Each Dawn I Die (Warner Pros. Pictures) (a-b) Palace
Way Down South (RKO Radio Pictures) (a) Palace

FOREIGN LANGUAGE FEATURES
U.S.S.R-1939 (Amkino)—2nd week (a) Cameo
China Fights On (Amkino)—2nd week (a) Cameo
The World Is Ours (Frank Kessler)—2nd week World

FUTURE OPENINGS
Our Leading Citizen (Paramount Pictures)—Aug. 23 Paramount
Death of a Champion (Paramount Pictures)—Aug. 23 Criterion
Conspiracy (RKO Radio Pictures)—Aug. 23 Rialto

The Conquest of Peter I (Amkino)—Aug. 23 Cameo
My Fifth Avenue Girl (RKO Radio Pictures)—Aug. 24 Music Hall

Hotel for Women (20th Century-Fox)—Aug. 25 Roxy
Range War (Paramount Pictures)—Aug. 25 (a) Central
Prisoner of Corbal (Syndicate Pictures)—Aug. 25 (a) Central
Dust Be My Destiny (Warner Bros. Pictures)—Sept. 1 Strand
Songs of the Street (French picture)—Sept. 1 55th St. Playhouse
The End of a Day (Juno Films)—Sept. 11 Filmarte
Lady of the Tropics (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer) (c) Capitol
Frontier Marshal (20th Century-Fox)—Aug. 24 (a-b) Palace

The Spellbinder (RKO Radio Pictures)—Aug. 24 (a) Palace

(a) Dual bill. (b) Subsequent run. (c) Follows current bill.

Calif. Labor Com'r Assumes
Charge of Child Film Stars

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Starting: today State

Labor Commissioner H. S. Carrasco
assumes jurisdiction over Shirley
"^mple, Freddie Bartholemew, Jane
Withers, Gloria Jean and all other
"'uvenile film players.

Carrasco has notified producers
that they must obtain the consent
of his department before employing
minors in films, and satisfy him re-

garding the child's health, school
•pcord and attendance.
The new rule applies to children

~mnloyed as extras as well as to

«tars, featured and bit players.

Robbins Vs. Warners Suit

Dismissed by Judge Knox

Federal Judge John C. Knox on
Friday dismissed for lack of prose-
cution a suit brought by Robbins
Music Corp. against Warner Bros.
Pictures. Inc., and Vitaphone Corp.

Plaintiff had claimed that in a
short entitled "Vincent Lonez and
His Orchestra" that the defendants
had unauthorizedly used the song
"Stairways."

"U" Star in Radio Debut
Universal's new s+ar. Gloria Jean,

who arrives in New York today from
the Coast preliminary to attending'
the premiere of her first starrer,

"The Under-Pun" in Scranton Thurs-
day, makes her radio debut Tues-
day night on the "We. the People"
program. Traveling' with the star

are her parents, Charles Previn. U's
musical director, and David Lipton.

U's studio publicity head.

Yes, It Was Hot
Warners home office closed at 3

p.m. Friday because of the heat.

Golden Jubilee Interest

by Circuits Rising Fast

Affiliated and independent cir-

cuits, as well as independent exhibi-
tors, are beginning to show keen
interest in the industry's Golden
Jubilee celebration, it was reported
by Ken Clark, chairman of the com-
mittee, on Friday.

Clark said that circuits through-
out the country were ordering the
accessories in large quantities and
that there was a heavy demand for
the manuals. Chains and indepen-
dents, he said, were organizing the
campaign which swings into action
during the first week in October.

Testimonial Stag Dinner

for Three Lewistown Exhibs.

Pittsburgh—A testimonial stag
dinner will be tendered the three
exhibitors in Lewistown, Pa., Paul
O. Klingler, Ike Barney and Har-
old D. Cohen, by their fellow ex-
hibitors and representatives of the
various distributing companies on
Wednesday, at Johnson's Lodge.

Burt Bishop, manager of the lo-

cal M-G-M exchange, will make the
presentations. Jack Judd is chair-
man of the committee in charge of
arrangements, and is being assisted
by George Tice and Joseph C. Sha-
piro.

Preceding thed inner there will

be horseshoe contests, mushball and
other games for the entertainment
of those who attend.

Kent Drive's Zanuck Week
Week of Sept. 17 during the an-

nual 20th-Fox S. R. Kent sales

rlrive will be known as Zanuck
Week, honoring the studio produc-
tion chieftain.

COmiflG AIID GOMG

GEORGE J. SCHAEFER, RKO prexy, and S.

BARRET McCORMICK, ad-pub chieftain, are due
in from the Coast this morning.

LOUIS B. MAYER was in town over the
week-end.

JAMES R. GRAINGER, Republic's president,
arrived in Boston on the week-end froir the
home office, and heads this week for tha ist
via Chicago, returning by way of OmaS.
Minneapolis on Sept. 11.

ind

S. CHARLES EINFELD arrives from Hollywood
this morning.

ROBERT T. KANE, English production head
for 20th-Fox, arrives here this week on the
lie de France.

ABRAM F. MYERS, Allied general counsel, is

leaving on a short cruise, returning to Washing-
ton Sept. 11 following the New Jersey conven-
tion.

HENRY KING has planed to the Coast, follow-
ing visits to New York, Washington and
Chicago.

SAMMY COHEN, UA publicist, left New York
on the week-end for a brief vacation in New
England.

CHARLES ROBERTS, Columbia's home office
supervisor for Latin America, arrived in New
York yesterday by plane from Mexico where
he spent two weeks on business.

HERMAN GOLDEN of Columbia's home office

staff arrived in New York on Friday aboard the
S.S. Oriente, following a business trip of five

weeks to Panama and Cuba.

LOU IRWIN is en route to New York from
the Coast for a week's stay.

HAROLD SCHUSTER, accompanied by his wife,

is scheduled to arrive in New York today from
the Coast. They plan to sail on the Mauretania
next week-end for London where he will di-

rect George Bernard Shaw's play, "Major Bar-
bara," for Gabriel Pascal.

KEN WH1TMORE, Warner studio publicist, is

en route to New York from the Coast to handle
press interviews for Vera Zorina just prior to

latter's scheduled vacation trip to Europe.

GLORIA JEAN, 11 -year-old Universal player,

accompanied by her parents; CHARLES PREVIN
"U" musical director, and DAVID LIPTON, stu-
dio publicity manager, left by train Friday for

New York. Later they go to Gloria's home
town, Scranton, Pa., for "Under-Pup" premiere.

CHESTER B. BAHN, editor of THE FILM
DAILY, is vacationing at his New Hope farm,
near Syracuse.

STEPHEN COOSSON, art director for Colum-
bia, sailed for Europe Saturday on the S. S.

Champlain.

LESLIE HOWARD, actor; PIERRE MONTEUX,
French conductor and his wife, also sailed on
the Champlain.

ROBERT SMELTZER, Warner central district

manager, was in New York last week for home
office conferences.

JOHN JONES, president of Jones, Linick &
Schaefer circuit in Chicago, has returned to that
city after a vacation on the Coast.

A. G. DOYLE, manager for 20th-Fox in Japan,
sails for Tokio today on the Coolidge.

Best wishes from THE FILM DAILY
to the following on their birthdays:

AUCUST 21

Albert Rogell

Bert Roach
Forrest Stanley

Louis Brock

Hans Dreier

Hiller Innes
John Dacey
Bill Pierce

James Dent



uBEAU"
captures two more keys!
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Brooklyn, N. Y.—"BEAU GESTE" scores

smash at Fox Brooklyn establishing record gross for

opening day, exceeded only by New Year's and Christ-

mas opening and a Mae West personal appearance.

Newark, N« «J«—'Despite rain and heat wave

"BEAU GESTE" turns in biggest opening day

business since January 1937.

C'EST BEAU! C EST BEAU!
(French for IT'S PARAMOUNT'S YEAR!)

CPaiamoant
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CODE IS STILL ALIVE

DISTRIBUTORS ASSERT

{Continued from Page 1)

mittee, in a statement released on
Friday made that plain in emphatic
fashion and, in so doing, nailed as
without foundation a published story
to the effect that distribution com-
panies had on Thursday "decided to

abandon all efforts at adoption" of
the Code.

Rodgers' statement, brief and to

the point, said:

"The Committee that worked
on the Code has not lost one
single bit of faith in it. They
believe thoroughly that it can
be of tremendous value to the
industry and will tend to solve
a great many of the difficulties

which have arisen. We still

hope to persuade the Govern-
ment that the Code should be
put into effect."

Rodgers earlier told The Film
Daily that the Justice Department's
action had come as a complete sur-
prise. He said that the distributors

had not expected the D of J to take
any action, either for or against the
document.
There is no basis, he said, for the

assumption that the Code is dead.

$5,000 for Films Rights

to Stage Flops Proposed

{Continued from Page 1)

to a play, as set forth in the terms
of the new proposed contract, are
exorbitant.
Producers countered with an of-

fer of $5,000 as a down payment,
with $2,500 to be paid the end of

the second week and $7,500 at the
end of the third week. It was
pointed out that on this basis, the
average price of flop plays would
be only $5,000.

Representatives from Warners,
Metro and Paramount have been
huddling with Guild officials re-

cently.

Skirball, Wildberg Close

Production Deal with Col.

(Continued from Page 1)

will distribute three pictures to be
made at Eastern Service Studios.

First to go into production about
Oct. 1 will be "Angela is 22," by
Sinclair Lewis. The second will be
"For All Our Lives," by Ursula Par-
rott. A third story by Peter Arno
is being considered.
The pictures will be budgeted at

$400,000 each. Financing was ar-

ranged by Frank Speidel of Eastern
Service.

WEDDING BELLS

Penacock, N. H.—Arthur K. Dame,
assistant manager of th Palace The-
ater here, and Miss Vaulien F. Shaw
were married at Salisbury.

=== with PHIL M. OALYi
T T T

• • • MEBBE if's the heat or the humidity or just a

fast-approaching vacation that has us in a mellow, reflective mood
but whatever the cause we're moved to observe that

one of the major maladies from which this industry suffers

is the failure of some folks to see the other side These "blind

spots'' are not necessarily within the industry indeed, many of them

are not but it's the industry that pays and pays and

pays directly or indirectly

T T
• • • FOR instance, there's the demand by Film Audiences

for Democracy that Paramount change "Our Leading Citizen"

to meet its particular concept of what is pro-labor and
anti-labor That there is a "blind spot" is suggested by
the fact that spokesmen for organized labor and State Gov-
ernors who would be quick to keep silent were the film anti-

labor have given it their benedictions

T T
• • • THEN there's the frequently uttered roar of protest

against this industry's high star salaries Leaving aside the

fact that a stellar career at best is brief and that taxes cut

down the salaries materially isn't it a fact that those to chiefly

benefit from a star's popularity are the relatively unknowns

whose pay envelopes, week in and week out are dependent

upon the "name"?

T
• • • THE Chicago Tribune editorially the other day

summed up the array of such "unknowns" thus indebted to

Clark Gable thiswise: "They are found in his supporting

casts They write his continuities and his publicity They
are carpenters, electricians scene designers, and scenery

builders and movers They are cameramen and laboratory

men They sell films and own theaters They are stenog-

raphers and bookkeepers and office boys They operate

movie projectors They are ushers in theaters, ticket sellers

and janitors They are building tradesmen and engineers

designing air-conditioning equipment They jerk sodas in the

ice cream parlor next door to the theater They sell gaso-

line to movie patrons and park their cars They print

advertisements They mine the silver in Utah which

goes into the emulsion which other men at Rochester smear

in raw film made from cotton which still others have grown
in Georgia all in order that his public may enjoy the

sight of Clark Gable making love" Could you phrase it

better?

• • • AND for another "blind spot" if you insist or

even if you don't there's the criticism tossed not infrequently

at Hollywood moguls because, forsooth, they dare to lift

their noses from the studio grindstone From what some folks say

and write you'd think it a sin against the industry for

producers, directors, stars, etc to watch the hosses run ride

a polo pony or engage in anything but making pictures

They never heard the one about all work and no play, etc

and what's still more to the point they fail to consider what

a helluva state of affairs for this business it would be

if folks generally didn't forget work occasionally and hie

themselves to the Bijou the State the Paramount

Keith's and the old Town Hall

« « « » » »

«RIVKUJS>
"Golden Boy"

with Barbara Stanwyck, Adolphe Menjou
William Holder)

Columbia 99 Min

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

BRILLIANT FILM VERSION OF BROAC
WAY SMASH HIT SHOULD ROLL J" TO
GROSSES. I

Packed with comedy, pathos, and th

struggle of human emotions, "Golden Boy

is even perhaps more effective as film far

than it was in its stage setting. The tor

turing desire to be somebody, the shading)

of hope and despair of the boy whos
destiny was music, but who twisted his soil

in an alien profession, are dramatical!!

manifest through the remarkable perform

ance of William Holden, "a find," and th'

skillful directorial guidance of Roube
Mamoulian. The Clifford Odets' play, trans

lated to the screen almost verbatim, ye

with such skill of treatment in the scenari

by Lewis Meltzer, Daniel Taradash, Sara,

Y. Mason, and Victor Heerman, that if
achieves new dramatic power. It tells o

|

a boy, William Holden, who was born til

be a violinist, but who suddenly feels thaf_
time is fleeting, and that with all his prac

ticing he is not getting anywhere. Lee J

Cobb, his father, who owns a grocery, spend

all his cash to buy his young genius a fini

violin. But on the night that he waits t

give it to William, latter breaks into thi

fight ring, and brings home a hundred dol

lars, his first earned money. That decide

the issue—fighting is his game. He turn

his back on his father's broken heart, goe

up and up in the ring under the anxiou

eye of Adolphe Menjou, a shoe-string man
ager, and with the encouragement of Bar

bara Stanwyck, Menjou's girl friend. No
until he kills a fighter with a knockout blow

does he come to his senses. Then, in spite

of a broken hand, it's music, the girl, anc

home for him. Outstanding were the por

trayals of Holden, Cobb, Sam Levene, a

the brother-in-law, Adolphe Menjou, Josepl

Calleia, as a gangster, and William Strauss

the philosophizing family friend. Barbari

Stanwyck had her usual frank, sincere ap

peal. Edward S. Brophy, Beatrice Blinn, an

Don Beddoe came in for their smaller shar

of the honors. The film is expressive evi

dence of Rouben Mamoulian's keen appre

ciation of human values; and much credit is

due the excellent production supervision by

William Perlberg.

CAST: Barbara Stanwyck, Adolphe Men
jou, William Holden, Lee J. Cobb, Joseph

Calleia, Sam Levene, Edward S. Brophy,

Beatrice Blinn, William H. Strauss, Don Bed

doe.

CREDITS: A Rouben Mamoulian Produc-

tion. Producer, William Perlberg; Director,;

Rouben Mamoulian; Based upon the play by!

Clifford Odets; Screenplay, Lewis Meltzer,

Daniel Taradash, Sarah Y. Mason, Victor

Heerman; Cameramen, Nick Musuraca, Karl

Freund; Art Director, Lionel Banks; Montage
Effects, Donald W. Starling; Editor, Otto

Meyer; Musical Score, Victor Young; Musi-

cal Director, M. W. Stoloff.

DIRECTION, Skillful. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Top-Notch.

Alden to Reopen
RKO will open the Alden Theater,

Jamaica, L. I., next Thursday with
Dave White as manager.
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FRANK CAPRAS
MR. SMITH GOES
TOWASHINGTON

co-starring

JEAN ARTHUR JAMES STEWART
ah

CLAUDE RAINS * EDWARD ARNOLD * GUY KIBBEE • THOMAS MITCHELL
Beulah Bondi • Ruth Donnelly • Eugene Palleile • H. B. Warner and one of the largest casts

ever assembled • Screen play by SIDNEY BUCHMAN
Directed by FRANK CAPRA • Sold exclusively from any Columbia group

The magnificent filming of the CLIFFORD
ODETS Group Theatre stage success . . .

GOLDEN
BARBARA ADOLPHE WILLIAM

TANWTCK * MENJOU * HOLDEN
A ROUBEN MAMOULIAN PRODUCTION • Produced by WILLIAM PERLBERG

Screen play by Lewis Meltzer, Daniel

Taradash, Sarah Y. Mason, Victor Heerman 1938-'39 PROGRAM

RANDOLPH

SCOT
FRANCES RALPH WALTER

BELLA
Screen play by Richard Maibaum, Albert Duffy, Harry Segall • Directed by EDWARD LU1

Drama blended with romance . . . the trium-

phant story of the service that never sleeps!



IN BLONDELL • MELVYN DOUULA

E DOCTOR TAKES A WIFE
^ Directed by ALEXANDER HALL

Carrying on the gay mood of "There's Always A Woman" and "Good Girls Go To

Paris" in a grand comedy by Aleen Welslein ... in response to hundreds of letters

to our studio asking for more of this incomparable laugh team ...

1939-'40 PROGRAp

HOWARD HAWKS

CARY IRENE

1
RALPH

GRANT DUNNE BELLAMY
The "Awful Truth" stars—and the director who made "Only Angels Have

Wings" such a memorable entertainment achievement . . . bringing you

now the Charles Lederer adaptation of a stage success by the ace writing

team of Ben Hecht and Charles MacArthur.

WESLETRUGOUS'
ARIZONA

. L!7-:.-; 13. IN U.S. A.

. . . and an imposing cast to be announced . . .

Based on Clarence Budington Kelland's Saturday Evening
Post serial novel . . . Screen play by Claude Binyon . . .

A roaring, lusty story of the West during the thrilling days of our Civil War!

tiud

A 2nd Wesley Ruggles Production— to be announced

tQ PROGRAM



FRANK LLOYD'S

tk TREE of LIBERTY
Adapted from the best-selling patriotic novel by Elizabeth Page . .

.

Choice of The Literary Guild and The Discoverers! Acclaimed by all

critics! Given *••* by Liberty Magazine! The glorious chronicle of the

beginnings of our country . . . filled with meaning for Americans today!

nud

A 2nd Frank Lloyd Production-to be announced
1939- f40 PROGRAM

4 Mo £
PENNY ARTHUR LARRY

SINGLETON
as "Blondie" as "Dagwood" as "BabyDumpling"

Based on Chic Young's famous King Features comic strip...

packed with the grand antics of those lovable Bumsteads!

1939-'40 PROGRAM
NOW IN "Df A1TT\TT1 mmi/VCi H irmfimmtAlT" 3rd of the
RELEASE BLONDIE TAKES A VACATION Series!

V* INCRED MR. WILLIA
Mirth-packed comedy introducing a genuinely new
type of hilarious personality—created by talented

Sy Bartlett!

1939-'40 PROGRAM
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34,000 plouncLs of €rlistening metal ... a hundned human IE

souls . . . hurtling across the oceans' trackless wastes! A picture that

promises to be one of the season's unforgettable events!

RAM

THE MAN THEY
COULD NOT HANG

BORIS KARLOFF

EDITH FELLOWS
FIVE LITTLE PEPPERS

Eerie, fascinating story of a great
doctor who discovered how to

bring the dead back to life! A
superb role for Karloff, the in-

imitable!

1938-'39 PROGRAM

I

*****

AND HOW THEY GREW
1938-'39 PROGRAM

Rich in swell acting Opportuni-
ties for a versatile youthful star!

Based on the famous novel by
Margaret Sidney Lothrop... and

2 ADDITIONAL EDITH
FELLOWS PRODUCTIONS

SPOOK HOUSE
PRISON SURGEON
WALTER CONNOLLY i

\$

(TENTATIVE TITLE)

s grandest corn-

in Brown shows!
and

AN ADDITIONAL JOE E.

:i;fA7J«J;M»l*I»fcJT5]
St?*1

*$**

****

2939 '40 PROGRAM

A great role for a great performer!

Prison drama that's more than

action— though there's plenty of

that, too!

1939-'40 PROGRAM

WARDEN LEWIS E.LAWES
appearing in his own stirring drama of the famous
"Big House" on the Hudson which he heads . .

.

MEN SING SING
£l.t

Written by the man who knows more about crimi-

nals and their lives than any one in America . . .

1939-'40 PROGRAM
LITHO'D IN U. S.



MRS. MMMIN JOHNSO

I MARRIED ADVENTURE
The greatest woman explorer of them all carries on . . . alone . . . the

gallant tradition of her late husband ... to bring you a heart-warming

true story set amid the strange excitement of far-off jungles . . .

Sold exclusively from any Columbia group

LONE WOLF No. 1
(TENTATIVE TITLE)

WARREN WILLIAM

.•*»

**°*
11

-t*

*l^s It)

>jov
;»•**.

A star born to play the suave,

elegant gentleman rogue created

by Louis Joseph Vance . .

.

and

AN ADDITIONAL "LONE
WOLF" PRODUCTION

1939 -'40 PROGRAM

Wide in appeal . . . the

glorious chronicle o! young

America in the making!

SCANDAL
SHEET
Revealing in all its dramatic im-

portance the "heart" story be-

hind a big paper's headlines

!

1939- f40 PROGRAM

4 JACK HOLT
PRODUCTIONS

Stories inspiring him to give the vital perform-

ances that keep him in the front rank of all action

stars! Outstanding casts and production values

will give him the support he deserves . . . !

1939-'40 PROGRAM

v I

Capturing all the seething color and drama of the exotic melting pot

of the seven seas . . . the very name of which— Singapore — breathes

adventure, romance and mystery ...

1939'40 PROGRAM
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Never approached before in diversity, novelty and box-office power
16 "COLOR RHAPSODIES" in lull Technicolor 10 "PHANTASIES" 6 "FABLES" 6 "FOOLS WHO MADE HISTORY"
6 "PALS AND PETS" 6 "FAMOUS MOMENTS OF COMEDY" 6 "CINESCOPES" 10 "COMMUNITY SINGS"
12 "SCREEN SNAPSHOTS" 12 "WORLD OF SPORTS" 8 "COLUMBIA TOURS" 6 "WASHINGTON PARAD

s

8 THREE STOOGE COMEDIES
The triumphant trio of mad zanies more hilarious than ever . .

.

j^

Starring

CHARLEY CHASE ii BUSTER KEATON
and other major comedians!

F
Vosteins

^Chutes
10 STARRETTS
with the SONS OF THE PIONEERS
Your favorite action ace in fast-moving

thrillers filled with rollicking tunes of

the saddle.

WILD BILL

6 ELLIOTTS
The man who made Wild Bill

Hickok live again rides to greater

glory and adventure.

4 SERIALS
EDGAR WAUAQ

1 THE SHADOW 3 ne GREEN AR !ih:

Favorite hero of millions over 175 radio

stations . . . and in "The Shadow" magazine.

The greatest of all stories by the most

celebrated of all mystery writers.

2 TERRTt PIRATES 4 DEADWOOD DICK
Based on Milton Caniff's Famous Artists

Syndicate strip read by millions.

The Western hero who has thrilled genera-
lions of Americans comes to full-blooded life

on the screen.
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CLARENCE BUDINGTON KELLAND'S SATURDAY
EVENING POST SERIAL AND NEWEST NOVEL
Already, on the outskirts of the modern Tucson, are rising the adobe pueblos of the

old walled town of 1859, employing hundreds of workers, and enlisting the assist-

ance of Arizona officials, historians and educators. Nearby will be established a tent

city to house 2,500 players, extras, technical workers, cooks, servants, etc.

ALL THE GLOWING COLOR OF THE GOLDEN WEST
CAPTURED IN GLORIOUS TECHNICOLOR!

WESLEY "

RUGGLES' ARIZONA"
STARRING

JEAN ARTHUR
and an OUTSTANDING CAST to be announced shortly.
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AAAA ISSUES THREAT

TO QUIT THE A F OF L

(Continued from Page 1)

tion of Labor. They have placed an
individual above principle. In an
attempt to whitewash this dis-

credited individual the Council is

willing to precipitate what will prob-
ably be the most disastrous war that

has ever afflicted the amusement in-

dustry."
In the meantime, according to Wil-

liam Green, the IATSE will refuse to

return the AFA charter, leaving the

AFA without a home as the AAAA
will not accept them as long as Ralph
Whitehead remains as an officer.

No Further Action Till Fall

No further action will be taken
on the situation by the A F of L until

the Fall convention when the AAAA
will be allowed to again come before
the body. The AFA having no
standing will not be allowed to do
so.

"Their action forces us to place
before our membership the question

of leaving the American Federation
of Labor," says the AAAA statement,

in part. "We will present our mem-
bership with the full facts of this

shameful betrayal in Atlantic City

and it will be up to them to decide.

"Mr. Whitehead had the audacity
to come before the board of the 4A's
and to demand that he be given
either a clean bill of health and deny
printed reports that he was running
his union through a vest pocket
Council and undemocractically, or

give him a thorough investigation.

To Mr. Whitehead's surprise the
board voted the investigation and
proved the printed reports up to the

hilt.

Charge Betrayal of Actors
"Mr. Whitehead conspired to be-

tray the interests of the actors by
seeking a charter from the stage-
hands' union which action, the Ex-
ecutive Council of the American Fed-
eration of Labor found to be uncon-
stitutional and an infringement of

the jurisdiction of the 4A's.

"A quick examination of the de-
cision announced by the Executive
Council leads us to believe that it

will meet with emphatic rejection by
our membership and for very good
reasons. The decision in one part
affirms our right to govern ourselves
as an international union and there-
fore to expel the American Federa-
tion of Actors and then orders us
to reinstate the American Federa-
tion of Actors.
"One of its most repellent fea-

tures requires us to revoke the
charter of the American Guild of
Variety Artists which would leave
our members no other home but the

Girl on the Cover
That pretty girl on last week's cover

of Life was Rosabelle Borushik of Re-
public's accessories department in New
York. The young lady was on her way
to the Coast for her vacation when Life

caught up with her. Al Adams refuses

to reveal whether or not he had any-
thing to do with it.

THE WEEK IN REVIEW
D of J Spurns Code—Para. Theaters to Odeon

By GEORGE H. MORRIS =
DOMESTIC
THE CODE: D of J tossed a

bombshell into industry ranks on
Thursday when Trust-Buster Thur-
man Arnold declared that adoption
of the trade practice Code would
"only lead to continued and perhaps
additional prosecutions." In a letter
to the majors, Arnold attacked the
Code as failing to solve what the
Government considered illegal trade
practices. On the week-end, Code's
fate was undetermined insofar as
distribs. were concerned.

* * *

LEGALISTIC CROSS - FIRE:
Earlier in the week, Joseph M.
Schenck attacked Government inter-
ference with the film industry and
those advocating Government regu-
lation. W. Ray Johnston, Mono-
gram's prexy, asserted that litigation
is stifling showmanship in the U. S.

. . . Developments in the Govern-
ment's equity action against the
majors in N. Y. included Columbia's
answer to charges. Reply termed
the company an indie. An early trial

is looked for by the D of J. . . .

Hollywood reported that D of J's

triple industry probe there is under
way, with evidence set to go to U. S.

Grand Jury in September.
* # *

LABOR FRONT: Following a
bitter jurisdictional dispute between
the AAAA and the IATSE a deci-

sion was handed down last week by
the American Federation of Labor
Executive Council. However, the
decision was rejected by the 4A's
and the dispute was renewed vigor-
ously at the week's close. Formal
signing of the pact between the
IATSE and the producers took place.

Meeting of New York State Federa-
tion of Labor unanimously endorsed
a resolution to bring 10 per cent of
all production to New York. Parley
on the basic pact renewal was asked
by the unions in the pact.

:Ji $ s£

FOREIGN
CABLE NEWS: London flashed

word that deal had been concluded
twixt powerful Odeon Circuit and
Paramount whereby 14 of latter's

houses in the U. K. go under Odeon's
banner. Para, retained only its Plaza
Theater on London's Regent St. as
a showcase. House was first Para.
theater venture in the U. K. . . .

From Berne came word that Swiss
quota may force U. S. companies out
of Swiss market . . . Squawks of
U. S. distribs. succeeded in block-
ing taxation provision in bill intro-

duced in lower branch of Cuban Con-
gress . . . Italy's ENIC, government-
controlled film bureau, closed con-
tract with Esperia Film Distributing
Co. of New York whereby Esperia
becomes exclusive distribution
agency for ENIC in the U. S.

American Federation of Actors
which all of these members em-
phatically repudiated by joining the
AGVA.
Calls Decision Dishonest Unionism
"It is indeed ironic that when the

4A's for the first time in its 29-year
association with the A F of L comes
to its parent body for a square deal
it gets what is without question an
unjust verdict.

"The Executive Council has chosen
the side of dishonest unionism. Their
action is dictatorial and unconstitu-
tional. The 4A's cannot, with honor,
submit to such a decision."

All of the above conflicts with
Whitehead's statement which fol-

lows:
"The AAAA rejection is a go

ahead signal for us to go through
with organizing plans aided by the
IATSE. The AAAA missed a wonder-
ful opportunity. Mr. Browne has as-
sured me that he was not leaving
us in the cold."

Statement by Green
Green at his press conference

stated:
"In view of the conflicting inter-

pretations of the decision of the Ex-
ecutive Council reported in the press
and by the parties involved, the Ex-
ecutive Council of the American
Federation of Labor issues the fol-

lowing formal statement clarifying
the situation and setting forth the
conditions under which the commit-
tee of 10 is to function: The funds,
properties, records and other assets
of the AFA and the AGVA are to be

transferred in the following manner:
The AFA and the AGVA shall turn

over the funds, properties, records
and other assets to the three per-
sons named on the committee repre-
senting the American Federation of
Labor, who shall hold the same in

trust for the purposes set forth in

the original decision, and shall trans-
fer them to the properly elected
officers of the AFA at the conclusion
of the election.

"The committee of 10 shall estab-
lish the rules governing the nomina-
tions and the election, the eligibility

of members to participate, and other
matters pertaining thereto.

"In the event the committee of
10 cannot agree on any question, it

will appoint a disinterested party
to decide the question or questions
in dispute.

"It is hoped that with this inter-
pretation all parties will accept and
proceed to carry out the decision of
the council."

"Looks Like Open-Warfare"
Green added: "This looks like open

warfare. We hoped to settle things
and take a load off the shoulders of
the AAAA. Now it becomes apparent
they want to work out their own
solution. The situation remains the
same as before we started these dis-

cussions. The AFA has no AFL
standing and will not be allowed to

come before the convention. The
IATSE will give up the AFA defi-

nitely. There will be no further
action by the A F of L until the con-
vention."

WARNS CANADA INDIE!!

ON APPEAL TO GOV
(Continued from Page 1)

as "playing with dynamite" and ail

serts, "it is only one step, awa;
from losing control of our business,

1

Unusual interest is attached t

Taylor's warning in view c^% th

threat by the Anti-Pro( jys^".

League to dump trade problems l
the Dominion in the Government-
lap unless its demands are met bj

the distribs. and affiliated circuits.j

Taylor commented upon the rel
cent move by indie exhibs. in Illi

nois to enact, with the assistanc
of pressure groups, a law bannin.
duals. Calling the situation "de;

plorable," Taylor said, "Legislating
the length of a motion picture sho\l

through public pressure seems to m
the wrong way of accomplishing th
right thing. It is an alarming ex
ample of the unwillingness of th
motion picture industry to goveri
itself."

As a solution to the duals prob'

lem, Taylor favors programs run
ning 2 x

/4 to 2% hours, with the sinj

gle feature supported by four-ree
featurettes. Re-styling of B's intc

compact streamlined four-reels

packing punch without padding wil
serve to bolster weaker A's, h(

contends.

National Allied Closing

Headquarters to Sept.

(Continued from Page 1)

and board chairman, sails on a short
cruise, returning in time for the

Eastern regional convention in At
lantic City Sept. 6-8. He does not
arrive in Washington until Sept. 11

National Allied is suggesting that
affiliates send its recent bulletin de
voted to Allied's reply to charges
that it scuttled the code at Minneap
olis to their entire membership.
Such distribution, it is stated, "would
greatly strengthen Allied's position."

Columbia's "Arizona" Will

Be Produced in Technicolor

(Continued from Page 1)

nounced that it would dip the screen
version of Clarence Budington Kel-
land's novel in the dye vat, with
pix going before cameras next
month. Jean Arthur will have the
femme lead, male star is yet to

be named. It's Columbia's first full-

length Technicolor production.

iiia
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Trial Tomorrow)
Opening shots in the threatened war-

fare will be fired this week, with trial

of Sophie Tucker set for tomorrow and
meeting of the SAG in Hollywood called

for tonight, and Actors Equity and
Chorus Equity, huddling in New York
tomorrow night to discuss the whole
situation, and possibly pave the way for

a vote which will bring about with-

drawal from the AF of L. Emergency
meetings of other 4 A affiliates are

also expected to be held this week.
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NAT'L ALLIED SPLITS

WITH NEW YORK UNIT
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{Continued from Page 1)

dent, reported that his organiza-

tion would continue as usual. He
clarified his own position and pointed

out alleged discrepancies
|

tli,
i

pitior

in na-

Allied's assertions as to why
the split came about.

ttn reality, New York Allied never

was officially a part of the national

organization. According to a bulle-

tin issued from Washington head-

quarters, the New York unit had
n™$not been formally accepted, but had

been allowed representation at meet-
ings of the board.

Grounds for Severance

Three grounds for the severance
were cited by the national directors,

who were polled by mail, as follows:

(1) Failure of the New York or-

ganization to discharge its obliga-

tions to support the national associa-

tion; (2) acting contrary to the poli-

cies of Allied States, and (3) fail-

lure to curb attacks upon and criti-

cisms of national Allied and its

"'policies by the president and coun-

.,]
sel of the New York organization.

, [AH these, according to the release,

are in violation of the constitution.

In reply to the charges, Cohen, on
Friday, lashed out at Allied leaders

and sought to disprove many of

(j

1

Allied's allegations in regard to the

Trade Practice Code. He made two
I startling claims, both of which in-

volved issues which have been con-

Jntroversial points during the nego-

;

,

e tiations on the code.

That Code "Agreement"
The first concerned the question

of whether or not an agreement
was reached in principle on the code

it the Chicago conferences last No-
vember. W. F. Rodgers, key man
n the negotiations, has declared
smphatically and consistently that
in agreement was reached with the

AJlied leaders. Abram F. Myers,
Allied general counsel, and other
jrganization leaders have been just

is emphatic that an agreement was
lot reached.

According to Cohen, the resolu-

;ion adopted by the Allied negotiat-
ng committee instructed that com-
nittee to accept the concessions of-
fered by the distributors, subject to

:he reducing of the verbal under-
standing to writing. The resolution
ilso called for the arbitration pro-

Dosals to be subject to the ratifica-

tion of the board, Cohen said. Af-
;er a heated argument on its pas-
sage, the resolution, he added, was
Dassed by a vote of 8 to 4, after

t formerly had been defeated by
hhe same count. Cohen, who was
jresent at that conference, said that
Nathan Yamins, former Allied pres-

dent, had told the committee that
le favored the code, quoting Yamins
is saying that he didn't "give a hoot
ibout theater divorcement or the
^eely Bill."

' "The passage of that resolution,"

Uohen said, "left no room for mis-

Exhib. Reactions to Code Rebuff
{Continued

part of distributors. Why all the hooey

about a Code? Why not just start doing

right. Nobody was ever put in jail for

doing right."

HARRY BRANDT, ITOA prexy: "Thurman
Arnold has been ill-advised regarding the

trade practice code and the needs of in-

dependent exhibitors. Divorcement of the-

aters is not important to the welfare of

independent exhibitors. What is important

is that the troubles that would be solved

through the arbitration provisions of the

Code would mean a great deal to the suc-

cess of independent theater operation.

"I earnestly entreat the distributors to

go ahead with the code and allow the ex-

hibitors of the nation to take advantage of

what it offers. If the Code is not re-

vived by the distributors, the exhibitors can

place the blame on the shoulders of Abram
F. Myers who had campaigned most ac-

tively for Government intervention rather

than logical exhibitor relief.

"The Government suit will take at least

two years to prosecute and there is doubt

as to whether it will be prosecuted to a

successful conclusion. The Code on the

from Page 1)

action through the courts. This present

announcement by the Department of Jus-

tice completely justifies Allied's stand."

ABRAM F. MYERS, Allied States gen-

eral counsel: "The Code debacle is the

logical outcome of a transparent attempt

to tide over an emergency instead of making

a serious effort to remedy industry abuses.

I hope this will have a sobering effect on

the real bosses of the industry and that

they will now bring forth proposals which

will command the confidence of the Gov-

ernment, the independent exhibitors and

the public in general."

CHARLES GILMOUR, president of Theater

Owners and Managers of the Rocky Moun-
tain Region: "While I have not been able

to get the opinions of all our members, I

can repeat the statement made previously

by our organization that we believe it is

to the best interests of independent ex-

hibitors to have a fair code."

other hand means immediate relief to the

independent exhibitors who need that re-

lief most urgently."

Gov't to Draft Standard

Contract for Australia

{Continued from Page 1)

the Government's new film commis-
sion will have to draft the contract
itself. No agreement could be
reached on the some 80 clauses in

the proposed contract.

Government had set Aug. 1 as the
effective date.

To Reopen Omaha's State

Omaha—State Theater will be op-
erated by A. L. Kaplan, former New
York fur dealer, who will have as
advisor Ralph D. Goldberg, veteran
exhib. and circuit operator.

County Prosecutor Gives

Green Light to Bank Night

Belleville, 111. — State's Attorney
Louis P. Zerweck of St. Clair Coun-
ty has given an informal opinion
that Bank Night as it is being con-
ducted by three local motion picture
theaters does not constitute a lottery
under the Illinois laws.

Zerweck's interpretation is in di-

rect conflict apparently with various
court rulings on the subject, includ-
ing the Illinois Supreme Court.

Talk Chi. Variety Club
Chicago—Plans are still in the

preliminary stage for the organiza-
tion of a Variety Club here.

interpretation despite what Myers

and others have said."

Mis-statement, Charges Cohen
The second claim by Cohen in-

volved the assertion by Myers in a

recent bulletin that ,the code was
not rejected at the Minneapolis con-
vention until after the distributors
had had an opportunity to be heard.
That, according to Cohen, was a
mis-statement of fact as he said he
was present at a board meeting on
the day before Rodgers and other
advocates of the code had talked
and that the code was rejected by
the directors at that time. In fact,

he added, he had voted for its re-

jection himself, on that day after
he had discovered that its provis-
ions allegedly were not the same
as had been agreed upon in Chicago.
The code was killed by the Allied
board before the distributors had
a chance to say a word, Cohen con-
tended.
Cohen indicated that the contro-

versy between the state and na-
tional organizations had resulted
from his desire to keep the door
open for negotiation of a fair code.

While not seeing "eye to eye" with

the Allied leaders, Cohen declared
that his only aim was to achieve a
bill of rights for the independent
exhibitor and that he wanted to re-

sort to litigation and legislation only
when all other methods had failed.

The Allied leaders, he said, did not
see things his way.

Cites N„ Y. Allied's Code Aid
Several of the additional clauses

which would be of benefit to the
exhibitors were the result of New
York Allied's efforts, even after
President H. A. Cole had insisted
that the distributors would give no
more ground, Cohen said.

New York Allied has worked for
harmony within the industry, he
concluded, and that can't be con-
trary to national Allied policies if

its leaders are sincere.

In answer to the charge that the
unit had not discharged its obliga-
tion to support the national body,
Cohen said that while actual dues
had not been paid, the New York
group had contributed financially

in paying off legal fees and other
debts.

"Our hands are clean," he said;

"we have nothing to worry about."

TELE STATION COST

CLOSE TO $300,000

{Continued from Page 1)

sales manager of the Andrea Sales
Corp. states. Increase to 465 com-
mercial hours can be expected for
the second year, while 624 hours are
anticipated for the third year, Spec-
tor declares in an analysis of tele-

vision costs in the current "Editor
and Publisher."

Advising publishers that haste is

needed if they want to obtain one
of the limited television channels,
Spector disserts probable costs and
profits of television after the FCC
permits sponsored programs. He
cites $50 as the average figure for
a daytime hour show, against $200
for an evening show, with an esti-

mated cost of about $120,000 for
the station plus operating costs.

According to Spector, the average
hour of television time would sell

for about $1,065 or $885, based on
the combined station costs over a
two or three-year stretch. Compar-
ing a 5-minute slot of television
time at $100 with a 700-line ad in

a paper in a city of from 250,000
to 1,000,000 population, television's
"costs would be considered cheap,"
the Andrea executive declares.

Salaries for a station operating
4 to 6 hours daily would be about
$41,500, while other expenses would
reach $30,500, totalling $72,000, he
declares.

TMAT Strike Affects 16
N-R-E Houses in Brooklyn

{Continued from Page 1)

ager. Circuit, which embraces 16
houses, was immediately picketed.
Union claims that the manager,

Paul Weintraub, was fired because
of union activities. An ultimatum
was sent to the circuit by the union
to rehire Weintraub by 4 p.m. Fri-
day. It was ignored.

Strike vote was taken at a mem-
bership meeting of the TMAT earlier
last week. The union claims that
it has a 90 per cent majority of
employes in the circuit within its

jurisdiction.

Contract between the Theatrical
Managers, Agents and Treasurers
union and the Five Boro circuit in

Brooklyn becomes effective Sept. 3,

with pact due to be inked before
Aug. 26, it was learned Friday.

Third Conference Fails
to End Strike of Ushers
Boston—Settlement of the IATSE

ushers strike, which in the past week
has involved walkouts in 11 M & P
Theaters Corp., Boston and subur-
ban houses, seemed further away
than ever Friday when a third meet-
ing between theater and union rep-
resentatives came to naught. The
conference, the first since Tuesday,
followed an executive session during
which circuit officials and attorneys
considered union demands for recog-
nition and for salary and hour ad-
justments.

-



20th CENTURYFOX

1

jL
on another Academy Award performance

in "Stanley and Livingstone"

1

J

A great actor again wins acclaim for a performance

tkat will stand as one of the screens most memor-

able. ^Twentieth Century- Fox joins the nation in

paying tribute to his distinguished portrayal of

Henry M. Stanley in "Stanley and Livingstone."
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Increase in British Production Indicated by Majors

STATUSJLCOOE REPORTEDJO BE "UP INTHE AIR"

Sophie Tucker Won't Attend Equity Trial Without Atty.

AAAA Appoints Steering Com.
Preparing for "Any

Eventuality"

With top American Federation of

Labor executives still working des-

perately to bring about a peaceful

settlement of the dispute between the

AAAA and the IATSE-AFA coali-

tion, further fuel was heaped on the

fire yesterday when Sophie Tucker,

AFA prexy, stated that she would
not appear at the Equity trial today

because she has no confidence in the

body and following the executive

council's decision there were no
charges against her with any founda-

tion.

Miss Tucker last night wired the

{Continued on Page 15)

FRENCH, EN6. FILMS

DOMINATE IN SPAIN

Because the American newsreels

did not take full advantage of the

possibilities for making shots in

Rebel Spain during the recent civil

war, Spanish exhibitors are giving

most of their business to British and
French distributors, according to

Garcia Vinolas, chief of Spain's prop-
(Continued on Page 4)

GN Stockholders Approve

Amended Felt & Co. Plan

Stockholders of Educational and
Grand National yesterday approved
the amended Felt & Co. financing
plan, which will make approximately

(Continued on Page 4)

WB-FN Combined
London (By Cable)—Effective yester-

day, Warner Bros, and First National be-

came one organization here with Max
Milder in charge of distribution. Under
the former setup, Warner Bros, and First

National represented two separate selling

units in England. Announcement of

the new plan was made by- President

Harry Warner, who arrived here last

week for conferences with executives of

the London office.

Triple Bills Gaining in Chicago Houses;
Essaness Offers Premiums with Three Pix

Chicago—Week-end check of Chicago area theaters, shows triple bills are gaining

a bit, with B & K using triples at its Belmont, Biltmore and Crystal Theaters. The
Essaness Circuit is using not only triples at its North Center Theater, but is throwing
in dinnerware to boot, while at its Biograph Theater, three cups and three saucers are

given with each admission. The Rio Theater has gone in for free ice cream for the

kiddies with a triple feature show, while on the South side the Harvard and Eastside

Theaters are using kitchen knives to bring the folks in.

SCRANTON PREPARING iGFD WILL RELEASE

FOR GLORIA JEAN DAY

Scranton—This town today is pre-

paring to play homage to 11-year-

old Gloria Jean, star of Universal's

"The Under-Pup." When the picture

opens here Thursday with Gloria

Jean in person, 100 motion picture

critics from all over the country,

stage and screen stars and other fig-

ures in the industry will be her
guests in a celebration never before

seen in this town of anthracite mines
and silk mills.

Gloria Jean's rise to stardom has
(Continued on Page 15)

Admission Taxes in July

Up $42,989.40 Over June

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Washington—An increase of $42,-

989.40 in admissions taxes collected

in July compared to June was re-

ported yesterday by the Bureau of

Internal Revenue. July admissions

FOR NEW BRIT. FIRM

London (By Cable)—General Film
Distributors follows up its announce-
ment of a large program of Gains-
borough pictures for distribution,

with another perhaps even more im-
portant. It has contracted to release

the output of a new producing firm,

Legeran Films, Ltd. Stars of inter-

national reputation will appear in

the films.

Chairman of the new concern is

(Continued on Page 15)

Orphans Guests of Para.

At "Star Maker" Preview

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY
Hollywood—Seventeen "most de-

serving orphans" were the guests of

Paramount and Linda Ware, 14-year-

old Paramount singing star, at the

world premiere of "The Star Maker"
here last night. A "dream train"

brought the orphans from leading
(Continued on Page 15)

Number and Quality of British-Made

Pix Expected to Show Strong Upswing

(Continued on Page 4)

Modification of Delaware

Blue Laws Held Possible

Wilmington, Del.—Modification of

Delaware's 144-year-old Sunday blue

law appeared likely at the week-end
as Governor Richard C. McMullen
and a group of Wilmington minis-

(Continued on Page 4)

London (By Cable) — Sharp up-
swing in both the number and quality

of British-made features during the

next 12-month span is clearly indi-

cated by a series of recent develop-

ments involving plans of U.S. majors
to expand activity here.

Harry Cohn, Columhia's president,

asserts that his company, which this
(Continued on Page 16)

Parts of Draft May be Sal-

vaged and Incorporated

in Film Contracts
The status of the trade practice

Code was described by an industry
attorney last night as being "com-
pletely up in the air," but it was in-

dicated that parts of the Code may
be salvaged by the individual com-
panies and incorporated in their con-
tracts.

Counsels for the majors met yes-
terday to decide on a course of ac-
tion in view of the Department of
Justice's declaration that the pro-
posed code was regarded as illegal.

(Continued on Page 4)

EINFELD SEES AGE

X FRGM ALL LOTS

Hollywood's 1939-40 product, all

studios considered, will be stronger
in quality, promotional value and
entertainment than during any pre-
vious year in filmland's history, as-
serted Charley Einfeld, Warners'
publicity-advertising director, as he

(Continued on Page 16)

"Tfie Star Maker"
Paramount wrote plainly and con-

vincingly last night on the screen of

its own Paramount Theater here thai

it has a box office Big Bertha in the

Charles R. Rogers-produced attraction,

"The Star Maker." Though far and
away the best picture Bing Crosby has

made to date, and affording Louise

Campbell and Ned Sparks rich roles for

their talent, the most significant attrib-

ute of "The Star Maker" is that it

makes a new star, youthful Linda Ware,
whose exciting voice, personality and
acute sense of showmanship score with

decisiveness. Packed with human in-

terest; equipped with a fast-moving

screen play which is both versatile and

ingenious in unfolding the story of Gus

Edwards' life, and flecked with both

much-loved melodies of the long ago,

plus songs which America will shortly

be humming, the footage is audience

meat from first to last. Its mass- ap-

peal becomes all-embracing by virtue

of Walter Damrosch's presence with the

Philharmonic Orchestra of Los Angeles,

—assuring a class appeal of magnetic

force. Roy Del Ruth's direction is

stand out. —MORRIS.

I
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Screen Publicists Demand
100 Per Cent Guild Shop

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM <DAILY

Hollywood — Screen Publicists'
Guild has given producers until

Thursday to agree to a contract pro-
viding 100 per cent Guild shop and
suitable severance pay. Testifying
at NLRB hearing of charges that
majors producers have violated
Wagner Act in their asserted refusal
to bargain with Guild, B. B. Kahane,
vice-president of Columbia Studios,
said that major producers felt that
the Guild's demands were unreason-
able and if producers accepted them
it would be tantamount to turning
the complete control of studios to the
writers. He declared that action of
Leonard Janosky, attorney for the
Guild in walking out of the meeting
with the producers' committee short-

ly before the collective bargaining
election in which the Guild was chos-
en as sole bargaining agent for
writers, was awkward, Kahane con-
tending that the committee and Guild
representatives were getting along
on their negotiations.

K. Lee Williams Shifting

Managers in Okla. Circuit

Oklahoma City—Permanent shift-

ing of managers in the K. Lee Wil-
liams Theaters, Inc. circuit has been
announced by General Manager K.
Lee Williams. Gerry Doig, manager
at Nashville, Ark., has been named
manager at Fordyce. Bill Frazier,
now manager at Ashdown, will be
the new manager at Broken Bow,
Okla. and Jewel Callahan, assistant
manager at Broken Bow has been
moved to Ashdown as city manager.

Cecil Callahan joins the new or-

ganization as manager at Nashville,
having been assistant manager at
Frederick, Okla. for the Griffith

Amusement Company for a num-
ber of years.
The first managers' meeting will

be held this week in DeQueen, Ark.
and will be held each following
month in a different town.

Illinois Allied's Relief

Fund Has $2,256 on Hand

Chicago—Relief fund set up by
Allied Theaters of Illinois for pic-
ture people who are unemployed or
in need has a balance of $2,256.17,
President Jack Kirsch announced
last week. Since the fund was es-
tablished, $1,140.94 has been dis-
tributed. The fund was established
after the Jack Kirsch Testimonial
Dinner when $2,850.28 was raised.
Three other dinners have added
money to the treasury.

Third WeelTo7"Name Only"
Tops Second at Music Hall

"In Name Onlv" for the first four
days of its third week at the Radio
City Music Hall (Thursday, Friday,
Saturday and Sunday) topped the
same Deriod of the second week in
eross by a considerable margin. The
first four days of the third were close
in total receipts to the first four of
the initial week's run.

Tuesday, August 22, 1!

Jos. Cantor Has 5-Theater

Circuit in Indianapolis

Indianapolis—Joseph Cantor yes-
terday announced a new circuit of
five theaters in this city with the
purchase of long-term leases of the
Parker and Golden Theaters. He
operates the Rivoli and Emerson
Theaters, while several months ago
he acquired the Garrick which will

be reopened in September under the
name of the Esquire Theater.
The Golden was leased from Her-

man Golden who built the house in

1937. It will be renamed the Arling.
t-on. The Parker was leased from
Ben Mansfield who operated the
house until Cantor leased it.

Cantor will be president of the
new circuit, with Leonard Cantor as
secretary - treasurer and general
manager.

Cantor came to Indianapolis in

1932 as branch manager for United
Artists, and before that was special

representative for Universal.

I
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Expect Hearing on RKO Stock

Flotation Early Next Week

Hearings, ordered to be held by
Federal Judge William Bondy be-

fore Special Master George W. Alger
on the question of the underwriting
of the new RKO Corp.'s common
stock flotation, will probably com-
mence early next week in the wake
of the expected opinion of SEC
which is due on Aug. 28, according
to the opinion expressed yesterday
by observers.

Latter also assert that the agree-
ment of Aug. 3 between Atlas and
RKO whereby the latter will make
offer, on or before Aug. 29, to credi-

tors and Rockefeller Center on the

375,000 shares at $4 per share may
be extended, although technically

this agreement, because of an appli-

cable clause, does not expire on that
date.

B & K Directors to Hold

Dividend Meeting in N. Y.

Chicago—Balaban & Katz direc-

tors will meet in New York City
next month to declare the regular
$1.75 quarterly dividend on the pre-

ferred stock of the company, due
September 30. As yet no word has
been received on what action will be
taken on the Common dividend. Re-
port that balance of the preferred
stock of the company will be called

at ] 10, has not been confirmed by
Chicago officials.

Republic Renews With
Tropical Films, Cuba

Expressing himself as well pleased
with the progress of Republic Pic-

tures in Cuba, Morris Goodman,
vice-president in charge of foreign
sales, announced that he had ex-
tended for another year the distribu-
tion deal with Tropical Films of Ha-
vana. Cuba, for the company's en-
tire 1938-39 program of features and
westerns, and the group of four se-

rials.

'"

k

GEORGE J. SCHAEFER and S. BARRET
CORMICK have delayed their return to New Ik
from Hollywood until the latter part of

[ s

week.

SAM ZIMBALIST, Metro producer, leaves l,w

York tomorrow for Hollywood after a 10
vacation here. /- .

MAUREEN O'SULLIVAN arrives here tnV
ing from Hollywood en route to London. SrCtA
O'SULLIVAN, her sister, is accompanying he

J. H. HOFFBERG leaves Holylwood this w]
for San Francisco as the first stop in a

through the Northwest that will bring him b
to New York.

HARRY M. BESSEY, Altec secretary and tre-

urer, has returned to New York after a tj

through New England.

MRS. FANCHON MARCO and SIMON WOL
directors of the Fanchon & Marco dancing gii,

are stopping at the Waldorf Towers.

ALICE FAYE and TONY MARTIN arrived i

New York yesterday from Hollywood for a vai-

tion.

SID RECHETNIK, Warner publicist, has 1

turned to his desk following a vacation.

RUTH GORDON leaves New York tomorrr
for Hollywood to take the role of Mary Tol
Lincoln in the RKO production "Abe Lino
In Illinois."

ADOLPHE MENJOU arrived from the Co,,

yesterday for a vacation here.

WILLIAM HOLDEN, star of Columbia's "Col
en Boy" gets in from Hollywood this morni:
to attend the Music Hall opening of the pi

ture.

VERA ZORINA arrives here Thursday morni
from Hollywood having completed her role

Warners' "On Your Toes."

ROBERT T. KANE arrives from England tod
on the He de France.

W. W. SULLIVAN, manager for 20th-Fox
Panama, returns to his headquarters there t

end of this month after a combined vacatii

and business trip to New York.

LOTHAR WOLFF, film editor of the Man
of Time, is en route to Europe on the Chan!
plain.

G. MOHME, manager for 20th-Fox in Mexic
arrives in New York the latter part of this wet
from Mexico City.

J. V. O'GARA, manager for 20th-Fox in Trir

idad, is in New York.

J. P. MASTER, of the Crescent Amusemer
Co., Lexington, Ky., and CARY GRANT, wei
visitors at the RKO Lounge last week.

JOHN CASSIDY, of the RKO Theaters pub
licity department, leaves today on a We:
Indies cruise.

I

1

bi

it

fi

Isaac Weiner Dies

Philadelphia—Isaac Weiner, fathe
of Harry Weiner, branch manage
for Columbia Pictures here, die<

Saturday, and was buried yesterday
in Montefiore cemetery.

zpp&M
tRTHV

Best wishes from THE FILM DAILY
to the following on their birthdays:

AUGUST 22

Samuel Goldwyn

Charles Garrett
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Warner Bros* are happy to announce that

THE OLD MAID
has broken all first week records at the

New York Strand; that in the first four

days of the second week the record-

breaking pace continues, receipts com-

ing within two thousand dollars of the

first week's mark; and that in its first

out-of-town engagements -Washington,

Atlantic City and Bridgeport -- it has

beaten "Dodge City' and "Dark Victory",

the top grossers of last season

In Charge of Production STPDl,J^'S<E

«z8*o.JACKLWARNER

"^S^S^^^ 1

HENRY BLANKE M iS* *>*?£>
A«ociar. Producer '

C ^ **/£">* o„/^n
• 80je
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TRADE CODE STATUS
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(Continued from Page 1)

The attorneys reached no decision

but another meeting to be held this

week was scheduled.
While it was learned that the dis-

tributors believe that a method of

settling clearance disputes is a def-

inite necessity, an arbitration sys-

tem as proposed in the Code will not

be attempted, inasmuch as Assistant
Attorney General Thurman Arnold
has indirectly warned against its

adoption.
Printed reports to the effect that

the attorneys would meet with Jus-

tice Department officials were with-

out basis of fact, a major company
counsel said last night. No meetings
with the Department have been
scheduled or contemplated, he said.

The distributors, the counsel de-

clared, will make every effort to keep
the Code alive. "We hate to see 15

mc nths of hard work thrown in the

waste basket," he said.

Modification of Delaware

Blue Laws Held Possible

'Continued from Page 1)

ters favored changes to bring the law

within the scope of modern life.

Governor McMullen, who recently

vetoed a bill providing for a Sunday
movie referendum in Wilmington,
said that strict enforcement of the

Sunday law would precipitate "a se-

rious situation."

Members of the General Assembly
offered no comment on the ultimatum
by Attorney General James R. Mor-
ford that the legislature repeal or

modernize the blue law, or the po-

lice agencies in the state would pro-

ceed to enforce the law as it is

written.
Legislators said there undoubtedly

will be conferences when the General

Assembly reconvenes on Thursday.

GN Stockholders Approve

Amended Felt & Co. Plan

(Continued from Page 1)

$1,000,000 available to the distribu-

ting company. While the Felt deal

is subject to the consummation of

the RFC loan, arrangements have
been made whereby the Felt money
will be available within 48 hours
after GN receives the Government
loan.

Plan B & K Outing
Chicago—President Roy MacMul-

len of the B & K Employees Asso-
ciation, says the annual golf tourna-

ment of the association will be held

next month. A committee will se-

lect the club grounds to be used
and set the date for the outing.

Tsh-Tsk!
Manchester, N. H.— If the telephone

company starts giving out a lot of wrong
numbers to the Empire Theater here, this

double billing might be the reason:

"Alexander Graham Bell"

"Almost a Gentleman"

ALCNG THE

with PHILM. DALYi
T T

GOG WITH the Fiftieth Anniversary of the industry being brought

to his attention started old Uncle Bert Martin reminiscing. .... .Uncle

Bert is retired from show biz and celebrating his eightieth birthday at

Castle Gate, Utah

T T

6 • • OF THOSE eighty years, Uncle Bert spent sixty-three

of 'em in show biz he bought his first motion picture machine

and films from the Thomas A. Edison Company at Newark on Nov.

16, 1899 he opened his show shop at Deadwood, South Da-

kota, and remained there until May, 1901 when he signed a

contract to go to Nome, Alaska, to sing illustrated songs and pre-

sent motion pictures in the Hub Saloon at $150 a week he

was the first and only film showman in that territory at that time

finally Uncle Bert came back to Deadwood, and wound up

with a circuit reaching from Duluth to Spokane this old-

timer recalls among other quaint oddities that in those early

days all the films, which did not exceed 125 feet, were run through

the Edison Exhibition Model Sterio (cost, $115) into a bag tacked

on the side of the table no title or any wording was on any

of the subjects in those days the showman lectured, or told

the story, first announcing the name of the picture Uncle

Bert also had 40 illustrated songs that he personally sang at

eighty he is in the best of health, and keeps posted on everythmg

of interest in the showman end of the film biz

T T T

• • • THEY had faith in their town's bright youngster a

handful of town boosters of Scranton. Pa and that's the reason a

new starlet is now zooming up on the film horizon Gloria lean

so the lads with faith in this 11 -year-old kid financed an audition

for Gloria Jean in New York last December resulting in Joe "Picker"

Pasternak signing her to a long-term contract the moment he heard her

sing Joe says he has another surefire Deanna Durbin we'll

tell you more about that after we see the li'l gal's first picture, "The

Under-Pup," premiered in Scranton Thursday eve before a bunch of

crits invited by Pasternak from all parts of the Youessay

T

m • e LOOKS like Warners' "Old Maid" will be one of the

biggest grossers of the year according to the way it is chalk-

ing up B.O. marks at the Strand in New York the Warner in

Bridgeport the Warner in Atlantic City the Earle in

Washington and the State in Waterbury these are all

pre-release engagements the pic hits the national release

chute on Sept. 2 for what looks like a sensational splash

T T

• • • HE BACKED his faith with his cash Manager Frank

Weatherford of the Worth theater at Fort Worth, Tex when he

sent a check for ten cents on "The Bachelor Mother Account" to 1,000

persons on his mailing list in a letter accompanying the check,

Weatherford said: "It isn't often that a theater manager wholeheartedly

endorses a picture. But I want to say that 'Batchelor Mother' is the

smartest, most sophisticated and amusing comedy I have had the pleasure

of screening in years."

« « « » » »

FRENCH, ENG. FILMS

DOMINATE IN SPAI

II

(Continued from Page 1)

aganda bureau, who is in New Yor,
Vinolas told The Film Daily th;

the majority of the pictures no
shown in Spain are from En^lai
and France. (•.

The American newsreels, Vrnul;

said, refused to give as much foo
age to the Nationalists' activities i

they did to the Loyalists, indicatin
that there was some resentment 1

this attitude. However, America
pictures are still favored, he adde<
and the Government in Spain i

hopeful for a satisfactory agree
ment whereby distributors over her
will renew their Spanish business
The Spanish market, Vinolas as

serted, is open to all U. S. distrib
utors. The Government is ready t

advance money to Spanish distribu
tors for the purchase of America]
pictures, although no agreement ha
been reached as to how, if at all

money can be taken out of the coun
try.

There are approximately 10 stu
dios in Spain and all of them escape*,
damage during the war. One com
pany already has started productioi
and others will begin when improver,
equipment has been purchased, Vln
olas said.

Admission Taxes in July

Up $42,989.40 Over June

(Continued from Page 1)

collections were reported at $1,534,.
249.77 compared to $1,491,260.37 foi
June. A decrease of $84,563.23 com-,
pared to July, 1938, was recorded!
however. The figure for July of last
year was $1,618,813. Broadway fig-,

ure was reported as $397,415.64 com-'
pared to $457,258.12 in June, 1939,
for a drop of $59,842.48. The July
Broadway figure is also $284,029,961
less than the $681,445.60 collected in;

the Broadway area for July, 1938.

ill

Garfield, N. J. — Johnny Weiss-
muller, screen and swimming star,

married Beryl Scott, of San Fran-
cisco, early Sunday morning.
Some 20 persons, mostly Weiss-

muller's fellow performers at the
Aquacade at the New York World's
Fair, attended the ceremony here
which was performed by Mayor John
N. Gabriel.

Del Monte—Brian Aherne, British

stage and screen actor, and Joan
Fontaine, Hollywood film luminary,
were married here on Sunday in St.

John's Episcopal Chapel by the Rev.
Theodore Bell.

The bride was attended by her sis-

ter, Olivia de Havilland, motion pic-

ture actress. Louis D. Lighton of

Bellaire, Calif., was best man.

Lawrence Shubert Lawrence, son
of the managing director of Shubert
Theaters in Phila., will be married
this week.

IBH
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BY UNIVERSAL IN AUGUST, SEPTEMBER AND OCTOBER

(Hereh a Selling Line That IS EXCIT-

ING Every Woman in the Country!)

Universal Gives You the

Greatest Box-office Team

of the Year -Directed by

JOHN M. STAHL
who Directed

"Magnificent Obsession
1'

and "Only Yesterday"

<^DUNN

If! 1

with

BARBARA O'NEIL ONSLOW STEVENS NYDIAWESTi RITZ FELD

A JOHN M. STAHL produc
Screenplay by Dwight Taylor Based on a story by James M. Cain

Produced and Directed by John M. Stahl

NOW AVAILABLE-
and cracking house records

all over the country!



:Anionvi\j jrvNDUKtU ItbllMUNIAL KILIUKtb UbLIYbKbU
RJY UNIVERSAL IN AU GUST, S E PTEM BE R AND OCTOBER

THE UNIVERSAL STAR-FINDERS
DO IT AGAIN! An Amazing New Per-

p-onality Presented to Your Box - Office . .

.

Insured by a Splendid Human Production...Crowded

with Favorite Screen Names backed by one of the

biggest promotional campaigns ever

put behind a new star

!

A JOE PASTERNAK
PRODUCTION

(There's One in Every Family)

READY FOR YOU

SEPT. 1
st

with Beulah Bondi • Virginia Weidler
G. Aubrey Smith • Billy Gilbert
Raymond Walburn • Paul Gavanaugh

Original story by I. A. R. Wylie • Screenplay by Grover Jones

Directed by Richard Wallace

Margaret Lindsay
Ann Gillis

Samuel S. Hinds

.



EXHIBITORS' SPONSORED TESTIMONIAL P ICTURESDELIVERE
BY UNIVERSAL IN AUGUST, S E PTEMBER AND OCTOBE

THE SWIFT CALL OF ADVENTURE

LOYALTY

!

BRIGHT

mi
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ad by

IN * I. M. KERRIGAI

-Scmtley Aitmctaffe Producer, Bwrt Ke?8y FOR RELEASE

SEPT. 8™



TV I' CO L/C LI T C

BY UNIVERSAL IN AUGUST, S EPTEMBER AND OCTOBER

Love and the Glamour of Paris —Trans-

forming a Vengeful Flame to Hatred

and Death in a Tropic Penal Hell!

Basil

RATHB0N1

> '»»*

;t'

.^vK

W

-

FOR RELEASE

SEPT. 22nd

with

SIGRID GURIE

ROBERT CUMMINGS

LEO CARRILLO

Directed by

John Brahm



BY UNIVERSAL IN AU GUST, S E PTEMBER AND OCTOBER

FOR RELEASE

SEPT. 29™



IfJY UNIVERSAL IN AUGUST, S EPTEMBER AND OCTOBER

FOR RELEASE

OCT. 6th



BY UNIVERSAL IN AU GUST, SE PTEMBER AND OCTOBEf

The FIRST of the FAMOUS

PRODUCTIONS from HARRY

EDINGTON for UNIVERSAL!
[RACKED by tremendous star power, an important

^^ new producer brings you a picture aimed straight

at your box-office . . . The cast— crowded with talent

and popular appeal . . .The story

— a dynamic, swiftly-paced ro-

mance set in the strangest, most

dangerous country on earth!

FAIRBANKS Jr
and

BENNETT
m

REEN HELL
JOHN HOWARD

VINCENT PRICE

ALAN HALE GEORGE BANCROFT

GEORGE SANDERS * VINCENT PRICE

A JAMES WHALE production
Produced and directed
by JAMES WHALE

FOR RELEASE

OCT. 20™



UKbU I bSI IMUNIAL HH_IUI-

!lY UNIVERSAL IN AUGUST, SE PTEMBER AND OCTOBER

3

SHOWMANSHIP-Two .....
that will ignite the hearts
of romantic America! • . .

Another Pasternak Sensation

!

FOR RELEASE

OCT. 27th

Marlene James

<!*. DIETRICHand STEWART

JjESTRY RIDES AGAIN
^^L Charles Winninger • Mischa Auer • Brian Donlevy

a Joe Pasternak Production directed by George Marshall



AUGUST, SEPTEMBER AND OCTOB

To Round Out the

BIG PICTURE

Schedule Made

Ready for

You During

~ugust,Sep-

emberand

October!

UTINYon the BLACKHAWK
Richard ARLEN „„d Andy DEVINE

in the first of the series of the grandest action
pictures Universal has ever produced

Backed by a swell cast with CONSTANCE MOORE, NOAH BEERY.
GUINN "BIG BOY" WILLIAMS and others.

Produced by Ben Pivar • Directed by Christy Cabanne

W? TRA
t« ich ihc (fieuuot

HAWAIIAN NIGHTS
Breathless Romance of Swing-Mad Youth Set to the Alluring Tempo of the Hula

with JOHNNY DOWNS MARY CARLISLE CONSTANCE MOORE
MATTY MALNECK and His Orchestra

EDDIE QUILLAN THURSTON HALL SAMUEL S. HINDS ETIENNE GIRARDOT

Max Golden, Associate Producer

Directed by Albert S. Rogell Released Sept. 15

HERO FOR A DAY
Timely as the headlines on tomorrotv's sports page!
Action on the gridiron! hove on the sidelines!

A Laugh Touchdown

with

ANITA LOUISE DICK FORAN CHARLEY GRAPEWIN
BERTON CHURCHILL EMMA DUNN

oldsmrth, Associate Director • Directed by Harold Young

TROPIC FURY
A thousand dollar bill~~torn in half~~ starts the strangest,

most exciting story ever lived m played, with

Richard ARLEN Andy DEVINE
BEVERLY ROBERTS, SAMUEL S. HINDS, LUPtTA TOVAR

Produced by Ben Pivar • Directed by Christy Cabanne

Released Oct. 13

T 1
Approved by Exhibitors as

"The Exhibitor Company!'

LITHO I
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SOPHIE TUCKER WON'T

APPEAR AT AEA TRIAL

(Continued from Page 1)

'ollowing message to The Film
Daily:
"To keep the record straight, I

jffej-^ji to appear before the Equity
Job. Jl with my attorney. Equity
Jenied my request. Having been in

:he theater more than 30 years, I

:hink I rate this courtesy as my
career is at stake.

"Sophie Tucker."
It is expected that the Equity

Council will proceed with the trial

myway, hearing the charges against
Vliss Tucker on her alleged treason-
able actions in accepting an IA char-

ier for the AFA following the AAAA
revocation of the actors' union char-

ter. Whether or not the Council will

;onvict Miss Tucker on the charges
without her making an appearance
could not be learned. The Council can
postpone the trial or hold it at will,

and in the event the Council goes
ahead it can also reserve its decision

or announce it immediately.
In the monthly issue of the Equity

magazine issued yesterday a strong
appeal is made to Miss Tucker in an
editorial, although her name is not
mentioned, to resign from the AFA
before the trial takes place.

Report AFL Working on Browne
Efforts of the A F of L execs, to

avert any open hostilities in the the-

atrical field through an amicable
settlement of the dispute were re-

ported yesterday to be directed at

George E. Browne, IATSE prexy, in

an attempt to get him to surrender
his charter to the AFA. It is ex-

pected that if Browne did this it

would appease the AAAA sufficiently

to enable peaceful negotiation of re-

maining differences, but it is not ex-

pected that Browne will do this.

Browne, at the Executive Council
sessions in Atlantic City, pointed out

that the AFA, without a home, would
be ripe for encroachment by the CIO,
and there is no reason to believe that

he will relent in his stand and sur-

render the charter.

Although the opposing camps were
comparatively quiet yesterday the

AAAA took a further step in pre-
paring for any fight that may arise

when President Frank Gillmore an-
nounced that "we are making prep-
arations for any eventuality" and
disclosed that a steering committee
with plenary powers had been ap-
pointed.

Steering Committee Members
Members of the committee include

Paul Dulzell, Florence Marston, Leo
Fischer, Emily Holt, who will sei've

alternately with George Heller, and
Maida Reade, with Gillmore, Paul
Turner and Henry Jaffe serving as

ex-ofhcio members of the committee.
A resolution was passed by the

committee which directed all AAAA
member unions to appoint similar

committees with plenary powers to

work in conjunction with the steer-

ing committee, with a further state-

ment that no action shall be taken by
member branches or individual mem-

Continue Boston Ushers 9 Strihe Parleys
Boston—M & P and IATSE troubles were aired yesterday before Massachusetts

Labor Board. No decision was forthcoming and second meeting was scheduled for

today. State authorities may rule that a vote be taken at the eleven striking theaters

to decide the Local B4 rights to represent ushers under provisions that 51 per cent

or more may bargain for the whole.

Scranton Getting Ready

To Honor "U's" Young Star

(Continued from Page \)

been phenomenal. Eight months ago
she was an unheard-of girl with only
an unfulfilled ambition. An audition
in New York last December revealed
a reportedly remarkable voice which
won her a Universal contract and
Joe Pasternak, her producer, decided
to give her a royal homecoming by
holding the world premiere in Scran-
ton.

Scranton is sending Gloria Jean's
26 classmates down to New York to
meet the girl when she arrives in

Pennsylvania Station—just to be cer-
tain, Mayor Huester said, that Gloria
Jean's arival isn't passed by in that
busy city.

Thursday has been declared
"Gloria Jean Day" in Scranton.
Already banners have been strung
across Lackawanna Avenue. The
American Legion band and all the
other bands in town are holding daily
rehearsals for the big parade that
will greet Gloria Jean upon her ar-

rival Thursday afternoon.
Miners have fashioned a throne of

anthracite, and Gloria Jean will be
crowned "Queen of Anthracite" on
the steps of City Hall. Street car
lines have been rerouted for the cele-

bration. There will be confetti-

flinging, fireworks, more ump-pah
music and searchlights sweeping the
murky skies over Scranton in typical

Hollywood fashion Thursday night,

when the premiere of "The Under-
Pup" is staged at the local Strand
Theater.

Scranton has developed more
glamour in the last week than in the

last twenty years of its history.

Gloria Jean's success in Hollywood
has encouraged everyone here to

dream about stardom for themselves,
and in the mines, mills, stores, offices

and homes of the city there are

countless Gables, Boyers, Irene

Dunnes and Deanna Durbins going
about their prosaic tasks.

Finish "Bluebird" Script
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY
Hollywood — Walter Bullock and

Ernest Pascal have completed the
screenplay of "The Bluebird," which
will star Shirley Temple. "Lady
Jane," which will be Shirley Temple's
following picture, was also screen-
played by Bullock.

bers without the consent of the steer-
ing committee.
A complete report of the whole

situation for distribution to all mem-
bers of the AAAA, probably by the
latter part of this week, was also
authorized by the committee. Meet-
ing of the SAG was scheduled to take
place in Hollywood with Ken Thom-
son and Edward Arnold returning to
the Coast Sunday to attend.

Orphans Guests of Para.

At "Star Maker" Preview

(Continued from Page 1)

American cities to Hollywood where
they will be entertained lavishly dur-
ing the week.
Among the film notables attending

the premiere last night were: Bing
Crosby, Louise Campbell, Horace
MacMahon, Arthur Hornblow, Jr.,

Myrna Loy, Robert Taylor, Barbara
Stanwyck Linda Ware, Ned Sparks,
Laura Hope Crews, Charles Rogers,
Edgar Bergen, Joel McCrea, Frances
Dee, Fay Bainter, John Garfield,

Mischa Auer, Andy Devine, Robert
Florey, Mark Sandrich, Dr. A. H.
Giannini, Paulette Goddard, Henry
Herzbrun, Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.,

Fred MacMurray, Patricia Morison,
Jack Benny, Mary Livingston, Ellen
Drew, Evelyn Keyes and Olympe
Bradna.

Coincident with the Hollywood pre-
miere, film critics of New York news-
papers and news syndicates together
with reviewers of the industry's

trade press witnessed a special pre-
view of "The Star Maker" at the
local Paramount Theater. The per-
formance wras preceded by a dinner
tendered to the invited guests at the
International Casino.
A capacity audience gave the pic-

ture an enthusiastic reception. Lobby
comment indicated that the attrac-

tion will grab heavy box office

revenue.

Vote Within Thirty Days

on Studio Bargaining Agent

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— Tentative agreement

was reached between Attorney
Charles J. Katz, representing the
United Studio Technicians' Guild,
and Attorney Joseph Padway, repre-
senting the IATSE, whereby an elec-

tion will be held within 30 days to
decide whether the USTG or the
IATSE is to be sole bargaining
representative for studio workers.

All studio workers employed be-
tween Oct. 1, 1938 and June 1, 1939
are eligible to vote.

Takes Glastonbury House
Glastonbury, Conn.—Mrs. Nathan

Lampert has acquired the 550-seat
Glastonbury Theater, formerly op-
erated by the Lampert circuit, and
will operate it individually, with
Maurice Kempner as manager.

Fairmont Adds One
New Haven — Fairmont Amuse-

ment Co., an Al Pickus corporation,
has taken over operation of the An-
nex Theater, which has been closed
for reseating and renovation. The
house will reopen as the 403-seat
Fairmont Theater on September 10.

6FD WILL RELEASE

FOR NEW BRIT. FIRM

(Continued from Page 1)

A. J. Rank, while the directors in-
clude C. M. Woolf, Zoltan Korda,
Arlington Gain and Harold Boxall.
Zoltan Korda and Josef Somlo will
be in charge of production at the
Denham studios.

First Legeran production will be
"King's Messenger," starring Ralph
Richardson who will again appear
as Major Hammond, the secret ser-
vice agent of "Q Planes." Tim Whe-
lan, who directed "Q Planes" and
"The Divorce of Lady X," will di-
rect "King's Messenger."

Second picture will bring back to
the screen Bruce Bairnsfather's war-
time character of Old Bill, which
also will be the title of the picture.
Bairnsfather has written an original
screen story and has given Old Bill
a grown up son. Ian Dalrymple, who
scenarized "Pygmalion" and "The
Citadel," will direct "Old Bill," his
first directorial assignment.

Michael Powell has been chosen
x
o direct Legeran's third feature,
"The Conjurer," which A. E. W. Ma-
son, author of "Four Feathers," has
written directly for the screen.

TMAT Petition Before SLRB
At Slated Hearing Tomorrow

Formal hearing of the petition
filed by the Theatrical Managers,
Agents and Treasurers' union for
recognition as the bargaining agent
for the men under its jurisdiction
employed by the Liberty Theater,
owned by Helgus, Inc., assertedly a
Brandt affiliate, will be held tomor-
row morning before the New York
State Labor Relations Boai'd.
Meanwhile, picketing was con-

tinued by the union at the 16 houses
of the Nelson-Renner-Endicott Cir-
cuit in Brooklyn which the union
has struck in protest over the dis-
charge of one of the chain's man-
agers. Union asks that the dis-
charged man be re-employed and the
union be recognized.

Hoffberg Sets West Coast
Contract for Distribution

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY
Hollywood—Deal was closed here

at the week-end by J. H. Hoffberg,
president of the distributing cor-
poration of the same name, with
Sam Nathanson, general sales man-
ager of Coast Pictures Corp., to han-
dle Hoffberg's entire product-lineup
in Southern California and Arizona.
Coast Pictures was recently organ-
ized by Nathanson, formerly with
Columbia, Maurice L. Fischer and
Irwin E. Meyer.

Hoffberg, who goes to San Fran-
cisco this week, told The Film Daily
that in his opinion there is no prof-
itable market for ordinary foreign
pictures in this territory, but un-
usual pictures can be sold by exhibi-
tors. He predicted a turn for the
better in theater business shortly as
the new season is just now getting
under way.
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BRITISH-MADE PIX

{Continued from Page 1)

year had four British films made for

quota in conjunction with Irving
Asher, will double the number in

1940. This numerical increase in

schedule will be attended, Cohn de-

clares, by Jean Arthur and Cary
Grant appearing in features here.

Additionally, other talent from Hol-
lywood is being contemplated.

Wesley Ruggles, Cohn added, is

the probable director of the Arthur

-

Grant opus.

Virtually coincident with the Co-
lumbia plan for expansion in the U.K.
Ralph Hanbury announced at RKO
Radio's two-day convention that the
company has decided to produce
three top-flight features annually in

British studios, in light of the suc-
cess of "The Saint in London."
Further crystallization of these plans
awaits the return here of William
Sistrom from the U. S. Reported in-

tention of RKO Radio to make the
trio of multiple-credit pix under the
quota is interpreted as being in addi-
tion to those which are to come from
the Leslie Howard-Walter Futter
combine, and the pictures via Herb-
ert Wilcox.

Barney Balaban is quoted here as
having declared that he expects Para-
mount to have an even more ambi-
tious program in Britain during 1940
than ever before, with an annual in-

crease thereafter, and foresees the
time when many of the greatest
Paramount attractions will come out
of British studios. He added that
David Rose, company's head here,
can have any story, talent or tech-
nical resource he sees fit to request
from the Paramount lot in Holly-
wood.

H. M. Warner's visit to England
for conferences with Sam Sax, or-

ganization's British production chief,

is linked to expansion of present fea-
ture policy.

Robert T. Kane, British production
head for 20th-Fox, is due to arrive
in New York today for home office

conferences on forthcoming product.
Monte Banks, Kane's production ex-
ecutive, is already in the U. S. for
preliminary huddles.

Twentieth Century-Fox' deep in-

terest in British-U. S. production link
is manifest by Darryl F. Zanuck's
recent citation that every picture
made in the company's Hollywood
studios is written and shaped for
British consumption, and that good
films from the U. K. are highly ac-
ceptable to the American public.

Seek Reinstatement
Reinstatement proceedings will be

instigated in Bronx County Supreme
Court Thursday before Justice Bene-
dict Dineen by Nathan H. Elman, at-

torney for Joseph Kimmel, in answer
to the action of the Empire State
Motion Picture Operators' union in
ousting Kimmel from the union re-

cently.

Pays $5 to Hear Himself Sing
Extra, and unwanted, sound accompanied the finale of M-G-M's "Tarzan Finds a

Son" at the Meserole Theater, Brooklyn, on Saturday night. So inspired with the pix

was John Pimblett, film fan, that he rose in his balcony seat and raucously sang
"Itty Bitty Fishes." The ushers demanded that he stop. Then Patrolman Herman Walker
issued threat of arrest . . . but to no avail. The chanting fan ceased only because
of lack of breath while grappling with the policeman who took him into custody.
Pimblett admitted in court that the charge against him was accurate, and Magistrate
D. Joseph d'Andrea fined him $5 for disorderly conduct.

Einfeld Predicts Biggest

Season from All Studios

(Continued from Page 1)

arrived in New York yesterday
morning from the Coast aboard the

20th Century Limited.
This conclusion, he explained, is

justified because each Coast lot is

determined to put forth ace story
properties, allocate adequate bud-
gets, and make the features with
care and enthusiasm.

Warners' new season lineup, he
added, is geared to exceed in point
of big pictures any program since

company's inception.
Situation currently on the Bur-

bank lot, said Einfeld, is highly sat-

isfactory, a total of 17 features
already having been completed, and
several nearing that stage, which
means that supply at this time is

sufficient until late December.
Among the big pix ready are

"Dust Be My Destiny," "A Child
Is Born," "Gantry the Great," "The
Roaring Twenties," "On Your Toes,"
"Private Lives of Elizabeth and
Essex," "The Return of Dr. X," "Kid
Nightingale," "City of Lost Men,"
"We Are Not Alone," and "Four
Wives."
Warners is considering, Einfeld

disclosed, elaborate plans for the
world premiere of "Elizabeth and
Essex" in London. The film will be
backed in the U. S. by a $250,000
national publicity-advertising cam-
paign, as will "On Your Toes."
Jack L. Warner, vice-president in

charge of production, is scheduled
to arrive in New York from Burbank
in about two weeks.

Picketing May Be Resumed
At Springfield Paramount

Springfield, Mass.—The possibility
that the Paramount Theater may be
picketed again looms strong as two
members of the TMAT refused to re-
turn to work under conditions of em-
ployment offered them by the West-
ern Massachusetts Theaters, Inc.

which operates the Paramount and
other theaters here.
The men who refused to return

were Ralph Krasnow, former assist-

ant manager of the Arcade and
Myles Gibbons, former chief of staff

at the Paramount, who were invited
back following informal settlement
of a dispute between the TMAT and
the theater company.

According to the two men, the
conditions of their re-employment
were far from satisfactory. Each
was to be relieved of his assistant
managership duties, and each was to

be put back into uniform. While
the hours and wages of their new
jobs were not unsatisfactory both
men declared that there were being
demoted.

Blue Law Enforcement
Showdown in Delaware

Wilmington, Del.—Enforcement of

Delaware's ancient Sunday "blue

law" approached a show-down when
Attorney-General James R. Morford
served notice that if the General
Assembly does not immediately
bring the 144-year-old statute within
the scope of modern life, enforce-
ment agencies will proceed to en-
force it as it stands.

Morford explained his position in
a letter to Caleb M. Wright, attorney
for Charles S. Horn, proprietor of
the Blue Hen Theater, Rehoboth
Beach, who has been recently fined
three times for opening the movie
house on Sundays, after doing so
weekly for four Summers without
interference. Horn was content to

pay his $4 fine each Monday but
pciice began tagging patrons at the
box-office. Wright had objected in

his letter to the singling out of
movies in the enforcement of the
Sabbath laws.

Urging repeal or amendment of
the old law, Attorney-General Mor-
ford in a letter to Governor McMul-
len and the Legislature said:

"If the law were to be enforced
it would result in arresting the
driver of every truck using the high-
ways on Sunday, the operator of
every fruit and produce stand along
our highways open on Sunday and
the proprietor of every other place
where any merchandise is exposed
for sale at retail on Sunday.

"Frankly, I can see no reason why
this section (the blue law) should
not also apply to all of the restaur-
ants, inns, and tea rooms along our
highways where food, cigarettes,

cigars, soft drinks, and the like are
for sale and dispensed."

Co-Op. Theaters of Ohio

Now Buying for 80 Houses

Cleveland—Co-operative Theaters
of Ohio, operated by Milton A. Moon-
ey and the only co-op in the state,

js now buying and booking for ap-
proximately 80 houses Mooney re-

ports, of which about half are ser-

viced out of Cincinnati. Latest
houses to come under the Mooney
banner are L. B. Wilson's Liberty,
Wilson and Broadway, Covington,
Ky.; Louis Weithe's Bond Theater,
Cincinnati, and the Kentucky and
Derby theaters, Latonia, Ky.; Wil-
liam Morrison's new Globe Theater,
North College Hill, a Cincinnati sub-
urb; the New Holland Theater at
Holland, O., operated by F. McQuay,
and the Royal, Akron, owned by the
late John G. Dietjen and now being
operated by his son, Paul.

LETTERS
Mr. Chester B. Bahn,
Editor,

The Film Daily,

Dear Chester:

Your editorial reiteration of a
demand for the instituting tit- ,

Press Relations Bureau is vVy
timely and expresses an urgent
need.

Speaking not at all for the
domestic field, with which I have
nothing official to do, but for the
foreign end of this business, I
see such a Bureau filling an im-
perative need. Too many of our
stars are permitted to make in-
judicious statements on occa-
sions of arriving and departing;
too much prejudicial news is per-
mitted to creep into press de-
spatches sent overseas; too many
obviously propagandizing cor-
respondents are permitted to
enter our country in the guise
of friends and to send out stories
inimical to America's interests
and to the interests of the film
business.
Even the best-intentioned of

our executives sometimes give
cut harmful stories, unintention-
ally of course, but harmful in
the long run. As witness the case
of certain executives a few
months ago who, because they
felt that the European market
was' shrinking to nothingness,
boastfully gave forth the news
that the difference would be
made up by heavier exploitation
of the Latin American market

—

as though they were suddenly
discovering a new field of activ-
ity for the first time. Latin
America, which has always con-
tributed magnificently to Amer-
ica's coffers, naturally resented
this "exploitation," hurling into
our laps a lot of new defis, a
sheaf of new decrees, and bring-
ing down on our heads the full

force of a very justifiable wrath.
This is but one instance of a

costly mistake that the Press Re-
lations Bureau would avoid.

Please put me down as one
who not only applauds such a
project, but who will throw in

his "tuppence" to help it along
in whatever fashion he can.

Sincerely yours,

Foreign Publicity Director

of a Major Company.

Dunlap Leaves This Week
For Mono. Board Meeting

Scott R. Dunlap, Monogram pro-
duction head, will leave Hollywood
for New York Thursday to attend
the regular board of directors meet-
ing.

Dunlap will remain in the east for
several weeks after the meeting to

discuss the new 1939-40 schedule with
W. Ray Johnston, president. Imme-
diately upon his return, "Mr. Wong
at Headquarters" starring Boris
Karloff will go into production.
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"Nurse Edith Cavell" I "These Glamour Girls" "Fifth Avenue Girl" "I Stole a Million"

RKO-Radio 95 Mins.

POWERFUL DRAMA OF FAMOUS WAR
NURSE DISTINGUISHED BY SINCERE PER-

FORMANCE OF ANNA NEAGLE.

K .—. is a powerful, dramatic picturiza-

tion * the story of the World War hero-

ine, whose every act is prompted by her

love of humanity, but who was executed

by the Germans on charges of having re-

turned escaped prisoners to German en-

emies. It is a factual action, and its grip-

ping, stirring production reflects much
credit on Herbert Wilcox, who served as

producer and director. Anna Neagle, en-

acts the title role and endows it with

dignity and sincerity. Others in the prom-
inent cast, and who all do fine work are

Edna May O'iver, May Robson, George
Sanders and ZaSu Pitts. Among others

who appear in lesser roles but who do

splendid acting are Mary Howard, Robert

Coote, Sophie Stewart, Henry Brandon, Li-

onel Royce, H. B. Warner, Lucien Prival,

Martin Kosleck, Halliwell Hobbes, Fritz

Leiber, Gui Ignon, Bert Roach, Gilbert Emery,

Rex Downing, Gustav von Seyffertitz and

Jimmy Butler. Michael Hogan fashioned

a strong screenplay, full of suspense, based

on the story by Capt. Reginald Berkeley.

F. A. Young and Joseph August supplied

high-grade photography. At the outbreak

of the World War, Edith Cavell (Anna

Neagle) is in charge of a nursing home
in Brussels. She and Mme. Rappard (May
Robson) help Mme. Rappard's grandson

(Jimmy Butler) escape from the invading

Germans. He flees to the border and is

taken to Holland on a barge operated by

Mme. Moulin (ZaSu Pitts). Nurse Edith

Cavell, Mme. Rappard, Mme. Moulin and

their good friend, Countess de Mavon (Edna

May Oliver), have perfected a system

whereby they smuggle poor, helpless es-

caped prisoners into Holland. However,
Lieutenant Schulze (Henry Brandon) of the

German forces poses as an escaped prisoner

and gives the evidence which causes Edith

Cavell to be tried before a German Military

Court. Despite pleas and warnings that

her execution would bring world wide con-

demnation of Germany, no leniency is shown
her and the death penalty is carried out.

CAST: Anna Neagle, Edna May Oliver,

George Sanders, May Robson, ZaSu Pitts,

H. B. Warner, Sophie Stewart, Mary How-
ard, Robert Coote, Martin Kosleck, Gui

Ignon, Lionel Royce, Jimmy Butler, Rex

Downing, Henry Brandon, Fritz Leiber,

Gilbert Emery, Lucien Prival, Richard Deane,

Bert Roach, Halliwell Hobbes, Ernst Deutsch,

Egon Brecher, Will Kaufman, Gustav von

Seyffertitz.

CREDITS: Producer, Herbert Wilcox; Di-

rector, Herbert Wilcox; Associate Producer,

Merrill G. White; From story "Dawn" by

Capt. Reginald Berkeley; Screenplay, Mi-

chael Hogan; Cameramen, F. A. Young,

Joseph H August; Special effects, Vernon
L. Walker; Montage, Douglas Travers; Ed-

itor, Elmo Williams; Musical director, An-
thony Collins; Art director, L. P. Williams.

DIRECTION, Excellent. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

372 Theaters In Ontario

Toronto — Ontario has added 18
theaters during the past year, bring-
ing the total up to 372.

with Lew Ayres and Lana Turner

M-G-M 78 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEWI

GRAND ENTERTAINMENT FOR ANY
THEATER AND ON ANY BILL; SHOULD
CLICK SOLIDLY.

"These Glamour Girls" combines good

production by Sam Zimbalist, excellent di-

rection by S. Sylvan Simon, and fine acting

by the entire cast, to make this picture

grand entertainment for any theater and

on any bill. The parts played by Lew Ayres,

Lana Turner, Marsha Hunt, Anita Louise

and Tom Brown are particularly outstanding,

although the rest of the cast including Jane

Bryan, Richard Carlson, Ernest Truex, Owen
Davis, Jr., Ann Rutherford, Mary Beth

Hughes, Peter Hayes and Sumner Getchell

contributed fine performances. The screen

adaptation of the Jane Hall, Cosmopolitan

Magazine story, by Jane Hall and Marion

Parsonnet was treated with great care. Lew
Ayres, son of a wealthy Wall Street broker,

and his room-mates, Tom Brown and Owen
Davis, Jr., visit New York for the week-
end before their house party at college.

The boys get stewed and visit a dime-a-

dance palace. Ayres spots one of the

hostesses, Lana Turner. He takes her

home, and invites her down to the house

party, although he has already invited Jane

Bryan, his fiancee. Lana arrives and is in-

troduced to the girls of society, and acting

very lady-like steals the show from the

sub-debs. Anita Louise, one of the upper-

crust, takes every opportunity to make it

unpleasant for Lana. Marsha Hunt, a lit-

tle older than the other girls, has been

coming to the house parties for five years,

2nd is considered one of the hangers on.

She overhears the conversation going on

about her and makes an effort to get Tom
Brown to marry her, while he is in a drunk-

en stupor. He comes out of it just as they

are about to be married, and refuses to go

through with it. Marsha becomes despond-

ent and is killed by a train when she pur-

posely stalls her car on the tracks. Ayres's

father is indicted for fraud during the week-

end, and Ayres realizes that the world is

not a place just to sit back and take it

easy. He also realizes that he is in love

with Lana, and what a swell girl she is.

CAST: Lew Ayres, Lana Turner, Tom
Brown. Richard Carlson, Jane Bryan, Anita

Louise, Marsha Hunt, Ann Rutherford, Mary
Beth Hughes, Owen Davis, Jr., Ernest Truex,

Sumner Getchell, Peter Hayes, Don Castle,

Tom Collins.

CREDITS: Producer, Sam Zimbalist; Di-

rector, S. Sylvan Simon; Author, Jane Hall;

Screenplay, Jane Hall and Marion Parsonnet;

Cameraman, Alfred Gilks, ASC; Art Direc-

tor, Cedric Gibbons; Associate, Harry Mc-
Afee; Editor, Harold F. Kress; Musical Score

by Edward Ward and David Snell; Music and

Lyrics by Edward Ward and Bob Wright-

Chet Forrest; Vocal and Orchestral Arrange-

ments, Wally Heglin.

DIRECTION, Excellent. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Very Good.

with Ginger Rogers, Walter Connolly, Tim

Holt, Verree Teasdale

RKO 83 Mins.

SPARKLING COMEDY MAKES REFRESH-

! ING SCREENFARE THAT WILL PLEASE

I ANY TYPE OF AUDIENCE.

Witty, smartly paced and gay, here is

j

entertainment for the whole family. The
laughs are heavy and the performances are

expert. Producer-director Gregory La Cava

directs the film with a sure touch in exact-

ing the right amount of comedy from every

situation, and he has also endowed it with

a fine production value. Ginger Rogers

,
and Walter Connolly capably share the

burden of the work and Verree Teasdale,

Tim Holt, James Ellison, and Kathryn Adams
support the principals expertly. The story

is an old one, but it has been made enjoy-

able in the telling. Connolly, wealthy and

beset with government and union troubles

in his business, leaves his office for the

day with a reminder from his secretary

that it is his birthday. He arrives home to

find his wife out with a playboy friend,

his son is playing polo and his daughter has

gone out with her friends. Lonely, he wand-

ers into Central Park and bumps into our

heroine. Miss Rogers. Her philosophy on

life intrigues him and when he discovers

she is out of a job he invites her out for

the evening to help celebrate his birthday.

They go to an expensive club and bump
into his wife, Verree, who leaves in a huff.

Connolly wakes up the next morning with

a hangover, a black eye and his name in

the gossip columns. He also discovers that

Ginger has spent the night in one of the

guest rooms. Discovering that his little

spree and attentions to Ginger has at least

caused his wife to become interested in

what he is doing, he decides to keep Ginger

at the house to try and bring his family

back together again. Connolly neglects his

business and Tim Holt, his son, is forced

to do some work in the office. Verree

decides she better stay home and try and

hold on to her husband, and the daughter,

Kathryn Adams, marries the chauffeur, Elli-

son, who has communistic tendencies until

he gets married and goes into business for

himself. Tim discovers that Ginger has

just been working for his father and de-

cides when the great unveiling scene takes

place that she means too much to him to

let her go. Verree decides to make beef

stew for her husband again and everybody

is happy.

CAST: Ginger Rogers, Walter Connolly,

Verree Teasdale, Kathryn Adams, Tim Holt,

James Ellison, Franklin Pangborn, Louis

Calhern, Ferike Boros, Theodore von Eltz,

Alexander D'Arcy.

CREDITS: Producer and Director, Gregory

La Cava; Screenplay, Allan Scott; Camera-
man, Robert de Grasse; Editors, William

Hamilton and Robert Wise.

DIRECTION, Top-Notch. PHOTOGRA-
PHY, Fine.

Hickey Joins Mednikow
Chicago — Duke Hickey, former

Universal exploiteer has joined John-
ny Mednikow Exchange, to do spe

Marlene Dietrich Arrives

Marlene Dietrich arrived on the
Queen Mary yesterday on her way
to Hollywood where she will star

cial exploitation work on "When I with James Stewart in a Universal
Germany Surrenders." I picture, "Destry Rides Again."

with George Raft, Claire Trevor,

Dick Foran

Universal 80 Mins.

CRIME MELLER HAS PLENTY OF FAST

ACTION AND A CAPABLE CAST.

Setting a fast pace at the opening gun,

this picture will hold the attention of audi-

ences until it is over. It has action, melo-

drama, a human interest story and a good
cast to put it over. George Raft and Claire

Trevor handle the principal roles skillfully

and Dick Foran is helpful. The rest of the

cast is adequate and experienced. Raft, a

taxi driver, gets in a row with the manager
of a cab finance company over payments
he has made on a new cab. He takes his

own money, but faces arrest. He decides

to make a break for it and escapes with

a pair of handcuffs still dangling from one
arm. A bum on a train tells him where he

can get them taken off. However, he is

made the stooge for a gang of crooks and
is marked as a bank bandit when the gang
escapes. He meets Claire and falls in love

with her, wins enough money in a crap

game to buy a garage in a small town
upstate and their married life is happy for

a year. The law finds out his whereabouts
and he again becomes a fugitive. He mis-

guidedly steals more and more money to

protect his wife and baby. But Claire

finally forces him to give himself up so

that when he has served his sentence they

can at least have some peace together.

CAST: George Raft, Claire Trevor, Dick

Foran, Henry Armetta, Victor Jory, George
Chandler, Irving Bacon, Tom Faddon, Robert

Elliott, Joe Sawyer.

CREDITS: Associate Producer, Burt Kelly;

Director, Frank Tuttle; Original Story, Les-

ter Cole; Screenplay, Nathaniel West; Cam-
eraman, M. Krasner; Editor, E. Curtis.

DIRECTION, Fast. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

"Port of Hate"
with Polly Ann Young, Kenneth Harlan,

Carleton Young

Times Pictures 57 Mins.

PROGRAM MELLER HAS ABLE CAST
AND ACTION IN TROPICAL SETTING.

This picture will fill program needs nicely

with a capable cast making the most of an

action story in the tropics. Polly Ann Young,
Kenneth Harlan and Carleton Young head-

line the cast. Miss Young, a pearl buyer,

runs afoul of the law when she is in a

room where a murder is committed. Hunted
by the police she is helped to escape by a

Chinese friend. Later, living at a house

belonging to Carleton Young, partner of the

murdered man, she falls in love with him.

However, he suspects her of the murder and

it is not until the gang of poachers who
hope to get his pearl beds are exposed that

everything is straightened out.

CAST: Polly Ann Young, Kenneth Harlan,

Carleton Young, Shia Jung, Monte Blue,

Frank La Rue.

CREDITS: Director and Producer, Harry

S. Webb; Screenplay, Joe O'Donnell; Cam-
eraman, Edmund Kull; Editor, Bob Jahns.

DIRECTION, 0. K. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Fair.
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Sorry*

Due to the unfortunate illness of CAROLE

LOMBARD, we regret our inability to deliver

"VIGIL IN THE NIGHT" to Exhibitors in

October, as we had planned.

€

R K O
RADIO
PICTURES
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We are happy. .. however, to announce

that MISS LOMBARD is recovering swiftly;

that production will be resumed soon; and that

"VIGIL IN THE NIGHT" will be delivered

at the earliest possible date.

And to Carole... a speedy recovery...

and hurry back HOME . . .

RKO RADIO
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Prospects for Peace Brighter in Actors - 1
JATSE Wrangle

COHEN CHARGES ALLIEDWED TO WRECKjTY. UNIT

Brighter Business Outlook in Michigan is Reported
New Theater Construction in

Upstate Mich. Nearing

All-Time High
By H. F. REVES

FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

Detroit—Local outlook in the film

business has been decidedly more op-
timistic within the past month than it

has been in a long time. Michigan's
summer resort trade appears to be
up to nearly normal, and in any
case, so far above winter and spring
business that it looks like prosper-
ity, and this is reflected in attitude
of other exhibitors generally.
Larger city houses outside of De-

troit are still not up to normal,
(Continued on Page 9)

N. J. MEEfffDRAW

NAT'L ALLIED HEADS

Annual Allied of New Jersey con-
vention next month in Atlantic City
is expected to take on the appear-
ance of a national convention, it was
reported yesterday. Because of the
tense situation over the Government-
rejected trade practice code, the
pending trial of the equity suit and
other important issues facing the in-

(Continued on Pane 4)

Wall St. Circles Predict

Pathe Laboratories Profit

A net operating profit for Pathe
Laboratories during its first seven
months of operation was forecast
yesterday in Wall St. circles, and, in

an analysis of the company offered
by Josephthal & Co., a figure of $95
per share is set as the book value of

{Continued on Page 4)

Gloria Jean Party Leaves

Tomorrow for Scranton

With several score newspaper film
critics from all parts of the coun-
try, trade paper men, fan magazine
feature writers, New York news-

{Continued on Page 4)

Editorial

For a Press Relations Bureau
. . . some concrete examples why

- By CHESTER B. BAHN==^=
IN pleading the cause of a press relations bureau for the film industry the other day,

' it was suggested that such a bureau, among its other mutual services to press and film

biz, properly might call to account those who break into print with destructive and

false statements.

It should be unnecessary to say that the suggestion by no means cloaks a proposal

for press censorship or news suppression. There is, however, an urgent need for the

establishment of some agency qualified to curb those who make their columns a sounding
(Continued on Page 2)

2 CLAIMS MAY UPSET FILM, TELE PROBLEMS

RECORDING COPYRIGHT FACE BRITISH GOV'T

Monroe, La.—Two claims which,
if they are upheld, may upset copy-
right privileges in connection with
recording, motion pictures, and pos-
sibly broadcasting were made in Fed-
eral Judge Gaston Porterie's Court
here yesterday as C. P. Bulis, at-

(Continued on Page 8)

Canadian Indies Want Voice

In Setting Up Ruling Body

Toronto—Pointing out that inde-
pendent exhibitors in Canada
"lumped together have the greatest
number of theaters in this country,"
J. 0. Scott, chairman of the central

(Continued on Page 7)

London (By Cable)—Among the
problems to come up in the House
of Commons when Parliament re-

sumes on Oct. 3 are several of para-
mount importance to the film indus-
try, including quota, political cen-

sorship of films and the extension
(Continued on Page 4)

Television Makes its Bow
Today in N. Y. Dept. Store

Intra-store system of wired tele-

vision will make its bow as a regu-
lar service at Bloomingdale's depart-
ment store, New York, today, fol-

( Continued on Page 9")

4A-IATSE Jurisdictional Settlement

Possible by Richman's Surprise Move
Wis. Exhibitors Fear Tax

Proposal May Hit Theaters

Madison, Wis.—Latest proposal in

the state tax muddle here is that of
Sen. Bernhard Gettelman, Milwau-
kee, which calls for a plan to raise

(Continued on Page 9)

Chance for a peaceful settlement
of the intra-union jurisdictional dis-

pute that threatens to cripple the
film industry and legit, field loomed
brighter last night following a sur-

prise move by Harry Richman, AFA
vice-prexy, in requesting the Equity
Council to postpone Sophie Tucker's

(Continued on Page 7)

Allied Trying to Create New
State Unit, Cohen Tells

His Members
Charging national Allied with at-

tempts to "wreck" the New York
unit and to establish another unit
which would bow to the wishes of
the "inner circle," Max A. Cohen,
president of New York Allied, in a
10-page statement to his members
predicted that the continuance of na-
tional's tactics would "bring ruin to

the cause of the independent exhibi-
tor."

Supplementing his recent remarks
at a trade press conference, Cohen
took exception to Allied's reasons for
expelling the New York unit, par-

(Continued on Page 8)

WAR THREAT HURTING

ENGLISH BIZ-KANE

Stating that 20th-Fox will maintain
its production schedule in England,
calling for a minimum of eight for
this season, with two in Technicolor,
barring circumstances that may force
a change in its program, Robert T.

Kane, U. K. production head for the
company, arrived in New York yes-

(Continued on Page 7)

N. S. Exhibs. Buying Pix

In Face of Legislation

St. John, N. B.—Film contracts
being sent out from exchanges here
to exhibitors in Nova Scotia are
coming back signatured without ex-
ception. This, in spite of the pro-
tective clause embodied in each con-
tract. By this clause, the exchanges

(Continued on Page 9)

FBI Detroit Probe May Be

Preliminary to Film Suit

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Chief G-Man J. Ed-

gar Hoover admitted yesterday that
FBI agents are conducting an in-

(Continued on Page 9)
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For a Press Relations Bureau
. . . some concrete examples tvhy

(Continued from Page 1)

board, not for constructive criticism but for attacks upon the industry's integrity and
good name.

For an illustration, there was what one Shotwell Callvert wrote under the intriguing

title, "Movie Moguls say 'Phooey' to the Dictators" in the Portland Oregonian not so

long ago. Probably because Callvert, spotlighting the Hays office, strayed so far from
established fact, the MPPDA, through Kenneth Clark, called the Oregonian to account.

It was a wholly proper course of action.

•
DUT there are cases—many of them—where the newspaper attack centers upon theU inarticulate industry rather than the MPPDA, and the latter, for understandable

reasons, keeps silent. Yet there is as much if not greater need for such attacks to

be answered, and to establish that suppose we take up a recent syndicated newspaper
column given over to the trend of patriotic themes.

Wrote the widely read columnist-radio commentator:
"Let's sell America to Americans! The chant is becoming deafening in Hollywood.

"In Hollywood—where an un-American caste system flourishes and workers are

judged not by ability but by the size of their paychecks; where nepotism determines

the bestowal of high-salaried jobs; where a man unwise enough to offend a studio czar

is often blackballed in all studios for keeps; where the divorce rate is a national scandal;

where gangster and sex pictures were the preferred crop until censor boards and an

indignant Legion of Decency called a halt; where the final test of every idealistic theme
is 'Will it make money?' In Hollywood—where studios are being investigated—and

prosecuted—for monopolistic practices and unfair restraint of trade; where many influen-

tial potentates are preaching policies that would entangle the U. S. in international

quarrels that are not the concern of a people who have enough to do in caring properly

for their unfortunates.

"Is that 'Americanism'?"

F course, it is not . . . and neither is it the motion picture industry, any more than

one or two venal publishers are American newspaperdom.o
Unfortunately, that sort of verbal tripe spread across the pages of the daily press

by one who has had some connection with the film industry, and permitted to go

unchallenged and unanswered, is damning in the Nth degree.

And it explains why an infinite variety of propagandists sharpshooting at this

industry in legislative halls and elsewhere are so successful in their quest for public

support.

So, again: A press relations bureau, and the quicker, the better.

"Beau Geste" Grosses High

3 Metropolitan Housesin

Paramount's "Beau Geste," star-

ring Gary Cooper with Ray Milland
and Robert Preston, continues its

successful engagements in three
metropolitan theaters in the New
York territory, it was reported yes-
terday.
With a heavy gross for its third

and final week at the New York
Paramount, "Beau Geste," has rolled

up a near-record in a three-week en-
gagement, Robert M. Weitman, man-
ager, announced.
At the Fox Theater in Brooklyn

"Beau Geste" will complete its first

week with a take $300 short of the
house record.

In Newark at the Paramount The-
ater "Beau Geste" will finish its first

week with a gross bettering the
house average.

Would Stop Newsreel

Telecasts in London Bars

Loew N. Y. Publicity Dept.

Promotions Are Announced

Two promotions in the Loew New
York publicity department were an-
nounced yesterday. Gene Murphy,
just back from his vacation, has been
given charge of newspaper contacts
for the New York circuit, plus han-
dling the advertising for Loew's
State Theater. George Sharf, who
has been handling the State, is placed
in charge of the Brooklyn newspaper
contacts and the Metropolitan pub-
licity, under Edward Dowden, Brook-
lyn publicity director.

London (By Cable)—An attempt is

to be made by executives of the Lon-

don and Home Counties Council of

the CEA to persuade distributors to

stop supplying newsreels for tele-

casting to London bars.

Pathe, at the instance of the L
and H C branch, has discontinued
supplying newsreels to the Savoy
Hotel, but W. J. Gell of the Pathe
firm has pointed out that such tele-

cast programs can be found in many
bars in the Strand and he sees no
reason why Pathe should be singled
out for complaint. The CEA branch
will take up the whole question of
telecasting newsreels to bars at an
early meeting.

"Oz" Exceeding Normal Biz

In Key Spots, M-G-M Reports

"The Wizard of Oz" has exceeded
normal business in every situation,

ranging up to 167 per cent over
normal recorded in New York, where
attendance during the first five days
at the Capitol ran ahead of every
film in the 20 year history of the
house, M-G-M reports.

In Indianapolis, "Wizard" did 88
per cent over normal; Los Angeles,
85; Denver, 82; Norfolk, 73; Louis-
ville, 70; Akron, 60; Toledo and
Reading, 57; Rochester and Kansas
City, 56; and Dayton, 55.

cominG mid coin

SOL LESSER arrives in New York from He
wood on Friday.

MRS. NATALIE KALMUS, Technicolor exp
is en route from England bound for New
and Hollywood.

DONALD CRISP, Warner star, arrived/-^
York yesterday on the Laconia, following '"

,

tion in Europe.

GERALDINE FITZGERALD, film actress \

has been vacationing for several months in I

land, returns to New York on Sept. 1, and the
to Hollywood.

ANNA D. ELLMER, advertising deparfm
office manager for Loew's, has returned to
desk from a vacation at Lake Placid.

LAURENCE OLIVIER, film actor, arrived
New York yesterday from Europe on the
de France.

ROBERT T. KANE, 20th-Fox production ch
in England, arrived in New York yesfert
aboard the lie de France.

RUTH GORDON, stage and screen actre
leaves New York today for Hollywood and 1)

RKO Radio lot to appear in "Abe Lincoln
Illinois."

TONY MARTIN and his wife, ALICE FAT
are in town from the Coast.

VIVIAN LEIGH arrived in New York fn
England yesterday on the He de France.

JACK HARROWER, FILM DAILY staff mei
ber, has returned to his post from a vacati
in Nova Scotia.

SPYROS SKOURAS is due back in New Yc
on Thursday night from circuit meetings in se
eral cities.

CHARLES KRANZ, of Select Attractions, In,

leaves today for a week's sales trip in

Eastern territory.

Yorke to Produce Short

For U. S. Forest Servi<

Emerson Yorke, independent shor|
producer, accompanied by Elmer
McGovern, editor and director, lea\
today by plane for Washington,
C, for conference with officials of tri

U. S. Forest Service relative to prd
duction on the forthcoming shoi|

"Big Game In Alaska" which Yorl
will produce for the Governmer
Bureau.

Edward Levy is Sentenced
In Conn. Conspiracy Cas

New Haven—Edward Levy, seen
tary of the Connecticut MPTO ah
general counsel of the MPTOA, w;
sentenced to one year in State Prii

on, Waterbury, as a result of th|
conspiracy trial involving 18 other;
including high city officials.

tyPXyJl
VRTHW

Best wishes from THE FILM DAILY
to the following on their birthdays:

AUGUST 23
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N. J. MEET TO DRAW

NAT'L ALLIED HEADS

(Continued from Page 1)

dustry, most of national Allied di-

rectors are planning to attend the

sessions, as well as rank-and-file

members from other parts of the

country.

E. Thornton Kelly, who is handling
the details of the convention, said

yesterday that 214 reservations had
been made at the Ritz-Carlton Hotel
in Atlantic City last week-end and
that approximately 20 more had
come in during the last two days. He
advised those who expect to attend to

make reservations immediately as

the hotel expects an overflow crowd
because of the Pageant of Beauty
which is to be held at the resort city

at the same time. The Allied ses-

sions are slated for Sept. 6-8.

Forty-one booths have been bocked
by equipment houses which will have
exhibits at the convention, Kelly said.

Despite the severance of New York
Allied from the national bcdy, a
large delegation of upstate Allied

members is expected.
The Eastern regional conference is

slated for the opening day.

Wall St. Circles Predict

Pathe Laboratories Profit

(Continued from Page 1)

the Pathe Laboratories stock based
on current balance sheet figures.

Financial statement will be re-

leased the latter part of this week,
it was stated yesterday at its office.

In the Josephthal analysis, credit for

the upturn in the company's business
is given to excellent sales on Pathe-
gram's "Movie Viewer" and a sharp
reduction in laboratory overhead and
other expenses.

It is further stated in the broker-

age company's report that profits

from the sale of Pathe's "Film Re-
corder," a check photographing ma-
chine asserted to be the best on the

market, and a promising outlook for

increased sales of 16 and 8 mm. film,

make the stock at its current levels

an "interesting speculation" based
on the improvement already shown
in operations and possibilities of its

products.

Meadows Dies

Cincinnati—D. C. Meadows, owner
of the Lyric, Beckley, W. Va., died

following a chronic stomach com-
plaint.

Cincinnati—Irene Burke, 20th-Fox,

will marry Arthur Hettesheimer,

nephew of Andrew Hettesheimer,
owner of the Norwood Theater, and
former prexy of Cincinnati indies, on
Saturday. Miss Burke was presented

with a 46-piece set of flat silver by
the Fox personnel.

4LCNG THE

with PlilLM. DALYiTV
© • © A VERY nice informal luncheon was given by United Artists

to several of the trade press editors who were invited to meet

Clarence Erickson, the British representative of Walter Wanger the

luncheon was given in the refined and leisurely atmosphere of the ritzy

Plaza dining room here one finds no hectic hustle and bustle

no raucous ballyhoo atmosphere of those Broadway and Times Square

joints Mr. Lynn Farnol went to some trouble to impress upon his

guests in advance that NO PUBLICITY was being sought it was

lovely and so Different

• © • LUNCHEON lasted for three hours it takes that

long for the leisurely service of the Plaza to function nice

long breathing spells between the iced tomato juice, the capon

kidneys, the Plaza bread pudding souffle, and the iced coffee

what to do between the leisurely courses became a problem

Messrs. Farnol, Greenthal, Margolies and Kosiner as representa-

tives of United Artists were loath to talk about pictures for fear

their guests might suspect they were being promoted and as

they can talk about nothing but pictures, they were in a hell

of a fix Messrs. Ramzaye, Kann, Shain, and your kolyumist

as invited guests were so surprised at not being promoted at a

luncheon given by a producer-outfit that they just couldn't say

anything .they were speechless

V T

• • • THEN Mr. Farnol was seized with an Inspiration "Let's

kill time between courses by having us publicity fellers release stories

about you trade press men" the idea was applauded by everybody

present and the two waiters so assignments were given by Mr.

Farnol to his staff the waiters took down the dictated stories over

in a corner, rushed 'em to the chef who started knocking 'em off on his

mimeograph machine the maitre d'hotel in person waited on the

table and served the various courses time passed but no sign

of the releases

• • • YOU can well imagine that it got to be rather em-
barrassing here were we trade press men sitting waiting to

read all the nice things these United Artists fellers had written

about us a discreet inquiry was sent to the kitchen by Mr.

Farnol, conveyed by the maitre d'hotel, asking the chef when
the releases might be expected the chef sent back word that

he was trying to prepare the courses of the luncheon and knock
the stories off on his mimeograph machine at one and the same
time did we desire the dinner courses or the releases, or

should he make it fifty-fifty?

V v

• • • AS the iced coffee was being served, the maitre d'hotel

rushed up leisurely with the copies of the releases for each of us four

trade press men each one of those UA fellers had written blurbs

about the current pictures of Messrs. Selznick. Goldwyn. Wanger, Small,

Roach, et al... force of habit, no doubt then the waiter handed

the bill to Mr. Farnol for the luncheon who passed out cold as he

read the amount then the maitre issued a release as follows: "Mr.

Farnol overwhelmed by luncheon given to him by trade press men"
those trade .press men took the bows without batting an eye as the

maitre read his release to them force of habit, no doubt

FILM, TELE PROBLEMS

FACE BRITISH GOV

ft

(Continued J.uin Page 1)

of television to the provinces. Que

tions to be put to Government c

ficials on these three matters ha

been tabled to be dealt with

Fall session of Parliament.

On the quota angle the Board
Trade president will be asked
give further consideration to tl

difficulty beins- experienced by ind
pendent exhibitors in getting Bri
ish films to comply with the quol
provisions of the Films Act.

Prime Minister Neville Chambe
lain will be asked which Governmei
departments have consulted with c

advised the Censor as to what film

of a political nature, during th

past three years, it has been deeme
advisable to license for exhibition

Question of extending televisio

programs to the provinces, o

which the Post Master General ha
as yet made no statement, will b
put to the PMG who will be aske
whether or not he is yet in positio:

to make a statement to the Hous
on the development of televisio

program throughout the country
including Wales, and as to the pri

ority of each of the provincial cen
ters for obtaining such service

Television interests are unable to

proceed with their program unti

the PMG has made public his pro
posals as to extension of servici

and what method of control of big

screen television he intends to take

Gloria Jean Party Leaves

Tomorrow for Scrantor

(Continued from Page 1)

paper men, two radio commentators
and a newsreel crew, together with
a Universal home office contingent,

the Gloria Jean party leaves New
York from the Pennsylvania Rail-

way station at 10:30 tomorrow morn-
ing for Scranton where the premiere
of Gloria Jean's picture, "The Under-
Pup," will be held.

Luncheon will be served on the

train. Scranton has completed ar

rangements for giving the young,

Universal starlet a rousing home
coming.

« « « » » m

John Olinger Dies

Milwaukee—John B. Olinger, 65,

retired Milwaukee exhibitor who
operated one of the city's first

"nickelodeons," died here. Olinger

was an exhibitor from 1906 until

1928, when he left the theater busi-

ness to open a department store. He
is survived by his wife and a sister.

Mono. Signs Coogan
Jackie Coogan has been signed for an

important role in Monogram's "Sky Pa-

trol," of the Tailspin Tommy series.

Part is said to be the most important

in his grown-up career.
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#
S BIG BOXsOFFICE when you get a great

NEW SHOW FROM A STAR WHOSE LAST WAS A SENSATION!

"Bachelor" Mother has a grown-up baby now! He's Walter Connolly, millionaire

workboy who never had a chance to play!...Ginger comes into his life from a park

bench . . . stages a one-girl raid on his stuffed-shirt family —AND YOU HAVE ALL
THE FUN!... Gay, audacious complications, with producer-director La Cava at the

helm, piloting his people through dangerous waters with the same sure hand that

made "Stage Door" great! ... f

Yes, sir . . . another BIG ONE from RKO RADIO!

WALTER CONNOLLY • VERREE TEASDALE • JAMES ELLISON
TIM HOLT • KATHRYN ADAMS • FRANKLIN PANGBORN
PRODUCED AND DIRECTED BY GREGORY LA CAVA

PANDRO S. BERMAN IN CHARGE OF PRODUCTION
SCREEN PLAY, BY ALLAN SCOTT
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SEE PEACE POSSIBLE

IN AAAA-IATSE ROW
(Continued from Page 1)

trial, which request was granted by
the Council.

The move was interpreted by ob-

servers as possibly indicating that

th is a split in the AFA ranks,
witTT one force now definitely work-
ing toward a peaceful settlement de-

spite the opposition of the other
group to any peace moves, as this is

the first time that the AFA has
voluntarily made any move to at-

tempt a solution internally since the
dispute caused the revocation of the
AFA charter by the AAAA.
Richman stated that he appeared

before the Council "in an effort to

find an honorable settlement of the
AAAA jurisdictional controversy."
Tomorrow afternoon at 2 o'clock was
the date set by the Council for the
Tucker hearing after Richman's re-

quest. Trial was set originally for
yesterday afternoon, but Miss Tuck-
er refused to appear because the
Council would not allow her to have
her attorney present. Following an
earlier flat refusal to appear she
made the offer to appear with her
attorney, which was denied by
Equity.

Freedly's Show Will Suffer

With the reopening of the Vinton
Freedly show, "Leave It To Me," set

for Labor Day, continued suspension
of Miss Tucker or an ouster from
Equity which would bar her from the
stage will bring about a strike by
the stagehands at the theater the
IATSE asserts. This move would
bring certain further reprisal actions
by the AAAA and they would be
just as certainly answered by the
IATSE, bringing about the open war-
fare which the studios and stage
producers hope can be averted.

Further support of the AAAA
cause was indicated yesterday in a
statement by Marc Connelly, presi-

dent of the Authors' League of
America.

He stated that the League was
heartily in accord with the estab-
lished principle and policy of craft
organization in the amusement in-

dustry, but believed that actors, au-
thors and stagehands should remain
within the confines of their own or-

ganizations. He amplified his state-

ment by asserting that through years
of experience each of these organiza-
tions had acquired the knowledge of
the needs of its own members, and
this experience obviously does not
include the problems of other groups.

SAG Votes Full 4A Support

More concrete action was taken by
the Screen Actors' Guild in Holly-
wood. They issued a statement that
the board of directors had passed a
resolution pledging the full strength
of the Guild, economic and other-
wise, for any action which may be-
come necessary in support of and
co-operation with the AAAA for the
duration of a finish fight.

It was also resolved by the SAG
directorate that the Guild co-operate

Oklahoma City's Variety Club May Lease
Black Hotel Pent House for Headquarters

Oklahoma City—A committee has been appointed by the new Variety Club
chapter here to discuss the pent house ot the Black Hotel as club headquarters.

Morris Loewenstein has been named head of a committee to check new membership
applications from theaters, radio, newspapers and amusement parks and Jack Curry,

local Paramount manager, will check film exchange memberships. Recent meeting was
addressed by Charles E. Kesnick, Southern District manager of M-C-M, with LeRoy
Bickel, Dallas M-G-M manager, also present.

Canada's Nat. Film Board

To Be Appointed Shortly

Montreal—Functioning as part of
an Empire-wide campaign for edu-
cation and greater understanding be-
tween the Dominions, the National
Film Board, provided for in legis-

lation passed at the last session of
Parliament, will probably be set up
within the next few weeks. Appoint-
ments are to be made from the ranks
of the cabinet, the civil service and
the Canadian public.

The duties of the board will be to

supervise the preparation and dis-

tribution of "documentary" films,

mainly of an educational nature, for
use throughout Canada and the Em-
pire. The work will be co-ordinated
with similar activities throughout
the other British Dominions.
The plan for the board was worked

out chiefly by John Grierson, secre-
tary of the Imperial Relations Trust.
Grierson is on his way to Australia
to work out a similar plan there.

The board will consist of seven
members, all of whom will give their

service gratis. There will be one
administrative officer, who will be a
full-time official on a salary. The
members of the board itself will con-
sist of two Cabinet Ministers, two
senior civil servants and three out-

standing Canadians. The Ministers
appointed will be Hon. W. D. Euler,
Minister of Trade and Commerce,
under whose department the pres-

ent Government motion bureau oper-
ates, and probably Hon. T. A. Crerar,
Minister of Mines and Resources.

"Bagdad" for Xmas Release

"Thief of Bagdad," being com-
pleted now by Alexander Korda in

Technicolor, will be brought to this

country for a Christmas release, it

was learned yesterday. Korda and
his wife, Merle Oberon, are expected
to return here this fall from Eng-
land.

with other AAAA unions in develop-
ing a "one big union" plan, preserv-
ing group autonomy to the end. It is

possible that this battle will hasten
this plan, one which has long been
sought by the majority of the AAAA
member unions.

In a statement issued late last

night, Ralph Whitehead, executive
secretary of the AFA, announced
that the appearance of Richman yes-
terday before the Equity Council was
purely an unofficial and individualis-

tic act. Sophie Tucker, AFA prexy,
concurred with Whitehead in stating
that Richman's action was unofficial.

The AFA Council will meet this
afternoon, it was learned last night.
It is believed that Richman will be
asked to explain his actions and mo-
tives at this time.

Canadian Indies Want Voice

In Setting Up Ruling Body

(Continued from Page 1)

committee of the Anti-Protection

League, declares one of the chief

purposes of the Dominion-wide con-

vention of the independents, being

held in Toronto, Sept. 7, is the en-

deavor to see that the independent

interest of the film industry has

"some voice in setting up its own
governing body, if there is to be
one, some opportunity of selecting

its own representatives and some say
as to a program to be pursued."

Scott says: "We recognize clear-

ance but we do not recognize pro-

tection. When the 45 or 50 days
which must elapse according to the
present clearance schedule is

stretched to 90, 100 or 150 days by
delayed datings in prior-run chain
houses, a condition arises that is

intolerable to the subsequent-run
houses." He asserts "this fight for

a new deal in clearance is a fight

to regain some of the lost ground
for independents. It will be a hard
fight and possibly a long one. But
our place in the industry and our
livelihoods are at stake."

Six New Pictures Slated

To Go in Work This Week

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY

Hollywood—Six new pictures are

scheduled to go into production this

week.

At Columbia, "The Incredible Mr.
Williams," co-starring Joan Blon-
dell and Melvyn Douglas. "Blondie
Brings Up Baby" with Penny Single-

ton and Arthur Lake.
At RKO: "Reno" starring Richard

Dix with Barbara Read and Gail

Patrick. Story is about the growth
and development of Reno, Nevada.

At Paramount, "Broken Heart
Cafe," featuring Ellen Drew. Harry
Sherman's "Knights of the Range."
At Republic, "Missouri Raiders,"

Roy Rogers western, with Colleen
Murphy playing opposite Rogers.

M-G-M Close W. B. Chi. Deal
Chicago — Deal was closed here

yesterday by W. F. Rodgers, Metro
general manager of distribution,

with James Coston, Warner zone
manager, for the Metro new season
product lineup for the Chicago ter-

ritory. Rodgers is scheduled to meet
John Friedly, Minnesota chain oper-
ator, here today on a product deal.

The Metro exec, stated that he was
optimistic about the business outlook
in this territory.

WAR THREAT HURTING

ENGLISH BIZ-KANE

(Co)itinued from Page 1)

terday on the He de France for con-
ferences with studio execs, in Hol-
lywood.

Kane reported that theater busi-

ness in England currently was about
11 per cent off due to mobilization
of troops and reserves. Drilling and
other precautionary measures are
keeping the public away from the-
aters, he said.

Kane leaves today for the Thou-
sand Islands to spend a week with
Sidney R. Kent, 20th-Fox prexy, who
is vacationing there, and then goes
to the Coast for conferences with
Darryl F. Zanuck and other studio
executives. Kane said that he had
several stories with him which he
would discuss with studio execs.

Kane predicted that eventually the
film industry would have to go into

the sports promotion field when tele-

vision advances and become estab-
lished as a medium of entertainment.
He foresees television in newsreel
theaters throughout the world sup-
plemented by regular news pro-
grams, with special sports events
also being televised widely in the-
aters.

The domestic sales department will

distribute four of the English made
films here, and another one will prob-
ably be added to that figure before
the end of the season, Kane said. He
reported that the second Gracie
Fields picture scheduled on the pro-
gram had been cancelled because of
her illness.

It was also learned that the budget
increases announced for the com-
pany's domestic program would auto-
matically affect the British product.
Kane expects to be here about five

weeks.

Standard Theaters Launch
A "Happy New Movie Year"

Oklahoma City—Standard Thea-
ters group here launched the new
movie season this year with an "un-
precedented" campaign based on
"Happy New Movie Year" as plan-
ned and executed by Pat Patchen,
advertising manager.

Three color full page ads of new
films, 12,000 mail folders, lobby
boards and all usual forms of pro-
motion of the idea were used.

Screen trailers plugged the idea
and pictures to sound track of New
Year's celebrations and four days of
spot announcement advertising on
KOCY with 15 plugs a day read to
background of "Auld Lang Syne"
were also used.

Fair's "Golden Boy" Day
New York World's Fair, it was

announced on the week-end, has
designated today as "Golden Boy"
Day. This is asserted to be the first

instance of the Fair dedicating a day
of its public events to a motion pic-

ture.
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COHEN SAYS ALLIED

TRIED TO WRECK UNIT

{Continued from Page 1)

ticularly to the part which said that
the national directors were "con-
vinced that a relationship of co-oper-
ation cannot exist between the two
bodies as long as Messrs. Cohen and
Kosch (Harry Kosch, unit attorney)
control the policies of the New York
group."

The policies of New York Allied,

Cohen declared, were with the ex-
press approval of a majority of the
board of directors and /or a majority
of the state membership.

N. Y. Unit's Actions Approved
In regard to national Allied's as-

sertion that numerous members of
New York Allied were out of sym-
pathy with the efforts of the leaders,
Cohen pointed out the membership
gave its unqualified approval to the
actions contemplated by the organi-
zation.

Cohen's statement continues:

"We now know who the backbiters
were, and we also know that these
self same backbiters, who constitute
a definitely small minority, were
working in cahoots with and at the
direction of Col. Cole and Commis-
sioner Myers; and further that all

this knifing in the back was being
attempted without the knowledge of
the membership at large, and cer-
tainly without the knowledge of the
President of the organization. There-
fore, it becomes obvious that the
statement made in this particular
paragraph is just another effort to

draw a 'red herring' across the trail,

on the part of the national Allied,

so as to attempt to overshadow the
important and constructive work be-
ing carried on by this unit."

Expelled, But Never a Member
"And remember this too," he con-

tinued, "we are expelled from mem-
bership when we never were accept-
ed into membership of national Al-
lied; and the flimsy excuses given by
way of explanation to the press, are
that due to the peculiar status of the
New York organization, they 'did not
know what to do.' Further, that we
are expelled not by a motion of the
Board of Directors, but by a polled

vote by mail. And, let me tell you
why there was a polled vote by mail
—at the last meeting of the Board
of Directors requested by the back-
biters hereinabove referred to, which
meeting was called at their request
through consultation with Col. Cole,

(which was admitted into the minutes
of the meeting) Col. Cole was bluntly
told that we were fully aware of the
fact that we were not members of
the national Allied.

"You can readily understand,
therefore, that in such a situation,

where we were all aware of our tech-
nical position—and further, in face
of the course that we had charted,
that the only way Col. Cole and Com-
missioner Myers could save their

faces, in view of the record of accom-
plishment by the New York Allied,

was to try and find some loophole or

Detroit Variety Club Is Seeking $50,000
To Buy Lunches for Poor School Children

Detroit—Detroit Variety Club is undertaking the raising of about $50,000 for
lunches for indigent children in Detroit schools—a need indicated by the fact that
4,000 children daily go to school without breakfast. Edgar Kirchner, manager of the
Family Theater, has been named general chairman. Kirchner and David Newman,
secretary of Variety, were on the committee, which has been checking the situation
for several weeks.

Griffiths Ask Government
To Amplify Trust Charges

Oklahoma City—The Griffith Cir-

cuits have filed a plea in Federal
Court stating that if injunctions

sought by the Government were
granted "it will wreck our business."

The filing was in support of their

motion to force the Government to

detail and amplify its charges.

"Certainly when the very exist-

ence of these exhibitors is at stake,

they should know with some reason-

able certainty the thing with which
they are charged," the memorandum
stated. "These exhibitors are small

corporations, owning and operating

small theaters in small country
towns. By efficiency and industry,
three brothers and their associates
have shown some degree of success
in these enterprises. Now along come
those in high positions in our Gov-
ernment and charge, in the most gen-
eral and obscure language possible,
and ask the court to enjoin further
business transactions and to de-
crease dissolution of the corpora-
tions."

The four Griffith companies are
Griffith Amusement, Consolidated
Theaters, R. E. Griffith Theaters and
Westex Theaters. Four circuits oper-
ate 290 theaters in three states.

some peg upon which to hang either
their faces or their hats."

Allied gave as one of its reasons
for expulsion as "failure to pay
dues," to which Cohen said that the
schedule prescribed by the national
organization was impossible to meet.

Cole Praised Unit's Work
Regarding charges that New York

Allied acted contrary to the national
organization's policies, Cohen quoted
President H. A. Cole's address to the
New York convention in which the
latter praised the unit for its work
and in some instances endorsed its

policies.

In answer to the various charges,
Cohen summed up the situation as
follows:
"We in New York Allied stand ready

to defend our record. In assuming
that defense, we are proud of the
record of accomplishment, and we
glory in our ability to achieve that
which heretofore has been considered
impossible and unattainable. We
have definitely proven that we are
entitled to the respect and admira-
tion of those with whom we deal in

our daily business contacts; and
what is more, we are receiving it.

"By conclusive proof offered to the
entire industry, we have shown that
we are able to cope with our own

Two Yamins Theaters Pass

to Interstate on Thursday

Fall River, Mass.—Nathan Yam-
ins' Durfee and Empire Theaters
will be taken over by Interstate
Theaters Corp. next Thursday.
Yamins, who has operated the
houses for a number of years will
continue to operate the Park, Strand
and Capitol here.

William J. Canning, manager of
the Durfee until about a year ago,
will return to manage the Empire
for Interstate. The Durfee will be
managed by Christopher Joyce of
Plymouth. Joseph Bean remains as
assistant manager. Vaudeville is

likely to be installed in the Empire
later in the season.

Interstate, a New England chain,
has about 40 theaters. Edward
Ansin is president and E. Harold
Stoneman is treasurer. M. Edgar
Fain is general manager.

Goldstein Wins N. J. Case
Supreme Court of New Jersey

handed down a decision in favor of
Edward Goldstein, owner of New
York and New Jersey rights to
Bank Night, enforcing a Bank Night
contract against Barclay Amusement
Corp., operator of the Ramsey The-
ater, Ramsey, N. J. Goldstein,, as
assignee of Affiliated Enterprises,
had sued Barclay Amusement Corp.
for royalties due for use fo Bank
Night by the theater.

problems, and get relief if it is need-
ed. And mind you, all of this has
come about because at last in this
industry, there arose such an organi-
zation that was not dominated by
'leadership' tactics; that was not
dominated by 'one-man' policies —
but an organization built of men
who are willing to shoulder the bur-
den and not 'let George do it.'

To Call State Meeting
"In conclusion, let us offer this

final bit of advice: We have an or-
ganization worthy of our support,
national Allied tried to wreck it, but
they failed; they are trying to wreck
it now—they are trying to wreck it

with an 'inner circle' whose stake in
this industry is negligible. Why they
are trying to do this, God only knows,
because by their tactics, and the
continuance of those tactics, they
must bring ruin to the cause of the
independent exhibitor.

"Within the immediate future, you
will be called to a State meeting.
Make a firm resolution that this is

one meeting above all, that you are
not going to miss. And above all,

remember you have a duty to your
fellow exhibitor in this State. He is

fighting for you; you must stand
shoulder to shoulder and fight for
him."

2 CLAIMS MAY UPSET

RECORDING COPYRIGHT

(Continued from Page 1)

torney for Morris Meltz, asked for
a retrial in a case of Ascap against
his client. The claims in effect were:

1. That the motion pictures con-
taining the songs which Meltzf j s

found guilty of infringing dicf »iot

contain notices that the songs were
copyrighted and hence Meltz was an
unintentional violator.

2. That the copyright on the songs
was exhausted when copyright own-
ers gave film producers authority to
record the songs.

Meltz, owner of the Arcade The-
ater in Ferriday, had lost the suit
when Ascap's Attorney, J. Stude-
baker Lucas, acting on behalf of
Famous Music Corp., Ager, Yellen &
Bornstein and Irving Berlin, Inc.,
showed violations in connection with
"Just One More Chance," "Deep
Night" and "I'd Climb the Highest
Mountain." The songs were used in
an educational short entitled "The
Magic Washing Machine" and in
Paramount's "Rudy Vallee Melodies,"
a Betty Boop cartoon.

Lucas claimed that Judge Porterie
had ruled earlier in effect:

1. That copyright notice does not
have to appear on mechanical repro-
ductions.

2. That the right to produce does
not include the right to exhibit.

3. That copyright holders can
stipulate uses to which their works
can be put as they assign their vari-
ous rights.

'Nurse Edith Cavell" Opens
Tomorrow at Toronto Expo.

RKO announces that "Nurse Edith
Cavell," produced in this country by
Herbert Wilcox and starring Anna
Neagle, will have its premiere to-
morrow on the grounds of the Can-
adian National Exhibition, under the
auspices of the British Empire Sec-
tion of the Toronto Board of Trade
and the motion picture industry.
Wilcox and Miss Neagle will be

present. A formal dinner for Miss
Neagle will be given at the Royal
York Hotel, attended by Dominion
dignitaries.

"Innocence Abroad"
Arriving yesterday on the He de

France were Laurence Olivier and
Vivian "Scarlett O'Hara" Leigh.
Columnists have reported a romantic
attachment between the two, but
Miss Leigh was not to be found and
was not interviewed yesterday. Mr.
Olivier told the press that it was a
complete surprise to him that Miss
Leigh was aboard the boat.

Soviet After "Nazi Spy"
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Soviet government is

negotiating with Warners for the

Russian rights to "Confessions of

a Nazi Spy."

mm
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OUTLOOK IN MICHIGAN

(Continued from Page 1)

but the several towns dependent
directly upon the auto industry have
prospects of usual fall revival, due
in <T\ month with new car models
\rr—-^arly production. Possible labor

unrest could, however, seriously af-

fect business, upstate as well as in

Detroit.

Double features remain universal

in Detroit. A few exhibitors, not-

ably the Krim Circuit, are experi-

menting- with single bills for strong

pictures and getting away with it.

Public taste, as indicated by numer-
ous reactions overheard by this cor-

respondent, is for single bills strong-

ly, and patrons are getting very
choosey when they have to "waste
time" on a long dual bill, demand-
ing good films on both numbers.
The usual strong and weak combo
bill draws poor business generally.

Tastes in pictures in the terri-

tory remain almost unclassifiable.

Star or name value appears of par-

amount importance, with the trend

towards historical films a strong

second. Typical is the "Union Pa-

cific" type, now playing neighbor-

hoods to good business. The typical

film is doing less than average pro-

gram business, unless backed by
strong star value.

Overseating is worrying exhib-

itors in Detroit particularly, with

several new houses under construc-

tion or planned, although some of

these are nearly a mile from exist-

ing theaters, in new territories just

being built up in the present resi-

dence building boom. Upstate, the-

ater construction is near an all-

time high—eight houses slated for

opening in August, and three each

being erected in Flint and Lansing.

Premiums appear to be gaining

in popularity, particularly around

Detroit. Upstate exhibitors use

them less frequently, especially in

smaller non-competitive towns.

Preference is still for standard

dishes, silverware, linens, etc. Occa-

sional novelty premium has been in-

troduced, to good results, but they

have been slow to spread to new
houses.

Straight cash giveaways around

Michigan are almost nil due to

legal interpretations, and the vari-

ous evasions of the law are also

nearly dead. Some exhibitors pri-

vately express desire to try cash

giveaways in some form, but are

avoiding the challenge to law-en-

forcement agencies.

Somewhat of a trend toward old-

fashioned showmanship, in the form
of more intensive exploitation and
ballyhoo, including street stunts, is

apparent in recent weeks, extend-

ing from the dime houses right up
to the first-runs.

Usher to Ensign
Chicago—There have been all kinds

of college boys working as ushers at the
ace B & K Chicago Theater, but the
appointment of John F. Kelly to Annapo-
list, if he can pass the final examinations,
is one of the highlights of the Chicago
Theater usher history.

REVIEWS Of H€UJ FiLms

III. Fair Bars Games
Springfield, 111.—The Illinois State

Fair will bar Bingo, corn games and
numbered wheels this year.

Television Makes its Bow
Today in N. Y. Dept. Store

(Continued from Page 1)

lowing a demonstration yesterday.
Films and live models were televised
from a central studio to a receiver
en the third floor where a group of
about 40 newspaper and advertising
representatives were gathered.
Using an American Television

Corp. receiver, pictures about seven-
by-nine inches were seen, displaying
models using various products. Films
were made by Caravel Studios.

Observers reported that the pic-

tures were reproduced on the tele-

vision receiver only fairly clear. As
the system is limited to the store

and cannot be picked up elsewhere,
commercial films will be used and
may be sponsored by manufacturers.

Wis. Exhibitors Fear Tax
Proposal May Hit Theaters

(Continued from Page 1)

$20,000,000 through a luxury tax.

Sen. Gettelman has indicated his

disapproval of a proposed compro-
mise plan to raise $14,000,000 for the

next two years by broadening the

income surtax base to include more
than 112,000 new taxpayers.
Under the compromise measure,

the chain store tax would be deleted

from a bill pending in the Assembly
and redrafted into a separate bill.

Some exhibitor leaders are fearful

that such a revision would also pro-

vide for a chain theater tax.

N. S. Exhibs. Buying Pix

In Face of Legislation

(Continued from Page 1)

are given the right to cut off the

film supply if the legislation objects

to them and now a law is enforced.

Under the legislation, the exchanges
would be regulated by the provincial

censor board, and rental dates and
prices would be governed, and a

yearly fee collected.

FBI Detroit Probe May Be

Preliminary to Film Suit

(Continued from Page 1)

vestigation in Detroit, rumored to be
the site of the next industry anti-

trust suit. Hoover declined to say
just what his agents were working
on, but it is known that FBI agents
have done preliminary work on film

cases in other cities.

Critic Under the Knife
Indianapolis—Walter Whitworth,

Indianapolis News pix critic, is con-

fined to the Methodist Hospital af-

ter an appendectomy.

"The Star Maker"
with Bing Crosby, Louise Campbell, Linda

Ware, Ned Sparks, Laura Hope Crews,

Janet Waldo, Walter Damrosch

Paramount 94 Mins.

BOX-OFFICE POWERHOUSE. HUGE
AUDIENCE APPEAL, BRIGHT COMEDY
AND GALAXY OF HIT TUNES.

Clearly, Paramount and film theaters

have a mutual hit on their hands,—and au-

diences everywhere an entertainment oasis

from which springs a fountain of youthful

talent, the lilt of melodies both new and

traditionally cherished, and Bing Crosby at

his best. But most significant among the

assets of "The Star Maker" is that it makes
a new star in filmland's firmament in the

captivating person of youthful Linda Ware
In the Hollywood vocabulary, or any other,

here is a colossal find, whose magnetism,

natural showmanship and versatility are

bound to rocket her into popular favor.

To remark that her vocal gifts are singu-

lar is inadequate. They are plural, for she

renders just as thrillingly the institutional

and torrid "Darktown Strutters' Ball" as

she does Tschaikowsky's "Waltz of the

Flowers." Melodically, the Charles R. Rogers-

produced attraction is a cavalcade of song,

spliced together in the revue manner, and
made cohesive, logical and firm by the in-

terlaced recounting of episodes based upon

the career of Gus Edwards. America will

take to the fine array of new tunes, "A
Man and His Dream," "Go Fly a Kite,"

"An Aople for Teacher" and "Still the

Bluebird Sings" like the proverbial duck to

water, and revel in the bevy of Gus Ed-

wards hits of the long ago. Make bold

notation that the footage is packed with

human interest: grand comedy supplied

by Ned Sparks, Laura Hope Crews, the kid

members of the cast, and supporting play-

ers. Crosby's acting and resonant vocal-

izing, plus his title role characterization

win him new laurels in the eyes of his

already vast following. Louise Campbell
is delightful and efficient as his devoted,

inspiring spouse. Film has all-embracing

mass appeal by virtue of Walter D^mrosch's

oresence with the Los Angeles Symohony
Orchestra,—assuring a class aopeal of mag-
netic force Rov Del Ruth has turned in

a masterful niece of direction, and pho-

tograohv by Karl Struss is tops, as i* the

momentum of the screenplay by Frank

B'ttler, Din Hartman and Arthur Caesar.

The storv recounts the flaming ambition,

but withal the "dreamer's" impractical ao-

oroach to success, of a song writer who
becomes a renowned producer via pre-

senting kid vaudeville acts and shows.

His first big break accrues through his de-

voted wife forcing an interview with the

variety solon Proctor. At the pinnacle of

his career, the song writer imoresario's

manv vaude units are squelched by the

Gerrv Society's forbidding child performers

to work after 10 o'clock at night. Long

thereafter, the star-maker is comoelled to

be content in his adversity with the thought

of his having advanced the careers of co

many voung performers particularly a 14-

year-old girl soprano. But when the skies

are darkest, along comes radio, and this

medium outs the star-maker back on the

high road of fame and fortune. "The Star

Maker" is gay. diverting, heartstring-tug-

ging, and bountiful box office bait. Highly

"Smuggled Cargo"
with Barry Mackay, Rochelle Hudson,

Ralph Morgan, George Barbier

Republic 62 Mins.

WELL PACED MELLER HAS ENOUGH
ACTION TO MAKE IT O.K. FOR NABE
HOUSES.

Although the title would never lead you
to believe that the film centers around the

life of a community of Southern California

orange growers, action, a capable cast and
well paced story make it O.K. entertain-

ment for the nabe houses. Barry Mackay
takes the role of orange grower Ralph Mor-
gan's son. Morgan is good as the head of

a citrus growers organization. George
Barbier is amusing as the chain store orange
drink mogul and Rochelle Hudson is at-

tractive and capable as his daughter. A
seasoned group of troupers support the

principals. A sudden cold snap forces

smudging in the orangs groves and, with

a shortage of oil imminent, Mackay is forced

to steal oil from their enemy, Arthur Loft,

a grower who is not a member of the asso-

ciation. He also takes Barbier's car away
from him in order to deliver the oil as

his racer breaks down. Barbier is enraged
when he discovers who Mackay is and
agrees to make a deal with Loft. Morgan
talks to Loft and tries to reach some agree-

ment, they argue violently and Loft is

murdered. Morgan is taken to jail, but John
Wray incites a mob and it is not until Wray
is disclosed to be the real murderer that

the situation is straightened out. Barbier

learns that Loft had been selling him
smuggled oranges and renews his contract
with the association.

CAST: Barry Mackay, Rochelle Hudson,
George Barbier, Ralph Morgan, John Wray,
Cliff Edwards, Arthur Loft, Wallis Clark,

Robert Homans.

CREDITS: Associate Producer and Direc-

tor, John H. Auer; Original Screenplay, M.
Jacoby and Earl Felton; Cameraman, Jack
Marta; Editor, Ernest Nims.

DIRECTION, O.K. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

exploitable, it is just as big as its exhib-

itors care to make it.

CAST: Bing Crosby, Louise Campbell,

Linda Ware, Ned Sparks, Laura Hope
Crews, Janet Waldo, Walter Damrosch,

Thurston Hall, Clara Blandick, Oscar O'Shea,

John Gallaudet, Ben Weldon, Emory Par-

nell, Dorothy Vaughan, Bodil Rosing, Paul

Stanton, Morgan Wallace, Richard Denning,

Joseph Crehan, Ethel Griffies, Frank Fay-

len, Billy Gilbert, Grace Hayle, Johnny

Morris, Selmer Jackson, Siegfried Arno,

Ralph Faulkner, Earle Dwire, Harry Brad-

ley, Wally Maher, George Eldredge, Stan-

ley Price, George Guhl, Jim Dundee, Max
Wagner, Ralph Sanford, A. S. "Pop" Byron,

Daisy Bufford, Allen Fox, Fritzi Brunette,

Ed Stanley, Ottola Nesmith, Jack Pennick,

George C. Pearce, Doro Merande, Frances

Raymond, "Larry's Kids," and The Phil-

harmonic Orchestra of Los Angeles.

CREDITS: Producer, Charles R. Rogers;

Director, Roy Del Ruth; Author, Arthur

Caesar; Screenplay, Frank Butler, Don Hart-

man, Arthur Caesar; Editor, Alma Macrorie;

Cameraman, Karl Struss.

DIRECTION, Excellent. PHOTOGRAPHY,
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I/. S. Majors Taking Steps in Event of War in Europe

W. B. "STREAMLINES" ITrDISTRIBUTI0O™D$
100% Gain in Drive-in Theaters Expected During 1940
Now Located in 16 Spots;

License Deals for

20 More Set

As a result of the success of
drive-ins, a gain of more than 100
per cent is expected to be registered
by this type of theater during the
summer of 1940, checkup shows.

Currently, 16 U. S. communities
have such "houses," whose estab-
lishment represents the direct oppo-
site in principle of the itinerant ex-
hibitor thorn in the side of the in-

dustry. The drive-in theater reverses
the idea, by catering to the itinerant
patron.

Communities with drive-in houses,
together with their car capacities,
are: Los Angeles, 350; Burbank, 450;

(Continued on Page 6)

$5,000,000 PROGRAM

AT EASTERN SERVICE

With contracts already signed in-

volving approximately $2,500,000
for production at Eastern Service
Studios, indications are that com-
mitments calling for another $2,500,-
000 will be consummated before the
end of the year. These figures are

(Continued on Page 6)

Elect Sol Lesser President

of Lubitsch Productions

West Coast Bureau, of THE FILM 'DAILY

Hollywood—At a meeting yester-
day of Ernst Lubitsch Productions,
Inc., the following officers were
elected:

(Continued on Page 8)

Tele in Color
A patent which claims to cover natural

color in television has been allowed to
Robert Lorenzen. It is said that the
primary colors in combination with a

cathode ray tube will reproduce upon the
screen the televised pictures in natural
colors. George H. Callaghan, joint owner
with Lorenzen, will market this patent.

Proposed Ordinance to Limit Film Programs
In Minneapolis to Have Hearing on Aug. 29

Minneapolis—A proposed ordinance to limit film programs to two hours and 15
minutes will be aired at a public hearing to be held on Aug. 29. The proposed
ordinance, which would not affect stage show^, would eliminate nearly all double-
feature bills. Reports around the city indicate public sentiment growing in favor of

the ordinance as patrons are apparently growing tired of lengthy bills and parents
claim that long bills keep the children out too late in the evenings. A. W. Steffes,

president of Northwest Allied, is reported to have started action looking to the adoption
of the proposed ordinance.

Report Distribs. Must Devise Plan

For Divorcement if Gov't. Wins Suit

Washington Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY

Washington — Reports, current
here to the effect that should the
Government win its current New
York equity action against the maj-
ors, the defendants would be given
a period of some six months in

which to devise a plan whereby the-
aters would be divorced, were neither
confirmed or denied by Special As-

sistant Attorney General Paul Wil-
liams.

In any event, the Government,
reports aver, will not be the one to

offer, or arbitrarily impose the plan,

but leave up to the companies them-
selves a satisfactory "way out" of

the divorcement difficulty,—with the
Government sitting in judgment up-

(Continued on Page 8)

N.Y. Women's Clubs to Support Golden Jubilee

Co-operation of the New York
State Federation of Women's Clubs
on the observance of the industry's
50th anniversary was assured yester-

day when Mrs. Malcolm Parker Mac-
Coy, state motion picture chairman,
announced plans for their participa-
tion in the Golden Jubilee.

Local chairmen were advised to

call together their agencies in each
community which has an active mo-
tion picture program such as a
YMCA, YWCA, Boy Scouts, Girl
Scouts, etc., and to launch an active
drive.

Suggested activities include appro-
priate displays in schools, libraries

(Continued on Page 6)

Foreign Departments of U. S. Majors

Take Steps to Meet War Threat

"U" Insures Delivery of Two
Pix with Emergency Budget

Universal Pictures announced yes-
terday that an additional emergency
budget in excess of $200,000 has
been set aside to insure the timely
delivery of "Destry Rides Again"

(Continued cm Page 8)

With the European crisis approach-
ing a climax last night that may
plunge the continent into war, the
major foreign departments yester-
day were completing arrangements
planned some time ago to protect
their offices and personnel when this

crisis was foreseen. Meanwhile, pro-
duction heads were watching the sit-

(Continued on Page 6)

Code Concessions Seen In WB
Selling Plans for

New Season

In a concise declaration of its

merchandising policy, Warner
Bros, yesterday, through its

general sales manager, Grad
Sears, set forth the company's
"streamlined" distribution methods,
designed, according to the statement,
"to meet the new order of economic
demands."
While Sears' statement makes no

mention of the proposed trade prac-
tice Code, it can be seen that at least

two important Code concessions are
included in Warner Bros, policies;

namely, the 20 p.c. cancellation pro-
visions and the non-forcing of shorts
with features. The 20 p.c. cancella-

tion privileges apply "if the aver-
age of the license fees for all fea-
tures shall not exceed $100, and 10

(Continued on Page 8)

AFA COUNCIL MEETS;

NO ACTION IS TAKEN

Following a meeting of the full

council of American Federation of

Actors yesterday at its offices it

was learned that no further action

has been taken as to any future step

(Continued on Page 8)

Cinecolor Prints on Single

Coated Stock Ready Shortly

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY

Hollywood—Cinecolor will shortly

deliver all color film prints on single

coated stock with emulsion on one
(Continued on Page 8)

]V© Merger
Printed reports to the efect that Allied

of New York may merge with ITOA to

form a third national exhibitors' associa-

tion were denied yesterday by Max A.

Cohen, president of the state group.

Cohen said that no such plan had been
discussed and no such enterprise was
contemplated.
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Report 365 Simultaneous

for WB's "The Old Maid"

On the heels of record-hreaking
pre-release engagements, says War-
ner Bros., "The Old Maid," initial

release on the company's 1939-40
schedule, goes into national distribu-
tion the week of Sept. 1, with 365
simultaneous engagements scheduled
for that week. This gives the War-
ner organization a bang-up start

on the new season with a strong
line-up of big pictures set to follow
in rapid succession. These include
"Dust Be My Destiny," "On Your
Toes," "The Private Lives of Eliza-
beth and Essex," "Espionage Agent"
and "We Are Not Alone."

In its several selected pre-release
opening's in key city situations to
date, "The Old Maid" has rolled up
sensational grosses, the company
states, and bids fair to become one
of the company's top money-makers
of all time. Record business is re-
ported to have been recorded at the
Strand, New York; Warner, Bridge-
port; State, Waterbury; Warner,
Atlantic City; Earle, Washington;
Roger Sherman, New Haven and the
Capitol, Springfield.
Every available print on "The Old

Maid" is expected to be in use dur-
ing the first week of September.

To Hold Funeral Service

Tomorrow for Mark Vance

Funeral services will be held to-
morrow for Mark Vance, theatrical
newspaper man, who died Tuesday
at Saranac after a long illness. Burial
will take place at the Maple Grove
Cemetery in Long Island. Special
B.P.O.E. services will be held today
at the Riverside Memorial Hospital.
Vance at various times was editor

of Show World, editor of NVA News
and a member of the Variety staff

for 23 years. He is survived by his
widow, Mrs. Edna Vance, and a son,
Alfred.

Studio Workers to Decide
Bargaining Group by Vote

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—At a conference at-

tended by representatives of NLRB,
producers, IATSE and United Studio
Technicians Guild, it was decided
that an election be held within 30
days to decide whether IA or USTG
will be sole bargaining agent for
studio workers. Studio workers em-
ployed for 60 days during period
from Jan. 1, 1939, to July 15, 1939,
will be eligible to vote and pro-
ducers have stipulated they would
deal with winning organizations.

Monogram Moving Its Minn.

Exchange to New Quarters

Minneapolis — The Minneapolis
branch of Monogram Pictures Corp.
will move on Sept. 1 from its present
location at 35 Glenwood Ave. into
new and larger quarters at 1111
Currie Ave. The branch will do its

own shipping effective that date.
B. L. Nathanson is president and
Charles M. Weiner is sales manager.

Gov't Complaint Delivered

To Crescent Amusement Co.

Nashville, Tenn.—Notices of the
complaint, with copies of the bill of
charges, in the government anti-trust
suit were delivered yesterday to the
Crescent Amusement Co. (Tony
Sudekum), Nashville, and affiliates:

Cumberland Amusement Co., Strand
Enterprise Corp., Lyric Amusement
Co., Kentucky Amusement Co.,

Muscle Shoals Theaters, R. E.

Baulch, Kermit C. Stengel, Louis
Rosenblum, and all of the major dis-

tributors except Columbia.
The complaint is answerable in

the United States District Court
here on or before Sept. 13 and there
is no indication locally of any ex-
tension or delay in a hearing.
George H. Armistead, Jr., and Mc-

Connico, Hatcher & Waller have
been engaged as attorneys for the
Crescent Amusement Co. and cer-

tain affiliates. Cornelius, McKinney
& Gilbert, also of Nashville, will

represent certain other affiliates.

Second Swing of Kent Drive

Gets Under Way on Coast

Second swing of the annual 20th-
Fox Kent Drive gets under way to-

day in Los Angeles with a meeting
at the branch there. Herman Wob-
ber, general manager of distribution,

and M. A. Levy, drive leader, will

jointly conduct meetings in Los An-
geles, San Francisco, Portland, Salt

Lake City and Denver, with Wobber
returning directly to New York from
Denver, arriving here September 5.

In Denver Levy will be joined by
W. J. Kupper, western division man-
ager, for the duration of his tour
in Kupper's territory. W. C. Gehr-
ing and William Sussman, central
and eastern division managers, will

accompany Levy in their respective
territories during his trip. This trip

the number of meetings will be
smaller than previous drive swings
as several branches will be present
in one meeting in several locations.

ITO of So. Calif. Favors

Further Code Negotiations

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles—At a meeting of the

board of directors of the Independ-
ent Theater Owners of Southern
California yesterday relative to the
Trade Practice Code, Albert Galston,
president, proposed that the unit con-
tinue further meetings with William
F. Rodgers, chairman of the Code
Committe, upon his arrival here next
week.
The board concurred in Galston's

recommendation.

Chicago Operators' Union

Seeks 20% Wage Boost

Chicago—Officials of the Chicago
operators' union have announced
that they will ask an increase of 20
per cent in the new wage scale con-
tracts which are to be negotiated
Sept. 1.

Union officials this week are dis-

cussing the new pact with local cir-

cuits and representatives of Allied.

com ing add coin

WILLIAM F. RODGERS, Metro's sales cfijj

leaves Chicago today for the Coast, but i

turns to Chicago next week.

HERMAN WOBBER, 20th-Fox's general ma
ager of distribution, returns here from the Co;
on Sept. 5.

JAMES CAGNEY leaves Hollywood nJl we
for his Martha's Vineyard home, followrl^'cor
pletion of his role in Warners' "Roaring Twe
ties."

MAUREEN O'SULLIVAN, accompanied by hi

sister SHEILA, and OSCAR HOMOLKA, Briti

actor, and his bride, sailed for Europe yesterda
on the Queen Mary.

EDDIE O'CONNOR, M-G-M manager in Cub
is here for several weeks' vacation.

EDWARD JOHNSON, general manager of

Metropolitan Opera Co., and EFREM KURTZ, tl

conductor, sail for Europe today on the He (

France of the French line.

D. M. ALEXANDER, in charge of all produ<
tion for his brother, J. Don Alexander, arrive'

frrom Europe yesterday on the Exeter, followin

a vacation and a tour of the Mediterranean

S. S. KELLER of the Warner home office aud
iting department has arrived in Hollywood

VERA ZOR1NA, screen and stage star, arrive

here this morning on the Twentieth Centur)
after completing her role in Warners' "On You
Toes." She is scheduled to sail with her hus
band, GEORGE BALANCHINE, for a Europea
vacation in a week or 10 days.

LAURENCE OLIVIER left last night for Hoi
lywood to assume the leading male role ii

Selznick International's "Rebecca."

CHARLES SIMPSON, manager of the Came.
Theater, Anniston, Ala.; FORNEY BRICE, asso
ciated with the Ritz Theater, Anniston, Ala.

PARRY BURKE, division manager for the Min
nesota Amusement Co. in Minneapolis; FANNII
SLEPIAN, secretary to M. A. Lightman of thi

Malco Circuit, and CLARA KAPLAN of Mem-
phis, Tenn., were recent visitors at Paramount':
World's Fair lounge.

MR. and MRS. L. C. TIDBALL, Isis Theater
Ft. Worth, Texas; SIDNEY SCHATZ, Sheridan I

Theater, North Chicago, III.; TOM NORMAN
Pal Theater, Palatine, III.; H. C. ORR, Orr Cir-

cuit, Coventry, England; MR. and MRS. J. K.

BUCKNER, Palace Theater, Grapevine, Texas;
K. B. RADER, Arcade Theater, Newark, Ohio
RUSSELL MASTERS, manager of the Diamon
Theater, Bowling Green, Ky. ; A. E. DIEHL
Criterion Theater, St. Louis, Mo.; S. W. NEALL
of the Indiana Theater, Kokomo, Ind.; MR. and
MRS. J. C. CHATMAS of the Palace and Strand
Theaters, Marlin, Tex.; H. C. VALENTINE, di-

rector of advertising for the Wilder Theaters,
Norfolk, Virginia, and his wife; MR. and MRS.
H. G. BARBEE, JR., of the Lichtman Theater,

Southern district manager, Norfolk, Va.;
NATHAN SANDLER, Northwood Theater, North-
wood, Iowa; MRS. CARSON SOLOWAY of the
Paramount and Bloordale Theater, Toronto, were
recent visitors at RKO Radio's exhibitors' lounge.

,

Ed Livingston Dies
Lincoln, Neb. — Ed Livingston,

brother of the veteran exhib. Bob
Livingston here, died in Pittsburgh,
Pa.

l*pmli
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V

Best wishes from THE FILM DAILY
to- the following on their birthdays:

AUGUST 24

H. J. Yates

Victor Halperin
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1. We announced on March 14, 1939 that we would release 48 feature

pictures, 104 short subjects and 48 trailers. We also stated that "Quality

is not a Passing Fashion". Our production performance since this date

and the pictures finished and available for release justify that statement

and announcement.

2a An exhibitor who licenses all feature motion pictures offered shall

have the right, if he be not in default, to eliminate proportionately among
the several price brackets, 20% of the total number of features licensed,

if the average of the license fees for all features shall not exceed $100.,

and 10% if such average is in excess of $100.

3a We confirm our policy of long standing of allowing an exhibitor to

eliminate any feature which may be locally offensive on moral, religious

or racial grounds.

4a We expect all top bracket pictures to be played on preferred play-

ing time.

5a We will license a run designated by us of our features in any situation

to any exhibitor of good reputation as a theatre operator and customer,

whose theatre is in good condition and who operates under a policy which
will not substantially reduce our revenue from any other run, provided

such exhibitor and we can agree upon the number of features to be licensed,

and other terms and conditions.

6a We confirm our policy of long standing and our intent to continue to

license our pictures to our regular customers who prove to be satisfactory.

"3fa No exhibitor will be required to license short subjects, trailers or re-

issues as a condition of licensing features.

8a No recording charge will be made in connection with the licensing of

any of our feature pictures.
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9. To assist in the booking problems of our customers, and for the mutual

benefit of our customers and ourselves, it is our intention to hold a number
of test exhibitions of pictures in order fairly to establish their proper price

bracket allocation, and we will allocate features to particular price brack-

ets not later than 14 days after the national release date thereof, to

first run exhibitors in those cities which we may use as "Test Cities" and

to all others, on giving notice of the availability of each feature.

10b We have never at any time coerced or intimidated any exhibitor to

license our pictures by threatening to build or otherwise acquire a com-

peting theatre, and we will never do so. It is our belief that the quality of

our pictures and the high standard of our production create a demand for

our pictures.

11. For over five years it has been our policy to arbitrate with any cus-

tomer desiring so to do, all claims and controversies which may arise

under our license agreements, and our form of license agreement con-

tained an optional arbitration provision. We will continue to give to each

of our customers the option to arbitrate all such claims and controversies.

12a Clearance is an absolute necessity in the conduct of our business

and we therefore intend to continue our policy to negotiate with each of

our customers for clearance reasonable as to time and area.

This policy will apply for the motion picture season 1939-40 and to all

license agreements covering the 1939-40 products made after Jan. 1, 1939.

President, VITA GRAPH, INC.

Distributor of Warner Bros, and First National
Feature Pictures and Vitaphone Short Subjects
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MAJORS PREPARING

FOR WAR IN EUROPE

(Continued from Page 1)

uation closely as immediate revision

of budgets will be necessary if Euro-
pean distribution is closed down.
A survey of the foreign depart-

ments yesterday revealed that they
were all "to meet the issue when
it comes and take whatever steps

necessary." In the case of Metro
they are now completing a new
exchange in London with a bomb-
proof shelter and all companies have
arranged for storage space in bomb-
proof vaults outside of London for
their films following an edict of the

British government some time ago
that they must be moved from War-
dour Street in the event of war.
Bombproof shelters have also been

installed by other London exchanges
and in the case of several majors a
thorough evacuation plan for all

their employes has been worked out.

Despite the threatening aspects of

the latest of the European "crises"
shipping is being continued on regu-
lar schedules and no company has
held back any prints slated for Euro-
pean countries.

Declaration of Australia yester-

day that if England fights she will

have Australia at her side presented
a further problem in addition to the
European countries that may be in-

volved. However, several late re-

ports in foreign offices last night
contained some degree of optimism
regarding the situation.

N. Y. Women's Clubs to Join

Industry's Birthday Drive

(Continued from Page 1)

and community centers, newspaper
publicity, incorporation of historical

material into programs of motion
picture appreciation classes, essay
contests, use of radio, dinners and
public mass meetings.

In her letter to the chairmen, Mrs.
MacCoy said the 50th anniversary
celebration offered an opportunity
for her organizations to celebrate
what has been accomplished by mo-
tion pictures and to actually show
what has been done by women to

raise the standard of pictures.

WEDDING BELLS

Indianapolis—Andrew F. Ross, son
of Mrs. David Ross, president of the
Indiana Indorsers of Photoplays, was
married recently to Regina Elizabeth
Collignon of Danville, 111.

Minneapolis — Donald Nathanson,
the son of B. L. Nathanson, presi-

dent of the Minneapolis branch of
Monogram, will be married Sunday
to Miss Evelyn Hoberman.

Manchester, N. H.— Fenton D.
Scribner, manager of the Crown and
Strand theaters here, was married
to Miss Eleanor Jones, a Manchester
girl, at St. Joseph's rectory.

• • • A LITTLE bit of fairy-tale whimsy is about to gladden the

hearts of the kids of the land coming right ta their doorsteps

it is unique in the annals of showmanship stunts in that it allows

the youngsters to actually participate and play the roles of the

characters in the fairy tale

T T T
• • • IT IS known as the Wizard of Oz Tour a creation

of the fertile imagination of Billy Ferguson which Captain

Volney Phifer will handle on the road in the next two months

starting Monday routed via Boston, the New England States,

Albany, Buffalo, Cleveland, Cincinnati, Indianapolis, Chicago, Mil-

waukee, St, Louis, Omaha and Des Moines the Tour will

cover all theaters booking "Wizard of Oz" in those territories

T T T
• • • A SPECIAL motor van has been constructed which also

serves the purpose of an exhibition float within the van is trans-

ported the original two black ponies in the production, along with the

phaeton that carried Dorothy and her pals arrived at a theater

situation hooked in on the Tour, the ponies and phaeton are used to

transport local youngsters lucky enough to be chosen to impersonate

the Wizard, Scarecrow, Tin Woodman, Cowardly Lion and Dorothy

the costumes of these characters are donned by the kids selected

and then they are off on a gay party starting from the theater, visiting

children convalescing in hospitals bringing the shut-ins a little of

the joy that they would experience if they could see the film production.

T T T
• • • THIS beaucoup stunt has a score of intriguing angles

tie-ups with stores in gifts for the hospital kids, civic affairs

and celebrations, newspapers, street parades it is a cinch that

it will have all the kids fighting for a chance to play the roles

of the Oz characters and for word-of-mouth advertising of a

screen attraction we can't conceive of anything more overwhelm-

ing than all the youngsters in a town talking about it in their

homes which is what is bound to happen on this clever stunt.

T T T
• • • TODAY is the Big Day for Scranton, Pa with the

arrival of the Gloria lean Special from New York carrying over 100 news-

paper men and women covering the Universal premiere of "The

Under-Pup" this evening at the Strand theater in Scranton the

press delegates are from all the key spots from Boston to Atlanta

along the Atlantic coast today and tomorrow will be gala days for

this city 2,000 miners have gone on "strike" in this anthracite com-

munity as a welcome stunt to Gloria Jean, the 1 1-year-old youngster who

left Scranton a short eight months ago to zoom to stardom overnight

they will be on hand with the rest of the city to greet her at the

station 26 major coal companies are giving the miners the day off.

T T T
• • • TIP to Showmen M & P theater execs, up in the

New England sector are pulling a neat stunt with the showing of

Paramount's current Bing Crosby film, "The Star Maker" in

the sequences where Crosby invites the audience to join in on the

singing of "School Days" they found that by running the fader

down the entire audience could be heard singing sorta

reminds one of the days when the organist suddenly stopped in the

midst of a songfest and caught the audience singing out loud

they are going strong for the stunt in the M & P houses

EXPECT 100% GAIN

IN DRIVE-INS IN '41

(Continued from Page 1)

Detroit, 450; Cleveland, 450; Miami

400; Union, N. J., 400; Weymouth
Mass., 500; Long Island, 500; Bal

timore, 450; Washington, 450 L- tu

gus, Mass., 400; Shrewsburg, Mass
350; Milford, Mass., 350; Providence

350; Atlanta, two with 75 each; anc

Savannah, 250. Some 20 additiona
theaters in various parts of the

country have been assured by build-

ing plan licenses.

Total car capacity is 6,250, anc
total patron capacity, figured on the

basis of five persons per car, is

31,250, which means that with only
two shows per night, exclusive of

patrons not attending in automo
biles, more than 60,000 entertain-

ment seekers are accommodated na-
tionally, or more than 400,000 pei
week on a schedule of seven nights
of operation.

W. W. Smith, president of Park-In
Theaters, Inc., headquartering in

Camden, N. J., which company is

leading exponent of the drive-in

"house," points out that the screen
size for a drive-in theater depends
upon the capacity of the theater, and
that a minimum screen is 25 ft. by
35 ft., while maximum used is as

high as 50 ft. by 60 ft.

The original Park-In Theater.
Smith adds, started with a bulkhead,
whereas the latest theaters have
drive-over ramps, permitting cars

to drive over from one ramp to an
other. An additional improvement
just perfected provides for one drive

way serving two ramps. The origin

al drive-in called for approximately
10 acres of land and provided a 400
car capacity, but with new method
of designing, the same number of

cars can be placed in five or six

acres.

$5,000,000 Program is Set

At Eastern Service Studio

(Continued from Page 1)

reported to be exclusive of story
properties.

The first important contract be-
tween Broadway theater sources and
the local film industry was announced
last week by Frank Speidell, presi-

dent of Eastern Service, who reported
the signing of the Wildberg-Skirball
deal for three pictures. Three others
are to be made by Lee Garmes. Other
deals involving Broadway interests
are reported to be in the making.

Financing of these Eastern pro-
ductions has been arranged through
Speidell.

Steffes in Radio
Minneapolis—W. A. Steffes, president

of Northwest Allied, is vice-president of a

new corporation that has filed application
with the Federal Communications Com-
mission for permission to operate a local

1.000- watt day and night radio station

in Minneapolis.
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ITS SELLING PLANS

{Continued from Page 1)

p.c. if such average is in excess of
$100." Sears, at a press conference
last night, asserted that the 20 p.c.

cancellation provision would apply to

approximately 89 p.c. of its ac-
counts.

The statement was issued in an
endeavor to clarify the company's
position and dispel, as far as Vita-
graph, Inc., is concerned, the wide-
spread confusion and divergence of

opinion now existing in the motion
picture industry. The policy was set

forth in a declaration of the com-
pany's intent in 12 enumerated
points. It covers the 1939-40 prod-
uct made after Jan. 1, 1939.

The 12 points embodying the com-
pany's policy were outlined as fol-

lows:

1. We announced on March 14,

1939 that we would release 48
feature pictures, 104 shorts sub-
jects and 48 trailers. We also

stated that "Quality is not a
Passing Fashion." Our produc-
tion performance since this date
and the pictures finished and
available for release justify that
statement.

2. An exhibitor who licenses

all feature motion pictures
offered shall have the right, if

he be not in default, to eliminate
proportionately among the sev-

eral price brackets, 20 per cent
of the total number of features
licensed, if the average of the
license fees for all features shall

not exceed $100, and 10 per cent
if such average is in excess of

3. We confirm our policy of
long standing of allowing an ex-

hibitor to eliminate any feature
which may be locally offensive

on moral, religious or racial

grounds.
4. We expect all top bracket

pictures to be played on pre-
ferred playing time.

5. We will license a run desig-

nated by us of our features in

any situation to any exhibitor of

good reputation as a theater
operator and customer, whose
theater is in good condition and
who operates under a policy

which will not substantially re-

duce our revenue from any other
run, provided such exhibitor and
we can agree upon the number
of features to be licensed, and
other terms and conditions.

6. We confirm our policy of

long standing and our intent to

continue to license our pictures
to our regular customers who
prove to be satisfactory.

7. No exhibitor will be re-

quired to license short subjects,

trailers or re-issues as a condi-

tion of licensing features.

8. No recording charge will be
made in connection with the
licensing of any of our feature
pictures.

9. To assist in the booking
problems of our customers, and

GCS Circuit Offering Premium Deal
In House-to-House Canvass for Business

Chicago—The GCS circuit is trying out a house-to-house canvass for more business
for its nabes. Circuit is using a combination-deal-of seven piece cutlery set in the
drive, which has been fairly successful. The tickets are good for all shows, except
Saturday and Sunday performances.

Divorcement Plan Up to

Distribs. if Gov't Wins Suit

(Continued from Page 1)

on the ways and means and possibly
pointing out what errors must be
avoided.

Considerable interest was aroused
additionally by the report that the
D of J at the present time neither
holds the view that the theaters
should be sold, nor has any con-
crete idea as to how the process
of divorcement could be effectuated
constructively.

Government, according to the re-

ports circulated, appears to recog-
nize that, while divorcement is

essential from the standpoint of
principle, there are definite pitfalls

in bringing about the result in prac-
tice. Among the latter are both
the shattering of the film theater
realty market, and the obviously
adverse affect which sudden and
unequivocal divorcement would have
on stockholders in the enterprises.

for the mutual benefit of our cus-
tomers and ourselves, it is our
intention to hold a number of
test exhibitions of pictures in

order fairly to establish their
proper price bracket allocation,

and we will allocate features to
particular price brackets not
later than 14 days after the na-
tional release date thereof, to
first-run exhibitors in these cities

which we may use as "Test
Cities" and to all others, on giv-
ing notice of the availability of
each feature.

10. We have never at any time
coerced or initimidated any ex-
hibitor to license our pictures by
threatening to build or otherwise
acquire a competing theater, and
we will never do so. It is our
belief (that the quality of our pic-

tures and the high standard of
our production create a demand
for our pictures.

11. For over five years it has
been our policy to arbitrate with
any customer desiring so to do,

all claims and controversies
which may arise under our
license agreements, and our form
of license agreement contained
an optional arbitration provision.
We will continue to give to each
of our customers the option tto

arbitrate all such claims and
controversies.

12. Clearance is an absolute
necessity in the conduct of our
business and we therefore intend
to continue our policy to nego-
tiate with each of our customers
for clearance reasonable as to

time and area.
This policy will apply for the

motion picture season 1939-40
and to all license agreements
covering the 1939-40 product
made after January 1, 1939.

"U" Insures Delivery of Two
Pix with Emergency Budget

(Continued from Page 1)

and "Green Hell," the two last pic-

tures scheduled for release during
the current Exhibitor-Sponsored
Testimonial drive. These pictures
are scheduled for October 27 and
October 20 respectively, and the
production department will permit
no exigencies to upset this schedule.

Marlene Dietrich left for the
coast with but a single day stop
over in New York upon return from
Europe, and will start to work in

the Destry picture immediately.
James Stewart is co-starred with
her. "Green Hell" is the first of
the deliveries that Harry Edington
will make for Universal, with Doug-
las Fairbanks, Jr. and Joan Bennett
starred.

SEC Reports Light Trading

In Film Securities in July

(Continued from Page 1)
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Trading in film se-

curities was extremely light from
July 11 to July 31, according to the
report of the SEC yesterday. Lone
company to file in the Commission's
semi-monthly summary of security
transactions and holdings was Uni-
versal Corporation. Nathan J. Blum-
berg was reported as adding 300
common voting trust certificates to

his holdings, bringing his total certi-

ficate holdings to 500.

Elect Sol Lesser President

of Lubitsch Productions

(Continued from Page 1)

Sol Lesser, president; Ernst
Lubitsch, vice-president and secre-
tary; Louis Lurie, treasurer. Dr. A.
H. Giannini has been added to the
board of directors.

Lubitsch will produce and direct

his own pictures under the new set-

up. He joins Sol Lesser early in

January after he completes "Shot
Around the Corner" for M-G-M.
United Artists will release the

company's productions.

Sidney Howard Killed
Tryingham, Mass.—Sidney How-

ard, playwright, 48, was killed at
his summer home here yesterday
when a tractor he was cranking
started up and crushed him under
the wheels. Howard wrote many
Broadway play hits, including the
1925 Pulitzer prize play, "They Knew
What They Wanted."

Metro-Minn. Amuse. Deal
Chicago—William F. Rodgers has

closed a deal with the Minnesota
Amusement Co., for M-G-M product
for next season. Rodgers leaves to-

day for Hollywood. He expects to

return here next week.

AFA COUNCIL MEETS;

NO ACTION IS TAKE

W

(Continued from Page 1)

beyond what it had previously co
sidered.

Report of its representatrgt .

the Executive Council meei*
the A F of L in Atlantic City wi
heard as was Harry Richman's e:

planation of his purpose in appea
ing to Actors Equity for delay
its "trial" of Sophie Tucker, AF
prexy.

It was learned that Miss Tucki
definitely will not appear befoi
Equity at 2 p.m. today when h(
trial is to take place, as Equity h£
continued to refuse her request th
her attorney be present.

Harry Richman, who was schec
uled to appear before Equity Counc
on Tuesday, has asked for a pos'
ponement of the hearing as he leave
this week for an engagement i

Chicago.

At the AFRA annual conventior
which opens today in Chicago, a vot
is to be taken on a resolution whic
would put it on record as favorin;
one big actors' union instead of th
11 separate unions into which amuse
ment employes are now divided. I

will also study reports on the ac
tion of the A F of L Executiv
Council in Atlantic City last week
Last night Richman issued a state

ment explaining his appeal to Equit;
in which, after stating that he backei
Miss Tucker and Ralph Whiteheai
100 per cent in their acceptance o
the A F of L decision, he stated:

"It was as an individual, a per
former, that I went over to Equit:

)](

on Monday to attempt to get Equitj
Council to make one last effort t(

induce the AAAA to reconsider iti

uncompromising position. I had n<
definite plan to offer. I was mereb
acting as one performer who doesn'
want to see the little people of shov
business experience the real troubh
they will find if some kind of peace^
ful agreement is not reached."

Cinecolor Prints on Single

Coated Stock Ready Short!)

(Continued from Page 1)

side of the film only, it was an-
nounced yesterday by A. L. McCor-
mick, president of Cinecolor, Inc
Prints on single coated stock car
be made from color negative ex-

posed by any method through Cine
color's exclusive new patented proc
ess, he said.

With the new type prints, McCor
mick stated, refocussing of the pro
jector will be unnecessary and sharp-
er images will result. Possibility

of scratches is reduced 50 per cent

with emulsion on one side of the
film only, he said, adding that Cine
color has also found great reduc
tion of grain with the single coated
stock. Splicing of color film on
single coated stock is done the same
way as black and white, splicing,

one side only is scraped.
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Film Stocks Holding Firm in Face of European Crisis

JMAJORlXECS. SILENTWWARNER SALEl POLICY
th

i

Oklahoma Exhibs. Getting Ready for Good Fall Biz
IV.

Trend to Single Features in

Oklahoma is Indicated by

Fall Bookings
By ERNEST W. FAIR

FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

Oklahoma City — Top-notch pic-

tures continue to draw the heavy
box-office grosses in this state while
run-of-the-mill product suffers in

«; most situations. Oklahoma has gone
strong and is still hitting highs on

I'.
tine big outdoor films such as "Union

.Pacific," "Dodge City," etc., and is

J still one of the best markets in the

Jnation for romantic action dramas.
In very few spots are smart drama

land musicals finding anything at all

fland in some situations this type of

!3 picture is setting new b. o. lows.
{Continued on Page 6)

TELEVISION'S PUSH

WAITS TILL AUTUMN

Second big push of the television

industry in this country will start this

fall with a concentrated drive being
instigated by manufacturers of

equipment for programs in quan-
tity with entertainment that can be
sold to television audiences, particu-

(Continued on Page 6)

Del. House Acts to Bring

Blue Law Up to Date

Wilmington, Del.—The House of
Representatives at Dover yesterday
passed a concurrent resolution call-

ing for the appointment of a nine-
member commission to report to the
1941 legislative session of the Gen-
eral Assembly on the proposal to

(Continued on Page 6)

Judell Opening Branches

Oct. 1 In Eight Centers

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Franchises for eight

additional territories have been
awarded to B. N. Judell, Inc., by Pro-

(Continued on Page 7)

RCA Sound Sales 10-15% Ahead of Last Year;
Business Good in the South, Snook Reports

Sales on RCA sound equipment are running 10-15 p.c. ahead of the corresponding
period last year, with the increase coming mainly from Southern theaters, according to

Homer B. Snook, in charge of reproducer sales. Following a tour of the Southern
states, Snook reported that there appeared to be an "epidemic" of new theater con-
struction, renovations and replacements of equipment. Exhibitors, he found, were op-
timistic over Fall business, despite war scares.

DISMISSAL OF TRUST INDUSTRY SEES HOPE

CASE SOUGHT BY RKO IN ARGENTINE PACT

Irving Trust Co., as trustee of

RKO, was authorized yesterday by
Federal Judge Samuel Mandelbaum
to hire William Marshall Bullitt, of
Louisville, Ky., to take steps to ob-

tain dismissal of an anti-trust suit

brought in the U. S. Eastern District

Court of Kentucky by Harry
Schwartz and George Myers, trading

(Continued on Page 6)

James Roosevelt to Survey

Producer Problems for MPPA

Announcement by the State De-
partment that a U. S.-Argentina
trade pact is due for negotiation
shortly was received yesterday by
major and indie film companies with
satisfaction and the expressed hope
that the commercial rapprochement
between the two countries would

|

mean an improved economic status

for features and shorts of Hollywood
j

making.
It is pointed out that under the

(Continued on Page 3)

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Joseph M. Schenck,

president of the MPPA, late yester-

day announced that in accordance
with the expressed will of the asso-

ciation that he has invited James
Roosevelt to make a special study
of the problems concerning produc-
ers in their Hollywood studios, in-

(Continued on Page 6)

Walkout of Boston Ushers

Goes into its Third Week

Boston— State Labor Board met
yesterday afternoon to consider again
the pros and cons of the IATSE-M
& P Theaters Corp. controversy. Affi-

liated theater ushers want five-day,

forty-hour week. Picketing continued
(Continued on Page 3)

Only Fractional Drops Recorded

On Film Stocks as Others Dive

Gives Industry Till Oct. 4
for Argentine Pact Proposals

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—The motion picture

industry has until Oct. 4 to submit
recommendations on possible changes
in tariff laws between the U. S. and
Argentina under a reciprocal trade

(Continued on Page 6)

Mounting tension in Europe yes-
terday saw the New York stock
market break nearly five points in

the first hour of trading to lowest
levels since early July, but rebound
sharply, with film issues holding
firm at day's close.

Only fractional drops were re-

corded in final quotations of virtu-

ally all major motion picture stocks,
(Continued on Page 3)

Understood Warner Plan Is

Being Considered by

Other Majors

Announcement of Warner Bros.'

sales policy, embodying points in-

cluded in the trade practice code,

brought no comment from major
company heads yesterday. While
none came out with any statement
that similar action would be taken,
it was indicated that the Warner
policy was being studied carefully.

It was pointed out by an industry
attorney early this week that it was
likely that parts of the proposed
code would be salvaged and incor-
porated in major companies' selling

plans.
Exhibitor reaction was favorable.

Col. H. A. Cole, president of Allied,
(Continued on Page 3)

SUSPEND MISS TUCKER;

INTRA-UNION WAR ON

Hopes of a peaceful settlement
of the intra-union jurisdictional

battle between the AAAA and the
IATSE-AFA coalition went glim-
mering last night when Sophie Tuck-
er was indefinitely suspended by
Equity and IA prexy George E.
Browne sent wires to all of the In-

ternational's locals throughout the
(Continued on Page 6)

IA Said to be Rejoining

Studios' Basic Contract

With the signatories of the stu-

dios' basic pact set to huddle in New-
ark today at the Robert Treat Hotel,
it was reported late last night that

(Continued on Page 3)

Max Fleischer to Produce

Another Feature Cartoon

Highly satisfied with the first col-

or rushes on Paramount's "Gulliver's
Travels," Max Fleischer yesterday
laid plans for a second full length

(Continued on Page 3)
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Wolfson Wins Election
Miami Beach—Mitchell Wolfson,

of the Wometco Theater Corpora-
tion, has taken his seat on the Miami
Beach city council following a re-
count of ballots in the election
June 6.

SAFETY LLOYDS
FILM STORAGE CORP.

Storage by Reel or Vault
729 Seventh Ave.

SKJSS SECURITY

Zanuck Ordered to Testify

in Robert Sherwood's Suit

Darryl F. Zanuck was ordered to
testify before trial in Los Angeles
on application of Robert E. Sherwood
and the Playwrights' Producing Co.,

Inc., by New York Supreme Court
Justice Thomas Noonan yesterday.

Examination is in reference to
the Sherwood and Playwrights' suit
against 20th-Fox Film Corp., which
charges unfair advertising of the
film "Young Mr. Lincoln" and alleges
plagiarism of the Sherwood play
"Abe Lincoln in Illinois."

The order was conditioned upon
the plaintiffs paying reasonable ex-
penses and disbursements of the ex-
amination.

Studio Technicians and IA

To Vote in Mid-September

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM \DAILY
Hollywood—It is expected that the

NLRB election, at which United Stu-
dio Technicians Guild and IATSE
members will vote to designate a sole
bargaining agency, will be held
shortly after September 15. It will

be the biggest labor election held
West of the Mississippi and the
NLRB will send 20 to 30 aides from
Washington to help supervise.

Tri-States Plan to Open
Omaha Paramount Theater

Omaha—Tri-States Theaters are
planning on opening Paramount The-
ater here this Fall as a second-run
house with 15-cent matinee and 25-

cent top at night.
Theater was once town's show-

place but has been a "white elephant"
house the last few years. House is

about 11 years old and seats 3,000.

Republic Closes Product

Deal with Schine Circuit

Republic has closed a deal with
the Schine circuit for the entire
1939-40 program. Deal calls for the
showing of the lineup in Schine's
122 theaters in New York, Ohio,
Maryland and Delaware.

It was also announced yesterday
that Republic's "Man of Conquest"
had been sold to the Panama terri-
tory, with immediate engagements
at the Tropical Theater, Panama
City, and the Rex in Colon.

Bracker Joins Bakers
Paramount announces the resig-

nation of Murray Bracker who has
been associated with Harry Royster,
of Paramount's "Gulliver's Travels"
licensee division, effective tomorrow.
Bracker leaves Paramount to be-
come associated with the Bakers Re-
search Bureau, division of Bud Fox
Enterprises, Inc. as director of sales,
with offices at 250 Park Avenue.

WB Set Chi. Circuits
Chicago—Hamline and the Alger

circuits have signed for Warner
product for the new season. Nego-
tiations are under way with other
circuits, both down state and in the
city.

Tell NLRB Two Producers

Fought Screen Writers' Guild

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles — Testifying at the

NLRB hearing in which producers
are charged with refusing to recog-
nize the Screen Writers' Guild as the
sole bargaining agency for writers,
Horace McCoy, now a scenarist at
Paramount, declared that in 1936
when the Guild amalgamated with
the Authors' League of America, a
meeting of Universal writers was
called by a Universal executive and
blank forms providing for resigna-
tions from the Guild were distrib-

uted.
Ferdinand Reyher, a writer, stated

that Sam Briskin called a meeting
of Columbia writers and voiced
strong opposition to the amalgama-
tion of the Guild with the Authors'
League.
William Conselman, a member of

Screen playwrights with which pro-
ducers signed a five year contract,
testified that so far as he knew the
organization never had a majority
of the writers.

Pacific National Theaters

Answers Bill for Receiver

Wilmington, Del.—Pacific Nation-
al Theaters, Inc., has filed in the New
Castle County Court of Chancery
here an answer to the bill for the
appointment of a receiver under Sec-
tion 43 of the General Corporation
Law, brought on July 7 by Margaret
M. Stevens and W. Ernest Choate,
the complainants.
Howard Duane, attorney for the

complainants, entered a request for
a decree despite the answer, after
the latter had been filed.

Pacific National, through Caleb S.

Layton of Richards, Layton & Fing-
er, attorneys, in the reply filed Aug-
ust 10 in the office of Register in

Chancery Anthony F. Emory, denies
inability to carry on business and
asks the court that complainants
take nothing by reason of their bill

of complaint, and that respondent be
granted its costs and disbursements
incurred in defending this action, and
such further relief as the court may
deem proper.

St. Louis Operators Seek

Nick's Appeal Dismissal

Jefferson City, Mo.—Members of

the St. Louis Local 143 of the Mo-
tion Picture and Projection Machine
Operators Union have asked the Mis-
souri Supreme Court to dismiss the
appeal of International Vice-Presi-
dent John P. Nick of the IATSE
from an order of the St. Louis Cir-

cuit Court ousting him from control
over the local affairs and assets.

The attorneys for the protesting
members attacked Nick's appeal on
the technical ground that the records
of the appeal was not in proper form.

Circuit Judge Ernest F. Oakley of

St. Louis some weeks ago ousted
Nick and Clyde A. Weston, business
manager of Local 143, in a suit

brought by 66 members of the local

who were seeking local autonomy.

COminG ROD GOIfK

SPYROS SKOURAS, National Theaters hea
returned to New York yesterday after a vis

to the company's division headquarters through
out the country.

SAM E. MORRIS, Warner vice-prexy, is ds
laying his departure from Rio de Janr f(

Buenos Aires in order to attend the Rio jj«
of "Juarez." .

*
JAMES R. GRAINCER, Republic prexy, leavi

Chicago today by plane for Los Angeles.

NORMAN H. MORAY, Vitaphone sales man
ager, returns from Philadelphia today after con
ferring with branch personnel there.

H. M. WARNER, HARRY COHN, DAVID ROS
and DAN CARROLL are scheduled to arrive her
Labor Day on the Queen Mary.

ERROL FLYNN and his sister, ROSEMARY, ar

at the Waldorf.

JACK TROP leaves for the Coast tomorrow

RALPH AUSTRIAN, of RCA Manufacturin
Corp., returns to New York this week-end fror
a vacation.

MILTON WEISS, of Metro's publicity depart
ment, leaves tomorrow for a vacation on th
Coast.

FRANCES GROSS, of THE FILM DAILY office
left yesterday for Mexico City.

SONJA HENIE, CONSTANCE BENNETT, RUS
SELL MUTH, European head of Fox Movieton
News, GEORCE RAFT and LEE SHUBERT ar
due here Monday on the Normandie.

HERMAN FINKELSTEIN, of Schwartz & Froeh
lich, sails today on a cruise with his family

LELAND HAYWARD is due in today from Hoi
lywood and Kansas City.

JOHN BARCROFT, RKO Theaters publicis

from Columbus, is in town.

LESTER COWAN flew to the Coast last nighl

R. J. O'DONNELL yesterday planed to Dallas

I

Ray Johnston Honored
Boston—Dinner was tendered her

yesterday in the Georgian Room o:

the Hotel Statler to W. Ray John
ston, Monogram prexy by the loca
exchange. Steve Broidy, sales man*
ager of the exchange, acted as host
Francis Lydon, Allied's Eastern vice
president, was among the speakers
Over 30 exhibitors were guests at the:

dinner. "One Eye" Connolly crashec
the party by invitation.

3rd Week for "Old Maid"
"The Old Maid" starts a thirc

week's engagement today at the

Strand on Broadway.^—————^^^^^^™

Best wishes from THE FILM DAILY
to the following on their birthdays:

AUCUST 25
Victor Heerman John R. Bray
Ruby Keeler James R. Cowan

John Zanft

AUGUST 26
Richard Wallace Alice White

Jerry Drew

AUCUST 27
Jack Livingston Bert Ennis

Lester Elton Frank Heath
M. S. Bergerman Kay York
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1LM STOCKS FIRM

IN FACE OF CRISIS

(i (Continued from Page 1)

5 he changes being of such modest
iroportions that declines could

\ scarry be differentiated from a
p. 10}-—4 day of fluctuations.

Opinion in Wall Street circles was
!> generally that, while the European
ituation was acute, it was not cri-

« ical. Confidence was expressed that
(J

,anity and a solution would prevail.

Discussing film aspects of the fin-

; mcial picture, Wall Street observ-

es saw only a contingent barrier to

, he issuance by the new RKO Corp.

if its proposed common stock. Ac-
:ording to the Atlas-RKO agreement,

' evidenced by a letter approved by
'.'\IK0, Atlas may, in its discretion, by
'

'.otice to RKO, terminate the agree-

. nent if prior to the date of making
- he offer to creditors and Rockefeller

Center a war in Europe should be

, :ommenced or seem so imminent that

'there shall have occurred a general
J severe depression in the market
4'alue of the securities."

I
Financial circles contend that until

, lope for peace is abandoned, flotation

should go ahead by Atlas immedi-
ately upon SEC's suggestion as to

brice together with termination of

Hearings before Special Master
jeorge W. Alger. Hearings are ex-

Dected to commence next week, pur-

suant to the SEC report.

Film Industry Sees Hope
in Pact with Argentina

(Continued from Page 1)

system of exchange control which
las prevailed for some time in Ar-
gentina, European films have been
mported generally at the favorable
'official" exchange rate, whereas U.
3. films must be paid for at the
'free market" rate which has aver-

iged 20 per cent higher. The bet-

;er situation of countries competi-
;ive with the U. S. has been due to

Dilateral trade agreements effectu-

ated "between such countries and Ar-
gentina.

However, there has been no out-
fight legislation which has discrim-
nated against U. S. product. Now
:hat a full-blown trade treaty is in

;he offing between Argentina's offi-

:ialdom and the State Department
n Washington, it is anticipated that
inclusion of the pact will insure
Hollywood pictures not only a more
favorable exchange position, but
will guard against the effects of po-
:ential restrictions should they arise.

B & K to Triple Premiere

Fox's "Frontier Marshal"

Chicago—B & K will stage a triple

premiere for 20th Century-Fox's
'Frontier Marshal" at the Tivoli,

Marbro and Uptown Theaters next
week.

B & K is trying out first - runs
for de luxe neighborhood houses.

T T T
—SCRANTON. PA.

• * • ONE week ago Gloria lean was practically unknown

today she Hashes in the motion picture firmament as a dazzling little

star this magic having been achieved through one oi the most

amazing build-ups cleverly concentrated in the few days prior to the

promiere oi her first picture "The Under-Pup" held last night

in Scranton, Pa the 12-year-old youngster's home town

T T
• • 6 BUT all the publicity cleverness and exploitation cun-

ning of Universal's advertising brains would have fallen pretty

flat IF Gloria Jean had not lived up to the build-up in her

initial screen performance but we are here to state without

any reservations whatsoever that the Kid from Koalville

came through as sparkling and brilliant as the hard black dia-

monds they mine in this anthracite region

T T T
• • • YES, folks "The Under-Pup" is a picture and

Gloria Jean is altogether charming the typical American Girl

all bubbling youth alive, impulsive, impish just plain lovable

America will hug this kid to its heart

T T T
• • • AND did her home town give her a welcome!

boy, oh, boy for downright spontaneous enthusiasm it beat

anything of its kind we've ever witnessed when that special

train arrived from New York with over 100 newspaper, fan and

tradepaper writers gathered from most of the key cities in the na-

tion, they literally had to fight their way to the reception commit-

tee's cars

T T T
• • • POLICE lines were powerless the great square along-

side the station was packed with thousands and thousands more

jammed along the parade route which had to be extended to ac-

commodate the crowds that far exceeded all expectations all Scran-

ton seemed to have turned out to greet Their Gloria

T T T
• • • BUT the payoff was that demonstration staged spon-

taneously by the folks of Scranton at the ceremonies in which
Gloria Jean was crowned Queen of Anthracite as she stepped

out of the automobile a crown was placed on her golden head

and a sceptre in her hand then she took her place upon a

throne carved out of solid anthracite while thousands of

people surged in from all sides broke police lines swept

aside sturdy squadrons of husky coal miners in their picturesque

caps with lamps attached, who were acting as a guard of honor

the town's Mayor and Graham McNamee were trying to

make speeches over a broadcasting mike. .. .while a platoon of

husky cops literally forced back the crowds that surged forward

and threatened to overwhelm them and Gloria Jean on her throne

of coal that immense throng had positively gone hysterical

with excitement

T T
© • • THEN the premiere in the evening at the Comerford Strand

Theater another spectacle of wild enthusiasm that would cheer

the heart of any showman the Picture? Gloria Jean?

please refer to our review elsewhere in this paper take it from

us. Exhibitors YOU have a B.O. Baby in this picture and Uni-

versal has a Million Dollar Baby in Gloria Jean

« « « » » »

MAJOR EXECS. SILENT

ON WB SALES POLICY

(Continued from Page 1)

stated in a wire to The Film Daily,
that the Warner announcement was
"probably commendable," modifying
his statement with certain reserva-
tions.

Max A. Cohen, president of New
York Allied, said that the Warner
plan was the best proof that there
was definite sincerity on the part
of the distributors.

Warner Bros, field forces have
been instructed to sell all product
under the "streamlined" selling plan.

IA Said to be Rejoining

Studios
1

Basic Contract

(Continued from Page 1)

the IATSE might sit in. It is pos-
sible that they decided yesterday to
avail themselves of the invitation to
rejoin and will appear at today's hud-
dle.

Whether or not the unions will
make demands for wage increases
and the producers will counter with
a request for decreases could not be
learned last night. Last year's meet-
ing proved to be a standoff with a
demand for a 10 per cent increase by
the unions countered by a similar
demand for a 10 per cent decrease
by the producers.

Max Fleischer to Produce
Another Feature Cartoon

(Continued from Page 1)

cartoon feature to be made as a
successor to the screen version of
the Jonathan Swift satire.

Fleischer's corps of readers was
directed to comb the field of fantasy
for a suitable story. Some of the
script writers were put at work mak-
ing rough outlines of adaptations of
stories listed by Fleischer.

Walkout of Boston Ushers

Goes into its Third Week

(Continued from Page 1)

at the involved theaters as the strike
went into its third week.
The trouble started August 10

when a group of union ushers walked
out of the Metropolitan Theater.

Sept. 7 Projectionists'

Day at the World's Fair

September 7 has been designated
as Projectionists' Day at the World's
Fair and special tickets are being
sold which will admit the bearer to
the Little Theater in the Special
Events Building where the meeting
will be held that day. P. D. Herbst,
of Local 306, is chairman of the tick-
et committee. Tickets are sold at
the same admission price as the reg-
ular Fair tickets.
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SUSPEND MISS TUCKER;

INTRA-UNION WAR ON

(Continued from Page 1)

country instructing them to support

the AFA in every instance.

Browne's action was interpreted

as being a definite indication that

the IA had no intention of revoking
the charter that it has given the

AFA come what may, and will sup-

port AFA solidly throughout the

duration of this fight.

Suspension of Miss Tucker auto-

matically bars her from appearing in

any play and it was reported yes-

terday that Vinton Freedly, pro-

ducer of the show, "Leave It to Me,"
in which Miss Tucker was appear-
ing, was seeking another actress to

fill her role for his scheduled re-

opening in September.

The IA has already announced
through an executive that it will

take whatever action it deems neces-

sary if Miss Tucker is barred from
the stage, and it is expected that it

will strike the show in a rebuttal

move. When the Equity Council
meeting broke up and it announced
its decision no IA exec, could be
reached for a statement.

In the statement issued by Equity,
Miss Tucker was said to have pre-

sented no defense in reply to the
Equity charges, and had shown an-
tagonism to the AAAA and Equity
by accusing them of conspiracy and
other charges which she knew to be
untrue.

Miss Tucker last night stated that

she expected this action by Equity,
that she would continue with the IA
and would consider her next step

after talking to her attorney to-

night on the Coast. It is possible

tnat some legal action may be forth-

coming, it was believed.

Text of the Browne wire is as fol-

lows: '-The IATSE found it neces-
sary in order to protect its entire
membership and jurisdiction to is-

sue a charter to the AFA, therefore
see to it that all persons perform-
ing work under their jurisdiction be
members of that organization and
render them every service, G. E.
Browne."

In addition to stating that the
IA would support the AFA to the
hilt, it was believed that Browne
had indicated in his wire that all

IA locals regardless of their classi-

fication will be urged to help the
AFA organize throughout the coun-
try.

Following the Equity meeting,,, it

was learned that the Equity Council
had granted Harry Richman a post-
ponement of four weeks on his trial

date in order to allow him to keep
an engagement in Chicago. His trial

before Equity is now scheduled for

L
September 25. '

Further action was also taken on
te Theatrical Managers, Agents and
measurers union front, when it was
tned that at a midnight meeting

L
the treasurers' group a large

:r of members declared them-
in favor of an IATSE affilia-

ipart from the members of the

Zorina Steals Paper's War News
Chicago—Speaking of good publicity breaks, Warner Bros, got a "honey" Wednesday

when the Herald and Examiner's front page displayed a war scare-head and two columns
devoted to the European crisis. The other three columns of the tabloid showed a pic-
ture of Vera Zorina being carried off a Pullman car by a policeman.

Oklahoma Exhibs Preparing

For Good Autumn Business

(Continued from Page 1)

Best draws in all situations are the
action dramas with some star value.

While business has been somewhat
slow during the past few months it

nevertheless has not shown as low
marks as had been expected. The
cutlook for Fall is particularly

bright with most operators predict-

ing a good season ahead. More ex-

pensive ballyhoo of the new season
product is being used this year than
ever before with showmen pointing
"with pride" to the new movie year
film line-ups.

Double features have hit a high
spot during the Summer months but
according to present indications are
due for a severe drop during the
Fall. Some houses operating on a
Summer double-bill first-run sched-
ule are already booking single fea-
tures for Fall months. Others are
testing single bills and some are
substituting extensive billing of

shorts lor the second feature in ex-

periments. The Griffith Amusement
Co. is doing this in a number of

Oklahoma spots.

Giveaways and premiums are at
an all-time low in Oklahoma with
only a few spots featuring them.
Locally, there are none, with the
State Theater having abandoned a
test on a song-naming giveaway
stunt. Only a few scattered houses
over the state are featuring give-

aways and in the majority of cases
these operators are getting set to

shelve them.
Most showmen in Oklahoma are

getting set for a return of good bus-
iness conditions and are getting their

houses in order for an anticipated
bumper Fall and Winter box-office
crop. Hence forsaking of double-
bills and giveaways all ready.

While Oklahoma may not be the
brightest spot in the nation's motion
picture industry during Fall and
Winter it will in all probability be
up among the top rating white areas.

Louise Farnsworth Dead
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Louise M. Farnsworth,

49, former stage and silent film

actress, known professionally as
Margaret Whistler, is dead here. For
the past two years she had been a
studio costume designer.

motion picture division who have
already gone on record for an IA
affiliation.

It was decided that a complete ex-
amination of the TMAT jurisdiction
under their A F of L charter should
be made before any further action
is taken. The IA states that it re-
ceived jurisdiction over theater
treasurers in 1935 and that the
TMAT has never received title to
t;he field.

Dismissal of Trust Case
in Ky. Sought by RKO Radio

(Continued from Page 1)

as the New Theater. The suit, which
was filed on July 26, seeks $75,000
triple damages against 20th-Fox Dis-
tributing Corp., Loew's, Inc., M-G-M
Distributing Corp. of Texas, Keith-
Orpheum Corp., Paramount Pictures
Distributing Co., Inc., United Artists
Corp., and RKO Corp., claiming the
illegal monopoly of the industry in
Kentucky.
RKO will ask a dismissal on the

ground that the District Court has
no jurisdiction since RKO has no
office or agent in that territory.

Gives Industry Till Oct. 4
for Argentine Pact Proposals

(Continued from Page 1)

pact to be negotiated with that
country, the State Department an-
nounced yesterday.
The industry's only interest will

be on tariff on American films
snipped to Argentina as films do
not appear on the list of products
on which the U. S. will consider
granting concessions to Argentina.

Exports of motion picture films to
the South American country in 1938
amounted to 21,970,000 linear feet
having a value of $341,000.

James Roosevelt to Survey

Producer Problems for MPPA
(Continued from Page 1)

eluding intra-studio relationships.
Samuel Goldwyn, with whose stu-

dio Roosevelt is associated as vice-
president, has agreed to place the
services of Roosevelt at the disposal
of the association for the purposes
of the survey.
Schenck emphasized the fact that

the inviting of Jimmy Roosevelt to

make this study has reference solely

to local problems and has no rela-

tionship bearing on any problem
affecting certain producers and the
Federal Government.

Del. House Acts to Bring

Blue Law Up to Date

(Continued from Page 1)

bring up to date Delaware's ancient
Sunday "blue" law.
The Senate did not act on the

resolution but referred it to the Judi-
ciary Committee.

Following yesterday's session, Sen-
ator Paul R. Rinard, chairman of the
Judiciary Committee, said that the
group likely- will amend the resolu-

tion to ask the nine-member commis-
sion to report to the Legislature
within 90 days.
The blue law commission would in-

clude four members of each house,
representing Wilmington and the
three counties, the eight to name the
ninth member.

TELEVISION'S PUSH

WAITS TILL AUTUMN
sit

ill

I

(Continued from Page 1)

lar stress being laid on sports events
it was learned this week from a sur-
vey of the leading producers oj

equipment in the television fiel"
Following a false start this sjt - ag 1

when technological problems anc,
program deficiencies handicapped

1

promotion of set sales, the manu-
facturers realized that further ex-;

perimentation and exhaustive re-
search during the balance of 1939
would be necessary, an executive of
a large manufacturing concern told
The Film Daily.

It was pointed out that a strong
and well balanced supply of enter
tainment was necessary to promote |tl

set sales to the general public, with
the high cost of sets another factor
that hindered progress of the in
dustry. He stated that entertainment
values suitable to television have
been and are now being thoroughly
tested for audience appeal and every
effort is being made by manufac-
turers of television sets to cut the
cost of sets so that they will be
within reach of the majority of the
buying public's pocketbook.
Another deterrent to any real for-

ward push of the television industry
this year has been the fact that the
manufacturers have had no assur-
ance that any standard they agreed
upon would stand for any length of
time, and were therefore hesitant
about building too many sets. Mass
production of sets, with majority of
all work now done by hand, is an-
other factor that is only now being
overcome, it was pointed out.

It is believed by some executives
in the television industry that the
government may subsidize the busi-
ness to some extent to push its prog-
ress, but little hope is held that any
allocation of broadcasting channels
for commercial purposes will be made
before next year, if then. Still on
the economic viewpoint of the situ-
ation, the manufacturers as a whole
are also closely watching the Euro-
pean situation in order to guide
their plans as a war may curtail
financing of the industry as profits
are non-existent at this time.
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Product Deals with Three
Circuits Closed by Mono.

George W. Weeks, general sales
manager of Monogram Pictures, an-
nounces that Pal Amusement, Geor-
gia; Interstate Circuit, New Eng-
land; and O K Theater Circuit,
Dallas, which are serviced by the
Atlanta, Boston and Dallas ex-
changes, respectively,,' have closed
commitments covering the 1939-40
product.

Grainger in GS Product Deal
Chicago—James R. Grainger, Re-

public prexy, is here negotiating with
Great States for his firm's new sea-
son product. He says Republic sales

nationally at this time are 30 per
cent ahead of same period last year.
He leaves today by airplane for Los
Angeles.
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«REVKUJS»
'The Under-Pup"

with Gloria Jean, Robert Cummings,

Nan Grey

Universal 88 Mins.

?' ^FIRE WITH CHARMING STORY OF

YOiT-ii AND GLORIA JEAN ONE OF BIG

FINDS IN YEARS.

A refreshing personality has hit the screen

n Gloria Jean, the 11-year-old Scranton girl.

She has a most appealing voice, but her

real charm is in her naturalness and a per-

sonality that reaches out to the audience

and makes you like her instantly. She

can be taken as representative of the aver-

age American girl in that adolescent stage

in between dolls and the first beau. For

a youngster essaying her first role she shows

remarkable poise and sureness. Here is a

kid who has the makings of a real trouper.

The story built about her has been cleverly

concocted to give scope to her talents. It

is all about girls of the early teens in a

Summer camp. They are girls from rich,

snooty families. Gloria Jean is from the

poor tenement quarters of New York. They
patronizingly select her as their "good deed"
for the Summer camp season, taking her

along as part of the ritual connected with

their secret society known as the Penguins.

Gloria Jean leaves behind her family con-

sisting of ma, pa, grandad, brother and

uncle. She has a raft of uncles, and they

have all contributed to Gloria's education,

according to their walk in life. So Gloria

is filled with a lot of assorted knowledge

and training, from being an expert swimmer
to working the shell game. These she

springs upon the startled little snooties of

society in camp from time to time. The
story cleverly unfolds the fact that Gloria

can teach these rich kids a lot, and they

in turn can teach her plenty. It becomes
in a sense a social document, for through

Gloria's efforts a girl's parents are saved

from divorce, another girl's snooty father

learns how to be a human being, and so

does daughter, and the old maid director of

the camp is changed from a sour crab to a

warm-hearted person. It proves, in a word,

that under the skin the poor girl and the

society girl are sisters. Director Richard

Wallace has kept the story moving with

sprightly charm and a sense of youthfulness

that is refreshing. Here is a really great

story of young American girlhood that is

charming, wholesome and warmly human. It

has been studded with little touches of

sentiment, humor and whimsy that make
the film a refreshing delight from the usual

Hollywood production of youth. Engaging

performances have been contributed by Rob-

ert Cummings and Nan Grey as the camp
athletic director and camp secretary respec-

tively, who lend the romantic interest with-

out detracting from Gloria's story. ^Virginia

Weidler as the rich little girl neglected by

her quarreling parents is immense. C. Au-
brey Smith as grandpa is a gem. Billy Gil-

bert garners a sheaf of laughs as the handy

man at the camp with two mischievous sons.

Raymond Walburn is fine as the snooty par-

ent of the snooty camp leader. This pro-

duction will probably start the young girls

of the Gloria Jean age everywhere organiz-

ing secret Penguin societies, and emulating

what this bunch of charming youngsters do.

Clever exploitation along this line can make

Reason for Alarm!
Omaha—The Dodge Theater at Dodge,

Neb., was struck by lightning and was
practically burned down before anyone
knew anything about the fire. The joker

is the fact that the theater was operated
by the town's volunteer firemen!

Judell Opening Branches

Oct. 1 in Eight Centers

(Continued from Page 1)

ducers Distributing Corp. for the
distribution of the 1939-40 product
of Producers Pictures Corp.
Operating film exchanges for many

years in Chicago, Milwaukee and
St. Louis, B. N. Judell, Inc., will

open exchange offices Oct. 1 in At-
lanta, Charlotte, Memphis, New Ox--

leans, Dallas, Oklahoma City, Kan-
sas City and Los Angeles.

Juvenile Books for "Oz,"
"Gulliver" and "Pinocchio"

Chicago—Several million juvenile

and color books will be turned out
by-Whitman Publishing Co, of Rac-
ine, Wis., and the Saalfield Pub-
lishing Co. of Akron, 0., for tieups
with the feature films, "Wizard of

Oz." and "Gulliver's Travels."
Whitman Co. will have ready next

week, according to J. A. Riley of

Vhat company, "Wizard of Oz," pic-

ture, paint and story books. The
company will, later in the Fall, pub-
lish, a similar line of books for
Disney's "Pinocchio."
The Saalfield Company is print-

ing "Gulliver" coloring and story
books, also a picture puzzle box, as
well as a Gulliver paper doll box,
for exhibitor use.

Grosset & Dunlap and Rand,
McNally & Co., will also turn out
books for the forthcoming feature
films.

Stage Shows at Cleveland

RKO House Return Sept. 8

Cleveland—Nat Holt, RKO Great
Lakes division manager, has just
returned from New York where it

\jras determined that the RKO Palace
Theater here will resume its stage
show policy starting September 8
with Artie Shaw as the first attrac-
tion. Last season's admission scale

of 66c top for week-ends and 55c top
during the week, will be resumed.
Following the usual policy, stage
shows were dropped at the Palace
during the Summer.

the Penguin gag a vogue, and a mop-up for

the exhib. on the showing.

CAST: Gloria Jean, Robert Cummings,
Nan Grey, Beulah Bondi, Virginia Weidler,

Margaret Lindsay, C. Aubrey Smith,, Billy

Gilbert, Ann Gi His, Raymond Walburn, Paul

Cavanagh, Samuel S. Hinds, Shirley Mills.

CREDITS: Producer, Joe Pasternak; Di-

rector, Richard Wallace; Author, I. A. R.

Wylie; Screenplay, Grover- Jones; Editor,

Frank Gross, Cameraman, Hal Mohr.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.
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* ARCHITECTS •

Jo

*

hn Eberson
Architect

1560 Broadway if
New York City

* ARTISTS *

i\hi
i )IfljCrA^J^

15G0
Broadway

BRvant 9-4153-4

* BANNERS *

MANUFACTURERS OF THE FINEST IN

FLAGS • BANNERS
• DECORATIONS •

ART FLAG, I1\C.
247 W. 42nd St. New York City

BRyanf 9-7274

* DECORATORS •

Complete Decorating and Draperies

Murals — Draperies — Stage Curtains

Specialists in Creation of
Smart Interiors

Novelty Scenic Studios, Inc.
320 W. 48th St., New York City A. I. Kessler Mar.

• DISTRIBUTORS •

A picture for Every Purpose—

-&.H.-.y.S.ElJ£B CO.IncJ

Telephone MEdallion 3-3813
7 29 Seventh Ave. New York

ARTHUR . JOSEPH

MAYER and BURSTYN
1481 Broadway, New York City

Distributing
The Season's Box Office Smash

"BALLERINA"

* ENGRAVERS *

CENTURY PHOTO
ENGRAVING CO., INC.
340 W. 39th Street, New York City

Line and halftone plates
Benday and color plates
Day and Night Service
MEdallion 3-2441-2-3

Members of I.P.E.U.—Local No. 1

H S. MUSGRAVE. President

• GAMES—PREMIUMS *

Pep Up Your Box-Office!

-ff\ Ways To Win
* V B I N G O
PREMIUM PRODUCTS
354 W. 44th St., N. Y. C. CI 6-4972

For Successful

PREMIUMS
TOBIAS

336 W. 44th St., N. Y. C. Clr. 6-1887

* LIGHTING *

LIGHTING FIXTURES
In Modern And Period Design

Cove And Recessed Lighting—Fluorescent

LIGHTING DISTRIBUTORS, Inc.

WAtkins
9J1655

for many years
430 W. 14th St.

Servicing theatr

CHARLES ROSS, Inc.
Formerly Motion Picture Lighting and

Equipment Corp.

WE FURNISH
Electrical Lighting Equipment

of Any Kind
244 W. 49th ST. NEW YORK CITY

Circle 6-5470-1

• MARQUEE LETTERS •

Investigate Before You Invest!

WAGNER
SIGN SERVICE, INC.

ORIGINAL PATENTED SILHOUETTE
LETTERS AND 1940 3-IN-l FRAMES
123 W. 64th St., N. Y. C. EN 2-3290

• SEATING MATERIALS *

Do Your Seats Need New Upholstery?

FABRICS

The Imitation Leather
Used by Leading Theatre Circuits
Sold Through Leading Dealers

ATLANTIC MERCANTILE CO.
109 W. 64th St. New York City



...CIHECOLOR
on SinCLC (OPTED stock

Beginning immediately all CINECOLOR prints will be

delivered on single coated stock (emulsion on one side

only) produced by an exclusive new patented method.

Continuing its policy of giving the industry better color

today instead of promises for the future, CINECOLOR an-

nounces a revolutionary new process which creates these

advantages for buyers of color film processing right now:

I. Makes refocussing unnecessary.

Z. Sharper images.

3. Lowest price in CINECOLOR history-— reduction

effective immediately.

4. Possibility of scratches reduced 50% with emulsion

on one side of film only.

5. Grain greatly reduced.

6. Splicing same as black and white— no longer

necessary to scrape both sides.

7. Better quality! Better sound! Lower price!

Mote than ever now

CIHBC0L0R IS THE BEST BUV 111 C010R
2800 SOUTH OLIVE AVENUE, BURBANK, CALIFORNIA
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Production Plans Are at a Standstill in English Studios

GOVT. ATTITUDE UNCHANGED BY WB MOVFARNOLD

Extended Runs Hit New High in Pittsburgh Theaters

THEWEEK IN
REVIEW

Code Into WB Contract

By GEORGE H. MORRIS^

DOMESTIC
CODE STATUS: While some in-

dustry sources considered the trade
practice Code as dead, others firmly
contended that there is still life in

the baby, and the chances are good
that it can be kept alive. However,
as the week progressed the Code
became an almost forgotten subject
until Warner Bros, apparently beat
the other majors to the gun via an-
nouncement that important parts of
the Code would be incorporated in

company's selling policies. At the
week-end, other companies were re-
ported to be considering following
suit.

ALLIED TIFF: National Allied
and the New York unit came to the
parting of the ways, due to alleged
differences in policy. Max Cohen,
N. Y. Allied chief, defended his or-
ganization's actions and charged na-
tional leaders with attempts to
"wreck" the New York unit, which,
he asserted, would carry on as an un-
affiliated group.

* * *

LABOR FRONT : With suspension
of Sophie Tucker by Equity, an-
nounced Thursday night, any hope
of peace in the intra-union jurisdic-
tional dispute twixt the AAAA and
the IATSE-AFA seemed dim. IA
prexy George E. Browne instructed
all IA locals to aid the AFA in every
way possible, clearly showing that
the IA would back the AFA to the
hilt. TMAT struck a Brooklyn the-
ater circuit, with strike still in pro-
gress; and hearings continued on the
Coast before the NLRB in the pro-
ducers-SWG row.

OTHER HIGHSPOTS: Out of
Michigan issued news that outlook
in the film biz there has been decided-
ly more optimistic than has been
the case in a long time, with revenue

{Continued on Page 3)

Upward Trend in Business Is

Noted in Pitts. Territory;

Exhibitors Optimistic
By BETTY MILLER

FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

Pittsburgh—Whether because of a
general improvement in conditions
or a steady flow of good pictures,
the theater business in this great in-

dustrial territory is definitely on the
upward trend. During the past two
months there have been more ex-
tended engagements at the first-run

{Continued on Page 8)

KUYKENDALL
OKAYS WB PLAN
However, MPTOA Prexy Says

It Doesn't Cover All Angles

NAME COMMITTEES

FOR SMPE CONCLAVE

Committees for the SMPE fall

convention, to be held at the Hotel
Pennsylvania, Oct. 16 to 19, have
been announced by E. A. Williford,

of National Carbon Co., president
of the organization. Committees,
chairmen and members are:

Reception and Local Arrange-
(Continued on Page 3)

Projection Goods Exports

Showed a Decline in July

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Exports of photo-

graphic and projection goods in July
dropped $210,000 from the same

(Continued on Page 6)

Ed Kuykendall, MPTOA president,
regards the Warner Bros, trade prac-
tice announcement as "encouraging"
even if it doesn't cover all the angles
MPTOA believes should prevail. In
a formal statement issued on Friday,
Kuykendall said the Warner plan was
a "definite step forward in bringing
about a happier relationship between
exhibition and distribution."

"Mr. Sears shows the courage of

his convictions in making this an-
nouncement without the entangling
restraint of the Code," Kuykendall
said, adding that "MPTOA has in-

sisted from the beginning that dis-

tributors could and should promul-
gate fair trade practices by putting
them into effect .... I hope other
distributors will follow Warners'
leader. My congratulations to Grad
Sears."

Weeks Reports Exhibitors

Not Alarmed by War Scare

George W. Weeks, Monogram gen-
eral sales manager, who returned
recently from a swing across the
country, reported on Friday that the

(Continued on Page 6)

English Theater Business Dead/

Film Transportation a Problem

All Forms of Chance Games
Banned in Sussex Co., N. J.

Sussex, N. J.—All drawings in
theaters, games of chance, including
Bingo, and other forms of gambling
were ordered banned last week by
Sussex County Prosecutor Downing.
State Police closed Bingo games and

(Continued on Page 3)

London (By Cable)—While studios
here were busy as usual over the
week-end, future production plans

i

were at a standstill as the possibili-

I

ties of a war continued. Curtailment
! of work loomed as mobilization
caused depletion of staffs.

Theater business is dead. Black-
outs and air raid drills have had
drastic effects in most of the Euro-

(Continued on Page 6)

Arnold Says All Interested

Parties Should Refer to

His Code Letter
Washington Bureau, of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—While declining di-

rect comment on Warner Bros.' de-
cision to incorporate parts of the
trade practice code in its selling

policies, Thurman Arnold, assistant
attorney general, on Friday sug-
gested that to receive the Depart-
ment of Justice's attitude, interested
parties should refer to his letter con-
demning the code provisions.

The intimation was, according to

observers here, that Arnold still

stands firm in his position that the
entire structure on which the code
is based is illegal and that incorpora-
tion of certain parts of the code will

(Continued on Page 6)

WB TO CONCILIATE

CLEARANCE PROBLEMS

Conciliation of clearance problems
where Warner Bros, pictures are

concerned will be available to War-
ner customers. This assurance was
given by Grad Sears, general sales

manager, to Max A. Cohen, presi-

dent of New York Allied.

In a statement issued by Cohen,
it was said that Sears would "step

(Continued on Page 8)

Sophie Tucker Is Dropped

From Show; "War" Looming

Vinton Freedley, producer of the

stage musical, "Leave It to Me,"
announced Friday that Sophie Tucker
would be dropped from the cast

(Continued on Page 6)

Three Provisos to Govern

James Roosevelt's Survey

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY

Hollywood—James Roosevelt, who
will make a survey of problems con-

fronting Hollywood producers will do
so with the following provisos:

That the study will not involve a
(Continued on Page 8)
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{QUOTATIONS AS OF FRIDAY)
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Net
High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat 10i/
2 10V4 10Vi + '/4

Col. Picts. vtc. (2!/2 %) 7 63/4 7 — 1/4

Columbia Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind 1 '/a 1 '/8 1 Vs
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd
East. Kodak 161 '/2 158y2 161 Vi + 1%
do pfd 178 178 178 + 1 Vz
Cen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc 393^ 38 39y2 + Vi
do pfd
Paramount 8]/8 7 1/2 8 + V4
Paramount 1st pfd... 85 85 85 — 4%
Paramount 2nd pfd
Pathe Film 10 9 9% -f %
RKO 1% 15/8 1% + Vs
20th Century-Fox ... 1 7 Vs 16% '7
20th Century-Fox pfd
Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros 4% 4 43/8 + y4
do pfd 50y4 47 50 + 2Vz

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith B. F. ref. 6s46
Loew's deb. 3V2s46.102V8 102'/8 102y8 + y8
Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. 6s55
Para. Picts. cv. 3

y

4s47 893/4 8934 893/4
RKO 6s41
Warner Bros.' cv. 6s39
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts

Sonotone Corp
Technicolor 13'/4 13 13% + Vs
Trans-Lux
Universal Corp. vtc... 3'/2 3yi 3y2
Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES
Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd 100 103
Fox Thea. Office Bldg. 1st '46 33/8 5
Loew's Thea. Realty 6s 1st '47

Met. Playhouse, Inc. 2nd deb. '45.. 67 70
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st '57 63'/4 65V4

SAFETY LLOYDS
FILM STORAGE CORP.

Storage by Reel or Vault
729 Seventh Ave.

BRyant°9-5600 SECURITY

SI The Broadway Parade H
Picture and Distributor Theater

Goodbye, Mr. Chips (Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer)—16th week Astor
The Old Maid (Warner Bros. Pictures)—3rd week Strand
The Wizard of Oz (Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer)—2nd week Capitol
When Tomorrow Comes (Universal Pictures)—2nd week Rivoli
Our Leading Citizen (Paramount Pictures) Paramount
Fifth Avenue Girl (RKO Radio Pictures) Music Hall
Hotel for Women (20th Century-Fox) Roxy
Coast Guard (Columbia Pictures) Globe
Death of a Champion (Paramount Pictures)... Criterion
Conspiracy ( RKO Radio Pictures) Rialto
Range War (Paramount Pictures) (a) Central
Prisoner of Corbal (Syndicate Pictures) (a) Central
Frontier Marshal (20th Century-Fox) (a-b) Palace
The Spellbinder (RKO Radio Pictures) (a) Palace

FOREIGN LANGUAGE FEATURES
The Conquests of Peter the Great (Amkino) Cameo

FUTURE OPENINGS
The Star Maker (Paramount Pictures)—Aug. 30 Paramount
The Mummy (Universal Pictures)—Aug. 30 (a-e) Rialto

The Raven (Universal Pictures)—Aug. 30 (a-e) Rialto

Dust Be My Destiny (Warner Bros. Pictures)—Sept. 1 Strand
Fighting Renegade (Principal Pictures)—Sept. 1 (a) Central
The Girl from Rio (Monogram Pictures)—Sept. 1 (a) Central
Songs of the Street ( Mayer-Burstyn )—Sept. 1 ' . . . . 55th St. Playhouse
The Angels Wash Their Faces (Warner Bros. Pictures)—Sept. 2 Globe
The End of the Day (Juno Films)—Sept. 11 Filmarte
Lady of the Tropics (Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer) (c) Capitol

The Real Glory (United Artists-Goldwyn) (c) Rivoli

Adventures of Sherlock Holmes (20th Century-Fox) (c) Roxy
Golden Boy (Columbia Pictures) (c) Music Hall

Conflict (Transatlantic) (c) Little Carnegie
In Name Only (RKO Radio Pictures)—Aug. 31 (a-b) Palace
Charlie Chan at Treasure Island (20th Century-Fox)—Aug. 31 (a) Palace

(a) Dual bill, (b) Subsequent run. (c) Follows current bill, (e) Revival.

"5th Ave. Girl" in 2 Days

Tops 3-Yr. Music Hall Record

"Fifth Avenue Girl" on Friday,
its second day at the Radio City
Music Hall, topped the intake of the
opening day, which set a record for
any RKO-Radio Picture in the big
house in the last three years, the
company states.

In mid-afternoon of Thursday, a
hot and sultry day, the queue ex-
tended from the Music Hall box-office
to Fifth Avenue, a distance of 1,000
feet. The record hung up by "In
Name Only" for its opening day
had been bettered when the theater
closed Thursday evening. The new
Ginger Rogers' comedy had at that
time also outgrossed her "Bachelor
Mother," which played the house a
few weeks ago.

In spite of a driving rain on Fri-
day, "Fifth Avenue Girl" topped
the gross for the premiere day,
Thursday.

RKO-Radio's three productions to
play the Music Hall in mid-summer
have all scored hold-overs, doing ex-
ceptionally good business for any
season. Opening days have set rec-
ords for the past two and three years
and business has been sustained dur-
ing long runs. "Bachelor Mother"
played the Hall for two weeks, "In
Name Only" for three successive
weeks, and the gross to Friday for
"Fifth Avenue Girl" indicates a
holdover for the heavy Labor-Day
week-end.

931 Houses in Chi Territory

Chicago—Miss Emma Abplanalp,
former secretary of the Chicago Film
Board of Trade, has completed a di-

rectory of theaters of the Chicago
trade territory. She lists 931 houses
in this area, of which 806 are in this
state and the balance in northern In-
diana and two in southern Michigan.

S. Skouras Reports Theater

Biz on Up-Grade Nationally

Theater business is on the up-
grade with an improvement notice-

able now throughout the country, it

was reported at the National The-
aters office at the week-end follow-
ing the return of Spyros Skouras,
NT chieftain, from a flying trip

which covered 10,000 miles through
territory where the company has
theater interests.

Skouras conducted five meetings
in the different divisions of the the-

ater chain's far flung web of opera-
tions, and stressed theater manage-
ment in his talks. He is also said to

believe that new product coming
from the studios now and shortly to

be released will help the theater biz

upturn tremendously.

M-G-M Purchases Cantor's

Next Story from Fadiman

Completion of the purchase by
M-G-M, of the new vehicle for Eddie
Cantor, "40 Little Mothers," from
Edwin Fadiman of National Pictures
Corp., owners of the basic French
scenario and film, was confirmed yes-
terday.

The deal, reported "hot and cold"
several times during the last six

months, was signed only yesterday
due to the necessity of ironing out
complicated foreign clearance situa-

tions. Picture goes into production
immediately.

Freeman in Today
Y. Frank Freeman, in charge of

Paramount Studio operations in Hol-
lywood, accompanied by Mrs. Free-
man, will arrive in New York this
morning aboard the Twentieth Cen-
tury Limited.

comma rdd gomg

Y. FRANK FREEMAN, Paramount's vice-presi-
dent in charge of studio operations, arrives in

New York today from the Coast.

S. BARRET McCORMICK, advertising-pub-
licity director of RKO Radio, has returned to
the home office from Hollywood.

ROBERT SAUNDERS, son of Eddie S? "Ns
who is M-G-M's Western sales managl V-
rived in New York from the Coast by >\ane

on Saturday for a vacation, accompanied by
his wife and their son, ROBERT, JR.

J. A. McCONVILLE, Columbia's foreign man
ager, returns to New York today from Europe
on the Nomandie, following a two-month busi
ness trip.

GUY P. MORGAN, UA manager for Argentina,
left New York on Friday on the Uruguay for

Buenos Aires, accompanied by CLEMENTE LO
COCO, circuit operator in Argentina and pro-
ducer of Spanish-language pictures.

CHARLES C. PETTIJOHN, MPPDA's general
counsel, returns to New York today from Europe
on the Normandie.

W. J. HUTCHINSON, director of foreign dis

tribution for 20th-Fox, is scheduled to arrive
in New York today from the Coast.

DAME MAY WHITTY, left New York for the
Coast on Saturday by American Airlines to ap
pear in Samuel Goldwyn's "Raffles."

WILLIAM HOLDEN, star of Columbia's "Gold
en Boy," leaves New York today for Philadel
phia and Asbury Park.

BABURAO PATEL, prominent member of the
film industry in India, arrives in New York to-
day on the Normandie for a three-week visit

WILLIAM HIFFNER, operator of the Academy
Theater, Lebanon, Pa., accompanied by his fam
ily; BOLIVER HYDE, JR., city manager for the
E. J. Sparks Circuit in St. Petersburg, Fla.; and
A. HIGGINBOTHOM, associated with the Saenger
Circuit in New Orleans, were recent visitors

to Paramount's World's Fair headquarters in the
home office.

DUDLEY GLASS, film editor of the Atlanta
Georgian; LLOYD LEWIS, film editor of the
Chicago News; GEORGE FOXHALL and PAUL
WALKER, film editors of the Worcester Tele-
gram and Harrisburg Telegraph, respectively,

were visitors during the latter part of the past
week to Loew's publicity offices.

GEORGE RAFT arrives from Europe today on
the Normandie.

Four More Keys Report

Big Biz on 'The Old Maid"

Continuing its record-breaking
career, "The Old Maid" opened in

four spots over the week-end to
business topping the figures of
"Dodge City" and "Dark Victory,"
Warners announces.

Picture opened at the Stanley,
Jersey City; the Paramount, Brook-
lyn; the Montauk, Passaic; and the
Fabian, Paterson. The figures augur
holdovers in each spot.

WANTED!!
An Executive

who is looking for an
Executive Assistant:

With a colorful and established back-

ground as an Executor in the Picture,

Theatrical and radio fields, having

substantial recommendations, to war-

rant being such an aide.

Box No. 1095, THE FILM DAILY
1501 Broadway New York City
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FOR SMPE CONCLAVE

(Continued from Page 1)

ments: D. E. Hyndman, Chairman;

M. C. Batsel, R. 0. Strock, G. Friedl,

Jr., H. Rubin, 0. F. Neu, L. . W.
Davee, A. N. Goldsmith, H. Grif-

fiS V(i. A. Bonn, J. A. Hammond, J.

H. "Kurlander, T. Ramsaye, P. J.

Larsen, A. S. Dickinson, V. B. Sease,

E. I. Sponable, W. E. Green, 0. M.

Glunt.

Registration and Information: W.
C. Kunzmann, Chairman; E. R.

Geib, M. Siegel, F. Holmesiter, P.

Sleeman.

Hotel and Transportation: J.

Frank, Jr., Chairman; J. A. Nor-

ling, C. Ross, J. A. Maurer, R. E.

I Mitchell, P. D. Ries, G. Friedl, Jr.,

M. W. Palmer, J. R. Manheimer, P.

A. McGuire.

Publicity: J. Haber, Chairman; S.

Harris, F. H. Richardson, J. J.

Finn, G. E. Mathews, P. A. Mc-
Guire, J. R. Cameron.

Convention Projection: H. Grif-

fin, Chairman; M. C. Batsel, M. D.
O'Brien, L. W. Davee, G. C. Ed-
wards, W. W. Hennessy, A. L. Ra-
ven, F. E. Cahill, Jr., H. F. Hei-
degger, P. D. Ries, J. K. Elderkin,
H. Rubin, C. F. Horstman, J. J.

Hopkins, F. H. Richardson, B.

Schlanger, officers and members of

Local 306, IATSE.
Banquet and Dance: A. N. Gold-

smith, Chairman; A. S. Dickinson,
H. Griffin, J. A. Hammond, L. A.
Bonn, E. I. Sponable, J. H. Spray,
R. 0. Strock, H. Rubin, D. E. Hynd-
man, E. G. Hines, P. J. Larsen, 0.

F. Neu.

Ladies' Reception: Mrs. 0. S.

Neu, Hostess; Mrs. D. E. Hynd-
man, Mrs. H. Griffin, Mrs. J. Frank,
Jr., Mrs. E. J. Sponable, Mrs. R. 0.

Strock, Mrs. A. S. Dickinson, Mrs.
G. Friedl, Jr., Mrs. E. A. Williford,

Mrs. P. J. Larsen, Mrs. L. W. Davee.

Roof Garden of the Pennsylvania
will be the site of the usual infor-

mal get-together luncheon, Mon-
day, Oct. 16, and the semi-annual
banquet, Wednesday evening, Oct.

18. Features of the banquet will be
presentation of the SMPE Prog-
ress Medal and the Journal Award.

Best wishes from THE FILM DAILY
to the following on their birthdays:

AUGUST 28

D. Manheimer

ALCNG THE

with PHIL M. DALYi

• • • WHAT IS your I.Q. (intelligence quotient) when it comes to

answering questions about this biz in which you kid yourself you are

hard at work? try these over on your memory-box when you find

a spare half hour

T T T

• • • WHO was the national sportsman who started the en-

tire movie picture biz when he attempted to win a bet by proving

that a horse's Jour hooves are all off the ground at once when in

motion?

T T T

• • • WHAT was the name oi the gent who first took motion pic-

tures on celluloid? where was the first peepshow parlor (forerunner

of the nickelodeon which was forerunner of the movie palace) located?

T T T

• • • NAME the first motion picture banned by the censors,

and in what city? (ah, we've got you there, eh, what?)

bet the boys in the Hays office can't answer that one

T T

• • • DID you know that the first picture to run over 10,000 feet

was a fight film and what was the fight, where photographed? ....

T T T
• • • FIRST sex picture cost less than six grand and grossed

a half million, and betcha you can't name it (ask Jack Cohn
he can he helped make it in 1913)

T T T
• • • NAME the first six-reel comedy? what two great stars

were in it? who produced it? what was the first theater on

Broadway used as a "show window" by a producer? and who

was the producer?

T T
• • • WHO was the first film actor to receive a term con-

tract that carried a bonus as well as a salary? Who was the

first film player to receive a guarantee on a year's work?

T T
• • • WHAT producing outfit started the first acquisition of the-

aters to insure outlets for its product, thus starting the theater chain sys-

tem?

T T T
• • • CAN you name the film that was the forerunner of the

modern newsreel? What was the first animated cartoon pro-

duced, and by whom?
T T T

• • • WHO was the gent who built the first million-dollar Holly-

wood studio? what was the first big merger in circuits, and name
the two chains involved?

T T T
• • • NO, girls and boys we couldn't answer most of

these either till we read the answers in galley proofs for that

intriguing FILM DAILY CAVALCADE of important events of the

motion picture industry a book written by important people

about important people for important people the

Yesterday Today Tomorrow of this great business.

« « « » »

THE WEEK IN
REVIEW

Code Into WB Contract

(Continued from Page 1)

good and new theater construction in

Upstate areas nearing all-time high
. . . Oklahoma dispatches told of

heavy di'aw by top-notch pix, and
continued success of outdoor sagas
such as "Union Pacific" and "Dodge
City" . . . Survey of the Drive-in the-

ater situation disclosed a probable
100 per cent increase in such
"houses" during 1940.

FOREIGN
WAR CRISIS: As Europe stood

tense on the brink of possible ho-
tilities, Wall Street showed film

stocks holding firm. London faced
situation calmly, with Wardour
Street reporting provisions for re-

moval of film prints and negatives
to underground storage vaults.

Crisis, observers cited, has arisen at

a time when U. S. companies are
planning increased activity in British
studios . . . French and U. K. fea-
tures were asserted to be gaining in

Spain . . . GFD announced it has
contracted to release output of the
new British producing outfit, Legeran
Films, Ltd.

All Forms of Chance Games
Banned in Sussex Co., N. J.

(Continued from Page 1)

a number of stands where gambling
devises were said to be in operation.
No arrests were made. Similar bans
were put into effect in recent months
by the prosecutors in Passaic, Ber-
gen and Morris counties, all situated
in the northern section of the state.

Fort Worth, Tex.—Jack Daniel,
assistant manager of the Palace The-
ater in Fort Worth, and Anna Cath-
erine Brown, of the staff of the Hol-
lywood Theater here, are to be mar-
ried today.

Albuquerque, N. M. — James G.
Harris, utility and maintenance man-
ager of Albuquerque Theaters, Inc.,

and Miss Leta Monroe of Roswell,
N. M., were married in Roswell at
the Methodist-Episcopal Church.

Richmond, Va.— David Kamsky,
advertising manager for Neighbor-
hood Theaters, and Miss Margaret
Rosenberg have announced their en-
gagement, with the marriage taking
place in the near future.

Richmond, Va. — Miss Virginia
Snead, secretary to Sam Bendheim,
Jr., general manager, Neighborhood
Theaters, will marry Julian Chock-
ley of the United States Navy here
on Sept. 6. They will motor to Cali-
fornia where they will make their
home.



NAME ONLY" noiv

opening to the same kind

of business in pre-release

key runs Coast to Coast!
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OPENING DAY AT RADIO CITY

MUSIC HALL $1,000 BETTER
THAN FIRST DAY OF "IN

NAME ONLY" . . . WHICH HIT

THE THREE-YEAR TOP FOR
' ANY RKO RADIO PICTURE!

SECOND DAY AND WEEKEND
POINT TO ANOTHER RKO
RADIO ATTRACTION IN

THAT SENSATIONAL
'100,000-A-WEEK CLASS!

WALTER CONNOLLY*VERREE TEASDALE *JAMES ELLISON
TIM HOLT * KATHRYN ADAMS * FRANKLIN PANGBORN * produced and directed by

PANDRO S. BERMAN IN CHARGE OF PRODUCTION • SCREEN PLAY BY ALLAN SCOTT • GREGORY LA CAVA
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BRIT. PRODUCTION

PLANS ARE HALTED

(Continued from Page 1)

pean countries during the last week.
Offices on Wardour Street remain

open, but in many cases part of the

personnel has already been estab-

lished in country headquarters pre-

viously arranged for. Films have
also been moved from the city in

many instances to vaults in the coun-

try, following an order of the gov-
ernment that films be removed from
the city.

Only real activity during the past

week has been on the part of news-
reel organizations, with these outfits

making feverish preparations to cov-

er all fronts. Staffs were being aug-
mented and emergency laboratories

were being established in Baltic

countries that are expected to be
neutral in any war.
M-G-M and 20th-Fox branches,

and also offices of other film com-
panies here have had bombproof and
gas proof shelters installed, and
staffs have had instructions as to

what they shall do in case of emerg-
ency. All office forces have been
drilled in units so that they are pre-

pared for any eventuality.

In France and Germany the gov-
ernments have requisitioned trucks,

busses and other transportation

units, making delivery on schedule

difficult for all companies, it was re-

ported. It has been learned that

production and personnel staffs in

other European countries have also

been seriously affected by mobiliza-

tion plans and women have been re-

cruited in many cases.

Offices of American companies here
have been keeping in constant touch

with their New York headquarters
regarding advice as to what the next
steps may have to be for protection

of property and personnel.

H. M. Warner and other executives

of American companies here have
plans to leave this week on the Queen
Mary and a number of Clipper reser-

vations have been made by members
of the film industry.

Principal concern of home offices

here at the week-end regarding the

European crisis was caused by un-
scheduled stops of boats and other

transportation units carrying films

in Europe. One instance was report-

ed where a ship with a consignment
of prints from American companies
unloaded its whole cargo at Le Havre
and immediately left that port for

New York without making any of its

other scheduled stops.

All European offices of the majors
were being asked for advice by the

home offices on the maintenance of

shipping schedules. It was restated

at all offices that plans have been
ready for some time to meet any
emergency and necessary steps will

immediately be taken when an
emergency arises.

Newsreel companies here reported
that European staffs were being aug-
mented and emergency laboratories

in expected neutral countries were
being established for printing pur-

poses. Executives of several of the

Two Tele Visions Come True
Columbia Pictures on Friday announced that a film trailer of its new attraction,

"Golden Boy," would be telecast by RCA-NBC tomorrow and again on Friday. This is

initial instance of advance scenes from a feature picture appearing on tele receiving
set "screens." Additionally, RCA-NBC went into metropolitan newspapers with adver-
tising campaign clarioning to the public the televising of the double header played at
Ebbets Field between the Cincinnati Reds and Brooklyn Dodgers on Saturday, last.

Weeks Reports Exhibitors

Not Alarmed by War Scare

(Continued from Page 1)

prospect of war abroad doesn't alarm
exhibitors with whom he came in

contact.
Weeks pointed out that in times

of stress people need the "escape"
provided by motion pictures. Con-
tinuing, he said:

"Exhibitors everywhere feel that
the industry has no alibi for poor
business because it alone is holding
up further prosperity. Theater oper-
ators are tired of constant wrang-
ling and legal tussles. They say they
are not lawyers but business men
who are trying to be showmen.

"It used to be 'general conditions'
that served as an out when box-office

business was off. With business gen-
erally on the upswing that conten-
tion does not stand up today.

"If the various elements in the
industry now in conflict could sit

down and work out their problems
amicably, the industry as a whole
would gain tremendously."

Edith Cavell" Premiere

Thrills Toronto Audience

"H'wood Cavalcade" to Have

$1 1 Los Angeles Preview

Twentieth-Century Fox announced
at the week-end that it has set

Sept. 29 for the Los Angeles preview
of "Hollywood Cavalcade" at the
Four Star Theater. Requests for
tickets was large before setting of

date as the proceeds will be turned
over to the M. P. Relief Fund. No
passes will be issued and 20th-Fox
will bear all expenses.
Arrangements are being made to

broadcast the preview. All Holly-
wood studios are co-operating for
the event and film stars of the past
and present will take part in the
opening.

220 Day-Date Openings

for 20-Fox's "Rains Came"

Day and date opening of 20th-Fox
special, "The Rains Came," has been
set in 220 situations for the week-
end of September 17, it was learned
Friday. Intensive ad. and pub. cam-
paign is heralding the premiere of

the picture, with this day and date
opening the largest the company
has ever scheduled.

Toronto—This city is still talking
about its most colorful opening when,
on Thursday, 20,000 citizens attended
the premiere of "Nurse Edith Ca-
vell" at the Canadian National Ex-
position.

The huge gathering stood for one
minute as a tribute when the picture
ended. One woman fainted from
emotion. Anna Neagle, star of the
picture, introduced the film and was
presented with a membership in the
Canadian Red Cross.

Distinguished people present in-

cluded Sir Gerald Campbell, high
commissioner for Great Britain and
Northern Ireland, who introduced
Miss Neagle; Herbert Wilcox, direc-

tor and producer of the picture;
Mayor R. C. Day; Lads Campbell; N.
L. Nathanson, president, Famous
Players Canadian Corp.; George
Brigden, president of Canadian Na-
tional Exhibition; Leo Devaney,
Canadian manager of RKO Radio; R.
E. Onions, chairman, who read the
message of congratulations from
Hon. MacKenzie King, prime minis-
ter of Canada, and Sidar H. S. Malik,
India government trade commission-
er; D. H. Gibson, president of the
Toronto Board of Trade; L. B. Mac-
Gregor, Australian trade commis-
sioner, who read a message from
Premier of Australia R. M. Firth,

representing New Zealand, and D. W.
Meyer, representing South Africa.

GOVT.'S ATTITUDE IS

UNCHANGED-ARNOLD

(Continued from Page 1)

make no difference in the Govern-
ment's attitude.

However, distribution executives
appear to be of a different opinion
claiming that making certain /*in-
cessions to its customers violatl no
law.

It was understood over the week
end that the other majors were pre
paring policies of their own and that
announcements may be forthcoming
during the week. At least one com-
pany is reported to have a definite

plan under consideration.

"Ariz." Premiere Sept. 14
Wtst Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— "Arizona Thorough-

breds," produced in color by Golden
West Pictures, will have its world
premiere Sept. 14 at the Fox Thea-
ter, Phoenix, Ariz. It was directed by
Earl Haley. Grand National will

distribute.

newsreel organizations also were
planning to go to Europe to personal.
ly direct coverage in the event of

war.

Para., Springfield, Mass.,

Resumes Stage Show Policy

Springfield, Mass.— Bob Crosby
brought his entertainers and orches-
tra to the Paramount Theater Wed-
nesday to inaugurate the opening of

the stage show season at that thea-
ter.

The Paramount this year has in-

stituted an alternate stage and screen
policy to make it possible to bring
practically all of the big bands and
stage attractions at some period dur-
ing the 1939 season.

Included in the show, in addition

to the musical organization, were
three other Broadway acts.

Sophie Tucker Is Dropped
From Show; "War" Looming

(Continued from Page 1)

when the show reopens Oct. 9. This
decision marked another episode in

the union jurisdictional controversy
and created a situation whereby
Freedley faced a stagehands' strike

if Miss Tucker were dropped and a
strike by the performers if she re-

mained in the show.
Meanwhile, the 4A's plan a mem-

bership drive for the AGVA and at
the same time will launch the pub
lication of a weekly newspaper.

Projection Goods Exports

Showed a Decline in July

Tom Maloney Dead
New Bedford, Mass.—Thomas J.

Maloney, 59, died recently at his

home here. Known as the dean of

motion picture projectionists in New
Bedford, he had 33 years' experience,

first at the old Hathaway's Theater
and later at the Olympia Theater.

Meet on Chi. Operator Pact

Chicago — Officials of the local

operators' union will meet tomorrow
with theater owners regarding a new
contract.

(Continued from Page 1)

month of last year, it was reported
Friday by the Department of Com
merce. July, 1939, figure was $1,

412,000 compared to $1,622,000 in

July, 1938. Seven month period end-
ing in July also showed decline. The
1939 period figure was $11,211,000
compared to $12,030,000 for the same
period of 1938, representing decrease
of $819,000.

It's Now "Die Kliatsche"

"The Light Ahead," Jewish movie,
which was just completed by Carmel
Productions, has just had its Jewish
title "Fishke Ker Krummer" changed
to "Die Kliatsche."

Sparks House for Dania
Dania, Fla.—E. J. Sparks, presi-

dent of the Sparks Circuit, has an-

nounced that work will begin imme
diately on the new theater building
to be erected on the Federal High-
way. Roy A. Benjamin, Jackson-
ville, is the architect. The theater
will seat approximately 600 persons
and will cost about $75,000.

Defer Bingo Case Hearing
Milwaukee—Hearing on petition

of Charles W. Trampe, Monogram
exchange head, to restrain Bahn
Frei Hall from holding Bingo games
has been postponed by Circuit

Judge Daniel W. Sullivan until Sept,

11.
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'Southward Ho'
with Roy Rogers, Mary Hart, George Hayes

Republic 57 Mins.

^1 FAST-MOVING WESTERN HAS PLENTY

10
OFV(JNCH AND A WELL WORKED OUT
STu.sf.

v Better than the average run of westerns
6- which serve as a background for the croon-

atj ing cowboys, this one will please the action

fans. Roy Rogers sings pleasingly and is

convincing in his role. Attractive Mary Hart

fills the feminine spot neatly and the rest of

the cast is comprised of seasoned troupers.

Picture opens at the end of the Civil War.
Rogers and his pal, George Hayes, head for

Texas where Hayes has inherited a half in-

terest in a ranch. A Yankee officer turns

up as the other half owner. He is made
military commander of the district, but is

deceived by a troop of renegade union

soldiers who represent themselves as a

regular army unit sent out to police the

district for him. Ranchers are murdered
and robbed and order is not restored until

Rogers and his allies clean up the soldiers.

CAST: Roy Rogers, Mary Hart, George
Hayes, Wade Boteler, Arthur Loft, L. Chand-
ler.

CREDITS: Director, Joseph Kane; Screen-

play, Gerald Geraghty; Original Story, Jack

Natteford and John Rathmell; Cameraman,
Jack Marta; Editor, Lester Orlebeck.

DIRECTION, Fast. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

"Man From Sundown"
with Charles Starrett, Iris Meredith,

Richard Fiske

Columbia 58 Mins.

WELL-PACED WESTERN HAS PLENTY
OF ACTION TO PLEASE THE SIX-GUN
FANS.

There's no letup in the action in this one

from the time the first shot is fired until

Starrett gets his girl in the windup se-

quence. The cast is capable and the

script keeps them moving at a fast pace,

iris Meredith is attractive as the female

interest and Charles Starrett looks and acts

the part of a ranger. Starrett rides into

town and prevents a hanging. However,

this is just the beginning of his troubles as

Miss Meredith's brother, Richard Fiske, is

the only eye witness to the holdup of a

bank. He comes to court to testify against

the bank robber who was captured, but is

murdered at the trial. Starrett and his

partner disguise themselves and ride into

the bandit country in search of the gang's

leader. They trick him into riding across

the line where a posse traps the entire

bandit gang. Exit the disturbing influences

in the peaceful goings on of the town,

enter law and order.

CAST: Charles Starrett, Iris Meredith,

Richard Fiske, Jack Rockwell, Alan Bridge,

Richard Bottiler, Ernie Adams, Bob Nolan,

Pat Brady.

CREDITS: Produced by Columbia; Direc-

tor, Sam Nelson; Original Screenplay, Paul

Franklin; Cameraman, Benjamin Kline; Edi-

tor, William Lyon.

DIRECTION, Fast. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

"Daughter of the
Tong"

with Evelyn Brent, Grant Withers
Times Pictures 56 Mins.

G-MAN STORY HAS WEAK PLOT BUT
ENOUGH ACTION MAKES IT O. K. AS
NABE FILLER.

As a program filler in the neighborhood
houses this picture will serve the purpose as

it has enough action to hold together an

inept plot. Grant Withers and Evelyn

Brent share the leads, with Dorothy Short

and a cast of seasoned actors supporting

them. A Government agent is shot while

working on a smuggling case concerning
Chinese aliens. Withers is brought in to

work on the case when it is discovered that

he bears a striking resemblance to an

escaped gangster who was picked up by the

FBI on his way to join the gang. Withers
discovers that the head of the gang is a

woman, Evelyn Brent. Following some hectic

action and general furniture-smashing activ-

ities the gang is rounded up.

CAST: Evelyn Brent, Grant Withers, Dor-

othy Short, Dave O'Brien, Dirk Thane,
James Coleman, Harry Harvey, Budd Buster,

Richard Loo, Hal Taliaferro, Robert Frazer.

CREDITS: Produced by Metropolitan Pic-

tures; Director, Raymond K. Johnson;
Screenplay, George H. Palmpton.

DIRECTION, 0. K. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Fair.

"Bad Lands"
with Robert Barrat, Addison Richards

RKO-Radio 70 Mins.

STRONG DRAMATIC STORY IS SUS-
PENSEFUL AND FILLED WITH ACTION.

Possibly similar to other stories of a last

stand of trapped men, this picture has all

the action, suspense and thrills that any

audience could ask for. The cast is com-
prised of expert actors, with each one mak-
ing the utmost of his opportunities. Robert

Barrat and Addison Richards have the

choicest roles and they turn in swell per-

formances. Story concerns the hunt of an

Arizona posse for an Apache half breed

who has turned murderer. The posse is

comprised of men who don't care for their

lives, or are escaping from their pasts.

Sheriff Barrat and his posse of nine men
trail the half breed to the mountainous lair

of the Apache tribe. They are ambushed
and surrounded. The suspense in the story

from here on mounts until the end, which
finds Barrat the only man alive, with some
dead bravely and some dead foolishly, while

one man is dead because he was a coward.

Barrat is rescued by a detachment of sol-

diers who hear the shooting.

CAST: Robert Barrat, Addison Richards,

Andy Clyde, Robert Coote, Guinn Williams,

Francis Ford, Noah Beery, Jr., Paul Hurst,

Francis McDonald, Jack Payne.

CREDITS: Producer, Robert Sisk; Direc-

tor, Lew Landers; Story and Screenplay,

Clarence Upson Young; Cameraman, Frank

Redman; Editor, George Hively.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

"Flight At Midnight"
with Jean Parker, Phil Regan, Robert

Armstrong
Republic 66 Mins.

AVIATION STORY HAS PUNCH, AC-
TION AND AN ENTERTAINING CAST.

With a sufficiency of action, a capable

and pleasing cast, and a briskly paced story,

this new Republic release will neatly fill

exhibitors' needs. Phil Regan, a pilot, Jean

Parker, an airline hostess, Robert Armstrong,

a government inspector, and Noah Beery,

Jr., mechanic for Regan, fill the principal

roles neatly. Roscoe Turner and the rest

of the cast are capable. Norwalk Airport

is faced with going out of business by gov-

ernment orders unless it can get the ad-

jacent power lines put underground. Regan,

arriving on time with his mail delivery, is

grounded by Armstrong for failing to take

off when his plane was ready and then fly-

ing out of his course. He starts an air

school and ruins the airport's flying sched-

ules by flying in the way of other planes.

However, the airport execs, figure out a

plan for raising the money and Regan agrees

to test a new government ship. He gets

there late and Beery, who went up in his

place, has just been killed. Regan is about

to leave the field for good that night when
he learns that Turner is coming in with a

dead stick and will probably hit the power

lines and kill his load of passengers. Regan
flies his ship into the power lines, the mayor

who is in Turner's plane agrees to condemn-
ing the power lines and everything is okay.

Naturally Regan gets well and gets his girl.

CAST: Jean Parker, Phil Regan, Robert

Armstrong, Noah Berry, Jr., Roscoe Turner,

Harlan Briggs, Helen Lynd, Barbara Pepper,

Harry Hayden, Raymond Bailey.

CREDITS: Associate Producer, Armand
Schaefer; Director, Sidney Salkow; Original

Story, Daniel Moore and Hugh King; Screen-

play, Eliot Gibbons; Cameraman, Ernest

Miller; Editor, William Morgan.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Wometco Manager Changes
Miami, Fla.—A number of changes

in the Wometco organization brought
Leonard Allen from assistant man-
agership of the Capitol to manager
of the Biltmore. Ralph Ramsey, as.

sistant manager at the Grove goes to

the same position at the Capitol and
Ed Amsden comes from the Lincoln
of Miami Bach to the Grove. Gor-
don Spradley moves from the Bilt-

more to the State.

Williams Schedules Two
T. R. Williams, who recently be-

came associated with Monogram Pro-
ductions as a producer, has scheduled
two features of the group which he
will make for the 1939-40 season.

The titles are "Heroes in Blue" and
"Night Edition." Shooting is slated

to start on the first production early
in September.

* SHORTS *

"Conquering the Colorado"
(Adventures Of A Newereel Cam-

eraman)
20th-Fox 11 mins.

Thrills And Chills
The story of the conquest of the

Colorado River by "Buzz" Holm-
strom, an Oregon filling station at-

tendant, is a thrilling saga of ad-
venture. The only man to ever
navigate the river alone in a boat,
Holmstrom's feat is an outstanding
achievement. We first see him
starting his journey in the Green
River Lakes in the northern Rock-
ies. The cameras cover him closely
as he shoots rapid after rapid and
safely negotiates the most treacher-
ous parts of the river, avoiding
rocks, shoals and whirlpools skill-

fully. Wrecks of other expeditions
are seen on the treacherous journey,
grim reminders of the river's power
and might. The camera work is

excellent. Amos Burg gets credit
for it. Narrative of Paul Douglas is

fine.

Fabian Theater Darkens
Albany—Harmanus Bleecker Hall,

has been closed indefinitely.

"The Golden West"
(Terry Toon)

20th-Fox 7 mins.
Fair Cartoon

Cartoon shows a lady, known as
the Belle of the Golden West, ar-
riving at a cowtown dance hall and
theater for an appearance. The lo-

cal bad man is apprised of her
proximity by his polecat spy and
trouble starts. He kidnaps her, and
it is not until our hero has chased
him for miles and miles and finally

defeated him in a wild and woolly
hand to hand encounter that our
little Nell is safe once more.

Defer Drive-In Writ Hearing
Milford, Conn.—Hearing on the

temporary injunction sought by 12
Milford Citizens against the Milford
Drive-In Theater on the grounds
that it is a public nuisance, has been
postponed until Aug. 29. Judge P.
B. O'Sullivan of the Superior Court
will hear the case. Meantime, re-
modeling and lowering of speakers is

in progress. Residents in the vicin-

ity complain the noise can be heard
for a radius of two miles.

Leroux-CM Films Deal
Leroux Film & Trading Corp., of

1775 Broadway, has closed a deal
with CM Films, of Paris, for exclu-
sive distribution of latter's new fea-
ture, now in production, "La Route
Heroique."

Pickus Acquires Annex
New Haven—Albert Pickus, opera-

tor of the Stratford Theater, has
acquired the 496-seat Annex Theater,
built and operated by Joseph De-
Francesco.
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downtown theaters in this city and
other key and important situations

than at any time during the previous
year, among them being "Juarez,"
"Goodbye, Mr. Chips," "Man About
Town," "Bachelor Mother," "Young
Mr. Lincoln," "Each Dawn I Die,"
"Andy Hardy Gets Spring Fever,"
"Hotel for Women," "Second Fid-
dle" and "Four Feathers." With the
"cream of the crop" still to come, ac-

cording to the announcements and
production schedules of the various
distributing companies, the exhibi-

tors here are in a happier and more
optimistic frame of mind than they
have been for many months.

There does not seem to be any
particular choice as to the type of

pictures which the movie fans in this

territory prefer at present, as the

above mentioned holdovers indicate,

and what the public seems to enjoy
most is variety in screen entertain-

ment. Pictures with snappy dialogue
and amusing comedy situations, such
as "Love Affair," "Bachelor Mother,"
"Maisie" and "Hotel for Women,"
have been very successful at the box
office. Also the spectacular, outdoor
and western pictures, and biogra-
phical productions, providing they
carry enough romantic interest and
move at a brisk pace. Musicals, if

there is enough story along with the
music, have gone over big at the box
office, and almost any picture with a
patriotic theme is sure to draw them
in here.

Bank night is still very popular
throughout the territory, but give-

aways and premiums are slowly but
surely on the wane. It is the con-
sensus of opinion that in many cases
the giveaway and premium policy

proved more harmful than beneficial

as it appealed only to a certain type
and the majority of movie patrons
do not go for it. Another thing which
has proven detrimental is the long,

drawnout program, extending over
two-and-a-half hours.

Crites Asks New Trial,

of His WB Patent Suit

Application was filed on Friday
in the U. S. District Court by Virgil

C. Crites for a new trial before a
different judge of his suit against
Warner Bros. Pictures, United Re-
search Corp., Radtke Patents Corp.
and Albert A. Radtke. On July 7

Federal Judge Mortimer W. Byers
dismissed Crites' suit, which charged
infringement of a patent covering
"method of and means for optically
reproducing sound," after a two
weeks' hearing. The application will

be heard on September 5.

Oldfield Returns

Lincoln, Neb. — Barney Oldfield,

KFOR film chatterer for the Lincoln
Theater Corp. program, returned to

the air after two week's soldiering
at Nebraska national guard camp.

REVIEWS Of R€UJ flLfllS

"Hotel For Women"
with Linda Darnell, James Ellison,

Ann Sothern

20rh-Fox 83 Mins.

BRIGHT AND WITTY DRAMATIC
STORY IS A NATURAL FOR AUDIENCES

AND EXHIBS.

A melange of good looking girls, witty

and bright dialogue, a well paced story and

luxurious settings make this picture real

entertainment for audiences and a natural

for exhibs. to exploit. Introduction of Linda

Darnell as a star under the Zanuck banner

is eminently satisfactory, with the young

lady extremely attractive and capable in

her lead role. She is expertly supported by

a cast of talented performers including Ann
Sothern, John Halliday and Alan Dinehart.

James Ellison handles the male role oppo-

site Linda efficiently and satisfactorily. Elsa

Maxwell, who is credited with the story

idea, appears in the picture with a flourish

here and there and has some good lines of

dialogue which she makes the most of.

Gregory Ratoff directs the picture deftly,

never letting a scene fall off and keeping

his characters in line throughout with an

excellent pacing of the story. Linda arrives

in New York to marry Ellison, her first and

only love from Syracuse, who left for the

big city a year ago and is making good as

an architect. However, he is also making
good with the boss's daughter and Linda's

arrival is a bit embarrassing. She realizes

what has happened and plans to go back

home, but Ann Sothern, her next door neigh-

bor in the Hotel Sherrington, "Hotel For

Women," reads her the riot act on men,
"who are all dogs," takes her out and gets

her a job as a model. Linda is a success

over night and has a long stag line shower-

ing attention on her, with Halliday, Ellison's

boss, head man in the race. Lynn Bari, Halli-

day's cast-off love, confronts Linda and

Halliday in his apartment at a tete-a-tete

dinner and shoots him. Ellison, who is wait-

ing outside for Linda to leave in order to

explain that he really loves her and has been

a fool, arrives on the scene. Halliday ex-

plains the whole thing as an accident to

the police, but the publicity ruins Linda as

a model and she and Ellison flee the big

and wicked city to get married.

CAST: Linda Darnell, James Ellison, Elsa

Maxwell, Ann Sothern, John Halliday, Alan

Dinehart, Lynn Bari, Jean Rogers, June Gale,

Joyce Compton, Elsa Maxwell, Katherine

Aldredge, Sidney Blackmer, Mary Healy,

Amanda Duff, Chick Chandler, Gregory

Gaye, Charles Wilson, Herbert Ashley, Ivan

Lebedeff, Helen Ericson, Barnett Parker.

CREDITS: Associate Producer, Raymond
Griffith; Director, Gregory Ratoff; Screen-

lay by Katherine Scola and Darrell Ware,
based on a story by Elsa Maxwell and

Katherine Scola; Cameraman, Peverell Mar-
ley; Editor, Louis Loeffler.

DIRECTION, Fine. PHOTOGRAPHY, Ex-

cellent.

New Organization to Start

Louisville—The new Theater Bus-
iness Association of Kentucky, or-
ganized by indie exhibs. in a move
to bring down film rentals, will be
functioning within a month, Jesse
L. Lausman, Louisville, temporary
president, announced.

"The Adventures of

Sherlock Holmes"
(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

20th Century-Fox 85 Mins.

FINE SUSPENSE IN CONAN DOYLE

CLASSIC WITH RATHBONE SCORING AS

FAMOUS SLEUTH.

Has been deftly directed by Alfred Werk-
er, with Gene Markey as associate produc-

er. The action moves with a brisk tempo,

and the suspense is maintained to the very

end when Sherlock Holmes, splendidly por-

trayed by Basil Rathbone, finally traps the

Master Criminal Moriarty (George Zucco).

Ida Lupino is very convincing as the girl

who finds herself marked as a victim of

mad murderers already responsible for the

death of her father. Nigel Bruce is likeable

as Holmes' confidant. Others in the cast

who do capable work are George Zucco,

Alan Marshall, Terry Kiiburn, Henry
Stephenson, Arthur Hohl and Peter Wiles.

The story opens in a court room where
Moriarty, guilty of a murder, has been ac-

quitted because of lack of evidence. Sher-

lock Holmes is determined to see that

Moriarty is proved guilty of the crimes he

has committed. Ida Lupino comes to

Holmes with a note of warning which means
that her brother, Peter Wiles, will be killed

on the 11th of May. The same type of

note was sent to her when her father was
murdered a number of years ago. Peter is

killed on that day by one of Moriarty's

henchmen, and on May 13th Ida receives an-

other warning that she will be the next

victim. Moriarty, who seeks to secure the

crown jewels sends these notes to distract

Holmes' attention from his plans. Through
a ruse, Moriarty gains access to the Tower
of London where the jewels are kept, and
it is there that Holmes traps Moriarty, and

in a scuffle, Moriarty falls from the building

and is killed. Holmes has also saved the

life of Ida, and in the end she is reconciled

with her fiance Alan Marshall.

CAST: Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce, Ida

Lupino, Alan Marshall, Terry Kiiburn, George
Zucco, Henry Stephenson, E. E. Clive, Arthur

Hohl, May Beatty, Peter Wiles, Mary Gor-

don, Holmes Herbert, George Regas, Mary
Forbes, Frank Dawson, William Austin, An-
thony Kemble Cooper.

CREDITS: Associate Producer, Gene
Markey; Director, Alfred Werker; Based

on the play "Sherlock Holmes" by William

Gillette (with the permission of the ex-

ecutors of the estate of the late Sir Arthur

Conan Doyle); Cameraman, Leon Shamroy,

ASC; Art Directors, Richard Day and Hans
Peters; Editor, Robert Bischoff; Musical Di-

rector, Cyril J. Mockridge.

DIRECTION, Deft. PHOTOGRAPHY, Good.

Quigley Brings Out Tenth
Annual Edition of Almanac

The 1939-40 Motion Picture Al-
manac was distributed over the week,
end by Quigley Publications. Contain-
ing 1,129 pages, the new book in-

cludes the biographies of 11,500 in-

dividuals, told in approximately
1,000,000 words. In addition, the
Almanac offers interesting data on
production, distribution and equip-
ment. This is the 10th edition of
the book. Terry Ramsaye is the ed-
itor.

WB TO CONCILIATE

CLEARANCE PROBLEMS

(Continued from Page 1)

in actively to iron out problems
relating to clearance in this terri
tory. Conciliation now offers the ex-
hibitor of this state a marvelous
opportunity to accomplish pro ss

even though, for the present; :ae
matter of the code is delayed."
While Cohen was speaking spe-

cifically for his own territory, Sears
told The Film Daily that the same
practice would be open to all terri-
tories. He explained that he did
not want to get involved in a politic-

al scheme of conciliation but that
where he believed an exhibitor had
a just complaint regarding unfair
clearance, he would not refuse to
attempt to make adjustments, if

the problem concerned Warner Bros,
pictures.

Cohen, in commenting further on
the proposal, stated: "Under the
foregoing proposed method of op-
eration, there is no doubt but that
many of the other distributors will
fall in line and let's try and make
it a point to show the rest of the
country that exhibitors in New York
State can and do settle their prob-
lems without the necessity of forced
regulation."

Three Provisos to Govern
James Roosevelt's Survey

(Continued from Page 1)

commitment to make specific recom-
mendations unless such recommenda-
tion seem advisable to Roosevelt;
That it is understood by the pro-

ducers' association that Roosevelt is

free to contact any and all members
of the industry during the course of
study, and
That no stipulations of secrecy

shall be attached to the investigation
or its results.

Goldwyn Modifies "Glory"

Scenes to Suit P. I. Prexy

Samuel Goldwyn has informed
President Manuel Quezon of the
Philippines that scenes in "The Real
Glory" to which the Philippine gov-
ernment had protested had been
changed so that no slur would be
cast on the Filipino as a soldier.

Action was taken following a confer-
ence with Resident Commissioner J.

M. Elizalde by Goldwyn and James
Roosevelt, studio vice-president.
The alleged objectionable scenes

were modified so that all parties
were satisfied.

Sells "Sudan" Rights
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM \DAILY

Hollywood— Mitch Leichter has
sold the rights to "Sudan" to the
Sack Amusement Co. for Chicago,
St. Louis and Milwaukee. Jack
Adams Exchange of Dallas, Tex., has
bought the rights for Texas and
Oklahoma. Leichter is now in New
Orleans and is headed for New York
to close other deals.
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Movietone Has Crew of 200 Men for War Coverage

UA ASKSllSIKIISSAL OMMRNMENT EQUITY SUIT

Nebraska's Autumn Film Business Depends on Crops
Pix on Their Own in Neb.;

Giveaways Given the Axe;

Exhib^. Hopeful
By BARNEY OLDFIELD

Motion Picture Editor

Lincoln Sunday Journal and Star

Lincoln, Neb.—Films are strictly

on their own in Nebraska, with
giveaways being cracked down as

fast as they shove head up in the

state. It has been a bad three-

quarters of a year.

Autumnal picture is hazy, al-

though all indications are that there

will be a slight upswing. The far-

mer got a little money for his

wheat, but his corn is none too

(Continued on Page 12)

SEPT. 20lATE
r
SET

FOR RKO HEARINGS

Federal Judge Samuel Mandel-
baura yesterday adjourned hearings

in the RKO proceedings to Sept. 20

at 10:30 a.m. to await the return of

Federal Judge William Bondy from
his vacation.
The adjournment was granted on

the request of Hamilton C. Rickaby,
(Continued on Page 3)

Newspaper Critics Launch

Own National Organization

An association of motion picture

editors and critics has been formed

j under the name of Newspaper Film

Critics of America. Group was
launched over the last week-end by

(Continued on Page 12)

V

Hays, F.D.R. Confer
Washington Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Washington—A 10-minute conference

took place at the White House yesterday

between President Roosevelt and Will H.

Hays, president of the MPPDA. Follow-

ing his short conference, Hays departed

directly from the White House without
disclosing the nature of his conversa-

tion with the chief executive. He was
not on the day's calling list, and was
not accompanied by any film exec.

All Right, All Right—We Relieve It!
Richmond, Va.—While "Hotel for Women" was showing at the Capitol, which is

across the street from the Broad Street Station, a couple, just arrived in town, walked
up to the box-office and asked for the manager. When he appeared the woman asked
the price of the rooms and wanted to know if he would allow her husband to stay at

the "hotel" with her for the night, Alex Ravdin, manager, vouches for this true story.

To Demand Revoking ofAFA Charter,

Ousting of Whitehead by IA Prexy

Revocation of the IATSE-AFA
charter and the ousting of Ralph
Whitehead, executive secretary of
AFA, are reliably reported sched-
uled to be demanded today by Ken-
neth Thomson and Paul Dulzell when
they meet with George E. Browne,
president of IATSE.
Thomson, executive secretary of

SAG, and Dulzell, executive secretary
of Actors' Equity, were designated
yesterday by the International

Board of AAAA to confer with
Browne, following a report from
Ralph Morgan, SAG president,

Thomson, and Laurence Beilenson,
SAG counsel, on the progress of ne-
gotiations with IATSE which were
initiated in Hollywood last Thurs-
day by representatives of the A F
of L.
A statement from AAAA said,

"The International Board reviewed
(Continued on Page 7)

Pettijohn Says He Did Not Talk Pix With Duce

With the European political situ-

ation on the verge of an explosion,

the Normandie arrived yesterday
with a near-record list of film in-

dustry luminaries, including C. C.

Pettijohn, general counsel for

MPPDA, Harry Cohn, Columbia
prexy, and others, as the exodus of

American nationals abroad both for

business reasons and vacations was
intensified.

Pettijohn reported that he had
conferred with Mussolini while in

Italy, but stated that they did not
discuss films. Pettijohn's son had
an audience with the Pope while
they were in Rome.

Josef Von Sternberg disclosed
(Continued on Page 6)

Newsreel Men Standing Ready

For Emergency/ Europe Zoned
New Newsreel Chain Opens

First Unit in S. F. Sept. 2

San Francisco — The Telenews
Theater, first unit of the new Pa-

cific Newsreel Theaters, Inc., opens

here September 2 after $100,000

spent in alterations and equipment
(Continued on Page 12)

Fox Movietone News now has a
staff of 200 men split up in a war
zone basis in Europe with all crews
standing by for emergency orders
at the present time, it was learned
yesterday with the arrival of Rus-
sell Muth, European director for

Movietone.

Unprecedented coverage results

(Continued on Page 7)

UA Denies Major Portions

of Equity Charges In

13-Page Answer
In a 13-page answer filed yester-

day in the Federal Court, United
Artists Corp. requested the dismis-
sal of the Government's N. Y. equity
suit against the company, and
denied the major portions of the
Government's charges.
The answer was filed for Harry

D. Buckley, Arthur W. Kelly, Harry
J. Muller, Dennis F. O'Brien, Ed-
ward C. Raftery, Emanuel Silver-

stone, Theodore Caruso, James
Roosevelt, in addition to UA.
UA denied all charges of coercive

practices and specifically refuted
any implications that it worked in

collusion with other majors in put-

ting down conditions for the sale
(Continued on Page 6)

COL. AWARDING NEW

CONTRACT TO ASHER

A new contract with Irving Asher
to produce in England for Columbia
is being worked on now, the new
pact calling for an increase in the

number of pictures, Harry Cohn,
president, revealed yesterday when
he returned from Europe on the

Normandie.
Cohn said that Asher is starting

(Continued on Page 3)

Oklahoma Allied to Launch

First Conclave Sept. 26-27

Oklahoma City — September 26

and 27 have been set as definite

dates for the first annual conven-

tion of the Allied Theater Owners
of Oklahoma with the Biltmore Ho-

(Continued on Page 12)

Mich. Runs Games
Detroit—All types of Bingo or Keeno

games, even when operated by veterans'

organizations or similar groups, are

illegal, Michigan's Attorney-General
Thomas Read has ruled.
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Am. Seat

Col. Picts. vtc. (2Vi%
Columbia Picts. pfd..

Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. .

East. Kodak
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc

do pfd
Paramount
Paramount 1st pfd.

Paramount 2nd pfd.

Pathe Film

RKO
20th Century-Fox
20th Century-Fox pfd.

Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros

do pfd

FTigh Low

11 11

71/2 m

Net
Chg.Close

11

7'/2 — V4

165 161 1/2 1 63 1/2 — 3'/2
174 174 174 — 2

10 1/8 9% 10
40l/

2 40 4OV2 + V4
107 106 106 — 2'/8

8 1/4 73/4 8 — 3/8

9i/4

97/8
13/4

173/s

285/g

9
91/4

1%
171/4

28%

91/4 — Vs
95/8 — Vi

1%
173/8 _ 5/8

285/8 + 1

41/4 41,

52 51

41/4 - Va
52 + 1

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith B. F. ref. 6s46
Loew's deb. 3'/2 s46. 102 102 102 —
Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. 6s55
Para. Picts. cv. 3 y4s47 893/4 893/4 893/4
RKO 6s41

Warner Bros.' cv. 6s39
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts

Sonotone Corp
Technicolor 13% 13V4 1 3 V4 —
Trans-Lux 1 1/4 1 Vi 1V4
Universal Corp. vtc. 3Vi 3i/2 31/2

Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES

Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd 10O'/2
Fox Thea. Office Bldg. 1st '46 33/8 43/4
Loew's Thea. Realty 6s 1st 547
Met. Playhouse, Inc. 2nd deb. '45. 65 68
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st '57 63!/4 65'/4

SAFETY
I LLOYDS

FILM STORAGE CORP.

Storage by Reel or Vault

729 Seventh Ave.
New York City
BRyant 9-5600 SECURITY

Producers and Publicists

Reach Agreement on Wages
.

West Const Bureau of THE FILM (DAILY

Hollywood—Producers and screen
publicists guild have adjusted their

principal differences and Guild mem-
bership has instructed its negotiat-

ing' committee to proceed with sign-

ing a contract. The final offer made
to the Guild by producers was a
minimum of $100 a week to pub-
licists with five or more years ex-

perience, with juniors to receive $50
the first year, $55 the second year
and $60 thereafter.

The producers refused to grant
any severance pay, contending that

they did not wish to establish a
precedence for other employes. Pro-
ducers will be required to give five

weeks dismissal notice. Guild and
producers have agreed in principle,

with slight modifications, on the de-

mands for one hundred per cent
Guild shop. Agreement is expected
to be for five years.

ITO of West Va. Extends

Convention Several Days

Ousted Manager Testifies

On Charges Before NLRB

Spring-field, Mass.—Harry Storin

former manager of the Paramount
Theater, testified last week in the

preliminary hearing before Exam-
iner Daniel Collins of Boston of

the State Labor Relations Board
here, on the charge that Storin was

'""ced from his employment by
Western Massachusetts Theaters.
Inc., for union activities.

Storin said that Harry Smith, di-

vision manager for the corporation
called him to the latter's office last

Spring and warned him that any
manager engaged in such activities

would find himself sent to one of

the cheaper theaters in the cir-

cuit, in the event that the newly
p^vTYip.d Theater Managers, Agents
and Treasurers' A F L union lost

out. Smith was referring to "top-
fl i"-ht managers," Storin said. Sto
Tin's salary was $80 a week.

W. Pa. MPTO Launching

Survey of Sales Policies

Pittsburgh—The MPTO of West-
ern Pennsylvania has instituted an-
other survey of product to deter-

mine the actual sales policies of the

various film distributing organiza-
tions, and when an accurate analy-
sis has been completed it will be
available for its members at the
local headquarters. Survey cards
have been distributed for this pur-
pose and a larger response than
cvpr is anticipated.
M A. Rosenberg, president, and

^""d -T. Herrington, secretary, have
issued a bulletin requesting- exhibi-

tors to attend an important meet-
ing to be held early in Sentem-
ber. in preparation for the MPTO's
annual convention in October, bv
which time they expect to have the
trade survey completed.

Goldstone With Times
Harrv Goldstone is now associated

with the New York exchange of
Times Pictures, Inc.

Pittsburgh—R. J. Hiehle, presi-

dent, has announced that the an-

nual convention of the ITO of West

Virginia, which was originally

scheduled for only one day, Sep-

tember 26, has been extended sev-

eral days due to the number of

matters of importance to be dis-

cussed and voted upon at this meet-
ing. The date of the main business
meeting and the banquet will re-

main the same.
Election of officers will be one

of the features of the meeting of

this new Allied unit. Irving Daniel
Davis, chairman of the convention
committee, is preparing an elabor-

ate program for the entertainment
of all who attend, 'and exhibitors

have been invited to bring their

wives as well as any other guests.

Basic Studio Pact Confab
is Adjourned to October

Meeting between producers and
A F of L unions on renewal of the

studio basic pact, held last week in

Newark, N. J., was adjourned until

some time late in October, it was
learned.

Producers were stated to be
strongly opposed to any changes in

wages or working conditions until

after the war threat in Europe is

cleared, or its effect upon production
determined.
Next meeting on the basic pact

will follow the two-week A F of L
convention which opens Oct. 1.

Among those who attended last

week's conferences were Nicholas M.
Schenck, Barney Balaban, George J.

Schaefer, W. C. Michel, Joseph Haz-
en and Pat Casey.

Paramount Newsreel Issues

Special European Release

Graphic pictorial highlights of
the ever-changing scenes and events
of the war-scared capitals of Eu-
rope were received here Sunday and
made ready for a special issue of

the Paramount Newsreel within 48
hours after actual happening.

This special war issue will sup-
plant the regular mid-week issue

of the Paramount News and is said

to be the longest newsreel program
ever released by any company. The
average newsreel runs between 900
and 1.000 feet while this special

release to exhibitors is more than
1.300 feet, according to A. J. Rich-
ard, editor of the Paramount News-
reel.

Lefton Returns
Pittsburgh—Lew Lefton, branch

manager for Monarch Pictures here
has resumed active duty once more
after being away from the office

several months, during which time
Vie was confined to a local hospital

for treatment and a very serious
operation, from which he has now
fully recovered.

cominG MID G0MG

MURRAY SILVERSTONE arrives here this morn-
ing from Hollywood.

NATE y. BLUMBERC, "U" prexy, and his wife,

are expected to leave the Coast next week for

New York.

WILLIAM F. RODCERS, Metro sales chHtain,
has arrived on the Coast for a 10-day \q/~ at

the studio.

HARRY COHN, C. C. PETTIJOHN, C. C. PET-
TIJOHN, JR., RUSSELL MUTH, European man-
ager of Fox Movietone News, STEVEN FITZCIB-
BON, manager of Movietone's New York stu-

dios, JOHN McKEON, chairman of the Roxy
board of directors, JAKE MILSTEIN, Eastern
representative for Edward Small, LEE SHUBERT,
ROLAND YOUNG, CONSTANCE BENNETT, SON-
JA HENIE, GEORGE RAFT, J. A. McCONVILLE,
foreign head for Columbia, MRS. McCONVILLE,
and their son and daughter, DONALD and JANET,
JOSEF VON STERNBERG, MRS. HOWARD
DIETZ, BARBURAO PATEL, editor of Filmindia,

India trape paper, JAMES STEWART, CAPT.
COLIN KEITH JOHNSON, English star, arrived

yesterday on the Normandie.

J. H. HOFFBERG is in San Francisco.

MITCHELL LEICHTER, producer, arrives here

today with a print of his newest film, "Sudan."

JED HARRIS and BOBBY CRAWFORD have ar-

rived on the Coast from Chicago.

RONALD REAGAN, Warner player, arrives here

the latter part of this week from Hollywood.

EDNA BEST, English actr«s, and MRS. DOUG-
LAS FAIRBANKS, are due fOrnorrow on the Nieuw
Amsterdam.

MR. and MRS. JAMES DURBIN, parents of

Deanna Durbin, arrive today from Europe on the

Aquitania.

EDDIE NEWMAN, manager of the Lyceum
Theater, Winnipeg, Canada; B. K. BEACH, sec-

retary-treasurer of the Western Theaters, Inc.,

Winnipeg, and R. B. BEACH, assistant manager
of the Capitol Theater, Winnipeg, were recent

guests at RKO's exhibitors' lounge.

TYRONE POWER and his wife, ANNABELLA,
who have been on a honeymoon in Europe for

six weeks are scheduled to arrive in New York
on the Dixie Clipper tomorrow morning.

W. E. CALLAWAY, West Coast district man-
ager for Warner Bros., and N. H. BROWER,
Los Angeles branch manager, are in New York
for conferences with Gradwell L. Sears and Carl

Leserman.

WALLACE BEERY and his daughter CAROL
ANN BEERY, arrived in Chicago yesterday en
route to Cleveland for the air races. From
Cleveland they will come to New York to at-

tend the World's Fair.

RALPH MORGAN, SAC prexy, KENNETH
THOMSON, secretary, and LAURENCE BEILEN-
SON, counsel, leave for the Coast tomorrow
night by plane.

New Paramount Title

"Honeymoon in Bali" has been
chosen as the final title for the
Madeleine Carroll-Fred MacMurray
co-starring picture previously called

"Are Husbands Necessary" and sub-
sequently "My Love For Yours."

Best wishes from THE FILM DAILY
to the following on their birthdays:

AUCUST 29

R. M. Savini

Hanah Kass
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SEPT. 20 DATE SET

FOR RKO HEARINGS

{Continued from Paye 1)

counsel for the Atlas Corp. Group.
It was also learned yesterday

thai the question of the fairness of

$^js the price of the new RKO
common stock will be taken up by
Special Master George W. Alger
at a hearing to be held immediately
after Labor Day.
Alger stated that the SEC, whose

presence is required, would be un-
able to appear before that time.
Upon being questioned as to

whether the present situation in

Europe would necessitate a delay in

the hearings, Alger asserted that

he did not know.

India Trade Paper Editor

Here for Technical Data

Arriving here yesterday on the

Normandie for a two months' stay,

Barburao Patel, editor of Filmindia,

stated that he hoped to interest

American film technicians in Indian
production with a view to improv-
ing its technique, and also that he
hoped to be able to meet the lead-

ing Hollywood producers in order
to get a more sympathetic under-
standing of Indian subjects pro-

duced in films here.
Patel, who is also president of

the Film Journalists' Association of

India and a member of the Central
Board of Governors of the Motion
Picture Congress of India, spent

several months in Europe making
a survey of the film industry there

before embarking for America. This

is his first trip here.

He reported that a building pro-

gram of theaters in India for 1939-

40 will add between 300 and 400
new houses to the 1,200 now in use.

In addition to these theaters there

are also between five and six hun-
dred traveling theaters. India stu-

dios, which are being modernized
rapidly, will turn out about 300

features this year, he said. No
restrictions of any kind beyond the

customary duties exist in India, it

was learned.
Patel will spend several weeks

here before going to Hollywood.

Yorke Forms Teleview;

Talks Deal With Major

With a planned schedule covering-

production of a series of "short"

shorts entirely new in theme and
development for a prominent mer-
chandising combine, Emerson Yorke,
independent shorts producer, an-

nounces the formation of Teleview
Productions which he will head and
direct as an affiliate to his regular
production activities.

It is said a major film company
is negotiating with Yorke regarding
production and distribution of cer-

tain product which will have prior

film release via the major with non-
theatrical distribution vested in Tele-

view Productions.

with PHIL M. DALY;
T T T

• • • THESE are the dog days for the trade paper news hounds

although most of 'em admit that there is more going on in the

trade this Summer than there was last year about this time last

Summer the only big news was Motion Pictures Greatest Year so

that gives you an idea

T T T

• • • BUT now we have government suits, trade practice

codes and labor pow-wows so just out of curiosity we looked

through the files of Ye Olde FILM DAILY of just 10 years ago

and were surprised to find that history was more or less repeating

itself

T T
• • • LABOR was having an inning then as now Equity

was demanding 80 per cent membership minimum in all movie casts

and the producers were saying nunno There was much ado over

arbitration, and Charlie Pettijohn announced that arbitration was func-

tioning in all key cities except Minneapolis

T T
• • • FIRST issue of Paramount Sound News appeared

Columbia had just closed for Walt Disney's Silly Symphonies
Allied, a little struggling group, was about to close a five-year

franchise deal with Tiffany-Stahl the FILM DAILY blared

forth the news that there were 5,251 U. S. houses wired for sound

"The Cock-Eyed World" was breaking all records at the

Roxy major companies were making a mad scramble for the-

aters and Sidney R. Kent made the astounding prediction that

the demand for talking pictures would become more urgent and

the market for silent pictures would steadily decrease

T T T
• • • COCKTAILS will be had by guests of W. G. Van Schmus

in the studio apartment of the Music Hall tomorrow afternoon

the occasion serving to present William Holden, Adolphe Menjou, Lee

Cobb and Sam Levene, of the cast of Columbia's "Golden Boy"

T T
• • • CELEBRATING his fortieth year with Eastman Films

George Blair that genial gent whose friends in the in-

dustry number literally thousands George is sales manager
in charge of South and Central America, the Far East and Canada.

T T T
• • • ON the word of Lynn Farnol the broadest national

advertising program in the history of Walter Wanger Productions is being

planned for "Eternally Yours" starring Loretta Young and David

Niven. . . advertisements in both black-and-white and in two colors are

being prepared for a list of general mags such as Life. Look, Satevepost,

Liberty, Time, Colliers and Cosmopolitan in addition to newspaper

advertising to support the picture in its key engagements Donahue

& Coe has been appointed to handle all forthcoming Wanger pictures for

the new season

T T T
• • • GRANDPA Eddie Golden of Monogram sits around
spinning yarns about his granddaughter, Janet Ann just three

weeks old he gets a wire every day from his son on the Coast

about the youngster

COL. AWARDING NEW

CONTRACT TO ASHER

(Continued from Paye I)

on his second picture on the cur-
rent contract next week. Pact now
in effect calls for four. He re-
affirmed plans of the company which
were printed in The Film Daily
last week regarding a Wesley Rug-
gles-Cary Grant picture to be made
in England.
He stated that renewal of the

Columbia deal with Frank Capra is

still in the air, but that if the deal
is consummated Capra will in all

probability make "Chopin," a Co-
lumbia property. Cohn said that
offers had been made for the "Cho-
pin" rights by other studios, but it

was not for sale.

Asher's first picture under the
current contract has been completed,
and the first French picture the
company has made has also been
completed, it was learned. French
film, which was directed by Julien
Duvivier, is slated for distribution
here.

J. A. McConville, foreign sales

head of Columbia, also returned on
the Normandie. He reported the
company's general European busi-

ness as being ahead of last year,
that all plans had been completed
for opening of new offices in France
and Northern Africa.

McConville was enthusiastic about
the French government's action in

abrogating the visa system, and
expressed the opinion that it would
not only help the American dis-

tributors but would also benefit the
French producers. He also said
that careful plans had been laid to

protect the company's property and
ersonnel in the event of war in

D. W. Griffith Will Produce

"1,000,000 B.C." for Roach

D. W. Griffith is returning to ac-
tive duty, after an absence of eight
years, it was announced yesterday.
He will be the producer of the
forthcoming Hal Roach spectacle,
"1,000,000 B. C," the saga of a
prehistoric man and woman in their

struggle for existence against the
monsters that surround them. UA
will release it.

"1,000,000 B. C," upon which
Griffith is now doing preparatory
work, is scheduled to go before the
camei-as immediately following the
completion of John Steinbeck's "Of
Mice and Men."

« « « » » »

"Golden Boy" on the Air

A radio dramatization of "Golden
Boy," Columbia Pictures' Rouben
Mamoulian production, will be pre-
sented on the Magic Key Hour on
Mondav, Sept. 4, from 9 to 10 p.m.,
EDST over the WJZ Blue Network
of the National Broadcasting Com-
pany. Barbara Stanwyck, Adolphe
Menjou and William Holden, stars
of the film and Lee J. Cobb, fea-
tured player will appear in the roles
they portray in the picture. Lowell
Thomas will introduce the players.
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PETTIJOHN DID NOT

TALK PIX WITH DUGE

(Continued from Page 1)

that he had been in Europe for the

purpose of producing a picture, but

that the political situation had
caused a cancellation of all plans. He
leaves for Hollywood in a few days.

He said that he had no immediate
plans for Coast production.

"Jake" Milstein returned after

arranging to present Edward
Small's "The Man In The Iron Mask"
at the Odeon Theater, London, on
Sept. 4. He went to England to set

the advance campaign on the film.

He expressed some concern as to

whether or not the picture would
open, due to the current situation.

He also arranged some booking deals.

Lee Shubert, theatrical producer,

stated that Constance Bennett, also

a passenger, and Simone Simon
were both reading plays he plans

to produce here this Fall.

Sonja Henie flies to the Coast to-

morrow night to start work at 20th-

Fox in "Everything Happens At
Night," and George Raft, both of

whom were also arrivals on the

French liner, leaves for Hollywood
tomorrow night to start work at

Warners in "Invincible Stripes."

Several Managerial Shifts

To be Made in Newark, N. J

Newark, N. J.—Several manager-
ial shifts are being made this week
in local houses and the suburbs.

Richard C. Carton, former manager
at the Plaza is taking over similar

duties at the Mayfair. Anthony R.

Ferrari has been made assistant.

The Plaza will be managed by
Madeline Kridel. Both houses are

owned by Harry A. Kridel.

Jack Hagerty is the new boss at

Warner's Union Theater, in the

town of that name. He was for-

merly relief manager at the Em-
bassy and at the Palace, both in

Orange.

May Form New Independent

Circuit in the Gulf States

Ed Levy Resigns MPTOA Post
President Ed Kuykendall of the MPTCA yesterday announced the resignation ot Ed

Levy of New Haven as general counsel of the organization. Levy has not been
active in MPTOA affairs for more than a year, the MPTOA president stated.

Col. Short Subject Dept.

Is Starting Busy Season

The last week of August and the
first in September will be a busy
period for Columbia's short subject
department. In addition to two Clyde
comedies, the first of which is now
in work, the department will launch
two Community Sings, one dedicated
to the songs of Stephen Collins Fos-
ter, and the other presenting a med-
ley of college songs.
Hugh McCollum, who has pro-

duced most of the. Columbia Com-
munity Sings since their inception
three years ago, completed all as-
signments for these films this week.
Sam Nelson, who has been excep-
tionally successful with this type
of musical short, has been assigned
to direct both Sings. The same
period of activity will see Charley
Chase returning to the Columbia
lot for his first two-reel comedy of

the new- season.

Wis. Theaters May Escape

Threat of Amusement Tax

"U" to Release ABC
Pictures in Australia

New Orleans—Formation of a

new independent theater circuit in

the Gulf States loomed possible here

yesterday when it became known
that Jeff Rebstock, exhibitor of

Golden Meadows, La., and Bill Cas-

tay, head of the Louisiana Motion
Picture Supply Corp., were planning
to open jointly at Norco, La., and

to construct a Negro house at St.

Martinville. The pair are quoted

as saying they have other locations

in mind.

London (By Cable) — Associated
British announces that a deal was
recently concluded with Dan Casey,
general sales manager of Universal
in Australia, whereby Universal will

distribute the entire ABC lineup in

Australia.
While in London, Casey stated

that Universal had closed with the
Charles Chauvel company, Austral-
ian producers, for two super-films
to be handled by his organization
in the Commonwealth. He added
that "U" would distribute 52 pic-

tures in Australia this year plus
the Associated British output and
the two Chauvel productions.

Denied Preliminary Exam,

of WB, Vita. Before Trial

Pittsburgh—Mr. and Mrs. An-
thony Mungello, of the Mary-Ann
Theater, Burgettstown, and the

Penn Theater, Slovan, Pa., are the

proud parents of a IV2 pound boy.
\

announced yesterday.

New York Supreme Court Justice
Thomas Noonan denied the applica-
tion of Leo Manton and Eleanore
Ninor, known as Ninor & Manton, for
an order directing Warner Bros. Pic-
tures, Inc., and the Vitaphone Corp.
to appear for examination before
trial.

Ninor & Manton are plaintiffs in
a suit for $25,000 damages, injunc-
tion and accounting against Warners
and Vitaphone which charges illegal

use of the title "Si, Si, Senorita" in
a film short.

Plaintiffs claim prior ownership
and use in a vaudeville sketch.

Madison, Wis.—Threats of pos-

sible theater taxes appeared some-
what mitigated as the result of sen-

ate action indicating it favored di-

version of $7,500,000 of highway
funds for the next biennium in order
to balance the state budget.

Diversion of highway funds was
recommended by exhibitor leaders
at past hearings as a means of

forestalling admission and occupa-
tional theater taxes.
The Senate is expected to con-

sider action on the diversion pro-
posal when it reconvenes today.

UA ASKS DISMISSAL

OF GOVERNMENT SUIT

Auten to Ask Examination

of Societe Pathe's Execs.

Harold Auten has filed notice
that he will apply to the Su-
preme Court here for an order di-

recting Bernard Natan, president;
Emil Natan, vice-president; Marcel
Hellman, sales representative; and
O. Jacquemin, employe, of Societe
Pathe Cinema S.A. to appear for
examination before trial.

Suit was brought by trustees of

Societe for $350,000 against Auten
and claimed that this sum was due
from distribution in the U. S. of

plaintiff's pictures.

Auten is counter-claiming for

$17,500.

4th Week for "Maid"

New Biz Drive Prizes

for B-T's Tarzan Film

Burroughs - Tarzan Enterprises,
Inc., has inaugurated a special drive

for business on its latest Tarzan pic-

ture, "Tarzan and the Green God-
dess extending from Aug. 15 to Sept.

30. Prizes will be awarded to inde-

pendent exchanges attaining first,

second and third place in gross new
business. New prints and additional

advertising accessories are being
sent to exchanges.
"Tarzan and the Green Goddess"

is the last of the independently pro-

duced Tarzan pictures, M-G-M hav-
ing acquired exclusive rights to all

Tarzan stories.

Notables See "Harvest,"

Protest Its Ban in N. Y.

Setting new house records, "The
Old Maid," Warner Bros.' new
screen drama co-starring Bette Da-
vis and Miriam Hopkins, will be held
over by the Strand Theater for a
fourth week, starting Friday, it was

Among the notable people in the
world of the films, theater, literature

and education who have seen "Har-
vest" during the past week at pri-

vate showings protesting the ban-
ning of the picture by the New York
censors, have been Katharine Hep-
burn, Alexander Woollcott, Moss
Hart, Robert Flaherty, Bruce Bliven,

Andre Maurois, Arthur Garfield

Hayes, Iris Barry, Professor Frederic
Thrasher, Anita Block, Dr. Worth
M. Tippy, Harry Hansen, Bennet
Cerf, Babette Deutsch, George W.
Kh'chwey and Mary Ware Dennett.

(Continued from Page 1)

of its product. Moreover, the
answer denied in all respects the
Government charges that tb^mo-
tion picture industry was doifryjated
and controlled by the eight major
companies.
Complaint was noteworthy for a

great number of denials of infor
mation and belief as to Government
allegations and statistical state

ments.
UA claimed that it knew nothing

about the production methods em
ployed or the alleged monopolistic
praetices in that field, or of alleged
coercive methods employed against
exhibitors or the acquisition of the
ater properties.
The answer in denying harsh sell

ing methods stated that UA from
time to time acting separately and
independently from other companies,
signed contracts with exhibitors in

which UA reserved the right to des-
ignate play dates, prohibited on some
occasions the exhibition of certain
pictures of double feature programs,
imposed score charges, provided for
clearance, and required a minimum
admission charge.

In another part of the answer, UA
stated that from time to time
when it was to its monetary advant-
age, it made advertising allowances,
reduced film rentals and made agree-
ments for move-overs.

The answer was signed by Ed-
ward C. Raftery as secretary of the

company.

Mono, to Release Six

Pix on "Renfrew" Novels

Monogram has closed a contract
with Phil Goldstone, Criterion Pic-

tures prexy, to release six produc-
tions which Criterion will make
based on Laurie York Erskine's
"Renfrew" novels.
Two of the features have been

completed — "Crashing Thru," an-
other still untitled, both of which
are available for immediate release.

Two others go into production after

Labor Day. Phil Krasne is produc-
ing the series, and Jimmy Newell
will enact the title role.

Quits Show Biz

New Orleans—Joe Bodion, who
for years has operated the People's

Theater here turned over his lease

to the Aucoin interests and will de-

vote himself entirely to the opera-
tion of a huge sugar and syrup mill

he is constructing here.

Boom Times
Cleveland—Local downtown first-run

theaters last week enjoyed the best busi-

ness they have had in the past 13 weeks.

The take went up almost forty per cent

over Summer averages. Attractions were
"The Wizard of Oz," "Stanley and Liv-

ingstone" and "Clouds Over Europe."

"Bachelor Mother" held up strong in

its fourth week and "Four Feathers" did

well on a hold-over.
Ci
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MOVIETONE HAS 200

MEN IN WAR AREAS

icl

(.Continued from Page 1)

from the recent trip of Movietone
Chieftain Truman Talley to Europe,
with .. Talley making all his plans
at v4 * t time. Company now has
production centers in London, Paris,
Berlin and Madrid, but additional
production centers have been ar-
ranged for in Baltic countries which
are expected to be neutral in the
event they are forced to move their
headquarters.

Talley also re-equipped his or-

ganization completely with new
cameras and other necessary equip-
ment where it was needed, spending
approximately $150,000 on his

equipment program. Most likely

citv where Movietone will produce
will be Stockholm in the event of
war.

Zone 1 under' the new Movietone
setup, comprises the British Isles
"ith a staff of 60 under Sir Gordon
Craig and Gerald Sanger, editor.

Zone 2 is comprised of Poland, Dan-
zip, Norway. Sweden, Lithuania.
Esthonia, Finland and Latvia with
a staff of 6 cameramen spotted in
strategic points under supervisor
William Murray. Zone 3 is made up
«f Germany. Hungary, Rumania,
Bulgaria and Greece with 70 men
under supervisor Robert Hartmann.

Zone 4 is comprised of France.
Belgium, Holland and Switzerland
with a staff of 50 men under super-
visor Frederick Fesneau. Zone 5
is made un of Spain and Spanish
Morocco with 10 men under super-
visor Louis Dias Amado. and Zone
fi is comprised of Italy, Yugoslavia,
Albania, Libya, Tripoli. Egypt and
Turkey with a staff of 8 men under
supervisor Ettore Pillani.

In countries with production cen-
ters the staffs include sound men.
editors and others, but in other
spots crews are almost entirely cam-
eramen. Arthur de Titta, assistant
+" Mutb in Europe, is now in charge
of the European offices.

Injunction Refused Dance
Team vs. Actors' Federation

New York Supreme Court Justice
Ferdinand Pecora has denied the
°nnlication of Edwin W. Kay,
Katya Komer and Byron Kay, ball-
room dancing trio known as Kay,
Katya & Kay for an injunction
against the AFA to restrain it from
picketing places of performance of
the plaintiffs.

The Court ruled that the plaintiffs
have an adequate remedy at law for
damages, and they were not entitled
to an injunction since they were not
presently employed.

Plaintiffs recently filed suit claim-
ing that they were members of
AGVA and that while dancing at La
'Conga night club were picketed by
the AFA.

II R Given More Time to Answer Kuhn Suit
Federal Judge Samuel Mendelbaum yesterday signed an order extending the time

of Warner Bros. Pictures, Inc., to file its answer to the $5,000,000 libel suit of Fritz

Kuhn for one week. Warner Bros, had stated that its answer was almost completed
and that it required a short additional period of time.

UA's Paris Manager, Three

Employees Called to Colors

Paris (By Cable)—Fernet Rou-

bier, manager of the United Artists

branch here, and three exchange em-

ployes, along with many others in

the film industry, have been called

to the French colors as general mo-

bilization is accelerated. Blackouts
continue in different sections of the

country and the film industry gen-

erally is at a standstill.

Norma Shearer had difficulty in

reaching Paris from the South of

France when her car and chauffeur

were commandeered by the army,
but Metro officials finally arranged
transportation for her and she ex-
pected to sail on the Champlain last

night.

Orders have been received here
at all American offices for immed-
iate evacuation of all film players
in this country, with neutral coun-
tries along the Baltic their destina-
tion when passage has been un-
available on ocean going liners. Ma-
jority of film office staff have been
depleted with the general mobiliza-
tion. Films are being put in bomb-
proof vaults here.

The French Government has ex-
tended its war preparations to in-

clude, effective yesterday, censorship
of all printed publications, radio
broadcasts, photographs and news-
reels. All news despatches, proposed
broadcasts, etc., must be submitted
to the newly formed General Infor-
mation Service for approval. A visa
from this bureau will be required on
photographs and newsreels before
they can leave the country.

TMAT Pickets 2 Houses
Picketing at the Metro and Con-

gress theaters was instigated Friday
by the Theatrical Manager, Agents
and Treasurers union as renovation
work on the two houses was sched-
uled to start. Theaters, which in ad-
dition to the Vogue, are operated by
the Peskay, Loew and Baranco in-

terests, are being picketed by the
union in protest over the hiring of
non-union men in the Vogue, it is

asserted by the union. They are
seeking a contract and closed shop
for the TMAT. Vogue is also being
picketed.

WB Denies Moog Charges
Warner Bros. Pictures, Inc.,

has filed an answer generally
denying the complaint of Katherine
Moog and demanding a trial by jury.
The plaintiff is seeking $75,000 dam-
ages for alleged libel and violation
of the Civil Rights Law by the
alleged use of her name in the film
"Confessions of a Nazi Spy."

Paramount Reports Heavy

Business on "Star Maker"

Following its world press premiere
in Hollywood, Paramount's latest

Bing Crosby starring vehicle "The
Star Maker" continues its successful
showings in ten additional key
city engagements, reports to Para-
mount home office indicated yester-
day.

On opening day at the Pulaski
Theater in Little Rock, "The Star
Maker" ran more than 80 per cent
ahead of "Union Pacific." In San
Francisco, at the Paramount The-
ater, it outgrossed any recent Para-
mount picture and topped the re-

ceipts on "Man About Town," "Mid-
night" and was neck and neck with
"Union Pacific."

In its first three days at the Buf-
falo Theater, Buffalo, "The Star
Maker" was running 30 per cent
ahead of "Union Pacific" and topped
the gross of any Paramount picture
for the year. "The Star Maker" in

its first four days at the Metropol-
itan Theater in Boston is running 20
per cent ahead of "Union Pacific"
and doing similar business as the
Chicago Theater in Chicago.

Myers
1

Clearance Deposition

in Frank Ford Trust Suit

Chicago — In his deposition in

Frank Fold's Evanston Theater trust
action against B & K and the majors,
Sam Myers states that prior to 1933,
the Teatro Dellago, which he owned
from 1926, showed films one week
ahead of the Evanston Varsity The-
ater, but that after B & K took over
the Varsity in 1933 the best he could
get was one week after the Varsity
showing.

Hearings will be resumed this

week. Myles Seely was attorney for
the majors, with Aaron Stein repre-
senting Myers.

Counsel for both the Ford trust
suit and the Adelphia Theater suit

denied the report that the two ac-

tions wculd be merged.

Dorothy Day to American
Chicago —The Chicago Herald

Examiner, Hearst morning paper,
ceased publication yesterday, and
Dorothy Day, its film critic, will

join the Evening American under
Dorothy Deere. Herald Examiner's
Sunday edition will be continued as
the Herald American.

"Song" Opens Sept. 1

"Song of the Streets" the first of
eight films to be released by Arthur
Mayer and Joseph Burstyn, foreign
film distributors, will have its Amer-
ican premiere at the Fifty-Fifth St.

Playhouse on Friday, Sept. 1.

WILL DEMAND BROWNE

REVOKE AFL CHARTER

(Continued from Page 1)

the future steps of AAAA on mat-
ters concerning the IATSE dispute
and unanimously agreed on a pro-
gram."

Morgan, Thomson and Beilenson
will return to the Ooast tomorrow
night via plane.

Warners to Start 25 Pix

During Next Six Months

Warner Bros, is rushing prepara-
tion on nearly 25 top-budget pic-

ture which will go into work dur-
ing the next six months. A new
schedule has just been completed
following conferences between Jack
L. Warner and Hal B. Wallis.

Productions and leading player's

are as follows: "The Sea Hawk,"
starring Errol Flynn with Dennis
Morgan; "Devotion" co-starring
Bette Davis and Miriam Hopkins;
"Invisible Stripes," co-starring
James Cagney and George Raft;
"The Life of Alfred Bernhard No-
bel," with an all-star cast; "The Pat-
ent Leather Kid," starring George
Raft and Priscilla Lane.

"Santa Fe," uncast; "John Paul
Jones," starring James Cagney;
"Bridge of Sighs," with Harold Rea-
gan and Rosemary Lane; "Brother
Rat and the Baby," with Eddie Al-
bert, Wayne Morris, Priscilla Lane;
"Desert Song," with Dennis Morgan
and Frank McHugh.
"Edgar Allan Poe"; "The Fight-

ing 69th," starring James Cagney
and George Raft; "Forgotten Eagle,"
story of Governor Altgeld of Illi-

nois; "Guilty Women," with Jane
Bryan and Ronald Reagan; "The
Holy Terror," starring Wayne Mor-
ris;' "The Last Bad Man," with Dick
Foran; "Lost Beauty," starring
George Brent and Geraldine Fitz-

gerald.

"Mama Raviola," starring James
Cagney and Pat O'Brien; "Menace
of the Sea," with Humphrey Bogart,
Ronald Reagan and Lya Lys; "Ne-
vada," starring Errol Flynn; "The
Poor Nut," with Eddie Albert; "Se-
crets of a Private Nurse," with Den-
nis Morgan and Gloria Dickson;
"Torrid Zone," starring George Raft
and Ann Sheridan; "Underground,"
starring John Garfield, Geraldine
Fitzgerald and' Lya Lys; "Timber
Wolf," with Dennis Morgan and
Gloria Dickson; "We Shall Meet
Again," co-starring Bette Davis and
George Brent.

TMAT-Helgus Case Delayed
Hearing of the TMAT-Helgus

Theater case before the State Labor
Relations Board has been postponed.
The hearing will be started imme-
diately following the Raybond The-
aters-TMAT hearing, whenever it

comes to a close. Both cases are
petitions by the TMAT for recogni-
tion as a bargaining agent in the
theaters involved.
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Paramount News scoops the world—

earth-shaking events oS the European crisis

on the screens of the nation's theatres 48 hours

after they have happened.

Hundreds of thousands of people yesterday flocked to the nation's theatres to see the

Paramount Newsreel that hours ahead of its competitors had these exciting events:

3

4

Emergency defense preparations of Britain, France

and Poland.

The arrival of Foreign Minister Joachim von
Ribbentrop in Berlin after the signing of the Russe-

German pact.

The first pictures of Chancellor Hitler's private plane

— a German version of the new Douglas DC-4.

The epochal emergency session of Parliament.

5 The hurried mobilization of French reservists.

O The fortification of the suburbs of London.

7 The itinerary of emergency evacuation of children.

8 The Nazis taking over the free city of Danzig.

9 The hasty leave-takings of Americans from Paris.

10 The exciting events from the world's great capitals.

...It is coverage and service like this

that make PARAMOUNT the No. 1 NEWSREEL and the

EYES AND EARS OF THE WORLD. Play the Paramount

News and be days and hours ahead of your competitor.
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Stalked by terror...gripped by fear...goaded

by love!-this killer who was brute enough

to commit murder, human enough to seek

a woman's arms, but not brave enough to

take his rap! . .. POWER-HOUSE DRAMA
machine-gunned with hot emotional con-

flict and pulse-pounding suspense ! . . . A
standout picture for thrill-satisfaction and

box-office pull!
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«REVI€UJS»
"The Women"
(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

with Norma Shearer, Joan Crawford,

Rosalind Russell

M-G-M 132 Mins.

SMART, BRILLIANT PLAY BECOMES

SURE-FIRE SCREEN FARE FINELY PRO-

DUCED AND ACTED.

Clare Boothe's famous play has been trans-

ferred to the screen with telling effect. It

has lost none of its bite, smart dialogue

or shrewd observations on the rivalries of

members of the fair sex. It has been ex-

pertly directed by George Cukor, who
blended the comedy, satire and pathos effec-

tively. To Hunt Stromberg goes consider-

able credit as producer. Norma Shearer is

fine as Mrs. Stephen Haines, whose pride

loses her husband to Crystal Allen, a Fifth

Avenue sales girl, a role excellently enacted

by Joan Crawford. Rosalind Russell is a

delight as a gossipy, inquisitive wife, who
feels she has a stranglehold on her hus-

band, only to lose him to a beautiful, smart

showgirl, cleverly portrayed by Paulette

Goddard. Phyllis Povah gives a splendid per-

formance as a socialite eager to get the

latest gossip. Joan Fontaine has never done

better work than as a young wife, who goes

to Reno, only to discover that she is madly

in love with her husband and that he is

eager to have her return. Mary Boland is a

riot as a countess, who sheds her fourth

husband, only to annex a singing cowboy

as her fifth. Lucile Watson is a standout

as the wise, old mother of Mrs. Haines,

while Virginia Weidler does brilliant work

as the daughter, who brings her parents,

Mr. and Mrs. Haines, together after they

have been divorced and Mr. Haines has mar-

ried Crystal Allen. Marjorie Main gets

much comedy out of her role and Dennie

Moore is good as a manicurist, whose gos-

sip starts much trouble. A fashion show,

in Technicolor, is eye-filling and will be

especially popular with femme fans. Anita

Loos and Jane Murfin fashioned an amus-

ing screenplay. Oliver T. Marsh and Joseph

Ruttenberg furnished high-class photogra-

phy.

CAST: Norma Shearer, Joan Crawford,

Rosalind Russell, Mary Boland, Paulette God-

dard, Phyllis Povah, Joan Fontaine, Virginia

Weidler, Lucile Watson, Florence Nash,

Muriel Hutchison, Esther Dale, Ann Morriss,

Ruth Hussey, Dennie Moore, Mary Cecil,

Mary Beth Hughes, Virginia Grey, Margaret

Main, Cora Witherspoon, Hedda Hopper.

CREDITS: Producer, Hunt Stromberg; Di-

rector, George Cukor; Based on the stage

play by Clare Boothe; Screenplay, Anita Loos

and Jane Murfin; Cameramen, Oliver T.

Marsh and Joseph Ruttenberg; Art Director,

Cedric Gibbons; Associate, Wade B. Rubot-

ton; Editor, Robert J. Kerns; Musical Score,

Edward Ward and David Snell; Recording

Director, Douglas Shearer.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY, A-l.

Beery Prexy of Flat Light

Chicago—Wallace Beery, on ar-

riving here yesterday en route to
Cleveland, announced his election as
president of the Flat Light Screen
Co., of Hollywood. Otto Engle has
been named secretary of the com-
pany.

WHO'S WHO IN HOLLYWOOD
• • • Introducing Interesting Personalities: No. 214 • • •

A LBERT RAY. Born in New Rochelle, N. Y. Attended Townsend Harris Hall

and City College of New York. Spent summer vacations as a member
of Vitagraph stock company, 14th Street in New York. Appeared with sum-

mer stock in Harlem Opera House, New York City, White Plains, N. Y., and

Florida. Directed short subjects for Pathe in the East. Came to Hollywood

in 1915 and directed Ben Turpin for Vogue Film Company. Directed Sunshine

Comedies for Fox. Played opposite Ruth Clifford and Mildred Harris at Uni-

versal. Co-starred with Eleanore Fair at Fox.

First directorial feature was "Scrap Iron" star-

ring Charlie Ray for First National. Directed

nine features starring Ray. Returned to Fox

and directed "Helen and Warren" series. Made
19 features for Fox. Directed Slim Summerville

at Universal. Directed for Warners and Para-

mount in the East. Directed "Molly and Me"

co-starring Joe E. Brown and Belle Bennett, and

"My Lady's Past." Directed at RKO, Columbia

and 20th Century-Fox. Produced two features

for Universal.

Newspaper Critics Launch

Own National Organization

{Continued from Page 1)

nearly 100 critics who had attended
the world premiere of Universal's

"The Under-Pup."
Purpose of the organization, ac-

cording to a prepared announce-
ment, is to "elevate standards of

criticism and comment on movies
co-operate toward the advancement
of the film department as an im-
portant factor in the American
press, co-operate in every way for
the betterment of the film indus-
try."

Harry Martin of the Memphis
Commercial Appeal, was named
temporary chairman and Buck Her-
zog of the Milwaukee Sentinel tem-
porary secretary-treasurer. Keith
Wilson of the Omaha World Herald
and Merle Potter of the Minneap-
olis Tribune were elected to serve
with Martin and Herzog as the
planning committee.
A national convention will be

held, probably in February of each
year, when the editors and critics

will distribute their own awards for

the best acting performances, best
pictures, etc.

Mono. Sets Circuit Deals

Additional circuit deals for Mono-
gram product are announced by
George W. Weeks, general sales

manager. Among the national chains
which have closed commitments for
the 1939-40 line-up are: The Inter-
state and Texas Consolidated The-
aters, Atlanta; Cumberland Amuse-
ments, Tenn.; the Forkey Circuit,

Mass.; John Keogh, Los Angeles;
Baehr Bros., Minneapolis; and the
Hall Industries, Inc., Dallas.

Ingram to Castle

Irvington, N. J.—Marty Ingram,
formerly of the Ritz, Newark, has
been made manager of the Castle.
He starts his new assignment for
Warner Bros, this week.

New Newsreel Chain Opens
First Unit in S. F. Sept. 2

(Continued from Page 1)

to the building at 928 Market St.
Local and world events, edited from
the five international newsreel com-
panies, M-G-M, 20th Century-Fox,
RKO-Pathe, Universal and Para-
mount, will be featured in nine
daily shows of a little over an hour
in length. Arrangements have been
made to fly latest newsreels here
by plane.
The Telenews is small (400 seat-

ing capacity), but luxurious with
streamlined orchestra chairs; a
downstairs recreation and lounge
room equipped with music, news-
papers and easy chairs.

Ellis Levy is the manager, and
Albert S. Roller architect of the
new theater.
The Telenews is the first unit in

a chain, capitalized in the millions,
planned to expand all over the west.
Herbert Scheftel is president of
the company; Edward Reeves, vice-
president; Alfred Burger, secre-
tary; and Paul Warburg, W. French
Githens, and Angier Biddle Duke,
are directors.

Oklahoma Allied to Launch
First Conclave Sept. 26-27

(Continued from Page 1)

tel in Oklahoma City named as
convention headquarters.
The buying pool plan which re-

ceived much discussion here a few
months ago will be brought before
the convention, Orville Von Gulker
chairman of the organizing com-
mittee of Allied has announced. A
constitution for the organization
will be presented and adopted, Von
Gulker also stated.
A number of national speakers

are being sought to address the
convention on legislation, monopolis-
tic practices and similar subjects,
Von Gulker also stated following
a meeting here of the organization
committee which drafted prelimin-
ary plans for the meet.

NEBRASKA'S FALL BIZ

DEPENDS ON ITS CROPS

(Continued from Page 1)

good generally. And the film pros-
pect, along with everything else and
twice as sensitively, depends-* on a
happy agricultural situation^>re.

Nebraska's major keys have seen
transfusion into their ebbing busi-
ness bloodstream via the rip-roar-
ing historicals, the family pictures,
and the better comedies during 1939.
The small priced, and low budget ac-

tion pictures, be they westerns or
otherwise, have seen a tough year,
probably because their clientele has
been hardest hit financially. In
this bracket, Gene Autry 'is the
sole exception.

In the past, Nebraska's legal
battery in the attorney general's
office has popped Bank Night, Bingo,
Job Night, and made widely inter-
preted rulings on the state's strin-

gent lottery law. Giveaways of all

kinds, and for any reason, are
frowned upon. The state seems de-
termined, whether the film business
has faith in its ability to do so or
not, to make it stand on its own
feet. Currently, a new stunt is

being tried, called "Check Night,"
but it's being watched and may
be in the news soon.

Legislatively, 1939 was a good
year. All bills aimed in detrimen-
tal vein at the industry were pock-
eted, but one which would have
helped, the one making it illegal

for operation of free shows as a

merchant come-on in small towns,
was killed, which was a blow to the
small showman.

In Nebraska, this has been a great
year for the family films of the
better type, especially the series
kind. Mickey Rooney came around
just often enongh for the exhib
to lift off the ledgered red, and use
black ink for a change. Had it not
been that this area was four times
in a year the target of junketed
premieres—"Boys' Town," Omaha;
"Dodge City," Dodge City, Kan.;
"Union Pacific," Omaha; and "Ca-
reer," Des Moines, la.—it might
have been worse. Nebraska has
been made keenly aware of the
movie business again.

Robinson Bros, to Reopen
Madison Theater, Detroit

Detroit—Arthur Robinson, of the
Robinson Brothers Circuit, will re-

open the Madison Theater, downtown
house, on September 15, after re-

modeling, including reseating, and
installation of new booth •equipment.
House has been closed a year. It

was formerly a first-run, and head
quarters of United Detroit Theaters
until a year ago.

... Balcony will not be used, reducing
seating to 1,000. Policy for the
house has not been determined, but it

will be booked independently of any
existing combine, Robinson said.
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NLRB Orders Coast Studio Jurisdiction Vote by Sept. 21

WAR APPEARS CERTAINAMONG INDUSTRTUNIONS

Warner Circuit Sales at 78 P. C. of Possibilities
Deals Closed Up 15 Per Cent

Over the Same Time
Last Year

Warner Bros, has closed product
deals for the 1939-40 season to-

taling 78 per cent of circuit possi-

bilities, an increase of 15 per cent
over the same time last year, de-
spite the fact that the company has
completely revised its contract terms
with the coming season's product
calling for higher film rentals than
ever before, Gradwell L. Sears, gen-
eral manager of distribution, an-
nounced yesterday.

Sears expects the company to
(Continued on Page 6)

Film Stocks Ip Despite Crisis
While Europe yesterday was admittedly "up in the air," as was the plane carry-

ing Sir Neville Henderson, British Ambassador, to London with the Nazi reply, motion
picture stock on Wall Street's big board paradoxically did some soaring of their own.

At closing, fractional gains were recorded in all film issues from the previous
day's final quotes, the one exception being Eastman Kodak's preferred. However the
company's common was up a point and a half.

Bond market, as far as pix securities were concerned, was relatively quiet, as were
Curb and Over-the-Counter transactions.

KING WANTS FURTHER I COL, EXHIBS. HUDDLE

PATENT LAW STUDIES

MONOGRAM WILL SHOW

SIX-MONTHS PROFIT

Monogram will show a profit of
approximately $45,000 for the first

six months of this year in the finan-

cial statement which will be released
the latter part of this week, it was
reported yesterday. This will be the
first profit that the two-year old
company has shown.
W. Ray Johnston, prexy, and

(Continued ok Page 6)

Delaware Senate Approves
Plan to Study "Blue" Laws

Wilmington—The State Senate in

Dover has approved the concurrent
resolution, previously adopted by
the House, providing for appoint-
ment of a nine-member commission
to study the need for revising Dela-
ware's 144 year old Sunday "Blue"
laws.
Each house will name four mem-

(Continued on Page 6)

World's Fair to Schedule

"Movie Week" on Program

Plans to hold a Movie Week which
will pay tribute to the film industry
and its players are being discussed
by World's Fair executives, it was
reported last night. Negotiations

(Continued on Page 6)

Washington Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY

Washington—Opposition to revis-
ion of the patent laws as suggested
by the TNEC has been voiced by Sen.
ator William H. King (D-Utah) who
declared in a statement that the pat-
ent situation had not yet been studied
fully enough by the committee.
While he is not opposed to all the

recommendations, King declared,
(Continued on Page 7)

Hearing on Mpls. Program

Length Regulation Heated

Minneapolis — Charges that the
sole purpose of a proposed ordinance
to limit movie programs in Minne-
apolis to two hours and 15 minutes
is an attempt to regulate the indus-
try, was hurled by opponents of the
ordinance at a heated public hearing
held yesterday at the City Hall under

(Continued on Page 7)

ON PRODUCT POLICIES

Moving to bring about closer re-

lations between Columbia and the
exhibitors it sells, the company an-
nounced yesterday that starting
tomorrow it will inaugurate a ser-

ies of conferences between execu-
tives of the company and exhibi-

tors in order to guide the future
(Continued on Page 7)

Paramount Lays Plans for

Speedy War News Coverage

With a European crisis special in

distribution, Paramount News yes-
terday laid plans to ship its films
from Europe with all expediency,
even to the extent of chartering its

own plane if it was deemed neces-
sary, it was learned last night.
Paramount reel now in the the-

aters was shipped via Clipper and it

(Continued on Page 7)

Major Coast Studio Employes to Vote

on IATSE or Guild in Secret Ballot

Eight New Kentucky Houses
Opened; Three Being Built

Louisville—Within the last few
weeks, eight new theaters have
opened in Kentucky and construc-
tion work has been started on three
others, two of them here.
New openings have included the

Kentucky at Latonia, the Gray at
(Continued on Page 7)

Washington Bureau, of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—The National Labor

Relations Board yesterday stepped
into the Hollywood labor tangle
when it order a secret ballot elec-

tion, on or before September 21,

among employes of major studios,

to determine whether they desire to

be represented by the IATSE or

the United Studio Technicians Guild,
(Continued on Page 6)

IATSE Prexy Browne Flatly

Rejects Three-Point Pro-

posal of 4A's

With the AAAA three-point peace
proposal flatly rejected yesterday by
IATSE president George E. Browne
at a three-hour huddle between rep-
resentatives of the two organiza-
tions, the jurisdictional dispute be-
tween the two unions flared into an
open warfare last night that may
embroil the entire film industry in

the middle of a paralyzing strike sit-

uation.
The AAAA had previously threat-

ened a general strike of its actors,

and there is no indication that it

does not intend to follow through
with this plan if necessary, as ratifi-

(Continued on Page 7)

DEADLINE ON MOMAND

ANSWERS THIS WEEK

Oklahoma City—Deadline for fil-

ing by defendants in the A. B. Mo-
mand anti-trust suits asking $4,-

500,000 damages will arrive this

week with defendants' answers to

Momand's petitions due to be filed,

following which filing the issues are

to be joined and trial of the case
(Continued on Page 7)

Westway Trust Defendants

Given More Time to Answer

Baltimore — Counsel for the de-

fendants in the Westway versus
Edgewood and seven major produc-
ing companies asked for a motion of

extension of time and this was con-
sented to by Judge W. Calvin Ches-

(Continued on Page 7)

Expect RKO Hearing to be

Postponed if Bondy Absent

Sources close to the impending
RKO hearing, set for Sept. 20, as-

serted yesterday that, should Fed-
eral Judge William Bondy still be
absent from New York on that date,

(Continued on Page 7)
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
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Col. Picts. vtc. (2l/
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Columbia Picts. pfd.

.

Con. Fm. Ind
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.. .

East. Kodak
do pfd
Cen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc

do pfd
Paramount
Paramount 1st pfd...
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RKO
20th Century-Fox . .
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Warner Bros
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Einfeld Returning to Coast
After Eastern Conferences

Following a visit of some two
weeks to the home office for the pur-
pose of setting campaigns for a num-
ber of Warners' new season features,
Charles Einfeld, company's director
of advertising and publicity, left last
night aboard the 20th Century
Limited for Burbank.
During his New York stay, Einfeld

conferred with Gradwell L. Sears,
Carl Leserman and Mort Blumen-
stock on merchandising "On Your
Toes," "Dust Be My Destiny," "A
Child Is Born," "The Private Lives
of Elizabeth and Essex," "The Roar-
ing Twenties" and "We Are Not
Alone."

Einfeld expects to be back in New
York in about six weeks to co-or-
dinate campaigns for other company
attractions whose release dates fol-

low the group of pictures already
having received planned promotion.

Chicago Warner Club Names
New Board and Officers

Chicago—Board of Governors of
the Warner Club of Chicago, now in-

cludes James E. Coston, Charley
Ryan, Alex Halperin, Larry Stein,
Tom Gilliam, Henry Herbel, H. W.
Wheeler, H. A. Turrell, and I.

H. Barron. Steve Fitzgerald was
named entertainment chairman; I.

H. Barron and Tom Gilliam welfare
directors; James Summers and De-
borah Finnan, will have charge of
the membership drive, and Jimmy
Coston will take care of the loan de-
partment, while Alice Nortman will

continue as treasurer. Al Blasko will

have charge of publicity and Flor-
ence Latch will continue as clubroom
hostess. Charley Ryan was elected
president.

Producers Pictures Planning

Studio at Prescott, Ariz.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY

Hollywood — Producers Pictures
has purchased a site adjacent to
Prescott, Ariz., where studio sound
stages, western street and perman-
ent sets are being erected for filming
of outdoor action pictures. Location
is considered ideal for the production
of westerns. In addition to facilities

for shooting, an administration
building and suitable living quarters
for production personnel, executives,
actors and technicians are being built

under supervision of Robert Stern-
bach, from plans by Art Director
Fred Preble.

Dinner in Honor of Star,

Producer of "Nurse Cavell"

RKO Radio will give an informal
dinner for the press at the Empire
Room of the Waldorf-Astoria at 7:45
tomorrow evening in honor of Herb-
ert Wilcox and Anna Neagle, produc-
er and star of "Nurse Edith Cavell,"
following a private preview of the
picture at the Lexington Ave. Trans-
Lux Theater at 5:45.

Picture is the first one produced
in America by Wilcox under his RKO
releasing arrangement.

ITOA Continues Squawk;
Threatens to "Name Names"

Sounding a warning that the ITOA
is going to press its campaign to

keep film stars off the air with every
means at its disposal, the association
is issuing a new blast today via the
trade paper ad. route that unless the
companies which have not forbidden
their players to appear on radio do
so they will face reprisals by the
ITOA.
The statement asserts that theater

business is "terrible," due, to a great
degree, to the fact that many stars
now appearing in pictures have killed

their value by convincing the public
through the radio that they do not
have the glamour the screen has built
up for them. It further states that
names are not being mentioned at
this time, but that unless the warn-
ing is heeded these people will be
blasted in the near future, and the
ITOA will produce figures to prove
its contentions.

"U" Quotas Being Attained

in Exhib.-Sponsored Drive

With the first month of exhibitor-
sponsored drive for New Universal
nearing completion last night, re-

ports at the home office indicated
that quota marks allocated to ex-
changes throughout the country are
on the verge of being attained in a
number of situations.

Company has received particular
impetus from the fine reception of
"When Tomorrow Comes" and the
impression made on exhibitors by
unanimously enthusiastic reviews on
their release, "The Under-Pup."

Philly Allied Leaves Buying

Up to Individual Members

Philadelphia—Meeting of Eastern
Pennsylvania Allied unit here yes-
terday was a three-hour session with
practically all of it a discussion of
such trade problems as high film
rentals, interchange of allocations,

clearance, buying, etc.

Handling of 1939-1940 buying was
left up to individual members, but
some exhibs. intend to close their
theaters rather than pay the new
season prices.

Buffalo to Bar Children

in Fight on Polio Spread

Buffalo—Infantile Paralysis situa-

tion here, worst in five years, yes-
terday caused the Board of Health
to request all theater managers to

prohibit admission of children 14
years or under. Managers indicated
they would comply with request.

2d Week for "Fifth Ave. Girl"
"Fifth Avenue Girl," having out-

grossed in four days all RKO Radio
productions to play the Music Hall
this season, will be held over for a
second week, giving it playing time
over the Labor Day week-end.

Yesterday's business at the Music
Hall was the best any RKO picture

has rung up in three years for a
weekday, with $16,000 taken in at
the box office.

cominG am Gome

HERBERT J. YATES, MRS. YATES, RICHARC
YATES, and MR. and MRS. GENE AUTRY sai
from England tomorrow on the Manhattan foi
New York.

WALTER J. HUTCHINSON arrives today fron
the Coast.

on
S. CHARLES EINFELD left for the C^rp last

night after a brief stay here.

HAROLD SCHUSTER, director, is en route to

England on the Mauretania.

W. RAY JOHNSTON, SCOTT DUNLAP and
TREM CARR leave for Hollywood tonight.

SOL LESSER and his wife are at the Sherry
Netherland.

EARL CARROLL has returned to Hollywood.

CONSTANCE BENNETT is at the Waldorf.

JACK L. WARNER has cancelled his European
trip and is remaining on the Coast.

BERT LAHR and RAY BOLGER have arrived
from Hollywood.

DANIEL T. O'SHAY, Selrnick International
secretary, arrives here today from the Coast.

H. M. WARNER, DAVID ROSE and DAN CAR-
ROLL are scheduled to sail from England today
in the Queen Mary.

ROY BENJAMIN, architect for the Sparks
circuit in Florida, EUCENE J. GILBERT, architect
for the Saenger circuit in Louisiana, DONALD P.
COLE, Massachusetts exhib., and M. A. LIGHT-
MAN, Paramount partner in Tennessee, were
visitors during the past few days at the Para-
mount World's Fair Lounge.

EDWARD G. ROBINSON is due here tomor-
row from Europe on the Washington.

JOAN PERRY is vacationing in New York.

F. J. A. McCARTHY, Eastern sales manager
for Universal, left for Boston last night for a
short stay, returning here the end of the week.

SAM MARX, Columbia story editor, has re-
turned to New York after a tour of the Summer
stock companies.

LEO ABRAMS, Universal short subjects man-
ager, left last night on a trip to Albany, Buf-
falo and Syracuse.

LUIS ENRIQUE PEREZ, Republic distributor in

Venezuela, arrives here tomorrow from Caracas.

World Releasing "The City"
"The City," documentary film

dramatizing the need for urban plan-
ning which has been showing at the
World's Fair, has been acquired by
World Pictures for world wide dis-

tribution, it was announced yester-
day.

Lofink Leaving Fabian
Albany—George Lofink, purchas-

ing agent and contact man for the
Fabian Circuit with headquarters in

The Palace here, has resigned and
will become affiliated with an indie

chain in New York Sept. 1.

Best wishes from THE FILM DAILY
to the following on their birthdays:

AUGUST 30

Joan Blondell
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Eor generations we have laughed and wept

over the warmly human pages of Margaret

Sidney's celebrated novel. As a motion pic-

ture it will appeal to a pre-

sold audience of liter-

ally millions of readers.'
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WB CIRCUIT SALES

UP 15% TO 78%
(Continued from Page 1)

hit an all time high on contracts

this year, as he believes the com-
pany has the finest product lineup

in its history. He also points to

the fact that the company started

its selling season this year earlier

than ever before, in addition to the
strength of the product, as being-

responsible for the increase in the

number of contracts closed. At this

time last year the company had
closed 63 per cent of its circuit pos-
sibilities.

Maximum of sales possibilities is

expected to be attained by the com-
pany on exhibition accounts in the
near future as a large number of

deals are in the home office now for
approval, it was stated.

Circuit deals closed include the
following: Mullins & Pinanski Cir-

cuit; Comerford Theaters Inc.; RKO
Theaters in New York and out of

town; Schine Theaters; Shea-Pub-
lix Theaters in Buffalo; Famous
Players Canadian Corp.; Maine and
New Hampshire Circuit; Loew's
Theaters, New York City; Wilmer
& Vincent Circuit; Gibralter Enter-
prises, Inc., in Colorado; Interstate
Theater Circuit, Texas; Balaban &
Katz Theaters, Chicago; Fox-West
Coast Theaters, Red Wood Theaters,
Inc., California.

Also, Consolidated Amusement
Co., Honolulu; Warner Bros. The-
aters, Inc.; Frisina Amusement Co.;

Thalheimer Theaters, Richmond,
Va.; Manos Theaters. Western
Penn.; Robb & Rowley, Texas; Blu-
menfeld Circuit, California; Sterl-

ing Chain Theaters, Seattle, Wash.;
Fourth Ave. Amusement Co., Louis-
ville, Ky.; and the Libson Theaters,
Cincinnati and Louisville.

Wfe: Wednesday, August 30, 193$;

Delaware Senate Approves

Plan to Study "Blue" Laws

(Continued from Page 1)

bers. The Senate chose the Rev.
Ralph L. Minker as the ninth mem-
ber. The House ratified this selec-

tion, as provided in the resolution.
The Senate defeated a judiciary

committee amendment for the nine
member commission to report to

the "next session of the General
Assembly" instead of to the "ses-
sion of the next General Assembly"
(in 1941), as provided in the orig-
inal resolution. Attorneys said this

meant that if the legislature should
recess for 90 days, the report would
be returned at the end of that time.

Monogram to Show Profit

of $45,000 for Half Year

(Continued from Page 1)

Scott R. Dunlap, production chief-
tain, leave for the Coast tonight fol-
lowing a board meeting and execu-
tive conferences in New York which
Dunlap came on from Hollywood to
attend.

with PHIL A4. DALTi

• • • IN addition to an unusually fine exploitation section crowded

with merchandising tie-ups the campaign book on Metro's "The Wo-
men" springs a novelty a separate section labeled Special Sup-

plement for The Women made standard newspaper size an

eight-page surprise for the ladies that newspapers in key spots are

grabbing ior it is loaded down with scenes from the M-G-M iirst

big-gun of the new season, and special articles on fashion foibles, decor-

ation of the home, furniture modes, and other catchy items that will

intrigue the average woman of course the trick that appeals to

the newspaper publisher and editor is the set-up for selling the local

advertising accounts a nifty array of ad layouts all ready for the

local advertiser just to insert his name the copy covers such a

variety of stores as pet shops, employment agencies, department stores,

sporting goods, fashion shops, beauty parlors, luggage shops, camera

supplies and every ad is dressed with alluring and appropriate

stills from the picture here is a splendid example of the modern

trend in picture-selling making it so appealing and profitable to

the newspaper editor that he can't very well resist

O O • LOOK at the luscious lineup of exploitation cam-
paigns mapped by Paramount's ad chief Robert Gillham

for forthcoming pix "Honeymoon In Bali" is penciled in

for a world premiere in Wheeling, W. Va., home town of four-

year-old Carolyn Lee, daughter of a steel mill worker, on

Sept. 12 when the Wheeling steel workers have their annual

jamboree "Jamaica Inn" will have a world premiere in

Houston, Tex., on Sept. 15 "What A Life" will be given pre-

release screenings in key cities throughout the country where
the stage play was a hit, on or about Oct. 1 for "Disputed

Passage" the author of this best-seller, Lloyd C. Douglas, will

make a cross-country tour and the campaign will be tied in

with his bookings

T T T
• • • CROSS-SECTION of public opinion secured on a motion

picture in advance of release was one of the novel ideas employed by
Russell Birdwell and Associates in their special six-weeks cam-

paign on "Nurse Edith Cavell" they had a jury assembled from

various walks of life doctors, lawyers, ministers, housewives, etc.

sit in on a screening and fill out charts to indicate just what angle

of the picture hit them the hardest in this way a very definite

advertising campaign with concise and proven angles was put into

execution then there were special dedications to Nurse Edith Cavell

at Jasper National Park, a Nurse Edith Cavell Day at the World's Fair

and various syndicated columnists were induced to play up the

unusual story of the picture in an effort to reach those who do not or-

dinarily attend movies

T T T
9 • • SUCCESS, success the returns are piling in on
that "Under-Pup" party at Scranton, Pa Universal's home
office is in a dither of delight wire service stories are break-

ing all over the nation tear sheets from key cities carry-

ing the correspondents' dispatches of the premiere call for a

special room to hold 'em Gloria Jean is on the Movie Map
in a Big Way the press was more than generous, all the

Universal execs, agree the eight-day junket and campaign
for the visiting newspapermen from the key cities, and the pre-

miere were -superbly handled by Louis Pollock, eastern ad chief

for Universal, and his staff Sid Davidson, Hank Linet,

Herbert Lewis, Carl Rigrod and James Macfarland

COAST STUDIO VOTE

ORDERED BY SEPT. 21

(Continued from Page 1)

or by neither, with all employes
voting as a single unit.

Action follows a bitterly waged
court fight on the Coast between
the IATSE and the USTG, (;^er
union in a petition claiming its

right as a bargaining agent by vir-

tue of its membership. Substantia-
tion of the numerical membership
claims of the USTG has never been
had. Jurisdiction of the IATSE
has been recognized for years in all

studios with IA sole bargaining
agent for its members.

Action of the NLRB follows a
hearing which was held on August
21 at Los Angeles before a trial

examiner of the Board. The follow-
ing day all parties entered into an
agreement, subject to the approval
of the Board, providing for elec-

tion by secret ballot among em-
ployes who have been employed 60
working days from January 1, 1939,
to July 15, 1939, and who are with-
in stipulated categories of employ-
ment.
The following studios are involved

in the vote: Columbia, Metro-Gold-
wyn-Mayer, Paramount, RKO, Wal-
ter Wanger, 20th Century-Fox, Uni-
versal, Warner Brothers, United
Artists, including Samuel Goldwyn,
and Hal Roach.

(!

k

M&P, IATSE Representatives
Meet on Boston Ushers Strike
Boston—M & P Theaters Corp.

and the IATSE met yesterday in
an effort to settle the present
ushers' strike which began 20 days
ago at the Metropolitan, in the
heart of the local theater district,

and spread to 10 other Boston and
suburban circuit houses, all affil-

iated with Paramount. Union ush-
ers have ceased picketing and have
returned to work on the understand-
ing that no discrimination will be
made against them.

Richard Walsh is in town for the
IATSE and is sitting in on the con-
ference. It is understood that there
will be no closed shop at the M &
P houses as is the case at the local

RKO and Loew theaters where the
Local B 4 was earlier recognized.
The union is expected to settle for
working hour adjustments and small
salary increases.

World's Fair to Schedule

"Movie Week" on Program

(Continued from Page 1)

were conducted prior to the Fair's
opening for a participation by the
industry, but they fell through. Per-
sonal appearances of stars and spe-
cial screenings would be part of the
Movie Week celebration if plans go
through, it was said.

"Sherlock Holmes" at Roxy
"The Adventures of Sherlock

Holmes," with Basil Rathbone, and
Nigel Bruce opens Friday at the
Roxy.

?pV;.
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ACTORS-STAGEHANDS

UNION WAR THREATENS

{Continued from Page 1)

cation of the action has already been
made by the membership.
Showdown will probably come on

LaV~^ Day when Vinton Freedley
ph " to reopen his show, in which
Sophie Tucker was appearing. Sus-
pended by Equity, she is automatical-
ly barred from the stage and the
stagehands have threatened to strike

the show in retaliation. Equity has
demanded that if its some 70 mem-
bers in the show are thrown out of

work by a stagehands' strike that

the SAG call a strike of actors on
the Coast to retaliate against the
stagehands, with both organizations
certain to gather momentum in their

reprisals if they reach this stage, it

was believed last night.

4A's Three Rejected Points

Proposal of the AAAA rejected by
Browne embraced the following
points: 1. That the IATSE with-
draw from interfering in actors

affairs. 2. That the variety field be
administered by a non-partisan com-
mittee of 10 for 90 days. 3. That a

fair election by the performers in

the variety field be held to settle in

all respects its final destiny. In addi-

tion to this the 4A's was equally

adamant that Ralph Whitehead, ex-

ecutive secretary of the AFA, be
barred from the acting field.

To all these points Browne gave
flat rejections and refused to desert

either Whitehead or the AFA, which
was chartered by the IATSE after

the AAAA revoked its charter.

In a statement from the AAAA
last night it was asserted that it

would never submit to jurisdiction by
the IATSE, and that it had accepted
the clear cut issue which confronted
it. It was also stated that Browne
had made clear his intention of

gaining jurisdiction over the acting

field at the meeting, and that the
International Board of the 4A's and
the entire membership were unani-
mously united in their determination
to fight this threat to a finish.

Possibility of a desertion of the

A F of L by the AAAA loomed also

last night, although it wras not ex-

pected it would make this move, if

it does, until it presents its case
before the A F of L convention this

fall. Rumors that it might join the

CIO have also been prevalent since

the dispute started, but executives

of the AAAA organization hotly

deny this, stating that they would
rather function as an autonomous
and independent union without affili-

ation than join the CIO.

It's Mediation or War
Following yesterday's meeting

there seemed to be no further pos-
sible chance of settling the row un-
less it can be mediated by some third

party, and both organizations indi-

cated that they were preparing to

fight, but no information could be
had as to what the initial action of

either side would be.

Ralph Morgan, Ken Thomson and
Laurence Beilenson, who came here
following preliminary negotiations

Mayer Heads Charity Ball Game
San Francisco—Louis B. Mayer, head of M-G-M, has accepted honorary chairmanship

of annual charity baseball game of Hollywood stars to be played here Sept. 17 in Seals

Stadium.
Mayer said the event will bring a major part of Hollywood film colony to San Fran-

cisco. Before the game a pageant will present a spectacular array of Hollywood beauties,

actors, bands and floats.

It is the first time this annual game has been played outside Los Angeles, and will

be for benefit of Christmas funds of San Francisco newspapers.

Hearing on Mpls. Program Senator King Wants Further

Length Regulation Heated Studies of Patent Law Issue

(Continued from Page 1)

the auspices of the Minneapolis or-

dinance and legislative committee.
L. B. Schwartz, attorney for

Northwest Allied, speaking in favor
of the ordinance, cited facts to prove
his contention that movie programs
running longer than two hours and
15 minutes are detrimental to health.

John F. Bonner, assistant city at-

torney, handed down his opinion,

giving his reasons for considering
the proposed ordinance invalid.

Theodore Hayes and Lester Lud-
wig, representing the Minnesota
Amusement Co., opposed the pro-
posed ordinance on the grounds that
it is an attempt to regulate the in-

|

dustry.
A. W. Steffes, president of the

|

Northwest Allied, declared that
every independent is unanimously in

favor of the proposed ordinance. He
predicted that unless it is adopted
the city within a very short time
would be flooded vTith double and
even triple bills. Further action was
referred to the city ordinance and
legislative committee.

Columbia and Exhibitors

Huddle on Product Policies

(Continued from Page 1)

production policy of the company
through determining exhibitor needs.

First huddle will be held tomor-
row morning at 11 o'clock with
Prexy Harry Cohn, Jack Cohn and
Abe Montague, general sales man-
ager, representing the company.
Among the exhibs. who will attend
are Si Fabian, Dave Chatkin,
Charles Heyman and Izzy Rappa-
pori.

So. Calif. Commercial

Preview Decision Sept. 8

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — President Alfred A.

Galston of the Independent Theater
Owners' Ass'n of Southern Califor-

nia and Arizona, announced yester-
day that William F. Rodgers, chair-

man of Fair Trade Practice Code
Committee, expects to have final de-
cision of the committee on commer-
cial previews and move over situation

in this territory ready for submission
to the association on Sept. 8.

on the Coast, prepared to leave New
York tonight for Hollywood, appar-
ently convinced that they can do
nothing more to settle the row.
Thomson and Paul Dulzell, of Ac-

tors' Equity, represented the AAAA ,

at yesterday's meeting, with Browne
and another IA representative pres-
ent for the stagehands. No execu-
tive of the IA or AFA could be
reached last night for any comment.

(Continued from Page 1)

"Not only is it premature, but it

seems improper for the committee
to recommend substantive changes
in the patent law, as suggested by
the Department of Justice, when the

subject matter of the recommenda-
tions has not been fully studied by
the committee."
Recommendation which drew

King's heaviest fire was the com-
mittee's suggestion that restrictive

licenses should be outlawed. The
Utah Senator quoted the Supreme
Court decision of last term on Gen-
eral Talking Pictures vs. Western
Electric upholding restrictive licen-

ses involving use of amplifier tubes
in theaters when outlawed in li-

cense granted to GTPC.
"Under the decision the patentee

can divide up his patent right, per-

mitting the use of the device in some
fields and prohibiting it in other
fields," King declared. Pointing out
that the high court disregarded the
plea of the Justice Department in

that case to rule such practice il-

legal, King said the effect of the
committee recommendation would
be to adopt the Justice Department
view "and declare these restrictive

licenses are not reasonably within
the reward which the patentee is

entitled to secure."

Paramount Lays Plans for

Speedy War News Coverage

(Continued from Page 1)

rutstripped all regular methods of
delivery by a considerable length of

time. Entire staff worked all day
and night Sunday preparing it.

A. J. Richard, Paramount News
editor, yesterday stressed the im-
portance of maintaining European
new^s delivery schedules to this coun-
try as what happens in Europe has
a direct bearing on the rest of the
world. He said that the newsreel's
European staff was geared for any
emergency and was capable of cover-
ing all strategic scenes of action.

Eight New Kentucky Houses

Opened; Three Being Built

{Continued from Page 1)

Grayson, the Swan at Brownsville,
the Grand at Owensboro, the Lyric
at Beattyville, the Viv at Corbin,
the Hi-Land in Louisville and the
Alice at Sebree.

Settos of Indianapolis is erecting
a new house at St. Matthews. Ky.,

suburban Louisville; the Williston
interests are building a new Negro
theater here, and the Chickasaw
Amusement Co. of Covington, Tenn.,
is building a new house at Benton,
Ky.

DEADLINE ON MOMAND

ANSWERS THIS WEEK

(Continued from Page \)

started in Federal District Court
here.

It is understood that the trial may
be started late in September if

Judge A. P. Murrah's docket can
be cleared to permit this procedure.

Momand is seeking damages
for alleged monopolistic practices
against him by the Griffith Amuse-
ment Company and affiliated or-

ganizations as well as major pro-
ducers and distributors.

D of J Oklahoma Brief
May Be Filed This Week

Oklahoma City—Though not due
until Sept. 5, it is understood that
the Dept. of Justice memorandum
brief in its anti-trust dissolution
suit against the Griffith companies,
may be filed in U. S. District court
here this week.

Briefs of defendants in substan-
tiation of their motion asking that
the government be forced to give
more details, and a bill of particu-
lars have already been filed. Fol-
lowing filing of the Government
briefs, defense attorneys will then
have another five days in which to

file their answers.
It is understood then that Judge

Edgar S. Vaught, in whose court
the trial is to be conducted, will then
rule on the motions and order a
pre-trial conference in order to get
the actual trial itself under way
during October.

Expect RKO Hearing to be

Postponed if Bondy Absent

(Continued from Page 1)

proceedings w*ill probably be ad-
journed to a later date.
Another development yesterday

anent the proposed issuance of the
new RKO Corp. common stock was
reported to be that the SEC does not
intend to concern itself directly with
the matter of price, but specifically

with the economic background at-
tending the issuance, although this

could not be confirmed.
Because of the continued interna-

tional crisis, without much diminu-
tion of the threats of war, Wall
Street channels were reluctant to
give its viewys as to the effect hostil-

ities, or the threat of them, would
have on the underwriting of the new
issue.

Westway Trust Defendants

Given More Time to Answer

(Continued from Page 1)

nut in the Federal District Court
here.
An order was given by the court

extending the time to September 13

for filing answers to complaints and
to the showr cause order.
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ITOA Asks Majors to Adopt Arbitration for 1939-40

D OF J FILES COAST CRWNAL CONTEMPTACTION

N. J. Allied Confab to Attempt Duals Elimination
Leaders Will Press Ending of

Two Features; To Ask
Majors' Help

"Death to duals" will be one of

the principal battle cries of Allied

of New Jersey's 20th annual con-
vention next Wednesday, Thursday
and Friday, in the Ritz Carlton Ho-
tel, Atlantic City, it was asserted
yesterday by organization leaders

who will press for the "reform,"
with the hope that the conclave
will vote the move and adopt
a program whereby duals-elimina-
tion can be effectuated.

While this is not the first in-

{Continued on Page 8)

FILMS CREaTTNEW

PROBLEMS IN FRANCE

Quebec—Development of the mov-
ing picture industry has created
new and complicated problems for
courts and lawyers, Jacques Char-
pentier, Batonnier of the Paris bar,
told the annual meeting of the Cana-
dian Bar Association here.
As the representative of the French

legal profession at the meeting of
Canadian lawyers, M. Charpentier

(Continued on Page 8)

Key "Hollywood Cavalcade"

Showings Set for Sept. 29

Trade showings of the 20th-Fox
production, "Hollywood Cavalcade,"
will be held at key city exchanges
throughout the country on Septem-
ber 29, according to Herman Wob-

(Continued on Page 7)

Possible GB Dividend
London (By Cable)— In view of the

improved finances of the company, Isi-

dore Ostrer, chairman, Caumont British,

believes that resumption of ordinary
dividends might be possible when the
results for the current year are shown.

€HV Financing to be Set Next Week
Financing of Grand National will be completed by the end of next week, well-in-

formed sources told THE FILM DAILY yesterday, indicating that the RFC loan of

$400,000 is set and lacks only the formality of notification. On Monday, last, Educational

and CN stockholders paved the way for the Government loan by approving the Felt &
Co. plan, by terms of which some $1,000,000 would be available to GN within

48 hours after the RFC made the loan.

UA Plans Most Ambitious Program

for 1940-41; Will Stress Quality
United Artists plans the most am-

bitious program in the company's
history for
1940-41, with
its entire
producer ros-

t e r concen-
trating o n
bigger p i c-

tures with
general i n-
creases in

budget ex-

p e n d itures,

Murray Sil-j

verstone,- UA
chieftain told

The Film
Daily yes-

terday following his return from

MURRAY SILVERSTONE

Coast huddles.
He disclosed that deals are being

negotiated now with producers on
the Coast and in England to ex-

pand the producer roster, but he
said that this did not mean that

any large numerical increase in the

number of pictures the company
would produce was planned, as the

company's producers have tentative

product lineups that stress quality

and not quantity.
"War or no war, our plans are

not likely to be changed in any way
as I am firmly convinced that the

public will accept only top flight

product with real entertainment
value in either case," he said. He
amplified this statement by point-

(Continued on Page 6)

Government Charges Consent
Decree Entered in 1930

Has Been Violated
By MILTON F. LUNCH

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington— Criminal con-

tempt proceedings were brought
yesterday by the Department
of Justice against the majors on
the West Coast, for alleged viola-

tion of a consent decree, entered in

1930 between the majors and' the
government. This stringent action
follows department investigations
on the West Coast for the past sev-

eral years under the regime of

Thurman Arnold.
The criminal charges were brought

(Continued on Page 7)

STRIKE CALLTET

ON IATSE WALKOUT

TMAT Reported to Strike at Connecticut Houses

A strike at two theaters operated
j

Treasurers Union this week-end, it

by the Peskey-Loew-Baranco circuit was reported yesterday. At the
. ~ ,

.

, „ -j--.- -., ! union s executive board meeting this
in Connecticut may be called by the 1 week authorization to strike was
Theatrical Managers, Agents and 1 (Continued on- Page %)

Wants Immediate Application

of Code for Exhib. Benefit
n

Monogram 6-Month Contracts

Over 500 Ahead of Last Year

Financial report of Monogram,
to be mailed tomorrow to company's

(Continued on Page 8)

ITOA, at a meeting of that exhib.

body in the Hotel Astor yesterday,
passed two important resolutions, the

first of which empowered the organ-
ization to ask Columbia, RKO, Uni-

(Continued on Page 8)

Strike of all actors throughout the
country may be called Monday night
if the stagehands' union refuses to

allow its members to work at the re-
opening of the Vinton Freedley show
Monday, because of Sophie Tucker's
suspension by Equity, it was reliably

reported last night. This course of
(Continued on Page 7)

Wilmington Police to Check
on "Blue" Activities Sunday

Wilmington — In connection with
the campaign to enforce Delaware
"blue" laws, Attorney General James

(Continued on Page 8)

"Star Maker" Big
Paramount's "The Star Maker," latest

Bing Crosby starrer, got off to an ex-

ceptional start at the Paramount yes-

terday. At five p.m. admissions were
$300 better than the opening day-'s re-

ceipts on "Beau Geste."
Robert M. Weitman, manager of the

house, estimated the picture would ex-

ceed 510,000 for the day.
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat 1 1 V4 IT/4 IT/4 •

Co !
. Picts. vtc. (21/2%) 8 7'/g 77/s + %

Columbia Picts. pfd

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd
East. Kodak 167 167 167 + 2
do pfd 170'/2 170 170 — 1

Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's. Inc 42 41 41

do pfd
8% 8 Vi •

Paramount 1st pfd
Paramount 2nd pfd... 10V4 10 10 + V?

Pathe Film 10V4 95/s 93/4 — 3/8

RKO 1 % 1% 1% + '/a

20th Century-Fox . . . 17% 17% 173/8 _ Vn

70th Century-Fox pfd
Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros 41/2 41/4 41/4 — Vh

do pfd 51 51 51 — 1

Rose Arriving to Set Para.

English Production Plans

Production program of Paramount
in England for the coming season
will be set at huddles starting next
week in the home office when David
Rose, English chieftain for (the com-
pany, arrives here to confer with
prexy Barnev Balaban and Y. Frank
Freeman, studio production head.
Rose is scheduled to sail next week

on the Normandie. His sailing, how-
ever, is contingent on the European
war situation. If war develops he will
remain in England. Program outlined
by Rose for the coming year is re-
ported to be the most ambitious the
company has ever planned. It is

expected that Rose will secure some
valuable story properties while here
to meet his production needs, and
will also make , arrangements to

borrow some of Paramount's top-
flight stars for his productions.
Rose is bringing with him a print

of the recently completed "French
Without Tears."

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith B. F. ref. 6s46
Loew's deb. 3V2s46. . 102'/4 102 102
Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. 6s55
Para. Picts. cv. 3 V4s47
RKO 6s41

Warner Bros.' cv. 6s39
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48 86 85 85—1

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts

Sonotone Corp 13^ \3/s ^3/i
Technicolor 14 1334 14 + %
Trans-Lux
Universal Corp. vtc

Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES

Bid Asked
Pathe Film 7 pfd IOOV2
Fox Thea. Office Bldg. 1st '46... 33/8 43/4
Loew's Thea. Realty 6s 1st '47

Met. Playhouse, Inc. 2nd deb. '45
. . 65 69

Roxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st '57 623^ 65
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M-G-M Arranges "Women"
Tieup with American Gas Co.

M-G-M and the American Gas Co.
have arranged a series of tieups on
"The Women." Under the plan,
American Gas offices around the
country will exhibit an elaborate
kitchen setup, with credits to the
picture, and feature displays of Ser-
vel refrigerators and Tappan stoves.

National advertising space is to be
taken by the gas company with tie-

ups on credits and stills from the pic-

ture, to break locally in connection
with the premiere at Grauman's
Chinese, Los Angeles, next Thurs-
day.

Ross Federal Dist. Managers
Meeting in H. O. Conferences

District managers of Ross Federal
Research Corp. are meeting at the
home office for a series of confabs
to outline Fall and Winter plans and
policies with home office executives.
In for the meetings are Harold Lund,
Eastern Division manager; Walter
Anderson, head of the Southern dis-

trict; Ruel Williams, from the West
Coast; and J. A. Kraker, from the
Mid-Atlantic district. President
Harry A. Ross is presiding.

WB Managers in Town
Robert Smeltzer, Warner central

district manager with headquarters
in Washington; F. W. Beiersdorf,
Warner Washington branch man-
ager; and Harry Seed, Warner
Pittsburgh branch manager, were
in New York yesterday for confer-
ences; with Roy Haines, Eastern and
Canadian sales manager.

Quimby Takes Over FW Para.

Fort Wayne, Ind.—Quimby Thea-
ters, Inc., has taken a lease on the
Paramount and will reopen the house
with a first-run policy without stage
shows. M. Marcus will continue as
manager.

Thursday, August 31, 1931

Warners "Bill of Rights"

Premieres at Williamstown

Williamstown, Mass. — Warners'
historical Technicolor short "The
Bill of Rights" had its world pre-
miere last night at the National
Conference of Christians and Jews,
before 2,000 delegates.

Climax of the evening was a
Coast-to-Coast radio symposium
over the NBC Blue network, on
the Bill of Rights, with distinguish-
ed guests of the Conference and War-
ner players taking part. From
Hollywood Paul Muni, Jane Bryan,
John Litel, James Stephenson and
Henry O'Neill spoke. They were
accompanied by the NBC Symphony
orchestra.
Frank Kingdon, of the University

of Newark acted as master of cere-
monies at Williamstown, with Frank
Porter Graham, George N. Schuster,
Carlton J. H. Hayes and Fannie
Hurst as speakers.

Washington Warner Club
Elects Crouch President

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington— George A. Crouch

has been elected president of the
Warner Club of Washington. John
J. Payette continues as honorary
president of the club, which is affili-

ated with the national organization
of Warner Clubs.
The following have been elected

as vice-presidents in charge of spe-
cial activities: Welfare, Harry E.
Holmeyer; entertainment, Fred
Thomas; membership, Fred McMil-
lan; chairman of the committee on
contributions and loans, C. E. Mc-
Gowan.
Nat B. Browne, was made secre-

tary of the club, while George Larkin
was elected treasurer.

To Examine Tarkington
Stipulation was filed yesterday in

Federal Court in which Booth Tar-
kington consented to an examina-
tion before trial in his suit i

for $100,-

000 damages, an injunction and an
accunting, against Warner Bros.

Pictures, Inc. Until Tarkington
testifies on a date to be agreed up-
on, a trial of the; suit will be stayed,

the stipulation stated.

Tarkington claims misappropria-
tion of his literary property by the

defendant in its film "Penrod And
His Twin Brother." Warner Bros.

are counter ..claiming for $18,750,

claiming that certain stories sold

to it by Tarkington were in the
public domain.

"Oz" in 3rd Capitol Week
M-G-M's "The Wizard of Oz" goes

into its third week at the Capitol
today. On the stage will be Judy
Garland, Bert Lahr and Ray Bolger,
all of whom appear in the film.

Mickey Rooney has been called back
to the Coast to appear in the next of

the "Hardy" series.

"Real Glory" Opens Sept. 16
"The Real Glory," latest Samuel

Goldwyn production, has been set to

open at the Rivoli on September 16.

cominG add come

HERMAN WOBBER, general manager of dis

tribution for 20th-Fox, returns from the Coas:
next week.

HARRY M. WARNER, Warner prexy, BOI
HOPE and wife, and DAN CARROLL retun
from Europe next Monday on the Que<- Mary

GLORIA JEAN, Universale juvenr>n
N

star
left last night for Chicago to make a persona
appearance with her film, "The Under-Pup" a(

the Roosevelt Theater.

WILLIAM C. GEHRINC, central division sale:

manager for 20th-Fox, left last night for Mon-
treal to negotiate a product deal with United
Amusement Corp.

E. W. HAMMONS, CN prexy, leaves New
York in mid-September for the Coast.

SCOTT R. DUNLAP, Monogram's production
chief, and TREM CARR, producer, left New
York yesterday for Hollywood.

RALPH MORGAN, KENNETH THOMSON and
LAURENCE BEILENSON left for the Coast yes-
terday via TWA.
SONJA HENIE, MRS. HENIE, BELLE RICHARDS

ind ARTHUR WURTZ planed out of New York
yesterday via TWA for the Coast.

VICTOR ORSATTI, agent, leaves New York
today by plane for Hollywood.

TEX RITTER, Monogram's western star, who
is on a p. a. tour, arrives today in New York for

home office visit from Oxford, Pa.

JOSEPH BERNHARD, general manager of War
ner Bros, theaters, returned to New York yes
terday from a meeting with the entire staff of

the Cleveland zone, accompanied by HARRY
GOLDBERG, circuit's advertising manager.

SAM E. MORRIS, Warner vice-prexy, sails

today from Rio de Janeiro, where he attended
the premiere of "Juarez" last night, for a sales

meeting in Buenos Aires. He will return to

New York on Oct. 2.

EDWARD G. ROBINSON, who has been vaca-
tioning in Europe, with his wife and son, ar-

rives home today on the U. S. liner Washington.

MORRIS H. SIMPSON, Para, exec, also ar-
rives today on the Washington.

NORMA SHEARER, GRACE MOORE and ELSA
MAXWELL are returning from Paris on the Man-
hattan.

LARRY GOLOB of the Warner publicity de-
partment leaves tomorrow for a business trip to

the company's Burbank studio.

WILLIAM ZALKEN, publicity director of the
St. Louis Municipal Opera Co., is in New York
for a short stay.

J. CHEEVER COWDIN, chairman of the Uni-
versal board, has returned from the Coast.

RAY BOLCER is en route East for p.a.'s at

the Capitol with "The Wizard of Oz."

HAROLD B. FRANKLIN has arrived at the
Coast from New York.

FRANKLYN WARNER, president of Fine Arts,

is here from the Coast.

NEIL HAMILTON has planed in from the
Coast for a short stay.

GEORGE HAYES is en route from the Coast
for his first visit in 20 years to his home town,
Wellesville, N. Y.

W. P. LIPSCOMB, scenarist, will sail from
London Sept. 15 for the U. S.

GEORGE BROWNE, IATSE prexy, has returned
to his New York headquarters from Chicago.

Best wishes from THE FILM DAILY
to the following on their birthdays:

AUGUST 31

Si Seadler Hugh Harman
Fredric March Frances Gross

John Garrick Phil Charig

Frank Marsales Morris L. Steuerman
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THERE'S A FORTUNE
IN YOUR PALM!

The Previews of M-G-M's "The Women'
"Babes in Arms" have been held!

and

When you see them for yourself you will under'

stand the furore they have created.

No season has ever, thus early, yielded two such

sensational attractions.

Previews of other early releases from M-G-M will be

held shortly. What you have heard is true. M-G-M
is racing far ahead of the entire field. The wise

money is on Leo!

NORMA SHEARER -JOAN CRAWFORD
Rosalind Russell in "THE WOMEN" with

Mary Bolond • Paulette Goddard
Phyllis Povoh • Joan Fontaine • Virginia

Weidler • Lucile Watson • From the

Play by Clare Boothe • By Arrange-
ment With Max Gordon Plays and
Pictures Corporation • Screen Play by
Anita Loos and Jane Murfin • Directed

by George Cukor • Produced by
Hunt Stromberg

MICKEY ROONEY and JUDY GARLAND
in "BABES IN ARMS" with Charles Win-

ninger • Guy Kibbee • June Preisser

Grace Hayes • Betty Jaynes • Douglas

McPhail • Rand Brooks • Leni Lynn

John Sheffield • Screen Play by Jack

McGowan emd Kay Van Riper • Based

on the Play by Richard Rodgers and

Lorenz Hart • Directed by Busby

Berkeley • Produced by Arthur Freed



(June 29 - July 12) . .
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the picture that's now sweeping the subse-

quent runs to unprecedented business!
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's opening to such terrific business

everywhere
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A HOT-WEATHER
AVERAGE OF
ALMOST $90,000
A WEEK!. ..that's
what we mean when we say
BIG ONES from mO RADIO!
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UA PLANS AMBITIOUS

PROGRAM FOR 1940-41

(Continued from Page 1)

ing out that in the event of war,
pictures for domestic distribution

would have to be big attractions to

interest the public and in any scene

of war, exhibition of pictures would
have to provide the public with real

entertainment or it would not be
worthwhile trying to show them at

all.

Only Big Pix Will Succeed

Silverstone said that he had dis-

cussed the world-wide situation with
David 0. Selznick, UA producer, and
that Selznick had also stated he
was firmly convinced that only big
pictures will make a dent in any
market in the future and particu-

larly so at this time.
He revealed that the Selznick

production of Daphne du Maurier's
novel, "Rebecca," would in all prob-

ability be roadshowed. It was also

learned that Selznick's "Intermezzo"
would probably go into the Music
Hall. When asked if UA had had
any differences with the MH which
had caused them to open one of

their big pictures in another New
York house, Silverstone said that

it had merely been a question of

UA wishing to get the picture out

quickly and no available date could

be had at the MH at that time.

Korda Won't Shift to H'wood
Alexander Korda has no plans to

shift his production headquarters
to Hollywood at this time or in the
future, regardless of what may hap-
pen. Silverstone said that his pro-

posed trip to England would be un-
dertaken next month as he had plan-

ned, unless war prevents his going.

He disclosed that a picture entitled

"An Englishman's Home," being di-

rected by Albert de Courville, is be-

ing completed for the company now
in England, at the Korda studios,

and release would be rushed due to

its timeliness.
He also disclosed that a company

representative is now in Spain mak-
ing a thorough survey with a view
to producing there for the Spanish
and Latin American markets.

Silverstone announced release

dates of forthcoming UA pictures

as follows: "Intermezzo," Sept. 22;

"The Real Glory," Sept. 29; "Eter-
nally Yours," Oct. 6 and "The
Housekeeper's Daughter," Oct. 12.

July Brit. Film Imports

Off 44% From Last Year

London (By Cable)—British film

imports for the month of July, 1939
showed a decrease of 44 /per cent

from July of last year. Exports for

the same month this year dropped
200,000 feet from July 1938.

Imports for the first seven months
of this year iwere 10,957,455 linear

feet as against 11,237,828 in 1938,

while seven-month exports for 1939
totalled 12,684,356 feet compared to

12,997,553 feet the previous year.

with PHIL M. DALY;

• • • AT last Gene Autry is intelligently Explained

and up to the present writing the gigantic film success oi Autry has been

one oi the toughest things to explain in the entire industry but that

article. "Tenor On Horseback" by Alva Johnston in the current Saturday

Evening Post makes everything crystal clear

• • • THE PROBLEM in handling Gene is that he has a

fifty-fifty appeal for romantic dames of all ages and the kids of

grammar-school age and those two divisions of box-office

clients stand at opposite poles of the picture-making formula

what is pie-crust for one is poison for the other the femmes
want the romance and the adolescent males shy away from the

love-making mush so how to reconcile these opposite

entertainment likes and dislikes and get the sentimental dames to

ooh-ah and the girl-shy kids to whoop 'er up while sitting looking

at the same picture and that, folks, is Some Problem

• • • BUT the bunch at the Republic studio has doped out the

right answer proved by the fact that today Autry's mail is the

biggest received by any Hollywood star yet the solution was
amazingly simple when they finally hit upon it to wit: feed the

femmes the romantic interest by having Gene take out his guitar and

sing a song to the heroine, but never let him get mushy with her

feed the unromantic kids the business of snooting the gal in the begin-

ning, and then doing the hero stuff and save her from the villain for a

sentimental fadeout without any actual clinch simple and it's

making record grosses on Westerns for Republic

• • • PRIVATE preview of "Nurse Edith Cavell" at the

Trans-Lux theater at Lexington Ave. and Fifty-first Street this

afternoon followed by an informal dinner in the Empire
Room of the Waldorf-Astoria to specially invited guests

with S. Barret McCormick acting as host for RKO Radio the

entire party in honor of the star, Anna Neagle, and the producer,

Herbert Wilcox

T T T

• • • OUR own industry hero Leonard Palumbo. of War-

ners' pub dep't has qualified for the finals oi the National Amateur Golf

Championship to be held in Chicago starting Sept. 11.... Palumbo

won his qualifying round Tuesday at the Wingfoot Country Club in

Westchester in competition with the best amateur golfers in the East. . .

.

• • • RECEPTION at the Music Hall studio apartment in

honor of William Holden, Adolphe Menjou, Lee J. Cobb and Sam
Levene of the cast of Columbia's "Golden Boy" given

by W. G. Van Schmus to the gents of the press and some radio

columnists who are assumed to be gents among those present

were: Harry Cohn, Jack Cohn, A. Montague, Nate Spingold, Mau-
rice Bergman, Jack Alicoate, Colvin Brown, Maurice Kann, Sam
Shain Frank Nugent, Kyle Crichton, Ben Crisler, Tom, Pryor,

Jack Stinnett, Max Hill, John Chapman, Dan Walker, Leo Mishkin

Bland Johanneson, Eileen Creelman, Fred Smith, Kate

Cameron

FILMS CREATE NEW

PROBLEMS IN FRANCE

(Continued from Page 1)

devoted the customary address de-
livered by foreign representatives
to an outline of the French la<^ -Re-
lating to motion pictures.

The central problem related to the
ownership of films. French courts
had decided the producer was the
owner of a film although he might
have obligations to the author of
the scenario, the stars, the photogra-
phers and various technicians whose
creative work formed part of the
film.

Even where a film is made from
a novel, it is regarded in France as
a new artistic creation. The tribun-
al of the Seine has decided a film
based on a novel is a new work in
that it proceeded from a different
technique and had a different aim.

So far Poland is the only country
to legislate on proprietory rights in
films but in France legislation is

being drafted, he said.

In time, it is possible there might
be in international agreement gov-
erning these rights as was the case
with copyright in books. Charpentier
said he had no doubt the final solu-
tion of the problem would be a gen-
eral rule that the producer was the
owner.

Whenever anything went wrong
with a moving picture the public
and the courts usually held the pro-
ducer responsible. They did not look
to the author or the star or the
photographer, he added.

Thus in France if a person on the
street had a picture taken of him
without his consent, which appeared
in a movie in such a way as to
cause injury to him, he could recover
damages from the producer.

M of T Completes Script

for "Ramparts We Watch"

March of Time has completed the
final shooting script for "The Ram-
parts We Watch," the first full-

length feature to be produced by
The March of Time.

Production of the film, inspired
by Major George Fielding Eliot's

book of the same title, is already
well under way and is being super-
vised by Louis de Rochemont, as-

sociate producer Thomas Orchard
and James Wolcott.

Asks Krelberg Examination
Producers Laboratories, Inc., has

filed application in the New York
Supreme Court, to be heard to-

morrow, for an order direct-

ing Sherman S. Krelberg, as presi-

dent of Joan Of Arc Pictures, Inc.,

to appear for /examination before
trial. Joan Of Arc Pictures is plain-

tiff in a suit against Producers
Laboratories in which it seeks re-

scission of a contract under which
it purchased distribution rights to

the .films, "I Conquer The Sea" and
"Revolt Of The Zombies."
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Contempt Action Penalties Are at Discretion of Court
Consent Decree Violations

Have No Set Standard

for Punishments
(Continued from Page 1)

in ''e District Court for the South-
er- district of California against
Fox West Coast Theatres Corp..

Fox West Coast Agency Corp., Fox
West Coast Service Corp., 20th

Century-Fox Film Corp., Loew's,
Inc., Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Distrib-

uting Corp., Paramount Pictures,

Inc., RKO Radio Pictures, Inc.,

RKO Distributing Corp., Universal
Film Exchanges, Inc., Warner
Brothers Pictures, Inc., Vitagraph,
Inc., United Artists Corp., and 54

individual officers and employes of

these corporations.
Department announcement de-

clared the proceedings were brought
"in accordance with the announced
policy of this department vigorous-

ly to enforce decrees entered in anti-

trust proceedings, whether entered

by consent or after litigation."

Suit Approved by Murphy
This latest Justice Dept. action

against the industry was brought,
as usual, by Thurman Arnold, head
of the Anti-Trust Division with the
approval of Attorney General Frank
Murphy.
The Government asserts in an-

nouncing the action that for the
past several years it has re-

ceived numerous complaints that the

parties named in the decree were
violating its provisions. A com-
prehensive field investigation was
launched as a result of the com-
plaints, and in the course of the
investigation considerable evidence
was developed indicating that seven
major distributors have given to

Fox West Coast Theatres Corp.
prior rights to negotiate for and to

exhibit pictures released by them,
it is charged. Other charges are
that Fox West Coast Theaters ob-

tain pictures on more favorable
terms than independent exhibitors
and is not required to purchase all

pictures released, that Fox West
Coast Theaters demands and re-

ceives adherence to zoning and
clearance schedules in favor of its

theaters and to the discrimination
of independent theaters; and that
such practices have resulted in the
monopolization by Fox West Coast
Theaters of first-run and other early
run theaters in virtually every de-
sirable location in Southern Cali-

fornia.

To "Recreate" Indie Competition

"If the evidence to be presented
to the court establishes that the
decree has been violated, the pro-
ceedings will serve not only to pun-
ish the defendants for disobeying
the court's order, but also to re-

create a situation in which the in-

dependent exhibitors may compete
on equal terms with Fox West
Coast Theatres Corp.," the Justice
Department states.

Penalties to be imposed on majors
under the law, if they are found
guilty, are entirely at the discretion

Criminal Contempt Proceedings Are Result of
Alleged Violations of 1930 Consent Decree

Background of yesterday's West Coast criminal contempt proceedings goes back to
the 1930 equity suit instituted by the Dept. of Justice against the majors, alleging
conspiracy to restrain and monopolize trade in motion pictures. It was charged then
that the distributors were granting preferences to Fox West Coast Theaters over its

competitors, the independent exhibitors.

These preferences allegedly included the right to select and contract for pictures
before the indies; excluding indies from exhibiting pictures first-run, or in competition
with Fox West Coast: and adopting and enforcing zoning and clearance schedules
which granted Fox West Coast arbitrary and unreasonable protection and clearance
over indies.

Defendants entered into consent decree in 1930, enjoining the continuance of the
alleged conspiracy.

Key "Hollywood Calvacade"

Showings Set for Sept. 29

{Continued from Page 1)

ber, general manager of distribu-

tion.

An advance publicity campaign to

herald the screenings will be worked
out by Charles E. McCarthy, direc-
tor of advertising and publicity, in

the Eastern territory, and by Harry
Brand, studio publicity chieftain, for
the Coast area.

Leichter Selling Seven
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Mitch Leichter has

sold the rights to "Sudan" for Ore-
gon and Washington to Ed Hudson
Film Exchange of Portland, Ore.
Leichter, who is covering all the key
cities, will also sell a series of six
pictures which he will produce for
the 1940-41 season. He has closed
"Sudan," and also a series of six pic-

tures, for California, Nevada, Ari-
zona, New Mexico, Oregon, Washing-
ton, Idaho, Hawiian Islands and
Alaska. He is now en route to Den-
ver, Dallas, Atlanta, Philadelphia
and New York.

Chi. Operators Negotiate
Chicago — Negotiations for new

operators' contract with Illinois Al-
lied is under way. The next meeting,
Jack Kirsch, Allied prexy, says will

be held Wednesday. Morris Leonard,
B & K counsel, meets with union to-

day for a new contract.

Close Hoffberg Deal

Deal with the Interstate Circuit
in Texas to play the 1939-40 lineup
of J. H. Hoffberg, distributor of
foreign pictures, has been closed by
Pat Garyn, district manager in

the south for Hoffberg.

Brown Circuit GHQ Moves
Detroit—Offices of Brown Theaters

Circuit have been moved from the
Penobscot Building to the Francis
Palms (Palms-State Theater) Build-
ing.

of the court, it was learned today
at the Department of Justice. There
are no set standards for such viola-

tions, it was reported. Legal circles

here believe that the court can im-
pose fines or imprisonment or both
for guilty parties.

British Ass'n of Science

to Hear Four Film Papers

London (By Cable)—British As-
sociation of Science conference,
opening today at Dundee, will

pay increased attention to films,

with Odeon's Richard R. Ford lead-

ing a discussion of four papers to

be presented. Subjects and speak-
ers are:

F. A. McKie, "Films in Schools";

Dr. W. B. Inglis, "Children and En-
tertainment Films"; A. Cavalcanti,

"Propaganda by Films"; and Oliver

Bell, "Public Taste and Entertain-

ment Films."

Arnstein Files Appeal
Ira B. Arnstein has filed notice

of appeal to the Circuit Court
of Appeals from a decision of

Federal Judge Edward A. Conger
made on July 12 which dismissed
his suit for injunction, accounting
and damages against Ascap, Warner
Bros., CBS, NBC and a large num-
ber of music publishing houses. Arn-
stein claimed infringement of over

50 of his songs.

Jack Mullen Installed

New Haven—Jack Mullen, of War-
ner Bros., president of B-41 ex-

change employes' union under IATSE,
and other newly-elected officers

have been installed at a meeting
at the Hotel Garde. Others installed

were Katherine Fitzgerald, Republic,

business agent; Jerry Massimino,
Warner's, vice-president; James Ma.
han, Paramount, secretary; and Wil-
liam Nutile, Paramount, treasurer.

McKinson Promoted
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Leon Schlesinger has

promoted Robert McKinson to chief

animator of his cartoons. McKinson,
one of the top animators of the car-
toon plant and on the Schlesinger
pay-roll for the past nine years,
will now supervise all animation
work on "Merry Melodies" and
"Looney Tunes."

Release "Royal Divorce"
Select Attractions, Inc., announces

for immediate release Ruth Chatter,
ton in "A Royal Divorce" featuring
Pierre Blanchar and directed by Jack
Raymond. The premiere will take
place Friday at the Esquire Theater,
Los Angeles.

STRIKE GALL SET

ON IATSE WALKOUT
(Continued from Page 1)

action was said to have been ap-
proved yesterday at a lengthy ses-

sion of the AAAA International
Board, before Ralph Morgan, Ken
Thomson and Laurence Beilenson
left for the Coast.
Mass meetings of all AAAA

unions will be called Sunday night,
both in Hollywood and New York,

West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Asked whether produc-

ers are prepared to sue actors individu-
ally, or the Screen Actors' Guild as an
organisation, in the event the Guild
calls a strike, Joseph M. Schenck yes-

terday declared that he did not care
to anticipate trouble and would rather
await developments before making any
statements.

to vote on this reported course of

action, with every indication pointing
to its unanimous appi'oval. It was
emphasized yesterday by a 4A exec.

that the fight of the actors organi-
zation is no longer against Ralph
Whitehead, but is now directly aimed
at George E. Browne and the IATSE,
to protect the AAAA from being
dominated by the IA.

Browne's actions were bitterly as-

sailed again yesterday in a state-
ment from the AAAA, which de-
clared that everything he has done
has been illegal. However, although
no IA executive would comment last

night, they have already gone on
record as intending to strike the
Freedley show if Sophie Tucker does
not appear and no action has in-

dicated that they have changed then-

plans.

A meeting of actors in Hollywood
this week voted in favor of striking
and a 4A strike ballot vote is being
completed with the organization's
membership unanimously in favor of

this course of action.

Meanwhile, a ray of hope appeared
on the horizon when it was reported
that Freedley may not reopen the
show, in which case strike action
would at least be delayed for the
time being, although it is certain

to be taken by both unions unless the
dispute is mediated before definite

action is taken.

Yesterday it was announced that
the Balaban & Katz chain in Chicago
had stated that only AFA could ap-
pear on its stages, but this was
later said to have been denied by a
B & K exec. Further action was ex-
pected in Chicago where the stage-
hands are debating walking out on a
theater where the Stroud Twins,
members of the AGVA, are appear-
ing. AGVA was organized by the
AAAA after they ousted the AFA.
Miss Tucker stated yesterday that

she planned to appear for rehearsal
Monday morning at the Imperial
Theater, where the Freedley show is

scheduled to reopen, as her contract
calls for her appearance and it has
in no way been abrogated.
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N. J. ALLIED HOPES

TO ELIMINATE DUALS

(Continued from Page 1)

stance of the New Jersey organiza-

tion's attempt to sink double fea-

tures, conditions are looked upon
as ripest for achievement of the

aim.

It is pointed out that Allied mem-
bers in that State, in numerous in-

stances, are now operating on a
single feature policy. Further, such
operation is held to be succeeding,
notwithstanding the clinging to

duals by opposition stands in the

same situations. Testimony to this

effect is being compiled currently
to win over any inter-organization
opponents of the proposed step.

Sources close to N. J. Allied state

that the actual ways and means of

ditching duals will have to be for-

mulated by the convention itself,

with a vital factor being the en-

listment of co-operation from the
majors' circuits.

Other key problems which will

come before the Atlantic City con-

clave will be the buying situation;

clearance; forcing of shorts and fea-
tures, plus problems attending prac-
tice of giveaways.

N. J. Allied Expects 400
to Attend A. C. Convention

Close to 300 reservations have
been received for Allied of New
Jersey's 20th annual convention, to

be held Sept. 6-8 inclusive in At-
lantic City's Ritz Carlton Hotel, it

was announced yesterday by E.
Thornton Kelly, conclave's manager,
who looks for a total of 400 reser-

vations by next Wednesday when
the gavel raps for first general ses-

sion.

Within the framework of the con-
vention is to be held the Eastern
Regional Conference of unit's direc-

tors.

Scheduled speakers at the con-
vention include Gov. Harry A.
Moore, of New Jersey; Col. H. A.
Cole, president of National Allied:
Abram F. Myers. Allied's general
counsel; Nathan Yamins, president
of the Independent Exhibitors, Inc..

and former president of National
Allied; Sidney E. Samuelson, Allied
of N. J. chieftain; M. A. Rosenberg,
Pittsburgh; Arthur Howard, Bos-
ton; and Herman Blum, Maryland.
Among the Trade Show exhibits

will be those of RCA, Metro Pre-
mium. Abbey Premium, National
Theater Supply, Universal, Repub-
lic, Monogram, National Screen Ac-
cessories, Dennis Game Accessories
(distributors of screen game,
"Lucky"), Heywood Wakefield,
American Seating, Altec Service
Corp., and numerous others.

Convention events are: , >

Wednesday, Sept. 6—Registration
of all delegates, Convention Foyer,
3rd floor, 10 a.m.; Trade Show,
inspection of exhibits, Convention
Foyer. 11 a.m.; First General Ses-
sion, Trellis Room, 3rd Floor, 3 to

5 p.m.; Get-Together Party, Atlan-

Pictures Follow Political Trends
Current European political situation is bringing about a fast double-shuffle on

some pictures. England this week okayed 'Professor Mamlock," anti-Nazi picture.

Switzerland has banned "Confessions of a Nazi Spy." The Russian Pavilion at the

World's Fair has withdrawn "Professor Mamlock" and, at latest reports, the Russian

Government was negotiating for "Confessions of a Nazi Spy."

TMAT Reported to Strike at

Stamford, Greenwich Houses

(Continued from Page 1)

granted to the motion picture divi-

sion of the union.
Houses involved are the Strand,

Stamford, and the Pickwick, Green-
wich. Union is now picketing two
theaters operated by the circuit in

the Bronx and is striking a third
house in the same area. Dispute cen-
ters around alleged unfair labor
practices of the circuit in refusing
to rehire union men and refusal to

recognize the union as a bargaining
agent.
The union asserts that at the pick-

eted houses in the Bronx, which are
closed for renovation, work has been
held up as the A F of L Building
Trades members will not cross the
picket lines.

Adjourned hearing of the TMAT-
Raybond Theaters case will be con-
tinued this morning before the New
York State Labor Relations Board.
Union has filed a petition for recog-
nition as i bargaining agent.

Wilmington Police to Check
on "Blue" Activities Sunday

(Continued from Page 1)

R. Morford has written to Andrew
J. Kavanaugh, superintendent of
public safety, asking that city police

submit to Morford's office the names
and addresses of all places where
business is transacted this Sunday.
John R. Fader, superintendent of

state police, has not yet received a
similar letter asking for a survey
by state officers.

Walton, N. Y.—Within the next
few weeks, Sunday movies will be
shown here for the first time in the
village's history, following a refer-

endum earlier this week. Residents
approved a change in the law by
848 to 771.

tic City's 500 Club, 10 p.m., supper,
dancing, floor show.

Thursday, Sept. 7 — Committee
Meeting, Trellis Room, 10 a.m.;

Eastern Regional Directors Meet-
ing, Gold Room, 11 a.m.; Luncheon
for Eastern Regional Directors,
Dining Room Loggia; Second Gen-
eral Session, Trellis Room, 2 to 5

p.m.; Ladies' Beach Party, 2;30
p.m.; Official Photographs, Iowa
Ave. entrance of Ritz Carlton, 5:30
p.m.; Allied Cocktail Party, Ex-
hibit Hall, 7:45 p.m.; Annual Ban-
quet, Main Dining Room, 8:30 p.m,

Friday, Sept. 8—Third General
Session, 3rd Floor, 11 a.m., busi-

ness including Product Survey Re-
sults, Good and Welfare, Commit-
tee Reports, and Final Adjournment;
Bathing Beauty Pageant Parade,
Boardwalk, 3 p.m.

Subway Entrances for Three

B & K Theaters in Chicago

Chicago—Rapp & Rapp^ theater
architects, are preparing prelimin-

ary plans for subway entrances, to

be connected with the new Chicago
subway, for the State Lake, Chi-

cago, Roosevelt and United Artists

Theaters of the Balaban & Katz
circuit. Tom Lamb, New York ar-

chitect, who drew the plans for the
McVickers theater, will take care

of the subway plans, according to

Aaron Jones. Sr., prexy of the

Jones, Linick & Schaefer circuit.

The City of Chicago will pay the

owners of the Selwyn and Harris
theaters about $160,000 for a par-;

eel of the land, under these houses,

that will be needed for the Lake
Street extension of the Loop sub-j

way.

It's The Round Table
New Orleans—Film Row's social

club which has been going around
without a name since its inception
several months ago, has finally been
baptized. Name for the outfit, which
consists of office workers in ex-

changes and theaters, is the Round
Table Club. Arthur Bartlett of The-
ater Service Corp., buying outfit, is

president; Louis Briant of 20 Cent-
ury-Fox is secretary and Herb
Schlesinger, treasurer.

Yates Cuts Stay Abroad
Herbert J. Yates has decided to

cut his stay in the British Isles by
a week and sail for home today
on the Manhattan, due to the po-

litical situation, it was learned yes-

terday. Yates, Mrs. Yates, his son.

Richard, and Gene Autry and his

wife, had been visiting a number of

cities where Autry made personal
appearances. Remainder of Autry's
scheduled appearances were can-

celled.

Orlob Leases Space
Office space has been taken by

Harold Orlob, producer, at the Fox
Movietone plant on 54th St. Orlob
is now working on the script of pic-

ture tentatively titled, "Listen
Louella," with production scheduled
to start late next month using Cos-
mocolor.

Form Jefferson Pictures

Jefferson Pictures, Inc., has been
chartered at Albany, with Al and
Joseph Rosen and Mabel Hudson as
directors. Capitalization is $30,000.

Pix Lectures at Northwestern
Chicago— Northwestern Univer-

sity is adding a 24-week motion pic-

ture lecture series to its college

course this Fall.

ITOA ASKS MAJORS

FOR ARBITRATION NOW
(Continued from Page 1)

versal, M-G-M, Paramount, 20th-Fox
and UA to follow the policy of War-
ners, recently announced by ,

r*rad
well L. Sears, company's salesi—A)'ef

"to arbitrate with any customed de
siring so to do, all claims and con-1
troversies which may arise under'Ht!

our license agreements, and our form
of license agreement contained an
optional arbitration provision. We
will continue to give to each of our
customers the option to arbitrate all

such claims and controversies."
The resolution cited that the other

majors should not be afraid to arbi-

trate difficulties and differences in

the course of legitimate business
dealings.

Further, the resolution asked that

the arbitration principle be applied
by the other majors for the 1939-40
season, and in the instance of dis-

tributing companies having theater
affiliates, such theater affiliates

should also enter into the agreement
for arbitration.

Second announced resolution passed
at the meeting stated that "it would
be a serious mistake on the part of

distributor companies not to make
the Code effective immediately, for
the Code was formulated for the
benefit of theater owners in order
that they may regulate themselves
from within the industry," and calls

upon the majors to place it in force.

\

Monogram 6-Month Contracts

Over 500 Ahead of Last Year

(Continued from Page 1)

stockholders, discloses that during
the first six months of 1939 the
number of deals closed between the
company and circuits and indepen-
dents attained a total of some 6,-

700 contracts, as compared to 6,108
during the previous six-month span.

Further indication of company's
progress was manifest by fact that
during the first six months of 1939,
operating profit amounted to $41,-

640, compared to a loss of $123,484
during the corresponding period a

year ago.

Mrs. Moulton Dead
Boston—Mrs. Al Moulton, wife

of the secretary of the local opera-
tors union, is dead here.

WEDDING BELLS

Tijuana—Maurice Costello, screen
veteran, and Ruth Reeves, actress

daughter of Federal Judge Albert
Reeves, of Kansas City, were mar-
ried here.

Des Moines—Joy Hodges, Univer-
sal star, is to be married here tomor-
row to Albert Doorly, assistant man-
aging editor of the Omaha World-
Herald.
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Expiring I/. S.-Jap Trade Pact Not Slated for Revival

90 PICTURES COMPLETION 1939-40]§GRAMS
Exhib. Drive Ups Universal Revenue $75,000 a Week
Expected $1,000,000 Gain

Will Be Put Back In

New Production

That Universal's revenue has aver-
aged $75,000 over normal during the
past four weeks, which span repre-
sents one-third of the three-month
Exhibitor - Sponsored Testimonial
Drive, is asserted by the company,
which estimates that the total in-

come increase when the drive is com-
pleted will be in excess of $1,000,000,
since, it is pointed out, weather con-
ditions in September and October

(Continued on Page 9)

An Outstanding Achievement
A great ovation was given to the private preview of the first Anglo-American

production, "Nurse Edith Cavell," in the swanky atmosphere of the Trans-Lux Theater
at Lexington Avenue and Fifty-first Street. Here is an impressive, dramatic production
that adheres faithfully to the historical record, and done without a single note of bias

or propaganda. A truly significant achievement that will weld British and American
relations in a closer bond. A timely picture if ever there was one, in this present
European crisis, that showmen can capitalize on to the limit. Anna Neagle is superb
in the title role, playing her historic part with fine restraint and sensitivity. Producer-
Director Herbert Wilcox and RKO Radio are to be felicitated on one of the really

significant production achievements of the year. —HARROWER.

ITOA ASKS FOR SPEEDY TO RATIFY COHN PACT

ARBITRATION ACTION AT COL. ANNUAL MEET

NSW CONTRACT ALLOW

25 P.C. CANCELLATIONS

Standard exhibition contract in
New South Wales, put into effect by
the government as of August 14, has
clauses calling for 25 per cent can-
cellation, 15 per cent British quota,
2^ per cent local quota, and arbi-
tration by a film commission, The
Film Daily was told yesterday by
Charles Munro, Hoyts Theaters chief-
tain, before he left New York for
the Coast, en route to Sydney.

Contract, however, does not allow
(Continued on Page 8)

Republic Closes With WB
for Seven West Coast Towns

ITOA yesterday dispatched let-

ters to executives of Columbia,
RKO, Universal, M-G-M, Paramount,
20th-Fox and UA, asking that these
companies to include in their 1939-

40 license agreements a clause rele-

gating all claims and controversies
arising out of such agreements to

arbitration, following the lead of
Warners.
Harry Brandt, ITOA president,

(Continued on Page 9)

Mobilization Plans Are Set

by News of the Day—Hatrick!

News of the Day's world-wide or-

ganization of cameramen is com-
pletely mobilized for instant action s

in the event the tense European
situation hatches actual hostilities,

(Continued on Page 7)

Notice has been sent by Colum-
bia Pictures Corp. to stockholders
that company's annual meeting will

be held on Sept. 20. Session will be
preceded by a special meeting of
Voting Trust Certificate holders at
1 p. m.
The latter conclave will ascertain

(Continued on Page 8)

Steady Flow of Product Avail-

able Despite Any
Emergency

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Survey this week of

the eight majors disclosed that a
total of 90 pictures on the new sea-
son schedules have been completed
and a large number of films are Hear-
ing completion, guaranteeing exhib-
itors a steady flow of product for
some time to come, despite any
emergency that may arise.

In addition to this total, Repub-
lic has completed five pictures on its

new lineup, Monogram is completing
sevei'al, and a number of pictures

(Continued on Page 7)

GOV'T. INTERVENTION

LOOMS IN LABOR WAR

Cohn and McConville Will

Survey South Amer. Offices

Survey tour of Columbia's Latin
American and South American ex-
changes will be undertaken this Fall
by Jack Cohn, vice-prexy, and J. A.
McConville, foreign manager, it was
announced yesterday. Buenos Aires,
Montevideo, Rio de Janeiro and Cara-
cas are among the key cities in this
territory the two execs, will visit.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY
Hollywood—James R. Grainger,

Republic's president and general
manager in charge of distribution,
closed a deal yesterday by terms
of which company's 1939-40 prod-

(Continued on Page 8)

Japan's Stability and Good-Will

Held Prerequisite to New Ties

Tele Reporter
5m Francisco — A sidewalk reporter

with television set if a new feature at
the Colden Gate Exposition. A televl-
lion camera being used in RCA exhibit
in the Hall of Electricity and Commuol-
cationi is moved daily Into the Court of
the Seven Seas for the stunt.

IATSE Strike in St. Louis

is Settled by Agreement

St. Louis—Dispute between oper-
ators of the Bremen and O'Fallon
Theaters, and Local 6 of the St.

Louis Theatrical Brotherhood, and
Local B-2 IATSE has been settled.

(Continued mi Page 8)

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—Intervention of the

U. S. Department of Labor in the
AAAA-IATSE dispute was reported
last night to be under consideration
as the threat of a general strike that
may cripple the entire entertainment
industry seemed imminent. Whether
or not James B. Dewey, ace mediator
of Frances Perkins' staff, or some
other Labor Department executive,

(Continued on Page 8)

Murphy Flying to Coast to

Confer with D of J Ass't.

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—One of the factors

upon which interest centers in the
generally disturbed international sit-

uation, and one which is bound to
have a marked effect on the film in-
dustry, is Japan's newly-formed
cabinet which has been set up as
the result of Nippon's "sale down

(Continued on Page 7)

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Attorney General

Frank Murphy will fly to Los An-
geles next Thursday to confer with
Special Assistant Charles H. Carr,
who is directing the Government's
income tax and labor cases against
members of the industry on the
West Coast, he stated at his press
conference yestreday. Murphy said

(Continued on Page 8)

No Paper Monday
Monday being Labor Day there will

be no issue of THE FILM DAILY.
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Membership Selected for

Delaware 'Blues" Study

Wilmington, Del.— General As-
sembly in Dover, which adjourned
Tuesday, selected the personnel of a
nine-member commission which will
study the need of modification or re-
vision of the Sunday "blue" laws of
the state.

The four House members are:
Representatives Henry C. Canby,
George W. Rhodes, Edward Knight,
and John L. Barr. The four Senate
members are: Senators George R.
Clark, Harold W. T. Purnell, Paul R.
Rinard and Benjamin F. Simmons.

This committee will meet soon and
organize by selecting a president and
secretary. It will make its recom-
mendations for changes in the blue
laws to the 1941 session of the legis-

lature.

The Rev. Ralph L. Minker, super-
intendent of the Ferris Industrial
School, was selected as the ninth
member of the commission.

Negotiating Projectionists

Agreement in Detroit Area

Detroit—Projectionist' Local and
theater operators are negotiating re-

newal of two-year contracts, with
operators asking for slight increases
in smaller houses, none in larger the-
aters, and exhibitors seeking slight

cuts in most cases. Operators are
also understood to be seeking two
weeks' vacation with pay. No diffi-

culty over final agreement is anti-

cipated.

FPC Quarterly Dividend
Montreal— Directors of Famous

Players Canadian Corp. have de-
clared a quarterly dividend of 25
cents a share on the no par value
common stock, payable Sept. 30 to

shareholders of record Sept. 15.

Paramount holders of Hamilton
United Theaters preferred stock
have received circulars from the
company asking them to state the
price at which they would be willing
to sell the stock, and explaining
that "the company is interested in
purchasing a limited number of
preference shares for redemption,"
but does not undertake to redeem
all or any part of the shares that
may be offered. The preferred stock
is redeemable at $100 and the cur-
rent bid is 60

y

2 . On Dec. 31, 1938,
7,879 shares of preferred were is-

sued at par $100.

Bingo Injunction Setback
Milwaukee—The action of Charles

W. Trampe, head of the Monogram-
Midwest Film Exchange, to secure
an injunction restraining the Bahn
Frei hall from playing Bingo, re-
ceived a temporary setback when
Circuit Judge Daniel W. Sullivan
issued an order barring the contem-
plated adverse examination today of
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Zrinsek, oper-
ators of the tavern in connection
with the hall. The judge also ordered
Trampe to show cause Sept 8 why
the proposed examination should not
be halted.

Monogram to Release Three,

Shoot Four in September

Three Monogram productions are
schedlued to be released during Sep-
tember, with two already in the cut-

ting room. "Mutiny in the Big
House," starring Charles Bickford
and Barton MacLane, for release
Sept. 12 and 'Sky Patrol," a Tailspin
Tommy, to be released Sept. 30, are
being cut. Third release will be the
first of the "Renfrew" series.

Monogram has four set to go be-
fore the cameras during September.
"His Father's Son," with John Car-
roll and Martin Spellman, "Overland
Mail," with Jack Randall, "Roll,

Wagons, Roll," Tex Ritter musical
western and "Mr. Wong at Head-
quarters" are the titles.

A John Trent film, tentatively
titled "Scouts of the Air" is now in

production.

Montreal Cancels "Beau"
at French Consul's Request

Montreal—Because of protest by
the French consulate^ the engage-
ment of "Beau Geste," which was to

have commenced at the Palace The-
ater here today has been cancelled.
Consolidated Theaters, owners of the
Palace, announce that they had de-
cided to withdraw the film from cir-

culation locally but gave no details

of the French protest.

"Beau Geste" was passed by the
provincial board of censors a few
days ago. In its silent version the
picture was shown throughout the
province many years ago.
The Palace has substituted the

Warner picture, "The Old Maid" for
"Beau Geste."

The Old Maid" Held Over
In Six Eastern Showings

Warners' "The Old Maid," having
broken all records at the Brooklyn
Paramount, is being held over there
and at five other spots.

Holdover spots include the Para-
mount; Stanley, Baltimore; Earle,
Washington; Warner, Atlantic City;
Warner, Bridgeport, and Strand,
New York. Latter house is holding
the film for a fourth week, equalling
the record of "Angels With Dirty
Faces."

"Star Maker" Continues Big

Paramount's Bing Crosby starrer,

"The Star Maker," in its second
day at the Paramount at five o'clock

was running $500 better than the
second day's take on "Beau Geste."
First day's receipts at the theater
were $9,700, and, from present in-

dications the second* day's receipts
will be just as big, according to
Robert M. Weitman, manager of the
Paramount.

"Hawaiian" Premiere Tonight
"Hawaiian Nights," Universal

musical, will have its world pre-
miere at the Princess Theater,
Honolulu tonight.

cominG mid com

WILLIAM F. RODGERS arrives here this morn
1

ing from the Coast.

H. M. WARNER arrives here Monday on th

Queen Mary.

JACK COHN and J. A. McCONVILLE wil
make a survey tour of South America this fall

AL POWELL, of the Griffith Amusem<- Co Col
and DALE LYNN, of the Pirtle Circ j^lllf
were visitors this week at the RKO L "ungi

CUSTAV MOHME, manager in Mexico f<

20th-Fox, arrived in New York yesterday froi

Mexico City.

CHARLES MUNRO, head of Hoyts Theaters i

Australia, left New York last night after

three and a half month stay here. He sail

for Sydney Sept. 13 on the Monterey.

BOB HOPE and his wife arrive here Monda
on the Queen Mary.

MITCHELL LEICHTER arrived from Hollywoo
yesterday.

WALLACE BEERY and his daughter, CAROI
ANN, are at the Waldorf.

EDWARD C. ROBINSON leaves New York nc

week for the Coast.

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS arrived from Europ<

yesterday on the Clipper.

SOL LESSER leaves for Pennsylvania today t<

confe? with Thornforf *¥r!*r si Iris New Hop*
home regarding Lesser's forthcoming productior

of the Wilder play, "Our Town."

L. J. McGINLEY, director of the Universal

sponsored films drive, will be in Chicago this

week-end.

EDNA BEST arrived here yesterday on the
Nieuw Amsterdam.

TEX RITTER, following a brief visit at the

Monogram home office, has gone to Salisbury,

Md., to resume his p.a. tour.

Folley Suit Extension

Time for Columbia Pictures Corp.
to file answer to the $750,000 anti-

trust suit of Folley Amusement"
Corp. was extended to December 20]

in a stipulation filed yesterday in

Federal Court. Suit, whith charges
a conspiracy to restrict sale of prod
uct allegedly resulting in the plain-

tiffs closing the doors of the Folley
Theater, in Brooklyn, is against
four majors, Monogram Distribut-

ing Corp., Republic Pictures Corp.,

and Randforce Amusement Corp.
No reason for the prolonged ex-

tension of time was given.

Best wishes from THE FILM DAILY
to the following on their birthdays:

SEPTEMBER 1

E. M. Asher Richard Arten

Rex Beach Miriam Seegar

Edwin S. Clifford Betty Bh/the

Maj. Win. S. Altman

SEPTEMBER 2
DavM Rollins Ernest Hickson

Larry Weiner

SEPTEMBER 3

Mary Doran

SEPTEMBER 4

Pete Smith Jack Duffy
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"A fine picture... amazing the way it holds

interest . . . audience profoundly moved . . . Anna Neagle

gives an inspired performance."

—Loueffa A, Parsons, International News Service

"Definitely on the 'must see' list . . . Holds
you every minute of the way . . . Anna Neagle is certainly

a living lesson to some of the better-known actresses."

—Erskine Johnson, King Features Syndicate

"It remains one of the finest pictures to

come to the screen ... No other actress could have

achieved the role of Edith Cavell as perfectly as Anna

Neagle." —Paul Harrison, NEA Service

"Herbert Wilcox will be able to present

with pride his first picture made in America ... A film of

quality, dignity and great interest . . . You feel as if you

were viewing the actual happenings with real persons

instead of actors . . . Anna Neagle's portrayal by all odds

one of the finest of the year . . . worthy of consideration

for Academy honors."

—Edwin Schallert, Los Angeles Times

"Miss Neagle's performance ranks her

among the major film actresses."

—Meyer Levin, Esquire

"A beautiful picture with a powerful theme
. . . Anna Neagle is one of the finest actresses of the

screen." —Whitney Bolton, N. Y. Morning Telegraph

"The drama of Cavell is powerful . . .

Thought-provoking drama with a stellar performance of

the highest calibre."

—Harrison Carrol, Hollywood Herald & Express

mmm

Outstanding among the year's pictures

. . . Anna Neagle reaches a new high in bringing dignify

and grace to the screen."

—Hedda Hopper, Jones Syndicate

"One of the most imposing films to come
out of Hollywood . . . Intensely moving in its subdued

tones, ruthlessly violent in its brutal moments . . . Will

prove itself a potent box-office factor."

—Hollywood Reporter
ex

'in/'

"Begets a sure suspense which holds audi-

ences spellbound . . . Anna Neagle gives a superb con-

ception of the Cavell role." —Hollywood Variety

"Without question, the motion picture

event of the year . . . Anna Neagle's portrayal is defi-

nitely an Academy award performance . . . Everyone must

see 'Nurse Edith Cavell'."

—Alice Tildesley, Phila. Ledger Syndicate

"A powerful dramatic picturization . . .

gripping, stirring production." —Film Daily

"Intense drama ... A tale of sacrifice and
devotion, appealingly told." —Motion Picture Daily

"One of the greatest productions ever to

come from any studio . . . Should hold all audiences

through every brilliant moment . . . The best that is

Hollywood's and England's is here combined in a single

glorious production."

—Elizabeth Wilson, Screen/and and Silver Screen

JPIP^



"I have never been more moved by any
motion picture ... It is one of the truly great pictures

of all time . . . The tender and poignant performance of

Anna Neagle rates the highest honors filmdom can

bestow." —Rufh Waterbury, Photoplay

"A strong dramatic picture with Anna
Neagle seen in one of the finest dramatic performances

to originate in Hollywood . . . Herbert Wilcox's produc-

tion and direction is tops with Hollywood's own aces."

—Clarke Wales, Detroit Free Press

"Here is a picture so perfect that a most

minute examination reveals not a single flaw . . . Will

stand for years as the high water mark in Hollywood

production ... I join what certainly must be a chorus in

i^claring that Anna Neagle has turned in an Academy

Mward performance."

—Mayme Ober Peak, Boston Globe

"A film beautifully done ... It has a sus-

pense that is remarkable . . . There is a nobility about the

picture which is almost above tears."

—Jessie Henderson, Philadelphia Bulletin, Baltimore Sun

"An impressive picture that puts over a
smashing message . . . Anna Neagle is terrific . . . She

gives an inspired performance."

—Eric Ergenbright, McNaught Syndicate

"From the opening scene to the final one
the audience was held spellbound . . . Outclasses every-

thing I have seen in the way of a picture . . .Nothing else

like it ... It is superb . . . Comes nearer to being a mas-

terpiece than anything I have seen for a long while . . .

Anna Neagle gives a performance that places her beside

Sarah Siddons and Ellen Terry."

—Cof. ft. A. Duckworth-Ford, London Times

"I loved it . . . Miss Neagle's performance
and Herbert Wilcox, producer, made of the picture a

triumphant occasion that will be long remembered."

—Harry Mines, Los Angeles Daily News

"A profoundly stirring picture . . . Don't

miss it . . . and make a small bet that Anna Neagle will

be up for an Academy Award."

—George Fisker, Mutual Broadcasting's

Hollywood commentator

"Superbly knit story . . . perfect character
casting and pungent direction . . . Anna Neagle's perfor-

mance places her beside Hollywood's greatest tragedi-

ennes in international screen importance . . . Nurse Edith

Cavell impresses me as an all-around candidate for

Academy honors."

—W. H. Mooring, London Daily Herald and Film Weekly

"A magnificent and impressive picture . .

.

Great page of history brought vividly to the screen."

—Harold Salemson, Paris Soir and Pour Vous

"'Nurse Edith Cavell' will go down in

screen history as one of Hollywood's greatest pro-

ductions." —John Schwartzkopf, Fawcett Publications

"In this opus Anna Neagle, beautiful, quiet-

mannered English star, hits Hollywood like a bombshell."

—Ella Wickersham, Los Angeles Examiner

miimmifii&Mim



'Nurse Edith Cavell
1

is a picture which
will live long in the memory of everyone who sees it."

—J. Maurice Ruddy, Doily Sketch,

Sunday Graphic, London

"The most powerful film ever to reach the

screen ... In the title role Anna Neagle gives a superb

conception of the martyred Nurse Cavell ... A perform-

ance of Academy calibre . . . The picture is destined for

universal triumph with every kind of audience."

—Guy Austin, London Daily Express

"Herbert Wilcox has made a great film . .

.

Anna Neagle's 'Nurse Edith Cavell' is a masterpiece . . .

No other screen artist save Charles Chaplin has such

pantomimic genius."

—Ray Lewis, Canadian Motion Picture Digest

'A beautiful and moving recital of the

story of the English nurse ... It is an important film told

with direct simplicity . . . Miss Neagle's performance is

brilliant in its quiet sincerity . . . She makes the martyred

nurse a credible human person."

—Robin Coons, Associated Press

"This film is one of the screen's few authen-

tically great and significant tragedies . . . The production

is as nearly perfect qs Hollywood ingenuity and British

thoroughness could make it ... I am willing to belieVi.11
'

that Miss Neagle's conception of the role is as the mar-

tyred nurse would have wanted it."

—Philip K. Scheuer, Los Angeles Sunday Times

ANNA
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JAP TRADE PACT

NOT TO BE REVIVED

{Continued from Page 1)

the river" via effectuation of the
Nazi-Soviet non-aggression pact.

Informal opinion expressed by
sources close to the State Depart-
ments that there will be no steps

ta',"~~> to resurrect the U. S.-Japan
traae agreement as the provisions

now stand, and which expires in Jan-
uary, next. However, dependent
upon developments of the next few
months, negotiations may be opened
for a new agreement between the

two nations, and films are virtually

certain to be taken into account.
Another course looming is that the

expiring pact will be allowed to die

without interim negotiations. Those
who advance this view say that a
prerequisite of any new trade agree-

ment will have to be a political rap-
prochement together with a revived

amity between the countries. Sub-
stance is given to this argument by
citation that it is useless to conclude
trade pacts unless political "insur-

ance" is there to protect them. This
"insurance" must be in the form of

stability and good-will. A further
consideration which points to the

wisdom of permitting the demise of

the current U. S.-Japan agreement
is that a more favorable deal may be
made by the U. S. than is afforded

under the expiring pact.

Counter to the popular belief, film

industry companies, aside from balk-

ing at the Japanese exchange re-

strictions, have been favorably im-
pressed in the past with the co-oper-

ative attitude of officialdom there.

That the American companies have
made substantial progress in Japan
during the current year,—and this

in face of the "China adventure,"

—

is borne out by reliable statistics

which show that the "take" of the

U. S. distribs. since Jan. 1, last, is

on the way to eclipse any previous
year's revenue.

Buffalo Health Board Bans

Children Because of Polio

Buffalo—Children less than 14

years old were banned from attend-

ing theaters here yesterday by the

Board of Health, due to the preval-

ence of infantile paralysis. The
youngsters cannot be admitted
whether or not they are accom-
panied by parents. Prohibition will

continue indefinitely.

Circuit and independent houses
have cancelled Saturday matinees
until the ban is lifted.

Raise Discrimination Penalty

Madison, Wis. — The Rubin bill

amending the equal rights statutes
has been approved by the State Leg-
islature and signed by Gov. Heil. It

increases the minimum penalty for
persons charged with discriminating
against individuals because of color

or creed in hotels, restaurants, pub-
lic conveyances, places of amuse-
ment, etc., from $5 to $25.

with PHIL M. DALYi

• • • IT was really a significant industry event that unfolded last

night with the presentation to a select private audience of the time-

ly historical film, "Nurse Edith Cavell," at the Trans-Lux theater at Lex-

ington Ave. and Fifty-first St under the combined auspices of Pro-

ducer-Director Herbert Wilcox and George Schaefer on behalf of RKO
Radio

T T T

• • • WE use the word "significant" advisedly for here

is the first Anglo-American production, which marks a new era

in industry relations between Great Britain and the United States

it stands as impressive testimony to what can be accom-

plished with British brains and talent combined with Hollywood

technique and wholehearted co-operation

• • • AS for the picture itself, there can be nothing but whole-

hearted praise one of the few great historical documents ever pro-

duced on the screen beautifully treated throughout with the human

note dominant in a dramatic episode of World War history remark-

able in the fine British sporting spirit evidenced by the producer-director

who never struck one single note of bias in subject-matter that so

easily lends itself to propaganda and as for the sesitive and

dramatically restrained performance of Anna Neagle in the title role,

it lifts her into the select class of really great screen performers

• • • AFTER the preview there followed an informal dinner

in the Empire Room of the Waldorf-Astoria a classy produc-

tion in itself that gracefully matched the picture, and for which

full credit must be given advertising chief Barret McCormick and

his staff here was one banquet at which the guests listened

with genuine enjoyment to intelligent and brief remarks from

the dais

T T T

• • • TOASTMASTER George Schaefer, the RKO president, said

he was happy in contemplating this distinctive picture which welds the

best production in England with Hollywood facilities "That which

emanates from the mind and heart will ever rise above merely mechan-

ical and technical efforts in picture production" .... "To you, Herbert

Wilcox, I want to express how happy I am that our mutual plan has

proved so fruitful. You have made not only a very fine product but a

very profitable one" "To you. Miss Neagle, my deep appreciation

for a very gTand performance" and all the guests enthusiastically

applauded those sincere sentiments

T T T
• • • PRODUCER-DIRECTOR Herbert Wilcox paid a

tribute to the friendly spirit he found in Hollywood he

marvelled at the technical facilities he found there Miss

Neagle said with charming modesty that she hoped she had con-

veyed something of the spirit of a remarkable woman in her in-

terpretation On the dais were Will Hays, Herbert Wil-

cox, Anna Neagle, George Schaefer, Richard Patterson, Jr., Ned
Depinet, Jules Levy, M. H. Aylesworth, Jack Alicoate, Terry

Ramsaye, Andrew Christeanson, Malcolm Kingsberg, W. G. Van
Schmus, and Mr. and Mrs. Charles Halleart, the Belgian vice

consul and his wife

90 FILMS COMPLETED

ON 1939-40 PROGRAMS

(Continued from Page 1)

have been finished by other in-

dependents.
Figures on completed pictures, by

studios, is as follows: Paramount,
19; Warners, 19; 20th-Fox, 15; Uni-
versal 15; RKO, seven; Columbia,
six; Metro, five; Selznick Interna-
tional, two; and Hal Roach and Wal-
ter Wanger each one.

Mobilization Plans Are Set

by News of the Day—Hatrick

(Continued from Page 1)

it was assei'ted yesterday by E. B.

Hatrick, vice-president and general
manager of the newsreel, who also

said that the European staff, under
the general direction of Captain
Ariel Varges, ace cameraman, is

particularly well-manned and equip-
ped.
For the present, Varges, whose

cinematic activities go back to front
line trench coverage in the World
War, is maintaining headquarters
in Paris, but is in close communica-
tion with such organizations co-

operating with News of the Day
as Gaumont-British in London,
Eclair in France, Ufa and Germany,
Bolska Agencja Telegraficzna in

Warsaw, and with the newsreel's
own staff in Italy under direction

of Umberto Romagnoli.
George Allison, prominent British

broadcaster, has rejoined the staff

and will head the British office, Hat-
rick states, and, that, meanwhile
in New York, M. D. "Mike" Clofine

and his staff are ready to rush ad-
ditional cameramen to foreign soil

should eventualities require the
move.

The newsreel plans to fly footage
across the Atlantic via Clippers, and
planes also will be used to rush
developed negatives to U. S. key
cities.

Mrs. Crandall Dies
Washington Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY

Washington—Mrs. Harry M. Cran-
dall, 62, wife of the late pioneer film

theater operator of Washington and
vicinitv, died at her home here, 4530
16th St., N. W., early yesterday
morning, following a six months' ill-

ness.
She is survived by a sister and

three daughters among the latter,

Dorothy, who is the wife of John J.

Payette, a former associate of

Crandall, and now general zone man-
ager for Warner Bros. Theaters in

the Washington territory.

« « « » » n

Monogram Circuit Deals

George W. Weeks, general sales

manager for Monogram Pictures,
announced that circuit commitments
covering the 1939-40 product have
been closed with Robb & Rowley,
Dallas; Mutual Circuit, Detroit;
Farrar Circuit, St. Louis; and Bend-
heim Circuit and I. Notes of Wash-
ington.
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GOV'T. INTERVENTION

LOOMS IN LABOR WAR

{Continued from Page 1)

was planning to leave Washington
last night for New York conferences

with executives of the warring unions
could not be determined.

It was believed here that the im-
portance of the film industry would
necessitate intervention by the Labor
Department in the event of a nation-
wide entertainment industry strike,

apart from the report that they are
already considering action to stall

off a strike.

No comment was forthcoming here
at the headquarters of the American
Federation of Labor as to whether
or not the organization would play
a role in this situation, with a
spokesman pointing out the the A F
of L executive council had done
everything in its power already to
avert trouble when they handed down
a ruling at the Atlantic City hud-
dle recently.

Actors and Stagehands
Ready for Strikes, Retaliation
Moves and counter-moves by war-

ring entertainment unions added to
the already high tension which
threatens, unless some sort of truce
or rapprochement is effectuated
over the Labor Day week-end to
darken all New York theaters and
halt production in pix studios on
both Coasts.

Salient among yesterday's develop-
ments were the authorization of Paul
Dulzell executive secretary of Ac-
tors' Equity by that body's Council
to call a strike in theaters here if

the stagehands walk out on the
show "Leave It To Me" on Monday
night.
At a scheduled mass meeting of

Equity members and the other
AAAA unions at the Hotel Astor on
Sunday night approval of this ac-
tion will be sought.

Dulzell declared last evening that
if on Monday the stagehands walk
out as threatened "our people will
walk out of every New York show
on Tuesday."
AGMA and AFRA, respectively

embracing musical and radio per-
formers, backed, as branches, the
AAAA stand by resolving to cease
work where members of IATSE are
employed should the threatened
showdown develop. SAG is assert-
ed to be fully supporting the AAAA
position.

At the meetings yesterday of AEA,
AGMA and AFRA chieftains, resolu-
tion called on all members to resign
from AFA, it was reported.

Equally as militant and adamant
in the situation rising to gale pro-
portions were the AFA wings of the
controversy. At latter's headquart-
ers here last night a summons and
complaint were declared to have been
served in a court action instituted
by Ralph Whitehead, executive sec-
retary of AFA, who charged various
officials of the AAAA and allied
bodies with libel, as result of which

Television, Radio Films Released for School Use
Two one-reelers produced by Pathe for theatrical distribution have been made avail-

able to schools, churches, clubs and other community groups at no rental charge. These
films, titled "Air Waves" and "Television," are sponsored co-operatively by the RCA,
NBC and RCA Manufacturing Co. The films have already been shown to theatrical

audiences totaling more than 10,000,000.

Murphy Flying to Coast to

Confer with D of J Ass't.

{Continued from Page 1)

he will meet FBI Director, J. Edgar
Hoover there for a conference with
him, and other department officials,

on the Coast.
The Attorney General declined to

say what he will take up specifically,

but said he will discuss several mat-
ters. He did not reveal Hoover's
present activities in Los Angeles.
It is expected that strategy on the

criminal contempt proceedings an-
nounced yesterday will be one of

the chief topics of conversation.
Murphy further disclosed yester-

day that Will H. Hays, MPPDA
prexy, paid him a visit at the
Justice Department this week, af-

ter seeing President Roosevelt.
Murphy stated emphatically that
they did not discuss any of the De-
partment's pending litigation against
the industry. "We discussed other
motion picture matters involving
the department," he said, but was
extremely cagey about what the
other motion picture matters were.
Asked if he had heard reports that
the purpose of Hays visit to the
President was to call off the Jus-
tice Department, Murphy said that
no such thing was suggested to him.
On his way back from Los An-

geles, Murphy revealed, he will stop
in Detroit, rumored site of next
anti-trust action.

Chi. Operators Want 10%
Chicago—Operators Union is now

asking for 10 per cent wage ad-
vance instead of 20, it was learned
yesterday. They also want restora-
tion of the five per cent wage cut,

they took last year.

the plaintiff seeks damages in the
amount of $100,000.
Whitehead alleges he was expelled

by the AAAA, pursuant to which
there were statements made of a
nature detrimental to his reputation.
Named in the complaint are Frank
Gillmore, AAAA president; Kenneth
Thomson, executive secretary of
SAG; Paul Dulzell, AEA's executive
secretary; Emily Holt, AFRA ex-
ecutive secretary; Florence Marston,
SAG's Eastern representative; Ed-
ward Arnold, SAG vice-president;
Paul Turner, AAAA counsel; Henry
Jaffe, AFRA counsel, and Edward
Harrison, press representative of the
AAAA.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Kenneth Thomson,

SAG secretary, returning from New
York, said that 99 per cent of SAG
members contacted have signed strike
pledges. President Ralph Morgan
stated that he did not believe indi-

vidual actors would be held liable

if they walk out.

New South Wales Contract

Allows 25% Cancellation

{Continued from Page 1)

any cancellation by distributors, who
must fulfill their contracts until the
time they expire if they wish to

end them. One alternative is open
for the distribs: they can go be-
fore the film commission, and if

cause can be shown that they are
losing money through unprofitable
operations and taxation, they will

be allowed to cancel their contracts,
but if they do this they have to can-
cel all their contracts, it was said.

Only chance for distribs. to again
do business there if they follow
through on the cancellation proce-
dure is to renew all the contracts
they cancelled.
Munro reported that he has closed

product deals for the theater chain
with RKO, Warners, United Artists,
Universal and Columbia, and that a
20 year deal with 20th-Fox is in

the last stages of negotiations with
only a few details left to be worked
out. He said that recent reports
showed the company's theater busi-
ness for the last two months to be
slightly ahead of last year.
He will wind up a four months'

stay in this country when he sails

for Sydney Sept. 13 on the Monte-
rey.

IATSE Strike in St. Louis

is Settled by Agreement

{Continued from Page 1)

Under the peace agreement the
unions have called off pickets and
will reinstate various ushers, ticket
takers, doormen who were dismissed
for alleged failure to pay union dues,
as members of Local B-2.
The operators, as of the agree-

ment, will use their influence to
have the Labor Committee of the
MPTO of St. Louis call meeting to
take up the question of a new wage
and working hours agreement for
Local B-2, and also the question of
employing members of Local 6 for
maintenance work in the houses.

Cleveland Warner Club Sets

New Officers and Governors

Cleveland—The Cleveland Warner
Club, at a supper dance at the
Lyndhurst Country Club announced
the list of new officers for the year.
They are: president, Bob Cox; vice-

president and chairman of the en-

tertainment committee, Marvin Sam-
uelson; vice-president and chairman
of the welfare committee, Ruth
Finger; vice-president and chairman
of the membership committee, Da-
vid Bachner; secretary, Jane Meisel;
treasurer, Irving Ribbe. Chairman
of loans is Evelyn Friedl and the
new board of governors is composed
of Eddie Miller, manager of the
Hippodrome; Charles Albert, and
Larry Kreusser, bookers.

TO RATIFY COHN PACT

AT COL. ANNUAL MEET

{Continued from Page 1)

the wishes of the holders of the
Voting Trust Certificates, even
though the Voting Trustees approve
the extension of the respective em-
ployment contracts of Harry Cohn
and Jack Cohn for a perioL^f
three years from July 1, 1939, upon
the same terms and conditions as
provided in their previous contracts.

Stockholders will also be called
upon to approve, ratify and con-
firm the contracts of the Messrs.
Cohn, and, in addition to elect seven
directors,—a complete board,—for
the ensuing year; okay the merger
into the Corporation of the two
subsidiaries, Columbia Pictures
Corp. of California, Ltd., and Co-
lumbia Pictures Distributing Co.,

Inc.; as well as approve, confirm
and ratify issuance to Samuel J.

Briskin of an additional option for
2,500 shares of common stock to

be represented by Voting Trust Cer-
tificates if exercised prior to April
1, 1940.

It is virtually a foregone conclu-
sion that Harry Cohn, Jack Cohn,
A. Schneider, Jack Kerner, Charles
Schwartz, Leo M. Blancke and Saul
H. Bornstein, all members of the
present board, will be elected to the
new board.

To Examine Katherine Moog
Warner Bros. Pictures, Inc., on

Friday filed notice of intention to
examine Katherine Moog before trial

on September 18 at the offices of
Warner Bros. Examination is in
reference to a suit for $75,000 dam-
ages against Warners brought by
Katherine Moog, plaintiff, in which
she charges violation of the civil

rights law in the Warner picture,
"Confessions of a Nazi Spy."

Incorporate Lynn Chain
Lynn, Mass. — Comique of Lynn,

Inc., 95 Munroe St., this city, has
been granted a charter of incorpo-
ration to operate theater. The con-
cern, which is authorized to issue

5,000 shares of no par value common
stock, has elected the following of-

ficers: President, Maurice H. Ger-
ber; treasurer, Sydney E. Solomon;
clerk, Ethel I. Solomon.

Republic Closes With WB
for Seven West Coast Towns

{Continued from Page 1)

uct will play Warner Bros, houses
in California.

Pact covers Beverley Hills, Hunt-
ington Park, Los Angeles, Fresno,
San Bernardino, Santa Barbara and
San Pedro.

Circuit Booker Portmajor repre-
sented the circuit in the negotia-
tions, and, in addition to Grainger,
Grover C. Parsons, West Coast
sales head, and Francis Bateman,
Los Angeles exchange manager, rep-
resented Republic.
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EXHIB. DRIVE UPS "U"

INTAKE $75,000 A WK.

{Continued from Page 1)

are virtually certain to have an ac-

celerating1 effect.

Expectation that the drive would
show the million-dollar increase, and
recognizing the incalculable good-will

wl"
-

'» will accrue from the drive,

"U's" production chiefs have agreed
to put the money back into boosting
production values on pix set for drive

delivery.

Company, on top of the announce-
ment made last week that an emerg-
ency budget of $200,000 has been
established to insure prompt deliv-

ery of the two final pix schedule for

delivery in connection with the drive,

"Destry Rides Again" and "Green
Hell," now is increasing production

budgets of "The Tower of London"
by $300,000, and the budgets of

"Destry Rides Again," "Green Hell"

and "The Invisible Man Returns" by
$200,000 each.

Additionally, a maximum budget
of $100,000 is being allotted for trade

paper and consumer promotional
campaigns to back up the foregoing

big pix. This budget, supplementing
expenditure on smash openings of

"When Tomorrow Comes" and "The
Under-Pup," along with amounts on
other current attractions, is likely to

v/itness a new promotional budget
record for the New Universal's in-

ception.

THERT6R CHAIKCS
A Nation-wide Survey of Theater Conditions Conducted

Exclusively for THE FILM DAILY by

ROSS FEDERAL SERVICE, INC.

Changes in
Management

INDIANA
Fort Wayne — Paramount: New

Manager Quimby Theaters; Former
Manager Mannie Marcus; Present
House Manager: Undecided.

Change in
Ownership

ILLINOIS
Rockford—Rex; Transferred to

E. Mitterling by Rudy Nelson;
House Manager E. Mitterling.

IOWA
Cedar Rapids — Strand; Trans-

ferred to H. A. Sodini by Wright-
Praught Co.; Present House Man-
ager: W. R. Karsteter.
Lake Mills—Irving; Transferred

to Thompson (owner Tonna The-
ater, Owatonna, Minn.) by M. O.
Gotland.

ITOA Asks Speedy Action

By Majors on Arbitration

(Continued from Page 1)

said yesterday that the request to

the majors was not a "trial bal-

loon" to smoke out the disposition

of the majors to get aboard the

band wagon drawn up by Gradwell
L. Sears, WB sales chief, but rep
resented the solid and practical be-

lief of ITOA that the arbitration

step is a pressing necessity and
should be taken without delay.

Brandt said that whatever the
answer of the seven majors may be,

it would be communicated to sev-

eral indie exhib. organizations who
are nominal allies of ITOA in the
effectuation of trade practice re-

form. This implied that ITOA is

acting as virtually spokesman for
the other groups.

Mailing of the letters by John
Manheimer, executive secretary,
grew out of ITOA's Wednesday
meeting at which a resolution was
passed by the exhib. body to mem-
oralize the seven majors to make
arbitration an integral part of new
season licensing.

Also communicated to the ma-
jors by ITOA was a resolution ask-
ing that the Code be put into ef-

fect at once.

Renovations
Planned

"Rio" at Central Today
"Girl from Rio," Monogram pic-

ture starring Movita, will make its

Broadway debut today at the Cen-
tral.

GEORGIA
Calhoun—Gem; Work planned:

Complete renovation, enlarged from
350 to 700 seats; Owner: Manning
& Wink; Date to be completed
9-15-39.

IOWA
Paris—Novelty; Work planned:

Remodeling, installing additional
seats; Owner: Mrs. M. G. Price;
Date to be completed: Near Future.

Cedar Rapids — Strand; Work
Planned: Complete inside redecorat-
ing and new front; Owner: H. A.
Sodini; Date to be completed: Sep-
tember 1st.

Boone — Rialto: Work Planned:
Redecorating — New sound— New
seats — Remodeling — New Drapes;
Owner: A. H. Blank, Central States;
Date to be completed: August 20,

1939.

1939); Owner: Maurice White;
House Manager, Maurice White.
Xenia—Ohio, (August 26, 1939);

Owner: J. L. Hatcher; House Man-
ager, J. L. Hatcher; seats 750.

Theater Opened

MICHIGAN
Blissfield—Bliss; Date Opened,

August 15th or 16th.

MISSISSIPPI
Ethel—Ethel, 210 seats; Site

Ethel; House Manager: J. C. Alex-

ander; Date opened 8-10-39.

North Carrallton—Carrall; 250

seats; Site: No. Carrallton; Date
opened: 8-10-39.

Theater Closings

FLORIDA
Fort Meade—Fox (8-9-39); Own-

er: F. O. Mullen; destroyed by fire.

IOWA
Lake Mills—Irving; Owner: M,

O. Gottlund; sold to Mr. Thompson.
WISCONSIN

Baraboo—Juliar (8-12-39); Own-
er: Henry Ringling; poor business

Theaters Planned

Theater Openings

INDIANA
Fort Wayne — Paramount, 2100

seats (Mid-Sept.); Owner: Loop
Realties Inc. House Manager un-
decided.

IOWA
Cedar Rapids—Strand (Sept. 1,

1939); seats 500; Owner: H. A.
Sodini; House Manager W. R. Kar-
steter.

OHIO
Columbus—Majestic (August 4,

CALIFORNIA
Claremont—550 seats; 3rd and

Harvard; Builder: A. L. Reeves of

Pomona; Architect Sumner Spauld-
ing; Operator: Richard L. Bare.

San Diego—El Cajon; Blvd. and
47th St.; Cost: $80,000; Operator:
Fox West Coast.

IDAHO
Coeur d'Alene—Roxy; More than

600 seats; Site: Fourth and Front
Streets; Builder: Mr. O. C. Paisley;
Approximate Cost: $50,000; Oper-
ator: Mr. Bailey.

Theaters Under
Construction

CALIFORNIA
El Monte—El Monte; 1,000 seats;

Site: Valley Blvd.; Builder: A. L.

Sanborn and Mr. Renfro; Operator:
A. L. Sanborn; Date to be com-
pleted: August 15th, 1939.

GEORGIA
Marietta—700 seats; Site: Park

Square; Builder: Manning &
Wink; Approximate Cost $75,000;
Operator: Manning & Wink; Ap-
proximate date to be completed:
10-15-39.

IDAHO
Coeur d'Alene—Roxy; 600 seats;

Site: Fourth and Front St.; Ap-
proximate Cost: $50,000; Operator:
O. C. Paisley.

5
BIG REASONS
WHY OCTOBER
WILL BE A

GREAT MONTH!
Oct. 15—Science, Beauty

and Evil Sail the Deep . .

.

"TORTURE SHIP"

Adapted from the story,

"A Thousand Deaths," by

JACK LONDON

Oct. 22—A Monster of

Intrigue Ravishes a Con-

tinent . . .

"HITLER—BEAST OF
BERLIN"

The Picture that Will Rock
the Globe!

A 4-Star Special Production

Oct. 22 — Out of the

Mesquite and Cactus . . .

"THE SAGEBRUSH FAMILY
TRAILS WEST"

Featuring BOBBY CLARK
13-year old world's champion

junior cowboy

Oct. 29—Crusading Jour-

nalism Pries the Lid Off

Corrupt City Hall . . .

"WANTED FOR MURDER"
Adapted from the Novel,

"Millions for Murder," by
Carter Wayne

Oct. 29—Gouged from the

Blood-Saturated Pages of

Frontier History . . .

"THE MAN FROM
OKLAHOMA"

featuring

GEORGE HOUSTON,
singing star of stage, radio

and screen.

First release of 8

"TALES OF BILLY THE KID"

PRODUCERS DISTRIBUTING

CORPORATION

1436 No. Beachwood Drive,

Hollywood, Calif.

Exchanges Everywhere
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THEATERS
• AIR CONDITIONING

• COOLING EQUIPMENT
e PROJECTION EQUIP

.-ILL. CIRCUIT WILL

BUILD $100,000 HOUSE

Michigan City, Ind.—New $100,000
theater to be erected here for the
Indiana-Illinois circuit will be named
the Lido and will seat 900. Pereira
& Pereira, of Chicago, are the archi-

tects of the new house. This will

give the circuit five theaters here.

To Build in Lubbock, Tex.

Dallas—Corgan & Moore, Dallas
architects, have completed plans for
the 1,500-seat New Lindsey theater
at Lubbock. A corner entrance will

be accentuated by a circular, bright-
ly colored box-office and marquee.

New Newport News House
Newport News, Va. — Work has

been started on the new $50,000
Wythe by the Harwood Construction
Co. of Newsport News. Seating 560,
the house will be operated by the
Palace Theater Corp., Mrs. Bertha
Gordon, president.

Wasserman Will Build

Alexandria, Va.—A new 400-seat
theater will be built here by Harry
Wasserman of the Capitol.

Heaton Erecting Another

Pittsburgh—William R. Heaton,
who operates the Penn Theater in

Pennsboro, W. Va., is constructing a
400-seat theater in Cairo, W. Va.,

which is expected to open around
Labor Day.

$150,000 House for Pana, 111.

Pana, 111.—The Tanner Theater
Co. will build a $150,000 theater

here. Work will start at once,

Harry Tanner states. Town has two
houses, one dark.

New Insurance Loan Plan

A plan whereby life insurance
policyholders may take advantage of

the low money rates now prevalent
on short term loans has been devel-

oped by D. H. Blair & Co., money
brokerage firm. Under the Blair
plan, any life insurance policyholder
whose policies have a cash surrender
value of $5,000 or more may borrow
up to the full cash value of his poli-

cies at rates varying from 2V2 per
cent to 3% per cent annually, ac-

cording to the size of the loan.

DST Handling RCA Sound
Oklahoma City — The Oklahoma

Theater Supply Co. has been named
distributors for RCA sound, Brinkert
projectors and Brinkert arc lamps
for territories covered by the firm's

Oklahoma City and Kansas City
offices.

Improves Talisman
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—John Meehan of Talisman

Studios is reconditioning all the lamps
and is adding $5,000 in new lighting
equipment. He is also planning to sound
proof the last two of the eight stages.

New Type of Projection

Microscope Introduced

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— Recent development

of a new type of projection micro-
scope is gaining interest here among
studio technicians.

Practically all precisien sound-
track measurements are made with
a microscope, which has been the ac-
cepted standard of the industry. This
method is necessarily slow, and in

an effort to speed up track position,
printer alignment, and other techni-
cal measurements, the new projection
microscope has been developed.
One of the most important advan-

tages of the instrument is its ability
to detect printing machine defects,
and by its use the quality of sound
printing has been greatly improved.

Harry Schwartz, Schines

Building in Paris, Ky.

Cincinnati—Work is scheduled to
start at once on the new 400-seat
Paris Theater, Paris, Ky., to be op-
erated by Harry Schwartz, veteran
Kentucky exhib. Costing $20,000,
the house will have approximately
400 seats. The F & Y Co., Colum-
bus, is the contractor.

This makes the second new house
started in recent months, the Schine
circuit having already commenced
work on a colored house. The only
house in Paris at present is Schine's
Bourbon.

New Theater for Lee
Lee, Mass.—Miss Elizabeth For-

mento announces that a new 700-seat
theater is to be built on the Formento
property on Main St. Plans and
specifications are being prepared by
J. R. Hampson of Pittsfield. The
New Theater will be run in connec-
tion with the Park.

To Remodel Marion House
Columbus, O.—H. C. Patterson of

Blanchester, operator of the Bow-
man Theaters, Inc., has acquired the
Oakland Theater in Marion. House
will be remodeled, with opening set

for Sept. 1 under the circuit's ban-
ner. L. J. Flautt was the former
owner. Details were handled through
the local office of the Bob Byers or-

ganization.

Greiver Reopening House
Downers Grove, 111. — The Si

Greiver circuit will reopen the Don
Theater here. New seats and mod-
ern equipment will be installed.

THEATER TO INSTALL

"SPERTI" SUN LAMPS

Wilmington, Del.—When the new
Rialto Theater opens in the Fall,

it will be equipped with mercury-

vapor lights, death-dealing to bac-

teria.

The theater has awarded a con-

tract to Joseph J. Heintz, Jr., Inc.,

local distributor, for installation of

14 "Sperti" sun lamps by Aug. 28.

The lamps will be placed in stra-

tegic points in the ceiling and their

rays distributed by fans. Heintz

said the Rialto will be the first mo-
tion picture theater in the country to

be equipped with this type lamp as a
health safeguard.
New walls and roof of the $65,000

theater have been completed and
work is being started on the recon-
struction of the interior. The cost
stated is only for construction work
and does not include the cost of
interior decorations, seats, and other
equipment. The theater will be air-

conditioned.
The therapeutic treatment admin-

istered with the rays, according to

tests, builds body resistance. In ef-

fect, the lights "bring indoors all

the vital properties of Summer sun-
light, both visible and invisible,"

Heintz explained. The mercury va-
por tubes are combined with incan-
descent lamps.
The lights will not injure the qual-

ity of the motion pictures but will

enhance it, the blue light of the
tubes filtering the red and yellow
rays predominating in the ordinary
projection of pictures. Also, the
bluish tint aids in the color scheme.

Remodel Oakland Theater
Oakland, Cal.—The Esquire will be

the new name for the old American
Theater, following a general over-
hauling of the Blumenfeld-Laws
house to cost $50,000. The remodeled
theater will have a seating capacity
of 1,500. The house will reopen Sept.

1 featuring first-run WB pix.

Marosis Will Build

Pittsburgh—Speer Marosis, vet-

eran exhibitor in this territory who
has not been active for the past few
years, has just completed plans for

a new 1,500-seat theater in New Cas-
tle, where he was formerly located,

on which construction is to begin
immediately.

Heaton's Cairo Project

Pittsburgh—W. R. Heaton, of the

Penn Theater in Pennsboro, W. Va.,

is building a new 300-seat house in

Cairo, W. Va., which is expected to

open Oct. 1.

REDUCED BL
Attainabfc'Vi

By JOHN EBI

THAT the smaller theaters of to-

morrow can be standardized,

was the opinion advanced in the

previous article of this series. But,

as explained heretofore, we do not

mean complete standardization such

as is employed when a housing de-

velopment is reared of identical

units occupying a fixed plot meas-

urement.

Film theater standardization can-

not possibly be carried on under

such a repetitious scheme. But

there is much that can be done

with certain components of 600 to

700-seat film houses to cut costs

of construction and equipment, i.e.

provide these components on a mass

basis.
* * *

IT
being highly unlikely that ex-

treme examples of cubic foot

content distribution would prevail

in the case of 600 to 700-seaters,

it is safe to assume that millwork,

hardware, display frames, marquees,

signs, lighting fixtures, seats and

carpeting would, or could be made
to, fall under the general heading

of standardization.

Additionally, one might well add

the items of air conditioning sys-

tems and their accessories,—motors,

fans, diffusers, grilles.

Many items of furnishings, to-

gether with screens and projection

machines, plus booth equipment,

ticket vending devices and ticket

takers are also categorical in the

standardization scheme.

One could go on mentioning

numerous other necessities, in the

brackets of both equipment and

decoration, and also in actual con-

struction material, which could be

"yard-sticked."

THE point is that costs could be

spread over a large number of

orders if avenues were opened for

Grimes Builds in Brazil

Brazil, Ind.—Sam Grimes is build-

ing a new 400-seat theater here, to

be called the Cine. The Stanley

Theater Equipment Co. is handling

the job.
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tahdardization

:JN, Architect

those orders to come from a num-

ber of existing circuits, individual

exhibitors contemplating expansion,

and prospective theater operators.

A widespread revival of new, small

theater construction would as-

suredly be an incentive to many

manufacturers of equipment to

make up stock on the understand-

ing that it would be subject to

repeat orders.

An economy, too, would lie in

the fact that, with practical and

successful standardization, time for

preparing plans and specifications

would be shortened. It would be

the function of the practical archi-

tect to prepare basic details and

designs.

SPEAKING of standardization, I

have often wondered why some

of more progressive, growing cir-

cuits have not followed the example

of certain other businesses having

a number of branches. The latter

successfully standardize appear-

ances of their facades. Such simi-

larity in appearance carries an in-

stitutional note, quick to be recog-

nized by today's highly migratory

public. Practice is good merchan-

dising. It says: "This business is

conducted by the same company

as that which operates in your home
town. You are served well there;

you will be served just as well here."

The message is transmitted via the

eye.

There is a great circuit of film

houses in England, whose virtually

every house is named "Odeon." It

is good standardization,—merchan-

dising via word-and-ear.

Indeed, there are multi-advan-

tages to be derived through stand-

ardization in the theaters of the

future, without theaters sacrificing

too markedly the intriguing element

of individuality.

Theater at Dam Site

Denver — A new theater to be

called the Green Mountain, is being

opened by the WEM Amusement Co.

at the Green Mountain Dam. a Gov-
ernment project in Colorado.

GULF STATE TOWNS

GET 3 NEW THEATERS

New Orleans — The Gulf States
will see at least three new houses
open in widely scattered directions
during the next quarter, Film Row
sources said today.
At Milton, Fla., J. R. Green plans

a small house. Alec Gounares' 1,000-

seater, a neighborhood house lo-

cated .at Five Points in Mobile, is

already under construction and
should be ready within 90 days, ac-
cording to Gounares.
At Cutoff, John L. Guedry is build-

ing a 500-seater which should be
ready within 60 days. Guedry will

book through the Willis Houck cir-

cuit.

W. A. Hendricks is remodeling his

theater at Monroeville, Ala., and is

building a new front of glass bricks.

Joseph Campau Planning

New Detroit Pix House

Detroit—A new theater is planned
for Joseph Campau near Yemans
Ave., Saul Sloan, one of the city's

most active builders, disclosed. Sloan
has changed the name of his com-
pany from the United Motion Thea-
ters Co. to the Detroit Theater Co.,

he disclosed. Two architects are
now preparing plans on his projected
Alpine and Television Theaters, to

be 3,000 and 4,000 seats, respectively.
Operating arrangements for the pro-
jected theaters remained undisclosed.

Rebuild In Bentleyville

Pittsburgh—The old Liberty The-
ater in Bentleyville, which has been
closed for the past 10 years, has
been taken over by Matt Faenza,
who operates the Roosevelt Theater
in this town and in Republic. The
Liberty will practically be rebuilt.
It is expected to be ready for open-
ing by the end of September.

Altec and DSE in Pact
An agreement covering the re-

ciprocal interchange of technical in-

formation pertaining to sound repro-
ducing and other theater equipment
and servicing techniques, has just
been signed, according to a joint
announcement made by G. L. Car-
rington, vice-president and general
manager of Altec, and F. E. Peters,
general manager, Dominion Sound
Equipments, Ltd., of Montreal.

Rappolds Will Build

Columbus, O.— George and John
Rappold, operators of the Innis The-
ater, have announced plans for a
new house on the southside. Con-
struction work, estimated at $20,000,
is to start at once. Hypp J. Dauben
is the architect for the 600-theater,
and James F. Adams, contractor.

Garage Into Theater
Denver— Fox Intermourttain is adding

another house at Longmont. To seat
about 800, the theater is being remod-
eled from an old garage into a modern
show house.

LIGHTWEIGHT HEARING

AID PUT OUT BY MYERS

Simplex Sound Ordered

For Rosiclare Theater

Rosiclare, El.—The Capitol Thea-
ter, a 200-seat house operated by
Mrs. W. E. Dimick, has been sold to
the Egyptian Amusement Co. of
Harrisburg, which owns and operates
about a dozen other theaters in vari-
ous parts of the Southern Illinois

section known as Little Egypt. The
new owners are remodeling the the-
ater completely and have contracted
with the National Theater Supply
Co., St. Louis, for a new 4-star
sound system (Simplex), new Alex-
ander Smith carpets, a cooling sys-
tem and miscellaneous other equip-
ment.

Sign Order to Long Co.
Detroit—Victor Petriks and John

Tatu are completing remodeling of
the Casino Theater front, including
new modernistic trim throughout,
and new marquee and sign installed

by E. A. Long Sign Co.

Chicago—E. A. Myers & Sons has

developed a hearing aid that weighs
less than 11 ounces for the hard of

hearing.
The new aid is made almost en-

tirely from aluminum and molded
plastics. The microphone is mounted
in a die-cast aluminum housing and
weighs a little more than one ounce.
The pickup parts are made from the
same material, including the dia-
phragm, intensity switch and the
clothes clamp. Two switches en-
able the user to adjust the micro-
phone to either low or high sounds
and to compensate for battery volt-

age fluctuations. Three small flash-

light batteries supply the power.

Fourth Danville House
Danville, Va.—Charles Abercrom-

bie, general manager, Danville En-
terprises Corp., operators of the
Capitol, Rialto and Broadway, has
announced that his company will
start construction of a new theater
to be completed by Jan. 1.

^THEY SHALL HAVE MUSIC"

You'll hear the sweet music of extra

coins tinkling in the box office till if

you give them Alexander Smith Carpet

as well . . . one reason why you'll mid

this famous carpet in most of the

country's successful theatres.

ALEXANDER SMITH CARPET



EASTMAN'S three great new films back

up their special characteristics with typ-

ical Eastman reliability and uniformity.

Worthy successors to earlier Eastman

emulsions, they are the new raw-film fa-

vorites of the motion picture industry.

Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester,

N. Y. (J. E. Brulatour, Inc., Distributors,

Fort Lee, Chicago, Hollywood.)

EASTMAN
PLIJS-X

for general studio use

SIJPER-XX
for nit difficult shots

BACKGROUND-X
for bucknrounds nnd nenernl exterior work
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Strike Averted by LastMinute AAAA-IA TSE Agreement

D OF J EQUITY MOVEASKSANSWERS TO G7QUESTI0NS

Chi. Business Improving; Closed Houses Reopening
Indie Houses Trying First

Runs; Newsreel Theater

to be Opened
By JOSEPH ESLER

Chicago — During the past few
weeks, improvement is shown in

Loop theater business. The RKO
Palace, closed for the first time since
its opening 12 years ago, has re-
opened; the B & K United Artists,
closed for a few weeks due to a
shortage of product, is now in the
midst of its delayed run of the
"Wizard of Oz" and reports are cur-
rent that the legit. Erlanger Theater
will be turned into a popular price

< Continued on Page 5)

W.VIRGINIA MANAGERS

NOW UNIT OF MPTOA

White Sulphur Springs, W. Va.

—

Fifth annual convention of West
Virginia Theater Managers Associa-
tion voted unanimously in favor of
becoming a member of the MPTOA
here last week, with 90 per cent of
the membership present when affilia-

tion vote was taken.
It was also resolved that all dis-

CCoHfi'ttHed on Page 3)

381 Day-and-Date Showings
For Warners' "The Old Maid"

Warner Bros, begins its new sea-
son auspiciously with 381 simultan-
eous engagements this week on "The

(Continued on Page 3)

Making Propagandas
Alexander Korda has dropped produc-

tion plans for "Manon Lescaut" and is

now making propaganda pictures for the
British Government, Hal Rosson reported
yesterday on debarking from the Queen
Mary. Rosson said most other British

producers are engaged in the same work.

H. M. Warner, Dan Carroll, and Bob
Hope were others on the Queen Mary
when she docked with a record passenger
list.

WAR WILL NOT
STOP PRODUCT
Producers Will Keep to

Present Schedules

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY
Hollywood—Consensus of opinion

among producers is that pictures

now in production will not have their

schedules affected or any changes

London (By Radio)—British Govern-
ment, in its War Orders Sunday,
ordered all places of amusement, in-

cluding cinemas, closed until further
notice, although, it was said, it may
be possible to open some of the theaters

in the near future.

London (By Cable) (Passed by Cen-
sor)—British film industry is on a war-
time footing, with Wardour St., center

of the local industry, evacuated.

Playdates have been suspended, under
the terms of a joint CEA-KRS agree-

ment. A central film depot has been

established.

made in budgets because of the Eu-
ropean war situation. Executives

(Continued on Page 6)

Eleven Features Will Go
Into Production This Week

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY
Hollywood—Eleven new pictures

are scheduled to go into work this

week. Included in present plan are:
(Continued on Page 4)

Information Demanded Includes Queries on History,

Production, Distribution, and Exhibition; Must
Itemize Product Data Since 1919

While New York's Film Row watched tensely on Friday the
ominous developments in Europe, the D of J filed in Federal
Court here a list of 67 questions which covered thoroughly the
history, organization and activities in the production, distribu-

tion, and exhibition fields on the part of all the corporate defen-
dants in the Government's New York
equity action.

The interrogatories require sep-
arate answers by each of the defen-
dants but did not specify a specific

date for answers to be filed. Each
company must file its answers re-
gardless of its affiliations with other
defendants named, the demand
stated.

Interrogatories were divided into
classifications of organization, pro-
duction, distribution, exhibition and

(Continued on Page 8)

400 RESERVATIONS FOR

JERSEY ALLIED CONFAB

Allied of New Jersey's leaders

says that over 400 reservations have
been received by the organization for

its 20th annual convention opening
tomorrow in the Ritz Carlton Hotel,

Atlantic City, and that this assures

the largest such conclave in body's
history.

Total already reached includes all

(Continued on Page 3)

Announce Canada's National

Film Board Membership

Montreal—Composition of the Na-
tional Film Board is announced by
Hon. W. D. Euler, Minister of Trade
and Commerce. It consists of three

members of the civil service and
(Continued on Page 5)

AFA Disolved/ Miss Tucker Reinstated/

Unions Agree Not to Invade Territories

200 TMAT Treasurers Bolt;

Browne Gives IATSE Charter

Further complications clouded the

union battlefields Friday when some
200 or more treasurers of the The-
atrical Managers, Agents and Treas-
urers union bolted the TMAT and

(Continued, on Page 4)

Adoption of a working agreement
between AAAA and the IATSE was
announced Sunday night as "eleventh

hour' negotiations brought about a

peaceful settlement of the jurisdic-

tional dispute between the two unions
which had threatened to cripple the

entire entertainment industry with
strikes.

It was generally conceded that
(Continued on Page 6)

DEFENDANTS DENY ALL

MOMAND ALLEGATIONS

Oklahoma City—Defendants in the
A. B. Momand suits in Federal Court
here have filed their answers to Mo-
mand's amended complaint. Griffith

(Continued on Page 8)

West Coast Contempt Action

Hearing Scheduled Oct. 16

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM (DAILY
Hollywood — Criminal Contempt

action filed by the D. of J. against
Coast majors last week, is scheduled
to be heard before U. S. District

(Continued on Page 8)

Big Broadway Biz
Broadway houses last night reported

that the Labor Day busines done in all

cases exceeded last year's business, and,

in many cases was the best Labor" Day
on record. Managers of the Paramount,
Roxy, Capitol, Music Hall and Strand

were enthusiastic over SRO business and

long lines of waiting patrons.
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(QUOTATIONS AS OF FRIDAY)

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Am. Seat
Col. Picts. vtc. (2'/2 %)
Columbia Picts. pfd..

Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd..

East. Kodak 1

do pfd

Cen. Th. Eq

Loew's, Inc

do pfd
Paramount
Paramount 1st pfd.. . .

Paramount 2nd pfd...

Pathe Film
RKO
20th Cent-Fox
20th Cent. -Fox pfd.. .

Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros

do pfd

NEW YORK
Keith B. F. ref. 6s 46
Loew's deb. 3 V2 S 46.

1

Par. B'way 3s55
Par. Picts. 6s 55. . .

.

Par. Picts. cv. 3 Vis 47
RKO 6s41

Warner Bros.' cv. 6s39
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48

High Low Close

lOVs 10 lO'/s -

8 6% 8 -

.... . „ .

^

8i/2 8V4 8i/
2 -

59 1551/2 159 -

Net
Chg.

- V/a
- %

51/2

91/4 9i/4 91/4

37 34 355/g
Va
3%

71/2

87
8%

. 9

1%
161/s
27
60
41/s
46

BOND
997/8
021/2

71/4

81
8 1/4

9

63/4

81

8 1/4

8 1/4

iy2
141/s 15
26 26
571/2 571/2

3% 4
45 45

MARKET
991/2 991/2

99% IOOV4

%
61/2

11/4

Vz

V*
2

25/8

21/2

— 5

Va
l 3/4

87
65

83

87
65

83 — 2

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts.

1 1/4 — Va
13 — 1/4

n/4
31/8 — %

Sonotone Corp. ..... 1 V4 1 14
Technicolor 13 1 21/4

Trans-Lux 1 V4 1 Va
Universal Corp. vtc. 3/2 31/s

Universal Picts .....
N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER STOCK MARKET

Bid Asked
Pathe Film 7 pfd
Fox Thea. Office Bldg. 1st '46.... 3y8 5
Loew's Thea. Realty 6s 1st '47

Met. Playhouse. Inc., 2nd deb. '45.. 68 71

Roxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st '57 62% 65

Mrs. Crandall Funeral Sat.

Funeral services were held Satur-
day morning for Mrs. Catherine El-
len Crandall, widow of the late Har-
ry M. Crandall.

Services were held at her late resi-

dence Saturday morning, followed by
Solemn High Requiem Mass at the
Shrine of the Sacred Heart. Inter-
ment was in Mt. Olivet Cemetery.

H The Broadway Parade ®
Picture and Distributor Theater

Goodbye, Mr. Chips (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)—17th week ;.,Astor
The Old Maid (Warner Bros. Pictures)—4th week :Strand

The Wizard of Oz (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)—3rd week Capitol

The Under-Pup (Universal Pictures) Rivoli

Fifth Avenue Cirl (RKO Radio Pictures)—2nd week ..Music Hall

The Star Maker (Paramount Pictures) Paramount
The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes (20th Century-Fox) ..Roxy
These Clamor Girls (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer) Criterion

Angels Wash Their Faces (Warner Bros. Pictures) ...Globe
The Cirl from Rio (Monogram Pictures) (a) Central

Fighting Renegade (Principal Pictures) (a) Central

The Mummy (Universal Pictures) (a-d) Rialto

The Raven (Universal Pictures) (a-d) Rialto

In Name Only (RKO Radio Pictures) (a-b) .Palace

Charlie Chan at Treasure Island (20th Century-Fox) (a) Palace

FOREIGN LANGUAGE FEATURES
The Conquests of Peter the Great (Amkino)—2nd week Cameo
Song of the Streets (Mayer-Burstyn) 55th St. Playhouse

Heartbeat (French Motion Picture Co.) Little Carnegie

FUTURE OPEWIIVGS
Tropic Fury (Universal Pictures)—Sept. 5 Rialto

The Lady of the Tropics (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)—Sept. 6 Capitol

Golden Boy (Columbia Pictures)—Sept. 7 Music Hall

Flight at Midnight (Republic Pictures)—Sept. 7 Criterion

Dust Be My Destiny (Warner Bros. Pictures)—Sept. 8 Strand

The End of the Day (Juno Films)—Sept. 11 Filmarte

The Real Glory (United Artists-Goldwyn)— (c) Rivoli

Honeymoon in Bali (Paramount Pictures)—Sept. 20 Paramount
The Rains Came (20th Century-Fox) (c) Roxy
New Frontier (Republic Pictures)—Sept. 8 (a) Central

Midnight Menace (Film Alliance)—Sept. 8 (a) Central

Stanley and Livingstone (20th Century-Fox) (a-b)—Sept. 7 Palace

Stop, Look and Love (20fh Century-Fox)—Sept. 7 (a) Palace

Harvest (French Cinema Corporation)—Sept. 14 World

(a) Dual bill. (b) Subsequent run. (c) Follows current bill. (d) Revival.

Leichter Closes "Sudan"

Deals With Five Exchanges

Mitch Leichter has now sold rights

to "Sudan" to five distributors, cov-

ering a number of territories. In

addition to the recently announced
deal with Ed Hudson and Jesse Jcnes
of Feature, St. Louis, Milwaukee,
Texas, Oklahoma, California, Nev-
ada, Arizona, New Mexico, Hawaiian
Islands, Alaska, and' nine Southern
states.

Jack Adams has the Texas and
Oklahoma rights; Majestic Film Ex-
change, Los Angeles, has California,

Nevada, Arizona, New Mexico, Ha-
waiian Islands, and Alaska; Tom
Branon, Atlanta, has the nine South-
ern states rights.

\c Venezuelan Rep.

Coming for H. O. Confabs

Luis Enrique Perez, Republic
Venezuelan distributor, who arrived
in New York Thursday from Cara-
cas, will hold general discussions
with Morris Goodman, vice-presi-

dent in charge of foreign distribu-

tion.

Perez, who will stay here about
two weeks, will arrange for exten-
sive advertising and exploitation on
"Man of Conquest," which will be
opened at the Ayacucho Theater,
Caracas, in October.

Para. Claims News Scoop
Paramount News claims a scoop

in the showing of European mobiliza-
tion scenes in Paris and London, at
the Paramount and Embassy News-
reel theaters Friday—40 hours after
being photographed. Scenes came to
this country via American Clipper.

Warners Australian Confab.

Will be Held September 11

Ralph Clark, general manager for
Warner Bros, in Australia and New
Zealand, having just returned to Syd-
ney after several months in the U.
S., has dates for the Australian sales

convention to announce the 1939-40
product and establish sales policies.

Managers and salesmen from
branches in Melbourne, Adelaide,
Perth, Brisbane and Wellington, N.
Z. will convene in Sydney for ses-
sions during the week starting Sep-
tember 11.

Confer with Chi. Stagehands
Chicago— Frank Olson, business

agent of the Chicago Stagehands'
Union met with theater executives
over the week-end to work out a
satisfactory solution of the Chicago
stage situation. Johnnie Jones, Ori-
ental Theater director, says Stroud
Twins have concluded their engage-
ment and he expects no union trou-
ble.

Western "Rains" Premiere
Western premiere of 20th-Fox's

"The Rains Came" is scheduled for
Saturday at the Ohio Theater, Mans-
field. Showing will be in honor of
Louis Bromfield, author of the story.

"Flight" at Criterion

Republic's "Flight at Midnight"
opens at the Criterion Thursday, re-
placing "Payment Deferred," which
is put back a week.

"Dust" for Strand
"Dust Be My Destiny," Warner

film co-starring John Garfield and
Priscilla Lane, will open Friday at
the Strand.

commG mid com

WILL HAYS has arrived in Hollywood fro

New York.

HERMAN WOBBER, 20th-Fox sales chieftai
has returned to New York.

ARTHUR LOEW, vice-president and forei)

chieftain of Metro, is due back from the Coas

JAMES R. GRAINGER, Republic pre*.'

general manager of distribution, is schorl'
arrive in New York today after a swing gl

out the country.

ADOLPH ZUKOR and JOHN W. HICKS, JR
arrived on the Coast yesterday from Australi

STANTON GRIFFIS, Paramount executive boai
chairman, is in Southern France.

CHARLES OLAJOS, Erpi treasurer, has arrive

in Hollywood for a vacation.

u

ud re

I
xw

an,

KEN WHITMORE, Warner publicist, returned*'
to the Coast yesterday.

CARL SPELLMAN, Oakland, Ind., exhib.,
NORMA PUHLMAN, of the Paramount exchang
in Milwaukee, were visitors this week at th
Paramount World's Fair Lounge.

TEX RITTER is here from the Coast.

NORMAN REILLY RAINE, writer, has arr

from Hollywood for a vacation here.

DR. RUDOLPH LISZT, make-up expert, re
turned to New York at the week-end from Porti

Rico.

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS is at the Waldorf.

HAROLD DUNN, supervisor for Warners
the Far East, has arrived in Tokio.

JAMES ROOSEVELT has arrived for a visi

with his family.

JAMES STEWART has returned to the Coast

RUSSELL MUTH is at the Waldorf.

ALLEN JENKINS flew to the Coast Friday
night via United Airlines.

MAX C. BATSEL, RCA Photophone chief en-
gineer, has returned to the company's Camdeii
plant following a tour through the mid-west,

L. J. McGINELY was at the Universal Studios
last week.

GEORGE RAFT left for the Coast yesterday.

Warren County Bans Bingo
Hackettstown, N. J.— Prosecutor

Cook of Warren County joined the

growing list of North Jersey prose-

cutors placing bans on Bingo. He
announced late last week that he is

preparing a general order to all po

lice in the county denning what he

considers gambling. Attempt of an
out-of-town group to open a Bingo
parlor met with raid threat from
Cock.

Best wishes from THE FILM DAILY
to the following on their birthdays:

SEPTEMBER 5
Doris Kenyon
Sam Sax

Jerry Safron
Clive Adams
Amos Hiatt
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400 RESERVATIONS FOR

.JERSEY ALLIED CONFAB
In

'! .

L
DAILY

(Continued from Page 1)

important national leaders of Allied
and representatives from all major

jjjj
company exchanges in both New
York and Philadelphia.

'—*:le certain specific topics have
v be.^ announced for action at the
gathering, such as duals elimination,
forcing of shorts and features, prob-

* lems attending giveaways, and buy-
" ing, it is privately admitted that
other matters of importance to the

'• industry at large loom for considera-
tion. National leaders, it is virtually

n: certain, will make "certain recom-
mendations" during the three-day

•• meeting.
m i

"Warning" Bookings Up
Current war scare has upped the

bookings on Alliance's three-reeler,

« "The Warning." Film has been

booked for first-runs at the Grand,

Albany, State, Schenectady, Century,

I

Buffalo and at several other Basil-

Dipson houses in the Buffalo terri-

tory. First-runs have also been set

for theaters in Seattle and Dallas.

.:

':,"

Chicago Triples Down to iViite
Chicago—Checkup over the week-end, showed an increase in triple shows to nine,

while housees using premiums dropped to 14. The Lane Court was giving away dinner-
ware, while the Biograph gave the folks glasses with each lady admitted.

381 Day-and-Date Showings {Providence Albee Back in

For Warners "The Old Maid

(Continued from Page 1)

Old Maid," initial release on the
1939-40 schedule.

In over 25 special pre-release
showings during the past two weeks
"The Old Maid" played to record
business, surpassing in each situa-
tion the high grosses of "Dark Vic-
tory," previous Bette Davis starrer.

Lift Louis King Option
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM \DAILY

Hollywood—Louis King, now di-

recting Dorothy Lamour in "Ty-
phoon" at Paramount, has had his

option lifted for another year. This

will be King's third year with Para-

mount.

"Rains Came" at Roxy Friday

"The Rains Came," 20th-Fox, will

have its world premiere at the Roxy
beginning Friday.

N. Y. Dist. With New Mgr.

Providence — RKO-Albee goes
back to the New York district lists

again this week when Michael J.

Kavanagh arrives here to become
resident manager of the house.
Kavanagh comes from Cincinnati,

where he managed the Paramount
prior to that house's closing. He
was identified with a number of

New York theaters from 1920 to

1926 and from 1927 to 1930 was
associated with United Artists in

theaters in the Detroit area. Wil-
liam J. McCourt, who has been
acting as manager of Albee, goes
back to Memorial, Boston.

Bill Cody, Jr. Signed
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY
Hollywood — Bill Cody, Jr., has

been signed by William G. Smith of
Jewel Productions to appear in a
series of youth adventure stories

based on a series appearing in the
Street & Smith publications. Pro-

duction will begin in September.

W.VIRGINIA MANAGERS

NOW UNIT OF MPTOA

(Continued from Page 1)

tributors immediately be asked to
adopt, and put into effect immediate-
ly, the trade practice code, regard-
less of present sales policies and
declarations of adoption of certain
parts of the proposed code.

Convention also condemned the
Neely Bill in a resolution. All officers

were re-elected with slate compris-
ing: S. J. Hyman, president; William
H. Holt, secretary and treasurer, and
Dr. C. P. Church, N. E. Carskaten,
George Talbott, L. E. Rodgers, Mrs.
P. M. Thomas, and R. W. Phelan,
vice-presidents.

Meeting, which was held at the
Greenbrier Hotel, was addressed by
Ed Kuykendall, national prexy of
the MPTOA; Governor Homer A.
Holt, West Virginia, and executives
of several distributing companies
and representatives of various Pitts-
burgh exchanges.

"Streets" at 55th Street

"Song of the Streets," released by
Mayer & Burstyn, opened at the
55th St. Playhouse yesterday, inaug-
urating the new French film season.



ELEVEN FEATURES TO

BE STARTED THIS WEEK
(Continued from Page 1)

At Columbia, "Renegade Law"
starring Charles Starrett; at Para-
mount: "Campus Wives" with Jean
Cagney and Joseph Allen. "The
Farmer's Daughter" with Martha
Raye, Charles Ruggles and Joseph
Allen. "Strange Money" (tentative

title) features Ellen Drew.
At Universal: "Destry Rides

Again" co-starring Marlene Dietrich

and James Stewart with Charles
Winninger, Mischa Auer and Brian
Donlevy; at 20th Century-Fox: "The
Bluebird" starring Shirley Temple
with Nancy Kelly and Nigel Bruce.
At Warners: "Uncle Sam Awak-

ens" featuring Ronald Reagan. "In-

visible Stripes" starring George Raft
with Humphrey Bogart, Jane Bryan
and William Holden; at Republic:
"Abraham Lincoln Boggs" with Ed-
ward Ellis and Anita Louise. "Jeep-
ers, Creepers" with Roy Rogers,
Weaver Bros, and Elviry.

At Selznick Int.: "Rebecca," the
cast is headed by Laurence Olivier,

and to date includes Judith Ander-
son, Reginald Denny, George Sand-
ers, Nigel Bruce and Florence Bates.

200 TMAT Treasurers Bolt;

Browne Gives IATSE Charter

(Continued from Page 1)

obtained a charter from George E.

Browne, IATSE prexy.
The TMAT immediately took re-

taliatory action when the treasurers
bolt became known, and suspended
all treasurer members in the union
"until traitors in the union can be
ferreted out." Executives of the
TMAT asserted that the estimated
number of treasurers bolting the
union was exaggerated, but Walter
O'Connor, spokesman for the group,
claimed that the members who had
left numbered well over 200.

Action was taken by the AAAA
immediately when Browne's action
became known, with an offer of their

"wholehearted supported" being sent

to the TMAT. AAAA was reported
to be concerned over the latest move
by Browne as this considerably
strengthens his hold in the theatrical

field.

Move is also under way in the
TMAT ranks for complete affiliation

wtih the IATSE, with the motion
picture division of the union strong-
ly favoring this action.

82 Per Cent of Irish Film

Imports Are From the U. S.

Dublin (By Cable)—Of a total of

1,506 films imported into Ireland
during 1938, it is reported that 82
per cent were American-made pic-

tures. Imports from Britain were
17 per cent, the remaining one per
cent being made up of one French
and three German productions.

Ireland has some 200 film the-

aters with a seating capacity esti-

mated at 120,000. The country has
but two producing companies.

iw
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with PHIL M. DALY;
• • • HERE we go again with that Atlantic City Beauty

Pageant for the selection of Miss America 1939 and for the

umpteenth consecutive year that past-master in feminine pulchritude

our own Vincent Trotta, Paramount Art Director will be one

of the judges no Atlantic City beauty pageant is complete with-

out Vince sitting there on the judges' bench looking 'em over with a

critical but kindly eye also on the judging committee will be Vyvy-

an Donner, the Fox Newsreel style commentator she useter be

Vince's sec, and that's where she formed this beauty-style habit

T T T
• • • DID you hear the story about the two publicity men
from a major producing outfit who took a certain trade paper mug
to luncheon at a Ritzy Restaurant, and they ordered

rich foods regardless of Expense and when they came to pay

the check, their combined finances fell short of the required

amount and the trade paper mug had to make up the Deficit?

now the kick to this little tale is in the fact that the honored

guest who helped to pay for his swell lunch is a Scotchman

and he thanked his two hosts Profusely for their fine hospitality

being Scotch, he naturally is impressed by anything that

COSTS him something

T T T
• • • GENTS in the Film Biz At Work In Their Shirt Sleeves

that about typifies the present executive control in Universal

men like Nate Blumberg. Cliff Work. Milton Feld. Matty Fox all

former exhibitors now catering to the demands and requirements

of exhibitors and now with the announcement from William Scully.

general sales manager, that the company will deliver the new Durbin

pic "First Love" under the 1938-39 contract, although under no obligation

to do so the home office is being flooded with letters and wires

from showmen everywhere the Exhibitor is a funny person

he can squawk like hell over trifles but he is Human. . . .if you give

him a Break, he can be Very Appreciative that's why Universal

is rapidly becoming tied up with the slogan: "The Exhibitors' Company."

T T
• • • JUBILEE Dinner of the Variety Club of Philly takes

place at the Hotel Traymore in Atlantic City today

Mortimer Lewis of the Variety Club and Frank P. Gravatt, prexy

of the Steel Pier Company, are Kings-for-a-Day the girls

competing for the title of Miss America will be presented with

keys to the city by Mayor White Rudy Vallee will be toast-

master y
• • • LUNCHEON tendered to Russell "Ding" Bell last Friday

as a farewell gesture to Monogram's art chief prior to his depar-

ture for the company's studios on the Coast, where he will make his

headquarters Russ has been with Monogram ever since its incep-

tion among the guests at the luncheon were W. Ray Johnston,

Eddie Golden, Norton Ritchey. Louis Lifton

.

• • • AT the conference of the Williamstown Institute of

Human Relations at Williamstown, Mass. there developed an in-

teresting forum discussion on motion pictures with Dr. Frank

Kingdon, prexy of the University of Newark, stating that "it is

deplorable that this potent and eloquent medium of propaganda, is

almost exclusively devoted to 'boy-meets-girV themes" How-
ard Dietz defended the industry as "a genuine expression of

democracy" and "a broad propaganda for the American

dream, which has become more precious than ever in view of

those forces about us that would make that dream a nightmare"

the conference served as the world premiere of Warners'

feature short, "The Bill of Rights," accompanied by a Coast-to-

Coast hookup with a two-way talk between Hollywood and Wil-

liamstown

PARA. CARAVAN TO

BOOST 'RULERS OF SEA

Paramount formally announced on;

Friday that its "Hollywood Rulers
of the Sea Caravan," sponsored by
the studio, will leave Los Angeles
on Sept. 13 for a scheduled 8,500-
mile tour of the U. S. to create, na-
tion-wide interest, as an exhib.^n' 3-

fit, in company's forthcoming aJ ac-

tion, "Rulers of the Sea."
Caravan will consist of a three-

masted clipper ship 67 feet long and
mounted on a truck and trailer; a
second ship, replica of the first steam
vessel to cross the Atlantic, 57 feet
long and truck and trailer mounted;
two special de luxe buses which will
carry film players and their guests
from city to city; a five-ton supply
truck; an advance truck carrying
two-way radio apparatus for com-
munication with the main caravan;
and two sedans.
During the six-week tour, calling

for visits to more than 500 towns
and cities, ceremonies will be held in

co-operation with municipal officials

The ships, actually seaworthy, will
make part of the trip under their own
sail or power on inland waterways

Included in the caravan's itinerary
are Salt Lake City, Denver, Omaha,
Kansas City, St. Louis, Des Moines,
Minneapolis, St. Paul, Milwaukee
Chicago, Detroit, Toledo, Cleveland,
Rochester, Pittsburgh, Wheeling,
Memphis, Baton Rouge, New Or-
leans, Houston, Galveston, Dallas,
Fort Worth, El Paso, Douglas and
Tucson.

World Film Festival Scheme
Being Planned for Britain

London (By Cable)—Plans are
being laid for a world film festival
to be held annually in Britain. Oliver
Bell, director of the British Film
Institute, has stated that his or-

ganization will participate in such
an exposition.

Government support will be
sought and, if forthcoming, out-
standing features from all parts of

the world would be screened at the
festival.

Lower Detroit Admissions
Detroit-—United Detroit Theaters

has cut admission prices at the Mich-
igan and United Artists, first-run

houses, from 65 to 55 cents for
nights, 40 to 35 cents up to 6:30 p.m.,

and 50 to 40 cents for Saturdays up
to 5:00 p.m., and Sundays up to
1:00 p.m. Palms-State has been
dropped, but with a 50-cent top. The
Fox, opposition house, made similar
cuts in June.
No move toward a general price

break is anticipated, as the move
does not appear to affect the second-
runs.

Wog Moved to Denver
Denver—Ollie Wog, film salesman,

with Universal in Los Angeles, has
been transferred to the Denver ter-

ritory, where he succeeds Carl Mock,
who has been moved to Indianapolis.
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film house for the Fall and Winter
season.
Independent houses, like the Clark

of the Trinz circuit, the Woods of
the_Essaness circuit, the Oriental of

t>"~Jones, Linick & Schaefer group
h..^ had a few first-runs with good
results on the whole.
Late this Fall, the Loop will have

the premiere of its first exclusive
newsreel theater, which is now going
up in the new two-story Capital
building at State and Randolph Sts.

This modernistic house will be right
next door to the ace B & K Chicago
and will help brighten up that corner
of the Loop.

First showings of new season
product, like "Stanley and Living-
stone," "Wizard of Oz" and other im-
portant films are bringing in satis-

factory business, according to the
theater executives.
The de luxe neighborhood theaters

of the various circuits are beginning
to show a little life. As cooler
weather approaches, the desire for
beach parties, band concerts, night
baseball, prizefights and other out-
door attractions is expected to lessen
and patrons should turn their
thoughts toward inside attractions.

Balaban & Katz are trying pre-
miere showing of first-run films in

several of their larger outlying
houses, starting with "Frontier Mar-
shal" last week at the Uptown on
the North Side, the Tivoli on the
South Side and the Marbro on the
West Side. They also used the
Riviera on the North Side for a first-

run showing of Warners' "Indianapo-
lis Speedway." Whether this plan
will be continued depends on results
of these first showings.

Double features remain the rule,

with plenty of premiums in the
neighborhood houses, but as yet
premiums have not reached the Loop
or the fashionable North Shore com-
munity theaters.

Triple feature programs seem to
be on the way out; fewer houses are
using these long programs as evi-

dently they do not pay. The Rose-
wood, a small independent house,
still continues its four feature pro-
gram.
While the smaller houses in the

Loop use double features along with
the Woods of the Essaness circuit and
the Oriental and McVicker's of the
JLS circuit, the first-run houses of
B & K, the Orpheum and the Esquire
theater of the Harry Balaban circuit

are sticking to singles with plenty
of shorts.

Great States circuit, B & K sub-
sidiary, and operators outside Chi-
cago, are sticking to single feature
bills. The Indiana and Illinois cir-

cuit under Jack Rose and Alex Man-
ta management, report single fea-
ture programs will continue to be
their mainstay. Last week, they
opened their first Chicago theater,
the Lexington, seating 750, which
they took over from Warners. Rose
says they spent more than $40,000

THE WEEE IN REVIEW
4A-IA War Looms This Week—Brit. Production at Standstill

By GEORGE H. MORRIS

DOMESTIC
LABOR DUEL: As the week

waned open warfare 'twixt the
AAAA and the IATSE seemed cer-

tain as all efforts to settle their
jurisdictional disputes ' had failed.

Strikes by both sides were threat-
ened, and producers and New York
theaters were gravely concerned that
a nation-wide tie-up of the entire

entertainment industry might result.

However, possibility of Government
intervention or direct mediation by
the producers loomed.

LEGAL FRONT: Mid-week saw
D of J bring criminal contempt pro-
ceedings against majors on the Coast
for alleged violation of consent de-
cree entered into between the Gov-
ernment and the majors in 1930. Ac-
tion was instituted by Thurman
Arnold, Anti-Trust Division head,
with approval of Attorney General
Frank Murphy . . . Earlier in the
seven-day span, UA asked dismissal
of the Government's N. Y. equity
suit, and in the answer filed by the
company in Federal Court denied
major portion of the Government's
allegations.

* * %

TRADE PRACTICES: While all

was quiet on the Code front, ITOA,
following a meeting on Wednesday,
dispatched a letter to heads of the
seven majors asking them to follow
Warners' lead and incorporate in

their new season license agreements
a general arbitration clause. ITOA
also urged on the majors the imme-
diate application of the Trade Prac-
tice Code.

* * *

BUSINESS: Hollywood reported,

following a survey of studios, that
90 pictures have been completed by
the majors and top indies on their
1939-40 lineups, guaranteeing a
steady flow of product to exhibs. . .

Universal announced that the cur-
rent Exhibitor-Sponsored Testimoni-
al Drive had upped company revenue
by $75,000 weekly over normal.
Drive of three months' duration has
been under way for four weeks . . .

N. J. Allied's 20th annual convention,
opening in Atlantic City tomorrow,
is to have as its chief topic the quest-
ion of duals elimination in the State.
Other reform measures will be taken
. . . Warners' circuit sales were de-
clared at 78 per cent of possibilities
. . . Pittsburgh checked in with word
that extended runs hit new high
there.

* * *

WAR PREPARATIONS: U. S.
newsreel companies completed plans
for full coverage of hostilities, staffs
being brought to full strength.

FOREIGN
PRODUCTION: London cables on

Wednesday, prior to the outbreak of
fighting between Nazi and Polish
forces, said that British film studio
production plans were at a stand-
still, and that it is difficult to fore-
see how great the effect of war will

be on the film industry there.
* * *

JAPANESE SITUATION: Wash-
ington sources expressed the view
that there is not apt to be a revival
of the expiring U. S.-Japan trade
pact, but that, pursuant to the de-
mise date in January next, a rap-
prochement might be sought which
would involve films.

UDT Shifts Managers
Detroit—United Detroit Theaters

is shifting house managers, follow-
ing resignation of Roy Miller, man-
ager of the Palms-State. Shift in-

cludes: Donald Kuhn, Riviera to

Palms-State; Dow Thompson, Vars-
ity to Riviera; Hyman Bloom, Annex
to Varsity; Gil Green, Regent to An-
nex; and Frank Perry, assistant at
United Artists, to manager of the
Regent.

Festival in Final Week
Second International Film Festi-

val, at the Fifth Ave. Playhouse,
went into its final week Saturday.
On the program today is "Professor
Mamlock," to be followed by "The
Youth of Maxim," tomorrow; "The
Childhood of Maxim Gorky," Thurs-
day; "The New Gulliver," Friday;
and "The Eternal Mask," Saturday
and Sunday. "Modern Times" will
also be shown Thursday and Friday.

fixing the house up and will try out
singles there, for the opener.
Film demand remains uncertain,

patrons' tastes are as unstable as
ever, some films which go over big
in the Loop, fade away in the outly-
ing houses.
About 20 of the smaller Chicago

houses were closed during the Sum-
mer months and it is expected that
most of these will be reopened after
Labor Day. While many of the
smaller exhibitors say business is

bad, it is very hard to buy any of
the houses, except at fancy prices.

Many of the smaller spots have
been renovated during their closing
and equipment dealers report many

inquiries for Fall installations of

modern fixtures.

There have been several new the-

aters projected in the small spots,

but most of them are still in the
promotion stage and the plans are
still on paper.
Bank nights and other cash give-

aways are taboo, but down state in

a few of the cities, the local authori-
ties still permit different versions of
the giveaways to operate. In Chicago,
the corporation counsel tried to pre-
vent "Doctor IQ" from finishing at
the B & K Chicago, but the Grant
Advertising Agency won out in the
court.

MEMBERS OF CANADA'S

NATIONAL FILM BOARD

(.Continued from Page 1)

three from outside. Those from out-
side the civil service are: Prof. Wal-
ter C. Murray, Saskatoon, former
president of the University of Sas-
katchewan and now president of the
Canadian Film Co., and a member of
the Board of directors of the Nation-
al Film Society; Edmond Turcotte,
former editor-in-chief of Le Can-
ada, Montreal; C. G. Cowan of the
British-American Bank Note Co.,
Ottawa, and vice-president of the
National Film Society of Canada.
The civil service members are: J.

G. Parmelee, Deputy Minister of
Trade and Commerce; R. S. Hamer,
general executive assistant of De-
partment of Agriculture; Col. V. I.

Smart, Deputy Minister of Trans-
port. The first duty of the board
will be the appointment of a gov-
ernment film commissioner who will
be the chief executive officer of the
organization.

Britain, U. S. to Trade
Films for School Use

London (By Cable)—Co-operation
for an exchange of British and
American made documentary and
instructional films for use in the
schools of both countries has been
worked out, according to Thomas
Baird who recently returned from
a trip to America. Theatrical dis-

tribution for British documentaries
in the U. S. was also concluded, he
stated.

Among British shorts attracting
much attention in the U. S., Baird
mentions several of the documen-
taries being shown at the New
York World's Fair—such as activi-

ties of the post office, gas and oil

industries, and the GBI "Secrets of

Life" shown at the British Pavilion,

and "The Londoners," "Wealth of

a Nation," the nutrition, zoo and
airways films being shown at the
Science and Education building.

Staub Completes Musical
IVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM (DAILY
Hollywood—Ralph Staub has just

completed the direction of the sec-

ond of Universal's Musical series,

"Swing Hotel" which has Jerry Les-
ter, Milton Charleston, the Three
Rockets, Martha Mears (from Ra-
dio), the Three Screw Ball Sisters,

and Duke Daly and his band in the
cast. Staub also directed the first

of the series which is titled "Boy
Meets Joy" with Joy Hodges and
Pinky Tomlin.

Schlesinger Ships First
West Coast Bureau, of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Leon Schlesinger is

shipping to New York the first "Mer.
rie Melody" and "Looney Tune" of
the 1939-40 program. The "Merrie
Melody" is entitled "Sioux Me," and
the "Looney Tune," "Porky's Ho-
tel." Schlesinger has 18 pictures in

some phase of production.
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STRIKE AVERTED BY

LAST MINUTE PEACE

{Continued from Page 1)

this agreement was a sweeping vic-

tory for the actors unions as the
IATSE recognized the complete
jurisdiction of the 4 A's over all

West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Severe blow to the

aspirations of the CIO sponsored United
Studio Technicians Guild was seen
here as a result of the AAAA-IATSE
agreement. Guild which has been at-

tempting to organize studio workers,
now faces the combined IA-AAAA
forces. The NLRB has ordered a juris-

dictional vote in the near future.

actors in the entertainment field,

and also agreed to revoke the charter
they recently gave the APA, with
the members of the AFA to be ab-
sorbed by the newly created Ameri-
can Guild of Variety Artists.

No mention is made in the agree-
ment of Ralph Whitehead, who, in
the capacity of executive secretary
of the AFA, had been the focal point
in the bitter controversy. No com-
ment was forthcoming from any of
the interested organizations regard-
ing Whitehead.

Following the announcement Sun-
day night by Frank Gillmore, AAAA
prexy, which came as a complete and
welcome surprise to approximately
5,000 actors who had met at the
Astor to vote on a strike, Actors
Equity immediately went into an
emergency council session to lift

the suspensions imposed on Sophie
Tucker and Harry Richman, enabling
Miss Tucker to open last night in

the Broadway show "Leave It to

Me." The Gillmore announcement
was heralded by the overflow crowd
with a deafening thunder of cheer-
ing and applause, as to a man, they
had no inkling of what had tran-
spired, and were expecting they
would have to vote on a strike.

Whitehead tacitly acknowledged
his defeat and urged all members of

the liquidated AFA to join AGVA.
A number of reports were prevalent
as to the reasons behind the settle-

ment. It was believed that the pro-
ducers had put pressure on both
organizations to reach an agreement
at the behest of financial interests.

Joseph M. Schenck, late Friday tele-

phoned Browne, asking him to hold
conferences with AAAA, and it is

believed this call carried some weight
in the decision.

Gillmore stated that, with a war
in Europe, the people of the theater
wanted to show that thev could do
their part for peace, and both organi-
zations, particularly the IATSE, are
known to have been working to pre-
vent any possibility of a CIO inva-
sion in the theatrical field.

George E. Browne, IA prexy,
stated that in view of upset condi-
tions in the theater industry, and
the world generally, that this was
not time for arguments within the
industry, and expressed the opinion
that the agreement would benefit all

concerned.

reviews of new turns
"The Adventures of

Sherlock Holmes"
with Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce,

Ida Lupino

20th Century-Fox 82 Mins.

EXCELLENT PERFORMANCE OF THE
GREAT SLEUTH BY BASIL RATHBONE.

Fine atmospheric production that catches

admirably the spirit of the classic Sherlock

Holmes tales of sleuthing. Basil Rathbone
is admirable as the famous detective, and
Nigel Bruce is perfect as his helper, Dr.

Watson. This is the famous story of the

return of the infamous Professor Moriarty,

who has done away with the girl's father

and brother, and now seeks the life of the

girl herself. The happenings also involve

the attempt of the clever international

criminal to steal the crown jewels in the

Tower of London. In this nefarious scheme
he is thwarted by Holmes, who engages
him in mortal combat after chasing him up
the tower steps to the turret, where the

criminal falls to his death. Fine suspense

is maintained throughout, and lovers of the

Conan Doyle classic detective stories will

appreciate the fact that no attempt has

been made to modernize the adventure. It

is essentially as Doyle wrote it.

CAST: Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce, Ida

Lupino, Alan Marshall, Terry Kilburn, George
Zucco, Henry Stephenson, E. E. Clive, Arthur

Hohl, May Beatty, Peter Willes, Mary Gor-

don, Holmes Herbert, George Regas, Leon-

ard Mudie, Mary Forbes, Ivan Simpson,

Frank Dawson, Eric Wilton, Brandon Hurst.

CREDITS: Producer, Gene Markey; Di-

rector, Alfred Werker; Based on William

Gillette's play; Screenplay, Edwin Blum, Wil-
liam Drake.

DIRECTION, Very Good. PHOTOGRA-
PHY, Excellent.

Text of the agreement, dated
Sept. 2, and signed by Ken Thompson
for AAAA and John F. Gatelee for
IATSE, is as follows:

1. In order to prevent a recur-
rence of the controversy now exist-

ing, the parties agree that the
IATSE and the Four A's will enter
into an agreement similar to that
existing between the IATSE and
the American Federation of Musi-
cians. It is recognized that certain
changes will have to be made to
make the agreement applicable to
the Four A's. Subject to the con-
sent of the American Federation of
Musicians, the Four A's will be-
come a party to the agreement now
existing between the IATSE and
the American Federation of Musi-
cians with whatever revisions may
be necessary to make the agreement
applicable to the Four A's.

2. The IATSE recognizes the
jurisdiction of the Four A's as here-
tofore defined by convention action
and decisions of the Executive Coun-
cil of the American Federation of
Labor. I.E. That the Four A's has
jurisdiction over all performers in
the amusement and entertainment
world.

3. The IATSE will concurrently
revoke the charter heretofore issued
to the American Federation of
Actors.

"Conspiracy"
with Allan Lane, Linda Hayes, Robert

Barrat

RKO Radio 58 Mins.

WARTIME MELLER PACKS STRONG
THRILLS AND SUSPENSE IN VAGUE
STORY.

In line with the present war fever, this

film tells a metier yarn concerning an
American radio operator, Allan Lane who
on discovering he is aboard a ship carry-

ing contraband cargo, makes his escape
when the ship reaches port in some foreign

country. Then the militia and police are

on his trail, to do away with him because

he knows too much. But he meets up with

Linda Hayes who is in the revolutionary

party smuggling in the contraband. She
befriends him, and gets him in touch with

Barrat who is an American running a dance
hall. After many adventures dodging cer-

tain death as the soldiers trail him around,

they finally locate his hideout, and his

benefactor is forced to flee with him to

safety. There is a wild chase in a speed-

boat, and then the arrival of a flying boat

mysteriously summoned from across the

border, which takes them to safety. Then
a sweet and sad parting with the girl, who
decides to go back to join her fellow re-

volutionaries. It is all pretty well mixed

up, hazy in plot motivation, and a jumble

of causes. But the action is there, and also

the thrills. Linda Hayes shows to advan-

tage, and as a comparative newcomer looks

as if she can develop into something really

important, for she has looks, intelligence,

charming manner and a good voice. Allan

Lane has handled similar roles of late, and

also shapes up as a young player with pos-

sibilities.

CAST: Allan Lane, Linda Hayes, Robert

Barrat, Charley Foy, Lionel Royce, J. Far-

rell MacDonald, Lester Matthews, Henry
Brandon, William Von Brincken.

CREDITS: Producer, Lee Marcus; Authors,

John McCarthy, Faith Thomas; Screenplay,

Jerome Chodorov; Cameraman, Frank Red-
man; Editor, George Hively.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Okay.

PRODUCTION TO GO ON

DESPITE WAR ABROAD

{Continued from Page 1)

here are awaiting a true and full

account of war activities before
making any plans to realign shooting
schedules.
Twentieth Century-Fox will imme-

diately place in production seveijn' -

tures as originally scheduled. <- _i-

Fox budget has been laid out until

Jan. 1, when the new budget will be
formulated.

Sees No Exhibition Halt
From the European War
Walter J. Hutchinson, foreign

distribution manager for 20th-Fox,
told The Film Daily last week that
exhibition of pictures had not been
halted by the Spanish war or the
Sino-Japanese struggle, and it did
not appear that European exhibi-

tion would be halted in the event
of a war, but monetary restrictions

and differentials in exchange rates
would provide a serious problem.

Other foreign managers corrob-
orated Hutchinson's opinion on ex-
hibition, with the general belief

that even though the English Gov-
ernment is reported as ordering
theaters closed if war breaks out,

they will be reopened as quickly as
it seems feasible to keep up the
public morale.

Survey yesterday of foreign of-

fices also revealed that to date in

their foreign branches mobilization
had affected all of them, and gen-
eral English mobilization was ex-

pected to further deplete English
staffs. An accurate list of names was
not available.

4. The IATSE will forthwith no-
tify its locals all over the United
States that the organization and
the only organization having juris-

diction over variety performers is

the American Guild of Variety
Artists. And that such locals are to

assist the American Guild of Vari-
ety Artists in every way, and that
this assistance shall be mutual as
between the IATSE and the Ameri-
can Guild of Variety Artists.

5. All contemplated strikes aris-

ing out of the controversy shall be
withdrawn. All litigation between
the parties hereto shall be dismissed.

6. The Four A's will cause all its

branches to lift the suspensions of
Sophie Tucker and Harry Richman.

7. Neither party in the future will

invade the jurisdiction of the other.

8. The American Guild of Variety
Artists will admit all present mem-
bers of the American Federation
of Actors to membership without
payment of initiation fees and with-
out discrimination.

Shooting Venezuelan Pix

Caracas (By Cable)—Second pro-
duction of the Cinematographic*
8.A., entitled "Carambola," is Hear-
ing completion at the company's
studios here. This film and the pre-
ceding one produced by the ahme
company are the first feature pic-

tures to be produced by a native
company.

Roush Completes Para. Short

Direction by Leslie Roush on Para-
mount's all-color short, "Moments of
Charm of 1940," featuring Phil Spi-

talny and his all-girl orchestra, has
been completed at Eastern Service
Studio, it has been announced by Lou
Diamond, head of Paramount's shorts

department.
Company has set Oct. 13 for na-

tional release of reel.

Set "Tony Pastor"
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM (DAILY
Hollywood—"The Life of Tony

Pastor" is announced by Hal B.

Wallis, executive producer at War-
ner Bros., as a future starring veh-
icle for Edward G. Robinson. The
story of the "father of vaudeville,"

who was New York's greatest show-
man during the '80's and '90's, is

being written by Earl Baldwin.



Yesterday
it was

i

Today
it is

I

Tomorrow
it will be

I

The "Autobiographies" of the important

companies of this great industry along

with their complete line up of product

for the season will be set forth in a

volume that tells this story.
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Gross Income, Net Earnings Requested in 67 Queries
Asks Names of Subsidiaries

In Which Defendants Have

Any Money Interest

(Continued from Page 1)

history of each company. Under
organization, 24 questions were
listed. Defendants are required to

furnish date and State of incorpora-

tion and the purpose of incorpora-

tion. A list of the addresses of prin-

cipal executive officers and of ex-

change officers with the names and
duties of managers and assistants is

asked for. A list of the names and
addresses of directors and officers, a

statement of the outstanding stock,

total amount of indebtedness and

current loans, and identification of

creditors in the sum of $10,000 or

more must be furnished.

The interrogatories also seek a list

of the 20 largest stockholders of

record of each class of stock.

Government also seeks the names
of corporate defendants who either

own securities of a company, or are

creditors of it, and details concern-

ing the relationships, such as par-

ticipation in the management of the

company.

Covers Years from 1935 to 1938

Each defendant is required to state

its gross income and net earnings or

losses for the fiscal years ending

1935-36-37 and 1938. The questions

seek information of the names of all

concerns and individuals in which the

particular defendant owns "any fin-

ancial interest, directly or indirect-

ly, through subsidiaries or other-

wise" in the production, distributon

and exhibition fields. In each instance

the defendant is asked to set forth

the form of the organization, capital

invested, number and location of

offices, amounts of stocks and bonds

held by defendants, date of acquisi-

tion, and names of persons from
whom acquired. These details are

also asked as to ownership of any
business "related to the motion pic-

ture industry other than production,

distribution, or exhibition."

Similar data is required as to

ownership in the defendants of a

financial interest by an outside con-

cern. Defendants must supply in

addition information as to their re-

lationship with holding companies.

Fourteen questions are directed to

defendants covering production ac-

tivities. Each defendant must item-

ize a list of its feature pictures, pro-

duced either by it or its subsidiaries,

from 1919 through 1938, including

the titles, names of stars, approxi-

mate costs, and name of distribu-

tor. The number of sound stages

owned, leased or operated by a com-
pany, with its location and size is

asked for.

Companies must list the number
of short subjects and newsreels, pro-

duced commencing with 1919, stating

the cost of production for each sea-

son. Each company also must fur-

nish information as to the number of

persons now employed by it and its

subsidiaries in production.
A number of questions are di-

Cops Give Theater Tickets for Safe Driving
Charlottesville, Va.—Traffic police here are hunting for both reckless and careful

auto drivers and are giving both tickets, the only difference being that theater tickets
are being given each day to drivers whom members of the department single out for
outstanding acts of safety and courtesy. For the next two or three weeks theater tickets
will be handed out in this manner and if the experiment is successful it will be con-
tinued, according to members of the local Safety Council.

rected to the practice of lending tal-

ent and production assets.

On Loan of Players, Etc.

Government, further, wants to
know the names of the first five per-
sons in the categories of star, fea-
tured player, director, or technicians
loaned to other producers ; the names
of the producers, and date of the
loan. Complete details are sought
on all loans made since Jan. 1, 1933,
and whether profits were shared
when a loan was made. Companies
must also state identical information
concerning the borrowing of person-
nel.

The Government also asked a sim-
ilar line of questions concerning the
lending of production sets, sound
stages or other equipment, and a list

of each instance since Jan. 1, 1933.

Distribution activities were cov-
ered by 12 questions, first of which
was a demand for a list of all fea-
ture pictures distributed by the de-

fendant or its subsidiaries from 1935
through 1938. In regard to this list,

complete information is sought on
the title, name of producer, names
of stars, cost of production, national
release date, total number of the-
aters in U. S. to which picture was
distributed, total film rental, a sep-
arate list of film rentals from the-
aters affiliated with the five major
producer-exhibitors, film rentals from
first-run theaters, with a separate
statement from first-run affiliates

and from subsequent-run affiliates.

Film Rentals in Big Cities

Separate information is sought as
to film rentals received from theaters
in New York City, Chicago, Phila-
delphia, Washington, Los Angeles,
and Cincinnati.
A list of short subjects and news-

reels distributed over the same
period, with details as to titles, cost
of production, release date, name of

producer, and total film rental, is de-
manded.

Separate lists are again required
for short subjects and newsreels dis-

tributed to affiliates of the five

major producer-exhibitors. The no-
tice asked that each defendant sub-
mit any charts or compilations avail-

able on the subject of the proportion
of total domestic revenue that it re-

ceived from any one feature picture
in any particular city or geographi-
cal subdivision.

Particular information is sought
on the subject of exhibition in the
cities of Milwaukee, Chicago and
Cleveland.

Name Theaters Playing Pix

The Government requires the name
and location of every theater in the
U. S. which has purchased for ex-
hibition any feature picture, exclud-
ing spot bookings, distributed by the

defendant or a subsidiary during the
1937-38 season, and to group these
names according to zones and protec-
tion.

Additional information is asked
as to the protection afforded to each
theater. Finally, the number of per-
sons employed by the defendant or
its subsidiaries in the distribution
field.

Ten questions are asked in the ex-
hibition field, the Government seek-
ing to obtain complete information
on the names and financial arrange-
ments of subsidiaries and of pooled
theater holdings. Details must be
furnished as to the nature of the in-
terest, date of acquisition, and from
whom acquired since Jan. 1, 1930.

If a company subsequently di-
vested itself of a theater, details
were asked.

Asks Pooling Information

The Government also asked a num-
ber of questions as to pooling ar-
rangements or joint ventures, finan-
cial details and manner of operation.
Separate data was also asked for on
pooled theaters held in Philadelphia,
New York City, Dallas, Kansas City,
New Orleans, Boston and Seattle.
Details on box-office receipts from
first-run and subsequent-run theaters
was asked for specifically.

Interrogatories concluded with
four questions on the history of the
particular defendants and made in-
quiry into reorganization, mergers,
stock or asset acquisitions and con-
solidations. In respect to these ques-
tions, information was also asked
about the acquisition of ownership of
companies operating more than 10
theaters. Names and addresses of
persons supplying the information
must be set forth, the notice stated.
The interrogatories were signed by

John T. Cahill, U. S. Attorney for
the So. District of New York, Thur-
man Arnold, Assistant Attorney
General and eight special assistants.

Warners Sign Hogan
W est Coast Bureau of THE FILM \DAILY
Hollywood—Michael Hogan, who

wrote the screenplay of "Nurse
Edith Cavell," and also the screen-
play of "Rebecca," has been signed
by Warner Bros, to do the screen-
play of the Somerset Maugham
story, "Villa on the Hill."

Complete New Donner Short

First 'Fashion Forecast" of Vyvy-
an Donner for the coming season's
20th-Fox short subjects lineup has
been completed at Movietone's
New York studios. Subject is in

Technicolor, featuring sports clothes,

evening clothes and general outdoor
costumes. It will be released this

month.

DEFENDANTS DENY ALL

MOMAND ALLEGATIONS

(Continued from Page 1)

Amusement Co. and Consoly^ ^d

Theaters Corp. deny nearly all

!

fie allegations, and state the Govern-
ment fails to state a cause of action

on which relief can be granted, that
assignment to plaintiff is champert-
ous and against public policy, that
petitioner is not a real party, etc.

Answer denies violating any and
every material statement, averment
or inference in the complaint. De-
nies combination, monopoly or con
spiracy and denies violation of the
Sherman act. Answer was filed by
Henry Griffing and J. B. Dudley.

Columbia Pictures, through
Schwartz & Frohlich, made a sep-
arate answer of the same import as
that of Griffith Amusement Co. and
Consolidated Theaters Corp. Uni-
versal, with Charles D. Purtzman as
its attorney, made similar answer,
as did the other defendants.
William Mallard filed answer for

RKO Radio; O'Brien, Driscoll & Raf-
ferty for United Artists; J. Robert
Rubin for Loew's, Inc.; Robert W.
Perkins for Vitagraph, Inc., Warner
Bros. Theaters, Inc., Vitaphone and
Warner Bros. Theaters; Dwight,
Harris, Koegel & Caskey for 20th
Century-Fox; Phillips & Nizer for
Pathe Exchange, Inc.; Austin C.

Keough for Paramount Pictures and
Publix Theaters; and D. I. Johnston
for Education amicus curiae.

While the answers were the same,
each company filed a separate paper.
The New York lawyers entered the
case for the first time.

West Coast Contempt Action

Hearing Scheduled Oct. 16

(Continued from Page 1)

Judge George Cosgrave on Oct. 16.

It is learned that among the al-

leged violations of the 1930 consent
decree charged in the Department
suit, are: that, as a result of prac-
tices of Fox West Coast and defen-
dant distributors, many unaffiliated

exhibitors in Los Angeles territory

were forced to sell their theaters

outright to Fox West Coast, or enter

into profit sharing arrangements un-
der which unaffiliated exhibitors

granted the circuit a controlling in-

terest in their theaters, or pooled

the theaters with theaters operated
by Fox West Coast which receives

an equal or controlling interest in

the venture.
That distributors for the past

three years permitted the Circuit to

reduce the amount of percentage
payable on every percentage picture

shown on a double-feature program;
and that the Circuit has been per-

mitted by distributors to deduct
from gross box-office receipts costs

of any giveaways, vaudeville or stage

shows conducted in combination with
pictures.
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20th-Fox Standing Pat on Program Despite Conflict

EXPECTJRITAIN TEMPORARILY TO SUSPEND OUOTA

Code Rebuff Problem Before Rodgers and Kuykendall
MPTOA Prexy and Distribs.'

Spokesman to Confer
This Afternoon

Problem confronting the industry
as a result of the Department of

Justice's sharp warning that adop-
tion of the proposed Trade Prac-
tice Code would mean "continued
and perhaps additional prosecutions"
will be discussed at a conference
this afternoon by William F. Rod-
gers, Metro sales chief and spokes-
man for the Distributors Negotiat-

es
Con riHH erf on Page 4)

DALLAS EXHIB. ASKS

CONSPIRACY DAMAGES

Dallas—Alleging that a conspiracy
entered into between Interstate Cir-

cuit and Carl Hoblitzelle on July 11,

1934, cut the profits of his Cliff-

Queen theater, from $6,000 a year to

a $96 loss in 1935, $17 profit in 1936
and a $492 profit in 1937, L. L. Dun-
bar has filed suit in Federal Court
for damages totaling $54,443.
The suit charged that pressure

(Continued on Page 5)

"Old Maid" Will Remain
6 Weeks at N. Y. Strand

Record breaking biz at the New
York Strand, where it entered its

fourth week over the week-end, has
forced Warners to hold "The Old
Maid," for an additional two weeks
at this Broadway house. This is

the first feature to stay more than
(Continued on Page 4)

Wilcox In RAF
Herbert Wilcox, British producer who

is currently in New York in connection
with impending openings of his latest

RKO Radio release, "Nurse Edith Cavell,"
said yesterday that in all probability he
will return to England in about two
weeks. He is a member of the reserve

of the Royal Air Force.

War Forces Murphy to Cancel His Coast
Trip to Confer With Carr on Pix Cases
Washington Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY

Washington—Attorney General Frank Murphy has been forced to cancel his plans

for a trip to Los Angeles this week due to the European war. Murphy remains here

to work on the neutrality proclamation and other measures designed to keep U. S. neutral.

He was to have conferred with Charles H. Carr, special assistant, who is handling

the Government's income tax and labor cases against members of the industry on the

West Coast, and J. Edgar Hoover, chief of the G-Men. Murphy was also scheduled

to stop in Detroit, rumored site of next anti-trust action on the way back. Plans for

the trip are indefinite now.

STIRN'S REARGUMENT BUYING POOL REVIVED

APPLICATION DENIED BY OKLAHOMA ALLIED

U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals
yesterday denied an application of

Ernest W. Stirn, class A stock-
holder of RKO, for an opportunity
to reargue the decision of the Cir-

cuit Court, made on July 18, which
upheld the confirmation of the plan
for reorganization by Federal Judge

(Continued on Page 4)

"Letty Lynton" Decision

Rehearing Plea is Denied

Edward Sheldon and Margaret
Ayer Barnes yesterday lost an at-

tempt to obtain a re-hearing of the
decision of the U. S. Circuit Court
of Appeals which reduced an award
of $532,000 against Loew's, Inc.,

M-G-M Pictures Corp., M-G-M Dis-
(Continued on Page 5)

Oklahoma City—A bulletitn call-

ing for action on 16 mm. competition,
passage of the Neely bill in the

House in January and announcing
that the buying pool organization
plan would be presented at its con-
vention, here Sept. 26-27, has been
issued by Allied Theater Owners of

Oklahoma over the signature of its

corresponding secretary, George W.
Sumner.

Carroll Sees Australia

Biz Unaffected by War

"Exhibition and distribution in

Australia is unlikely to be affected

by the European war, and in all

probability a minor boom will be
created there as the country ex-

(Continued on Page 4)

No Realignment of 20-Fox Production

Because of European War— Wobber
AFA Exec. Council Meets

Today to Dissolve Unit

Final meeting of the American
Federation of Actors executive coun-
cil is scheduled to be held today for
the purpose of acting to dissolve the
union, which act will bring to a form-

(Continued on Page 5)

"Twentieth Century-Fox has com-
pleted approximately one-third of
its program for 1939-40, no realign-
ment of production plans has been
discussed in regard to the European
situation and no realignment will

take place," Herman Wobber, gen-
eral manager of distribution, told
The Film Daily following his re-

(Continued on Page 5)

Reopening of London Houses
Starts—6 Months' Pix

Supply Abroad

Temporary suspension of the
British Quota Law is imminent,
cabled reports to this country
advised yesterday, and it was
learned late last night that some
theaters in the London area had
already been allowed to reopen with
the provision that they install a
system which will immediately ap-
prise them of air raid warnings.
Foreign departments here stated

yesterday that new films already in

Continental branches would meet
(Continued on Page 8)

CANADIAN INDIES WILL

CONVENE DESPITE WAR

Toronto—Outbreak of the European
war will not cause cancellation of

tomorrow's Dominion-wide conven-
tion of indies, it was announced yes-

terday. Parley, expected to be
widely attended, will be held at the

(Continued on Page 8)

Virginia Censor Board May
Ban War Propaganda Films

Washington Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY

Washington—As result of the
European war the Virginia board of

motion picture censors may rule
(Continued on Page 4)

U. S. Stocks Soar
Heaviest buying wave since 1929 was

the Stock Market's reaction to the

European war yesterday, with com-
modities advancing the day's limit and

other stocks moving up for gains up to

25 points. While amusement issues failed

to benefit generally, market analysts

accepted the wild trading as indicative

of coming war-time prosperity . for a

neutral U. S. To such a situation,

amusements could not help but react,

it was felt. The present healthy Broad-

way box office was mentioned as an-

other reason for amusement optimism.

M im
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Am. Seat
Col. Picts. vtc. (2!/2%
Columbia Picts. pfd..

Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.. . .

East. Kodak
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc

do pfd
Paramount
Paramount 1st pfd.

Paramount 2nd pfd.

Pathe Film

RKO
20th Century-Fox
20th Century-Fox pfd.

Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros

do pfd

High Low Close

93/4 9 9l/
2 -

) 71/2 7 71/4

197/8 19% 197/8 .

1 1 1

8% 8 8 1/4

160 1/2 155 160
168 1/2

'68 1/2 168 1/2

9 8i/
8

8I/2 -

33 31 1/2
32i/g -

Net
Chg.

- %

67/8 6 '/a 67/s
78l/

2 77 77

8% 8 8V8
87/8 73/4 81/2

1V8 II/2 11/2

13% 12% 13 5/8

24 23i/
2 231/2

61 55 57
37/g 35/8 33/4

42 40 42

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith B. F. ref. 6s46 99i/

2 99

y

2 99V4
Loew's deb. 3i/

2s46. . 99 94 Vi 94 Vi
Para. B'way 3s55

Para. Picts. 6s55
Para. Picts. cv. 3 V4s47
RKO 6s41

Warner Bros.' cv. 6s39
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48 83 82 82

NEW YORK CURB MARKET

3
/4

27/8

5/8

11/2

4

1/4

3

Monogram Picts 1 Vb
Sonotone Corp 1%
Technicolor 1 1

1/2

Trans-Lux 11/2

Universal Corp. vtc. 3

Universal Picts. ... 6

11/8 1 Vi

1V4 13/8 + '/a

97/g IOV2 — 21/4

13/8 H/2 + V4
3 3—i/s
6 6—1/4

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES
Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd 102
Fox Thea. Office Bldg. 1st '46 33/8 5

Loew's Thea. Realty 6s 1st '47

Met. Playhouse, Inc. 2nd deb. '45
. . . 65 69

Roxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st '57 623,4 65

SAFETY LLOYDS
FILM STORAGE CORP.

Storage by Reel or Vault

729 Seventh Ave.

New York City

BRyant 9-5600 SECURITY

Fair's Projectionists Day
to Attract Industry Execs.

Projectionists Day at the World's

Fair will be celebrated tomorrow
with an impressive list of industry,

state and government executives

scheduled to be on hand when the

day's program starts in the Special

Events Building's Little Theater at

11 o'clock.

George E. Browne, president of

the IATSE, Edward J. Flynn,

United States commissioner general

to the Fair, Earle Hines, president
International Projector, Joseph Bas-
son, president of Local 306, New
York City projectionists local, E.
A. Williford, president of SMPE,
Walter E. Green, president of Na-
tional Theater Supply, and a num-
ber of others are scheduled to ad-
dress the meeting.
A large attendance of projection-

ists in the Metropolitan area and
from nearby cities, as well as mem-
bers of other IATSE locals, is ex-
pected.

Committee in charge of making
arrangements, in addition to Basson,
ire Harry Rubin, director of pro-
jection for Paramount Pictures,
Frank Cahill. Warners, Frank
Horstman, RKO, Charles Muller,
Music Hall. H. Oppenheimer, L.
Kaufman. Thad Barrows, Jimmy
Burke, Victor Wellman, Arthur
Martens, Richard Hayes, Frank
Cummings, W. Nagengast, J. Engle,
G. Edwards. Frank Cummings, O
Kafka, C. Eichhorn and P. A. Mc-
Guire, who are all members of af-
filiated locals from here to Boston

Theaters to Escape Tax
Under New Wis. Proposal

Madison, Wis.—Solution to the tax
Droblem seemed a bit nearer with the
concurrence by the Senate in an
Assembly bill after changing its pro-
visions by injecting a $7,500,000
highway diversion clause.
The highway diversion feature of

fhe bill has been favored by exhibi-
tor leaders as a desirable means of
raising the necessary funds for the
biennium without resorting to the-
ater taxes.
The Assembly is scheduled to take

urj the measure as amended by the
Senate today.

RFRC Seal of Accuracy
To Serve as Guarantee

Ross Federal Research Corp. an-
nounced yesterday that it has pre-
pared a seal of accuracy to be used
as a guarantee that all figures used
in promotional matter bearing the
seal are factually accurate, as
found, in accordance with the stand-
ards and ethics of market research.
Seal's use is restricted to copy for
publication advertising, direct mail
and other promotional methods or

media which has been individually
submitted to and approved by Ross
Federal.
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Leon Fromkess Resigns

as Monogram Treasurer

Leon Fromkess, treasurer of

Monogram Pictures, resigned from
the company at the week-end. No
statement was forthcoming from
Monogram executives as to who
would replace him. Fromkess did

not reveal his future plans.

Warners Ask Jury Trial

of Fritz Kuhn's Action

Answer was filed yesterday in

Federal Court by Warner Bros. Pic-

tures, Inc., Milton Krims. Leon G.

Turrou, and John W. Wexley, to

the $5,000,000 libel suit brought by
Fritz Kuhn and the German Amer-
ican Bund. Defendants contended
in the answer that the film, "Con-
fessions Of A Nazi Spy," was based
on incidents and events revealed at

espionage trials held in the Federal
Court here and in the Panama Ca-
nal Zone. Warner Bros, charged
the Bund with being disloyal to the
United States and claimed that its

allegiance was to Germany, and its

purpose to overthrow the democratic
form of government.

The answer demanded that a

trial be held before a jury.

Application of Katherine Moog
to examine Milton Krims, Charles
Einfeld, and Lya Lys, as witnesses
in her suit for $75,000 damages
against Warner Bros. Pictures, Inc.

was denied yesterday by Federal
Judge Samuel Mandelbaum. The
plaintiff had charged that the War
ner picturre, "Confessions Of A
Nazi Spy," had libeled her and
had violated the Civil Rights Law

"Star Maker" Sets Summer
Mark at N. Y. Paramount

With a strong week-end gross,

Paramount's "The Star Maker" set

a new summer mark at the New
York Paramount Theater where it

closed its first week yesterday, Rob-
ert M. Weitman. manager of the
Paramount, reported.

First week's figure on "The Star
Maker" beat the gross rolled up
bv both "Beau Geste" and "Man
About Town" and was only topped
by receipts on "If I Were King."

Chi. Trust Case Renewed
Chicago — Government yesterday

renewed prosecution of anti-trust

case in Federal Court against B & K.
John Balaban and all majors excent
Columbia, charging violation of the
1932 consent decree. Government
Attorneys, Robert Wright and Sev-
mour Simon, indicated they would
finish the case today, after which de-

fense will take up arguments. Con-
tinued identification of further docu-
ments took place yesterday.

Film Curb to Arthur James
Film Curb, national trade weekly

published in New York, has been
taken over by Arthur James, it was
learned this week. James plans to

expand the publication's operations
and increase its personnel.

HARRY M. WARNER returned from Europe
Monday on the Queen Mary.

PHIL REISMAN, RKO Radio's foreign sales

manager, and SAM E. MORRIS, Warners' foreign
manager, sail from Rio de Janeiro today on the
Brazil for New York.

ED KUYKENDALL, MPTOA prexy, has ed
in New York.

HERBERT WILCOX and ANNA NEACLE plan
to fly to England on the Clipper a week from
Saturday.

VINCENT TROTTA and HAP HADLEY left

for Atlantic City yesterday to be judges in the
beauty contest.

R. E. CRIFFITH, president of Griffith The-
aters, arrived in New York from Dallas last week
and is discussing with J. J. Milstein, Edward
Small's Eastern rep., and Harry Gold, UA vice-
prexy, the filming of Small's "Kit Carson" in

the actual locale where Carson operated.

JACK EPSTEIN, Universal^ manager for Mex-
ico, has arrived in New York for h.o. business
confabs.

MRS. IRVING ASHER and her two children.

MRS. H. C. CHARNAS and EDDIE DOWLING
were arrivals on the Queen Mary Monday.

BOB HOPE, who arrived Monday on the Queen
Mary, left last night by train for Hollywood.

EDWARD SCHELHORN, foreign press rep. at
the Para, studios, is en route to New York on
vacation.

ARTHUR LOEW, vice-prexy in charge of for-
eign department for Metro and Loew's, is in

Hollywood for studio confabs.

JAMES CAGNEY is en route East for a sojourn
at his Martha's Vineyard home.

PATRICIA REIS, Howard Dietz' sec, has re-

turned to her post from vacationing.

ALLAN JENKINS, GEORGE RAFT, JAMES
STEWART, TYRONE POWER and ANNABELLA
have arrived at their respective studios from
New York.

ED MYERSON, Somervillc. Mass., exhib.; M.
STAVERT, adv. manager for Mason-Prevost
Amusements circuit, Montreal; SAM SOLTZ of
the Howard Theater, Baltimore; JAKE SOLTZ
of the Rhuma, Pittsburgh, RAY SCHREIBER of
Midwest Theaters, Detroit; GARSON JAFFA of
the Schine circuit, Cloversville; CARL SPILL-
MAN of the Amuzu, Oakland City, Ind.; and
JOHN R. SCHLEDER of the Harris circuit, Pitts-

burgh, were recent guests at RKO's exhibitors'
lounge.

FRED JACK, Southern district manager for

Warner Bros, with headquarters in Dallas, and
RALPH McCOY, Atlanta branch manager, are in

town for conferences with Ben Kalmenson, South-
ern and Western sales manager.

JESSE J. GOLDBERG is stopping at Hotel
Breton Hall.

Lincoln Showmen Look
for Fall Upturn In Biz

Lincoln, Neb.— Showmen believe

the box office pace here will jump
about 25 per cent in mid-September
when college opens. All branches of

business expect this to be a better

Fall than in 1938.

I AM A MALE SECRETARY!
Give me the opportunity! I will more

than prove my worth to you Mr. Busy
Executive in LESSENING YOUR BUR-
DENS! !

I am more than an able assistant with

unlimited qualifications. Thorough knowl-
edge of the motion picture, theatre and
radio industries. Thoroughly competent
in taking complete charge of an office

and all its details to the most minute

degree. A stenographer of merit and
competency.

Affidavits and recommendations, quite

out of the ordinary, eulogize my integ-

rity, character, capabilities and qualifica-

tions.

Crant me an interview! That's all I

ask! And you will be more than satis-

fied! !

Box No. 1300 THE FILM DAILY
1501 B'way N. Y. C.
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CODE REBUFF BEFORE

RODGERS, KUYKENDALL

(Continued from Page 1)

ing Committee, and Ed Kuykendall,

MPTOA prexy.

It was indicated that the situa-

tion would be thoroughly canvassed,

and it was anticipated that a state-

ment would be released later.

The MPTOA prexy, who arrived

in New York Monday and spent the

day at the World's Fair, expects to

remain here for some days.

Plans for the MPTOA convention
are receiving his attention. Orig-
inal plans to hold the meeting in

San Francisco have been dropped.
That city, however, may get a later

meeting. It is understood that three
other cities are being considered for

the 1939 convention.

Carroll Sees Australia

Biz Unaffected by War

(Continued from Page 1)

pands its industries to supply Great
Britain and her allies with neces-
sary war materials," Dan Carroll,

Aussie circuit head, told The Film
Daily following his return from Eu-
rope on the Queen Mary.

Carroll expressed the opinion that
it was only a question of time
before theaters are reopened in

Great Britain by the government to

provide the public with entertain-
ment, and to bolster morale.
With Mrs. Carroll, the Australian

exec, will sail for Sydney next
week on the Monterey.

W. L. Landers, Once Prexy

of Tri-State, Dies In Ark.

Batesville, Ark.—W. L. Landers,
owner of the Landers Theater, died

at his home here Sept. 2. It is said he
had been in the motion picture busi-

ness longer than any person in

Arkansas. He helped organize the
Ark. ITO in 1920 and was a past
president of the Tri-State theater
organization. Funeral services were
held Sunday.

Best wishes from THE FILM DAILY
to the following on their birthdays:

SEPTEMBER 6

Rowland V. Lee

Otto Kruger

Dorothy Gulliver

Donald Keith

THE
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ALONG THE

with PHIL M. DALY,

• • • STEP right up. gents that great show that shows up

The Women is now going on here is one show no male can afford

to miss it gives you the lowdown on all their little tricks how
they fool you cajole you kid you how they baby you

coodle you weep over you mother you and general-

ly make fools of themselves over you at such times as they are

not engaged in the feminine pastime of making you look like a monkey.

• • • THE WOMEN God bless 'em! and the devil

take 'em they are the alpha and omega of Joy and Sorrow

a bit o' heaven and a taste of hell they keep life

a merry merry-go-round and keep you in a dither of excite-

ment wondering what the hell they're going to do to you next

• • • LA FEMME and the female of the species was never

more illuminatingly presented never more brilliantly explained

more ruthlessly dissected more excitingly shown in all the

facets of her manifold charms and devilishness here, messieurs, is

an Experience no longer need you as a Mere Male Person go through

life sad and dejected because you just can't understand Women
look! for the price of a movie ticket you can learn all about her

her innermost secrets laid bare for your gloating eyes to see

her System (pardon, make it plural) SYSTEMS for

handling the poor male fish disclosed to the world of the Stronger (?)

Sex for the very first time in human history amazing unbe-

lievable but it's a Fact and A Woman has done this thing

to her sex and M-G-M has had the temerity to present it so that

the screens of the world can sizzle and crackle and sparkle with Excit-

ing Entertainment

• • • WOMEN for the first time will see themselves as other

women see them. . , .impaled right up there on the flashing screen

with the inexorable light from the projection machine

blazoning all their tricks to a gasping world of Men to gloat and

snicker over

T T

• • • BUT it is not all an Expose of Woman's Foibles this

screen classic, "The Women" it tells of the finer, tender side of

the daughters of Eve for the clever stage play has been adapted

to the screen by two brilliant writers who have made the rather sketchy

stage characters pulse with life so the screen play presents a bevy

of women of all types women you have met and known all your

lives but have never really Understood before

• • • THERE is the Home Woman, fighting to hold her man
against the Panther Woman and what a panther is Joan Craw-

ford! and Norma Shearer as the wife battling for all she holds

dear has never been more charming and tender. .... .then there is

Rosalind Russell as the Catty Woman a classic performance

and so on down through a dazzling array of femmes of all

types such as the screen has never seen before in one production

and NOT a single man in the cast a picture that should

be labeled "For Men Only" only the women would break

down the theater doors to see THEMSELVES

STIRN'S REAflGUMENT

APPLICATION DENIED

(Continued from Page 1)

William Bondy. Stirn had asked for

a rehearing, asserting that the
Court was in error in ruling that
he had delayed too long in £( pal-

ing from a number of Judge Bo,.ay's
decisions.

Stirn had asserted unsuccessfully
that proponents of the plan were
directly responsible for any delay
caused. The Court gave no opinion
in denying the application.

Hearings on the fairness of $4 as

the price quoted in the proposed
underwriting agreement put forth

by the Atlas Corp. for new RKO
common stock will not be held this

week, Special Master George W.
Alger revealed yesterday. The
hearings may start next week, Al-
ger stated. He refused to comment
on whether the European war situa-

tion had been a cause for the delay.

'Old Maid" Will Remain
6 Weeks at N. Y. Strand

(Continued from Page 1)

four weeks at the Strand in six

and a half years or since the run
of "Forty-Second Street" in March,
1933, it was said.

"The Old Maid" has broken every
record at the Strand for each week
it has played to date: the initial

week grossing more than the prev-
ious record holder "Angels with
Dirty Faces" by $800; the second
stanza was the biggest second week
for any feature at this house, with
the third week recording the biggest
third week at this theater, Warners
stated.

Pix is also doing top biz at the
Brooklyn Paramount where it is

now in its second week, with a third

week hold-over likely.

Virginia Censor Board May
Ban War Propaganda Films

(Continued from Page 1)

out pictures where the manifest pur-
poses are to arouse America to

hatred of a participant, or partici-

pants in the conflict, Col. Peter
Saunders, chairman of the Virginia
Board, said yesterday.
He reported there have been scat-

tered complaints regarding some
pictures which were alleged to have
contained propaganda, but that no
action against any film had been
taken thus far on this ground.
The board normally is concerned

chiefly with "immoral" pictures or

films involving breaches of decency
and good taste, he said. This is

the first hint of such action and no
precedent can be recalled here dur-

ing the first World War.

PDC to Rush "Hitler"
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Producer's Distributing

Corporation will place "Hitler, the Beast

of Berlin" into immediate production.
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DALLAS EXHIB. ASKS

CONSPIRACY DAMAGES

(Continued from Page 1)

brought by Interstate upon film dis-

tributors caused the latter to demand
that_second-run films for an admis-

; sio —t not less than 25c in the eve-

ning whereas his price has long been
20c per ticket.

Dunbar charged that defendants

also brought about a ban against

double bills, which he had been profit-

ably showing. He said he had been
operating the house since 1925 and
had averaged $6,000 a year profit

until the restrictions were placed on
I his operations. He asked triple the

resulting alleged damages of $18,147,

or $54,443, plus $5,000 attorney fees.

Chi.'s Lexington Passes

from Warners to Rose

Chicago— The Lexington theater

on East 63rd Street has been taken

over by the Indiana and Illinois cir-

cuit from Warners. Ray Wheeler has

been named manager by Alex Rose,

circuit prexy, who reported more
than $40,000 dollars had been ex-

pended in modernizing the 750-

seat theater.

This makes the 24th house in the

Indiana-Illinois circuit and its first

theater in the city of Chicago.

Shelve Chi. Ordinance
Chicago—Rumored city ordinance for

restricting film shows to 135 minutes
has been shelved for the present, accord-
ing to the backers of measure. The
demand for such legislation seems to be
fading away at the present time.

Ontario Ban on Foreign

Talkies to be Continued

Liberty Reopening Means
All Lights On In Lincoln

Lincoln, Neb.— Howard Federer,

general manager of Nebraska The-

aters, Inc., here, says he will open

the Liberty, 1,000-seater, Sept. 15.

May make it the ace NTI house,

with singles. Action would bring

the town back to 100 per cent re-

lighted status, after 4 months of

the Liberty being the only shut-

tered house.

Alliance to Sell in Canada
Budd Rogers, vice-president and

general manager of Alliance Films
Corporation, announces that he has
extended his distribution territory

to include the Dominion of Canada
and the Maritime Provinces. Up to

the present, Rogers has confined

Alliance sales of 12 features and
various short subjects to this coun-
try.

Mary Carr Signed
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Retsama Films Prods.

has signed Mary Carr to play a
mother role in "The Trail Blazers,"
which it will make in Cinemachrome.
Geraldine Spreckels will be starred
and principals will include Fred
Keating and Claire Windsor.

Hays Arrives on Coast
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Will H. Hays has ar-

rived here from the East and is ex-
pected to describe to members of the
MPPDA the European situation as
reported to him.

AFA Exec. Council Meets
Today to Dissolve Unit

(Continued from Page 1)

al close the recent dispute between
the AAAA and the IATSE.
Meanwhile, organizers of the

American Guild of Variety Artists,
created by the AAAA when they re-

voked the AFA charter, opened an
office around the corner from AFA
headquarters, with organizers busily
recruiting members for the new
union. Jean Muir is in charge of
the office.

It was also expected yesterday
that the AAAA executives would
now drive hard to bring about con-
solidation of all the organization's
member unions into "one big union"
as an economic and efficiency meas-
ure. Elimination of dual dues by
actors is expected to be one result
of such a move.
A wire was sent yesterday by the

IATSE to all its locals stating that
the controversy between the IA and
the AAAA had been settled and
therefore the locals were to take no
further action in this connection.
Previously the IA had instructed all

its locals to assist the AFA in every
way possible.

Indiana ATO to Convene
in Indianapolis Oct. 23

Indianapolis—The Associated The-
ater Owners of Indiana, Inc., will
hold its 13th annual convention and
trade show in the Antlers Hotel here,
Oct. 23-24. Marc Wolf is chairman
of the convention committee, which
includes Ernest L. Miller, Cinema
Theater; Harry Markun, Talbott
Theater; Earl Bell, Howard Theater;
Carl Niesse, Olson Theaters; all of
Indianapolis and Maurice Rubin,
pres. of A.T.O.I., Michigan City; and
Don R. Rossiter, Exec. Secy, of
A.T.O.I., and secretary of the con-
vention.

Social program calls for a get-
together and games tournament
Monday night and banquet on Tues-
day night.

19 L. A. Area Theaters

Hear Hourly War News

Montreal — O. J. Silverthorne,
chairman of the Ontario Motion Pic-

ture Censor Board, has directed his

staff to watch news reels closely

for subversive propaganda. The or-

der barring foreign language pix,

except French, will be continued.
The board has held up a release
permit for "Beau Geste" and it will

be rescreened with the French Con-
sul in Toronto viewing it. It was
the Consul's protest that resulted in

the order to hold up the picture.

Cuts satisfactory to the French
Consulate in New York were made
by that state's consors, said Mr.
Silverthorne and he thought the
same cuts might be made in On-
tario.

Kibre Resigns from IATSE;

Threatens "War" on Browne

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Jeff Kibre, leader of

home forces in the IATSE, yester-
day announced his resignation from
that organization.

Kibre, who was to have faced a
trial board, had been expected to be
accused of creating unrest among
IATSE members and of being in the
employ of CIO in an effort to weaken
the A F of L in the film industry.

Kibre declared he would do every-
thing possible to drive George E.
Browne, IA prexy, and William Bioff
from the labor movement.

Baltimore Exhibs. Fight

Midget Auto Race Track

Baltimore — Judge W. Conwell
Smith in the Circuit Court of Balti-
more granted a temporary injunction
stopping the preparation of a cinder
track in the Baltimore City stadium
for the proposed midget auto racing
in the suit which has been filed

through attorneys Rome & Rome and
Knapp, Tucker, Thomas & Gray for
Frank A. Hornig and Thomas D.
Goldberg, theater owners and tax-
payers of this city. The hearing is

set for tomorrow.

20TH-FOX STANDING

PAT ON PROGRAM

(Continued from Page
a
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"We have already solH, feifi jjfte

selling, a program to exhibitor«#that

will not be changed in any respect,"

Wobber stated. He expressed the

opinion that ail\ studios might en-

counter some difficulties, in casting
as a number of British- players al-

ready announced for pictures will

probably be unavailable.

Wobber reported company busi-

ness as being good, and said that
contracts were being closed now at

a rate that equalled last year's pace,
with the company setting a new
record on total contracts closed last

year.

The sales exec, asserted that,

"naturally, all companies are watch-
ing the European situation with the
gravest concern, but at this time
it is virtually impossible for any
one to take a long range view as
to its effect."

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles — Audiences in 19

large pix houses here and in sur-
rounding cities have been hearing
hourly reports on the European war
situation by arrangement with sta-
tion KNX, Los Angeles. While an-
nouncements from CBS's foreign
staff are being flashed on the screen,
a condensation of last minute news
is given over the theater's public
address system.

Eighteen Fox West Coast theaters
and the independent Million Dollar
Theater are participating in this
news activity.

Schlom Quits Republic
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Herman Schlom who

has been associate producer for Re-
public for the past three years has
resigned. He was with Monogram
before joining Republic.

Rufus LeMaire Leaves RKO
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Rufus LeMaire, ex-

ecutive assistant to Pandro S. Ber-
man at RKO, has resigned. He was
an exec, at Universal before joining
RKO.

Levin Funeral Today
Funeral services will be held at

the Riverside Memorial Chapel, 76th
St. and Amsterdam Ave., today for
Lucy Levin, 32, Yiddish stage and
screen actress, who died after a
three months' illness in Beth Israel

Hospital. Her husband, Jerome
Parker, a daughter, Barbara, and

"Letty Lynton" Decision

Rehearing Plea is Denied

(Continued from Page 1)

tributing Corp. and Culver Export
Corp., to one-fifth of the net profits

of the picture, "Letty Lynton,"
when the Circuit Court denied their
application.

The plaintiffs previously had ob-
tained the award from Federal
Judge Vincent L. Leibell for plag-
iarism of their play, "Dishonored
Lady," in the film "Letty Lynton."
The previous decision of the Cir-
cuit Court, which the plaintiffs

sought to reopen, had ruled that
the plaintiffs were not entitled to
obtain the entire net profits as dam-
ages and apportioned damages at
one-fifth of the net.

Plaintiffs had contended on the
application for reargument that the
award was improper and inade-
quate and that stories were of

greater value as box-office attrac-
tion than stars. In doing so, the
plaintiffs had quoted the- high prices
paid in the film industry for sce-
narios, stories and plays.

Oklahoma Allied Seeking

Speakers for Convention

Oklahoma City—Orville Von Gul-
ker, chairman of the organization
committee of. the Allied Theater
Owners of Oklahoma, is at present
contacting national figures active in

Allied work as prospective speakers
for the, organization convention at

the Bijtmore- Hc|t<fl Sept. 26 and 27.

Representatives of Allied States,
as well as, CQngEessional figures ac-
tive in prompting Allied sponsored
legislation, are being sought as
speakers fo~ the meet.
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JOHN GARFIELD
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ENGLAND TO SUSPEND

QUOTA TEMPORARILY

(Continued from Page 1)

all release dates for a period of

from four to six months, with a

plentiful supply of films already
released still available in European
countries for re-issue, if necessary.

Printed reports that shipping
schedules had been hopelessly dis-

rupted, production plans upset and
foreign markets lost, were termed
yesterday by executives as ridicul-

ous flights of imagination. They
pointed out that exhibition in Spain

London (By Cable) — "A master
stroke of unimaginative stupidity*' is

Bernard Sham's description of the

British government's order closing all

theaters in a letter of protest published
in The Times. Shaw proposes that the

Government instead provide theaters

where they are lacking and that players
and musicians be granted military ex-

emption.

and China has never ended, money
to cover the cost of operations in

profits accrued in these countries

has been available, and shipping on
either American boats or ships of

neutral countries is now being ar-

ranged.
Naturally, it was stated, concern

is felt regarding exchange rates

and possible monetary restrictions,

but it was pointed out that no dras-
tic embargo on money has ever been
put into force in the past by either

France or England and it was not
anticipated now. It was stressed
that entertainment must be pro-
vided for the populations of these
two countries and the governments

Paris (By Cable)—Jean Zay. Min-
ister of Education, has quit his Cabinet
post to join the Army.

Zay became a film figure through his

sponsorship of a measure to organize
the French industry. He was a June
visitor to the U. S.

would not shut off this enter-

tainment supply by prohibitive

monetary restrictions which would
force American film companies to

end distribution. It was believed,

that if anything, distribution of

pictures will be encouraged in every
way possible.

It was stated yesterday at Metro,
Paramount and 20th-Fox, the only

majors still doing business in Ger-
many, that no change in the policy

had been considered and "business
is going on as usual." It was ad-
mitted that shipping of films to

Germany would have to be re-

routed. All companies admitted
that difficulty in shipping to Po-
land was to be anticipated.

When it was learned yesterday
that suspension of the Quota was
under consideration, it was pointed
out that possible loss of revenue in

STORKS!
Denver—Tom Ward, just named

assistant manager at the State, is

the proud daddy of a new baby boy,
named Richard.

Pix Outdratv Radio's War News in Dallas
Dallas—Radio's splurge of news broadcasts resulting from the European War are not

keeping Dallas people from film theaters, according to James Owen Cherry, city manager
for Interstate.

England and France, through any
restrictions and fluctuating exchange
rates, might be offset to a consid-
erable degree by not having to pro-
duce costly Quota pictures.

Suspension of the quota is a nat-
ural and logical move for thq Eng-
lish government to make under the
prevailing circumstances, it was
stated yesterday by a major exec.
He pointed out the fact that Eng-
lish producers would probably be
unable to fulfill their obligations to

American companies and American
companies' production plans in Eng-
land must also be temporarily sus-
pended. It was also stated that in

all probability a number of theater
contracts would be revised in Great
Britain due to conditions that may
upset zoning, clearance and delivery
to some extent at different times.

All executives yesterday said it

was ridiculous to express any flat

opinion as to what effects the Eu-
ropean war will have on the film

industry as it was an impossibility
for any one to size the situation up
at this time.

It was anticipated yesterday that
theaters throughout the British Isles

would be reopened on an increasing
scale in the immediate future as
any non-industrial areas are ex-
pected to be comparatively safe
from air raids.

Similar decrees have been issued
in both England and France re-

stricting the exportation of any ex-
posed film or sound tracks, subject
to permission of the governments.
Strict censorship on all pictures is

to be expected, it was said, but any
film free of subversive propaganda
that will prove entertaining will

probably be accepted.
Newsreels here were unable to

state last night when they expected
their first shipments of actual
"front" films, with censorship, de-
veloping and shipping uncertain
quantities. No reel reported yes-
terday that it had shifted its

laboratory center to a neutral coun-
try. It was also generally stated
that all preparations had been
made for complete coverage some
time ago, and any necessary re-

placements of manpower were al-

ready on the scene.

Believe War Will Not Have
Adverse Effect on U. S. Pix
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—With most producers

estimating revenue on American
films shown in the British Isles at
30 per cent of the world gross, there
is keen interest in any action that
the British Government might take
regarding American pictures.

It is hoped that England will not
impound rental money on American
product and it is believed that no
such action will be taken because
of the friendly relations between
England and the United States.

Optimistic observers feel that the
American film industry will not be

L-P-B Circuit, TMAT Reach

Agreement; Strike Called Off

"Memorandum contract" has been
signed between the Loew-Peskay-
Baranco theater interests and the
TMAT, bringing to an end a strike

at one house and picketing of others
by the union, it was learned yester-
day. Formal contract is scheduled to

be drafted and signed within 10 days
and employes out on strike are sched-
uled to go back to work today or
tomorrow.

Picketing of the Nelson-Renner-
Endicott circuit is being continued
by the union in its campaign for a
contract and recognition, with a
union exec, stating yesterday that an
early agreement was expected.

Delay TMAT-R fir B Hearing

Hearing scheduled for today be-
fore the State Labor Relations Board
of the Rugoff and Becker-TMAT case
has been indefinitely postponed.
Hearing of the Raybond Theaters-
TMAT case is scheduled for Tuesday.
In both instances the union is seek-
ing recognition as a bargaining
agent.

adversely affected by war, pointing
out that with a sharp decline in

German production numerous play-
dates in South America, usually
filmed by German pictures, will be
made available for American pic-

tures, and that with British produc-
tion at a standstill, dates in the U.S.
that went to British productions will

go to American pictures.

They further contend that war
should bring a sharp upturn in em-
ployment in the U. S. and much
heavier attendance in film theaters.

Hicks Believes England
Will Revise Quota on U. S. Pix
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—That England will re-

vise its quota act affecting American
pictures was the belief of John W.
Hicks, Paramount foreign head, who
arrived here with Adolph Zukor from
a trip to Australia and New Zealand.
He pointed out that British produc-
tion, with exception of newsreel and
propaganda films, will be at a stand-
still, and additional features from
foreign sources will be needed.
He declared it was the consensus

of film men that after first air raid

scares a few theaters will be allowed
to open in certain London districts

until gradually exhibiting would be
restored to normal. Although he does
not believe war will affect theater
attendance in Australia, he pointed
out that distributors there will be
affected by additional taxes that will

be imposed because of war opera-
tions.

Hicks declared Paramount has no
theater building plans for Australia.
He left for New York last night,

while Zukor will remain here for
several days.

CANADIAN INDIES WILL

CONVENE DESPITE WABi

(Continued from Page 1)

King Edward Hotel under auspices
of the Anti-Protection League.

J. 0. Scfftt, chairman of the
League's central committee, white
declining to make public in a( /ice

its proposals for reforming the pri-

ority and clearances rules, discussed
the convention's primary issues

thiswise:
"As to priority: We concede the

necessity for some sort of priority

arrangements, but we object to the
unfair methods in use."
"As to clearance: 'We concede the

necessity for clearance arrange
ments, but we object to the delib-

erate withholding of pictures from
independents for long streaches un-
til their appeal has evaporated.'. . . .

"Overbuying and failure to play
pictures when available are some of

the other abuses to be removed."
After stressing the need "for a

truly representative national board
for this industry in Canada to hear
appeals from local boards and to

have original jurisdiction in mat-
ters of general importance," Scott
states, that "at the national conven-
tion the consensus of opinion on
priority and clearance reforms will

be voiced and a program will be
adopted. It is anticipated that the
convention will also create a Domin-
ion authority in the form of an or-

ganization which will appoint a
committee to negotiate, conciliate
and report back to the Dominion au-
thority."

Believe TMAT Strike Threat

Will Not Affect Pix Houses

Rumblings yesterday of a strike

by part of the Theatrical Managers,
Agents and Treasurers union mem-
bership left the film industry uncon-
cerned as a check showed that any
strike of this type would not affect

film houses or studios in any way,
shape or form.

It was also believed that if the
members of the legit, division of the
union who threaten to strike, do so,

that musicians, actors and stage-
hands will not regard their picket
lines and shows will be practically
unaffected, except for minor adjust-
ments in personnel.

Dispute centers over the charter
granted to one group in the union by
the Stagehands when they bolted the
TMAT.

WEDDING BELLS

Gaylord E. Conrad, Film Daily
correspondent, associated with his

father, E. J. Conrad, in the publish-
ing of the semi-weekly Bismarck
Capital and readyprint section of

70 weeklies of the North Dakota
Newspapers Association, was mar-
ried Sept. 2, at Bismarck to Miss Abi-
gail Roan, daughter of Dr. and Mrs.
M. W. Roan, also of Bismarck. Fol-

lowing the wedding Mr. and Mrs.
Conrad left for New York City.

I
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U. S. Producers Plan to Adhere to 1939-40 Schedules

MONDAYREOPENING OFJPSH HOUSESJORECAST

Dismissal of Anti -Trust Action Demanded by Schines

Hearing on Motion Will be

Held in Buffalo on

Sept. 18
Buffalo—Dismissal of the anti-

trust action filed by the Department
of Justice in Federal Court here
against the Schine interests is de-

manded in a motion filed by Willard
McKay, of New York, defense coun-
sel. Hearing on the motion, which
U. S. District Attorney George L.

Grobe will oppose, is set for 10

a.m., Sept. 18.

Motion is a joint one by Schine
Chain Theaters, Schine Circuit,

Schine Theatrical Co., Schine Enter-
prises Corp., Schine Lexington

(Continued on Page 4)

SEES INDIA IMPORTING

200 MORE U. S. PIX

India, rapidly expanding exhibi-

tion field, will require an additional
200 pictures from the United States
to meet its present needs as a re-

sult of the European war, it was
said here yesterday by Baburao Pa-
tel, editor of Filmindia, Indian trade
journal, president of the Film Jour-
nalists Association of India and a
member of the Board of Governors

(Continued on Page 8)

Col. 53-Week Profit $2,000
As Against $183,392 in '38

Columbia Pictures Corp. in a
financial report issued yesterday
shows a net profit of $2,000 for the
53 weeks ended July 1, last, after
provisions had been made for fed-
eral and other taxes. This figure

(Cmitinued on Page 4)

Del. Blue Law Revision

Committee Meets Soon

Wilmington, Del.—The nine-mem-
ber commission named by the Gen-
eral Assembly to study possible revi-
sion of the Sunday blue laws, will

{Continued on Page 4)

Editorial

The War and the Industry
. . . Roll up the sleeves, go to work

By CHESTER B. BAHN

AND so Europe again is at war.

But without attempting to discount or minimize the effect of

such conflict upon this industry, international in its scope, of far greater

importance is the fact that the United States is at peace and resolved,

through the application of neutrality preventives, to remain at peace.

It is to the situation thus presented that the industry must and will

address itself, not with jittery apprehensiveness but with the confidence

which, in so few decades, has enabled it to weather ali storms and build

an industrial structure valued at billions.

In short, the situation is a call to the industry in all its phases to roll

(Continued on Page 8)

N.J. ALLIED WEIGHS DETROIT BOOTH PACT

WAR'S EFFECT ON PIX ENDS STRIKE THREAT

By W. H. McMAHON
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

Atlantic City—War and its prob-
able effect upon the motion picture
industry occupied most of the open-
ing session of the 20th annual con-
vention of the Allied Theater Own-
ers of New Jersey, in Atlantic City
yesterday. Sidney Samuelson, Al-

(Continued on Page 8)

Detroit -— Agreement has been
reached between local exhibs. and
Local 199, IATSE, renewing work-
ing contracts for projectionists for
two years, retroactive from Sept. 1.

Negotiations were conducted chiefly

with Co-Operative Theaters through
a committee headed by Gustave W.
Funk, and with members of Allied

(Continued on Page 8)

American Companies to Adhere to Pix

Programs Announced for This Season

Warner Stars on Good-Will
Tour to Aid Coast Indies

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY

Los Angeles—Between 12 and 14
Warner players left yesterday on a
week's good-will tour to aid Coast
indies who bought the company's
product when it was recently sold

(Continued on Page 4)

Consensus of opinion yesterday
among top executives in the indus-
try stressed the fact that it was
far too early to make dogmatic, cut
and dried estimates of possible for-

eign revenue loss as the result of
the European war. It was also em-
phatically stressed that it would be
well for the industry to reserve
judgement at this time and that snap

(Continued on Page 5)

Home Office "Sympathetically

Considers" the Trade's

Request

London (By Cable)—In all

probability, Britain's war-dark-
ened film theaters will reopen
next Monday.

The Home Office yesterday gave
"sympathetic consideration" to the
trade's plea that such action be
taken, it was announced, and the
formal order permitting the resump-
tion of exhibition and distribution

is expected before the end of the
week. A few theaters have already
re-lighted.

If such a course of action is fol-

lowed, it is expected that the con-

ditions set forth in the Home Office

memorandum of Aug. 28 will gov-
ern, wholly or in part.

(The memorandum mentioned as
(Continued on Page 4)

HAYS OFFICETeNIES

UA HAS RESIGNED

Published reports to the effect

that United Artists had resigned

last week from the MPPDA were
emphatically denied at the Hays Of-

fice here yesterday.
"United Artists has not submitted

(Continued on Page 5)

Code Situation Remains

in Status Quo—Rodgers

The trade practice code situation

remains in status quo, it was said

yesterday by William F. Rodgers,
Metro's sales head and spokesman

(Continued on Page 5)

Rubin's Gift of 1,660 Shares

Cuts His Holdings inLoew's

Washington Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY

Washington—J. Robert Rubin has
disposed of 1,660 shares of Loew's
common stock as a gift, it was re-

(Continued on Page 5)
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Net

High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat

Col. Picts. vtc. (2y2%
Columbia Picts. pfd.

Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. . .

East. Kodak
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc

do pfd
Paramount
Paramount 1st pfd..

Paramount 2nd pfd..

Pathe Film

RKO
20th Century-Fox . . .

20th Century-Fox pfd.

Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros

do pfd

93/4
6%
16

1

10y4
) 71/4

16

l'/s

8 1/2 8
161 159
160 160

91/2

934 + V4
71/4 + 'A
16 — 3%

1

8
1/2 + 1/4

159 — 11/2

160 — 8V2
V2 91/2 + 1

331/2 311/2 333/8 + 11/4

71/4 65/8

761/s 76

8V4 77/8
93/4 85/8
1 % 1 Vl

141/4 13

23 V
56
4
45

71/4 + 3/8

761/a — 7/8
8 1/4 + i/s

93/8 + 7/8
V/2

14 + 3/8

231/s
23i/

8 _ 3/8

54 54—3
35/g 4 + 1/4

42 45+3
NEW YORK BOND MARKET

Keith B. F. ref. 6s46.101 100 101 + 1 1/2

Loew's deb. 3i/
2s46. . 96 94 96 + 1 1/2

Para. B'way 3s55 ... 50 50 50
Para. Picts. 6s55
Para. Picts. cv. 31/4S47

RKO 6s41 :

Warner Bros.' cv. 6s39
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48 83 83 83+1

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts 1 14 1 1/4 1 14 + l/

8

Sonotone Corp 1 % 1 Vi 1 %
Technicolor U 24 105/8 lll/8 + %
Trans-Lux 1 % 1 1/2 1 1/2

Universal Corp. vtc. . 234 25/8 25/8 — %
Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES
Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd 102
Fox Thea. Office Bldg. 1st '46 33/8 5
Loew's Thea. Realty 6s 1st '47

Met. Playhouse, Inc. 2nd deb. '45.. 65 69
Rcxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st '57 623,4 65

SAFETY
I LLOYDS

FILM STORAGE CORP.

Storage by Reel or Vault

729 Seventh Ave.

New York City

BRyant 9-5600 SECURITY

Milwaukee Police Ban
on Hollywood Fought

Milwaukee, Wis. — Hollywood
Amusement Co., Inc., Chicago, has
instituted suit in Federal Court here
to restrain Police Chief Joseph Klu-
chesky from interfering with the
playing of Hollywood in local the-
aters.

The plaintiff contends that the
game is one of skill and not chance
and that the district attorney's office

frightened many exhibitors into dis-

continuing the game by threatening
to obtain an injunction on the
strength of the recent ruling by the

state supreme court holding Bank
Night a lottery.

Chi. Contempt Defendants

Expected to Ask Dismissal

Chicago—It is indicated that the
defense may seek dismissal of gov-
ernment's charges of criminal con-
tempt in the 1932 consent case in

Chicago as government attorneys
concluded presentation of the case
yesterday.

E. Van Pelt, FBI man, was the
final government witness to identify

documents. John Jones of Jones,
Linick & Schaeffer, also testified.

The defense began presentation of
its case late yesterday and will con-
tinue today, and plans to complete its

entire case by the end of September.

Golden Gate Exposition

May Reopen Next Summer

San Francisco—Here's the inside

dope on a second-year run of Gol-
den Gate Exposition. Although the
Fair is now running profitably,

there are debts of approximately
$5,000,000 owing to banks, contrac-
tors, P.G.&E., and Standard Oil to

be paid. Up to Aug. 27 there was
a gross operating profit of $2,235,000
to be applied on debts and obliga-
tions, which is less than half the
$5,000,000 outstanding. Unless the
balance comes in by Dec. 2 closing
date—and the chances are slim—of-

ficials are planning on closing then,

and reopening next year for four
months of June, July, August and
September in an effort to pay off in

full.

Biddo, Inc., Organized

to Enter Games Field

Albany — Biddo, Inc., has been
chartered to engage in premiums
and prizes in connection with the-

aters, according to papers issued by
the Secretary of State. Subscribers
of the concern are Seymour Olian,

359 Fort Washington Avenue, New
York, Etta Zwilling, 1497 Carroll

Street and Rose Hummel, 1417 Ave-
nue K, both of Brooklyn.

Counsel for the concern are Fitel-

cn & Mayers.

Indian Editor to Speak
Baburao Patel, editor of Filmindia

and president of the Film Journalists
Association of India, will speak at
the Newspaper Guild Club Monday
under the auspices of Film Audiences
for Democracy.

Exhibs. Honor Goldhammer
Minneapolis— Approximately 125

exhibitors and company execs, at-

tended the testimonial dinner here
for Al E. E. "Nicky" Goldhammer,
new district manager for RKO. A
traveling bag was presented to Gold-
hammer.

Bingo Ban In Detroit

Detroit—Bingo and similar games
conducted by churches, lodges, and
other organizations will be banned in

Detroit, Police Commissioner Hein-
rich Pickert announced.

Cleveland Plans Costume
Display to Mark Jubilee

Cleveland— Cleveland will cele-

brate the 50th anniversary of mo-
tion pictures with a big display of

motion picture properties in the
main concourse in the Terminal
Tower, from Sept. 19 to Oct. 6.

Theme of the display will be a por-
trayal of the history of the cinema.
It will include displays of costumes,
jewelry and sets used in produc-
tion, and a continuous show of 16
mm. pictures.

Report Schines to Have
Cincy Booking Offices

Cincinnati— It is currently re-

ported Schines will move their Belle-

fontaine booking offices to Cincin-

nati, where Joel Gordon is seeking a
location. Cincinnati, Cleveland and
Washington will serve as booking
centers.

Farnsworth to Introduce

Tele on Coast in October

San Francisco—Plans for devel-

oping television broadcasting here

are in the making, according to Er-
nest H. Vogel, vice-president of

Farnsworth Television and Radio
Corporation. Vogel said that the

FCC is planning allocation of tele-

vision channels for this area, and
that this company will be ready to

distribute television receivers in Oc-
tober.

COOT IDG MID G0MG

H. M. WARNER leaves for the Coast within
the next few days.

HERBERT J. YATES, MRS. YATES, RICHARD
YATES, MR. and MRS. GENE AUTRY, NORMA
SHEARER, GRACE MOORE, and MR. and MRS.
WALTER TITUS, arrive here today on the,'" n-
hattan from Europe. « P>

JAMES R. GRAINGER returns to New York
today.

MR. and MRS. LOUIS CURLAND are at the
Sherry Netherland.

BOB HOPE has arrived in Hollywood after a

European vacation.

BUDDY DeSYLVA flew here this week from
Hollywood.

JOHN W. HICKS, JR., is due in today from
Los Angeles. He arrived there Monday follow-
ing a trip to Australasia.

HARRY JOE BROWN. 20th-Fox associate pro-
ducer, and his wife, SALLY EILERS, are at the
Waldorf for a 10-day stay.

M. B. SILBERBERG and his wife are stopping
at the Sherry Netherland.

JOHN WEXLEY, Warner writer, leaves for
the Coast tomorrow after a vacation on his

Pennsylvania farm.

H. M. RICHEY, director of exhibitor rela-

tions for RKO, is in Atlantic City to attend the
New Jersey Allied meeting.

ANNABELLA left for Europe yesterday on
the Dixie Clipper to bring her family to this

country.

TYRONE POWER left for Hollywood last

night.

LEO SPITZ is in New York.

COL. H. A. COLE, national Allied prexy, is in

Atlantic City for the New Jersey Allied con-
vention.

KEN CLARK of the Hays Office returns from a

vacation Monday.

WILLIAM HOLDEN planed by TVA to Pitts-

burgh yesterday, proceeding from there to the

Coast.

BABURAO PATEL, editor of Filmindia, leaves

New York for Hollywood on Tuesday.

LARRY DUDLEY, 18-year-old sea scout,

selected by Paramount to come to New York
for Atlantic sea water to christen its caravan
for "Rulers of the Sea," arrives here by plane

this morning.

STUART HEISLER, assigned by Para, to direct

"The Biscuit Easter," and its producer, JACK
MOSS, are in Atlanta on preparatory work for

the film.

RITA HENRY, "typical New England girl," and
winner of "The Miss New England" contest,

arrived in Hollywood yesterday to begin a round

of activities as the guest of Paramount.

Loew's to Pay 50 Cents
Loew's Board of Directors yester-

day declared a regular dividend of

50 cents per share on the common
stock, payable to stockholders of

Sept. 13 record on Sept. 30.

AFA Not Yet Dissolved

Meeting of the American Federa-
tion of Actors executive council was
held yesterday, but no action was
taken on the dissolution of the union.

It is expected that formal action to

dissolve the union will be taken by
the council in the near future.

Best wishes from THE FILM DAILY
to the following on their birthdays:

SEPTEMBER 7

Arthur W. Kelly

Merna Kennedy

Roscoe Karns

M. Chertowsky
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While M-G-M's magic wonder show "WIZARD OF
OZ" winds up the 1938-39 season in a blaze of glory, the

year '39-40 has opened up with all eyes on Leo the Lion!

YOUR ITCHING PALM!
there's a fortune in it!

vv^e told you how the Previews of "THE WOMEN"
and "BABES IN ARMS" created a furore! We
pointed out that no season had ever yielded two such

sensations to begin with. Now "N1NOTCHKA"
has been previewed ... it is phenomenal! And

"BLACKMAIL" and "THUNDER AFLOAT" have

been previewed! They are smashing entertainments!

Did we hear somebody say: "Pictures talk!"

fe
,**>,
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TRUST SUIT DISMISSAL

DEMANDED BY SCHINES

(Continued from Page 1)

Corp., Chesapeake Theaters Corp.,
J. Meyer Schine, Louis W. Schine,
and John A. May. It contends that
the complaint fails to state a claim
upon which relief can be granted
against the defendants.

The motion reads, in part:

"Complaint fails to state suffi-

cient facts to constitute action in

favor of the plaintiff against the
defendants.
"Complaint fails to state facts

Fufficient to show that the defen-
dants are violating or have ever vio-

lated any act of Congress mentioned
in the complaint and especially the
provisions of Section 4 of the Act
of Congress, July 2, 1890.
"Upon facts stated herein court

has no jurisdiction over the alleged
cau^e of action. No facts are set

forth in the complaint showing that
the moving defendants are engaged
in interstate commerce."

Must Answer Gov't's Equity
Interrogatory Within 15 Days

Film company defendants in the
Government's equity suit have 15

days to file answer to the Govern-
ment's interrogatory, according to

rule 33 of the rules of federal pro-

cedure, the U. S. attorney general's

office pointed out yesterday. How-
ever, the office stated that it did

not know whether Assistant Attor-
ney General Paul Williams had
made any agreement with the de-

fendants for an extension of time.

The rule also provides that ob-

jections to the interrogatory may
be filed within 10 days and must be
heard by a Federal Court Judge. In

this event, the rule states, time to

answer the questions will be de-

ferred until the Court rules upon
the objections. Furthermore, under
the rule, the film companies may ap-
ply to the Court for an extension
of time provided they show the
necessity for it, it is stipulated.

All answers to interrogatories un-
der the Court rules must be made
under oath and signed by an officer

of the company "competent to tes-

tify in its behalf."

Del. Blue Law Revision

Committee Meets Soon

(Continued from Page 1)

likely hold its first meeting within
10 days.
The Rev. Ralph L. Minker, super-

intendent of the Ferris Industrial

School, is the only member of the
commission who is not a legislator.

The other members are Senators
George R. Clark, Harold W. T. Pur-
°.U, Paul R. Rinard, and Benjamin F.

Simmons; Representatives Henry C.

Canby, George W. Rhodes, Edward
Knight, and John L. Barr.
The commission will report its

findings and recommendations to the

1941 session of the legislature.

with PHIL M. DALYi

• • • STAID old Boston will awake today to greet the inauguration

of the new movie season staged by Loew's Poli-New England division of

theaters under Division Manager Harry F. Shaw and H. M. Addi-

son who handles the Loew's State and Orpheum in Beantown if

will be a festival in the form of a caravan of autos that will proceed

to Worcester, Providence, Springfield, Hartford, Meriden. Waterbury, New
Haven, Bridgeport and then to the World's Fair both Loew's

State and the Capitol will be visited in a gigantic Broadway parade

T T T
• • • THIS year's caravan idea was conceived by Shaw and
Lou Brown, director of advertising and publicity for the New Eng-
land circuit the Crosley Company of Cincinnati has joined

in the project by making up ten special Crosley cars in pastel

shades the caravan will arrive at the Fair in time to parti-

cipate in special goings-on scheduled for Saturday, Sept. 16

• • • BALLYHOOED as Loew's Foli Movie Hit Parade the

festivities call for giant parades in every town visited the various

Loew managers en route have lined up uniformed bands and marchers,

radio announcements, newspaper space, co-op ads, floats, merchant

co-operation and decorations and of course the Governors of the

various states, as well as the Mayors of the towns, who will sign a

special scroll which notes the fact that the industry is celebrating its

Golden Jubilee

T T
• • • THIS year a safety angle has been tied in with the

caravan each car will be driven by a pretty Connecticut col-

lege girl costumed in swing skirt and collegiate sweater the

cars will be bannered with new season selling copy the Loew
managers handling local activities include Matt Saunders, Morris

Rosenthal and Harry Rose of Bridgeport Bob Russell, Sam
Badama and Bill Elder of New Haven Ed Fitzpatrick of

Waterbury Joe Samartano of Meriden Jack Simons and
Lou Cohen of Hartford George Freeman of Springfield

Monk Moloney, Joe Anstead and Bob Portle of Worcester

Howard Burkhardt and Fred Greenway of Boston and Eddie

McBride of Providence . . . .publicity activities in Boston are being

handled by Joe DiPesa and Leo Longo of the local publicity staff.

T T T

• • • PRIZE BABY goes to work for exhibitors meaning

that National Screen Service kid who will be seen in three New
Season Announcement Trailers specially designed for the occasion

the Industry Infant introduces the new product in typical joyful, con-

versational style, and follows through in each trailer to the point where

the individual product of any exhibitor can be added without interfer-

ing with the continuity and done with snappy, catchy march music

to carry the audience along

T T
• • • .4 NATURAL there is Mack Littman sitting pretty

with his film, "Double Crime In the Maginot Line" a picture

that shows actual scenes way deep down in the French fortifica-

tions made under auspices of the French government and

here the War Crisis plumps Mack's baby right in the exhibs' lap. .

.

• Flash: That March of Time issue also crashes over with its

story of the U. S. Air Force "Soldiers With Wings" tieing

right in with the war news and answers the query on every Amer-
ican's lips: "Is our air force ready to protect us?"

BRIT. THEATERS MAY

REOPEN ON MONDAY

(Continued from Page 1)

possible conditions daytime exhibi-
tion and restricted audiences, with
reopening orders to be authorized
by the Air Raid Precautions De; g"t-

ment and local area authori?10 j).
Should the film theaters generally

reopen on Monday, the interruption
in exhibition would be comparatively
brief—much briefer indeed than the
most optimistic in the trade had
anticipated. It was expected that
the period of darkness might span
weeks, even months.
Prompt resumption prospects were

hailed by representatives of U. S.

distributors as indicative that the
British market was far from lost.

Warner Stars on Good-Will
Tour to Aid Coast Indies

(Continued from Page 1)

away from Fox West Coast circuit.

Traveling in a special car, the
stars and featured players will be
accompanied by an elaborate bally-
hoo staged in about a dozen cities

in which they will make P.A.'s. Aside
from the business end of the trip,

the players will be entertained in

each town.
First stop will be made at San

Francisco, where the stars will meet
Gov. Olsen, who is scheduled to be
in that city on that date. Joe
Blumenfeld of the Blumenfeld cir-

cuit will play host.

At Seattle, the party will be en-
tertained by John Danz of the
Sterling Circuit who has arranged
for Governor Charles D. Martin of
Washington to receive the players.
Their Portland visit will be spon-
sored by J. J. Parker of the Ma-
jestic Amusement Co. and Gov.
Charles A. Sprague of Oregon will

tender them a reception. Blumen-
feld will also entertain the players
at Oakland and Sacramento as they
trek back to Los Angeles.

Col. 53-Week Profit $2,000
As Against $183,392 in '38

(Continued from Page 1)

shows a considerable drop over the
net profit of $183,392 for a 52-week
period in the previous year's finan-
cial report.
However, the balance sheet shows

current assets of $12,987,851 and
current liabilities of only $2,003,899.
Gross income from sales and rentals
of films and accessories was listed
at $19,413,794 in the report. Work-
ing capital was listed in the amount
of $10,985,000.

Fonda for "Grapes of Wrath"
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Darryl Zanuck today

announced that Henry Fonda would
play the role of Tom Joad in Twen-
tieth Century-Fox forthcoming pro-
duction of "The Grapes of Wrath."
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PRODUCERS TO ADHERE

TO THEIR SCHEDULES

(Continued from Page 1)

judgement as to "retrenchment" at

the present time could not but bring
adverse trade reaction.

C ments from Barney Balaban,
Mur™v Silverstone, J. Cheever Cow-
din, W. Ray Johnston and other
execs, were as one in the company
heads' policy of "going ahead" with-
out any change in production plans.

Silverstone stated the company was
"definitely going ahead with its plans
as per schedule." Cowdin said Uni-
versal was not contemplating any
change in production plans, and that

the program of pictures being sold

to exhibitors would be unaltered.
Johnston was just as emphatic in

stating that his company would ad-

here to its original plans.

Balaban stated that Paramount
would in no way alter its production
plans, and was so far ahead in its

new season's program that commit-
ments already made would prevent
any changes even if they were con-
templated. He expressed the opinion
that nobody could view the situation

accurately at this time, and was con-
fident that theaters in the Continen-
tal countries would not stay shut-

tered any length of time.
Previously, Herman Wobber, dis-

tribution head of 20th-Fox, had ex-

pressed the same opinions to The
Film Daily, and Walter J. Hutchin-
son, foreign director of distribution

for the company had pointed out
that theaters have remained open in

China and Spain and that there was
no reason to believe they would be
closed for any length of time in

Europe; other foreign heads reiter-

ated Hutchinson's comments.
Industry leaders pointed out that

it was impossible to take a long
range view of the situation at the
present time as there can be a base
only for theory, and not for definite

opinions that would guide policy

changes.
It was deemed significant yester-

day that amusement stocks and
bonds, after moving downward for

several days, showed more gains
than losses. In Wall St. circles the
opinion was expressed that the re-

cent decline in film stocks was due
as much to the traders desire to take
advantage of the upward flight of

war babies as anything else. After
quick profits had been realized, it

was felt that the money taken out
of amusement stocks largely would
go back.
News of theater reopenings on a

wider scale in Europe yesterday was
welcomed in the industry. This news
was asserted to be a sure sign that
European governments expected to

keep the public entertained by every
means possible, with only theaters
likely to stay closed or be blacked
out in heavy industrial areas that
would be targets for air raiders.

It was also stressed in no uncer-
tain terms by different execs, that

talk and printed reports of drastic

retrenchment programs, productions
slashes, and loss of markets were

Report Fans Demanding Roosevelt9s
Radio Ttdhs on Theater Loud Sneakers

Atlantic City—Popularity of President Roosevelt with movie audiences is growing,
according to a report made at the convention of Allied Theater Owners of New Jersey
in session here, and audiences are demanding that house managers put his radio talks
on their loud speaker system.

largely "loose talk" at this time.
Notably few production changes
have been announced in Hollywood
in the past few days, and with the
exception of one case, it was a ques-
tion of casting difficulties brought
about by the fact English players
were unavailable, necessitating slight

delays in production.

War Not to Delay Para's
New $12,000,000 Studio
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

West Los Angeles—Signalizing
the beginning of activity on Para-
mount's new $12,000,000 studio pro-
ject here William Pereira, national-
ly famous in industrial develop-
ments, has been engaged as chief
architect for the new plant, it is an-
nounced by T. Keith Glennan, Para-
mount operations manager.

Coincident with the engaging of

Pereira, Glennon announced that
actual construction work on the new
Paramount Studio will start when
necessary ordinances are obtained
and the storm drain contract for
that area completed. The European
war will not affect the project.

V/ar Holds Two 20th-Fox's
"lincensored" Actors in Eng.
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—The production of the

picture "Uncensored," formerly titled

"Scotland Yard," has been tempor-
arily deferred at the 20th Century-
Fox studios, it was announced, be-
cause Jane Baxter and Edmund
Gwenn, who were to share leads with
Warner Baxter in the picture, are
still in England. This is the only
20th Century-Fox production that
has been affected so far by war con-
ditions. Another picture will be
subsituted for it on the company's
release schedule.

Goldwyn Readying War Film,
Para., 20th-Fox Buy Stories
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— Producers here are

showing further evidence of turning
to war pictures with three more such
films announced. Samuel Goldwyn
announced that he would immediate-
ly start preparation on a story en-
titled "Blackout Over Europe," and
Paramount announced the purchase
of a story entitled "Battalion of
Death." 20th-Fox has bought film

rights to "The Tanganyika Exploit,"
a factual story dealing with a Brit-

ish and German naval battle on Lake
Tanganyika during the World War.

Warners Have 19 Features
Completed at Coast Plant

Warner Bros, has 19 features
actually completed for release dur-
ing the new season which starts this

week. This approaches one-half of
the studio's program as a total of 48
pictures are planned for 1939-40.

Rubin's Gift of 1,660 Shares

Cuts His Holdings in Loew's

(Continued from l
Jage 1)

vealed today in the SEC's semi-

monthly summary of security trans-

actions and holdings for the period

from Aug. 1-10. Rubin still holds

31,415 of the common shares, it was
reported.

The 20th Century-Fox Film report

stated that Joseph M. Schenck has

disposed of 4,300 shares of $1.50

cumulative preferred and now holds

18,284 shares and 108,943 shares of

20th Century's common stock.

John Hertz holds 1,000 shares of

Paramount Pictures' common stock

and an additional 100 shares through

Lehman Brothers, it was reported.
Report of Pathe Film Corp. states
Thomas P. Loach has acquired 2
shares of common bringing his total

common holdings to 18 shares and
Kenneth M. Young has disposed of
900 shares of common, leaving him
400 shares.

In an April, 1939 report Joseph
Bernhard reports he has exchanged
8,000 of Warner Brothers' optional
6 per cent convertible debentures for
new debentures. He also holds 500
shares of Warners' common stock,
Bernhard stated.

Monogram Pictures report states
W. Ray Johnston has disposed of
847 options for common and now
holds 5,350 of the options and 62,383
shares of common.

Leslie E. Thompson has acquired
500 shares of Trans Lux common
stock as compensation, bringing his
total holdings to 4,000 shares.

Code Situation Remains
in Status Quo—Rodgers

(Continued from Page 1)

for the Distributors Negotiating
Committee.
Rodgers conferred yesterday with

Ed Kuykendall, MPTOA prexy, on
the problem presented by the De-
partment of Justice's rebuff, and the
possibility of effecting trade re-

forms and a further conference is

scheduled for tomorrow.
Rodgers said yesterday that some

confusion was evident with regard
to his recent conferences with ex-
ecutives of the Independent The-
ater Owners of Southern California
and Arizona. Rodgers stated that
he merely had promised to check on
the code situation upon his return
East and advise the unit which will
meet in Los Angeles tomorrow.

Accordingly, he will notify the
exhib. association that the situation
is unchanged since his statement
following the D of J's rebuff.

HAYS OFFICE DENIES

UA HAS RESIGNED

(Continued from Page 1)

its resignation," it was stated by

former Gov. Carl E. Milliken,

MPPDA secretary.

Murray Silverstone, UA's top ex-

ecutive, said he did not care to dis-

cuss the published story.

At the Hays Office, it was fur-

ther stated that there had been no

resignations received from produc-
ers distributing through UA.
The published report tied the al-

leged UA action to policy differences
and mentioned, further, UA-B & K
product negotiations.

In this connection, it was pointed
out that, as constituted, the field

of competition is wholly outside the
scope of the MPPDA.

Newman at Burbank on Shorts
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Burbank—E. M. Newman, who has

been producing travelogues in asso-
ciation with Warner Bros.' Vita-
phone studio in Brooklyn, has joined
the Burbank organization to make
a series of short subjects under su-

pervision of Gordon Hollingshead.
Series will be based upon the Ten
Commandments. Initial script is

now being readied.

FOR TOP SPEED

PLUS

...PHONE

Railway Express
Whatever you have to ship—news reels,

feature films, " props "—anything — just

call RAILWAY EXPRESS, and presto

they're there, delivered and receipted!

It's one, complete, day. and night tup-

speed shipping service for the entire film

trade. No extra charge for convenient pick-

up and delivery in all cities and principal

towns. Low rates also include receipts

and $50 insurance. For super-speed on

rush deliveries use 3-mile-a-minute AIR
EXPRESS — 2500 miles overnight! Ar-

range regular shipping schedules with

your local RAILWAY EXPRESS agent

today, or whenever you have anything

to send.

1839 ...A Century ofService.. . 1939

RAILWAY^EXPRE S S
AGENCY ^r INC.

See our exhibits at the two great Fairs!
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"Everything's On Ice"

with Irene Dare, Roscoe Karns, Edgar

Kennedy

RKO Radio 65 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

SKATING ENTHUSIASTS AND WOMEN
GENERALLY WILL FIND MUCH TO
AMUSE AND INTEREST THEM IN LOVE
STORY REVOLVING AROUND A SKATING
RINK.

Here six-year-old Irene Dare displays her

unusual skill as a skater and performs every

type of skating with grace and finesse. In

addition she has much personality and ap-

peal. Erie Kenton did a splendid job of

directing, while Sol Lesser has provided an

attractive production. Roscoe Karns has a

field day as a fast-talking promoter, who
is always getting his relatives in trouble.

Edgar Kennedy gives one of his best per-

formances as the father of Irene, while

Lynne Roberts, Eric Linden, Mary Hart,

George Meeker and Wade Boteler are among
the other capable members of the cast.

Adrian Landis and Sherman Lowe fashioned

an amusing screenplay. Dave Gould staged

the attractive ice numbers. Kennedy has

saved money to buy a barber shop, but

Karns, his brother-in-law, borrows money
from him to finance a trip to a Miami,

Fla. night club, where Irene is to put on

her skating act. Irene's mother, Mary Hart,

and her comely sister, Lynne Roberts, also

make the trip. In Miami, Karns meets

George Meeker who, he believes, is a mil-

lionaire and tries to interest Lynne in him.

However, Lynne's "heart belongs" to Eric

Linden, who, because of his frugal habits,

makes Karns believe he is poor. Karns

breaks up the romance between Lynne and

Eric, but when Kennedy arrives on the

scene, he gives Eric new hope. Eric re-

news his courtship and wins Lynne, and then

it develops Eric is a millionaire. Eric loses

no time in buying a swanky barbership for

papa-in-law, Kennedy.

CAST: Irene Dare, Roscoe Karns, Edgar

Kennedy, Lynne Roberts, Eric Linden, Mary
Hart, Bobby Watson, George Meeker, Mary
Currier, Maxine Stewart, Wade Boteler.

CREDITS: Producer, Sol Lesser; Director,

Erie C. Kenton; Screenplay, Adrian Landis

and Sherman Lowe; Music Director, Lud

Gluskin; Dance—ice numbers by Dave

Gould; Orchestrations, Amedeo de Fillippi;

Songs, "Birth of a Snowbird" by Victor

Young and Paul Webster; "Everything's On
Ice" by Milton Drake and Fred Stryker;

Cameraman, Russell Metty; Art Director,

Lewis J. Rachmil; Editor, Arthur Hilton.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Okay.

Kendis to Hot Springs

Cleveland—Philip Kendis, head of

Exhibitors Poster Service, who has
been laid up for the past month with
a back ailment, has gone to Hot
Springs, Arkansas to complete his

cure.

Promote Sugar Bockelage
Cincinnati—Sugar Bockelage, local

Paramount secretary to Joe Oulahan,
has been promoted and transferred to

the District offices, Los Angeles, and
reports for duty on Sept. 18th.

The Three Mesquiteers in

"New Frontier"
with John Wayne, Ray Corrigan,

Raymond Hatton

Republic 56 Mins.

NOVEL PLOT PLUS PLENTY OF SWIFT
ACTION COMMENDS THIS ONE TO OUT-

DOOR FANS.

From a story point of view, The Three

Mesquiteers, in this most recent saga of

their heroic exploits, are in unique roles

due to the honesty of purpose of scenarists

Betty Burbridge and Luci Ward. The lat-

ter, in fact, are the heroes of the opus,

for they effectively put the Three Mesquit-

eers and their fellow rancher of peaceful

Hope Valley in a human, but nevertheless

totally wrong legal position in the plot.

Briefly what happens is this, and it is re-

freshing for all its straightforwardness. The
State decides to build a dam and condemns
the property of the ranchers for this pro-

gressive purpose, compensating each, ad-

mittedly fairly in the dialogue, for their

land. But the ranchers regard their valley

as exceptionally home, sweet home, and

decide to fight. And fight they do, led by

the Three Mesquiteers. The only justifica-

tion for the prolonged scrap are the meth-

ods used by the law and its allies. Sym-
pathy goes out to the ranchers when they

are hoodwinked by a phony realty operator

who wants to transplant them over the

ridge to new pastures, but this is but a

regrettable twist of human nature. At the

finale, they find their new "homeland" an

Eden, and all turns out for the best.

Footage is studded with mass riding of

horsemen, blazing guns and fisticuffs, and

ir will all sit comfortably on the chests of

fans who like excitement wholesale. To
boot, there is the "battle of the dam," at

which John Wayne turns off the water

which is flooding the valley, placing the

wagon train in jeopardy. At the wind-up,

however, the love interest which has been

soft-pedalled for more important thrills, Is

left suspended in the prairie air. Cast turns

in solid performances, direction is good and

ditto photography.

CAST: John Wayne, Ray Corrigan, Ray-

mond Hatton, Phylis Isley, Eddy Waller,

Sammy McKim, Leroy Mason, Harrisos

Greene, Reginald Barlow, Burr Caruth, Dave

O'Brien, Hal Price, Jack Ingram, Bud Os-

borne, Charles Whitaker.

CREDITS: Associate Producer, William

Berke; Director, George Sherman; Original

Screenplay, Betty Burbridge, Luci Ward;
Production Manager, Al Wilson; Camera-
man, Reggie tanning; Editor, Tony Martin-

elli; Musical Score, William Lava.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

"Wall Street Cowboy"
with Roy Rogers, George "Gabby" Hayes

Republic 66 Mins.

HITS NOVELTY ANGLE WITH COW-
BOYS WHOOPING IT UP BACK EAST.

In this Roy Rogers adventure, most of

the action takes place in the East, where

the hero goes with his two pals, "Gabby"
Hayes and Raymond Hatton, to try to raise

funds to pay off a mortgage on his ranch.

He approaches a Wall Street financier, who
was an old friend of his father's, but meets

with rebuffs due to the fumbling tactics

of his two well-meaning pals, and the ma-

chinations of the financier's race-horse

trainer, who is working with a gang out

West to take over the ranch. Rogers be-

lieves there is gold on his ranch through

one of "Gabby's" wild tales, and when the

sample is assayed and the Wall Street mogul

learns that there is no gold but is rich in

molybdenum, he gets in back of the hero

to the limit. There are many thrills and

adventures, including a horse race in Long

Island that Rogers wins, a fight with gang-

sters hired by the trainer to do away with

his rival from the West, and finally all hands

are back at the ranch where a showdown
occurs with the crooked banker who is try-

ing to secure the ranch. There is a good

scrap at the finale, with Rogers in the clear

a^ his rich ore deposit is found on the ranch,

and curtains for the villain who had been

trying ro gum everything up and win the

girl. Some fine character work is contribu-

ted by "Gabby" Hayes and Raymond Hat-

ton.

CAST: Roy Rogers, George "Gabby"

Hayes, Raymond Hatton, Ann Baldwin,

Pierre Watkin, Louisiana Lou, Craig Rey-

nolds, Ivan Miller, Reginald Barlow, Adrian

Morris.

CREDITS: Producer, Joseph Kane; Direc-

tor, same; Author, Doris Schroeder; Screen-

play, Gerald Geraghty, Norman Hall; Cam-
eraman, Jack Marta; Editor, Lester Orle-

beck.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Fine.

"The Spellbinder"
with Lee Tracy, Patric Knowles,

Barbara Read

RKO Radio 69 Min

UNCONVINCING STORY WITH LI

TRACY WORKING VALIANT^ p T
SAVE IT. S'
A drama of the underworld mouthpiec

with Lee Tracy in the role saving the fill

from being pretty much of a dud. Here
an example of changing moods in the con

coction of the scenario. It could be melo

drama, comedy, satire, or even burlesqu

if certain sequences are taken as example
of mixed styles in writing. Consequently

the film story fails to carry conviction, an

the adroit work of that experienced troupe

Tracy, avails little. It is the tale of th

underworld attorney who wants to appe;

respectable in his daughter's eyes, and re

tain her love. Barbara Read as the daughte
walks through her part and lines like

girl enjoying herself at a lawn party. He
dad saves his underworld client, Patri

Knowles, a smoothie with class, from
murder rap, and later stands trial for th

murder of his client when the latter elope

with his daughter to try to seal his lawyer'

lips by marrying into the family. There ar

some clever court room scenes, and som
good surprise twists, but they fail to sav

a very disjointed and unconvincing story

CAST: Lee Tracy, Barbara Read, Patri

Knowles, Allan Lane, Linda Hayes, Morga
Conway, Robert E. Keane, Roy Gordon, Rob
ert Strange, Elliott Sullivan, Leonid Kinske)

CREDITS: Producer, Cliff Reid; Directoi

Jack Hively; Author, Joseph Anthony
Screenplay, Thomas Lennon, Joseph /

Fields; Cameraman, Russell Metty; Editoi

Theron Warth.

DIRECTION, Weak. PHOTOGRAI I

Good.

Ik'

Brookline Loses Theater

Brookline, Mass.

—

A petition seek-
ing to build a $150,100 theater at

Cleveland circle, Brookline, was
withdrawn Aug. 31 by the New Eng-
land Theaters, Inc., from the Brook-
line Board of Selectmen, with the an-
nouncement that the theater would
be erected on the Brighton section of

the site selected.

S-l Signs Joan Fontaine
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—David 0. Selznick has

signed Joan Fontaine to a long-

term contract. Her first assignment
will be the feminine lead in "Re-
becca" under Alfred Hitchcock's di-

rection. Pix goes before the cam-
eras today.

Loder Subject to Brit. Call

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—John Loder, one of the

leads in Paramount's "Portrait in

Diamonds," just completed, is a re-

serve officer in the British forces and
subject to call.

Leichter Closes Thomas Deal

Deal has been closed by Mitchell

Leichter with Harry Thomas where-
by Thomas will distribute the Leicht-

er production, "Sudan," in the New
York and New Jersey territory, it

was announced yesterday.

Managerial Assignments

Announced by Schine

Gloversville, N. Y. — Manageria
changes announced at the Schin
home office here today include th
transfer of Pat McGee, Eckel, Syra
cuse, to the Paramount, Syracuse
Erie Wright goes from the Para
mount to the Strand, Syracuse
which is reopening after a Summe:
closing. Sidney Holland, Elkhart
Ind., a new member of the Schine
force, goes in as manager of th<

Eckel, Syracuse.
William F. Burke goes in as man

ager of the Palace, Auburn, which is

reopening after a Summer closing
Leon Feldman, formerly assistam

manager at the Strand, Amsterdam
becomes manager of the Regent
same city, reopening for the Fal
and Winter.
Donald Rich takes over as mana-

ger of the Palace, Watertown, alsc

reopening.
Bob Daly, formerly assistant man

ager at Glove, Gloversville, is the|

new manager of the Arcade, Salis
bury, Md., replacing Herb Browr
who goes to Waller, Laurel, Del., as

manager. Floyd Shear, who was al

Waller, takes over at State, Cam
bridge, Md.
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Soldiers With Wings"
(March of Time)

SSKO Radio 20 Mins.
Timely and Inspiring

Answering dramatically, exciting-

y, inspiringly, the present vital ques-

tion: Will America's air forces be
;

^-eady? And the answer is an em-
;

; matic "Yes." Here is the U. S. Air

lorps parading in the air before your
?yes, produced with the full co-oper-

ition of the authorities, a picture

:hat will stir the pulse of every
pei \merican. It is done with dignity

and impressiveness, not a single blah-

olah note or touch of flag-waving
aoke anywhere. And not a tinge of

propaganda. Here it is in all its

stark reality, the air armada of the

..nation sweeping through the sky,

wave on wave of air ships, from the

jjfast pursuit planes to the mighty air
" fortresses weighing 25 tons.

"tHere is a film, Mr. Exhibitor, that

will bring a great sense of comfort
and security to everyone in your
audience. In spite of all that has

febeen written in newspapers and mag-
azines about the $200,000,000 pro-

>'-gram of the government to build up
Mhis gigantic air force, a viewing of

a, this inspiring picture will do more
ill
to impress the nation than all that

Aj.has been set down in cold type. Here
olit lives and moves before your eyes,

and leaves you breathless. Every

y
phase of Air Corps work and training

is shown. Coming at this critical

time with the terror of air bombing
in Europe holding the entire world
in a grip of fear, here is a film that

i every exhibitor should show as a

r public duty as well as offering vital

information to the people and reas-

Jsuring them as to the nation's pre-

I paredness for defense in the air. The
I film is a splendid example of expert

J
editing and brilliant photography.
The M of T staff are to be congrat-
ulated for a really outstanding pro-
duction.

"Zoo"
(RKO Pathe Reelism)

RKO Pathe 9 Mins.
Top-Flight Subject

Though all the zoos of America,
and elsewhere, offered potential

locales for the mere asking, Produc-
er Fredric Ullman, Jr., wisely se-

lected the St. Louis colony of fauna.
Thus he succeeds in bringing back
alive-with-interest a short subject
which is bound to click with pix fans
everywhere, young and mature alike.

In some respects, the footage is more
fascinating than any circus, for the
animals are viewed in settings close-

ly resembling their natural habitats.

Further, they appear so contented
under the care of their keepers and
trainers that any suggestion of re-

turning them to jungle, forests or
mountain fastness might well evoke
a petition to the SPCA. The only

"Coast Guard"
with Randolph Scott, Ralph Bellamy,

Frances Dee

Columbia 71 Mins.

COLORFUL MELLER OF COAST GUARD
SERVICE WITH THRILLS SPICED WITH
ROMANCE.

Carries a lot of colorful thrills in a meller

of the Coast Guard activities, spiced for

the femme trade with a good sentimental

yarn as the two buddies scramble for the

same girl. Built for the dual houses, and
it will go strong with the youngsters on

the thrill stuff. Randy Scott is the fortun-

ate lad who wins the girl, while the steady-

going Bellamy steps aside sportingly for his

pal, but his heart still yearns for Frances

Dee. Frances looks swell, and you can't

biame him. But Scott is a happy-go-lucky
boy who likes to spend his time off duty
with the boys and thus neglects his newly
married wife. Heartbreak on her part, and
solace from her other sweetheart, who is

sent on an expedition to the frozen North.

Here he gets lost, and the radio messages
finally bring his pal to the rescue, Scott

being the flying daredevil of the Coast
Guard. He goes after his buddy only when
his wife who has left him urges him to do
the sporting thing. Thus when he brings his

buddy back from the freezing death, his

wife forgives all. The hoke is piled on

thick, and some people will sniff. But for

the kids and sentimentalists, a pushover.

CAST: Randolph Scott, Frances Dee,
Ralph Bellamy, Walter Connolly, Warren
Hymer, Robert Middlemass, Stanley An-
drews, Edmund MacDonald.

CREDITS: Director, Edward Ludwig; Or-
|

iginal Screenplay, Richard Maibaum, Albert

Duffy, Harry Segall; Cameraman, Lucien

Ballard; Editor, Gene Milford.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Okay.

Ochs Promotes Three
Cleveland — Herbert Ochs, local

[

Vitagraph branch manager announces
the following promotions from the
ranks : Ralph Salyer, city booker, be-
comes Vitagraph salesman out of the
Cincinnati office; Larry Kreusser
moves up into Salyer's position and
Bein takes over Kreusser's booking
duties. This leaves a vacancy in the
booking depai'tment still to be filled.

"Death of a
Champion"

with Lynne Overman, Virginia Dale

Paramount 67 Mins.

ENTERTAINING COMEDY OF LYNNE
OVERMAN PEPS UP ROUTINE MURDER
MYSTERY.

Lively murder mystery with accent on

the comedy, which is expertly and enter-

tainingly contributed by Lynne Overman as

a pitchman who follows state fairs featur-

ing dog shows, his racket being the selling

of encyclopedias which he puts over with a

camera-mind ac, his memory being nothing

short of marvellous. The champion is a

Great Dane that is murdered. Overman's

assistant, young Donald O'Connor, fancies

himself as an amateur detective, and his

nosing into the murder mystery drags his

chief in in an effort to solve the crime,

which is repeated with other murders. The
entire piece seems to have been written

to present Overman's unique comedy talents,

and it is highly successful, for the profes-

sor with the photographic mind keeps you

entertained and amused without a struggle.

Nice performances by the love interest,

Virginia Dale, and the up and coming

youngster, Donald O'Connor.

CAST: Lynne Overman, Virginia Dale,

Joseph Allen, Jr., Donald O'Connor, Susan

Paley, Harry Davenport, Robert Paige, May
Boley, Hal Brazeale, Frank M. Thomas, David

Clyde, Walter Soderling, Pierre Watkin, Bob

McKenzie.

CREDITS: Director, Robert Florey; Author,

Frank Gruber; Screenplay, Stuart Palmer,

Cortland Fitzsimmons; Cameraman, Stuart

Thompson; Editor, Archie Marshek.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Acquire Cleveland House
Cleveland—Announcement is made

that Gabe Rubin, who has operated
the Art Cinema Theater in Pitts-

burgh for five years and his asso-
ciates including Ralph Rose of Cleve-
land, have taken over the Penn
Square Theater, and will open it

about Sept. 20th with a foreign film

policy.

barriers used in the St. Louis Zoo,
except for the most dangerous
beasts, are to keep the public in

check rather than the animals. Ma-
terial is splendidly photographed and
is a top-flight job throughout. There
is high amusement for everyone wit-
nessing the scenes.

"Island of Lost Men"
with J. Carrol Naish, Anna May Wong,

Eric Blore

Paramount 63 Mins.

MELLER HOKE MADE FOR THE THRILL
FANS GIVES J. CARROLL NAISH SINISTER
ROLE.

A wild and meller tale of the Malaysian

jungle, which is distinguished by the work
of some fine actors that might have been

employed to better advantage in a more
intelligent story. It is a remake of "White
Woman" in which Charles Laughton and

Carole Lombard appeared about six years

ago. For the cheaper spots where the

audiences like their thrills regardless, this

will hit the bell right in the center. J.

Carrol Naish plays a most villainous part

as a gun-runner and head of a jungle em-
pire where he rules the Malaysians ruthless-

ly. Anna May Wong, daughter of a Chinese

general who has absconded with government
funds, arrives in the Straits Settlements in

search of him. There she meets Naish, and

is persuaded to accompany him in search

of her dad, she suspects the bandit has

her father a p foner. Arrived in the jungle

events unfold with plenty of excitement,

and involve the good work of such fine per-

formers as Eric Blore, Broderick Crawford,

Ernest Truex. Selling angles: jungle adven-

ture, with Anra May Wong the beautiful

Oriental pawn.

CAST: Anna May Wong, J. Carrol Naish,

Eric Blore, Ernest Truex, Anthony Quinn,

"Range War"
with William Boyd, Russell Hayden

Paramount 64 Mins.

PIP HOPALONG CASSIDY THRILLER
MOVES FAST WITH GOOD HUMAN
TOUCHES.

Another strong thriller in the Hopalong
Cassidy series, with the hero playing the

part of an outlaw in order to uncover the

scheme of a greedy rancher to spoil the

efforts of the other ranchers to build a

railroad spur. He controls the right of way
for the transportation of cattle, and charges

an exorbitant toll. Hopalong suspects that

the stealing of the payroll for the railroad

workers is part of this rancher's plan to

discourage the effort. By impersonating a

bandit and holding up another stage with

the second payroll, the "plant" is set for

him to go to jail with the real bandits who
try to take the loot from him. Then the

"escape" from jail, and thus the hero is

;n the confidence of the gang, and sets the

trap for the uncovering of the rascally

rancher. There is a pip of a finish fight,

with plenty of gun-play. Britt Wood is a

newcomer handling the comedy assignment,

replacing George Hayes who formerly

handled this assignment for the series.

CAST: William Boyd, Russell Hayden,

Wiliard Robertson, Matt Moore, Pedro de

Cordoba, Betty Moran, Britt Wood, Ken-
neth Harlan, Francis McDonald, Don Latorre,

Glenn Strange, Earl Hodgins. Stanley Price,

Jason Robards.

CREDITS: Producer, Harry Sherman; Di-

rector, Lesley Selander; Author, Josef Mon-
taigue; Screenplay, Sam Robins; Cameraman,
Russell Harlan; Editor, Sherman A. Rose.

DIRECTION, Very Good. PHOTOGRA-
PHY, First Class.

"Rulers" L. A. Premiere
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Next of Hollywood's

bigger productions to be given an
elaborate pre-release opening in the
cinema capital for the press will be
Paramount's new Frank Lloyd pro-
duction "Rulers of the Sea." The
press premiere will be staged Tues-
day at Carthav Circle Theater.

Budd's Poison Oak
Ralph Budd, Warner Bros.'s per-

sonnel manager, has returned to

his desk at the home office, follow-
ing a one-week's vacation, during
which he contracted a case of poison
oak on the nape of his neck.

Adopting Repertory Policy

Fifth Ave. Playhouse concludes its

international film festival over the
week-end and on Monday will in-

augurate an international pix reper-
tory policy.

William Haade, Broderick Crawford, Rudolf

Forster, Richard Loo.

CREDITS: Producer, Eugene Zukor; Di-

rector, Kurt Neumann; Authors, Norman
Reilly Raine, Frank Butler; Screenplay, Wil-
liam R. Lipman, Horace McCoy; Camera-
man, Karl Struss; Editor, Ellsworth Hoag-
land.

DIRECTION, Fair. PHOTOGRAPHY, Okay.
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SEES INDIA IMPORTING

200 MORE U.S.PIX

(Continued from Page 1)

of the Indian Motion Picture Con-
gress.

Patel, here to confer with dis-

tributors and producers with a view

to improve Indian-American rela-

tions, pointed out that India, with

1,200 established theaters, 300 more
now building and 500 itinerants, re-

quires from 700 to 800 pictures an-

nually.

British studios have been supply-
ing 200, American producers, 300,
and the others have come from na-
tive studios. With British produc-
tion halted, Indian theaters will seek
U. S. product to fill the gap, Patel
asserted. War trade will give India
a wave of prosperity, he forecast.

The Indian editor leaves for the
Coast next Tuesday to confer with
producers, and will urge the pro-
duction of sympathetic India themes
and stories. In this connection, he
cited "The Rains Came," just pro-
duced by 20th-Fox, as an example.

With American product well liked
in India, Patel declared Hollywood
studios have an unparalleled oppor-
tunity to capture the Indian market
for all time.

"We welcome the use of Indian
color in American films," he com-
mented. "All that we ask is that
India be presented as it really is,

not as land of barbarians."

Cummins to Produce Six

With Fiedler Bros. Color

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— Sam Cummins will

produce six features, using Fiedler
Bros, color process. J. G. Bachman
will be associated with Cummins in

the project. Shooting will start in

about 30 days and the pictures will

be designed for major release.

Cummins also plans to re-make
"Ecstasy" in color, in Hollywood,
with a new feminine discovery. He is

en route to New York, but will re-
turn to Hollywood in a few weeks.

Jesse J. Goldberg Here
Jesse J. Goldberg of Los Angeles,

who has been appointed by the
United States Court for Southern
California to liquidate the motion
picture assets of Conn Productions
and Ambassador Pictures in bank-
ruptcy, is stopping at the Hotel
Breton Hall.

Labor War Over Pix
Pittsburg, Calif.—Local labor factions

here are warring over Para.'s "Our Lead-
ing Citizen." being shown at Enean
Theater. CIO pickets carried banners
before theater assailing the picture while
A F of L leaders called a meeting and
endorsed the film, saying the picketing
was Communistically inspired.

The War and the Industry
. . . Roll up the sleeves, ao to tvorh

{Continued from Page 1)

up its shirt sleeves and go to work. For crying. "Wolf! wolf!!" will

not solve the problem; only work can. And for that work, there must
be assured high industry morale.

OT unnaturally, as the industry feels the first impact of the struggle

overseas there is a tendency to sketch the darkest possible picture.

Yet both experience and cold logic are re-assuring. Granted that the

British and French markets have been revenue mainstays, that some loss

there must be anticipated, and that moneys may be frozen, these facts

seem self-evident:

With their native industries at a standstill save for the production

of propaganda pictures, both the United Kingdom and France (and their

dominions and dependencies) will be generally dependent upon Amer-
ican entertainment films. It is indicated that the quota is to be sus-

pended, freeing American companies from a heavy production investment

in England. The French visa system already is in the discard. And of

course the Franco-German film agreement went out with hostilities.

Already some theaters in England have reopened, and cables to THE
FILM DAILY yesterday indicated that the Home Office may permit all

war-darkened theaters to reopen Monday. Reopening of French theaters

also may be anticipated for both in Spain and China exhibition proceeded

during hostilities.

As for the important Australian market, there is the opinion, jointly

held by Paramount's John Hicks, just returned, and Dan Carroll, leading

circuit operator, that the war will little affect both distribution and
exhibition there, aside possibly from higher taxation. It is reasonable to

expect the same situation will rule in South Africa.

THE German film industry, on the other hand, faces well nigh fatal

losses abroad. Its foothold in Spain fades, it necessarily becomes
a negligible factor in Italy and Japan, and its inroads in Central and

South America are ended. Eventually, if not immediately, the American
industry will take up the slack.

Turning to the domestic market, these facts seem self-evident: Pro-

duction is geared to exhibition, which is to say that the number of

pictures produced is required to meet exhibition needs. No shrinkage

in the latter is indicated. The stock market more than hints of a war-

time prosperity, and prosperity, whatever the variety, means more spend-

ing for amusement. Theater attendance reasonably may be expected

to rise, not decline. And after the first rush to realize upon "war
baby" investment profits is over, amusement issues may be expected to

rebound and climb.

Admittedly, there is greater need for cultivation of the domestic

market than ever before; that means greater selling emphasis all along

the line, no less by exhibition than distribution. As to exhibition's poten-

talities, it is well to recall the Hays Office estimate that there are still

26,000,000 persons over 12 years of age in the United States who do

not go to film theaters more than five times a year, and there are

millions more who cannot be considered regular film patrons. Part of

the answer to the industry's war-time problem may be found there.

AND another part may be found in cutting production waste,—in

cost conservation, not in horizontal retrenchment. Billy Wil-

kerson of the Hollywood Reporter said it ably when he wrote this week,

"The loss of income, temporarily, or for however long it will exist,

must be met NOT by salary slashes; NOT by cutting thousands off the

payrolls; NOT by acts that will disturb our peoples working here in

the industry and, as a consequence, disturbing the public it serves and

further lowering the amount of tickets sold in our theaters. The prob-

lem MUST be approached with common sense, with an intelligence

for the problem the whole industry faces, for the men and women
who are making their living from it."

N. J. ALLIED WEIGHS
if

WAR'S EFFECT ON PIX E
'

ln(

(Continued from Page 1)

lied director, told the assemblagij

that experiences of 1914-1918 coukj

not be counted upon in this presenl

crisis. 4 p
Allied President George ^"Gold

who presided, stated exhibitors

should keep costs as low as possible

He stated that the day war was de-

clared by England and France, bos

offices dropped considerably and ra

dio was blamed. "We can onlj

guess on the future," he stated, "and

prepare ourselves against any at

tempt to raid our box offices."

One of the highlights of the ses-

sion was the appointment of a com
mittee to investigate the matter of

double features and discover wheth
er or not it will be advisable for

the convention before adjournment:
to adopt a single feature policy for

New Jersey. It was pointed out that
duals are common in this state but
the situation was not as bad as in

Chicago where some theaters run
three and four pictures. A visitor

from Connecticut stated that dou-
ble features were a necessity in

his state.

Col H. A. Cole, president of Na-
tional Allied, stated that as far as

he could see there was little that
could be done as the public is de-

manding double features. He will

speak at length at today's session.

Other national officers here in-

clude Herman Blum, Maryland,
Treasurer: Frank Lydon, Boston,
vice-president, of Eastern Regional
Conference. General Counsel Ab-
ram F. Myers is expected today.

•y-

Projectionists Strike

in Detroit is Averted

{Continued from Page 1)

Theaters, through a committee head-
ed by Edgar E. Kirchner.
Terms of settlement provide for

increases in theaters as follows: up
to 549 seats, $3.00; 550 to 749 seats,

$4.00; 750 to 1,000 seats, $4.00; and
1,001 to 1.499 seats, $3.00; over 1,500

seats, no increase.
Overtime rates in houses up to

1,500 seats are raised approximately
25 per cent. No change in working
conditions is made. Union proposal
for two weeks' vacation with pay
has been shelved for the time being.
The settlement averts any chance

of a projectionists' strike, rumored
here for several days.

What Is This?
Grand Rapids, Mich.—Management of

the State Theater has added prizeless

Beano to the Saturday night program.
Action was prompted by a prizeless

Beano game held in a garage that drew
600 men and women.

Beano is taboo in Miphigan, but be-
cause the State offered no prizes, a war-
rant was not issued.
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Canadian Indies Set Plan for National Clearance Board

METRO'SPRODUCTION PLANS UNAFFECTEIHCHENCK

Neely Bill to Pass, Cole Tells New Jersey's Allied

Good Business
. . . and India's wishes

By CHESTER B. BAHN -

IT is only good business to heed a cus-

' tomer's wishes.

And if that is true in normal times, it

is doubly true in abnormal times.

With that much of an introduction, a

bit of attention this morning to the essen-

tial timeliness of the present visit to the

United States of Baburao Patel, leading

Indian journalist and quasi-official spokes-

man for nationalistic India.

Patel's mission, simply stated, is to point

out to American producers and distributors

the desirability of avoiding stories and

themes offensive to national Indian senti-

ment. The alternative, Patel frankly states,

is censorship plus the powerful Indian

weapon, the boycott.

But it should be unnecessary to stress

that alternative. The American industry

is dedicated to the production and distri-

bution of salable film merchandise and under

such circumstances the expressed wishes

of a market comprising some 400,000,000

potential film patrons hardly will be ignored.

Particularly in view of the fact that, as

a result of the European war, such market

can absorb 200 more American features

annually to replace those customarily im-

ported from England.

o

CPEAKERS at the New Jersey Allied con-

o vention, which closes at Atlantic City

today, naturally have paid some attention

to the possible effect of the war upon

exhibition. Among the opinions expressed

are: (1) Radio newscasts will keep Amer-
icans at their receivers, with the box-office

subsequently suffering, and (2) Newsreels

no longer will be a theatrical magnet be-

cause of the competition from newspapers'

wirephoto and radiophoto services.

Perhaps. . . .but it strikes this commenta-
tor that both are highly debatable. Al-

ready radio wisely is curtailing its war

news and indeed in some spots, exhibitors

report radio's war news "opposition" as

without noticeable effect on grosses. That

condition reasonably may be expected to

widen, not contract as an amusement-seek-
ing public becomes weary of war talk.

As for the newsreels, the speedy trans-

{Continued on Page 2)

Urges United Front Against

Monopoly, Preservation

of Pix Quality

By W. H. McMAHON
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

Atlantic City — The New Jersey
Allied Theater Owners in convention
at Atlantic City yesterday heard na-
tional president, Col. H. A. Cole,

predict passage of the Neely bill,

urge a united front against monopoly
within the industry, and repeat the
hope of the convention that the
European crisis would not lower the
quality of production.
The exhibs. also heard H. M.

{Continued on Page 6)

CHI. CONTEMPT CASE

DISMISSAL IS ASKED

Chicago — RKO, Warner Bros.,

Universal, United Artists, Loew's,
Inc., Paramount and 20th Century-
Fox, and B & K attorneys sought dis-

(Continued on Page 7)

MOMAND FILES

EQUITY ACTION
Majors and the Griffith Co.

Are Named in New Suit

Oklahoma City—A. B. Momand,
in the name of his Oklahoma The-
aters, Inc. has filed an equity suit

in Federal District Court here ask-
ing the court to direct the film com-
panies to contract with his company
for second-run pictures for his

Odeon Theater at Shawnee, at prices
charged in districts of similar loca-

tion and population.
The petition charges the film com-

panies with failure to book first,

second, third or even fourth-run pic-

tures into the Odeon and states that
{Continued on Page 3)

Union-Exhib. Parley Will

Tackle St. Louis Dispute

St. Louis, Mo. — Conference be-

tween local theater owners and offi-

cials of the ushers and stagehands
{Continued on Page 8)

AAAA BOARD FAVORS

"ONE BIG UNION"

Merging of the AAAA member
unions into "one big union" will in

all probability be effected in the near
future following yesterday's meet-
ing of the organization's interna-

tional board to appoint a committee
{Continued on Page 8)

Dominion Indies Appoint Committee

to Put Clearance Plan into Work
Admission Taxes for Year

Show $1,329,977 Decline

Washington Bureau of THE FILM VAILY
Washington — Admissions taxes

collected for the fiscal vear of 1939,

ending June 30, were '$1,329,977.64

less than those collected for the
fiscal year of 1938, the Bureau of

Internal Revenue reported yesterday
{Continued on Page 6)

By WILLIAM FESSEY
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
Toronto—Plans for the formation

of a national clearance board were
adopted at the Dominion convention
of the Independent Theater Owners
of Canada, held in Toronto, yester-
day, at the King Edward Hotel. The
gathering, which was a success both
from the viewpoints of attendance
and business accomplished, drew

{Continued on Page 3)

Too Early to Determine War
Effect, His View—Yates

Optimistic

By HOLLIS KENNAHAN
FILM DAILY Staff Writer

"Metro's production plans are un-
affected by the European situation

at the present time as it is too early

for anybody to determine what ef-

fect the war will have," Nicholas
M. Schenck, president of Loew's,
Inc., told The Film Daily yester-

day.
Schenck expressed the opinion Eu-

ropean theaters, now darkened as a
result of the hostilities, would be re-

opened as it would be necessary to

provide the public with entertain-

ment.
A statement, in kind, came from

Herbert J. Yates as he returned to
{Continued on Page 6)

BRITISH PRODUCTION

TO PARTIALLY RESUME

Further slants on the British situ-

ation came in cables received in

New York yesterday. The Govern-
ment was represented as desirous

that both production and exhibition

be resumed under such restrictions,

however, as the war emergency
{Continued on Page 8)

$35,310 Six Months Net
Reported by Pathe Film

Financial report issued yesterday
by Pathe Film Corp. covering the

six months ended June 30 shows a

net operating profit of $35,310.54.

Undistributed earnings of Du Pont
{Continued on Page 6)

New Co-op Takes Shape

in Indianapolis Field

Indianapolis — The Indianapolis

Co-operative Theaters, Inc., has been
incorporated "to foster the business

{Continued on Page 6)
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Good Business
. . . and India's wishes

(Continued from Page 1)

mission of newsphotos by air and cable to

the American dailies should whet interest,

if anything. A still picture can not com-

pete with an action picture in emotional

impetus, and the former essentially is frag-

mentary. No, if experience counts for any-

thing, the newsreel looms as a potent pro-

gram factor in the days ahead.

"Nurse Cavell" to Have
Six Big Town Previews

A preview tour in which six im-

portant cities in the East and South

will get an advance single perform-

ance view of "Nurse Edith Cavell"

and an opportunity to meet its star

Anna Neagle and Producer Herbert

Wilcox will be inaugurated this
week-end by RKO Radio Pictures.

Six key cities, Washington, At-
lanta, Dallas, New Orleans, Chicago
and Cleveland, have been selected by
S. Barret McCormick, RKO director
of advertising and publicity, who is

in charge of the arrangements. Sim-
ilar previews have been held in Hol-
lywood, Toronto and New York City.
Along with the showings in each

situation there will be the fanfare
and glamour typical of Hollywood
previews. Film critics of cities in

the neighborhood of the preview
showings will be special guests of
RKO.

Warner Branch Office Nine
Takes League Championship

Softball team of the N. Y. Ex-
change Office of Warner Bros. Pic-

tures won the championship of the
Motion Picture League by defeating
20th Century-Fox in the playoff
game Wednesday night by the score
of 6 to 4. Al Barabas drove in the
winning run for Warners with a
home run in the last inning. Dave
Newman managed the Warner team.

Summer Competitors Fade
From Scene In St. Louis

St. Louis—Summer competitors of
local film theaters have quit for the
year, including the Forest Park
Highlands, Westlake, Riverview and
Stauter's amusement parks, while
the Excursion Steamer "The Presi-
dent" will make its last trip of the
1939 season on Sunday.

Roy E. Larsen is Elected

President of Time, Inc.

Erikson Brokerage Fee

Suit vs Schines Ousted

At a meeting of the board of di-

rectors yesterday Roy E. Larsen was
elected president of Time, Inc.

Henry R. Luce will continue as
chairman of the board and senior
editor of all Time, Inc., publications.

New York Supreme Court Justice

J. Sidney Bernstein yesterday dis-

missed a suit for $35,000 brokerage
fees brought against J. Meyer Schine,
Louis Schine, and Schine Enterprises
Corp. by Carl E. Erikson. Justice
Bernstein's ruling, which held that
the complaint did not state a cause
of action against the Schines, and
permitted the plaintiff to amend
within 10 days, did not affect the
suit against Feny Vessy Enterprises,
Inc., remaining defendant.

Complaint alleged that Erikson,
a real estate broker, was hired by
Feny Vessy to negotiate the sale of
five of its Rochester motion picture
theaters in May, 1937. Plaintiff con-
tends that it secured an offer of

$700,000 from the Schines, but that
Feny Vessy Enterprises behind the
plaintiff's back sold four of the the-

aters to the Schines for $600,000.
The plaintiff contends that the de-

fendant's action deprived him of

commissions amounting to $35,000.

Century Circuit Shifting

House Managers Tomorrow

Century Circuit announced yester-
day the following managerial trans-

fers affecting houses in various sec-

tions of the local territory:

E. Friedman from the Fantasy,
Rockville Center, to the Grove, Free-
port; Ed Freibereer, from Marine,
Brooklyn, to the Fantasy, Rockville
Center; F. W. Brunelle, from the
Bliss, Long Island City, to the

Queens, Queens Village; Walter
Smith, from the Queens, Queens Vil-

lage, to the Bliss, Long Island City;

L. Freund. from the Patio, Brook-
lyn, to the Kingsway, Brooklyn;
William ApDlegate, from the Kings-
way, Brooklyn, to Patio. Brooklyn;
R. S. Tretler. from the Avalon,
Brooklyn, to the Marine, Brooklyn;
Ed Cline, from the Grove, Freeport,
to the Freeport in Freenort; Monroe
Schram, from the Freeport. in

Freeport. to the Sunnyside. Long
Island City: and Jack Weinstein.
from the Sunnyside, Long Island
Citv, to the Avalon, Brooklyn.
Changes are effective tomorrow.

Four More Circuit Deals

Signatured by Monogram

George W. Weeks, general sales

manager for Monogram, recently an-
nounced that the following national
circuits have closed commitments for
the 1939-40 line-up: the Publix-
Richards-Nace Circuit, Los Angeles;
Glen Thompson Circuit, Oklahoma
City; Warner Bros., New England
division; and the Simons Amusement
Co., Salt Lake City.

20th-Fox Paying on Pfd.

Board of Directors of 20th Cen-
tury-Fox yesterday declared a cash
dividend of 37%c per share for the
third quarter of 1939 on the out-

standing' preferred stock payable
Sept. 30, to stcokholders of record
at the close of business Sept. 18.

Common stock dividend was omitted.

COmiDG ADD G0MG

STANTON GRIFFIS and his wife sail from
France tomorrow on the Washington for New
York.

JOHN W. HICKS, JR., arrives this morning
from the Coast on the Century.

FRED JACK, Southern district manager for
Warners, RALPH McCOY, Atlanta branch man-
ager, and W. E. CALLAWAY, West Coast^dis-
trict manager, have been at the home., ..ice

this week for conferences. lull

BINC CROSBY arrived here today from Hol-
lywood for a vacation.

ERROL FLYNN has returned to the Coast.

ORSON WELLES arrives in New York tomor-
row from Hollywood.

RUD LOHRENZ, prairie district manager for
Warners, HENRY HERBEL, Midwest district

manager, and DOAK ROBERTS, Dallas branch
manager, are due at the home office shortly to
confer with sales heads.

DAVID NEWMAN, Michigan exhib., M. N.
SHAPIRO, Pittsburgh exhib., R. V. McCINNIS,
Arkansas exhib., M. W. JOHNSON and J. O.
WEAVER, Colorado exhibs., and TOM and JACK
BEYNON. circuit operators in Wales, Eng.,
were visitors this week at the RKO Lounge.

ALFRED LUNT and LYNN FONTAINE have re-

turned to New York after spending the Sum-
mer in Wisconsin.

MAUREEN O'SULLIVAN is due here next week
on the Yankee Clipper.

STUART WALKER, associate producer at Para-
mount, leaves the Coast next week for New
York by car to spend a vacation here.

JOHN WEXLEY, Warner writer, leaves for

Hollywood today after a vacation on his Penn-
sylvania farm.

Felder-Wittman Acquire

Three Bronx Theaters

Metro, Congress and Vogue The-
aters in the Bronx have been ac-
quired by Max G. Felder and Sig
Wittman from the Loew-Peskay-
Baranco interests, it was announced
yesterday. Felder and Wittman plan
to extensively renovate the Metro
and Congress which are now closed.

Vogue is operating at the present
time.

Equity Meets Sept. 29
First regular quarterly meeting

of Actors Equity will be on Sept. 29.

Best wishes from THE FILM DAILY
to the following on their birthdays:

SEPTEMBER 8

Howard Dietz
May McAvoy

SEPTEMBER 9

Ned E. Depinet Pauling Garron

Charles Farrell Neil Hamilton
Nat Feltman

David Horsley
Charles Stuart

SEPTEMBER 10

Lily Damita Al St.

Matty Kemp Charles

Carlo Vannicola

John
Koerner
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CANADIAN INDIES SET

ON CLEARANCE BOARD

(Continued from Page 1)

delegates from Toronto and other
parts of Ontario and from points as
far East as Nova Scotia, the Allied
Independents of the Maritime pro-
vince being represented by A. J.

Majxzxi. Owing to the war situation,
del jtes could not arrange to come
from the Western provinces.
The convention agreed upon the

plan of setting up a committee of
four to consist of J. 0. Scott, of the
Anti-Protection League, under whose
auspices the convention was called;

N. M. Taylor, vice-president of the
Independent Theater Ass'n of On-
tario; H. Alexander, Toronto, a mem-
ber of the APL central committee,
and A. J. Mason.
The foregoing committee was di-

rected to set up the following plan
in order to endeavor to bring about
the formation of a national clear-
ance board: Under this plan the na-
tional board will be empowered to
hear appeals from local boards.
Every exchange center shall have a
local clearance board consisting of
two independents, one circuit repre-
sentative and one distributor, to han-
dle local clearance and priority prob-
lems. On matters they are unable to
agree upon they will appeal to the
national board.

It is proposed that the national
board shall consist of one circuit
representative, one distributor, one
independent, and two neutrals, the
latter to be chosen by the three trade
representatives or else by the courts
at the request of these three.
The proposed national board will

hear all disputes from local boards
and have jurisdiction to enforce its

decisions. The clearance schedules
as agreed upon by the national board
are to become part of the Canadian
license agreement, and to be binding
on all parties thereto.
The convention directed that a

draft of the reforms agreed upon by
the national board should be sent to

every independent association in
Canada for ratification. It is to be
a two-year experiment in clearance
and priority reforms in the Domin-
ion.

The convention decided that if the
suggestions of the original commit-
tee of four men named yesterday to
bring about the formation of a na-
tional clearance board do not meet
with success, then the Anti-Protec-
tion League will appeal to the
Dominion Government of Canada for
relief in the matters of clearance and
priority.

Re-booking 'Mtiyinot'
The state of war in Europe has brought

about a tremendous public demand for

several March of Time units centered
around the foreign situation, including
"Inside the Maginot Line," which Harry
Michalson, RKO short subject sales man-
ager says has been re-booked into sev-
eral score of theaters.

"Requests for prints are coming in by
wire from every section of the coun-
try," Michalson said.

4LCNG THE

WITH PHIL M. DALY;
T T T

• • • THERE is nothing that we can possibly imagine that makes

flatter reading than the bare statistics bound up in the campaign on a

big picture understand, we are talking about the Reader Interest

in such printed accounts to the publicity and advertising depart-

ments which see the factual recording of their titanic and brilliant efforts

set down for the industry's amazement, the stuff reads like a literary

classic to them the account is fascinating, overwhelming and

after they have read in print what they have accomplished on the pic-

ture campaign, they sit back in a sort of stupor and whisper to them-

selves: "My God, is it possible that I had a part in this Titanic Achieve-

ment?"

T T T
• • • THAT is one of the funny things about this film biz

when for example an account of a campaign on a big pic-

ture is set down in this column, all the gents who had anything to

do with it greet us on the day of publication with cries of joy and

admiration "It was marvelous, Phil!" "One of the great-

est things you've ever written" and at least a half dozen

guys in a half dozen other home office outfits give us the hearty

Bronx cheer and say in substance: "How the hell can you run such

junk? Ain't you got no pity on your readers?" conveniently

forgetting that a few days before we ran similar "junk" on the

Titanic Campaign in which their brilliant efforts had been fea-

tured in putting over their company's big picture

T T
• • • NOW you can believe it or not but all of these gents

are absolutely right in raving over THEIR Campaign for though

this chronological account of all the stunts that were pulled in putting

the campaign over may read flat and uninteresting to other hardboiled

guys in the biz the Sum Total of this mass of hard work hits the

public as glamorous, exciting stories in the newspapers and mags

great entertainment on the radio novelty ballyhoo that intrigues

a jaded public in a word that campaign has created a

GOLDEN HARVEST at the B.O. that repays us for all our headaches

and heartaches keeps us in a job and otherwise makes life pretty

much worth while now go on with this chronological account of

another campaign that has just been slammed over and read it

with Enlightened Eyes as per the dope above set down it's all

about "Golden Boy" the Columbia smash that will bring to the

box-offices of the land a Golden Harvest

T T T
• • • EVERY angle was covered on the "Golden Boy" cam-

paign timed to help both first and subsequent runs every-

where William Holden, the screen discovery featured, was
brought to New York before the Music Hall opening and the

newspaper feature writers and syndicates and wire and photo

services went for the colorful lad in a big way there was
"Golden Boy" Day at the World's Fair Aug. 23 the Van
Schmus reception at the Hall two major Coast-to-Coast hook-

ups the Lowell Thomas dramatization of finding the Golden

Boy and Gabriel Heatter's swell presentation two tele-

vision broadcasts of the trailer by NBC in addition to the

regular pub campaign for the Music Hall opening in the local

papers, there was selective advertising in weekly mags and

finally Holden's personal appearances touring key cities in the

East, with the lad going over in the grand manner with the press,

who liked his naturalness and easy manner now go on and
say all this is lacking in Reader Interest but that campaign

will roll in a golden shower for "Golden Boy" and what do

ya want? Reader Interest or Bank Interest? you can't

have both

MOMAND FILES SUIT

IN EQUITY VS. MAJORS

(Continued from Page 1)

only the Griffith Amusement Co..

operators of three other theaters in

Shawnee, get such films there.
Named as defendants are Twen-

tieth Century-Fox Film Corp.; Para-
mount Film Distributing Corp.; Vi-
tagraph Inc.; Loew's Inc.; RKO Ra-
dio Pictures; Columbia Pictures
Corp.; Universal Film Exchanges.
Inc., and the Griffith Amusement Co.
"The plaintiff prays this Honor-

able Court to forthwith restrain and
enjoin said defendants from such un-
lawful discrimination and direct said
defendants to contract with the
plaintiff for the exhibition of such
films," the petition states, "as se-
lected by the plaintiff on a second
and subsequent-run which have not
heretofore been contracted for to be
shown in Shawnee, for a price in line
with the price charged for such
films in towns of similar population
and location, so that this plaintiff
may keep its business alive, pend-
ing a hearing upon a preliminary in-

junction, and that upon such a hear-
ing for a permanent enjoining; that
the court order and restrain the de-
fendants and each of them and their
officers and agents from so acting on
concert and from so refusing- the
plaintiff for exhibition in said Odeon
Theater at Shawnee, motion picture
films and supplies and from unlaw-
fully discriminating- against the
plaintiff and from influencing or at-

tempting to influence any other ma-
jor distributor to furnish petitioner
motion pictures and supplies for ex-
hibition in the Odeon Theater at
Shawnee."

Federal Judge A. P. Murrah has
issued an order setting 2 p.m., Sept.
14 as the time for hearing the re-
quest for an injunction in his court
here.

Besides the injunctions the peti-

tion also asks that "the plaintiff

herein recover its costs and such
other and further relief as may ap-
pear to the Honorable Court to be
just and proper."
The present suit is brought bv

Momand while his $4,500,000 anti-
trust suits against the same defen-
dants as well as others is still pend-
ing in Judge Murrah's court here.
At one time Momand owned a cir-

cuit of some 28 theaters in Okla-
homa. He at present operates the
aforementioned Odeon theater in

Shawnee which has five theaters,
three of which are operated by the
Griffith Amusement Company.
Legal counsel for Momand in this

case are Leverett Edwards and F.
Murray Robinson, who had not ap-
peared in his previous anti-trust
damage suits.

"5th Avenue Girl"
"Fifth Avenue Girl" wound up its sec-

ond week at the Radio City Music Hall

with a gross which out-topped the first

week of "In Name Only" and "Bach-
elor Mother" at the same theater, ac-
cording to RKO.



Paramount'* THE STAR MAKER

. . with 99 Kids and Bing, smashes to

/
tremendous first week gross at New York

Paramount . . . beating year's record and

climbs to sock grosses in 47 key cities . . .

proving Paramount 200% right in predict-

ing last picture, on 1938-1939 schedule,

I would be box office dynamite.

aramoun



Paramount's New 'BEAU GESTE »»

/

..following its sensational three-week run

at the New York Paramount, invades the

keys to beat record-breaking"Union Pacific" ^
for box office honors, running as high as

50% above "U. P."... averaging a good 20%

above *'U.P." across the country . . . prov-

ing Paramount 200% right in predicting

39-1940 would be Paramount's year!

/

. rf
' '*'

nduct, and plenty of it!

/7\ ^v
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COL. COLE PREDICTS

NEELY BILL PASSAGE

(Continued from Page 1)

Richey, a representative of RKO,
pledge a cutting in the amount of

pictures produced by his company
rather than a cutting of quality

should the European crisis throw its

shadow over the studio.

Col. Cole urged the convention to

present a united front against mon-
opoly. He declared the Neely bill

was the only hope of the industry for

a cure-all, and stated: "The bill will

pass Congress if it is ever brought
out of committee."
Commenting on the European sit-

uation, Cole said: "I hope the film

companies will not consider a lower

standard of production in view of

contracts already signed."

Hopes No Quality Let-Down

"In fact," he added, "it would be

bad faith on the part of the produc-

ers if there is a quality letdown in

an attempt to make up the European
market loss." Col. Cole's words were
later put into the form of a resolu-

tion which will be sent to all the

major film companies.
A letter was received from Abram

F. Myers, Allied general counsel, re-

gretting his inability to be present.

Richey later added to his com-
ments that RKO did not consider

the Code dead and that there still

was hope of coming to an agreement
with exhibitors on the matters under

dispute.

A resolution was passed inviting

the national Allied to hold its next

session in Atlantic City as guests of

the New Jersey association.

The following nominating commit-
tee was appointed: L. Gold, I. Dol-

linger, D. Shafer, M. Miller and D.

Bergton. They will report back at

today's session.

Highlight of last night was the an-

nual banquet. Richey was toast-

master.

Eastern Regional Conference

Eastern regional conference met
in the afternoon, Regional Vice-Pres-

ident Frank C. Lydon, of Boston,

Mass., presiding. The meeting cov-

ered reports of all units on the past

year's activities in regard to pub-
lic relations, which covers legislation

and litigation; business relations,

which covers service to members in

the form of co-operative purchases,

film buying, and film company poli-

cies, etc., and finances, which natur-

ally has to do with dues to the local

and national organizations.

It was definitely established from
the various reports received from
Eastern units which extend from
Washington, D. C, to Maine, that

tremendous progress has been made
and it was impressed upon the reg-

inal directors by both Cole and
Lydon that past progress was child's

play compared to the work which lies

ahead. It was pointed out, particu-

larly by Cole that exhibitors are
deeply indebted to the PTA and other
effective civic organizations for some
of the recent victories, and that it

Radio War News Recordings Supplied
Charlotte Theaters for '"'Broadcasts99

Charlotte, N. C.—WBT is supplying recordings of news bulletins on the European

war to local theaters to be played at the 7 p.m. and 9 p.m. intermissions. Recordings

take three minutes and are being publicized in theater lobbies.

$35,310 Six Months Net
Reported by Pathe Film

(Continued from Page 1)

Film Manufacturing Corp. were not

reflected in the statement, it was
said. It was reported that Du Pont

made a net profit of $826,000 for

the first six months of 1939. Pathe
owns 35 per cent of the outstanding
Du Pont Film stock.

Admission Taxes for Year

Show $1,329,977 Decline

(Continued from Page 1)

in a final compilation of taxes taken
in during the period. The 1939 col-

lections totaled $19,470,801.85 com-
pared to $20,800,779.49 for the 1938
fiscal year, it was reported.

Development of Projection

Shown at the World's Fair

Keynote of Projectionists Day at

the World's Fair yesterday was the
progress of projection of motion pic-

tures from their inception to the
present and the future of projection.

Meeting was held in the Little The-
ater in the Special Events Building
under the auspices of Local 306,

IATSE of New York.
Speakers were: Joseph Basson,

Local 306 prexy; Nathan Golden,
chief of the motion picture division

of the Commerce Dept.; E. A. Willi-

ford, SMPE prexy; Dr. Alfred N.
Goldsmith, former SMPE prexy; and
James Finn. Edward J. Flynn, U. S.

Commissioner General of the World's
Fair, gave an address, as did F. H.
Richardson on the pioneer projec-
tionist. George E. Browne, IATSE
prexy, was unable to attend.
The projectionists were shown the

new March of Time issue, "The
Movies March On."

would be most gracious and judi-

cious for members to continue their

militant activities in conjunction
with these organizations rather than
to assume an attitude of smug com-
placency or over-confidence and wake
up to find the ground taken from
under them.

To Continue Militant Activities

All regional directors were def-
initely charged by Lydon to return
to their territories and continue their

militant activities for industry re-

forms and to be prepared to attend
the next Eastern regional to be held
within two months in Philadelphia,
with comprehensive reports of their

progress. It was further agreed
that future regional meetings shall

be held at least every two months
and more often in the event of un-
expected emergencies.

New Co-op Takes Shape
in Indianapolis Field

(Continued from Page 1)

of film theater owners; to reform

abuses and secure freedom from un-

just and unlawful exactions; to pro-

duce uniformity and certainty in the

contracts, customs and usages of

business; to adjust as far as prac-

ticable, controversies and misunder-

standings arising between members
and also those arising between its

members and individuals, fh-ms and
corporations engaged in the distri-

bution and production of motion pic-

tures."
The corporation will seek to pro-

mote a more enlarged and friendly
intercourse between members and
the motion picture distributors and
producers, to prevent unjust and un-
reasonable discrimination or conspir-
acy to any matter and to act as
agent and representative for any
member or members in any of the
said and mentioned activities, ac-
cording to its charter. It is reported
that the underlying purpose of the
organization is to act as a buying
agent.
Any film theater in this city will

be eligible for membership. There
is no capitalization. Incorporators
are: Harry Markun, Oscar Kuschner
and Irving Tamler.

"Little Old New York"
and Henie Pix to Start

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Twentieth-Fox will

send both "Little Old New York"
and "Everything Happens at Night"
before the cameras next week. For-
mer has Alice Faye, Richard Greene
and Fred MacMurray, latter stars

Sonja Henie with Ray Milland op-

posite.

Dispute Hearing Today
Hearing before the State Labor

Relations Board scheduled to be held
yesterday on the jurisdictional dis-

pute between the TMAT and the
IATSE over theater treasurers was
postponed until today. It is expected
that jurisdiction of the treasurers
will be awarded to the IA and man-
agers and press agents will be under
the TMAT jurisdiction.

Holden In Buffalo

Buffalo—William Holden, star of
Columbia's "Golden Boy," now on a
p.a. tour which includes Washington,
Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Buffalo,

Detroit and Chicago as an itinerary,

was the guest at a luncheon given in

his honor here yesterday, which was
attended by city officials, newspaper
publishers and others,

METRO PRODUCTION

PLANS UNAFFECTED

»

(Continued from Page 1)

the United States yesterday on the

Manhattan from Europe. Others

aboard the liner included Norma
Shearer, who was greeted by Schenck

at the dock; Elsa Maxwell, G«ace
Moore, Gene Autry, Mrs. Tfartes,

Richard Yates, Mrs. Walter Titus,
Mrs. Autry and Bill Saul, Republic
publicist who had spent three months
in Europe preparing for the Autry
tour.

"No change in Republic's produc-
tion plans in any way, shape or
form are contemplated at this time
because of the European War, and
I am confident that exhibition and
distribution in Europe will continue
with only minor adjustments neces-
sary," Yates told The Film Daily.

Yates, when apprised of advices
that the English Quota would be
temporarily suspended, stated that
it was logical under the circum-
stances and that he had heard re-
ports this move would be made be-
fore he left England. He termed
"alarmist stories" as ridiculous.

Yates stressed the fact that Eu-
ropean governments are not going
to allow theaters to remain closed
as entertainment must be provided
for the public, and said a general
reopening of English houses can be
expected. Yates stated that it was
unlikely pictures would be produced
in Great Britain during the duration
of the War except by government
order, and it was tacitly understood
that English producers would there-
fore be unable to fulfill quota ob-
ligations. He also expressed the
opinion that it was unlikely any
American company would try to pro-
duce there under the circumstances.

Evacuation of London by the film

companies was completed according
to prearranged plans he had heard
discussed before he left, Yates said.

He estimated that all branches had
been severely depleted by mobiliza-
tion orders. However, everything
was done orderly and adequate re-

placements are available to fill gaps
in the distributing organization's
ranks, he stated.

Yates said that his company was
approximately six months ahead of
schedule in European product com-
mitments, assuring the meeting of
all release dates on time as the
films have already been delivered.
Total of 127 deliveries to England
was mentioned. Yates then esti-

mated that other companies were
in approximately the same position.

The exec, stated that the com-
pany's domestic and foreign business
was approximately 20 to 25 per cent
ahead of last year at the same time
and he anticipated a fine year for

the organization.

"U-Boat 29" on Sept. 30
Columbia's "U-Boat 29," a drama

of espionage and U-Boat warfare,
with Conrad Veidt in the lead, will

be released nationally on Sept. 30.
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'Angels Wash Their
Faces"

with Ann Sheridan, the "Dead End" Kids

Warners 86 Mins.

GREAT MELLER WITH "DEAD END"
KIDS DELIVERING STRONG IN NOVEL
WQS2L.

A^..ghly colored melodrama of the "Dead

End" Kids that is filled with hoke, but very

effective and entertaining. In this one the

youngsters are working on the side of law

and order, trying to uncover the higher-up

and his cohorts who have made their pal.

Frankie Thomas, the victim of a frameup on

a firebug charge in which one of their

members lost his life. With the help of

Frankie's sister, Ann Sheridan, and Ronald

Reagan, a member of the D.A.'s staff, they

go to work under the protection of Boy's

Week, which has placed Frankie in charge

of the city as mayor. He in turn appoints

his gang to the various posts such as police

commissioner and fire chief. They uncover

evidence that the fire chief is in with

the gang that has been collecting fire in-

surance on incendiary blazes. In a series

of exciting incidents, in which two members
of the gang are placed in a pillory under

an old blue law till they can force them to

talk, the Kids finally get the admissions.

But not before Reagan has disclosed to

the two pluguglies that their chief is about

to skip the country on a liner and leave

them holding the bag for a murder rap.

The Kids turn in their usual colorful per-

formances under fine direction. Selling

angles: the oomph girl, Ann Sheridan; the

"Dead End" Kids going straight for law

and order.

CAST: Ann Sheridan, Billy Halop, Ber-

nard Punsley, Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall. Gab-
riel Dell, Bobby Jordan, Ronald Reagan.

Bonita Granville, Frankie Thomas. Henry

O'Neill, Eduardo Cianelli, Berton Churchill.

Bernard Nedell. Dick Rich, Jackie Searl.

Margaret Hamilton, Marjorie Main, Minor

Watson, Cyrus Kendall, Grady Sutton, Al-

drich Bowker, Robert Strange. Egon

Brecher, Sarah Padden.

CREDITS: Director, Ray Enright; Idea

by Jonathan Finn; Screenplay, Michael Fes-

sier, Niven Busch. Robert Buckner; Cam-
eraman, Arthur L. Todd; Editor, James
Gibbon.

DIRECTION, Excellent. PHOTOGRAPHY
First-Class.

Only Dark Warner House
In Connecticut Reopening

Ansonia, Conn.—Warners will re-

open the Tremont, only Warner Con-
necticut house to be darkened this
Summer, on Sept. 15, on a three-a-
veek schedule.

Taylor Opening N. Y. Offices

Irving-ton, N. J.—G. R. Taylor &
Co., distributors of industrial and
consumer motion pictures, are open-
ing executive sales offices at 9 Rocke-
feller Plaza, New York. 0. H. Sut-
ter, formerly in radio, magazine and
newspaper advertising fields, has
been appointed executive sales man-
ager and will be located at the New
York office.

'Behind Prison Gates
with Brian Donlevy, Jacqueline Wells

Columbia 61 mins.

STRONG MELLER OF PRISON CRIME
WAR WITH DONLEVY DELIVERING IM-

PRESSIVELY.

Strong and stirring meller of prison life,

with Brian Donlevy as a police investigator

who gets himself sent up so that he can

check on the activities of a gang of bank

robbers. Several of the members are in

the pen on a minor charge trying to evade

the heavier rap. The thrills and suspense

are well built up, involving the discovery

by the prisoners that there is a cop in their

midst, the subsequent jail-break, and then

the final showdown as Donlevy fights with

the escaped convicts as they go to uncover

the bank loot. Jacqueline Wells plays the

part of the sister of a dead criminal whose
name Donlevy has adopted. When she

enters the penitentiary, his problem is made
difficult, but he wins her over to his side.

This film has plenty of gripping scenes, well

handled, and Donlevy's work is excellent

and convincing.

CAST: Brian Donlevy, Jacqueline Wells,

Joseph Crehan, Paul Fix, George Lloyd,

Dick Curtis, Richard Fiske.

CREDITS: Director, Charles Barton; Au-
thors, Charles T. Horman, Leslie T. White;
Screenplay, same; Cameraman, Allen G.

Siegler; Editor. Richard Fantl.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Fine.

Attorneys for Majors, B & K
Ask Contempt Case Dismissal

(Continued from Page 1)

missal of the government's criminal
contempt proceedings in the Federal
Court hearing yesterday before Mas-
ter Edgar Eldredge.
The attorneys argued that the gov-

ernment has not offered conclusive,
definite evidence of any collusion or
conspiracy, merely hearsay and opin-
ions.

WB Going Ahead With Big

Pix Production; Two Are Set

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Warners are going

ahead with big picture productions
in spite of war situation in Europe.
First big picture will be "Virginia
City," a tale of the early West, with
Errol Flynn, Olivia De Havilland,
Ann Sheridan, Alan Hale, Donald
Crisp, and Frank McHugh in the
cast. Michael Curtiz will direct this

original story by Robert Buckner
which goes into production in two
weeks.
The second picture will be "Sea

Hawk," with Errol Flynn, Olivia De
Havilland, Geraldine Fitzgerald, and
Donald Crisp in cast.

Jack Warner and Hal Wallis have
decided to make a series of pictures
in a lighter vein to combat the de-
pressing stories in the news. Among
these will be "The Poor Nut," "Stuff
of Heroes," "The Smiling Corpse,"
"Footsteps in the Dark," and others.

• ARCHITECTS *| * ENGRAVERS •

J ohn Eberson
Architect

jr 1560 Broadway ir
New York City

* ARTISTS *

BRv»^r9-4IS3-4

* BANNERS *

MANUFACTURERS OF THE FINEST IN

FLAGS • RANNERS
• DECORATIONS •

ART FLAG, INC.
247 W. 42nd St. New York City

BRyant 9-7274

• DECORATORS •

Complete Decorating and Draperies

Murals — Draperies — Stage Curtains

Specialists in Creation of

Smart Interiors

Novelty Scenic Studios, Inc.
320 W. 48th St.. New York City A. I. Kessler Mgr.

• DISTRIBUTORS •

A picture for Every Purpose—

m
,J;H^H.Q.FFB"feR(£cCUgal

\1J7iVSirif|

,

|iNCw"™"""""tt=i*3

Telephone MEdallion 3-3813
729 Spventh Ave New York

ARTHUR . JOSEPH

MAYER and BURSTYN
1481 Broadway, New York City

Distributing
The Season's Box Office Smash

"BALLERINA"

CENTURY PHOTO
ENGRAVING CO., INC.
340 W. 39th Street, New York City

Line and halftone plates
Bendoy and color plates
Day and Night Service
MEdallion 3-2441-2-3

Members of I.P.E.U.—Local No. 1

H. S. MUSGRAVE, President

CITY PHOTO
ENGRAVING CO.

i Day and Night Service)

250 W. 54th St. New York City

COIumbus 5-6741-2-3

• GAMES—PREMIUMS *

Pep Up Your Box-Office!

7A Ways To Win
* w B I N G O
PREMIUM PRODUCTS
354 W. 44th St., N. Y. C. CI 6-4972

For Successful

PREMIUMS
TOBIAS

336 W. 44th St., N. Y. C. CIr. 6-1887

* LIGHTING *

LIGHTING FIXTURES
In Modern And Period Design

Cove And Recessed Lighting—Fluorescent

LIGHTING DISTRIBUTORS, Inc.

430 W. 14th St. WAtkins 9-1655
Servicing theatres for many years

CHARLES ROSS, Inc.
Formerly Motion Picture Lighting and

Equipment Corp.

WE FURNISH
Electrical Lighting Equipment

of Any Kind
244 W. 49th ST. NEW YORK CITY

Circle 6-5470-1

• SEATING MATERIALS •

Do Your Seats Need New Upholstery?

^FAffRlCS^e
The Imitation Leather

Used by Leading Theatre Circuits
Sold Through Leading Dealers

ATLANTIC MERCANTILE CO.
109 W. 64th St. New York City
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213 Circuits and Theaters Plug Pix Golden Jubilee
Exhibs. Ignore War Situation

as They Line Up Behind

Anniversary

Generally accepted as indicative of
exhibition confidence despite the sit-

uation arising from the outbreak of
war in Europe, a total of 213 circuits

and individual theaters have report-
ed Golden Jubilee activities to the
Fiftieth Anniversary Committee, it

was learned yesterday.

In exhibitor circles, opinion was
expressed yesterday that the Jubilee
instead of receiving a setback as a
result of the war actually would
benefit from the psychological factor
involved. It comes as a timely anti-

dote to the flood of war news and
reports, and serves to spotlight films

as an essential medium of escape, it

was pointed out.

Newspaper reaction to the Jubilee
has been highly satisfactory, it was
said yesterday. Since Will H. Hays,
MPPDA prexy, announced the anni-
versary plans, 80 favorable editorials

and columns have reached the Com-
mittee headquarters. This is exclu-

sive of news stories. Incidentally,

it was stressed yesterday that the
American press generally has made
no cuts in space devoted to films

despite the war news pressure. This
situation also applies to radio col-

umns.

Many individual angles are being
developed in theater campaigns.
RKO Theaters have tied up their

Golden Jubilee with the Fiftieth An-
niversary of RKO Theaters. A talk-

ing trailer is now running which
uses the combined anniversaries as
a news peg for the announcement of

new screen attractions. Theaters
are decorated and many special cele-

bration stunts are being planned,
according to Harry Mandel, director

of advertising. "RKO salutes mo-
tion pictures' Golden Jubilee of hits,"

and "This RKO theater proudly joins

in celebrating motion pictures' Gold-
en Jubilee," are among the slogans
being used.

Loew's circuit has tied the Jubi-

lee to its new season product an-

nouncement, stressing the strong
lineup for 1939-40, it was said yes-

terday by Oscar A. Doob. Full

pages tying up display copy and sto-

ries have been used by newspapers
in practically all cities.

National Theaters are using the

"Imitation of Life" Plays Wilmington
Warner House Ninth Time for Record

Wilmington, Del.—Universale "Imitation of Life" set a new house record at the
Warner-operated Savoy Theater, city's last-run house, playing ninth time there this
week. Runnerup to 9-day mark of "Imitation" is Para.'s "Jungle Princess," which has
played 8 engagements.

BRITISH PRODUCTION

TO PARTIALLY RESUME

Union-Exhib. Parley Will

Tackle St. Louis Dispute

(Continued from Page 1)

unions to iron out the differences
that recently led to the picketing of
the O'Fallon and Bremen theaters,
North St. Louis, await the return
next week of Clarence Kaimann,
North St. Louis theater owner, from
his honeymoon.

In the meantime in accordance with
an agreement reached out of court
the injunction suits before Circuit
Judge Aronson have been dismissed,
while the unions have removed their

pickets from in front of theaters.
The negotiations will involve the

demand for a new contract calling

for increases in wages for ushers,
ticket takers, cashiers and other
miscellaneous employes of the motion
picture theaters, and also the ques-
tion of whether the theaters should
employ stagehand members of Local
No. 6 of the IATSE for maintenance
work. The ushers are members of
Local No. 2A, another IATSE af-

filiate.

NEWS
AS SEEN BY

THE PRESS

AGENT

There are now 46 juvenile dancing
organizations associated with the Young
Dancers of America which have been
named for Eleanor Powell.—M-G-M.

Goldwyn Rushes "Raffles"
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—After a delay of three

days, during which it was not known
whether David Niven would be called

to the colors immediately, Samuel
Goldwyn has received word that the
star's role in "Raffles" can be com-
pleted before he is called. The pro-
ducer placed the film in production
yesterday with Niven and Olivia
De Havilland in the leading roles.

Sam Wood is directing.

AAAA Board is Reported

to Favor "One Big Union"

(Continued from Page 1)

to work to this end. It was also

learned that this step was reported

to have been unofficially agreed upon
between the IATSE and the AAAA
when they negotiated their peace

agreement.

Executive secretaries of all mem-
ber unions were made members of

the committee, with the next step to

formation of sub-committees. This
step when accomplished will elimi-

note the dual dues system and co-

hesively knit the member unions
into a solid front that will increase
operating efficiency and reduce over-

head expenses.

Credo to Continue Eastern

Production, Says Rebush

First of the indie producers oper-
ating in New York to make public

a course of action following the out-

break of war abroad, Roman Rebush
of Credo Pictures announced yester-
day that he definitely will continue in

the production field, in addition to

his import, export and distribution

activities.

Rebush, who has a new Jewish
pix, "Mirele Efros," in the cutting
room and plans release about Oct. 1,

is at work on a story for another
Jewish pix and will follow that with
a Negro musical.

Anniversary in connection with
their fourth national drive. On his

recent tour, Spyros Skouras can-
vassed the entire FWC circuit, mak-
ing the Fiftieth Anniversary an im-
portant part of the campaign he
outlined before a series of sectional

meetings.
Eastern Skouras Theaters are

making general use of the anniver-
sary in programs, trailers and ad-
vertising. Public relations depart-
ments of both Eastern and Western
divisions are making wide use of
Fiftieth Anniversary material in

connection with schools, universities,

library and club co-operations.
Warner Bros, is handling its cam-

paign on a decentralized basis. Mort
Blumenstock distributed manuals to
all theater managers, with each di-

vision directed to develop its own
campaign.
One of the earliest campaigns to

get under way was that launched by
the Schine Circuit. Gene Curtis, di-

rector of advertising, developed an
interesting trailer which opens with

the May Irwin-John C. Rice "Kiss"
made by the Edison Co. in 1896,

Mary Pickford in "The Good Little

Devil," and John Bunny as Mr. Pick-
wick. It goes on to outline its

"Movie Line Contest" and the line-up
of new pictures for the season. A
64-page manual outlined the com-
plete campaign for theater mana-
gers.

F. F. Vincent, of the Pioneer The-
ater Corp. in the Minnesota and
Iowa area, has planned a series of
special luncheons in each of his 12

towns.
The Allied Theaters of Michigan

is planning to celebrate the Fiftieth
Anniversary in connection with its

own 20th Anniversary. Miss P. M.
Sprott, business manager, is prepar-
ing special material for the conven-
tion program in Kalamazoo, Oct. 2-4.

Locally, George Freedley, curator
of the Theater Division of the New
York Public Library, is planning a
special display of historical material
on the motion picture in the Fifth
Avenue Library the week of Oct. 1.

(Continued from Page 1)

naturally dictated. It was indicted,
on the basis of the advices, th^Dj^ar-
tial resumption of British studi-. ac-
tivity was in prospect.
Ralph Hanbury, U. K.'s manag-

ing director for RKO Radio, cabled
Prexy George J. Schaefer that the
chief constable in each city has been
empowered to reopen some or all

cinemas in his district according to
experience gained concerning vulner-
ability of air raids.
Hanbury stated that in his opinion

that meant districts far away from
the large centers will be permitted
to reopen shortly but to a limited
deg'ree and with the possibility of
restricted screening hours and a re-
striction on the number of operating
houses in each district.

"Unfortunately," said Hanbury 's

cable, "these far away places are
principally non-industrial towns with
a thin population." Cable concluded,
"Maybe experience will allow some
theaters to reopen in main centers
such as London, Birmingham, New-
castle, Glasgow, etc., within a reas-
onable time with perhaps similar
screening restrictions."

(A cable to The Film Daily
from the Daily Film Renter, London,
had stated that it was possible war-
darkened theaters might reopen next
Monday, the Home Office being rep-
resented as sympathetic to the
trade's representations).
Murray Silverstone yesterday was

advised by cable from Alexander
Korda that the war will not inter-
fere with completion of "Thief of
Bagdad." Few remaining trick se-
ouences are now being finished at
the New Denham lab. In the mean-
time, the first print of "Over the
Moon," another 1939-40 Korda pro-
duction, has arrived in New York.

'

i

New Ashcraft Distributor
Detroit—Amusement Supply Co.,

managed by Ralph Ruben, is taking
over Michigan distributorship for
Ashcraft Projector Lamps.

FACTS

ABOUT

FILMS

For 11 months of 1938, excluding
December, 278 American pictures were
shown in the Netherlands, 62.5 per

cent of the total. Germany was second
with 55 pictures, 15.1 per cent.
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British Film Theaters in "Safe"Areas Reopened Saturday

WB TOJWDUCE ALL SCHEDULED LARGE-SCALE PIX

Majors to Go Ahead With Trade Reforms~ Kuykendall
Gov't Code Disapproval Won't

Toss Them Into Discard,

Says Kuykendall
Major distributors, despite the

Code rebuff at the hands of the
Department of Justice, are still de-
termined to go ahead with trade
practice reforms although at the
present time the situation is un-
changed, Ed Kuykendall, MPTOA
prexy, told The Film Daily prior

to his departure from New York
for his Columbus, Miss., home Sat-
urday morning.

Kuykendall, who had spent the
week in New York conferring with
William F. Rodgers, Metro sales

exec, and spokesman for the Dis-
tributors Negotiating Committee,

(Continued on Page 3)

MPTOA'S CONVENTION

OFF: BOARD TO MEET
!

MPTOA will hold no 1939 conven-
tion this Fall, and instead the na-
tional board of directors will con-
vene for two days, Oct. 23-24, at
White Sulphur Springs, sessions be-
ing held at the Green Briar Hotel,

(Continued on Page 3)

Warner District Managers
Meeting to Discuss Sales

Discussion of sales plans under
the new Warner merchandising
policy will be the chief topic of dis-

cussion today when Warner district

managers will attend meetings at the
home office with their sales manag-
ers, Ben Kalmenson, Western and

(Continued on Page 6)

GN Sets Financing
Grand National's financing arrange-

ments will be completed this week, Prexy
Earle Hammons stated Friday. He as-
serted that the company's production
plans had been unaltered by the Euro-
pean situation at the present time and
that they were going ahead on schedule.

Code's Cancellation Provisions Going
Into Para.'s Contract, Keough Reveals

Paramount will incorporate cancellation provisions proposed in the Trade Practice

Code in its new season contracts as soon as it is possible, Austin Keough, general

counsel, told THE FILM DAILY Friday.

Meanwhile, reports that Paramount is planning to put into effect other trade

reforms, thus paralleling Warners recent action, and to this end was revising its exhibi-

tion contract, brought a "no comment" reaction from Neil Agnew on Friday.

CIO ATTACKS IATSE

IN THEATER FIELD

Frontal attack on the IATSE and
other theatrical unions in the Amer-
ican Federation of Labor fold has
been started in the New York City
area with a CIO charter granted to

the United Theatrical & Motion Pic-

ture Service Employes Union giving
them jurisdiction over operators,
stagehands, ushers, doormen, porters
and cashiers, it was learned Friday.

In two instances the new union
(Continued on Page 4)

Defendants in Quemos Trust

Suit Lose Move to Dismiss

Newark, N. J.—Quemos Theater
Co., former operator of the Mosque,
was again successful in preventing
dismissal of its $3,525,000 anti-trust

damage suit filed nearly two years
ago in Federal Court against a
group of distributing companies.

Federal Judge Fake has filed a
(Continued on Page 6)

LEE NEWBERRY NAMED

N. Y. ALLIED'S PREXY

Atlantic City—New Jersey Allied
brought its convention to a close

here Friday by electing Lee New-
berry of Belmar, president to suc-
ceed George Gold of Newark.

Other officers elected were Murray
Miller, Passaic, and Ralph Wilkins,
Pitman, vice-presidents; Harry Low-
enstein, Newark, secretary; and
David Snaper, New Brunswick,
treasurer.

Directors for the year will be
(Continued on Page 6)

Court Denies All Defense

Motions in Contempt Case

Chicago-—Master in Chancery Eld-
redge has denied all motions by
counsel for B & K and the majors
for striking out parts of the Gov-
ernment's case in the criminal con-

(Continued on Page 6)

Brit Theaters Reopen Sooner Than

Anticipated/ London s Turn Next
Para. Sales Execs. Meet

With Agnew in Chicago

Chicago—Neil F. Agnew, Para-
mount vice-president and general
sales manager, presided over a two-
day sales conference with district
managers and home office sales ex-

(Continued on Page 7)

London (By Cable)—British film
theaters in areas considered safe
from aerial attack by German bomb-
ers opened on Saturday, 48 hours
earlier than had been anticipated by
the most optimistic following the
trade representations to the Home
Office on Wednesday.
Home Office decision on reopening

(Continued on Page 4)

No Budget Slashes for Para.;

Blumberg Sees Retrench-

ment Talk Fading

The American film industry
at the week-end gave further
impressive assurances that,

with the first shock of Europe's
new war over, it had caught its sec-

ond wind.
Harry M. Warner, prexy of War-

ner Bros., enteaining for the Coast
on Friday night after a five-day stay
in New York following his return
from Europe, said emphatically:

"Despite unfounded reports from
the West Coast, all large-scale pic-

tures announced by our company
will be produced on schedule."

Simultaneously on the West Coast
Jack L. Warner, Warner production

(Continued on Page 8)

UA PRODUCTION SETS

NEW ACTIVITY RECORD

With six productions before the
cameras, and five more completed
and ready for release, in addition to

four previously released this season,
(Continued on Page 8)

RKO Stock Underwriting

Question to be Reopened?

Indicating that delay in passing
on an underwriting agreement for
the flotation of new RKO common

(Continued on Page 7)

And How! ! I

"The Rains Came" to New York Fri-

day at the Roxy from 20th-Fox, and to

the entire city via a big storm. Re-
ports were current Friday that the com-
pany's publicity department was arrang-

ing for a rainstorm, but when it assumed
cloudburst proportions they denied every-

thing. However, the picture opened to

sensational business, with long lines

storming the theater all day. Business

was said to be topping everything the
theater has done with the exception of

"Alexander."
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Storage by Reel or Vault

729 Seventh Ave.

New York City
BRyant 9-5600 SECURITY

® The Broadway Parade ®
Picture and Distributor Theater

Goodbye, Mr. Chips (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)—18th week Astor
The Old Maid (Warner Bros. Pictures)—5th week Strand
The Star Maker (Paramount Pictures)—2nd week Paramount
The Under-Pup (Universal Pictures)—2nd week Rivoli

Angels Wash Their Faces (Warner Bros. Pictures)—2nd week Globe
The Rains Came (20th Century-Fox) Roxy
Lady of the Tropics ( Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer) Capitol

Golden Boy (Columbia Pictures) Music Hall

Flight at Midnight (Republic Pictures) Criterion

Tropic Fury (Universal Pictures) Rialto

New Frontiers (Republic Pictures) (a) Central

Midnight Menace (Film Alliance) (a) Central

Stanley and Livingstone (20th Century-Fox) (a-b) Palace

Stop, Look and Love (20th Century-Fox) (a) Palace

FOREIGN LANGUAGE FEATURES
The Conquests of Peter the Great (Amkino)—3rd week Cameo
Song of the Streets (Mayer-Burstyn)—2nd week 55th St. Playhouse

Heart Beat ( French Motion Picture Co. )—2nd week Little Carnegie

The End of the Day (Juno Films) Filmarte

A Woman's Face (Swedish film) 48th St. Theater

FUTURE OPEMISGS
On His Own (Amkino)—Sept. 12 Cameo
The Women (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)—Sept. 14 Capitol

The Real Glory (United Artists-Goldwyn)—Sept. 14 Rivoli

The Day the Bookies Wept (RKO Radio Pictures)—Sept. 14 Rialto

Payment Deferred (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)—Sept. 14 Criterion

Harvest (French Cinema Corporations)—Sept. 14 World
A Brivele der Mamen (Yiddish film)—Sept. 14 Belmont

In Old Caliente (Republic Pictures)—Sept. 15 Central

Betrayal (World Pictures)—Sept. 15 Little Carnegie

Honeymoon in Bali (Paramount Pictures)—Sept. 20 Paramount

Espionage (Warner Bros. Pictures)—Sept. 22 Strand

Eternally Yours (United Artists-Wanger)— (c) Roxy

Fifth Avenue Girl (RKO Radio Pictures)—Sept. 14 (a-b) Palace

Adventures of Sherlock Holmes (20th Century-Fox)—Sept. 14 (a-b) Palace

(a) Dual bill. (b) Subsequent run. (c) Follows current bil

Auten Request to Examine
\

Big Grosses Win Extended

Natan Before Trial Denied Dates for "The Old Maid"

New York Supreme Court Justice

J. Sidney Bernstein on Friday denied

an application of Harold Auten for

an order directing Bernard Natan,
president, Emil Natan, vice-presi-

dent, and Marcel Hellman, sales

representative, of Societe Pathe
Cinema S.A., to appear for examina-
tion before trial.

Auten had sought the order in con-

nection with a suit for $350,000
brought against him by the receiv-

ers of Societe Pathe to recover pro-

ceeds, allegedly due on pictures.

Auten has counter-claimed for $17,-

500 commissions allegedly due for

securing of contracts for the plain-

tiffs with RKO.

Closed Shop for Ushers

Barred by Boston Peace

Boston—There will be no closed

shop for ushers at 11 Greater Boston

theaters. Acceding to this demand
of the M and P Theaters Corp., the

IATSE has in return been guaran-

teed that no discrimination will be

made against members of the local.

The conciliation marks the end of a

strike. A union wage scale of 35%
cents an hour has been agreed to for

the first-run Metropolitan, Fenway
and Paramount Theaters. The union

scale at the other eight houses is

32% cents an hour, with the excep-

tion of the Broadway Theater in

Chelsea. The walkout was confined

to Boston.

Warners' "The Old Maid" has been
playing to top biz over the country
since its national release last week.
The first 28 key city engagements
heard from to date report that the
feature is outgrossing "Dark Vic-
tory" substantially and seems head-
ed for one of the biggest grosses
ever chalked up by a Warner fea-

ture, it was said at the home office at

the week-end.
Of the 28 engagements, 12 already

report extended playing time with
the film, with the remainder expected
to follow suit as soon as the film

completes its initial week.

San Francisco—Warners' "The Old
Maid" with the added attraction of

the group of stars and featured
players from the Warner studios who
are making a p. a. tour throughout
the West Coast territory, gave the
Fox Theater a new all-time mark.

So. Calif. ITO Abolishes

The Post of President

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—At the annual meet-

ing of the Independent Theater Own-
ers of Southern California and Ari-

zona, an advisory board was created

and the office of president abolished.

Those elected to the board were:
Albert A. Galston, Jack Y. Berman,
R. D. Whitson, Mrs. Jenne Dodge,
C. A. Ferry, A. L. Gore, H. W. Bruen,
and R A. "Bob" Poole, executive
manager.

Galston, retiring from the pres-

idency, refused re-election and it

was decided to abolish the post. He
was unanimously elected to the

board..

COmiHG HDD G0MG

H. M. WARNER, Warner prexy, arrives in

Hollywood this morning after a short stay in

New York following his return from Europe.

Y. FRANK FREEMAN, Paramount production
chieftain, arrives in Hollywood today after con-
ferences at the home office.

HERMAN WOBBER, distribution head l <th-
Fox, has arrived on the Coast for studio con-
ferences.

JOHN HAY WHITNEY, Selznick International
board chairman, flew to the Coast at the week-
end.

NORMA SHEARER is at the Waldorf Towers.

JESSE LASKY has left Hollywood to continue
his talent search for his radio show. He is

currently in Little Rock, Ark.

ROBERT RISKIN is expected back from Eng-
land within the next 10 days when he is likely

to announce distribution arrangements for Frank
Capra Productions.

BILL CARTNER has arrived in Hollywood to

join the Paramount studio publicity staff.

JOSEPH MARSHALL, international vice-presi-
dent of Studio Utility Employes Local 724 is

due in Hollywood this week.

JOHN BEAL is at the Coast for a short stay
on personal business.

MICKEY ROONEY is back at the Metro studios
after a p. a. tour.

CHARLOTTE GREENWOOD and her husband,
MARTIN BROONES, have returned to the Coast
after three months in Australia.

ROBERT SHERWOOD, dramatist, has returned
from the Coast where his play, "Abe Lincoln in

Illinois" is being filmed.

NEIL F. AGNEW, J. J. UNGER, G. B. J.

FRAWLEY and ALEC MOSS of Paramount return
from Chicago today.

ED KUYKENDALL, MPTOA prexy, left New
York Saturday for his Columbus, Miss. home.

Vaude "Comeback" Set

for 4 Brandt Theaters

The Brandt circuit is going

through with its plans to revive

vaude, with "flesh" definitely sched-

uled for four houses as a starter.

The orchestras of Jimmy Dorsey,

Sammy Kaye, Larry Clinton and Cab
Calloway are among the attractions

booked. - The Flatbush Theater,

Brooklyn, will have vaudeville begin-

ning Sept. 15; the Audubon, 165th

St. and Broadway, and the Windsor,
in the Bronx, beginning Sept. 21, and
Carleton, in Jamaica, beginning Sept.
28. If the policy is a success vaude-
ville may be extended to other
Brandt houses.

Chi. Union Pact Up Today
Chicago—Film theater operators

and exhibitors will meet again today
on terms for the 1939-40 contract
which have been in negotiation for

weeks.

WANTED—EMPLOYMENT
By a working team of two young men
experienced in every phase of shoe-string

production, who have been cameramen,
cutters, color advisers and scriptwriters,

and are familiar with the requirements

of standard and sub-standard production

of commercial and educational films.

Box No. 1301 THE FILM DAILY
1501 Broadway N. Y. C.
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MAJORS GOING AHEAD

WITH TRADE REFORMS

(Continued from Page 1)

and other sales chiefs, emphasized

that whatever the ultimate distribu-

tor decision as to the Code itself, the

m;
y tfQ of trade reforms was very

much" alive.

It was indicated that some atten-

tion is being given to possible meas-

ure to overcome the D of J stymie.

"Trade reforms are not going to

be tossed into the discard because

of Governmental disapproval of the

Code," said Kuykendall. "There are

certain Code provisions that easily

can be inserted in contracts and I

am convinced that, as an alterna-

tive, this will be done generally.

The MPTOA is interested in the

goal, not the means; I don't care

whether trade reforms come through

the Code or whether they are as-

sured by some other avenue."

Touching upon desired reforms,
Kuykendall characterized clearance
as "the sore spot in the industry"
and said solution of the problem
overshadowed all else.

Soviet Gov"t Orders Anti-German Films
Withdrawn to Avoid Friction With Nazis

Moscow (By Cable)—Several anti-German pictures have been ordered withdrawn
from the theaters so as to avoid friction with the Nazis. Among them are "The Road
to Victory" adapted from a Tolstoy play, "Professor Mamlock," "The Oppenheimer Fam-
ily," and "Alexander Nevsky."

All comments on anti-German films, historical or contemporary, are being
deleted from the jubilee book on the development of the Soviet motion picture now in

course of preparation, it is learned.

MPTOA'S CONVENTION

OFF: BOARD TO MEET

Warners to Release Four 189 Simultaneous Openings
in October, Says Sears

Warners will release four produc-
tions in October, it was announced
over the week-end by Gradwell L.
Sears, general sales manager. They
are: "Espionage Agent" (FN) fea-
turing Joel McCrea and Brenda Mar-
shall (Oct. 7); "Pride of the Blue
Grass" (WB) featuring Edith Fel-
lows and James McCallion (Oct. 14);
"Smashing the Money Ring" (FN)
with Ronald Reagan and Margot
Stevenson (Oct. 21); and "The Roar-
ing Twenties" (B) starring James
Cagney with Priscilla Lane, Hum-
phrey Bogart and Gladys George
(Oct. 28).

MPA Meets Tomorrow
Regular meeting and luncheon of

the Motion Picture Association will

be held at the Astor tomorrow. Plans
for the annual dinner and dance will

be discussed in addition to regular
business.

for "Dust Be My Destiny"

With the addition of 17 key city

dates over the week-end, Warners'
"Dust Be My Destiny" starring John
Garfield and Priscilla Lane will have
a total of 189 simultaneous engage-
ments this week.

Additional dates are:

Warner, Bridgeport; Roger Sher-
man, New Haven; State, Harrisburg;
Orpheum, Sioux City; Capitol, Lan-
caster; Geneva, Lake Geneva, Wise;
Iowa, Cedar Rapids; Warner, Mil-
waukee; Mary Anderson, Louisville;

Palace, Bethlehem; Ohio, Canton;
State, Portland; Strand, Hartford;
Lawler, Greenfield, Mass.; Keeney,
Elmira; State, Johnstown; and Pal-
ace, Danbury.

Indianapolis Reopening
Indianapolis — The Indiana The-

ater will reopen Friday, according
to Kenneth Collins, manager.

!

(Continued from Page 1)

Ed Kuykendall, MPTOA prexy, an-
nounced at the week-end.

Originally the MPTOA had plan-
ned a national convention for San
Francisco. In all probability, the
next convention will be set for the
Spring.

Stage Hands, Engineers

Talk New Detroit Pacts

Detroit—Local 38, stagehands, is

negotiating with all Detroit theaters
employing stagehands for new two-
year contracts, and is understood to
be asking for continuance of present
provisions.

Negotiations between theater op-
erators and Local 5, International
Association of Operating Engineers
are continuing, with day to day op-
erations under the old contracts
which expired on Sept. 1. No agree-
ment for two weeks is forecast of
insiders, with both sides far apart
on conditions.

Re-issue War Films
Jewel Productions is re-issuing

two war films, "It Can Happen
Again" ("Forgotten Men") and
"War Is a Racket."
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BRIT. PIX THEATERS

ALREADY REOPENING

(Continued from Page 1)

of theaters in the West End and
other large centers is expected with-
in a few days—possibly today.

(That the Home Office was
giving "sympathetic considera-
tion" to the trade's views, pre-
sented by a joint CEA-KRS
deputation, was exclusively pub-
lished in The Film Daily on
Thursday).
It was disclosed that those the-

aters reopening would be permitted

Cables received in New York trade

circles at the week-end indicated that

theaters permitted to reopen by the

British Government approximated 60
per cent.

not only to operate during the day
but would remain open until 10 p.m.
The Home Office decision was giv-

en the trade Friday and came on the
heels of an editorial barrage laid

down by the influential Evening
Standard of Lord Beaverbrook,
which said that closing of the film

theaters had brought on increased

drinking.
"Madrid watched Charlie Chaplin

when Franco was beating at the

gates of the city," the Standard
thundered, "so why not here? We
don't want to fiddle while Rome
burns, but we will fight none the

worse for an occasional glimpse of

Ginger Rogers. Even the voice of

Deanna Durbin will not distract us
from our duties."

Licensing of "Bank Nite"

Ends Athol, Mass., Fight

Athol, Mass.—The Selectmen, li-

censing authorities of the town, have
announced an agreement with the

management of the York Theater for

the resumption of Bank Night.
The agreement is an outcome of

controversy since Bank Night and
Bingo were stopped in March, 1938.

Under the new agreement the town
will receive fees of $40 for each
Bank Night as well as a total of

$535.30 to be paid also in the first

10 weekly installments of $53.53 to

reimburse the town in full for ex-

penses incurred in a lawsuit brought
by the theater management since the
former Bank Night was stopped.
Under the previous setup the town

received but $30 per year for the
theater license whereas under the

new agreement the amount to be
received for a full year means about
20 cents on the tax rate, it is pointed
out.

Sophie Tucker Back in AFRA
Sophie Tucker has been reinstated

in the American Federation of Ra-
dio Artists, following the recent
settlement of the union jurisdiction

dispute with the stagehands' union.

She was suspended from AFRA for

her activity in support of the Amer-
ican Federation of Actors.

with PMLM. OALYi
T T

• • • IN A recent issue we ran a box about cm usher at the

B & K Chicago theater being appointed to Annapolis this story

intrigued the folks at the Orpheum Theater in Madison, the ace house

of the Ashley Theater Co. in the Wisconsin city because one of

their ushers made the grade at West Point

• • • SOME time ago Rollin Hamelin was an usher on the

Orpheum's main floor, assigned to aisle three in his spare

time he attended the University of Wisconsin one day he

told J. H. Rupp, Director of Service Staff, that he would be leaving

soon, as he had completed his examinations and qualified for West
Point "Roily" used the ushering job as a stepping-stone to

better things every once in a while he comes back to Madi-

son from the military academy to visit his folks he drops in

to see his old theater pals, and tell them how much benefit he

received from his training as an usher he has made the ushers

very proud of him he has shown them how to look ahead and
visualize a future while swinging up and down a theater aisle

ushering patrons and so Director Rupp sends sincere best

wishes to this B & K usher from all the Orpheum staff in Madison

just a li'l Human Touch between theater workers many
miles apart who don't even know one another

• • • ACCORDING to Besa Short of the Interstate Circuit down in

Dallas things are a-goin' on down in the Southwest that we should

know about ever since Blanche Hatton. Interstate's only woman
manager of the Melrose Theater in Dallas, put over an All-Short Subject

Program without a feature picture the idea has been catching on

and cashing in not only for Interstate but for the other large cir-

cuits in that territory

T T

• • • ONLY recently Charlie Meeker, Interstate's Dallas as-

sistant city manager, and Henry Long, manager of the Melrose

Theater, put over an All Short Subject Program and not only

broke several records but increased business 300 per cent

• • • THE idea of the All-Short Show or several shorts booked

with a feature is growing by leaps and bounds Standard Theaters

of Oklahoma City are doing swell business with a regular weekly Variety

Hour at the Midwest Theater where Spence Pierce uses five or six out-

standing shorts with an average feature Jefferson theater's Irwin

Waite at the Paramount in Marshall, Texas, is having great success

with All Cartoon Shows Robb & Rowley's Don Douglas recently

booked on All-Short Show in Huntsville, Texas, and doubled the take

so Besa Short figures that this favorable reaction to Shorts

when they are given a break deserves suitable recognition so do

we

T T

• • • SMASH publicity break for Little Irene Dare of

RKO Radio's "Breaking the Ice" in the Hearst newspapers
with the youngster featured in the color section

« « « » » 3»

CIO ATTACKS IATSE

IN THEATER FIELD

(Continued from Page 1)

has petitioned the State Labor Re-
lations Board for recognition as the
bargaining agent for ushers, cashiers
and doormen, in the RKO Metropoli-
tan houses and the Rugoff & P ker
circuit, but the fact that the .ion

also intended to organize in other
fields was unknown. The extent of

their jurisdiction has not been made
public until this time.
What reprisal action the IA and

other A F of L unions will take, in

whose fields the CIO union is at-

tempting an invasion, can not be
determined at this time, but the IA
will certainly battle them at every
turn. The UTMPSE has 18 organiz-
ers in the field now.
However, it was pointed out at the

week-end that all legit, houses have
hard and fast contracts with actors
when shows go into production, and
also with stagehands, both unions
now working together would seem-
ing to present an unbeatable front
against any invasion. But in smal-
ler independent film houses organi-
zation has never been completely
finished and at the present time Lo-
cal 306, IA operators union, is al-

ready being opposed by the Empire
State Motion Picture Operators
union, although it controls com-
paratively few houses.

It is expected that the principal
organizing battles will take place in

the small film houses unaffiliated

with circuits, which in most part
have contracts with Local 306. Labor
Board petitions already filed by the
new union have been opposed by the
IA or other A F of L affiliates in

each instance and no rulings have
been handed down yet.

Appellate Division Hears

"Ecstasy" Censorship Case

Albany—First important test to

powers of the New York censors,
"Ecstasy," which was banned nearly
four years ago, comes for the second
time today before the Appellate Di-
vision of the Supreme Court in a
modified manner.
"Ecstasy" is a Czecho-Slovakian

picture to which distribution rights
are owned in this country by Eureka
Productions, Inc., today's appellant.
Banned as "indecent" by Irwin

Esmond, chief New York censor, in

its original sequences, film now has
been reshaped into a 1939 "stream-
lined" version in which a marriage
precedes some of the objectionable
scenes. Film was again rejected by
Esmond and the reviewers early in

February, however, and since has
failed to get a license on appeal to

the Board of Regents, hence today's
resort to court test.

Sennett to Produce
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—With a feature com-

edy, "Gas Masks," planned as the
first production, Mack Sennett says
he will resume as an indie producer
in 60 days.
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"The Rains Came"
with Tyrone Power, George Brent,

Myrna Loy, Brenda Joyce

20th-Fox 104 Mins.

BRILLIANT STORY SUPERBLY PRO-

JEC(r<j TO THE SCREEN WITH STAR-
STUcoED CAST IS A SURE-FIRE BOX
OFFICE SMASH.

Exhibitors can advertise this as a "must."

It sweeps breathlessly through its dramatic

telling to a climax that will leave movie-

goers both glad and sad. And, mark this,

it cannot fail to please every type of

audience. Clarence Brown has delineated

the characterizations sharply and honestly,

and he makes the most of every situation

provided by the well-knit script Philip

Dunne and Julien Josephson evolved from

the Louis Bromfield best seller. George

Brent is excellent as a hard-drinking, shift-

less Englishman. Tyrone Power gives a

polished performance as an Indian officer

and surgeon. Myrna Loy capably fills the

role of the lady who marries for money,

but loved too late; and Brenda Joyce, a

newcomer to the screen, makes a scintil-

lating debut as the girl who weds Brent

to redeem him. Nigel Bruce, Joseph

Schildkraut, Maria Ouspenskaya, H. B.

Warner, Marjorie Rambeau, Jane Dar-

well give strong support to the principals

with finished portrayals and the remainder

of the cast is equally as good. Miss Joyce,

lovely to look at, with a delightful speaking

voice and the other necessary qualities,

should go far. The story is told directly

and simply. Brent, who was formerly in

love with Miss Loy, meets her again at

the maharajah's palace with her wealthy

and obnoxious husband, Nigel Bruce. He
has previously met Brenda, whose family

are missionaries, but he thinks of her

merely as a young girl. When he meets

Myrna, he realizes all is over between

them, but he becomes alarmed when Myrna
starts making a play for Power, Brent's

best friend. However, there is nothing

he can do to stop their romance and, in

the meantime, he becomes more attached

to Brenda. The rains start, pour down
unabated. Then disaster strikes the Indian

state of Ranchipur in the form of an

earthquake and dams are smashed, loosing

a flood of water that literally destroys

everything in its path. Nigel Bruce is

killed and Myrna is torn between a desire

to leave and live or stay with Power and

help in the hospital, choosing the latter.

H. B. Warner, the rajah, is also killed

when his palace is shattered by the 'quake

and, as he dies, he names Power as his

heir. Plague follows in the flood's wake
and Myrna is a victim, with even Power's

olea not enough to instill the will to live.

Brent and Brenda are married and Power

becomes the rajah of the rebuilt state, al-

though it is a lonely future he faces. The
flood and earthquake scenes are terrifying

in their realism. The entire picture has

been enhanced by use of sepia, enriching

the Indian background.

CAST: Myrna Loy, Tyrone Power, George

Brent, Brenda Joyce, Nigel Bruce, Maria

Ouspenskaya, Joseph Schildkraut, Mary
Nash, Jane Darwell, Marjorie Rambeau,

Henry Travers, H. B. Warner, Laura Hope
Crews. William Royle, Montague Shaw,

Harry Hayden.

CREDITS: Producer, Darryl F. Zanuck,

"Full Confession"
with Victor McLaglen, Sally Eilers,

Joseph Calleia

RKO Radio 75 Mins.

POWERFUL PERFORMANCES BY Mc-

LAGLEN AND CALLEIA IN EMOTIONAL
DRAMA MAKE SWELL ENTERTAINMENT.

Here is a highly tense-dramatic produc-

tion that brings Victor McLaglen back to

the type of performance that shot him to

the heights in "The Informer." He han-

dles an exacting part with impressive abil-

ity, as does Joseph Calleia who forsakes

his heavy roles to play a priest. McLaglen
on Christmas Eve breaks into a department

store to steal a fur coat for his girl (Sally

Eilers) who has expressed a wish for one.

Surprised by the watchman, (Barry Fitz-

gerald) he knocks him out, steals his gun,

and making a getaway kills a policeman.

The discarded gun later convicts the old

watchman, who is sentenced to death. Mc-
Laglen has cunningly had himself com-
mitted to jail for a short sentence for a

minor offense, by breaking a window of a

store right after the cop's murder, thus

establishing an alibi if he should be im-

plicated in the crime. A quarrel between
convicts results in McLaglen's serious in-

jury, and he is thought to be dying. He
confesses the murder to the priest, who is

bound by his oath to keep the secret, even

though his parishoner, the watchman, is

about to pay the penalty for the other's

crime. Then the drama of the story grows

with increasing intensity as the priest

exerts every effort to persuade McLaglen
to confess. In a tense scene, he does

finally give himself up to the police, and

the priest has won a great victory. The
picture ends on a high note of spiritual

exaltation. Here is a film that will exert

a profound influence on religious elements.

It will also appeal to the average film

audience with its powerful emotional appeal,

end splendid acting of the two principals.

Great direction by John Farrow, and the

acting throughout is exceptionally fine.

CAST: Victor McLaglen, Sally Eilers,

Joseph Calleia, Barry Fitzgerald, Elisabeth

Risdon, Adele Pearce, Malcolm McTaggart,
Jchn Bleifer, William Haade, George Hum-
bert.

CREDITS: Producer, Robert Sisk; Direc-

tor, John Farrow; Author, Leo Birinski;

Screenplay, Jerry Cady; Cameraman, J.

Roy Hunt; Editor, Harry Marker.

DIRECTION, Excellent. PHOTOGRA-
PHY, Fine.

"Blarney" to Alexander
William Alexander has secured

the American and Canadian rights
to "Blarney," Irish pix starring Jim-
mie O'Dea, Dublin stage comedian.
Film will have its American premi-
ere at the Academy of Music, Brook-
lyn, Sept. 17.

Director, Clarence Brown, Based on the

novel by Louis Bromfield; Screenplay, Philip

Dunne and Julien Josephson; Editor, Barbara

McLean.

DIRECTION,
Brilliant.

Aces. PHOTOGRAPHY,

"Charlie Chan at

Treasure Island"
with Sidney Toler, Cesar Romero,

Pauline Moore

20th Century-Fox 59 Mins.

SUSPENSE AND THRILLS FOR THE
FANS IN CHARLIE CHAN WHODUNIT.

Charlie Chan piles on the suspense as

the great sleuth played by Sidney Toler

starts on the trail of a master criminal op-

erating at the San Francisco Fair. The

criminal is a magician who deals in occult

science in a Temple of Magic. A writer

has been murdered and his death made to

appear suicide, but the Oriental sleuth

learns that he was writing a book exposing

the tricks of the occultist. Chan works

with the assistance of a newspaper re-

porter and another magician (Cesar Ro-

mero) in unravelling this and other crimes

and finally bringing the evidence close to

the door of the menacing Zodiac. Pauline

Moore plays the part of a mind-reader, and

is of great assistance in helping the sleuth

track down his quarry. She almost loses

her life as she is about to reveal him as

the killer of the author, but Chan moves

n swiftly and the criminal is in the toils

of the law. Sidney Toler is impressive in

the part of the crime specialist. Cesar

Romero as the great Rhandini is fine. Sen

Yung is the amusing son of the great de-

tective.

CAST: Sidney Toler, Cesar Romero, Pau-

line Moore, Sen Yung, Douglas Fowley, June

Gale, Douglas Dumbrille, Sally Blane, Billie

Seward, Wally Vernon, Donald MacBride,

Charles Halton, Trevor Bardette, Louis Jean

Heydt.

CREDITS: Producer, Edward Kaufman;

Director, Norman Foster; Author, John Lar-

kin; Screenplay, same; Cameraman, Virgil

Miller; Editor, Norman Colbert.

DIRECTION, Fair. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

"Prisoner of Corbal"
with Nils Asther, Noah Beery

Unity 75 Mins.

ADAPTATION OF SABATINI NOVEL IS

WEAK AND UNINSPIRED.

A very weak and disjointed production

attempts to bring to the screen the Rafael

Sabatini story of the French Revolution.

The trouble is that it jumps around from

romance to the melodramatic, then kicks

in with some rather risque incidents, some

of which have been obviously clipped, so

that the entire film is disjointed, choppy

rnd uneven. Hazel Terry plays the role

cf the girl who is saved finally from the

guillotine. Nils Asther plays the part of

the revolutionary leader. Hugh Sinclair is

fine as the aristocrat in love with the girl.

Noah Beery does a characteristic bit as

a soldier.

CAST: Nils Asther, Noah Beery, Hazel

Terry, Hugh Sinclair, Ernest Deutsch, Davy

Burnaby, Clifford McLaglen.

CREDITS: Director, Karl Grune; Author,

Rafael Sabatini; Screenplay, S. Fullman;

Cameraman, Otto Kanturek; Editor, E.

Stokvis.

DIRECTION, Weak. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Fair.

"The Girl From Rio"
with Movita, Warren Hull

Mcnogram 63 Mins.

MELLER FOR NABORHOOD FARE HAS

MOVITA SPREADING HER CHARM.

Fair number for the naborhoods, with Mo-
vita as the South American singer in New
York endeavoring to secure the release of

her brother who has been framed on a

firebug charge through the conniving of

the owner of a night club whose side-

racket is collecting insurance on incendiary

happenings he has created. She is aided

by Warren Hull, who with the help of an

insurance investigator, plans to get the evi-

dence from the racketeer by having Movita

planted as a singer in his night club. She

secures the evidence in showing that the

valuable stamp collection on which he col-

lected the insurance is intact in his safe,

but meanwhile the jealous girl friend of

the night club owner discovers what the

new singer's real objective is. The dramatic

finale has the hero entering in time to

save Movita from her tragic fate at the

hands of the racketeer, and facing him
with his guilt. Movita is very personable

and appealing, and she sings well her Spanish

numbers.

CAST: Movita, Warren Hull, Alan Bald-

win, Kay Linaker, Clay Clement, Adele

Pearce, Soledad Jiminez, Richard Tucker,

Dennis Moore, Byron Foulger.

CREDITS: Director, Lambert Hillyer; Au-
thors, Milton Raison, John T. Neville;

Screenplay, same; Cameraman, Paul Ivano;

Editor, Russell Schoengard.

DIRECTION, Fair. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Okay.

"Stop, Look and Love"
with Jean Rogers, William Frawley

20th Century-Fox 57 Mins.

STARTER FOR NEW FAMILY SERIES

SHOULD DO OKAY WITH POP AUDI-
ENCES.

Looks like the launching of a new fam-

ily series, the family being the Hallers.

The story revolves principally around the

efforts of Jean Rogers to have herself a

boy friend, with mother (Minna Gombell)

gumming things up by making the young

man believe he is already part of the

family. So daughter has to get her enter-

tainment away from home with the ad-

mirer. Richard Kelland plays the suitor. Then
there is dad, played by William Frawley;

Cora Sue Collins the kid sister who wants

to crash the movies; Harry Neville, a

likeable youngster who is sweet on Cora;

Jay Ward as the jitterbug type. The cast

seems to have the edge on their material,

but the pix should do okay with popular

audiences.

CAST: Jean Rogers, William Frawley,

Robert Kellard, Minna Gombell, Eddie Col-

lins, Cora Sue Collins, Jay Ward, Roger

McGee, Lillian Porter.

CREDITS: Producer, Sol Wurtzel; Direc-

tor, Otto Brower; Author, Harry Delf;

Screenplay, Harold Tarshis, Sada Cowan;
Cameraman, Lucien Adriot; Editor, Nick

DeMaggio.

DIRECTION, Fair. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.
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LEE NEWBERRY NAMED

N. Y. ALLIED'S PREXY

(Continued from Page 1)

Louis Gold, Newark; Irving Dolling-
er, Linden; Harry K. Hecht, Passaic;
Helen B. Hildinger, Trenton; Harry
Kridel, Newark; Frank Gravatt, At-
lantic City; Jacob Unger, Hillside;

Sidney Samuelson, Newton, and
George Gold, Newark.

Retiring President Gold called the
convention successful in that it

brought to all exhibitors a realiza-

tion of the situation being created by
the European war.

Court Denies All Defense

Motions in Contempt Case

(Continued from Page 1)

tempt proceedings growing out of

the 1932 "consent decree." He also

denied all motions to dismiss the ac-

tion on ground of lack of qualified

evidence.
Adjournment was taken to Sept.

18 when the defense will present its

side of the case.

Famous Players Canadian

Improves Three Houses
i

Toronto—Famous Players' Canad-
ian Corp. has three of its theaters in

the Dominion scheduled for remod-
elling. These are the Capitol in

St. Catherines; Metropolitan, in Re-
gina, Sask., and the Strand, in Cal-

gary, Alta. These theaters will be
refurbished as well as remodelled.

Traube Joins "Ramparts"

Unit of March of Time

Shepard Traube, former theatrical

producer—director and screen writer,
has been appointed dialogue director

of "The Ramparts We Watch,"
March of Time's first full-length fea-
ture now in production.

Treasurers in IA Fold?
Eventual outcome of the dispute

between the TMAT and the IATSE
over the status of the treasurers di-

vision in the former organization
was expected at the week-end to be
decided in favor of the IA, with all

treasurers being represented by the
IA as a bargaining agent. Hearing
before the SLRB has been postponed
until Thursday.

Detroit V. C. Tag Day
Detroit—Detroit City Council ap-

proved Variety Club's Tag Day for
Oct. 16, designed to raise $50,000 for
serving free luncheons to 4,000 in-

digent school children.

Worcester House Debuts
Worcester, Mass. — Worcester's

newest theater, the $105,000 Green-
dale, has opened under the manage-
ment of Emile Dufault, formerly
with the Sturbridge Ride-In Theater.

THE WEEK IN REVIEW'
War and the Industry—Greater Indian Market

=^i^=^ By GEORGE H. MORRIS =^^==i^=
DOMESTIC
WAR AND FILMLAND: Out-

break of hostilities in Europe found
the film industry here calm and re-
signed to effectuate every step neces-
sary to keep in normal high gear.
Hollywood at the week's outset let it

be known that the conflict overseas
will not stop or even curtail 1939-40
schedules. 20th-Fox and Metro took
the lead in announcing that they
would stand pat on production plans,
and consensus of other companies
showed full agreement. The dis-
tribution and exhibition fields also
took in praiseworthy stride events
across the Atlantic. Well-informed
executive sources admitted that a
curtailment of activities on the Con-
tinent was inevitable, but expressed
conviction that there would remain,
in any case, some substantial portion
of the European market open. It

was also stated that, with careful
planning and in light of the cessation
of British and French production,
Hollywood films would be in line to
fill playing time left open in foreign
marts.

LABOR: Over the Labor Day
week-end, AAAA-IATSE agreement
prevented a strike in the threatened
labor war. Negotiations brought
about a peaceful settlement of the
jurisdictional dispute. Keys to the
solution were dissolution of AFA;
the reinstatement of Miss Sophie
Tucker; pact of th unions not to in-

vade one another's provinces. No
mention was made in the agreement
of Ralph Whitehead, who had been a
vortex of the bitter controversy.

* * *

THE COURTS: Adding to the
hectic series of events on the Labor
Day week-end was the filing in Fed-
eral Court here of a list of 67 ques-
tions put to the defendants in the
Government's equity action by the

D of J. Interrogatories required
specific answers, but no date was
set for mandatory response by each
of the companies queried . . . On
Thursday, A. B. Momand in the name
of Oklahoma Theaters, Inc., filed new
equity action in Oklahoma City
against the majors and the Griffith

Co. . . . Meanwhile the Schines asked
dismissal of the Government suit
against that circuit . . . Highlight in

the legislative field was declaration
by Col. Cole, national prexy of Al-
lied, at Allied of N. J. convention,
that the Neely Bill is due to pass
when Congress reconvenes.

* * *

CODE AND BUSINESS: William
F. Rodgers and Ed Kuykendall con-
ferred in New York to consider prob-
lems growing out of the rebuff of
the Trade Practice Code . . . Chicago
reported business improving there,

and that closed houses were reopen-
ing.

FOREIGN
BRITISH SITUATION: With the

first few days of war excitement
subsiding, and being supplanted by
the spirit to carry on notwithstand-
ing pressure of economic and psy-
chological nature, London checked in

with word that the quota there would
probably be suspendeed temporarily.
Later dispatches asserted that houses
would reopen early. Bernard Shaw
called for not only general reopening
but the erection of additional the-
aters where needed. Objective, main-
tenance of morale.

* * *

INDIA'S NEEDS: That the rapid-
ly expanding exhibition field in In-
dia will require an additional 200 pix
from the U. S. as result of the Euro-
pean war, was expressed by Baburao
Patel, editor of Filmindia, Indian
trade journal, who is currently visit-

ing America.

Charles Loewenberg Dead
Milwaukee, Wis.—Word has been

received here by H. J. Fitzgerald,

general manager of the Fox-Wiscon-
sin Amusement Co., of the death in

Cincinnati of Charles Loewenberg,
advertising and publicity manager
for the circuit. Loewenberg had been
suffering from arthritis for the past
year and had gone to Cincinnati
about five months ago to regain his

health. He had been associated with
Fox - Wisconsin and Fox - Midwesco
here for many years and prior to

that with Paramount in Cincinnati
and Indianapolis. He is survived by
his wife and a daughter.

Promote Martin Friedman
Martin Friedman of the Warner

home office playdate department, has
been promoted to the booking staff
of the Cleveland branch office, under
branch manager Herb Ochs, it was
announced over the week-end.

Shift Premiere Place

"A Brivele Der Mamen," Joseph
Green's newest Yiddish picture, pre-
viously announced to open at the
Waldorf Theater, will, instead, have
its American premiere at the Bel-
mont Theater next Thursday. The
picture, which was made in Poland
by the Sphinx Film Co., has English
titles.

"End of a Day" Opening
"The End of a Day," French film,

being released by I. E. Lopert of
Juno Films, Inc., will have its Amer-
ican premiere tonight at the Film-
arte Theater for the benefit of the
Actors' Fund of America.

"Three Waltzes" In Portland

"The Three Waltzes," French mu-
sical distributed by Vedis will open
at the Esquire Theater, Portland,
Ore., the week of Sept. 29 for an
indefinite run.

QUEMOS TRUST SUIT

DISMISSAL REFUSED

(Continued from Page 1)

memorandum ruling out the motion
by 27 defendants to dismiss the com-
plaints.

Quemos, seeking treble dam"ges,
contends after the company ( led

the Mosque, in 1936, it experienced
difficulties obtaining continuous sup-
ply of first and second-run features.
Judge Fake granted a motion dis-

missing complaints as against a
group of producer-defendants but
denied such a motion concerning
number of distributor-defendants.
When the suit was filed by Ches-

ter K. Ligham, Quemos counsel, 42
defendants were named. Quemos
charged damages of $1,175,000 and
instituted suit for triple amount,
plus costs and counsel fees.

It is expected the suit will be
called up for hearing during the
Fall term of Federal Court.

Warner District Managers
Meeting to Discuss Sales

(Continued from Page 1)

Southern manager, and Roy Haines,
Eastern and Canadian manager.
Attending the sessions will be W.

E. Callaway, West Coast district
manager; Fred Jack, Southern dis-

trict manager; Rud Lohrenz, Prairie
district manager; and Henry Herbel,
Midwest district manager, who will

meet with Kalmenson.
Meeting with Roy Haines will be

Wolfe Cohen, Canadian district man-
ager; Robert Smeltzer, Central dis-

trict manager; and Ed Schniter,
Eastern district manager.
Grad Sears and Carl Leserman

will supervise the meets.

E. M. Loew Will Erect

New Worcester Theater

Worcester, Mass.—A neighborhood
motion picture theater to seat 800
persons will be erected at Billings

Square by E. M. Loew's on land
owned by R. Lawson Daniels, man-
ager of E. M. Loew's Olympia The-
ater.

Work will be started at once and
plans are to complete the house in

20 weeks. Daniels will manage.

"Tugboat Annie" to WB
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Warner Bros, has ac-

quired the picture rights to the "Tug-
boat Annie" stories from M-G-M.
The stories will be produced by
Bryan Foy, with Alan Hale playing
a leading role.

Name Larsen Time Prexy

Election of Roy E. Larsen as pres-
ident of Time, Inc., succeeding Henry
R. Luce, was announced at the week-
end, following a special board meet-
ing. Larsen had been vice-president.
Luce continues as board chairman.
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MAY REOPEN RKO'S

STOCK UNDERWRITING
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(Continued from Page 1)

stock is caused by a fluctuating and
unstable stock market arising from
the European war situation, Special
Mas'

j

1 George W. Alger stated on
Fri\[P that hearings would be post-
poned for another two weeks to a
month.
Informed sources expressed the

opinion Friday that the entire ques-
tion of the flotation of stock may be
reopened when Federal Judge William
Bondy reeturns in the near future
from his vacation, but it was not be-
lieved that any concrete action would
be taken until the Stock Market
reaches a normal level.

Para. Sales Execs. Meet
With Agnew in Chicago

(Continued from Page 1)

ecutives present at the Blackstone
Hotel here on Saturday and yester-
day.
Here in addition to Agnew were

J. J. Under, Eastern Division man-
ager; Charles Reagan, Western Di-
vision manager; Oscar Morgan,
Southern Division manager; G. B. J.

Frawley and Alec Moss from the
home office, district managers M. S.

Kusell, Harry Goldstein, William
Erbb, Allen Usher, Ralph Libeau, G.
A. Smith, H. F. Wilkes and Hugh
Braly and M. A. Milligan, Canadian
general sales manager.

Following the sales discussions,
the delegates attended a special
screening of the four big Para, at-

tractions; "Rulers of the Sea," "Dis-
puted Passage," "Honeymoon in

Bali" and "Seventeen."

Davenport House, Dark
Six Years, to Reopen

Davenport, la. — The Columbia,
closed for six years, is being re-
modeled by Tri-States into a mod-
ern 800 seater and is scheduled to

open in November.

"Ultimatum" for World
American premiere of "Ultima-

tum," starring Erich von Stroheim,
has been set for the World Theater.
Oliver Unger, sales manager of J.

H. Hoffberg, distributors of the film,

set the deal with Gilbert Josephson,
manager of the theater. Picture
opens shortly.

Barcelona Plans Another
Baton Rouge, La.—Joe Barcelona,

exhibitor who operates several neigh-
borhood houses in this capital city of
Louisiana, is ready to go ahead with
another. The new house is to be
called the Avalon and will seat about
700.

Garver House to Gregory
Terre Haute, Ind.—The Gregory

Circuit acquired the Orpheum The-
ater here from Ross Garver. House
will close for three weeks for re-

pairs and remodeling.

reviews of ncuj faims

* SHORTS *

"The Story That Couldn't

Be Printed"

(Passing Parade)

M-G-M 11 mins.

Fine Patriotic Reel

The dramatic story of how the
foundation for freedom of the press
was laid in America. Back in early
Colonial days, a printer named Zan-
ger exposed the rascality of an offi-

cial who was misappropriating public

funds. A friend of his, John Alex-
ander, undertook to secure positive

proof so that the other could print
the facts. Zanger was jailed. At
the trial, Andrew Hamilton, the
great lawyer and statesman, walked
into the courtroom and announced
that he was there to defend the
prisoner. His plea was so eloquent
that the jurors were swept off their

feet and brought in the verdict of

innocent, thus securing freedom of
the press in this nation. Directed by
Joe Newman.

"One Against the World"

M-G-M 11 mins.

Excellent Medical Drama

The dramatic story of Dr. Ephraim
MacDowell, who is hailed in surgical
history as the first doctor to perform
a major operation on a human being.

On Christmas Day in 1809 in a small
American town, Jane Crawford lay

dying, an operation her only hope.

The doctor started operating as a
bigoted mob outside threatened to

break in and lynch him. As they
throw a rope over a tree, ready to

lynch the "murderer with a knife,"

the husband of the sick woman
comes to the door and announces
dramatically that the operation has
proved successful. Directed by Fred
Zinnemann.

"Rhumba Rhythm"
(A Miniature)

M-G-M 10 mins.
Good Hollywood Fun

A couple of young girls, film fans,
visit Hollywood and crash the exclu-
sive La Conga in order to get a
close-up view of the picture greats.
There is a rhumba contest scheduled,
and two male partners ask the girls

to team up for the prize. They both
are declared winners, and the silver

cup is given to the girls. But they
get an awful shock when their pai't-

ners present their cards and bill as
professional instructors. The girls

are Helen Treen and Sally Paine.
George Murphy acts as the contest
judge. Directed by Sammy Lee.
Produced by Louis Lewyn.

"Take A Cue"
(Pete Smith Specialty)

M-G-M 9 mins.
Expert Billiards

A remarkable exhibition of bil-

liards by the champion, Charles Pet-
erson. He starts off with the
the elementary shots, and then
works into a series of brilliant plays,
one more magical than the other. His
amazing trick shots will leave the
audience gasping. Directed by Felix
Feist. Pete Smith gives his usual
crisp narration. Pete has a stooge
making some shots against the
champ to score the guffaws.

"The Bookworm"
(M-G-M Cartoon)

M-G-M 9 mins.
Fine Fantasy

A melodrama enacted in the li-

brary, with the various fictional

characters coming to life. "Macbeth"
starts it when the three witches
brewing a devil's potion require a
worm. The "Raven" is assigned to

get the worm. He goes in search of

a bookworn, and the chase is on.

The chase calls into activity such
characters as Paul Revere, King Ar-
thur, the modern Gang Busters, who
finally save the poor bookworm from
going into the witches' brew.

"Betrayal" at Little Carnegie
"Betrayal," film portrayal of the

life of Catherine the Great, will have
its U. S. premiere at the Little Car-
negie Theater Friday. Based on
the novel, "The Princess Taraka-
nova," by G. P. Danilevski, pix is re-

leased by World Pictures Corp.

Daly Reopening the Lily

Plainfield, Conn.— Michael Daly,
operator of the Capitol and Victory,
Lowell, and the Daly, Hartford, re-

opened his newly-acquired Lilv The-
ater here Friday on a six day a week
schedule, with Edward Sokolowsky,
formerly of the Capitol, Lowell, as
manager.

Kathryn Kidder Rites Held
Funeral services were held in New

York Friday for Kathryn Kidder, 71,

veteran actress and wife of Dr.
Louis K. Anspacher.

Linda Hill In P.A.'s

Linda Lee Hill has completed a

week of personal appearances at the

Academy Theater in Lebanon, Pa., in

conjunction with the film, "Lure of

Hollywood," in which she is starred.

Pix was made by Allied Productions

of Philadelphia, and p.a. tour is

scheduled throughout Pennsylvania

theaters.

New O. C. Suburban House

Oklahoma City — Another new
suburban theater is under contem-

plated construction in Oklahoma
City. Building is being planned by

H. C. Keaton, owner of the Keaton

Ice Co. There are no other houses

within a mile of the location at

present.

LITTLE fROm LOTS
By RALPH WTLK

HOLLYWOOD
New Linda Ware Vehicle

£HARLES R. ROGERS has set a

new picture for Linda Ware, who
appeared in the "Star Maker." It will

be titled "A Glimpse of Heaven,"
story by William Pierce and Mildred
Barish.

Start New Holt Picture

The Larry Darmour-Jack Holt pro-
duction, "Illicit Cargo," to be re-
leased by Columbia, is under way.
Cast includes Jack Holt, Irene Ware,
Eduardo Cianelli, Harry Carey. Di-
rector will be Lewis D. Collins.

Stanley on "Flying Deuces"
Fred Stanley will handle future

publicity on the Boris Morros pro-
duction, "The Flying Deuces," under
supervision of Perry Lieber, pub-
licity director, at RKO.

Lyrics by William Le Baron
Going back to his first love, song

writing, which originally brought
him into the business of making en-
tertainment, William LeBaron, pro-
duction head of Paramount studios,
has contributed the lyrics for most
of the top songs in "Victor Herbert,"
now being produced at LeBaron's
plant. LeBaron has for long been
an admirer of Victor Herbert, and
had at one time contemplated writing
an extensive biography of the great
American composer.

T T T

New Pact for Priscilla Lane
Following her performance in

"Four Wives," Warner Bros, has
awarded a new term contract to
Priscilla Lane. New deal becomes
effective in two weeks.

Metro Retains Cummings
Jack Cummings signed a new con-

tract as producer at Metro.

T T T

London Play for Robinson?

Warners is rushing preparations
on "Footsteps in the Dark" as a pos-
sible vehicle for Edward G. Robin-
son, who returns to Hollywood in a
few days from New York and a vaca-
tion in Europe. Decision on the pic-

ture will be reached following the
star's return to the Burbank studio.

"Footsteps in the Dark" is based
upon a London stage success of last

season.

Pagnol Cancels N. Y. Trip

The French Cinema Center has re-

ceived a cable from Andre Boisson,
general manager of Les Films Mar-
cel Pagnol in Paris, stating that
Marcel Pagnol will be unable to come
to the U. S. as planned to aid in the
proceedings now under way to have
the New York censor ban on "Har-
vest" lifted. Pagnol has joined his

regiment.
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Major Studios Going Full Steam Ahead With Production
"Beau Geste" Intake 10-80%
Ahead Of Average in 9

Pre-Releases
(Continued from Page 1)

chief, emphasized there would be no
production curtailment and said the

company looks to the domestic mar-
ket to offset any foreign business
drop. He also stated there would
be no salary cuts, but there would
be tightening up on unnecessary ex-
penditures.
Jack Warner declared there would

be no spreading of release dates on
big pictures and that between Sept.

1 and Jan. 1 the company releases

will include "The Old Maid," "The
Roaring Twenties," "The Private
Lives of Elizabeth and Essex," "On
Your Toes," "We Are Not Alone,"
"Invisible Stripes," "Four Wives,"
"Espionage Agent" and "Dust Be
My Destiny" which, with one other
release for that period, represents
a cost of approximately $10,000,000.
"Espionage Agent" opens at the

Strand Sept. 23, it was said.

More Big Warner Pix

Among pictures not announced at

the sales convention which Warner
Bros, will make will be "The Fight-
ing 69th," "Virginia City," "The Pat-
ent Leather Kid," "The Sea Hawk,"
"Captain Horatio Hornblower" and
"We Shall Meet Again."
Warner announced that no anti-

foreign pictures will be produced in

view of the American declaration of

neutrality.

Declaring that Paramount would
not alter its production plans in any
way, slash budgets or retrench along
other lines at the present time be-
cause of the war, Y. Frank Free-
man, studio production chieftain, left

for the Coast Friday night after
conferring at the home office for
10 days with prexy Barney Balaban,
Neil Agnew and other execs.
Freeman, who was accompanied

to the train by Balaban, said that

the studio was about six months
into its 1939-40 program, half of

its product being now completed. He
said that Para, had not planned to

distribute any of its British-made
pictures here this year, and there-
fore no replacements would be nec-
essary on the schedule.

Record Intake for "Beau Geste"

Strongly indicating that the
American box-office was not adverse-
ly affected by the way, it was dis-

closed by Para, at the week-end that

n"Forget About War
Racine, Wis.—The Rialfo Theater here

plugged "Golden Boy" with a newspaper
advertisement captioned, "War!" and
reading as follows: "Dreaded 3-letter
word, abhorred by decent home loving
families the world over! This message
is written to detract your attention from
the European crisis now existing. Forget
about War! We reiterate that motion
pictures are your best entertainment and
we have just the picture to make you
forget any critical situation now exist-

ing. A story the entire family will

enjoy. Such a picture is 'Golden Boy'."

Maintain Quality Production and Keep
Up Public Morale, Urges Allied Exec.

Atlantic City—A call to Hollywood to maintain quality production despite
hostilities abroad was sounded by George Gold, retiring prexy of Allied Theaters
of New Jersey at the closing session of the convention here Friday.

In his final address, Gold said:

"We see our first duty is to impress upon producers and directors that in

these troublesome days it is necessary that quality be maintained as heretofore
and that the general morale of the public is kept up. We need plenty of good
entertainment to overcome effects of the war news and the public looks to the
films to produce it."

Crown Mary Pickford

as Tobacco Fete Queen

South Boston, Va. — Mary Pick-
ford was crowned Queen of the fifth

annual National Tobacco Festival by
Governor Price of Virginia Friday.
The ceremonies were preceded by a
pageant. Miss Pickford flew in from
Hollywood and received a formal
welcome to Virginia on the steps of
the state capitol in Richmond, with
Governor Price officiating.

200 American Show Folks

Said Stranded in Europe

Broadway booking agencies at the

week-end estimated that a minimum
of 200 American stage and screen

folk are still in Europe, the majority

stranded. Closing of theaters, casinos

and night clubs left scores virtually

penniless.

"Beau Geste" is running from 10 to

80 per cent above average in nine
pre-release key cities while in nine
other engagements the pix is out-
grossing "Union Pacific."

Best showing thus far has been at
the Metropolitan, Boston, where the
80 per cent figure was scored. At
the Paramount, Newark, "Beau
Geste" is 50 per cent ahead, while
the Center, Salt Lake City, reported
48 per cent, the United States in

Paterson, 45 per cent, the Majestic,
Houston, 25 per cent, and the Pal-
ace, Rochester, Great Lakes, Buf-
falo, and Alabama, Birmingham, all

10 per cent.

John W. Hicks, Jr., Para.'s vice-

president in charge of foreign op-
erations, who arrived in New York
Friday from his trip to Australia
and New Zealand, found his predic-
tion that theater business there
would not be adversely affected by
the war substantiated in a cable re-

ceived here on the same day by Dan
Carroll, Australian circuit operator.

Australian Biz Up
Cable advised the Aussie exec,

that Para.'s "Jamaica Inn" in the
week which saw Australia enter the
war gave the Prince Edward The-
ater in Sydney its best biz in three
years. Carroll, who conferred with
Hicks, said that this should ease
the minds of American producers
who were of the impression that
theater grosses abroad would drop
considerably due to war conditions.
Nate Blumberg, Universal prexy,

returning Friday to New York after
three months spent at the studios,

was of the opinion that the present
war crisis would have little effect

on the company's course, and added
that once the industry could get a
complete analysis, based on reliable
information, much of the current re-

trenchment talk heard in Hollywood
would dissipate.

Blumberg to The Film Daily ex-
pressed unqualified satisfaction with

the company's condition, present and
future.
"The remarkable tribute paid to

Universal through the Exhibitor
Sponsored Testimonial Drive" said

Blumberg, "cannot be measured in

dollars and cents alone. More im-
portant by far is the expression of

exhibitor confidence in the company's
progress, which means that from
now on Universal may contemplate
production expansion along lines that
would have called for the greatest
degree of caution in the absence of
such knowledge."
Blumberg said that no change in

U's production plans in regard to

the number of features announced
is contemplated, adding that the
company proposed to express its ap-
preciation of the drive with big* pic-

tures. "That's the language every
exhibitor must understand," he put
it.

Full Steam Ahead at UA
Murray Silverstone, UA top exec,

emphasized anew at the week-end
that UA and its producers were fol-

lowing the "full steam ahead" sig-

nal. Silverstone foresaw the next
six months as one of the most im-
portant periods in the industry's his-

tory, with the screen meeting a
most vital need at a time of un-
settled world conditions.
Expressing a representative ex-

hibitor viewpoint, Ed Kuykendall,
MPTOA prexy, on Saturday urged
the industry to avoid the jitters and
count 10 before it attempted to take
stock of the war situation. Kuy-
kendall deplored alarmist talk of

drastic production curtailment and
called for sanity all along the line.

"It looks to me that some are at-

tempting to cross the river before
they come to the bridge," he com-
mented. "In my judgment, we should
have very good business for some
time to come. Inevitably, films

benefit from prosperity, and war
trade, if experience counts, means
that for the United States."

UA PRODUCTION SETS

NEW ACTIVITY RECORD

(Continued from Page 1) (UA and its producers have retried
the highest activity point in the com-
pany's 20-year history, Murray Sil-

verstone, top exec, said at the week-
end.

Activity at the studios of UA pro-
ducers attained a record high during
the past week. On Thursday "Re-
becca" went before the Selznick cam-
eras, and filming on Walter Wang-
er's "Send Another Coffin" was be-
gun. Two days later Samuel Gold-
wyn, started production on "Raffles,"
and Charlie Chaplin announced that
he had begun rehearsals of his ten-
tatively designated "Production No.
6." Hal Roach is already well into
his production of "Of Mice and Men,"
and Alexander Korda in England is

putting the finishing touches on his
Technicolor spectacle, "Thief of Bag-
dad."

Completed and ready for exhibition
are Selznick's "Intermezzo, A Love
Story" starring Leslie Howard;
Goldwyn's "The Real Glory," star-
ring Gary Cooper; Wanger's "Etern-
ally Yours," starring Loretta Young
and David Niven; Roach's "The
Housekeeper's Daughter," starring
Joan Bennett and Adolphe Menjou;
and Korda's "Over the Moon," star-
ring Merle Oberon.
With the current season only three

months old, this represents a greater
production output than that of any
entire UA season in the past.

AHA to Hear of Alleged

Pix Abuses to Animals

Albany—The nation-wide drive of

the American Humane Association
to end alleged film abuses of animals
will be sparked by its annual conven-
tion here beginning today.
The four-day meet will be high-

lighted by the report of Eric Han-
sen, national general manager of the
American Humane associated groups.
Hansen returned last month from a
a six weeks' trip to Hollywood, where
he contacted each major producing
unit and visited on location to check
alleged abuses to animals.

"Kol Nidre" Will Open
"Kol Nidre," new Jewish picture,

produced and directed by Joseph
Seiden, will have its premiere at the
Clinton Theater on the lower East
Side today.

'

In Propaganda Pix
London (By Cable)—First British prop-

aganda film to be made at Denham by

Alexander Korda will have Merle Oberon
and Ralph Richardson as leads, the for-

mer as a Red Cross nurse, the latter as

Royal Air Force officer. Title may be,

"The Lion Has Wings."
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65 Per Cent of Paris Film Theaters Reported Operating

NO WARJURTAILMENT ISPLEDGED BY MOREMAJORS

Broadway's Picture Grosses Continuing at High Level
"The Rains Came" Gives Roxy

New Sunday House
Record

Paced by record breaking business
at the Roxy where the 20th-Fox
picture "The Rains Came" estab-

lished an all-time house record for

Sunday attendance, Broadway houses
over the week-end continued their

upsurge in business over recent
week-ends with a number of hold-
overs resulting from the improved
attendance figures.

"The Rains Came" at the Roxy
was reported to be parallelling the
all-time house records set by "Alex-
ander" and a new record for Sun-
day business was established. Ex-

(Continued on Page 3)

100%CHPfLEDGED

BY PARA. PARTNERS

Chicago—Paramount, prepared to

proceed with its seasonal production
schedule without deviation as a re-

sult of the European war, has been
pledged 100 per cent co-operation
by its theater partners, the as-
sembled sales execs, were told here
at a meeting called by Neil Agnew,
distribution chief.

Agnew said that the company
{Continued on Pane 11)

WCAU Applies for Television

Transmitter in Philadelphia

Philadelphia—Application for per-
mission to construct a television
transmitter in this city was filed yes-
terday with the FCC by station
WCAU, which states in its applica-
tion that it wishes to study studio

(Continued on Page 6)

NLRB Sets Sept. 20 for Vote
on Studio Workers' Bargainer

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—NLRB has set Sept.

20 for the election at which time stu-
dio workers are to decide whether

(Continued on Page 6)

Spaniards Spurn Nazi Pix Gala Program
Burgos (By Cable)—Gala performance of Nazi films, under sponsorship of the

Falangist party and with German and Italian ambassadors attending, was floppo.

German pix debacle was in marked contrast to the SRO biz scored by a nearby house
which, in opposition, played a revival of the Spanish version of "All Quiet on the

Western Front."

MPTOA Board of Directors to Tackle

17 Unsolved Problems at Va. Parley

With the MPTOA board of direc-

tors scheduled to convene in White
Sulphur Springs, Va., Oct. 23-24
"for a point by point, forthright
discussion and consideration of in-

dustry problems," Prexy Ed Kuy-
kendall yesterday released a gen-
eral bulletin which cited 17 impor-
tant problems as demanding "seri-

ous consideration by responsible ex-
hibitors."

To be tackled are these questions:

(1) Can the industry work out
a practical trade practice program
under present conditions ?

(2) Will the Dept. of Justice real-

ly try to block a practical, effective

solution of trade practice problems?
(3) Would a Code (any Code)

solve the existing situations ?

(4) Do exhibitors (and distribu-

tors) prefer to settle disputes and
grievances on unreasonable clear-

(Continued on Page 3)

New Momand Suit Hearing Scheduled for Thursday

Oklahoma City—Hearing on A. B.

Momand's request for a court order
forcing distributors to sell him sec-

ond and subsequent-run product for
his house at Shawnee, has been set

before Federal Judge A. P. Murrah
for Thursday.

Suit was filed here last week in

the name of Oklahoma Theaters,
Inc., operator of the Odeon theater
at Shawnee against Vitagraph, Inc.,

20th-Fox, Metro (through Loew's),
RKO, Paramount, Universal and Co-
lumbia as well as the Griffith Amuse-
ment Co., opposition to the Odeon
in Shawnee.

French Provincial Theaters, Except

Those Near German Frontier, Running

Calgary Branch Finishes

First in Schaefer Drive

Calgary, Detroit and Buffalo fin-

ished in that order in the George

Schaefer Drive, according to final

audited figures. Announcement of
the winners has been made by Gen-
eral Sales Manager Jules Levy. H.
F. Taylor is branch manager at

{Continued on Page 6)

Paris (By Cable)—Approximately
65 per cent of the theaters in the
Paris area were operating last week,
with attendance figures reported re-
turning to a nearly normal basis.
Provincial theaters, with exception
of those in areas near French-Ger-
man frontier, are said to be open.

Mobilization has affected about
90 per cent of all employes in film
companies here, but replacements
have been secured in most instances,

{Continued on Page 6)

Production Plans of 20th-Fox,

Universal and Columbia
to Stand

American production prospects
continued to brighten yesterday as
top execs., here and on the Coast,
emphatically announced that season-
al programs would proceed, unaffect-
ed by hostilities abroad.

In Hollywood, Joseph M. Schenck,
20th-Fox board chairman, asserted
that the company will not curtail

production nor lower quality or cut
salaries, limiting its retrenchment to

the elimination of waste and the ex-
ercise of strict economy.
Herman Wobber, general manager

of distribution, returning to New7

York from Coast conferences, said
any economies would not detract
from picture quality, predicted an in-

creasing upswing in business and
said that reports indicated a nation-
wide general improvement.

Also in Hollywood, Harry Cohn,
(Continued on Page 6)

"II" REP0RTS39-WEEK

NET OF $989,995,21

Consolidated net operating profit

of $989,995.21 for the 39 weeks end-
ing July 29, after all charges but
before provision for Federal income
taxes, was reported yesterday for
Universal by J. Cheever Cowdin,
board chairman. This figure repre-

(Continued on Page 11)

UA English Sales Force

on Job, Carr Cables Kelly

United Artists' sales force in Eng-
land is again on the job, Teddy Carr,
joint managing director in England,
advised Arthur W. Kelly, vice-prexy

(.Continued on Page 11)

Wis. Assembly Turns Down
Exhib. Revenue Suggestion

Madison, Wis.—The State Assem-
bly last week failed to reach an
agreement on the Senate tax bill, the

(.Continued on Page 11)
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Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.

East. Kodak
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc
do pfd
Paramount
Paramount 1st pfd.

Paramount 2nd pfd.

Pathe Film

RKO
20th Century-Fox
20th Century-Fox pfd.

Univ. Pict. pfd.

Warner Bros

do pfd

High
103/4

) 7 y8
193/4
n/4

8V4
1511/2
162i/

2

9
33
102

6%
73

7%
83/4
1%

123/4

203/4

501/g

37/,

431/2
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6%
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1

7%
4834
621/2
8 1/4

311/2
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6 1/4
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73/s
8 1/4
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203/4
50
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V/a
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162i/
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83/4

311/2

102
6i/

2
73
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8 1/4
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203/4
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33/4
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+ Va— H/2— 13/8— %— 3
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NEW YORK BOND MARKET
F. ref. 6s46. 993/4 993^ 993/4 — i/

4
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Keith B

Loew's deb. 3y2s46. 97 97
Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. 6s55
Para. Picts. cv. 3

i/4s47
RKO 6s41

Warner Bros.' cv. 6s39
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48 82 81 81

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts

Sonotone Corp 1 V4 1 14 1 V* — Va
Technicolor 10y8 10i/4 10'/2 — V4
Trans-Lux 2 2 2 + Va
Universal Corp. vtc... 23/8 2V4 2i/4 — %
Universal Picts

- VA

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES

Bid Asked
Pathe Film 7 pfd 102i/2
Fox Thea. Office Bldg. 1st '46 33/8 5

Loew's Thea. Realty 6s 1st '47

Met. Playhouse, Inc. 2nd deb. '45.. 65 69
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st '57 59 62

SAFETY LLOYDS
FILM STORAGE CORP.

Storage by Reel or Vault

729 Seventh Ave.
New York City

BRyant 9-5600 SECURITY

COfllMG MID GOinG
HERMAN WOBBER, general manager of dis-

tribution for 20th-Fox, and WALTER J. HUTCH-
INSON, director of foreign distribution, re-

turned yesterday to the home office after studio
conferences.

JAMES R. GRAINGER, Republic prexy and
general sales manager, returned to the home
office yesterday from a sales trip.

CLIFF WORK, Universal vice-president and
general manager of the studios, flew to the

Coast last night via United.

OSCAR MORCAN, Southern division manager
for Paramount, and G. B. J. FRAWLEY, home
office exec, arrived here last night from Chi-
cago via United.

MATHEW FOX, Universal vice-president, leaves
for Hollywood Friday.

ARTHUR M. LOEW, Metro vice-president in

charge of the foreign department, is on the
Coast.

BORIS MORROS left the Coast yesterday for

New York.

W. RAY JOHNSTON, Monogram prexy, arrives

in Holiywocd this week.

ROBERT GILLHAM, Paramount ad. and pub.
chieftain, is in Hollywood for studio huddles.

JAMES CAGNEY has cancelled his New York
trip to start work in a new picture at the

Warner studios.

ELSA MAXWELL is at the Waldorf.

GENE AUTRY and his wife fly to Hollywood
tonight from Chicago.

EDDIE ALBERT plans a vacation here as soon

as he completes his role in Warners "Four
Wives."

PAUL MUNI arrives here next week to appear
in a stage play.

ROBERT TAYLOR and BARBARA STANWYCK
plan a motor trip East in the near future.

WALTER BRENNAN arrives here in several

weeks for a vacation.

GEORGE RAFT has left for the Coast.

Dr. Hugo Riesenfeld, Pix

Veteran, Dies on Coast

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Dr. Hugo Riesenfeld,

60, for many years musical director

for theaters and studios, died here
Sunday.

Dr. Riesenfeld was one of the early
exponents of good musical accom-
paniments for motion pictures. Be-
tween 1917 and 1925 he was manag-
ing director of the Rivoli, Rialto
and old Criterion theaters for Para-
mount, and developed many presen-
tation features which are still in

vogue. During that time he se-

lected accompaniments for films, in

many cases composing original mu-
sic.

With sound making his work un-
necessary in theaters, he became
musical director for United Artists
on the Coast between 1928 and 1930.
Later he returned to New York to

supervise music for the last "Zieg-
feld Follies," and for a time con-
ducted the Roxy orchestra.

Grainger Sets Rep. Deal

With Minn. Amusement Co.

Product deal has been closed by
Republic with the Minnesota Amuse-
ment Co., it was learned yesterday
with the return of James R.
Grainger, Republic prexy and distri-

bution chieftain, to the home office.

Deal calls for the entire 1939-40
product lineup. Grainger. Max
Roth, midwest district sales man-
ager, and Gilbert Nathanson, Min-
neapolis franchise holder, repre-
sented the distributing company.

John Friedl, Minnesota Amuse-
ment Co. prexy, and John Branton,
represented the theater chain.

Marcus Loew $3.50 Dividend
Montreal — Directors of Marcus

Loew's Theaters, Ltd., have declared
a dividend of $3.50 per share on the
seven per cent preferred, reducing
arrears on the stock to $15.75 a

share. The dividend is payable Sept.
30 to shareholders of record Sept. 16.

Warners Zone Managers
Meeting With Bernhard

Joseph Bernhard, general manager
of Warner Theaters, will preside

over a meeting of the Zone Manag-
ers today in the home office. Zone
managers attending include: James
Coston, Chicago; Nat Wolf, Cleve-

land; I. J. Hoffman, New Haven;
Don Jacocks, Newark; Moe Silver,

Albany; Ted Schlanger, Philadel-

phia; Harry Kalmine, Pittsburgh;
John Payette, Washington and Herb
Copelan, Atlantic City.

Among the home office executives
who will participate are: Clayton
Bond, Ed Hinchy, Leonard Schles-

inger, Harry Goldberg, Willard C.

Patterson, Frank Phelps, Nat Fell-

man, Abel Vigard, W. Stewai't Mc-
Donald, Harry Rosenquest, Louis
Kaufman, Herman Maier and Frank
Cahill.

AGVA Mass Meeting Tonight;

IA and AFM Helping Drive

Mass meeting of the American
Guild of Variety Artists will be held

tonight at the Hotel Astor. Or-
ganization work by the new union
was reported yesterday to be rap-

idly increasing its membership, with
active assistance from the IATSE
and the A F of M reported to be
helping the drive.

AGVA has worked out an agree-
ment with Billy Rose whereby Aqua-
cade players will receive payment
for rehearsal time, it was stated

yesterday.

dkmJu
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Best wishes from THE FILM DAILY
to the following on their birthdays:

SEPTEMBER 12

Lindsley Parsons

Alice Lake
Maurice Chevalier

The Mad Monsters

Of War In Europe

Are Loose

and civilization trembles on '" »

brink of disaster!

" T| 1

1

U x

—Bia&t &f BetUn"

It's a bonanza of timely, dra-

matic, record-shattering screen

entertainment!

Adapted from the inspiring

story, "Goose Step," by Shepard

Traube.

NO MATTER WHAT YOU
THINK OF THIS DICTATOR—
He's Big News!

Radio chains, newspapers, maga-

zines and just plain folks at

home are your advance agents

for the

Greatest

Exploitation

Picture

Ever Made!—
"
?| 1 1 U r

National Release OCT. 8th.

Wire Now for Pre-Release

Bookings.

Producers Distributing

Corporation

1436 N. Beachwood Drive

Hollywood, Calif.

Exchanges Everywhere
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MPTOA TO TACKLE 17

UNSOLVED PROBLEMS

(Continued from Page 1)

ance and overbuying' to deprive a

competitor of pictures by:

(a) Mediation and voluntary

(fC)
agreement ?

(b) Enforceable decisions of an

arbitration board ?

(c) Lawsuits, intervention of

public prosecutors, boycotts

and reprisals ?

(5) Is there any fair, impersonal,

and practical, standard for clearance

between theaters?

(6) Do exhibitors want a simpli-

fied exhibition contract?

(7) Should short subjects, news-

reels and trailers be a part of every
product deal?

(8) Would exhibitors prefer to

get trailers direct from each com-
pany or through the medium of a

complete service from a trailer com-
pany?

(9) Will buying combines solve

the buvine problem of the individ-

ual exhibitor ?

(10) Do we want the Neely Bill,

or any other law to prohibit and
prevent any distributor from of-

fering better prices and terms in

order to induce the exhibitor to buy
more than one picture?

11) Should non-theatrical show-
ing's of theatrical motion pictures

be curbed and confined to non-com-
petitive situations?

(12) Should radio competition of

motion picture talent and material
be curbed?

(13) What should be done about
double feature competition, give-

aways, premiums, lotteries, cut-rate

admissions, etc.?

(14) What can exhibitors do about
the music tax extortion by Ascap ?

Why doesn't the government prose-
cute its four-year-old anti-trust suit
against Ascap ?

(15) Should exhibitors in this

country refuse to show any propa-
ganda pictures favoring either side

in view of the present European
war and the expressed determination
of this country to keep out of it?

(16) What can exhibitors do to

strengthen their defenses against
the coming onslaught of state legis-

lation, singling out the theaters for
drastic regulation, special taxation
and admission taxes?

(17) What organized and unified

effort should be directed by exhibi-
tors and exhibitor organizations to

combat the adverse publicity against
the industry?

No Tele Dead Spots
Fear of television dead spots has been

allayed by experiments conducted by
NBC engineers while installing receivers

in the 50-mile area served by W2XBS.
Surveys conducted in New York and the
surrounding area show that high build-
ings and metal construction do not in-

terfere with image reception, it is said.

ALCNG THE

with PHIL M. DALYi

• • • THE spirited determination and high courage that

have enabled this industry within the span of less than a lifetime

to create and develop one of the world's greatest industrial

empires never was better manifested than at a luncheon

tendered by the New Universal in honor of Cliff Work in the

Rainbow Grill Lounge yesterday with the publishers, business

executives and editors of the trade press as the company's special

guests

T T
• • • "NATE BLUMBERG and Cliff Work would like to

talk to you about Universal" read the invitations -from Lou
Pollock and talk they did candidly, confidently and to

the point and from what was said there is much to re-

assure and inspire not only Universal''s exhibitor customers

but the trade generally at a time when there has been

too much loose talk too much -fanciful speculation

as to the effects of the European War upon film business here

and abroad the sane slant voiced by Blumberg, by Work and

others of the Universal high command was just what the

doctor ordered for the strengthening and maintenance

of morale in all trade fields

T T T
• • • OBSERVING that the company during the last 18

months has had a "dress rehearsal'" thus placing it in a

position to meet the situation now presented Prexy Blumberg

pledged Universal will deliver to exhibitors every picture scheduled

And this without cutting in production without layoffs and

without salary reductions Equally enthusiastic and assuring was

Work, the company's studio chief who pointed out that instead of

retrenching Universal is engaging in night production to

solve the problem occasioned by demands on equipment

T T T
• • • JOE SEIDELMAN, Universal's foreign head took

the floor to urge that there be a cautious approach to

discussions of the foreign situation "Things are not going to

be nearly as bad as some people think In fact, the sit-

uation is improving daily" was the gist of his remarks

Seidelman pointed out that gossip as to possible heavy losses

abroad was not only unwarranted but that, finding its

way into the trade press was bound to lower trade morale

overseas as well as here As to the Ejiglish situation

Seidelman appraised it neatly "If the Englishman wants to

go to the cinema he's going to the cinema war or no

war" (In this connection, a London cable to THE FILM
DAILY yesterday disclosed that 3,000 theaters in the

United Kingdom have already reopened Does that sound very

much as though film biz in Britain is at an end?)

T
• • • From Universal's board chairman, J. Cheever Cowdin

came a tribute to Blumberg and his staff as "the soundest group

of operating executives in the industry" William A. Scully, sales

head, and William Taylor, banking representative spoke briefly

while the trade press' spokesmen included Jack Alicoate,

Terry Ramsay e, Red Kann, Pete Harrison and Jay Emanuel "U" was
represented by Matthew Fox, Frank J. A. McCarthy, Charles Prutz-

man, Leo Abrams Also Dave Levy, Hank Linet, Morris Alin, James

Jordan and Paul Barron, H. D. Graham and E. Goldsmith.

B'WAY PIX GROSSES

STAY AT HIGH LEVEL

(Continued from Pane 1)

pected attendance for the first four
days was 96,000, with a total of 76,-

393 for first three days, 25.656 pass-

ing the b.o. to set the Sunday mark.
Warners "The Old Maid," at the
Strand, continued to record high at-

tendance figures in its fifth week,
and holds one more week.
At the Paramount, Para.'s "The

Star Maker" was only fractionally

under the tremendous business the

picture did there last week-end. This
is the second week for the picture.

Columbia's "Golden Boy" did excel-

lent business at the Music Hall and
will go a second week.

Metro's "Lady Of The Tropics"
opened strong at the Capitol with
the week-end business well above
average, and way over recent week-
end business for other pictures, with
picture to be held another week
starting Thursday. Other houses
also reported improved business, and
Broadway showmen optimistically

noint to these figures as a definite

indication that the fall season is off

to a fast start.

Neb.'s Ascap Case May Be

Heard in Lincoln or Omaha

Lincoln, Neb.—After more than
two years, decision on the anti-

Ascap legislation of 1937 which was
enacted into law, will be made in

a 3-judge federal court session next
Monday. Whether the session will

be held here or in Omaha is un-
announced as yet.

Framed by Senator Frank Brady,
an Atkinson, Neb. rancher, the Neb-
raska anti-Ascap bill seeks to re-

strain operations of any and all

music combinations or associations

for price control. It does not name
Ascap, but covers it fullv. Shortly

after the bill became a law, Ascap
filed the test action, gained an in-

iunction, and has been operating
under it since.

Morros Eastbound on New
RKO Distribution Deal

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Boris Morros left here

yesterday for New York for confer-

ences with George J. Schaefer. RKO
prexy, to settle a new distribution

deal with RKO for Boris Morros pro-

ductions.

« « « » » »

Gentle Hint
Vincent Trotta and Hap Hadley. those

two art directors extraordinary, returned

to New York yesterday after performing
that arduous task of helping to select

Miss America at the Atlantic City

Beauty Pageant. Tough on those two
to have to look at curves, angles and
then again more angles and curves when
their very own vocations require so much
of that very sort of thing. Couldn't the

pageant committee give the trade paper

columnists a chance next year?
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NO WAR CURTAILMENT,

MORE MAJORS PLEDGE

(Continued from Page 1)

Columbia prexy, announced that the

studio contemplated no changes or

lessening of any kind in its produc-

tion activities. Single exception, said

Cohn, was a 60-day temporary post-

ponement of "Arizona." Columbia's
exec, forecast a change in story

trends, due to the war.
In New York, Universale confidence

was reflected both by statements
made by Prexy Nate Blumberg and
Cliff Work at a trade press luncheon

West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles—Even though America

should ever become involved in the

European war, Hollywood would make
more than 500 features annually, said

Will H. Hayes, MPPDA prexy at a

luncheon given at the week-end by
Louis B. Mayer in honor of the House
Naval Affairs Committee which is here

to inspect Coast naval bases.

yesterday for the latter and in a

letter sent to the company's stock-

holders last night by J. Cheever Cow-
din, board chairman.
Blumberg, speaking at the lunch-

eon in the Rainbow Grill Lcunge, re-

iterated that Universal will deliver

its announced program of 61 units

without modification and without re-

sort to cutting in production, to lay-

offs or to salary reductions. "Every
picture scheduled to be delivered to

our exhibitor customers will be de-

livered," he stated.

Work, vice-prexy and studio gen-

eral manager, disclosed that the

company not only had a strong back-

log of product at the present time
but would have 43 of its 61 units

finished by Dec. 15. Double produc-

tion shifts are at work at the stu-

dio, Work also revealed.

Cowdin's letter stressed the com-
pany's progress, mentioned principal

factors in it and then turned to the

situation presented by the war. Bet-

ter American general business, due

to the War, "might be expected to

lead to an upturn in motion picture

business than otherwise" it was
stated.

The letter pointed out that more
than half of English theaters are

again operating, and added that ex-

perience has been that war tenseness

created an insistent demand for en-

tertainment of all kinds. "U" has

not operated in Germany and France
has been a relatively unimportant
market, the letter continued.

Cowdin saw "some expansion" to

be "reasonably anticipated" in Hol-

land, Belgium, the Scandinavian
countries as well as Latin America,
Canada and the other British domin-

Ontario Houses Must Install Emergency
Lighting Equipment by Censor's Orders

Toronto—By order of 0. J. Silverthorne, chairman of the Motion Picture Censor

Board, all theaters in Ontario must install emergency lighting systems by Sept. 30.

Silverthorne states this order is to prevent the danger of panic ensuing if the regular

lighting system should fail. Silverthorne warns failure to comply with the order will

result in "drastic action." The new order will mean expenditure of thousands of dol-

lars for new lighting equipment, there being several hundred theaters in Ontario.

Calgary Branch Finishes

First in Schaefer Drive

Film Biz Goes On, Too
Film biz, like the show, must go on.

And so Joseph Seidlman, Universale

foreign chief, yesterday had a cable from

Budapest from Louis Foeldes, normally

supervisor in "U's" Paris office.

"Called to the colors and am now in

uniform here but maintaining contact

with all offices," Foeldes cabled in sub-

stance.

(Continued from Page 1)

Calgary, J. Sharkey at Detroit and
C. Boasberg heads the Buffalo ex-

change staff.

Thirteen branches crashed over
quota to share in the rewards of

those who reached 100 per cent or

better. The quota reaching branches
in the order of their standing, after

Calgary, Detroit and Buffalo, are:

Montreal (M. Plottel, manager);
New York (Bob Wolff, manager);
Washington (R. J. Folliard, man-
ager); New Haven (B. Pitkin, man-
ager); Albany (B. G. Kranze, man-
ager) ; Toronto (J. F. Meyers,
manager); Denver (J. H. Ashby,
manager); Charlotte (Charlotte was
piloted by J. B. Brecheen who has
since been promoted to manager of

Atlanta. N. J. Colquhoun, who is

now manager at Charlotte, was one
of the winning salesmen while at

Memphis); Memphis (A. M. Avery,
manager); Los Angeles (N. P. Jac-
obs, manager).

San Francisco, G. Wm. Wolf man-
ager, took first place in the "Fisher-
man's Wharf" contest. Cincinnati,

under the leadership of Branch
Manager Stanley Jacques and
sparked by Ad Sales Manager Manny
Trautenberg, was tops in the Ad
Sales Bonus Plan.

WCAU Applies for Television

Transmitter in Philadelphia

(Continued from Page 1)

pick-up technique and other factors
involved in successful television

transmission.
Only existent coaxial cable at the

present time runs between New York
and Philadelphia, with television sta-

tion here of WCAU to be used in

part for experimentation of trans-
mission of New York programs by
this means if license is granted. A
station here would also allow experi-
mentation over radio links of tele-

vision stations in cities not over 100
miles apart.

Station plans continuous experi-
ments of various outdoor events and
direct programs in the building it

would use. Experimental broadcasts
have been under way by the station
for the past two years over station
W3XIR as a proving ground for
measurements of field strength and
sound transmission of television pro-
grams in this area.

65% OF PARIS HOUSES

REPORTED OPERATING

Eight New Features Going
Before Hollywood Cameras

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— Eight new pictures

are scheduled to go into work this

week.
At Columbia, "His Girl Friday,"

no star announced.
At RKO: "That's Right You're

Wrong," starring Kay Kyser. The
Carole Lombard picture, "Vigil in

the Night," starts again.

At 20th-Fox: "Daytime Wife,"
starring Tyrone Power and Linda
Darnell; "Everything Happens at

Night," with Sonja Henie and Ray
Milland; "The City," featuring Don-
ald Wood, C. Aubrey Smith; "The
Adventurer" with Cesar Romero and
Marjorie Weaver; "Man Who
Wouldn't Talk." starring Lloyd No-
lan and Jean Roberts.
At Republic: "Rovin' Tumble-

weeds," starring Gene Autry. "The
Covered Trailer" starts Sept. 15.

"Sudan" to Pam-O-Film
Pan-O-Film Exchange, Inc., of

Buffalo will distribute "Sudan" in

the Buffalo and Albany territories

as a result of a deal set with Elea-

nor M. Paradeis by Mitchell Leich-

ter. Pix will be screened for the

trade later in the month.

NLRB Sets Sept. 20 for Vote
on Studio Workers' Bargainer

(Continued from Page 1)

the IATSE or the United Studio
Technicians' Guild is to be sole bar-
gaining agent for them.
Around 7,500 workers are eligible

to vote. Polls will be open from
6 a.m. to midnight.

12 Hollywood Air Shows
to Start Within 60 Days

With radio programs to be started

in the next 60 days hitting a new
high of 58, a survey shows that 12

of the shows will originate in Hol-
lywood. Data surveyed covers Co-
lumbia, NBC, and Mutual networks,
includes new and renewal bookings.
Programs, sponsors and starting

dates are as follows:
CBS—Lux Radio Theater (Lux

Toilet Soap), last night; Star The-
ater (Texas Co.), Sept. 13; Silver
Theater (International Silver Co.),

Oct. 8; Big Town (Lever Bros.),

Sept. 19; Burns and Allen (Hinds),
Oct. 4; Jimmie Fidler (Drene), to-

night; Hedda Hopper (Sunkist),
Nov. 6; It Happened in Hollywood
(Hormel), Oct. 9: Dr. Christian

(<Cheseborough Mfgs.), Nov. 1.

NBC—Bob Hope (Pepsodent),
Sept. 26; Charles Boyer (Andrew
Jergens), November.
MBS—Let's Go Hollywood (Coop-

erative), Sept. 29.

Schmidt Forms Company
Detroit—Radiant Lights Co. has

been organized by A. T. Schmidt,
and will handle theatrical fluorescent

lighting. Offices are at 7715 12th St.

(Continued from Page 1)

with shipping schedules and inter-]

nal distribution in the country it-

self principal problems at present.
"

Offices here in a large part .havtj

remained open. The RKO ( ff isl

installed in the home of Reginald!
Armour and the Fox Movietone NewJ
staff is making its headquarters atl

Russell Muth's suburban home.I
Communication with most continen-I
tal countries has been completely
shut off, with film staffs here get-l

ting their first-hand information by|
cable from New York.

Studios here are at a completel
standstill, with little hope held that!

any will be reopened until the end!
of the war. It is expected that|

some producers may attempt pro-

duction on the Riviera, but nothing!
definite has been planned along these

j

lines yet. Mobilization has called J

technicians, players and a number*
of producers to the colors.

All French cameramen have beenf
assigned to Army work, with the}

Army issuing one lavender print!
per week of activities to all news-j
reels here. Department organized!
bv the government is called Press!
Filmee, and weekly issue has been]
entitled Le Journal de la Guerre.
Whether or not special cameramen!
of newsreel organizations who are!
not connected with the Army will

be allowed to take any pictures of
Army activities has not been an-|
nounced as yet by the Government.

Newsreel companies here yester-
day stated that action similar to the
move by the French government
might be put into effect in England,
although nothing has been done as
yet to indicate England is consider-
ing organization of a "newsreel bu-
reau" similar to the French depart-
ment. The Clipper, arriving yester-
day, brought shots of Athenia sur-
vivors and actual war preparations
in England.

Critics From 16 Georgia

Towns At "CavelP Preview

Atlanta—A representative of Gov-
ernor Rivers and of Mayor Hats-
field of Atlanta were among those
who met Herbert Wilcox and Anna
Neagle, the producer and star of

"Nurse Edith Cavell," upon their

arrival here yesterday from Wash-
ington. Film critics and newspaper
writers from 16 Georgia cities were
present at press interviews preced-
ing picture's preview last night at

the Fox Theater, at which Wilcox
and Miss Neagle spoke.

Italian Calls Only
Only European country with which

American pix companies could communi-
cate by transatlantic phone yesterday

was Italy. Calls for England and France

were not accepted, lines being open for

government use only, foreign managers
said.
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Pulse-firing action drama of America

in the Philippines presenting GARY
COOPER in a roaring, fighting role and

confirming the stardom of!939's

most exciting new player, DAVID NIVEN
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I" REPORTS 39-WEEK

NET OF $989,995.21

(Continued from Page 1)

sents an improvement of $1,743,-

102.64 over the corresponding period
n 1938 when the company reported
a loss_of $753,107.43.

InfQpvdin's letter to stockholders,

t is also asserted that indications

point to an operating profit for the
company for the month of August,
lthough final figures were not avail-

able. Cowdin states that the com-
pany is farther ahead in production
than for many years past.

Form New Audit Bureau
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
I Hollywood—Application for char-

ter has been filed at Sacramento by
National Film Audits, Inc. The
corporation will serve as the audit
ureau for the independent produc-
rs in their relationships with state-

ght exchanges. The papers were
led by Herbert T. Silverberg.

20th-Fox Plans Showings
Trade screenings on the 20th-Fox

[Technicolor special, "Hollywood
Cavalcade," will be held in all

(branches throughout the country
either Oct. 1 or 2.

Cost of Theater Games Not Deductable
As Operating Expense, Fla. Court Says

Tampa. Fla.—A suit over rent on the Tampa Theater building has been settled by a

decree of Circuit Judge Parks holding the theater could not deduct as operating ex-
pense the cost of putting on Bank Night and Screeno, outlawed a few months ago
by the Supreme Court. Under the order, Tampa Theater Buildings, Inc. collected

$3,578 additional rental on its lease to the Tampa Theater Corp. The judge's order said

the lease provided for a rental of MYi per cent of gross receipts, with minimum guar-
antee. While certain deductions for operating expenses were allowed, it was held the

theater had no right to deduct expenses of $28,600 incurred for Bank Night, Screeno
and the "Question Box Review." Therefore the building corporation was entitled

to 12V2 per cent of this amount.

UA English Sales Force Wis. Assembly Turns Down
on Job, Carr Cables Kelly Exhib. Revenue Suggestion

(Continued from Page 1)

in charge of foreign distribution.

London staff, however, has quit War-
dour Street and is based outside the

British capital.

Decision to permit reopening of

British theaters was announced in

London at 5 p.m., Carr cabled, add-

ing that every booking had been dis-

patched by the following 8:30 a.m.

Kelly also stated that UA's pic-

tures in London's West End the-
aters would follow in regular re-
lease order as soon as the govern-
ment permitted the reopening, with
Edward Small's "The Man in the
Iron Mask" and Walter Wanger's
"Winter Carnival" the first two
scheduled for premieres.

(Continued from Page 1)

major piece of legislation blocking

adjournment of the present eight-

months-old session and a vote for

reconsideration placed the measure

on the calendar for today.

In its present form, the tax bill

will raise about $10,000,000 for the

1939-41 biennium through a cigaret

tax and through re-enactment of a

60 per cent pension surtax. Diver-

sion of $7,500,000 of highway reve-

nue, a step suggested at a recent

hearing by exhibitor leaders, was
' stricken from the Senate bill by
the Assemblv. The measure is now
about $18,000,000 short of raising

! the estimated revenue required to

meet biennium appropriations.

100% CO-OP PLEDGED

BY PARA. PARTNERS

(Continued from Page 1)

has 26 completed features, eight
more shooting and 17 definitely

scheduled for production within the
next few months.

"All of these pictures were cast,

budgeted and planned with the pos-

sibility of the European crises in

mind and not one will be dropped
from our schedule nor will there be
any budget revisions on any of
these," Agnew said. "We will de-
liver 100 per cent."

Pictures which Para, will proceed
with were named by Agnew as
"Opened by Mistake," "Road to
Singapore," "The Way of All Flesh,"
"Safari," "Texas Rangers Ride
Again," "Buck Benny Rides Again,"
"Comin' Round the Mountain," "The
Golden Gloves," "Royal Canadian
Mounted Police," "Hot Ice," "Broken
Heart Cafe," "Woman from Hell,"
"Light of Western Stars," an un-
titled Colbert production and three
more "Hopalong Cassidys."

Rialto, Wilmington, Ready
Wilmington, Del.—Sept. 28 is ten-

tative date for reopening of the new-
ly enlarged Rialto Theater which
closed July 1.
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RKO Adds Arbitration Clause to Exhibition Contract

U. S. BIZjTUATION BACKS "NO CUTS '[DECISIONS

Theater Investments Prevent Pix Curtailment—Schenck
Loew Prexy Says Majors Have

More Money in Theaters

Than in Production

Because the producing companies
are, themselves, large exhibitors and
have three to four times as much
capital invested in theaters as in

production, "it is foolish for anyone
to think that our company—or any
other major companies—will curtail

production or lower the quality of
pictures," Nicholas M. Schenck, pres-
ident of Loew's, Inc., stated yester-
day in denning the position of the
industry in the present world crisis.

"If we are to operate our the-
aters successfully, we must have out-
standing pictures and plenty of

them," he added.
Schenck's statement expanded the

remarks he made exclusively to The
Film Daily last week.
Because of considerable specula-

(Continued on Page 4)

EQUITY DEFENDANTS

SEEK POSTPONEMENT

All major defendants in the Gov-
ernment's equity suit joined hands
yesterday in asking Federal Judge
John C. Knox to defer action on the
D of J's application for a preferen-

{Continued on Page 7)

Alliance 12-Pix Schedule

to be Unaffected by War

The war in Europe will have no
effect on Budd Rogers' plans to dis-

tribute 12 Alliance Films produc-
tions this year. Rogers, vice-presi-

dent and general manager of Al-
{Continued on Page 4)

EK Employment Up
Rochester — Employment figures re-

leased yesterday by Eastman Kodak
showed a gain of nearly 5,000 employes
on the company's payroll as of Aug. 1

over the same date last year. Current
payroll lists 26,056 employes as against
22,965 last year.

CEA at Home Office
On More Reopeninas
London (By Cable)—Majority of

English theaters still dark may be

authorized to resume operation fol-

lowing a further Home Office con-

ference today. The Home Office will

receive a CEA deputation. Approx-

imately 3,000 houses have already

reopened, with business reported as

good.

HAYS PREDICTS TELE

TO BE FILM ADJUNCT

Television looms as an adjunct of
the screen, not as a threat, in the
opinion of Will H. Hays, MPPDA
prexy.

Discussing television's relationship
to the films in the current issue of
Liberty, Hays says: "Many theaters
will be equipped to bring in by tele-

vision particularly important spot
{Continued on Page 8)

AFA Executive Council

Says It Will Not Dissolve

The American Federation of Ac-
tors Executive Council announced
yesterday that the union would not

{Continued on Page 4)

Nation-Wide Survey, Covering Eighteen Large Cities,

Reflects Optimism—Gains for Motion
Pictures Are Indicated

On the basis of the present industrial situation in the United
States, film biz has nothing to fear domestically as a result of

Europe's war. Announced decisions by leading American pro-
ducers to avoid production cuts and adhere to peace-time

seasonal programs, thus assuring
both the domestic and foreign mark-
ets a steady flow of quality pictures,

were thus bulwarked in unmistak-
able fashion yesterday by the re-

sults of an industrial survey made
by The Film Daily.

Designed to provide a broad and
accurate picture of American busi-

ness in the light of the war, the
survey covered 18 cities. The re-

ports in general were highly en-

couraging, indicating that either the
war would have no effect on busi-

ness or that it would serve to stimu-
late industry.
With the rise and fall of theater

business closely linked to national
prosperity, the optimistic trade re-

CreSCent's Reply tO TrUSt {Continued on Page 7)

Action Now Due on Oct. 8

ALLIED WOULD ACCEPT

NEW N. Y. UNIT-COLE

Allied will take no immediate ac-

tion in establishing a new unit in

New York State but if some of the

members of the suspended group
wish to reorganize, they will "be
welcome" in the national organiza-
tion, Col. H. A. Cole, national presi-

dent, said yesterday in New York.
The New York Allied unit was ex-

{Continued on Page 8)

Nashville, Tenn.—George Armi-
stead, Jr., defense chief counsel, an-
nounces that U. S. District Court
has allowed an extension of 25 days
for the filing of an answer to the
Government's anti-trust suit against
Crescent Amusement Co. and its

{Continued on Page 8)

RKO Arbitration Clause in Contract

Provides for Three -Man Local Boards

"U" Readies "Uncensored
Version" of "All Quiet"

Re-edited and treated with up-to-
date sequences, "All Quiet on the
Western Front" will be released by
Universal next week and will be
billed as "The Uncensored Version."
Decision to distribute the picture

{Continued on Page 7)

RKO has added a new clause cov-
ering arbitration to its new licensing
agreement. Wordage of the arbitra-

tion provision was completed yester-
day and will be incorporated in the
company's exhibition contracts.

Under the RKO plan of arbitra-

tion, disputes will be settled by a
three-man panel. The distributor

will appoint one arbitrator, the ex-
{Continued on Page 8)

PRODUCTION IN EAST

UNAFFECTED BY WAR

Production plans scheduled for
Eastern Service Service Studios will

not be affected by the European
{Continued on Page 4)

RKO Radio To Establish

Own Branch in Singapore

RKO is establishing its own ex-l

change in Singapore to serve the-

aters in the Strait Settlements, Brit-
{Continued on Page 8)

Third Week Record
"The Old Maid" has given Warners

the largest number of third "week hold-
overs since the company released "Forty-
second Street" six years ago, the home
office reported yesterday. Pix is staying
a third week in 27 spots.
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Appellate Division Asks

What's Sexy in "Ecstasy"

Albany—Counsel for the New
York Department of Education was
sharply questioned on what portions
of the 1939 edition of "Ecstasy"
Censor Irwin Esmond and his re-

viewers maintained to be "sexy,"
with Presiding Judge J. P. Hill of
Norwich on the interrogating end
and C. A. Brind of State counsel on
the answering, as the Appellate Di-
vision, Third Department, reviewed
the film.

Presiding Judge Hill asked Brind
to elaborate on his reply that "the
entire picture places undue empha-
sis on sex." The State placed part
of its emphasis on the grounds that
the same court had upheld censor-
ship on "Ecstasy" in the( latter part
of 1937, but two new Justices have
since been appointed, Judge Gilbert
Schenck of Albany and Judge
Christopher Heffernan of Amster-
dam.

"Ecstasy," has been shown
throughout the country, Counsel
Henry Pearlman of Eureka Produc-
tions, appellants, stated, without
trouble from censorship except in

New York and Pennsylvania.

Appoint New Sales Heads
for Two Mexican Offices

Mexico City — Enrique Molina
Reyes, for many years chief booker
with Paramount Films, S. A., has
been appointed general sales man-
ager of the Para, exchange to suc-
ceed James Bulnes who resigned to

go to Trinidad.
Louis Moulinie, formerly general

sales manager of the Mexican ex-
change of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer,
has assumed a similar post at the
local office of RKO Radio Pictures,
succeeding Alfonso Valadas, re-

signed.

Outline Convention Plans

at W. Pa. MPTO Luncheon

Pittsburgh—Annual convention of
the MPTO of Western Pennsylvania,
Inc., at the Roosevelt Hotel here
Monday and Tuesday, Oct. 23 and 24,

will close with a banquet. Conven-
tion chairman and heads of the vari-
ous committees will be appointed
shortly.

A membership meeting and lunch-
on was held at the Roosevelt yester-
day at which the product survey
recently made by this organization
was discussed. Convention plans
were also outlined.

Para, to Pay Pfd. Dividends
At a meeting of Para.'s Board of

Directors yesterday, the regular
quarterly dividend of $1.50 per share
on first preferred stock and the reg-
ular quarterly dividend of 15c per
share on the second preferred stock
were declared. These dividends are
payable on Oct. 2, to stockholders of
record at the close of business on
Sept. 22.
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RKO Radio Sets Releases

on 12 Features to Nov. 24

RKO will release 12 features be-
tween Sept. 15 and Nov. 24, it was
announced yesterday. Three pic-
tures, "Conspiracy," "Full Confes-
sion" and "The Fighting Gringo,"
were September releases prior to
the 15th. "Full Confession" was
the first picture on the 1939-40
schedule.

Pictures and their release dates
up to Nov. 24 include:
"The Day the Bookies Wept,"

Sept. 15; "Fifth Avenue Girl," Sept.
22; "Nurse Edith Cavell," Sept. 29;
"Everything's On Ice," Oct. 6;
"Three Sons," Oct. 13; "The Flying
Deuces," Oct. 20; "Allegheny Fron-
tier," Oct. 27; "Queen of Destiny,"
Nov. 3; "The Marshal of Mesa City,"
Nov. 3; "Vigil in the Night," Nov.
10; "Reno," Nov. 17, and "Abe Lin-
coln in Illinois," Nov. 24.

"Fifth Avenue Girl" and "Every-
thing's on Ice" are 1938-39 releases.

Court Orders Wanger's Suit

vs. Daily News to Trial

New York Supreme Court Justice
Felix Benvenga yesterday upheld the
legal sufficiency of the complaint of
Walter Wanger and Walter Wanger
Productions, Inc., which seeks $1,-
000,000 damages for allegel libel
committed by News Syndicate Co.,
Inc., publishers of the New York
Daily News and Ed Sullivan, column-
ist.

The Court, in denying an applica-
tion to dismiss the complaint or to
strike out parts of it, ordered that
a jury decide whether an article writ-
ten by Sullivan for the Daily News
on the Goldwyn dispute with United
Artists is libelous as far as Wanger
is concerned.
The opinion stated that it was a

"closed question" whether the article
charges Wanger with incompetence
and inefficiency as a producer or
whether it was merely fair and hon-
est comment, and that different in-
ferences could be drawn by different
persons reading the article.

Nathan Straus Will Again
Head "The Night of Stars"

Nathan Straus, administrator of
United States Housing Authority,
will head the sixth annual "Night of
Stars," the gigantic theatrical bene-
fit for the settlement of Jewish Ref-
ugees in Palestine, which will be
held on Wednesday night, Nov. 15,
at Madison Square Garden in New
York City, by arrangement with the
United Jewish Appeal. Straus suc-
ceeds the late Harold Jacobi, who oc-
cupied the chairmanship for three
years. Straus originated and held
the chairmanship of the "Night of
Stars" during its first two editions.

As his first move, Straus has
called over 500 community leaders
to a special luncheon at the Hotel
Astor next Tuesday, Sept. 19, to dis-

cuss his preliminary plans to make
the affair a success. Ben Boyar and
Marvin H. Schenck, associate chair-
men of the producing committee will

report.

COmiliG ADD GOIfM

COL. H. A. COLE, president of Allied States,
leaves today for his home in Dallas.

ORSON WELLES planed from Newark last
night for Hollywood to resume work on filming
of Joseph Conrad's "Heart of Darkness," as
writer-star-director-producer for RKO.

MAUREEN O'SULLIVAN will leave IreUqd on
the Yankee Clipper tomorrow, accordin vord
received by her husband, John Farrow. .

PAT J. MULLEN, Hill Top Theater, Pittsburgh;
HARRY FRIED, Fried circuit, Wayne, Pa.; C. B.
WOLF and BENJAMIN BECK, both of the
Pimlico Theater, Baltimore, were recent guests
at RKO Radio's exhibitors' lounge.

RECINALD RUBINSON of London is stopping
at the Prince George Hotel.

MRS. HELEN DALY of the MPTOA GHQ is

on a Havana cruise.

ROY T. HAINES, Warners' Eastern and Cana-
dian sales manager, left the home office last
night to visit company exchanges in Boston,
Buffalo and Detroit, and returns next Monday.

ERROL FLYNN, who has been vacationing
in New York, is scheduled to return to the
Coast this week.

WILLIAM C. CEHRING, central division man-
ager for 20th-Fox, is on a tour of mid-West
exchanges.

JANE HALL, who scripted "It's a Date" for
"U's" next Deanna Durbin picture, leaves the
Coast for New York this week on magazine
assignment.

J. H. ERLANCER, Continental attorney for
Warner Bros., has arrived in this country from
Holland.

WILLIAM KUPPER, Western division manager
for 20th-Fox, is back in New York after a tour
of his exchanges.

LOUIS D. FROHLICH and HERMAN FINKEL-
STEIN left yesterday for Lincoln, Neb., to pre-
pare for trial of Ascap's suit against the state
anti-Ascap law.

JACK OSSERMAN, Chicago branch manager
for RKO Radio, is in town.

SAM MARX, Columbia story editor, has re-
turned to the Coast following h.o. story con-
ferences.

WE Paying 75c Div.

At a meeting of the directors of
the Western Electric Co. yesterday
a dividend of 75 cents per share on
its common stock was declared. The
dividend is payable on Sept. 30, to
stock of record at the close of busi-
ness on Sept. 22.

Warner Club to Elect

Annual election of the Board of
Governors and officers of the Na-
tional Warner Club, Inc., will be
held at the Warner Home Office on
Sept. 30. Delegates from all branches
of the Club will take part in the
election.

MALE SECRETARY!
Will more than prove my worth to you
Mr. Busy Executive in LESSENING YOUR
BURDENS! !

An able assistant with unlimited quali-
fications. Thorough knowledge of the
motion picture, theater and radio in-
dustries. Thoroughly competent in tak-
ing complete charge of an office and all

its details to the most minute degree.
A stenographer of merit and competency.

Affidavits and recommendations, out of
the ordinary, as to my integrity, char-
acter, capabilities and qualifications.

Crant me an interview! And you will

be more than satisfied! !

Box No. 1300
1501 B'way

THE FILM DAILY
N. Y. C.
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THEA. INVESTMENTS

BAR PIX CURTAILMENT

(Continued from Page 1)

tion in the industry and in financial

circles, Schenck said that he, per-
sonally, had refrained from forming
any snap judgment but "had chosen
to await developments so that I

could see our way ahead more clear-

ly," before making a statement.
"Furthermore," he continued, "I

believe that the orders closing the-

aters in England and France will

gradually be relaxed as conditions
permit, so as to make possible the
furnishing of needed entertainment
to the civilian population of the war-
ring nations. However, should our
foreign losses exceed present expec-
tations, we will at that time consider
ways and means of meeting the
emergency."

AFA Executive Council

Says It Will Not Dissolve

(Continued from Page 1)

dissolve and would continue as ex-

clusive bargaining agent for its

members with a strong possibility

reported last night that the union
might affiliate with the CIO, further
confusing the organization of the
variety field and directly threatening
the recent peaceful settlement of the
actors' unions jurisdictional dispute.

With the AFA refusing to quit, de-
spite revocation of its charter by
the IATSE which followed revoca-
tion of a previous charter from the
AAAA, what the results of this ac-

tion will be could not be determined
last night. AFA executives yester-

day asserted that the union "was by
no means through and had a plan as

the rank and file membership in a

large majority refused to stand for

the dissolution of the union."
In an official statement from the

AFA last night it was pointed out
that the union had not been consult-

ed when the AAAA and the IATSE
entered into their agreement, and
therefore refused to be a party to it.

They accused AGVA of being an
illegally chartered union and in let-

ters to all AFA members implored
them to pay no attention to at-

tempted organization by any other
union and continue their membership
in the organization.

Best wishes from THE FILM DAILY
to the following on their birthdays:

SEPTEMBER 13

Al Adams Jesse L. Lasky

Edwina Booth Claudette Colbert
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• © • LONG, long before old man Aesop ever wrote his iables ....

with a pre-O. Henry twist in the form of a so-called "moral" this

type of trite practice existed i.e. moralizing Today ethical ad-

vice is happily more sugar-coaled, as witness Uncle Don getting the

kiddies to bed on a national scale and covering them over with

good counsel Then, of course, there is Popeye the Sailor with his

spinach-will-help-you-fhrow-yGur-creditors-downstairs implication

There are myriad other examples of moralizing and nearly all are

pretty tart to taste

T
• • • NEVERTHELESS, we feel impelled to shift the cam-
era for a moment to Burton, Ohio where one Irving Field

a gent in his early twenties runs the 500-seat Opera
House and making a "go" of it via personal contact the

job being somewhat simple 'cause the townfolk aren't much more
numerous than the seats in the Opry House What Field does

is to make personal calls on the nabe families. . . .introduces him-

self chats awhile invites the folks old and young to

patronize his theater (which operates Fridays and Saturdays only)

and even has them leave notes at the b.o. telling what pix

they would like to see Yezzir, the Field system grabs results.

T
• 9 • OKAY,—and now for the moral in the form of a query

Isn't personal contact fwixt the pix house of today and its custom-

ers lamentably on the wane as compared to the yesteryears?

Once upon a time, we recall, one could barge into a community and say:

"Who-all runs your movie house?" and you could get the answer

he was a personality much closer to the wants of the people

and hence their pocketbooks than is currently the case Ah, you say,

filmland has grown up! Sure it has, but alas!, personal contact

hasn't grown proportionately with it and it should for methods

can be devised which are just as big as the problem which is to be met

Take, f'rinstance, the biggest personal contact problem of all

the relationship of the industry to the public Why have we no

high-geared, effective and efficient Public Relations Bureau? a

group of young Mr. Fields whose "field" would be the nation

not just Burton, Ohio

T T T
9 • • CROSSING the personali-tees, as it were mem-
bers of Loew's publicity-ad depts. tendered a tasty testimonial tid-

bit yes'day to Anna D. Ellmer, office manager because she's

only been with The Friendly Company for 25 years! a lunch-

eon it was. . . • Up Bridgeport way there were more Congrats

via Connecticut's Governor Raymond E. Baldwin who best'

wished Matt Saunders, manager of Loew's Poli 'twas house's

nth birthday. . . • If you have 11 minutes and 5 seconds of

reading "running time" suggest that you grab current issue

of mag Liberty wherein (starting on page 25) you will find

"an exciting, authoritative look ahead at the wonder of movie
magic in 1950" author Will H. Hays title? Living

Pictures Tomorrow: A Hollywood Prophecy

T T T
• • • ANOTHER article of extra-industry interest is christened

Walt Disney's Donald Duck A Chronicle A Career Dis-

seminator of the biog of the flat-foot duckie is RKO-Radio's Rutgers

Neilson If you have a theater, a duck farm, a brood of youngsters,

or anticipate appointment as Secretary of Agriculture by all means

annex a copy

« « « » » »

PRODUCTION IN EAST

UNAFFECTED BY WAR
(Continued from Page 1)

war, Frank Speidell, president,
stated yesterday.
Two deals, calling for three fea-

tures each, will be carried through
to completion, he said, and negotia-
tions are reported to be und *'ay

for additional eastern-made pv.iiact.

The Jack Wildberg-Jack Skirball
pact for three pictures to be re-
leased by Columbia and the Lee
Garmes commitment for three to be
distributed by RKO are set definitely
for production this season.

Meanwhile, there is some indica-
ion that certain pictures which had
been designated by the majors for
production in England may be
shifted to Eastern Service Studios.
While no negotiations thus far have
been started, it is understood that
the Hollywood studios will be pressed
to capacity in turning out this sea-
l's programs and it is possible

that at least part of those pictures
which had been slated for the Eng-
lish studios will be made in New
York.

Alliance 12-Pix Schedule

to be Unaffected by War

(Continued from Page 1)

liance, yesterday announced that he
will not curtail his schedule in any
way and that he will release one
picture a month as originally plan-
ned. "Dead Men Tell No Tales,"
"Black Limelight," and "Housemas-
ter" are already in the theaters and
October will see a melodrama of es-

pionage in the British Navy, "North
Sea Patrol," on the market. "Just
Like A Woman" is set for Novem-
ber release and following that
"Spies of the Air," "One Night In
Paris," "The Hidden Menace," "The
Terror," "Little Miss Molly," "Black
Eyes," and "Mystery of Room 13"

will be readied for distribution.

Wisconsin Indies to Open
Milwaukee Meet Sept. 27

Milwaukee, Wis.—The Independent
Theaters Protective Association of
Wisconsin has scheduled its annual
convention here for Sept. 27-28.
An all-industry outing under the

auspices of the Association will be
held at Lake Geneva, next Monday.

Irving Dashkin, manager and film

buyer of the Savoy Theater, Jamai-
ca, L. I., and Sylvia Sagrans of
Philadelphia, were married in Phila-
delphia Monday. Mr. and Mrs. Dash-
kin are spending several days in At-
lantic City and are planning a de-

layed honeymoon during the winter
months.
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Hollywood Critics Hand Paramount's

"HONEYMOON IN BALI »f

the Polynesian Palms!

Paramount's "HONEYMOON IN BALI" Paramount's "HONEYMOON IN BALIn

"All honeymoons are fun, this one is special fun."

—Jimmie Fidler

t*Paramount's "HONEYMOON IN BALI
"Boxoffice tonic. An incessant bombardment of de-

licious fun. Its timeliness, smartness, brightness and its

marquee-name strength combine to predict it as a sure

thing." — Hollywood Reporter

ItParamount's "HONEYMOON IN BALI
"Here is a pungent and luscious piece of adult enter-

tainment, headed for praise and coin. The slickest dialog

and smoothest story telling heard and seen in many
moons and honeymoons." — Daily Variety

"Get out the banners and wave them for 'Honeymoon

in Bali,' the smoothest, most polished romantic comedy
in many a moon. One of the best pictures to come out

Of Hollywood in a long time." —D. M., Los Angele% Examiner

IIParamount's "HONEYMOON IN BALI
"Exhibitors can ballyhoo 'Bali' from the housetops.

Has everything. Contains all the elements of good

celluloid entertainment." —Jay Emanuel Publication

ItParamount's "HONEYMOON IN BALI
"A tender love story which makes it a highly accept-

able bundle of entertainment to please theatre patrons

Of all ages." —Boxoffice

Paramount's "HONEYMOON IN BALI" Paramount's "HONEYMOON IN BALIit

"A boxoffice natural in a time when light entertainment

is a necessity." —Showman's Trade Review

"A Bali Bali swell picture. A first class job by all con-

cerned and well worth anybody's money." —Enkine Johnson

columnist
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BIZ SITUATION BACKS

"NO GUTS" DECISION

{Continued from Page 1)

ports from North and South, East
nd West, were interpreted as in-

dicating attendance gains in many
territories.

Cond/^ysed, the reports from the

leld !_ j:

DE'rrtDIT—Eeturn to production

n the auto industry with a conse-

quent rise of consumer purchasing
ower is expected to provide the

lecessary stimulant for a better-

;han-average movement of fall mer-
ihandise. Reports by wholesalers

ndicate sales ranging from 10 to

5 per cent above a year ago, with
collections holding up well.

CHICAGO — Wheat and corn

>rices the best in more than a year.

Retailers expect above-average fall

rade.
CLEVELAND — Steel production

sxpected back at 80 per cent of ca-

lacity. New car sales about dou-

iled the same period of a year ago,

nd used car sales about 25 per cent

ip.

INDIANAPOLIS—Steel mills in

ndiana reported running 60 per

ent of capacity, highest peak in

ears. With recent release of "In

lame Only" and "The Star Maker"
this territory, film business is on

he upgrade and should continue.

PITTSBURGH — Aided by the

ave of war-buying, business in

ittsburgh district continues to gain

n a broad front. The general index

ast week rose from 94 per cent of

he 1923-25 average.
MILWAUKEE—General optimism

hat business generally will increase

owards the end of this month.
Stanley and Livingston" opened in

11 situations to outstanding busi-

GSS.

CINCINNATI—Retail trade gen-

rally good, with some department
tores reporting from 3 to 10 per

ent increase.

BOSTON—Trade in Boston, al-

hough not enjoying the rise in com-
odities that is going on in the

outh and Mid-west, is nevertheless

ading with an increase from 3 to

per cent. Shipping business nor-

al. Employment pickup noted.

BUFFALO—Loss of Canadian re-

ail trade should be offset by in-

reased activity in grain, steel and
ircraft.

WASHINGTON — The war will

ave no effect on business in this

rea.

ST. LOUIS—Effect of war news,

o date, here, has been to increase

ptimism in business prospects.

SAN FRANCISCO—General busi-

ess tone around town is good, al-

ough there is some talk about
'hat the war will do to our shipping

ere. It has already hurt some, as

onnage has dropped and will drop

ore.

SEATTLE—There is no anticipa-

ion that the war will hurt business

n this territory.

SALT LAKE CITY—The market
rices of fruit and vegetable pred-

icts has shown an increase, along

Extend Games Ban
Eelvidere, N. J.—A ban at first aimed

at Bingo games conducted by an outside
syndicate is being extended by Warren
County Prosecutor Cook to include
"charity" games "and all other forms
of gambling" in churches, halls or thea-
ters.

"Theater Handbook" Edited

by Sobel, Ready Next Month

"The Theater Handbook" edited
by Bernard Sobel is announced by
Crown Publishers for late October
publication ($3.00). Sobel is a
member of Howard Dietz's publicity
staff at M-G-M.

It is styled the first encyclopedic
dictionary of the theater ever pub-
lished in this country and contains
information on all matters pertain-
ing to the drama and the stage, as
well as all the allied interests from
music hall and circus to ballet, ra-

dio, movies, and television. There
are digests of about 1,000 impor-
tant plays of all time, biographies
of players and playwrights and im-
portant articles on all technical as
well as cultural and historical as-

pects of the theater: lighting, make-
up, costuming, Restoration drama,
the influence of the stage, etc.

Among the contributors are: Bar-
rett H. Clark, Carl Glick, Tallulah
Bankhead. Lucius Beebe, Howard
Dietz, Arch Oboler, Raymond Mas-
sey, William A. Fields, Gilbert Sel-

des, Aline Bernstein, Abel Green,
Ward Moorehouse, George Freed-
ley, Nat Karson, Cleon Throckmor-
ton, Harry Hirshfeld, Richard Cor-
dell, Brock Pemberton, Antoinette
Perry, Robert Gessner, Arthur Rich-
man, and John Martin.

M. P. Associates Meet;
Intensify Membership Drive

First fall meeting of the Motion
Picture Associates organization was
held yesterday at the Astor. Plans
were discussed for the annual din-

ner and dance which will be held
this fall but no date was set. Jack
Ellis, prexy, presided.
Names of seven applicants for

membership were read with the
membership drive to be intensified

this fall, Ellis said. Business meet-
ing will be held at the Lincoln Hotel
next Thursday.

EQUITY DEFENDANTS

SEEK POSTPONEMENT

with flour and sugar. Canning com-
panies have purchased all surplus
peaches and tomatoes—consequent-
ly, prices show an increase.

NEW HAVEN—Winchester's has
received a large government order
for rifles. The New Haven Clock
Co. has started to work full time.
PORTLAND, ORE.—Business con-

ditions are picking up throughout

OKLAHOMA CITY—With all oil

wells again open, this territory

should benefit materially from the
war's demands.
BIRMINGHAM— Alabama's steel

mills are running on full time. U.
S. Field Corp. plans a new $5,000,-

000 addition to its tin plate plant

in expectation of war demands.

(Continued from Page 1)

tial trial until the Court has decided
what interrogatories must be an-

swered by the defendants and the
date for answering them. The re-

quest was in the form an an affidavit

of John F. Caskey, attorney asso-
ciated with Dwight, Harris, Koegel
& Caskey, representing 20th-Fox,
and an affidavit of Ernest Finkel-

stein, of Schwartz & Froehlich, at-

torney for Columbia Pictures.

Caskey, in his affidavit, stated that

he was authorized to represent all

majors except United Artists and
Columbia and pointed out to Judge
Knox the fact that the interroga-

tories covering a very broad field

had been served on the defendants
on Sept. 1. Caskey argued that all

prior estimates as to the date when
the defendants could be ready for

trial must now be discarded if they
must devote many months to the
preparation of answers to the Gov-
ernment questions.

He contended that Government ac-

tion had confirmed statements made
to Judge Knox by the defendants on
July 21, when the preference motion
was argued as to the scope of issues

which must be heard during trial,

and the magnitude of the task neces-

sary for adequate preparation. The
broad field covered by the interroga-

tories proved, the affidavit said, that

the defendants could not concentrate
on particular localities and transac-

tions, but "must include statistical

surveys of production, exhibition and
distribution and the examination of

conditions in practically every city

and town in the country."
The affidavit pointed out a number

of specific questions which would re-

quire many months to answer, and
concluded by stating that a decision

on the preference motion should prop_

erly be deferred "until a determina-
tion has been made either by order of

Court or by arrangements between
the parties as to the interrogatories

which are to be answered and the

time when said answers are to be
filed."

Columbia's affidavit asked for a

complete denial of the preference
motion and claimed that it would re-

quire a full year to answer inter-

rogatories. It cited one instance in

which Columbia would have to give

details on 450 films exhibited in 27,-

000 theaters. For the most part the
affidavit restated the arguments
raised by the other majors.

«REVI€UJS»
"Honeymoon in Bali"
with Fred MacMurray, Madeleine Carroll,

Allan Jones, Akim Tamiroff

Paramount 95 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

GAY, REFRESHING COMEDY BRIL-

LIANTLY DIRECTED SHOULD REGISTER

AS SOCKO B.O.

Here is one of the gayest, most re-

freshing comedies to come to the screen

in many moons. Edward H. Griffith's deft

directorial touches make the picture a de-

light and interest is held to the end.

Virginia Van Upp's dialogue is snappy and
bright, while her screenplay is full of

clever touches. To Jeff Lazarus goes gen-

erous credit as producer. Fred MacMurray
has never done better work than as a

resident of Bali, whose visit to New York
decidedly upsets Madeleine Carroll's scheme
of living. Miss Carroll is especially good
as a very successful manager of a Fifth

Avenue shop, who feels she does not need
a husband in her life and that indepen-

dence is more valuable. Talented, four-

year-old Carolyn Lee, a screen newcomer,
helps Fred dispel that idea, as does Akim
Tamiroff, a window cleaner, who likes to

advise Madeleine. Allan Jones is very

capable as a concert singer, who is Fred's

rival for Madeleine. Helen Broderick gives

her usual good performance, while Osa
Massen, a newcomer, is a splendid choice

for the role of the girl, who pursues Fred.

On his visit to New York Fred falls in

love with Madeleine, but she rejects his

proposal, feeling that her "freedom" is

more valuable. It is after he returns to

Bali that she discovers she cannot live

without him. She hurries to Bali, only to

learn that he is to marry Osa. Heart-

broken, she returns to New York. Soon,

Fred is also back in Manhattan and when
Madeleine learns that he did not marry

Osa, the picture ends with the lovers in

each other's arms.

CAST: Fred MacMurray, Madeleine Car-

roll, Allan Jones, Akim Tamiroff, Helen

Broderick, Osa Massen, Carolyn Lee, Astrid

Allwyn, Georgia Caine, John Qualen, Fritzi

Brunette, William B. Davidson, Binnie Bart-

lett .

CREDITS: Producer, Jeff Lazarus; Di-

rector, Edward H. Griffith; Screenplay,

Virginia Van Upp; Original Story, Grace

Sartwell Mason and Katharine Brush; Pho-

tography, Ted Tetzlaff.

DIRECTION, Brilliant. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Fine.

"U" Readies "Uncensored

Version" of "All Quiet"

(Continued from Page 1)

was made by Universal officials after

a reported heavy business was
chalked up at the St. Louis Theater,

St. Louis. W. A. Scully, Universal
sales manager, said yesterday rush
orders had been made on new print

versions and that a new press book
and accessories were being prepared.

SLRB Hearing Today May
Settle TMAT Brooklyn Strike

A possibility that the current
strike of the Nelson-Renner-Endicott
circuit in Brooklyn by the TMAT
might be settled when the New York
State Labor Relations Board hears
the case tcday was reported last

night.
A deadlock has existed between

the union and the circuit since the
strike started, with all of the cir-

cuit's houses being picketed. Raybond
Theaters-TMAT hearing is also ex-
pected to come up before the SLRB
tcday.
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ARBITRATION PLAN

IS ADOPTED BY RKO

(Continued from Page 1)

hibitor will name one and these

two men will appoint a third arbi-

trator, the latter to be a disinter-

ested party and one who is out-

side the industry.

Disputes in which RKO pictures

are involved may be arbitrated in

every key city in which the com-

pany has a branch. It is under-
stood that the arbitration plan will

be put into effect immediately.

RKO Radio to Establish

Own Branch in Singapore

(Continued from Page 1)

ish Malaya, Federated Malay States,

Unfederated Malay States, Borneo
and Sarawak. Approximately 100

theaters are operating in those ter-

ritories. Heretofore, RKO distrib-

uted its product in the area through
franchise holders.

A new corporation, known as

RKO Radio Pictures (Malaya), Inc.,

has been chartered in Delaware and
directors will be named tomorrow
at a meeting of the RKO board.

Resumption of Native Production Sees
Five Films Shooting in Mexican Studios

Mexico City—Following a period of almost complete inactivity, Mexican studios
have reopened, with five new pictures being produced simultaneously at the Cinema-
tografica Latino Americana, S. A. (Clasa), studios, the Carcia Moreno (Azteca) plant,

and the Stahl (Mexico Films) factory. Two are before cameras at the first two men-
tioned, and one at the latter.

Crescent's Reply to Trust

Action Now Due on Oct. 8

(Continued from Page 1)

affiliates and the distributing agen-
cies. This moves the date up to

Oct. 8. Armistead states that the
defendant's answer will be ready by
that time.

Contraction of several new the-

aters by Crescent is being continued.
A new house in Murfreesboro is

nearing completion.

Nat'l Parenthood Week
Tie-in for Warner Pix

Campaign plan for Warners' "A
Child Is Born" is being distributed

to exhibitors this week. Exploitation
section contains a number of pro-

motion ideas intended to aid in tying
in with "National Parenthood Week"
sponsored by Parents Magazine
during the week of Oct. 23-29, dur-

ing which period the film is sched-

uled to have its greatest number
of showings.

Allied Would Accept New
New York Unit, Says Cole

(Continued from Page 1)

pelled from the national body be-

cause of policy differences. It has
been understood that the State asso-
ciation would continue as an un-
affiliated unit.

Col. Cole said that the matter of

invading the New York territory
with another unit had not been dis-

cussed "officially" and that there
were no plans for a board meeting
before January. Col. Cole returns
today to his home in Dallas, after

having attended the New Jersey Al-

lied convention in Atlantic City last

week.

Amdur's Father Dead
Pittsburgh—Hyman Amdur, 75,

father of Bennett Amdur, who oper-
ates the Garden Theater in this city,

died after a lingering illness. He is

survived by three sons and three
daughters.

HAYS PREDICTS TELE

TO BE FILM ADJUNC

(.Continued from Page 1)

news events. It is unlikely that dr

matic presentations will be televisi

to theaters."
Hays, seeing television sharpenir

the movies' showmanship a^» yinge:

uity, asserts, "That's all td
v j goo

The motion picture industry, ther
fore, sees not danger but bene:

ahead in television."

Expressing the belief that "the
will be no substantial shift of pr
duction from California," t h

MPPDA prexy comments that "a
ditional pictures doubtless will 1

produced in the East" and, in th

connection, sees television a stim
lating factor.

With reference to tomorrow's th
aters, Hays offers the opinion th;

they will be relatively smaller ai

more numerous and forecasts a su
stantial development of circuits <

special theaters for specialized a
diences within the decade.

Sperling-Lowe Building

Pittsburgh — Sperling & Low
who operate theaters in McMech<
and Moundsville, W. Va., have star

ed construction of a new 600-se
theater in Cameron, W. Va.

I"
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Mexico Decrees Compulsory Exhibition of Native Pix

DECIDE TOMORROW ON M§E BRITISH RIPENINGS

20th-Fox Considering Arbitration Clause in Contracts

n

Report 20th-Fox Arbitration

Proposal Provides For a

Three-Man Panel

Twentieth Century-Fox is consid-

ering an arbitration plan which
:ai| would be incorporated into the com-
;e| pany's licensing agreements, it was

learned yesterday. It is understood
that the plan, calling for a three-

man panel, has been worked out and
is awaiting ratification by the sales

executives.
Meanwhile, it is reported that

20th-Fox execs, are studying care-

fully ways and means of putting
(Continued on Pane 4)

EXPECT WAR TO BOOM

DOMINIONS' PIX BIZ

Picture business is expected to

boom in both Canada and Austra-
lia because of the European war,
an executive of a major company's
foreign department said yesterday.
Despite increased taxation in both
countries, sharp reduction in unem-
ployment and the extensive purchas-
ing of commodities by England are

(Continued on Page 12)

Bookers' Drive Sends WB
August Bookings Up 27%

Warner feature bookings in Aug-
ust were advanced approximately 27
per cent under the impetus of the
exchanges' Bookers' Drive, it was
stated at the home office yesterday.
As yet the results of the drive

(Continued on Page 12)

Color Pix Stand
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Still further indication

that studios here are going through with
the production of top budget films came
yesterday when two companies—Para-
mount and Warners—definitely scheduled
Technicolor pix. Para, gave the go-
ahead signal to Cecil B. De Mille to
proceed with "Northwest Mounted
Police" and Warners fixed Sept. 26 as

the starting date for "The Sea Hawk."

Universal, Paramount and Eastman Issues

Leatl as Amusement Stovks Show Advances
Amusement stocks on the Big Board strengthened yesterday, with Universal's pre-

ferred, Paramount's preferred and Eastman Kodak's common leading the procession,

"tl" advanced 6>/2 to close at 57, Para, was up four to finish at 77 and Eastman rose

to 153, a gain of 2Vi points. There was trading in all amusement issues listed on the

Board and only one stock showed a drop while two held unchanged. Loew's common
went up 2% to 3334; others to score more than fractional advances were Warners
preferred, up 1 ]/2 t° 44; 20th-Fox common, up 1 Vi to 13'/2 and Columbia Preferred

also up 1 Vi to 1914. <For full financial table, see page 2.)

DOLLAR REMITTANCES

TO PARA. FROM SPAIN

Paramount has reached an agree-
ment with the Franco government
in Spain whereby remittances in dol-

lars will be made to the American
company. These remittances, which
represent money accumulated be-

fore and during the civil war, have
started to come through, or will

start shortly, a Paramount executive
said yesterday.

This agreement was reached at a
(Continued on Page 13)

Producers Expected to Nix

IA Request for Wage Boost

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—With an IATSE vic-

tory apparently assured when the
studio workers vote on September

(Continued on Page 12)

ONE CARD, ONE DUES

PLAN DRAFTED BY 4A

The AAAA will present a plan to

its members within two weeks that

will feature a one-card and one-dues
payment system, bringing the or-

ganization's drive for consolidation

of all its member branches into "one
big union" a step closer, it was
learned yesterday. It was also

stated by a 4A exec, that it was
(Continued on Page 12)

Producer Studio Survey Off

As Jimmy Roosevelt Quits

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Association of Motion

Picture Producers' survey of studio

conditions is off, at least for the

present, it was indicated yesterday
following the announcement that

(Continued on Paoe 4)

All Mexican Theaters Must Play One

Native Film Monthly, Gov't Directs

Rep. District Managers
Inoperative Under Plan

Personnel experimentation to de-

termine the extent of duplication in

work is being effectuated immediate-
ly by Republic, it was learned yester-
day, the program, contemplated for
some time, calling for franchise

(Continued on Page 12)

By MARCO-AURELIO GALINDO
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

Mexico City—Determined to sup-
port the native industry, the gov-
ernment through its Departmento
Central has put into effect a decree
compelling all theaters, including

all first-run houses in Mexico City

and in all principal cities through-
out the country, to play at least

(Continued on Page 13)

Home Office Gives Further

Sympathetic Hearing to

CEA Deputation
London (By Cable)—High hopes

that virtually all film theaters re-

maining dark will resume opera-
tion, possibly over the week-end,
was held by the trade last night,
following yesterday's second Home
Office conference.
The CEA deputation, largely rep-

resentative of the London and Home
Counties Branch, left the Home Of-
fice highly encouraged by the sym-
pathetic hearing. The CEA was
promised a definite decision tomor-
row.

Meanwhile, film production is still

going on here although future plans
of all producers are perforce being'

(Continued on Page 12)

D OF J WOULD ENJOIN

SCHINES' EXPANSION

Buffalo—An injunction to prevent
the Schine circuit from expanding
its holdings pending the trial of

the anti-trust suit against the or-

ganization was sought yesterday by
the Government. The plea will be

(Continued on Page 4)

United Artists Joins Move
to Delay Equity Suit Trial

United Artists Corp. joined with
other majors yesterday in seeking
a delay in fixing a preferential trial

(Continued on Page 13)

British Tele Hit
London (By Cable)—British television

looms as a major war casualty. All

English tele programs and experiments
have been cancelled because of the, hos-

tilities. Decision dooms elaborate plans

for expansion of theatrical television

and, additionally, in tele circles here is

regarded as opening the way for the

U. S. industry to seize the leadership.

That would duplicate film experience in

the last war.

BB mnsHri
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Am. Seat
Col. Picts. vtc. (21/2%
Columbia Picts. pfd..

Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. .

East. Kodak
do pfd
Cen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc

do pfd
Paramount
Paramount 1st pfd. .

Paramount 2nd pfd..

Pathe Film

RKO
20th Century-Fox . .

20th Century-Fox pfd.

Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros
do pfd

High Low

103/4 10%
) 7% 6%
191/4 17V2
H/4 H/4
8i/

2 8

155 1501/2

162 160
9i/s 8%

341/2 313/4

101% 101%
73/4 6%

791/2 77
9 8

IO1/2 9%
13/4 1%
13% 121/2

22% 213/4

57 56
4% 33/4

451/2 42%

Net

Close Chg.

10'/2 + 1/2

7%
19i/4
11/4

8%
153

%
+ HA
+ 1/4

+ V*
+ 21/2

160 — 2V2
8

1/2

333/4 + 21/4

101%
73/8 + 3/4

77 +4
8I/2 + %
9% + 3/4
13/4 + I/4

131/2 + H/4
22 + %
57 + 6%
41/4 + V2

44 + 1%
NEW YORK BOND MARKET

Keith B. F. ref. 6s46. 99% 99i/
2 99%

Loew's deb. 3i/
2s46. 963/4 963^ 963^ + 14

Para. B'way 3s55 ... 49 49 49—1
Para. Picts. 6s55
Para. Picts. cv. 3i/4s47 •

RKO 6s41 55 55 55
Warner Bros.' cv. 6s39
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48 80 80 80 — %

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts. ... 1 % 1 % 1 %
Sonotone Corp 1 % 1 14 1 14
Technicolor 12 10% 11 % + 1

Trans-Lux 2 2 2
Universal Corp. vtc. 23,4 2% 2% + 1/4

Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES
Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd 102
Fox Thea. Office Bldg. 1st '46 33/8 5
Loew's Thea. Realty 6s 1st '47

Met. Playhouse, Inc. 2nd deb. '45. 63 68
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st '57 58 61

SAFETY LLOYDS
FILM STORAGE CORP.

Storage by Reel, or Vault

729 Seventh Ave.
New York City Cr^HDITV
BRyant 9-5600 » EL\* Lift! I T

Vaudeville Tests Will

Determine Brandt Policy

The Brandt circuit tomorrow
launches its vaudeville policy in the
Flatbush Theater with Sammy Kaye
and his orchestra headlining. Cir-
cuit will experiment with the vaude-
film policy in three of its other
houses and if the shows click at the
box offices, stage shows will be in-

augurated in more of the Brandt the-
aters.

The Audubon opens with Jimmy
Dorsey and his orchestra, plus the
Harvest Moon dance winners next
Thursday, and the Sammy Kaye
show shifts to the Windsor on the
same day. The Dorsey troupe moves
to the Carleton on Sept. 28.

When these engagements are com-
pleted, circuit execs, will decide
whether vaudeville will become per-
manent.

Mexican Producer Will

Distribute Republic Pix

Morris Goodman, vice-president in
charge of foreign distribution for
Republic, has closed a deal with Luis
Lezama, of Mexico City, for the ex-
clusive distribution of Republic prod-
uct in that territory.

Up to a year ago, Lezama was in

charge of RKO's distribution in

Mexico. He resigned his RKO post
to engage in the production of Mexi-
can pictures, which branch of activ-
ity will be continued by him in con-
junction with Republic distribution
activities.

Warner Seasonal Product

Deal Closed With Reade

Walter Reade Enterprises, has
closed a seasonal product deal with
Warners, G. L. Sears, general sales
manager, said yesterday.
The deal, involving 40 theaters in

New Jersey, New York State and
Metropolitan New York, was closed
by Roy Haines, Eastern and Cana-
dian sales manager, and Ed Schnitz-
er, Eastern district manager, for
Warners, and by Walter Reade for
the circuit.

WB Starting Four More Top
Budget Pix Before Oct. 1

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Warners will send

four more top-budget pix before the
cameras during the balance of the
month. "The Fighting 69th" starts
Monday, "The Sea Hawk" on the
26th, "Brother Rat and the Baby"
the following day and "Dr. Ehrlich"
on the 29th.

Chaplin Starts Picture
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Designated as "Pro-

duction No. 6," Charles Chaplin
starts work today on his first pic-

ture in several years. Story is re-

ported to be a travesty on dictators.
Supporting cast is headed by Pau-
lette Goddard. United Artists will

distribute.
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Metro Again Asks Collins

Litigation be Dismissed

M-G-M Pictures Corp., M-G-M
Distributing Corp., Culver Export
Corp., and Loew's, Inc., filed a mo-
tion yesterday returnable on Sept.
19 seeking the dismissal of the suit

of Delores Lacey Collins, adminis-
tratrix of the estate of Jimmy Col-
lins, for an injunction, an account-
ing and $1,000,000 damages. Ap-
plication, which is based on a claim
that the complaint fails to state

a cause of action, will seek to show
by exhibiting the motion picture
"Test Pilot" that it has no resem-
blance to the book writen by Collins

with the same name. Circuit Court
of Appeals recently reversed a dis-

missal by Federal Judge Alfred C.

Coxe and ordered a rehearing of the

application to dismiss.

General Films Abandons
Making Howard Pix in Eng.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Lawrence Fox, Jr.,

president of General Films, Inc., just

back from Europe, announces that
his company has abandoned produc-
tion in England of the new Leslie
Howard picture, "The Man Who
Came Back."
The picture may be made in Holly-

wood, but plans are indefinite. Fox
will hire animators and technicians
here to take East for the production
of animated pictures based on the
"Babar" books of Jean de Brunhoff.

Para. Has Two English Pix

Finished; Third in Doubt

Paramount is expecting a print

of "French Without Tears," which
may be the last English-made Para-
mount picture to be received for

some time. The print is believed to

be on the seas en route to the U. S.

but definite information has not
been obtained.

"Live and Let Live," a comedy
based on the last war, was reported
to have been completed at about
the time the present war broke out

but distribution plans for the U. S.

are indefinite.

Plans for the production of "The
Admirable Crichton," which was to

have been made in England with
Charles Laughton starring, were re-

ported yesterday to be at a stand-
still.

Defer UA Board Meet
Scheduled meeting yesterday of

United Artists' board of directors

was postponed until next week due
to the absence of Mary Pickford
and James Mulvey, New York repre-

sentative for Samuel Goldwyn. Mul-
vey flew yesterday to the Coast.

Vogel's Fall Hurts Fatal

Pittsburgh — Clarence J. Vogel,
owner of the Liberty Theater, Wells-
ville, O., and head of the Vogel Con-
struction Co., died here Tuesday as
the result of a fall while making a
building survey.

COfllMG MID GOinC

STANTON GRIFFIS and his bride, the formei
Whitney Bourne, are en route here from Eng-
land on the S. S. Washington which shouli
dock here on Saturday.

JOE E. BROWN is set to come East shortl]

for the premiere of his Para, release, '/jm&OO ;

Touchdown." \ •

'

ROUBEN MAMOULIAN arrives from the Coasi
this morning on the Commodore Vanderbilt foi

a brief stay.

BORIS MORROS arrives here from the Coasi
today on board the Twentieth Century.

ZASU PITTS, who arrived in New York b)

plane from the Coast on Tuesday on personal
business, flew back to Hollywood yesterday.

MATTHEW FOX, Universal vice-prexy is due
back at the studios tomorrow.

MEL SHAUER is due back from South Amer
ica on Monday on board the S. S. Brazil.

COLE PORTER has left the Coast for a visit

to his home town, Peru, Ind.

WILLIAM HOLDEN is back in Hollywood after

his visit to New York.

AL HOROWITZ, head of Republic's camera
department, has arrived in Hollywood from New
York.

ARCH OBOLER, NBC writer-director, leaves

Saturday for Hollywood to close movie deal for

several of his radio plays.

BEN GOETZ, RICHARD THORPE, JUNE
CLYDE and ETHEL REMEY and KATHERINE
DOUCET of the cast of "The Women," are
reported among homecoming passengers from
Europe on board the Washington.

GLADYS COOPER, who arrives here today from
abroad, leaves soon for Hollywood for her first

American screen role in "Rebecca."

FRED JACK, Warner Southern district man
ager, and DOAK ROBERTS, Dallas branch man
ager, here attending sales conferences, have
returned to Dallas.

WILLIAM C. GEHRING, Central division man
ager for 20th-Fox, has returned from a tour of

exchanges in his territory with M. A. Levy, lead

er of this year's Kent Drive.

I. B. KORNBLUM, Coast representative of the
AAAA, leaves for Hollywood today.

CARROLL YOUNG, story editor for Sol Les

ser, accompanied by cameraman PAUL EAGLER,
is en route to New York for conferences with
Lesser on "Our Town."

BEN HERSH, vice-prexy of General Film Co
left yesterday by train for Hollywood to ar-

range for firm's cartoon, "Babar, the Elephant."

JACK BENNY, who has been here on a brief

vacation, leaves for Chicago at the week-end
to attend the American Legion convention.

MRS. JAMES V. SILEO, wife of the news
photographer and staff cameraman at the Radio
City Music Hall, returns from Europe today on
the President Monroe.

L. O. LEE, Leola Theater, Minneapolis; WIL-
LIAM S. WILDER, SIDNEY L. BOWDEN and
ARTHUR R. HARRISON of the Wilder Theaters,

Norfolk, Va., were out of town callers at RKO's
exhibitors' lounge.

REGINALD REUBENSON, of London, who is

stopping at the Prince George Hotel, will re

main in New York for some time.

ED ROSENBAUM returned to Philadelphia

yesterday from New York.

Best wishes from THE FILM DAILY
to the following on their birthdays:

SEPTEMBER 14

Phil Reisman
Alfred Santell

Robert Florey

Don Jose Mojica
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SCHINES' EXPANSION

(Continued from Page 1)

argued Monday before Federal Judge
John Knight.
At the same time, United Artists,

which was named in the Govern-
ment's action, asked that the case

be dismissed on the ground that

the Government did not "state facts

sufficient to constitute a cause of

action." A similar motion was filed

last week on behalf of the Schines.

It is also returnable Monday.
Schines additionally have demanded
a bill of particulars.

Fred Wood, well known anti-trust

attorney who figured prominently in

the St. Louis conspiracy case, has
been retained as counsel by the

Schine circuit in the current trust

suit brought against the organiza-

tion by the Department of Justice.

Wood will work with Willard Mc-
Kay, Schine attorney on the case,

who filed the motion for a bill of

particulars in Federal Court in Buf-

falo on Tuesday.

Producer Studio Survey Off

As Jimmy Roosevelt Quits

(Continued from Page 1)

James Roosevelt, Sam Goldwyn's
vice-prexy, found the task a full-

time job and accordingly was step-

ping out.

Designation of Roosevelt to make
the study was made about a fort-

night ago. Objective was described

as "The closer co-ordination of in-

terstudio relationships."

In his withdrawal letter to Prexy
Joseph M. Schenck of the Associa-
tion, Roosevelt said the task requires

"full-time devotion, not part-time,

by a person thoroughly steeped in

knowledge and tradition of the in-

dustry," and that "the present sit-

uation in the industry due to the

war crisis is not conducive and
naturally so, to producers giving the

time necessary for adequate ap-
proach to the various problems."
He recommended that the M. P.

Academy should be revitalized as a
common meeting ground for all parts

of the industry. He also suggested
that a strong, centralized body be
created to decide jurisdictional ques-

tions of inter-relationship and said

such organization would in no way
conflict with the Hays organization,

but would confine its activities

wholly to the problems of the pro-

ducers of Hollywood.

Medford, Wis.—Frank Perkins, of

the Avon Theater, was married to

Miss Mae Amo.

Monon, Ind.—M. G. Merrill, man-
ager of the Howard Theater here,

was married recently to Katherine
Burke of New Castle, Ind.

WITH DlilLM. OALYi

• • • IN the card world there are still some who go in for auction

instead ol contract It's properly news when they do So why
isn't it news when in our own highly contract-minded industry a com-

pany resorts to auction? What d'we mean, ask you Our reply

is simply Warner Bros Late yesterday the h.o. had received no

word as to where the world premiere of "A Child Is Born" will be held

The company, you know, is auctioning-oif the initial performance

to the American municipality voting the largest fund for the

establishment or further development of charity maternity wards

in its hospitals

T T T

• • • SAY the Warners our studio will generously co-

operate with a generous community We will make a special

event of the premiere by sending the picture's cast for p.a.'s

and help the high-bidding municipality's chamber of commerce
raise the maternity ward fund By the by, some 15 U. S. and

one of Canada's cities have asked for the premiere but who
gets it appears relatively inmaterial in light of another point

namely that the Warner outfit has even gone beyond the mere

precept that Charity Begins At Home It's an "extravert com-
pany" for WB has given copious evidence including its

brilliant patriotic short subjects that product can be made to

achieve more than mere entertainment

• • • SPEAKING ol precepts and in a lighter vein

there comes from Lincoln, Neb the meditative observation of that

town's exhib. Bob Livingston, who opines "Spring may be the time

when a young man's fancy lightly turns to thoughts of love (and away
from the box office) but Autumn is the time when the finance com-

pany comes and takes his car back and then he carries on in the

balcony of some film joint what he started in the Spring" There is

an optimistic slant to the Livingston quip since it tends to disprove

the old cynical view of the yesteryears in the exhibition field to wit.

that any loss in attendance a theater has suffered is beyond recall and

repair forever

T T
• • • FILMLAND'S Fourth Estate ye ole trade press

reviewers in particular can soon grab a gander at the new
Emerson Yorke featurette in color titled "The Ninth State". . .

• Seymour Nebenzahl American-born producer of more than

70 European-made pix including the mighty "Mayerling" . . .

.

will guest star tonite on Richard Gilbert's "Cinema Comment" pro-

gram o'er WQXR from 9:45 to 10 Nebenzahl's new
opus, "Betrayal," opens tomorrow night at Little Carnegie. . .

• Ann Rosenthall, attorney for the old Grand National

Company, pens from L. A that she has moved out that-a-way

has set herself up as tax consultant in the Union Bank Bldg.

and hopes to practice law there anon

• • • IN our peaceful industry ranks the only martial note

is the scheduled attendance tonite at the Rivoli of officials of the

N. Y. State Dept. of the Veterans of Foreign Wars a number of

whose members served with the Philippine Constabulary and they'll

see Gary Cooper ditto in the Goldwyn-UA, "The Real Glory" which

dramatizes the Constabulary

20TH-F0X CONSIDERS

ARBITRATION CLAUSE

(Continued from Page 1)

portions of the dormant trade prae
tice code into effect so that its

legality would be assured.
If 20th-Fox adopts an arbit'petioi

clause, it will be the third Vitujoi
company to take such a step. Botr
Warner Bros, and RKO have sel

up arbitration systems for the set'

tling of clearance and other dis

putes. It is also reported that RKC
has re-vamped its contract clause;
pertaining to sales and special stat(

taxes.

Houses Closed for Summer
in N. Y. Area Re-Opening

With majority of houses shutterec
for the summer already reopened
it was expected yesterday that by

the end of this month only a hand
ful of houses will still be closed ir

this area. Park, Newburgh; Juliet

Arlington; Avalon, Bronx; Shubert
Brooklyn; Colony, Sayreville, N. J
and the Broadway, Yonkers, will b(

reopened by the end of this month
Construction on the new house being
built at Broadway and 43rd St., re-

portedly by Consolidated, is ex
pected to be completed by Christ
mas.

STORKS!
Cards have been received from

Bert Reisman, RKO Radio's man-
ager for Peru, announcing the ar
rival of a daughter, Miss Penelope
Margaret Reisman. "Mr. and Mrs
Bert Reisman," the card reads, "take
great pleasure in announcing theii

feature presentation for 1939."

Cleveland—Al Bowers, owner oi

the Rex Theater, is the father of a

daughter, Peggy, born this week
This is the Bowers' second child an
second daughter.

Youngstown, O.—Jack H. Stein
berg, owner of the Home and Stran
theaters, Youngstown, and the Har
bor at Ashtabula Harbor, is thej

proud father of a 7V2 pound daugh
ter named Flora.

Fowler, Inc.—Dick Vlastos, oper
ator of the Dreamland Theater, is

the father of a new son, born re

cently in St. Elizabeths Hospital
Lafayette, Ind. He was named Dick
Jr.

Bloomfield, Ind.— Myers Flater
operator of the Citadel Theatei
here is the father of a baby girl

Karen Kay Flater.

« « « » » *

Warren, Ind.—Mrs. Claire Stukey
wife of Claire Stukey, operator oi

the Savoy Theater here, presentee

her husband with a baby boy re-

cently.
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Paramount Pictures

\ What effect will the European War
have on picture production?

2 Will production schedules

be curtailed?

J Will product be cheapened?

These are the most important ques-

tions in the picture business today!

OKAY, Mr. Exhibitor
. . . Here's Paramount's answer I



eiy no cnange in t
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romised for 1939-40

J None of Paramount's huge line-

up of pictures for 1939-40

will in any way be affected

by the foreign situation!

2 Paramount will not back down
... on Paramount promises!

^ No Paramount picture is, or will

be, cheapened in production!

On the next two pages we proudly print Paramount's

amazing product story for the 1939*40 season. Read it

and you'll know why the European War cannot hand
any Paramount exhibitor the PRODUCT JITTERS!
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The Paramount Seal is

Your GUARANTEE of

QUALITY of PRODUCT

QUANTITY of PRODUCT

This Year

More Than Ever Before!
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"The Housekeeper's
Daughter"

with Joan Bennett, Adolphe Menjou and

John Hubbard

U/.JbI Roach Running Time, 71 Mins.~ (HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

SWELL NEWSPAPER COMEDY RICH

IN HOKUM SHOULD CLICK WITH ALL

AUDIENCES.

This is one of the funniest newspaper

comedies yet produced and should pile up

a heavy total of laughs in all types of

houses. The hokum is laid on rather heav-

ily, but audiences are certain to love it.

Hal Roach wins credit on two counts,

as producer and director, and his long

training in the comedy field makes its in-

fluence felt. Adolphe Menjou and William

Gargan have a field day, the former as an

ace criminal reporter, who ''loves the

ladies," and the latter as a newspaper pho-

tographer, who is Menjou's rival where

women are concerned. Joan Bennett does

not have a great deal to do, but is very

decorative and capable. John Hubbard,

a newcomer, does very well as a college

professor's son, whose efforts as a cub

police reporter, cause most of the fun.

George E. Stone gives a splendid per-

formance as a meek flower vendor, who

believes he must save beautiful women
who are in distress. Donald Meek, Peggy

Wood and Marc Lawrence score with their

work, while strong, handsome Victor Ma-

ture, as chief aide to Lawrence, a racketeer,

gives a performance that promises much

for his future. Rian James and Gordon

Douglas fashioned a hilarious screenplay,

based on the novel by Donald Henderson

Clarke. Stone follows his friend, Lillian

Bond, a showgirl, to Lawrence's houseboat.

Fearing that she will be slain, he places

poison in a cup of coffee he intends for

Lawrence. Instead, Lawrence forces Lil-

lian to drink it. She dies and Lawrence

throws her body into the river. Hubbard,

a cub reporter, befriends Stone, and when

Menjou and Gargan get Hubbard drunk,

Stone suggests that Hubbard telephone

his city editor. Meek, that Lillian was

thrown from a houseboat. Hubbard

"scoops" the town, is hailed as hero by

Meek, and their paper declares war on

gangsters. Lawrence orders his henchmen

to "get" Hubbard, and the complications

that follow cause hilarity that ranges from

chuckles to belly laughs.

CAST: Joan Bennett, Adolphe Menjou,

John Hubbard, William Gargan, George E.

Stone, Peggy Wood, Donald Meek, Marc

Lawrence. Lilian Bond, Victor Mature,

John Hyams, Leila Mclntyre, Luis Alberni,

Rosina Galli.

CREDITS: Producer, Hal Roach; Direc-

tor, Hal Roach; Based on novel by Donald

Henderson Clarke; Screenolay by Rian

James and Gordon Douglas; Editor, William

Ziegler; Photographer, Norbert Brodine,

A.S.C.; Art Direction, Charles D. Hall;

Musical Director, Lud Gluskin; Orchestral

score by Amedo de Filippi.

DIRECTION, Fine. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Very Good.

New Oswego, Ore., House
Oswego, Ore.—Paul C. Murphy,

Jr., will build a new $40,000 theater
seating 500.

'Blondie Takes A
Vacation"

with LakeLarry Simms, Arthur

Penny Singleton

Columbia 61 Mins.

FUNNY ESCAPADES OF CARTOON
FAMILY WILL BE POPULAR WITH THE
CHIC YOUNG FANS.

Enjoyable antics with the famous cartoon

strip family, the Bumpsteads, as they hie

themselves to a mountain resort for their

vacation. There is a large and exciting

time had by Baby Dumpling, his mother
Blondie, and Dagwood, the proud papa, of

course, is all tied up in his usual dilemmas.

Arrived at the Summer hotel on the lake,

they find that the proprietor is a gent with

whom they have had considerable trouble

coming out on the train. They seek refuge

in another hostel, which turns out to be on

the verge of a mortgage foreclosure. The
helpful Bumpsteads offer their services to

the unfortunate owners, and start to put

the place on its feet. There are a series

of hilarious and unexpected happenings, and

of course the precocious Dumpling is re-

sponsible for things starting to come out all

right, purely on a fluke. And finally they

"Million Dollar Legs"
Paramount 59 Mins.

PLEASING CAMPUS YARN FOR THE
JUVENILES HAS BEVY OF INTERESTING
YOUNGSTERS.
A pleasing campus picture that stems

back to a musical comedy that was filmed

some years ago. It makes great fun for the

youngsters of 'teen age of both sexes,

being essentially juvenile fare. The legs

reference is to the underpinning of the col-

lege crew principally. The students in

order to secure a crew, against a domineer-

ing school board, resort to a twenty to one

shot on a race to get the wherewithal to

start. The film is filled with the usual

line of campus antics, plenty of rah-rah

cheering, and of course the big thrill is the

boat race. This has been well handled,

and should give the fans their money's

worth in the college brand of entertainment.

Betty Grable as the girl the college dotes

on is very appealing. Among the others,

nice work is done by John Hartley, Donald

O'Connor, Buster Crabbe, Jackie Coogan,

Joyce Mathews and Dorothea Kent.

CAST: Betty Grable, John Hartley, Don-

old O'Connor, Jackie Coogan, Larry Crabbe,

Peter Hayes, Dorothea Kent, Richard Den-

ning, Philip Warren, Edward Arnold, Jr.,

all depart, tired but happy, after a vacation Thurston Hall, Roy Gordon, Matty Kemp,
that leaves Dagwood more tired than when
he started. Good fun for the family trade,

and this one will go strong, for it is about

the best of the series so far. Nice per-

formances turned in by Penny Singleton as

Blondie; Arthur Lake as Dagwood, and of

course the baby, Larry Simms, and Daisy

the mutt. Director Frank Strayer handled

the script for all the available laughs, which

are plenty.

CAST: Penny Singleton, Arthur Lake,

Larry Simms, Daisy, Danny Mummert, Don-

ald Meek, Donald McBride, Thomas W. Ross,

Elizabeth Dunne, Robert Wilcox, Harlan

Briggs, Irving Bacon.

CREDITS: Director, Frank Strayer; based

on comic strip by Chic Young; Story, Karen

DeWolf, Robert Chapin, Richard Flournoy;

William Tracy, Joyce Mathews, Russ Clark.

CREDITS: Director, Nick Grinde; Author,

Lewis Foster; Screenplay, Lewis Foster,

Richard English; Cameraman, Harry Fish-

beck; Editor, Stuart Gilmore.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Fine.

Standard Leader Revision

Before Council Committee

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—The Research Council

of the Academy of Motion Picture
Arts and Sciences has appointed a

committee headed by S. J. Twining
of Columbia Studio to consider pos-
sible revisions for the specifications

Screenplay, Richard Flournoy; Cameraman, for the standard Release Print
Henry Freulich; Editor, Viola Lawrence.

j Leader.
DIRECTION, Very good. PHOTOGRAPHY, The present Standard Leader was

Okay. revised in August of 1936 simul-

War's Effect on Grosses

Short-Lived In Lincoln

Lincoln, Neb.—Since the night of
the President's radioed assurance to

the American people that the U. S.

would stay out of the war, theater
rows in Nebraska have been back

taneously with adoption by the in-

dustry of the Research Council
Standard 2,000-ft. reel. The purpose
of the presently appointed commit-
tee will be to study these specifica-

tions with a view to recommending
changes which may improve the
Standard Leader and facilitate its

use by theater projectionists.

Membership of this committee
which will hold its first meeting to^

Famous Players Canadian

Adds Two Halifax Houses

to normal.

With the opening of the Liberty, '
morrow consists of S. J. Twining,

a 1,000-seater, late this month, every chairman, John Aalberg, Gerald
bit of the town's theatrical real i Best, Sidney Solow, and Ray Wil-

estate will be lighted—eight down- 1
kinson.

town theaters in operation, consum-
ing 20 features weekly.

Biggest theater building program
being undertaken is the McDonald
Bros., Toirington Wyo., boys, who

Toronto _ lrpheum and Oxford,
al'eM^ n

ng ? °'° °
n constructlon

oldest and youngest film houses in
in Mitcneii.

Halifax, N. S., have been taken over

u -

.

- » c * R L,
by N. L. Nathanson interests, Toron-

rirst Love bet back to, and are now being operated as
Universal has set back the release part of the Famous Players Cana-

date of "First Love," Deanna Durbin dian circuit. FPC alreadv had the
pix, from Sept. 29 to Oct. 20. Capitol at Halifax.

* f0R€IGn *

"Song of the Streets"
with Madeleine Ozeray, Jean-Pierre

Aumont, Vldimir Sokoloff

Mayer and Burstyn 70 Mins.

REALISTIC STORY IS CAPABLY PROJ-
ECTED TO SCREEN WITH FINE CAST
AND DEFT DIRECTION.

Although American audiences have seen

the theme utilized countless times on U.

S. screens with various types of juvenile

delinquents, in this story of children of

Paris slums it is endowed with effective

and compelling realism. The cast is very

good, with Vladimir Sokoloff, Madeleine

Ozeray, Jean-Pierre Aumont, Marcelle-Jean

Worms, Roger Legris and other capable

players in the principal roles. The direc-

tion of Victor Trivas is deft and the film

benefits from an unusually emotional mus-

ical score provided by Hans Eisler. Story

concerns a gang of boys, who progress

from petty offenses to real crime. A kindly

judge sets them firmly on the right path

when they are finally apprehended.

CAST: Vladimir Sokoloff, Madeleine Oze-
ray, Jean-Pierre Aumont, Marcelle-Jean

Worms, Roger Legris, Lucien Paris, Pau-

lette Dubost, Emile Rosen, Humbert.

CREDITS: Produced by Films Sonore;

Director, Victor Trivas. Presented at the

55th St. Playhouse with French dialogue

and English titles.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

'Heartbeat'
with Orane Domazis, Fernandel,

Henri Poupon

French Motion Picture Corp. 90 Mins.

WEAK STORY CONSTRUCTION FAILS
TO MAKE FILM CONVINCING AL-
THOUGH ACTING IS GOOD.

Believe it or not, but the story of the

farmer's daughter has been brought to life

in this one, and its telling is hackneyed and

faltering. In brief, the story concerns the

betrayal of Orane Domazis by a wandering

worker. Her father permits her to return

to his home on the condition that she and

her child stay concealed in the cellar.

However, she is finally released from her

underground existence by an offer of mar-

riage from a boy who falls in love with her.

The actors do all they can to redeem the

picture, but the story doesn't give them
much opportunity.

CAST: Orane Domazis, Fernandel, Henri

Poupon, Edouard Delmont, Andrex, Toinon,

Jean Servais.

CREDITS: Produced and Directed by Mar-
cel Pagnol; Based on a novel by Jean Giono.

Presented at the Little Carnegie Playhouse

with French dialogue and English titles.

DIRECTION, O. K. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Postpones LRB Case
Hearing scheduled for yestreday

bv the State Labor Relations Board
of the TMAT-Nelson-Renner-Endi-
cott case was postponed until Satur-
day. Hearing on the TMAT-Ray-
bond Theaters case was adjourned
to next Wednesday.
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DECIDE ON MORE BRIT.

REOPENINGS FRIDAY

(Continued from Page 1)

held in abeyance until schedules can
be re-arranged.

It does not seem apparent at this

time that the Government will re-

peal the quota, but some revision to

ease certain stipulations is expected.
Outlying studios, such as Welwyn,

Shepperton, Ealing and Denham,
are carrying on, few of the key
men, most of whom are over mili-

tary age, having been called for ac-

Paris (By Cable)—Beginning today,
several theaters here will be permitted
to remain open until 10 P.M. Houses
which have been granted this permis-
sion by the police and military govern-
ment are near bomb-proof shelters.

Other theaters are expected to be al-

lowed to reopen when safety measures
are completed.

tive service. Studios generally are
well equipped with air-raid shelters,

first-aid men and voluntary fire-

fighters. Denham has a miniature
Maginot Line under its stages, an
air-conditioned, bomb-proof, gas-
proof setup.
Alexander Korda, it is expected,

will make propaganda pictures for
the duration of the war in the ser-

vice of the British propaganda min-
istry and several other prominent
producers are expected to be mobi-
lized in the same organization. Al-
though Warners' Teddington plant is

closed down, Sam Sax is still here.

Bob Kane, production head here for
20th-Fox, is in Hollywood and the
company's plans have not been set-

tled, it is said.

Metro's plans are also undeter-
mined at this time with producer
Ben Goetz and director Richard
Thorpe en route to the U. S. now
for conferences.

Herbert Wilcox may return here
this week-end on the Clipper, and
with certain agitation in government
circles for production to be contin-

ued as normally as possible, it seems
likely that studios will keep work-
ing barring circumstances which
might force a complete shutdown.

London's Wardour Street
Is Moved Out to Suburbs
London (By Cable) — Wardour

Street, for the first time in film his-

tory, bears little association with the
industry, film stocks, records and
personnel having been removed out-

side the London area, due to the
air raid precautions.

Distributors have transferred their

actual film distribution to the stu-

dios. Twentieth Century-Fox is oper-
ating from the Wembley Studio;
Warner Bros, from the Teddington
Studios; ABFD from the ATP Stu-
dios at Ealing; British Lion from the
Beaconfield Studio; Butcher's Film
Service from the Nettlefold Studios
at Walton-on-Thames; ABPC and
Pathe Pictures from Welwyn; Para-
mount from the laboratories at Ac-
ton.

M-G-M's inspection and shipping of

films is at Denham, with administra-

WHO'S WHO IN HOLLYWOOD
• • Introducing Interesting Personalities: Nos. 2H-216 • •

LJUGH HARMAN and Rudolf Ising. Cartoon producers. They established

' ' their first cortoon company in Kansas City, Mo., in 1923. In 1928 the boys

with the trick name combination came to Hollywood. Their firm of Harman-
Ising produced the first talking cartoon ever made, "Bosko, the Talking Kid."

Harman-lsing produced the first five series of "Looney Tunes" and "Merry
Melodies," in association

with Leon Schlesinger,

with distribution by

Warner Bros. Then came
Technicolor and an M-
G-M release for product

of Harman - Ising Pic-

tures, Inc., in 1934-35-

36-37. In 1938 Harman
and Ising joined M-G-M
as staff producers. They
believe the cartoon fea-

ture will be the most im-

portant future phase of

motion picture produc-

RUDOLPH ISING tion. HUGH HARMAN

Producers Expected to Nix

IA Request for Wage Boost

(Continued from Page 1)

20, as per the National Labor Rela-
tions Board's order, it is expected
that when negotiations are opened
with the producers either by the
locals individually or through a ne-
gotiator representing all the unions
a flat rejection will be tendered by
the studios to any request for sal-

ary increases.

It has been reported that the IA
locals plan to ask for a general in-

crease of 15 per cent all along the

line, with reports indicating that
the producers will ask for a 15 per
cent decrease from present wage
levels due to losses expected as a
result of the European war.

It is hoped that no serious dispute
will occur, and in all probability the
situation will remain status quo re-

garding wage scales. IA execs, are
not expected to take any action in

granting a charter to the ASC un-
til after the election, and not then
unless approval of Local 659 is

forthcoming.

Joseph M. Schenck yesterday an-
nounced that he would appoint a
committee to discuss wages and
working conditions with an IATSE
representative, as requested by Wil-
liam Bioff, who heads labor's nego-
tiating committee.

Oscar Brachman Dead
Milwaukee, Wis. — Oscar Brach-

man, 52, local real estate man who
had an interest in building many
local theaters, including the Wiscon-
sin, Tower, Uptown, Garfield and
Oriental, is dead here.

tion headquarters at Rackmans-
worth; United Artists also distri-

butes from Denham with administra-
tion offices at Gerrards Cross; RKO
Radio is handling its films from Els-
tree, with headquarters at Dean
House, Dean Street; Universal ships
from Denham; GDF from Newbui'y-

Rep. District Managers
Inoperative Under Plan

(Continued from Page 1)

holders to operate in their respec-
tive territories without the assist-

ance of district sales managers
representing the home office.

Franchise holders, it is pointed
out, have always under the Repub-
lic system been in full charge of
their individual operations, the com-
pany district managers being aides
delegated to them on a voluntary
basis. Accordingly, for the next
three months, Jack Bellman, East-
ern district sales manager; Harry
LaVine, Central district; Clair Hil-
gers, Southern district; Max Roth,
Midwest district; William Benjamin,
Central-mid-West; and Grover C.

Parsons, Western district, will re-
main inoperative, as the situation
stood last evening, with the prob-
ability that a number of these dis-

trict managers will be assigned to
home office duties.

The San Francisco, Los Angeles,
Albany, Buffalo and Detroit situa-

tions, in each of which there is no
franchise holder currently, will be
supervised from the home office, it is

learned.

Bookers' Drive Sends WB
August Bookings Up 27%

(Continued from Page 1)

have not been completely checked,
but figures indicate that the contest
was a very close one. During the
drive the Warner bookers took on
the added duties of salesmen in their

efforts to bring in extra playing time
for the companys' releases. From
the results so far gathered, the com-
pany has decided to make this com-
petition an annual event.

Reopen Victory, New Haven
New Haven—Michael Tomasino,

operator of the White Way and Vic-
tory, will reopen the latter house,
dark for the summer, Friday. The
house will have regular weeklv Jew-
ish pictures.

EXPECT WAR TO BOOM

DOMINIONS' PIX BIZ

(Continued from Page 1)

expected to offset the tax situation.

However, American majors can
expect money restrictions in both
countries, the executive said. foSjf-
ficulties may arise in getting ri^Jey
out of Australia for the duration
of the war and the same status may
prevail in Canada, but the Amer-
ican companies believe that the large
amounts of money that will accu-
mulate in both countries will be
safe.

Restrictions on money from Eng-
land loom as a strong possibility
because of the war, the executive
said, in spite of the 1936 agree-
ment among Great Britain, France
and the U. S., all of whom pledged
to avoid exchange restrictions.

"Wuthering Heights" Plays
to Standout Biz in Sydney

Reports of standout business on
"Wuthering Heights" at the New
Century Theater, Sydney, were re-

ceived by cable yesterday by Ar-
thur W. Kelly, head of United Ar-
tists' foreign department. Picture
outgrossed "The Hurricane," prev-
ious record-holder, and gave the the-
ater its biggest opening since the
house opened.

Kelly pointed out that this news
was the first demonstration of what
may be expected in the way of
public reaction to certain types of
pictures in countries where a state
of war exists.

One Card, One Union Dues
Plan Drafted by AAAA
(Continued from Page 1)

hoped the plan could be put into op-
eration within two months.
Various proposals of this type

have been studied by the organiza-
tion during the past year, but have
been discarded for different reasons.
Up to this time there was also a
certain amount of opposition from
at least two of the member unions
to the "one big union" idea.

However, the recent dispute with
the IATSE has apparently effected

a solid front among the member
branches with elimination of the
multi-card and dues system certain
to be brought about now as a fur-

ther move to strengthen the organi-
zation as a whole, with added im-
petus given to the plan by the over-
whelming desire of the members to

bring- it about.

"Honeymoon In Bali" Opens
Wheeling, W. Va.—World pre-

miere of Para.'s "Honeymoon In

Bali" starring Madeleine Carroll

and Fred MacMurray, was held at

the Rex Theater here last night
with Carolyn Lee, four-and-a-half
year old starlet who debuts in the

pix, making a p.a. House was a

sell-out a week ago.
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DOLLAR REMITTANCES

TO PARA. FROM SPAIN

(Continued from Page 1)

conference between the executive
and Garcia Vinolas, head of Spain's
propaganda bureau and chief of the'

c.o-^ry's motion picture industry,

wlro' recently returned to Spain af-

ter several weeks in the U. S. The
conference, it was said, resulted in

indications that business prospects

in Spain for Paramount and other
majors were bright.

United Artists Joins Move
to Delay Equity Suit Trial

(Continued from Page 1)

date in the Government's equity suit

when it filed an affidavit of Benja-
min Pepper, of O'Brien, Driscoll &
Kaftery, UA attorneys, in the Fed-
eral Court. The affidavit incorpo-
rated within it the arguments
raised by the other defendants and
stated that for brevity's sake it

would not repeat in length the con-

tentions already made by the other
defendants. It added that United
Artists felt that in view of the in-

terrogatories filed recently by the

government the trial should be post-

poned until the defendants had an
opportunity to file answers to them.

M50,000 for "The Rains Came" First Week
With attendance figures at the Roxy last night rapidly mounting for the first week

of the 20th-Fox film "The Rains Came," it was expected that attendance for the first

week would hit the 150,000 mark. House is opening this morning at 9 o'clock and

will also give an extra show late tonight.

Managerial Shifts Made
by Portland Pix Houses

Portland, Ore. — Albert Forman,
for many years associated with the
Danz Theaters in Seattle, has been
named manager of the Orpheum
Theater here. House is now in the
Danz chain. He is assisted by Ron
Harrington, formerly with the Ham-
rick-Evergreen Theaters.
Henry Pincus, recently connected

with theaters in Cleveland, 0., will

manage the Esquire Theater, play-
ing foreign films.

Frank L. Newman, Jr., has moved
his headquarters from the old Orph-
eum to the Liberty Theater, which
goes first-run.

Zollie M. Volchock has been named
manager of the New Rivoli Theater,
recently added to the Hamrick-Ever-
green chain.

Hoffberg Sets Premiere
American premiere of "Mademoi-

selle Ma Mere," French film starring
Danielle Darrieux, has been set by
J. H. Hoffberg, distributor, for the
55th St. Playhouse on Sept. 18.

"Old Maid" Stays Fourth

for Brooklyn Para. Record

Warners' "The Old Maid" sets an
all-time record at the Brooklyn Par-
amount by starting a fourth week
there today. It's the first pix ever

to be held a fourth. Para.'s "Million

Dollar Legs" is also on the bill.

New Indie Distributor

Cleveland — Nate Gerson has
formed Real Art Pictures as an in-

dependent distributing company,
with offices in the Warner Bldg. He
will announce his line-up within a

week. Gerson was formerly a part-

ner of Harry Lande in the Indepen-
dent Film Service.

Score by Vlademir Heifetz
-Vlademir Heifetz, Russian com-

poser, has been engaged by Roman
Rebush to write incidental music
for "Mirele Effros," new Yiddish film

production starring Berta Gersten,
which Josef Berne is directing for
Credo Pictures, Inc.

SHOWING NATIVE PIX

REQUIRED IN MEXICO

(Continued from Page 1)

one Mexican-made picture at least

once a month for the period usually
given to every picture show at such
houses.
The measure was adopted in a

desperate effort to remedy the situa-

tion in which native producers have
found themselves of late, with close

to 35 pictures completed and on the
shelf because of a lack of playing
dates or an open refusal on the part
of film theater owners to book them.

"Rulers of Sea" Trek On
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Para.'s two-month-

long ballyhoo for "Rulers of the
Sea" via an 8,500-mile tour of the
U. S. by two replicas of transatlan-

tic vessels and four young contract
players got under way yesterday
with departure ceremonies here.

Making the trek are Ruth Rogers,
Kathleen McCormack, Kay Stewart
and Jean Phillips.

Riesenfeld Rites Held
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—With industry leaders

in attendance, last rites for Dr. Hugo
Riesenfeld were held yesterday at

the Crane and Eberle Mortuary.
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NEW
FAVORITES

EASTMAN'S three great new films back

up their special characteristics with typ-

ical Eastman reliability and uniformity.

Worthy successors to earlier Eastman

emulsions, they are the new raw-film fa-

vorites of the motion picture industry.

Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester,

N. Y. (J. E. Brulatour, Inc., Distributors,

Fort Lee, Chicago, Hollywood.)

EASTMANj

PLUS-X SUPER-XX
for general studio use for ail diffieuit shots

BACKGROUND-X
for backgrounds and general exterior work
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War Will Not Cut Production of Technicolor Features

2,000 Ire British theaters reopening today

Col. In Move to Stimulate Latin - American Business

McConville Sails Tomorrow
for Two Conventions

and Survey

As a first step towards the quick
stimulation of Latin-American busi-
ness, Columbia will conduct two
sales conventions, one in Havana
and the other in Buenos Aires. J.

A. McConville, foreign manager,
and Charles Roberts, home office su-

pervisor, sail tomorrow on the
Oriente for Havana, first stop on a
tour of Central and South America.
The Havana convention, at which

McConville will preside, is sched-
uled for Sept. 20-22, while the Bue-
nos Aires meeting has been set for
Oct. 30-Nov. 1. The survey tour

(Continued on Page 4)

MICH. ALLIED PLANS

FORUM AT CONVENTION

Detroit—An open forum on indus-
try problems and an "old timers
party" are features included in the
program, announced yesterday, for
the 20th annual convention of Al-
lied Theaters of Michigan, which ;.s

to be held at the Burdick Hotel,
Kalamazoo, Oct. 2-4.

Convention gets under way with
(Continued on Page 4)

St. Louis MPTO Labor Com.
Will Seek to End Dispute

St. Louis—Labor committee of the

MPTO of St. Louis is scheduled to
meet today or tomorrow with rep-
resentatives of the service staff's

union and the stage hands local in
(Continued on - Page 4)

Mortgage on Loew's State,

Boston, Retired Via Loan

Washington Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY

Washington—The SEC yesterday
reported that changes in registra-
tion statements had been filed with
it by Loew's Boston Theaters Co.,

{Continued on Page 4)

Measure to Prohibit Bank Night Passes
Wis. Senate and ts Messaged to Assembly

Madison, Wis.—The Paulson bill prohibiting Bank Night and similar games of
chance passed the state Senate and was messaged to the Assembly. Senator Oscar
Paulson, author of measure, says it would not prohibit Bingo.

D & J Plan for Business Advisory

Group on Anti-Trust Laws Shelved
Washington Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY

Washington — Plans announced
some time ago by Attorney General
Frank Murphy for a business advis-
ory group on anti-trust laws have
been shelved amid war crisis activ-
ity, it was indicated here yester-
day.
As originally conceived by Mur-

phy, the group was to have been
representative of the D of J and
other governmental agencies which

have special knowledge of economic
conditions, and there was some dis-

position to see in such a group a
solution to the problem confronting
the film industry.
The shift in attitude, if observers

here are correct, is illustrated by
what Thurman Arnold, Assistant
Attorney General, and sparkplug of

the wave of anti-trust litigation in

which the film industry is now in-

(Continued on Page 4)

3 Stumbling Blocks Stymie Play Financing Pact

Proposed pact in negotiation be-
tween the producers and the Dra-
matists Guild for the financing of
Broadway plays appeared to be no
nearer to conclusion yesterday than
when negotiations started. It was
learned that three major points in

the pact have not been agreed upon,
with neither side apparently willing

to make concessions.
The amount of advance payment

for film rights to a play, the per-
centage of the weekly gross which
a film company would also pay for
the rights, and a formula for de-
ciding when a show should be closed
legitimately are said to be the
stumbling blocks.

No Cancellations of Technicolor

Pictures/ Schedule of 20 Stands

Uniform Action to Stop

Animal "Abuse" Planned

Albany—The American Humane
Association with 600 affiliated so-
cieties proposes uniform action to
prevent "further abuse to animals"
in films, Eric H. Hansen told the
association convention yesterday.
Hansen assailed pix for "violat-

(Continued on Page 4)

All Technicolor features scheduled
for production this season will be
made regardless of the war situa-
tion, it was indicated yesterday.

It was learned that Technicolor
Corp. has received no cancellations
of pictures for which it has con-
tracts. Twenty pictures were slated
for Technicolor during the 1939-40
season of which seven have been

(Continued on Page 4)

Home Office Orders Restores

Exhibition to Mear-

Normalcy

London (By Cable)—British
exhibition returns to near -

normalcy today with the re-

opening of more than 2,000 the-

aters.
The Home Office yesterday, acting

24 hours earlier than expected, is-

sued the "Go ahead" signal to those
theater owners and operators whose
houses had remained dark.

Principal national restriction un-
der which theaters will function is

a curfew, fixed at 6 p.m. for West
End theaters and 10 p.m. for others.

Yesterday's decision by the Home
(Continued on Page 5)

ENOUGH FRENCH PIX

TO MEET U. S. NEEDS

Most of the American distributors
of French pictures have enough prod-
uct on hand to take care of this sea-
son's demands, a checkup yesterday
revealed. There are enough pictures
completed in France to supply the
American market for more than a
year, if the pictures can be brought
over, it was said.

French distributors here said yes-
(Continued on Page 4)

New Morros RKO Contract

May Be Signed Next Week

Borris Morros is in New York to

discuss a new producing contract
with RKO. He flew in from Holly-
wood Wednesday night with a print

(Continued on Page 4)

Wildberg-Skirball Talking

Deal With Dorothy Arzner

Dorothy Arzner, noted woman di-

rector, may direct the first Jack
Wildberg-Jack Skirball feature, "An-
gela Is 22," which is to be made at

(Continued on Page 4)
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Net
High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat 11% 10% 11% + %
Col. Picts. vtc. <2%%> 71/z 7% 7% + %
Columbia Picts. pfd

Con. Fm. Ind 1% l'/4 ''A
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd
East. Kodak 155 151% 155 +2
do pfd 160 160 160
Gen. Th. Eq 9'/4 8y4 9 + Vz
Loew's, Inc 34% 33% 34% + %
do pfd 103% 102% 103% + l'/4
Paramount 7% 7% 7%+ %
Paramount 1st pfd... 82 80 82+5
Paramount 2nd pfd.. . 9% 8% 8%
Pathe Film 103,4 9% 10% + %
RKO 1% 1% 13/4
20th Century-Fox ... 14% 14 14% + %
20th Century-Fox pfd. 23% 22 22% + %
Univ. Pict. pfd

Warner Bros 43/8 4% 4%
do pfd

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith B. F. ref. 6s46
Loew's deb. 3%s46. . 9634 96% 963/4
Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. 6s55
Para. Picts. cv. 3 %s47
RKO 6s41 55% 55 55
Warner Bros.' cv.6s39
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48 80 80 80

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts. ... 1 % 1 % 1 % + %
Sonotone Corp 1 % 1 % 1 %
Technicolor 12 12 12 + %
Trans-Lux 2 1% 1% — %
Universal Corp. vtc

Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES
Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd 102
Fox Thea. Office Bldg. 1st '46 33/8 5

Loew's Thea. Realty 6s 1st '47

Met. Playhouse, Inc. 2nd deb. '45.. 63 68
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st '57 57% 60%

Ray Hall Joins March of Time
Ray L. Hall, former Pathe news

editor and short subject producer,
has been assigned special produc-
tion duties on March of Time's first

full-length feature, "The Ramparts
We Watch." Ashley Abel, George
Stoetzel, James Delevan and Walter
Lang have been assigned to M of

T's technical staff to work on
"Ramparts."

T T T
• • • EARLIER this week the big news was rain in Poland

but yes'day it was snow in England Snow White for overseas

dispatches told of the British Tommies having ditched "Tipperary"

in favor of the Disney opus ditty, "Heigh-Ho" paraphrasing the lyric

by chanting "Heigh-Ho. Heigh-Ho, it's off to war we go"

T
• • • ROCHESTER'S boss we mean Jack Benny
is in town and with the info that he is talking a deal by
terms of which believe it or not he will appear in a

Paramount pix with Fred Allen Well, there is one war
that's over!

T T T
• • • THERE are conflicting stories along local Film Row as

to why Smiley Burnefte did not appear at the Atlas Theater in Washing-

ton as he was scheduled to do on Sept. 10-11-12 Checkup

reveals only that Smiley had to get back to Hollywood for pix-making

but this is scarcely calculated to assuage the ire of Atlas' C. H.

Olive a real showman who insists, excuses to the contrary

that the show must go on

T T
• • • ARTURO ALVAREZ announces he'll commence cast-

ing on Tuesday at the old Russian Bear at 205 Second Ave
for his Spanish-language feature, "Apache's Fate" to be

filmed at the local Filmart Studio Next, he'll make a Mex-
ican pix, "Cactus Valley". . . 9 Note to George Lefko, RKO's
branch mgr. in Cleveland How'd you like the friendship

testimonial which your host of exhib. friends in the Pittsburgh

territory signed which, with a big, bright new traveling bag,

Sam Neaman of Natrona, Pa., personally delivered to you
because the Smoky City gang liked you so much during your

eight-year biz stay among them?

Small Plans Quick Start

of "Carson" and "My Son"

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Edward Small will

send two of his major productions
for current season UA release be-
fore the cameras immediately. They
are "Kit Carson, Avenger" and "My
Son, My Son!" Robert Carson has
been engaged to complete the
screenplay of "Kit Carson, Avenger."
The screenplay of "My Son, My
Son!" Howard Spring's best-selling
novel, has just been completed by
Lenore Coffee.

Directors and casts for both pro-
ductions are to be announced within
the next few days.

Conn. Allied To Nominate
New Officers on Tuesday

New Haven—Allied Theaters of
Connecticut will meet for nomina-
tion of 1939-40 officers Tuesday at
the Hofbrau Haus Restaurant, with
Maurice Shulman presiding. Shul-
man, and Dr. J. B. Fishman, of the
Board of Directors, will give re-
ports on the Allied Theater Owners
of New Jersey convention at At-
lantic City.

42 M. A. Shea Theaters

in Warner Product Deal

Warners has closed a seasonal
product deal with the M. A. Shea
Circuit, Gradwell L. Sears, general
sales manager, disclosed yesterday.
The deal involves a total of 42

theaters located in Massachusetts,
New Hampshire, New York, Ohio,
Pennsylvania and Rhode Island. The
deal was set by Roy Haines, Eastern
and Canadian sales manager for
Warners, and Dick Kearney who
acted for the circuit.

Beaulac Joins QAI, Inc.
Montreal— Eugene Beaulac, for-

mer Province of Quebec motion pic-
ture censor, has been appointed
managing director of the Quebec Al-
lied Interests, Inc., the association
controlling United Amusement
Corp.'s interests in Quebec City.

Esperia Pix at Cinecitta
Squire theater at 8th Ave. and

44th St. reopens on Sept. 21 as the
Cinecitta and will serve as a first-

run outlet for releases of Esperia
Film Distributing Co., 1650 Broad-
way. Opening attraction at the
Cinecitta will be the Italian-made
pix, "Scipio Africanus."

cominc nno come

JOHN HAY WHITNEY, Selznick Internationa
board chairman, has returned from a brief visi

to the Coast.

J. A. McCONVILLE, foreign manager for Co
lumbia, and CHARLES ROBERTS, horn ffici

supervisor for Latin America, sail tomo^g"\ fo
South America.

FRANKLYN WARNER returns to the Coast to
morrow.

RUSSELL BIRDWELL planes in from Hollywooi
today and will stay at the Sherry Netherland.

ADELA ROCERS ST. JOHN, writer, return;
here next week from Hollywood after complet
ing an assignment for Paramount.

JOHN EBERSON, film theater architect, re
turns to his New York office today from Phila
delphia.

JAMES MULVEY, vice-president of Samuel
Goldwyn Productions, left for the Coast yester
day.

GLORIA JEAN, Universal starlet, has returned
to the Coast after a personal appearance toui
in the East.

GLADYS COOPER has arrived on the Coast to
appear in the Selznick production of "Rebecca."

BERNARD KRANZ, Albany branch manager for
RKO, has returned to that city after a vaca-
tion here.

PAT CASEY, producers' labor representative
is expected to return to the Coast next week.

CROVER WHALEN, World's Fair prexy, 1

scheduled to sail for Europe tomorrow.

EVELYN ANKERS, British film actress, has
arrived here from England.

ANN SHERIDAN arrives here the end of the
month from Hollywood for a two weeks' p.a.

stint at the Strand, and will then appear in

several other keys.

"Inside the Maginot Line"

Set for 1,000 Rebookings

One hundred and fifty prints are
in use and there are 1,000 current
bookings, most of them second en
gagements, of March of Time's "In-
side the Maginot Line," Short Sub
ject Sales Manager Harry Michal
son of RKO Radio Pictures said
yesterday.
A new one-sheet, new pressbook

and trailer have been rushed to RKO
Radio exchanges and sets of six
stills also are available.

Circuits over which "Inside the
Maginot Line" have been booked in

elude RKO, Warners, Fox, Wilby
Kincey, Dent and Schine.

Heart Attack Is Fatal
Denver— Howard Allen dropped

dead of a heart attack in Gordon,
Neb. He was manager of the Pace
theater there, while house is under
the Black Hills Amusement Co.

Best wishes from THE FILM DAILY
to the following on their birthdays:

SEPTEMBER 15

Louis Gasnier Robert T. Kane
George Brown Alfred N. Goldsmith
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The selection o/ Leo, Jr., was

the biggest national publicity

stunt ever staged for a short

subject. A nation-wide hunt

by International Lions Clubs'.

The winner at Lions' interna-

tional conventional Pittsburgh!

Crowned at hlewYork World's

Fairl The flight to Hollywood

to become the living symbol

of M-G-M's superior short

subjects.
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SET 'EM UP
PETE SMITH bowls 'em over with a natural for exploitation.

(Remember "Strikes and Spares"!)—Release date Sept. 30.
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ENOUGH FRENCH PIX

TO MEET U. S. NEEDS

(Continued from Page 1)

tevday that the producers in France
"saw the war coming" and pushed
production to the limit in order to be

well stocked with pictures for their

own, as well as foreign markets.
However, insurance rates have in-

creased so much since the outbreak

of the European war that some dis-

tributors over here feel that they will

not be able to afford to import many
pictures.

A large number of productions

were before the cameras when hos-

tilities began and, of course, have

been abandoned as actors, directors

and technical crews have been called

to the front.

Detroit—Local bookings of foreign

films will not be affected for about a

year, according to Ira Kaplan of the

Cinema Theater. Enough film is now
available in this country to keep the

Cinema going for at least that long,

he said, and sufficient foreign produc-

tion, partly caused by the need for

continued import revenue in Euro-

pean countries, is anticipated, with

the possible exception of German
product, he added.

Concord Films Organized
lo Distribute Foreign Pix
A new company, known as Con-

cord Films, Inc., has been organized

in New York for the distribution of

foreign pictures. Heading the com-

pany which has offices at 154 W.
55th Street, are Martin J. Lewis,

H. S. Rosenwald and Harold ,E. Neu-
berger.

"Rasputin," starring Harry Baur,

is the company's lead-off picture

which is slated for an early opening

at the 55th Street Playhouse, with

simultaneous premieres planned in

about 15 cities. Picture is ex-

pected to have a run of at least 25

weeks at the 55th Street house, ac-

cording to the distributors.

Michigan Allied Plans

Forum at Its Convention

(Continued from Page 1)

a board meeting on the opening day.

A golf tournament starts off the

second day's activities, followed by
a luncheon and the first business

session in the afternoon, when the

open forum will be conducted. A
party for the "old timers," espe-

cially those no longer active in the

business, is slated for the evening.

The golf finals will be held on

the morning of the third day. Busi-

ness session and election of officers

will occupy the afternoon and the

convention winds up with a banquet
at night.

U. S. Television to Register Another
"First" With Initial Original Revue

Television in the U. S. will register another "first" Tuesday night when NBC tele-

casts "As Others See Us," initial attempt to present an original musical revue. Edward
Padula is the producer, piece is by Norman Zeno and Lew Daly and cast includes

Imogene Coca, Grace MacDonald, Dorothy Fox, Hiram Sherman, Charles Walters, Marie
Nash and Robert Shackelton. Program goes out over W2X6S at 8:30 p.m.

COL. TO HOLD SALES

CONVENTIONS IN S. A.

"Franh James" Next
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Twentieth-Fox will make

"The Return of Frank James" as a se-

quel to "Jesse James," Henry Fonda will

have the key role.

D of J Shelves Biz Advisory

Group Plan on Trust Laws

(Continued from Page 1)

volved, had to say in addressing the
NPA convention at Atlantic City

this week.
Arnold flatly said that the war

crisis would bring expansion rather

than contraction of "trust busting"
activities and said he would again
ask Congress for increased appro-
priation.

Arnold's announcement was re-

ceived here with interest because of

previous predictions that mobiliza-

tion of national resources might
mean the ending, for the time being,

of the work of Arnold and his divi-

sion.

Uniform Action to Stop

Animal "Abuse" Planned

(Continued from Page 1)

ing anti-cruelty laws in nearly any
state of the union" in an effort "to

secure spectacular animal scenes at

expense of great suffering and of-

ten death" of animal actors. Han-
sen, reporting after a month's sur-

vey of producing units on location,

called upon the industry to aban-
don the use of pitfalls and camou-
flaged stockades.

Wildberg-Skirball Talking

Deal With Dorothy Arzner

(Continued from Page 1)

Eastern Service Studios for Colum-
bia release. Wildberg, who left yes-
terday for the Coast, said that nego-
tiations were on with Miss Arzner
but no pact had been signed.

Wildberg said he expected the Sin-

clair Lewis story to go before the
cameras about Nov. 1. With Skirball,

who is on the Coast, Wildberg will

obtain talent for their first picture.

New Morros RKO Contract

May be Signed Next Week
(Continued from Page 1)

of his first picture for RKO release,

"The Flying Deuces," starring Stan
Laurel and Oliver Hardy. Morros
said yesterday that he expected to

make an announcement regarding
the extension of his RKO contract
and the number of pictures it will

involve early next week.

War Not Halting 1939-40

Technicolor Commitments

(Continued from Page 1)

completed. Columbia has postponed
the production of "Arizona" in Tech-
nicolor for 60 days, but the picture

was not cancelled.

Technicolor's English plant is

functioning, it was stated yesterday.

Mortgage on Loew's State,

Boston, Retired Via Loan

(Continued from Page 1)

Keith-Albee-Orpheum Co., and Mon-
ogram Pictures Corp.

Loew's Boston Theaters Co. re-

ported making a $300,000 note pay-
able to the First National Bank of

Boston bearing date of Aug. 4, with
interest at two and a half per cent,

and due Feb. 1, 1942. Amortization
payments are listed as $70,000 each
on Feb. 1 and Aug. 1, 1940 and Feb.
1 and Aug. 1, 1941, and a final $20,000
on Feb. 1, 1942. The funds are to be
used to retire the balance of a first

mortgage on the State Theater ma-
turing May 1, 1941 and bearing four
per cent interest. The original note,

it was reported, was for $600,000.
Purchase was reported by Keith-

Albee-Orpheum of 100 shares of

Class B stock of the Eighty-First
Street Theater Corp. for $10,000, plus
half of the surplus of the corporation
as of Aug. 31. The 100 shares repre-
sent half of the outstanding stock
and are without voting power. The
remaining half of the outstanding
stock which has 100 per cent of the

voting power is held by B. F. Keith
Corp., a subsidiary of the K-A-0
Corp.
Monogram, through its secretary,

M. S. White, informed the SEC that

the board had voted to change the

by-laws so that the principal office

may be maintained anywhere in the

state of Delaware.

St. Louis MPTO Labor Com.
Will Seek to End Dispute

(Continued from Page 1)

an effort to settle current differ-

ences. New wage scales are being
sought by the service staffs for both
Class A and Class B houses.

It is understood that Local 2-B
(service employes) is seeking scales

which woudd raise cashiers, ticket

takers and doormen in Class A
houses from 40 cents an hour to

58 cents; ushers, matrons and at-

tendants from 30 cents an hour to

53 cents; cloakroom attendants and
pages from 30 cents to 51 cents;

cleaners and porters from 35 cents

to 67 cents.

Demands for Class B. houses are

reported to include a rise of 40

cents an hour to 55 cents for cash-
iers, doormen, etc., and an increase

from 35 cents an hour to 50 cents

for ushers.
The stage hands are expected to

discuss the question of maintenance
crews in theaters.

Opens Second House
Osceola, Ark.—Miss Emma Cox,

owner of the Gem here, has opened
a second film house in the Driver
building.

(Continued from Page \)

itinerary includes visits to the fol-
lowing' countries: Cuba, Puerto Rico,
British West Indies, Mexico, Pana-
ma1

, Venezuela, Peru, Chile, £--.„ il

and Argentina. ^&A

These conventions, first to be held
by Columbia in Latin-American
countries, were said yesterday to
be in line with the company's policy
in relation to that market. McCon-
ville lays particular stress on these
meetings in view of the change in
the world picture which resulted in
drastic economic conditions. He em-
phasized, however, that Columbia
would go through with its heavy
production budget, spending $5,000,'-

000 more than at any time in the
company's history.
Four pictures made in Mexico,

one in France and the Hollywood-
made product are available for the
Spanish speaking countries.

Convention delegates attending at
Havana include: E. P. Smith, P.
Martinez and C. Perez, Cuba; E.
Kerner, B.W.I. ; H. B. Prosdocimi,
Panama; S. Kusiel and R. Sevilla,
Mexico; M. Ramirez Torres, Puerto
Rico and C. Van der Ree, Venezuela.
At Buenos Aires, the Argentinian

delegation will embrace L. Gold-
stein, A. Muruzeta, C. B. Rosmarin,
Mr. Planas, C. Flaherty, J. Antun,
and E. Martinez, Brazil will send
A. M. Noye, E. Steinberg, A. Zo-
nari, J. Barbosa, I. A. Ekerman,
and W. Graetzer. Uruguay, Chile
and Peru will also be represented.

Curtis, Schine Ad Chief,

to Fill Rochester Post

Gloversville—Gene Curtis, head of
the Schine Enterprises publicity and
advertising department for the past
year and a half, has been transferred
to Rochester, where he will be special
home office representative in Roches-
ter, East Rochester and Fairport. He
will headquarter at the Riveria the-
ater.

Curtis, departing, was presented a
fountain pen desk set by his asso-
ciates as a farewell gift. A scroll

bearing the names of his well-wishers
went with it.

In connection with the shift, Rob-
ert Quinlivan goes from the Riveria,
Rochester, to the Avon, Watertown,
as manager. Lou Levitch continues
as Schine Rochester city manager.

Pending the selection of Curtis'

successor, Harold F. Sliter will have
charge of the advertising-publicity

dept.

Aerial Rrush-Up
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Director Eddie Sutherland,

who during the World War was a pilot

in Canada's Royal Air Force, has been
brushing up on flying big-powered ships

the past few weeks. Recently finished

with "Flying Deuces," Laurel and Hardy
starrer. Sutherland has spent at least two
hours each flying day in the air.
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2,000 MORE BRITISH

THEATERS REOPENING

(Continued from Page 1)

Office was prompted by the further
representations made on Wednesday
by a_CEA deputation. It bore out

forr~-^ts that the Government would
do l-ar best to quickly terminate the

emergency period which saw the

industry here virtually at a stand-

still.

The Home Office in its several

meetings with trade deputations

Home offices by this week-end ex-

pect to be able to contact all their

European branches with the exception

of Poland as radio telephone service

has been restored to most countries

during the past week. Italy, Holland,
Belgium, Bulgaria, Germany, England,
France, Yugoslavia and Lithuania can

now be reached by phone after shut-

downs in each country of a varying
length of time.

manifested a sympathetic attitude.

It is anticipated that the Board of

Trade will be similarly disposed to

act favorably on the representations
being made by labor and producers.
Reopening of the several thou-

sand additional houses today was
cheering news to U. S. distribs.

Already there is some talk by some
of a return to Wardour Street from
the temporary headquarters estab-

lished at the outbreak of the war.

Warners to Spend $400,000

On New Studio Sound Stage

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Warners has decided

to increase to $400,000 its appropria-
tion for the sound stage being con-
structed over the lake on its backlot,

Jack L. Warner says. Work on the
new stage, the largest on the Bur-
bank lot, is now scheduled to be com-
pleted about Oct. 1.

Coast Federal Grand Jury

Meets on Pix Matters Thurs.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Among matters that

Charles H. Carr, special assistant

to U. S. Attorney General Frank
Murphy, declared would be comsid-
ered by a Federal grand jury which
convenes Thursday are alleged re-

ports of $100,000 being paid to Wil-
liam Bioff, and details surrounding
the merger of 20th Century Pictures

Corp. and the Fox Film Corp. Ses-
sions will last several weeks.

Organize Shorts, Inc.; Will

Make 52 Melody Puzzles

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Carl Hajos and Emile

Seidl have formed Shorts, Inc., to

make 52 one-reel Melody Puzzles
which will be used by exhibitors for
contest purposes. The first four are
being made at the General Service
Studios. A 35-piece orchestra will

be used in each subject. Hajos has
copyrighted his idea for the series.

> v REVIEWS Of THE flEW FILfTIS k
"Rulers of the Sea"
with Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., Margaret

Lockwood, Will Fyffe

Paramount 96 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

SEA TALE DEFINITELY IN THE HIT
CLASS AND SHOULD SEND TIDAL
GROSSES IN THE BOX OFFICES.

Here's a tale of the sea definitely in the

hit class—a picture that should send tidal

grosses into the box offices. Frank Lloyd,

responsible for many an outstanding sea saga

in the past, has more than repeated here.

There's human interest, suspenseful action

and appealing romance, artfully woven to-

gether. It's the story of a man, who had a

dream—a dream to send boats over the At-

lantic by steam—and how the dream came
true. A memorable, human performance

is that of Will Fyffe as the Scot machinist

who had the vision to see that steam power
would one day conquer the sea and make
the sail outmoded. Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.,

is splendid as the young seaman who has

faith in Fyffe and gets the backing for the

making of the steam engines. Margaret
Lockwood is a very valuable member of the

cast as Fyffe's plucky daughter, with whom
Fairbanks, Jr., falls in love. George Ban-

croft does fine work as a sea captain, who
scoffs at the use of steam, while Vaughan
Glaser gives a good performance as a ship-

per, who puts up the money to have the

"Dog Star" equipped with engines, to at-

tempt the trip across the North Atlantic.

David Torrence, Montagu Love, Lester Mat-
thews and Lawrence Grant are among the

important principals. Lou Smith functioned

as associate producer and James Havens as

associate director. Talbot Jennings, Frank

Cavett and Richard Collins contributed a

strong screenplay, based on their original

story. When Fyffe is about to give up

hope that his engine will ever be used, he

meets Fairbanks, Jr., who inspires him to

continue work on it. The young seaman
goes to London and interests Glaser in

financing Fyffe. Many obstacles have to

be overcome before the "Dog Star," a

doughty, little paddle steamer, is over-

hauled and equipped with the machinery.

Then starts the trip by steam power alone.

In mid-ocean engine trouble develops and

it seems help will be needed from the

scoffing Bancroft, commanding the nearby

"Falcon," but the trouble is righted in time.

Fyffe, who has been scalded by escaping

steam, dies, but not before the "Dog Star"

reaches New York and his dream has been
realized.

CAST: Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., Margaret
Lockwood, Will Fyffe, George Bancroft,

Montagu Love, Vaughan Glaser, David Tor-

rence, Lester Matthews, Alan Ladd, David

Clyde, Mike Driscoll, Mary Gordon, Lionel

Pape, Ivan Simpson, Olaf Hytten, Denis

D'Auburn, David Dunbar, Barry Macollum,
George Melford, Wilson Benge, Dave Thurs-

by, John Power, Earl Askam, Charles Mc-
Avoy, Napier Rakes, Lawrence Grant, Jane

Dewey, Clare Verdera, Neil Fitzgerald, Alec

Craig.

CREDITS: Producer, Frank Lloyd; Direc-

tor, Frank Lloyd; Associate Producer, Lou
Smith; Story and Screenplay by Talbot Jen-

nings, Frank Cavett, and Richard Collins;

Photography, Theodor Sparkuhl, A.S.C. and

'Blackmail"
with Edward G. Robinson, Ruth Hussey,

Guinn Williams, Gene Lockhart

M-G-M 81 Mins.

CORKING DRAMATIC STORY IS

PACKED WITH SUSPENSE AND ACTION
FROM START TO FINISH.

Here is one of the better pictures. It is

packed with suspense, the cast's work is

excellent, and the direction is flawless in

building the story to its dramatic climax.

Edward G. Robinson is outstanding as an

innocent victim of a robbery who has made
a new life for himself after his escape from

a chain gang. Ruth Hussey, his wife, is

exceptionally attractive and extremely cap-

able. Gene Lockhart gives a top-notch

performance as the blackmailer. Guinn
Williams fits the role of Robinson's handy-

man in the oil business like a glove. "Bobs"

Watson is good as Robinson's son. H. C.

Potter rates laurels for his direction. Rob-

inson, top man in the field of experts on

extinguishing oil well fires, makes enough
money to sink a well of his own. He returns

heme one day to be confronted by Lock-

hart. Formerly shipmates, Lockhart knows
that Robinson escaped after being sentenced

for stealing money from the ship's purser.

He admits to Robinson that he took the

money himself and hid it under Robinson's

bunk when he couldn't get away with. He
agrees to confess for enough money to take

care of his family, but he "frames" Robinson

and tips off the police. Robinson is returned

to the chain gang only to read in the papers

that the well has been brought in and Lock-

hart, now the owner through his trickery,

will make a fortune while his wife and

child are broke. He escapes again and

fires the well, knowing that it will make
Lockhart return as the sale had not been
completed. Lockhart is trapped by Robinson

near the flaming oil well, and fearful of

being thrown in, confesses everything. Ex-

hibitors can stress action and punch in ad-

vertising this one, with a swell dramatic

story to boot. Sell this one to the public

because patrons are sure to like it.

CAST: Edward G. Robinson, Gene Lock-

hart, Guinn Williams, "Bobs" Watson, Ruth

Hussey, Arthur Hohl, John Wray, Esther

Dale, Charles Middleton.

CREDITS: Producer, John Considine, Jr.;

Director, H. C. Potter; Story, Endre Bohem
and Dorothy Yost; Screenplay, David Hertz

and William Ludwig; Editor, Howard
O'Neill; Cameraman, Clyde De Vinna.

DIRECTION, Expert. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Bob Garland, Crash Victim
Denver—Bob Garland, booker for

the southern district of Fox Inter-

mountain theaters, was taken to

St. Luke's hospital in Denver suf-

fering from severe shock, a broken
arm and cuts and bruises from an
auto accident near Montrose.

Archie Stout, A.S.C; Art Direction by HansPHY, Aces.

Dreier and John Goodman; Edited by Paul

Weatherwax; Sound Recording by Harold

Lewis and Walter Oberst; Interior Decora-

tions by A. F. Freudeman; Special Photo-

graphic Effects by Gordon Jennings, A.S.C.

and Farciot Edouart, A.S.C; Musical Score

by Richard Hageman.
DIRECTION, Top-notch. PHOTOGRA-

"The Real Glory"
with Gary Cooper, David Niven, Andrea

Leeds, Reginald Owen
Goldwyn-UA 95 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

SWELL GARY COOPER VEHICLE
PACKED WITH ACTION SHOULD CLICK
SOLIDLY.

This story of a handful of American
officers, who drilled and led a group of

Filipinos against a dangerous Moro chief-

tain and his men is packed with action

and is a real thriller. Gary Cooper is the

dominating figure as an army doctor, who
so inspires the Filipinos that they throw
off their fear of Tetsu Komai and his war-

riors and fight so bravely that they gain a

gallant victory. Henry Hathaway did a

grand job of directing, creating suspense

and maintaining interest to the end. To
Samuel Goldwyn goes credit as producer

and Robert Riskin as associate producer.

David Niven does splendid work as a brave,

carefree officer, while Broderick Crawford
gives his best performance to date as a

heroic, akward soldier, whose hobby was
growing flowers. Reginald Owen is fine

as the commanding officer, who hides the

fact that he is going blind. Andrea Leeds
is excellent as his daughter, with whom
Gary falls in love. Tetsu Komai is con-

vincing as the chieftain, while Vladimir

Sokoloff plays his cunning lieutenant. Kay
Johnson, Russell Hicks, Roy Gordon and

Charles Waldron do good work, and Benny
Inocencio is appealing as a Moro boy, who
is befriended by Gary. Jo Swerling and
Robert R. Presnell fashioned a gripping

screenplay, based on the novel by Charles L.

Clifford. Although two commanding officers

have been slain by the Moros, Owen refuses

to allow his men to pursue Komai into the

jungles. Komai dams the river that sup-

plies the settlement with water, and cholera

grips the natives. Sokoloff, planning to

have Owen and his soldiers ambushed, leads

them into the jungle, but Cooper comes to

their rescue. He dynamites the dam and
returns to the village to lead the natives

against the bloodthirsty Moros. The Fili-

pinos, determined to save their land, rout

the Moros and Komai is slain.

CAST: Gary Cooper, Andrea Leeds, David

Niven, Reginald Owen, Broderick Crawford,

Kay Johnson, Russell Hicks, Vladimir Soko-

loff, Benny Inocencio, Charles Waldron,
Rudy Robles, Tetsu Komai, Roy Gordon,

Henry Kolker.

CREDITS: Producer, Samuel Goldwyn;
Associate Producer, Robert Riskin; Director,

Henry Hathaway; Screenplay by Jo Swerling

and Robert R. Presnell; From the novel by

Charles L. Clifford; Art Director; James
Basevi; Photography, Rudolph Mate, A.S.C;
Musical Direction by Alfred Newman; Cos-

tumes by Jeanne Beakhurst; Special Effects,

R. O. Binger, A.S.C. and Paul Eagler, A.S.C.;

Set Decoration, Julia Heron; Film Editor,

Daniel Mandell; Sound Technician, Jack

Noyes; Technical Advisor, Col. William H.

Shutan; Associate Director, Richard Tal-

madge; Assistant Director, Eddie Bernoudy.

DIRECTION, Grand. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Excellent.

Apel Folds Tunes, Inc.

Detroit—Del Apel has closed the
office of Tunes, Inc., here. Future
plans are uncertain.
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UPSWING IN BUILDING

FORECAST BY EBERSON

Philadelphia—Widespread building
and remodeling operations nationally
will feature the Autumn and early
Winter, it was asserted here yester-
day by John Eberson, film theater
architect, prior to his return to his

headquarters in New York.
He declared that the upswing in

public purchasing power and the
consequent promise of increased film

attendance during the 1939-40 sea-
son is spurring exhibition interest in

virtually all sections of the country
to initiate improvements to their

houses.
Eberson disclosed that the present

schedule of work in his own offices

comprises in part the extensive re-

modeling of the Grenada Theater,
Buffalo, for the Schine Circuit, and
also the remodeling of their River-
side Theater in the same city, plus
complete rejuvenation of the circuit's

Palace in Syracuse.
He also listed plan preparation for

the new 800-seater which Lloyd J.

Wineland, as president of the Fair-
lawn Amusement Co. of Anacostia,
will construct in Washington, D. C,
and plans for Warners' new Astor
Theater in Philadelphia, which will

entail complete demolition of the
present house by that name. The
new theater will be a 1,500-seater.

The Taft Estate has also selected

Eberson as architect for a new
Times Theater building to be erected
at Sixth and Walnut Sts., Cincinnati,

and under lease to I. Libson of that
city. Contract for the new "Taft
Theater," in Cincinnati, to be known
as the Grand Theater, and under
lease to RKO, has been awarded to

Frank Messer & Sons, Inc., there.

Eberson is the architect.

Eberson is also preparing plans
for the Ellaness Theaters' new house
in Steubenville, Ohio.
Among other Eberson jobs now

under way are the new theater in

Ridgefield, Conn., for Prudential
Playhouses; the new house which is

being built in Massillon, Ohio, for
the account of Pyramid Theater;
and the new Mellie Esperson Build-

ing in Houston, Texas, being erected
at a cost of several million dollars.

Four-Color Lighting Plan

For Ames' Capitol Canopy

Ames, la.—The Capitol Theater is

getting a new front with the Ames
Theater company spending $1,500
redecorating the showhouse. Im-
provements include a new canopy
with 350 feet of contrasting-color
fluorescent tubing, modern show
cases for wall spaces on either side

of box-office, new drapes for en-
trance and exit doors. Powder blue,

apple green, ruby red and sunset yel-

low are the colors used in new light-

ing scheme.

VSSC Expands
Detroit—Increase in business has ne-

cessitated the removal of United Sound
System Co.'s offices into larger quarters.

An entire two-story building at 5840
Second Blvd. has been taken over.

Minnesota Theaters Install

New Alexander Smith Carpet

Extensive activity in the Alexan-
der Smith Contract Division is re-

ported in Minnesota. Among the jobs

recently completed are the Highland
Theater and the West Theater both
of St. Paul while across the river
in Minneapolis Alexander Smith
Carpet has been installed in the Var-
sity Theater, the Vogue Theater and
in the Radisson Hotel.

Rural Minnesota has likewise been
experiencing a Smith boom with the-
ater installations at White Bear
Lake, Parkers Prairie, Cook, Gay-
lord, Winthrop and Sauk Centre.

Heberlee Ice Machine Co.

In New Detroit Quarters

Detroit—Heberlee Ice Machine Co.
has moved to new quarters at 430 E.
Woodbridge St. The company is com-
pleting installation of a 60-ton ca-
pacity Vilter machine unit, with
complete air conditioning, at the
Lakewood Theater for William A.
Guentsche. Heberlee Co. is also

completing an installation with deep
well for cold water supply for
George C. Marr at the Marr Theater,
at Saginaw.

Ellaness Builds $40,000
Bryan House, Seating 700

Bryan, O. — Construction of the
new Bryan Theater, on the west side
of the court square, has been begun
by the Guy Johnson Lumber & Sup-
ply Co., Steubenville, to cost an
estimated $40,000, and with seating
capacity of 700. House is being built

by the Ellaness Co., which also op-
erates the Temple Theater in this
city. G. H. Redhead is in charge of
construction.

Cincy Supply Biz Brisk

Cincinnati—J. Stallings, Mid-West
Theater Supplies comments new sup-
ply business is exceptionally brisk,
due to the unusual number of new
theaters in and around this city.

Mid-West is completely equipping
Willard Vance's new house in New-
port, Ky., also the new Hilltop The-
ater, being erected by R. W. Tusch
and William Murrison, in North Col-
lege Hill, Cincinnati. Mid-west will
also equip the new Elmwood Theater,
now under construction.

RADIANT LAMP CORP.

EXPANSION APPROVED

A plan to expand the corporate

and financial structure of the Radi-

ant Lamp Corp., 260 Sherman Ave.,

Newark, N. J., submitted by Felt &
Co., New York, has been approved
by stockholders, according to Ernest
L. Wagner, vice-president. While
under the new plan a group of finan-

cial and business interests associated
with Felt & Co. will become substan-
tial stockholders and take an active

part in the business, the present fac-

tory and sales executives, who have
long been connected with the lamp
business, will continue in direct

charge of these divisions.

Since its organization over five

years ago, the Radiant Lamp Corp.
has grown steadily. Its plant is said
to be the largest in the world de-
voted exclusively to the manufacture
of concentrated filament lamps. The
company manufactures a complete
line of motion picture projection
lamps, floodlights, spotlights and
lamps for motion picture production,
aeronautical and general outdoor
and sports lighting. Its products
are distributed throughout the world.

Among the new directors of the
Radiant Lamp Corp. are Byrne E.
Baldwin, partner in the banking firm
of Haydn, Stone & Co. and Earl
Baird, son of the late U. S. Senator
Baird of New Jersey. Eugene W.
Leake, former president of Film
Securities Corp. and trustee in the
Paramount Pictures receivership,
will act as general counsel.

Heywood-Wakefield Reseats

Madison Theater, Detroit

Detroit—Madison Theater, former
first-run house, will reopen today.
House has been reseated by Hey-
wood-Wakefield, with a complete in-

stallation of projection, sound, and
booth equipment, including Brenkert-
RCA equipment, by Oliver Theater
Supply.

New House for Altoona
Pittsburgh — The Rivoli Theaters,

Inc., comprising a circuit of 12 the-
aters in Western Pennsylvania and
operated by R. Allison, veteran show-
man, will build a new 550-seat house
in the Lisbon section of Altoona.
Construction is to be completed by
Nov. 1.

Motiograph Installation

Bridgeport— Harold Tabackman,
operator of the Bostwick, contracted
with Modern Theater Equipment for
new Motiograph projectors, screen
and lenses.

THEATER Q- i

The Public Alonj^Cor

By GECI

Equipment EqkWl

MANY millions say daily, in suj »pl'

stance, "Let's go to the mo) td

ies." On a weekly average, stati ly-

rics disclose, some 85,000,000 e ^
tertainment-seekers do go.

Such a mass outpouring caus;

the alert theater operator to tal
"•

stock of how best he can gain h
,ftl

deserved share of the patronage Ion*

ically open to him in his communit

The so-called stock-taking natura

ly embraces such factors as the re\

utation of the features available'

draw of the players; extent ar

type of the programs; admissic

scale; accessibility of the houst

parking facilities; promotional can
1

paigns; proper theater maintenance

courtesy of employes; and comfo

offered the customer.
liii

Under the latter heading come

the all-important factor of seatin

for any decision on the part of

patron to attend a film program

inseparable from the thought of get

ting a good seat. To the averag

picturegoer, the term good seat doe

not necessarily mean a satisfactor

vantage point, for no seat can b

called good which isn't comfortable

.'I

WHILE a great number of house;

are today equipped with com
fortable chairs according to moderi

scientific standards, there are man; .:

also which retain the old model;

which were designed prior to th<

advent of scientific determinatior

of form, construction, upholstering

and maximum-wear fabrics.

In the instance of the newly con-J

structed theater, thoroughly modern '

chairs are the rule, for the market':

best have been generally adopted

Remodeling operations to existing

houses often move owners to include

re-seating, on the premise that il

might just as well be effectuated

along with other planned improve

ments. But there are relatively few
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Samples of operators taking the

i'lo.'overbial bull by the horns and do-

tatijg re-seating exclusively, although

etich a step would admittedly be a

vidend builder.

A curious psychology, a seating

tympany's representative points out,

^jjpears to prevail among theater

i

vners who do launch into action

A re-seat their properties. The

Jf

.j:ndency is for such a purchaser to

ie

jdge the comfort of a theater chair

ii'n the basis of how comfortable the« ., _. . , ,

, 'hair is to him personally. This tal-
w . , ., .11
icy is often as rife with danger as

i the booking of a particular fea-

Jiire film purely on the booker's per-
am _

r
. . . .

Dnal taste, it is cited.
IK'

u The comfort incorporated in a

{heater chair by its manufacture is

matter of scientific formula which

as been evolved via long and inten-

sive research. The anatomical form

f individuals at large dictates con-

curs, together with the personal

abits of sitting posture of the pub-

ic taken generally.

Vl
AN

Vl an<

ANUFACTURERS' research

d sales organizations have

lathered expressions of likes and

lislikes of thousands from coast to

>e!:oast, thus providing an incompar-

able guide and check in determin-

ing the factors which assure the

greatest comfort for the greatest

els lumber. In the instance of the

lieAmerican Seating Co., when these

onhousands of reactions are com-

pared, and conflicting opinions

inalyzed and sifted, there arise

n
. lefinite principles which their re-

search investigators have developed

y rom studies of anatomy and the

d
lygiene of sitting.

it One of the best arbiters in the

je
natter of selecting theater chairs

it
ran safely be said to be the theater

!(
j
irchitect,—and very rarely the in-

dividual purchaser who sets himself

w jp as a public yardstick.

ANEMOSTATS END AIR

DISTRIBUTION PROBLEM

An extensive remodeling program
which included a complete change in

air distribution methods in the Sen-

ate Theater, Detroit, has just been

completed by Ben Cohn.

The Senate has been equipped with

a well-water air cooling system for

a number of years, but air distribu-

tion had been unsatisfactory. Cold

air was introduced to the theater

through two large sidewall grilles,

each measuring 4 ft. wide by 6 ft.

high. The bottom of these large

grilles was at the arm rest level of

the seats.

Hugh Lenane, engineer for Ameri-
can Refrigerating Co. of Detroit,

found that great masses of cold air

moving from the old grilles caused
unpleasant drafts throughout the

theater and a warm "dead spot" un-

der the balcony.

To solve the problem, Lenane ex-

tended the air supply ducts up the

back wall of the auditorium to six

Anemostats located in the ceiling.

New outlets were also installed un-

der the balcony to offset "dead air"

conditions. Two existing tunnels

under the floor are now used to take

return air from the front of the

stage.

Because the Anemostats, product
of the Anemostat Corp., 10 E. 39th

St., New York, diffuse cool air to all

parts of the theater with equal vel-

ocity and mix the cold air with the

warm air which rises to the ceiling

of the theater, tests have demon-
strated that temperature differen-

tials are now held within 2 J F. in all

parts of the theater.

Filmack Laboratories

Enters Narrow Film Field

Filmack Trailer Co. of Chicago, is

entering the 16 mm. non-theatrical

field via Filmack Laboratories. Film-
ack has installed the latest cameras,
printers and technical devices known
to the narrow film field. Sound re-

production and musical accompani-
ment are also part of the extensive

new service.

An informative 16 mm. catalog is

available on request.

Grieves Order to Stanley

Chicago — The Stanley Theater
Equipment Co. will supply Wenzel-
Ace projectors, a streamlined canopy
with Wagner letters, Ashcraft lamp-
houses, Hurley screen, American
Seating Co. seats and a porcelain
front for the new Cine Theater, now
under erection at Brazil, Ind., by
Samuel Grieves.

Organ installation
Cleveland—Organ recitals will make

their bow at the Lorain Fulton Theater
starting Sept. 17. Harry Henderson,
manager, has installed a Hammond elec-

tric and will offer concerts of both
classical and popular music.

Franklin Research Issues

Rubber Gloss Wax Booklet

The Franklin Research Co., 5134
Lancaster Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.,

announces a new illustrated booklet

on its product, rubber gloss wax,

available on request.

This descriptive literature entitled,

"Yes, They Look Alike," expresses

the necessary qualities a practical,

economical and safe floor wax must
have. Simple equipment for testing
the "water resistance" and the "co-
efficient of slip" (slipperiness) of a

wax is illustrated and offered free
to those interested in comparing dif-

ferent products.

The booklet contains descriptive

bar charts and an analysis of the
cost of maintaining a floor with a
water emulsion wax, the latter hav-
ing been made by a respected super-
intendent of a large building in Phil-

adelphia.

CONSTRUCTION RISES

IN LA.'S OIL FIELDS

New Orleans — The Gulf States

territory of Louisiana, Mississippi,

and parts of Alabma and Florida,

has put in over $500,000 in new the-

ater construction since January, a

Film Daily survey reveals.

Most of the building seems to have

been done in the oil sections of

Louisiana. The houses, either con-

structed or under construction, and

their approximate values are: Louis-

iana— Vacharie, $25,000; LaPlace,

two, one at $17,000, another at $10,-

000; Carencrow, $10,000; DeRidder,

$45,000; New Orleans, two, one at

$125,000, another at $25,000; Baton
Rouge (contemplated) $30,000; La-

Rose, $15,000; Norco (contemplated;

value unknown); Abbeville, two, one

at $10,000, another at $25,000;
Franklin, $45,000; Vidalia, $10,000;
Golden Meadows (reported value
about $25,000); Mississippi— Mc-
Comb, $45,000; Jackson, $40,000;
Alabama—Mobile, two, one at $70,-

000, another at $45,000.

40Z

"HOTEL FOR WOMEN

A hotel for women is no place for a

man. Neither is a theatre the place

for drab, cheap looking carpet. Which

is one reason why most of the country's

successful theatres have Alexander

Smith Carpet.

ALEXANDER SMITH CARPET

BBflH
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HI6H INTENSITY LI6HT

COLOR COMPOSITION

The even color balance of high

intensity projection light gives

natural and pleasing screen re-

production of color features.

Lack of blue and excess of

red in low intensity projection

light distort the natural hues

and beautv of color features.
LOW INTENSITY LI6HT

VOLUMFOFSCRFENUGHT2.7'I

SIMPLIFIED HIGH INTENSITY PROJECTION - 6200 SCREEN LUMENS

LOW INTENSITY PROJECTION
2300 SCREEN LUMENS

Simplified High Intensi ty

projection provides 2.7

times the volume of
screen illumination ob-
tained from low intensity

lamps. This gives a clear

screen image at a com-
fortable level of general

illumination.

Simplified High Intensity
lamps provide 2.5 times as

much screen light per watt
as low intensity. You cannot
afford to retain low intensity

projection when a few cents

more per day will give you
snow ivhite projection light in

more than twice the volume.

EFFICIENCYOFUGHTPRODUCTION2.5-1

SIMPLIFIED HIGH INTENSITY PROJECTION - 1.60 SCREEN LUMENS PER WATT

ASK YOUR 0EALER TO SHOW YOU THE LOW COST AND BOX

OFFICE VALUE OF MODERN HIGH INTENSITY PROJECTION

LOW INTENSITY PROJECTION
0.63 SCREEN LUMENS PER WATT

SIMPLIFIED

PROJECTION
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CARBON COMPANY, INC.
Unit of Union Carbide |I|M and Carbon Corporation
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General Offices: 30 East 42nd Street, New York, N. Y.
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Nation-wide Reports Indicate Strong Vaude Comeback

MAJORSWOULD LIMIT GOVT ON INTERROGATORIES

Silverstone Sees Public Preferring Pix to News of War
THE WEEK IN
REVIEW

No Production Curtailment

By L. H. MITCHELL

DOMESTIC
WAR AND U. S. PRODUCTION:

Four major producers, at week's
beginning, declared their companies
would not curtail production of pix

because of the war in Europe. The
four were Warner Bros., Paramount,
Universal and United Artists. Jos-

eph M. Schenck, 20th-Fox board
chairman, said that theater invest-

ments would prevent any production
curtailment. Harry Cohn, Columbia
prexy, said his company would make
all pictures scheduled, spending $5,-

000,000 more on them than in any
previous year. Frank Speidel, head
of Eastern Service Studios expressed
the opinion that the war would not
affect production in the East, and
Technicolor stated all 20 pix an-
nounced to be filmed in its color

system would be made. . . Film
Daily survey in 18 large U. S.

cities, showing business expansion
proved the wisdom of the majors'
"no cuts" decisions.

* * *

TRADE REFORM: Ed Kuyken-
dall, MPTOA prexy, announced early

in the week that major distributors
would go ahead with trade practice

reforms despite Thurman Arnold's
blast at the Code Austin Keough
lent color to Kuykendall's predic-

tion by announcing that Paramount
would embody a cancellation clause

in its exhibition contract. RKO Ra-
dio followed suit, stating that an
arbitration clause would be a part
of its new contract, adding another
link to the chain Warner Bros.
started late in August by adding
the proposed Code's 20 per cent
cancellation clause and the non-
forcing of shorts in its sales con-
tract .. At the week-end 20th Cen-
tury-Fox was considering inserting
an arbitration clause in its con-
tract . . MPTOA board listed 17 un-
solved trade problems to be tackled

{Continued on Page 17)

UA Head Says Film Industry

Must Contribute to the

Country's Morale
Expressing the belief that the pub-

lic prefers screen entertainment to

war news, Murray Silverstone, head
of United Artists, in a formal state-

ment Friday said that the "next few
months constitute a crucial period
for the motion picture industry.

"If we recognize, as we must and
will, that we have a tremendous
contribution to make, the screen
will maintain the high vital charac-
ter it has been developing for the
past three decades," he declared.
Commenting on the position the

industry will hold in the face of
{Continued on Page 3)

SEE "TREATTENDING

UNION TELE RIVALRY

Actors Equity and its affiliate

unions are again turning their at-

tention to the unionizing of tele-

vision performers, a matter that
{Continued on Page 3)

ITO of Ohio Joins Fight

on Old Age Pension Plan

Columbus, O.-—Independent The-
ater Owners of Ohio has tossed in

its lot with an emergency Commit-
{Continued on Page 3)

BROADWAY PIX

GROSSES RISE
Biz Pace Equals or Betters

That of Labor Day Week-end

Business on Broadway for the past
four days, under the impetus of a
two-day Jewish holiday, visitors here
for the World's Fair, and an influx
of New Yorkers returning from
Summer homes, boomed at box offices

at a pace equal to if not better in
a great many cases than that at the
Labor Day week-end.
The Rivoli, Roxy, Music Hall and

Strand played to capacity crowds
from Thursday on. The Rivoli, with

{Continued on Page 17)

Expect Anti-Games Bill

in Wisconsin Will Die

Milwaukee, Wis.— Although the
Paulson bill, which would bar Bank
Night, Hollywood and similar the-
ater games, has been passed by the
senate, exhibitor leaders are not
greatly concerned regarding its

final passage since it is quite likely

that the legislature will be ad-
journed before final action is taken
on the bill. Exhibitors are opposed
to the bill since it apparently does
not ban Bingo from church halls.

Vaudeville Bookings Reported Heavy

In Midwestern and Eastern Theaters

Warner Club Golf Tourney
Tomorrow Attracts Execs.

The Sixth Annnal Golf Tourna-
ment of the New York Warner Club
will take place tomorrow at Glen
Oaks Golf Course, Great Neck, Long
Island.

Over 130 golfers are expected to
{Continued on Page 17)

After several false starts, vaude-
ville is showing greater activity this
Fall than it has for several years,
according to bookers and reports
from Film Daily staff correspon-
dents in the field.

It was pointed out over the week-
end by the William Morris office

that interest in stage shows at this

time of the year usually takes a
{Continued on Page 4)

Equity Suit Conference Be-

tween Counsel, D of J

In Prospect

Developments crowded forward
on the week-end in the Govern-
ment's New York equity action
against the majors, Friday bringing
disclosure from sources close to the
litigation that a conference is loom-
ing at which counsel for the defen-
dants will make strenuous represen-
tations to the D of J for a satisfac-
tory limitation of the sweeping 68
interrogatories filed by the Govern-
ment.

Should the D of J, it is said, be
unwilling to hear the private argu-
ment concerning the fairness of cur-
tailing both the number and scope
of the interrogatories, a formal mo-

{Continued on Page 4)

DISTRIBS. RECEIVE

BERLIN COLLECTIONS

American companies' offices in

Berlin are functioning more nor-
mally than those in Paris and Lon-
don and collections are coming
through from Germany.
The Paramount home office on

{Continued on Page 17)

Amusement Stocks on Big

Board in Three-Day Climb

Amusement stocks on New York's
big board, starting at mid-week,
went into a three-day climb. One

{Continued on Page 3)

Restrict Exhibition
of War Pix in Rio

Rio de Janeiro (By Cable)—First steps
to restrict exhibition of war pictures
have been taken here. Number of such
films is to be limited, with the regula-
tion applying to World War stories as

well. Additionally, daytime showing of
newsreel subjects dealing with the pres-

ent hostilities is prohibited. War reels

can only be presented after 8 p.m.

T7TW mmm H nrffiBHH^Htfrf
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(QUOTATIONS AS OF FRIDAY)

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat 12y2 1 1 Vi 12'/2 + 1 Vs

Col. Picts. vtc. (21/2%) 8 7i/
2

7i/2

Columbia Picts. pfd. 19i/
2 19y2 19i/2 + V4

Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd... 9S/8 9 'A 9% + 1%
East. Kodak 158V4 154 157l/4 + 2l/4
do pfd
Cen. Th. Eq 10 '/8 9'/8 lOys + 1 1/8

Loew's, Inc 36y2 35 36 + 1%
do pfd 1031/i 103i/2 1031/2 + %
Paramount 8i/

8 7% 7% + i/
8

Paramount 1st pfd... 85 83 84+2
Paramount 2nd pfd... 9ys ZVs 9 + i/

2

Pathe Film 11% 10i/
2 10%

RKO 13/4 1% l 3
/4

20th Century-Fox . . 14% 14i/4 143/8

20th Century-Fox pfd. 241/4 23 '/4 24 Vi + 2V6
Univ. Pict. pfd

Warner Bros 43/8 4l/4 43/8 + i/
8

do pfd

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith B. F. ref. 6s46
Loew's deb. 3l/

2 s46. 96% 96 96 — %
Para. B'way 3s55... 49 49 49
Para. Picts. 6s55
Para. Picts. cv. 3

i/4s47

RKO 6s41 55 55 55

Warner Bros.' cv. 6s39
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts 1 Vi 1 Vi 1 Vi
Sonotone Corp
Technicolor 12'/4 11% 12

Trans-Lux 1 3/4 1 3/4 1 3/4 _ ys
Universal Corp. vtc. . 2% 2l/2 2%
Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES
Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd 102
Fox Thea. Office Bldg. 1st '46.... 33/8 5
Loew's Thea. Realty 6s 1st '47

Met. Playhouse, Inc. 2nd deb. '45.. 63 67
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st '57 573/4 60'/4

SAFETY LLOYDS
FILM STORAGE CORP.

Storage by Reel or Vault

729 Seventh Ave.
New York City

BRyant 9-5600 SECURITY

IB The Broadway Parade H
Picture and Distributor Theater

Coodbye, Mr. Chips (Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer)—19th week Astor
The Old Maid (Warner Bros. Pictures)—6th week Strand
The Star Maker (Paramount Pictures)—3rd week Paramount
The Rains Came (20th Century-Fox)—2nd week Roxy
Blackmail (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer) Capitol
Colden Boy (Columbia Pictures) Music Hall

The Real Glory (United Artists-Goldwyn) Rivoli

Payment Deferred (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer) (d) Criterion

The Day the Bookies Wept (RKO Radio Pictures) Rialto

Parents on Trial (Columbia Pictures) Clobe
Treachery on the High Seas (Times) (a) Central
In Old Caliente (Republic Pictures) (a) Central
Fifth Avenue Girl (RKO Radio Pictures) (a-b) Palace
Adventures of Sherlock Holmes (20th Century-Fox) (a-b) Palace

FOREIGN LANGUAGE FEATURES
The End of the Day (Juno Films)—2nd week Filmarte

On His Own (Amkino) Cameo
Betrayal (World Pictures) Little Carnegie
Harvest (French Cinema Corporation) World
A Brivele der Mamen (Sphinx Films) Belmont
Mademoiselle Ma Mere (J. H. Hoffberg) 55th St. Playhouse

FUTURE OPEJVIJVGS
Honeymoon in Bali (Paramount Pictures)—Sept. 20 Paramount
Two Bright Boys (Universal Pictures)—Sept. 20 Rialto

The Women (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)—Sept. 21 Capitol

The Man They Couldn't Hang (Columbia Pictures)—Sept. 21 Criterion

Scipio Africanus (Esperia Film Distributing Co.—Sept. 21 Cinecitta

Nurse Edith Cavell (RKO Radio Pictures-Wilcox)—Sept. 21 Music Hall

Espionage Agent (Warner Bros. Pictures)—Sept. 22 Strand

Stunt Pilot (Monogram Pictures)—Sept. 22 (a) Central

Riders of Black River (Columbia Pictures)—Sept. 22 (a) Central

Jamaica Inn (Paramount Pictures) (c) Rivoli

Conflict (Trans-Atlantic Films) (c) Little Carnegie

Hotel for Women (20th Century-Fox)—Sept. 21 (a-b) Palace

Quick Millions (20th Century-Fox)—Sept. 21 (a) Palace

(a) Dual bill. (b) Subsequent run. (c) Follows current bill. (d) Revival.

comine mid Gome

RUSSELL MUTH, European director of Movie
tone News, and BONNEY POWELL, ace Movie
tone cameraman, sail for Europe this week.

WILLIAM SUSSMAN, Eastern division manage
for 20th-Fox, is in Cincinnati today for a Ken
Drive meeting.

MARY PICKFORD has returned to N<fe> ,
i\

and is at the Sherry Netherland.

kit

I

Warners Set 3 for October

and Two for Nov. Showings

Warners national release schedule

for October and November has been
revised as follows:

Oct. 7—"Espionage Agent," star-

ring Joel McCrea with Brenda Mar-
shall and Jeffrey Lynn. Oct. 21

—

"Pride of the Blue Grass," featur-

ing Edith Fellows and Gentry, fam-
ous blind jumping horse. Oct. 28

—

"The Roaring Twenties," starring
James Cagney with Priscilla Lane.
Nov. 11—"Private Lives of Eliza-

beth and Essex," co-starring Bette
Davis and Errol Flynn. Nov. 25

—

"On Your Toes," starring Zorina
with Eddie Albert.

Warners' Australasian

Convention Opens Today

Warners annual Australasian con-

vention opens today in Sydney with
managers throughout the territory

attending. Ralph Clark, Australian
manager for the company who re-

cently returned to Sydney after a

New York visit, will preside. Sales

policies and new product will be out-

lined at the huddles which are ex-

pected to last about a week.

Dallas Variety Club's

Fall Tourney on Oct. 16

Dallas — The Variety Club will

stage its Fall golf tournament on
Oct. 16, at Lakewood Country Club.
This will be the Monday following
the Texas-Oklahoma football game,
which usually brings large numbers
of showmen from all parts of the
Southwest.

Briefs Due By Tomorrow
In Trampe's Bingo Suit

Milwaukee, Wis.—The action of

Charles W. Trampe, head of the
Monogram-Midwest Film Exchange
here, against the Bahn Frei hall to

restrain the playing of Bingo at the
hall, has been taken under advise-
ment by Circuit Judge Charles L.

Aarons and counsel have been in-

structed to file briefs by tomorrow.

Tobias Will Distribute

Keeno-Quiz, New Game

Lester Tobias has acquired Keeno-
Quiz, a new theater game, for dis-

tribution in the U. S. and Canada.
Game is a series of motion pictures
combining some of the rules of

Keeno and the current quiz rage.
It has had a reportedly successful
test run in several eastern Warner
Bros, houses. Keeno-Quiz is re-

ported to have been declared legal

and not a lottery.

Illinois IATSE to Convene
Today; Chi. Men to Attend

Chicago—Most of Chicago's film
executives are expected to attend the
Illinois IATSE meeting which is

scheduled to be held today in Spring-
field. It is reported that many im-
portant problems have been slated to
be placed before the convention.
Frank Olson, state chairman, will
preside.

Varinghaus Named Booker
Detroit—Joe Varinghaus, Warner

poster clerk, has been made booker,
succeeding Joe Tracy, resigned. Jim
MacKay is new poster clerk.

HARVEY DAY, business manager for Pau
Terry, has returned to New York after a mid-
Western tour.

P. C. SCHRAM, Kalamazoo exhib., is in New;
York for a visit.

M. B. SILBERBERC has returned to the Coast.;

BORIS MORROS is at the Sherry Netherland.

H. EMERSON YORKE, producer, has returned
to New York after a swing through New Eng-
land in the interests of a new film he recently
completed.

ANNABELLA is expected to arrive here to-
morrow on the Clipper.

W. C. GEHRING, Central division manager
for 20th-Fox, has returned to the home office'

after a swing through the Midwest.

GEORGE H. NICOLAI, Brooklyn showman, has!

returned from a lengthy stay in Florida.

MARC CONNELLY returns here from Holly-'
wood about October 10.

JACK YELLEN has returned to the Coast;
after a vacation here.

ERROL FLYNN leaves for Hollywood tomorrow.

FRED CARR, Oklahoma exhib., DAVE WAL-
LERSTEIN, Chicago exhib., J. M. CORDON, gen-
eral manager of the Jefferson Amusement Co.,
Texas, S. L. OAKLEY, Jefferson Amusement >

Co. district manager, and TERESA TUASON,
Manilla exhib., were visitors at the Paramount
World's Fair lounge last week.

A. A. SCHUBART, manager of exchange opera-
tions for RKO, has returned to the home office

after a business trip to Montreal, Toronto and
Buffalo.

MARTIN L. JUNK, Frankfort Theater, Frank-
fort, Ohio; M. M. FIELDMAN, Langley Theater,
Chicago; NIKITAS DIPSON, Wheeling and Buf-
falo Theaters, Batavia, N. Y.: NICHOLAS
J. BASIL, Basil Bros. Theaters, Buffalo, were
among week-end callers at RKO's exhibitors'

lounge.
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Sophiie Tucker Joining AGVA
Any possibility of further dis-

putes between the AAAA and the
American Federation of Actors was
apparently dispelled at the week-
end when it was learned that So-
phie Tucker, AFA prexy, planned
to join the American Guild of Var-
iety Artists, 4 A organization for

the variety field. It was also re-

ported that the AFA would confine

its activities to the circus and car-

nival field which would in no way
conflict with 4 A jurisdiction.
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Enjoins Milford Drive-In

Milford, Conn.—Deciding for the
12 Milford residents in their com-
plaint against the 800-car Milford
Drive-in Theater, Judge P. B. O'Sul-
livan of the Superior Court has.

granted an injunction, restraining
the operation of the theater.

tr
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A young man who wants more than any-

thing else to make pictures, is anxious for

more production experience and will work
hard at a modest salary for it. Well edu-

cated, with general experience as script-

writer, cutter and assistant cameraman. He
is seeking placement in any capacity with a

producing organization. Write Box 1345
THE FILM DAILY

1501 Broadway New York City
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SEE "TREATY" ENDING

UNION TELE RIVALRY

(Continued from Page 1)

was in abeyance during the AAAA-
IATSE jurisdictional dispute.
r ~£lopments which may hasten

orfeL^zation of the tele field are
agreements calling for closed co-op-

eration between Equity and the
American Federation of Musicians
and also with the IATSE and with
Equity's affiliates.

Equity sees the working agree-
ment with the AFM as an aid in

negotiating with television stations.

The bitterness engendered between
Equity, the AFRA and the SAG
by Equity's assuming of control of

the tele field may fade out in view
of the closer relations of the three
unions, with a possibility that the
"treaty" may result in the theatrical

unions sharing the tele field.

Amusement Stocks on Big

Board in Three-Day Climb

(Continued from Page 1)

tock on Wednesday showed a de-

line from Tuesday's close; two that
were traded in were unchanged; all

Dthers closed at an advance of from
me-half point to five points.

On Thursday every stock on the
Dig board was traded in, and again
with but one minus sign and two un-
changed ; all others advancing from
Dne-quarter to six and one-half
points.

On Friday all stocks save four
were traded in, with four unchanged
from the previous day's closing. All

Dther stock showed gains for the day
}f from one-quarter to two and one-
juarter points.

TO of Ohio Joins Fight

on Old Age Pension Plan

(Continued from Page 1)

;ee to fight the Bigelow constitution-
al amendments. These amendments
would provide for a $50 to $80 old-

ige pension system for all persons
>ver 60 years of age, and would also

ower the standards for submission
if constitutional amendments and
;o initiate legislation.

•>7^~,

Best wishes from THE FILM DAILY
to the following on their birthdays:

SEPTEMBER 18

Greta Garbo

C. Gardner Sullivan

Charles Gribbon

T T
• • • OUT OF Cleveland by way of that town's institutional

newspaper The Plain Dealer comes some literal "plain deal-

ing" under the by-line of its cinema critic and commentator

W. Ward Marsh who recently journeyed to Hollywood for a visit

after an absence of two years from the pix capital Says

Marse Marsh: "I really believe that most of Hollywood's severer

critics should change their tune Without doubt I will find fault

with Hollywood in the future faults as I see them but the

constant carper needs only a couple of trips to Hollywood to show

him that there must be something quite rightly 'wrong' with a place

and its institutions when in spite of censorship, threatened Federal

investigations, and 'rotten pictures' so much money can be made
that more sound stages are needed on practically every lot"

T T T
• • • FURTHER, Marse Marsh pens the view that Hol-

lywood sends out most of its own bad news and does make
far too many poor pictures He says he is half convinced that

it makes a good many of its bad pix purposefully attributing

this to necessity of meeting the duals demand "but rarely is

there a loss on a bad, cheap picture" the financial "cuffings"

coming on the super-specials which flop on the exhibition mart

and adds that if more care were taken with "B" pix

even more revenue would accrue to Hollywood

T T
• • • BETWEEN the lines one is convinced that the Marsh

thesis is Hollywood's freedom from blame for making money in a

money-making business "Hollywood must have been right

a good deal more often than most of us have felt it has been

and that criticism of Hollywood as a whole has been wrong" He
terminates his observations by saying "Sin nor idiocy have never

paid dividends Sin is no greater in Hollywood than it is else-

where and I have a feeling that new sound stages, new adminis-

tration buildings, new writers' quarters, a growing respect for publicity

departments are rooted much more deeply in good work than in

mere blind, foolhardy luck"

T T T
• • • FLUTTERING through the city yes'day was ZaSu
Pitts prominently roled in "Nurse Edith Cavell" which

hatches out Thursday at Mr. Van Schmus' intimate Little

Radio City Music Hall The Pitts' frantic flutter to keep in-

terview and biz appointments didn't prevent her fling at

the newly-installed miniature bowling alley and shuffle-

board game which H. M. Richey has installed in RKO Radio's

exhibitors' lounge as a pastime for visiting showmen

T T T
• • • DOWN Dallas way Charlie Meeker, publicity director

of Interstate's nabe stands has launched "Smile Week" the

gag being that admish will be refunded to any patron who is not

greeted with a smile Timing of the stunt was purely accidental

for when Charlie concocted it there were no war-frowns. . .

• Yep, Attorney General Frank Murphy has moved voco-visually into

the local Strand The astute WB boys run a newsreel clip of the

recent Murphy speech on espionage presenting it as an additional

trailer to plug company's "Espionage Agent" opening at the

house Sept. 23. . . • A nice clean item of news hereabouts is

that J. Sidney Grill former manager of Randforce houses has

initiated White Plains Theatrical Cleaners on Furman Ave., Bronx.

« « « » » 3»

SAYS PUBLIC PREFERS

PIX TO NEWS OF WAR
(Continued from Page 1)

international hostility, Silverstone
said:

"Motion pictures are a basic in-

dustry. Like any of the public
utilities—like transportation and
communication and power—motion
pictures are a vital adjunct of every-
day living. Indeed, they have be-
come almost as important as the
basic necessities of food, clothing
and shelter.

"Recent events have proved to

us that there are no conditions so
forbidding as to keep people from
aoing to motion picture theaters.
We have all heard how, in the midst
of attack and bombardment, the-
aters remained open and screen en-
tertainment was enjoyed.
"One of the facts learned in the

past two or three weeks is that the
reception of news of the war is a
much more cumbersome thing than
was first thought. The 'flash'

items, the 'stop-press' bulletins,

are fewer and further between than
they were just before hostilities be-
gan. It is no longer like listening

to the broadcast of a prize fight with
decisions of victory or defeat com-
ing every few minutes. The armies
are moving slowly, the decisive mili-

tary and diplomatic acts have lost

their volatile nature. The audience,
for a war of attrition, is extremely
small. It no longer keeps glued
to the radio.

"Whatever the developments,
whatever the results of the present
situation, we also know that propa-
ganda will play an ever-increasingly
important role. Motion pictures
must take their place in such a set-

up, but their propaganda value will

remain on a high plane. The con-
tribution of the motion pictures will

be a propaganda of the spirit, a
propaganda of morale. The fact is

that there is nothing in our present
civilization that can and has brought
people together, at least temporar-
ily, more effectively than the screen.

The individual sitting in a theater
reacts to what he sees in pictures
very much as his neighbor does."

WEDDING BELLS

New Orleans — Film Row's last

citadel of managerial bachelorhood
struck its colors last week as Para-
mount's exchange manager Jack
Price returned to New Orleans with
a bride, the former Iris Louise Royal
of Jacksonville, Fla.

Baltimore—Aaron Coplan, owner
of the Fremont and Booker T and
part owner of the Moni'oe, was mar-
ried here to Mrs. Selma Levine.

Baltimore — Marriage of Helen
Keenan, cashier at the Lord Calvert,
and Linwood Cavey took place here
Friday. They are honeymooning in

New York.



VAUDEVILLE UPTURN

SEEN THIS SEASON

(Continued from Page 1)

spurt, but that this year definite

signs of a strong vaudeville come-
back are apparent.
From various parts of the coun-

try come reports that theaters, large
and small, are inaugurating stage
show policies on the week-ends and
in many cases are extending the
vaudeville days to include the great-
er part of the week. RKO is re-

instating stage shows in all situa-

tions where it was the policy last

season. The Comerford circuit is

using vaude in 15 houses, while the

Brandts launched a big-name stage
show at their New York Audubon
on Friday.

Approximately 50 theaters in the
Midwest and East will use unit
shows from the Mutual Booking Of-
fices which has six shows ready for

the road on a 20-week basis. Be-
tween 15 and 25 vaude unit shows
are being booked out of Chicago.

Vaude as Duals Alternative
Detroit — Trend toward stage

shows as an alternative to dual bills

is increasingly evident in this terri-

tory as exhibs. tackle the war prob-
lem. Two Canadian theaters are
adopting stage shows booked through
the Gus Sun Office in Detroit—the
Strand at Kirkland Lake, and the
Strand at Timmins, Ont.

In Detroit, the Colonial went to

vaudeville on a three-split policy,

yesterday. Present three-act vaude-
ville bills are being stepped up to

five acts, Oct. 1, by the Ward Cir-

cuit's Broadway at Mount Pleasant;
and three Cassidy houses—the Frolic

at Midland, Strand at Alma, and
Michigan at Saginaw.
Associated Theaters is reviving

stage shows about Oct. 10 at the
Wyandotte at Wyandotte, and the
Rialto at Flint. All above bookings,
except the Canadian, are through the
Sol Berns office.

First Vaude In 10 Years
Holyoke, Mass.—The Victory The-

ater, under a change of policy, will

offer six acts of vaudeville on Tues-
days, Wednesdays and Thursdays of

each week, along with a feature pic-

ture and shorts. George Laby, man-
ager, stated that the policy will be
permanent if it clicks. This town
has had no vaudeville in 10 years.

Extends Vaudeville Policy

Elizabeth, N. J.—Manager George
Nicolls of the Liberty reports such
success with week-end vaudeville

that he has decided to extend the
policy to Friday nights and to add
Saturday matinees.

Resuming Vaude In Utica

Utica, N. Y.—Success of vaude-
ville at the Colonial here last sea-

son has resulted in the decision to

resume the policy for the present
season, Manager George Seed an-

A"£MU
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Fitch Stories as Series

QEORGE FITCH'S tales of good,
old Siwash, mythical freshwater

college, may serve Paramount as a
series. At any rate, two pix with
a Siwash setting are definite, and
there may be more. William Holden
will play Petie, stellar role.

T T T

"Clara Barton" as Featurette

Warners are preparing to produce
"Clara Barton and the Red Cross,"
historical featurette, owing to its

timely character. Picture will be
made in Technicolor and will be su-

pervised by Gordon Hollingshead.
Production begins early in October.
Warners also are planning a series

of short films based on Booth Tark-
ington's character, Penrod.

T T T

Metro Starts Two Today
Two pictures, "Nick Carter," and

"The Secret of Dr. Kildare," will go
into production Monday at Metro.
Walter Pidgeon fills the title role in

"Nick Carter," with Rita Johnson
in the principal femme part. Jac-
ques Tourneur is the director, Lucien
Hubbard the producer. Story is

based on the old time detective series

to which M-G-M recently acquired
complete film rights.

"The Secret of Dr. Kildare" is the

third production in the group of
stories dealing with the adventures
of a young physician. Leading roles,

again will be played by Lew Ayres
and Lionel Barrymore. Harold Buc-
quet is director.

T T

Join "Blue Bird" Cast

Cecilia Loftus and Al Shean have
been chosen for the roles of Granny
and Granpa Tyl in 20th-Fox's Tech-
nicolor production of Maeterlinck's
"The Blue Bird," starring Shirley
Temple.

T T T

Wanger Signs Werner Janssen

Werner Janssen has been signed
to create and direct the musical score
for Walter Wanger's "Send Another
Coffin."

T T T

In "Call on the President"

Ann Sothern and William Gargan
will portray the famous Damon Run-
yon characters of Ethel and Joe Turp
in Metro's "A Call on the President."

Walter Brennan will have the part
of the mailman, and Tom Neal will

be seen as the son of Kitty, played
by Marsha Hunt, whose role carries

her from girlhood to middle age.

Robert Sinclair is to direct the pic-

ture, while Edgar Selwyn is produc
er.

"Old Time Movies" at Two
WB Theaters in New Jersey

Presentation of "old time movies"
is being inaugurated in Warner
Bros, theaters in Jersey City and
Bayonne, N. J., as part of the in-

dustry's 50th anniversary. Unit
shows, including melodramas and
comedies made in the early days of

the business, are being presented at

the Ritz, Jersey City, and the

Strand, Bayonne. Programs are be-

ing furnished by the Stone Film
Library.

PDC Exchange for 0. C?
Oklahoma City—Though no defi-

nite arrangements have as yet been
made, it is understood that Produc-
ers Distributing Corp. will estab-
lish an exchange here within the
next two weeks.

nounced. An amateur contest will

be held in conjunction with the
shows.

Vaude at Portland, Ore.

Portland, Ore. — The Orpheum,
has been opened here by Sterl-

ing Theaters and is presenting six

acts of vaudeville, a 10-piece band
and two features.

Lincoln House Tests Vaude
Lincoln, Neb. — The Varsity will

sound out local reaction to stage
shows with vaudeville this week.
If it clicks, it stays.

31 Minn, and Wis. Houses

Using Books as Premiums

Minneapolis— Thirty-one theaters

in Minnesota and Wisconsin have
joined in a co-operative movement
to stimulate business via Book
Nights.
Under the premium plan, a Book-

Night certificate is given to a patron
attending the evening shows and pay-

ing an adult admission. Two cer-

tificates and 15c in cash, advertised

as a handling charge, entitles the

patron to one volume of the "Stand-
ard American Encyclopedia." De-
luxe edition costs a quarter more.
A new volume will be released

each week until 15 volumes have
been thus offered to the public. Some
of the theaters are running the Book
Nights once and others twice a
week.
The following theaters, mostly

nabes in the Twin Cities, are: Ava-
lon, Boulevard, Camden, Campus,
Edina, Falls, Hollywood, Leola, Nile,

Paradise, Ritz and Varsity in Min-
neapolis; the Astor, Beaux Arts,

Dale, Faust, Mohawk and Randolph
in St. Paul, are participating in the

plan.

Out of town theaters participating
are: Robin, Robbinsdale; Avalon,
White Bear Lake; Green, Anoka;
Hudson, Hudson, Wis.; Lake,
Excelsior; Metro, Red Wing;
Mound, Mound; Gem, Cornell, Wis.;
Stanley, Stanley, Wis.; Spanish Gar-
den, Osceola, Wis.; State, Owanton-
na; Waverly, Waverly, and Wayzata,

j

Wayzata. I

WOULD LIMIT GOV'T

ON INTERROGATORIES

(Continued from Page 1)

tion may be instituted by the de
fendants to gain alleviation.

Also on Friday, Federal Tudg<
John C. Knox filed a memoi^ ^avl

in the local Federal Court on th<

Government's application for a pref
erence date on Nov. 1 for start oJ

the trial. In the memorandum h<

postponed a ruling until the mat
ter of the 68 interrogatories is set

tied. The Knox memorandum was
regarded in industry legal circle;

as a victory for the majors.
Judge Knox said: "In view of th<

comprehensive scope of the interro
gatories .... I think it advisable no
to set a date for the beginning o1

the trial until I can be informed a;

to when the answers to the inter

That the D of J's anti-trust division

in the Southern District, New York,
may undergo what amounts to a discon-
tinuance of the present setup, was ru-
mored on the week-end. Reports, persis-

tent but lacking confirmation, were to

the effect that present personnel of the'
anti-trust division locally would be
distributed among various sections of
the country, and that all further litiga-

tion which the anti-trust division would
normally handle, including the current
equity suit of the Government against
the majors, would be assumed by the
office of John T. Cahill, U. S. attorney
for the Southern District, New York,
How such a step would affect the ac-
tion against the majors is purely spec-
ulative.

rogatories can be given to complain
ants, and of the necessities of de
fendants as regards their furthe:
preparation for trial. When I cai

be so informed, let the counsel foi

the parties again appear before me.'
Check-up on the week-end re.

vealed that (1) the D of J private
ly admits that the "defendant com
panies cannot answer the interro
gatories by Oct. 7, which is the dat<

set for answering; (2) the Govern
ment has actually abandoned in it;

own mind that trial can commenci
Nov. 1 because of anticipated in

tervening legal steps by the de
fense; (3) the defendants are aim
ing at the objective of letting th<

case come up in its so-called regulai

course, and (4) such regular cours<

would mean no trial before next Feb
ruary at the earliest.

Acquires Two French Pix

The French Cinema Center, Inc
has acquired for distribution in the

United States two new French films
"Aux Jardins de Murcie," starring
Juanita Montenegro (production oi

which was completed on location in

Spain just two days before the civil

war broke out); and "L'Or Dans la

Montagne," starring Jean-Louis
Barrault, Suzy Prim, Alerme, and
Edouarde Delmonte, filmed in Switz
erland.

W. L. Peabody Dead
Chicago — W. L. Peabody, 66,

chairman of the board of the Ansel]
Simplex Ticket Co., is dead. Body
was shipped to El Paso, Tex., forj

burial.
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THANKSGIVING
AGAIN!

it starts right now
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THE TALK OF THE
INDUSTRY! PREVIEWED
AND READY FOR S.R.O.!
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1939-40
INTERNAT/ONAl

MOTIOH
PICTUBJI
AtMAKAC

"Look ahead Mister
Exhibitor! M-G-M
is writing the
history of '39-'40!"

Never before has any company (including M-G-M/)
started a season with such a barrage of established hits

!

NORMA SHEARER • JOAN CRAW
FORD • Rosalind Russell in "THE

WOMEN" wifh Mary Boland
Paulette Goddard • Phyllis Povah

Joon Fontaine • Virginia Weidler

Lucile Watson • From the Ploy by

Clare Boothe • By Arrangement with

Max Gordon Plays and Pictures

Corporation • Screen Play by Anita

Loos and Jane Murfm • Directed

by George Cukor • Produced by

Hunt Stromberg.

A Metro-Goldwyn-Moyer Picture

MICKEY ROONEY & JUDY GARLAND
in "BABES IN ARMS" with Charles

Winninger • Guy Kibbee • June

Preisser . Grace Hayes • Betty

Jaynes • Douglas McPhail • Rand

Brooks • Leni Lynn • John Sheffield

Screen Play by Jack McGowan and

Kay Van Riper • Based on the Play

by Richard Rodgers and Lorenz

Hart • Directed by Busby Berkeley

Produced by Arthur Freed.

A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture

EDWARD G. ROBINSON in "BLACK-

MAIL" wifh Ruth Hussey • Gene
Lockhart • Bobs Watson • Screen

Play by David Hertr and William

Ludwig Directed by H. C. Potter

Produced by John W. Considine, Jr.

A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture

WALLACE BEERY in "THUNDER
AFLOAT" wifh Chester Morris

Virginia Grey • Screen Play by Wells

Root and Commander Harvey Haislip

Directed by George B. Seitz • Pro-

duced by J. Walter Ruben.

A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture

"DANCING CO-ED" wifh Lana

Turner • Richard Carlson « Artie

Shaw and his Band • Ann Rutherford

Lee Bowman • Thurston Hall • Leon

Errol • Directed by S, Sylvan Simon

Produced by Edgar Selwyn.

A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture

"

GRETA GARBO in "NINOTCHXA"
with Melvyn Douglas • Ina Claire

An Ernst Lubitsch Production • Di-

rected by Ernst Lubitsch • Produced

by Sidney Franklin.

A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture

{more next page)
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FRONT PAGE NEWS
MOTION PICTURE

DAILY ~t-

British Ifieuo

War Order-

For Theatrci

X. It's so BIG they put it on Page One and

here's what they say:

u
Roll out the barrel the world's been singing about,

Showmen, and get ready to need it to hold the

money when the first houseful in to see 'The

Women' get to a phone to tell their friends the

news . . . THE WOMEN is one of those terrific

box-office attractions." -MOTION PICTURE DAILY

"THE WOMEN's success is a foregone conclusion. Superlatives are in order.

Audiences may be expected to turn out in droves."—BOX OFFICE MAGAZINE

UTHE WOMEN is one of the smash hits of the season. Extended runs,

hold-overs and top-grosses will be the rule." —VARIETY

"THE WOMEN is the hottest box-office attraction of 1939 ... a self-selling,

gate-building morsel spiced to the palate of any and all comers."

-MOTION PICTURE HERALD

"THE WOMEN solid triumph with top box-office punch . . . M-G-M has

a top hit! Boys and girls, here is one that should break records."

-HOLLYWOOD REPORTER

"THE WOMEN is sure-fire screen fare." —FILM DAILY



m
"THE WOMEN is for the women, and that

means that they'll drag the men with them."
-SHOWMEN'S TRADE REVIEW

"THE WOMEN is a solid smash hit"

—Ed Sullivan, DAILY NEWS
Column Syndicated Nationwide

'THE WOMEN is a bold, glittering and enor-

mously funny film. I urge you to run to it the mo-
ment it is exhibited in your part of the country."

— Beau Broadway, MORNING TELEGRAPH
This bath-tub scene is not the

one in "The Women."

HOLDING

OMEN"
FOR ANOTHER RECORD WEEK!
Hen's why! It's M-G-M's scTeen version of iMplay li™ t shocked and thrilled all New

York! It's the picture thai has made the whole lov-n. ga> with Laughter . . . it'* the picture

that gives you. a peek into beauty parlors and boudoirs. Park Avenue homes and Reno

stop-oven . . . the picture that tells and tells and teiis.i And it's all good fun!

ROSALIND

SHEARER • CRAWFORD russell

Get ready for

Extended Runs!

"THE WOMEN has all the elements of a smash suc-

cess. Absorbing entertainment, exciting, provocative

and pictorially decorative. The season's stand-out

offering." -DAILY VARIETY

'THE WOMEN is not only adult, but extremely sophis-

ticated." -Louella Parsons, LOS ANGELES EXAMINER

"THE WOMEN will certainly bowl over the matinee

trade, and go quite a bit beyond that."

—Edwin Shallert, LOS ANGELES TIMES

UTHE WOMEN is going to be one of the smash hits

of the year." — Harrison Carroll,

LOS ANGELES EVENING HERALD AND EXPRESS

AND NOW THE HEADLINES BEGIN!
(Just the first few, as

we go to press, from

VARIETY):

FLASH! 'THE WOMEN " S.R.O.!
Watch those dames bring in the dough!

Start '39-40 with "The Women" and get the

hit habit early. Eyes on Leo I Keep going!



WRITE
BECAUSE of

our own sincere

belief after

having previewed

"Babes In Arms 51

in

several widely

different theatres—

BECAUSE of the

hysterical enthusiasm

of the audiences in

each instance—

BECAUSE of the

grape-vine comments

already started by

the newspaper

representatives

and columnists

of Hollywood—

v.

M
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WORD OE^OUTH
IS MAKING IT

FAM£rtJS ALREADY!
MICKEY ROONEY & JUDY GARLAND
in "BABES IN ARMS" with Charles

Winninger • Guy Kibbee • June

Preisser • Grace Hayes • Betty

Jaynes • Douglas McPhail • Rand

Brooks • Leni Lynn • John Sheffield

Screen Play by Jack McGowan and

Kay Van Riper • Based on the Play

by Richard Rodger* and Lorenz

Hart . Directed by Busby Berkeley

Produced by Arthur Freed.

A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture

vt&dict
///

BABES IN ARMS' WILL



MICKEY
ROONEY

JUDY
GARLAND
and hundreds of entertainers

in the gala musical comedy

stage hit, the most discussed

film of the new season:

IN
MAKE SCREEN HISTORY''
You'll predict it too! There's another Babe in Arms on next page!
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DID PAPA SIGN
HIS M-G-M
CONTRACT YET?//



4.

//YES, PAPA
SIGNE HIS
M-G-M CONTRACT!
He believes in security. He knows that grade "A" pictures

mean grade "A" milk for baby and new furs for Mama. He
knows that year after year, when all is said and done, there's

just one safe bet for the family, The Friendly Company!
(More wonderful news follows:)

mm
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//

EYES ON
LEO

//

Last year M-G-M ser-

viced the largest number

of theatres and had

the largest number of

accounts in its entire

history! To them we say:

_ "Your faith and loyalty

is reflected in M-G-M's remarkable new product!"

M-G-M s Fall line-up is literally The Talk of the In-

dustry. While "The Wizard of Oz" continues to set

new marks in extended-runs and while the life-saving

Summer hits of M-G-M are still fresh in memory:

"Andy Hardy Gets Spring Fever", "Goodbye Mr.

Chips", "Lady Of The Tropics" etc. etc., the season

'39-'40 begins triumphantly! "The Women" and

"Babes In Arms" are already celebrated on every

Film Row! Also previewed and acclaimed are the

four great attractions shown on the next page.
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GARBO
laughs in

N INOTCHKA
(don't pronounce it—see it!)

with

MELVYN DOUGLAS
INA CLAIRE

An ERNST LUBITSCH Production

Garbo laughs! Garbo loves! Garbo in

a gay comedy of OO-la-la Paree! Slyly

Directed by Famed Ernst Lubitsch!

Produced by Sidney Franklin

WaMacz

^MORRIS %^CREX [*|etrc^W^<//?-J^ayer PICTURE —-<—«—.,.

Get hot! Get Happy I

It's the new season's

first big romance in

youth-time!

ARTIE SHAW
and-tuA. BAND

«*«.RUTHERFORD
* c4e& BOWMAN

c
7/zuAAion.HALL

£W&4/y. S.SYLVAN SIMON

a Metro-^/aW/j-^ayer

(continued)

Many others near completion

and the advance tip-off is:

"More Big Ones on the way!"

M'G-M is racing far ahead of

the field!

There's no comparison— and

remember this is just the

beginning! Just Sept. and Oct!

Eyes on Leo!

(next page please)
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1939-1940
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all together now:

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER'S
THE ANSWER TO YOUR PRAYERS

PRINTED IN U. S.
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PICTURE GROSSES RISE

IN BROADWAY HOUSES

(Continued from Page 1)

"The Real Glory," was using extra
midnight shows to handle the crowds.
Roxv, with "The Rains Came" start-
in,^s second week, was running
eve»r with the first week's record-
breaking attendance and a total of

over 200,000 paid admissions was
recorded for the first 10 days.

The Paramount continued well
over average business with "The
Star Maker" in its third week and
'The Old Maid," at the Strand,
showed remarkable strength in its

sixth week. "Golden Boy" at the
Music Hall did such strong business
during the past four days that it

was reported it may be held over a
third week.

Other New York houses surveyed
reflected the upturn in box office re-
ceipts reporting well over average
business.

In seven pre-release engagements
"The Rains Came," new 20th-Fox
release, has almost hit the all-time
records set by "Alexander," and in
one situation is topped the latter

picture, it was learned at the week-
end. At the Roxy it went over
150,000 admissions in the first week
and over 200,000 for the first 10
days.

Polio Rather Than War
Worries Detroit Exhibs

Detroit — Detroit show business
has been hit worse by threatened
polio epidemic than by war condi-
tions, aside from the first few days
of scare broadcasts when Detroiters
stayed pretty close to their radios.
Local schools are being kept closed
an extra two weeks by the epidemic,
and the attendant publicity has seri-

ously cut juvenile attendance at the-
aters.

Exhibitors are looking forward to
practically no business on Wednes-
day night when Joe Louis fights Bob
Pastor here, and some have even dis-

cussed closing for the evening.

Mrs. Ziff-Marks Expands

Toronto—At a cost of $75,000,
Mrs. Lillian Ziff-Marks, owner of
the Bellard Theater, Fort Erie, Ont.,
will build another theater opposite
the Buffalo and Fort Ez'ie ferry land-
ing, in Ontario. Mrs. Ziff-Marks
also has bought the Elmwood The-
ater in London, Ont.

Import Troubles
Newark, N. J.—The Little, downtown

house specializing in imports, is having
its troubles. Russian films have had
to be added to the taboo list. An agent
who went to Poland for 13 films man-
aged to get out with three. Another
agent with Polish films is being detained
on Ellis Island. And even if he is re-

leased, there is question whether the
films will be allowed in.

THE WEEE IN REVIEW
War Not to Curtail U. S. Prod.—English, French Theaters Reopen

(.Continued from Page 1)

at its Virginia meeting, Oct. 23-24.

ON THE LABOR FRONT: Fron-
tal attack on the IATSE position
in the amusement field was made
by the CIO when it chartered the
United Theater and Motion Picture
Employes Union, giving it jurisdic-
tion over operators, stagehands,
ushers, doormen, porters and cash-
iers. As the week advanced,
strength appeared to be near at
hand for the CIO "invasion" by ac-
tion of the executive council of the
American Federation of Actors
(previously suspended by the AAAA,
chartered by the IATSE and then
abandoned by the latter) in refus-
ing to be dissolved: CIO seems to

be the only place where the AFA
can go . . . .The AAAA, in an effort

to clear up jurisdictional jumbles
in the future and to cement its hold
on actors, was reported at mid-week
working on a "one card, one dues"
union plan to be presented to the
membership within two weeks.

^ 4 ^

GOVERNMENT AND COURTS:
Defendants in the Chicago contempt
case lost their motion to dismiss the
case. Ditto, the defense in the
Quemos (Newark, N. J.) Theater
Co.'s $3,525,000 anti-trust damage
suit. . Distributor defendants in

the Government's New York equity
suit appeared by their counsel be-
fore Federal Judge John C. Knox
asking him to defer action on the
D of J's application for a preferen-
tial trial until the Court has de-
cided what interrogatories the de-

fendants must answer and the date
for answering them ... The D of J
moved to enjoin contemplated ex-
pansion of the Schine circuit against
which it has a monopoly suit pend-
ing. . . Thursday was named as the
date at which the alleged $100,000
gift to William Bioff, IATSE rep-
resentative, and the merger of

Twentieth Century Pictures with the

Fox Film Corp. would be presented
to a Los Angeles Federal grand
jury.

FINANCIAL: Universal reported
a 39-week net of $989,995.21 before
payment of federal income taxes ...

Broadway theater grosses maintain-
ed high levels hit the previous
week .. Amusement stocks, after
an initial drop, perked up as the
week advanced, a few stocks gain-
ing four to six points.

FOREIGN
CLOSED THEATERS REOPEN:

England, which began reopening its

war-closed theaters in "safe" areas
at the previous weke-end, had by
mid-week, reopened 3,000 more
houses, with biz reported good. By
Friday, the situation in Great Brit-

ain was approaching normalcy, 2,-

000 more theaters having reopened.
A 6 p.m. curfew was fixed for Lon-
don's West End theaters, 10 p.m.
for others ... In France it was re-

ported that 65 per cent of the film

theaters were operating, majority of

closed houses being close to the
German frontier.

MEXICO'S FIX STAND: Deter-
mined to support native Mexican
pix industry, the Departmento Cen-
tral decreed that all pix houses, in-

cluding the first-runs in Mexico City
and all principal cities, should show
one Mexican-made film at least once
a month. . . .

ON OTHER FRONTS: Paramount
agreement with the Franco govern-
ment of Spain provided for remit-
tances be made to it in dollars . . .

Pix biz in the Dominion of Canada
and Australia was expected to boom
as a result of the conflict in Eu-
rope. ... A war "casualty" in Britain
was television, the BBC announcing
cancellation, indefinitely, of pro-
grams and experiments .... Colum-
bia, in move to stimulate its Latin-
American business, decided to hold
sales conferences in Havana Sept
20-22 and in Buenos Aires Oct. 30-

Nov. 1.

Dominion Alone Can Halt

N. S. Games, Theater Holds

Halifax, N. S.—Elimination of the-

ater games in Nova Scotia can only

be accomplished by the Dominion
government, management of the
King's Theater at Annapolis Royal
has successfully contended.
Nova Scotia Service Council at-

tempted to force prosecution of the
theater by the Town Council on the
ground that its use of Banko was
illegal. The theater countered with
the claim that its Dominion charter
made such action impossible, and
warned that if prosecution was in-

stituted, the town and councillors

both faced the threat of damage
suits.

Two Mexico City Houses

Will Add 12,500 Seats

Mexico City—Two theaters, seat-

ing 6,000 or more, are under way
here. Castro circuit is building the
Chino with 6,000 seats as a new
first-run house. Granet interests are
erecting the Colonial with 6,500
seats for second-runs.

Lichtman Forms New Co.
Richmond, Va.—The State Corpo-

ration Commission has issued a
charter to Harrison Theater Corp.
A. E. Lichtman, of Washington,
D. C, listed as president, heads a
circuit operating in Virginia, Dis-
trict of Columbia and Noith Caro-
lina.

OISTRIBS, RECEIVE

BERLIN COLLECTIONS

(Continued from Page 1)

Friday received advance payment
from its Berlin office for September
business, marking the first time this
has occurred. While there has been
no telephone communication with its

Berlin office since the war in Eu-
rope started, Paramount has been
advised that business there is being
carried on as usual.

Paramount, M-G-M and 20th Cen-
tury-Fox are the only major com-
panies which own their own branches
in Germany.

Warner Club Golf Tourney
Tomorrow Attracts Execs.

(Continued from Page 1)

attend the tournament, which will
offer prizes for longest drive, near-
est the pin shots, etc., as well as
low gross and low net.

Executives attending the meet will
be:

Maj. Albert Warner, Harold Bare-
ford, I. F. Dolid, H. M. Doherty, S.
P. Frieman, Jules Girden, John
Glynn, Roy Haines, Ed Hinchy, Jos-
eph Hummel, Saul Immerman, Bar-
ney Klawans, Stewart McDonald,
Karl Macdonald, Norman Moray, T.
J. Martin, Frank Phelps, Harry Ro-
senquest, C. C. Ryan, Harold Rod-
ner, Leonard Schlesinger, Arthur
Sachson, Herman Starr, Sam Schnei-
der, Ed Schnitzer, Abel Vigard,
Rudy Weiss, Jacob Wilk and Jack-
Warner, Jr.

Grad Sears will act as master of
ceremonies at the dinner to be held
in the evening. Jerry Keyser is

Chairman of the Golf Committee,
which includes Harold Rodner, Gene
Werner, Leonard Palumbo and Abe
Kronenberg.

F & M Dropping St. Louis

Orpheum as L:ise Expires

St. Louis—Fanchon & Marco in-
terests will not renew their lease
on the 2,000-seat Orpheum Theater
which expire Friday.
The Orpheum, which has been

dark for some months, is owned by
the Southern Real Estate & Finance
Company, controlled by the Cella
theatrical interests. Annual rental
on the house under the four-year
lease has been $35,000.
The Fanchon & Marco intei-ests

acquired the Orpheum Theater when
they reached a peaceful settlement
of their differences with Warners,
Paramount and RKO in 1936.

"Harvest" Okayed
"Harvest," French picture being dis-

tributed here by the French Cinema
Center, was passed Friday by the New
York State Board of Regents after pre-
viously having been banned by the New
York Censor Board. It was reported
that no deletions were made.
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"The Day The Bookies
Wept"

with Joe Penner, Betty Grable, Tom
Kennedy

RKO 64 mins -

HILARIOUS COMEDY WITH JOE PEN-

NER AND A BEER-DRINKING HORSE
WILL GET PLENTY OF LAUGHS.

This is about the best vehicle that Joe

Penner has had an opportunity to cavort

and clown in to date. It should highly

amuse the legion of Penner fans and get

plenty of laughs from any audience. The

cast fits the parts, and the film has been

kept moving from start to finish with

good timing of the laughs. Penner, a

Brooklyn taxi driver who is a pigeon fan-

cier in his spare time, is nominated by his

fellow cabbies to train their horse when

they decide to pool their resources and

enter the racing game instead of losing

their dough on bad tips. Penner is tricked

into buying a worthless nag called Hiccup.

He arrives back in Brooklyn with his horse

and the riot is on. Betty Grable, the

love of Joe's life and sister of a fellow

cabbie, takes care of his pigeons while he

installs his horse and himself at the Ja-

maica race track. However, Hiccup fin-

ishes in all his races just about the time

for the next race to start and the cabbies

get impatient to make their big killing

when Hiccup is "ready." Meanwhile, the

odds on Hiccup rise steadily each time

he runs and the Kentucky Colonel, who

sold the nag to Joe, arrives at the track

and sees he's entered in a race at 60 to 1.

Knowing Hiccup's fondness for alcoholic

beverages he sends a keg of beer around

to the stable and bets heavily on the

horse. Betty arrives and finds the horse

is drunk so she takes the two thousand

dollar pool the cabbies were going to bet.

However, she meets the Colonel and he

tells her about Hiccup's peculiarities and

she bets the money, with Hiccup deliver-

ing the goods by 14 lengths to put the

cabbies in the chips. The zany comedy

aspects of the story and Penner are a

natural combination to exploit.

CAST: Joe Penner. Be:tv Grable, Tom
Kennedy, Richard Lane, Thurston Hall,

Bernadene Hayes, Carol Hughes, Jack Ar-

nold.

CREDITS: Producer, Robert Sisk; Direc-

tor, Leslie Goodwins; Screenplay, Bert Gra-

net and George Jeske; Story, Daniel Fuchs;

Cameraman, Jack MacKenzie; Editor, Des-

mond Marquette.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Acquires Chaplin Shorts

Sam Rubinstein has acquired 12

Charles Chaplin two-reel comedies
which were made by Essanay during
the comedian's early career. Rubin-
stein has set up headquarters at

630 9th Avenue under the name of

King of Comedy Corp.

Leitcher Sets "Sudan"
Cleveland—Mitchell Leitcher has

closed with Harry A. Lande of the

Independent Film Exchange for the

distribution of "Sudan" in the Ohio
and Kentucky.

"Tropic Fury"
with Richard Arlen, Beverly Roberts, Andy

Devine

Universal 62'/2 mins.

ACTION STORY SET IN THE TROPICS
RATES AS POP ENTERTAINMENT.

An unscrupulous rubber baron who has

Napoleonic delusions provides the nucleus

for this film. It is filled with good old

fashioned hokum, but there is plenty of

action and the cast is 0. K. Beverly

Roberts, Richard Arlen, Andy Devine and
Lou Merrill handle the principal roles in

capable fashion. Arlen, scout for an Amer-
ican rubber company, is about to go into

the jungle to seek out a mysterious rub-

ber plantation. He meets Beverly Roberts

who also is going into the jungle. Andy
Devine, a bartender in the seacoast town
where they start their trip, throws in his

lot with Arlen after losing his job. In

order to get to their destination they sign

on as part of a crew of rubber tappers.

Merrill, owner of the rubber plantation,

rules with an iron hand and trouble en-

sues as soon as they arrive. Finally, Arlen

leads a revolt of the' natives and Merrill is

killed. Miss Robert's father, who has

been Merrill's prisoner, is liberated. It

should prove pop entertainment.

CAST: Richard 'Arlen, Andy Devine, Bev-

erly Roberts, Lou Merrill, Lupita Tovar,

Samuel S. Hinds, Charles Trowbridge, Leon-

ard Mudie, Adia Kuznetzoff, Noble John-

son, Frank Mitchell, Milburne Stone.

CREDITS: Producer, Ben Pivar; Director,

Christy Cabanne; Screenplay, Michael Sim-

mons; Original Story, Maurice Tombragel
and Ben Pivar; Cameraman, Jerry Ash.

DIRECTION, 0. K. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good. '

Cleveland Variety Post

Headed by John Himmelein

Cleveland—John Himmelein, for-

mer local Paramount branch man-
ager has been elected commander
of the Variety Post 313 succeeding
Howard Roth. The rest of the slate

for the current season is: adjutant,
Dr. A. Bubis; 1st vice commander,
L. Rich; 2nd vice commander, Aaron
Wayne; finance officer, Edwin Berg-
man; historian, J. Lavery; chaplain,

Dr. J. Bubis; judge advocate, Dr.
L. Dembo. 1st sergeant-at-arms,
Joseph Swee; 2nd sergeant-at-arms,
A. Kahn.
The new officers will be formally

installed Oct. 13 at the Variety Club.
Former commanders of the Cleve-
land Variety Post, formed three
years ago are Col. Harry E. Long,
Loew division manager; Harry H.
Goldstein, Paramount district man-
ager and Howai'd Roth, Paramount
booker.

Dallas V. C. Expands
Dallas—The Variety Club has en-

larged its headquarters in the Ho-
tel Adolphus. It is swankier than
ever, having bar murals done by
Elmer Zenner.

"Bombs Over London"
with Charles Farrell, Fritz Kortner,

Margaret Vyner

Film Alliance 77 mins.

TIMELY WAR STORY HAS GOOD AC-

TION AND SUSPENSE FOR THE MELLER

FANS.

Imported from England, this film shows

the machinations of a band of armament
manufacturers who are trying to plunge

Europe into war. It is timely, and it has

plenty of action and suspense. An excel-

lent performance is given by Fritz Kortner,

a scheming political tool of the armament
ring. Charles Farrell and Margaret Vyner

fill the roles of a newspaper cartoonist

and a reporter. Kortner, representative

of a European nation at a London dis-

armament conference, brings about a de-

liberate breach among various powers at

the conference. Meanwhile, he has em-
ployed an inventor who has an ingenious

radio control system to direct bombing
planes and they plan to bomb London.

Farrell uncovers the plot after Miss Vyner's

brother is murdered while hot on the trail

of the armament ring. However, London

is bombed just before Kortner and his

gang can be rounded up. Film is timely

and has enough high-pressure action and

mechanical hokum to present interesting

exploitation possibilities.

CAST: Charles Farrell, Margaret Vyner,

Fritz Kortner, Danny Green, Wallace Eve-

nett, Monte De Lyle, Dino Galvani, Arthur

Finn, Lawrence Hanray.

CREDITS: Grosvenor Films Production;

Director, Sinclair Hill; Screenplay, G. H.

Moresby White; Cameraman, Paul Barra-

let; Editor, John E. Morris.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
0. K.

Taku"
Norman Dawn Prod. 44 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

ALASKAN MINING STORY SERVES AS
FRAMEWORK FOR MARVELOUS SHOTS
OF WILD LIFE.

"Taku," produced, directed, and photo-

graphed by Norman Dawn, is an agreeable

filler for the average program. Offered

as a story of native life in the land of

Taku, Alaska, its human characters and

story prove to be unimportant but do

serve as a framework for the marvelous

shots of wild animal life that swarms the

country. Two little cubs actually steal

the picture with their humorous mischief.

The photography was excellent and out-

standing were the shots of the salmon

jumping the rapids, the cub's fight with

a skunk, the penguins marching in for-

mation, and the breaking up of the gla-

ciers. The story, what there was of it,

concerned a miner constantly searching for

a rich strike. After numerous mishaps,

which appeared a bit comical because of

his unprofessional acting, he finds a rich

mine; but in trying to rescue a lost child

and return with her to the village, he

dies on the ice. Although the synchroni-

zation of the dialogue was all too ob-

viously an aftermath of the camera work,

and in spite of a few other shortcomings,

"Nancy Drew

—

Trouble Shooter"
with Bonita Granville, John Litel, Frankie

Thomas .-»*

Warners 65^? Jms.

CRIME MELLER WITH BONITA GRAN-
VILLE AND FRANKIE THOMAS WILL AP-|,

PEAL TO FAMILY AUDIENCES.

Designed for family audiences, this one
will fit neatly, with enough suspense and

excitement to keep the action moving.

It should appeal especially to kids with

Bcnita Granville acting as a youthful Sher-

lock Holmes to assist her father, an at-

torney (John Litel), in defending a man
charged with murder. Frankie Thomas
ably abets Bonita as her faithful shadow
in her sleuthing expeditions. Litel is

forceful as the attorney and the rest of

the cast is capable, with Willie Best pro-

viding plenty of laughs. Litel is engaged
to defend Adrich Bowker on a murder

charge. The body can't be found and he

is discharged, but re-arrested when the

body is discovered on his place. Bonita

discovers a rare flower growing where the

body was found and canvasses the sur-

rounding country for any suspicious hor-

ticulturists. She and Frankie have a hair-

breadth escape from the real murderer

when he catches them snooping around,

but the law prevails and everything is

satisfactorily worked out.

CAST: Bonita Granville, Frankie Thomas,
John Litel, Aldrich Bowker, Charlotte

Wynters, Edgar Edwards, Renie R ;ano,

Roger Imhof, Erville Anderson, Willie Best.

CREDITS: Warner Bros. Production; Di-

rector, William Clemens; Original Screen-

play, Kenneth Garnet; Based on the "Nancy
Drew" stories of Carolyn Keene.

DIRECTION, 0. K. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

New GE Committee Will

Set Advertising Policy

Charles E. Wilson, executive vice-

president of the General Electric,

announces the appointment of a new
committee to have responsibility for

the policies and co-ordination of GE
advertising. Chester H. Lang of
Schenectady, company's advertising
manager, is chairman and in this

capacity will serve as a member of

Wilson's staff in connection with ad-
vertising and publicity matters.

Other members are: B. W. Bullock
of Bridgeport, Conn., recently named
as advertising manager of the appli-

ance and merchandise department of

the company, and H. F. Barnes of

Cleveland, 0., sales promotion man-
ager of the lamp department.

the picture "Taku" should be enjoyable

to all those who like to see wild animals.

CAST: Native non-professionals.

CREDITS: Producer, Norman Dawn; Di-

rector, Norman Dawn; Story by Susan

Denis; Editor, Charles Hunt, Jr.; Photog-

raphy, Norman Dawn.

DIRECTION, Fair. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.
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"Se End Of A Day"
with Louis Jouvet, Victor Francen, Michel

Simon

Juno Films 94 Mins.

ELOQUENT STORY OF AN ACTOR'S
HOME ADMIRABLY PROJECTED TO THE
SCREEN WITH A FINE CAST.

This French importation will take rank

with the top-notch films that have come

from France in the past. The story, which

revolves about a home for actors, has been

told in a sympathetic and eloquent fash-

ion without any banalities to detract from

its effectiveness. Victor Francen, Louis

Jouvet, Michel Simon and Madeleine Oze-

ray top the fine cast and turn in expert

performances. Julien Duvivier rates laur-

els for his deft direction. A scampish note

of humor is also injected into the film to

lighten its austerity. The story concerns

the home and its trials and tribulations, its

salvation when about to close, but indi-

vidual characterizations are more important

than the general theme of the story. Jouvet,

a pathological case, who has been a great

lover and goes insane; Francen, the actor

who was too intellectual as an actor to

stir the hearts of the public, and had his

wife stolen by Jouvet years before; Si-

mon, a pathetic and tragic comedian by

turns, they are all excellent.

CAST: Victor Francen, Louis Jouvet,

Michel Simon, Madeleine Ozeray, B. Gab-

rielle Dorziat, Arthur Devere, Arquilliere,

Sylvie, Joffre, Granval, Jean Ayme.

CREDITS: Regina Films Production; Di-

rector, Julien Duvivier; Screenplay, Charles

Spaak. Presented at the Filmarte with

French dialogue and English titles.

DIRECTION, Brilliant. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Fine.

"On His Own"
with Alexei Lyarsky, V. 0. Massalitinova

Amkino 96 mins.

INTERESTING SCREEN BIOGRAPHY OF
MAXIM GORKY AS A CHILD.

Policy of the Russian producers in the

past has been to remake favorite subjects

time and again in a different vein or

period, and "On His Own" is no excep-

tion. The film suffers as to entertain-

ment value, in the fullest sense of the

word, as the faithful rendering of the sub-

ject matter stressed by the director Mark
Donskoi leaves no room for byplay. The
cast is capable and the portrayal of young

Gorky contributed by Alexei Lyarsky is

excellent. Story concentrated on Gorky's

boyhood. We see him as a dishwasher on

a Volga steamer, as an apprentice in an

Ikon shop and during his bitter life in

Nizhi Novgorod.

CAST: Alexei Lyarsky, V. 0. Massaliti-

nova, M. Troyanovsky, I. Kudriavtsev, E.

Lilina, F. Seleznev, I. Zarubina, D. Zerka-

lova, A. Timontayev, Chugunov.

CREDITS: Soyuzdetfilm Production; Di-

rector, Mark Donskoi. Presented at the

Cameo Theater with Russian dialogue and

English titles.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

"En Kvinnas Ansikte"
(A Roman Face)

with Ingrid Bergman, Anders Henrikson

Scandinavian Talking Pictures 90 Mins.

STRONG EMOTIONAL STORY WITH
UNUSUAL THEME DEFTLY ACTED AND
DIRECTED.

It is unfortunate that the Swedish dia-

logue will place restrictions on the scope

of exhibition afforded to this new film as

it is excellent in all respects. English

titles do not completely interpret the dia-

logue. The acting is first rate, with Ingrid

Bergman giving a brilliant performance.

She is capably supported by a fine cast

which includes Anders Henrikson, Georg
Rydeberg and Eric Berglund. Miss Berg-

man, disfigured as a child, has a mind
that is warped and vicious. Her one mission

in life is to prey on the more fortunate.

However, she meets Henrikson, a surgeon,

and she is made beautiful, with her natural

conflict of emotions when this transfigura-

tion takes place leading to an unusual

climax.

CAST: Ingrid Bergman, Anders Henrik-

son, Georg Rydeberg, Eric Berglund, Tore
Svanneberg, Gunnar Sjoberg, Magnus Kes-

ster, Gosta Sederlund, John Ericsson, Sigurd

Wallen, Karin Kavli, Bror Bugler, Hilda

Borgstrom.

CREDITS: Svensk Films production; Di-

rector, Gustaf Molander. Presented at the

48th St. Theater with Swedish dialogue

and English titles.

DIRECTION, Fine. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

* SHORTS *

"Erik a Buzakalasz"
(The Wheat Ripens)

with Sari Fedak, Mici Erdelyi, Laszlo

Szilassy

Danubia Pictures 82 Mins.

PLEASING HUNGARIAN PICTURE HAS
GAY MUSIC AND AMUSING COMEDY.

Hungarian-American audiences will be

entertained by the newest Danubia impor-

tation. Although the story construction is

weak, there is a sufficient amount of com-

edy and pleasing music to more than atone

for this deficiency. Capable cast is headed

by Sari Fedak, Mici Erdelyi, Laszlo Szilassy

and Attila Peto. Story concerns a ro-

mance between Miss Fedak and Peto.

Their marriage plans are complicated by

the fact that her two children are un-

married and she won't wed until they are.

Finally, the problem is solved saitsfactorily.

CAST: Sari Fedak, Mici Erdelyi, Maria

Egry, Laszlo Szilassy, Laszlo Perenyi, At-

tila Peto, Kalman Rozahegyi, Sandor Goth.

CREDITS: Kino Film production; Direc-

tor, Bela Gaal. Presented at the Modern
Playhouse with Hungrian dialogue and no

English titles.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Weiser to Give Courses
Jacob A. Weiser, formerly with

Metro and the Theater Guild, will

give 16-week courses in dramatics,
playwriting and the American thea
ter at CCNY. Registration period
ends Sept. 22.

"Filming the Navy"
20th-Fox 10 Vi mins.

Thrilling and Timely Short
Here is a timely short that will

thrill every American. We see the
battle fleet maneuvering, swinging
into battle lines for firing at a my-
thical enemy, the launching of tor-

pedoes, planes from the aircraft car-

riers and catapults, and the laying
of smoke screens. The photography
is outstanding and the reel is top
notch in every respect.

"Catching Whoppers"
(Sportlight)

Paramount 10 mins.
Great Fishing Film

A real fisherman's paradise off

the coast of Guaymas, Mexico, with
two specially equipped boats with
their fishing enthusiasts after the
big tuna. It gets exciting when a
school of whip-rays, also giant fish,

jump clear out of the water many
feet, and splash back again. Sail

fish and marlin are seen and caught.
Then a jump to the Florida coast,

for the big tuna jamboree, with a

series of catches of giant fish weigh-
ing up to 500 pounds. A great fish-

ing picture with splendid narration
by Ted Husing.

"Fashion Forecast"
20th-Fox 9>/2 Mins.
Beautiful Clothes and Gorgeous Girls

Femmes will go into ecstacies

when they see the dazzling fashion
parade of gowns, hats, furs and
jewels paraded on the screen for

their benefit in the newest of the
Vyvyan Donner series for Movietone
News. Filmed in Technicolor, it is

breathtakingly beautiful, and al-

though it is essentially a woman's
picture the men in audiences should
respond to the dazzling bevy of beau-
tiful girls. The commentary by Ilka
Chase is witty and interesting. Eve-
ning clothes, street costumes, formal
and informal afternoon and evening
clothes, furs and hats for fall and
winter are featured.

"A Desert Adventure"
(Sportlight)

Paramount 10 mins.
Swell Hunting Reel

This is the sequel to that famous
"Death Valley Thrills," in which the
archery experts. Ken and Walt Wil-
helm, of the Mojave Desert, use
their bow and arrows as well as

blow-gun in capture of wild life. The
reel is filled with amazing specimens
of marksmanship, such as shooting
articles from the mouth or the head
of one of the brothers. The climax
is a thriller, with one of the marks-
men on a high ledge, caught be-
tween a wildcat advancing toward
him and a rattler coiled behind him.
The other brother kills the rattler

and they then bag the wildcat in
a net.

"Monkeys Is the Cwaziest People"
(Lew Lehr's Dribble-Puss Parade)

20th-Fox 9</2 mins.
Hilarious Monkey Shines

The antics of chimpanzees and
other assorted simians in different
zoos and private shows are brought
to the screen in hilarious fashion in
this short, with Lew Lehr giving a
howlingly funny commentary. Lehr
parades his monkeys in different an-
tics that are human in many ways
and funny in all. The chimps espe-
cially perform some amazing tricks.

Community Sing
with the King Sisters
and Gene Morgan

Columbia ... 9 mins.
Pop Songfest

Songs sung by Bing Crosby, are
presented to the audience with
Gene Morgan acting as song leader,
and the King Sisters harmonizing
for the chorus build-up. Songs in-
clude pop numbers such as "One,
Two, Button My Shoe," "Pennies
From Heaven," "Love In Bloom,"
"I'm An Old Cowhand from the
Rio Grande," and "Blue Hawaii."

"Public Hobby Number One"
(Paragraphic)

Paramount 11 mins.
For Stamp Enthusiasts

A novel trip through the Bureau
of Engraving of the Postoffice De-
partment, where the various steps
in manufacturing postage stamps is

interestingly presented. Here is a
reel that will be avidly devoured by
philatelists, who are to be found
everywhere. Many interesting side-
lights in the pursuit of this popu-
lar hobby are shown, which help
explain the enormous popularity of
stamp collecting. Narration by Alois
Havrilla.

"The Charm Bracelet"
(Phantasy Cartoon)

Columbia 7 mins.
Nice Whimsy

Starting a new cartoon series, in-
troducing Margie, who receives a
charm bracelet from Scrappy. When
she falls asleep, the various bracelet
items come to life. They hold a
picnic and have a grand time, and
as Margie awakes, they become in-

animate objects on the bracelet once
more. Story by Harry Love.

"Ecuador"
(Color Cruise)

Paramount 10 mins.
Fine Scenic

High up in the cool mountains,
this country on the equator is seen
to be a land of richness in natural
wealth and vegetation. The intimate
shots of the natives, of Indian origin,

are most interesting. An industrious
and kindly people, seen at work and
play. Done in Cinecolor, which
shows the richness of the vegeta-
tion, flowers and costumes.

^^H
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War Puts Crimp in Odeon's Deal for Para. Theaters

NATIONAL DIVORCEMENflEGISLATION INTROSPECT

Arbitration Clauses Apply Only to Contract Violations
Not a Means for Untangling

Clearance or Over-

buying
The voluntary arbitration clauses

in several of the major companies'
exhibition contracts are applicable

only to disputes rising from con-
J

tract violations and are not to be!

considered as a means of untangling
clearance and overbuying problems,

it was pointed out yesterday by an
industry executive.

It was explained that many ex- i

hibitors have been laboring under
the impression that the arbitration

{Continued on Page 11)

Court Hears Schine Suit Arguments Oct. 2
Buffalo—Arguments on the Government's request for a preliminary injunction against

Schine Theaters, Inc., and its affiliates and a defense motion for dismissal of the anti-

trust action, originally scheduled for yesterday, were set for hearing Oct. 2 in Federal

Court here by Judge John Knight.

FIND BIZ IMPROVING "ONE BIG UNION" PLAN

IN SOUTH AMERICA BEFORE 11 4A UNITS

BUCK FIRST WITNESS

IN NEB.-ASCAP SUIT

Lincoln, Neb. — Hearing started

here yesterday before a three-judge
tribunal in the Federal Court in the

State's defense of the constitution-

ality of its anti-Ascap law passd
in 1937.

Gene Buck, president of Ascap, oc-

cupied the witness stand for four
hours, devoting special attention to

{Continued on Page 10)

Returning from South America
'•°sterday on the Brazil, foreign
hieftains Sam E. Morris and Phil

Reisman, of Warners and RKO, re-

spectively, reported that South
American and Latin-American busi-

ness was improving, and that a
lengthy European war, which cur-

tailed production in France, Eng-
land and Gei-many, would undoubt-
edly increase playing time of Amer-

(Continued on Page 4)

Italian Company Seeking

Five Fine Arts Pictures

Five pictures produced by Frank-
Iyn Warner for his Fine Arts com-
pany may be distributed in Italy

under a deal now being negotiated

between Warner and a representa-

tive of an Italian company. Deal
{Continued on Page 4)

Westway Files Exceptions

to Particulars Bill Move

Baltimore — Westway Theater,

plaintiff in an anti-trust suit against

the Edgewood Theater and seven
majors, has filed exceptions to the

demand of the defendants for a bill

of particulars. No date for a hear-

ing' has been set as yet.

First Actual War Footage

in Paramount News Special

First motion pictures of active

warfare in Europe reached Broad-
way audiences early yesterday af-

ternoon via Paramount News which
flashed a special reel it had re-

ceived late Sunday night by the
transoceanic plane Caribou, on the

{Continued on Page 11)

The four A's swung into high gear

last night in their drive to con-

solidate all the member unions into

"one big union," with the executive

secretaries of the 11 member
branches meeting to exchange views

and discuss a six-point program

which has been worked out by a

committee appointed previously to

draw up a plan for consolidation.

At the same time, it was learned

(Continued on Page 11)

Boren, Sponsor, Will Outline

Measure at Okla. Allied

Convention
By ERNEST W. FAIR

FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

Oklahoma City—Opening gun in

a campaign for enactment of a Fed-
eral divorcement statute will be fired

at the convention of Allied Theater
Owners of Oklahoma which opens at

the Biltmore Hotel here Sept. 26,

it was learned yesterday.
Firing it verbally will be Rep.

Lyle H. Boren, D., Okla., who, for

more than a year, has been toying
with the divorcement idea. Boren
will outline the draft of the measure
he will hopper when Congress re-

convenes.
Indicative of Allied's strategy, the

(Continued on Page 10)

Ontario Not to Levy

A War Admission Tax

Toronto—Ontario has no present
plans to impose a war tax on ad-
mission prices to theaters or other

places of amusement, 0. J. Silver-

thorne, chairman of the province's
(Continued on Page 10)

Odeon Circuit Deal for Paramount s

14 English Theaters Stymied by War
Metro Abandons Production

Plans for "Busman's Holiday"

"Busman's Holiday," which M-
G-M was to have made in England,
has been shelved and there are no
plans to shift its production to the

U. S., according to Richard Thorpe,
director, who arrived on the Wash-
ington from Europe. Thorpe, who

{Continued on Page 4)

The Odeon deal whereby the Eng-

lish circuit was to have taken over

12 of Paramount's 14 theaters in

England has been postponed until at

least the end of the European war.
This was stated yesterday by Barney
Balaban, Paramount president, who
was at the pier to meet Stanton Grif-

fis, chairman of the executive com-
mittee, who arrived with Mrs. Griffis

(Continued on Page 15)

D OF J TO CONTINUE

N.Y. ANTI-TRUST DIV.

Washington Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY

Washington—Repoi-ts that the De-
partment of Justice is closing up its

anti-trust division in New York are

unfounded, Thurman Arnold, Assis-

tant Attorney General and head of

the anti-trust division said yester-

day. Arnold pointed out, that the

New York office has added eight men
(Continued on Page 14)

"Lynton" Plagiarism Award
Against Theater Reduced

In an opinion rendered yesterday,

Federal Judge Vincent L. Leibell

reduced an award of $16,470 to

$3,099 against the Moredall Realty
Corp., owner of the Capitol The-

(Continued on Page 11)

Ohio Moves to Enforce

Wage Agreement Statute

Coumbus, O.—Ohio exhibs. must
enter into wage agreement with all

employes less than 21 years of age
(Continued on Page 11)
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Col. Picts. vtc. (21/2%)
Columbia Picts. pfd.

Con. Fm. Ind
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd..
East. Kodak 1

do pfd
Cen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc.

do pfd.

Paramount
Paramount 1st pfd.. .

Paramount 2nd pfd..

Pathe Film
RKO
20th Century-Fox
20th Century-Fox pfd.

Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros
do pfd

NEW YORK
Keith B. F. ref. 6s46.1
Loew's deb. 3l/

2 s46. .

Para. B'way 3s55...
Para. Picts. 6s55...
Para. Picts. cv. 3iAs47
RKO 6s41
Warner Bros.' cv. 6s39
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts

Sonotone Corp 1 1/, 114 114 ..

Technicolor 12 111/2 113,4 — 14
Trans-Lux 1 % 1 5/8 1 5/8 _ i/

8
Universal Corp. vtc
Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES

Bid Asked
Pathe Film pfd 102
Fox Thea. Office Bldg. 1st '46

Loew's Thea. Realty 6s 1st '47

Met. Playhouse, Inc. 2nd deb. '45. ..

Roxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st '57

Examination of Zanuck
Okayed But at a Price

New York Supreme Court Jus-
tice Thomas F. Noonan yesterday
granted to Robert E. Sherwood and
the Playwrights Producing Co., the
privilege of examining Darryl F.
Zanuck before trial in Los Angeles,
but made it a condition that Sher-
wood pay $150 a day to Julian
Abeles, attorney for Zanuck, for his

legal services, $25 per day living

expenses and $300 transportation ex-
penses.
The order requires Zanuck to

produce the records of the film

"Young Mr. Lincoln" at the exami-
nation. Twentieth Century-Fox is

defendant in a suit which charges
it with trading upon the popularity
of the Sherwood play "Abe Lincoln
In Illinois."

Wis. May Follow Ciggy

Levy With 2% Sales Tax

Madison, Wis.—Wisconsin's bud-
get problem for the biennium was
a step nearer solution with the pas-
sage by the State legislature of a
$10,200,000 revenue bill through a
2 cents a package tax on cigarets.

The new tax becomes effective to-

day.
On the heels of the passage of

this measure, however, come reports
of a 2 per cent sales tax measure to
make up a deficit of some $18,000,-

000 in the budget. A provision in

the measure is a $5 tax on retail

outlets.

Exhibitor leaders have indicated
that they will strenuously oppose
any sales tax bill.

Warners Planning More
Historical Featurettes

4
44

BOND MARKET
00 100 100
953/4 953/4 953/4

V2

78 78 78 — 2

SAFETY LLOYDS
FILM STORAGE CORP.

Storage by Reel or Vault

729 Seventh Ave.
New York City

BRyant 9-5600 SECURITY

Norman H. Moray, Vitaphone
sales manager, goes to the Coast
next month to confer with execs,
there on an increase in the number
of historical featurettes for seasonal
release. Present lineup calls for six,

and Warners is rushing preparation
on them.
Moray will huddle with Bryan Foy

and Gordon Hollinshead at the Bur-
bank studios.

Open Season on Sales Drives

Launched by ITO of Ohio

Columbus, O.—ITO of Ohio is de-
claring open season on sales drives.

Bulletin released Saturday by
Pete J. Wood, secretary, offers the
opinion that "these drives engender
nothing but ill-will and place the
exhibitor at the mercy of certain ex-
change employes."

TTC Interest Sold
Washington Bureau of THE FILM \DAILY

Washington—Sale of a 50 per
cent interest in the Terminal The-
ater Co. by the Stanley Company
of America, a Warner Bros, sub-
sidiary company, to the Terminal
Theater Co., has been reported to

the SEC by Warner Bros.

Roddick to Maritimes

Under FPC Realignment

Toronto—Changes in the staff of

Famous Players Canadian Corp. are

announced at headquarters here. R.

S. Roddick of Toronto, former dis-

tribt supervisor of theaters in the
London district, is transferred to

Halifax, N. S., where he will have
supervision of theaters in the Mari-
time Provinces, and also takes over
management of the Capitol Theater
in Halifax, succeeding L. Graburn,
who returns to the home office staff

in Toronto. Jack Arthur, manager
of Uptown Theater, Toronto, has
been promoted to district manager
for Western Ontario. Fred Trebil-

cock, assistant manager, becomes
manager of the Uptown.

It is reported that the transfer
of Roddick to the Maritimes, indi-

cates the virtual retirement of Clar-

ence Robson, who has served for

many years as eastern divisional su-

pervisor, and who now is seriously

ill. It is understood that Morris
Stein, or Toronto, central Ontario
district manager, will take over the
eastern Ontario territory temporar-
ily.

Chi. Contempt Defendants

Granted 30-Day Extension

Chicago—Defendants' attorneys in

the Government's contempt case
hearing before Master Eldredge con-
tended yesterday that the Govern-
ment had failed to make out a case
against the various film companies
and B & K. They obtained from
Judfje Eldredge, 30 days extension
to present briefs, findings of fact
and law conclusions. Government at-

torneys will then have 30 days to

file their answer.

Bellman Will Manage
Rep's Buffalo Office

Jack Bellman, former Eastern di-

vision manager for Republic, has
been appointed manager of the Buf-
falo office, it was learned yesterday.
Appointment of Bellman is first of
readjustment step involving district

managers who were made inopera-
tive for a period of three months in

order to determine the extent of
duplication of effort in the various
territories controlled by franchise
holders.

Bellman replaces Nat Marcus.
Latter returns to his place on the
sales staff.

To Give Convention Report
Report on the recent Allied of New

Jersey convention in Atlantic City
will be given to members today at a
luncheon meeting of the unit at the
Hotel Lincoln. It will be the first

session at which the newly elected
president, Lee Newberry, will pre-
side.

Brooks Shifts Drive-in

Farmdale, O.—The Drive-in The-
ater opened here in July by M. C.

Brooks, has been moved to Creston.

comma mid Goind

JAMES R. GRAINGER, president of Republic!

and general manager in charge of distribution!

is currently on a business trip to Chicago ancl
St. Louis, and returns to the home office nex1|

Monday.

WILLIAM SUSSMAN, Eastern division man- 1

ager for 20th-Fox, arrives in Clevelajr^ thisj

morning to address a meeting of m <ial

sales force in connection with the Kent ^rive

SAM E. MORRIS, MRS. MORRIS, PHIL REIS
MAN, ARTHUR ABELES, MRS. ABELES, anc

MELVILLE SHAUER, arrived here yesterday 01

the Brazil from South America.

MILTON WEISS, of the Metro publicity staff,|

flew in from the Coast yesterday.

BEN GOETZ was reported to have sailed from!

England yesterday on the Manhattan.

JACKIE COOGAN and JAMES CROSS arrived

from the Coast yesterday via TWA.

HOWARD HILL, champion archer, has arrived

in Chicago to make a p.a. in connection with
the premiere there of a short he and Errol

Flynn recently made.

NICK CRINDE, director, has arrived in New
York from the Coast.

JACK SECAL and ARNOLD PICKER of Colum
bia's home office foreign department, leave for

Havana today by plane to join J. A. McCon-
ville, foreign manager, and Charles Roberts for

the first of two Latin American conventions

being held by the company.

SOL LESSER left for the Coast yesterday.

CAPTAIN CARL-FREDRIK NELSON, Swedish
director and screen writer, arrives here in the

near future from South America to negotiate

with several companies interested in some prop

erties he owns.

STANTON CRIFFIS, MRS. GRIFFIS, RICHARD
THORPE, MRS. THORPE, their two sons, MRS.
J. P. KENNEDY, and three of her children,

FITZ KREISLER, ROBERT MONTGOMERY and
MRS. MONTGOMERY, KATHERINE DOUCET,
ETHEL REMY, CLAIRE CARLETON and JUNE
CLYDE arrived yesterday on the Washington

COLE PORTER is at the Waldorf Towers.

MRS. ERNST LUBITSCH is said to be home-
ward bound from Europe on a Dutch ship.

BOB SAVIN I, president of Astor Pictures, has

arrived on the Coast from New York via TWA.

MARCARET SULLAVAN left New York on

the week-end aboard the TWA Sky Chief for

Hollywood.

ORSON WELLES has arrived in New York from
|

the Coast.

MERLE OBERON is reported to have sailed

from England yesterday for New York.

MONTY BANKS sails for Europe today on the

Rex.

Take Stadium Depositions

Chicago—Taking of depositions in

the Ford Stadium Theater case will

be continued this week, before Com-
missioner A. J. Schucat.

'**<v3"
;

Best wishes from THE FILM DAILY
to the following on their birthdays:

SEPTEMBER 19

Ernest Truex

Betty Garde
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BETTE DAVIS
and

MIRIAM HOPKINS
"THE OLD MAID"

with

GEO BRENT
Donald Crisp • Jane Bryan • Louise Fazenda • Jamesi

Stephenson • Jerome Cowan • Wm. Lundigan • Cecilia Lofttts

Directed by EDMUND GOULDING
Screen Play by Casey Robinson • Based on the Pulitzer

Prize Play by Zoe Akins and tbe Novel by Edith Wharton

k Music by Max Steiner • A First National Picture

JACK, L. WARNER HAL B. WALLI
In Charge of Production Executive Producer

HENRY BLANKE
A zsociate Producer

THE OLD MAID' IS A SWEET-!

HEART-AND HOW THEY'RE

TALKING! IN OVER SIX

YEARS THE ONLY AT-

TRACTION TO GO SIX

WEEKS AT THE N. Y.

STRAND! B'KLYN PARA-

MOUNT HITS HIGHEST

FOUR WEEKS EVER!

DITTO AND DOUBLE

DITTO EVERYWHERE.

WARNERS' FIRST FOR

'39-40 TOPS EVEN

WARNERS ' TOP
OF '38-39! NEXT

'DUST BE MY
MSTINY'-AND

MAGNIFICENT!

STAY UP ON
YOUR TOES!

/
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STUDIO, IATSE TALKS

WAITING ON ELECTION

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— IATSE-studio nego-

tiations regarding wage scales and

working conditions have been de-

ferred until Thursday.

IATSE says that it voluntarily

requested a postponement until af-

ter the bargaining agency election

tomorrow. The United Studio Tech-
nicians Guild which with the IA is

contesting for the agency designa-
tion filed a formal protest with the
NLRB against continuance of such
negotiations pending the election.

Joseph M. Schenck, prexy of the
Association of Motion Picture Pro-
ducers, states the association will

bargain collectively with whatever
agency wins the election.

Italian Company Seeking

Five Fine Arts Pictures

(Continued from Page 1)

is not yet set but is understood to
be close to inking.

If pact is signed, it will be one
of the first Italian-American agree-
ments reached since the Italian mo-
nopoly decree became effective.

Pictures made by Warner include
"Shadows Over Shanghai," "Fron-
ties Scout," "Cipher Bureau," "Long
Shot" and "Panama Patrol."

Arizona Western Will

Film Series of Shorts

Mesa, Ariz. — Arizona Western
Pictures here today starts a series of
short subjects dealing with historical

phases of Arizona and the West. "An
Indian Bible," "Language of the
Range," and "The Miracle of Water"
Avill be among the first.

WEDDING BELLS

Pittsburgh—Melvin Barrett, for-

merly of the local Paramount Ad
Sales department and now manager
of this department in the Cleveland
exchange, was married Sunday to

Miss Ruth Gersen of this city, the

ceremony taking place at the Wil-
liam Penn Hotel.

Conway, N. H.—Robert King, op-
erator at the Majestic Theater here,

was married in North Conway to

Miss Alice Melendy of Bedford, for-

mer Carroll County home demon-
stration agent. They will reside in

Conway.

Berlin, N. H.—Miss Olive M. Ca-
dorette of the box office staff of the
Strand Theater here became the
bride of Laurier R. Duchesne at a

nuptial mass in Angel Guardian
Church. They left on a wedding trip

to Canada.

• • • IT appears ihat the time is ripe to get up a petition

to the dictionarians urging them to change the spelling of "censor-

ship" .... to "sense-orship" or at least get a syllable of sense into

it, if possible The handling of the French pix, "Harvest," is sufficient

cause for the New York State Board of Censors last July

banned the footage entirely declaring it would tend to destroy

public morals If the picture can have any such destructive result

so can a Nazi soldier, with asthma and a bean-blower level the

vaunted Maginot Line The State Board of Regents must have felt

the same way a few days ago .... when it completely and unequivocally

reversed the Censor Board findings

T
• ••//-' statistical injo is credible "Harvest" is the

first pix ever to have been censor-banned and then the deci-

sion overruled by the Regents without changes having been

made in the resubmitted film The why of it all is baffling

Has the determination as to what is moral, and what is not,

become so arbitrary that there is none to say "aye" or "nay" with

any degree of surety? If so, then censorship should be rele-

gated to the limbo of uselessness The New York State Board

of Censors, however, did one good turn paradoxically to the

very ones whose production they sought to ditch namely, the

film's distributors in the U. S. mart for the Board has left

behind its action the implication that the footage is "hot stuff"

which it isn't at all

T T T
• • • YESTERDAY wasn't New Hampshire Day at the Fair

but it was a fair day for New Hampshire in the comfort and

quietude of the Preview Theater in 1600 B'way This department had

an intimate look-see at the swell two-reeler in Cinecolor which

Emerson Yorke produced, directed and authored for the New Hampshire

State Planning and Development Commission Pix is a natural for

the non-theatrical field but wait! for it is also a whizzbang

bet for the commercial field particularly in one-reel form The

film not only makes you want to go there it makes you want "to

live there permanently

T T T
• '• • COINCIDENTALLY, from out Wolfeboro, N. H., also

came via the Granite State News that newspaper's nomi-

nation of Ansel N. Sanborn, film exhib, as "the busiest man in

Carroll County" it being pointed out that Sanborn operates

pix theaters in Sanbornville, Wolfeboro and Center Ossipee, plus

a bowling and dancing spot known as the Wolfeboro Casino

He is also speaker of the House of Representatives an aspir-

ant to the Governor's Council member of various legislative

committees and prominent in civic and fraternal organiza-

tions In fact, the newspaper adds: "You can believe it

or not, but an automobile salesman once came from Dover (N. H.)

in the pious hope of selling Ansel a brand new car

Before he caught up with him for an interview he had driven

the new car so far and fast that it had to be sold as a

decidedly second-hand job"

T T T
• • • LOCAL-EYES-ING the industry's doings leaders in the

amusement, business and civic worlds lunch today at the Hotel Astor

with U. S. Housing Administrator Nathan Straus to discuss

plans for the gigantic benefit show in Madison Square Garden on Nov.

15 the annual "Night of Stars" to aid the cause of Jewish

refugee settlement in Palestine. . . • Also today is the gala Warner

Club Golf Tourney at Glen Oaks where only good fellowship will

prevail and the only digs will be for divots

FIND BIZ IMPROVING

IN SOUTH AMERICI

(Continued from Page 1)

ican pictures in this territory t

some extent. ' f
Morris confirmed pn

;
^djisivi

cable story in The FitiTVj/OAllf ' 'ia

he had investigated the'possibnitie
of theater investment by Warner
in Rio de Janeiro, but he had n
comment as to what his recommen
dations would be. Arthur Abeles
managing director in Brazil foi

Warners, accompanied Morris.
Reisman visited Brazil, Uruguay

Argentina and Trinidad on his trip

which was cut short by six or sevel

weeks due to the European war
Reisman also reported |hat Argen
tinean producers are building tw<
new studios in Buenos Aires an<

that production there was making
rapid strides.

Melville Shauer, producer, whe
went to Buenos Aires to produce si?

Spanish pictures for United Artists

release, also returned on the Brazil

He said that due to several things

that had arisen he had been un-

able to make any pictures in B. A
at the present time, but it was pos-

sible he might make the picture

for UA elsewhere. He stated thai

he expected to confer with Murray
Silverstone, with future plans to be

set at that time.

Metro Abandons Production

Plans for "Busman's Holiday"

(Continued from Page 1)

was accompanied by his family and
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Montgomery*
said that the company's studio

quarters were being used as a food
warehouse. Whether any of the

pictures that had been slated for

production in England will be made
over here has not been determined,

he said. Some background shots

and exteriors for "Busman's Holi-

day" were made prior to the out

break of war, Thorpe said. Mont
gomery had been slated to star in

the picture.

Ben Goetz, M-G-M top executive

in England, who was scheduled to

sail on the Washington was de-

tained because of illness, but it was
reported that he sailed yesterday
on the Manhattan from England.

"Old Maid" Runs Ahead
Warners' "The Old Maid" in the

first four days of its fourth week
at the Brooklyn Paramount rolled up
a gross greater than in the same
period of its third week, it was re-

ported at the home office yestei'day.

Pix leaves the New York Strand
Thursday after six weeks.

STORKS!
Baltimore—Harry Leventhal, pro-

jectionist at the New Essex, is the

aging director of the State,

father of a new daughter.
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THESTORY THATSHOCKED
THE WORLDNOW
ROCKS THE SCREEN! .

.

"Unbelievable, unthinkable/ 9 humanity cried, "The
German War Lords can't do THAT to a woman!".

.

. But
they could, and they did! . . . Here is that story . . . true,

thrilling, tremendous . . . told uncensored, without
rancor or bitterness . . . told with a relentless realism
and a heart-sweeping power beyond help or tears! . ..

ITS TERRIFIC!

OPENING THIS WEEK . . . RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL

V EDNA MAY OLIVER • GEORGE SANDERS • MAY RORSON • ZASO PITTS \J&
H. B.WARNER -SOPHIE STEWART -MARY HOWARD ROOEBTIOOTE \fMl Produced and Directed by HERBERT WILCOX • Screen Play by MiCHAEl MOCAN y[
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"Babes in Arms"
with Mickey Rooney and Judy Garland

Metro 96 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

f^ND PACKAGE OF ENTERTAIN-
MEk? SHOULD RATE AS ONE OF THE
YEAR'S BIGGEST GROSSERS.

Here is a grand package of entertainment

that exhibitors should be proud to play in

their houses. It has sock performances by

Mickey Rooney and Judy Garland, and prop-

erly exploited should be a bonanza at the

box office. Director Busby Berkeley has

given expert guidance to the comedy and

pathos, in addition to directing a stirring

finale, which has the White House as a

background. Arthur Freed, who with Herb

Nacio Brown, wrote "Good Morning," one

of the songs in the production, makes his

bow as a producer—and a very successful

bow it is. Mickey Rooney has a field day

and his imitations of Clark Gable, Lionel

Barrymore, Eddie Leonard and President

Roosevelt rocked a tough Huntington Park

preview audience. Judy Garland delivered

solidly with her songs and performance,

while June Preisser, making her screen

debut as a cinema glamour girl, made a

grand impression with the preview fans.

Douglas McPhail and Betty Jaynes pleased

with their singing, while Charles Winninger,

Guy Kibbee, Margaret Hamilton and Barnett

Parker do their usual good work. Grace

Hayes, Rand Brooks, John Sheffield and

Leni Lynn are among the principals. Jack

McGowan and Kay Van Riper concocted an

amusing screenplay, based on the play by

Richard Rodgers and Lorenz Hart. Ray

June's photography is high-grade. With
vaudeville passe, Mickey's parents, Win-
ninger and Grace Hayes, find bookings

scarce, but Mickey, who was born back-

stage at the New York Palace, is undaunted

and writes a revue to be presented in his

home town, Seaport. The show is held out-

doors and just at its height, a heavy rain

sends the audience scurrying. When things

look the darkest for Mickey and his par-

ents, Mickey receives word that Hull, a

New York producer, who had seen the revue

at the instigation of Judge Kibbee, has

decided to present it on Broadway.

CAST: Mickey Rooney, Judy Garland,

Charles Winninger, Guy Kibbee, June Preis-

ser, Grace Hayes, Betty Jaynes, Douglas

McPhail, Rand Brooks, Leni Lynn, John

Sheffield, Henry Hull, Barnett Parker, Ann
Shoemaker, Margaret Hamilton, Joseph Cre-

han, George McKay, Henry Roquemore,

Lelah Tyler.

CREDITS: Producer, Arthur Freed; Direc-

tor, Busby Berkeley; Authors, Richard Rodg-

ers and Lorenz Hart; Screenplay, Jack Mc-
Gowan and Kay Van Riper; Cameraman, Ray

June, A.S.C.; Film Editor, Frank Sullivan;

Musical Director, George Stoll; Art Direc-

tor, Cedric Gibbons; Wardrobe by Dolly

Tree.

DIRECTION, Expert.

Fine.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

Says Pix is Neutral
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Ben Judell, PPC

prex, in a formal statement affirms

that "Hitler—Beast of Berlin" will

not violate U. S. neutrality and that
it is not war propaganda.

"Thunder Afloat"
with Wallace Beery, Chester Morris,

Virginia Grey

Metro 94 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

GRIPPING AND STIRRING WORLD WAR
STORY SHOULD CLICK SOLIDLY WITH
ALL AUDIENCES.

This is a gripping, stirring story of the

World War days when U-boats operated off

the Atlantic Coast in an attempt to crip-

ple American shipping and of how the

United States Navy coped with the menace.
With present day headlines giving much at-

tention to submarine warfare, the picture

should be easy to exploit. Wallace Beery

gives a grand performance as the captain

of a tugboat, who becomes so enraged when
a U-boat sinks his craft that he enlists

in the navy to wage a one-man war on Ger-
man submarines. Chester Morris is splendid

as Beery's shipping rival, who joins the navy

and becomes Beery's superior officer. Vir-

ginia Grey has her best role to date and de-
livers solidly. Douglas Dumbrille does good
work as a naval officer, while Carl Esmond
is convincing as the captain of the U-boat,

which sinks Beery's tugbot and also includes

in its exploits the sinking of the navy's

armored cruiser, the San Diego. George B.

Seitz's direction creates much suspense and
he blends the action, comedy and pathos

effectively. To J. Walter Ruben goes credit

as producer. Wells Root and Commander
Harvey Haislip supplied a gripping screen-

play, based on the original story by Ralph

Wheelwright and Commander Haislip. When
Beery disobeys orders and takes his sub-

chaser out of a formation to start a lone

hunt for submarines, he is court-martialed,

found guilty and demoted from an ensign to

an ordinary seaman, and assigned to land

duty. He is about to desert, when Morris,

ordered to command a mystery schooner,

searching for U-boats, makes him a member
of his crew. The schooner locates a sub,

which is commanded by Esmond. Beery

makes a futile attempt to ram the schooner

against the U-boat and is taken aboard.

Subchasers disable the sub, and Esmond and
his crew are taken prisoners. Beery is re-

stored to his ensignship and awarded a

medal for his bravery.

CAST: Wallace Beery, Chester Morris,

Virginia Grey, Douglas Dumbrille, Carl Es-

mond, Clem Bevans, John Qualen, Regis

Toomey, Henry Victor, Addison Richards,

Hans Joby, Henry Hunter, Jonathan Hale.

CREDITS: Producer, J. Walter Ruben; Di-

rector, George B. Seitz; Authors, Ralph

Wheelwright and Commander Harvey

Haislip; Screenplay by Wells Root and Com-
mander Harvey Haislip; Cameraman, John

Seitz, A.S.C.; Film Editor, Frank E. Hull;

Art Director, Cedric Gibbons; Recording,

Douglas Shearer; Musical Score, Edward

Ward and David Snell; Costumes by Dolly

Tree and Valles.

DIRECTION, Aces. PHOTOGRAPHY, Ex-

cellent.

Named Wolcott's Aides
Carroll Case and David Pardoll

have been appointed special assis-

tants to James Wolcott, Associate
Producer of March of Time's forth-
coming1 feature, "The Ramparts We
Watch."

"What a Life"
with Jackie Cooper and Betty Field

Paramount 75 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
WARM AND HUMAN STORY EXCEL-

LENTLY PLAYED IS PERFECTLY AIMED
AT FAMILY BIZ.

That well-meaning stage and radio char-

acter, Henry Aldrich, who is always get-

ting into trouble through no real fault of

his own, comes to the screen in the person

of Jackie Cooper, who does splendid work.

Producer-Director J. Theodore Reed has

done an excellent job in picturizing the

warm, human play, which deals with the

trials and tribulations of Henry, who is a

high school student. Betty Field gives an

appealing performance in the role she

created on the stage and Vaughan Glaser,

also from the Broadway cast, is fine as the

high school principal. James Corner, John

Howard, Janice Logan, Lionel Stander, Dor-

othy Stickney, Lucien Littlefield, Kathleen

Lockhart and Hedda Hopper are among the

members of the cast. Charles Brackett and
Billy Wilder fashioned an amusing screen-

play, based on Clifford Goldsmith's play.

Henry is anxious to take Barbara Pearson

(Betty Field) to the high school dance, but

his mother (Hedda Hopper) insists he must
get the highest mark in an ancient history

quiz before she will give him permission to

go to the affair. Henry is tempted and

cheats by looking at another student's

answers. Henry's trick is discovered and

he is expelled. The assistant high school

principal (John Howard) sympathizes with

Henry and realizes that basically Henry is

a good boy. Musical instruments have been
stolen from the school, and Henry is sus-

pected. However, Henry unearths evidence

that forces George Bigelow (Corner) to

confess the theft. Henry's real interest is

in drawing and an art school head agrees

to give him free instruction.

CAST: Jackie Cooper, Betty Field, John

Howard, Janice Logan, Vaughan Glaser,

Lionel Stander, Hedda Hopper, James Corner,

Dorothy Stickney, Kathleen Lockhart, Lucien

Littlefield, Sidney Miller, Andrew Tombes,
George Guhl, Arthur Aylesworth, Wilda
Bennett, Bennie Bartlett, Kay Stewart,

Leonard Sues, Eddie Brian, Janet Waldo,
Betty McLaughlin, Douglas Fahy, Roberta

Smith, Nora Cecil.

CREDITS: Producer, Jay Theodore Reed;
Director, Jay Theodore Reed; From play by

Clifford Goldsmith; Screenplay by Charles

Brackett and Billy Wilder; Cameraman, Vic-

tor Milner; AS.C; Art Directors, Hans
Dreier and Earl Hedrick; Film Editor, Wil-
liam Shea; Sound Recording, Earl Hayman
and Richard Olson.

DIRECTION, Excellent. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Very Good.

"5th Avenue Girl" Ahead 40%
"Fifth Avenue Girl" in pre-re-

lease engagements in its two open-
ing spots outside of the Radio City
Music Hall and resort towns is top-
ping "Bachelor Mother" in gross by
40 per cent, home office said yes-

terday. Pix scored that increase
at the Palace, Stamford, for a full

week and is that percentage ahead
of the previous Ginger Rogers star-

rer in its first three days at the
Fox, Philadelphia.

* SHORTS *

"Artie Shaw's Class In Swing"
Paramount 10 mins.

Swing At Its Best

The popular Artie Shaw, band
maestro and one of the leading ex-

ponents of the increasingly popular
school of swing music, provides the

jive fans with everything they are
looking for in this short. Professor
Shaw breaks his band down and
shows how it is put together. He
takes the audience through the in-

tricate fundamental phases of har-
monizing and vocalizing, adding each
piece to his band in the order of its

importance in the general scheme.
Shaw also gives an interesting dem-
onstration of treatment of music to

make it "swing." Band's numbers
include one by Shaw's.

"Snuffy's Party"

Universal 7 mins.
Okay For Kids

Snuffy Skunk, the smelliest man
in town, gives a party for his

friends, They arrive in gas masks
and promptly lock Snuffy out of his

own house and get the party going.
It starts to rain and Snuffy sees the
dam break. He warns his friends

and then builds an emergency dam
in front of the house that saves the
day. The guests are so relieved they
allow Snuffy to come in to his own
party. Produced by Walter Lantz.

"Breaking the News"
Paramount 10 mins.

Interesting Short
Madison Square Garden, with all

its diverse sports engagements fea-

tured, provides the background for
this short. A cavalcade of person-
alities and events are paraded across
the screen with Ted Husing giving
an interesting narration. Winter
sports, rodeos, soft ball, hockey,
fights, dog shows, horse shows, ice

carnivals precision dancei's swing
bands and ballroom dancers are seen
in action in the one and only sports

arena of its type in the world. Short
is good entertainment for audiences
in general.

"Mooching Through Georgia"
with Buster Keaton

Columbia 19 mins.
Good Laughs

Buster Keaton is discovered as an
old Civil War veteran, bragging to

another about his exploits in that
far away fracas. The actual shots
of Buster's exploits show him any-
thing but a hero, for with the help
of another soldier, Monty Collins, he
manages to gum everything up, get

caught as a spy, and avoid being
shot by the merest fluke. There are
some very funny gags that seem to

be entirely original with Buster.
Produced and directed by Jules
White. Story by Clyde Buckman.
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Out of Europe's blackout of peace flashes
the inside story of ruthless submarine
warfare. ..intertwined with the strange ro-

mance of beautiful spy and gallant enemy!

with

CONRAD VALERIE SEBASTIAN

VEIDT * HOBSON * SHAW
Screen play by EMERIC PRESSBURGER

Directed by MICHAEL POWELL
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NAT'L DIVORCEMENT

LEGISLATION LIKELY

(Continued from Page 1)

convention program calls for the
appearance of Federal and state
legislators in addition to Boren.
State Rep. George Miskovsky will

outline a chain store regulatory bill

which he will introduce at the next
session of the legislature; according
to Miskovsky, it will affect theaters.

Congressional contingent to ap-
pear, according to Orville Von Gul-
ker, chairman of the organizing
board, will include Reps. Wesley E.
Disnev, Will Rogers and Jed John-
son. State Rep. William High is also

on the speaking list.

Others scheduled include Col. H.
A. Cole. Allied's national prexy; Dr.
W. B. Bizzell, prexy of the Univers-
ity of Oklahoma, and Dean A. B.
Adams of the university's College of
Business.

Ontario Not to Levy

A War Admission Tax

(Continued from Page 1)

board of motion picture censors, told

The Film Daily yesterday.
A special session of the Ontario

Legislature, opens today, to con-

sider levying of special war taxes.

Hollywood Amusement Co.

Fights Milwaukee's Ban

Milwaukee—The City Attorney's
office in response to the action by
Hollywood Amusement Co., Inc.,

seeking iniunction to restrain Po-
lice Chief Joseph T. Kluchesky from
interfering with operation of the
movie game here holds that the Mil-
waukee City Code makes it the duty
of police officers "with or without
warrant" to seize lottery and gam-
bling devils "whenever and wher-
ever found."

The Hollywood concern besides
seeking an injunction is laso ask-
ing- $5,000 damages from the Police
chief for interfering with what it

contends is a legitimate business.
Federal Judge F. Ryan Duffv will

hold a hearing on the petition Fri-

day.

REVIEIUS Of n€UJ HLfllS
"Jitterbug Knights"
(Color Rhapsody)

Columbia 7 mins.
Clever Scrappy Reel

Scrappy presents this offering,
with a worried king waiting to hear
about the birth of an heir. The
king invited the Three White Fairies
to bring gifts to the infant prince,

but all he wants is the ability to

be a first-class jitterbug. This wish
the fairies grant, and soon all the
attendants in the palace are staging
a Jitterbug Jamboree. Directed by
Sid Marcus.

"Big Fish"
Columbia 9 mins.

Exciting
An exciting reel of marlin fishing

off the coast of Mexico. There are
some swell thrills as the deep-sea
hunters battle with three big fel-

lows in succession, and after being
near exhaustion, finally land their
catches. Narrated by Jack Kofoed.
Described by Dan Seymour.

"Silly Superstition"
Universal 7 lA mins.

So-So Cartoon
Little eight ball is warned by his

black mammy that Friday the 13th
is a bad day for things to happen
and he had better be careful. He
disregards the warning and goes out
with his dog. A number of things
happen to them, but they finally get
home safely after being chased by a
lion. A so-so reel.

Four More Pix Theaters

In Prospect In Michigan

Detroit — Construction of four
new theaters being planned was dis-

closed this week bv Milton Strauss,
theater financer. Moss Investment
Co. will erect an 800-seat grind
house, the Van Dyke, near the pres-

ent Eastown in Detroit. Option has
been taken on a lot for a 1 200-seat
theater on Jeffers-m Ave., in River
Rouge, near the present Lancaster
Theater. Two other new houses are

planned for upstate, by undisclosed
parties, Strauss said. Construction
on the Van Dyke is to start at once,

and on the River Rouge theater

later this year.

"Boy Meets Joy"
with Joy Hodges and Pinky Tomlin
Universal 17Vi mins.

Scrambled Musical
Without much rhyme or reason, a

melange of assorted musical acts
with a female acrobatic dancer
tossed in for good measure are seen
in this short. Presentation is faulty.
Joy Hodges and Pinky Tomlin sing
and Tomlin's orchestra performs.
The "Elderblooms," the harmonizing
ladies whose ages run between 63
and 76, also sing one song. Lucille

Page is the acrobatic dancer, and
then suddenly near the end of the
short a youngster named Mary Ruth
is introduced and she plays a lengthy
classical piece on the piano.

"Stranger Than Fiction"

Universal 9 mins.
Interesting Oddities

A fisherman who has what is prob-
ably the world's finest collection of
fishing tackle, but can't fish because
of doctor's orders opens the latest

"Stranger Than Fiction" series re-

lease. We see a complete miniature
circus with every detail perfect in

color and scale made out of wood and
other materials by J. E. Schreadley
of Harrisburg, Pa. Then we see Mrs.
Harrisong Usher busily pasting
items in her scrapbooks about Presi-

dent F. D. Roosevelt, with more than
a score of volumes already filled.

Reel is concluded with sequences
dealing with a pet quail and a boy
who gargles with pool balls.

"Calling All Curs"
(Three Stooges)

Columbia 18 mins.
Dizzy Fun

As proprietors of a ritzy dog hos-
pital, the Stooges are on the spot
when crooks steal a valuable French
poodle owned by a wealthy society
dame. To cover up, the Stooges
take a mongrel and stick black hair
all over its hide and deliver it to
the owner. The fraud is discov-
ered, and with the cops after them,
the Stooges start on the trail of
the crooks with a pack of hunting
dogs. They find the kidnapped
poodle happily nursing a litter of
pups.

Popular Science
(J9-1)

Paramount 11 mins.
Modern Magic

Scientific progress in new outlets
for cotton, with special heavy roll

like carpet laid down in asphalt
road building. Then an ultra-mod-
ern kitchen with gearless egg-beat-
ers, automatic ashtrays, portable re-
frigerators. A British hospital for
women only, with women occupying
every position from surgeons down.
Then the giant Pacific clippers seen
in closeup on their vast flight.

"Hydro Maniacs"
Paramount 10 mins.

Fair Sport Short
The boys who drive the fast out-

boards come before the cameras
again in this one. The short has ac-
tion and thrills and some amusing
comedy sequences in it. The speed-
ing maniacs are finally locked up as
a menace to the general public. Ted
Husing does the narration. Rates
as fair.

"Sweet Moments"
Paramount 11 mins.

Pop Music
The music of Russ Morgan and

his orchestra is a welcome relief for
the fans who do not fully appreciate
"swing." Claire Martin and Mert
Curtis vocalize pleasingly with the
Morgan orchestra as they introduce
four new songs that are tuneful and
pleasing. Picture has been given a
good presentation.

"It's the Natural Thing To Do."
Paramount 7 mins.

Amusing Cartoon
Presenting the irrepressible Pop-

eye, Olive and Bluto. Popeye attempts
to erase his baser nature and be-
come a sophisticated gentlman with
the assistance of Bluto, who does
likewise, at the behest of Olive. How-
ever, their inner natures rebel and
it isn't long before they are back to

their old tricks of beating each other
up with abandon.

"Man-Made Jungle"
Universal 9 mins.

Unusual Nature Picture
Photographed at a jungle garden

in Florida which was built by two

BUCK FIRST WITNESS

IN NEB.-ASGAP SUIT

(Continued from Page 1)

conditions confronting authors and
composers before the association

was organized. He recounted legal

entanglements with cabarets, pi«no-
graph record manufacturers, nf Jon
picture exhibitors and later with ra
dio stations.

Buck told the court that Ascap's
1938 gross income from Nebraska
was $68,000, derived from 490 con-
tracts in the state.

E. C. Mills, chairman of the Ascap
administration, followed Buck on the
stand, and told of his 17-year asso-
ciation with Ascap.
John G. Paine, Ascap's general

manager, and Mrs. Ethelbert Nevin,
widow of the composer, will be wit-
nesses for Ascap today, with the
State expected to begin presenting
its case before the end of the day.

Louis Frohlich heads Ascap's coun-
sel, with John Riddell of the Nebras-
ka Attorney General's office, and
William Hotz of Omaha appearing
for the State.

Harris Circuit Managers
Promoted and Shifted

Pittsburgh — Promotions and
transfers among the Harris theater
managers are announced bv John H.
Harris, general manager of this cir-

cuit as follows: Les Bowser, trans-
ferred from the Perry Theater, North
End, to the Dnis Theater, Mt. Leba-
non; Sam DeFazio, of the Denis The-
ater, transferred to the Liberty The-
ater, East Liberty; John H. Hooley
from the Liberty to the Perry; Ralph
Craig, relief manager, replaces Rob-
ert Taylor at Reynoldsville, Pa.,

Taylor being transferred to DuBois.
H. A. Dowan, former manager of
the Harris Theater in DuBois, ap-
pointed a district manager, covering
DuBois, St. Marys and Reynolds-
ville.

C S T to Improve
Lincoln, Neb.—M. E. McClain, dis-

trict manager for Central States
Theaters in Nebraska, said improve-
ments and remodeling were plan-
ned for nearly every one of the 12

CST houses during the next six

months. Probably to cost in excess
of 30G's, he said.

B & K Tests Book Night
Chicago—First of the circuit's

houses to adopt the plan, B & K's

Norshore theater starts Book Night
this week. It's a test of the en-

cyclopedia giveaway.

men interested in duplicating a true

tropical setting, this short is highly
interestng. There are some 80 acres

of tropcal plants growing in pro-

fusion, but carefully laid out and
landscaped. Many unusual plants

and animals can be seen at the gar-

dens. Park is open to visitors.
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ARBITRATION GLAUSES'

APPLICATION LIMITED

(Continued from Page 1)

provisions of the licensing agree-
ments would tend to straighten out
clearance difficulties, but this, the
executive said, was a misconcep-
tic^^ However, there is nothing to

pre . ent the individual companies
from exerting their own efforts to
solve clearance disputes. Such an
offer has been made by Warner
Bros.
The arbitration clauses in the ex-

hibition contracts concern two part-
ies—the buyer and the seller—and
sets up no provision for involving
a third party, as a clearance arbi-
tration ruling necessarih- would do,

he added.

"Lynton" Plagiarism Award
Against Theater Reduced

(Continued from Page 1)

Iter, for plagiarism in exhibiting
the Metro picture "Letty Lynton"
from April 29 to May 12, 1932.
Judge Leibell, in commenting on

the award, which was granted by
Special Master Kenneth E. Walser
in favor of Edward Sheldon and
Margaret Ayer Barnes, authors of

the play, "Dishonored Lady," stated
that he would reduce it to one-fifth

because of a recent ruling by the U.
S. Circuit Court in a similar suit

brought against Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer Pictures Corp. which fixed

the drawing power of the scenario
as at that percentage. Special Mas-
ter Walser was allowed $1,000 for
his services and O'Brien, Driscoll &
Raftery, attorneys for the plaintiffs,

were allowed $1,500.

"Harvest" Opens Oct. 2
"Harvest," French pix being dis-

tributed here by the French Cinema
Center, Inc., opens at the World
Theater Oct. 2 under sponsorship of
the Women's Shoppers League.
Board of Regents okayed the film
last week, reversing the State cen-
sors.

Completes "Katia" Sub-titles

Julian Leigh has completed Eng-
lish subtitles for "Katia," the French
film starring Danielle Dai'rieux and
•John Loder, and Arthur Mayer and
Joseph Burstyn who hold the Amer-
ican rights are planning its Amer-
ican premiere in New York.

Steel Mills 9 Better Biz Sends Grosses
Up in Indiana-Illinois Circuit Theaters

Michigan City, Ind.—The box office in cities where the Indiana-Illinois circuit

operates has already reflected the upturn experienced by steel mills, it was stated as

circuit executives and managers met at the Spaulding Hotel here to set plans for a

Fall business drive.

Alex Manta told the convention that the circuit's survey established newspapers
as the best business building medium, with screen announcements rated second.

"Fight for Peace" to Mono.
Monogram has closed a deal with

Warwick Pictures to release "The
Fight For Peace." a feature length
narrative.

Long Enough
When Robert Montgomery, who ar-

rived on the Washington yesterday from
Europe, was asked how long he planned
to remain in New York, the M-C-M
star replied, "Just long enough to have
a nervous breakdown."

First Actual War Footage

in Paramount News Special

(Continued from Page 1)

Embassy's screen. At the same time
Paramount was speeding other prints

of these newsreel war shots Tiy

plane to key theaters throughout the
country.

Following the first screening on
Broadway, there was absolute silence

in the Embassy, as though the audi-
ence had been stunned by what it

had just viewed. The climax in the
entire war reel was semi-closeup
views of the German training ship
Schleswig-Holstein in ceaseless at-

tack on the Westerplatte Fort at the
edge of Danzig.

The film, which was approved by
British as well as German censors,
opened with a study of a group of

German bombing planes "somewhere
in Poland," probably in the Cracow
area. As the planes were shown
taking off the camera caught indi-

vidual airmen preparing to drop
bombs. When these were started,
another camera lens caught them
plummeting through the air. A
third camera evidently was sta-

tioned on the ground since the Para-
mount film discloses several direct

hits.

Reel also included first shots from
bombed Warsaw, made by Harrison
and Dored, Paramount News cam-
eramen; toll taken by the aerial

raiders is graphically pictured. Pol-
ish censor passed the latter footage.

A. J. Richard, Paramount News
editor, in commenting on the first

war pictures said: "Obviously Para-
mount News can give no assurance
that these pictures tell all the story.

They are, however, presented as the
first authentic battle pictures. These
pictures are German-made, passed
by German censors. These pictures
were also passed by British cen-
sors."

NBC to Step Up Tele Program
National Broadcasting Company

will step up its Fall television pro-
gram, it was announced yesterday
by Vice-Prexy Alfred H. Morton.
Effective Sept. 26, new W2XBS
schedule will add one evening pro-
gram per week with an additional
evening show to be added later, at

which time it will have afternoon
and evening program five times a
week.

Ohio Moves to Enforce

Wage Agreement Statute

(Continued from Page 1)

without further delay, the ITO of
Ohio is advising its membership.

Statute which makes this manda-
tory was enacted this year but
heretofore has not been enforced by
the State Department of Industrial
Relations.
Department has advised the ITO

it will accept a memorandum be-
tween the employer and the affected

employes setting forth the terms and
conditions of employment.

It's Allison's House
Altoona, Pa.—R. Allison of Cres-

son rather than the Rivoli Theaters

Co., Inc., as reported, is building

a new house in the Lyswen section

here.

Nat Wolf Holding Series

of Managerial Parleys

Cleveland — Nat Wolf, Warner
zone manager, is holding a series

of regional meetings this week with
managers of the houses in his zone.

Meeting yesterday was at Lima for

managers in Sidney and Findlay.
This morning a meeting is being
held in Springfield for managers of

Springfield, Portsmouth and Chili-

cothe and this afternoon at Mans-
field for managers in Mansfield,
Coshocton, Lorain and Sandusky.
Tomorrow's meeting at Canton is

for managers of Akron, Canton,
Massilon and Youngstown. City
managers meeting will be held in

Cleveland Thursday.

"ONE BIG UNION" PLAN

BEFORE 11 4A UNITS

"Cavell" Tour Extended
S. Barret McCormick, director of

advertising and publicity for RKO
Radio, said yesterday that the pre-

view tour of "Nurse Edith Cavell,"

with P.A.'s of Anna Neagle, had
been extended to include Keith's,

Boston, Friday. Last night's show
place of the preview cycle was the

Palace Theater, Chicago. Miss
Neagle and Herbert Wilcox will be
at Columbus on Wednesday, and
they will fly to New York for the

world's premiere at the Radio City

Music Hall on Thursday.

(Continued from Page 1)

that Frank Gillmore, AAAA prexy,

Ken Thomson, executive secretary

of the Screen Actors Guild, Paul
Dullzell, Equity executive secretary,

and Leo Fischer, 4A exec, will at-

tend the American Federation of

Labor convention, opening Oct. 5 in

Cincinnati. This move was taken as

evidence that the organization plans

to work closely with the A F of L
and the IATSE in every way in the

future.

Program which was presented last

night embodied the following six

points:

1. One membership card; one ba-

sic system of dues; with free choice

of the performer as to his primary
occupation. 2. Autonomy of oc-

cupational branches to conduct their

own business, and discipline their

own members. 3. Economy through
tnergine of offices and activities in

key cities. 4. Greater power to

protect the individual performer
through the massed strength of all

performers. 5 Better organization
facilities, capable of maintaining
control of present performer fields

and assuming control of new per-

former fields—such as television.

6. One national publication, to serve

performers as an information and
education medium and to state the

performer's case before the public

at the same time.

Present plans call for the publica-

tion of an official paper to be known
as the 4A Actors News, to be pub-
lished in New York and Hollywood.
One issue has already been pub-
lished with Edward Harrison in

the editor's post.

Settle Assessment Dispute
A petition of Milton C. Weisman

and Kenneth P. Stenreich, as trus-

tees of Fox Theaters Corp., for

leave to settle a dispute over as-

sessments with New York City was
granted yesterday by New York
Supreme Court Justice Peter
Schmuck. Dispute involved prop-
erty of the Broadway and 165th St.

Corp., owned by Fox Theaters, and
the settlement allowed reduction of

$10,000 on assessments for 1936 and
1937.

Chicago—A dinner and reception
for Herbert Wilcox and Anna Neagle
was given at the Blackstone Hotel
before the special showing of their

film, "Nurse Edith Cavell," last
|

night at the RKO Palace.

Harms Action Settled

Suit for an injunction, an account-
ing and damages, against Paramount
Pictures Inc., and Famous Music
Corp., brought by Harms, Inc., was
settled and discontinued yesterday
in the U. S. District Court. Harms
had claimed the infringement of its

song, "Tell Me More," by the de-

fendants song, "Says My Heart," in

the film "Coconut Grove."

Attention. Writers
Richard Thorpe, M-C-M director, who

arrived from England yesterday on the

Washington, told a couple of amusing
stories regarding the crossing. The ship

was loaded beyond her capacity and all

cabins were filled with as many cots

as they could hold. One couple went
to the purser and explained they were
on their honeymoon and pleaded for a

stateroom by themselves. To which the

purser said, "Sorry but the best I can
do for you is to let you have a table

for two."

Another yarn concerned two girls who
were put in a cabin with three men.
The girls complained to the purser,

arguing that as long as they had to share

a cabin with men, why couldn't they

pick some men whom they knew?
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The guns spew again! Men are mad
again! The world faces a crimson hell

again! Millions want to know

—

what does

it all mean ?

And the answer is here!

AN ANSWER—uncensored, showing what had
to be hidden before!

AN ANSWER—up-to-date, penetrating behind the

screaming headlines of today!

AN ANSWER—more vital, echoing the thoughts that

fill the minds of men now!

THE GREATESTWAR PICTURE OF ALL TIME

-MORE TIMELY NOW THAN EVER BEFORE!

Universal has prints ready now;
I
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Universalis presentation of Erich Maria Remarque's Greatest Novel

Directed by Lewis Milestone • A New Universal Picture

NEW ADS, TRAILER, ACCESSORIES, READY NOW!
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TRUE STORIES FROM ALTEC FILES

O. A. KAFER
Manager,

Masonic Theatre,

New Bern, N. C.

Sound, Acoustics,

"Periscope, "Aid
Oldest U. S. House

NEW BERN,NORTH CAROLINA—"With
the exception of three years during the

civil war, our theatre, the oldest in

America, has been in continuous opera-

tion since 1812" said O. A. Kafer, man-
ager of the Masonic Theatre here. "We
also have one of the oldest sound equip-

ments in use.

"The new Altec modification plan,

applied to our sound system in the last

few months, has brought about a very

noticeable improvement in the high and
low frequencies, and we notice a new
clarity in both music and voice.

"When we remodeled our auditor-

ium recently, our Altec inspector, M. F.

Harrod, gave us invaluable assistance,

in planning the proper acoustical

treatment, lighting effects and wiring

changes.

"Also, the observation port holes in

the projection room are only 30 inches

from the floor. Harrod designed a peri-

scope consisting of a system of mirrors,

which permits a full view of the screen

at standing heightforourprojectionists!'

Without obligation to yourself, the Altec

inspector in your vicinity will gladly ex-

plain how the quality of sound reproduc-

tion from the equipment now in your

theatre can be improved.

THE SERVICE ORGANIZATION

OF THE MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY

''JUm''fa»n''JM$''
By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD
Roach to Direct Griffith Pix

J-JAL ROACH personally will di-

rect "1,000,000 B. C.," D. W.
Griffith's first production under the

Roach banner. Griffith has written

a screen adaptation from a French
novel by Eugene Roche, and is con-

sidering Victor Mature, who last was
seen in Roach's "The Housekeeper's

Daughter," for the male lead. The
picture will go before cameras this

Fall.

T T

Griffith Finds Border "Veldt"
With bottom lands along the Ari-

zona-Mexico border almost identical
in appearance with certain portions
of the East African veldt, Edward
H. Griffith has arranged to shoot a
large number of his scenes for
"Safari," which he directs for Para-
mount, in the more local area. How-
ever, Griffith will also use large num-
bers of shots actually taken in Africa
especially for the film, which will

star Madeleine Carroll and Douglas
Fairbanks, Jr.

Keeping Charlie Ruggles Busy
Next year already augurs well for

Charlie Ruggles, as the actor was
notified yesterday that Paramount
had exercised its option on his ser-
vices for another production on the
1940 list. Ruggles is currently fea-
tured at Paramount in "The Farm-
er's Daughter," and following that
moves over to Columbia to play a
dramatic role in "The Rumplehearts
of Ramplar Avenue," which his
brother, Wesley, will produce and
direct.

T T

New Ann Sheridan Vehicle

Warners have acquired "Married,
Pretty and Poor" as a starring
vehicle for Ann Sheridan. It prob-
ably will be a late Fall or early Win-
ter production to allow some time
off for Miss Sheridan.

T T T

Aherne In Small's "My Son"

Brian Aherne has been signed to

play the leading role of William
Essex in "My Son, My Son!" Actual
camera work on the Ed Small pix
is scheduled to begin in four weeks.

T T

Jimmy Lydon In "Sunset"

Jimmy Lydon, 16-year-old actor,

has been signed by Producer Cliff

Reid for one of the two leading roles

in RKO Radio's "Sunset." Jimmy,
who recently has been appearing on
the "Bob and Betty" radio program
in New York, is now en route here
with his mother, Mrs. Mary Lyndon.

T T T

Columbia Readies Serial

"The Shadow," is the tentative
title of a new chapter play which
Columbia will shortly place in work.
Norman Deming and D. Ross Leder-
man will direct.

Hale In "Fighting 69th"

Alan Hale has been assigned an
important part in "The Fighting
69th," Warners picture starring
James Cagney which goes into work
Wednesday under direction of Wil-
liam Keighley.

T

Keaton In Columbia Shorts

Buster Keaton has been placed
under a new contract, which marks
his return to Columbia's two-reel
comedy fold for the 1939-40 season.
Clyde Bruckman has been assigned
to draft the first vehicle for the
frozen-face comic.

Buildup for Brenda Marshall

After watching Brenda Marshall's
performance in "Espionage Agent,"
Charlie Einfeld, Warner publicity
and advertising head, has ordered his
department to give her a national
build-up. Miss Marshall makes her
screen debut opposite Joel McCrea
in this picture, which is scheduled
for national release Oct. 7.

•Hell's Angels" In Demand

Lou Goldstein of Astor Pictures
ias booked "Hell's Angels" for Rox„
Theater, L. A., Elysian, L. A., Vogw
iollywood, Rosemary, Ocean Parte,

rtex, Bakersfield, San Fernando Tfte-

ater, San Fernando, and entire Ed-
wards Circuit of 21 theaterf

t T

Philip Winter In "Rebecca"

Philip Winter has been signed by
David O. Selznick to play the part of
Robert in "Rebecca." This is his

first screen role.

T T T

Meins as Producer-Director

At Republic Gus Meins is eroing

to produce as well as direct the next
Higgins Family picture.

T T T

Watson On "Heroes in Blue"

William Watson has been signed
to direct Monogram's "Heroes in

Blue." This feature is the first in

a series that T. R. Williams will

produce for Monogram release under
the Sherwill Production banner.
Charles B. Williams and Charles
Curran wrote the original story and
former did the screenplay.

r T T

Satirical Revue as Opener

"What's New?" a topical satirical

revue by Gene Stone and Jack Rob-
inson will open the new Montmartre
Theater in Hollywood Oct. 15.

T T

Plays First "Heavy"
Carl Esmond, noted for his ro-

mantic roles in European produc-
tions appears for the first time as
a heavy in Metro's newest film
"Thunder Afloat."

D OF J TO CONTINUE

N.Y. ANTI-TRUST DIV.

(Continued from Page 1)

since Jan. 1 and said emphatically
there is no intention of closing' it

down.
The Assistant Attorney G|^ !ral

said there is no branch of t* - di-

vision in New York per se, the
j

agents there working out of the D
of J's office.

Managerial Realignment

Announced by Tri-Stares

Des Moines, la.—Tri-States The-
aters announced a general shifting
of its managers in Des Moines and
several outside houses.

A. Don Allen, manager of the Des
Moines theater in Des Moines, has
gone to Omaha to succeed Ed. For-
rester at the Omaha theater. For-
rester has resigned to take up fiction

writing.
Allen's place is being filled by

Harry Holdberg, manager of the
Paramount in Des Moines. Ed Dunn,
of the Strand theater in Waterloo,
la., moves to the Paramount. Mau-
rice Crew, who has been operating
the Hiland in Des Moines since it

was built a year ago, will move to

the Strand in Waterloo. Bob Leon-
ard, manager of the Garden, trans-

fers to the Hiland. Tony Abramo-
vich, assistant manager at the Gar-
den, moves up to take charge there.

Alpine Circuit Plans

to Renovate 12 Houses

Pittsburgh— The Alpine Theater
Circuit, operated by Charles Ander-
son and comprising 12 theaters

throughout West Virginia and West-
ern Pennsylvania, will renovate (re-

model where necessary and enlarge

others), each of its houses, this

work to be started immediately and
be completed by the end of the cur-

rent year.

Ann Sheridan P. A. Tour
As a follow-up in its "oomph

girl" campaign, Warners is sending
Ann Sheridan East on a four-city

P.A. tour opening at the Strand
Theater, New York, coincidental with
the Broadway premiere of "Dust
Be My Destiny" on Oct. 5. After
playing the Warner house for two
weeks Miss Sheridan will appear in

Philadelphia, Washington and Pitts-

burgh, her dates coinciding with en-

gagements of "Dust Be My Des-

tiny."

Indianapolis Lyric Reopens
Indianapolis—The Lyric Theater

will re-open Friday after more than
two months of darkness. Wage in-

creases will be paid to stagehands,
musicians and projectionists when
the house re-opens, it was announc-
ed by Ted Nichols, manager. Fifty-

two regular employes of the theater

will return to work on a pay roll of

$2,000 a week.
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WAR STYMIES ODEON

DEAL FOR PARA. THEAS.

(.Continued from Page 1)

from Europe on the Washington.
Griffis, himself, was not familiar

with the status of the Odeon situa-

tioii—inasmuch as he had been

"nn'Joned" in France for 10 days
before sailing.

Griffis said upon his arrival that

"nobody could predict" what effect

the war will have on the U. S. indus-

try. It may help and, on the other
hand, it may injure the business but
it is too early to say, he added. Para-
mount had no pictures in work either
in France or England when hostili-
ties broke out and so there were no
half-completed features that might
have been scrapped. All production
is at a standstill and the studios are
closed, although the London office is

functioning out of a suburban head-
quarters.

Griffis said that he and his bride,
the former Whitney Bourne, had
tried to get passage on a ship for 10
days before getting booked on the
Washington. There were air raid
warnings every night in Paris and
a night's sleep was impossible, he
said, adding that "everybody was
jittery."

The Washington was closely
packed with refugees from Europe.
Griffis said he spent part of the
homeward voyage in a cabin with
five others, who included two priests,
one Japanese, one Chilean and an
art dealer of some nationality he
did not know. Later he managed to
acquire a "two-by-four" cabin be-
longing to the assistant refrigeration
engineer of the ship. The swimming
pool was filled with cots which ac-
commodated a large number of pass-
engers. Others, he said, slept on deck,
in the social cabins or wherever a
cot could be placed. Mrs. Griffis

was obliged to share a cabin with
other passengers.

Griffis told the trade press re-
porters that they probably knew
more about the pictm-e situation
abroad than he did, inasmuch as he
could make no contact either by
telephone or telegraph with London.
All he could say was "We're mighty
"'lad to be home."

Anne Stuart Dead
Lincoln, Neb.—Anne Stuart, 63,

one-third owner of the Stuart, ace
house here, and member of one of
the midwest's wealthiest families,
died here this week. Her brother,
Charles, who handled the invest-
ments of the family and built the
theater, preceded her in death by
a year.

Biz Up 60 Per Cent
Cleveland—First "flesh" show of the

season at the RKO Palace, with Artie
Shaw's ork, was a whopping success.
With "I Stole a Million" as the screen
half of the program, business jumped
60 per cent over average.

Free Shows I sing Commercial Films Do
Virtually Fadeout at Mich. State Fair

Detroit—Use of commercial pix free shows at the Michigan State Fair, which have
played to around 300,000 in recent fairs, dropped drastically this year, with only one
theater reported on the grounds, instead of the six to 10 shows of recent years.
Chevrolet had a 350-seat theater showing entertainment shorts and commercials, with
the show produced by Jam Handy Picture Service. With 20 shows a day, this theater
played to about 50,000 in 10 days.

QATI Re-elects Norrish;

Beaulac, Managing Director

Montreal—Quebec Allied Theat-
rical Industries Inc., at its annual
meeting in the Mount Royal Hotel,

re - elected Ben E. Norrish, of
Associated Screen News, president,

and elected the following officers:

J. A. De Seve, France Films, 1st

vice-president; George Ganetakos,
United Amusement Corp., 2nd vice-

president; E. N. Tabah, Confedera-
tion Amusements, treasurer. Eu-
gene Beaulac was appointed manag-
ing director and secretary, and
commences his new duties immed-
iately.

The executive committee was
elected as follows: Arthur Hirsch,
Consolidated Theaters, Chairman;
George Ganetakos, J. A. De Seve,

T. H. Trow and N. N. Lawand. Other
directors elected were: D. Paquin,
C. H. Brock, William Lester, R. P.

Robert, Oscar Thuot, Leo Choquette,
A. E. Gregoire, Alex. Adilman,
George Rotsky and B. C. Salamis.
Addresses in which the future ac-

tivities of the association were dis-

cussed were given by Alban Janin,

Ben E. Norrish, J. A. De Seve, James
O'Loghlin, Leo Devaney, Haskell
Masters, L. Rosenfeld, Arthur
Hirsch, George Genetakos and N.
N. Lawand.

Strand, Youngstown, Reopens
Youngstown, O.—Strand Theater,

redecorated and refurnished, has re-

opened under management of Jack
Steinberg, operator of the Harbor
Theater in Ashtabula. His father,

Harry Steinberg, owns the Home
Theater in Youngstown. The new
management has installed new
wider-spaced rows of seats with air-

cushions, and upholstered backs,
RCA sound installation, padded pan-
els on sides of theater to improve
acoustics, and indirect lighting. In-

terior is blue, ivory, and gold, and
lighting is of neon type. Double
features are offered.

To Show Foreign Pix

Indianapolis—The Filmarte Guild
Wednesday announced its second
opening of foreign film "evenings"
to be held monthly in the Athenaeum
ballroom. French and English films

will be shown. Attendance at each
performance will be restricted to

400.

Overman to Goldberg
Omaha, Neb. — Milton Overman,

city manager for the L. L. Dent-
Westland Theaters in Pueblo, Colo.,

for the past two years, resigned as
of Oct. 1, and joins the Ralph Gold-
berg circuit in Omaha.

Braunstein, Irwin Pizor

Now on Imperial Board

Washington Bureau of TIIJ1 FILM 'DAILY

Washington — Imperial Pictures,
Inc., has filed with SEC notice of
two changes on its board of directors
and of the substitution of a revised
prospectus for the prospectus for-
merly in use.

Nathan Braunstein, it was stated,
has replaced Edwin J. Smith as a
director and Irwin Pizor has re-
placed Robert Mintz in the same
capacity.

The revised prospectus provides
for the sale of common stock of-
fered as a special initial offering at
$1.50 per share. Of 424,000 shares,
there has been sold up to July 31
last, 11,002 shares, it was reported.
The par value of the common stock
is $1 per share.

Can Convert Non-Color Tele

to Employ Lorenzen System

New natural color television sys-
tem upon which patent has been al-

lowed to Robert Lorenzen employs a
photoelectric cell system at the
transmitter and a cathode ray sys-
tem at the receiver, it was learned
yesterday.

This makes it possible to utilize
with only slight change the present
cathode ray non-color tele systems,
and means that the latter can be
readily converted to natural color
systems without major change.

George H. Callaghan, joint owner
with Lorenzen, will market the
patent.

Thomas H. Scott Dead
Montreal—Pioneer in Toronto the-

atrical circles, Thomas H. Scott, 83,
died Saturday. Originally from Eng-
land he was attached to the Great
Southern Circus 40 years ago and
was later associated with the Grand
Opera House, Toronto. He was a
pioneer for lighting systems in large
auditoriums.

Lind Funeral Tomorrow
Funeral services will be held to-

morrow at 2 p.m. in Fairchild Cha-
pel, Garden City, for Lawrence O.
Lind, father of Lloyd L. Lind who
is assistant to George W. Weeks,
Monogram's vice-president in charge
of sales.

Resener Hurt In Crash
Indianapolis — Edward Resener,

director of the Lyric Theater or-
chestra, received severe cuts about
the face when his car was struck
from the rear by a truck.

AMEND REGULATIONS

FOR SHIPPING FILMS

Amendment to shipping regula-

tions, affecting all motion pictures

and equipment destined for foreign
markets, was received in New York
yesterday from the Bureau of For-
eign and Domestic Commerce of the

Department of Commerce, through
Nathan D. Golden, chief of the mo-
tion picture division.

The amendment provides that all

shippers' Export Declarations shall

be filed after Oct. 1, in advance of

clearance.

Under "Title 46 Shipping," pro-

vision S.60 of Subchapter A, deal-

ing with Documentation, Entry and
Clearance of Vessels, which is a
part of Chapter 1, Bureau of Marine
Inspection and Navigation, is

amended to read:

"Any vessel taking on cargo for

a foreign port, or a port in non-
contiguous territory, and all ship-

pers' export declarations covering-

cargo laden on board have not been
filed, may, by application to the col-

lector of customs on Commerce
Form 1378B and the execution of

the bond thereon, with security ap-
proved by the collector of customs
as provided in Section 4200 R.S. as

amended, be granted clearance;

PROVIDED, however, that during
any period covered by the Procla-

mation of the President thata state

of war exists between foreign na-
tions, no vessel shall be cleared for

a foreign port until all shippers' ex-

port declarations covering cargo

laden thereon shall have been filed

with the collector."

The following information to ex-

porters and others concerned, cov-

ering all exports which apply only

to those through the port of New
York, has been issued by the As-
sistant Collector of the Port of

New York:

"(1) Effective (after Sept. 7,

1939), Shippers' Export Declara-

tions, Customs Form 7525 (iden-

tical with Commerce Form 7525),

will be filed in triplicate instead of

duplicate as heretofore;

(2) All cargo must be laden under
the supervision of Customs officers.

It is, therefore, essential that Ex-
port Declarations must be received

by the inspectors prior to the lading

of the packages;

(3) The triplicate copy will be

used as a notice of shipment to the

lading inspector and will be trans-

mitted to him by a Customs mes-
senger ;

(4) Exporters should realize the

necessity of having those Shippers'

Export Declarations filed timely in

order to avoid delays."

Brewer Re-named
Lincoln, Neb.—Roy M. Brewer, movie

operator at the Grand, Grand Island,

was elected president of the Nebraska
Federation of Labor in convention here
this week. It was his fourth successive

term, and election was unanimous.



"THE RAINS CAME"'

m

FIRST DAY OF HOLDOVER

WEEK AT ROXY ACTUALLY

TOPPED OPENING DAY OF

ifUlM! . . . after 1st week smashed

"Jesse James" record by

more than $6,000! • And

early-run reports from every-

where show the same kind of

record-breaking business!

THE KEYSTONE OF YOUR FUTURE
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"Keep This Country Out of War", Urges MPPDA Prexy

NEW MGJpALES POLICJESJMBODY CODEJEFORMS

See Commerce Dept. as Anti -Trust Suit Intermediary

Compromise Settlement For-

mula Reported as Parley

Objective
Washington Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY:

Washington—Despite earlier de-
|

nials that the discussions instituted i

by the Department of Commerce
with film industry execs, would affect

in any way pending anti-trust law
litigation, it was reported in usually

well informed circles yesterday that

a compromise settlement of at least

the Government's equity suits was an
objective.

Tip-off on the D of C activity in

relationship to the Department of
'Continued on Page 6)

Hays on Government Regulation

NEW HEAD FOR N. Y.

ANTI-TRUST OFFICE

Key sentences from Will H. Hays' address before the 11th Regional Trust

Company Conference of the Pacific Coast and Rocky Mountain States in Los An-

geles last night:

"In a democracy there is one and only one principle that should determine the de-

gree to which government should attempt to regulate the practices of business and in-

dustry . . . namely, that the nature and extent of govern-

ment regulation of business should be determined by the pub-

lic good."

o

".
. . if two or more groups are in competition and

one is seeking to gain advantages over the other by Govern-

ment regulation, then it is clearly not the business of the

government to take sides."

o

"Size is not sinfulness. Big things can be good—and

little things can be bad."

Berkley W. Henderson, head of

the New York office of the anti-

trust division of the Department of

Justice, and his assistant, William
McGovern, will be transferred to

Washington on Friday it was indi-

cated yesterday by department of-

ficials. Fred Whalen in all likeli-

hood will be named head of the

New York office to replace Hender-
son, it was reported. Thurman Ar-

nold, Assistant Attorney General,
(Continued on Page 9)

HAYS

"Every business and industry which is fair and honest,

which is motivated by the desire to serve and not to ex-

ploit, should neither be the subject of unwarranted legal

and legislative attack, nor subject to possible loss of pub-

lic prestige by such attack."

o

"A true government is not just the protector of an innocent public against rapacious

(Continued on Page 12)

Increased Elimination Privi-

leges Are Offered to

Exhibitors

Embodying many of the im-
portant provisions of the pro-
posed trade practice code, in-
cluding the cancellation clauses in

their entirety, M-G-M last night an-
nounced its selling policy for the
current season's product. Terms of
the new conditions will be added to
a new form of license agreement
now being prepared and a rider
will be submitted for the signatures
of those who desire to operate un-
der the sales policy.

While no method of settling clear-
ance disputes or those affecting
over-buying is included in the new
conditions, it is pointed out that the

(Continued on Page 9)

UNIVERSAL DRAFTING

ARBITRATION CLAUSE

New Jersey Allied Calls

for Product Deal Caution

Allied of New Jersey members
yesterday were advised to "use cau-

tion" in making new product deals

in the face of the present unsettled

times. At a luncheon meeting of

the unit, it was asserted that the
(Continued on Page 9)

Gov't Files Memorandum
in Griffith Trust Action

Dramatists Guild Council to Study Purchase Plan

New plan covering purchase of at a meeting today, it was learned

plays by film companies with several last night.

clauses concerning advance pay- Plan calls for a payment of $15,-

ments and royalty payments revised 000 to authors, to be made in three

in form will be studied by the !
installments. After ,the contract is

Dramatists Guild executive council (Continued on Page 9)

Hays Pleads for Peaceful America,

Holds Gov't Has Duty to Pix Industry

A method of arbitrating contract
disputes is being devised by Uni-
versale attorneys, it was learned
yesterday. It is understood that if

a legally workable plan can be
worked out, Universal will add an
arbitration clause to its licensing
agreements with exhibitors. The.

(Continued on Page 12)

20th-Fox Closes Product

Deals With 13 Met. Chains

Murphy, Banquet Speaker

for M. P. Democratic Com.

Oklahoma City — Government's
suit against the Griffith Amusement
Co., affiliated circuits and major
distributors, took another step to-

(Continued on Page 9)

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Attorney General

i
Frank Murphy will be the principal

!
speaker at the Motion Picture Demo-
cratic Committee banquet next Mon-

(Continned on Page 9)

By RALPH WILK
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles—A fervent prayer

that "through a supreme act of na-
tional will men and women of all

political shades of opinion shall firm-

ly and unitedly resolve at all costs

to keep this country out of war"
was voiced by Will H." Hays, MPPDA

(Continued on Page 12)

Product deals with 13 of the major
circuits in the Metropolitan area
have been closed by William Suss-
man, Eastern division manager for

(Continued on Page 9)

Morros Reported Talking

Four Pix Pact With RKO

Boris Morros is reported to be
talking a four-picture deal with
RKO. The producer said yesterday
that negotiations were progressing

(Continued on Page 9)
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Net

Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat
Col. Picts. vtc. (2'/2 %)
Columbia Picts. pfd.

Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.. .

East. Kodak
do pfd
Gen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc

do pfd
Paramount
Paramount 1st pfd.. .

Paramount 2nd pfd..

Pathe Film

RKO
20th Century-Fox . .

20th Century-Fox pfd.

Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros

do pfd

7% 7i/s 75/8 + i/
8

1 '/a 1 Vs 1 Vs

563/4 1

62 1

9%
341/2

03V4 1

7%
8OI/4

8
1/2
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9i/8 91/2

337/8 341/4 _ l/4
03 103 — 1/2
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8OI/4 8O1/4 — 3V4
8

1/2
8

1/2 + l/
8

103/8 103/4 + 5/g

1% 1%
131/2 131/2

24 24 + 1V4

4i/8

43 43 — 1

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith B. F. ref. 6s46.100 100 100
Loew's deb. 3Vis46
Para. B'way 3s55... 45*8 453/8 453/8 — 2S/g

Para. Picts. 6s55
Para. Pkts. cv. 3l/4s47 78 78 78
RKO 6s41 60 58 58 +3
Warner Bros.' cv. 6s39
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts

Sonotone Corp 1 V4 1 V4 1 14
Technicolor 12 113/4 12 + 1/4

Trans-Lux 1 1/2 1 1/2 1 Vz — Vs
Universal Corp. vtc. . . 3 3 3

Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES

Bid Asked
Pathe Film 7 pfd 101%
Fox Thea. Office Bldg. 1st '46 33/8 5
Loew's Thea. Realty 6s 1st '47

Met. Playhouse, Inc. 2nd deb. '45.. 63 66
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st '57 571/2 60

SAFETY LLOYDS
FILM STORAGE CORP.

Storage by Reel or Vault

729 Seventh Ave.
New York City

BRyant 9-5600 SECURITY

"Night of Stars" Program

Will be Lined Up Tuesday

Campaign to make the "Night of
Stars," annual benefit for Jewish
refugee settlement in Palestine, a
success transcending that of all for-

mer years, was formally launched
yesterday at a luncheon in the Ho-
tel Astor with U. S. Housing Ad-
ministrator Nathan Straus presiding
and acting as host.

The huge show will be staged on
Nov. 15, with the aid of all branches
of the amusement world, many of
whose leaders were in attendance
yesterday among the total of some
400 entertainment, business and
civic notables.

In addition to Nathan Straus, ad-
dresses were delivered by Louis
Lipsky, chairman of the adminis-
trative committee of the United
Palestine Appeal; Mrs. Joseph
Stroock, women's committee head;
Marvin H. Schenck and Ben A.
Boyar. chah'men of the Droducin'.''

committee; and Samuel Blitz, ex-
ecutive director of "Night of Stars."
The producing committee, it was

decided, will meet on next Tuesdav
at 4:30 p.m. in Marvin Schenck's
offices to line up the program which
•ill be supported by the theater and
motion picture divisions.

Ascap Finishes Testimony;

Nebraska's Turn Today

Lincoln, Neb.— Ascap completed
presentation of its case in its suit

against the constitutionality of Neb-
raska's anti-Ascap statute late yes-
terday, and the State will go to bat
today.

Five witnesses were on Ascap's
call—E. C. Mills, chairman of the
association's administrative commit-
tee; John G. Paine, general man-
ager; Ernest Priessman, orchestra
leader; Harry Taylor, theater and
night club operator; and Mrs. Ethel-
bert Nevin, widow of the composer.

Paine's most striking statement
was that audits of 200 radio sta-

tions, selected at random, showed a

deficiency of $1,138,000 in gross in-

come on which Ascap's percentage
is figured, some of which is of Neb-
raska's origin.
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Palumbo Low Gross Winner
At Warner Club Tourney

Leonard Palumbo, the golfing wiz-

ard of the Warner Club, took first

honors at the Club's sixth annual
golf tournament at Glen Oaks Coun-
try Club, Great Neck, L. I., yester-

day, at which there was a turnout
of 150 persons—largest attendance
in the Club's history.

Gradwell L. Sears, sales manager,
was master of ceremonies at the
dinner and afterwards presented the

awards.
Winners of the tourney were:

First low gross, Leonard Palumbo.
First low net, Class A, Jules Gir-

den. First low net, Class B, Al
Blum. Nearest to pin, Ed Schreiber.
Longest di'ive, Lester Rieger. Put-
ting contest winner, Gene Werner.

Best dressed golfer, Sam Rinzler,

an exhibitor.

Among executives who attended
the tourney were

:

Maj. Albert Warner, Harold Bare-
ford, I. F. Dolid, H. M. Doherty, S.

P. Friedman, Jules Girden, John
Glynn, Roy Haines, Ed Hinchy, Jos-
eph Hummel, Saul Immerman, Bar-
ney Klawans, Stewart McDonald,
Karl Macdonald, Norman Moray, T.

J. Martin, Frank Phelps, Harry Ro-
senquest, C. C. Ryan, Harold Rod-
ner, Leonard Schlesinger, Arthur
Sachson, Herman Starr, Sam Schnei-
der, Ed Schnitzer, Abel Vigard,
Rudy Weiss, Jacob Wilk and Jack
Warner, Jr.

A number of exhibitors attended,
among them being Sam Rinzler and
Lou Frisch. Ben Bernie and his or-

chestra furnished the music.

Interstate Will Erect

Tyler, El Paso Theaters

Dallas—Pettigrew & Worley, Dal-
las architects, are completing plans
for four theater buildings. At Tyler,
they will supervise the construction
of an $80,000 house with 1,000 seats
on two floors for Interstate Circuit.

At El Paso, there will be built a
750-seat theater for the same owners
at a cost of $30,000. This house will

also have two floors. At Amarillo,
a $20,000 theater will be built for
A. H. Truett, containing 600 seats
on one level. A 800-seat house is

being built at Port Arthur for Lee
Threet at a cost of $50,000. All seats
in this house will be on one floor.

Bookers Club to Elect

Chicago—Chicago Bookers Club
will elect on Sept. 26.

Four A's Executive Council

Again Meets on "Big Union"

With a definite program already
approved by the AAAA member
unions as their consolidation objec-

tive, a further meeting of the ex-

ecutive council will be held tonight
to discuss the financial structures
of the different member unions.

Working out of financial plan to

encompass all the member unions
is the principal wrinkle remaining
to be ironed out.

Ken Thomson, SAG executive sec-

retary, and Laurence Beilenson, SAG
attorney, are expected here within

<he next two weeks to sit in at fur-

ther huddles on the new setup. Thom-
son, along with other AAAA execs.,

will attend the A F of L convention
in early October.

Carolina Theater Owners
Will Convene on Dec. 3-4

Charlotte—Winter convention of

the North Carolina-South Carolina
Theater Owners Association will be
held in Charlotte Dec. 3-4, it is an-
nounced by Mrs. Walter Griffith,

secretary-treasurer. Approximately
450 theaters will be represented.

Joseph Bernhard Recovers

Joseph Bernhard, Warner Theater
head, returned to his desk yesterday
after having been ill at home with
the grippe since Friday.

cominc add ooinc

FRANK MURPHY, Attorney Ceneral, will fly

from Washington to Los Angeles to attend Hie
banquet Monday night of the M. P. Democratic
Committee.

J. R. McDONOUCH, vice-president of RKO
Radio Pictures, has arrived from the Coast on
a visit to the home office.

LOUIS NIZER, prominent film attorr - y
returned to New York following a South ...k'

ican cruise.

FRANK J. A. MCCARTHY, Universal's Eastern
sales manager, left New York yesterday for
New Orleans and Dallas, and will return in

about a week.

IRENE RICH is in town from the Coast.

FRED ULLMAN, JR., vice-president of RKO
Pathe, has returned to his local office from
Kansas City where he made arrangements for
filming of a new Reelism subject.

AL HERMAN, New York district manager for
Universal, returned to the home office yester-
day from Washington, D. C.

FRANK DONOVAN, RKO Pathe production
manager, is back in town after a Coast visit.

MRS. ALLAN McMARTIN, the former Margot
Grahame, has arrived in New York from her
home in Bermuda and is at the Sherry-Nether-
land.

THOMAS MURRAY, Universal exchange ex-
ecutive, returned here yesterday from an in-

spection trip to the Dallas exchange.

L. J. LUDWIG, Paramount associate with the
Minnesota Amusement Co., Minneapolis; MARY
ALYCE WATTS, secretary to Ceorge E. Planck
of the Northio Theaters Corp. of Marion, Ohio;
and KERMIT HIGH, manager of the Carolina

Theater, Burlington, N. C, were among yester-

day's visitors to Paramount's World's Fair lounge

in the home office.

FREDRIC MARCH, who closes Saturday night

in the stage play, "The American WayJ' is ex-
pected to attend the banquet of the M. P.

Democratic Committee in Los Angeles Monday
night.

France Exempts Newsreels

From Import License Decree

Imports of newsreels into France
are exempted from the import li-

cense requirement established by
decree of Sept. 1, but remain sub-
ject to the exchange certificate re-

quirement and censorship, according
to a notice to importers published
in the Journal Officiel, reported by
cable from the American Embassy at

Paris and released yesterday by the
Department of Commerce.

It is understood that other motion
picture films remain subject to the
import license requirement, as well

as to the recently announced general
exchange control.

•no;"--
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Best wishes from THE FILM DAILY
to the following on their birthdays:

SEPTEMBER 20

John W. Hicks
Forence Ryerson
Marion Nixon
Elliott Nugent
X. F. Sutton



NORMA SHEARER • JOAN CRAW-
FORD • Rosalind Russell in "THE

WOMEN" with Mary Boland
Poulelte Gcddord • Phyllis Povah

Joan Fontaine 'Virginia Weidler

Lucile Watson • From the Play by

Clare Boothe • By Arrangement with

Max Gordon Plays and Pictures

Corporation • Screen Play by Anita

Loos and Jane Murfin j Directed

by George Cukor • Produced by

Hunt Stromberg.

EDWARD G. ROBINSON in "BLACK-

MAIL" with Ruth Hussey • Gene
Lockhart • Bobs Watson • Screen.

Play by David Hertz and William

Ludwig • Directed by H. C. Potter

Produced by John W. Considine, Jr.

WALLACE BEERY in "THUNDER
AFLOAT" with Chester- Morris

Virginia Grey • Screen Play by Wells

Root and Commander Harvey Haislip

Directed by George B. Seitz • Pro-

duced by J. Walter Ruben.

"DANCING CO-ED" with Lana

Turner * Richard Carlson • Artie

Shaw and his Band • Ann Rutherford

Lee Bowman • Thurston Hall • Leon

Errol • Directed by S. Sylvan Simon

Produced by Edgar Seiwyn.

'Blackmail"

Socko!

The Women"
.old-over Hit!

v Thunder Afloat" "Dancing Co-ed'
World -Premiere Sweet and Hot!

Washington, D. C.

Sensational!

"BABES IN ARMS'
HOUSTON
PREMIERE
BIGGEST
IN 5 YEARS!

FRANCHOT TONE & ANN SOTHERN

in "FAST AND FURIOUS" with Ruth

Hussey • Lee Bowman • Allyn Joslyn

John Miljan • Bernard Nedell • Mary

Beth Hughes • Original Screen Play

by Harry Kurnitz -Directed by Busby

Berkeley • Produced by Frederick

Stephani.

"Fast and Furious"

Swell!

GRETA GARBO in "NINOTCHKA"
with Melvyn Douglas • Ina Claire

An Ernst Lubitsch Production • Screen

Play by Charles Brackett, Billy Wilder

and Walter Reisch • Based on the

Original Story by Melchoir Lengyel

Directed by Ernst Lubitsch.

Ninotchka"

Surefire!

Groucho-Chico-Harpo MARX BROS.

"AT THE CIRCUS" with Kenny Baker

Florence Rice • Eve Arden • Margaret

Dumont • Nat Pendleton • Screen Play

by Irving Brecher • Directed by Edward

Buzzell • A Mervyn LeRoy Production.

Marx Bros. "At

The Circus." Big!

MICKEY ROONEY & JUDY GARLAND
in "BABES IN ARMS" with Charles

Winninger • Guy Kibbee • June

Preisser • Grace Hayes . Betty

Jaynes • Douglas McPhail • Rand

Brooks • Leni Lynn • John Sheffield

Screen Play by Jock McGowan and

Koy Van Riper • Based on the Play

by Richard Rodgers and Lorenz

Hart • Directed by Busby Berkeley

Produced by Arthur Freed-

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
and turn the page please



THE
CpiCKlQIV®

COMPANY
REAFFIRMS
its previously announced

policy of:

Not insisting upon short subject, newsreel or trailer representation as a condi-

tion of licensing its feature productions, and to those who do lease these units

the Weekly Payment Plan is optional.

That score or recording charges will not be made on any contracts for its

1939-40 product signed subsequent to January 1st, 1939.

That it will gladly negotiate for some run of its product with any properly

conducted theatre, providing the acquisition of such business would not seriously

affect its revenue from any prior run.

That it will recognize the desires of its customers to select days of their choice

for the showing of percentage pictures where guarantees are given.

That it will respect any legitimate claim for the elimination from its contract of

any picture likely to be offensive or objectionable to its customers* patrons from

religious, moral or racial grounds.

AND IN ADDITION:
It will offer to its customers who have leased all product

offered, and who are not in material default, an increased

and unrestricted elimination privilege of:

(continued above)



(continued)

20% elimination of features licensed where the average rental is $100

or less.

15% elimination of features licensed where the average rental is in

excess of $100 and not more than $250 and

10% elimination of features licensed where the average rental is in

excess of $250.

Also will give full consideration to its customers' requests for the

interchanging of a picture that is deemed to be unsuitable for preferred

time showing.

And where a theatre's prior commitments prevents it leasing the com'

pany's entire output it will in such cases gladly negotiate for a lesser

number of pictures, including those available subjects in which the

theatre is particularly interested.

It will continue to provide an Optional Arbitration Clause in its

contracts and will arbitrate under such provision any claims made for

breach of contract.

It is now preparing a new form of license agreement. A rider will be

submitted for the signature of those who desire to operate under the

new conditions and who had previously signed an application for its

1939-40 product. That all may have a full knowledge of the complete

contract, each is requested to read the new agreement when submitted,

thoroughly and carefully.

It has no present method of adjudicating clearance disputes or those

affecting over-buying, but will conscientiously review any complaints

brought to its attention and will continue to lend its every effort to

bring about a more harmonious understanding.

Its established policy of supporting its satisfactory customers, the fair

method of designating pictures and other relationship with the trade is

so well known that it is not believed necessary to reaffirm that which

by performance over many years is so well established.

It seeks the continued support of its customers and acknowledges its debt of

gratitude to those who have in the past expressed their confidence in its

policy by their uninterrupted patronage.

(signed)

FOR THE FRIENDLY COMPANY
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SEED OF GAS TRUST

SUIT INTERMEDIARY

(Continued from Page 1)

Justice's campaign which thus far
has embraced a suit filed in New
York against the majors and actions
elsewhere against the Griffith, Schine
and Crescent Amusement Co. inter-
ests came via announcement that the
D of C's conversations with the pot-
ash industry were nearing a climax.
These conversations in scope

parallel those with the film and oil

industries, but it so happens that
the conversations with the potash
industry have advanced more rapid-
ly than the others. Thus, the signi-
ficance to the pix industry of the
disclosure that the D of C expects
"in a few weeks" to reach a point
where it can make concrete sugges-
tions by which the potash industry
may dispose of pending anti-trust
charges is not to be missed.
D of C officials stated that the

potash industry talks had gone far
enough so that the second phase of
the department's intermediary role,

wherein the department suggests a
basis for compromise, could be be-
gun. They add that there is no way
of knowing whether or not this sug-
gested compromise would be accept-
able to the industry or to the De-
partment of Justice but in this con-
nection it was pointed out that the
industry had been very close to the
Commerce Department during the
conversations and also that the lat-
ter department had been called into
the case at the suggestion of the
Department of Justice.
The pattern used by the D of C

in the potash conversations dupli-
cates in every respect that employed
when film industry execs, were in-
vited to confer in Washington. The
preliminary conferences are con-
cerned mainly with the exchange of
information, a major portion of
which is furnished by the industry
to department experts. These ex-
perts then study this data in an
effort to reach some satisfactory
settlement of anti-trust law charges.
The department is represented at

these conferences by Dr. Willard
Thorp, economic adviser to Secre-
tary Harry Hopkins, and E. A. Tup-
per, assistant to Dr. Thorp. Various
other department experts take part
in the meetings when they are held
here.

3 Butrertield Reopenings
Detroit — Butterfield Circuit has

slated three theaters for fall re-

opening—the Garden at Flint, to-

morrow, following complete rebuild-

ing; the State at Pontiac, which has
been closed all summer, on Sept.

30; and the Gladmer at Lansing,
Oct. 12, after complete rebuilding.

Preparedness '

Ainsworth, Neb.—Even if a pix dies

at the box office, exhib. Roy Syfert

here, and his wife, are set to take care

of it.

Both are licensed morticians.

with PHIL M. OALYi

• • • APROPOS of Columbia Mr. Deeds won't go to town

unless via re-issue but it is certain that "Mr. Smith Goes To

Washington" in fact it is evident that the new Capra opus is going

to town if the newly-created press book is any barometer

From cover to cover and foredge to backstrip the volume

speaks volumes to exhibs that they can expect the Capra touch

a-plenty first, last and profitably Columbia will start a co-op

newspaper campaign in mid-October covering some 60 im-

portant markets nationally with copy ranging from 800 to 1.200

lines including mags to see that "Mr. Smith Goes To Wash-

ington" with a first-class ticket and a brass band ballyhoo in print

T T
• • • Leo the Lion's "The Women" is goin' to be a

b.o. roar up in Rochester if Lester Pollock, manager

of Loew's Rochester, has anything to say about it and he

has already spoken by sewing-up a flock of the town's

best windows. . . • Another promotional coup is scored na-

tionally : .by UA's h.o. publicity gang in turning out a

pictorial serialization of Goldwyn's "The Real Glory" told

in wood cuts by Lynd Ward thus cleverly catering to the

tastes and needs of editors. . . • One might judge that the

yarn, "The Lost Reel," which made Film Row rounds yesterday

was a fish story but it's on the level to wit

RKO got a cable from its Panama office that the M of T subject

"The Maginot Line," Spanish-language version has

been stolen from a Guatemala pix house Thus Intrigue pre-

sumably lifts its slimy head in spite of President Monroe's

lil doctrine

• • • ANOTHER football season is in the immediate offing

with its spectacles and spectaculars On many cleat-torn gridirons

there will be heroics hauling crowds to their feet in hope

and in consternation lust as inevitable as there will be booming

punts swirling spinners and the mad surge downfield to re-

ceive or intercept the arrowing pass Too. there will be on many
a star-spangled eleven some lesser light in moleskins who will

make the crowds cheer and remember

T T T
• • • WHAT has this to do with films other than the

fact that the newsreels will be there or opportunities seized

for location shots? Our answer is that it has a bearing upon

Columbia's "Golden Boy" albeit that current rouser deals

in the leather of the prizering rather than the pigskin

kingdom it appears to us that the lesser light in moleskins

to whom we alluded has his counterpart in the person of

Lee J. Cobb in the Mamoulian production for it is he who
made this department cheer and remember This takes

nothing away from the "Golden Boy" stars who deliver hand-

somely Bdrbara Stanwyck, Adolphe Menjou and the amazing

William Holden This trio got the billing and it was ex-

pected that they score, as it were and they did heavily

But the point is that when the fans filed expectantly through

the turnstiles of the Radio City Music Hall there wasn't

one in a carload who had any idea of the pyrotechnic charac-

terization which Lee J. Cobb was to unleash in the role of

"Mr. Bonaparte" daddy of the young leather-thrower

It is all like a substitute running-guard running amuck
on a team of headline, goal line grabbers Salute!

DATC BOOK

Sept. 24-25: MPTO of Arkansas, Mississippi
and Tennessee convention, Hotel Cayoso,
Memphis.

Sept. 26: Independent Theater Owners of West
Virginia convention, Waldo Hotel, Clarks-
burg, W. Va.

Sept. 26-27: Allied Theater Owners of4~ 'a-

homa convention, Biltmore Hotel, Ok ' ma
City.

Sept. 27-28: Independent Theaters Protective
Association of Wisconsin convention, Mil-
waukee.

Sept. 30: Nat Levy testimonial dinner, Detroit.

Oct. 2-4: Allied Theaters of Michigan conven-
tion, Burdick Hotel, Kalamazoo.

Oct. 1-7: Film industry's Golden Jubilee.

Club banquet,Oct. 15: Pittsburgh Variety
William Penn Hotel.

Oct. 16-19: SMPE Fall convention, Hotel Penn-
sylvania.

Oct. 23-24: MPTO of Western Pennsylvania
convention, Roosevelt Hotel, Pittsburgh.

Oct. 23-24: MPTOA board of directors meet-
ing, Greenbriar Hotel, White Sulphur Springs,
Va.

Oct. 23-24: Associated Theater Owners of In-
diana, Inc., convention, Antlers Hotel, In-
dianapolis.

Nov. 25: Washington Variety Club banquet,
Willard Hotel.

Nov. 29: Motion Picture Associates dinner dance.
Hotel Astor.

Dec. 3-4: Theater Owners Association of North
and South Carolina Winter convention,

Charlotte.

Nebraska Exhibs. Talking

Anti-Carney Legislation

Lincoln, Neb.—String of protests

in Nebraska newspapers for tactics

of carnivals in the state, primarily

the gambling carried on at the re-

cent state fair, has film showmen
believing legislation is ripe for pick-

ing which would bar the carneys.

Such legislation is already being
contemplated, although the session is

a long way off.

WEDDING BELLS

Jonas Rosenfield, Jr. of the War-
ner home office advertising depart-
ment, will be married tonight to Miss
Ida J. Reed of this city. The wed-
ding will take place at the home of
the bridegroom's parents, 43-15 46th
Street, Sunnyside, Long Island.
The couple will leave on a motor

trip tomorrow to Pennsylvania. On
their return they will live at 181
Waverly Place, Manhattan.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Harriet Parsons, Lou-

ella's daughter, and King Kennedy,
film player, will wed.

Miss Ann Litman, booker at
World Pictures, will be married Sun-
day to Sidney I. Sicker. Ceremony
will take place at Menorah Temple,
Brooklyn.
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ASTOUNDING!
AND SENSATIONALLY

IN STEP WITH

THE HEADLINES

THAT SCREAM FROM

YOUR OWN NEWSPAPER

THIS

VERY HOUR!..
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CRUSHED BY THE
IRONFIST OF
GERMANY'S
WWAH MjUmuUS" m l%e wojnaii wAo
hated war and fought its terrors on the battlefield ot

devotion ! . . . Here is the human-experience drama
supreme, told on a screen afire with the conflagration
that's sweeping the world again today! ... BELIEVE
THE NATION'S FOREMOST PREVIEW CRITICS - IT'S

ONE Or THE GREATEST PICTURES EVER PRODUCED.

OPENING THIS WEEK . . .RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL

m

A

*W$f$t* f
EDNA MAY OLIVER * GEORGE SANDERS • MAY ROBSON * ZASU PITTS JAg

H. B. WARNER * SOPHIE STEWART • MARY HOWARD • ROBERT COOTE \f
i A Dirofleri HERBERT WILCOX •
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M-G-M'S NEW SELLING

FORMULA ANNOUNCED

{Continued from Page 1)

company "will conscientiously re-

view any complaints brought to its

attention and will continue to lend
its every effort to bring about a
more harmonious understanding-."

Official Statement

The official statement made by M-
G-M yesterday follows:

"M-G-M reaffirms its previously
announced policy of not insisting

upon short subject, newsreel or

trailer representation as a condition
of licensing- its feature productions,
and to those who do lease these
units the Weekly Payment Plan is

optional.

"That score or recording charges
will not be made on any contracts

for its 1939-40 product signed sub-
sequent to Jan. 1, 1939.

"That it will gladly negotiate for

some run of its product with any
properly conducted theater, provid-

ing the acquisition of such business
would not seriously affect its reve-

nue from any prior run.
"That it will recognize the desires

of its customers to select days of

their choice for the showing of per-

centage pictures where guarantees
are given.
"That it will rsepect any legiti-

mate claim for the elimination from
its contract of any picture likely to

be offensive or objectionable to its

customers' patrons from religious,

moral or racial grounds.

Increased Cancellation

"And in addition: It will offer

to its customers who have leased all

product offered, and who are not in

material default, an increased and
unrestricted elimination privilege of:

"20 per cent elimination of fea-

tures licensed where the average
rental is $100 or less.

"15 per cent elimination of fea-

tures licensed where the average
rental is in excess of $100 and not

more than $250 and
"10 per cent elimination of fea-

tures licensed where the average
rental is in excess of $250.

"Also will give full consideration

to its customers' requests for the

interchanging of a picture that is

deemed to be unsuitable for pre-

ferred time showing.
"And where a theater's prior com-

mitments prevent its leasing the

company's entire output it will in

such cases gladly negotiate for a

lesser number of pictures, including

those available subject* in which
the theater is particularly inter-

ested.

Optional Arbitration

"It will continue to provide an

Expect Further RKO Reorg. Hearing Delag
Adjourned hearing of the RKO reorganization proceedings scheduled to be heard

today by Judge Alfred C. Coxe in the Federal Courthouse in all probability will be
further postponed. This action, if taken, will be in order to allow Federal Judge Wil-
liam Bondy to sit in the case upon his return from a vacation, it was learned last night.

Judge Bondy is scheduled to arrive here sometime before Oct. 1 when he has been
assigned to trial wcrk.

NEW HEAD FOR N. Y.

ANTI-TRUST OFFICE

Murphy, Banquet Speaker

for M. P. Democratic Com.

{Continued from Page 1)

day at the Victor Hugo in Beverly
Hills, where the award will be made
for the picture of the year which, in

the committee's opinion, has con-
tributed most to the ideal of de-
mocracy.
Murphy's address and other fea-

tures of the meeting will be heard
over the NBC-Blue Network, from
12:30 to 1:00 a.m., EST. The At-
torney General will fly from Wash-
ington especially for the occasion,
arriving in Los Angeles Monday
morning.
Melvyn Douglas will act as toast-

master, and will introduce Gov. Cul-
bert L. Olsen, who in turn will pre-
sent the speaker. Murphy will make
the presentation to the film company
receiving the award.
Among others expected to attend

the banquet are Lieut. Gov. Ellis

E. Patterson, Senator Sheridan Dow-
ney, James Roosevelt, Dashiell Ham-
mett, Miriam Hopkins, John Ford,
Fredric March, Franchot Tone, Dud-
ley Nichols and Donald Ogden Stew-
art.

Dramatists Guild Council

to Study Play Purchase Plan

{Continued from Page 1)

signed the author would receive $5,-

000; at the end of the second week
cf the play's run the author would
get $2,500 more and $7,500 addition-
al would be paid at the end of the
third week. No percentage of the
weekly receipts which would form
the royalty thus far has been worked
out, but the Guild has submitted a

scile. It stipulates 10 per cent for

the first $5,000, 15 per cent for the
second $5,000 and 20 per cent on
everything over $10,000 during the
first 30 weeks the play runs, with
percentages to scale down slightly

after that time.

Film companies are expected to

ask for percentage payments on a
slightly different basis, probably on
a division of play production costs in

three classes.

{Continued from Page 1)

arrived in New York yesterday and
notified Henderson and McGovern of

their transfer, it was said.

A number of anti-trust cases now
being prosecuted by the anti-trust

division here will be turned over to

John P. Cahill, U. S. attorney fai-

th" -^Tithorn district of New York,
but it is understood that the equity
suit will probably remain in the

hands of the anti-trust division.

Gov't Files Memorandum
in Griffith Trust Action

20th-Fox Closes Product

Deals With 13 Met. Chains

New Jersey Allied Calls

for Product Deal Caution

{Continued from Page 1)

distributors were asking terms
higher than present grosses war-
ranted.
The entire meeting was devoted

to product discussions. Lee New-
berry, newly elected president, pre-

sided.

{Continued from Page 1)

20th-Fox, Harry Buxbaum, manager
of the New York exchange, and Jo-

seph Lee, exchange exec, during the
past two weeks, it was learned yes-
terday.

Deals cover the company's 1939-40
product lineup, and cover these cir-

cuits: Loew's, RKO, Waxmers, Wal-
ter Reade, Brandt, Consolidated,
Prudential, Fabian, Cocalis, Century,
Randforce, Skouras Metropolitan
Playhouses and the Rosenblatt cir-

cuit.

{Continued from Page 1)

ward hearing when the D of J filed

its memorandum brief in the Fed-
eral Court clerk's office here.

The brief cites legal positions in

answer to a request by defendants
for a bill of particulars and clari-

fication of the case.

Suit charges the Griffith Amuse-
ment Co., Westex Theaters Inc., R.
E. Griffith Theaters. Consolidated
Theaters and the Griffith brothers
are under the same management
and that between them they exer-

cise circuit buying power, enabling
them to dictate to film producers
and name the terms on which they
will take pictures.

Hollywood Cavalcade"

Pre-release Dates Set

Rep. Talks Starr Deal

New Orleans—Leo Seichsnaydre,
Republic Exchange manager, is in

Nashville, Tenn., to discuss a prod-
uct deal with the Milton Starr cir-

cuit for their houses in the Gulf
States territory. Star operates here
under the name of Bizjoue Amuse-
ment Co.

Morros Reported Talking

Four Pix Pact with RKO

{Continued from Page 1)

and that an announcement may be
made in a few days. He plans to

return to the Coast the latter part

of this week.

The Marquee Slant
Lansing, Mich.—Believe it or not.

here's how the marquee of the Lansing

Theater read the other day:
"These Clamour Girls"

"The Magnificent Fraud"

Optional Arbitration Clause in its

contracts and will arbitrate under
such provision any claims made for

breach of contract.

"It is now preparing a new form
of license agreement. A rider will

be submitted for the signature of

those who desire to operate under
the new conditions and who had

j

previously signed an application for
]

; ts 1939-40 product. That all may;
have a full knowledge of the com-

j

plete contract, each is requested to
i

read the new agreement when sub-!

mitted, thoroughly and carefully.

Will Review Complaints
"It has no present method of ad-

judicating clearance disputes or

those affecting over-buying, but will

conscientiously review any com-
plaints brought to its attention and
will continue to lend its every ef-

fort to bring about a more har-
monious understanding.

"Its established policy of sup-
porting its satisfactory customers,
the fair method of designating pic-

tures and other relationship with
the trade is so well known that it

is not believed necessary to reaffirm

that which by performance over
many years is so well established.

"It seeks the continued support
of its customers and acknowledges
its debt of gratitude to those who
have in the past expressed their

confidence in its policy by their un-
interrupted patronage."

Pre-release engagements have been
set by 20th-Fox for "Hollywood
Cavalcade" at the Majestic Theater,
Houston. Tex., on Oct. 6, snd at the
Palace Theater, Dallas, Oct. 7, it

was announced yesterday. Film, in

addition to pre-release engagements
which are now being set, will be
tradeshown in 37 key cities on Oct. 2

or 3 with theaters being used instead
of branch office projection rooms in

order to accommodate as many ex-
hibs. as possible.

World premiere of the film which
has been set for the Four Star The-
ater, Los Angeles, on Oct. 4, with
proceeds to be contributed to charity,

has been sold out, it was said. Na-
tion-wide release date for film is

Oct. 13.

"Ramparts" Staff Increased

Arthur Jones, William Sikes,

Frank Calabria, George Dangerfield
and William Garrity have been add-
ed to the technical staff of March of

Time's full-length feature, "The
Ramparts We Watch."

Rt. Hon. Preview
lltst Coast Bur.. THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Universal will preview

"Tropic Fury" at Van Nuys Sept. 27.

It co-stars Andy Devine, who is hon-
orary mayor of Van Nuys, and Richard
Arlen. San Fernando Valley honorary
mayors, including Al Jolson, Mischa
Auer. Hugh Herbert. Richard Arlen. Bing
Crosby, Clenda Farrell and Marion Marsh
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let:

"KEEP THIS COUNTRY

OUT OF WAR"--HAYS

(Continued from Page 1)

prexy, addressing the Regional Trust

Company Conference of the Pacific

Coast and Rocky Mountain States

at the Biltmore Hotel here last night.

"Thus," said Hays, "may we best

fulfill our highest duty as trustees

for civilization, for human liberty

and for peace."

With "Trusteeship" as the theme,

the address was the first formal one

to be delivered by the film indus-

try's No. 1 man since the outbreak

of hostilities, and accordingly as a

keynote attracted wide attention.

Hays coupled his plea for a peace-

ful America with a forthright dis-

cussion of the relations of business

with government, the principle that

should determine the degree of busi-

ness regulation by government and

the organized film industry's job of

self-government.

"The burden of proof should
always rest upon those who
would extend government con-
trol over any aspect of pri-

vate business," affirmed Hays,
adding, "The power of the gov-
ernment should never be used
to enable one citizen to exploit

another, or to give one branch
of an industry undue advantage
over another."
Further discussing regulation, the

MPPDA prexy said pointedly:

"Every business and industry which
is fair and honest, which is moti-
vated by the desire to serve and not
to exploit, should neither be the

object of unwarranted legal or legis-

lative attack, nor subject to possible

loss of public prestige by such at-

tack."
Pointing out 'hat trusteeship is

a vital responsibi ity of Government,
of business, and of each individual,

Hays asserted:
"Today when the orderly processes

of society are collapsing in much of

the world under the detonation of

bombing planes and long-range guns,

America more than ever represents

a great ideal. To an unvisual de-

gree America today holds in trust

for mankind the political, cultural,

and spiritual heritage of the human
race."
Emphasizing the duties of the pix

industry in a war-mad world, Hays
said:

"Those of us in the motion pic-

ture art-industry do. indeed, realize

full well the significance of our
trusteeship of this essential enter-

prise at this particular time.
"An element of that trusteeship

UST Ends Sunday
Daylight Saving Time ends Sunday and

towns using the fast time will set back
their clocks at 2 a.m.

Hays on Government Regulation
{Continued from Page 1)

UNIVERSAL DRAFTING

ARBITRATION CLAUSE)
business. It is the trustee of the interests of business as well. It is the protector of the

interests of business and the promoter of its soundness and its health."

o

"It (the MPPDA) has stood ready to co-operate and has co-operated with public

authority in every way, endeavoring always to maintain that proper relation which a great

industry should maintain, to its government."

o

"In viewing the many problems, economic and social, that face us today there is

something to be gained by considering the rise and progress of this new industry. Those
who see only a 'dead end' in every turn of the road of America's industrial and business

progress might well ponder on this experience. They might think twice who would chain

initiative and enterprise to any conception of a limited business outlook. They might

ponder who would deter initiative and enterprise by decrying the profit motive in

business."

"The people of this nation, who, in the last analysis, are trustees for the motion pic-

ture as an institution, should not forget that wherever, as in Germany and Russia, the

heavy hand of government has come to dominate it, the motion picture as art has

withered. Little indeed has remained except crude, crass propaganda."

o

"God grant that through a supreme act of national will men and women of all

political shades of opinion shall firmly and unitedly resolve at all costs to keep this

country out of war. Thus may we best fulfill our highest duty as trustees for civilization,

for human liberty and for peace."

(Continued from Page 1)

proposed provision may be completed
this week and will be submitted to

the sales department for considera
tion. f

Meanwhile, it is reportef " -hat

20th Century-Fox's proposed arbi-

tration clause is still being discussed
but no action has been taken to-

wards putting it into effect.

Whether other code provisions
will be added to the exhibition con-
tracts of both companies has not
been determined.

Union Looks to New Pact

to Iron Out Differences

Llamas to Open Six New
Theaters in Puerto Rico

Book Premium Distributors

File Libel Action in N. Y.

San Juan, P. R.—Theater building

in Puerto Rico is increasing. Teatros

Modernos, circuit operated by T.

Llamas, will open six new theaters

in this territory in November. All

will be equipped by the Western

Electric Co. of Cuba.
Equipment order embraces four

Western Electric Mirrophonic Mas-
ter-30 and two Mirrophonic Master-
15 sound systems, six pairs of Mo-
tiograph projectors, six pairs of
Ashcraft lamps, six Century-Roth
Actodectors, Mirrophonic screens,

Western Electric announcing sys-

tems, Automaticket registering ma-
chines and other miscellaneous the-

ater equipment.

F & M Will Return Stage

Shows to Fox, St. Louis

St. Louis—Stage shows will re-

turn to Fanchon & Marco's 5,000-

seat Fox Theater this Fall.

Opening stage show, the Marcus
Revue, has been set for Oct. 6. Some
dozen others are in prospect, includ-

ing Al Pearce and His New Gang,
Benny Goodman and his ork, Bob
Crosby and Blackstone, the magi-
cian.

is the transcendent duty to society

now to keep the stream of world
entertainment flowing — entertain-

ment which is effective as enter-

tainment and which at its best is

inspirational. In spite of the han-
dicap of serious loss of markets, the
motion picture art-industry will do
this job. It is the industry's duty,

and I believe that this business and
all business does well to think first

of its duties and its responsibilities.

The emphasis upon the protection of

rights and privileges will follow."

Consolidated Book Publishers Inc.,

of Chicago has instituted a $300,000

libel action against Laurence H.
Hart, Samuel D. Goldstein and Funk
& Wagnalls, charging the defend-

ants with stating falsely that Con-

solidated sells its Standard Amer-
ican Enclyclopedia, which is used
widely as a theater premium, by
"misrepresentation" and with report-

ing inaccurately most of the details

and particulars concerning the Con-
solidated encyclopedia.

According to the complaint pre-

pared by the plaintiff's attorneys,

Phillips & Nizer, these alleged de-

famatory statements appeared in a

comparative chart of encyclopedias

composed and published by Hart.
Funk & Wagnalls and Goldstein, the
latter doing business as De Luxe
Theater Premiums, are charged with
distributing the Hart chart to ex-
hibitors.

Alpine Circuit Service

Contract Closed by RCA

A service contract covering the
sound reproducting equipment in the
24 theaters of the Alpine Theater-
Circuit, Inc., has been awarded to
RCA Photophone, according to W.
L. Jones, RCA service manager.
Most of the houses covered in the

new service contract are in West
Virginia, and a few are in Pennsyl-
vania. The circuit's headquarters
are in Kingwood, W. Va.

C. A. Anderson, circuit manager,
negotiated the contract with James
W. Cocke, RCA district manager,
and W. C. Jervis, RCA Photophone
sales representative in the Pitts-
burgh territory.

St. Louis—Local 143, operators,
has submitted a new contract and
working agreement to the St. Louis
Amusement Co. to replace the pact
which expired on Sept. 1.

Union execs, are hopeful that the
new contract will iron out the dif-

ferences with the amusement com-
pany that developed on Saturday
when the Pageant Theater reopened
with Thomas Canavan and Wallace
O'Donnell as the projectionists.

Canavan and O'Donnell, who were
among the members of local No. 143
who supported John P. Nick, Inter-
national vice-president, in his efforts

to retain control of the local's affairs,

were suspended by the new union
officers when they failed to appear-
before the local's executive board
to explain why they left jobs to

which they had been assigned for
several years to take over the
Pageant projection positions. The
operators who were let out at the
Pageant to make way for Canavan
and O'Donnell were among the union
members who supported the fight to

oust Nick.
The union's executive committees

also suspended projectionists em-
ployed at the Lafayette and Shady
Oak theaters, where Canavan and
O'Donnell formerly worked.

Officials of the St. Louis Amuse-
ment Co. have refused to accept the
substitute operators sent to the
Pageant, Lafayette and Shady Oak
theaters by the new officers of Local
No. 143.

St. Louis Amusement Co. theaters
are operated by F & M under a man-

I agement contract.

Torpedoed" Into the Globe
"Torpedoed," released by Film Al-

liance of the U. S., opens Saturday
! at the Globe. "Torpedoed" was
filmed at Scapa Flow with the co-
operation of the Admiralty and the

I Navy League, with an American cast
including H. B. Warner, Richard

!
Cromwell and Noah Beery.

II

L

Col

Fair Plugs Jubilee
Dallas—Texas State Fair will mark

the film industry's Golden Jubilee with
a program on Oct. 7.

A
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ITOA Sounds Out Circuits on Clearance Arbitration

GOLDWYTASKS JOINT ACTION ON WARPROBLEMS
Launch Drive (or End of Political Censorship of Pix
Columbia U. Division Maps

Specific Plans for

"Free Screen" Fight

Opening gun of what promises to

be a decisive drive by educators to

abolish all forms of political cen-
sorship of pix is fired in the annual
report filed with Prof. James C. Eg-
bert, director of University Exten-
sion at Columbia, by Dr. Russell

Potter, director of the institution's

Division of Motion Picture Study.
Dr. Potter strenuously advocates dis-

solution of the New York State

Board of Censors along with the ef-

fectuation of other needed "re-
< Continued on Page 4)

AUGUST ADMISH TAXES

SHOW $88,405 JUMP

Editorial

Two Film Industry Threats
. . . war and regulation are related

By CHESTER B. BAHN

Washington Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY

Washington—A gain of $88,405.24
in admissions taxes collected in the
United States for August. 1939, was
registered compared to the same
month of last year, the Internal
Revenue Bureau reported yesterday.
Admissions for August. 1939, to-

taled $1,513,468.12 compared to $1,-
(Continued on Page 7)

Col. Prexy and Vice-Prexy

Take Voluntary Salary Cut

At a meeting of stockholders of
Columbia Pictures Corp., held at the
offices of the company yesterday,
Harry and Jack Cohn, president and
vice-president respectively of Colum-

(Continued on Page 4)

Al Adams Leaves Republic

Advertising Post Saturday

Al Adams, who has served for the
past several years as director of

publicity and advertising for Re-
public Pictures Corp., relinquishes
that post on the coming week-end.
it was learned yesterday.
No official pronouncement as to

(Continued on Page 7)

XA/ILL H. HAYS, addressing a Coast trust company this week, brought into sharp
" ' relief this industry's major dangers.

One, the war in Europe and the threat of American involvement.

The other, the continuing dual attack, by litigation and legislation, to effect

strict government regulation.

At first glance, the relationship between these two dangers may seem casual.

Actually, they go hand in hand. And thus in joining them as a target for attack

the MPPDA prexy again has performed a timely service, not only for the organized
(Continued on Page 8)

THIRD QUARTERN SURVEfSHOWS^FILMS

OF CFI AT $232,000 KIDS' FIRST CHOICE
Movies lead sports as the favorite

Third quarter net income of Con- amusement of American youth, ae-

solidated Film Industries was esti- 1 cording to results of a survey of
mated at approximately $232,000 for 5,000 children of pre-high school age
the period ended Sept. 30. 1939, ac- released yesterday,
wording to President Herbert J. Survey was conducted by Young

(Continued on Page 8) (Continued on Page 8)

Special Session of Congress Films Need "Uniqueness"
Not to Act on the Neely Bill Dietz Tells N. Y. U. Class

Washington Bureau of THE film daily Motion pictures, coming into their
Washington D. C.— Special session i own as an art form, should inspire

of Congress convening today is not , original contributions from all

expected to take up any film mat- sources, and that the art of films
(Continued on Page 6) (Continued on Page 6)

Arbitration of Clearance Depends

On Circuits in Opinion of the ITOA

Fact - Finding Committee is

Advocated by Producer in

War Crisis
By RALPH WILK

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Samuel Goldwyn yes-

terday called upon the industry to

form a joint fact-finding committee
to study
problems pre-
sented by the
war situation
and formu-
late a pro-
gram "f o r

the good of

all c o n-

cerned."
G o 1 d w yn

directed h i s

letter to
Charles
Bracket t,

president o f samuel goldwyn
the Screen Writers Guild, and sent

copies to Will Hays, MPPDA prexy;
(Continued on Page 5)

RKO TO HANDLE THREE

FRANKLYN WARNER PIX

A deal whereby Franklyn Warner,
president of Fine Arts, will dis-

tribute three top-bracketed pictures

through RKO was announced yes-

terday by George J. Schaefer, RKO
(Continued on Page 5)

Kuykendall to Address Meet
of Ark.-Miss.-Tenn. MPTO

Neb. Completes Presentation

of Its Case Against Ascap

Lincoln, Neb. — John J. Gillin,

manager of WOW, Omaha, lashed
out when cross-examined here yes-
terday in the anti-Ascap test case
against society for selling music

(Continued on Page 5)

ITOA is sounding out circuits in

the Metropoitan area as to their wil-

lingness to arbitrate clearance prob-
lems. Organization is of the opin-
ion that the distributors are willing
to take clearance disputes to an ar-

bitration board if the circuits will

co-operate.
Harry Brandt, ITOA president,

(Continued on Page 4)

Memphis— Principal speakers at

the semi-annual convention of the

MPTO of Arkansas, Mississippi and
(Continued on Page 6)

Fine Arts-GN Deal Said

Unaffected by RKO Pact

The Franklyn Warner production
agreement with RKO will not af-

fect the status of the tentative Fine
(Continued on Page 8)
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Net

High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat
Col. Picts. vtc. (2'/2%
Columbia Picts. pfd.

Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd..

East. Kodak
do pfd

Cen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc

do pfd
Paramount
Paramount 1st pfd.

Paramount 2nd pfd.

Pathe Film

RKO
20th Century-Fox .

20th Century-Fox pfd.

Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros

do pfd

NEW YORK

) 73/4

11

73/4
19i/

2
19i/

2 191/2

11 — l/
2

7y4 + Va

11/4

91/2

11/4

9
l'A + Va
9 + 1/4

1583/4 1571/2 1571/2 + 1

9 3
/4 91/2 95/8 + 1/g

35 331/2 34 — 1/4

103 103 103
73/4 73/8 73/8 — Va

80 1/2 80'/2 80
1/2 + 1/4

8
1/2

8
1/2iVi

107/8 ioy2 101/2

1% l'/2 I'/z

I33/4 131/8 131/4 — 1/4

4i/s 4 4

BOND MARKET
Keith B. F. ref. 6s46 .100 1/4 100% 100% + Vs
Loew's deb. 3i/

2s46 95i/
2 95 95 — Va,

Para. B'way 3s55... 49 49 49 +3%
Para. Picts. 6s55
Para. Picts. cv. 3 i/4s47 80 79/2 80 +2
RKO 6s41

Warner Bros.' cv. 6s39
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts

Sonotone Corp 1 14 1 V4 1 V4
Technicolor 12 1 1

1/2 11% — %
Trans-Lux 1 1/2 1 1/2 V/i
Universal Corp. vtc

Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES
Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd 102
Fox Thea. Office Bldg. 1st '46

Loew's Thea. Realty 6s 1st '47

Met. Playhouse, Inc. 2nd deb. '45

Roxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st '57

Pizor Aids Pact Talks
Philadelphia— Lew Pizor, prexy,

and George P. Aarons, secretary, of
the UMPTO together with H. A.
Snyder of the Tremont Theater Tre-
mont, met with representatives of
Local 730, Operators, to discuss an
agreement for Lykens Valley exhibs.

AAAA-AFA Dispute Ends as

Sophie Tucker Joins AGVA
End of the lengthy dispute be-

tween the AAAA and the AFA
finally came yesterday with Sophie
Tucker, AFA prexy, joining AGVA,
the new variety guild created by the
AAAA after the AFA was ousted.
This move by Miss Tucker came af-

ter it was reported that she had
been threatened with suspension by
three of the AAAA member unions
who had returned her to good stand-
ing when the IATSE and the AAAA
made their peace settlement re-

cently.

Future of the American Federa-
tion of Actors became more uncer-
tain this week. Actual jurisdiction
of the union apparently was hazy
according to an A F of L executive
It is not expected that any formal
move to dissolve the union or an-
nounce its future intentions will be
made until Ralph Whitehead, ex-
ecutive secretary, returns to his desk
following- recuperation from a re-

cent illness.

Fall Increase in Commercial
Film Advertising Expected

Upswing of commercial screen ad-
vertising starting this fall was pre-
dicted yesterday by ad. firms which
have interested their clients in this
medium of reaching the public.

The Alexander Film Co. reports
that a 50 per cent increase in nat-
ural color film advertising had been
recorded in August over the sales
during July, and also that several
South African companies had upped
their film ad. budgets considerably
in the past month. Bulk of the com-
mercial film increase, however, will
comnrise short shorts running from
90 to 120 feet.

Edward Gross to Produce

Series for Major Release

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAIL1
Hollywood — Edward Gross will

produce a series of pictures and has
arranged for major distribution
which will be announced soon. He
is negotiating for a current Broad-
way comedy success.

Gross is being backed by Jules
Goldstein, Eastern financier.

RKO Reorg. Hearing Set

for Sept. 27 by Court

Federal Judge Alfred C. Coxe
yesterday adjourned hearings on the
RKO reore-. proceedings until Sept.
27 at 10:30 a.m. in Federal Court.

It is understood that proceedings
are marking time until Federal Judge
William Bondv returns shortly from
his vacation in California.

"Light Ahead" Booked
Carmel Productions announced

yesterday that its Jewish picture,
"The Light Ahead," would open Sat-
urday at the Ascot Theater in the
Bronx and at the Clinton, Manhat-
tan, on Monday. Picture will open
in Brooklyn later in the week.

Conn. Allied Presidency

Sought by Three Exhibs.

New Haven—Charles Repass of
the Crown Theater, Hartford; Mar-
tin Keleher, of the Princess Theater,
Hartford and A. M. Schuman of the
Black Rock Theater, Bridgeport,
have been nominated for the presi-
dency of Allied Theaters of Connect-
icut at a regular meeting at the
Hofbrau Haus.

Other nominees include: For vice-

president Charles Repass, Martin
Keleher, A. M. Schuman and Samuel
Hadelman, of the Capitol, Bridge-
port; treasurer Jack Schwartz, West
End Bridgeport, and Leo Schapiro,
Guilford Theater; executive secre-
tary Lawrence C. Caplan; chairman,
board of directors, Dr. J. B. Fish-
man, of Fishman Theaters, and
Maurice Shulman of the Rivoli and
Webster, Hartford.

New Shea Buffalo House
Forerunner of 2 Others

Buffalo - - Buffalo Theaters, Inc.

(Shea circuit) announces plans for
construction of another community
house, the Niagara, in the lower
West Side. Indications point to two
others, in the North End and resi-

dential district, and upper East Side.

Chain now has six nabe theaters
here.

Warner Chi. Execs., B & K
Subpoenaed in Gary Case

Chicago—B & K Manager Walter
Immerman of the Warner circuit,

and Booker Alex Halperin have been
subpoenaed for depositions in the
Gary Theater case, before Attorney
Sigmund David on Oct. 2. The case
will be pushed, according to the
plaintiff's counsel.

"The Rains Came" Passes

250,000 Mark at the Roxy

"The Rains Came," new 20th-Fox
film now at the Roxy, went over the
250.000 attendance mark yesterday,
with film also setting attendance
records in 16; other key cities where
it is currently playing, it was re-

ported.

49 Pix in Work At Studio

Sept. Highest in 10 Years

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—With 49 pictures be-

fore the cameras, production is at
its highest September figure in the
past 10 years.
Twentieth Century-Fox is making

eight; Paramount and M-G-M six

each; Columbia and RKO five each;
Republic and Warner Bros, three;
Samuel Goldwyn, Walter Wanger,
Selznick. International, Hal Roach,
Harry Sherman, Monogram and Pro-
ducers Pictures one each.

UA Board Meets Today
Board of directors of United Ar-

tists will meet today.

cominG nno come

WILL HAYS is expected back from Hollywoot
in the near future.

ARTHUR LOEW, Metro foreign chieftain, ha
returned from the Coast.

BOB SMELTZER, Central district manager fo
Warners, CHARLES RICH, Buffalo branch man
ager, W. G. MANSELL, Philadelphia branch man
ager, and JOHN PAVONE, New Haven brand
manager, were in New York yesterday for con
ferences with home office execs. aj.

DR. A. H. GIANNINI was in New VJ5F thi

week fcr a brief stay.

FRANKLYN WARNER, president of Fine Art
Pictures, leaves for the Coast today.

JAMES MULVEY, Eastern representative fo

Samuel Coldwyn, is expected to return to Nev
York today after a trip to Hollywood.

WAYNE MORRIS has arrived from the Coasl

JAMES R. GRAINGER, Republic president am
sales chieftain, returns here this week-end fror

a trip to St. Louis and Chicago.

ERROL FLYNN has returned to Hollywood.

VERNON DOWNINC, actor, has arrived her
from the Coast to appear in a play.

ANN SHERIDAN leaves Hollywood tomorro\
for her first visit to New York.

ROBERT MONTGOMERY and his wife are a

the Waldorf.

EDDIE DUCHIN is in Hollywood.

BORIS MORROS expects to return to th

Coast at the week-end.

EDDIE CANTOR, ANN SHERIDAN and JACI
BENNY will be in Chicago next week for th
American Legion convention.

ELIZABETH RICHTER, head booker for th

J. Real Neth circuit in Columbus, O., an
LOUISE HARRIS, of the Wilby-Kincey circui

in Georgia, were visitors at the Paramoun
World's Fair Lounge this week.

20th Century-Fox Will

Re-issue Two War Film

"The Road To Glory" and "Th
First World War," latter film a docu
mentary, will be reissued by 20th
Fox immediately, the company an
nounced yesterday. New prints, ne\
advertising accessories and ne\
pressbooks on the pictures are be
ing prepared now.

Novel Interests Majors
Two majors are reported inter

ested in securing film rights to Betl
Brown's novel, "Wedding Ring,'

which may be done on Broadway',
stage this season.

Best wishes from THE FILM DAILY
to the following on their birthdays:

SEPTEMBER 21

Paul Muni

Victor Seastrom

Frank Strayer

Isaac Weinberg

H. M. Richey

Gus W. Lampe
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yes, it s

LANA TURNER
and she's

on the way
to stardom!

JUST
SCREENED
DANCING
CO-ED

IT'S

TERRIFIC!
One after another the red-hot hits are pouring out of M-G-M's sizzling studio!

Every week a new smash! Embrace "The Women" and hold! Follow with

"Blackmail" action barrage. And "Thunder Afloat" (best in 10 months,

Washington, D. C. Premiere!) And then (while "Babes in Arms" World Premiere

Biggest in 5 years at Houston!) make a date with delirious "Dancing Co-ed."

they'll be^
dancing in

the aisles!

DANCING
CO-ED

yes, it s

ARTIE SHAW
and his No. 1

swing band!

^% V

and Leo's

dancing

with joy!
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ARBITRATION DATA

IS SOUGHT BY ITOA

(Continued from Page 1)

yesterday sent a letter to eight cir-

cuit operators asking their reaction.

Letter does not mention clearance
arbitration specifically but it is im-
plied. The message, which was sent

to Century, RKO, Loew's, Skouras
Randforce, Joseph Seider, Cocalis

and Si Fabian, read:
"This organization has received

assurances from 20th Century-Fox.
Columbia, Paramount, Metro-Gold-
wyn-Mayer, RKO, Universal and
Warner Bros, that they stand ready
to arbitrate the difficulties arising

among various branches of the in-

dustry concerned with the renting
and exhibiting of motion pictures.

"In order that such arbitration

may be effective, it is necessary that

all circuits in this territory also

agree to arbitrate as a means of set-

tling all moot matters.
"Will you kindly examine this

matter very carefully and reply to

us as soon as possible regarding the

willingness of your circuit to enter

into such arbitration?"

Col. Prexy and Vice-Prexy

Take Voluntary Salary Cut

(Continued from Page 1)

bia, announced the voluntary reduc-
tion of their salaries during the
period of emergency which they feel

the motion picture industry is fac-
ing. The announced cut is 33 1-3 of

what each of the officials has been
drawing.

Other matters on the meeting's
program included extension of the
contracts of Harry and Jack Cohn,
the merger into the corporation of

the two subsidiaries, Columbia Pic-

tures Corp. of California, Ltd., and
Columbia Pictures Distributing Co.,

Inc., and the issuance of an addi-
tional option of 2,500 shares of com-
mon stock to Samuel J. Briskin to

be represented by voting trust cer-

tificates.

Selznick Aide Retires
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Marcella Bennett Rab-

win, assistant to David 0. Selznick
since the founding of Selznick-Inter-

national Pictures, retires from that
position.

Albany—Christopher H. Buckley,
Jr., son of the prominent Benning-
ton, Vt., exhibitor, and Margaret
Elaine McKeon were married in

St. Vincent de Paul's Church, Al-
bany, the Rev. William R. Charles
officiating.

Buckley, who also had film busi-

ness experience when his father op-

erated four Albany pix houses, and
his bride will reside in New Haven,
Conn.

ALCNG THE 5

with PHIL M. DALY;

• • • WELL worth passing along to the exhibition iield in

light of the approaching week oi Oct. 1-7 inclusive which will cli-

max the celebration of the Half-century of Motion Picture Progress

is the Old-Fashioned Movie Show produced by Manager Marlowe Con-

nor of the Warners' Rhodes Theater out in Chi Connor ad-

mittedly got the profitable brain wave via the house's booking of the

M of T two-reeler. "Movies March On" So did Connor by de-

ciding to let his patrons see just how the pix theater of 20 years ago

was operated

T T T
• • • ON the screen he showed the silent opus, "The Pay-

master's Son" with subtitles, pantomimic acting and mode

of dress decidedly of the vintage of the dear, dead past Be-

tween the reels a slide was thrown on the screen, reading

"One minute intermission while the operator changes reels"

The two-reeler, 'tis reported, got appropriately out of frame

and after the final fade-out Jerry Bologna, dressed in fashion

of the Gay 90's warbled "After the Ball Was Over" and

then, with illustrated song slides, "Sidewalks of New York"

There followed the Jack Dempsey vs. Jess Willard fight pictures

taken 20 long years ago in Toledo and finally the

M of T footage

T T
• • • NOT missing a trick, the cagey Connor plopped two ancient

autos in front of the theater a 20-year-old Brush car, and a double

that age International Auto Buggy Out front, too, was an usher

with handle-bar mustache, high hat, long-tailed coat as a barker

and all ushers and other attaches appropriately bedecked

Came counting-up time that witching hour in any man's house

which revealed a husky profit Moral: the time is

propitious for all exhibs. to read for b.o. health the Fiftieth Anni-

versary Manual lately dispatched by Chairman Kenneth (MPPDA)

Clark and his fellow committeemen to all U. S. theaters to help

them grab more gold anent the Half-century of Motion Picture Progress

celebration

T T
• • O IT's abroad domestically that Olivia de Havilland

has appeared in more Technicolor feature productions than any

other leading player "Gold Is Where You Find It," "Robin

Hood," "Dodge City," "Private Lives of Elizabeth and Essex" and

"Gone With the Wind" and it's an interesting point if you can

use it. . . • That perhaps the last pix in which Danielle Darrieux

will appear for a long time unless she hies to Hollywood

is the current hit "Mademoiselle Ma Mere" holding forth at

the 55th St. Playhouse and being distributed by the up-and-

doing J. H. Hoffberg. . . % That lil Leo, Jr., sprang down to White

Sulphur Springs, W. Va to strike a blow for free speech

at American Chamber of Commerce convention . . . .via the M-G-M
short, "The Story That Couldn't Be Told" which made a big

impression on the conclave

T T T
• • • NEXT week "Loew's Weekly" celebrates its 27th an-

niversay Born in 1912 and regularly published ever since

Has averaged for the past IS years 1,000,000 copies a week and never

accepted advertising Each Loew house mails it biggest mail-

ing being 40,000 by Loew's Kings Theater, Flatbush. . . • "Good-bye,

Mr. Chips," nearing six months at the Astor has opened first en-

gagements outside of B'way run namely at Loew's State, Newark,

and Loew's, Jersey City

WOULD END POLITICAL

CENSORSHIP OF PIX

(Continued from Page 1)

forms" if film production and pub
lie consumption is to attain a trulj

adult form.

Dr. Potter, who is also director of
the Institute of Arts and Science
at Columbia, declares that his-jfight

is directed against the stat(us<md
regional censor boards, and ' not
against the Production Code Au-
thority. Administration of the lat-
ter, he points out, is an industry
matter and as such is one that must
be controlled by the industry itself.

But on the political censorship
setup he wars on the ground that it

is un-American, inevitably and whol-
ly stupid in its administration, and
an unfair hidden tax on the pro-
ducer, the exhibitor and the public.

Queried yesterday as to how he
expects to bring about abolition of
political censorship groups, Potter
said that specific plans have been
made by the Division to crusade for
a free screen in America, and these
will be disclosed later. Introduction
of a censorship repeal measure at
Albany is anticipated.

In the annual report he leveled a
blistering barrage against censor-
ship and pre-censorship, saying that
they keep the movies, which have
technically grown up, in diapers,
adding "The brains, the talent and
ability, the technical resources for
giving us riiotion pictures that would
challenge the mind and stir the emo-
tions of adult audiences are in Holly-
wood, but they are used to cut out
paper dolls and make saccharine
celluloid stews. The Hollywood set-

up may be blamed for some of this

but not all. Hollywood has the cen-
sor jitters."

Potter points out that the Code,
administered by the Breen office, is

the first obstacle Hollywood meets,
then there are various official state
boards of censorship, and finally sev-
eral "highly organized pressure
groups which must be pleased." Lat-
ter he lists are the D.A.R., the Leg-
ion of Decency, the East Coast and
West Coast preview committees of
the General Federation of Women's
Clubs, the Council of Federated
Church Women, the National Society
of New England Women, and "many
others."

He recommended in the report es-

tablishment of a Motion Picture
Workshop in University Extension,
in view of the conviction that with-
in the next quarter of a century
there is going to be an increasing
demand for teachers properly quali-

fied to teach the motion picture in

high schools and colleges.

,1

inters;

Scr

forum

ST
Philadelphia—Lew Pizor is pass-

ing out the cigars. It's a girl, born

Tuesday to Mrs. Pizor.
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GOLDWYN ASKS JOINT

WAR PROBLEM ACTION

(Continued from Pane 1)

J
'' Joseph M. Schenck, president of the

•ty Association of Motion Picture Pro-
ducers; Frank Capra, president of

the Screen Directors Guild and
Ralph Morgan, president of the
Screen Actors Guild.

^ his letter, the UA producer
suggested that the committee be
formed by craftsmen, Guildsmen.
producers and workers. He pointed
out that the solution to the war
situation is not to be found in the
wholesale firing of wage earners and

sli|j
j

n sserted that picture quality must
not be sacrificed in seeking a solu-

tion.

Goldwyn, in reviewing war-time
conditions, paid particular attention
to the British situation, pointing out
that the value of the pound had de-

preciated, that business in England
was materially affected and that the
fate of that which still survived was
problematical.

Turning to the Dominions, Gold-
wyn said Canada has set up a com-
mission to control exportation of

funds and not only will it be difficult

to transfer funds from Canada but
the exchange rate is down 10 per
cent and a new tax against motion
picture gross receipts has been lev-

ied. New Zealand, added Goldwyn.
is restricting export of currency am'
this sten is likely to be followed by
Australia.

Indianapolis Zone Board

Defers Radel's Request

Indianapolis—Action on a request
for variance to permit Glen W. Ra-
del to erect a $75,000 theater at
3835 East Washington St., has been
postponed by the Board of Zoning
Appeals until Oct. 8.

The theater, seating 1,154, would
be known as the Embassy and would
include large parking facilities.

Property owners objected to the
parking lot and some others to the
theater location.

Softball Teams to Clash

Harrisburg, Pa. — The Colonial
Theater's softball team which went
through the season undefeated, win-
ning 12 games, will meet the team
of the Allentown Colonial Theater,
another Wilmer & Vincent house,
on Oct. 1, it has been announced by
Jack O'Rear, manager of the Harris-
burg Theater. Henry Houck, door-

man, is captain of the Harrisburg
team.

June Restrictions
Rio de Janeiro (By Cable)—Juvenile

Court here has ruled that children under

five years of age must not be admitted

to film theaters and that children under

14 must not be admitted after 8 p.m.

Saenger Houses I siny War Bulletins
New Oilcans—Three New Orleans theaters are regularly broadcasting war bul-

letins to their audiences over their sound systems as a result of a tie-up between the
Saenger Theaters Corp., and the Saenger-Maison Blanche-owned VVSMB. The station

furnishes Trans.adio bulletins and NBC news to the Saenger. Tudor and Globe Theaters,
which interrupt film presentations to bring the latest to the audiences. The service

is being advertised in theater ads daily.

Neb. Completes Presentation New Haven, Jewett City

of Its Case Against Ascap Pix Houses Open Doors

(Continued from Page 1)

under wraps, saying repeated re-

quests by him as a user for the
Ascap catalogue were denied.

Gillin, one of committee appointed
by NAB to conduct research for
music available under other than
the Ascap label, said WOW had paid
$22,800 in 1938 to society for Ascap
percentage gross time sale, whether
the music was used or not. He said

an offer to pay Ascap on the basis of

music used was thumbed down by
the society which collected for all

but political or religious broadcasts.

Joe Malec, Omaha ballroom owner
and head of the 240-member Amuse-
ment Men's Protective Ass'n, said

his group was formed to fight for

the anti-Ascap bill's adoption to best

the society. He said he paid $250
annual license, $15,000 to musicians,
and his park grossed around $70,-

000 annually, part from swimming
concession.

Don Searle, general manager of
KOIL-KFAB-KFOR, Lincoln and
Omaha stations, said his outfit paid
$21,778 for 1938, and his testimony
as to objectionable Ascap features
agreed with Gillin. Ray Hedges,
Capital Hotel, said he quit music be-
cause the Ascap license put too much
overhead on his spot.

Submission of the case was made
late yesterday, and each side will

get an hour and a half argument
time this morning to wind up.
Judges hearing the case are

Gardner (presiding), Munger, and
Donohoe.

Stage Shows In Buffalo

Buffalo—The Twentieth Century,
Dipson-Basil first-run, begins stage
shows tomorrow with A. B. Marcus
revue. One week open thereafter,

Manager Richard Kemper says.

D & B have just closed for RKO
first-run in the Century. E. L. Mc-
Evoy was here from RKO New York
offices.

New House for Bryan

Bryan, Tex.—A new house to seat

around 1,000 and to be built directly

opposite the university is to be con-

structed here by the Bryan Amuse-
ment Co., Mrs. M. Schulman, presi-

dent. The house, to be named the

Aggie, has been contracted for with
Pettigrew & Worley.

Altec Pact Renewed
M & P Theaters, of Boston, Mass.,

has renewed a contract to have Altec
service the sound in 85 M & P the-

aters throughout New England. L.

J. Hacking negotiated for Altec.

New Haven — Al Pickus of the
Stratford Theater opened his newly-
acquired 496-seat Annex Theater, re-

named Fairmont, last night with
"Only Angels Have Wings" and
"Second Fiddle." Pickus had orig-
inally intended to operate on a single
feature policy, similar to that of the
Stratford. The new operator re-

seated and redecorated the house.
The new State, Jewett City, built

by Peter Perakos and Joseph Quitt-
ner, was opened Tuesday night, with
"Stanley and Livingstone" as the
feature. The 700-seat house replaces
the old Finn's Theater, which was
destroyed by the hurricane last year.
Harry Barnett, former Finn's mana-
ger, continues at the State.

Vaudefilm In Cincy
Cincinnati—Two downtown the-

aters, RKO Shubert and Strand, In-

die, have adopted vaudeville and film

policy.

RKO TO HANDLE THREE

FRANKLYN WARNER PIX

(Continued from Page 1)

president. First picture, "Isle of
Destiny," has been completed, with
a cast including William Gargan,
Wallace Ford, June Lang, Gilbert
Roland and Katherine De Mille.

This feature and the other two will

be delivered in Cosmo Color.

Warner said yesterday that each
of his pictures for RKO release
have been budgeted at a minimum
of $250,000. The second production
will go into work shortly under the
title of "Land's End." The third

story, as yet untitled, deals with
the Ivory Coast slave traffic of 1805.

It was stated by RKO that the
Franklyn Warner product will be
on a par with the highest quality
RKO pictures. They will be re-

leased on the 1939-40 program.

Sets All-Colored Pix

Chicago—Saul Goldman, of Sack
Amusement Enterprises, has set the
all-colored feature "Straight to

Heaven" at four first-runs: Globe
Theater, Cleveland; Roosevelt, St.

Louis; Empress, Columbus; Roose-
velt, Cincinnati.

NOW
for immediate

dates . .
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v # Reviews of th€ new nuns v #
"Night Work"

with Charlie Ruggles, Mary Boland,

Joyce Mathews

Paramount 62 Mins.

LAUGHS AND COMPLICATIONS OF
THE FITCH FAMILY MAKE PLEASING
POP ENTERTAINMENT.

The irrepressible Fitches return to the

screen as a family with more problems

through which they muddle through in char-

acteristic fashion. There are laughs and

gags and also some serious moments, as

exemplified in family life. Pix should ap-

peal to the neighborhood audiences. Charlie

Ruggles, Mary Boland, and Joyce Mathews
again constitute the Fitch family, with Don-

ald O'Connor and Billy Lee augmenting the

family as adopted orphans. Principal prob-

lems presented in the film come from the

two boys. One boy continually risks his

neck in daredevil stunts and the other is

almost lost to them when a grandfather

shows up and can't make up his mind

whether or not he should be allowed to stay

at the Fitch house as they might make a

sissy of him. Picture wanders amiably to

a satisfactory conclusion with everybody

happy, and the grandfather satisfied that

the Fitches will take proper care of his

newphew, with the other boy mending his

ways.

CAST: Charlie Ruggles, Mary Boland,

Joyce Mathews, Donald O'Connor, Billy Lee,

John Hartley, Clem Bevans, William Haade,

Ed Gargan.

CREDITS: Paramount Production; Direc-

tor, George Archainbaud; Original Screen-

play, Monte Brice, Lloyd Corrigan and L.

R. Foster; Cameraman, Harry Hallenberger;

Editor, Stuart Gilmore.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Films Need "Uniqueness"

Dietz Tells N. Y. U. Class

{Continued from Page 1)

will come to flower when productions
are "the unique result of a unique
temperament," was asserted yester-

day by Howard Dietz, M-G-M's ad-

vertising and publicity director, in

his guest of honor role at the open-
ing lecture on "The Cinema as Liter-

ary Art," a new course offered by
the English department of N.Y.U.,
Washington Square College.

Dietz pointed out in his talk that

movies are poor when the stories

are poor or poorly written. He also

cited that many authors whose works
have been adapted to the screen

have admitted that the resulting

film production was as important,
from the standpoint of literary ex-

pression as the original story.

He characterized the new N.Y.U.
course as an impoi'tant event be-

cause it carries with it full credit

toward a degree.

Re-issue "Grand Illusion"

"Grand Illusion" will now be re-

issued nationally as a war film by
World Pictures, it is announced by
Arche Mayers, sales manager.

"Sweepstakes
Winner"

with Marie Wilson, Allen Jenkins,

Johnnie Davis

Warners 59 Mins.

FAIR COMEDY ABOUT HORSES AND
PRIZE MONEY FOR THE FAMILY TRADE.
The much publicized Irish Sweepstakes

serves as the story material for this one.

There are enough laughs and comedians in

the film to put it over with the family

trade. Marie Wilson, Allen Jenkins, Johnnie

Davis, Charles Foy and Jerry Colonna head

the cast. Marie is left a thousand dollars

and an old nag named Firefly in a rela-

tion's will. Arriving in the big city she

is immediately taken into camp by slick-

er's Jenkins and Foy. Broke, she goes back

to work as a waitress in a rest-urant oper-

ated by Johnnie Davis. Jenkins sells her a

ticket on the sweepstakes, and much to

everybody's surprise she wins $150,000
which she promptly scatters around town
in handsome fashion. She buys back Fire-

fly and gives the slickers a further beating

when she wins a fixed race with the horse.

Johnnie decides to marry her even though

she has a lot of money and everybody is

happy except Jenkins and Foy.

CAST: Marie Wilson, Johnn.e Davis, Allen

Jenkins, Charles Foy, Jerry Colonna, Vera
Lewis, Frankie Burke, Granville Bates, Bert

Hanlon, George Lloyd, Sidney Bracy.

CREDITS: Warner Production; Director,

William McGann; Screenplay, John Krafft

and Albert DeMond; Original Story, Albert

DeMond and Hugh Cummings; Cameraman,
Arthur Edeson; Editor, Frank Magee.
DIRECTION, O.K. PHOTOGRAPHY, Good.

NBC Working on New
Tele Commercial Standards

National Broadcasting Co., working
in co-operation with a group of ad-
vertisers, is developing a standard
of presentation for future use in the
production of television programs.
New technique will utilize the
methods employed in pictures, stage
and radio plus variations due to tele-

vision problems that do not exist

in the other three media.
Newest method to be presented at

the network came from Lawrence
Levey, free-lance tele writer and,
ex-radio writer and newspaperman.
Calling his material telescripts,

Levey has built up shows using a
combination of the other three en-
tertainment phases, and the scripts
are now in the hands of the NBC
tele officials.

Also of prime interest at the pres-
ent time is the manner in which
commercials can be injected into the
telecasts without being objection-
able. As it now stands, the sponsor
is being injected into the tele pic-
ture by presenting programs on time
donated by NBC. The attempts to
work in commercial announcements
on these shows have been poor, and
have received the brunt of the critic-

ism regarding telecasts. Methods are
now being studied whereby the com-
mercials can be presented in an en-
tirely new, yet clear and concise
manner it was stated, as well as by
collateral advertising.

'Sky Patrol'
with John Trent, Milburn Stone,

Jackie Coogan

Monogram 61 Mins.

PLENTY OF ACTION IN THE AIRLANES
WILL PLEASE NEIGHBORHOOD AUDI-
ENCES.

Based on the comic strip "Tailspin

Tommy," exhibitors in nabe houses should

be able to sell this film easily. It has

plenty of action, it is well paced and the

cast is capable. John Trent fills the "Tail-

spin Tommy" role, with Milburn Stone serv-

ing as "Skeeter." Jackie Coogan gives a

good performance as the son of the officer

commanding the newly formed sky patrol to

chase smugglers. Coogan is shot down by

a smuggler's plane and picked up by them,

but at the patrol headquarters it is believed

he is dead. A nation-wide search is insti-

tuted for the mysterious plane and Trent

and Stone discover where it operates. They
deliberately bail out in an old plane in

order to land near the suspected contact

boat in the gulf and find Coogan safe on

board, but are trapped when they are recog-

nized. Trent fakes a message to head-

quarters to call off the patrol and the

planes set out for the smugglers' ship. Trent

and his aides foil the smugglers' plan to

shoot down the patrol planes and escape

from the boat as it blows up.

CAST: John Trent, Milburn Stone, Mar-
jorie Reynolds, Jackie Coogan, Jason Ro-

bards, Dickie Jones, Boyd Irwin, Bryant

Washburn, LeRoy Mason, John Peters, John

Day.

CREDITS: Producer, Paul Malvern; Direc-

tor, Howard Bretherton; Screenplay, Jo-

seph West and N. S. Parker; Based on the

comic strip, "Tailspin Tommy"; Cameraman,
Fred Jackman, Jr.; Editor, Carl Pierson.

DIRECTION, Well-Paced. PHOTOGRA-
PHY, Good.

Special Session of Congress

Not to Act on the Neely Bill

(Continued from Page 1)

ters. While the House could consider
the Neely Bill, observers believe pro-
ponents will not press for action at
this time, preferring to wait for the
regular session.

It is felt here that Congress will

consider only the Neutrality Act re-

vision at the special session. It is

pointed out any attempt to bring
up the Neely bill would cause re-

sentment among some of its former
backers, who would regard such
move as interference with legisla-

tion of much greater importance.
Further, if Congress remains in ses-

sion only a month or so, as is ex-
pected, it would not give Neely bill

backers a chance to drive it through
Committee and onto the floor, even
if they so desired.

Closes "Sudan" Deal
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Mitch Leichter has

sold "Sudan" to Celebrated Film Ex-
change in Minnesota for distribution
in Minnesota, and North and South
Dakota.

"Parents On Trial"
with Jean Parker, Johny Downs Henry

Kolker

Columbia 58 Mins.

STORY OF PARENTAL DISCIPLINE SUF-
FERS FROM LACK OF GOOD STORY MA-
TERIAL.

Using the old theme of the stern f**f.er
who makes life practically not wort\P§,iv-
ing for the attractive young daughter, this

picture might have been improved consider-
ably if the story material broke away from
the cliches. The cast is capable, and Jean
Parker is attractive and efficient as the
daughter of Henry Kolker, a strict dis-

ciplinarian. Jean is punished for almost
everything she does and when she falls

in love with Johnny Downs and marries him
Kolker has the marriage annulled and gets
Johnny put in reform school. However
Kolker is finally made to see the light

and everything is satisfactorily straightened

out to smooth the path for young love.

CAST: Jean Parker, Johnny Downs, Linda

Terry, Noah Beery, Jr., Henry Kolker, Vir-

ginia Brissac, Nana Bryant, Richard Fiske,

Mary Gordon.

CREDITS: Columbia Production; Director,

Sam Nelson; Screenplay, J. R. Bren, Gladys
Atwater and Lambert Hillyer; Story, Lam-
bert Hillyer and J. R. Bren; Cameraman,
John Stumar; Editor, James Sweeney.

DIRECTION, Adequate. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Kuykendall to Address Meet
of Ark.-Miss.-Tenn. MPTO

(Continued from Page 1)

Tennessee, to be held here next Sun-
day and Monday, will be Ed Kuyken-
dall, MPTOA prexy, A. K. King,
president of Mississippi Theater
Owners, and Lawrence J. O'Donnell
of the Interstate Circuit of Dallas.
Others who will attend include John
H. Harris of Pittsburgh, president
of the Variety Clubs of America,
and Sam Moscow of Columbia Pic-
tures.

The sessions will be held at the
Variety Club's rooms at the Hotel
Gayoso. Registration will start Sun-
day morning, followed by screen-
ings at the Grand Theater. Badges
will admit all those registered to any
Memphis theater in the afternoon.

Business session opens Monday
morning at which report of officers

will be made, committees appointed
and officers for the ensuing year
elected.

The usual complimentary luncheon
will be given Monday noon through
the courtesy of the theater managers
of Memphis. Peerless Poster Ex-
change, National Theater Supply
Co., National Screen Service, Inc.,

Film Transit, Inc., and Malco The-
aters, Inc.

An open golf tournament will be
held Monday afternoon at 1:30 at

the Memphis Country Club.

The session will end with a dinner
dance Monday evening. M. A. Light-
man was responsible forthe arrange-
ments for the convention.
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'Mademoiselle Ma
Mere"

with Danielle Darrieux, Alerme

J. H. Hoffberg 77 mins.

WITTY AND AMUSING COMEDY
WITH EXPERT CAST MAKES FILM ONE
OF BEST FRENCH IMPORTS.

W trv in the Gallic manner, this film if

one of the best of the French imports to be

seen here and it should highly entertain

adult audiences. It is complemented with

a complete set of English titles for

the benefit of those who don't under-

stand French, but in this case the action

is sufficient in itself to get the story across.

Danielle Darrieux, Alerme, Pierre Bresseur,

Pascali and a competent supporting c3St

carry the action with good results. Miss

Darrieux in a fit of pique marries

Alerme, an aging and rotund gentleman.

However, Bresseur, his son, was an unknown
quantity when the marriage took place and

Danielle finds him young and handsome.
The marriage in name only is soon straight-

ened out in order to smooth a path for true

love, but not before numerous and hilarious

incidents have been unfolded on the screen.

Cast: Danielle Darrieux, Alerme, Marcel

Simon, Pierre Brasseur, Pascali, Robert

Arnoux, Larquey.

CREDITS: Regina Films Production; Di-

rector, Henri Decoin. Presented at the

55th St. Playhouse with French dialogue

and English titles.

DIRECTION, Deft. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

"A Brivele der
Mamen"

(A Letter to Your Mother)

with Lucy Gehrman, Max Bozyk,

Alexander Stein

Sphinx Films 106 Mins.

HEAVY DRAMA CAPABLY PERFORMED
AND PROJECTED TO SCREEN WILL AP-
PEAL TO YIDDISH FANS.

Typical of heavy Yiddish drama, this pic-

ture uses a successive number of discourag-

ing incidents to build up the theme. Pic-

ture is timely right now with its post-

war refugee problem. Lucy Gehrman handles

the principal role efficiently and she is cap-

ably supported by a good cast. Max Bozyk

interjects a number of comedy touches in

the film to lighten it up. The story in

brief: Miss Gehrman is deserted by her hus-

band, tormented by a daughter's sins, and

by the loss of her two sons.

CAST: Lucy Gehrman, Max Bozyk, Alex-

ander Stein, Chane Levin, Gertrude Bulman,

Icchok Grudberg, Irving Bruner, Edmund
Zayenda, Misha Gehrman, Simche Fostel.

CREDITS: Produced and Directed by Jo-

seph Green. Presented at the Belmont The-
ater with Yiddish dialogue and English titles.

DIRECTION, O.K. PHOTOGRAPHY, Good.

'Betrayal'
with Suzy Prim, Pierre Richard-Wilm

World Pictures 85 Mins.

ELABORATE HISTORICAL ROMANCE
PRESENTS EPISODE IN LIFE OF CATH-
ERINE THE GREAT.

Partly fictional, this French film portrays

an episode in the life of Catherine the

Great of Russia. The production is elab-

orate and sweeping, but there is a lack of

humor and color. The principal characters

are able, and the direction of Fedor Ozep is

adequate. Story concerns the attempt of

Catherine, Suzy Prim, to foil a plot against

her being hatched in Italy. Pierre Richard-

Wilm, Catherine's favorite, is dispatched to

Italy on the mission but he falls in love

with one of the plotters, Annie Vernay. It

ends on a tragic note when Miss Vernay

is trapped by Catherine, and Wilm, after

confessing his love, dies with her.

CAST: Suzy Prim, Pierre Richard-Wilm,

Anne Vernay, Roger Ksrl.

CREDITS: Producer, S. Nebenzahl; Direc-

tor, Fedor Ozep. Presented at the Little

Carnegie Playhouse with French dialogue

and English titles.

DIRECTION, Adequate. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

"Fehervari Huszarok"
(Seven Roses)

with Antal Pager, Maria Egry

Danubia Pictures 72 Mins.

MIXTURE OF ROMANCE AND MUSIC
WILL APPEAL TO HUNGARIAN AUDI-
ENCES.

A pleasing little picture by all standards,

this Hungarian release, however, has no

value for audiences outside of its own
sphere, as it lacks English titles. The play-

ers are capable, and the story moves briskly

along from start to finish with the proper

amount of music and comedy to please.

Story concerns Antal Pager's love for Maria

Egry. His horse crushes seven roses in her

garden and she sets him to the task of

bringing her seven roses at the rate of one

a day from seven different villages. Several

attempts are made to prevent him from

meeting his end of the bargain, but who
can stop a dashing Hungarian Hussar when
he is making love?

CAST: Antal Pager, Maria Egry, Julius

Kabcs, Liii Berky, L. B. Kopeczi, Piri Peery.

CREDITS: Kino Film Production; Direc-

tor, Martin Keleti. Presented at the Mod-
ern Playhouse with Hungarian dialogue and

no English titles.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
0. K.

Para.'s "Blue Danube" Ready
The first of Paramount's Three

Symphonic shorts for the 1939-40

season, "The Blue Danube Waltz"

has been completed and is scheduled

for national release on Sept. 29, Lou
Diamond, head of Paramount's short

subject department, said yesterday.

Frederic Feher and The National

Philharmonic Orchestra of U.S.A.

to interpret the Strauss composition

* SHORTS *

"Nevada Unlimited"
RKO Pathe News 9 mins.

Interesting Short
Nevada, all 100,000 square miles

of this great Western state, provide
the scenic background for this short.

The vast resources of the state come
in for explanation and we see a num-
ber of the old ghost towns that
sprang up in the boom days, but are
now deserted landmarks. An inter-

esting sequence shows the workings
of a great copper mine. Reno and
Carson City share the spotlight and
Boulder Dam is also shown. Frederic
Ullman, Jr., produced and Frank
Donovan was the supervisor.

"Information Please"

RKO Pathe News 10 mins.
Good Entertainment

-Here is a short that is not only
entertaining, but is extremely time-
ly. "Information Please" and its

redoubtable experts have gained a
huge air following who will go to

theaters to seem them in action in

the flesh. Shephered by master of

ceremonies Clifton Fadiman, John
Kieran, scar Levant, Franklin P.

Adams and Rex Stout wrestle with
a set of brain twisters in the short.

There are plenty of laughs and the
questions are all interesting. Short
should entertain all types of audi-
ences as it is highly diverse in sub-
ject matter. Frederic Ullman, Jr.,

produced and Frank Donovan gets
credit as the supervisor.

"Gun Play"

RKO Pathe News 9 mins.
Corking Sport Reel

Interesting to everybody who is

outdoor minded is the subject of

shooting, and shooting is shown in

this reel at its best. Expert gunners
demonstrate their marksmanship on
clay pigeons at an upstate shooting
club. The trap layouts are particu-
larly ingenious, with the different

pigeon blinds set all over the pre-
serve under conditions that most
closely simulate natural hunting
country of different types of birds.

There is a quail shoot, a woodcock
shoot, and also ones for grouse,
doves and several other game birds.

The gunners demonstrate in each one
of the different blinds and wind up
on the skeet shoot range. Frederic
Ullman, Jr., produced and Frank
Donovan was the supervisor.

Two Ark. Houses Sold

Siloam Springs, Ark.—Clyde T.

Killebrew, owner of the Rialto and
Grand theaters has sold his inter-

ests to a Mr. Rook of Tecumseh,
Okla., it is announced. The the-

aters are said to have been sold

for $50,000. The new owner will

take charge Oct. 1.

AUGUST ADMISH TAXES

SHOW $88,405 JUMP

(Continued from Page 1)

425,062.88 for August, 1938. The
August collection is $20,781.65 less

than the $1,534,249.77 figure for.

July, 1939, however.
Broadway figures likewise show

a gain compared to August, 1938
and a drop compared to the prev-
ious month. Broadway collection

for August, 1939, was reported at

$336,191.27 compared to $282,512.90
for the same month of 1938 for a

gain of $53,678.37. The July, 1939,

Broadway collection of $397,415.64
was $61,224.37 more than the Aug-
ust amount.

Al Adams Leaves Republic

Advertising Post Saturday

(Continued from Page 1)

who will take over the department
was issued yesterday by the com-
pany, but Film Row reports were to

to the effect that Dave Whalen and
Charles Jones, both with Republic's
current promotional forces, will fill

the vacancy.
Adams has been prominently iden-

tified with industry's merchandising
activities for a long span, having
been on the staff of Paramount-
Publix Corp. for 10 years and with
UA for three.

FOR TOP SPEED
nus

CONVENIENCE
...PH0NC

Railway Express
Whatever you have to ship—news reels,

feature films, "props "—anything — just

call RAILWAY EXPRESS, and presto

they're there, delivered and receipted!

It's one, complete, day and night top-

speed shipping service for the entire film

trade. So extra charge for convenient pick-

up and delivery in a'.l cities and principal

towns. Low rates also include receipts

and $50 insurance. For super-speed on

rush deliveries use 3-mile-a-minute AIR
EXPRESS — 2500 miles overnight! Ar-

range regular shipping schedules with

your local RAILWAY EXPRESS agent

today, or. whenever you have anything

to send.

1 839 ... A Century ofSe .. 1939

RAILWAYAEXPRE SS

See our exhibits at the two great Fairs.'
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THIRD QUARTER NET

OF CFI AT $232

(Continued from Page 1)

Yates. This is equivalent to 58
cents per share on the 400,000 out-
standing- shares of $2 preferred
stock. For the third quarter last

year, Consolidated's net income was
$218,763, or 54 cents per share.

A net income for the months of
July and August, after depreciation
and normal Federal taxes, was re-

ported yesterday at $151,416.

Yates, who recently returned from
an extended European tour, said
that in his opinion the adverse ef-

fect of the foreign situation on the
motion picture industry would be off-

set in a measure by the steps which
are now under way to curtail over-
head.

"The increasing employment and
rising national income accompanying
the wartime acceleration of business
in this country," he said, "should
reflect itself in increased theater at-

tendance during the 1939-40 season
and prove an important offsetting

factor."

Further progress for Republic, in

which Consolidated has a substan-
tial interest, was forecast by Yates,
who added that further expansion
of Consolidated's business was being
worked out.

Kemper Sells Theaters
Shelby, O.—R. T. Kemper has no-

tified exchanges that he has disposed
of his holdings in the Kemper The-
aters, Inc., operating the Crest at

Crestline and the State and Opera
House, Shelby. Tom Gregory is now
booking the Kermer houses. Kem-
per is affiliated with the Cen-
tury Theatrical Enterprises, Inc. of

Buffalo.

Pfotenhauer to Pueblo
Oklahoma City—B. H. "Bob" Pfo-

tenhauer, manager of the State The-
ater here, has resigned to accept a
position as manager of Westland
Theaters, Inc.. new Chief theater in

Pueblo, Colo., set to open Sept. 22.

His successor has not as yet been
announced by T. B. Noble, Jr., man-

Testimonial for Machat
Chicago—Lou Machat, manager

of B & K's Maryland theater is

celebrating his thirtieth anniversary
in show business. The merchants of

the district, where the house is lo-

cated will tender a dinner. Ex-
ecutives of B & K will attend.

From Pix to Cattle
Little Rock, Ark.—Semi-annual Fall

convention of the Arkansas ITO will be
held here Oct. 15-16, it was announced
following a meeting of the board of
directors. O. G. Wren, president, stated
this date was set in order to give dele-
gates an opportunity to attend the sec-
ond annual Arkansas Livestock Show in

North Little Rock, Oct. 16-22.

Two Film Industry Threats
. . . tvur and regulation are related

(Continued from Page 1)

industry but as well for those who profess to see in government regulation a trade

cure-all.

The shortest avenue to government regulation is war. Still in its knee pants,

this industry had a taste of what war-time regulation can mean, back in 1917 and
1918. But it was only a taste—merely a single sip from the spoon. Witness the

regulations under which the British and French industries—both in democracies

—

today are operating.

o

XA/AR in Europe is costly in lost business, but the industry already, fortunately,
" ™ has given evidence of its ability to cope with that problem. American par-

ticipation in the war, however, would cost this industry more than dollars. The
implication is plain in these Haysian words:

"The people of this nation, who, in the last analysis, are trustees for the motion

picture as an institution, should not forget that wherever, as in Germany and Russia,

the heavy hand of government has come to dominate it, the motion picture as art has

withered. Little indeed has remained except crude, crass propaganda."

Certainly, the stake of the indie here is as great as the stake of the producer,

the distributor and circuit affiliate.

As a prelude to his clarion call, "keep this country out of war," the MPPDA
prexy stressed, "The American motion picture is distinctly the product of freedom,

which encourages initiative, industry and art." It is all that.... and it is, as well,

the product of peace. Not war but peace brought this industry to its present enviable

position. And all of its aims are dependent upon peace for its further growth and

prosperity, at home and abroad.

It is well to bear this in mind for today there is far too much talk heard that

American participation in the war is "inevitable." Concerning that the Wall Street

Journal editorially aptly says, "It may or may not be the fault of self-interested

propaganda; in any case it is a weakness of the spirit which points to a surrender

in advance of any will on our part to manage our own affairs. It is a completely false

apprehension of the realities of our situation."

^"* ETTING back specifically to Government regulation for a final paragraph, there'sO plenty of pertinent "punch" in the Hays reminders that "the burden of proof

should always rest upon those who would extend government control over any aspect

of private business" and that "the power of the government should never be used

to enable one citizen to exoloit another, or to give one branch of an industry

undue advantage over another."

Those who presumably feel otherwise may not realize it, but government control

and government partisanship are double-edged weapons.

Fine Arts-GN Deal Said

Unaffected by RKO Pact

(Continued from Page 1)

Arts deal with Grand National. It

was pointed out yesterday by both

Warner and E. W. Hammons, GN
president, that when the latter com-
pany's refinancing setup has been

completed, a production-distribution

contract between Fine Arts and
Grand National is likely to be

signed.

It is understood that Warner is

ready to produce 26 pictures for

Grand National when the Hammons
organization is prepared to handle

their distribution. This depends on

the completion of current financing

deals which are reported to be near
the closing stage.

To Preview "Middletons"
"The Middleton Family at the

New York World's Fair," feature-
length Technicolor commercial pix,
just completed by Audio Produc-
tions, will be previewed at the
Waldorf-Astoria for the advertis-
ing- trades and the press. Pix, a
falkie, was directed by Robert R.
Snody of the Fuller '& Smith &
Ross agency^

Smalley Circuit Rebuilds

St. Johnsville Theater

Cooperstown, N. Y.—Smalley Cir-

cuit, which improved the Coopers-

town Theater here at a cost of $25,-

000 and the Delhi at Delhi at a cost

of $22,000, is now reconstructing; the

St. Johnsville Theater, St. Johns-

ville. The theater wil be rebuilt en-

tirely with the exception of the four
walls. The stage wil be torn out
and the theater extended 20 feet.

A new marquee, lobby, seats and all

modern appointments are scheduled.
The total cost will be approximately
$18,000.

Dave Charnas to Coast
Cleveland—Dave Charnas, brother

of Harry Charnas, has resigned as
shipper for Big Feature Rights and
has gone to California where he has
a motion picture connection. Hil-

lard Levy, formerly of RKO suc-
ceeds Charnas at Big Feature
Rights.

To Film Pix in Georgia
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Para, is sending a

company of 200 next month to Al-
bany, Ga., to film "The Biscuit
Eater," James Street's Satevepost
story. Stuart Heisler will direct.

SURVEY SHOWS FILMS

KIDS' FIRST CHOICE

(Continued from Page 1)

America, weekly news magazine foi

youngsters, and covered marketing
areas which account for 55.2 pei
cent of U. S. retail sales. Co-operat-
ing in it were 51 elementary and
iunior high schools and 50 national-
ly known companies. a-

t

Two out of five voted in fawH- of

films, while sports, second choice,
°'ot the ballots of only one out of
four.

Polled on favorite pix, "Boys'
Town" led with a 15.6 per cent
tally. "Gunga Din" was the best
liked by 11.5 per cent, "Jesse James"
by 9.8 per cent. Other favorites
were "Robin Hood," "Dawn Patrol,"
"Snow White," "Kentucky," "Marie
Antoinette." "You Can't Take It

With You," and "Tom Sawyer."
Tyrone Power is the idol of 10.1

per cent, and Richard Greene and
Errol Flynn rate second with 8.9

per cent. Mickey Rooney is fourth
with 7.4 per cent, Spencer Tracy is

fifth with 5.4 per cent. Then come
Deanna Durbin, 3.3 per cent, Sonja
Henie, 3.1 per cent, Clark Gable,
2.2 per cent, Jeanette McDonald,
1.9 per cent, and Nelson Eddy, 1.6

per cent.

Copies of the survey can be ob-
tained from "Young America." 32
East 57th Street, New York City.

"Rangle River" Deal Closed
Deal has been closed by Pat

Garyn. southwestern district man-
ager for J. H. Hoffberg, with the
Griffith circuit to play "Rangle
River." Film is an Australian pro-
duction being distributed here by
Hoffberg.

Pocahontas House Debuts
Pocahontas, la.—Jack Bouma has

opened the new Rialto theater at
Pocahontas. It is a 432-seater with
two entrances. The building is 36
by 127 feet, has a terra cotta and
ceramic tiled front of modern de-

sign.

To Attack Bingo Ban
Detroit—Recent ban on Bingo, fol-

lowing statements of Governor Lu-
ren D. Dickinson attacking it, will

be challenged up to the Michigan
Supreme Court, Miss Loretta M.
Gibson, director of Mercy Hall, in-

stitution for destitute cancer pa-
tients, said.

Sitters
St. John, N. B.—More than 3,500

miles away from Europe's battlefront,

this city's pix theaters are feeling the
war at the bo. Blamed is the jittery

feeling engendered by home defense
measures. Talk of the possibility of

German bombers coming over, restrictions

on outside lights and a test blackout
are keeping hundreds close to home.
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Survey of Producers Problems Now Premature-Schenck

PRODUCERS, IATSE CONFER TODAY ON WAGES, HOURS

Erie Anti-Trust Suit Names Majors, Indies, Exhibs.

Action, Charging Conspiracy,

Asks Total Damages
of $425,000

Erie, Pa. — Charging conspiracy
and asking a total of $425,000 dam-
ages, United Exhibitors, Inc., and
Penn State Theater Corp., have filed

an anti-trust suit against the eight

major companies, Republic, Mono-
gram, Erie Amusement Corp., Co-
lonial Amusement Corp. and seven
local theaters.
The action was filed by the trus-

tees of the Maxwell and Sally Kate
Emerman estate, operators of the

State Theater here.

The plaintiffs charge the distrib-

utors with refusing to sell them
(Continued on Page 8)

Joseph iff. Schenck Off for South America
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Joseph M. Schenck. chairman of the board of 20th Century-Fox, left

here today for Mexico and South America where the 20th-Fox organization will make
an intensive drive for business.

ASGAP-NEB. DECISION TREND TOWARD YAUDE

EXPECTED BY NOV, 1 MARKED IN CHI. AREA

WAR WITHOUT EFFECT,

SAYS EASTMAN KODAK

Lincoln, Neb.—Decision in Ascap's
suit against the constitutionality of

Nebraska's statute directed against
its activities within the state, is ex-

pected by Nov. 1. The State closed

its case yesterday and the Court
called for supplementary briefs by
Oct. 6.

Louis Frohlich, for Ascap, con-

tended that the case had developed
only two points: constitutionality

(Continued on Page 3)

Chicago—Trend towards vaude in

this territory is marked, with ex-

hibs. seeing the use of "flesh" this

Fall and Winter hitting a new high
for a period of years.

On the Loop, B & K will alternate
"name" bands at their ace Chicago
theater and State Lake, the popular
run house. They may use vaude-
ville at the Congress, on the north-

( Continued on Page 6)

Rochester — Assurance that the

war in Europe will not cause a short-

age of materials and thus affect op-

erations is given by Eastman Kodak
in notices posted on bulletin boards
throughout the plants of Kodak City.

Recalling conditions prevailing at
(Continued on Page 8)

Newsreels Rush Special

Clips on F. D. R. Talk

Special clips on President Roose-
velt's message to the Congress, per-

sonally read, yesterday were dis-

patched to all accounts last night
by the newsreel companies, who had
shipped their latest releases short

(Continued on Page 8)

Picture Pioneers Fall

Conference on Oct. 20

Diamond Sees War Jumping
Demand for Musical Shorts

Fall Conference of the Picture
Pioneers Inc., will be staged Oct. 20,

by the Executive Committee deter-

mined at a Hotel Astor meeting
yesterday. A statement issued by
Jack Cohn. Chairman, stated that

(Continued on Page 8)

Lou Diamond, head of Paramount's
short subject department, predicts

a bigger market for musical short?
and cartoons as a result of the pres-

ent war in Europe. Diamond base?
his opinion on personal observation?
in theater showing newsreel shots

(Continued on Page 8)

Schenck Counsels Survey of Industry

Problems Await Full Information

"The Women" Clicks
Opening of "The Women" yesterday

at the Capitol, Broadway, was reported

to have been the biggest since Janu-
ary, with the exception of the first day
of "The Wizard of Oz," which included

Mickey Rooney and Judy Garland in per-

son. It was said that yesterday's open-
ing equalled that of "San Francisco"
and "Mutiny on the Bounty."

Dramatists Guild-Majors

Pact Within Five Weeks?

Although no definite agreement
was reached regarding a new pact
to finance play production by the film

companies when the majors' repre-
sentatives met with the Dramatists'
Guild Executive Council this wreek,

it was reported yesterday by a Guild
exec, that "an agreement might be

(Continued on Page 8)

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — In connection with

Samuel Goldwyn's suggestion that a
fact-finding committee be created to

study industry' problems, Joseph M.
Schenck, president of the AMPP,
has sent Goldwvn the following let-

ter:

"I feel that you are entirely cor-

rect in your analysis of the situa-

tion caused by the war in Europe
and that your estimate of losses is

(Continued on Page 3)

Six-Hour Work Calls Among
Demands That IATSE

Will Make
By RALPH WILK

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—With bargaining elec-

tion settled, conferences over wages,
hours and working conditions will

be resumed this afternoon by com-
mittees representing the IATSE and
the producers.
The election [result of which was

exclusively reported in the East yes-
terday by The Film Daily] ended
a vicious campaigning in which IA
branded USTG leaders as commun-
ists, and USTG launched attacks on
George E. Browne, William Bioff,

John S. Gatelee, Frank Stickling and
(Continued on Paae 7)

BONUS FOR PRODUCERS

VOTED BY UA'S BOARD

United Artists board of directors
yesterday acted favorably on declar-
ing a distribution of bonuses this

year to the individual producers in

the company's fold under the formu-
la agreed upon last year which pro-
vides that a share of the companyr 's

earnings be disbursed to each indi-
(Continued on Page 3)

McConville Latin-American

Trip Off; Returning Monday

A change in his plans occasioned
bv the European situation, J. A.
McConville, Columbia's foreign head,
is deferring, temporarily, his Latin-
American survey trip and will re-

turn to New York Monday from
(Continued on Page 8)

LeBaron to Confer
William LeBaron. Paramount's produc-

tion chief, is due in New York tomorrow
morning for product conferences with
home office executives. Effect of pres-
ent war on future product and studio

operations is believed by some to be the
reason for the Eastern visit.
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Frisco Exhibs. Want Coast

Exposition to Run in 1940

San Francisco—The Golden Gate
International Exposition in all prob-
ability will reopen in 1940 for a four
or five months' run.
George Creel, Federal Commis-

sioner to the Fair, has written Presi-
dent Roosevelt urging a Federal ap-
propriation to continue the Federal
participation for another year, and
local and state business interests are
actively campaigning for it, and of-

fering financial aid. The Exposition
Board of Management is favorable.
Managing Director Charles H. Strub
believes that the fair could operate
successfully and profitably for four
or five months.

Local theater executives, too,

would welcome it. This year, it has
brought thousands of tourists into
the city and state, and the theaters
all benefited, according to the exhibs.

and circuit execs.
The European war is regarded as

another factor in favor of continu-
ance There will be little European
travel, diverting tourist business to
this country.

Cinecolor's Reduction

Process Now Available

Boycott of Ascap's 7-Day

Music Festival Averted

Possibility of a union boycott of
Ascap's seven-day music festival,

starting on Oct. 1, was averted yes-
terday following a conference be-
tween Mayor F. H. La Guardia and
executives of the American Federa-
tion of Musicians at which time it

was agreed that the Boston Sym-
phony orchestra, a non-union, or-
ganization, would not appear. It

was reported last night that the New
York Philharmonic orchestra would
replace the Boston orchestra.
Boycott action was threatened by

the musicians' union as every orches-
tra scheduled to play at the festival

is 100 per cent union with exception
of the Boston group. Festival cele-

brates Ascap's 25th anniversary.

Report Kaplan's Hat in Ring

For Local 306 Presidency

Reports were current yesterday
that at the coming Fall elections of
Local 306, opei'ators, Joseph Basson,
incumbent prexy, who will run
again, will be opposed by Sam Kap-
lan, a former officer in the union.
It was said that Kaplan and his fol-

lowers are starting an intensive cam-
paign with letters, postcards and
stickers being used to reach the
union's members.

Pittsburgh Operators

Close With 3 Circuits

Pittsburgh— The IATSE opera-
tors' union here signed a new two-
year contract with the local Warner,
Harris and Loew circuits. Negotia-
tions with the Shea Circuit have not
yet been completed. The stagehands'
union also signed a new one-year
contarct.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Cinecolor's new proc-

ess for making 16 mm. reduction
prints from 35 mm. color negative
is ready, it is announced by A. L.
McCormick, Cinecolor's prexy.

Availability of the new reduction
process is expected to be a boon to
distributors of films to schools,
churches, libraries and institutions
where 16 mm. projectors are the
rule. Cinecolor claims it is able to

deliver sound track as good as black
and white film, color quality same as
standard Cinecolor on 35 mm. film,

and guarantees uniformity of prints.
Uncertainty of getting good sound

in 16 mm. color reductions is said
to have bothered both distributors of
this size film and industrial film
producers as well. Variance be-
tween prints has also been a hazard.

UDT Reorganization Slows
Buying Season in Detroit

Detroit—Local film buying season
is largely at a standstill, with sales-
men generally impatient to conclude
contracts, but all action dependent
upon completion of deals with ma-
jor Detroit theaters. Reorganiza-
tion of United Detroit Theaters cir-

cuit, on withdrawal of George W.
Trendle, is understood to be a cause
of delay in signing on the part of
this principal local circuit. Co-Op-
erative Theaters, with the bulk of
larger independents, has also de-
layed. Subsequent-run houses have
been held up in their deals by the
leaders, of course.

Interstate Deal Completed,
Grainger Flies to Chicago

Chicago—James R. Grainger, pres-
ident and general manager of dis-
tribution of Republic, arrived here
last night by plane from Dallas
where he closed a product deal with
the Interstate circuit.

While here Grainger will complete
deals with Warners and the Essaness
circuit.

He stated that the business out-
look was improving.

George French to Manage
Providence Albee Theater

Boston — Appointment of George
French, who for many years was
manager of Keith's Memorial The-
ater here, to the management of the
RKO Albee Theater, Providence, was
announced yesterday. French re-
places Harry McDonald, who is now
RKO division manager. William Mc-
Court has been acting manager in
Providence since the Albee opened.
French has been out of the theater

business for the last two years.

Penn, Titusville, Bows In

Pittsburgh — Warners new 750-
seat Penn Theater in Titusville
opened yesterday with a gala premi-
ere.

com ino RDD G0MG

JOSEPH M. SCHENCK left Hollywood last
night for Mexico and South America.

WILLIAM LEBARON, Paramount's managing
director of production, is scheduled to arrive
in New York today for home office confabs.

ROY HAINES, Eastern and Canadia^w iles
manager for Warners, left last night fy Buf-
falo for a short stay. He was accompanied
by CHARLES RICH, Buffalo branch manager,
who was in New York for conferences with
home office execs.

JACOB KARP, Paramount attorney on the
Coast, arrives here today for a six weeks' stay
on business.

RICHARD THORPE, Metro director, and MRS.
THORPE, have returned to Hollywood.

CHICO MARX and his wife arrive here Mon-
day from Hollywood.

BETTY KERN arrives here next week from
the Coast.

HENRY BLANKENHORN, head of Cosmocolor,
flew to the Coast yesterday on TWA's Sky
Chief.

FRANKLYN WARNER arrives in Hollywood
this morning from New York.

HERBERT WILCOX and ANNA NEACLE have
arrived in New York.

T. C. McELROY, Oregon exhib., H. SHAPIRO,
Pa. exhib., E. ROCHEFORT, Quebec exhib., MRS.
JOHN ANTON, Pennsylvania exhib., W. BER-
NARD DEMING, Ohio exhib., and P. SCHRAM,
Michigan exhib., were visitors this week at the
RKO Lounge.

PAUL MUNI arrives in New York today from
Hollywood to appear in a stage play.

EDMUND COULDING is scheduled to arrive
here this morning from the Coast.

MAUREEN O'HARA has cancelled her return
trip to England at this time, remaining on the
Coast to do several more pictures.

HARRY GOLD left last night for Fort Worth,
Texas.

HERMAN BLUM, treasurer of National Allied,

was a visitor yesterday at the RKO Lounge.

JACKIE COOGAN is at the Warwick.

TAYLOR CALDWELL, author of "Dynasty of
Death," left her Buffalo home yesterday for

Hollywood to work on the screenplay of the
book. Walter Wanger is producing the picture.

CHARLES GENTRY, film editor of the Detroit
Times, has returned to that city after a Euro-
pean trip.

J. A. McCONVILLE, Columbia foreign head,
returns from Havana on Monday.

JACK SEGAL and ARNOLD PICKER, Columbia
home office foreign department execs., arrive

in New York Monday from Cuba.

Best wishes from THE FILM DAILY
to the following on their birthdays:

SEPTEMBER 22

Eric von Stroheim Carlyle R. Robinson
Eleanor Marshall

SEPTEMBER 23

Albert Lewin Martin Van Praag

SEPTEMBER 24

Winfield R. Sheehan Julia Faye

A. L. Rockett Harvey B. Day
Ben Blake
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BONUS FOR PRODUCERS

VOTED BY UA'S BOARD

(Continued from Page 1)

vidual producer, it was learned fol-

lowing the huddle.
T^r meeting was described as be-

ing instructive, with a thorough
discussion of effects of the European
war. Plans of Alexander Korda are
unchanged, it was said, with Korda
now working on a picture about the
English air force which is in fea-
ture length and will in all probability
be distributed here. It had previous-
ly been understood that the air pic-

ture Korda was producing was a
propaganda short.

Presence of Joseph Rosenberg in

New York at this time was said to

have no significance regarding UA
financing. It was asserted that no
changes will be made in the UA pro-
ducers' programs and all financing
arrangements are set.

Expect Decision by Nov. 1

In the Ascap-Nebraska Suit

(Continued from Page 1)

and monopoly. He asserted that it

was not satisfactorily proven by the

State that monopoly existed, nor that

the Nebraska Legislature was within

its rights in passing a law which
renounced property rights guaran-
teed by the copyright law passed by
Congress.

Frohlich also said tht Ascap's 25

years in business rated it a cer-

tificate of character, especially when
all members, by deposition and in

person, testified the Society fur-

nished the easiest, simplest and

;

cheapest method of collecting per-

formance rights. He further said i

that the Nebraska statute asks the

fixing of a price for all uses when

!

a musical composition is published,
j

and which asks composer-publisher

to look 56 years, the term of copy-

right life, into the future and quote

prices for developments which have
not been made, such as television.

Ascap, he said, had done more to

foster entertainment than anything
else in the United States.

William Hotz, for the State,

branded Ascap an unfair competitor,

price fixer and a monopoly controll-

ing 90 per cent of usable music. He
said that Ascap members were forced

into higher classification by Ascap's

insistence to networks that certain

members' music be given plentiful

airshots and air credits, and then
guaranteeing the composer-publisher

a higher rating. He also stated that

three or four cents added to the

sheet music price collected by the

publisher would bring in as much
money as the Ascap source.

Detroit B. O. Better
Detroit—Decided business pickup is

noted by almost all local exhibitors.

Cooler weather and closing of local

amusement parks for the season were
factors.

WlTti PHIL M. DALY;

• • • OUT of Halifax and flush on this department's delirious-

looking desk top bounced a dispatch yesterday which be-

longs properly in the file under the heading Believe It Or Not

On Aug. 4. 1914, the date of the World War's declaration Franklin

& Herschorn launching a circuit of pix theaters in the Maritime

Provinces leased the Nickel Theater in Halifax from the Keith-Albee

camp which had established it about eight years previously

The name was changed to the Family Theater by the lessees

• • • NOW then! On September 3, 1939, by gosh

the very day on which the present war was declared Frank-
lin & Herschorn bought the Family Theater from RKO, successor

of the Keith-Albee- camp The rest of the story tells that. . .

.

since the time of having leased the house F & H have oper-

ated it continuously and have built the Dundas and Mayfair

in Dartmouth across Halifax harbor have taken over

the Community in Halifax acquired the Community, Yar-
mouth built the Mayfair and Regent in St. John, N. B
and closed the Royal in Dartmouth, after opening the Mayfair. . .

.

• • • OVER in London famous Wardour St which cor-

responds to and, under normal conditions, frequently with New
York's Film Row has been silent as to why so-called skeleton

staffs are in some instances still functioning in pix offices along

the thoroughfare despite the general evacuation in favor of subur-

ban safety But most of the U. S. branches on Wardour have hied

off to hide away from a possible "rain of terror" from the skies

Columbia is one of the companies reported as still maintaining

a skeleton staff a brave stand Too, Paramount's publicity

department is rumored to be sticking close to the urban scene by

operating out of the Plaza Theater Para.'s pet U.K. house

The publicity boys have proved they can dish it out and that's

pretty good indication that they can "take it" just as well

T T
• • • WORD was dropped to this department yesterday

that two major company branches had actually moved back to

Wardour St from their precautionary "exile" in the suburbs

but in most cases the others will stick in the sticks

As far as is actually known the majors' addresses currently

are 20th-Fox, Wembley studios GFD (Universal's repre-

sentatives), Sydmonton Court, Newbury, Berks Columbia's

main personnel body, Wadhurst Castle, Wadhurst, Sussex, and
despatch handled from Denham Laboratories, Denham, Bucks
M-G-M, Scotsbridge Mill, Scots Hill, Rickmansworth Para-

mount, Pinks, Shenley, Herts RKO Radio, Imperial Studios,

Boreham Wood Warners, Teddington and UA have "al-

ternative accommodation" at Eaglehurst, Orch Hill Ave., Gerrards

Cross

T
• • • IT being an old newspaper custom the boys covering

the studio workers bargaining agency election on the Coast Wed-
nesday got up a pool on the result And did this sheet's Ralph

Wilk crash through to win! Ralph jotted down that the IATSE

would win by a 4,600 vote The actual tally for the IA was 4,460

That's calling 'em

« « « » » »

SCHENCK URGES DELAY

ON PROBLEM SURVEY

(Continued from Page 1)

conservative. I am sure that all

producers are agreed that quality

of production must not be impaired

and that the first requirement will

be to give the public the very best

in pictures. Nothing must be per-

mitted to weaken that requirement.

"However, it is my belief that

your suggestion for the creation of a

fact-finding committee is somewhat
premature. The extent of losses in

revenue is not sufficiently apparent

to permit setting of definite policies.

Restrictive measures based on what
a joint committee would determine

at this time would not be accurate.

When the necessary facts concerning
foreign business are definitely and
conclusively established we could
proceed along the line of your sug-
gestion with a little assurance that
anything that might be decided now
would not be completely overturned
in the light of future developments.
For that reason I am counseling that
we wait until all the necessary in-

formation is at hand."

Hajos Coming to New York

on Shorts, Inc.; Releasing

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood-—Shorts, Inc. has com-

pleted "Ain't Love Grand," "Trial of

Eileen Ballew," "Secret of Double
Doors," "Crime Doesn't Pay," first

four subjects in a series of one-reel

"Melody Puzzles" to be used by ex-

hibitors for contest purposes. The
subjects were directed by Reginald
Le Borg.

Karl Hajos of Shorts, Inc., leaves
tomorrow for New York to work on
distribution plans.

Balsly Named Manager
of New Altoona House

Pittsburgh—R. Allison, who oper-
ates the Rivoli Theater Circuit, has
appointed Lee D. Balsly manager of
his new theater in the Llyswen resi-

dential district of Altoona, now un-
der construction and which is to open
in the near future. Balsly has had
varied experience in the motion pic-

ture industry, with which he has
been connected for the past 31 years,

having recently resigned as national
ad sales manager for 20th Century-
Fox.

$3.30 Premiere
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Warners has adopted a

$3.30 top price scale for the world -pre-

miere of "The Private Lives of Elizabeth

and Essex" at Warner's Beverly Hills

theater on Wednesday night. Other
sears will be priced at $2.20 and $1.65.
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Jackie Cooper • Betty Field in f

A Paramount Picture with JOHN HOWARD • JANICE LOGAN • LIONEL STAr-

Screen Play by Charles Brackett and Billy Wildeis
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WHAT A LIFE

'A grand show . . . boxoffice

success. Betty Field delightful

. makes definite niche for

herself!" —Hollywood Reporter

amount's

HAT A LIFE

:eptionally fine, youthful

antic comedy. Film cap-

's spirit of the radio char-

ir!" —Joe Blair, Hollywood

Motion Picture Review

Paramount's

WHAT A LIFE
"Hilarious comedy. Sure-fire

J

entertainment for man, wo-

man and child. The most

legitimate American school

picture yet made!"
—Hollywood Variety

Paramount's

WHAT A LIFE
"A natural in picture enter-

tainment, content and exploit-

ability!" —Box Office

Paramount's
uWHAT A LIFE
"Really swell entertainment

for the whole family!"

—Erskine Johnson,

Los Angeles Examiner

»»

W
Paramount's

WHAT A LIFE
"Best picture of American

school life to hit the screen.

From every angle, this is the

type of comedy exhibitors will

like!" — Pacific Coas t Showman

Paramount's

WHAT A LIFE
"A grand picture. They almost

had to get out the riot squad,

because kids young and old

laughed so you couldn't hear

the lines!" —Los Angeles Times

»»

HAT A LIFE11 The Adventures of Henry Aldrich

. . . Radio's Hard-Luck Kid!

\\> HEDDA HOPPER • Produced and Directed by JAY THEODORE REED

ased on the Play by Clifford Goldsmith
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BELGIAN EMERGENCY REVIEWS Of 116111 flLfllS
OVER, HOUSES OPEN

Brussels (Delayed) — Theaters

which were closed throughout Bel-

gium due to the war emergency,

have reopened, but the hours al-

lowed for the presentation of pic-

ture shows have been shortened.

Theaters now open at 11 a.m. and

close promptly at 10 p.m.

Attendance figures are rapidly re-

turning to a normal basis here.

Only difficulties encountered in the

film business to date have been

caused by delay in delivery of prints

from other countries as a realign-

ment of shipping schedules has been

necessary.

Normandie theater, new luxury
house, had its formal opening as
soon as the emergency period ter-

minated, playing the Columbia pic-

ture "Only Angels Have Wings" and
the March of Time Maginot Line
subject.

Boyett Will Build

Dallas—Corgan & Moore, archi-
tects, are working on plans for a
625-seat theater at College Station,
to be erected by A. F. Boyett. Front
will be of stucco, topped by a high
tower. The 140x40-ft. structure, on
a corner lot, will be air canditioned.
All seats will be on one floor.

"Refugee Ship" for Record
Record Picture announced yester-

day that negotiations are about to

be closed for the production of an
original story by Nell Shipman, en-
titled "Refugee Ship." The plight
of the SS Saint Louis, the sinking
of the Athenia and rescue by the
SS City of Flint are highlights.

New House for Roxana
Roxana, 111.—Albert Crishlow of

Alton plans the early erection of a
film theater in this city. Plans and
specifications for the project have
been prepared by 0. W. Stiegemeyer,
architect, 4412 Lindell Blvd., St.

Louis, Mo.

B'G^®
NEWS |P||b?
AS SEEN BY J|j bl^SST^'
THE PRESS IV N^l-j' .J-
ACENT ^* ^Ly

Boston—Carolyn Lee, aged 4, who
makes her screen debut in Paramount's
' Honeymoon in Bali," amazed Prof. War-
ren T. Powell of Boston University, by
passing with flying colors child mental-
ity tests designed by his student counsel-

ing department for children twice her

age.

"Quick Millions"
with Jed Prouty, Spring Byington, Eddie

Collins

20rh-Fox 61 Mins.

ENTERTAINING "JONES FAMILY" RE-
LEASE WILL APPEAL TO THE FAMILY
TRADE.

Returning from their trip to Hollywood,
the Joneses immediately leave for Arizona
when they get a telegram that they have
been left a mine by Jed Prouty's uncle.

Ali members of the family are seen in this

one, Jed Prouty, Ken Howell, Spring Bying-

ton, George Ernest, June Carlson, Florence

Roberts and Billy Mahan. In addition, come-
dian Eddie Collins gives the picture a sub-
stantial boost with his antics as a lawyer,

guide, etc. in Arizona. The family ar-

rives at the old mine with Collins assuring

them everything is all right. However, a

bank robber and his gang are hiding out
in the country, and without the knowledge
of the family, they are in a concealed cellar.

An immediate combing of the mine for

gold is started, but a member of the gang
posing as a geologist, convinces Prouty that

there is no gold to be found. However,
the boys discover a nugget and prevent the

sale. The nugget came from a watch chain,

but it starts the gang into action, and after

a wild and hectic finish, with Prouty locked

up mistakenly as a member of the gang, the

desperados are rounded up and he gets the

reward money.

CAST: Jed Prouty, Spring Byington, Ken
Howell, George Ernest, June Carlson, Flo-

rence Roberts, Billy Mahan, Eddie Collins,

Robert Shaw, Helen Ericson, Marvin
Stephens, Paul Hurst, John T. Murray, Peter

Lynn, Horace MacMahon.

CREDITS: Associate Producer, John Stone;

Director, Malcolm St. Clair; Screenplay,

Joseph Hoffman and Stanley Rauh; Original

Story, Buster Keaton and Joseph Hoffman;
Cameraman, Lucien Andriot; Editor, Harry

Reynolds.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Four Warner Managers
in Albany Zone Shifted

Albany — Four shifts in Warner
house managers are announced by
Moe Silver, zone manager, and Ralph
Crebill, district manager.
Al Newhall goes from the Steuben,

Hornell, to the Palace, Jamestown;
Al Beckerwith leaves the Palace,
Jamestown, to manage the Haven,
Olean. Bill Leggiero moves from
the Keeney, Elmira, to the Steuben,
Hornell, and L. N. Westfall moves
from The Haven, Olean, to the
Keeney, Elmira.

Resuming Book Reviews
Cleveland, O. — Warners' Colony

Theater, de luxe neighborhood house
located in the Shaker Square exclu-
sive residential district, Oct. 4 will

resume its series of weekly book re-

views matinees which were inter-

rupted in the Summer. The program
opens with a review by Mrs. Dorothy
Fuldeim of "Prince Imperial," writ-
ten by Katherine John.

"Calling All Marines"
with Donald Barry, Robert Kent, Warren

Hymer
Republic 66 Mins.

SERVICE STORY HAS ENOUGH PUNCH
TO PUT IT OVER WITH THE POP TRADE.

Although the story of the hard-boiled

crook who becomes a new man when he
joins the U. S. service—the Marines in this

case—is familiar, several twists have been
injected that make it okay for the nabe
trade. Donald Barry portrays with vigor

the crook who reforms. Warren Hymer is

well cast as his crook pal, and Robert Kent
upholds the tradition of the service as a

Marine officer. Helen Mack is the roman-
tic interest. Barry is forced to join the

Marines by his gang chief in order to steal

plans of a new bombing plane from the

Marine test laboratory. Barry is cordially

disliked, but after saving Kent from a fire

on a ship, he wins some respect and friend-

ship from his brother devil-dogs. He steals

the plans and hides them in the butt of his

rifle. Later, he is convinced he is making
a mistake and asks Kent to destroy them
as he is unable to return to the barracks

at that time. Barry and Kent are both
caught, but after an exciting jail break,

Barry stymies the gang's efforts to get away
with the model bombing plane, and he and
Kent are exonerated.

CAST: Donald Barry, Helen Mack, War-
ren Hymer, Robert Kent, Cy Kendall, Leon
Ames, Selmer Jackson, Janet McLeay, Wal-
ter McGrail, Jay Novello, George Chandler.

CREDITS: Associate Producer, Armand
Schaefer; Director, John H. Auer; Screen-

play, Earl Felton; Story, Harrison Carter;

Cameraman, Ernest Miller; Editor, Ernest

Nims.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

TREND TOWARD VAUDE

MARKED IN CHI. AREA

(Continued from Page 1)

west side and the Norshore on the
far north side.

The Great States circuit will use
flesh acts, "name" bands andf gher
outstanding features in several of
their key spots down state, including
Peoria, Joliet, Rockford, Springfield,

Danville and other nearby cities.

The Warner circuit is using sev-
eral acts weekly at the Stratford
theater on the south side and may
try out special numbers, from time
to time, in other houses.

Jones, Linick & Schaefer will con-
tinue to push "name" acts and shows,
like the Bon Air unit, now at the
Oriental.

The Kedzie theater and several
indies on the west side, use discov-

ery shows over the week-end. Other
houses on the southside, are trying
the same formula.

Station WLS, with its large num-
ber of sustaining acts, books these
into independent and circuit houses
from time to time throughout the

Chicago territory.

Both NBC and CBS artist bu-
reaus, are booking radio stars into

territorial pix houses.

"Hollywood Cavalcade's"

N. Y. Trade Show Oct. 3

Twentieth Century-Fox announced
yesterday that the trade preview of
"Hollywood Cavalcade" would be
held at the Ziegfeld Theater on the
morning of Oct. 3.

Druggists to See "Passage"
White Sulphur Springs, West Va.

—First public screening of the Par-
amount screen version of "Disputed
Passage" starring Dorothy Lamour,
Akim Tamiroff and John Howard,
will be held here tomorrow night at
the annual convention of the Na-
tional Wholesale Druggists Associa-
tion. Lloyd C. Douglas, author of
"Disputed Passage" who will short-
ly start a lecture tour of principal
cities in connection with the book
and picture, will be guest of honor.

20th-Fox Buys Hell.nan Story
Purchase of an original story

written by Sam Hellman, entitled
"The Californian," was announced
yesterday by 20th-Fox. Story cov-
ers the period during and after the
discovery of gold at Sutter's Fort.
Early production of the vehicle is

planned, it was said.

Lynn Cutting Jewish Pix

Henry Lynn Jewish picture direc-

tor, is completing work here on "A
People That Shall Not Die," Yiddish
film spectacle which he is producing
for his own company. Most part of
this super Jewish picture, which has
been in production for more than a
year, was made in Europe with a
cast of 10,000. Lynn is now cutting
the film which will have explanatory
titles in English. It will be ready
for release late this Fall.

Reopening In Zelienople
Pittsburgh—The Strand Theater,

Zelienople, operated by William
Thomas, has been enlarged and reno-
vated throughout, also air condition-
ing and new RCA sound equipment
installed, and will reopen for busi-
ness Oct. 4 .

Film Gals As Bowlers
Chicago—The Film Girls Club, re-

cently organized, has lined up two
bowling teams, one the M-G-M roll-

ers, under Captain Ha Elwood and
the Allied Bowlerettes, under Edith
Balaban's direction.

STORKS!
Margaret Russell Ganz, former

secretary to Bob Gillham at Para-

mount, gave birth to a six and a

half pound boy early yesterday

morning at the Sydenham Hospital.

Mother and son are doing splendidly.
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[PRODUCERS MEET IATSE

(TODAY ON CONDITIONS

(Continued from Page 1)

Dther IA leaders. Gatelee hailed the
victory as a justification of his con-
tentions that studio workers would
not be controlled by "any ClO-com-
tnur combine."
Ho ..ard S. Robertson, acting chair-

c man of USTG, said that "We believe
:- j the cause of honest democratic trade

unions has been set back 20 years by
the IATSE victory." He further

_.' stated that "When Judge Hem-y M.
Willis of the Superior Court handed

.

'• down his decision in favor of IATSE
in the Local 37-IA dispute, he said
if the workers of Hollywood studios

• want to be governed by a dictator-
> ship that is their privilege. The men

''
ji seem to have exercised this privi-

lege. As American we bow to the
will of the majority."
IA leaders have announced that

200 more ringleaders will be re-
quired to face trial, but USTG is

expected to appeal suspensions to
the NLRB on grounds that the Wag-
ner labor act gives workers the right
to choose their own bargaining
agency.
Among demands to be made by IA

in conferences with producers is that
occasional workers be paid at the
end of each work day unless called

back the following day. IA will

also insist on six-hour work calls

and credit on three hours when a
worker has to return to the studio to
collect a day's work or pass-out card
for his tools, it was said.

Commenting on the IATSE vic-

tory in the bargaining election, Jo-
seph M. Schenck, president of the
AMPP, said: "It is my hope that all

concerned will conduct themselves
solely with a view towards bringing
about industrial peace and harmony
and that there will be no reprisals

or discrimination."
Y. Frank Freeman, Edward Man-

nix and Attorney Mendel Silverberg
will represent the producers in the
labor negotiations with the IATSE.

GE's Patent Agreement
Revises Its Tele Status

With the revision of its radio pat-

ent agreement, General Electric has
announced that it is now licensed to

manufacture and sell and will im-
mediately offer television and fre-

quency modulation transmitters in-

cluding GE tubes as standard equip-
ment.

Also available will be a complete
line of studio and control room equip-
ment, lights, cameras, controls, moni-
tors and antennas. The license also

covers transmitters and receivers for
purposes other than tele and fre-

quency modulation.

Ernest Cook Interred
Detroit—Al Westaway, owner of

the Willis Theater, has returned
from Heath, Ky., where he buried
his brother-in-law, Ernest Cook, 36,

who was connected with the theater
here. Death was due to heart trouble.

EXHIB. WARNS
OF PROPAGANDA
Mailers Brothers Exec. Echoes

"Think Things Through"

Defiance, 0.—E. E. Bair, city
manager of the Mailers Brothers
theaters here, took display space for
a public warning against war propa-
ganda. Copy read:
"Definition of

PROPAGANDA
"Propaganda .... as Generally
Understood Is Expression of Opinion
or Action by Individuals or Groups
with Reference to Predetermined
Ends."

We are fooled by propaganda be-
cause it appeals to our emotions
rather than to our reason!

"THINKTHINGS
THROUGH"

—-F. D. R.

FOLLOW THE
NEWS REELS!

Confirm what you read and hear!

Lina Awarded $1 Damages
for Non-Return of Prints

Distributors manifested interest
yesterday in the decision handed
down by Justice Benedict D. Dineen
in New York Supreme Court in the
action of Lina Pictures Corp. vs.

Principal Film Exchange, Inc.

Plaintiff had brought suit, as as-
signee of Principal Distributing
Corp., for damages for failure to
return prints after expiration of
license agreement with defendant,
the two causes of action respective-
ly involving $5,000, the first of which
sought liquidation damages in that
amount for failure to return the
prints, and the second for alleged
value of the prints.

Court awarded plaintiff $1.00 in

the first cause of action after con-
struing a clause covenant to return
prints or furnish affidavit of destruc-
tion, holding that the $5,000 "liqui-

dated damages" was out of propor-
tion, considering fact that all the
exchange had to do was furnish an
affidavit of destruction, and further
held that clause was a forfeiture and,
therefore, unenforceable and void.

As to second cause of action in re-

plevin, Court granted judgement for
return of the prints which defendant
conceded still remained on hand, and
which had previously been tendered
before the trial, in the pleadings and
at the trial itself.

Arthur J. Homans, of the law firm

of Krellberg & Fitzsimons, was trial

counsel for defendant.

Adler Heads New Firm

Detroit—Milton C. Adler is head-
ing Conditionaire, Inc., which is en-
tering the theatrical air conditioning
field here.

WHAT TO BUY . . . WHERE TO BUY

John Eberson
Architect

*k 1560 Broadway ^
New York City

* ARTISTS •

Broadway
telephone

BRyaxt 9-4153-4

• BANNERS *

MANUFACTURERS OF THE FINEST IN

FLAGS • BANNERS
• DECORATIONS •

ART FLAG, INC.
247 W. 42nd St. New York City

BRyant 9-7274

• DECORATORS •

Complete Decorating and Draperies

Murals — Draperies — Stage Curtains

Specialists in Creation of

Smart Interiors

Novelty Scenic Studios, fnc.
320 W. 48th St., New York City A. I. Kessler Mgr.

• DISTRIBUTORS •

A picture for Every Purpose-

Telephone MEdallion 3-3813
720 Seventh Ave. New York

ARTHUR . JOSEPH

MAYER and BURSTYN
1481 Broadway, New York City

Distributing
The Season's Box Office Smash

"BALLERINA"

ENGRAVING CO., INC.
340 W. 39th Street, New York City

Line and halftone plates
Benday and color plates
Day and Night Service
MEdallion 3-2441-2-3

Members of I.P.E.U.—Local No. 1

H S. MUSGRAVE, President

CITY PHOTO
ENGRAVING CO.

i Day and Night Service)

250 W. 54th St. New York City

COIumbus 5-6741-2-3

• GAMES—PREMIUMS •

Pep Up Your Box-Office!

7A Ways To Win
i W B I N G O
PREMIUM PRODUCTS
354 W. 44th St., N. Y. C. CI 6-4972

For Successful

PREMIUMS
TOBIAS

336 W. 44th St., N. Y. C. Clr. 6-1887

* LIGHTING *

LIGHTING FIXTURES
In Modern And Period Design

Cove And Recessed Lighting—Fluorescent

LIGHTING DISTRIBUTORS, Inc.

430 W. 14th St. WAtkins 9-1655
Servicing theatres for many years

CHARLES ROSS, Inc.
Formerly Motion Picture Lighting and

Equipment Corp.

WE FURNISH
Electrical Lighting Equipment

of Any Kind
244 W. 49th ST. NEW YORK CITY

Circle 6-5470-1

• SEATING MATERIALS •

Do Your Seats Need New Upholstery?

FABRICS

The Imitation Leather
Used by Leading Theatre Circuits
Sold Through Leading Dealers

ATLANTIC MERCANTILE CO.
109 W. 64th St. New York City
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PITTSBURGH'S FREE

SHOWS UNDER ATTACK

Pittsburgh—While as yet there is

no non-theatrical circuit sponsoring

the showing of motion pictures on

either 35mm. or 16mm. film in the

Pittsburgh territory, there are sev-

eral large industrial firms, as well

as clubs, churches and schools which

have been showing pictures in oppo-

sition to nearby legitimate motion

picture theaters. It is this sort of

competition that the MPTO of West-

ern Pennsylvania is now directing

its strenuous and consistent efforts

to eliminate.

The non-theatricals which the lo-

cal MPTO is endeavoring to stamp

out are such as those of the H. J.

Heinz Co., whose plant, located in

the North Side section of Pitts-

burgh, employs thousands of men
and women. The company regularly

shows motion pictures for their en-

tertainment free of charge. There

are six motion picture theaters in

this immediate neighborhood and

naturally it affects their business

to a great extent.

Another offender from the MPTO
viewpoint is the Pittsburgh Athletic

Association, located in the Schenley
district where there are four regular
motion picture houses, and which
shows pictures several nights a week
for its members and their families

and friends, also free of charge.
Others are churches and schools in

the territory, unless given as bene-
fit shows under the sponsorship of

the local exhibitor.

Diamond Sees War Jumping
Demand for Musical Shorts

(Continued from Page 1)

of the European crisis. He said that
the audiences showed a tenseness
throughout the war scenes and an
atmosphere of relaxation when the

the newsreels were followed by a

musical or cartoon short.

This situation, Diamond said yes-

terday, reflects a situation which is

likely to exist for the duration of

the war. Whether Paramount will

increase its program of musicals
will not be determined until the mat-
ter has been given further study.

From other sources it was learned
that two-reel comedies, which have
been on the decline in recent years,

may make a strong comeback.

Bakery Buys Theater
Superior, Wis.—What happens to dark-

ened theaters is told in the announce-
ment of the sale of the Capitol Theater

here by Roy McMinn to a bakery. In

recent months, McMinn has confined his

operations to his new Beacon Theater

here.

National Council of Catholic Women Kills

Pro-Neely Bill Resolution in Committee
San Francisco—A resolution in support of the Neely Bill placed before the National

Council of Catholic Women's convention here, was killed in ccmmittee. Mrs. A. S.

Musante of San Francisco, proponent of the measure, had hoped to secure favorable
action, but a group of Southern California delegates opposed it, and it was not reported.

Forget World's Fate, Get Europe's War Without Effect,

Down to Business"—Silver
j

Says Eastman Kodak Co.

Albany—Stop worrying about the

fate of the world and get down to

business, in substance, was the pre-

scription handed out by Moe A. Sil-

ver, Warner zone manager, in ad-

dressing a quarterly WB circuit

managers' meeting here.

Silver called for concentrated sell-

ing of every pix, strict economy in

operation and suggested the length-

ening of pictures' runs where possi-

ble as a precautionary move against

any product dearth.

Other speakers were Harry Gold-

berg, publicity and advertising man-
ager for Warner theaters, and Ralph

Crebill and Charlie Smakwitz, dis-

trict managers.

Goldberg said "The marked ten-

dency, more noticeable than ever, is

for the production of pix in Holly-

wood to depend for box-office suc-

cess on the theater manager and his

salesmanship of the product." Gold-
berg discussed the merchandising
and selling angles of leading War-
ner Bros, pix in the new market.

Attending were: Andrew M. Roy,
Strand, Edward Selette, Albany,
Robert Rosenthal, Ritz, Albert La-
Flamme, Madison, Albany; Sidney
Scmmer, Lincoln, Leo Rosen, Troy
and Jack Swartout, American, Troy;
Murray Lafayette. Avon, John Bres-
lin, Utica and William Haynes, Stan-
ley, Utica; Al Newhall, Palace,
Jamestown, L. N. Westfall, Keeney,
Elmira, Larry Fahrenholz, Strand
Elmira, Mel Conheim, Regent, El-
mira, Al Beckerwith, Havens, Olean,
William Leggiero, Steuben, Hornell,
C. L. Hollister Babcock, Wellsville,
Dalton Vergitt, Capitol, Dunkirk,
James Macros, Diana, Medina, P. H.
Booth, New Family and Lafayette,
Batavia and Cliff Schaufele, Majes-
tic, Hornell.

District managers in attendance
were Charlie Smakwitz, Albany and
Ralph Crebill, Jamestown. Albany
state office officials in attendance
were Jim Faughnan, contact man-
ager, Joseph Weinstein, short sub-
jects, Max Freedman, booker and
Julius Curley, advertising manager.

Wyandotte House Reopens
Detroit—Associated Theaters has

reopened the Majestic Theater at
Wyandotte, following complete re-
modeling. House was reseated by
American Seating Co. National The-
ater Supply Co. installed Super
Simplex projectors, Crestwood car-
peting, and Walker sound screen.
McArthur Theater Supply Co. in-

stalled Brenkert lamps.

(Continued from Page 1)

the outbreak of war in 1914—many
of Eastman's vital materials were
then imported from Germany, Eng
land and Belgium—the company
pointed out how much more self-suf-

ficient its production now is.

The company's plants now produce

all the paper needed for sensitizing,

all gelatin, sensitizing dyes and pho-

tographic developing agents. Film

has largely superseded glass for X-
ray, commercial and portrait photog-

raphy, but all glass needed can be

bought from domestic companies.

Increasing supplies of glass for

lenses are being made in the United

States. Some foreign optical glass

is still needed, but the company as-
sured employes that there are good
stocks on hand.

Picture Pioneers Fall

Conference on Oct. 20

(Continued from Page 1)

it would take the form of a Beef-
steak Dinner and would be high-
lighted by the initiation of the mem-
bers whose applications were ac-

cepted since the first Conference last

June. Place will be set shortly.

The application of 15 men, all of
whom have spent 25 years or more
in the motion picture industry, were
accented. The new members are Sid-

ney R. Kent. Herman Wobber, Cres-
son E. Smith, Frank Newman, Mau-
rice Seidlitz, Lawrence Beatus, Wil-
liam A. Downs, Francis Doublier.
W. H. Rippard, Arthur G. Whyte.
Max Cohen, J. J. Fitzeibbons, Leo
M. Devaney, Arthur Gottlieb and
Herman Stern.

McConville Latin-American

Trip Off; Returning Monday

'Continued from Page 1)

Havana where he closes a sales con-
vention today.

Charles Roberts, Home Office Su-
pervisor for Latin America who also
attended the Havana Convention
leaves Cuba this week to tour Puerto
Rico, British West Indies, Mexico,
Panama, Venezuela. Peru, Chile.

Brazil and Argentina. He will also
be present at the second Latin-
American convention to be held in

Buenos Aires, Oct. 30-Nov. 1.

Jack Segal and Arnold Picker,
Home Office Foreign Department ex-
ecutives, who flew down to Havana
last Tuesday to attend the conven-
tion, also return to New York on
Monday.

ERIE ANTI-TRUST SUIT

NAMES MAJORS, INDIE!

(Continued from Page 1)

first-run pictures and also with re

fusing to sell them any pictures ur
til the product had played in th
other theaters of the city. The sui

contends that the distribut<T 8h die

tated a minimum admission' pric
and at the same time the plaintiff

were obliged to pay "excessiv
rentals."

It is charged that competinj
houses overbought product and hel<

back the playing of the pictures t

prevent the State from getting them
It is also charged that one of th
Warner Bros, theaters was operating
at a loss so that the State could no
get pictures.

Forcing of short subjects also i

charged in the action against th<

distributors.

Newsreels Rush Special

Clips on F.D.R.'s Talk

(Continued from Page 1)

in order to make room for the F.D.R
footage. The President's appearance
before the joint legislative bodies
to urge repeal of most of the em-
bargo act as a necessary means to

help the U. S. out of the European
war was intensively covered by all

reels and unprecedented coverage
was also given to it by radio net
works.

Dramatists Guild-Majors

Pact Within Five Weeks?

(Continued from Page 1)

reached within four or five weeks as
progress had been made."

Principal stumbling blocks to date
have been percentages to be paid
authors and method of paying royal-
ties and purchase rights. Further
meeting is expected to be called soon.

Meanwhile, it was learned yester-
day th^t Warners control the recent-
ly organized Theater Productions,
Inc.. a New York corporation chart-
ered for stage production.

Flatroc Bows In Today
Detroit—Flatroc Theater at Flat

Rock, opening today, has new equip-
ment entirely installed by National
Theater Supply Co., including: Irwin
seats, National drapes and marquee,
Simplex projectors and sound, Peer-
less lamps, Walker screen, and
Crestwood carpeting.

No Wonder
Providence — Add reasons for poor

Summer theater business in Southern
New England: Narragansett Race Track
closed a 30-day Summer meet Sept. 16.

during which a total of $11,509,549
passed through pari-mutuel windows, for

an average daily handle of $383,652.
On last day of meet $567,235 was
chalked up on mutuel machines.
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UA Files Counter Interrogatory Blast in Equity Suit

"EXTENDTLAYING TIME", SCHENCK URGES EXHIBS.

Carl Laemmle, Industry Pioneer, Dies in Hollywood

Tucwccr IN
REVIEW

IA Wins Studio Election= By L. H. MITCHELL =
DOMESTIC
UNIONS: Outstanding develop-

ment of the week concerning produc-
ers was winning of the studio elec-
tions by IATSE, hotly fought by the
USTG, and the naming of committee
by Joseph M. Schenck, AMPP prexy,
to negotiate on wages, hours and
working conditions . . . For actors

—

consideration of a "one big union"
plan with "one dues" system by the
11 component unions of the AAAA.

* * *

LITIGATION: Majors sought to
limit Government's interrogatories
in the N. Y. equity suit . . . Report
that first gun in campaign for na-
tional theater divorcement legisla-
tion would be fired at Allied TO of
Okla. meeting, Sept. 27 . . . Trial of
Ascap's suit against constitutionality
of Nebraska's law aimed against it
was completed, with decision expect-
ed in six weeks . . . New anti-trust
suit—against majors, indies and ex-
hibs. this time—was filed by United
Exhibitors, Inc., and Penn State The-
ater Corp., of Erie, Pa., asking $425,-
000 damages.

* * *

CODE PRACTICE : D i s t r i b s.
served notice on exhibs., that Code
provisions being voluntarily inserted
in contracts apply only to contract
violations and not to clearance and
overbuying . . . M-G-M announced
its sales policies would embody a
number of the Code's proposed re-
forms, including cancellation, non-
forcing of shorts and newsreels . . .

Universal reported it was drafting
an arbitration clause for its licens-
ing agreements . . . ITOA sounded
out circuits on their attitude towards
clearance arbitration.

* * *

FINANCIAL: Grosses of Broad-
en CoHfinued on Page 11)

Former President of Universal

Succumbs to Third

Heart Attack
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Carl Laemmle, Sr.,

72, film industry pioneer and until
1936 president of Universal, died of
a heart attack here yesterday.

Funeral services will be held to-
morrow noon at the Wilshire Boule-
vard Temple, with Rabbi Magnin
officiating.

Stricken suddenly yesterday,
(Continued on Page 5)

SCHINES ADDlOUSES

IN FACE OF WRIT PLEA

Columbus, O.—Schine circuit is

expanding in the face of the De-
partment of Justice's writ move in

Federal Court at Buffalo to block
the chain's growth pending trial of

(Continued cm Page 4)

Special Session Cancels

Boren's Okla. Allied Talk

Washington Bureau of THE FILM (DAILY
Washington—Members of Okla-

homa's Congressional delegation, in

Washington for the special session,

have all cancelled their appearances
(Continued on Page 4)

Murphy Talk Off
Washington Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Washington—By order of F.D.R., At-

torney Ceneral Frank Murphy at the
week-end cancelled his scheduled appear-
ance tonight at the Coast dinner of the
Motion Picture Democratic Committee.
It was explained the President's mora-
torium on political speeches during the
war crisis extended to his Cabinet.

GB SUBSIDIARY LOSES

SUITS VS RCA, ERPI

Wilmington, Del.—Invalidation of
two patents important in motion pic-

ture projection was ordered by Judge
John P. Nields in the Federal Court
here late Friday in his decision on
two suits in equity brought by Bri-
tish Acoustic Films, Ltd., wholly
owned GB subsidiary, one against

(Continued on Page 11)

Boris Morros and RKO
Reach Oral Agreement

Boris Morros and RKO have
reached an oral agreement on a pro-
duction deal whereby the producer
will make one or more pictures for
RKO release. Morros, who left Sat-
urday for the Coast, said that a

(Continued on Page 4)

UA Counters Government with Move

for 38 N.Y. Equity Suit Interrogatories

USTG Demands Election

Be Voided by the NLRB

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— Demand that the

NLRB void the studio workers bar-
gaining agency election, won by the
IATSE, on the ground that the IA
was guilty of coercion and intimida-

(Continutd on Page 5)

As a counter move to the sweep-
ing interrogatories filed by the Gov-
ernment in its equity action against
the majors, UA Corp. served Fri-

day on the D of J and in Federal
Court 38 interrogatories of its own.
In each instance UA requested that

the Government state the name and
address or identity and location of

persons having knowledge of relev-
^Contmued on Page 5)

Necessary to Maintain Pix

Quality Standards, Says

AMPP Prexy

By RALPH WILK
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Success of efforts to

maintain a high level of production
in face of lost European revenues
depends entirely upon the support
given by exhibitors, according to

Joseph M. Schenck, 20th-Fox board
chairman and AMPP prexy, in a
statement prepared just prior to his

departure for Mexico and South
America.
Schenck said that American exhib-

itors can provide adequate revenues
by making it possible for worth-
while pictures to have extended
playing time.

"It is no longer a question of
(Continued on Page 10)

RKO BOARDAPPROVES

WAR EMERGENCY PLAN

In order to maintain its produc-
tion program with quality and en-

tertainment value unimpaired, RKO
has inaugurated an emergency plan

to meet the situation created by the

war in Europe. The plan includes
(Continued on Page 10)

Burger Replaces Lawrence

As M-G-M European Manager

Sam Burger, home office represen-

tative for M-G-M, has been named
manager for Continental Europe, re-

placing Laudy Lawrence who has
(Continued on Page 4)

SWG Executive Board Meets
Today on Goldwyn Proposal

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Executive Board of

the Screen Writers Guild will meet
today to consider Samuel Goldwyn's
suggestion that a representative

(Continued on Page 10)
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(QUOTATIONS AS OF FRIDAY)
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Net
High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat 11% 11 11 — %
Col. Picts. vtc. <2%%) 7i/4 7 7 — i/

8
Columbia Picts. pfd.. 17% 17% 17% — 1%
Con. Fm. Ind 1 1/4 1 1/4 1 1/4

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd... 8% 8% & 3A — %
East. Kodak 158% 157 1/4

157i/4 — 13/4
do pfd 160% 160 160 — 2
Cen. Th. Eq 9% 9% 9%
Loew's, Ine 33 323/4 323/4 — %
do pfd 103 102 103
Paramount 7Vs 7 7 — %
Paramount 1st pfd
Paramount 2nd pfd.. 8% 8 8 — %
Pathe Film 10% 10 10 — 1/4

RKO 1% 1% 1%
20th Century-Fox ... 13% 13 13%
20th Century-Fox pfd. 22% 22% 22% — %
Univ. Piet. pfd
Warner Bros 4% 4 4
do pfd ,

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith B. F. ref. 6s46 101 101 101 + %
Loew's deb. 3%s46. 93% 93% 93% — 1%
Para. B'way 3s55... 49 49 49
Para. Picts. 6s55
Para. Picts. cv. 3 '/4s47 80 80 80 + %
RKO 6s41
Warner Bros.' cv. 6s39
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts

Sonotone Corp
Technicolor 12 113/4 12 — %
Trans-Lux 1% 1% 1%
Universal Corp. vtc
Universal Picts

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES
Bid Asked

Pathe Film 7 pfd 100
Fox Thea. Office Bldg. 1st '46 3% 5
Loew's Thea. Realty 6s 1st '47

Met. Playhouse, Inc. 2nd deb. '45... 63 66
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st '57 56 59

SAFETY LLOYDS
FILM STORAGE CORP.

Storage by Reel or Vault

729 Seventh Ave.
New York City
BRyant 9-5600 SECURITY

Si The Broadway Parade M
Picture and Distributor Theater

Goodbye, Mi. Chips (Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer)—20th week Astor
The Rains Came (20th Century-Fox)—3rd week Roxy
The Real Glory (United Artists-Goldwyn)—2nd week Rivoli

The Women (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer) Capitol
Honeymoon in Bali (Paramount Pictures) .' Paramount
Nurse Edith Cavell (RKO Radio Pictures-Wilcox) Music Hall
Espionage Agent (Warner Bros. Pictures) Strand
The Man They Could Not Hang (Columbia Pictures) .Criterion
Two Bright Boys (Universal Pictures) Rialto
Torpedoed (Film Alliance) Globe
Stunt Pilot (Monogram Pictures) (a) .Central
Riders of the Black River (Columbia Pictures) (a) Central
Hotel for Women (20th Century-Fox) (a-b) Palace
Jones Family in Quick Millions (20th Century-Fox) (a) Palace

FOREIGN LANGUAGE FEATURES
The End of a Day (Juno Films)—3rd week Filmarte
Mademoiselle ma Mere (J. H. Hoffberg)—2nd week 55th St. Playhouse
Harvest (French Film Corp.)—2nd week World
Betrayal (World Pictures)—2nd week Little Carnegie
A Brivele der Mamen (Sphinx Films)—2nd week Belmont
Inside Soviet Russia (Amkino) Cameo
Scipio Africanus (Esperia Film Distributing Co.) Cinecitta

FUTURE OPEMNGS
This Woman is the Judge (Columbia Pictures)—Sept. 27 Criterion

Dust Be My Destiny (Warner Bros. Pictures)—Oct. 6. .'. Strand
What a Life (Paramount Pictures)—Oct. 6 Paramount
Intermezzo (United Artists-Selznick) (c) Music Hall

Thunder Afloat (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer) (c) Capitol

Jamaica Inn (Paramount Pictures-Pommer-Laughton) (c) Rivoli

Full Confession (RKO Radio Pictures) (c) Rialto

The Old Maid (Warner Bros. Pictures)—Sept. 28 (a-b) Palace
Hawaiian Nights (Universal Pictures)—Sept. 28 (a) Palace
Conflict (Trans-Atlantic Films)—Oct. 6 Little Carnegie
I Met a Murderer (York Pictures)—Oct. 2 55th St. Playhouse
Ultimatum (J. H. Hoffberg) (c) World

(a) Dual bill. (b) Subsequent run. (c) Follows current bill.

Ampa to Resume Thursday,

Honoring Past Presidents

The Ampa resumes activities at

a luncheon-meeting Thursday desig-

nated as "Past Presidents' Day." All

ex-presidents of the 25-year-old ad-

vertising and publicity organization

have been invited to attend.

Among those who have already

signified their intention of being
present are: Arthur James, P. A.
Parsons, Paul Lazarus, Sr., John C.

Flinn, Glendon Allvine, George Har-
vey, Edward Kline, Hal Home, Wil-

liam Ferguson, Gordon White and
Ralph Rolan. In addition, it is an-

ticipated that several other former
presidents will make the trip from
out of town.
Ampa's Board of Governors an-

nounces that the meeting-place for

the organization has been changed.
Beginning with Thursday's luncheon,
the group will meet in the private

dining-room on the fourth floor of

Stouffer's Restaurant, Fifth Ave.
and 44th St. Increased facilities and
new low prices are the reasons given
for the change.

Change Sheridan Itinerary
A change in Ann Sheridan's p.a.

itinerary will have the Warner star

open her tour at the Earle theater,

Washington, on Friday, instead of

at the Strand, New York. Miss
Sheridan will play the Broadway
de luxer on Oct. 6 and 13.

Griffith and Wometco Set

New Deals with Columbia

Rep. Pix for F & M
St. Louis—Deals were concluded

here on Friday which put Repub-
lic's 1939-40 lineup into F & M
first-run stands,—the Fox, Ambas-
sador, Missouri, and St. Louis the-

aters, and the St. Louis Amusement
Co.'s 26 subsequent spots locally.

Columbia's 1939-40 product will
play several hundred theaters oper-
ated by Griffith Amusement Co. in
Oklahoma, Texas, Arizona, Kansas,
Nebraska and Arkansas, as result
of a deal concluded on the week-end
and growing out of huddles between
Rube Jackter, Columbia's assistant
sales manager, and R. E. Griffith,

representing the circuit.

Coincidentally, it was announced
by Columbia that its franchise deal
with Wometco Circuit of the Wolf-
son Meyer Theatrical Enterprises
has been extended, assuring Colum-
bia product of playing time in Miami
Beach, West Palm Beach and Nas-
sau.

Sidney Meyers represented Wo-
metco in the negotiations.

Extended Run for "Women"
at the New York Capitol

"The Women" will stay at the
Capitol, Broadway, for an extended
run, it was decided following an
opening which was reported to have
been the best in the last two-and-
a-half years, with the exception of

"The Wizard of Oz." Opening was
said to have been topped by only

four other pictures.

Local 644 Confabs Off
Negotiations between Local 644,

cameramen's union, and the produc-
ers here were indefinitely postponed
Friday when Pat Casey, producers'
labor representative, was suddenly
called to the Coast to sit in at the
IATSE studio confabs. Whether or

not the negotiations will be resumed
on the Coast or will be adjourned
until Casey can return here could not
be determined.

commG add go 1 no

WILL H. HAYS is due in New York today
by train from the Coast.

WILLIAM F. RODGERS, general manager of dis-

tribution for M-G-M, left for Chicago Saturday.

MONTY BANKS, director, sailed for England
Friday.

EDWARD EVERETT HORTON arrived in Hoi
lywood Saturday from New York.

iintl

EDDIE GOLDEN goes to Clarksburg, '\essV».,
today to address the ITOA of West Virginia
convention there tomorrow.

CEORGE KRASNA of Boston's Fine Arts The-
ater arrives here today.

BORIS MORROS left Saturday for the Coast.

EDMUND GOULDING left the Coast at the
week-end for New York.

BETTY FIELD left Hollywood Saturday for

New York where she will appear in a stage
play.

ROBERT GILLHAM, Paramount ad-pub. chief-

tain, trained out of Hollywood for New York
at the week-end.

CARROLL YOUNG, story editor for Principal

Pictures, is back at the Coast following a trip

East.

A. C. BLUMENTHAL left the Coast at the
week-end for Dallas en route to Mexico City.

VIRGINIA VAN UPP is in Washington gath-

ering material for her next Paramount script.

PAT CASEY expects to leave New York today
for the Coast.

J. A. McCONVILLE is due back today from
Havana where he conducted a Columbia sales

conference.

WALTER J. HUTCHINSON, director of for-

eign distribution for 20th-Fox, is due to return

to the home office this morning after a short

flying trip to Cuba.

JULES BERNSTEIN, Loew's manager in Tor-

onto, is a home office visitor.

MRS. JOHN BALABAN and daughter, IDA
MAY, are in New York for the World's Fair.

JOHN BALABAN will fly in to join them.

MARIE DEUTSCH, daughter of Lewis Deutsch

of the Minnesota Amusement Co., was a visitor

to Paramount's World's Fair lounge.

HERB OCHS, Warner branch manager in

Cleveland, was in town Friday for conferences

with home office executives.

Sues S. A. Lynch for $250,000
Suit for legal fees in the alleged

sum of $250,000 was filed on Friday
in New York Supreme Court against

Stephen A. Lynch, by David Stone-

man, Massachusetts attorney. Plain-

tiff claims that the fee is due for

professional services rendered be-

tween Feb. 1, 1933, and July 2, 1936,

in reference to Lynch's interests in

the Paramount-Publix reorganization
proceedings.

Best wishes from THE FILM DAILY
to the following on their birthdays:

SEPTEMBER 25

Robert WylerFay Wray

Albert Kaufman

Al Cooke

Paul Gulick

Arthur James



WORLD
PREMIERE!

BIGGEST

5 YEARS!

£YES ON HOUSTON!
EXTRA! 2nd BIG WEEK

AND STILL S. R. O.I

Watch the First Engagement of M-G-M's

BABES IN ARMS
Here's what Houston means for you !

Take a tip from Houston's hysteria !

Start you r planning now !

Clear the decks for you r run!

No attraction like it in years !

Ask M-G-M for Extra Time immediately !

"Babes in Arms"! Oh baby!
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SGHINES ADD HOUSES

IN FACE OF WRIT PLEA
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an anti-trust suit seeking its disso-

lution.

The Schines have acquired the

Majestic theater in Nelsonville, and
wili take over on Oct. 1. Spence
Steenrod, former owner, will con-

tinue for two years as manager for

the circuit, which headquarters in

Gloversville, N. Y.

Cincinnati, 0.—Harry Schwartz,
veteran Kentucky exhibitor, has sold

his Opera House in Lexington and
the Paris theater, which is under
construction, to the Schine circuit.

The Opera House will be operated
by the chain, but the Paris site will

be altered for storerooms. Schwartz
will retain his Frankfort theater.

Boris Morros and RKO
Reach Oral Agreement

(Continued from Page 1)

"gentleman's agreement" had been
concluded but that no contract had
been signed.
Morros plans to return to New

York in three or four weeks, stop-

ping off at exchange centers en
route.

Special Session Cancels

Boren's Okla. Allied Talk

(Continued from Page 1)

at the Oklahoma Allied convention
opening tomorrow in Oklahoma City.

Rep. Lyle H. Boren was to have
outlined his proposed Federal di-

vorcement bill at the convention.
Others who were forced to forego
their appointment because of the
special session include Wesley E.

Disney, Will Rogers, and Jed John-
son, all Democrats.
Abram F. Myers, Allied General

Counsel, will probably leave today
for the Oklahoma City meeting.

"Nurse Cavell" Playing

14 Key Cities This Week

Following a big start at Radio
City Music Hall, "Nurse Edith Ca-
vell" is playing key city runs this

week in Boston, Lowell, Providence,
Chicago, Columbus, Kansas City, Los
Angeles, New Orleans Omaha, San
Francisco, Washington, Cincinnati,

Toronto and Buffalo.
Anna Neagle and Herbert Wilcox

attended the Music Hall opening
Thursday and then left for Boston
where they were on hand for the pic-

ture's premiere at Keith's Memorial
Theater.

WEDDING BELLS

Ruth Landersman of M-G-M's pub-
licity department is to be married
Wednesday to Martin Deitz.

4LCN6 THE

with PHIL At. DALY;

• • • UNIVERSAL is doing something to keep America out of the

war and that something is re-issuing "All Quiet on the West-

ern Front" in the "uncensored version" What this latter

phrase means is that Universal has injected into the present foot-

age certain sequences which the company refrained from using

when the pix originally roared across the American scene and

screen almost a decade ago grabbing top spot in THE FILM

DAILY'S Ten Best Pictures Poll of 1930 the Academy Award for

the best production that year pre-eminence among National Board

of Review selections and a bevy of other honors from domestic

and foreign field The censorship originally applied to "All Quiet on

the Western Front" was of course self-imposed by the company

T T T
• • • IN addition to these added scenes "All Quiet"

carries a powerful prologue of historical shots depicting events

which led up to the 1914 blow-up and happenings which

caused the current war Narration, pulling no punches in its

arraignment of Nazi ideology and delivered with telling

effect by John Deering accompanies the prologue and
is also used betimes later on and as an epilogue to add pres-

ent-day emphasis to the main dialogue It was Deering, in-

cidentally, who also narrated Warners' "Confessions of a Nazi

Spy"

T T
• • • HOW the Nate Blumberg bailiwick happened to re-issue "All

Quiet" is because exhibs. wanted it Some 200 requests for the

pix having come to the home office Universal had considered the

move a natural. .... .right from the outbreak of hostilities abroad

But as behooves sound business practice a test run was launched

a bit ago at F & M's St. Louis Theater where the storm of

patronage brewed up by the campaign of the house's publicist. Les

Kaufman boosted the b.o. barometer to four times the normal gross

On Friday, last, the opus opened in Detroit and Toledo and

is set to ditto soon in Frisco, Jersey City, Akron, Paterson, Bridgeport

just to name a few and, 'tis learned will doubtless nestle in

the local Rialto When it does re-bloom on Broadway it will

be one of the decidedly few re-issues ever to first-run a second time here

Originally, it roadshowed at the Central for six months com-

mencing toward the end of August, 1930

T T
• e • EXHIBS. great and small are enabled by a cir-

cuit of circumstances to cash in heavily on "All Quiet?'

Rarely is a film's title so much on tongue and in newsprint

Dailies the nation over are using the phrase in text and caption

and, to boot, the Hearst newspapers are currently running

serially the film's original story property by Erich Maria Remarque
Further, Universal's Lou Pollock in charge of promo-

tional activities in the East has turned out a 16-page press

book which is a gross-grabber and features the power-

ful and timely catch-line "You Can't Blackout Truth!"

T T
• • • AS this department sees it the re-issued "All Quiet"

is far more timely and gripping than in 1930. .... .Then it dealt

retrospectively with a war that was Now with a war that IS

If belligerents' soldiery could see the current version the film would

go far toward emptying the forts and trenches as effectively

as it appears destined to fill pix auditoriums

SMPE TO HOLD NIGHT

SESSION AT THE FAIR

« « « » » »

First evening session of the
SMPE's Fall convention, which opens
here Oct. 16, will be held at the New
York World's Fair so that members
may witness special photographic
and sound recording demonstrations
at two of the principal exhib build-

ings there, it was announced afm'ie
week-end by W. C. Kunzmann,WMi-
vention Vice-President, and D. E.
Hyndman, chairman of the Atlantic
Coast section, who is in charge of

local arrangements.
The evening session will convene

at the Chrysler Exhibit for a dem-
onstration of stereoscopic pictures
by Jack Norling, of Laucks & Nor-
ling. This will be followed at 10
p.m. by a special demonstration of

"Two-channel Recording and Repro-
duction with Steel Tape" in the A
T & T Exhibit, with visiting dele-

gates participating. Efforts are be-
ing made to arrange a special tele-

vision showing for the delegates be-
tween the two demonstration per-
iods.

The afternoon and evening of the
convention's second day have been
left open to permit delegates to visit

the Fair again, or to enjoy sight-

seeing.
An interesting program of papers

on a wide assortment of subjects,

including sound recording and repro-
duction, scientifically produced stu-

dio reverberation, television projec-

tion problems, and many others is

being arranged for the four-day
convention, which will be held at the
Hotel Pennsylvania.
The terms of Engineering Vice-

President L. A. Jones; Financial
Vice-President A. S. Dickinson;
Secretary J. Frank, Jr., and Treas-
urer L. W. Davee, expire at the end
of the year. Nominees for the posi-

tions include Dickinson and Frank,
to continue the same duties, and D.
E. Hyndman, of the Eastman Kodak
Co., for Engineering Vice-President,
and R. O. Strock, of Eastern Service

Studios, Inc., for Treasurer.
Climax of the convention will be

the semi-annual banquet and dance,

to be held in the Grand Ballroom of

the Pennsyvania Hotel, Oct. 18. At
that time the Society's Progress
Medal and Journal Awards will be
presented, and the officers-elect will

be introduced.

Burger Replaces Lawrence

As M-G-M European Manager

(Continued from Page 1)

joined the French army. Burger
leaves for Paris by clipper on Oct. 8.

Burger recently returned from an
extensive business trip to South
America, South Africa and Europe.

STORKS!
Richmond, Va.—Mary Jane Tay-

lor, cashier of the State Theater,

gave birth to a baby girl at the John-
son Willis Hospital.



UA COUNTERBLAST

TO INTERROGATORY
(.Continued from Page 1)

ent facts of specific Government
charges.
Each of the 38 questions provided

that if the Government intended to

prove a charge as an "ultimate con-
clusion to be drawn from other
fr " then the names of persons
h\.mg knowledge of the relevent
facts from which the conclusions
would be drawn were demanded to
be set forth.

Interrogatories were confined to

the exhibition and distribution fields

solely and did not refer to produc-
tion activities.

The first few questions requested
the names of witnesses with knowl-
edge of monopoly activity as to

quality feature pictures and the al-

leged exclusion of these pictures
from first-run indie exhibitors and
metropolitan theaters. Government
was requested also to name wit-
nesses who had knowledge of the
contention that indies could only ob-
tain first-run films at the sufference
of producer-exhibitor defendants
and subject to terms dictated by
them.

Second group of questions were
concerned with charges that the de-
fendants had divided territory into
given areas and had excluded com-
petition in those areas under a defi-

nite scheme and system of fran-
chises, contracts and agreements.
Each question required the listing

of witnesses who had knowledge of

this common plan.
The interrogatories also concen-

trated on charges of favoritism to
affiliates and asked for names of
witnesses to such Government as-
sertions as that UA makes its prod-
uct available first to affiliates; that
indies are systematically relegated
to secondary positions as to first-

run pictures, regardless of price of-

fered or the reputation of the the-
fci ; and, finally, the right to pro-

' are quality pictures.
Concluding interrogatories covered

horoughly the Government charges
chat UA had imposed harsh, onerous
and unfair trade practices on indie

exhibitors. UA asked that the Gov-
ernment list its witnesses to the fol-

lowing alleged practices: compul-
sory block-booking; favoritism to
affiliates in giving them exhibition
contracts on a selective basis and
allowing over-buying; forcing of
shorts and newsreels; arbitrary
designations of playdates; unreason-
able clearance and zoning schedules;
unconscionable film rentals; pro-
hibition of double features; score
charges; minimum admission prices;
and, finally, harsh and unreasonable
terms to subsequent-run exhibitors.

In reference to harsh practices,
UA demanded that the Government
name its witnesses to alleged favors
and advantages extended to affiliates

such as alterations in contracts,
privilege of over-age and under-age
cancellation of shorts, moveovers,
and the allowing to exhibitors of
the exhibition of pictures by af-

filiates without a binding agreement.

Reviews of new mms
"Espionage Agent"

with Joel McCrea, Brenda Marshall, Jeffrey

Lynn, George Bancroft

Warners 83 Mins.

SUSPENSEFUL SPY MELLER SOUNDS
KEYNOTE FOR AMERICAN PREPARED-
NESS.

Packed with action and suspense, and
ably projected to the screen by a fine cast,

this new Warner film should definitely ap-
peal to audiences in general. It is par-

ticularly timely now. Although fictional,

this picture emphatically points out a lesson

learned during the last war, that this coun-
try was not prepared for what happened
at that time. The cast, headed by Joel

McCrea and Brenda Marshall, is fine. George
Bancroft, Jeffrey Lynn, Stanley Ridges,

James Stephenson, Robert 0. Davis and a

number of other equally capable performers
support the principals. Lloyd Bacon has

directed the film deftly, building up the

suspense with perfect timing. McCrea, an
attache in a North African city, meets
Brenda when she staggers into the Consul-
ate and faints after crossing the line be-
tween two warring countries. McCrea sails

for home and Brenda sails on the same
boat. Shortly after he returns to his fam-
ily's home in Washington they get mar-
ried, and he is assigned to a new post.

However, Brenda's past catches up with her
and she confesses to her husband that she
nad formerly done some espionage work for

a European nation when she was broke and
desperate. McCrea is cashiered by the State
department, but he is determined to un-
cover the danger of spies in this country.

He and Brenda go to Europe and travel to

Switzerland where the head of the spy ring

operates. Brenda regains their confidence
and starts to work for the spy ring again.

However, the critical European situation

makes the departure of the spy ring im-
minent and McCrea must get his informa-
tion before they get out of the country.

Action aplenty brings about a dramatic
climax which results in McCrea's securing

enough evidence to impress the government
with the necessity of providing an adequate
number of counter-espionage agents to pro-

tect the United States. The picture is

provided with a prologue in montage form
which recalls the sabotage done in this

country in the last war as an object lesson

of what will happen again unless the spies

are stamped out.

CAST: Joel McCrea, Brenda Marshall,

George Bancroft, Jeffrey Lynn, Stanley

Ridges, James Stephenson, Howard Hick-
man, Martin Kosleck, Nana Bryant, Robert

0. Davis, Hans von Twardowsky, Lucien
Prival, Addison Richards, Edwin Stanley,

Egon Brecher.

CREDITS: Associate Producer, Louis F.

Edelman; Director, Lloyd Bacon; Screen-
play, Warren Duff, Michael Fessier and
Frank Donoghue; Original Story, R. H.
Buckner; Cameraman, Charles Rosher; Edi-

tor, Ralph Dawson.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Rep. Sells Great States
Chicago—Republic Pictures has

closed a product deal with Great
States circuit. President James R.
Grainger was here over the week-
end.

"Torchy Plays With
Dynamite"

with Jane Wyman, Allen Jenkins,

Tom Kennedy
Warners 59 Mins.

FAST-MOVING STORY MAKES THIS
BEST OF WELL-KNOWN CRIME SERIES.

The fans who have been waiting for an-

other Torchy release will be pleased with

this one. The story is good, it moves rapid-

ly, and Jane Wyman and Allen Jenkins, who
have taken over the familiar roles played

for some time by Glenda Farrell and Bar-

ton McLane, are adequate replacements.

Tom Kennedy provides his humorous self

once again as an adjunct to the film and a

number of other capable players bolster

the cast. Jane is pinched for speeding.

Before she is gotten out of jail by Lieuten-

ant Jenkins she meets another girl who is

a friend of a bandit the police are looking

for. Jane engineers an escape from jail

in order to get a line on the bandit. She
and her new-found girl friend who believes

that Jane is really trying to help her, head
for the city where the escaped bandit is

hiding after their jail break. Jenkins and
Kennedy fly there in order to be on the

scene. Action comes fast and furiously

after the crook realizes that he is being
trapped, but Jenkins and Kennedy save the

day and Jane gets her story. Exhibitors

have plenty of exploitation possibilities with

this film. New faces, new scenes and new
action can be sold to the fans.

CAST: Jane Wyman, Allen Jenkins, Tom
Kennedy, Sheila Bromley, Joe Cunningham,
Eddie Marr, Edgar Deering, Frank Shannon,
Bruce McFarlane, George Lloyd, Aldrich

Bowker, John Ridgely, Larry Williams, John
Harmon, Cliff Clark, Nat Carr.

CREDITS: Warner Production; Director,

Noel Smith; Screenplay, Earle Snell and
Charles Belden; Original Story, Scott Lit-

tleton; Cameraman, Arthur L. Todd', Edi-

tor, Harold McLernon.

DIRECTION, Fast. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

GARL LAEMMLE DIES

FROM HEART ATTACK

USTG Demands Election

Be Voided by the NLRB

(Continued from Page 1)

tion has been filed with the board by
the United Studio Technicians Guild,
ClO-backed.
Attorney Charles Katz, represent-

ing the USTG, was instructed by the
board to present evidence and sup-
port of his charges that workers
that who preferred Guild represen-
tation in bargaining with producers,
were threatened with blacklisting
unless they voted in favor of the IA.
That the protest might be essen-

tially routine, however, was indicated
by the fact that the USTG gave up
its Cosmos St. headquarters Satur-
day.

Floyd Gibbons Dead at 52
Stroudsburg, Pa.—Floyd Gibbons,

52, starred by Warners in several

series of Headline Hunter shorts,

war correspondent and radio com-
mentator, died at his Saylorsburg
farm home yesterday from a heart
attack.

(Continued from Page 1)

Laemmle suffered three heart at-

tacks in succession, the last proving
fatal. At his bedside when death
came were two physicians and his

daughter, Mrs. Stanley Bergerman.
Other survivors include his son,

Carl, Jr., former head of Universal
studios; two brothers, Sigfried and
Louis, and two grandchildren. His
wife predeceased in 1918.

Although he had retired from the
production side of the business,
Laemmle recently was active in the
importation of foreign pictures. He
also contributed financially and ac-

tively in efforts to get refugees out
of Germany.
Laemmle started his career in the

film industry in 1^06 after a mod-
erately successful" period in the
clothing business. He had come
over from Germany when he was
17 years old and had held various
types of jobs in New York, Chicago
and Oshkosh, Wis., when he saw his

first moving picture and immediately
realized its possibilities. His first

theater in Chicago was expanded to

include a dozen others and in 1909
he launched himself as a producer,
making "Hiawatha" in a small stu-

dio in New York City.

His fight against the General Film
Co. and the Motion Picture Patents
Co. won him the loyalty of exhibi-

tors, like himself, who had been
forced to accept General's terms. In
1912, Laemmle organized Universal
Film Manufacturing Co., with the
assistance of W. H. Swanson, P. A.
Powers, Charles Baumann and
others.

Laemmle continued to be active

in his company until March, 1936,
when he retired. In 1929 he had
made Carl, Jr., head of production.
According to reports, Laemmle sold

his interest in the company for
$5,500,000 and then departed for his

so-called "permanent vacation."
Last year he went to Europe for

the purpose of acquiring some
French pictures for distribution in

the U. S. but his enterprise did not
take on important proportions.

Longer Opening Period

For London's West End

London (By Cable)—Partial lift-

ing of the 6 p.m. curfew now gov-
erning exhibition in the West End
may materialize this week, it was
indicated at the week-end.
While the Home Office on Friday

refused the trade's plea, voiced by
a joint CEA-KRS deputation, for a

general .extension of the operating
hours, the CEA was asked to sub-
mit a new proposal.

It was stated that the Home Of-
fice would be inclined to regard fa-

vorably a proposal for the operation
of a certain number of West End
houses until 10 p.m., the nationally

observed closing hour.
The new proposal will be sub-

mitted by the theaters this week.
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N.Y. CRITICS JOIN NATION-WIDE

FOR THE STORY THAT SHOCKED Tl

"Couldn't have been released at a more o

portune time . . . A tine production, brilliantly

directed . . . Anna Neagle puts feeling and rever-

ence into the role."
—Wanda Hale. N. IT. Daily News

91
Impressive . . . profoundly stirring . . . comes

to the Music Hall with terrible timeliness."

—Bland Johaneson, N. Y. Daily Mirror

»tA deeply affecting tale of individual

heroism under the crushing influence of modern

warfare."
—Frank S. Nugent, N. Y. Times

"A true picture, and a fine one . . . Its

strength lies not alone in the story it tells, but in

the manner of its telling"
—Eileen Creetman, N. Y. Sun

"An unusually distinguished production . . .

fine and forceful . . . Miss Neagle's performance

brilliant."

—Rose Pelswick, N. Y. Journal & American

ANNA NEAGLELd in her first Hollywoa
w,th EDNA MAY OLIVER • GEORC

H. B. WARNER • SOPHIE STEWART • MA



werful and honest ...telling

timely . . . every incident takes

added impact and significance

fi

time when ruthless invasion,

killing of women and children,

i high courage are once more

i order of the day."

—Howard Barnes, N. Y. Herald-Tribune

. . The fifm takes on off the

rills and excitement, suspense and

rror of a spy melodrama . . .

ives you limp with terror and

or ... A beautiful directing lob."

Afilliam BoeHnel, N. Y. World-Teleqram

iDignified portrait ... Miss

j?ag/e is rather a beauty to behold

I . brings warmth and inspiration."

—Irene Thirer, N. Y. Post

k x o
RAD-I

Q

NURSE EDITH CAVELLpearanceasllUIlOl- Ul/I I n VnVbLL
ANDERS • MAY ROBSON • ZASU PITTS
WARD • ROBERT COOTE • Produced and Directed by HERBERT WILCOX •Screen Play by Michael Hogan

E2
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SCHENCK ASKS EXHIBS,

EXTEND PLAYING TIME

(Continued from Page 1)

profits, but of preservation of the
present quality standards of the en-

tire motion picture industry, thea-
ters as well as studios," he said.

"The millions of dollars invested in

theaters throughout America would
be just so much brick and mortar
if the structure of film production
collapsed. The exhibitor, must, there-
fore, share responsibility of seeing
that studios derive enough rentals
to permit them to continue in opera-
tion. Those pictures playing for one
week, whenever possible, should be
held over for a second week, and a
picture which definitely rates a two-
week run should be extended for a
third week.

"Likewise, in subsequent - runs,
three-day pictures be held over for
five and six days. In order to justify

this, exhibitors will find it necessary
to display greater showmanship and
introduce new ideas."

Schenck points out that producers
are keeping operating costs as low
as possible, but no economy meas-
ures by studios alone could offset

the great loss of European revenue
if a high standard of quality is to be
maintained.

Yates Confident England
to Continue Remittances
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — That England will

continue to send money due Ameri-
can distributors was the belief ex-
pressed by H. J. Yates at a press
conference here. Yates said that
not more than 20 per cent of Re-
public's income comes from foreign
sources and that England represents
16 per cent of this income.

Yates said that he believes the
gross on "Man of Conquest" will

reach $1,250,000 and announced "The
Hit Parade" has been delayed. In
its stead "Wagons Westward" will

start Oct. 25 with a cast headed by
John Wayne and with a budget com-
parable to that on "Man of Con-
quest."

He believes Republic will sell 10,-

000 accounts in United States for
1939-40 season; that the American
public does not want war pictures
and that war newsreels will be more
thrilling and authentic than studio-
made war pictures.

Yates announced England has al-

ready ordered eight Gene Autrys to

be shown for entertainment of its

soldiers; that bookings of Autry pic-

tures have increased 35 per cent in

England.
Republic will put 10 pictures in

ITOA Condemns Censorship by State's 3M.P. Div.
ITOA again has condemned openly film censorship by the Motion Picture Division

of the New York State Department of Education. The organization renewed its attack
at a meeting last week when it declared that the reversal by the Board of Regents
of the censor board's action in banning "Harvest" was conclusive proof that the
censors were "inconsistent and incompetent and expensive to the theater owners of
the state."

SWG Executive Board Meets

Today on Goldwyn Proposal

(Continued from Page 1)

fact-finding committee be created to

study industry problems arising

from the war in Europe.
Meanwhile, Frank Morgan, presi-

dent of the Screen Actors Guild, has
written Goldwyn that he believes

Guild members "Have a sincere con-

fidence in your integrity and believe

that any round table conference ne-

gotiated by you will be handled with
complete honesty and fairness to all

concerned."
Morgan adds: "I am aware that

our industry must recognize and ad-

just iself to current conditions and
I can assure you that our organiza-

tion is willing to do its part at all

times to protect and safeguard this

industry because we know that any
neglect of this duty would mean ne-
glecting the best interests of our
own people."

A Couple of Firsts
Richmond, Va.—Al Nowitsky, pub-

licity director for the Wilmer & Vin-
cent Theaters, secured his private pilot's

license last week and his first passenger

was Royal Thayer, 75-year-old doorman
of the Colonial and National Theaters.

It was the latter's first flight.

10 Metro Field Employes

Win Free Trips to Studio

Ten M-G-M field employees, two
from each of five branches, have
won a trip to the San Francisco Fair
and the company's Culver City stu-

dio for winning the company's effi-

ciency contest which ended Aug. 31.

The winners will meet in Chicago
Oct. 13 and travel together to the

Coast.
The winners of the free trips

were: — Cincinnati: Estelle Schil-

ferth, office manager's secretary, and
Henry Cordes, building custodian;

Washington: Esther Blendman, as-

sistant bookkeeper, and Elizabeth

Wyatt, film inspector; New York:
Elizabeth Hoffman, booker's clerk,

and Joseph Lalima, night film in-

spector; New Orleans: Augusta
Woolverton, stenographer, and Rose-
mary McElroy, film inspector; Char-
lotte: Blanche Carr, cashier, and
Jewel Terry, chief film inspector.

Biograph Studio Plans

Operations Suspension

By the end of the present month,
the Biograph Studio, 807 East 175th

St., will at least temporarily suspend
operations, it was learned on the

week-end.
The studio, which has been prom-

inent in Eastern production activi-

ties over a long period of time, has
been managed by W. J. O'Sullivan,

who, it is asserted, will announce
shortly a new affiliation.

production to be delivered by Jan. 1

and they will include two or three
Autrys and three "anniversary spe-

cials," Yates disclosed. He added
Republic will not change its type of

stories, concentrating on action pic-

tures and including a few comedies.

St. Louis Operators Threaten
Fanchon & Marco Strike

St. Louis — Projectionists' strike
against Fanchon & Marco's three
de luxe houses, Ambassador, Fox and
Missouri, and 25 nabes of the St.

Louis Amusement Co., operated by
F & M, over a wage dispute, is be-
ing held in abeyance pending ef-
forts of William F. White, Federal
Labor Conciliator, to iron out the
differences. White has held one ses-
sion with the disputing bodies and
will hold others.

Local 143 by a vote of 94 to 0,

authorized local execs, to call a
strike but Robert Thomsen, presi-
dent, is awaiting White's efforts to
bring about a settlement. The wage
contract between Local 143 and F &
M expired Sept. 1 and negotiations
for a new one were broken off when
F & M, according to Thomsen, sub-
mitted a proposal to retain exclu-
sive jurisdiction of all employes.
The union charges that F & M

has retained five projectionists sus-
pended because they accepted posi-
tions to which they were not as-
signed by the local. The local

charges F & M's proposal to retain
exclusive jurisdiction of employes
is a violation of IATSE's constitu-
tion and a bar to collective bargain-
ing.

Four New Film Theaters

for Columbus Territory

Columbus, O.—Changes in the the-
ater picture in this territory in-

clude: John Robertson has bought
the Arcade. Georgetown, and has
started work on a new 600-seat the-
ater in Fairfield.

Charlie Dixon is building a new
300-seater in Beverly.
Ted Pekras is planning to build a

800-seat house on the Hilltop. He
was formerly owner of the nabe Ritz
theater, but for past nine months has
been inactive.

Si James is preparing plans for
a second house in Eaton.

New Wellman Contract
We<t Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Honywood—Paramount has signed

a new one year contract with pro-
ducer-director William A. Wellman
which becomes effective in April.
First production under new deal will

be "FOB Detroit," a novel by Wes-
sell Smitter. Dwight Taylor has
been signed by Paramount to write
the screen play.

Record "Old Maid" Gross
"The Old Maid" grossed $258,723

in its six weeks at the New York
Strand. This is new high at the
house, the previous high being set

by "Angels with Dirty Faces" which
grossed $177,420 in a four week
period.

RKO BOARD APPROVES

WAR EMERGENCY PLAN

(Continued from Page 1)

temporary reductions in salaries,
but such reductions will be con-
fined to employes in the higher
brackets.

According to an announcement on
Friday by President George J.

Schaefer, no employe receiving $4,-
500 per year or less will be'afeir^ed.
From this point upward, a grao?ei«ed
scale will apply so that the largest
salaries will receive the largest per-
centage cuts, some more than 35
per cent.

In explaining the move, Schaefer
said:

"I have withheld any comment on
RKO plans to meet the emergency
created by the war in Europe until

I could review the situation thor-
oughly. I was unwilling to make a
statement that we would not curtail
production unless I was reasonably
confident that such a course was
possible.

"Already there has been a drastic
falling off in foreign revenue, which
I believe will continue throughout
the duration of the war. In view of
the drop in foreign exchange and
possible restrictions on transfer of
funds, the limited reopening of the-
aters in England and France leads
to no certain conviction that sub-
stantial revenues will be available
from these countries and we in RKO
have felt it necessary to find means
of effecting economies at home which
will enable us, without dependence
on income from the United King-
dom and France, to maintain our
production program with quality and
entertainment value unimpaired.
"The program which we have de-

vised to meet the war emergency,
including the salary reductions, was
approved at meetings today of RKO
Radio Pictures, Inc. and RKO Ser-
vice Corporation.

"It is my confident belief that with
the fine morale now being shown
throughout the organization our
nlans will be successful and that the
RKO program will be completed
without the least sacrifice of quality

or entertainment value."

Garver Terre Haute Houses

Pass to Alliance Circuit

Chicago — The Alliance Theater
circuit, successor to the Gregory
chain, has started its long delayed
expansion program by the addition
of the Garver Theater circuit in

Terre Haute, Ind. The houses added
are the Orpheum, the Swan, Idaho
and the Virginia theaters. Improve-
ments will be made in these houses.

"Exhibit No. 13"
Lincoln, Neb.—Cene Buck's personal

contract with Ascap, both as its presi-

dent and as a contributor, was offered

in evidence in the anti-Ascap test case

here.
Ominously marked "Exhibit No. 13."
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GB SUBSIDIARY LOSES

SUITS VS RCA, ERPI

(Continued from Page 1)

Erpi, and the other against the RCA
Manufacturing Co., Inc. Both bills

were dismissed.
Patents involved were for a "de-

vice for feeding acoustic films at
con r ' nt speed," issued to Arnold
Poi* n and Axel Carl George Peter-
sen, and for a "constant-speed film-
feeding mechanism," issued to
Arnold Poulsen.

Infringement was charged by
RCA's PS-2r reproducer and Erpi's
TA-7400 reproducer.
The court ruled the first Poulsen

patent was "invalid because of anti-
cipation and for want of invention"
and found that the second Poulsen
patent had been completely antici-

pated by a Kellogg patent.
Former Judge Hugh M. Morris

represented complainant in both
cases, with E. Ennalls Berl as coun-
sel for ERPI and William S. Mahaffy
and Herbert L. Cohen attorneys for
RCA Manufacturing Co., Inc.

The bills were filed Jan. 10, 1938,

and trial was from Feb. 14 to 21
last.

Warner Club to Elect New
Nat'l Officers Saturday

At elections held at the Warner
home office last week, the following

were elected delegates to the annual
meeting of the National Warner
Club, Inc., Saturday:

Philip Abrahams, Ray Avery, J.

H. Barry, W. V. Brooks, W. A. Can-
non, Jack Diamond, F L. Gates,

Bernard Goodman, L. B. Griffin,

Rudy Hagen, F. J. Kiernan, Walker
R. Koppe, Mollie Negri, Leonard
Palumbo, John Perin, Etty Phillips,

Elkan Reiner, Sol Shernow, Al Tro-
jack, Sam Wolowitz and Jack Wuhr-
man.

National officers of the Warner
Club will be elected at Saturday's
meeting.

App<eal Va. Censors' Ban
Richmond, Va.—"The Wages of

Sin," a Willis Kent Picture, which
has been rejected twice by the Vir-

ginia Board of Censors, will be
viewed by Judge Julian Gunn, of the

City Circuit Court. The film, which
was taken into the Circuit Court by
T. 0. Campbell, attorney for the
Willis Kent Productions, on an ap-
peal from the action of the Censor
Board in barring it from exhibition

in Virginia, is on appeal as provided
for under the State law.

Start New Cincy Nabe
Cincinnati—Work starts today on

a new nabe theater in Westwood
at Harrison and Urwiler. Louis
Wiethe, owner of the Kentucky, La-
tonia, and Westmont theaters, is

the builder of the 1,000-seat house.

The F & Y Theater Division Colum-
bus, is contractor for the $110,000

project.

THE WCtr IN
REVIEW

IA Wins Studio Election

(Continued from Page 1)

way pix theaters continued to climb.
. . . UA board again voted a bonus
for its producers . . . CFI reported
third quarter net of $232,000 . .

Gov't reported admish taxes up $88,-
405 from preceding August

* * *

WAR ECHOES: Samuel Goldwyn
requested majors to appoint a fact-
finding committee for joint action on
producer-distrib. war problems, to
which Joseph M. Schenck, AMPP
prexy, replied he was in agreement
in principal but believed such action
premature until full information on
war's effects was available . . . Will
H. Hays, MPPDA prexy, addressing
Regional Trust Co. Conference of
Pacific Coast and Rocky Mt. States,
made eloquent plea for keeping U. S.

out of the European conflict, and
stressed pix industry's duties in the
situation . . . Eastman Kodak an-
nounced war would not curtail ma-
terials needed by the industry.

FOREIGN
SOUTH AMERICA: Sam E.

Morris (Warners) and Phil Reisman
(RKO) returning from South and
Latin America reported film biz im-
proving in those areas . . . Joseph
M. Schenck, chairman of 20th Cen-
tury-Fox board, left at week-end for
Mexico and South America in con-
nection with firm's drive for in-

creased biz in those quarters.

EUROPE: Odeon's deal to buy
Paramount's British theaters hit a
delaying snag in war's outbreak . . .

Germany continued to send collec-

tions to the U. S. companies allowed
to do biz in the Reich.

Bank Night Stager Brings

Suit Against the Schines

Suit for $8,532, allegedly due for
running a Bank Night in 24 theaters,
was filed on Friday in New York
Supreme Court by Edward Goldstein
against Schine Chain Theaters, Inc.,

Schine Theater Co., Inc., SKE Op-
erating Co., Ltd., Schine Enterprises
Corp., and Meyer and Louis Schine
trading as Schine Theatrical Enter-
prises.

On Jan. 20, 1938, the parties al-

legedly made a contract employing
the plaintiff for one year to direct

Bank Night at $10 and $15 per per-
formance. The amount allegedly
due and unpaid for services rendered
is $8,532, the plaintiff claims.

Warner Releases Ready

Up to First of New Year

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Warners has now

completed production of every film

the studio has scheduled for release
as far ahead as January.

11

SHORTS, INC.
announces . .

.

The newest, most exciting develop-
ment in show business!

A short film, with live actors, combin-
ing a fast entertaining screen story

with popular swing music and prize

awards.

A contest unlike any other ever de-

vised—either on or off the screen.

Ten minutes of clever, amusing fun
... a novel, stimulating game that will

make your audiences think, feel and
talk!

The first four "MELODY PUZZLES"
are now ready:

"AIN'T LOVE GRAND?"
"THE TRIAL OF EILEEN

BALLEW"
"THE SECRET OF THE DOUBLE

DOORS"
"CRIME DOESN'T PLAY"

Directed by Reginald LeBoxg

Camera: Robert Pittack, A.S.C.

WESTERN ELECTRIC RECORDING

There is NO GAMBLING.

"MELODY PUZZLES" are new,
entertaining and legal!

(The title and idea are fully protected by copyright.)

SHORTS, INC.

1040 North Las Palmas Avenue, Hollywood, Calif.
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Right now CINECOLOR can deliver 16 mm reduction prints

from 35 mm negative that have not been equalled by any

other color processor.
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1. Sound as good as black and white—the supreme

achievement in making a 16 mm color print or reduction.

Same volume, same clarity, same at high frequencies as

black and white. Fader set at same level.

2. Quality same as standard CINECOLOR.

3. Uniformity of prints guaranteed—only CINECOLOR'S

exclusive patented process makes this guarantee possible.

4. Prints of this quality never before offered at our price.
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Canadian Circuit Execs. See Quick Rise in Film Biz

io% wage increaslaverts iatsTstrike
//

Business as Usual". British Industry's War Answer
"Never Any Jitters and No

Hitch Anywhere," Says

Ernest Fredman
By ERNEST W. FREDMAN
Managing Editor of

"Daily Film Renter"

London (By Mail)—At the time of

writing we've been at War two
weeks, so perhaps you'd like a pen
picture of how the British film in-

dustry is reorientating- itself to the

new conditions.

It's settling down nicely—and in

10 days has, in fact, accomplished
a marvellous job of work. Immed-
iately on the outbreak of hostilities,

came the close-down order of all

kinemas and the evacuation of the

(Continued on Page 12)

WAR WILL BRING NO

"HATE" FILMS-HAYS

Chicago — While Hollywood stu-

dios probably will produce films in

which war will appear as a second-

ary element, there will be no cycle

of "hate" pix for propaganda pur-

poses resulting from the present

war in Europe, Will H. Hays,
MPPDA prexy, assured here yes-

(Continued on Page 7)

Oklahoma Allied Meets,

with Legislation to the Fore

By ERNEST W. FAIR
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

Oklahoma City—First convention

of the newly formed Allied Theater
Owners of Oklahoma was set to open
here this morning. Organization
work has been under way for sev-

(Continued on Page 12)

Oh, Yeah???!!!
Harrisburg, Pa.—Add Believe It or Not!

When Loew's Theater here advertised

the Louis-Pastor fight films, house at-

tracted some fans who thought it was a

revival of "The Life of Louis Pasteur."

XBB7 Carl S&ummu> 1939

IT
has been given to very few men to leave an indelible mark upon this industry equal

to that of Carl Laemmle, whose sudden passing is sincerely mourned both within

and without film business.

From that day in late February, 1906, when he opened his first theater, the White

Front, in Chicago until his retirement in March, 1936, upon the sale of his holdings in

Universal, Carl Laemmle was a dominant personality, his activities adding chapter upon

chapter to motion picture history.

To those of the trade there is scant need to re-chronicle here, one by one,

Laemmle's many contributions to industry progress. Three times a pioneer—in distribu-

tion and production as well as exhibition—those contributions are reflected mag-
(Continued on Page 6)

Boost is Retroactive to Aug.

12; Agreement at

6:30 a.m., E.S.T.
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— A nation-wide strike

of projectionists and studio workers
was averted at 2:30 (6:30 EST) this

morning when producers granted a
10 per cent increase in wages retro-

active to Aug. 12, 1939 to IATSE
studio workers.
A delay of four weeks was asked

by the producers during the meeting
with IA representatives but this re-

quest was flatly denied by IA. The
producers finally made an offer of 5

per cent increase, and when IA
agreed to accept a 10 per cent in-

crease an agreement was reached."U" SILENT PERIOD, N. Y. ALLIED UNITS

LAEMMLE TRIBUTE TO MEET ON OCT. 17 BROADWAY PIX "TAKE"

STILL MOVES HIGHERUniversal employes in exchanges
and offices everywhere will observe
a five-minute period of silence at

12:30 p.m. today in memory of Carl
Laemmle, former "U" prexy, for

whom funeral services will be held
today at the Wilshire Temple of

(.Continued on Page 7)

Canadian Clearance Board

Plan Submitted to Execs.

Toronto—Copies of the resolution
formulating a plan for establishment
of a national clearance board in

Canada, passed at the recent con-
(Continued on Page 12)

Max A. Cohen, president of New
York Allied, has called a meeting of

its state units for Oct. 17 in New
York City. It is understood that
the organization, which parted com-
pany with national Allied, will map
a course of action for the continu-

(Continued on Page 7)

France Names Jean Renoir

as Film Production Chief

Paris (By Cable)—Resumption of

film production here impends.
The Bureau of Information, gov-

ernment agency, has directed Jean
Renoir to plan the resumption of

(Continued on Page 7)

Canadians Leaving Radios for Pix;

Quick Rise in Attendance Predicted

Memphis MPTO Meet Elects;

No Action on Trade Reform

Memphis—Sunday, opening day of

the convention of MPTO of Arkan-
sas, Mississippi and Tennessee, was
given to registrations and screen-

ings. Business yesterday was trans-
(Continued on Page 7)

Toronto—Substantial increase in

theater attendance within the next
, few weeks is confidently forecast by
\
leading Dominion circuit operators
with headquarters here.

Circuit execs, declare that al-

though the volume of admissions
lessened at the outbreak of the war
in Europe, due to rivalry of radio,

(Continued on Page 12)

Week-end Broadway biz continued
its upward beat, with all houses re-

porting substantial increases over
recent week-ends. The Paramount
set a new week-end record since

starting the band policy some years
ago. At the Capitol, attendance fig-

ures mounted to a total that was
(Continued on Page 3)

S-W Survey of Duals Hints

of Policy Change in Philly

Philadelphia — Probability of a

"revolutionary" change in the atti-

tude of Stanley-Warner theaters was
evidenced here yesterday when Jos-

eph Bernhard, General Manager of

VVarner theaters, in conjunction with
(Continued on Page 12)

Iflid-West Optimistic
H. A. Ross, of Ross Federal Research,

returned from a trip through the middle-
West, reports a general feeling of optim-

ism and says that Detroit is a hubbub of

activity and that, in the district of

steel mills of Pennsylvania, things are

back to their 1925 level. It was inter-

esting to note that, with few exceptions,

and these caused mainly by climatic con-

ditions, the upswing was general.
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Execs. Meet Today to Plan

"Night of Stars" Program

Leaders of the amusement indus-
try will meet at 4:30 p.m. today in

the offices of Marvin H. Schenck in

Loew's State Theater Building to

crystallize plans for the "Night of

Stars," mammoth benefit show to be
held on the night of "Nov. 15 in

Madison Square Garden for settle-

ment of Jewish refugees in Pales-
tine.

Among those who will attend to-

day's meeting are: Ben A. Boyar
and Marvin H. Schenck, associate
chairmen of the Producing Commit-
tee; Jesse Kaye of Fanchon & Mar-
co; Arthur Knorr of the Roxy The-
ater; Leon Leonidoff of Radio City
Music Hall; " Herbert I. Rosenthal,
CBS; John Shubert; Harry Mayer,
Warners; Frank Roehrenbeck,
WHN; Sidney H. Piermont, WHN;
Harry Kalcheim, Lester Isaac and
Samuel Chotzinoff.

Three Majors Get 20 Days

to Answer "Govt's" Brief

Oklahoma City — Defendants in

the U. S. Department of Justice
suit against the Griffith Amusement
Company and affiliated circuits un-
der the Sherman anti-trust laws, in

which the government seeks to

prove the company forms a monop-
oly in distribution of first- and sec-
ond-run motion pictures, have been
given 20 days to file a reply to the

Government's brief by Edgar S.

Vaught, district judge.

Specific defendants named in the
20-day grant of time were United
Artists Corp., Universal Film Ex-
change Inc., and Columbia Pictures,

Inc.

Eddie Golden to Address

W.Va. ITO Convention Today

Clarksburg, W. Va.—Edward A.
Golden, Monogram's vice-president
in charge of exchanges, will be guest
speaker at the convention and ban-
quet of the Independent Theater
Owners Association of West Vir-
ginia at the Waldo Hotel here today.

Four hundred are expected to at-

tend the business sessions, accord-
ing to Danny Davis, chairman of
the convention committee. R. J.

Hiehle is president of the ITOA of
West Virginia. Other officers are
R. D. Mirks, vice-president and Gar-
land West, treasurer.

Jury Trial Ordered
A jury trial in December of the

suit brought by the International
Flight Corp. against Movietone
News and Fox Film Corp. was or-

dered yesterday by New York Su-
preme Court Justice Isidore Wasser-
vogel. Suit asks for $100,000 dam-
ages for alleged negligence on the
part of the defendant in handling a
plane loaned to them in 1934 to fly

films of the assassination of King
Alexander of Jugoslavia.

Fordham-Waynesburg Game
to Start Tele's Season

Television's first season of inter-

collegiate football via NBC, will get
under way Saturday, with a tele-

cast of the Fordham University-
Waynesburg College game at Ran-
dall's Island. The telecast will be-
gin at 2 p.m. over Station W2XBS.
Other games already booked for

telecast by the NBC mobile unit are:
Manhattan versus St. Bonaventure,
at Randall's Island on Oct. 7; Col-
lege of the City of New York versus
Scranton, Oct. 14 at Lewisohn Sta-
dium; C.C.N.Y. versus St. Joseph's
Nov. 18 at Lewisohn Stadium, and
Long Island University versus Cath-
olic University, Nov. 23.

NBC is also after two distinctly

big-time contests and there is also
the possibility of one or more pro-
fessional football contests being
telecast.

Warners Adding 5 Cents
to Hartford Nabe Scale

Hartford— Warners have raised
admission of all the Hartford nabe
houses from 25 to 30 cents. The
Cameo, Bristol and the Strand,
Manchester will also have an ad-
mission increase from 35 to 40 cents
The Colonial, Hartford returns to a
second-run policy, after a two
weeks' trial of a reserved seat, first

run, day and date policy with the
Strand.

Expect ITA of Ontario

Will Convene In October

Toronto — Annual convention of
the ITA of Ontario is expected to

be set for the first week in October
at a meeting of the association's
execs, here Thursday.

Tim Donahue Dies
Boston—Tim Donahue, Columbia

city salesman, died suddenly of a
heart attack here yesterday after-
noon. He collapsed on the corner
of Church and Melrose Sts., in the
film district and was rushed to the
hospital where he was pronounced
dead upon arrival.

Para. Sets Circuit Deals
Chicago—Paramount has closed

seasonal product deals with the Al-
liance and Anderson circuits in this

territory, according to Manager
James Donahue.

Increase in volume of biz at the
local branch has brought the addi-
tion of Harold Wise to the booking
staff.

Miss Shearer in Hospital
Norma Shearer will be in the

Doctors Hospital for a few days.
She is recuperating successfully
from the extraction of a wisdom
tooth by Dr. Leo Winter, surgical
dentist.

cominG AIM GOiriG

WILL HAYS returns here today.

HAROLD SCHUSTER, director, returns to Hol-
lywood this week-end. He returned last week
from England.

ROBERT BASSELER, story head in England
for 20th-Fox, has arrived here from Lop-* S

HY GARDNER goes to Hollywood next itu.

SYDNEY CLARE, 20th-Fox song writer, is

here for a vacation.

BING CROSBY returned to Hollywood over
the week-end after a vacation here.

LEON NETTER, Paramount theater chieftain,
and LEONARD GOLDENSON, returned to New
York yesterday after a two-week trip in the
middle-West.

MRS. FOSTER JACKSON, owner of the Elsinore

Theater, Elsinore, Cal., was a visitor at the
Warner home office yesterday.

ANN SHERIDAN arrives here tomorrow morn-
ing from Chicago.

LIEUTENANT HARRY J. LEWIS, U. S. Army
Signal Corp., has arrived in Hollywood to study
the picture industry.

CHARLES L. GLETT, vice-president of Eastern
Service studios, returns from the Coast today.

H. M. BESSEY, secretary-treasurer of Altec
Service Corporation has returned today from a

trip to the Coast.

SIMONE SIMON, French actress, is en route
to New York to appear in the musical stage play,

"The Gibson Girls."

AL LEWIS is due here early next month from
the Coast with a stage play, "Quiet, Please,"
which the two film writers, F. Hugh Herbert
and Hans Kraly, have written, which he expects
to produce here.

DAVID A. BADER arrived in New York yes-
terday on a brief business trip; he's at the St.

Moritz.

R. V. ANDERSON, special assistant to Short
Subject Sales Manager Harry Michalson of RKO
Kadio Pictures, is en a tour of several exchanges
in the South.

20th-Fox to Release 17

in Three-Month Period

Headed by three Technicolor spe-

cials, 20th-Fox will release 17 pic-

tures during the next three months,

including two re-issues, it was an-

nounced yesterday by the company.

Technicolor films are "Drums Along

The Mohawk," "Hollywood Caval-

cade" and "The Blue Bird." Record

number of seven will be released

during October with the two re-is-

sues going out that month.

Best wishes from THE FILM DAILY
to the following on their birthdays:

SEPTEMBER 26

Antonio Moreno

Edmund Gwenn
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BROADWAY PIX "TAKE"

STILL MOVES HIGHER

(Continued from Page 1)

only slightly short of the house
record.

ip^Pace makers were Paramount's
V-ioneymoon In Bali" at the Para-
mount, and Metro's "The Women,"
at the Capitol. "The Rains Came,"
20th-Fox, continued strong at the
Roxy in its third and final week,
with a total attendance of approxi-
mately 375,000 or more expected
for the three-week run.

"Nurse Edith Cavell," RKO.
topped all other recent RKO re-
leases at the Music Hall and was set
for a second week. "Espionage
Agent," Warners, at the Strand, re-
corded better than average business
and was set for a second week. "The
Real Glory," United Artists, contin-
ued big at the Rivoli, with Satur-
day's business equal to anything in

the theater's history. Picture will
go at least two more weeks, it was
said.

Propaganda Fund Charge
Untrue, Declares Amkino

Testimony by Dr. D. H. Dubrow-
sky before the Dies Committee on
un-American Activities that Amkino
provided money for Communist pro-
paganda was branded as untrue yes-
terday by a spokesman for the dis-

tributing company. T. P. Lewis, of
Amkino, which is the exclusive dis-

tributor of Soviet pictures in the U.
S., denied all charges made by Dr.
Dubrowsky.
According to Dr. Dubrowsky, Am-

kino uses about $1,000,000 a year
from American film fans to pay for
Communist propaganda in this coun-
try.

Lewis declared yesterday that Am-
kino was a company chartered un-
der New York State Laws and that
its books were open for inspection
by anyone who wanted to see them.

Chicago—Miss Gene Gedwell, sec-
retary to M. M. Rubens of the Great
States circuit, has resigned and has
been succeeded by Miss Grace Win-
chester. Miss Gedwell was married
to Charles Ogan of Berwyn last

week.

Sheboygan, Wis.—Gladys Schra-
meyer, cashier at the Rex theater,
and Alex Kunstman, projectionist
at the Majestic theater were married
here.

Engagement is announced of
Charles Villency, former film re-
viewer of The Syracuse Herald and
now chief of the Herald Journal's
Binghamton bui-eau, and Ruth Small,
New York actress.

4LCNG THE

T
• • • DON'T be too sure that it can't happen here

for it is happening in Cleveland and the public there is reported

going ga-ga Whether we will be immune remains to be seen

but in the Ohio metropolis just as sure as you're born is on

display the sarong of Dot Lamour as part of a mammoth display in

the main concourse of the Terminal Tower The sarong got there via

the co-operation of the Cleveland Federation of Women's Clubs and its

affiliates all of which are 'thusiastic about making the folks along

bright Erie's shores mindful of the fact that this is the 50 th Anni-

versary year of the pix industry

T T
• • • DISPLAY opened Thursday, last and will con-

tinue through Oct. 6 with the Lamour sarong only one mag-
net Exhibition also features a case of original Walt Disney

drawings "full size models" (whether alive or plastic was

not asserted) wearing gowns which bedecked Joan Crawford in

"Chained" and Greta Garbo in "Ninotchka" . . . . . .plus the

uniform Gary Cooper sported in "Beau Geste" The popping

eyes of Cleveland fans also feast upon articles of jewelry

worn by other leading actresses of the screen Too, there are

photos of movie make-up artists at work antique and modern
m.p. technical equipment Club hostesses are present during

the day and evening to answer questions even about the

sarong

• • • OUT in Chi the 50th Anniversary of filums will

also be appropriately celebrated sarong or no sarong B & K
has prepared a strong ad campaign using dailies, radio, and

their own theater screens Warner houses in the territory have also

made ambitious plans Chi, you remember, has a forefinger firmly

in the industry's historical pie being the home of the ole Essanay

Studio via which stars galore burst into fame among them

Francis X. Bushman, a chap by the name of Charles Chaplin, Gloria

Swanson, Kathlyn Williams and many others were to reach re-

nown via Chi engagements

T T
• • • CHICAGO is also linked closely with the careers of

Adolph Zukor, Sam Katz, Barney and John Balaban, and the late

Carl Laemmle The Messrs. Balaban and Katz started their

spectacular rise in that city some 22 years ago and pioneered

in industry advances such as air-conditioning de luxe

houses trained personnel better lighting larger

screens et al

T T
• • • TOMORROW night at their Beverly Hills Theater

the Warners are giving the Bette Davis-Errol Flynn opus "The

Private Lives of Elizabeth and Essex" a mow-'em-down premiere

the "invites" to which reflect the grandiose scale upon which the

festivities will be held The "invites" are on parchment Old

English lettering proclaiming the event and general info and at the

bottom you find the word "formal" We'll say it is!

T T T
• • • ANOTHER burst of clever ballyhoo cometh from

Wilmington, Del in the form of a herald designed by Edgar

J. Doob for the engagement at Loew's Theater of "Thunder

Afloat" Ed used the Wilmington Morning News' page 1

telling of the invasion of Poland and sur-prints his message

on the pix

«c « « » » »

CIRCUIT EXECS. COOL

TO BRANDT PROPOSAL

Harry Brandt's suggestion thai
circuits in the Metropolitan areS
agree to arbitration as a means o
settling disputes, including clear-
ance problems, has failed to draw
sny reaction from circuit executives
A tendency to make no comment on
the idea was apparent on Friday
and from some sources it was indi-

cated that Brandt's proposal woul
be vetoed.
The distributors have not signified

th?>ir intentions officially to include
arbitration of clearance in their

sales policies, although most of them
have expressed their willingness tcj

arbitrate disputes arising from con
tract violations.

The ITOA, which is sounding out
the circuits' attitudes on arbitration
had received no replies to its let-

ters up to Friday night.

Two New Movie Courses
At New York University

Kenneth F. Space, pioneer in 16
mm. pix production for non-the-
atrical use will give the new elemen-
tary course in movie-making this
Fall in the School of Education of
New York University. Formerly a|

i,osearch chemist and a still and mo-
tion picture cameraman with thq
Agfa Ansco Company, Mr. Space
has been a motion picture director-!

cameraman and film editor for the
Harmon Foundation since 1934.
Another new course in the field o:

motion pictures is to be presented
at the School of Education by Er^
nest L. Cox of the New Jersey Vis-
ual Education Association on the!

class-room and educational use of
motion pictures.
The general course on the motion

picture in its technical, artistic, edu-
cational and social aspects is to be
continued under the direction of Dr.
Frederic M. Thrasher, Professor of
Education, who is also technical di-

rector of the Metropolitan Motion
Piftur? Council.

Polio Bars Juve Patrons
Richmond. Mich.—The Richmond

Theater has been instructed to re-

fuse admission to persons under 18
years, due to new cases of infantile
paralysis in the community.

New House for Suffolk
Suffolk, Va.—Henry Roth, general

manager of the Pitts-Roth Theaters
here, has announced that his com-
pany will start work on a new 1,000-
seat hcuse here as soon as plans are
completed by Ed Sinnott, architect,
of Richmond.

STORK.S!
It's a boy—in the home of J. S.

Rvipo-s, Altec engineer in Seattle,

Wash.
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first for the new year beats Warners' biggest of

! Six weeks at Strand N. Y. — first attraction in 6
> go over 4 weeks! Paramount B'klyn registers big-

eeks of all time and goes a 3rd! Frisco, L A., New
erywhere the same sensational boxoffice story!

MRS first starring show for John Garfield and Priscilla

!>y far the biggest show they've had to date. Written

en by the author of 'Each Dawn I Die'! No 'ifs', 'ands',

— everything that 'I Am a Fugitive' meant to your

for 1932 this will mean in 1939! Get set for it now!

I
I

most timely, most revealing, most true-to-today

irerl First picture of the U. S. Foreign Service — and
>it as strong an entertainment as the great Warner

it pictures' of the past. It's Brenda Marshall's starring

md a big shot that will be heard 'round the industry!
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Industry's Leaders Pay Tribute to Carl Laemmle, Sr
'Services Were Distinguished,'

Says Will H. Hays,

MPPDA Prexy
Industry leaders and figures associated

with him in the development of film biz

yesterday joined in expressions of grief

on the passing of Carl Laemmle, Sr.,

former president of Universal.

Many in the trade first learned of
Laemmle's death yesterday through THE
FILM DAILY, which exclusively carried

a Coast wire story.

Typical of the tributes paid were
these

:

Will H. Hays: "In almost three-
quarters of a century, Carl Laemmle
traveled far. He crossed the At-
lantic to the United States to become
a fine American citizen. He crossed
the United States to the Pacific to

become a great distributor and a
producer who helped set the motion
picture stars in their courses.

"Now Uncle C rl has started on
a longer journey 10 a land no man
knows, but we do know that he will

find friends there. In his long jour-

ney from life until death, he never
traveled anywhere without making
or finding a friend.

"The services of Carl Laemmle to

the motion picture industry were dis-

tinguished. He had courage and vi-

sion and he kept his honor bright.

He fought for what he believed to

be right and kept his plighted word.
He gave more than he asked. His
friendship braved the storm.

"Carl Laemmle had and deserved
the deep personal affection of all

who knew him. He was a little man
who was big enough to fill our
hearts. His death is a public and a
personal loss."

Nicholas M. Schenck: "Carl Laemm-
le made a great contribution to

the industry and he also made
friends of all who knew him. I was
proud to be among them."

Barney Balaban: "The death of

Carl Laemmle marks the passing of

one of the true pioneers of motion
pictures—the men of vision, daring
and enterprise who founded the in-

dustry and guided it through the
troubled early years of its existence.

The entire film industry mourns his

passing and honors his memory."
Sidney R. Kent: "The passing of

Carl Laemmle, Sr., was a deep shock
to all of those who knew and appre-
ciated his contributions to the mo-
tion picture industry."

Harry M. Warner: "The passing
of Carl Laemmle is indeed a sad
blow to the industry in which he was
a pioneer. We shall miss him great-
ly."

David O. Selznick: "The passing
of Carl Laemmle is a source of great
sorrow to all who grew up in the
picture business and knew him as

one of the great and best beloved
pioneers."

James R. Grainger: "It is difficult

for me to put into words what I feel

regarding the loss of the beloved
Carl Laemmle. It was my great

IBfif Qkrl gammlg 1930
(Continued from Page 1)

nificently in the development of the industry's business structure and its cultural and

art values.

It was Carl Laemmle who was responsible for breaking the stranglehold of the

Motion Picture Patents Company after a costly three-year fight; it was Carl Laemmle
who early foresaw the importance of the film exchange; it was Carl Laemmle who
stripped the anonymity from Mary Pickford; it was Carl Laemmle who fostered the

"star" system; it was Carl Laemmle who gave impetus to the feature and to top

budget pictures. And these are only a few of the highlights of a career that, spanning

three decades, saw the motion picture soar from obscurity to its present imposing state.

Yet despite success and its accompanying handsome rewards, Carl Laemmle kept

what Kipling has so well described as the common touch. To innumerable thousands,

he was always "Uncle Carl," and the affectionate regard thus expressed explains why
Laemmle, the man, as well as Laemmle, the film mgnate, is so well remembered, so

sincerely mourned.

In the conclusion of his Laemmle biography, the late John Drinkwater, quoting

Lincoln's words that "I do the very best I know how, the very best I can; and I

mean to keep doing so until the end," added, "Uncle Carl, too, will keep on doing

that until the end."

It was a prophecy fulfilled.

—BAHN.

privilege to have worked for this
benevolent gentleman who gave so
much to the motion picture indus-
try. I also knew him as a friend,
and, like others who knew him, or
felt his influence, will remember him
always for the wholesome, kindly and
sincere person that he was."

Murray Silverstone: "To his fam-
ily and to the industry Carl Laemmle
made his life's work, I offer deep and
sincere condolences. He was a
pioneer, with a brave, adventurous
spirit. I think this industry is much
greater and owes much to the life

and the work of Carl Laemmle."
W. Ray Johnston: "Death of Carl

Laemmle marks the passing of a
great figure of our industry. His
career summarized in many respects
the evolution of motion pictures. Al-
though he had retired from active
participation in the business, he has
left an unmistakable and lasting im-
pression on it."

Joseph M. Schenck (Wired from
Mexico City) : "The passing of Carl
Laemmle was a shock and a great
loss to the motion picture industry.
Carl Laemmle was more than a
pioneer, he was a builder. A kind,
gentle man, he fought for the indus-
try at a time when it was weak and
shackled, and, due to his courage and
independence, the fight that was of
nation-wide importance in its time
was won. Laemmle was a friendly
man, and it is in that character even
more than in his leadership that
Hollywood will remember him, for
he never turned a deaf ear to mis-
fortune and his benign generosities
will never be forgotten in this gen-
eration because they were so wide-

spread. The whole world of motion
picture industry must mourn the loss
of Carl Laemmle, but in Hollywood
where he lived and worked his mem-
ory will be enshrined."

Louis B. Mayer: "Is it possible
that 'Uncle Carl' has crossed to the
Great Beyond? This great pioneer
played an important part in the de-
velopment of our industry from the
time pictures were being made for
nickelodeons to this day when they
have reached their important position
in the cinema theaters of the world.
Carl Laemmle was loved by count-
less numbers to whom he was so
sympathetic and helpful, and I know
that a great many in the industry
will feel a deep personal loss in his
passing. I am confident that the
heartfelt sympathy of everyone con-
nected with motion pictures in Cali-
fornia and elsewhere goes to mem-
bers of his immediate family to
whom he was so devoted."

Nathan D. Golden: "Carl Laemmle
was a pioneer. There is no question
of that. He contributed considerably
to the industry as it now exists to-

day. His death will be mourned
throughout the industry."

R. H. and P. D. Cochrane: "We
were terribly shocked to hear the
news of Carl Laemmle's death over
the radio. We have lost a great
friend. The industry has lost a lead-
er who can never be replaced."

Pandro S. Berman: "While Carl
Laemmle has been inactive for sev-
eral years his influence still was
tremendous in Hollywood and the
industry will miss him."

J. Robert Rubin: "The business is

better for Carl having been in it."

"Feeling Pretty Good," Wrote Laemmle Friday
What was one of the last, and possibly the very last, letter written by Carl

Laemmle, Sr., was received yesterday morning in New York by Michael Mindlin, film
industry veteran. The missive was postmarked in California on Friday, last, and the
concluding paragraph read: "I am feeling pretty good these days. We have had some
of the hottest weather this city has experienced in 26 years. As I have been con-
fining myself to my air-cooled room at home, working and dining there as well as
sleeping, I have not inconvenienced myself because of the humid weather. With kind-
est holiday greetings, I remain, Sincerely yours, (signed) Carl Laemmle."

"He Made Friends of All Wh
Knew Him," Declares

Nicholas M. Schenck
George J. Schaefer: "Carl Laemn

le helped to mould the f~^t ha
t

century of the motion pictil )indui
try. Almost from its beginning r.

was a vital force in it and his coi|fea

tribution to its progress were many
Jules Levy : "Carl Laemmle ha 'avl

the vision of a pioneer and the com
age of a builder."

Maj. Albert Warner: "It has bee
my privilege to know Carl Laemml
for many years and it is with dee
sorrow that I join the motion pictur£
industry in mourning the loss of on

j,

of its foremost pioneers and belove jrodi

personalities. He contributed mor Laem

than his share towards the grea
strides this industry has made sincpsti

its early inception."

Herman Wobber: "It was with thf
kt

deepest regret that the industr; BI)

learned of the death of Carl Laemm
le, Sr., whose warm, human friend
ship was enjoyed by so many.

Spyros Skouras: "The motion pic
ture industry has lost not only
pioneer but also one of its kindlies
figures in the passing of Cai
Laemmle, Sr."
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Jack L. Warner: "Death has re
moved one of the industry's trul;

great figures in the passing of Car
Laemmle. It is a severe loss fo
thousands who knew him and re
garded him with great affection."

Phil Reisman: "Carl Laemmle'
constant contact with the details o:

not only production but distributioi

is probably one of the reasons for hii

long success in the picture business
He was one of the great believers ii

publicity and advertising, man}
times spending as much on an ad
vertising campaign as pictures o:

similar type grosses. He had un
canny judgment in" selecting at leas
one or two outstanding stories oi

plays each year and when he re
signed from the industry, it was i

distinct loss to the picture business.'

Jack Cohn: "Having started mj
motion picture career 30 years age
in close association with Carl Laemm
le, Sr., I feel qualified to say tha
he was directly responsible for th(

remarkable development of our in

dustry. He had great foresight anc
unlimited courage. I feel a greal
personal loss in the passing of Car
Laemmle and was shocked beyonc
words when I heard of it."

Ned E. Depinet: "Having workec
for Universal from its organization
until 1924, I had the opportunity tc

personally know of the great leader
ship of Carl Laemmle and to respeel

and admire his undaunted spirit and
courage."

Gradwell L. Sears: "I was pro
foundly shocked to learn of Car'

Laemmle's death. A pioneer, a hu-

manitarian, and a grand old man 01

the motion picture industry, he wil

always be remembered as such."
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LAEMMLE TRIBUTE
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B'nai B'rith in Los Angeles, with
Rabbi Edgar F. Mangin officiating.

The body will lie in state at the
Temple from 11:30 to 12:30 noon
oday p
Interment will be in the Home of

x^Peace Mausoleum here.

Late last night, Sam Behrendt,
David Tannenbaum, Dr. Leland Haw-

in cins, Ben Strauss, Herman Einstein,
llack Ross, Fred Meyer and Sam Von
Sonkel were named to act as honor-

ary pallbearers.

A resolution conveying sympathy
I ';o the family and paying tribute to

n«e life of Laemmle was adopted by
011 ;he Association of Motion Picture
V6 Producers. "The influence of Carl
M Laemmle upon the industry to which
Tea le devoted so many of his years is

inestimable," the resolution stated.

'During his long career as a motion
toicture leader all of us learned to

jtp
respect and love him. To his family

jjjj'A'e express our deepest sympathy in

;
D(

j
;heir personal loss."

In a joint statement by Nate
. Blumberg, president, and J. Cheever
™c Cowdin, board chairman, the ex-

ecutives said:

'The motion picture industry has
just lost, by the . death of Carl

Laemmle, one of its finest figures

Rrand real pioneers. Although Mr.
^Laemmle was no longer an official

•"{member of our family, Universal
^executives and employes everywhere
[f-fkeenly feel this loss in a sincerely,
1

personal, way."

iJNew York Allied Units

Will Meet on October 17
ss

(Continued from Page 1)

Bfance of the association. The name,
4 Allied Theaters of New York, will

oi be retained.

Meanwhile, reports are current

ithat national Allied will invade New
"I York with a new group, indications
re" being that the Albany unit will be

J; the nucleus. Current rumors say
i: that the Syracuse, Buffalo and Roch-
W. ester chapters will remain loyal to

P the Cohen regime, while Albany
m- leans toward the national body.

f Cohen is of the opinion that the
^ independent exhibitors will be with-

al
out a code or a fair trade practice

"
i formula for at least five years. The

J

| war, he believes, will retard the
ir

,|
equity suit trial. Blame for this

1(1 condition is laid by Cohen to Allied

leaders for the rejection of the code

| and for their efforts in allegedly
'I urging the Department of Justice to

tof brand the proposals as illegal.

Capital V. C. Seeks Funds
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—The Variety Club of

Washington is sponsoring "The Cav-

, alcade of Thrills" Oct. 12-13 for the

Pjenrfit of the Variety Club Wel-
fare Fund.
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"RIO"
with Basil Rathbone, Victor McLaglen,

Sigrid Gurie, Robert Curhrriings

Universal 75 Mins.

STIRRING, ACTION-FILLED DRAMA,
SKILLFULLY FASHIONED AND GEARED
TO SCORE AT B.O.

Here is a gripping picture, expertly di-

rected by John Brahm, who has blended the

action, romance, and comedy effectively.

Basil Rathbone turns in a flawless perform-

ance as a master swindler who believes he

can hold the love of his wife of a year

although he has been sentenced to a 10-

year prison term. Sigrid Gurie plays the

wife and does fine work. An outstanding

performance is that of Robert Cummings as

a young engineer who falls in love with Sig-

rid. Although Victor McLaglen, enacting

the role of Rathbone's bodyguard, is co-

starred, he hasn't a great deal to do. Leo

Carrillo and Billy Gilbert fill in the comedy
effectively. Irving Bacon, Maurice Mosco-
vich, Irving Pichel, Ferike Boros, and Sam-
uel S. Hinds do splendid work in supporting

roles. Aben Kandel, Edwin Justus Mayer,

Frank Partos, and Stephen Morehouse Avery

contributed a strong screenplay, based on

an original story by Jean Negulesco. Jimmy
McHugh and Ralph Freed fashioned one

song for Miss Gurie, and Freed and Frank

Skinner composed two. Art Director Jack

Otterson designed two attractive settings.

For his gigantic swindle in Paris, Rathbone

is sent to the French penal colony, Jacquet,

30 miles from Rio de Janeiro. To be near

him Sigrid gets work as a cafe singer in

Rio and McLaglen, as a bartender. Sigrid

meets Cummings who is slowly drinking

himself to death, despondent over the col-

lapse of a bridge he was building. Sigrid

induces Carrillo, owner of the cafe and a

rancho, to give Cummings a job. Rathbone

makes an escape and reaches Rio only to

learn that Sigrid is in love with Cummings.
He threatens to kill Cummings, but is re-

strained by McLaglen. In attempting to

escape from the police, who have closed in

on him, Rathbone is killed and McLaglen
dies with him.

CAST: Basil Rathbone, Victor McLaglen,

Sigrid Gurie, Robert Cummings, Leo Car-

rillo, Billy Gilbert, Maurice Moscovich, Irv-

ing Bacon, Samuel S. Hinds, Irving Pichel,

Ferike Boros.

CREDITS: Director, John Brahm; Original

Story, Jean Negulesco; Screenplay, Aben
Kandel, Edwin Justus Mayer, Frank Partos,

and Stephen Morehouse Avery; Cameraman,
Hal Mohr, A.S.C.; Art Director, Jack Ot-

terson; Film Editor, Philip Cahn; Musical

Director, Charles Previn; Gowns by Vera

West and Mme. Pola; Sound, Bernard B.

Brown.

DIRECTION, Expert. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Fine.

Black Shifts Managers
Harry Black, general manager,

Fabian Staten Island Theaters, an-
nounces the following changes: Ed-
gar Goth, manager of Paramount
Theater promoted to divisional pub-
licity head; John Firnkoess moved
from Liberty Theater, Stapleton, to

Paramount Theater, Stapleton; Elihu
Glass succeeds John Firnkoess at
Fabian's vaudeville and picture com-
bination Liberty Theater.

Memphis MPTO Meet Elects;

No Action on Trade Reform

(Continued from Page 1)

acted in half a day to make time for
the luncheon tendered by Film Row
and the golf tournament in the af-

ternoon.

No action was taken on trade prac-
tices and reforms reiterated bv Pres-
ident Ed Kuykendall of the MPTOA
in his opening address wherein "he
mentioned outside interference, gov-
ernment regulations, taxes and "re-

formers."

M. A. Lightman outlined the ad-
vantages of the Variety Club.

President R. X. Williams, Mayor
of Oxford, Miss., urged that ex-
hibitors get together with their ex-
change managers and ascertain
prices obtained in other towns.

"You need to know what is going
on and policies offered there to off-

set the combine of film managers
and salesmen," he said. "Also keep
in touch with your legislators."

K. K. King, president of ITO. of

Arkanssa, R. J. O'Donnell, general
manager of the Interstate Circuit,

Dallas, Tex., and Y. D. Moore, sec-

retary of McKenzie, Tenn., were un-
able to attend.

W. Earl Elkin served as secretary
pro tern.

Officers elected and committees
named were: R. X. Williams, re-

elected president; regional vice-

presidents, R. S. Cox of Batesville,

Miss., L. F. Haven of Forest City.

Ark.; W. F. Ruffin of Covington,
Tenn.; secretary-treasurer, W. S.

Tyson of Water Valley, Miss.; chair-

man board of directors, M. A. Light-
man of Memphis; board of directors

for Arkansas, W. L. Landers, of

Batesville; K. K. King of Searcy; J.

F. Norman of England; M. S. Mc-
Cord of North Little Rock; Cecil

Cupp of Arkadelphia and Sydney
Wharton of Warren; for Mississippi,
W. Earl Elkin of Aberdeen; W. S.

Taylor of Laurel; Dave Flexer of

New Albany; for Tennessee, Fred
Ford, Joseph Wheeler, Cecil Vogel,
all of Memphis.
A dance and banquet ended the

sessions last night.

France Names Jean Renoir

as Film Production Chief

(Continued from Page 1)

studio activity with a view to turn-

ing out not only propaganda pic-

tures but artistic pix for export as

well.

While many of France's leading
actors—Jean Gabin, Pierre Blanch-
ard, Aimos and Raymond Corday,
Charles Boyer, Rene Dary, Paul
Cambo, Bernard Lancret, Gilbert Gil

and Charles Tenet—are already in

uniform, it is understood that those
desired by Renoir will be granted
leaves of absence.

World Has "Ski Chase"
"Ski Chase," featuring Hannes

Schneider, has been re-recorded with
English narrative by John Martin
and will be released nationally as a
featurette by World Pictures.

WAR WILL BRING NO

"HATE" FILMS-HAYS

(Continued from Page 1)

terday on a stopover from Holly-
wood to New York.
Because the industry feels that

the primary purpose of the movies
is entertainment, producers definite-

ly are averse to the creation of
propaganda, Hays declared.
The MPPDA president will pre-

side at the quarterly meeting of the
board of directors in New York to-

morrow.

Budd Rogers Sets Deals

on Topical Three-Reeler

Budd Rogers, vice-president and
general manager of Alliance Films
has set several distribution deals for
"The Warning," the topical three-
reeler which has been playing first-

runs at a number of RKO and
Loew's theaters.
Lou Baxley is handling the film

in Texas, Oklahoma, and Arkansas.
Sack Amusement Enterprises is cov-
ering the Southern territory which
includes North and South Carolina,
Alabama, Georgia, Florida, and part
of Tennessee. The Chicago and St.

Louis spots are set with Special At-
tractions, Pam-O-Film Exchange is

handling the picture in Buffalo, and
the Herbert Rosener Company has
the distribution in California, Wash-
ington, and Oregon. Colonial Pic-
tures, Ltd., is releasing "The Warn-
ing" in Canada, the Maritime Prov-
inces, and Newfoundland.

Oklahoma Theaters Writ
Hearing Set for Oct. 2

Oklahoma City—Judge A. P. Mur-
rah has set Oct. 2 at 9:30 a.m. as
the time when he will hear the ap-
plication of Oklahoma Theaters, Inc.

for a temporary injunction against
various distributors here. The ap-
plication seeks to force film distrib-
utors to sell the company's Odeon
theater in Shawnee, Okla., second
and subsequent-run film which it al-

leges have not been sold to any
other Shawnee theaters and which
the distributors have refused to sell

it. A. B. Momand is owner of Okla-
homa Theaters, Inc.

Mrs. G. L. Wilier Dead
Grand Rapids, Mich.—Mrs. Bessie

L. Wilier, wife of Grovner L. Wilier
of the firm of Wilier & Boshoven,
operators of the Liberty, Madison
and Franklin theaters here, died af-
ter a long illness. She is survived
besides the husband, by a daughter,
her mother and two sisters.

MP Associates Meet
Business meeting and luncheon of

the Motion Picture Associates will

be held todav at the Astor to discuss
plans for the annual dinner and
dance. Date for the affair has been
set for Nov. 25.

MM HH
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NOT A RE-ISSUE. J

These are the hard selling ads that

were used in Hartford and Albany
...They are in the press book!

CONRAD VEIDT
VALERIE HOBSON
SEBASTIAN SHAW

-Scrvcn play by Em«rlc Fr«tiburg»i

Directed by Michael Powell

A COLUMBIA PICTURE

Produced by IRVING ASHER
A COLUMBIA PICTURE



CEMENTS

\ NEW PICTURE!

• HARTFORD . .

.

George Landers,
E. M. Loew Theatre, Hartford, Conn.,

&G44d>S "Good opening followed

big exploitation campaign...word-

of-mouth excellent! Reviews fine!

Everything points to fact that

'U-BOAT 29' is one of the best

showman's pictures ever made. Its

box-office is assured."

i

SI FABIAN . .

.

of Fabian Theatres,

Sa^i: "U-BOAT 29'

is tremendous success at Grand
Theatre, Albany. It's a sure box-

office hit for any showman who cap-

italizes on its sensational timeliness.

Warrants the top billing spot and the

campaign we gave it!"

• ALBANY . .

.

Lou Golding,
speaking directfrom GrandTheatre, Albany,

&GMd>f"It is everything Columbia

said about it. It opened big and is

going strong!"

SMART SHOWMEN ARE RUSHING DATES!



RADIO CITY
BUSINESS SENSAI
indicate another RKO RADIO BIG \
circle of $100,000-a-week hits! . .

the most lavish critical praise ever

shocked the world is all set for mo

ANNA NEAGLE in her first Hollywood t

with EDNA MAY OLIVER- GEORGE ifl

H. B. WARNER • SOPHIE STEWART • MARY W



w
MUSIC HALL
I I wMM Li ... First four days
)NE shooting up into that charmed
Hailed by a nation-wide chorus of

accorded a picture, this story that

e big openings this week and next!

ft ;< o
RADIO
PICTURES

V
NURSE EDITH CAVELLAppearance as I1UROL CLM I n l/HVLLL

ANDERS • MAY ROBSON-ZASU PITTS
OWARD • ROBERT COOTE •Produced and Directed by HERBERT WILCOX •Screen Play by Michael Hogan
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"BUSINESS AS USUAL"

IN BRIT. PIX CIRCLES

(Continued from Page \1

offices of distribution companies in

and around Wardour Street. Today,

exactly eleven days after the dec-

laration of War, all kinemas are

again open—and distributors re-

turning to their old offices.

It's amazing how we have ac-

cepted the new conditions; there has

been no panic at any time, and defi-

nitely never any jitters. Wise pre-

cautions were made in evacuating

film companies' offices, with their

huge staffs, to safer places in the

country, and for three days the

task of arranging fresh accommo-
dations, dumps for storage of films

and trnasport facilities, was hectic

in the extreme. Staffs labored night

and day, and houses were taken in

the country in districts that never

in their wildest dreams expected to

have the full personnel of the big

film concern parked in their midst.

Metro In English Mill

Some of the places they have
taken are unique. Columbia Pic-

tures are in a Castle down in Sus-

sex, and Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer have

a real English Mill, complete with

water; others are in country houses

with the staffs sleeping in dormi-

tories and anywhere they could find

room for a bed.

But gradually order has been re-

stored out of the chaos. Sales de-

partments have been brought back

—

kinemas have re-opened—they don't

close until ten o'clock, except in the

West End, where a six o'clock cur-

few operates—but that, I think,

you'll find will also be adjusted in

a few days to come into line with

general closing at ten. Nobody
wants to be out after that hour, be-

cause, with the streets completley
blacked out, and transportation heav-
ily curtailed, it isn't easy to find

one's way around—and everybody
wants to get home to safety!

Business in the day time is good,

but not so hot at night. However
this will adjust itself in time. Pro-
grams are precisely the same as

would have been the case in peace
time; American and British features,

news-reels and shorts, make up their

contents. Two feature bills just as

before—nothing has been altered

yet.

The film industry here has excel-

lent leaders; CEA and KRS work
in unison, and have done a very good
job of work in persuading the au-
thorities to re-open kinemas so

quickly. The Government officials

in their turn, too, have been Very
helpful.

"Life Goes on Just the Same"
Wardour Street presents a curi-

RCA Promoting Tele on National Scale
RCA is intensifying its efforts to promote television on a national scale by arranging

exhibits in department stores and at fairs where hundreds of thousands are expected
to see tele shows for the first time. While RCA and other firms have been showing
television in New York and at bolh World's Fairs, this is the first time that a co-
ordinated attempt has been made to demonstrate television on a national scale, par-
ticularly in cities where no regular television service is available.

Vaude. and Cheaper
Chicago — Warner Theater circuit is

adding week-end vaudeville to the Sym-
phony Theater shows, at the same time

reducing the admissions to 25 and 30
cents.

Oklahoma Allied Meets,

with Legislation to the Fore

(Continued from Page 1)

eral months under the direction of
a special committee headed by Or-
ville Von Gulker, Okeene theater
owner and George W. Sumner, the-
ater supply man, the latter as cor-
responding secretary.
At least 100 indie theater owners

from all over Oklahoma are expected
for the opening conclave in the Bilt-

more Hotel here. First address will

be that of Col. H. A. Cole of Dallas,
prexy of Allied States, who is ex-
pected to discuss Allied's legisla-

tive drive and the D of J's legal
campaign, here and elsewhere.

Convention keynote was struck by
a special bulletin to all indies in

the state, which, in part, said:

"It is now generally conceded by
exhibitors that needed reforms in

the motion picture industry can only
be secured through legislative means.
While there are State and Federal
laws regulating monopolistic ten-
dencies of big businesses such as
steel, oil, and others, the motion
picture producers and distributors
refuse to admit that they should be
subject to any regulatory laws.
"Passage of the Neely Bill by the

United States Senate indicates that
the prevailing sentiment of Con-

gress is that the motion picture in-

dustry is subject to the same federal
regulation as other industries, and
that such regulation is vitally nec-
essary for the protection of the in-

dependent theater owners and the
public.

"The Department of Justice in its

filing of suits against the producers-
distributors for violating the Sher-
man-Clayton anti-trust laws, and
the Senate in passing the Neely Bill

—are seeking to bring about the re-

forms that will give the independent
theater owners the opportunity to
conduct his business as he sees fit

—

not how some film wholesaler be-
lieves it should be done."

Adoption of a constitution and by-
laws, incorporation of the associa-
tion and election of officers are set
for the afternoon program.

It is also understood that the buy-
ing pool plan may also be brought
up for consideration before the con-
vention today.
No entertainment events will be

staged during the two-day conven-
tion.

State Rep. George Miskovosky has
been set for a major address to-

morrow. He will present a chain
store tax bill upon which he has
been working for some time. It is

understood that this bill's scope
will extend to theaters.

Horner to Produce Four 'Canadian Clearance Board
Top-Budget Spanish Pix Plan Submitted to Execs

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Robert J. Horner,

general manager of American Pic-
tures, announces that his company
will produce four top-budget Spanish
pictures for the Latin-American mar-
ket. The first, "Sabotaje," with Geo.
Negrete and Julian Rivero, goes be-
fore the camera Oct. 15. Horner is

negotiating for the services of
Amanda Varela, top femme star
from the Argentine.

(Continued from Page 1)

vention of independents held here,
have been sent to the general man-
agers of all exchanges in Canada;
to Col. John A. Cooper, head of the
Motion Picture Distributors and Ex-
hibitors of Canada and to N. L. Na-
thanson, president of Famous Play-
ers Canadian Corporation asking
them to join in the formation of such
a board, the replies to these requests
are expected within a day or two.

ous sight, with so many of the big

buildings evacuated, but they will

all be teeming with renewed activity

in a day or two. Life goes on just
the same; people visit the kinemas,
for the closing down robbed them of

their greatest form of entertain-
ment, and now they're flocking back.

Studios, halted in their programs,
are going ahead; there will be no
repeal of the Quota—that is very
certain. The pictures that will be
made will definitely be of a light

variety—humor will be the key-
note, for it's recognized that heavy
themes are out.

Staff personnel depleted by war
calls, of course, but there are plenty
to carry on. Everybody doing their

jobs very cheerfully, with a solid and
unmoved determination to stop Nazi-
ism once and for all. News-reels

will play a big part in showing pic-

tures of the War—all the companies
are geared up and well able to do
their stuff.

Ministry of Information has ap-
pointed a Director of Film Publicity
—Sir Joseph Ball—shrewd sensible
businessman, whose first contact
with the trade was made many
weeks ago, and in whom the indus-
try feels it can have the utmost
confidence.

To sum up—there has been no
hitch anywhere—transport facilities,

despite the need for conserving
petrol, allow enough traffic for every-
body to get around; Railways run-
ning with curtailed services, but as
efficiently as heretofore. In short,
England is carrying on, adapting
itself—as it always has done—to war
time, or any other abnormal condi-
tions.

FORECAST QUICK RISE

IN CANADA'S PIX BIZ

(Continued from Page 1)

people are now finding no more war
news via radio than in the news-
papers and are turning to the film
theaters for entertainment to e^se
the war strain. (

Independents here, reporting at-
tendance almost unaffected by the
war, predict sharp increases in the
admissions volume shortly.

The Federal estimate of a bumper
Canadian wheat crop further indi-

cates business prosperity, with film
biz as a result greatly benefiting
throughout the Dominion.

S-W Survey of Duals Hints

of Policy Change in Philly

(Continued from Page 1)

Zone Chief Ted Schlanger, surveyed
the competitive theaters in the Phil-
adelphia area playing duals.

Stanley-Warner theaters here do
not play double features as a policy,
although some S-W neighborhood
houses have been experimenting with
duals at a single showing on the
"big three hour show" plan. Many
houses competitive to S-W use dou-
bles more or less regularly.

Essaness Signs New Deal
x

With Republic for 39-40

Chicago—Republic Pictures closed
a deal here yesterday with the Es-
saness Theater Circuit by terms of
which latter's 27 houses in the local
territory will play the 1939-40 prod-
uct of Republic.

James R. Grainger, Republic's
president and general manager in
charge of distribution, who entrains
here Tuesday night for New York,
represented his organization in the
pact, together with Irving Mandel,
local franchise holder, and Harry
Lorch, Chicago branch manager.
Edwin Silverman and James

Booth handled negotiations for the
circuit.

Republic's home office announced
yesterday conclusion of arrange-
ments for company's serial "Dick
Tracy's G-Men" to play Loew's Met-
ropolitan houses. The Paradise and
Valencia started running the attrac-
tion on Sept. 16. Other stands will

start Sept. 30.

Leo Atanasoff Dead
Milwaukee, Wis.—Leo Atanasoff,

51, part owner of the World the-
ater at one time, died here. Be-
sides four brothers, Atanasoff is

survived by his wife.

That Twin Urge
Laconia, N. H.—While most other

movie theaters boast only their twin
bills, the Colonial here has twin ushers.

They are Irene and Eileen Clement.
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Michigan Alliens President Calls for Code Revival

SURVEYJHOWS BUSINESS] OUTLOOK IS BRIGHTER

Censorship of War Pictures Will be Sought in Congress
Thomas's Proposed Amend-

ment to Neutrality Act

to Cover War Films
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—National censorship

of all films dealing with war sub-
jects may be in the offing under
terms of an amendment to the
neutrality act to be introduced by
Senator Elmer Thomas (D. Okla.),

it was revealed yesterday.
His amendment, not yet drafted,

will call for a federal censorship
board to pass on all war pictures,

including newsreel shots of war ac-

tivities. Senator Thomas told The
Film Daily yesterday. The proposed
national board would work in close

(Continued on Page 4)

COLE AUKLA. ALLIED

MEET URGES CHAIN TAX

Okahoma Cilty—Col. H. A. Cole,

national Allied prexy, addressing the
sparsely-attended meeting of Okla-
homa Allied here yesterday, spoke
on Allied policies, the Neely bill and
Oklahoma's proposed chain store

(and theater) tax bill. Passage of the
Neely bill, he said, would break up
the block-booking system so that

again there would be a worthwhile
surplus of film on the market.
Commenting on State Representa-

(Co)itinued on Page 4)

D of C's Amusement Census
Will Start on January 2

Department of Commerce's Bu-
reau of Census will launch its third

survey of the amusement industry,

including films, on Jan. 2, it was
(Continued on Page 4)

SWG Answers Goldwyn; Asks

Domestic Revenue Facts

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Answering Samuel

Goldwyn's request that he be repre-

sented on a fact-finding committee to

study the European war's effect on
(Continued on Page 4)

French Production to Resume Next Weeh;
Activities to be Centered in 4 Studios

Paris (By Cable)—French production in all probability will get the "go ahead"
signal next week, it was said here yesterday.

In all probability, production activities will be restricted to studios outside of

Paris, and, it is expected, will be centered in four studios.

Program, it is understood, calls for a weeding out of minor films, with attention

centered upon films with both entertainment and propaganda values for the domestic
and export markets.

ITO OF W. VA. VOTES "ITS" NEW CONTRACT

FOR THE NEELY BILL BIZ RUNS 60% AHEAD

Clarksburg, W. Va.—First annual
convention of ITO of West Virginia
opened here yesterday at the Waldo
Hotel, R. H. Heihle, presiding, with
60 members attending. Business ses-

sion was called to order at 1:30 P.M.
with reading of the first annual re-

port of the secretary and treasurer
and the legislative committee.

After a discussion of the !*- ^ly
(Continued on Page 8)

As an indication of the general
upswing in business throughout the
Midwest and West, Universal's new
season contracts are running 60 p.c.

ahead of the same period last year,

according to William Heineman,
Western division manager, who has
just returned from a tour of his

territory and the studios. Heine-
man said yesterday that there ap-

(Continued on Page 4)

Westinghouse's Feature Soviet Closes "U" Deal

Offered to Exhibs. Free for Deanna Durbin Film

Westinghouse, through Modern
Talking Picture Service, Inc., will

seek theatrical exhibition of its new
five-reel, all-Technicolor pix, "The
Middleton Family at the World's
Fair," it was learned yesterday.

Pix will be offered to exhibs. with-
(Continned on Page 5)

Universal's Deanna Durbin pix,

"One Hundred Men and a Girl" has
been bought for showing in the Sov-
iet Union by Intorgkino, interna-
tional film trading companv of the

U.S.S.R.
The transaction was concluded by

(Continued on Page 5)

Ray Branch, Michigan Allied's Prexy,

Believes Trade Code Can be Salvaged

17 New Pictures Starting

On the Coast This Week

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Seventeen pictures

are scheduled to start before this

week ends. The roster:

At Columbia: "Street of Missing
(Continued on Page 5)

By H. F. REVES
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
Detroit—Expressing keen disap-

pointment over the loss of the pro-
posed Trade Practice Code, Ray
Branch, president of Michigan Al-
lied, yesterday advocated further
consideration of a fair trade practice

formula and asserted that the dis-

tributors again could sit down and
(Continued on Page 5)

Second Film Daily Survey

Covers 18 Key Centers

Throughout U. S.

General American business
picture continues to brighten,
holding out further assurance
of improving theater grosses
during the Fall and Winter.

This is clearly established by the
second in a series of reports cover-
ing a survey of 18 key centers
throughout the nation, conducted by
The Film Daily through a large in-

dependent research organization as

a service to the industry.

While the reports directly reflect

theater business in instances, the
purpose of the survey is to spot-

(Continued on Page 8)

ALL ARMSOFTRADE

AT LAEMMLE FUNERAL

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY
Los Angeles — Members of all

branches of film industry joined in

paying tribute to Carl Laemmle, Sr.

at funeral services vesterdav at the
Wilshire Blvd. Temple B'Nai B'Rith.

In telling of Laemmle's countless

acts of charity and kindness, Rabbi
Edgar F. Magnin described him as a

"little man" who was a "big man."
He recounted Laemmle's work in

aiding refugees and declared that in
(Continued on Page 5)

Local Observances Next
Week as Jubilee Climax

Local observances in all parts of

the country next week will climax
the celebration of motion pictures'

50th anniversary, according to re-
(Continucd on Page 5)

U. S. Movie Critics Will

Convene on March 2-4

Memphis—First national conven-
tion of the Newspaper Film Critics

of America, comprising film editors

and critics of the daily press, will
(Continued on Page 5)
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Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros

do pfd

NEW YORK

Net
High Low Close Chg.

11% 11 Vs "'A
71/4 71/4

17l/
2 171/2 171/2 - %

1
1/4 1 1/4 1 1/4

91/8 9
583/4 158

9'/s + 1/4

158i/4 + 1/4

91/4 9 9

33 32% 33

7 Vs 7 71/g + i/s

76 751/2 751/2 — 5

83/8 8i/
8 8 1/4 + Vs

121/2 12 12

1% ivi iy2
135/8 127/8 131/s — 'A

4'/8 41/8 + 1/8

BOND MARKET

001/s 1001/g lOOVs -4 %

78 77 77

Keith B. F. ref. 6s46 1

Loew's deb. 3!/2s46 93 Vi 93 1/2 93V2 + i/2
Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. 6s55
Para. Picts. cv. 3i/4s47
RKO 6s41
Warner Bros.' cv. 6s39
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48

NEW YORK
Monogram Picts

Sonotone Corp.
Technicolor
Trans-Lux
Universal Corp. vtc.

Universal Picts. . .

.

80 1/2 80 80 1/2 + 1/4

CURB MARKET
i'/b iy8 i'/8

1% 1% 1% + Vs
in/4 n 111/4— i/s

B & K Employes to Elect
Chicago — Election of delegates

from the various B & K theaters to

the B & K Employes Association,

will take place today.

SAFETY LLOYDS
FILM STORAGE CORP.

Storage by Reel or Vault

729 Seventh Ave.

New York City

BRyant 9-5600 SECURITY

Film Alliance Has 25-Pix

Backlog, Says Wachsberger

Film Alliance of the U. S., Inc.,

has an immediate backlog of some
C5 features which it will release

during the current season here, it

was asserted by Nat Wachsberger,
company's vice-president and gen-

eral manager, at the screening yes-

terday afternoon in the Waldorf-
Astoria of "The Challenge."

The company, in which Harry
Brandt is interested, will distribute
its product naitonally via key city

exchanges now being selected, and
15 such distribution points have al-

ready been selected. A deal is ex-
pected to bf> concluded within a week
wherebv Film Alliance will utilize

Broadways Central theater for the
U. S. premieres of its more impor-
tant French imports.

Product to come includes "Second
Bureau." made in England and deal-

ing' with counter espionage service:
a Danielle Darrieux production:
"The Pirate." starring Charles
Boyer: "Citadel of Silence," with
Annabella in the top role: "The
Deserter." with Jean Pierre Aumont
»nd Corinne Luchaire: "Hostages."
with Annie Vernay: "Sunset In

Vienna," the Herbert Wilcox pro-
duction, starring Tullio Carminati
«nd Lilli Palmer: "Cavalcade of

T.ove." with Simone Simon; and an
Edcar Wallace mystery, plus others.

All but two of these listed pic-

tures hav3 been completed. Wachs-
berger said, one of which is the
Bover atraction. Work is expected
to be resumed on it in France next
week.

Film Alliance's line-up will con-
sist, it was stated, of about nine
British pix. the remainder coming
from French studios.

Three B & K Theaters

Now Using Triple Bills

Chicago—Fall pix season has
brought an increase of triple feature
programs here, number of houses
using them rising to nine. On the
other hand, theaters using premiums
show a drop to 20.

Balaban & Katz is using triples

at the Belmont, Crystal and Bilt-

more theaters on the northwest side,

while the Essaness circuit is using
them at the North Center and Da-
vis theaters. The North Center
theater also offers premiums in ad-

dition to the triple feature bills.

Phillv Allied Unit Mulls

Effect of War on Grosses

Philadelphia — Discussion of the
European war and its effect on cur-
rent box office product highlighted
the meeting of Allied Independent
Theater Owners of Eastern Pennsyl-
vania here yesterday. Sidney Sam-
uelson, business manager, compared
the situation today with 1914 and
said in his opinion that the box office

would not benefit as in 1914. He
surveyed reports of product as
affected by the war's development
and the effect on 1939-1940 contracts.
Other business was routine.

UA to Have Three Running
on Broadway at Same Time

With "Intermezzo, A Love Story"
opening at the Radio City Music
Hall on Oct. 5, and "Eternally
Yours" starting an engagement at

the Roxy the following day, UA
will be represented in three of New
York's major theaters at the same
time. Samuel Goldwyn's "The Real
Glory" continues for an indefinite

run at the Rivoli.

Take Plaintiff's Deposition

in Millinocket Trust Case

Bangor, Me.—Deposition of Frank
Le Page of Millinocket Theaters,
Inc., plaintiff in anti-trust suit

against the majors and Samuel Kur-
son theater interests, was taken here
yesterday by the defendant distribu-

tors.

Attorneys go to Portland tomor-
row to obtain deposition of Clarence
Millett in a similar litigation.

George S. Ryan, attorney for both
theatermen, arrived in Portland yes-
terday.

National Screen Service,

Warners Talking New Pact

Following notice issued bv the
home office to Warners' theater man-
agers to hold up ordering trailers

from National Screen Service from
Sept. 23 on, it was learned yester-
day that a new contract is being
negotiated between the circuit and
NSS.

Major Circuits In Pact

With Cleveland Local

Cleveland—The major circuits in

Cleveland have just concluded a one-
year contract with Local 160
operators. The previous scale pre-
vails and there is no change in work-
ing conditions. It is assumed that
the stage hands also continue under
teh terms of last year's contract.

Russel Birdwell Named
S-l Publicity Counsellor

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM iDAILY

Hollywood—Russell Birdwell has
been appointed publicity counsellor
for Selznick International. The pub-
licity department will be formed at
Selznick International studios and
will be under Birdwell's direction.

Gibbons Funeral Today
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — With a requiem

mass in Dahlgren Chapel, George-
town University, and private ser-

vices at Gawlers Funeral Parlors,
last rites for Floyd Gibbons will be
held today. Interment will take
place in Mount Olivet cemetery here.

e*

cominc am Gome

CEORCE J. SCHAEFER, RKO prexy, is sched-
uled to leave for Hollywood this week-end.

CHARLES GLETT is due back from the Coast
this week-end.

J. J. SULLIVAN, senior film buyer for Na-
tional Theaters, has returned to the home 1'^'

after a vacation.

WILLIAM A. SCULLY, Universal sales chief-

tain, returns today from Boston.

JAMES R. CRAINCER, president of Republic
and general manager in charge of distribution,
returns today from a trip to Chicago and St.

Louis.

JOSEPH BERNHARD, Warner theater chieftain,

returned to New York yesterday from Washing-
ton where he held meetings with zone manager
John Payette and his staff.

CONRAD KREBS. national contact man for

RKO studios, is in New York, returning to the

Coast tomorrow.

WESLEY HUSS, president of Associated The-
aters, Ohio, has returned to his Cincinnati head-
quarters after a Canadian vacation.

E. F. BRADY, Interstate associate in Texas,
and CEORGE L. THORNTON, treasurer of the

Wilder circuit, Va., have been visitors at the
Paramount World's Fair Lounge this week.

EUGENE SOLOW, writer, has arrived here from
Hollywood. He recently did the script for "Of
M'ce And Men."

LEWIS MILESTONE is expected here in about
two weeks from the Coast.

SIMONE SIMON is

from France.

en route to this country

BRUCE CABOT is expected here from England
the early part of October.

KARL HAJOS, producer of "Melody Puzzles,'

has arrived in New York from the Coast and is

stopping at the Edison Hotel.

Serlin to Produce Legit.

After Lapse of Nine Years

Oscar Serlin, former head of

Para.'s talent department and later

a Selznick International co-producer,
is returning to Broadway produc-
tion after nine years and will open
"Life with Father" Nov. 8 at a

theater to be announced later. Ser-

lin supervised production of the cur-

rent documentary, "The City."

Postpone Adelphi Case
Chicago — The Adelphi Theater

clearance case before Federal Judge
James Wilkerson was postponed yes-

terday until Nov. 14 by agreement
among counsel. The court will rule

on limiting depositions required and
striking certain portions of com-
plaint.
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Best wishes from THE FILM DAILY
to the following on their birthdays:

SEPTEMBER 27

Edmund Burns

Caston Wyler
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"ITS" NEW CONTRACT

BIZ RUNS 60% AHEAD

(Continued from Page 1)

peared to be no holding back on the
part of exhibitors in buying the new
program.
The picture business, he said, was

beginning to feel the effects of the

general upswing of industry, espe-

cially in his division. Re-employ-
ment and the sudden strong activitv

in the manufacturing centers were
reflecting on grosses and he pre-

dicted a boom year for motion pic-

tures. Executives in other lines of

business, Heineman said, anticipate

the lifting of the arms embargo and
are preparing for it with increased
operations.
Heineman was enthusiastic over

the reception given to the so-called

"uncensored" version of ".All Quiet
on the Western Front." He said

that while the St. Louis Theater.
St. Louis, was given the credit for
reviving' the picture and proving it*

box-office merit, in reality the credit

goes to a small theater in a small
town near St. Louis. This theater,

he said, booked the picture on a
hunch, because of the European
crisis, on a flat rental of $30 The
house did a gross business of $700
for two days, Heineman said, adding
that ton pictures rarelv drew more
than $350 or $400. That incident

opened the eyes of Universal ex-
ecutives as to the picture's possi-

bilities as a re-issue.

The first two theaters to play "All

Quiet" in its new dress were the
Adams in Detroit and the Rivoli in

Toledo where normal business was
vpnorted to Viave been tripled over
the week-end.

D of C's Amusement Census
Will Start on January 2

(Continued from Page 1)

disclosed yesterday by F. A. Gos-
nell, chief statistician, Census of

Business, 1939.

The enumeration will be completed
in June, next, and it is anticipated

that at least the basic facts will be

available late next Summer. Type
of information to be collected is es-

sentially the same as in the preced-

ing surveys, and all information in

individual reports is confidential and
used for statistical purposes only.

Approximately 50,000 theaters and
other places of amusement will be
checked.

Specimen census report lists five

general headings: Description of es-

tablishment, kind of business, total

operating receipts, proprietors, firm

members and members of family,

and employment and payroll.

Hard Luch Guy
Lincoln, Neb.—Bob Livingston, exhib.

at the Capitol here, is a hard luck guy.

Not only was it necessary for him to

go out and borrow an adding machine to

figure "his losses," but in toting it up-

stairs, he stumbled and threw his back

out of joint. What's more, he said, it

had to be a bone he couldn't even spell.

It was his sacroiliac.
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• • • TOMORROW, the legions of AMPA will be clarioning

an amended version of Fred Allen's battle-cry "It's Town Hall To-

night!" by shouting "It's Stouffer's Restaurant Today!" ior at

12:45 on the button and at the aforementioned edifice of epicureanism

(5th Ave. and 44th St.) there will be a lot of "buck' passing

for that is the tariff and the organization's Fall Season will be under

way Too. there 'will be pleasurable gnashing of teeth on the tidbits

plus the vibrating of palates as speaker wisecracks are unleashed

in addition to more substantial entertainment 'Twill be "Past

President's Day" the former execs, promising to be more numerous

on the dais than the French peas in Stouffer's commissary

Among the erstwhile prexies present to "grind" their own meal ....

will be Arthur James. P. A. Parsons. Paul Lazarus (the original). John C.

Flinn. Glendon Allvine George Harvey. Edward Klein. Hal Home.
Bill Ferguson. Gordon White. Ralph Rolan et al "et" being

very vulgar for having eaten

T T T
• • • OUT of RKO wispeth word that several oj the

nation's showmen who have visited the company's local

World's Fair exhib. lounge have confessed to making invest-

ment in athletic teams as a theater promotion factor

Ed Mills is one He operates the Strand and Star Theaters

in Wadsworth, Ohio For some time he has admittedly backed

a bowling team of an industrial league and found the scheme
a biz aid We hope this promotional subsidizing doesn't take

hold on too great a scale this Autumn in the industry at large

for it will be very confusing in the realm of intercollegiate foot-

ball You won't know, as teams trot on the gridiron what
insignia mean UA might be United Artists instead of the

University of Alabama LS could easily be misconstrued as

Loew's State instead of Louisiana State M may not be

Michigan, at all, but Monogram Upsala might "initially" be

interpreted as Universal R for Republic instead of Rensselaer

and even on the banks of the Charles, pigskin fans would
have to ask one another if H still meant Harvard or Hoffberg.

T T
• • • TURNING to matters more weighty Marvin Schenck

and Ben A. Boyer associate chairmen of the forthcoming "Night of

Stars" to be held in Madison Square Garden on the night of Nov. 15. . .

.

for the benefit of Jewish refugee settlement in Palestine .... announced

yesterday that Don Albert was selected to fill the post of musical direc-

tor and Sidney Piermont as stage manager for the mammoth
show

T T
• • • THIS is the open season for screening and there's^

no scarcity of game Yesterday the met. and trade press critics

took a good look-see at "The Challenge" which the Film
Alliance of the U. S. exhibited in the Waldorf-Astoria Today
Westinghouse presents "The Middleton Family At The New York
World's Fair" in the Waldorf's ballroom and on Tues-

day, 20th-Fox is having the members of the Motion Picture Pion-

eers as special guests at the trade showing of "Hollywood
Cavalcade" in the Ziegfeld Theater. . . # Lillian Gish, take

a bow! for being named winner of the 1939 award by
N. Y. U.'s m.p. study division because of your great film

achievements and historical scenarios anent the growth of

the cinema.

« « « » » »

GOLE AT. OKLA. ALLIED

MEET URGES CHAIN TAX

(Continued from Page 1)

tive George Miskovsky's Monday ad-
dress on his retail chain store tax
bill and State RepresentatiwstWil-
liam High's yesterday's talk v__ the
subject, Cole stated that $500 per
theater was the best chain tax, or a
gross receipts tax taking an aggre-
gate of grosses of all theaters in a
circuit combined.

Col. Cole told his audience of 11
Oklahoma independent exhibitors,
augmented by a small delegation
from Texas, that the biggest indus-
try problem today is the re-creation
of a buyers' market rather than a
sellers' film market, such as exists
now. Few exhibitors, he asserted,
know their own rights and need local

Allied units to direct them.
Dean A. B. Adams, head of the

University of Oklahoma Business
School, also broadcast over KOMA,
traced the history of monopoly. He
said the trouble now is that courts
cannot prevent monopolies, can only
punish after they are formed. He
cited the motion picture industry as
an example of monopoly eliminating
small business. He proposed that
Congress pass an act regulating in-

dustry similar to the SEC act; a
Federal motion picture commission
to administer it; state laws on di-

vorcement; an independent buying
pool and taking the exhib. 's cause
to the public.

Dr. W. B. Bizzell, president of the
University of Oklahoma, spoke on
visual education.

Censorship of War Pictures

To Be Sought in Congress

(Continued from Page 1)

co-operation with state censorship
boards, Thomas said. "All war pic-

tures should be passed by a na-
tional board to prevent propaganda
and inflaming of the public mind,"
Thomas asserted. He added that
his amendment will also cover radio
programs, such as the Orson Welles
"war scare" broadcast.

SWG Answers Goldwyn; Asks

Domestic Revenue Facts

(Continued from Page 1)

pix revenues, the Screen Writers'
Guild executive board wrote him in

reply declaring the Guild wishes to

get facts regarding a likely increase
in domestic revenue on films. The
Guild asserts that such an increase
has been predicted. The organiza-
tion agrees with Goldwyn that there
should be co-operative action to in-

vestigate war's effect on the world's
revenue from pictures.

War Casualty
Detroit — The Trieste Film Exchange,

operated by Paris Bucci and Patsy

Quaglia, distributing Italian, Cerman,
and Polish films, has been closed.
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MICH. ALLIED PREXY

URGES CODE REVIVAL

U. S. Movie Critics Will

Convene on March 2-4

{Continued from Page 1)

"bring order out of chaos." His re-

marks were the first in favor of the

Cc"- to come from an Allied leader,

ranch's pre-convention comment
(Michigan Allied holds its annual

conclave in Kalamazoo next week)

created a sensation here.

"I feel keenly disappointed that

we lost the Code," he said. "Surely

the speculative loss to the distribu-

tor or producer would be small com-

pared to the losses sustained with-

out a Code. I believe they speculate

too much on possible losses and too

little on probable gains. They will

tell vou that they are giving every-

thing, but the fact remains that we
have nothing to give; they have it

all nowT."

Branch stated that the distributor

representatives approached the prob-

lem sincerely. He said he believed

the same group could again sit down

and work something out, adding that

"every man is big enough to forget

the unpleasant exchange of words

and complete the job."

"This came the nearest to any-

thing ever attempted to correct the

evils of the industry," he continued,

"and it is high time that another

field of talent be explored for men
who can and will write the docu-

ment; and the rank and file of ex-

hibitors will insist such a document

be written."

(Continued from Pane 1)

be held on March 2-4 in a city yet

to be selected, although Memphis

is bidding for the conclave, it was

announced here yesterday by Harry

Martin of the Commercial Appeal,

chairman pro tern.

The Planning Committee—Harry

Martin of The Memphis Commercial

Appeal, chairman pro tern; Buck

Herzog of the Milwaukee Sentinel,

secretary pro tem; Keith Wilson of

the Omaha Word-Herald; and Pot-

ter met in Chicago last week and
worked out a skeleton Articles of

Association to be submitted at the

March meeting. The Articles call

for the election of a board of gov-

ernors to be chosen on a regional

basis, the board in turn to name the

national officers. A temporary

board is being lined up by appoint-

ment of the Committee to serve until

an election can be held in each reg-

ion.

Merle Potter, m.p. editor of the

Minneapolis Times-Tribune, will

serve as general chairman of the

NFCA committee to poll its mem-
bership on the best films and per-

formances of the year. Committee
personnel will be named shortly.

Potter is dropping his own yearly

poll.

Local Observances Next

Week as Jubilee Climax

tree Free>—Free!!!
Kenosha, Wis.—What with the Lin-

coln Theater here advertising free bever-

ageware and the Vogue free carving and

kitchen utensil service, the Roosevelt

topped them all by carrying a box in its

newspaper advertising reading. "F REE—
Large auto park opposite theater."

17 New Pictures Starting

On the Coast This Week

Westinghouse's Feature

Offered to Exhibs. Free

(Continued from Page 1)

out charge, but there will be no pay

off to exhibs. showing it, it is under-

stood. Theatrical presentation of

the film will precede its availability

to other exhibition avenues.

The film, produced by Audio Pro-

ductions for Westinghouse and Fuller

and Smith and Ross Agency, is held

by MTPS to be a logical offering to

circuits and exhibs. because (1) the

supply of Technicolor pix is not suf-

ficient to meet exhib. demand, and

outlets, particularly in the "hinter-

lands," are regarded as a definite

source of playing time, and (2) that

a great section of the public in the

more removed locale of the nation

have not vet seen the New York

World's Fair, colorfully depicted in

the film.

MTPS has set a special screening

of "The Middleton Family at the

World's Fair" for 4 p.m. today in

the ballroom of the Waldorf-Astoria.

Soviet Closes "U" Deal

for Deanna Durbin Film

(Continued from Page 1)

ports of the Golden Jubilee commit-

tee. Week-end newsreels will in-

clude the visit of Will H. Hays to the

Edison laboratories in West Orange,

N. J., to pay the industry's tribute

to Thomas Edison's memory for his

contribution to the development of

the motion picture.

The committee has prepared a ra-

dio script containing background
material for local broadcasts. An-

other has been prepared for the use

of local chairmen of the various

state Federations of Women's Clubs.

The New York public library will

exhibit a motion picture collection,

beginning Monday.

(Continued from Page 1)

Women" with Ann Dvorak and

Preston Foster.

At Paramount: "Road to Singa-

pore," starring Bing Crosby, with

Bob Hope and Dorothy Lamour;

"Gun Chores," a Harry Sherman
production with William Boyd, Rus-

sell Hayden, June Clayton.

At RKO : "Legion of the Lawless,"

starring George O'Brien.

At M-G-M: "Secret of Dr. Kil-

dare" with Lionel Barrymore and

Lew Ayres; "Nick Carter" with

Walter Pidgeon, Rita Johnson, Henry

Victor, and Donald Meek; "A Call

on the President" with Ann Sothern,

William Gargan, Marsha Hunt, and

Walter Brennan.

At 20th Century-Fox: "Little Old

New York," starring Alice Faye and

Richard Greene, with Fred MacMur-
ray.

At Warners: "Enemy Within," a

secret service story, with Ronald

Reagan, Eddie Foy, Jr., John Litel,

and Lya Lys; "The Sea Hawk,"
Technicolor production starring Er-

rol Flvnn, with Olivia de Havilland,

Geraldine Fitzgerald, Donald Crisp,

and Alan Hale; "Brother Rat and

the Baby," with Eddie Albert, Wayne
Morris, Jane Wyman, and Ronald

Reagan; "Dr. Ehrlich," starring Ed-

ward G. Robinson.

At Republic: "Robin Hood of the

Tecos," with Roy Rogers.

At Monogram: "Overland Mail"

with Jack Randall; "Heroes in Blue"

with Dick Purcell; and a Boris Kar-

loff vehicle, "Mr. Wong at Headquar-

ters," with Karloff, Grant Withers,

and Marjorie Reynolds.

Producers Distributing Corpora-

tion starts, "Hitler—Beast of Ber-

lin."

ALL ARMS OF TRADE

AT LAEMMLE FUNERAL

(Continued from Page 1)

all parts of the world the motion

picture pioneer was being mourned.

"He had a smile that was a re-

flection of his sweet soul," said Rabbi

Magnin. "There was nothing of the

snob or any arrogance about^ him;

he remained simple and plain."

He further praised his American-

ism and great love of his family. He
declared that Laemmle had "made"

stars, directors and executives but

with his power he also had consider-

ation for the lowliest studio worker.

Among Laemmle's early day asso-

ciates who attended the services

were Herbert Rawlinson, Charley

Murray, George Sidney, Hank Mann,

Murdock MacQuarrie, Joseph I.

Schnitzer, M. H. Hoffman, Nate L.

Manheim, Nat Rothstein, Paul

Kohner, Henry MaCrae, Robert E.

Welsh, George Mann, Henry Henig-

son, Edna Mason, William Wyler, E.

H. Goldstein, Hugh Hoffman, Frank

Lawrence and Hugh Zehner.

3 Pacific Coast Exhib. Units

Form a New Organization

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY

Hollywood — Independent Theater

Owners Ass'n of Southern Califor-

nia, Nevada and Arizona, Motion

Picture Theater Owners of Northern

California and Nevada, and the

MPTO of the Pacific Northwest have

formed Pacific Coast Conference of

Independent Theater Owners with

Robert H. Poole as temporary ex-

ecutive secretary.

Purpose of the new organization

is to improve conditions of inde-

pendent operators in the Pacific-

Northwest territory, but no booking

combine is in contemplation.

The new organization's affairs will

be administered by a board of two

trustees from each of the exhibitor

bodies. Hugh Bruen, Jack Y. Ber-

man, with Mrs. Jennie Dodge as al-

ternate, will represent the Southern

California organization; L. 0. Lukan
and Will Ripley will represent the

Pacific Northwest body.

(Continued from Page 1)

D. Vassiliev, President of Amkino
Corp. of New York, on behalf of the

Soviet clients. This is the first pur-

chase of an American film by a

Soviet company since 1936 when

Chaplin's "Modern Times" and

"City Lights" were bought for Sov-

iet distribution.

Jack Snyder, Veteran Lab.

Man Dies in Hollywood I—
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

\

Hollywood—Jack Snyder, veteran

laboratory man and general sales :

manager of Cinema Laboratories, i

Inc., died yesterday of a heart at-

tack. Before coming to California

in 1923 to join Bennett Film Labora-

tory, he was with Republic Labora-

tory in New York.

In 1936 he left Consolidated Film

Laboratories, which had taken over

the Bennett plant, to join Interna-

tional Cinema Laboratories which

later became Cinema Laboratories,

Inc.

Funeral services will be held

tomorrow morning at 11 o'clock at

Edward Bros. Mortuary.

Designed and priced for theatres

of every size!

^Wrcaphotophone
MAGIC VOICE of the SCREEN
rith Rotary Stobilizer-plus SHOCK-PROOF DRIVE

ENABLES YOU TO PRESENT THE KIND OF
/<{

SOUND YOUR CUSTOMERS WANT TO HEAR /<?./

Better sound means better box office—and RCA Tubes

mean better sound

RCA Manufacturing Company, Inc.

Camden. N.J. • A Service ofthe Radio Corporation ofAmerica
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BIZ PICTURE OUTLOOK

IS FOUND BRIGHTER

{Continued from Page 1)

light the prevailing industrial condi-

tions on the assumption that indus-

trial prosperity is the best key to

potential increases in grosses.

Summarized, the survey reports
follow:

CHICAGO—Steel mills of Indiana
reported an increase and are now
running 71 per cent of capacity.

Market conditions generally have
been affected by war news and prices

have been higher. Box office has
continued its exceptional gains over
early summer months.

DETROIT—Retail sales advanced
along a broad front maintaining a

12 per cent to 13 per cent margin
over last year. Wholesale activities

in general held at a point 12 per
cent to 14 per cent above the com-
parable 1938 week. There is a gen-
eral feeling of optimism in this cen-
ter. Box office is naturally affected.

CLEVELAND — Steel production
went up to 83 per cent of capacity.

This is within V2 of 1 per cent of
the highest mark of the year. Every-
thing but employment registration
shows a cumulative gain for this

year over last.

PITTSBURGH — Business in the
Pittsburgh district continued to rise

again this week gaining 2% points

and stood at 96.9. Thousands of

men will return to work within the
next two weeks, and the theater
men are feeling much happier be-
cause this territory is easily af-

fected by the employment situation.

Orders are pouring in for steel, and
all orders are almost exclusively
from domestic consumers who fear
shortages in their own fields.

MILWAUKEE—Indications point
to an increase in local business in

general. The A. 0. Smith Corp. hired
an additional 600 employes this week.
Allis-Chalmers Corp. hired an addi-
tional 500. Some of these people
have been idle for 2% years. Be-
cause this entire territory is largely
industrial, the trend of business
seems to depend upon the decision
of Congress as far as "cash and
carry" selling to foreign nations is

concerned. It is believed, that should
Congress decide to sell foreign na-
tions on this basis, a tremendous in-

crease in business would take place

in this territory within the next 30
to 60 days.

CINCINNATI—On Sept. 1, 1938,
this city's business index stood at

19 per cent below normal, but as

of Sept. 1 this year it stood at 14

"I I^ove a Parade"
Chicago—The "Oomph" Girl, Ann Sher-

idan, marched at the head of the Amer-
ican Legion parade here yesterday and
was given a tremendous ovation by the

crowds who were reported to have brok-

en through the police lines to greet the

Warner Bros. star.

Shirley Temple on Air to Aid 3MPRF
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Shirley Temple will make her radio debut on the Screen Guild Show
to be broadcast from Hollywood on Sunday afternoon, Dec. 24, at 4:30 p.m., it was
announced yesterday by Jean Hersholt, prexy of the MP Relief Fund, and James Roosevelt,

Goldwyn vice-prexy and member of the Fund's executive committee. Co-operation of

20lh-Fox and the star's parents made the arrangements possible. Offer of $35,000 for

Shirley's appearance on another Christmas Eve program was refused. Star will do a

scene from 20th-Fox's "The Blue Bird" and may sing as well.

ITO of West Virginia Votes

in Favor of the Neely Bill

{Continued from Page 1)

bill and the Code by Abram F.
Myers, the members voted in favor
of the Neely bill.

The following officers were elected
for coming year: President—Richard
D. Marks of Clarksburg; Vice-Presi-
dent—George Sallows of Morgan-
town; Treasurer—Garland West of
Buckhannon; Executive Secretary

—

I. D. Davis of Lumberport.

The banquet was held at 7 P.M.
with George Sallows as toastmaster.
Address of greeing was made by the
Hon. L. B. Davison, city manager
of Clarksburg. Other speakers were
Abram F. Myers and Edward Gold-
en, vice-president of Monogram Pic-
tures. A motion picture ball was held
in the evening with a golf tourna-
ment for those attending the con-
vention to be held today at the
Clarksburg Country Club, with Rich-
ard D. Marks, newly elected presi-

dent, in charge.

The "little fellow" in business must
not be destroyed and must be en-

couraged to carry on, Edward A.
Golden, Monogram vice-president,
said in his address.
"You as independent exhibitors

and we as producers who represent
independent interest have much in

common," Golden said, "and it is

time for us to take stock of our in-

dividual positions.

"As members of an organization,
you have left too much for your lead-

eis to do. I have seen those leaders
work and I know what they can ac-
complish for your good when they
have your support."
Golden asserted that it didn't take

a panic to make Monogram realize

the basic qualities which audiences
the country over want. Monogram,
he said, has been proud to be identi-

fied as the "bread and butter" com-
pany, the company which concen-
trates on "staples" for the American
market.

Byrd Takes Classic

Cincinnati—Herb Byrd, Ohio the-

ater, Dayton, and former prexy of

Dayton Variety Club, has taken over
the Classic, formerly operated by
Carl Anderson, deceased.

per cent above normal.

INDIANAPOLIS— General busi-

ness conditions throughout the In-
dianapolis territory are very satis-

factory.

BOSTON — General business is

above average; the retail stores have
since Labor Day, shown an increase
over last year, and from all indica-

tions, this business will continue
good at least until Christmas. De-
partment store index here, is a good
key to the motion picture grosses,
because of centralized locations. The
New England manufacturers look
forward to the passage of Roose-
velt's "cash and carry" plan on war
commodities, as this together with
the large surplus of credit money
that is available, places them in a

very secure position.

ST. LOUIS—Local branch man-
agers are optimistic about fall gros-

ses, expecting the theaters to bene-
fit rather than suffer because of the
war. Optimism also prevails among
the advertising men. "The Rains
Came" opened its first-run here to

considerably better than average for
opening day. This, despite the fact

that the temperature was 109 in the

shade.

SAN FRANCISCO—General busi-

ness locally was heartened this week
by the awarding of $20,000,000 in

ship building contracts which will

employ 3,000 men for an indeterm-
inate length of time.

SEATTLE—Prospects are favor-
able. Grosses are very encouraging.

Many industries are stepping up
their production in this territory.

DALLAS — Theater grosses and
general business conditions have had
a turn for the better in this terri-

tory. Retail business has shown a
sharp increase.

SALT LAKE CITY— Conditions
show improvement and especially so
in the agricultural areas, which are
now harvesting their fruit and vege-
tables.

MEMPHIS—Prospects are looking
better. Grosses in very small cities

not even on the map are unusual.
Looks like business in general in the
mid-south has increased. Prospects
for the Fall season look excellent.

ATLANTA— Department stores
report an increase up to 20 per cent
over this same period last year.

OKLAHOMA CITY— From now
on through the balance of the year
theater business should be very good.
Grosses are showing improvement
since the oil wells were reopened.
Business as a whole has shown an
improvement, although the crops
are badly in need of rain since the
middle of August.

PORTLAND— Strikes in the lum-
ber industry may hurt business, al-

though the general business outlook
is good. Motion picture business for
the future looks very good.

NEW HAVEN—General business
is picking up and the opinion is that
it will be much improved in the next
few weeks.

TRADE EXECS. MOURN

PASSING OF LAEMMLE

As last rites for Carl Laemmle, Sr.,

were held on the West Coast yesterday.,

there came further expressions of grief

on his demise from leading industry fig-

ures. Among them were: /sE\,

L. J. Schlaifer: "Carl Lae^jjj^ile

was one of the most beloved ^rnen
this industry, or any other industry,
has ever known. From Coast to
Coast, to thousands of exhibitors

—

and, in fact, all over the world—the
name of Carl Laemmle was a symbol
of friendship and fair dealing. He
was my personal friend, and I worked
with him for many years. His pass-
ing leaves this industry minus one
of its truly great leaders."

Harry L. Gold: "The birth of the
motion picture industry and its sub-
sequent success can be laid squarely
at the door of Carl Laemmle—a man,
who, for almost thirty years, made
his life's work the building of the
great amusement industry. Every-
thing we have today, we owe basic-
ally to 'Uncle Carl.' Long may his

memory be revered in this indus-
try."

George W. Weeks: "The film in-

dustry would not have been what it

is without the personality of Carl
Laemmle. Truly a pioneer, his color-

ful career and achievements form a
vital part of the heritage of all who
labor in Filmdom."

David Bernstein: "Carl Laemmle
was a lovable character and an in-

spirational pioneer in the motion pic-

ture industry."
Y. Frank Freeman: "Hollywood

owes a great debt to the man whose
standing in the community is best
indicated by the fact that everybody
called him 'Uncle Carl'. Even among
that courageous band of pioneers
who laid so well the foundation for

today's great industry, Carl Laemm-
le was outstanding."

A. Montague: "I was terribly

grieved and shocked to learn of the
death of Carl Laemmle. It seems
that when we refer in discussion or

thought to this industry it is always
with the opinion that Mr. Laemmle
played one of the most important
parts in the development of its

pioneers. We certainly are all

grieved at his passing."
Edward L. Golden: "I knew Carl

Laemmle over a period of 25 years.

In days gone by when I held the New
England franchise for Universal we
were closely associated and I had a
splendid opportunity to observe this

dynamic little general, functioning
as a leader and an independent fight-

er. He really and truly was the first

fighting independent. He stood be-

hind his principles and overcame
great obstacles by his determination
to pursue an ideal. The industry
lost a noble champion for independ-
ence when he retired and in his pass-
ing the world has lost a kindly and
charitable gentleman."
M. J. Siegel: "The influence of this

highly respected pioneer of movie in-

dustry will long be felt for he was
a leader in work and in deed."
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Move to Revive Code May be Launched by Mich. Allied

STUDIOSJACE IATSE DEMAND FOR SHORTER HOURS

Coast Film Investigation Starts,With Stebbins a Witness

Ralph Morgan on Stand Today,

Louis B. Mayer Tomorrow;

Union Men Summoned
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY

Hollywood—Arthur W. Stebbins,

insurance man, a nephew of Joseph

M. Schenck, yesterday testified be-

fore the Federal grand jury which

is investigating charges of alleged

irregularities in the motion picture

industry.
He was said to have been ques-

tioned regarding his knowledge of

asserted income tax evasions in

merger of film companies, alleged

monopolistic activities of major com-
(Continued on Page 5)

Atlas Corp. to Submit IVetu Underwriting

Proposal Under RKO Reorganization Plan?
At the request of proponents of the RKO reorg. plan. Federal Judge Alfred C.

Coxe yesterdav postponed hearings until Oct. 11 at 3:30 p.m. before Federal Judge

William Bondy. It is understood that Atlas Corp. at present is considering a new

underwriting agreement. Decision as to a fair price for common stock has not

yet been reached by Atlas.

VON GULKER ELECTED

OKLA. ALLIED PREXY

Oklahoma City—Allied Theaters

of Oklahoma came into being official-

ly yesterday when a small group of

independents elected officers and

adopted a constitution and by-laws.

Only eight exhibitors attended the

meeting yesterday and there was
some question during the morning

(Continued on Page 8)

MPPDA Again to Tackle European

War Problems at Parley Wednesday
The possible effect of the Eu-

ropean war on the motion picture

business and ways and means of

combatting problems resulting from
the situation were discussed yester-

day by the board of directors of the

MPPDA. No decision on any of

the questions was reached and the

meeting was adjourned until next

Wednesday, a Hays office spokesman
said.

Attending yesterday's sessions

were Barney Balaban, representing

Paramount; Nate Blumberg, Univer-

sal; Harry Buckley, United Artists;

Jack Cohn, Columbia; E. W. Ham-
mons, Educational-Grand National;

Joseph Hazen, Warner Bros.; W. C.

Michel, 20th Century-Fox; George

J. Schaefer, RKO; Nicholas M.
Schenck, Loew's, Inc, and Will Hays,

president of MPPDA.

20th-Fox Committee Named to Plan Economies

Ma]. Warner Host to Jewish

Drive Aides at Golf Tourney

Maj. Albert Warner, co-chairman

with David Bernstein of the Amuse-
ment Division of the Jewish Federa-

tion of Charities will be host today

to members of his 1939 campaign
committee at a golf tournament and

(Continued on Page 5)

Herbert Cruikshank Dies;

Funeral Rites Saturday

Herbert Knight Cruikshank, 48,

widely known in the film industry

through his editorial association with

the local Morning Telegraph and the

one-time Motion Picture World, died

yesterday in his home at 25 Central
(Continued on Page 5)

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—A committee repre-

senting all departments of 20th Cen-

tury-Fox studios, which was called

together by Darryl F. Zanuck, issued

a statement to all studio employes
declaring that Zanuck has made it

very clear that no drastic action is

contemplated at this time.

"He feels with us that a general

salary cut is the poorest sort of

economy and should only be under-

taken as a last resort, but savings

must be accomplished and drastic

new economies put into effect," the

statement said in part. "It is to

plan these savings and economies

that this committee has been
formed."

Negotiations Resume Early

Next Week on Further

Union Requests
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—IATSE demands with

respect to hours and working con-

ditions of 12,000 film craftsmen,

members of 11 different locals, will

be considered at a conference or

conferences early next week.
IATSE will be represented by Wil-

liam Bioff as negotiator while the

studios will be represented by E. J.

Mannix and the members of the

Producers Labor Negotiation Com-
mittee.
Next week's parley will supple-

ment that which this week netted

a 10 per cent wage increase for the

IA affiliates, estimated to add up-
(Continued on Page 4)

EUROPEAN WAR WON'T

HIT SHORT PROGRAMS

New Hope for Code Seen in Remarks

by Ray Branch/ Convention Plans Set

Chicago Operators Union

Calls Meeting for Today

Chicago—A special meeting was
called last night by the Chicago
operators' board of directors to con-

sider failure of Chicago theater own-
ers to grant wage increases and

(Continued on Page 4)

Kalamazoo, Mich.—A move to re-

open negotiations for a fair trade

practice code may be launched here

next week when Allied Theaters of

Michigan holds its annual conven-

tion at the Burdick Hotel. Dates
are Oct. 2-4.

Belief that the ball may be started

(Continued on Page 8)

No curtailment of short subject

production is contemplated because

of the European war, and in some
instances, programs may be in-

creased, a survey reveals. A check-

up of the major companies' shorts

programs shows that a minimum of

530 one- and two-reel subjects are
(Continued on Page 4)

Franklyn Warner Comes
for Hammons Confabs

Franklyn Warner is due in New
York from the Coast today to con-

fer with E. W. Hammons, president

of Grand National, in regard to the

production of a series of pictures
(Continued on Page 5)

Fox Theaters Hearing

Awaits CahillV Report

In an opinion filed in Federal

Court yesterday, Judge John C.

Knox directed that hearing of ob-

jections filed against the final ac-
(Continued on Page 5)
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Am. Seat
Col. Picts. vtc. <2>/2%
Columbia Picts. pfd.

Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.

East. Kodak
do pfd
Cen. Th. Eq
Loew's, Inc.

do pfd. . . .

Paramount
Paramount
Paramount
Pathe Film

RKO
20th Century-Fox .

20th Century-Fox pfd
Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros
do pfd-.

Net
High Low Close Chg.

113/8 H3/g 11% + %
) 7V4 7 i/g 7'/8 — i/g

175/g 17 1/8 1 71/s — %
1% 1% 1% + %

159 1571/2 1 58i/2 + 1/4

1st

2nd
pfd.

pfd.

9

33
103

71/4

74%
83/8

12'/8
1%

133/8
22

83/4 9
31% 32V4 — 3/4
103 103
7%

73i/2
H/4
Hi/4 12

1% 1%

7%
73i/

2 — 2

83/8 + %

13

213/4 213/4

13 — I/g

Va

4 —

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith B. F. ref. 6s46
Loew's deb. 3i/

2 s46. . 93 1/4 93% 93% + %
Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. 6s55
Para. Picts. cv. 3

l/4s47 78% 77% 78% + 1%
RKO 6s41 55 55 55 — 3
Warner Bros.' cv. 6s39
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48 81 80% 80% .....'

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts 1 % 1 % 1 %
Sonotone Corp 13^ l3/8 \3/s
Technicolor 115/8 10% 11%— %
Trans-Lux
Universal Corp. vtc. 3 3 3
Universal Picts 6% 6% 6% + %

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES

Bid Asked
Pathe Film 7 pfd 100
Fox Thea. Office Bldg. 1st '46 3% 4%
Loew's Thea. Realty 6s 1st '47

Met. Playhouse, Inc. 2nd deb. '45. 63 66
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st '57 58 61

SAFETY LLOYDS
FILM STORAGE CORP.

Storage by Reel or Vault

729 Seventh Ave.
New York City
BRyant 9-5600 SECURITY

Carl Laemmle Left Estate Files Plagiarism Suit

Valued at $4,000,0001 vs. Para. Over "Midnight"

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY
Hollywood—Carl Laemmle left in

an estate valued at approximately
$4,000,000. His realty holdings com-
prised a business corner on Holly-
wood Blvd. and his estate in Beverly
Hills. His securities represent a
value of $2,000,000. His annuities
are reported to amount to around
$500,000.
With the will were found eight

letters addressed to members of his
family. These directed that they
continue a foundation which he es-
tablished and through which he
brought 200 refugees from his na-
tive Germany and placed on his per-
se nal payroll.

Annuities amounting to $500,000
or more revert to his two children,
Carl, Jr. and Mrs. Stanley Berger-
man. He provided for his brothers,
Louis and Siegfried; his grandchil-
dren, Carol Bergerman, 9, and Stan-
ley Bergerman, Jr., 7, other rela-
tives, his secretary Jack Ross and
family servants.

Exports of Photographic,

Projection Goods Fall

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington— Exports of photo

graphic and projection goods show
a decline in August compared to the
same month of last year, it was
revealed yesterday by the Depart-
ment of Commerce. The eight
months ending in August also show
a drop for 1939 compared to 1938,
it was reported.

Exports of such goods in August,
1939 amounted to $1,495,000 com-
pared to $1,599,000 in August, 1938,
for a drop of $104,000. The eight-
month period figure for 1939 was
reported at $12,706,000 compared to

$13,629,000 for the eight months of

1938, representing a decrease of
$923,000.

AMPA Set for Big Turnout
for Initial Fall Meeting

Capacity attendance of AMPA's
membership is expected today at
the organization's inaugural of Fall
season meetings which will be held
in the fourth-floor dining room of
Stouffer's Restaurant, Fifth Ave.
and 44th St., at 12:45 p.m.
The Board of Governors announced

yesterday that acceptances had been
received assuring the attendance of
all ex-presidents of the body who
are currently in New York and
vicinity.

It was also pointed out that new
low prices would prevail, namely $1,
including tips, in the instance of
members, and $1.25, including tips,

for non -members.

11,000 Contracts for Year
Chicago—William F. Rodgers, M-

G-M general sales manager, said
here yesterday that he expected the
company to have 11,000 product con-
tracts by the end of this year.
Rodgers left yesterday for St. Louis
for further sales conferences.

Plagiarism suit which demanded
an injunction against exhibition of
the film, "Midnight," an accounting
and damages, was filed in the Fed-
eral Court yesterday against Para-
mount Pictures, Inc., and Charles
Beahan by Robert L. Buckner.

Plaintiff claims that in 1933 he
and Beahan wrote a play entitled,

"Dearly Beloved," and delivered a
manuscript to Paramount. The com-
plaint charges Paramount with in-

fringing the play in the picture
"Midnight" and states that Beahan is

named a defendant because he re-

fuses to join the suit as a plaintiff.

Court Reserves Decision

in UA's Hart Case Appeal

The Appellate Division of the New
York Supreme Court yesterday re-
served decision after argument on
the appeal of United Artists Corp.
from a jury's verdict which awarded
William S. Hart and Mary Hart
$190,000 damages, plus $60,000 in-

terest, against UA. Joseph Prosk-
auer represented United Artists on
argument and Max D. Steuer repre-
sented the Harts. Suit charges the
defendant with breach of contract in

block-booking the Hart picture,
"Tumbleweeds," with an alleged in-

ferior picture entitled, "Wild Jus-
tice."

"What a Life" Will Open
at N. Y. Para, on Oct. 11

"What a Life" goes into the New
York Paramount on Oct. 11 instead
of "Rulers of the Sea" which pre-
viously had been booked tentatively.
"Honeymoon in Bali" and Glen Mil-
ler's band are reported to be doing
heavy business and will be held for
two additional weeks at the house.
"Disputed Passage" will follow
"What a Life," with "Rulers of the
Sea" spotted for later in the season.

Producer-DG Confab Friday

Meeting between the committee
representing the film companies and
the Dramatists Guild is expected to

be held tomorrow to continue nego-
tiations on a new contract covering
financing and purchase of plays by
the film companies. Following the
last meeting, progress was reported
by a Guild exec, and it was said then
that only a few basic points remain
to be ironed out before the pact
can be concluded.

GTE Declares Dividend
Directors of General Theaters

Equipment Corp., have declared a
cash dividend of 15 cents per share
on the capital stock, payable Oct.
16 to stockholders of record Oct. 6.

Conn. Allied to Elect
New Haven—Allied Theaters of

Connecticut will hold an election
luncheon meeting at the Hofbrau
Haus Restaurant Tuesday noon.

Best wishes from THE FILM DAILY
to the following on their birthdays:

SEPTEMBER 28

Tom Terriss

Ernest Feate

Ed Sullivan

cominG ADD GOinG

WILLIAM F. RODGERS, M-G-M general sales
manager, has left Chicago for St. Louis for
a sales conference there.

ROBERT T. KANE, English production head
for 20th-Fox, plans to leave for England Sat-
urday on the Clipper.

CLYDE ECKHARDT, Chicago branch ?|?iger
for 20th-Fox, is in New York to confer with
home office execs.

ERNEST LUBITSCH, just finished directing
Greta Garbo's "Ninotchka" for M-G-M, is due
to arrive at the Newark airport from Los An-
geles this morning. He will meet MRS. LUBITSCH
who arrives tomorrow on the Nieuw Amsterdam.

J. J. MILSTEIN, Eastern rep. for Edward Small
Productions, leaves today for the Coast for
conferences on Small's next production, "My
Son, My Son!"

CHRISTIAN VAN DER REE, Columbia's Vene-
zuela distributor, has arrived here from attend-
ing the company's Latin American convention
in Havana for home office conferences.

TONY MARTIN has gone to the Coast from
New York to appear in Columbia's "Passport
to Happiness."

LESLIE BANKS sails from England tomorrow
to play the lead in the late Sidney Howard's
play, "Madam, Will You Walk," for the Play-
wrights Company.

PAUL MUNI has arrived from the Coast for
a stage role in "Key Largo" for the Playwrights
Company.

BRUCE CABOT, having finished his role in

"Traitor Spy" in England is expected back here
early in October.

LOUIS LIPSTONE, of the Para, music de-
partment, has returned to the Coast from Chi-
cago where he was called by the illness of
his mother.

DUDLEY NICHOLS has left the Coast for
the East on a 10-day leave from Samuel Gold-
wyns office.

GEORGE OFFERMAN, JR., is en route East
from the Coast by motor for a p. a. tour.

MITCHELL LEICHTER is back in Hollywood
after a six weeks tour selling territories on
"Sudan."

Buying and Rentals Topics
of Wis. ITPA Closed Session

Milwaukee — Buying and film
rentals were discussed at a closed
round table session at the opening
of the ITPA convention at the
Schroeder Hotel here yesterday af-
ternoon. Action on matters dis-

cussed are expected to be taken up
at the closing session this after-
noon. Serious illness prevented Ed
Maertz, president, from attending
and discussions were under the di-

rection of F. J. McWilliams, chair-
man of the board of the association.
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WE HAVE JUST SEEN
NINOTCHKA ondwe

pronounce!. SENSATIONAL!
Long live the Lubitsch touch! It has brought yout

box-office a new Gatbo, sly as a wink! A gotgeous

Gatbo they've nevet seen befote! A champagne lady,

lively, lovable! This comedy of a flirtatious secret affair

in Paris will positively captivate the nation
!

It makes

Garbo a bigger star than she ever was before in het

entire career! One of the year's IMPORTANT

pictures! Prepare for another M-G-M ttiumph!

GARBO goes gay!

GARBO blushes!

. ... m
-
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EUROPEAN WAR WON'T

HIT SHORT PROGRAMS

the
(Continued from Page 1)

slated for distribution during
present season.

Paramount will distribute 85 two-

reelers; M-G-M, six 2-reelers and
73 one-reelers; 20th Century-Fox,
52 one-reelers; Vitaphone, 18 two-

reelers and 68 one-reelers; RKO, 24

two-reelers, 39 one-reelers, 13 March
of Times and 18 Disney cartoons;

Universal, maximum of 104 reels

and a minimum of 69 reels, plus

three serials; Columbia, a minimum
of 52 one-reelers and a minimum of

13 two-reelers, in addition to four

serials.

Chicago Operators Union

Calls Meeting for Today

(Continued from Page 1)

vacations with pay. Jack Kirsch,

Illinois Allied prexy, and Morris

Leonard, representing circuit own-
ers, met jointly last night with union
heads.

The entire union membership
meets this morning at 11 o'clock to

take action if their demands are

turned down. Strong efforts were
made last night to reach a peaceful

settlement.

5,000 Fans Storm Station

As Ann Sheridan Arrives

More than 5,000 fans greeted Ann
Sheridan, Warners' "Oomph girl," at

Grand Central station yesterday.

Depot police said it was the biggest

demonstration tendered to an arrival

since the "42nd Street Special" came
to town six years ago with a cargo
of Hollywood stars. Two news pho-

tographers were pushed off the plat-

forms in the sheds as the throng
rushed to meet Miss Sheridan, who
opens a personal appearance en-

gagement at the Strand on Oct. 6.

Defer Local 258 Hearing

Petition of Local 258, CIO union,

scheduled to be heard yesterday be-

fore the State Labor Relations Board
for recognition as a bargaining agent
for certain employes in the RKO
Metropolitan theaters has been post-

poned by request of the Local. It is

expected that the hearing will not
take place for at least two weeks.
Jurisdiction in the same field in the
RKO houses is also claimed by the

IATSE.

Credits
Newark, N. J.—"All that I am, I

owe to G-man, racketeer pix and

Westerns."
That's the way Abe Levin. Elwood

theater manager, explains how, with

vhree shots, he put to rout a gunman
who had ordered his brother Jack into

an alley. Jack's cries brought Aba
running.

4L€NG THE

with PHIL M. CALYi
T T T

• • • ONE of the most eye-arresting observations regarding

domestic pix problems which have arisen since Mars went

berserk in Europe came from Joseph M. Schenck who said

flatly that the success of efforts to maintain quality production

in the face of lost European revenues largely depends upon the

support given by American exhibitors The support which he ad-

vises specifically is that extended playing time be accorded to

worth-while pix And he backed up that statement with another

that to justify holding over pix for a second week in the in-

stances of top runs and continuing three-day pix to five and six

days in the subsequents "exhibitors willl find it necessary to

display greater showmanship and introduce new ideas"

T T
© © © THERE is another side to that picture and for

it the ball goes back, so to speak to the producer-distributor

To the producer, for his is the job of turning out those

quality pix To the distributor, for his is the job of con-

vincing the exhibitor that the pictures are truly big

deserving of that extra effort and entitled to the added

playing time

T T T

• • • FAITH in a film's potentialities must first be manifested

by its merchandisers before faith imbues its exhibitors

Selling the trade always must precede selling the public In

connection with this note the "case" of "Nurse Edith Cavell"

the Herbert Wilcox biographical bombshell which RKO
Radio is currently releasing Today the film goes into its second

week at the Radio City Music Hall a yardstick in itself that

it is of powerhouse proportions The fact is (and we're not

telling any tales out of school) that its first week wound up with

grosses of such magnitude as to eclipse the "take" of a goodly

number of b.o.-beauty predecessors Despite the show of strength

RKO execs, have not made the mistake of cease firing

On the other hand they have added to the film's momentum in the

trade by getting back of the property with advertising even more

strenuously not simply to impress Mr. Exhibitor but CON-
VINCE him of the merits

T T

• • • THAT "Nurse Edith Cavell" will get playing time
a-plenty is a foregone conclusion It will have to in

order to make worthwhile the some $700,000 it cost to make
As entertainment it is unique on several counts not the

least of which is the remarkably impartial handling of the martyr-
dom of the British nurse but boldly standing out is the

fact that Herbert Wilcox when he put the pix into work
last April fabricated it purposely to avoid any tinge of pro-

paganda But it has taken on international significance

by reason of the hostilities in Europe

T T

• • • ONE propagandistic aspect it does explode right in

our own industry and that is the contention that it requires

Hollywood technicians to make stand-out pictures in England
Wilcox burst the bubble by transporting his British technicians to

Hollywood for "Nurse Edith Cavell" a box-office Big Bertha

« « « » » »

A DEMANDS SHORTER

HOURS AT PIX STUDIOS

(Continued from Page 1)

wards of $2,000,000 to studio pay-
rolls.

Bioff said yesterday the IA would
insist on shorter hours with the
same pay scale, and numerous, im-
provements in working conditr^N?*

.

Mannix issued a statement that
the 10 per cent wage increase
granted the IA was not voluntary
but forced.

"It cannot be said that producers
granted an increase or that they
were persuaded that one was fair
or economically possible; they mere-
ly surrendered," said the statement
in part.

Mannix declared that producers'
presentation of plain facts and fig-

ures which show the injustice and
danger of adding to production costs
when industry revenues are decreas-
ing to the point of disaster were met
in each instance with an unyielding
strike ultimatum.
Mannix also said that the request

of producers for delay of at least four
or five weeks in which to survey
situation was denied and studio
heads were forced to concede to de-
mands, which, in the long run, will
prove injurious to those who made
them as well as to the rest of the
motion picture organization.
He said his statement was not

made in a spirit of resentment but
for the purpose of making clear to

all concerned that hard decision and
conditions are sometimes accepted
by those who must submit to force
rather than to fairness and logic.

Jack Curry Stricken

Oklahoma City—Jack Curry, man-
ager of the Paramount Pictures ex-

change here, ill from a heart attack.

Calif. Booster
In his air show Tuesday night, Bob

Hope informed the world that in Cali-

fornia the title of "The Rains Came"
would be changed to "It Can't Happen
Here."

Civic, Club Groups Select

"Happy-Hour" Shorts Today

Columbia will screen today at 2:30
p.m. in its projection room a num-
ber of shorts from which representa-
tives of civic and women's groups
attending will select six for a new
"Happy-Hour" program, which is

the only organized juvenile film ser-

ial in the industry, and one which
has proven a successful matinee fea-

ture in a large number of theaters
throughout the country.

Choices will be made by delegates
of the D.A.R.; International Fed-
eration of Catholic Alumnae; the
film department of the City Federa-
tion of Women's Clubs; Parent
Magazine; Girl Scouts; Boy Scouts;
Y. M. C. A.; Russell Sage Founda-
tion, and MPPDA.
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MAJOR WARNER HOST

TO AIDES IN DRIVE

(Continued from Page 1)

dinner party to be held at the Old
Oak Golf Club, Purchase.

Prizes for the best scores in the
tournament will be awarded at the
din:^.
Members of the Amusement

Committee expected to attend in-

clude:

Jack Alicoate, David Bernstein,
William Brandt, Noah L. Braunstein,
Oscar Doob, Simon H. Fabian, Leo-
pold Friedman, Louis Frisch, Marcus
Heiman, Joe Hornstein, Arthur
Israel, Harry Kalcheim, Harry Kauf-
man, William Klein, Abe Kronen-
berg, Jules Levy, Bud Lytton,
Charles Moskowitz, Benjamin B.

Moss, Isroy M. Norr, Eugene Picker,

Harold Rinzler, Ed Rugoff, Herman
Robbins, Marvin Schenck, Fred H.
Schwartz, Max Seligman, Sam Shain,
Charles Sonin, Harold Rodner, Al-
bert Warner, Milton C. Weisman.

Also, Barney Balaban, Abe Blank,
Nate J. Blumberg, Leon Goldberg,
Malcolm Kingsberg, Martin Quigley,
Walter Reade, Sr., Walter Reade, Jr.,

Irving Caesar, Samuel M. Forrest
Monroe Greenthal, Louis Nizer, Jack
Cohn, Abe Schneider, Jack Goetz,

Milton Green, Maurice D. Kahn,
Joe Katsch, Paul N. Lazarus, Paul
Moss, and William Sussman.

Franklyn Warner Comes
for Hammons Confab

.(Continued from Page 1)

for GN release. It is understood
that Warner's three-picture com-
mitment to RKO will not conflict

with his tentative agreement with

GN.

Para. Signs Sturges
Preston Sturges, author of a num-

ber of stage and screen plays, yes-

terday was signed as a director by
Paramount. His first assignment is

"Down Went McGinty," for which
he also will write the screenplay.

Sturges now is working on the

screenplay of "Triumph Over Pain."

WB Books "Forbidden Music"
"Forbidden Music," has been

booked solid on Warner Theater-

Circuit by World Pictures.

WEDDING BELLS

Herman Starr, New Jersey dis-

trict manager for Skouras Theaters

Corp., and Betty Marx, of Simmons
Tours, were married yesterday at

the St. Moritz Hotel.

France Closes Screens to Soviet Films,
Distributing Agency Closetl, Agent Ousted

Paris I By Cable)—The French government has closed French screens to all Russian
films, whether artistic or propaganda.

Distributing agency handling Soviet films has been closed and its representative

ordered to leave the country.

Action, by decree, follows the dissolution of the Communist party in France,

directed as a result of the Russian invasion of Poland.

Fox Theaters Hearing Herbert Cruikshank Dies;

Awaits Cahill's Report Funeral Rites Saturday

(Continued from Page 1)

counting of Milton C. WT
eisman, as

receiver of Fox Theaters Corp.,

mark time until U. S. attorney John

C. Cahill concludes an investigation

into the affairs of the company.

Judge Knox designated Nathan A.

Smyth as special master to hear the

results of Cahill's investigation. If

these results, the opinion stated, in-

dicated the need for further hear-
ings on objections made by credi-

tors, then Smyth would conduct
them. The opinion pointed out, that

aside from objecting creditors, no
other party desired any further in-

quiry. However, the opinion con-
cluded, in view of the charges of

impropriety, something should be
done publicly either to sustain or

to disprove them.

Charity Bingo Okayed
as Detroit Raises Ban

Detroit—The total ban on Bingo
games, decreed in Detroit a few
weeks ago, has been raised by
Mayor Richard W. Reading. A po-

licy of "common sense" enforcement
is being inaugurated, which will al-

low games to continue for "bona
fide charitable purposes," when con-

ducted by veterans', religious, or

fraternal institutions.

Karma In Loew Houses
Prince Karma, numerologist, is

currently in the second of his six-

week p.a. run in seven Loew de luxe

houses in the Metropolitan territory,

playing one week in Valencia, Ja-

maica, Mount Vernon, Paradise,

Bronx, State, Newark and Pitkin,

46th Street and Kings in Brooklyn.

(Continued from Page 1)

Park West where he had been in-

valided for the past year because
of a heart ailment.
He was a frequent contributor to

the newspaper and magazine fields,

and during his career had served as
American consul in Ireland and as
secretary to Senator Cullum of
Washington.

Surviving are his widow, Regina
Crewe, former film critic of the New
York Journal-American; his mother,
Mrs. Jessie L. Cruikshank; his son,
Lawrence; and daughter Beatrice.
Funeral services will be held in

the Campbell Funeral Chapel, Madi-
son Ave. and 81st St., on Saturday
at noon.

"End of the Day" Booked
"End of the Day," feature distrib-

uted by Juno Films, has been booked
into the Studios Theater, Philadel-
phia, Little Theater, Baltimore, Fine-
Arts, Boston, and the World The-
ater, Chicago.

STEBBINS TESTIFIES

AT COAST PIX PROBE

(Continued from Page 1)

panies and alleged labor racketeer-
ing.

Ralph Morgan, president of the
Screen Actors' Guild, and Aubrey
Blair are scheduled to testify today.
Louis B. Mayer is expected to testi-

fy tomorrow.

Numerous studio and union offi-

cials have been summoned to appear
at the inquiry which is being con-
ducted by Charles H. Carr, Special
Assistant U. S. Attorney General.
Among others summoned are Sid
Rogell, RKO exec, Harlan Holmden,
former vice-prexy of the IATSE.
Guy Cooper, former IA recording
secretary, and H. K. Sorell, business
representative of the Motion Pic-
ture Painters' Union.

The investigation is expected to
last for several months.

New House for Flushing

Construction on a 600-seat house
for Raybond Theaters has been start-

ed in Flushing by the Puritan Land
Corp. Theater will be at the North-
east corner of Fresh Meadow Lane
and 69th Ave. House will be mod-
ern in every respect and will be
wired for television. It is expected
to open around Feb. 1.

Cinecolor's Slide Film Order
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Cinecolor is just fin-

ishing an order for 4,300 prints of

the new Chevrolet color slide film,

produced by Jam Handy. Film will

be delivered to dealers throughout
the world. Total of 3,100 prints are

for use in conjunction with recorded

narration. Order is believed to call

for largest number of color slide

film prints placed by any commer-
cial producer this year.

&1MIP&
presents

Joseph caiechman, assistant of Vaude for Manchester

the Howard Theater, New Haven, Manchester, N. H.—The Strand

Conn., announces his betrothal to < Theater here will add six acts of

Sally Eskin of New Haven. i vaudeville to pix.

ARTHUR JAMES
P. A. PARSONS
PAUL LAZARUS, SR.

JOHN C. FLINN
GLENDON ALLVINE
GEORGE HARVEY

EDWARD KLEIN
HAL HORNE
BILL FERGUSON
GORDON WHITE
RALPH ROLAN

in

"PAST PRESIDENTS' DAYa

or

"Follies of 25 Years"

TODAY at 12:45 p.m.

STOUFFER'S RESTAURANT
4th Floor

5th Avenue and 44th St.

NEW LOW TARIFF!
Members: S1.00 incl. tips

Non-members: SI.25 incl. tips

fc «P* *J»
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"The Private Lives of

Elizabeth and Essex"
with Bette Davis and Errol Flynn

Warners ' 106 Mins.

ENTERTAINMENT DE LUXE FOR ALL

AUDIENCES WILL ROLL UP A GOLDEN
"TAKE" FOR SHOWMEN.

Like Grant took Richmond, this bril-

liant Technicolor feature will take audi-

ences everywhere. And what a resulting

golden "take" for showmen! For here is

a picture telling a highly dramatic and

essentially human story against the mag-

nificent pageantry of the Elizabethan age,

and telling it, if you please, with sustained

action and tempo. Call it entertainment

de luxe, and you'll be telling the truth.

Say that it is a setting for one of Bette

Davis' finest charactreizations (many will

say it is her greatest achievement), and

that's as truthful. And forecast, if you

will, that it will be well to the fore when

Academy and other honors are bestowed,

and you'll be on safe ground. Analytically,

"The Private Lives of Elizabeth and Es-

sex" is another corking example of what

stems from Warner studio teamwork. There

is a certain precision, a certain smooth-

ness that attests the co-ordinated efforts

of Jack L Warner, Hal B. Wallis and Rob-

ert Lord on the production side, of Di-

rector Michael Curtiz and his two aides,

Stanley Logan and Sherry Shourds; of

Norman Reilly Raine and Aeneas Mac-

kenzie who prepared the tightly knit screen

play from Maxwell Anderson's Theater

Guild play, and of all the others concerned

with the production, whether players or

technical staff members. Directorially, the

picture is Curtiz at his ablest. He carries

the story forward swiftly; its 106 minutes

might be 60, so fast does it seem to move.

To point up what Curtiz has accomplished,

it might be added that there is no resort

to sword play, to the swashbuckling her-

oics of costume drama; the conflict is

essentially that of clashing dominant per-

sonalities and of wills. Stripped of its

picturesque dress, this is the story of two

people who loved and hated and loved

again, but who could not forget that one

alone stood for England. For England,

Elizabeth sent Essex to the block; for

Elizabeth and England, Essex refused to

say the words that would have stayed the

headsman's axe. The rest, their quarrels

and reconciliations, the intrigue of the

court, the ill-fated expedition to Ireland

and Essex's revolt, is secondary, however

it mav serve to deck out the framework.

Miss Davis moulds an emotional Elizabeth

vibrantly alive, wholly comprehendible, and

uncannily magnetic. The role, of course,

is a rich one, and the star never misses,

whatever the mood. And the transition

from one to the other comes quickly. Er-

rol Flynn's Essex is a handsomely roman-

tic figure, certain to add to his matinee

following. Of the supporting cast, the

most impressive performance comes from

Donald Crisp as Francis Bacon, the oppor-

tunist. Olivia de Havilland is a well

chosen Lady Penelope Gray, the Queen's

lady-in-waiting who vainly loves Essex. Ef-

fective also are Henry Stephenson, Henry

Daniell, Leo G. Carroll and Vincent Price

as Essex's court enemies and Alan Hale

as the Irish Earl of Tyrone who defeats

Essex's expeditionary force. The value of

Two Bright Boys" j

"$1,000 a Touchdown" i "The Man Who Dared'
with Jackie Cooper, Freddie Bartholomew,

Alan Dinehart

Universal 701/4 Mins.

WELL-PACED MELODRAMA WITH
TWO JUVE FAVORITES HOLDS POP AP-

PEAL.

An earnest little melodrama with a plaus-

ible story and capable cast, this one holds

popular appeal. Casting is commendable,

performances ditto. Cooper, Bartholomew

and Alan Dinehart headline the cast, which

includes such seasoned troupers as Dorothy

Petersen, Melville Cooper, J. M. Kerrigan,

Eddie Acuff and Willard Robertson. There

is plenty of punch and sentiment in the

film. Cooper is trying desperately to com-

plete the drilling of a wildcat oil well on

his rundown farm in Texas with the help

of his mother, Dorothy Petersen. Dinehart,

ruthless oil baron, attempts to get the prop-

erty away from them as it shows promise

of being rich oil land. Melville Cooper,

father of Freddie Bartholomew, is caught

cheating in a card game by Dinehart and

forced to work for him. Freddie and his

father try to pawn themselves off as Lon-

doners with banking affiliations in order to

get the oil well. Freddie saves the well

when an accident occurs and they win the

good will of Jackie Cooper and his mother.

Complications ensue and Jackie finds him-

self in trouble when after accepting a mort-

gage loan his well is wrecked. Freddie and

his father are run off the place when their

friendship with Dinehart is discovered, but

they later return to help bring in the well

in time to stave off foreclosure.

CAST: Jackie Cooper, Freddie Bartholo-

mew, Alan Dinehart, Dorothy Petersen, Ed-

die Acuff, Melville Cooper, Willard Robert-

son, Hal Dawson, Eddy Waller, J. M. Ker-

rigan.

CREDITS: Associate Producer, Burt Kel-

ly; Director, Joseph Santley; Screenplay, V.

Burton and E. Hartmann; Cameramen, El-

wood Bredell; Editor, Phil Cahn.

DIRECTION, Able. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Technicolor to costume drama was never

better demonstrated, no, not even in "The

Adventures of Robin Hood." The camera

work by Sol Polito rates aces. So, too,

the highly sympathetic musical setting by

Erich Wolfgang Korngold.

CAST: Bette Davis, Errol Flynn, Olivia de

Havilland, Donald Crisp, Alan Hale, Vincent

Price, Henry Stephenson, Henry Daniell,

James Stephenson, Nanette Forbes, Ralph

Forbes, Robert Warwick, Leo G. Carroll.

CREDITS: In Charge of Production, Jack

L. Warner; Executive Producer, Hal B.

Wallis; Associate Producer, Robert Lord;

Screenplay by Norman Reilly Raine and

Aeneas Mackenzie ; From the Play "Eliza-

beth the Queen" by Maxwell Anderson;

Directed by Michael Curtiz; Dialogue Di-

rector, Stanley Logan; Assistant Di-

rector, Sherry Shourds; Photographed in

Technicolor by Sol Polito; Associate Pho-

tographer, W. Howard Greene; Techni-

color Color Director, Natalie Kalmus; Art

Director, Anton Grot; Film Editor, Owen
Marks; Sound by C. A. Riggs; Technical

Advisor, Ali Hubert; Music by Erich Wolf-

gang Korngold.

DIRECTION, Brilliant. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Aces.

with Joe E. Brown, Martha Raye, Eric Blore

Paramount 71 Mins.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

LIVELY COLLEGE FOOTBALL COMEDY
PILES UP HEAVY QUOTA OF LAUGHS.

Teamed for the first time, Joe E. Brown

and Martha Raye pile up a heavy total of

laughs with their campus caperings. An-

other important fun-maker is Don Wilson, of

radio fame, who is the announcer of the

football game that gives the picture its

title. Eric Blore is another laugh-maker,

as are George McKay and Syd Saylor. Susan

Hayward is decorative and capable, while

John Hartley, Tom Dugan and Matt Mc-
Hugh complete the cast. Director James

Hogan provided a lively pace and kept the

laughs coming fast. To William C. Thomas
goes credit as associate producer. Delmer

Daves concocted a very amusing screenplay

and story. Lovesick Martha inherits a run-

down college and makes Brown, son of a

famous actor, president of the school and

coach of the football team. Although Brown

has never seen a football game, he tries

to coach and insists on only eleven candi-

dates trying for the team. When things

look darkest for the players in their game
with a professional aggregation, Martha

gives the professionals $1,000 a touchdown
for each touchdown they allow her players

to score. After she had paid $4,000, she

reduces her offer to $100 a touchdown, but

it is refused. It is then that Brown replaces

one of his injured players and literally flies

over the goalposts with the winning touch-

down.

CAST: Joe E. Brown, Martha Raye, Eric

Blore, Susan Hayward, John Hartley, Syd

Saylor, Joyce Mathews, George McKay, Tom
Dugan, Matt McHugh.

CREDITS: Associate Producer, William C.

Thomas; Director, James Hogan; Original

Screenplay by Delmer Daves; Cameraman,
William Mellor, A.S.C., Film Editor, Chand-
ler House; Art Directors, Hans Dreier and

William Flannery; Sound Recording, George
Dutton and Glenn Rominger.

DIRECTION, Lively. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

"Sponsored" Musical Review
Will be Telecast by NBC

Musical review will be "spon-
sored" by the Ronson Lighter Co.
on NBC's television stations,

W2XBS, starting tomorrow, at 8:30
p.m. Program is tagged "You're
the Light of My Life," was pro-
duced by Hal A. Salzman and in-

cludes Lee Sullivan, Lillian Beverly,
Jane Cavett, Ruth Guinan, Mac Mur-
ray, Ronsonia and others.

Special emphasis will be placed
on working commercial plugs into
the continuity by utilizing a combi-
nation of radio and picture techni-
que, it was said

with Henry O'Neil, Charles Grapewin
Jane Bryan

Warners 60 Mins.
GANGSTER MELLER WITH GOOD AC-

TION AND STORY TWISTS O.K. FOR
PROGRAM FARE.

Designed for the program spo(?|!?this

picture will fit in neatly. It has plenty of

action, a personable American family beset
by gangster trouble for audience interest,

and a fast-moving climax to wind it up.

The cast is capable with expert troupers

handling the principal roles. Charles Grape-
win, Henry O'Neil, Jane Bryan, Dickie Jones
and Elizabeth Risdon headline the cast.

Grapewin, on leave from the old soldier's

home, is having dinner with his grandchil-

dren. They hear an explosion and see a

neighbor murdered. They are threatened
with death by a gangster band unless they
keep still and, being frightened, they with-
hold all the evidence they have. However,
the gangsters kidnap young Dickie Jones
just to be sure the family doesn't talk,

and grandpa (Grapewin) goes into action.

He finally locates the building where Dickie

is being held and a police raid rescues him.

Gangster John Gallaudet is just about to be
freed because of a lack of evidence when
Grapewin and Dickie arrive in court and
nail him to the mast with their testimony.

Cast: Charles Grapewin, Henry O'Neil,

Dickie Jones, Jane Bryan, Elizabeth Risdon,

James McCallion, John Russell, Fred To-
zere, John Gallaudet, Grace Stafford, Emmet
Vogan.

CREDITS: Warner Bros. Production; Di-

rector, Crane Wilbur; Screenplay, Lee Katz;

Original Story, Lucien Hubbard; Camera-
man, Arthur L. Todd; Editor, H. McLernon.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Tommy Walker Recovered
Tommy Walker, salesman for the

Liberman Flag and Valance Co., hav-
ing recovered from an automobile
accident, is expected to return to his
job within the next few days.

"Treachery on the
High Seas"

with Bebe Daniels, Ben Lyon
Film Alliance of the U. S. 68 Mins.

CROOK COMEDY PROGRAMMER
BRINGS BEBE DANIELS AND BEN LYON
BACK TO SCREEN HERE.

Made in England, this serves as an
American "comeback" for Bebe Daniels and
Ben Lyon. Film is a neat little crook com-
edy and it will serve nicely as a program
offering. Supporting the principals is

Charles Farrell and a capable cast of Eng-
lish players. Action of film is laid on a

boat going from New York to Southampton.
Bebe, in addition to proving that she has

lost none of her charm and acting ability,

sings several songs in an intriguingly husky
voice. Bebe, a jewel thief, is on board
to get a ruby necklace being taken to Eng-
land by a wealthy jewel collector. Ben, a

detective for an insurance agency, plays

along with her as she doesn't know his

identity. There is some fast double-cross-

ing and swift movement of the real neck-
lace and some paste counterparts before
everything is ironed out by detective Lyon.

CAST: Bebe Daniels, Ben Lyon, Tom Hel-
more, Charles Farrell, Hay Petrie, Gordon
McLeod, James Carew,

CREDITS: Produced by British Films; Di-

rector, Emil Reinert.

DIRECTION, Adequate. PHOTOGRAPHY,
O.K.
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"Chicken Wagon

Family"
with Jane Withers, Leo Carrillo

20th-Fox 64 mins.

AP"*NTURES AND TRIALS OF CARE-
FREfc=MILY WILL APPEAL TO FAMILY
AUDIENCES.

Based on a novel published some years ago

of a lovable family that toured the country

as traders, this release should appeal to

the family and kid trade. The popular

Jane Withers and Leo Carrillo head a cap-

able cast including Spring Byington and

Marjorie Weaver, all four of whom com-

prise the Fippany family. The family makes

a living and enjoys life to the fullest, but

Carrillo has a penchant for poker, and is

unusually unlucky. Jane and Leo are content

to wander the rest of their lives, but Mar-

jorie and Spring want to move to a city

and settle down. Finally, after losing all

the savings the family had Leo agrees to

move to a city. The family descends on

New York and their troubles start. Life

in the big city is more complicated than

trading merchandise for chickens. How-
ever, through the offices of Kane Richmond,

a cop who falls in love with Marjorie, and

several other breaks, things look up con-

siderably for the family, with a rosy path

ahead.

CAST: Jane Withers, Leo Carrillo, Spring

Byington, Marjorie Weaver, Kane Richmond,

Hobart Cavanaugh, Hamilton MacFadden,

Inez Palange.

CREDITS: 20th-Fox Production; Director,

Herbert I. Leeds; Screenplay, Viola Brothers

Shore; Based on a Novel by Barry Bene-

field; Cameraman, Edward Cronjager; Edi-

tor, Fred Allen.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Local 802 Sets Nov. 27

For its Music Festival

Monday evening, Nov. 27, is the

date that has been set by Local 802,

New York musicians' union, for a
music festival and dance jamboree in

Madison Square Garden sponsored by
the Medical Bureau of the Local.

Proceeds go to pay for medical aid

to members of the union and their

families who need such assistance

because of unemployment or other
reasons.
Program will have a 150-piece

symphony orchestra under the baton
of a noted conductor, and will also

have all the top-flight name bands
appearing the same night. The
union's Medical Bureau now com-
prises 25 surgeons and physicians.

"The Man They Could
Not Hang"

with Boris Karloff, Lorna Gray, Robert

Wilcox, Roger Pryor

Columbia 72 Mins.

THRILLER ASSURES AN EMOTIONAL
FIELD DAY FOR THE HORROR FANS.

Since "horror" has long been a box office

commodity, this latest of efforts to provide

shocks for human absorption is a success, i

Boris Karloff is a scientist who discovers
j

how to re-kindle the flame of life in the
j

dead. Naturally, his researches are received

with incredulity, and before the footage has

gone very far along its fantastic way, Karl-

off, the physician whose discovery is to-

deal death a death-blow, is placed on trial

for having caused the demise of a student

upon whom he was experimenting. Con-
victed and sentenced to the gallows, Karl-

off is bitter against society, and particularly

toward the prosecuting attorney, judge and

jury. Upon these, he vows vengance. He
gets it after his garrotted body is rehabil-

j

itated by a physician-disciple. Then the

gore flows fast, via the death of six jurors.

Most of the picture's thrills issue from the

sequences wherein Karloff collects the re-

maining "persecutors" in his house. He
himself is finally killed but not until he

has taken the secret of perpetual life on

this planet into the grave with him,—via

destroying the complicated laboratory ap-

paratus. Film is well-acted in the typical

thriller fashion. Direction and photography

are good. The love interest is virtually

nil, as accent is always toward the human
spine, rather than the human heart.

CAST: Boris Karloff, Lorna Gray, Robert

Wilcox, Roger Pryor, Don Beddoe, Ann Dor-

an, Joseph De Stefani, Charles Trowbridge,

Byron Foulger, Dick Curtis, James Craig,

John Tyrrell.

CREDITS: Director, Nick Grinde; Screen-

play. Karl Brown; Cameraman, Benjamin

Kline; Editor, William Lyon; Musical Di-

rector, M. W. Stoloff.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Leichter Returns to Coast
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Mitchell Leichter has

returned from a six weeks' tour of

the United States, during which he
sold all territories on "Sudan," with
the exception of Detroit and At-
lanta. He has also disposed of for-

eign and Canadian rights to the

picture. He will leave shortly for

Detroit and Atlanta to close deals

for those territories.

Offerman on p.a. Tour
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—George Offerman, Jr.

leaves Hollywood this week by mo-
tor for New York and the East on
a p.a. tour. His itinerary as an-
nounced by his West Coast repre-
sentative, William Hawks, calls for

a few appearances en route. Due
to commitments with M-G-M to play
Nickie in "Calling Dr. Kildare," Of-
ferman's p.a. tour was delayed until

this time.

Maida Reade Resigns
Resignation of Maida Reade, ex-

ecutive secretary of the American
Guild of Variety Artists, has been
submitted to the AAAA and ac-

cepted. Committee of three, Flor-
ence Marston, SAG, Emily Holt,

AFRA, and Paul Dullzell, Equity,
will administer the new union's af-

fairs until such time as permanent
officers are installed, it was said.

"I Met A Murderer"
with James Mason, Pamela Kellino

York Pictures 78 Mins.

UNUSUAL DRAMATIC STORY BRIL-

LIANTLY FILMED AND SKILLFULLY PRE-

SENTED.

There is a pleasant surprise in store for

exhibitors who book this film, as mature

audiences should like it immensely. Pro-

duced on a shoestring, with a budget that

did not allow for any interior shots or light-

ing effects, acted by a cast of unknown
players, filmed, directed and adapted by

the same man, the picture is a shining

achievement for the people who produced

it. It is unfortunate that there are no

"names" to sell on marquees. Roy Kellino

gets credit for the amazingly fine photog-

raphy, also for the direction and adaptation

of the story. The story was written by

James Mason and Pamela Kellino, who also

enact the principal roles. The story is sim-

ple, it is told without fanfare of trumpets

or phony backgrounds in a direct and un-

swerving fashion. Mason, married to a

shrewish woman, kills her when she shoots

his dog. The murder is discovered and he

flees from the police, a hunted man. He
meets a novelist, Pamela, who is wandering

around the country in a trailer. Their ex-

istence together becomes one of attach-

ment. Mason discovers that the new book

which she is working on is centered around

himself and that she knows his identity.

However, he realizes he loves her and she

admits she loves him. But, as they are

planning their escape, he is trapped by the

police and is forced to run, ending his own
life when he plunges into the ocean as all

chance of escape is cut off. The background

of the English countryside is particularly

beautiful, and Kellino has brilliantly com-

posed his photography. The acting of

Mason and Miss Kellino leaves little to be

asked for, and the remainder of the cast

is equally competent. All in all, the film

is first-class entertainment for audiences

who like their murders done in an intel-

lectual fashion.

CAST: James Mason, Pamela Kellino,

Sylvia Coleridge, William Devlin, Peter

Coke, Esma Cannon, Sheila Morgan, James

Harcourt.

CREDITS: Gamma Film Production; Di-

rector, Roy Kellino; Original Story, Pamela

Kellino and James Mason; Screenplay and

Photography, Roy Kellino.

DIRECTION, Fine. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Excellent.

TMAT-Raybond Hearing
A hearing on the TMAT-Raybond

Theaters case is scheduled for today
before the State Labor Relations
Board. Last scheduled hearing was
postponed until today, and it is pos-
sible that a further postponement
may be made.

Kutinsky With Price

Malvin J. Kutinsky, son of Louis
Kutinsky, RKO salesman, has been
named New York and Brooklyn rep-
resentative for the Price Theater
Premium Co. He was formerly with
Warners.

"Riders of Black River"
with Charles Starrett, Iris Meredith,

Dick Curtis

Columbia 59 Mins.

BANG-UP WESTERN WITH PLENTY OF

ACTION WILL DELIGHT COWBOY FANS.

Bullets, fist-fights, ambushes, cattle rust-

lers and crooked sheriffs assure plenty of

entertainment for western fans. The action

is fast and there is plenty of it. Charles

Starrett is personable as the Texas ranger,

Iris Meredith is attractive as his sweet-

heart, and Dick Curtis will draw many a hiss

from the fans as a villainous cattle rustler.

The Sons of the Pioneers, well known sing-

ers of western songs, add musical touch

to the picture, without which westerns ap-

parently are not made any more. Starrett

returns to his home town and ranch to find

that Curtis is terrorizing the country and

rustling all the nearby ranches. Starrett's

brother, Forrest Taylor, the sheriff, is mur-

dered just before he is due to arrive. On top

of this, he discovers that Stanley Brown,

Iris's brother, is in cahoots with Curtis.

Starrett girds up his six guns and goes into

action, with Curtis and his gang just bad

memories when he gets through and settles

down on his ranch.

CAST: Charles Starrett, Iris Meredith,

Dick Curtis, Stanley Brown, Bob Nolan,

Francis Sayles, Edmund Cobb, Forrest Tay-

lor, The Sons of the Pioneers.

CREDITS: Columbia Production; Director,

Norman Deming; Screenplay, Bennett R.

Cohen; Story, Ford Beebe; Cameraman,

George Meehan; Editor, William Lyon.

DIRECTION, Fast. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

"Torpedoed"
with H. B. Warner, Noah Beery,

Richard Cromwell

Film Alliance of the U. S. 66 Mins.

TIMELY STORY OF THE BRITISH NAVY
SHOULD BE GOOD B.O. CURRENTLY.

Although the story material in this new
Herbert Wilcox production is adequate, the

film deals more pointedly with the ability of

the British Navy to "cope with the situa-

tion" in a documentary fashion. Picture was
made with the co-operation and assistance

of the British Navy. The cast, headed by

H. B. Warner, Noah Beery, Richard Crom-
well, Robert Douglas and Hazel Terry, fits

the situation thoroughly. Norman Walker,

the director, has built up the proper amount
of English spirit and a certain amount of

suspense has also been injected into the

film. Story concerns the dispatching of a

British ship to a small country where there

are signs of trouble. Hazel Terry, sweet-

heart of Douglas, arrives in the troubled

country the same time as the warship. An
insurrection starts and a number of people

are held as hostages on one of the rebel

ships, including Hazel. Douglas debates his

duty and decides to torpedo the ship when
it bombards the British Consulate, but Hazel

jumps overboard before it is blown up, and
Britannia's rule over the waves remains

supreme.

CAST: H. B. Warner, Robert Douglas,

Richard Cromwell, Hazel Terry, Noah Beery,

Esme Percy, Frederick Culley, Binky Stuart,

Henry Victor.

CREDITS: Produced by Herbert Wilcox;

Director, Norman Walker; Screenplay, Ger-

ald Elliot.

DIRECTION, O.K. PHOTOGRAPHY, Good.
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LAUNCH CODE MOVE

{Continued from Page 1)

rolling' towards a plan to revive the

"lost code" was expressed by some
following the statement by Ray
Branch, unit president, who de-

clared that the code deserved fur-

ther consideration.
Meanwhile, P. C. Schram, chair-

man of arrangements, has completed
the convention program. On Mon-
day, the Board of Directors will meet
and have dinner at the hotel at 6:30

p.m.
A golf tournament will be held

Tuesday morning, with Jim Olson
as chairman. At 2 p.m. the busi-

ness meeting will open with a re-

port by the president, Ray Branch.
Guests will be introduced and ap-
pointments will be made of the vari-

ous committees. Tuesday night has
been set aside as "Old Timers" night
and manv reservations have already
been made by old timers no longer
in active business.
Wednesday morning will be open

for golf for those who wish to play
or a tour of the Upjohn Company,
taking two hours, will be available.

Lunchpon will be served at the Ma-
ple Hills Country Club. Business
gets under way at 2 in the after-

noon.
The final banquet in the evening

promises to be one of the best
staged. Special entertainment is

being booked out of Chicago and
Detroit. The principal speaker for

the evening has not been set as yet,

but a big name is promised for the
occasion. It had been expected to

have several Congressmen present,
but due to the calling of Congress,
the committee is not certain as to

who will be available at the last

minute. Under any circumstance,
President Branch has promised an
outstanding personality.

Vaude In North Adams
After Lapse of 10 Years

North Adams, Mass.—The Para-
mount Theater here has revived
vaudeville after an absence of more
than 10 years. The Paramount is

the third theater in Western Massa-
chusetts to nut on vaudeville. Court
Square in Springfield and the Vic-
tory in Holyoke preceded.

"Harvest" on Monday
American premiere of "Harvest,"

distributed by French Cinema Cen-
ter, takes place Monday night at

the World theater under auspices of
the New York League of Women
Shoppers.

For Sweet Charity
St. Louis—Opening night- receipts

of the new $300,000 Esquire theater will

be turned over to the Community Fund
of Creater St. Louis by the Schuchart
Investment Co., owner. It's an inno-

vation here. House will be scaled at

$1 for the premiere.

REVIEWS Of n€UJ MLfflS

* SHORTS *

"Unseen Guardians"

(Passing Parade)
M-G-M 11 mins.

Interesting Short

A shyster business men's roost,

an underwriter's society and a chil-

dren's home, all close at hand and
passed every day by thousands, but
unnoticed in the rush of a big city,

are featured in this short. It is in-

teresting in every respect. First we
see the operations of a shyster busi-

ness designed to mulct people of

their savings and the subsequent
arrest of the crooks by the postal
authorities. Secondly the famous
underwriters' societv is spotlighted.
This sequence is of particular in-

terest as it shows the diversified

tests each new product must go
through in order to get the seal of

approval. Third sequence deals with
a children's home and the reasons
why so many prospective parents
for orphans are refused by the home
in an effort to allow the children to

go only to homes where they will

be assured of proper care.

"Football Thrills Of 1938"
(Pete Smith Specialty)

M-G-M 10 mins.
Swell Sport Short

Every football fan in the country
—and who isn't a football fan?

—

will be interested in seeing this

short. The film is comprised of ac-

tion shots taken from games during
the 1938 season that provided the
big thrills. The Carnegie Tech up-
set over Pittsburgh, the Army-Co-
lumbia upset and many others are
shown with the highlights from each
game. Here is a short that is time-
ly and is a natural for any exhibitor
to book right now.

Continue Film Course
For the third successive year 40

students will be accepted this Fall
in the course on the History, Tech-
nique and Aesthetic of the Motion
Picture conducted by Iris Barry,
Curator of the Museum of Modern
Art Film Library for the Depart-
ment of Fine Arts, Columbia Uni-
versity. The course will be held
in the private projection room of
the Museum's new building, 11 West
53d Street.

Columbus Cold to "Flesh"
Columbus, O.—Initial stage offer-

ing of the season, "LaVie Paree,"
at Loew's Broad was received in
rough fashion. Gross indicates that
the circuit will stick to straight fea-
tures (duos) in the future.
The RKO Palace has set Eddie

Cantor for a p.a. on Oct. 6 and for
three davs only, first split-week
booking in recent years.

"Think First"

(Crime Does Not Pay)
M G-M 20 Mins.

Strong Object Lesson
The latest of the Metro series on

the subject of crimes and criminals
deals with young girls that are in-

duced to join rings who sell goods
that have been stolen from stores

via the shoflifting route. It presents
a strong case for the right side of

the law in a dramatic fashion. Story
deals with two waitresses in a road-
side restaurant who are lured into
joining a shoplifting ring. They get
away with their racket for a while,
but are both arrested. Finally, when
they see their former instructress
on a slab in a morgue, after being
murdered for knowing too much, they
tell what they know to the authori-
ties. The police round up the whole
ring and the law wins again as it

always does sooner or later.

"Captain Spanky's Showboat"
(Our Gang Comedy)

M-G-M 11 mins.
Funny Kid Comedy

Kids will get a kick out of the
latest of the ever-popular Our Gang
comedy releases with all their fa-
vorite juvenile actors present.
Spanky's uncle allows his nephew
to use his showboat to give a per-
formance for the kids. However,
the local tough boys are resentful
when they are not allowed to sing
in the show. The show starts with
mustached villains and crinolined
heroines in a touching drama about
the south. Following the villain's

defeat at the hero's hands, Alfalfa
opens his big singing act and the
riot starts. Justice prevails, how-
ever, and the tough boys get their
just deserts with show going over
in a big way.

Williams Adds Another
Oklahoma City—K. Lee Williams

Theaters, Inc., has purchased the
Wright Theater and building at
Gurdon, Ark., from G. Sterling, K.
Lee Williams, g'eneral manager of
the circuit, has announced. Pos-
session will be taken Nov. 1. It

will be remodeled, a new marquee
built, new RCA sound and com-
plete booth equipment installed, new
seats and acoustical treatment
given the auditorium.

Consolidated Adds House
New theater being constructed on

the corner of 43rd and Broadway has
been taken over by Consolidated
Amusement Enterprises on a 10-year
lease, it was learned yesterday. It

is expected that the house will be
delivered to Consolidated around
Dec. 1. Theater will have 600 seats
and will be operated as a first-run

house.

Bob Drew Under Knife
Cincinnati—Bob Drew, Monogram,

is recuperating at the Kenawha Val-
ley Hospital, Charleston, W. Va.,
from an appendectomy.

VON GULKER ELECTED

OKLA. ALLIED PREXYfe

{Continued from Page 1)

as to the advisability of continuing!

the organization.

Orville Von Gulker was jnamed

president of the new group. fjjp'" '"her

officers include Sam Caporal, vice-

president; C. E. Norcross, secretary-

treasurer. The board of directors

include one from each Congressional

district. They are E. M. Frieburger,

Harry Holt, Sam Caporal, Orville

Von Gulker, C. E. Norcross, Mrs.
Juanita Berry, A. B. Momand and
Jess L. Cooper.

Dues were assessed at the rate of
one cent per seat per month, with
concessions to larger theaters in
small towns.

Col. H. A. Cole, national Allied
president, urged the group to con-
tinue as a unit despite the small
attendance, pointing out that no
matter how small its membership
was it could have "tremendous"
value in national legislative matters.

Robert Schwartz Opens
Thomaston Film Theater

New Haven—The 700-seat colon-
ial Park Playhouse, Thomaston,
opened last night as the fourth open-
ing since Sept. 1 in the New
Haven exchange territory. Robert
Schwartz, operator, formerly ran
the Paramount, which he will keep
closed under lease. The opening fol-

lows close on that of 700-seat State
Theater, Jewett City, by the Torans
Amusement Corp. and the renovated
496-seat Fairmont Theater by Al
Pickus, Stratford operator.
An Oct. 1 opening date is also

set for the 475-seat Deep River The-
ater, acquired from L. Pratt by Lee
Malcarni, Essex and Clinton opera-
tor, this summer, and closed for
complete renovation.
Also following along in the un-

usual construction and exchange ac-
tivity which this territory has ex-
perienced since last spring, are the
new Windsor-Plaza Theater, Wind-
sor, which the Shulman interests of
the Webster and Rivoli, Hartford
are building; the Groton Theater,
under construction by J. C. Hess of
Moosup; the Windsor Theater, un-
der new Gordon-Lockwood-Lampert
management and being renovated;
and two new building operations
just begun, the 350-seat Natale Di-
Francesco house in Cheshire, and the
900-seat brick house which the
Bailey interests of the Whalley, New
Haven, have started in the Whitney-
ville suburb of New Haven.

Wight Golf Next
Chicago—And now it's night golf

that looms as film competition. Local

pay course has ordered the necessary

flood lighting equipment.
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Two Independent Exhibitor Groups Looming in New York

IATSE, PRODUCERS REOPENWAGE ISSUETMARCH
Bright Outlook for Films in Northwest; Grosses Up
Agricultural Upturn Will Be
Generally Reflected; Exhibs.

Optimistic

Minneapolis, Minn.—The film in-

dustry in the several Northwest
states of which Minneapolis is the

hub, faces one of the most prosper-
ous and busy Fall and Winter sea-

sons in its history, according to all

indications.

There are several very important
reasons for this outlook. Outstand-
ing: among these is the fact that
Northwest farmers in most sections

which were hit by drought for many
years, have just enjoyed one of the

most bountiful harvests in the his-

tory of Northwest agriculture and
that means that there is plenty of

(Continued on Page 6)

CHICAGO OPERATORS

WIN 5% WAGE BOOST

Chicago— Theater projectionists

here were awarded a five per cent

wage increase yesterday, following

conferences between union officials

and representatives of independent
and circuit theaters. The wage hike

will be retroactive to Sept. 1. Union
officials said last night that the set-

(Continued on Page 6)

Selznick to Take 4-Month
Leave; May Visit So. Amer.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — David 0. Selznick

leaves early in December for a four-

months vacation which he will com-
bine with field work on behalf of

Selznick International. Much of his
(Continued on Page 6)

"iffohawk" in 14 Reels
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—20th Century-Fox will re-

lease "Drums Along the Mohawk" in 14

reels, longest feature Technicolor picture

so far to be released in the history of

the Industry.

West Coast Grand Jury Investigation
Proceeding Rapidly, Murphy Declares
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Washington—The West Coast Grand Jury film industry investigation is proceeding

as rapidly as possible to clear up, in the public interest, the matters in question

under his directions of quick action, Attorney General Frank Murphy said yesterday

at his press conference. The cases should not hang fire a long time, Murphy said.

If there is enough evidence to go ahead, Murphy said, no time will be lost in prose-

cution. No industry tax cases have been settled as yet, Murphy added.

CALL EXECUTIVES MAYFLOWER PROQ'N

IN COAST PIX PROBE IN U. S. FORESEEN

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Harland Holmden, in-

ternational vice-president of the
IATSE, former Hollywood represen-
tative of IA, testified yesterday be-
fore the Federal grand jury which is

investigating various alleged irregu-
larities in the film industry. It was
believed he was questioned about re-

(Continued on Page 3)

Bernstein, Greenthal Winners
in Charity Drive Tourney

David Bernstein, vice-president

and treasurer of Loew's, Inc., cap-
tured the low net with a 67 in the
golf tourney held yesterday at Old
Oaks, Purchase,. N. Y., in which the
participants were members of the

(Continued on Page 6)

American production by Mayflower
Pictures was foreseen yesterday
when it became known that Erich
Pommer was leaving for Hollywood
today to confer with Charles Laugh-
ton, with reports indicating that

Pommer has been talking a deal

with RKO for release.

It is expected that the Pommer-
(Contimted on Page 6)

Murray Silverstone to Coast

To Confer With Chaplin

Murray Silverstone, chief of

world-wide operations of United
Artists, leaves today for Hollywood,
where he will confer with the pro-

ducers whose films are released by
United Artists.

Silverstone expects to discuss the
(Continued on Page 3)

Report New York Independents Plan

Affiliation With National Allied

Canadian Clearance Board

Plan Reports Due Monday

Toronto—Executive meeting of the
'

Independent Theaters Association of

Ontario called for yesterday was
adjourned until Monday when re-

ports on the progress of plan of the

Anti-Protection League to establish

a national clearance board will be
received and made public.

Two New York State exhibitor or-

ganizations looms as a possibility.

Plans for a unit which will be affili-

ated with the national Allied body
are taking shape, while Max Cohen,
head of Allied Theaters of New
York, which was expelled from the
parent association, is expected to

carry on with his group.
Several members of the New

York City Allied unit met yesterday
(Continued on Page 3)

Foreign Market Situation Will

Be Reviewed at

That Time
By RALPH WOK

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—New contract between

the 11 studio locals of the IATSE
and the producers which calls for a
10 per wage increase, expected to

cost the studios upwards of $2,000,000

annually, will be subject to adjust-

ment on March 15 next, it was estab-

lished yesterday.
William Bioff, as chairman of the

IA's negotiating committee, agreed
to that stipulation, thus assuring a

reopening of the wage issue approxi-
mately seven months from the effec-

(Continued on Page 6)

WARNER MUSIC GROUP

SIGNS NEW SWPA PACT

Song Writers' Protective Associa-
tion, of which Irving Caesar is pres-

ident, announced yesterday that a

new contract had been signed with
the Music Publishers' Holding Corp.,

the Warner group of publishers.

Text of the new SWPA reveals one
important change in particular, the

(Continued on Page 3)

RKO Execs. Will Attend

Nat Levy Detroit Dinner

RKO representatives from New
York, Chicago, Cleveland, Pittsburgh,

Baltimore and Buffalo will journey
to Detroit tomorrow to pay homage
to Nat Levy, district manager, who

(Continued on Page 6)

'Triples' In Detroit
Detroit—Open advertising of "three

features" has finally made its appearance
here, but so far it's solely for Saturday

evening shows. Trick is to show an extra

feature at the midnight show, thus not

interfering with the draw of the regular

Sunday show, but strengthening up the

late Saturday patronage.

. £.
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Net
High Low Close Chg.

Am. Seat 11 l/s ll'/g H'/b - 'A
Col. Picts. vtc. (2i/

2%) 75/8 7i/4 75/8 + l/2
Columbia Picts. pfd. 17'/8 17l/

8 17'/8
Con. Fm. Ind 1 1/4 1 1/4 1 y4 — l/

8
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd... 9V8 9'/8 9'/8
East. Kodak 15834 156 156 — 2'/2
do pfd 158 1571/2 158 +21/2
Cen. Th. Eq 9 9 9
Loew's, Inc 32Vs 31% 31%— %
do pfd
Paramount 7'/4 7% 7'/4 + %
Paramount 1st pfd
Paramount 2nd pfd.. . 8'/2 8% 83/8
Pathe Film 12% 11 'A 11%— 1/4

RKO 1% 15/8 l5/8
20th Century-Fox ... 133/3 13% 13%
20th Century-Fox pfd. 23 22% 23 + 1 %
Univ. Pict. pfd 55 55 55—2
Warner Bros 4 4 4
do pfd

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Keith B. F. ref. 6s46
Loew's deb. 3%s46.. 933/8 92 92 — 1%
Para. B'way 3s55
Para. Picts. 6s55
Para. Picts. cv. 3 %s47
RKO 6s41 55 55 55
Warner Bros.' cv. 6s39
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts

Sonotone Corp
Technicolor 1 1 % 11 11 — %
Trans-Lux 1% 1% 1% + l/

8

Universal Corp. vtc. 3 3 3
Universal Picts 7 7 7 + l/2

N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES

Bid Asked
Pathe Film 7 pfd 100
Fox Thea. Office Bldg. 1st '46 31/4 4%
Loew's Thea. Realty 6s 1st '47

Met. Playhouse, Inc. 2nd deb. '45... 63 66
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st '57 58 61

SAFETY LLOYDS
FILM STORAGE CORP.

Storage by Reel or Vault

729 Seventh Ave.
New York Cify
BRyant 9-5600 SECURITY

Wilmington Operators Appeal
from Picketing Injunction

Wilmington, Del. — Projectionists
Local 473, IATSE, has appealed to
the Supreme Court of the State of
Delaware from a recent ruling of
Chancellor William Watson Harring-
ton in the New Castle County Chan-
cery Court. The Chancellor granted
the Rialto Theater an injunction
against picketing by the union.
The union, through H. Albert

Young, attorney, alleges error in the
record and proceedings in the Chan-
cery Court action, and a writ was
served Wednesday, Sept. 27, on Reg-
ister in Chancery Anthony F. Emory
to send to the Supreme Court within
15 days a certified copy of the
Chancery record and proceedings.

Pennsylvania Amusement
Tax Threat in Fadeout

Harrisburg, Pa.— The possibility
that an amusement tax would be en-
acted this fall at a special session
of the Legislature did a fadeout with
the Pennsylvania Supreme Court de-
cision upholding the foreign corpor-
ation franchise tax.

The tax has netted $21,000,000
for the past biennium and it is esti-

mated that $14,000,000 will be col-

lected this biennium. The money will

be used to meet relief needs. If the
high court had declared the tax un-
constitutional it would have been
necessary to raise funds through
other taxes, and a one-cent amuse-
ment tax was one of the means sug-
gested.

Raphaelson Suing Kane;

Charges Contract Breach

Breach of contract suit brought by
Samson Raphaelson for $25,000
damages against Robert T. Kane was
disclosed in the New York Supreme
Court yesterday when an application

to examine Kane before trial was
filed by the plaintiff. According to

the complaint, the amount sued for

is due on a contract made in Febru-
ary, 1938, under which the defendant
employed the plaintiff as a motion
picture scenario writer for 10 weeks
at $2,500 per week.
Kane has interposed an answer in

which he denies the charges and
claims that he acted in the capacity
of agent for New World Pictures.

Ltd., in hiring Raphaelson.

Met. Area Circuits Talk

Deals for Book Night

Further spread of Book Night in

New York theaters was reported
yesterday by the Premium Promo-
tion Syndicate, Brooklyn. Dozen or
more houses are now using the plan
and contracts with several of the
larger circuits are being negotiated,
in addition to contracts with a large
number of indies, it was stated.

At present, the company is using
encyclopedias, and a five-volume
history of the world. Other book
sets will follow.
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Settlement Is Expected

in F & M-Operators Scrap

St. Louis—At the request of Fed-
eral Conciliator William F. White,
conferences continued yesterday be-

tween representatives of the opera-
tors union and St. Louis Amusement
Co. in an effort to avert a strike in

five of company's string of 28 houses.
It was learned that definite progress
toward a peaceful settlement of the
point in dispute has been made.
Company is insisting upon the right
to pick its own projectionists.

Harry C. Arthur, Jr., ranking ex-

ecutive here for Fanchon & Marco;
C. B. Nelson, personnel director for

the Fanchon & Marco theaters, which
include the Fox, Ambassador and
Missouri in addition to the St. Louis
Amusement fleet, headed by the 4,-

000-seat St. Louis Theater; Concilia-
tor White, Robert Thomsen, Presi-

dent of Local Union No. 143 of the
Moving Picture Machine Operators
Union, and the two Circuit Court
receivers for the local union, Wil-
liam Brandt, Secretary of the Cen-
tral Trades and Labor Union, and
James A. McKeown, are sitting in

at the conference.

Levy to Hold RKO Exchange

Mgrs. Meet in Detroit Sun.

Jules Levy, RKO Radio's sales

chieftain, leaves tomorrow for De-
troit where he will hold a conference
of Eastern exchange managers for
the company on Sunday. Those in

attendance will include: E. L. Mc-
Evoy, Eastern and Canadian sales

manager; Nat Levy and the follow-
ing branch heads; B. G. Kranze, Al-
bany; R. C. Cropper, Boston; C. Boas-
berg, Buffalo; B. Pitkin, New Haven;
S. C. Jacques, Cincinnati; G. Lefko,
Cleveland; F. L. McNamee, Phila-
delphia and H. H. Greenblatt, Pitts-

burgh.

Action on Wis. ITPA Agenda
Delayed by Maertz's Illness

Milwaukee—All action on ITPA of
Wisconsin activities has been post-
poned for 30 days in view of serious
illness of President Edward Maertz.
The association is scheduled to meet
Oct. 24-25 in Milwaukee for its next
confab.
No action was taken on trade prob-

lems aired at the current two-day
meeting:.

Sam Dembow Will Retain

F & M Financial Interest

Sam Dembow will retain his finan-

cial interest in Fanchon & Marco
although he expects to retire from
active participation with the com-
pany. His resignation has not yet
become effective but it is understood
that he will make a personal an-
nouncement shortly as to his future
plans.

"All Quiet" Into Rialto
Universal's "uncensored" version

of "All Quiet on the Western Front"
is slated to open at the Rialto,

Broadway, on Oct. 4.

com ino mid goihg

MURRAY SILVERSTONE, UA chieftain, leaves
today for Hollywood to confer with UA pro-
ducers on new product.

JULES LEVY, RKO sales chief, leaves tomor-
row for Detroit to attend the Nat Lew testi-

monial dinner, and a Sunday meeting j
Eastern exchange managers. y^amea

ERICH POMMER leaves New York today for

Hollywood.

ORSON WELLES arrives from the Coast to-
morrow via United Airlines.

WAYNE MORRIS left last night for the Coast
via United Airlines.

EDDIE DUCHIN also planed out last night by
United for the Coast.

NEIL SULLIVAN, cameraman, leaves this

morning by the Clipper for France where he
will take up a roving assignment for RKO Pathe
News.

ROGER C. CLEMENT of the Paramount legal

staff returns from England tomorrow aboard
the S. S. Manhattan.

MERLE OBERON arrives from England today
on the Nieuw Amsterdam and will leave short-

ly for the Coast.

KAY SUTTON arrives here from Hollywood
Tuesday to play a leading role in Buddy De Syl-

va's new stage show, "DuBarry Was a Lady."

SAM SAX, English production manager for

Warner Bros., arrives here today from London
on the Nieuw Amsterdam.

MR. and MRS. GEORGE M. COBEN, winners
of Walter Wanger's "Eternally Yours" prize

awarded the American couple who have been
married the longest time, are en route to New
York from their home in Lucas, Iowa.

SPENCER TRACY and GROUCHO MARX, M-
G-M stars, arrived in New York yesterday by

plane from Hollywood.

PRINCESS MARTHE BIBESCO, novelist, has

cancelled her plan to attend the New York
premiere of her story, "Katia," having been

unable to obtain passage.

it;

Columbia Files on Stock
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington -— Columbia Pictures

has filed voting trust certificates

with the SEC for 2,627 shares of no
par value common to be registered

on notice of issuance and 2,627

shares of no par value common stock

as underlying securities, to be regis-

tered upon notice of their deposit

under the voting trust agreement.
Shares are to be registered on the

New York Stock Exchange.

Best wishes from THE FILM DAILY
to the following on their birthdays:

SEPTEMBER 29

Virginia Bruce Irwin D. Rothstone

Billy. Bevan Michael G. Kletz

SEPTEMBER 30

George Bancroft Herman Starr

Ralph Forbes Norman Z. McLeod

OCTOBER 1

Alice Joyce Jack Mersereau

C. Keva Marcus
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rVARNER MUSIC GROUP

SIGNS NEW SWPA PACT

(Continued from Page 1)

illocation to songwriters of a min-

imum, of 50 per cent on mechanical

:'iglr , Whereas formerly the figure

,vas 33 1-3 per cent.

Provision "j" of the new contract

form states that upon recording of

bhe composition in synchronization
with motion pictures under any bulk
or block license heretofore made, the
writer or writers shall be entitled to

a sum which in no case shall be less

than 60 per cent, jointly, of the
license fee for each synchronization
by the licensee, but in no event less

than the following:
For World Wide Use: Entire, in

shorts, $25 for each background in-

strumental or background vocal use;
$37.50 for each visual instrumental
use; and $50 for each visual vocal
use. In features, $25 for each back-
ground instrumental or background
vocal use; $50 for each visual instru-

mental use; and $75 for each visual
vocal use.

For partial uses, one-half of the
foregoing rates prevail.

Call Execs, to Testify

In Coast Industry Probe

(Continued from Page 1)

ports of collusion between labor lead-

ers and producers in union activities.

Sid Rogell, studio manager for

RKO Radio, had already testified

while J. B. Todd of 20th Century-Fox
was a witness yesterday.
Among other witnesses testifying

before the grand jury were Louis
B. Mayer, Ralph Morgan, president
of the Screen Actors' Guild, Kenneth
Thomson, its secretary, and Robert
Montgomery, a former president of

the Guild; also Joseph Carpenter and
Guy Cooper of the Studio Techni-
cians' Local 37; J. M. McLane, Jack
R. Holt and S. T. Stimpfig.

Murray Silverstone to Coast

to Confer With Chaplin

(Continued from Page 1)

augmentation of production sched-

ules. He will also spend a good deal

of time with Charlie Chaplin on the

comedian's forthcoming film, the

tentatively designated "Production
No. 6."

He will be accompanied by Mrs.
Silverstone.

"Maginot Line" Deals Set

Tower Pictures has set "Double
Crime in the Maginot Line" to open

Saturday in Max Cohen's New Am-
sterdam theater. Other deals have

been closed with the Studio. Philly;

the Larkin, Frisco; the Esquire, Hol-

lywood; Warner's DeWitt, Bayonne;
the Esquire. Portland. Ore. the Met-
ropolitan, Seattle, and Vogue, Kan-
sas City.

4LCNG THE

WITH PHIL M. OALYi

• • • THAT most welcome oi industry signs ole SRO
hung figuratively but distinctly yesterday at AMPA's first feed-

bag fiesta of the new season held in the colonial atmosphere of

Stouffer's mansion of mastication and to the echo of the Fifth Ave-

nue Coach Co.'s transportation monsters The guys and gals stormed

the precincts the gals slightly outnumbering those in the cast of

"All Quiet on the Western Front" and the guys! well, for all

practical purposes the gathering suggested a Universal sequel

"A Hundred Men and a Room"

• • • FOR a while before the Paul Lazarus, Jr., gavel-rap

the inrushing host of guests and members was so great

that it appeared inevitable that some of the stalwarts in

good "standing" would have an excellent opportunity to

stay that way or be racked along with their chapeaux

It was astonishing attendance indicative of a phrase which

was used during the later relay-race of speech-making

to wit, that AMPA is filmland's most durable organization

T T

• • • THE renowned double-play combo of Tinker to Evers to

Chance was demonstrated to be as simple in structure as an atom

and as uncomplicated as an amoeba when Prexy Paul spoke

briefly on organization matters including an exhortation that each

member kick in with the annual tariff of ten smackers to Treasurer

Herb Berg (in other words to "give the Devil his dues") for

Prexy Paul introduced Ralph Rolan who introduced Gordon White

who presented Bill Ferguson who flipped the ball to Hal

Home (with a slight roll!) and then the apple or more

fittingly the Adam's apple went successively to Ed Klein, George

Harvey, Glen Allvine, John C. Flinn, Paul Lazarus, Sr then to

Paul, Jr., again and finally to Arthur James The "put-out" was

completed shortly before three o'clock

• • 9 LOU LIFTON, Monogram's promotional pump
ejects word that company's "Mutiny in the Big House'" ....

_

v
bobbed into the h.o. yesterday 'Tis the pix in which Charles

Bickford plays the role of the prison chaplain a far cry

from his former "tough guy" characterizations. . . * A week

from Sunday the Museum of Modern Art continues its Cycle

of Seventy Films until Nov. 6 with showing at 3 and

5.30 p.m. instead of the present 4 p.m. . . • Ability of music

lovers to get tickets for Ascap's Festival of American Music

is reported to have reached the "scarcer than hens' teeth

stage" because of the popularity of the concert series open-

ing this Sunday in Carnegie Hall

• • • PARAMOUNT has a slick nation-wide merchandising tie-up

with the Sun Dial Press publishers of "Jamaica Inn" Para, pix

starring Charles Laughton Publishers have agreed to redeem two

types of coupons for copies the first type going to purchasers of the

book who can use them for b.o. discount and the second type

going to theater patrons who see the film, "Jamaica Inn" These

grant a discount on the book

« « « >y » y>

NEW YORK MAY HAVE

TWO INDIE GROUPS

(Continued from Page 1

)

at the offices of New Jersey Allied

and, while no statement was issued,

it is understood that plans were
formulated for a group which would
affiliate with national Allied. It also

was learned yesterday that Allied

members in Syracuse will meet on
Tuesday to draft a similar procedure.

It was reported that several of

the upstate members of the original

New York Allied unit prefer to be
linked with a national organization
and they plan to co-ordinate their

efforts in welding a new body.
Cohen had planned to call a meet-

ing of the state units on Oct. 17 but
this plan may be changed.

Warners Setting Tieup

With Standard Oil Co.

Warners is negotiating a tieup
under which Standard Oil Co. will

plug its forthcoming releases
through ads in newspapers in 850
cities and towns.

First picture to figure in the ar-

rangement will be "The Private
Lives of Elizabeth and Essex" the
Bette Davis-Errol Flynn production,
with the initial ads to break just

prior to its general release on Nov.
11. It is estimated that the copy
will reach 15,000,000 newspaper
readers.

Supplementing the national news-
paper campaign, Standard Oil deal-

ers will distribute photos of Miss
Davis and Flynn. More than 35,000
dealers will co-operate in the plan.

30 Documentary Films

Will be Shown at Fair

Association of Documentary Film
Producers will show 30 outstanding
documentary films at the New York
World's Fair the week of Oct. 8, it

was announced yesterday.
The list includes pictures from

Belgium, England, Czecho-Slovakia,
Holland, France, Russia and the
United States. Four or five films will

be shown every hour between 4 p.m.
and 6 p.m. in the Little Theater in

the Science and Education Building.

Leichter Takes War Film
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Mitchell Leichter has

takn over "He Goes to War," featur-

ing Eleanor Boardman and Rupert
Hughes and will cut it down from 10

reels to eight reels. Revised ver-

sion will be ready in six weeks.
Leichter will call on independent ex-

changes throughout the country-

Loew's Books Col. Short

"The Story of Elias Howe,:' first

of Columbia's new short subject his-

torical series, "Fools Who Made His-

tory," has been booked nationally by
the Loew Circuit.



Special M-G-M Flash!

"THUNDER AFLOAT" climbed into the Big Hit class. (Typical reports are

Flint and Bay City, Michigan, a few dollars less than
u
Boys Town" and

Kalamazoo which beat "Boys Town.") Theatres are stressing timely angle

of submarine warfare and how the U-boats are destroyed ! Wallace Beery's

role best since "Hell Divers" mixing comedy and thrills. Don't spare the

big guns in promoting this show. It's profitable!

•'THE WOMEN" hold-overs are mounting to a new extended run record.

Promotion angles stress the big cast (Norma Shearer, Joan Crawford, Rosalind

Russell and 135 others), the racy dialogue from the stage hit, the Technicolor

Fall Fashion show. Extend the ad budget for this one. Best business in

35 weeks at Capitol, N. Y. (except "Oz" personal appearances).

"BABES IN ARMS" is doing "Boys Town" business in the 2nd week of

its test engagement in Houston, Tex. This remarkable musical comedy

(Mickey Rooney, Judy Garland and cast of hundreds) is unanimously rated by

all trade press reviewers as unique in show business. M-G-M urges its

customers to double ordinary booking time and to be prepared for further

extended runs.



'DANCING CO-ED" continues to be the subject of discussion and fore-

warning! It is important for all showmen to screen it at once to see for

themselves what a smash box-office attraction it is. Not since "Dancing

Daughters'' days has there been a "sleeper" of this type and it too will

make a new star—Lana Turner. (A/50 featured: Richard Carlson, Artie Shaw

nd Band), A real opportunity for showmanship and profits

!

"NINOTCHKA" {don t pronounce it—SEE IT!) Literally it's a shot-in-the-arm

for the public! M-G-M is arranging screenings so that you can see for

yourself what the famed Lubitsch touch has done for Garbo. She is a

new person, laughing, loving, vivacious and flirtatious. (Melvyn Douglas, Ina

Claire in grand cast). Lubitsch never made a more down-to-earth comedy,

racy, romantic, uproarious, than this affair in Paris. The critics will rave!

The public will roar! Get busy!

TODAY'S FUTURE HOT TIPS!

"REMEMBER?" (Robert Taylor, Greer Garson, Lew Ayres). It was sneak

previewed and wowed the audience. A grand comedy. They'll be

watching for Greer Garson after her work in "Goodbye Mr. Chips."

"NORTHWEST PASSAGE". Technicolor. (Spencer Tracy, Robert

Young, Walter Brennan). Keep your fingers crossed! Here is one of

the industry's greatest adventure thrillers. The studio previewed

it in a theatre in rough-cut form. It's sensational.

"ANOTHER THIN MAN". {William Powell, Myma Loy and Asta).

It's shaping up into their best yet! Watch!

More in our next issue of TODAY/

M-G-M
•

•
• *p* 4m
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BRIGHT PiX OUTLOOK

IN N.W, "TAKES" UP

' (Continued from Page 1)

money. Farmers are on a spending

spree and how! This agricultural

upturn will be felt by better condi-

tions in the cities, villages and com-

munities where the farm buying

power goes into action.

Other reasons for a bright outlook
are: A new optimism by exhibitors
and a trend to higher grosses have
already been evident in the later
weeks of Summer, and the fact that
film product releases for Fall and
beyond contain much box-office po-
tentialities.

Cash giveaways are less important
in the big cities than heretofore.
Bank Night is still operating in most
of the towns outside of the Twin
Cities of St. Paul and Minneapolis,
but with less punch than formerly.
However, premiums are making
gains.
There is a growing number of

houses in the 10,000 to 30,000 towns
going in for doubles. In St. Paul
and Minneapolis, dual bills are still

being offered in the nabes under the
guise of Surprise Nights, by which
the house adds the bait of a second
attraction without the yet repre-
hensible (in this territory) label of
"double feature," in their advertis-
ing.

A. W. Steffes, president of North-
west Allied, is leading a fight in be-
half of the independents in Minneap-
olis to secure an ordinance limiting
movie programs to two hours and 15
minutes.

If any type of pix deserves top b.o.

ranking, hereabouts, it probably is

big scale western epics. Star value
seems less important than ever, with
few able to draw considerably on
their own.

Projectionists in Chicago
Win 5 Per Cent Wage Boost

(Continued from Page 1)

tlement was satisfactroy and that
they were well pleased.
Huddles on the situation were

called Wednesday night when the
operators demanded the theater
owners to consider previous re-
quests for an advance in salaries
and vacations with pay.

New Ohio Drive-In

Wooster, O.—A new "drive in"
open air movie theater has opened
at nearby Creston, on Route 3.

Owners are C. A. Pierce and S. E.
McFarren of Akron. Parking space
is provided for 500 cars, the owners
report.

Victory for Oomph
Columbia, S. C.—Student body of the

University of South Carolina has voted
Ann Sheridan its "favorite and oomph
girl."

NEWARK NO
HOBO HAVEN

Mayor Asks Hays to Prevent

"Adverse Publicity"

Newark, N. J.—No, sir, this is no

"tramp town."

And Mayor Ellenstein, aroused by
reports that "The Tramp from New-
ark" was on the Hollywood horizon

as a sequel to "Golden Boy," has so

advised Prexy Will H. Hays of the

MPPDA.
"Regardless of whether the word

tramp designates the male or female
of the species, Newark has no
monopoly on characters of either
cype and strongly resents any at-
tempt through the motion picture
industry to exploit such characters
at the expense of Newark," Hizzoner
wrote.
After citing police activity that

has given the city "the distinction
of being a most unwholesome place
as the rendezvous of such social
parasites," the letter to Hays con-
cludes:
"Under the circumstances, I re-

spectfully and most strongly protest
to you against the release of the pic-
tur in question which can only serve
to bring adverse publicity to this
city."

N. Y. Ban on "Ecstasy"

Upheld by State Court

Albany—New York censors' ban
on "Ecstasy" stays.
The Appellate Division, Third De-

partment, sustained unanimously
the motion picture (censorship) di-

vision of the State Education De-
partment in refusing to license the
pix for public showing.
The members of the court at the

opening of the fall term on Sept. 11
view a revised version of the film,

and after hearing the argument of
counsel reserved decision. Eureka
Productions, Inc., producers of the
film argued that changes had been
made to meet the objections of the
censor, and that the censor's rejec-
tion of the revised version was arbi-
trary and unreasonable. It was con-
tended in behalf of the censor that
the revised version was practically
the same as the original.

Harry Kalmine Again Named
Pittsburgh—The Variety Post of

the American Legion here has re-
elected Harry M. Kalmine, com-
mander; C. C. Kellenberg, adjutant;
James G. Balmer, finance officer;

Father James Garrahan, service offi-

cer and chaplain; Dr. L. G. Bein-
hauer, first vice-commander and Joe
Hiller, second vice-commander. I.

Elmer Ecker is chairman of the
executive committee, to which has
been added Dr. A. I. Wise and Brian
McDonald.
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MAYFLOWER PROD'N

IN U. S. FORESEEN

(Continued from Page 1)

Laughton company will be able to

arrange any necessary financing
here, either through banks or

through any distributing company
with whom they may make a deal.

Production would be on the Coast
it is understood.
Move by Mayflower to produce

here, if it is carried through, may
be a forerunner of production in

this country by other English or-

ganizations who face the same pro-

duction difficulties abroad that com-
panies still there are undergoing
now. A tightening of money and
decimation of trained personnel by
mobilization makes production in

England somewhat difficult at this

time, and with the war apparently
going to continue for some length
of time, further troubles will beset
producers abroad if widespread
bombings take place.

Selznick to Take 4-Months
Leave; May Visit So. Amer.

(Continued from Page 1)

time in New York will be devoted to

search for material for his feminine
stars, Vivien Leigh, Joan Fontaine
and Ingrid Bergman.

If time permits, he will go to

South America for a survey of Latin
American film markets.

Blatts to Reopen Corry

House Dark for 8 Years

Corry, Pa.—The Grand Theater,
owned by Blatt Bros., who also oper-
ate the Rex Theater in this town
along with a chain of other houses
throughout Western Pennsylvania,
will be remodeled, enlarged and re-
furnished. The Grand has been closed
for the past eight years and will be
reopened Thanksgiving Week.

Orders Auten to Testify

Harold Auten was ordered yester-
day to testify before trial on Oct.
10 by New York Supreme Court Jus-
tice Thomas Noonan on application
of the trustees for Societe Pathe
Cinema S.A., who are suing Auten
for $196,872 under a contract made
in April, 1933. A counter-claim has
been raised by Auten asking for
$17,500 for allegedly selling prod-
uct of the plaintiff to RKO.

Gets Treasury Post

Pittsburgh — Miss Mary Alice
Brown, who has been employed at
the local Paramount exchange for
the past three years, has just re-
ceived a. government appointment
in the Treasury Department at
Washington. Prior to her leaving
here within the next two weeks her
fellow employees at Paramount are
staging a farewell party in her
honor.

REOPEN STUDIO WAGE

ISSUE NEXT MARCH

(Continued from Page 1)

tive date of the contract. Pact is

retroactive to Aug. 12 when the IA-
producer "closed shop" agreement
was reached. (C

At the March conference, tR^ pro-
ducers will review conditions affect-
ing the industry, principally the re-
turns from the foreign market, and
will either ask for help by way of
wage reductions or will admit that
such relief is unnecessary.

Bernstein, Greenthal Winners
in Charity Drive Tourney

(Continued from Page 1)

Amusement Division of the Federa-j
tion of Jewish Charities. Major
Albert Warner acted as host for
the competition which was described
as a recreational get-together prior

to the launching of the Federation's
new drive.

Monroe Greenthal, UA promotion
solon, was locked in a tie with Bern-
stein for low net award, but lost the
toss for the trophy. However, there
was copious compensation, for he
annexed the low gross with a 79.

Other award winners in the low
net bracket were Samuel Strauss-
berg, 83; Eugene Picker, 81; Herman
Robbins, 78; Marvin Schenck, 78;

Harold Rinzler, 72; Oscar Doob, 76;

Arthur Israel, 74; Sam Shain, 78;
Sam Rinzler, 70; Milton Weisman,
70; and Leopold Friedman, 79.

Abe Kronenberg found his as-

sistantship to Major Albert Warner
a temporary "handicap," for al-

though he shot a 73 net, he was de-
clared ineligible for a prize. Major
Warner is co-chairman of the Amuse-
ment Division of the Federation of
Jewish Charities drive, with David
Bernstein.

Tourney got under way at 10:30

a.m. and wound up with a gala din-
ner in the clubhouse.

RKO Execs. Will Attend
Nat Levy Detroit Dinner

(Continued from Page 1)

is being transferred to the Philadel-

phia area. Levy is being succeeded
in Detroit by Walter Branson, Chi-

cago district manager. A testimon-
ial dinner for Levy will be held in

Detroit tomorrow night.
Jules Levy, Ed McAvoy and H. M.

Richey will represent the home of-

fice at the banquet.^ Others to at-

tend include Georg'e Lefko, Cleve-
land; H. H. Greenblatt, Pittsburgh;
Izzy Rappaport, Baltimore; Charles
Boasberg, Buffalo; Jay Emanuel,
Philadelphia, and Walter Branson.

STORKS!
Pittsburgh—It's a 7% pound boy

for the Joseph Daughertys. Father
is shipper for the local Republic
exchange.
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a ik REVIEWS Of THE HEW flLfllS .v .V
"Irish Luck"

with Frankie Darro, Dick Purcell, Lillian

Elliott

Monogram 58 Mins.

" TfL-MADE AND EXCITING PIX WITH
D/ /O AT HIS BEST AND PACKING
WIDE APPEAL.

Plenty of action centering around young
Frankie Darro, in the role of an amateur
detective, commends this latest of his star-

ring vehicles to his present bevy of fans,

and is certain to win him a new crop of

admirers, since the picture is strong on gen-

eral appeal. It is both clean, rapid-fire

adult entertainment, and the type of film

which is bound to please the younger gen-

eration. Frankie, as the irrepressible "in-

vestigator" of anything and everything of

an unusual character which happens in the

hotel where he is a bell-hop, gives a lively

performance which is climaxed by his suc-

cess in smashing a hot bond racket, al-

though his path to glory is strewn with

hurdles. The plot of the story is smoothly

fashioned and relates exciting happenings

growing out of the murder of a hotel

guest. Suspicion for the slaying falls upon

Sheila Darcy, whom Frankie succeeds in

extricating from the hotel and subsequently

from her dilemma. The big thrill scene

is when Frankie finds himself facing death

at the hands of the true murderer. The
supporting cast is thoroughly adequate, Man-
tan Moreland supplying some good comedy
as the colored porter. Howard Bretherton's

direction is solid, and the footage clearly

and interestingly photographed by Harry

Neumann. It's the best Darro to date.

CAST: Frankie Darro, D!ck Purcell, Lil-

lian Elliott, Sheila Darcy, Dennis Moore,
Mantan Moreland, Howard Mitchell.

CREDITS: In Charge of Production, Scott

R. Dunlap; Associate Producer, Grant With-
ers; Director, Howard Bretherton; Camera-
man, Harry Neumann; Sound, Karl Zint;

Technical Director, E. R. Hickson; Editor,

Russell Schoengarth; Screenplay, Mary C.

McCarthy, based on the story, "Death Hops
the Bells," by Charles Molyneaux Brown.

DIRECTION, Solid. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Pollock to Head Publicity

for Wire Broadcasting Corp.

Appointment of Leo A. Pollock
as director of public relations was
announced yesterday by J. R. West,
president of Wire Broadcasting:
Corp. of America. Pollock, who will
make his office at 250 W. 57th St.,

left the public relations department
of the New York World's Fair, where
he was assignment editor, to join
Wire Broadcasting.
The first radio editor named by

the New York Evening Journal, Pol-
lock later became drama and film
editor of that newspaper. He also
served Hearst as director of publicity
for Cosmopolitan Productions and
as editor of International Newsreel.

Buys Ashtabula Theater
Youngstown, 0. — Billy Thomas,

for many years manager of the Elks
Club here, has purchased the 600-
seat Harbor Theater at Ashtabula.

"Everybody's Hobby"
with Henry O'Neil, Irene Rich

Warners 54 Mins.

NEWEST FILM FAMILY TO HIT THE
SCREEN WILL AMUSE THE NEIGHBOR-
HOOD FANS.

The latest addition to the screen families

now in existence will serve nicely as nabe
fare. The cast is amiable and believeable,

and the story itself has enough action and

comedy to make it plausible. Henry O'Neil

appears as Tom Leslie, with Irene Rich as

his wife. Jackie Moran and Jean Sharon

fill the youngster roles and Aldrich Bowker
is the uncle. The title, in the case of this

picture, has some significance as each

member of the family has a hobby, and

thereby hangs the story. O'Neil, editor of

a small town paper, is faced with the neces-

sity of either bowing to the policies of a

new publisher, policies which he does not

hold with, or losing his job. Irene gets

him to buy a lot of new camera equip-

ment and go away on a camping trip with

son Jackie. Jackie is a short wave radio

fiend. The camping trip turns out suc-

cessful as Jackie saves the day with his

radio set when all communications break

down after a devastating forest fire gets

under way, and O'Neil uncovers an escaped

criminal with his camera. The paper is

also provided with news. The new pub-

lisher reaches an agreement with O'Neil

and everybody is happy,

CAST: Irene Rich, Henry O'Neil, Aldrich

Bowker, Jane Sharon, Jackie Moran, John

Ridgely, Peggy Stewart, Jackie Morrow,
Fredric Tozere, Albert Morin, Nat Carr,

Sidney Bracy, Jack Mower, Don Rowan.

CREDITS: Warner Bros. Production; Di-

rector, William McGann; Screenplay, Ken-

neth Garnet and W. W. Brockway; Orig-

inal Story, W. W. Brockway; Cameraman,
Sid Hickox; Editor, Frank Magee.

DIRECTION, Pleasing. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Ray C. Coley Fatally

Crushed Beneath Auto

Little Rock, Ark.—Ray C. Coley,
38, until recently assistant resident
manager for the Ark. Amusement
Corp. was injured fatally when he
was crushed under his own automo-
bile. The ear had been placed on
jacks and Coley was under it making
some repairs when the machine fell

on him.
Before coming to Little Rock 14

years ago, Coley was in the theater
business in Jackson, Tenn.

Surviving are his widow, a son,

Curtis; a daughter, Jo Ann; a sis-

ter Miss Marion Coley, all of Little

Rock, and three brothers, Curtis of
Marion, Inc., A. J. of Houston, Tex.,

and Tyrol Coley of Fort Sill, Okla.

Denial by Bill Castay
New Orleans—Bill Castay, head

of the Louisiana Motion Picture Ex-
change denies he is connected with
Lou Langlois in operation of a chain
of small houses in Mangouin, Wood-
ville, Fayette, Patterson.

* fORCIGD *

"Scipione L'Africano"
(Scipio Africanus)

with Annibale Ninchi, Camillo Pilotto,

Isa Miranda

Esperia Films 105 Mins.

LAVISH PRODUCTION OF SECOND
PUNIC WAR RANKS AMONG BEST
IMPORTS FROM ITALIAN STUDIOS.

Produced on a lavish scale, with at least

6,000 extras employed in the battle scenes,

this new Italian film using the second Punic

War as a background, is probably the most

pretentious film that has ever been turned

out by the Italian studios, and it ranks

among the best. The cast is good, the

direction is good and the backgrounds are

excellent. Apparently the Italian produc-

tion heads took the wrapper off the bank-

roll when this was made as it ranks in

the super-super class of colossal produc-

tions. Isa Miranda, Annibale Ninchi,

as Scipio, Camillo Pilotto, as Hannibal, Fosco

Giachetti, as Massinissa, and the remainder

of the cast handle their roles well. Story

deals with the second Punic War, open-

ing with Scipio's futile pleas to the Roman
Senate for an army to fight Hannibal. It

goes on from there to a dramatic climax

with the famous battle of Zama being re-

fought. Elephants, props of the period, and

everything else have been added to this

spectacle to make it authentic in every re-

spect.

CAST: Annibale Ninchi, Isa Miranda,

Camillo Pilotto, Fosca Giachetti, Francesca

Braggiotti, Memmo Benassi, Carlo Lombardi,

Marcello Spada, Piero Carnabucci, Ciro

Galvani, Marcella Giorda, Carlo Ninchi,

Lamberto Picasso.

CREDITS: Consorzia Scipione Production;

Director, Carmine Gallione. Presented at

the Cinecitta Theater with Italian dialogue

and no English title.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

"Nincsenek
Veletlenek"

(Everything Has a Reason)

with Ida Turay, Laszlo Szilassy

Hungaria Pictures, Inc. 87 Mins.

AMUSING COMPLICATIONS IN DO-
MESTIC TRIANGLE WILL PROVIDE
LAUGHS.

Latest film from the Magyar studios

should amuse the Hungarian audiences with

its merry complications. A pleasing cast

takes good care of the characterizations and

the film is well paced. Ida and a local

druggist, just married, stop in a hotel for

the night, but among the wedding presents

is a ring with a note thanking the lady for

past happiness. The groom accuses Ida of

having a past and she sets out to find out

the why and wherefore of the ring. She
discovers that the ring was sent to an ac-

tress who had adjoining rooms, but was
delivered to her by mistake. By the time

everything is straightened out Ida has fallen

for Szilassy, the sender of the ring, and the

groom and actress are left stranded.

CAST: Ida Turay, Laszlo Szilassy, Jozsef

Juhasz, Blanka Szombathelyi, Margit Arpad,

* SHORTS *

"The Battle Fleets of England"
(March of Time)

RKO Radio 20 mins.
Timely and Dramatic

The first bulwark of defense that
has protected England from invasion,

starved her enemies by blockades,
and helped to build and then protect
the far-flung empire over which the
flag of England waves, is the English
navy. This reel is particularly time-
ly as newspapers are filled with
stories of raids on the British fleet,

of submarines being sunk by English
ships and a slowly tightening block-
ade of German sea lanes being en-
forced. The film is done without any
flag waving or unnecessary fanfare.
It is dramatic and direct in the story
it unfolds. Here is the English fleet

in all its power, the strongest naval
force that has ever been seen on the
high seas, and it should prove to be
particularly interesting and comfort-
ing for any member of the English
Empire to see. The reel shows the
training of the English navy, from
the time apprentice seamen of tender
years join the navy, to the time they
become full-fledged sailors and offi-

cers in England's sea forces. Train-
ing of cadets is shown, we see the
Dartmouth officers' school, and then
the positions the English navy occu-
pies on the high seas today. One
division protecting the Oriental in-

terests of the nation, another guard-
ing the Mediterranean sea lanes and
the Suez Canal, and the grand bat-
tle fleet blockading the North Sea.
Maneuvers are shown, also Hong
Kong and Gibraltar defenses, and the
firing of shells, torpedoes and depth
bombs by the warships. The March
of Time organization deserves ap-
plause for bringing this subject to

the screen at this time, and in an
outstanding fashion.

"A Day On Treasure Island"

(FitzPatrick Traveltalk)
M-G-M 10 mins.

Exposition In Technicolor
First of the James FitzPatrick

Traveltalk series for the 1939-40 sea-

son shows the San Francisco Gol-
den Gate Exposition in Technicolor.
People throughout the country who
have not had the opportunity to at-

tend the Exposition will get an ex-

cellent idea of what comprises famed
Treasure Island in this film. It

opens with a skyline shot of the
bay city with Treasure Island in

the distance. Moving onto the Ex-
position grounds the short takes us
to the court of nations, the midway
and all the other sights to be seen.

Sandor Tompa, Bela Mihalyffy.

CREDITS: Hunnia Master Film Produc-

tion; Director, Istvan Bekeffy. Presented at

the Modern Playhouse with Hungarian dia-

logue and no English titles.

DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.
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THEATER CHANGES
Theater Closings-Openings-New Houses-Renovations-Ownership Changes

A Nation-wide Survey of Theater Conditions Conducted Exclusively for THE FILM DAILY by L a

;

Theater Closings

(9-1-

Dis-

MISSISSIPPI
North Carrollton—Carroll

39); Owner: J. C. Alexander
mantled.

MISSOURI
Maryville—Tivoli (9-17-39); Own-

er: C. E. "Doc" Cook; New The-
ater to be opened one block west.

NEW YORK
Fleischmanns—Whipple (9-15-39);

Owner: Kallet Circuit; Only open for
summer months.

OKLAHOMA
Enid—Criterion (8-26-39); Owner:

Griffith; lease expires.

WISCONSIN
Green Bay—Grand (Sept., 1939);

Owner: Standard Theaters Co.; For
renovation purposes.

Theater Openings
IDAHO

Burke—Burke, approximately 200
seats, (9-8-39); Owner; Simons
Amusement Co,; House Manager:
Lenie Amato.

MICHIGAN
Wyandotte—Majestic, 1,500 seats,

(9-20-39); Owner: Associated The-
aters; previously closed May, 1939.
Flint—Garden, (9-15-39); Owner:

Butterfield Circuit; previously closed
May, 1939.

Lansing—Gladmer, 1,200 seats,
(10-12-39); Owner: Butterfield Cir-
cuit; previously closed May, 1939.
Pontiac—State, 1,800 seats, (9-30-

39); Owner: Buller; previously
closed May, 1939.

NORTH CAROLINA
Enfield—Levon, 300 seats (about

Sept. 15th); Owner: Mr. Overton.

OHIO
Cleveland — Penn Square, 750

seats (9-30-39); Owner: Artcinema
Theaters; Previously closed approxi-
mately 5-1-39.

Alliance—Ohio, 250 seats (Sep-
tember 1939); Owner: Robert Her-
kimer; House Manager: Robert
Herkimer.

PENNSYLVANIA
Twin Rocko—Palace, 280 seats,

(10-1-39); Owner: Commercial Coal
Co.; House Manager: James Sabella;
previously closed 1927.

UTAH
Sacland—Garland, 300 seats, (9-

10-39); Owner: Glen Lawrence; prev-
iously closed in May or June.

WISCONSIN
Milwaukee — Ogden, 537 seats

(Sept. 1939); Owner: Fox Wiscon-
sin Amusement Corp.; Previously
closed June 1939.

New Theater
Openings
ALABAMA

Mobile—Azalea, 750 seats (8-2-

39); Williams at Old Government;
House Manager: J. H. King.

MICHIGAN
Grosse Point—Esquire, 900 seats,

(9-14-39); 15311 Jefferson; House
Manager: Geo. Sampson.

MINNESOTA
Wolverton—Meyers, 200 seats, (9-

3-39); House Manager: Meyers.

MONTANA
Drummond—Pix, 200 seats, (8-

20-139); House Manager: F. W.
Horrigan.

WISCONSIN
Oshkosh—Mode, 500 seats (7-28-

39); Builder: K. & H. Amusement
Co.

Theaters Planned
LOUISIANA

Piaquemine — Osage, 1,000 seats,

residential section; Builder: Lionel
Delocrox; Cost: $50,000; Operator:
S. H. Daigre.

MICHIGAN
Detroit—Van Dyke, 800 seats,

Near present Eastown; Builder:

Moss Inn Co.
Detroit — New, 1,200 seats, Jef-

ferson Ave. and River Rouge.
OHIO

Cincinnati—Time, 750 seats, 6th
and Walnut; Architect: H. M. Price

and J. Eberson.

Oshkosh—Star; Work Planned:
Complete renovation; Owner: H. K.
Timm; To be completed November,
1939.

Renovations
Planned

IOWA
Cherokee—American; Work Plan-

ned: Complete remodeling; Owner:
Dale R. Goldie.

NEW YORK
Gloversville—Glove ; Work Plan-

ned: Complete extensive remodeling;
Owner: Schine Enterprises; To be
completed 10-6-39.

PENNSYLVANIA
Johnstown—Rialto; Work Plan-

ned: Addition being built to increase
the seating capacity; Owner: Joseph
Farkas; To be completed in near fu-
ture.

WISCONSIN
Washburn—Rex; Work Planned:

Heating and ventilating system, new
front; Owner: H. A. Stubfors; To
be completed 9-22-39.

Brillion—Auditorium; Work Plan-
ned: Complete modernization; Own-
er: Ray Pfeiffer; to be completed
soon.

Theaters Under
Construction

KENTUCKY
Albany—Clinton, 400 seats, Tenn

St.; Owner: Hassler & Nunn; To
be completed 11-1-39.

OHIO
Cincinnati—New, 750 seats, West

side of Linwood Rd.; Builder: J. M.
Jackson Realty Co.; Architect: S.

S. & G. H. Godley; Operator: Mt.
Lookout Theater Co.; to be com-
pleted Feb., 1940.

TENNESSEE
Adamsville—New, 400 seats, Main

St.; Builder: Local Contractor; Op-
erator: Sibley & Yancv; to be com-
pleted 11-1-39.

TEXAS
Ft. Worth—White, 1,200 seats,

Hemphill & Berry; Cost: $75,000;

Operator: M. S. White.

Change in
Ownership

ARKANSAS
Gurdon—Wright, transferred to

K. Lee Williams Theater Corp. by
G. Sterling; House Manager: R. B.

Hardy.
WISCONSIN

Washburn—Rex, transferred to

H. A. Stubfors by Edward Mitchell.

West Salem—Salem, transferred
to West Salem Theaters, Inc., by M.
Cullman; House Manager: M. E.

Walker.

Rebuild Detroit Cameo
At Cost of $200,000

Detroit — Bennett and Straight,
theatrical architects, have the con-
tract for rebuilding of the Cameo
Theater for Flucksa and Stoica, en-
larging it to 2,000 seats. Work is

to be completed Dec. 1, at a cost of
$200,000. Philip Gorelick has the
general construction contract.

TMAT-Raybond Hearing Off
Hearing on the TMAT-Raybond

Theaters case, scheduled to be heard
yesterday before the State Labor
Relations Board, was postponed to

Monday.

To Do "Silas Marner" Again
Director Frank P. Donovan having

finished "The Dictators' Lullaby,"
a burlesque on dictators to be re-
leased immediately, will next do a
re-make of "Silas Marner," the
George Eliot classic which he made
as a silent film for Pathe. Billy
Bitzer photographed "The Dicta-
tor's Lullaby" and will photograph
"Silas Marner" on the West coast.
Imperial Pictures will distribute.

Shot Hits Exchange Steno
Indianapolis—Firing at a suspected

thief Detective Willis Thompson, ac-
cidentally wounded Alice Sparks,
stenographer for Big Feature Rights
Exchange.

TEPA Elects Houck
Harrisburg Pa. — Henry Houck,

Colonial Theater was elected presi-

dent of the Theatrical Employee
Protective Association. Other offi-

cers elected include: Gene Plank, of

the Rio Theater, vice-president;

Mary Ellen Hatfield, State, secre-

tary; Sarah First, Rio, treasurer,
and Spasi Todorov, State business
agent.

Mich. Film Library Moves
Detroit — Headquarters of the

Michigan Film Library have been
moved by Manager Alban J. Norris
from the Insurance Exchange Build-
ing to 15745 Rosemont Road.

AMPP Cutting Personnel

As Result European War

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Carrying out instruc-

tions from a committee of producers,
Frederick W. Beetson, executive
vice-president and secretary of the
AMPP, notified a number of his staff

of impending reduction in pay and
personnel. Reason for salary cuts

and loss of jobs, Beetson said, de-

veloped from the tremendous slash

in the industry's revenue caused by
the war.
Pay cuts will not affect persons

receiving $50 per week or less, and
each person not remaining on the
payroll will be given a month's no-
tice.



NEW
FAVORITES

EASTMAN'S three great new films back

up their special characteristics with typ-

ical Eastman reliability and uniformity.

Worthy successors to earlier Eastman

emulsions, they are the new raw-film fa-

vorites of the motion picture industry.

Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester,

N. Y. (J. E. Brulatour, Inc., Distributors,

Fort Lee, Chicago, Hollywood.)

EASTMAN
PLIJS-X

for general studio use

SCPER-XX
for ail difficult shots

BACKGROUND-X
for backgrounds and general exterior work
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BEVERAGE DISPENSER

FOR FILM THEATERS

Film theaters now have available
to them a new and ingenious type of

beverage dispensing machine, em-
bodying the best features of modern
design, mechanical simplicity and
craftsmanship.
The machine, known as the "Thirst

Quencher," and manufactured by
Beverage Dispensers, Inc., of 522
Fifth Ave., New York, dispenses a
drink speedily, efficiently and in gen-
erous quantity.
Upon insertion of a nickel, a fresh-

ly carbonated Coca-Cola, chilled to

a temperature below 40 degrees, is

automatically concocted inside the
machine. Simultaneously a sanitary
drinking cup is dropped upon a
chromium platform, and a stream of
sparkling Coca-Cola fills it to the
brim.
The taste, temperature and quan-

tity is as consistent as the popular
drink for which this machine was de-
signed. A patented coin detector re-

jects all slugs before they reach the
coin chute, and conveniently deposits
them in a specially-made "coin re-
turn" slot.

Each drink is registered by a
meter, and the mechanism through-
out the entire machine is as trouble-
proof as highly-developed engineer-
ing can make it.

Within the attractive cabinet of
steel are shafts holding 200 sanitary
cups, purity reservoirs holding re-

spectively two gallons of syrup and
eight gallons of water, resulting in

a capacity of 226 drinks which are
perfectly carbonated via a tank and
mechanism for this purpose. The
cabinet is 72 inches high, 27 wide
and 18 deep, and weight is 350
pounds empty, and 575 loaded.
Donald M. Forgan is president of

Beverage Dispensers, Inc.; Henry B.
Stimson, secretary and treasurer,
and B. A. Needham the vice-presi-
dent and sales manager.

$125,000 Improvement
For Cameo at Detroit

Detroit — The Cameo Theater,
North End house of George Flucksa
and William Stoica, is to be com-
pletely remodeled. House will have
1,500 seats, practically doubling the
present capacity. Cost of building
and equipment is estimated at $125,-
000. Bennett & Straight, of Dear-
born, are the architects.

Mitchell In Whitesboro
Dallas — Work on remodeling a

building on the south side of Main
St, in Whitesboro to house a film
theater has been started by Tom
Mitchell, who has been in the show
business in Denton.

Glass Theater
Lee, Mass.—Miss Elizabeth Formento

has awarded the general contract for the
new 700-seat Lee Theater to Graves Cr

Hemmes, Inc., of Great Barrington. The-
ater will be completed about Feb. 15.

The structure will be one-story of Car-
rara glass, modernistic and will be air-

conditioned. Miss Formento is inter-

ested also in the Park Theater here.

RCA Photophone Equipment

Goes Into Many Theaters

RCA Photophone's sound equip-
ment is currently being installed in
many theaters throughout the coun-
try.

Included in the long list of present
contracts are installations ordered
by the Madison, Detroit; the Pix,
new Brandt circuit house on New
York's 42nd St.; the Grand, Orlando,
Fla.; the Cleveland and the New
Texas, in Cleveland and Bay City,
Texas, respectively; the Florida,
West Palm Beach; Orpheum, Green
Bay, Wis.; Uptown, Muscatine, Iowa;
the Lake, Lake Worth, Fla.; the Lord
Calvert, Baltimore; the Crystal,
Brooklyn; Broadway, Yonkers;
Plaza, Youngstown; and the new
450-seater rising from the ashes of
the burned Fox at Meade, Fla.
Paramount's branch in Atlanta is

also installing RCA Photophone
sound equipment in its preview
room.

Considerable Replacement

Orders for Gen'l Seating

General Seating Co. reports con-
sistent volume sales of theater chairs
under stimulus of the Fall season,
which is accounting for considerable
replacement orders.
Among the most recent installa-

tions are for the Dixon Theater,
Dixon, 111.; Marlow's Theater, Her-
rin, 111., and the Lyric East Prairie,

Mo., the latter two purchases having
been effectuated by the houses
through L. T. Rockenstein Co. of St.

Louis.
Through the Western Theater

Equipment Co., Butte, Mont., the
New Theater, in nearby Drummond,
has purchased the latest type Gen-
eral Seating chairs.

New Storm Lake House
Storm Lake, la. — Remodeling

work is being done on the Empire
Theater building preparatory to the
opening of a third movie house in

Storm Lake. George Norman moved
out of the building a year ago while
opening the new Vista. Norman will

run the new house.

Photophone Installation
Detroit—RCA Photophone is be-

ing installed in the Times Square
Theater, with Simplex projectors.
House is being prepared for opening
by the Jack Broder Circuit.

NEW ORLEANS HOUSE

HAS NOVEL FEATURES

New Orleans — The Circle, this

city's latest de luxe $125,000 nabe,
opened this week.
Due to location and the shape of

the lot upon which it stands, the
building combines new architectural
features. It is broad in front and
narrows down in the rear to meet
the limitations of a triangular site

which gives it three excellent ap-
proaches. Originally, plans called

for a stadium construction, but they
were later changed to provide a bal-

cony which has more seats than an
orchestra floor.

The house is modern in design,

simple, with the walls in natural
stone color and the ceiling a com-
bination of cream, green and rose
tints. Hangings harmonize. Light-
ing is provided by neon-tubed
troughs, with fluorescent lights in

the lounges and lavatories. All hang-
ings, booth equipment, carpet, seats,

etc., is by National Theater Supply;
air conditioning by Frigidaire;

sound by RCA Photophone. Archi-
tect: Eugene Gibert; Contractor:
Herman T. Makosfy; Electrical fix-

tures and fronts: Industrial Electric

Supply.
The Circle is owned by Jadell

Theaters, Inc., which brings tgether
Henry Lazarus, successful operator
of two theaters, and Jack Dicharry,
owner of the last steam packet on
the Mississippi and of the Lincoln
Theater for negroes.

Jagmin Decorates Five

Detroit—T. J. Jagmin & Co. is

completing decorating of the new
Motor City Theater at Van Dyke for

William A. Schulte, and the new
Shafer at Garden City for Walter
D. Shafer, as well as redecorating of

the Eaton at Charlotte for Cass R.

Beechler.
Jobs are about to start on the

Your Theater in Detroit for DeLod-
der Circuit, and the Roseville at East
Detroit for Jeff Williams.

Improvements In Arkansas
Little Rock, Ark. — Recent im-

provements at theaters in this state

include a new Neon sign for the
marquee at the Lyric, Harrison; in-

terior and exterior of the Strand,
Paris, is being remodeled and new
marquee installed; Conway Theater,
Conway, has installed 425 new seats

at a cost of $3,000, seating capacity
at the Grand, Conway, is also being
enlarged.

M T E Gets Rialto Order
Bridgeport — Modern Theater

Equipment will install new booth
equipment in the Rialto Theater,
Strand Amusement Co. theater.

SIXTY YE/y*S
Role of Electric III

By ROBER

Nela Park Engine<

(Editor's Note: This is the first of a

series of articles dealing with the ad-

vances effectuated in the art and science

of theater lighting since the advent of

the incandescent lamp.)

WHEN the incandescent lamp

made its appearance in the

Fall of 1879 it at once captured the

imagination of theater men who had

long been searching for a better

way to light their stages and thea-

ters. At that time practically all

of the large and up-to-date play-

houses were lighted by gas, an il-

luminant that offered advantages

over previous and other contempo-

rary flame sources but which, never-

theless, was far from being a thor-

oughly satisfactory light source.

Gas could be controlled to a cer-

tain extent—indeed, to an extent

impossible with oil lamps or candles

—but its installation was compli-

cated, bulky, and expensive, and

there was always the danger of fire.

Other undesirable characteristics

were the heat generated and the

oxygen consumed. And then oh top

of all these disadvantages and more

important than any of them was the

plain fact that gas lighting did not

provide enough light for the most

effective sort of performance.

It was not surprising then, that

the theater was quick to recognize

and to exploit the advantages of

electric lighting.

Which theater was the first to

install electric lighting with incan-

descent lamps apparently is unde-

termined, but it is a matter of rec-

ord that the new system was put

into use in the Paris Opera in 1880,

less than a year after Edison had

produced his first successful lamp.

The following year found electric

lighting in the Savoy Theater in

London and the year after that in

the Brno Theater in Austria. In

1882 at the Electrotechnical Expo-

sition at Munich a small experimen-

tal theater was completely lighted

with incandescent lamps. So suc-

cessful were the results that world-

wide interest in the new illuminant

was aroused.
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BUT theaters in this country did

not wait for Europe to point the

way. During the first few years

after the introduction of the "bot-

tled" light, installations were made
in the People's Theater, New York,
in the Halsted Street Academy of

Music, Chicago, in Boston's Bijou

Theater, and in the Baldwin Thea-
ter, San Francisco. And shortly

after thes= pioneering installations

were made the spread of electric

lighting in theaters became too

rapid to keep track of it.

Edison's first successful lamp was
composed of a high resistance car-

bon filament in a high vacuum with-

in a completely enclosing glass globe

having all joints sealed by a fusion of

glass. The filament was heated to

incandescence by the passage of an
electric current conducted to it by

wires which passed through the

glass stem supporting the filament.

Although innumerable improve-

ments and refinements have been
made in incandescent lamps during

the 60 years that have elapsed since

Edison filed his basic patent appli-

cation, today's incandescent lamps
have practically all of the essential

features incorporated in the first

successful lamp.

For many years the carbon lamp
was the best and most efficient

practical light source obtainable.

But many a scientist devoted his

time and energy to the search for

a better material from which to

make filaments. Tungsten, because
of its high melting point, was tried

again and again, but it proved to be

an obstinate metal and not well

adapted to being fashioned into a

hair-like filament.

FINALLY, in 1905, Dr. Willis R.

Whitney, head of the Research

Laboratory of the General Electric

Company at Schenectady, intro-

duced a lamp with a metalized car-

bon filament. It was known as the

Gem lamp and operated at 25 per

cent higher efficiency than the reg-

ular carbon lamp, or about 4 lumens
per watt.

The following year the first sue-

1

NEW STAINLESS STEEL

LUMBER FOR THEATERS

Pittsburgh—Considerable interest
is rife here in technical circles with
respect to the newly-introduced
Stainless Steel "Lumber" which is

the product of the local Allegheny
Ludlum Steel Corp., through its

Ludlite Division in Watervliet, N. Y.
The new "lumber" is known as

"Ludlite Bord" and combines the ad-
vantages of stainless steel with load
carrying ability. It is easily fabri-
cated and economical for both indoor
and outdoor application.

Since "Ludlite Bord" absorbs sound
and so has excellent acoustic proper-
ties, in addition to offering great
resistance to denting or marring by
impact, its use in film theaters is

being carefully weighed by archi-
tects, who are attracted to the mate-
rial because of its possibilities for
interior structural and decorative
use, particularly for wainscoting, to
which the four-foot lengths are espe-
cially suitable.

The material comes in another size

of standard panel,—an eight-foot
length for wall surfacing. Ease of
maintaining the surface in attrac-
tive, sanitary condition is another at-
tribute commending its use in film
theaters.
New product consists essentially

of thin sheets of the well-known Al-
legheny Metal (18-8 stainless steel),
permanently bonded to an inert min-
eral backing material to form strong,
rigid panels. The permanent and
highly reflective steel facing reflects
about 90 per cent of all heat rays di-

rected at it, while the backing ma-
terial has high thermal insulating
value. It is immune to high humid-
ity, is fireproof and fully weather-
resistant. Additionally, it may be
sawed into shapes readily with an
ordinary hand saw, and sheared as
easily as plain sheet metal and
drilled as readily as ordinary hard
wood.

cessful metal filament lamp ap-

peared on the market. This was the

tantalum filament lamp developed

by Dr. Werner Von Bolton, a Rus-
sian chemist. The lamp had an
efficiency of 4.8 lumens per watt,

an appreciable advance over the

Gem lamp. Tantalum filaments,

however, had their shortcomings.

Since the metal has a relatively low
electrical resistance, filaments for

110-volt lamps had to be long and
thin. This, of course, made them
rather fragile, and in addition it was
found that although the lamps gave
good results on direct current cir-

cuits, the filament soon crystallized

and failed when the lamps were
operated on alternating current.

Lighting Innovation

Cincinnati — New ideas in theater
lighting will be carried out in the new
RKO Grand Theater, now under construc-
tion on site of old Grand Opera House,
downtown. New Fluorescent tube light-

ing, developed for the World's Fair is

included in plans drawn by Associated
architects, Frederich Garber of this city,

and John Eberson, New York City. Frank
Messer & Sons, are general contractors

and Belshoover Electrical Co., will install

the electrical work.

GENERAL REGISTER'S

SALES BRISK— FINKE

Rodgers Circuit to Build

$100,000 Illinois House

Carbondale, 111.—Plans have been

completed for the new 1,100-seat,

$100,000 theater and store building

to be erected here by the I. W. Rod-

gers Circuit of Theaters of Cairo.

Contract has been awarded to Edgar
Stephens of Cairo.

The plans prepared by O. W.
Stiegemeyer, St. Louis architect, call

for a building of brick and hollow

tile construction, with concrete foun-

dation, structural glass and alum-
inum trim front, steel joists, steel

deck, modern air-conditioning, etc.

Chicago—D. H. Finke, vice-presi-

dent of General Register Co., states

here that business is unusually brisk

on company's secret-control Auto-
maticket registers.

Numerous sales, he asserts, have

been made to leading circuits and
indie operators, and that among the
recent installations have been for
B & K, Butterfield circuit, St. Louis
Amusement Co., Indiana and Illinois

Circuit, Fox Midwest Theaters, the
Schoenstadt and Kerasotes circuits,

and numerous others.
Busines soutlook for the autumn

and winter months is characterized
bv Finke as excellent.

Remodeled El Rey Opens
Oakland, Calif.—The El Rey The-

ater, formerly the Plaza, has re-

opened following a $50,000 remodel-
ing program by the owners, Herbert
Bluechel and Paul Aglietti. Com-
plete new equipment includes RCA
sound equipment, new cooling, vent-
ilating and lighting systems, new
drapes, stage hangings and curtains.

"THE MAN in the IRON MASK

There is nothing mysterious about the

popularity of Alexander Smith Car-

pet. Luxurious appearance, long life

and moderate price are the three rea-

sons why you find it in most of the

country's successful theaters.

ALEXANDER SMITH CARPET
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THE THOUGHTS OF THE COUNTRY
ARE TURNING SOUTHWARD...AND

SOUTHWARD LIE THE SCENES OF
THIS SPELLBINDING STORY . . .

Of a fascinating plunderer ... of

the lady whose fatal beauty sent

him to a tropic penal cell ... of a

drifting young American who won

the love that the other man had

committed murder to keep!
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